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BOOT & SHOE

WORKERS UNION

By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

Stamp Shoes

UNION STAMP
You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money.

Factory No. You help your own Labor Position .

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : “ This shoe does not bear the stamp, but is

made under Union Conditions. This is false-- No shoe is union made unless it bears

the Union Stamp.
BOOT & SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

John F. Tobin , Pres.
246 Summer St. , BOSTON, MASS.

Chas. L. Blaine, Sec. - Treas.

If you don't wear A Singer Unifom you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THE CHEAP READY MADEKIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. MENTION THIS PAPER

A. L. SINGER & CO ., 173-175 E. Adams St. CHICAGO

a
LUTHS, DORWELD, HALLER CO.

Successors to HORACE W. STEERE,

11 12
Wholesale Jeweler and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE. , DETROIT, MICH .

4

5 .

THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

We ONLY make a difference of 10 per cent for goods

sold on time to reliable partics .

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE

PATENTED APRIL 27 , 1897 AND JULY 10 , 1906 .

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 150,000 IN USE.

Price, $ 2.00 Sent prepald to any point where we have no Agent.

Saves the price of a coat yearly. Conductor's uniform always presentable

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG. CO., CLEVELAND , O.

and A. P. JURY . 263 Yonge St. ' TORONTO , ONT .. CANADA.
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THE NEW ROYAL

Mr. Secretary:

Is where you can drop

in and be at home. ::

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

80-84 Jeferson Ave. DETROIT, MICH.
IT IS SPRINGER'S STYLE

Live and Let Live

138 Royal Street, NEW ORLEANS, LA .
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Shirt

Walsts

bear this

label

WO
RT

wu Issued by the Authority of the
TOBALL WORKERS INTERNATIONAL

UNION .
Union

Made LUNION

Tobacco Kay Finches

MADE.

2.Lewis Evans

Bears

This

LabelRESIDEN OSCYTHEN
NOLA VILLA

TO LAN .

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

The International Associotion

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

Springs for

Motormen's Stools

50c per set, deliv

ered free. Send

stamps or money.

A great comfort and

protection from jar

on Kidneys.

Thousands in use .

The Toledo Chair

Spring Co.

417 ohlen

TOL ...

Our Label is No. 38 .

태

GERAGHTY & CO.

au dallo theme Ohloeo.
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DID YOU

EVER WEAR

A The Gear-Galley Co.

Wholesa'e and Retall Dealers lo . .
BLOCH

UNIFORM Watches, Dia .

monds and JewelryOF QUALITY ?

WATCHES DE MAGNATIZED FREE of CHARGE

IF NOT

WHY NOT TRY ONE ?

MADE TO MEASURE

MADE TO FIT

MADE TO SATISFY

Write op Call

SPECIAL PRICES ON

WATCHES for MOTOR

MEN and CONDUCTORSUNION M A DE

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE Both Phones

THE BLOCH COMPANY

CLEVELAND , OHIO

612-613 Cuyahoga Building

CLEVELAND , OHIO

FREE

2/11

YOU can get the Electric

Light for Early Risers FREE

Write for our plan how to secure

this very meritorious and practical

light, AT NO COST.

No need to use oil or gas in your

bedroom .

This offer is strictly limited to

the first five inquiries from each

Division . Do not fail to give

number of your Division

when writing

YOU CAN OWN THE DIAMOND OR

WATCH YOU WANT

Simplest thing in the world to gratify any

fancyyou may have in this line if you take advan

tage of our credit plan. The cost will probably be

only a dollar or two a week - too little to figure
seriously in yourexperises.

Pay 50c weekly on a $ 10.00 purchase.

Pay 750 weekly on a $ 15.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.00 weekly on a $ 25.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.50 weekly on a $ 50.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.00 weekly on a $ 75.00 purchase .

Pay $ 2.50 weekly on a $ 100.00 purchase.

Just . Little Cash .

Also Clocks, Jewelry. Slverware, Etc.

ALL ON CASH OR CREDIT.

43

Arcade
CLEVELAND , O.

THE LINTERN ELECTRIC CO.

9717 Denison Ave. N.W.

Cleveland, Ohio

F.B. STRAWN & BRO.
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WM . JACOBS, LOUISVILLE , KY .

Above appears a picture of Seventh In

ternational Vice President Wm. Jacobs, of

the Amalgamated Association . In the sum

mer of 1899 Vice President Jacobs became

an active local member of Div. No. 110 ,

then instituted among the Louisville street

railway men. He was later elected presi

dent of the local , which , under his admin

istration , brought improved wages and con

ditions to the motormen and conductors of

that city. At the Buffalo convention in 1901

he was a delegate from Div . 110 , and was

elected second I. V. P. He was later dis

missed from the service, but maintained

his membership and lead an active cam

paign before the Kentucky legislature for

vestibule protection , and was active in

work for the movement, serving at one time

as president the State F. of L. At the

Pittsburg convention he was elected a mem

ber of the G. E. B. , in which position he

continued for two and one-half years. Div .

110 was later reorganized as Div . 451 , and

at the New Orleans convention, where he

represented the local as a delegate, he was

elected to his present position .

GLEANINGS FROM OFFICIAL REPORT

OF THE A. F. OF L. AT TWENTY

EIGHTH ANNUAL CONVENTION .

The reports of the officers of the Ameri

can Federation of Labor rendered to the

Annual Convention are to a great extent an

annual review of the organized labor move

ment. They are also statistical as bearing

upon the growth and expansion of the move.

ment and embraces comparative figures

which may be assumed as the most accurate

barometer of industrial life as applying to

labor , from which the most reliable deduc

tions may be made . Thus, to size up the

general labor situation the reports of the

American Federation of Labor officers are

more instructive , if not more interesting,

than any other feature of the Convention .

The recent Convention of the A. F. of L.

was held at Denver, Colo. , November 9th to

21st. The Officers' Reports conclude the of.
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ficial year ending September, 31st , 1908 , a

period wholly within the present industrial

depression. The year beginning October 1st,

1907 , perhaps, found the labor movement

yet in its full strength , as its progression

had been limited by less than one month

of the panic that started in that year.

the report must show the effect of a seri

ous depression upon a labor movement of

so vast a magnitude the American

Federation of Labor had reached at that

time.

It must be admitted that any effect the

depression has had upon organized labor

must indicate a much more serious effect

upon labor in general, as it is natural to as

sume that the membership of the various

labor organizations has been fairly well em

ployed during the period covered by the re

port, and any dropping off in membership of

any of the respective organizations must sig.

nify , to some extent , the idleness that has

been imposed upon labor so far as it has

touched the organized workers. Those who

did not have the advantage of united effort

in protection in employment must have

naturally suffered from lack of employment

far more than those who had the united pro

tection that comes with organization , and

which has an adhesive force in that great

bond of human sympathy that naturally

comes from close association in an alliance

in which a common cause is at stake.

There is just as much incentive for or

ganization today as there was one year ago.

The incentive is just as forceful to the con

viction of the wage-earner now as then .

This being true, any general loss of mem

bership in any organization or any retarding

of the development must be accepted as

that of depletion or restraint from idleness .

Other causes are exceptions met with as

well in prosperous times as in times of de

pression .

But it is here determined to place in an

abbreviated way extracts of the reports to

the Twenty-eighth Annual Convention be

fore the readers , as there are many other

interesting features aside from those purely

statistical . It is only to be regretted that

space herein denies the full publication of

the various reports .

Report of President Gompers.

Denver , Colo ., November 9 , 1908 .

To the Officers and Delegates of the Twenty

eighth Annual Convention of the Ameri

can Federation of Labor :

Fellow Workers : Fourteen years ago we

met in this city, and then , just as now , the

workers were suffering from a paralysis of

industry resulting from the manipulations of

the “ Princes of Finance " or from the incom

petency of our modern “ Captains of Indus

try ." I declare now , as I did then , that it is

an indictment against our civilization that

in a land so bountiful, broad and fertile as

ours, with the workers so earnest, energetic,

industrious, anxious and willing to produce,

that such a paralysis of industry should be

possible, and I believe we should hold ac

countable those who are responsible for the

unnecessary and wanton misery of so large
a mass of workless workers .

In our country there must not be permit.

ted to grow up or to be maintained a perma

nent army of unemployed .

In the midst of such adverse circum

stances, that our trade unions have main

tained their existence, speaks well of them

and of the sound economic and fundamental

principles upon which they are based . That

they have not succumbed to the fearful an

tagonism arrayed against them , to the lack

of employment and to other insidious in

fluences, is the best evidence that the move

ment of labor has found the citadel of its

protection , its noblest inspiration , in the

hearts and minds of the workers .

Coming as we do to this magnificent west

ern city , where, by the hand of labor, the

brain and brawn of our people , a waste land

has been made to blossom like a rose , is

there not an appropriateness in our meeting

here , when the wrongs of the past are still

extant ? May we not indulge the hope that

these wrongs may spend their force and find

rectification at the foot of the mighty Rock

ies , and that the toilers may here be still

further inspired and encouraged in their

struggle and hope for the triumph of jus

tice ?

Westward the course of empire makes its

way, over mountain and plain and desert.

No obstacle is insurmountable in the course

of human progress , when real empire and

sovereignty dwell in the heart , the minds ,

and the conscience of the manhood and wom.

anhood of our country.

Our Constitution and custom have made it

incumbent upon the President to give an

accounting of the work in connection with

our movement for the year. It has been my

pleasure, and is my duty , to make my re

port to the Convention as comprehensive as

possible , but the manifold duties devolving

upon the President of the Federation pre

clude the thought that anything but a few

of the extraordinarily large number of im

portant matters with which he has had to

deal can be submitted.

International Unions.

The international unions have done mag.

nificent work in regard to membership, as

well as in uplifting their respective crafts

and callings . They have at least partially

supported their unemployed . The declared

policy of our Federation against wage reduc

tions has found fruition , despite the indus

trial panic . Organized labor, even those

unions unaffiliated , have taken up and ac

cepted the advice given by our Federation ,

to resist wage reductions under any and all

circumstances ; aye , even the unorganized

have taken some degree of courage and par

tially resisted .

For the first time in the history of our

own or any other country , an industrial cri

sis has come and will pass away, and a

wholesale cutting in wages has practically

been averted. Time has demonstrated the

wisdom of our Federation's declaration on

this , as upon other economic and political

questions . We have clearly proved the
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soundness of the philosophy that wage re

ductions are not only injurious, but their re

sistance and prevention are the most ra

tional and most rapid method of an emer

gence from an industrial crisis or panic ,

whether brought on by the manipulations of

" Princes of Finance" or the blundering of

the " Captains of Industry." I again strongly

urge Labor's persistent resistance to any

wage reductions. Nor can I permit this op

portunity to pass by without expressing my

great appreciation of the readiness with

which the officers of our international

unions responded to the invitation to meet

last March in conference in Washington, to

meet the emergencies which arose in our

industrial and political life .

State Federations and City Central Bodies .

As already indicated , we have now 38

State Federations and 608 City Central Bod

ies . There is a marked advancement in the

growth of our organized labor movement ,

and there are no bodies more effective in

carrying into execution the policies and

principles for which our movement stands,

than these state federations and city cen

tral labor organizations. Their influence for

good is marked and widespread . By reason

of their local and constant mingling with

the rank and file of the toilers in their re

spective states and localities , they inspire

the feelings of unity, fraternity and solidar

ity among the workers and all right-thinking

men. It is , therefore, all the greater grati

fication to find so general a feeling of re

spect and confidence among the officers and

delegates to state federations , central labor

bodies, and the local unions of our great

movement, in full accord with the officers of

our international unions and our general la

bor movement .

Labor Movement in Canada .

It is with much satisfaction that I can re

port the great growth in the labor move

ment among our fellow-workers in the Do

minion of Canada . Those intrusted with the

affairs of the movement, both local and pro

vincial , in the Dominion , are so earnest and

loyal that they see to it that the interests

of the workers are promoted , both nationally

and internationally .

It is interesting to note that, despite the

efforts of those who would sunder the recip

rocal and beneficial international fraternal

relations which exist among the workers of

Canada, the United States , and the entire

continent of America, the bonds of unity and

fraternity are constantly and more firmly

cemented . The frequent intercourse of rep

resentative labor men with our fellows on

both sides of the border, aided by our spe

cial organizer, Mr. John T. Flett, and the

volunteer organizers' work of unification of

the aims and aspirations of the workers , are

bringing beneficial economic and material

results . The exercise of legislative and po .

litical rights must , of course , always be mu

tually recognized and conceded .

Porto Rican Labor Movement.

We have continued our efforts to help our

fellow -workers and the people generally of

Porto Rico to the very fullest of our oppor

tunities . This has been accomplished by

visits of our representative labor men, in

cluding myself, to Porto Rico, by consider

able correspondence and literature sent

there , as well as the permanent service of

an efficient organizer, with whom a consider

able corps of volunteer organizers co-oper

ate . There is a spirit of solidarity among

the people there, and their feeling or entire

sympathy with true American ideals has

been fruitful of good results .

I can do no better than quote here the re

port made to me by our organizer there, the

representative of the labor movement of

that island , Santiago Iglesias :

“ The American Federation of Labor is

at present the only source from which we

hope to secure liberty , justice , and happi.

ness , not only for the workers, but for the

people in general in Porto Rico.

“ The labor movement in Porto Rico has

no doubt been , and is , the most efficient and

safest way of conveying the sentiments and

feelings of the American people to the

hearts of the people of Porto Rico. If the

people of Porto Rico should really become

Americans, the American Federation of La

bor would be the only institution to be held

responsible for it . The trusts , the bureau

cracy and the capitalistic combinations have

been imported from the United States to ex

ploit the ignorance and unhappiness of the

farmers and workers in general for the pur

pose of building great fortunes as a product

of cheap labor. None of these institutions ,

indeed, will ever transform the Porto Rican

people into Americans. The American sen

timents now existing among Porto Rican

people are due to the labor, faithfulness and

kindness of the American Federation of La

bor, as well as to its principles of justice,

and the aid we have received , and what it

shall be capable of doing for us in the fu

ture .

" Organizations have greatly progressed

during the present year, and their efforts

have been more successful than ever before .

Up to this date we have organized 38 new

local unions , belonging to the different

trades, through the island , and we have

succeeded in reorganizing 27 out of those

which disbanded . The principles ,

aims , and beneficial results of the labor

movement are now more clearly understood

by our workmen , and this is one of the rea

which will make their respective

unions more permanent .

" We number 112 unions in good standing

at present, which are actively working and

affiliated with their respective international

labor unions and with the American Federa

tion of Labor. You may rest assured that

this island of Porto Rico , whose first years

of trial and experience in labor questions

have already passed , has a brighter prospect

within the ranks of the American Federa

tion of Labor.

" The State Branch Free Federation of

Workingmen of Porto Rico has succeeded

in securing from the legislative assembly

the passage of the following labor bills :

" An Act regulating the working hours of

were

sons
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the railway employes and fixing the maxi ation nationally, as they have been in the

mum working time at 16 hours per diem . states ; and we, therefore, recommend the

" An Act positively forbidding the pay following :

ment in chips , checks, or any other special " Resolved, That a National Legislative

design of money , not being United States le- . Committee be created for the purpose of

gal currency, to agricultural workers , under furthering such legislation that will protect

heavy penalties . and promote the rights and interests of the

“ An Act by means of which every person farmers and to prevent the enactment of

is entitled to be under bond in every case legislation inimical to our interests .

of appeal from the decision of a lower court . " Resolved, That this Convention of the

Through the efforts of the Porto Rican State Farmers ' Educational and Co-operative

Branch the Eight-hour Law is being Union of America hereby instructs its offi

forced by every labor organization , cers and Legislative Committee to co -oper

" The Employers' Liability Law, an 'Act ate with the American Federation of Labor

creating a bureau of labor, ' and an 'Act pro along economic legislation and other lines

viding for the sanitary inspection of shops of mutual benefit and advantage.”

and mills , ' introduced through the efforts Buck's Stove & Range Company Injunction .

of this State Branch, were not passed ; how The Executive Council and I reported to

ever, we hope that these Acts will be passed the Norfolk Convention that the Van Cleave

by the next Legislative Assembly, through Buck's Stove & Range Co. had brought

the action taken by the American Federa suit against the American Federation of

tion of Labor in the national political cam Labor, its officers, affiliated unions, and their

paign . members ; that we were cited by Justice Cla

“ Our local political parties have now in baugh , of the Supreme Court of the District

cluded in their tickets some labor leaders, of Columbia , to show cause why an injunc

and we can safely say that several of them tion should not be issued . During the Nor.

will probably be elected for members of the folk Convention , that is , on November 14 ,

Legislative Assembly, where they will great 1907 , our answer was made, and on Decem

ly help and favor our plans and efforts. ber 18 , 1907 , the injunction was granted by

“ This is , in fact , what I can inform you at Justice Gould of the same court . This in

present, and you may rest assured that the junction was issued on December 18 , and

results of our efforts are now more perma became effective December 23 , when the

nent than ever, adding to it that we are re undertaking or bond was filed by the Buck's

ceiving the aid of the activities shown by Stove & Range Co. and approved by the

our brothers." court. The temporary injunction was made

Organized Farmers and Organized Labor.

permanent March 26 , 1908 .

The injunction granted by the court , in

We have frequently interchanged frater this case, prohibits the officers of the Ameri.

nal delegates between the organizations of can Federation of Labor, the officers and

the farmers of our country and our Federa members of all affiliated unions , their

tion, and there has grown a closer bond of agents or our agents , friends , sympathizers,

unity and action in these respective move. counsel , " conspirators or co-conspirators,"

ments . On many occasions invitations have either as officials or as individuals, from

been extended to me to attend the conven making any reference whatsoever to the

tions of the organized farmers, the last one fact that the Buck's Stove & Range Co, has

being from the National Farmers ' Union ever been in any dispute with labor, or to

( Farmers' Educational and Co-operative the fact that the company has ever been re

Union ) to attend its Annual Convention at garded as unfair, or has ever been on any

Fort Worth , Texas , September 1 . unfair list, or upon a " We Don't Patronize"

By authority and direction of the Execu list of the American Federation of Labor,

tive Council , this invitation was accepted . or of any other organization . The injunc

I attended the Convention , and apart from tion prohibits any and all persons from

conveying the fraternal greetings of the men either directly or indirectly referring to any

of labor in the industrial field , I delivered such controversy . Such statement or refer

two addresses to the Convention , and one ence is also prohibited by printed , written

to a mass meeting of farmers while at Fort or spoken word.

Worth . In July a petition was presented by the

It has been gratifying to me to have been Buck's Stove & Range Co. and an order

well received at many conventions and issued by the Supreme Court of the District

meetings, but such enthusiasm and sincere of Columbia against “ Samuel Gompers , Pres

appreciation have never been excelled by ident of the American Federation of Labor ;

that accorded to me by the farmers at their Frank Morrison , Secretary of the American

National Convention . In addition to a unan Federation of Labor, and John Mitchell ,

imous, rising, and spontaneous expression of Second Vice-President of the American Fed

confidence and gratitude , the Convention eration of Labor," to " show cause" why they

later manifesting its earnest desire for co should not be punished for contempt of

operative action with the union workers in court.

our Federation , adopted the following report Substantially, the allegations are that

and resolutions : Vice-President Mitchell violated the injunc

" The interests of the farmers and of the tion as Vice-President of the American Fed

industrial workers are not only closely al eration of Labor, in authorizing and permit

lied , but they have been , and can be , further ting acts to be done by the American Fed

promoted by mutual assistance and co-oper. eration of Labor officers, and also that he,
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as the President of the United Mine Work

ers of America, entertained a resolution at

the Mine Workers' Convention , last Janu

ary, calling upon the miners of the country

to refrain from purchasing the products of

the Buck's Stove & Range Co.

The allegation against Secretary Morrison

are substantially that he sent out, or caused

to be sent out, copies of the American Fed

erationist, containing editorials and other

utterances referring to the Buck's Stove &

Range Co., and also for sending, or causing

to be sent, the printed official proceedings

of the Norfolk Convention of the American

Federation of Labor, containing the reports

and resolutions of the Norfolk Convention

upon the Buck's Stove & Range Co.'s suit

and injunction .

The proceedings against me are based

upon the allegation that I violated the in

junction in doing , or authorizing, or direct.

ing the doing of these acts , the sending out

of an appeal for funds for our legal defense

in the suit and injunction proceedings, on

the platform in public speeches, and in ed

itorially discussing the fundamental princi

ples involved in these proceedings.

The hearing of the contempt proceedings

was set for September 8 , and by agreement

deferred to the following day. On Septem

ber 9 , our counsel, by our direction , offered

to submit the entire case, upon the petition

and our answer, to the judgment and de

cision of the court. The court , however,

referred the taking of testimony to a com

missioner and accorded 30 days for each

side to present testimony. Before the ex

piration of the 30 days accorded to the

Buck's Stove & Range Co., they applied to

the court and obtained 20 days additional .

This brought the case up to October 29. In

the meantime the Buck's Stove & Range

Co.'s counsel the attention of Messrs .

Mitchell, Morrison and myself for many

days, and then proceeded to several parts

of the country where it was necessary for

our counsel to be in attendance. Instead

of availing ourselves of the 30 days accord

ed to us by the court, we advised our coun

sel to submit the testimony adduced by the

Buck's Stove & Range Co. , and to submit

the entire case for the judgment of the

court without any further evidence on our

part. On October 30, the court ordered that

it will hear argument on November 10, and

decide upon the case. On November 10,

during the time this Convention will be in

session , the court will decide the case,

whether Messrs. Mitchell, Morrison and I

have been guilty of contempt of the court's

injunction.

Supreme Court Decision Extends Sherman

Anti- Trust Law to Hatters and AH

Labor Organizations.

Soon after the Buck's Stove & Range Co.

injunction was issued, and its name discon

tinued from the " We Don't Patronize" list of

the American Federationist, the Supreme

Court of the United States rendered its de

cision in the case of the Loewe Company, of

Danbury, Conn ., against the United Hatters

of North America.

The court invoked the Sherman Anti

Trust Law and decided that the Hatters

were liable in three - fold damages. The de.

cree of the court was to the effect that the

Sherman Anti- Trust Law :

" Prohibits any combination whatever to

secure action which essentially obstructs

the free flow of commerce between the

states , or restricts in that regard the right

of a trader to engage in business.

“ The combination charged (the Hatters )

falls within the class of restraints of trade

aimed at compelling third parties and

strangers involuntarily not to engage in the

course of trade except on conditions that

the combination ( Hatters' ) imposes."

The court says the question is whether,

upon the facts contained in the complaint,

the action against the Hatters and similar

combinations can be maintained under the

Sherman Anti-Trust Act. The court quotes

the first, second, and seventh sections of the

Sherman Anti-Trust Act, as follows :

“ Section 1. Every contract, combination

in the form of trust or otherwise, or con

spiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce

among the several states or with foreign na

tions, is hereby declared to be illegal . Every

person who shall make any such contract

or engage in any such combination or con.

spiracy shall be deemed guilty of a misde.

meanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be

punished by fine not exceeding five thousand

dollars , or by imprisonment not exceeding

one year, or by both said punishments in

the discretion of the court.

“ Section 2. Every person who shalt mon

opolize, or attempt to monopolize, or com

bine or conspire with any other person or

persons to monopolize any part of trade or

commerce among the several states or with

foreign nations shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof,

shall be punished by fine not exceeding five

thousand dollars , or by imprisonment not

exceeding one year, or by both said punish

ments in the discretion of the court.

“ Section 7. Any person who shall be in

jured in his business or property by any

other person or corporation by reason of

anything forbidden or declared to be unlaw

ful by this act may sue therefor in any Cir

cuit Court of the United States in the dis

trict in which the defendant resides or is

found, without respect to the amount in con

troversy , and shall recover threefold the

damages by him sustained and the case of

suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee . "

Then the court says :

" In our opinion , the combination described

in the declaration is a combination ' in re

straint of trade, or commerce among the

several states , ' in the sense in which those

words are used in the act , and the action

can be maintained accordingly . "

The Supreme Court also declares that the

fact that the Hatters had trade agreements

with 70 out of 82 hat manufacturers of

the country to main industrial peace, was

proof of conspiracy and of the extent to

which that conspiracy had progressed .

It will be observed that while the decision

itself applies directly to the Hatters, its
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force and effect apply equally to all the vol

untary labor organizations of the country

similarly situated as the Hatters. Under

the court's decision all the labor organiza

tions are held to be trusts, combinations and

conspiracies in illegal restraint of trade, and

they and each of their members are not

only liable to threefold damages claimed by

anyone , but also each member may be pun.

ished by a fine of $5,000 and imprisonment

for one year.

Since the decision of the Supreme Court ,

75 workmen , in New Orleans , have been

indicted for violation of the Sherman Anti

Trust Law, their action having been to aid

sympathetically their fellow-workers to ob

tain the prevailing rate of wages , denied by

a ship -owner. To tell us that it is not the

disposition of the federal administration to

proceed to prosecute these men ; to assure

us that it is the intention of the federal ad

ministration not to proceed against the

membership of our organizations by which

they may be fined and imprisoned , rests

upon one of two suppositions ; first, that the

present administration is not satisfied that

the court's decision is justified ; or, second ,

that purely as a matter of sympathy or fa

vor the government is not disposed to prose

cute the men of labor under this interpreta

tion of the law . But, in either event, the

existence of the labor organizations now

depends upon the point of view of an ad

ministration , or upon its sufferance. That

this point of view of the law , as interpreted

by the court, or this sufferance or toleration

of the organizations , may be changed at the

whim or fancy of a change in this or any

other administration of the affairs of our

country, no one will deny.

Bill Amending Sherman Anti -Trust Law.

When the Supreme Court decision was

rendered, declaring that the labor organiza

tions come under the Sherman Anti-Trust

Law, with all the suits , fines, and imprison

ment involved, the Executive Council and I

prepared a bill and placed it in the hands

of the Hon . William B. Wilson, member of

the United Mine Workers of America and

representing in Congress the Fifteenth Dis

trict of Pennsylvania, of which the follow

ing is a copy :

“ H. R. 20584.-To amend the act approved

July 2, 1890, entitled ' 'An Act to protect

trade and commerce against any unlawful

restraints and monopolies . '

" Be it enacted by the Senate and House

of Representatives of the United States of

America in Congress assembled , That the

Act approved July 2 , 1890, entitled 'An Act

to protect trade and commerce against any

unlawful restraints and monopolies ,' be, and

the same is hereby , amended by adding at

the end of said act the following section :

" " That nothing in said Act is intended

nor shall any provision hereafter be en

forced so as to apply to organizations not

for profit and without capital stock , nor to

the members of such organizations or asso

ciations .

“ 'That nothing in said Act is intended

nor shall any provision thereof hereafter be

enforced so as to apply to any arrange

ments, agreements, or combinations among

persons engaged in agricultural or horticul.

tural product.”

That bill was smothered in the sub -com

mittee of the House Judiciary Committee.

The Wilson bill would not confer any added

privilege upon the organizations of the

wage-earners. It would only restore to them

the rights of which they were shorn by the

United States Supreme Court.

Bill to Regulate Injunctions.

The Pearre bill ( H. R. 94 ) for the regu

lation of the issuance of injunctions , repeat

edly, emphatically , and unanimously in.

dorsed by several conventions of the Amer

ican Federation of Labor, is as follows :

" H. R. 94.-Be it enacted by the Senate

and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled ,

That no restraining order or injunction shall

be granted by any court of the United

States , or a judge or the judges thereof. un

any case between an employer and an em

ploye, or between employers and employes ,

or between employes, or between persons

employed to labor and persons seeking em

ployment as laborers , or between persons

seeking employment as laborers, or involv

ing or growing out of a dispute concerning

terms or conditions of employment , unless

necessary to prevent irreparable injury to

property or to a property right of the party

making the applicatio's, for which injury

there is no adequatr, remedy at law , and

such property or property right must be

particularly described in the application,

which must be in writing and sworn to by

the applicant or by his , her or its agent or

attorney. And for the purposes of this act

no right to continue the relation of employ

er and employe or to assume or create such

relation with any particular person or per

sons , or at all , or to carry on business of

any particular kind , or at any particular

place , or at all , shall be construed , held , con

sidered , or treated as property or as consti

tuting a property right.

" Section 2. That in cases arising in the

courts of the United States or coming be

fore said courts , or before any judge or

judges thereof, no agreement between two

or more persons concerning the terms or con

ditions of employment of labor, or the as.

sumption or creation or termination of any

relation employer and employe, or concern

ing any act or thing to be done or not to be

done with reference to or involving or grow .

ing out of a labor dispute, shall constitute a

conspiracy or other criminal offense or be

punished or prosecuted as such unless the

act or thing agreed to be done or not to be

done would be unlawful if done by a single

individual, nor shall the entering into or

the carrying out of any such agreement be

restrained or enjoined unless such actor

thing agreed to be done would be subject to

be restrained or enjoined under the pro

visions, limitations , and definition contained

in the first section of this Act .

" Section 3. That all Acts and parts of
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Acts in conflict with the provisions of this

Act are hereby repealed ."

This bill was also smothered by the House

Judiciary Committee .

Having quoted the features of the Wilson

and the Pearre Bill , let us consider the pro

visions of the British Trades Dispute Act

passed by the Parliament of monarchical

England in December, 1906 , less than two

years ago. They are as follows :

" An act done in pursuance of an agree

ment or combination by two or more per

sons shall , if done in contemplation or fur

therance of a trade dispute, not be action

able unless the act , if done without any such

agreement or combinaticn , would be action

able.

“ It shall be lawful for one or more per

sons , acting on their own behalf or on be

half of a trade union or of an individual em

ployer or firm in contemplation or further

ance of a trade dispute, to attend at or near

a house or place where a person resides or

works or carries on business or happens to

be , if they so attend merely for the purpose

of peacefully obtaining or communicating

information , or of peacefully persuading any

person to work or abstain from working.

" An act done by a person in contempla

tion or furtherance of a trade dispute shall

not be actionable on the ground only that

it induces some other person to break a

contract of employment or that it is an in

terference with the trade , business , or em :

ployment of some other person , or with the

right of some other person to dispose of his

capital or his labor as he wills .

" An action against a trade union , whether

of workmen or masters , or against any mem

bers or officials thereof on behalf of them

selves and all other members of the trade

union in respect of any tortious act alleged

to have been committed by or on behalf of

the trade union , shall not be entertained by

any court .

" Nothing in this section shall affect the

liability of the trustees of a trade union to

be sued in the events provided for by the

Trades Union Act , 1871 , Section Nine , ex

cept in respect of any tortious act commit

ted by or on behalf of the union in contem

plation or in furtherance of a trade dispute."

It will be observed that what the working

people of our republic ask at the hands of

our Congress is fully within the bounds of

the law enacted in the monarchy of Great

Britain . Recently some one said that such

a law could be enacted by the British Par

liament , because special legislation is per

missible and even natural, since each domi

nant class has legislated in and for its own

interests, while in our country we have a

written Constitution forbidding special leg.

islation . The fact of the matter is , that if

the Supreme Court of the United States is

correct in its interpretation of the Sherman

Anti-Trust Law , applying its terms to the

voluntary organizations of labor , then we

could say that we have special legislation

affecting the voluntary organizations of the

working people in the exercise of their nat

ural rights , when it would not apply to any

other. voluntary organization , and when the

law was specially enacted to protect the peo

ple from the combinations, trusts , and mon

opolies. Surely the British Parliament ,

under a monarchy, would not accord special

privileges and special rights to give to the

workers of that country a power and a privi

lege to exercise such activities which were

either unjust or harmful to the people or

institutions of that country .

Undaunted by opposition , no matter how

keen or malignant, I recommend that we

renew our efforts with greater energy and

insistence upon the passage of the princi

ples contained in the Wilson and Pearre

bills .

Legislation .

Congress passed a law to compensate em

ployes in the government service who may

meet with accident while in that service .

We have urged the application of the prin

ciple in a general employers ' liability law ,

but without avail .

Congress passed a law forbidding the la

bor of children under 14 years of age in the

District of Columbia . It required great ef

fort to secure the passage of this law .

The law passed by Cɔngress prescribing

the limit of hours for telegraphers ana

other railway employes, has been declared

unconstitutional by of the federal

courts, as has also been declared unconsti

tutional the law providing for the liability

of common carriers engaged in interstate

commerce for accidents to their employes.

Some Supreme Court Decisions .

It may be well to recite acts recent !y de.

clared unconstitutional by our federal

courts :

The law of the State of New York limit.

ing the hours of workmen in bakeshops to

10 per day .

The law prohibiting commor varriers en

gaged in interstate - Sinerte from discharg.

ing employes because of membership in a

labor organization , or discharging them for

any reason

The la« limiting the hours of telegraphers

and ntaer railway employes of common car

rie s engaged in interstate commerce.

The Eight-Hour Law so far as it applies

to dredge men in government employ,

The Supreme Court has decided in the

Arago case, Robertson vs. Barry Baldwin ,

that seamen may be forcibly brought to

their vessels and forced to work against

their will , notwithstanding the vessels may

be in safe harbor , thereby imposing involun

tary servitude upon them .

( To be continued . )

one

Last month a rather innocently minded

gentleman found his way into the White

House , at Washington , and when interro

gated as to his business stated that he came

to see if he couldn't be permitted to open

the cabinet meetings with prayer. He had

only a vague idea of cabinet meetings and

did not seem to suspect that they might

sometimes be opened with a corkscrew . He

went away disappointed . - Machinists' Jour

nal .
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Merry Christmas to all , and a Happy

New Year, is the greeting of The Motor

man and Conductor to our readers. While

it is our wish that all may enjoy Christ

mas tide, that the way is not open to many

this year, is too true. Then comes to us

the verse of the poet :

"For though it be time for singing

A merry Christmas glee,

Let a low, sweet voice of pathos

Run through the melody.”
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In Bulletin No. 78 of the Bureau of Labor,

just issued , an article from Dr. Victor S.

Clark treats upon Mexican labor in the

United States . He states that within the

last decade there has been a large increase

in the amount of Mexican labor employed

in the United States, and more marked,

even, has been the increasing range of its

distribution . As late as 1900 they were sel

dom found more than one hundred miles

from the border ; now they are working as

unskilled laborers and as section hands as

far east as Chicago, as far north as Iowa,

Wyoming and San Francisco. Between 60,

000 to 100,00 annually are coming into the

United States . He states that as a laborer

the Mexican immigrant is said to be unam

bitious , physically not strong, but docile,

patient, orderly in camp, fairly intelligent

under competent supervision, obedient and

cheap. The article makes the point that

so long as the Mexican immigrant is transi

ent and works at unskilled occupations it is

not likely to have much influence in the

labor market . Some American laborers

may not agree upon that point with Mr.

Clark . It could apply to the Asiatics as

well .
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OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION.

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1 . The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon , a

aigh plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill ;

to encourage the formation in Division Asso

clarlons of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for

Inaparting a practical knowledge of modern

and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally. To

encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion, to secure employment and adequate pa y

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con

dition .

Grand Master P. H. Morrissey has va

cated that position to accept of the position

of president of a new organization which

is known as “ The American Railroad Em

ployes and Investors' Association ," with a

salary of $15,000 a year. He is succeeded

as grand master of the B. of R. T. by Vice

Grand Master Lee. The purpose of the

new organization is to look after the build

ing up of a favorable sentiment between

railroads and the public. Mr. Morrissey ,

while at the head of the B. of R. T. , showed

himself to be a man of unusual executive

ability . He was a thorough unionist, keep

ing pace with modern methods and lent

much in his advice and influence to the

promotion of organized labor. In the new

grand master the Brotherhood of Railway

Trainman have a man of vast experience

in their affairs and one who was recognized

as an important adviser of the retiring

grand master. Just what mode of procedure

the new organization of which Bro. Morres

sey has become president will adopt in pro

moting its objects remains to be seen , but

very likely it will be along legislative lines ,

by which it will be expected that a union

of effort will be made between the steam

railway organizations and the railroad com

panies in securing legislation to the ad.

vantage of both .

2

Unsigned communications cannot be put .

118hed . Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

ith of the month, and should be written only
un one side of the paper.
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Samuel B. Donnelly, of New York , who

has been appointed public printer in Wash

ington by President Roosevelt , is a mem

ber of the Typographical Union and was

international president prior to the election

of President Lynch .

Co. ,The W. L. Douglas Shoe after

amassing a fortune from patrons of the

union label , has now assumed a hostile at

titude and is running an " open shop.”

There are other shoes for members of or

ganized labor to buy . The Douglas shoe is

not a necessity .

President Mahon will reach headquarters

about the 20th inst . after a tour of western

locals and cities . He will have fulfilled

several official appointments of long stand

ing. He is accompanied by Mrs. Mahon ,

whom , although for a long time in very

poor health, it is pleasing to state it is re.

ported that she is standing the trip very

well .

By the time correspondence is submitted

for the January issue of the " M. & C.” prac

tically all local officers will have been elect

ed or re - elected . It is desired that our cor

responding secretaries submit to this office

the names of the newly elected or re-elected

officers, that as complete a roster of local

officers as possible can be compiled for pub

lication in the January number.

Materializing of the promise of the Re

publican party that prosperity would re

sume and employment would be plenty after

election has not yet identified itself . Of

course there is time. If prosperity is to

again come, it must come after the recent

election , as Dickens might say , but we are

told that there are four millions of idle

working men anxious for the fulfillment of

the pre-election promise.

The get a pamphlet list of unfair pub

lishing houses and publications , our mem

bers are invited to address President James

Lynch , International Typographical Union ,

Newton Claypoole Bldg. , Indianapolis, Ind .

He will gladly mail, free, to all applicants ,

a complete roster of magazines and publi

cations unfair to labor.

One of our Pacific coast correspondents

asks , "What were the political issues be

tween the Republican and Democratic par

ties in President Mahon's recent cam

paign ?'' The brother very likely does not

wish a reply as applying to the political

labor issues between the Democratic and

Republican parties , as he likely very well

understands that. So I take it that his in

quiry relates to the campaign between Mr.

Mahon and Mr. Denby. In reply, I would

state that in spite of the endeavor of Presi

dent Mahon to hold aloof from joining issue

upon the “ open shop ' question , his oppo

nent shrewdly made it the issue, and the

fact that President Mahon was looked upon

by both Democrats and Republicans as be:

ing " first a unionist and then a Democrat,"

brought that proposition as a clear ques.

tion at issue and it alienated from him

thousands of Democratic voters who were

undoubtedly open -shoppists, or non -union

ists , and preferred to vote the Republican

ticket against their political affiliations. It

was common comment by this class of Dem

ocrats that if Mr. Denby had been a friend

of organized labor President Mahon would

never have been a candidate against him

and would rather have supported him than

a Democrat of non-union proclivities . No

matter whether such would have been the

case or not, such were the issues and dis

cussions as applying to the campaign in

which President Mahon was a candidate .

President Mahon's repeated persistent as

sumption that " the administration of any

nolitical party that could not keep the

work shops of industry open to employment

and that permitted capital to remain dic

tator to labor convicted itself of incom

petency ," created a suspicion among Dem

ocrat employers which they used as an ex

cuse for not supporting him .

On July 24th a strike took place upon

the Tramway service of Sydney , Broken

Hill and New Castle, New South Wales,

" The Railway and Tramway Record ,” the

official journal of the Railway and Trani

way Employes' Association in New South

Wales , publishes an account of the strike

from which it seems that the cause was

the refusal to reinstate Conductor Harold

Croucher, of the Newton Depot , who had

been dismissed on the charge of issuing

two expired tickets to spotters or " special

cfficers,” who were styled by the Commis

sioner of Railways and Tramways as “ offi

cial passengers." Conductor Croucher de

nied the charge , but, although of six years '

honorable service, he was dismissed . А

meeting of the organization passed a reso

lution to “ Demand the abolition of the sys.

tem of espionage and the reinstatement of

Bro . Croucher." Upon this proposition , the

Commissioners , when appealed to by the

committee , refused to suspend the espion

age system or
reinstate Croucher, but

agreed that no further dismissals should

take place as a result of the system until

the return of the Chief Commissioner, who

was then upon a trip of inspection . Upon

receiving a report to this effect from the

committee the organization declared

strike, and , as The Record puts it , “ A

demonstration of the loyalty and comrade

ship of the trades unionists was afforded

when nearly 4,000 downed tools in order to

vindicate the honor of one man ." The re

port is indefinite as to results, but it ap

pears that the strike was short lived and

that 157 of the strikers had not been re

stored to employment when the report was

made. The general meeting of the union

following the strike decided to grant strike

pay to the men held off at the rate of $ 6

per week for married men , $5 for single

men and $ 2.50 for boys. The amount of

the first week's call on the union fund

totalled approximately $ 1,200 . An effort

will be made to give more definite advice

upon this strike as the system is govern .

ment ownership and operation .

a
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President Daniel J. Keefe , of the Long.

shoermen's Union, has been appointed Com .

missioner General of Immigration of the

United States . He succeeds the late Hon .

Frank P. Sargeant. It is understood that

the appointment is satisfactory to Presi.

dent -elect Taft , and well so . Commissioner

Keefe has been a trades unionist for some

twenty -six years , in fact , during his entire

industrial life . He served for years as vice

president of the American Federation of

Labor and declined to be a candidate at the

Denver convention after he received advice

of his appointment as Commissioner of Im

migration .

The eighth annual report on strikes and

lockouts of the Bureau of Statistics of the

Department of Labor of Massachusetts for

1907 is now out and furnishes a most com

plete and interesting report of the strikes

that have taken place in that state during

the year ending September 30th , 1907. The

report states that the prominent cause of

strikes for the year as measured by the

number of disputes was for increase in

wages. Forty-three per cent of the strikes

lost were by organized labor . More strikes

occurred in the building trades than any

other industry. There were 209 strikes , di

rectly and indirectly involving 25,176 wage

workers. More than 51 per cent of the

strikes were upon the wage question . The

average duration of each strike was 13.3

days. Sixty -three per cent of the strikes

were strikes of organized labor. Of the

strikes ordered by labor organizations G2

per cent are in the column of failures . Of

the strikes of the unorganized 72 per cent

failed .

This is the month in which local officers

are elected in nearly every division of this

association . They are elected to look after

and conduct the affairs of their respective

locals for the coming year. The election

of officers is a most important event to the

local . Its immediate future work is placed

in the hands of the officers elected . Their

official course cannot help but have its ef

fect , not only during their term , but for

years after and in fact , during the entire

life of the local . Every officer is elected

for a purpose . The duties imposed upon

one officer are as important to the health ,

force and functions of the organization as

any other officer . The whole official ros

ter , from president to sentinel , becomes

the official head and the working force of

the organization . We may look upon non

attendance at meetings, curb stone discus

sion and the knocks of the knocker, and so

forth , as irritating features , but they are

nothing as compared with the indifference

or inefficiency of the official. In the well

officered organization the non - attendant be

comes a dependent, the curb stone debater

loses his attraction , and the knocker be

comes the unenvied victim of the reaction

of his own knocks . No officer should ac

cept of an office unless it is his resolute

purpose to fulfill the position during the

entire term with the fullest of interest for

the good of the cause .

The Missouri Pacific railroad is among

the first to express appreciation upon the

results of the recent election . The man

agement has increased the wages of the

section men from $ 1.25 per day to $ 1.35 per

day of 12 hours . Commenting upon this

spirit of gratitude and generosity, the Grand

Rapids Chronicle may be quoted as follows:

“ Prosperity should not be restored by such

leaps and bounds . From $ 1.25 to $ 1.35 per

day at one jump is calculated to cause men

to become extravagant and wasteful . It is

placing too much money in their hands at

one time. Prosperity is all right, but it

should not come too sudden and in such

chunks. It is liable to drive men to drink .

The promised increase in wages in the

event of Taft's election should be brought

about gradually, say $1.26 a day for the next

four years , and then another increase of 1

cent - provided the Republican candidate

for president shall be elected at that time

would be more like it . To pay a man $1.35

a day, when he has only been accustomed

to receive $ 1.25 , is liable to turn his head .

Next thing the railroad knows, their track

men will be riding in automobiles and smok .

ing cigarettes , The Taft prosperity boom

is welcome, but it should not be recklessly

turned loose in a perfect avalanche . Such

a policy opens the door to danger , "

Recent appointments by the Federal Gov.

ernment would indicate that there were

some labor leaders who did not incur the

displeasure of the Republican party in the

late campaign . Their appointments would

indicate that they did not look very strong.

ly upon the nec sity of the A. F. of L.

propositions which Mr. Bryan forced the

Denver Convention to adopt in the Demo

cratic platform . Following the appointment

of ex-President Donnelly , of the Typograph

ical Union , to that of Public Printer, comes

the appointment of Editor C. J. Prindle , of

the " Labor World ," as Appraiser of Cus

toms at Pittsburg and the appointment of

Vice-President Keefe , of the American Fed

eration of Labor, as United States Commis

sioner of Immigration . It can hardly be

expected that these old-time trade and labor

union exponents can abandon their life - long

principles and make active warfare against

them . So it would seem that Mr. Taft's

political roster will contain quite a spatter

ing of unionists . Neither can it be as

sumed that Donnelly , Keefe , Prindle and

other trades unionists who may become

favored by the Taft administration will be

of the same type of unionists as the Mayor

of Indianapolis, who prided himself upon

carrying a card of the Typographical Union

in his pocket at the time an attempt was

made to organize the Indianapolis street

railway men , and who took sides with the

company in using such necessary power as

was in his hands to assist in defeating the

men in their attempt to organize . There

may some good come to labor through the

instrumentality of the unionists favored by

political positions with Mr. Taft, after all ,
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The fight of the Werner Company against

the Allied Printing Trades of Akron , Ohio,

continues. This company publishers "Mak

ers of History," " The Twentieth Century

Encyclopaedia," dictionaries and other pub

lications which bear their name as the pub

lishers . The way to assist in defeating this

company is to see that no publication bear

ing their name or trade mark is purchased

from any dealer.

Bulletin No. 78 of the United States

Bureau of Labor contains a discussion upon

the subject of accidents by Frederick L.

Hoffman . He states from the census re

ports covering the years of 1900 to 1906

that out of one million deaths of males

more than 9 per cent are due to accidents

from causes more or less related to the

occupations of the injured persons. Re

ports of 8,456 accidents during the years

1901 to 1905 to men employed in rolling

mills show that 4 1-10 per cent resulted

fatally . Out of 645 deaths of electricians ,

according to industrial insurance experi

ence , 14 7-10 per cent were from accidents,

and out of 240 deaths of linemen 46 7-10

per cent were from accidents . From the

report of the Interstate Commerce Commis

sion is shown that during ten years 16,363

railway trainmen lost their lives in acci

dents . The statement concludes that of

more than 3,000 wage earners killed by ac

cidents in the course of a year it would

not be impossible to save at least one-third

and perhaps one-half by intelligent and ra

tional methods of factory inspection , legis

lation and control .

We are told that there are two million

five hundred thousand men who work in

Great Britain and that there are three mil

lion five hundred thousand others depend

ent upon them and the entire six millions

on the verge of stravation . The same ac

count states that four hundred fifty thou

sand people sleep in the streets of London

every night through the bitterest weather.

The same article states that to walk along

the embankment of the Thames, the finest

thoroughfare in Europe, any night , and

thousands and thousands of them are to be

seen . They lie on the cold stone, cuddled

against one another for warmth , with a

lucky few holding tightly to the old news

paper which they have been able to secure

as a blanket . Industrial England is not so

far distant from the United tSates. It only

requires a continuance of the present in

dustrial procession for us to have written

about us the same comments . Is not the

question as to whether there is a way out

of it of some importance to the working

people of America ? Where can we get to

gether and discuss this question ? Is it not

an important one for the trades union lodge

room ?

new

The statistical report of the Secretary of

the A. F. of L. at the recent Denver Con

vention hands out a warning to labor or

ganizations that most serious consideration

must be given to the question of the unem

ployed . In spite of all the effort to extend

organization and the fact that every organ

ization has , as one of its functions , that of

recruiting from the ranks of the unorgan

ized, and that officers and organizers are

elected and appointed for that purpose and

put forth the most vigorous effort along

that line, yet twenty-one National and In

ternational organizations show a falling off

in membership during the past year. It is

reasonable to assume that had it not been

for enforced idlness those , twenty-one or

ganizations would have shown an increase ,

as there is no question but what every one

of them gained recruits . It shows

further that had it not been for the aggres

sive organizing work accomplished by the

seventy-eight other National and Interna

tional organizations , they would have shown

a falling off from this very cause of lack of

employment of the members . Then the

question comes most forcefully, “ How can

the unemploy.d unionists be cared for that

they may maintain their membership ?" It

is reasonable to assume that ninety out of

every hundred who dropped from the dues

paying membership of every organization

did not get in arrears or slide back into the

ranks of the unorganized from a personal

desire to do so . They were forced out by

lack of employment and by lack of inade.

quate provisi on part of organized labor

to care for that element. True, organization

is shortening the work day and thereby

opening more jobs . But that does not stay

the hand of depression . It only checks it .

When the shop closes down , the men are

out . The shop must be kept running, or

the men must be otherwise cared for . That

is the problem .

Section 3 of the Constitution and General

Laws of this Association reads : “ The ob

jects of this Association shall be to organize

Division Associations." That section has

rested in the Constitution ever since the

forming of this Association . Upon becoming

members we commit ourselves to the objects

of the Association . Of course, all members

are contributors to this object . Very often

a member will write in advising that he

has visited some unorganized section and

calls attention to the fact that the particular

place visited is unorganized . Now , rank

and file members of the Association can

help in organizing work very materially .

When a section is visited where the organ

ization does not exist , by a very little effort

the names and addresses of some or all of

the men working upon the cars can be ob

tained and forwarded to this office . Liter

ature can then be sent among the railway

men of that community and the seeds of or

ganization are well planted. Many of our

members throughout the country have done

this and as a result many organizations

have come into the fold through the efforts

of members whose names have never been

officially identified with the movement.

There are many ways by which the rank and

file member can assist in introducing our

Association to the yet unorganized and this

is one of the easiest and most effective ,
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Attorney Thomas R. Mould , of Belleville ,

Ill . , member of Local No. 705 of the U. M.

W. , is a candidate being pushed for Circuit

Judge in the judicial district in which he

resides. The election of Attorney Mould

will insure justice and a square deal to the

people of his district . Nothing more, and

nothing less , is asked by organized labor ,

but that assurance does not come by the

election of unknown quantities to such posi

tions. It is up to the membership of or

ganized labor to not only passively support

such men but to get out and hustle to off

set the undoubted hostility that will be

aimed at a candidate of such merit by those

who are seeking class favor and opposing

the broad principles of trade unionism .

conclusion could be honorably drawn . With

best wishes, I remain ,

Fraternally yours ,

SAM T. PENNA .

The reason mention is made of this is

because it was given wide and general pub

licity throughout the country as coming

from a high labor official. There is about

as much truth in the alleged interview with

Secretary Penna as may be attributed to

the usual slanderous articles that are made

use of by those who seem to take some

comfort , if getting no profit, in making at

tacks upon organized labor and its officials .

The American Bakery Company, a trust

combination of the following firms

Hoydt Bakery Company ,

Condon Bakery Company ,

Hauck -Hoerr Bakery,

St. Louis Bakery Company ,

Welle Boettler Bakery,

Home Bakery Company,

Freud Brothers Bakery ,

is fighting the Bakery and Confectionery

Workers ' Union . The McKinney Bread

Company has also allied itself with

this concern in fighting the organization .

They assume, in some instances , to be

friendly to organized labor, but that is all

deception . Their product is sold through

out northern Illinois , in St. Louis and vicin

ity and other sections . It is well for or

ganized labor to bear in mind the antagon.

ism they are meeting from this firm in buy .

ing such products as they are putting on

the market.

Reports from the recent convention of

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fireman

and Enginemen shows that that organiza

tion has on hand nearly a million dollars in

funds. The B. of L. F. and E. have a pro

tective fund , a beneficiary fund and a gen

eral fund , each of which has respectively

about $300,000 . Nearly $8,000,000 have been

paid in death and liability benefits in the

past thirteen years , and in the same time

$225,000 has been donated to unfortunate

members. Grand Secretary Carter was

elected grand master at the convention and

Past Grand Master John J. Hannahan was

placed upan a pension of $100 a month as a

token of appreciation of his past services

for the organization .

Chas . L. Daugherty, commissioner of labor

of the state of Oklahoma, sets forth that the

first year of the life of the Department of

Labor of the new state has been made

memorable by the passage of fourteen good

labor laws and a union labor clause on all

text book contracts for the state. One hun

dred and ninety-seven ( 197 ) organizations

out of a total of three hundred ( 300 ) , re

sponded to the requests of the department

for statistics covering membership , growth ,

rate of wages ' and other features entering

into the industrial relations of the wage

earners in their organized capacity. The re

ports show 22,000 organized wage earners

in the state , with an average wage of 32

cents per hour and an average nine-hour

days.

An alleged interview published in the

Detroit News-Tribune of November 28th

led the secretary of the Michigan State Fed

eration of Labor to commit himself in favor

of the "open shop . ” The statement brought

forth expressions of disapproval from many

earnest union workers . It appeared to be

a most unusual stand for a high state labor

official to assume and yet presume to be an

expounder of the principles of organized

labor. In order to get at the facts of the

case a communication was forwarded to

the secretary to learn whether the alleged

interview was authentic . In reply the sec

retary, Brother Sam T. Penna, who is a

member of the Broommakers ' Union , a

union label organization , stated

" It affords me a great deal of pleasure to

reply to your communication of the 18th ,

as I appreciate your consideration of my

position in first writing to me inquiring

whether or not I am correctly quoted be

fore making comment upon the same. I

have been criticised for making those state.

ments , which never even occurred to me .

They appeared in the Sunday News-Tribune

and were attributed to me, but originated

in the fertile brain and imagination of a

reporter who built it up from a remark of

mine of a directly contrary meaning. I

deny that I am opposed to the " union shop "

or ever made a remark from which such a

The strike of Division No. 500, Chester,

Pa. , was settled November 23rd after con

tinuing in existence nearly six months .

Upon the terms of the strike settlement ,

the members of the Local returned to work

without prejudice on account of their mem

bership in the organization or on account of

the strike , upon a wage rate of seventeen

( 17c ) per hour. It has been a long, tedi.

ous and expensive struggle , both to the As

sociation and the Employing Company.. The

membership stood well together until the

last and the citizens of Chester maintained

a loyalty to their cause which should enlist

an expression of the fullest of gratitude.

There is no way of giving such an expres.

sion , on the part of our members, only to

afford to the citizens of Chester a service

which may be recognized by them as well

worth the sacrifice they have made .
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The workingmen of the National Fire but if he bases his " so far as possible" upon

Proofing Company in Keasbey, N. J. , went an assumption that the present property

on strike three or four weeks ago for an rights barriers are correct and should be

increase in wage from $ 1.35 per day to maintained , his remedial suggestion counts

$1.50 . Surely, the demand upon the com only as an empty boast, and Mr. Roosevelt,

pany was a most modest one. To read the as a benefactor, cannot be counted so grand ,

reports of the Labor Departments of the and in that case his purpose will very likely

various states throughout the country one be given the fullest consideration and sup

would hardly believe that there is a body port by the present Federal Legislature and

of men in the United States working at labor will be compelled to continue getting

skilled labor for $1.35 per day, yet, when things through organization rather than

the cover is taken off and all of the facts through remedial legislation .

known, it would be found that 60 per cent

of the wage earners of the United States A most gratifying letter has been received

are working for less than $1.50 per day . at the office from Hon. Chas. A. White ,

The company knew they would not be com member of Division No. 125 , and who was

pelled to submit to the demands for that recently elected to the State Legislature of

wage and a strike resulted . Sufficient dis Illinois from the East St. Louis district .

order was created to call in the state Brother White was the only Democrat

militia.
elected from his district. That he will be

the champion of organized labor in the com

President Roosevelt again appeals to Con ing State Legislature goes without question .

gress to placate the voice of labor. Upon He is a man well able to tell his associ

labor questions he quotes in his recent mes ates in the Legislature just what labor

sage in most guarded language . A most in wants and he is fully competent to repre

teresting clause is that in which he says : sent any issues presented in the cause of

“ As far as possible I hope to see a frank street and electric railway men . Brother

recognition of the advantages conferred by White wishes the " Motorman & Conductor"

machinery, or organization and division of to extend to his brother members of the

labor, accompanied by an effort to bring Amalgamated Association , from President

about a larger share in the ownership by Mahon down, his sincere thanks for the en

wage worker of railway , mill and factory . couragement and assistance rendered to

In farming this simply means that we wish him in his campaign . He especially men

to see the farmer own his own land . We tions the interest taken in his canvass by

do not wish to see the farms so large that G. E. B. Member Fred Fay , who was work

they become the porperty of absentee land ing in the district , and who addressed meet

lords, who farm them by tenants ; nor yet ings in his interest in E. St. Louis and

so small that the farmer becomes like an O'Fallon. The first session of the Illinois

European peasant.” Following this, Presi State Legislature at which Brother White

dent Roosevelt offers suggestions for the will begin his initiatory work as a Legis

protection of wage workers, deals with the lator will convene January 6th .

question of courts and their relation to

labor as applying to the injunction preroga

tive, postal savings banks, the elimination If there are to be old age industrial pen

of labor from the application of the anti sions in this country, why not have these

trust law, etc. But in the clause quoted pensions paid by the government ? For

above he has made a suggestion broad employing corporations to offer old age

enough under which Congress can remedy pensions to employes is something like the

all industrial ills and evils . Mr. Roosevelt , Irishman who, when wishing to discipline

without question, fully understands that the his boy with a birch and little Mike ran

" effort to bring about, etc.," applies to the away, called to him to stop as he had a

enactment of legislation, “ so far as possible, ' penny for him, at the same time stroking

by which the people will own the tools of the birch behind his back . The story runs

production and control their individual prod . that little Mike did not stop . There is a

ucts . He knows that " so far as possible " selfishness in this old age pension scheme

literally means no limit until the fullest which employing corporations are holding

literal accomplishment
of his suggestion is out as bait to labor. What labor requires

attained. Such legislation would be a grand is continued employment at prosperous

accomplishment
, but the present legislature wages and it will provide for itself, so that

can hardly be looked upon as the proper old age pensions or any other selfishly ap

source for it . His suggested legislation in plied charity will not be necessary . How

the interest of the farmer would wipe out ever, under the present industrial system,

landlordism in its entirety and commit the continued employment at prosperous wages

productive lands of our country to the full is not a feature, and the government old

est rights and advantages of those who toil age pension would relieve the wage work

upon them . Is President Roosevelt willing ers from the sense of being charity objects,

to admit the possibility of such an epitome as the government is supported by taxa

for society Or what does he mean by " so tion principally imposed upon the wage

far as possible" If he is sincere and means earning and producing classes . Under such

that the limitation comes from the power an arrangement they would have the con

and selfishness of individual proprietorship
, sciousness of receiving an old pension for

especially as it now exists, he is among which they had paid during the active

the grandest of men who have ever existed ; period of their lives .
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

As this report goes to press , International

President W. D. Mahon is on the Pacific

coast and in order to reach the various

points which will receive his personal at

tention during his trip, it will be a few

days before he reaches the office. After

the adjournment of the A. F. of L. conven

tion in Denver, November 12 , he has vis

ited and addressed the Division Associations

at Colorado Springs , Colo.; Ogden and Salt

Lake City , Utah ; Sacramento , Stockton ,

Oakland and other Locals of California, and

has given his attention and advice upon the

future work in the development of Division

No. 205 , San Francisco, Cal . On account of

the remoteness of the points visited, it is

impossible to give an intelligent report upon

his work before the January issue , outside

of the general affairs of the Association

which he is directing through the work of

other officers and organizers .

Vice-President P. J. Shea is at present in

Philadelphia in advisement with the Local

Officers of Division No. 477 , who are prepar

ing to submit to the company working prop

ositions which have been adopted by the

membership . On November 23rd a settle.

ment of the Chester strike was effected and

in the carrying out of the details of the set

tlement, Vice -President Shea has rendered

his assistance to the officers of Division No.

500. In connection with the settlement he

reports that the affairs of the Chester Di.

vision are being rapidly and satisfactorily

adjusted .

ity .

The arbitration situation in Eastern Mas

sachusetts looking to the fixing of a wage

scale upon the Boston and Northern and

the Old Colony Railway Systems continues

to hold International Treasurer Rezin Orr

in that section . He is associated with G. E.

B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald upon this

work . He has also visited Providence , R.

I. , to lend assistance to Secretary O'Reilly

in the affairs of Division No. 504 .

Chairman C. 0. Pratt is at present in

Pittsburg associated with Vice-President J.

J. Thorpe and the officers and members of

Division No. 85 in promoting the affairs of

the Pittsburg Local and locals in that vicin.

At the time report was made in the

November issue Chairman Pratt was in

Eastern Pennsylvania , where he had been

dispatched to assist Vice-President P. J.

Shea upon the affairs of Division No. 500 of

Chester. He was successful in directing a

course of conferences by which a settlement

of the Chester strike was affected . During

the course of this work he gave assistance

to Division No. 477 of Philadelphia , Pa . , and

addressed meetings of that Local . His re

port on the progress of Division 477 is most

encouraging and highly complimentary to

the Local Officers. By direction of the In

ternational President he ' visited Allentown

to give assistance to the officers and mem-.

bers of that Local. In Allentown he found

the Local in rather of a distressed condition

and the Local Officers struggling against

deterioriating elements usually attendant

upon obstructive and destructive methods

against the movement. The officers of the

Local are hopeful that his visit there will

aid in re -establishing interest . From this

situation he was directed to report to the

assistance of the Pittsburg Local , where he

is at present engaged .

The affairs of Division No. 268 of Cleve

land , Ohio, yet claim the attention of Vice

President, A. L. Behner. The Street Railway

System is now in the hands of receivers

under the direction of a Federal Court. A

petition has been filed by the old manage

ment of the Cleveland Electric Railway

Company for the return of the property to

that company . Legal proceedings upon the

petition continues under the various ques

tions involved as applying to the question

of responsibility of the Municipal Traction

Company and the matter of guaranteeing

creditors of that company . As the strike

was against the management of the Munci

pal Traction Company, at a meeting held

by the Division November 21st , Vice - Presi

dent Behner and the officers of the Local

reported that arrangements had been made

by which the members of the Division would

be re-employed into the service and that as

soon as the management of the property

should be again committed to the Cleveland

Electric Company, the agreement of Divis

ion No. 268 with that company would be

fully recognized and the Local restored to

its former working conditions in the service .

Upon this report the Local passed a resolu

tion permitting the members to return to

employment under the understanding re

ported. Reports are to the effect that the

receivers are living up to the arrangement

and the re -employment of members of Di

vision No. 268 is now in progress. How

long this status of the situation will remain

depends upon the progress of the court in

dealing with the petition of the Cleveland

Electric management.

G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow after

assisting Division No. 228 upon adjustment

of grievances resulting from the discharge

of members visited various points upon the

Western Illinois System in organization

work until he was called to Aurora upon a

case which had been submitted for arbitra

tion . The case of a motorman dismissed

from the service for alleged neglect in let

ting his car derail at a curve in the track .

The Local contends the accident was due to

the condition of the track . The arbitrators

selected by the Employing Company and

Division No. 215 were after several confer

ences unable to agree upon a third arbi

trator. The Local appealed for International

assistance and President Mahon directed

Board Member McMorrow to assist the Lo

cal . At the present writing no information

has come of an adjustment of the case or

the selection of a third arbitrator.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair returned

to Toronto after adjournment of the A. F.
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of L. convention . He has advised the " M.

& C.” that the delegates will make a report

of the convention for the January number.

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius has

been advising with the officers of Division

No. 276, Stockton , Cal . Full advice upon

the trouble of the Stockton Local is not at

hand . Board Member Cornelius in com

pany with President Mahon also visited Di

vision No. 256 , Sacramento, Cal . He ai

tended the Cal. State F. of L. convention at

San Jose as a delegate . There he addressed

a meeting of Division No. 265 , San Jose , Cal .

G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgeraid , asso

ciated with Treasurer Orr, reports but lit

tie progress upon the Eastern Massachusetts

wage arbitration . A third arbitrator has not

yet been selected on either the Old Colony

or Boston and Northern Ssytems .

G. E. B. Member Ben Commons continues

in charge of the strike of Division No. 204

at Rome, Ga. The situation there remains

unchanged . The company is operating cars

with strike breakers but patronage is be

ing withheld . The strike is giving impetus

to a movement for the construction of a

municipal lighting plant . It has encouragea

action on part of the Central Labor Union

at Rome in support of the proposed munici

pal ownership proposition .

States as a refuge for men who love political

liberty .

“ From beginning to end there has been

an attempt on the part of the Russian gov .

ernment to get this man to Russia on a

mere technicality when it is a broad case

and the issues are important ones," said

Mr. Darrow .

“ Here was a poor, honest workingman ,"

continued Mr. Darrow , “ who heard the story

of Bloody Sunday , and of the death of 4,000

of his fellow workmen at St. Petersburg .

He became a revolutionist, met with seven

teen others and they founded a society ,

which received orders from the headquari

ers 2t Riga. They were told from head

quarters to get arms and they did so , piun .

dering the barons ' houses for this purpose .

This man was enrolled as an enemy of the

government and a revolutionist. He was in

Benen when a teacher of the public schools

was shot , and when his friend was killed

and his house burned.

" He ran away'to save his life and left

his wife and children feeling that they might

be safe , though he was not, from the 'sword

commission .

“ He was there because he was taking part

in a great event , the revolution which gave

promise of being the greatest upheaval of

200 years in Russia . He was there for a

patriotic purpose and the acts he committed

were a part of the revolution , not only the

killing of Mrs. Kinze and her parents as

spies, but the burning of the house and the

robbery. Not one event can be considerer

singly . They must be considered as a whole

This court is not here to guess away the

rights of this defendant .

" Are we ready to abandon the teaching

of our fathers and become the catchers oi

men for the Czar ? I know America is full

of refugees like this one. Every one of

the men who have gone on the witness

stand in this man's behalf could be sent

back as readily as he . In all America there

have been other thousands who have soughi

these shores as an asylum for the oppressec

and who have added to its glory and lustei

and power.

" I know there are those in this country

who are not in sympathy with and who have

forgotten the baptism of blood which gave

rise to this country, which parades the God

dess of Liberty at its open gate. There bas

never been an immigrant in this councry

who is more entitled to its protection than

Christian Rudowitz ."

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay , while as

sisting upon the work of organizing upon

the Western Illinois System , is at present

aiding Division No. 515, Galesburg, Ill . , in

conferences with the Employing Company

upon a proposed working agreement.

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald , upon

the adjournment of the A. F. of L. conven

tion , at which he was in attendance as a

delegate of this Association , returned to his

home in New Haven by way of Chicago and

the General Office . He will unite with the

other delegates in providing a report upon

the proceedings of the A. F. of L. conven

tion for publication in the January issue.

A CASE THAT SHOULD STIR PATRIOT.

ISM .

In the case of Christian Rudowitz , the

Russion revolutionist refugee whom the

Russian government is seeking to secure

from this country by requisition as a prison .

er, alleging his guilt of murder, arson , and

all other kinds of crimes, Commissioner

Foote decided in favor of the Russian Gov.

ernment. Upon this decision , should it

stand , Rudowitz will be returned to Russia

to face the kind of " justice " that Govern

ment deals out to men of his class . He has

been defended before the Commission by

Attorney Clarence Darrow of Chicago and

other attorneys . However, the case will be

appealed to the Secretary of State . The

New York Evening Call quotes upon Mr.

Darrow's address before the Commission as

follows :

“ His speech concluded with a powerful

appeal for the maintenance of the United

On a journey through tliv Boutñ not long

ago , Wu Ting Fang was impressed by the

preponderance of negro labor in one of the

cities he visited . Wherever the entertain

ment committed led him , whether to factory .

store , or suburban plantation, all the hard

work seemed to be borne by the black men .

Minister Wu made no comment at the

time , but in the evening when he was a

spectator at a ball given in his honor, alter

watching the waltzing and two-stepping for

half an hour, he remarked to his host :

" Why don't you make the negroes to that

for you , too .” — Everybody's Magazine ,
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to speak concerning the greater problems

of life .

No class of men have a broader experi

ence than the “ common people”-no class

knows quite so well what it means to toil

and to suffer and to sacrifice. None have

higher aspirations and none exhibit deeper

consecration . It is because ofthis that God

speaks through them .

Sometimes their expression of God's will

is crude. Sometimes it comes as a shock

to men who have become accustomed to

things as they are, who, quite satisfied with

present conditions, are unwilling to be made

uncomfortable by a change which may mean

a readjustment in their method of living

and in their way of doing business . But to

stand in the way of progress is futile . It

inay be that it is necessary to oppose cer

tain features-man-made and man -inspired

which have crept into the plans which the

people present, but back of them all and

beneath them all will be found the hand of

God.

This has been proven in history. In every

great fight for the right and for progress,

the leisured classes, the so -called upper

classes , have been on the wrong side of

the battle field . The common people—the

men of uncommon sense to those the world

owes a debt of gratitude.

If you would hear the voice of God , keep

close to the people.

FINANCIAL SECRETARY WM . WALSH .

Div. No. 283, Brooklyn , N. Y.

We above afford the readers of the Mo

torman and Conductor a picture of our

financial secretary of Div. No. 283 , Brook

lyn, N. Y. Bro . Walsh does not pretend at

wonders. He uses no brass band , but in a

quiet , unassuming way he goes about his

work, and is one of the most satisfactory

officers the Local has ever had. The posi

tion of financial secretary is an important

one and our secretary is possessed with

qualities that result in success. He is the

chairman of our ball committee and in four

weeks has reached the business men of

Smith street to the extent of $600 upon our

Souvenir Journal .

MIKE MURPHY.

" VOX POPULI , VOX DEI."

BY THE REV. CHARLES STELZLE.

It has long been acknowledged that " the

voice of the people is the voice of God ."

The undiscerning may hear in the people's

voice only a great roar of discontent, or

the mutterings of the misguided mass . But

he who has understanding will hear the

“ still, small voice,” which speaks the will of

God.

The statesmen in every age who have ac

complished the things which have produced

the greatest good for all the people got their

inspiration because they kept close to the

masses . Rarely does the vision come to the

man who spends all of his time in the seclu

sion of the study . His touch on life is so

slight, and his understanding of the needs

of men so inadequate , that his outlook ex

tends only to the limits of his own life and

his own narrow experience. It is only as a

man comes into contact with others that

his own life becomes larger and fuller , and

it is out of this fullness that he is enabled

Disbursements from the death and dis

ability fund during the month of November,

1908 , were made to beneficiaries on death

and disability claims as follows

Deaths.

W. D. Robbins, financial secretary

of Div. No. 113, death claim of

Peter Keating, deceased member

of Div . No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.;

cause, stomach trouble ... . $ 100.00

Mrs. Ed . J. Lutenbacher, benefic

iary, death claim of Ed . J. Luten

bacher, deceased member of Div.

No. 194 , New Orleans, La .; cause,

tuberculosis of the lungs .. 100.00

Mrs. M. La France, beneficiary,

death claim of J. U. La France,

deceased member of Div. No. 194 ,

New Orleans , La.; cause, intest

inal tuberculosis 100.00

Patrick Hennessy, beneficiary,

death claim of William Hennessy,

deceased member of Div. No. 267 ,

Chicago, Ill .; cause, tuberculosis

of lungs and larynx ... 100.00

Nicholas Schimeck, beneficiary,

death claim of Jno. J. Schimeck ,

deceased member of Div. No. 260,

Chicago, Ill .; cause , pulmonary

consumption 100.00

J. W. Smart, president and busi

ness agent of Div . No. 192, death

claim of Sabin Harris, deceased

member of Div . No. 192 , Oakland ,

Cal .; cause, tuberculosis of kid.

neys 100.00

Mrs. W. Seckinger, beneficiary,

death claim of W. Seckinger, de

ceased member of Div. No. 194 ,
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100.00

Resolved, That our charter be draped for

a period of thirty days, that a copy of these

resolutions be sent to the bereaved family ,

and that they be printed in our official jour

nal, The Motorman and Conductor.

Signed : J. H. MOORE, Pres .,

A. L. JOHNSON , Fin. Sec.,

H. E. WRIGHT, Rec. Sec.

December 3, 1908.

100.00

us our

100.00

New Orleans, La.; cause , typhoid

fever

Mrs. Minnie Cleveland , beneficiary ,

death claim of John Cleveland ,

deceased member of Div . No. 132 ,

Troy, N. Y.; cause, pneumonia ..

Mrs. W. D. Young, beneficiary,

death claim of W. D. Young, de

ceased member of Div . No. 382 ,

Salt Lake City, Utah ; cause,

pneumonia

Maud A. McCracken , beneficiary,

death claim of J. L. McCracken ,

deceased member of Div. No. 89,

New Castle, Pa.; cause, Bright's

disease of liver ...

Patrick Murphy, beneficiary , death

claim of John Murphy , deceased

member of Div. No. 235, Brock

ton , Mass.; cause , chronic neph

ritis and myocarditis ..

Disability.

Bert Sanjule, member of Div . No.

90, Mt. Clemens, Mich .; cause,

parenchy matous nephritis .

100.00

By Div. No. 467, Tampa, Fla.

Whereas, Divine Providence has deemed it

wise to take from Pro. and fellow

workman , Bro. L. T. Heinphill, and

Whereas, We realize that by the death of

Bro . Hemphill, we have lost a brother, indeed,

and a loss which we all keenly feel , as he

was a man ever faithful to this Local, and an

ever cautious, courteous, and obligingman in

his duties toward the public as well as to

his employers. Therefore lie it ,

Resolved, That we, in regular meeting as

sembled, do extend to his family our sincere

and heartfelt sympathies in this, their hour
of sorrow and distress.

Resolved, that we drape our Charter for a

period of thirty days in token of our sym

pathies, and to his memory , and a copy of

these resolutions be sent each, his family ,

and the Motorman and Conductor andsame

be spread upon our minutes.

H. L. HOWELL,

F. S. PRIOR,

E. L. COOK ,

December 4 , 1908. Committee.

100.00

100.00

Total $ 1,200.00

By Pioneer Div. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.

Whereas, It has pleased God in his infinite

wisdom to remove from our midst our es

teemed Brother, Harry F. Barlow , and

Whereas, We realize that in the death of

our late brother we have lost a congenial

comrade and this Division an honored mem
ber,

Resolved, That we tender to his relatives

and friends our heartfelt sympathy in this,
their hour of trouble ,

Resolved. That a copy of this resolution be

spread upon our minutes. Signed ,

W. W. BURROUGH , Rec. Sec .

November 26, 1908 . Pioneer Div. 101 .

By Div. No. 134, New Westminster, B. C.

Whereas, The members of Div. 134 have

been called upon to mourn the loss of Bros.

Ralph A. Jameson and Murdoch M, McDonald

in prime of manhood and good health , who

were stricken down by a fatal accident while

in theperformance oftheir duty , and

Resolved, That we, in regular meeting as

sembled , do extend to their families and rela

tives our sincere and heartfelt sympathyin
this, their hour of sorrow , and be it further

Resolved . That our Charter be draped in

mourning for the period of sixty days and

copies of these resolutions be sent to their

bereaved relatives, to the Motorman and Con

ductor for publication , and also spread upon

our minutes. J. M. ARCHIBALD, Pres.,

WALTER DODD, Sec'y.

November 25, 1908 .

M
A
S

!
LATE BRO. J. L. McCRACKEN , NEW CAS

TLE, PA.

By Div. No. 89, New Castle , Pa.

Whereas, In His wise providence, God has

suffered the removal of our brother, Jacob

LMcCracken fromour midst, even in the

flower of life.

Resolved, That we , the members of Div.
89 , join in expressing our regrets that his

name should be placed upon the list of

those who have been called from our mem
bership to enter the eternal home.

Resolved, that we extend the most pro

found sympathy of our Division to the wife

and children of the deceased, who cannot

but feel most keenly the loss of a faithful

husband and a kind parent.

By Div. No. 382, Salt Lake City, Utah .

Whereas, The Divine Ruler, in his wisdom

hastaken from our midst, our beloved Broth

er , Wm . D. Young, and

Whereas, Division 382 has lost a faithful

member, whom we recognize as a loving

husband , and kind father , the company an

honest and capable employee, therefore be it,

Resolved, that we tender to the bereaved

wife and children, our heartfelt sympathy

and respect in this , their great hour of be

reavement, and leave them to the mercies of

our Holy Father for comfort and consola
tion.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions

be presented to the bereaved family , a copy

be printed in the Motorman and Conductor

and a copy be placed on the minutes.

ROBERT STIRRAT,

WM . H. LINCK ,

WM . COCKING ,

Committee on Resolution,

November 7, 1908 .
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

SWASTIKA

Du

GROUP OF MEMBERS OF DIV. NO. 99 , WINNIPEG , MAN., AS THEY

APPEARED AT THEIR CANADIAN SUMMER CAMP .

THE PROBLEM OF THE HOUR .

BY FRANK VERT.

An ugly frown is on my face , Two weeks ago I quit my job
I scarce have heart to write . To sit around and shirk ;

Don't cross my path, I warn you fair , And though my funds are running low,

Unless you wish to fight. I have no heart to work.

I spank the children every day, I've licked the cat and clubbed the dog

No matter what they do ; My woman loves so dear,

I mope around and speak to none. Until they scamper from the room

Despair has made me blue. As soon as I appear.

The neighbors try to cheer me up ; I never sit down to a meal

They slap me on the back That I don't make a kick.

And kindly say, " cheer up, old man , An awful problem's on my mind ,

Don't paint the world so black ." I'm surely cross, and sick .

But if I answer them at all , There's wrinkles coming on my brow ,

When thus they speak to me, My hair is turning gray ;

I simply say, “ Go on you fool ! Some twenty pounds, in thirty days ,

I wish you'd let me be" I've slowly pined away.

So I've insulted one and all. My wife says I have heart disease,

They hate me now no doubt, Because I'm losing fat,

But what care I ? There's something else And though I don't dispute with her ,

For me to think about. I know it isn't that.

And so in misery I exist,

The truth to none I tell;

But let me get that coal bin filled ,

And see how soon I'm well.
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COMPLICATIONS IN NEW YORK. of transfers . This is , in the face of the

original opinion of the court, that it was

necessary to preserve the “Metropolitan " in

tact, which included free transfers as a mat

terof public economy and convenience.

The only actual action taken by the au
thorities was sending police to the aban

doned transfer points to prevent riots. Well

informed persons claim that a thorough ex

amination would show that the underlying

of the separate parts of the old system is

owned by a gang which Mr. Thomas F. Ryan

controls.

The separate receivers which were named

by the Ryan gang, with the approval of a
U. S. judge, and who immediately made

slaughter of the free transfers , also the sep

arate counsel for the receivers , are only a

shrewdly devised means of evading the free
transfer law. This is plain to every layman

and citizens of ordinary intelligence , but our

federal judges and learned men of the court

of appeals can't see the nose on their face .
Justice is blind !

Do the people really rule.
MIKE MURPHY.

ARBITRATION AWARD NOT PLEASING.

Brooklyn , N. Y.-The people of this vicinity

are still talking of the great annual ball held

by Div. No. 283 on the 28th of last month.

Owing to the heavy rain that fell that after

noon and evening the crowd was not as large

as it might have been. The gate receipts,

which is usually a few hundred dollars,

were very much below that amount, and the

finnacial part of the affair is a disappoint

ment to the treasury. The ball, neverthe

less, was one of the finest held in South

Brooklyn. The hall was comfortably filled,

beautifully decorated, the grandest of union

music and rich order of dancing , and with

the prettiest of young ladies and happy

young men the crowd enjoyed themselves

immensely until the small hours of the morn

ing.
Among those present who led the grand

march were President and Mrs. S. W. Hutf,

Supt. L. W. Sullivan , Mr. Thomas Mullin ,

Mr. Eugene Marston, Congressman Wm . M.

Calder, Mr. Sydney Fry , Mr. Bart Hunt, Sec

retary Nicholas Rabinovitz and others.

Great credit for the success of the affair

is due to the chairman of the ball commit

tee. Bros. Wm. Walsh and John O'Donnell

worked unceasingly for nearly two months

to bring about the result. And although the

elements were against us we recognize that

Bros. Walsh and O'Donnell did their full duty

and an unanimous resolution of thanks was

passed by the Division in resognition of

their services.
And now, that the ball is over, I beg to

call the attention of the members that their
presence at the meeting is requested. Com

plaints by the swing runs of Smith street
and Franklin avenue lines state that the

officials of the company are not paying the

slightest attention to the agreement as far

as their hours and rate of pay is concerned.

Our grievance committee is discouraged by

the poor support shown them by the mem

bers , who hold their meetings in Igọe's cor

ner instead of on the floor of the Division .

The state of affairs is apparently known to

the company, and it is not to be wondered

that a general apathy exists among the offi

cers of the organization . It seems strange

that at this late day it is still necessary to
sing the old song : “ Brother, please attend

your union meetings and help to elevate our

selves. " By the time this Journal will reach

the membership nominations for officers will

be in order. Come, one and all , help put

forward the best men in the organization ,

encourage them by your presence and see

that the business of the Division is carried

out with credit to yourself and the associa

tion .
Street car complications in Greater New

York give the public a headache, with re

ceiverships of the Linface lines and the ab

olition of transfers. According to one re

ceiver of the Fulton street line there is no

property belonging to that company beyond

a stretch of track and a franchise. This line

was acquired by Mr. Thomas F. Ryan and

his friends, and they issued $ 1,100,000 se

curities on it . To those from whom they

bought it they paid stocks and bonds for

three times what the property cost its own

ers , $ 150,000. The rest of the capitalization

they divided among themselves. The invest

ment made by Mr. Ryan and his friends was

the cost of printing the stock and bond cer

tificate. What the looters did in the case of

this bobtail line , which is only one -third of

a mile long, is typical of the juggling with

the other properties constituting the Metro

politan system. This report of the receiver

that he can find no property in the possession

of the company except streaks of rust shows

why it has been necessary by the Ryan re

ceivers to abolish transfers. Upon the cap

italization of that bobtail line for $1,000,000 ,

which was thrown into the enormous pool

of Metropolitan water , the people are now

asked to pay interest just as if real money

has been invested by the Ryan crowd. And

the U. S. courts have sanctioned the abolition

Scranton , Pa . — Div. 168 was not heard from

last month as Picklas Postas had a lot of

other business to attend to .

I can now report that the case of J. P.

Lestrange has been disposed of. The award

of the arbitrators sustaining Supt Reilly
and recommending that the company em -

ploy him at some other position than motor
man or conductor has been carried out by
the company . He is now employed at the

car barn at 16 cents an hour, while the re
ceived 22 cents an hour as motorman . The

award is anything but satisfactory . Some

of our members gained considerable notor
iety while on the witness stand . Some of

them proved, beyond a doubt, that they be

long to T. R.'s Ananias Club.

Since the law prohibiting passengers from

riding on the platform with the motorman

went into effect they are all looking sad ;

no more funny stories, no more good cigars

and a lot of other favors which they greatly
miss.

As our agreement will expire in April ,

1909 , the members should put on their think

ing cap. A lot of changes can be made in the

present agreement . Come to the meetings

and voice your sentiment and don't be going

around the company's office with that old

cry, the union ought to do this or do that.

Remember that you are part of the union ,

and, for heaven's sake, keep your mouths

shut around the office on matters pertaining

to our Division .

Matt Farley seems to be the most popular

man on the job . No wonder he is the acme

of neatness and good looks.

J. P. Burns, from the south side , is another

who is in constant demand , but Charlie

Eckewrode has him stopped fifty different

ways.

I almost forgot Tommie Norton , " little

Tommy" —that's what the girls call him . He

is considered a heart breaker. Many a young

lady has built fond hopes on that knowing

wink of his, but all in vain. On the level ,

Tommy, it is near time for you to do some

thing.

I am expecting to hear something about M.

H. Kernan, our genial treasurer You know

it costs considerable money to go to so many
shows, and Mike is there quite often , but

not alone. I know that the girl is willing.

so dont' be afraid on that point.

By the time the members of our Division

receive a copy of this Journal new officers

will have been elected. There is considerable

rivalry among the candidates for the differ

ent offices. Regardless of who is elected

and no matter what your opinion is at the

present time, it is your duty to assist them

in every possible way. Let by gones be by

gones, forever, All join hands in making

this Division a model one; for, “ United we

stand , divided we fall ." Nuf ced .

December 7 , 1908 . PICKLAS POSTAS,
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UNION SMASHERS DEFEATED IN CON

NECTICUT.

Hartford , and Mr. Robertson , Democrat, over

Mr. Roberts , of Hartford, Republican, in 1904

1904, Robertson's plurality over Roberts, Rep. ,

2,000; 1908, Lilly , Rep. , over Robertson , Dem .,

168 . See what a change when the manufac
tors attack a candidate, especially in their

own party. It's then organized labor shows

itself. Why can't they elect their own men

to the state house when they are such a

power to be reckoned with . Is it not time
to wake up ? Or will labor ever wake up

in that regard ?

December 3 , 1908 . 425 .

LET WELL ENOUGH ALONE.

Hartford , Conn.-- The annual election of

officers by Div. 425 took place at the regular

meeting held Dec. 3 . The election result is

as follows :

President , F. H. Kelly ; vice -president , Thos .

Lee ; recording secretary, Michael J. Markan ;
financial secretary , Frank E. Bernhard ; treas

urer, David J. Rourke ; business agent, Jo

seph E. Dunn ; afternoon meeting warden , J.

J. Miller; evening meeting warden , James

Dalton ; afternoon meeting conductor, James

J. Martin ; evening meeting conductor, Jo

seph B. Hayes ; evening meeting sentinel ,

Daniel F. Haggerty ; afternoon meeting sen

tinel , Thomas J. Dwyer ; executive board,

Joseph E. Dunn, John H. Welch , W. F. Brown ,

D. E. Lynch , E. P. Lawton , F. E. Bernhard ,
Thomas Lee, and Bros. W. F. Shea , of Mon

chester ; C. J. Elliott , New Britain ; Wm . H.

Milliard , Southington ; delegates to Central

Labor Union , Joseph E. Dunn , Michael J.

Morkan , Fred W. Barrett, John H. Welch

and Joseph B. Hayes.

Bros. Simon Kussock and James Murphy ,

from the Central Labor Union , addressed the

Division , being listened to very attentively .

Bro. Kussock's address was very forceable

from a union standpoint and for calling for

the union label . He also appealed for a good

set of delegates in the next C. L. U. body.

Bro . Kussock's wish is gratified , as I doubt

five better fighters could be selected

They will no doubt make good with the

baker's union . The barbers , also , will be

told a few things that may cause them in

digestion at C. L. U. meetings if they keep

on slinging mud at the trolley men every

time they go to a c. L. U. meeting because
blue uniforms with brass buttons make them

a little more conspicious . You would never

hear that knocking of carpenters, painters.

plumbers , tinners, clerks, bartenders or

many other crafts . Oh , no ! It is trolley men

only , every time. The Barbers'Union never

show up only when they have a kick or want

some shop placed on the scab list. Then

they are " Johnny on the spot."

The bakers never know when they have a

good thing or when they are satisfied. It's

" rule or ruin " with the bakers .

Every : Division in Connecticut when they

elect officers this month should be sure to

send in the name of the president and his

address, also the secretary and his address

to the Labor Commissioner's office, Room 48 ,

State Capitol , Hartford, for the annual report

of the Labor Department, to be issued in

January, 1909 . Don't forget .

Bros. Joseph E. Dunn , Edward P. Lawton

and Wm. F. Brown will look after Div. 425's

interest in the general conference board dur

ing the next year.

Our annual ball will be held in Foot Guard

hall, Wednesday, January 20 , 1909 . Members

on the committee of arrangements are F. H.

Kelly, F. E. Bernhard , F. W. Barrett, D. E.

Lynch , T. H. Pendergast, Ambrosse Danaker,

Hans Esbesen , Thomas Lee, Joseph E. Dunn ,

J. H. Welch , M. J. Morkan , W. E. White, M.

J. McGuire and R. Brault.

Well , election is over and we will now see

what the promises will come to in Connecti
cut. A small bunch of manufacturers got to

work to defeat the Republican candidate for

governor, Hon . George L. Lilly , who has be
come famous for his " naval scandal,” so

called . That was their open declaration , but

inwardly it was because when Mr. Lilly was
in the Connecticut assembly he stood for

labor's rights , and labor stood for Lilly in
1908 when the manufactors showed their

face in opposition . From all appearances Mr.

Lilly is going to make good. The Democratic

platform called for Employers' Liability Bill .

The Republican platform did not . Mr. Lilly

is going to push it hard in spite of manu

facturers ' opposition and that the Republican

platform did not favor it. Furthermore, no
tice the result of the majority of Mr. Lilly

over Mr. Robertson , Democrat, in 1908 , in

Wheeling, W. Va.-Division No. 103 held

her regular meeting November 29th at 1:30 ,

after midnight, at the hall at No. 1515 Mar

ket street. The meeting was largely attend

ed. Nomination of officers took place. The

number of candidates nominated shows much

interest in the Association . Many of the old

officers seem to think they should be given

a chance to rest and that the burden of fu
ture work should be taken up by other

members, but I believe we should let good

enough alone. Our election will be on De

cember 26th . Every member should get out

and place his vote, elect officers and then

stand by them. Do not be a knocker ; turn

out and show that you are a good union

man, true to your colors through and

through . To stick together is what we need.

It would be better if we had more frater

nal spirit in our Local. We would live

longer and behappier. Let us have a little

more of the “Hello Brother," with the full

est of meaning in it . Let us all get out at

our December 26th meeting as there will be

much of importance to interest us.

Brother C. H. Fox has gone to Florida for

his health . He has written to one or two of

our brothers and expressed that he is feel

ing much better and would like to have

some of the boys write to him.

Brother E. T. Evans is improving very

slowly from sickness and we are hopeful

that he will pull through all right.

Our president, Brother W. F. Welch ,was

unanimously elected president of the State

Federation of Labor of West Virginia for

his second term at the recent convention of

that body . Brother Welch has been five

years president of this Local, ten years of

the Executive Board and ten years in the

Ohio Valley Trades Assembly. He has been

a good worker in the cause and we are

anxious to see him continue. COR.

CHAIRMAN PRATT IN PITTSBURG.

Pittsburg, Pa . - Division No. 85 is being

interested these days , in a " pension " propo

sition which is being promoted by the Pitts
burg Railways Company. The Pittsburg

Railways Company has now become oneof

the most extensive employers in Western Pa.

It gives employment to something like six
thousand men, three thousand or more of

whom are motormen and conductors.

Just what motive inspires this "old age

pension proposition ", it would be hard to

pass upon . Upon a basis of tenure of posi

tion with this company it is not difficult,

however, to estimate the very few who are

employed in the course of a given time who

would ever be benefited by the arrangement.

The fact is that the proposition which is
before us is of sufficient importance, good

or bad, to receive the most earnest con

sideration of our membership as to whether

they want to unite in encouraginig its estab
lishment . For the vital forces of labor, it

seems to be that such measures are not en

couraging.
Chairman C. 0. Pratt is at present in Pitts

burg and vicinity, and has addressed meet

ings of this Local.

Business Agent J. J. Thorpe is sufficiently

recovered so that he is again active in the

work of his official duties.

Division No. 85 is progressing along the

even tenure of her ways.
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WILL LIKELY ARBITRATE. of the inspector to whom we have referred
as an objection to the " closed shop." Some

might say that we are trying to deny him

work ; that is not true . We have no objec

tion to his being employed upon the extra
list , but if we had no union would not the

" open shop " force one of our members out of
employment by permitting this man to be

placed upon a good run ? It seems to me

that the argument is very favorable, as

matter of fairness, to the " closed shop "

agreement. Instead of crowding a man out

of work we are protecting the men in their

employment, and we enter no protests against

the employing of new men , but they must

not be given preference in the service after

being employed. ZACH .

a

WILL REPORT TO MINE WORKERS.

Jackson , Mich . - This end of Division No.

111 has been slightly flurried for the past few
days. An irregularity in the allotment of

runs was occasioned by the replacement of

an inspector back into the service as a mo

torman. One of the members left the car

service to take a position as inspector . He

entered into no understanding with the Local

and assumed his official position with the

company with the understanding to his fel
low associates that it was permanent. After

serving several months as inspector it seems

that his service in that capacity was no long

er desired and he was returned to theboard

to take his place as though he had not been

out of the car service This of course, set

all men back who were younger in the ser

vice of the company than he , and they pro

tested against what they regarded as estab

lishing a precedent by which a privilege

could be enjoyed by one individual over all

the rest. The matter was taken up by the

committee and it appears as though the case

will have to go to arbitration, A meeting

of the Local was held on Saturday, the 5th ,

at which the committee reported .

From a fair point of view it is a matter

of generosity for a body of street car men

to step back to give a privilege as required
in the case above cited . Men who remain on

the cars are victims of all of the unpleasant

ness of the position and hold to the job , not
infrequently , through prospects of promotion
in the matter of runs. True , it is in a man's

right to take a better job if he wants it and
can get it, but he should not expect to hold

a better job and still maintain a special
privilege to his run in the car service. Such

a course robs the men below of a rightful

expectancy in the matter of promotion. There
could be no objection to giving any brother

a little time to try another pob , still that
would be a matter of generosity, but after

the new position would be accepted as per

manent he should not expect the extreme

generosity from a body of men that would
cause them to give up preferential runs to

appease his misfortune. His place should be
at the foot of the extra list as a new

ploye .

Our company and the Detroit United Rail

way are having some contention before the

city council in the matter of privilege to

place switches on part of the D. U. R. to get
into the new barn with freight cars. The

Michigan United ,or our company, would be

greatly inconvenienced by the proposed priv

ilege that the D. U. R. is seeking. The mat

ter will likely be determined by the city
council .

We are getting along very nicely in our

Family movement known as the Jackson

branch of Div. No. 111. True, we have an

occasional opportunity to visit our manager,

Mr. O'Hara
but on the whole as em -

ployerof labor he is pretty fair and the

committee usually get satisfaction. In fact,

we have not very many grievances . We have

an agreement which provides for the dis

posal of all grievances and puts the question

of a strike practically out of consideration.

There is really a security to an employing

traction company and a community as against

strikes in a written agreement.

No matter how serious a provokation may

bee when the thought of curing it by strike

occurs the agreement looms up and that is

as far as we can go as long as the company

complies with the agreement. As a matter

of fact, a direct ignoring of the agreement

could be the only ground upon which a strike

could be based , and usually a company is

rather delicate in the matter of ignoring an

agreement. It is up to a body of men to see

that they get what they want in an agree

ment if they are going to have one , and as

they go along through the term of an agree

ment and notice its defects it would be well

to take cognizance of them that they may

be remedied in any following arrangement

that may be entered into between the com

pany and the association,

We have what union busters call a " closed

shop." I suppose some may point to our ob
jection to the reinstatement upon his run

em

Lansford , Pa . - Be sure to have your dues
paid , or get no button. Don't get one on

tick .

Some of the brothers donated the price of
a shave to Bro . Lobein . Thanks.

Bro . Davis is eating a new kind of plum

pudding. It has the McHenry flavor.

Bro. Arnes has recovered from a dog bite
received some time ago. He advises the

brothers to be sure a dog is dead before

they touch it .

The executive board evidently forgot they
had a small case to attend to . It has been

on the shelf very nearly long enough . If

your memory fails you , kindly glance over

the minutes of the Local.

What keeps the last car in Mauch Chunk

so long It must be central , according to

reports. The sleeper will operate all signal

blocks and proceed to Summit Hill . " This

crew don't wear a button ."

Bro. Gothia has returned to work after

having been laid up with a bruised leg from

playing football.

Yes, the car starter does belong to the

Local, but what can he do without supplies !

supplies !

Bros. John McCready and William Arnes
have returned from their hunting trip .

bringing with them a lot of birds and rab

bits and one four - pronged deer .

One of the extra men , ever ready to work ,
ran all the way to the car barn the other

morning to take out a work car at 2 o'clock

a . m . , his reporting time being 5:15 a. m . ,

3 hours and 15 minutes .ahead of time.

Why does Vice -President Boyle always get

his hair cut on Saturday ?
Bro . Daniel W. Peltz is confined to his

bed with an attack of pneumonia . We wish

the brother a speedy recovery.
Bro. William Neihn is conducting Bro .

Peltz's run , but he can't work his doubler

on Sunday on account of business in Tama

qua. Marry the girl . Don't fool her.

The sleeping room at the car barn looked

as if a cyclone had struck it the other morn

ing . Who was the numb skull that caused

it to be in this position ?

The car barn foreman evidently wishes

to run things very cheap. or else the fault
lays with the master mechanic. Some one is

to blame. Who is it ? The trolley wheels

are that bad that the vibration shakes the

catches off the doors and no wonder the men

get deaf.

Bro . Neihn presented his affinity with a
canary . What next ?

Some of the regular men forget when it

is their turn to do relief . We wonder, do

they forget to eat ? “ This does not include

Summit Hill crews.

Bro . Ellsasser was in Tamaqa visiting

friends the other evening.

In the future, all who do not belong to the
Local will have their names sent to the

Mine Workers' Union in this district . Hurry

up and get a button .

A number of the brothers attended the

theater the other evening to witness the
musical comedy, " Knight for a Day." А

number of other brothers would like to have

attended , but couldn't . 433 .

an
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to the next meeting and get next. We want

you , and I earnestly hope you will come.

There was never a field yet but what had its

weeds and tares, but don't think becauseone

ortwoare notright that all is wrong. Such
is not the case.

It is with pride that we can point to the

work that our little local has done for us in

the last year. Yet few of our brothers no

tice the good we are getting out of it be

cause they don't come to the meetings. We

are going to have a joint meeting on New

Year's eve. Now, fellows, get together at this

meeting. It will be great. Election of offi

cers, installation by a brother from Div. No.

281 , and then a great feed and plenty of

cigars. Come one, come all .

Brothers, this , I am sorry to say, will be

my last effort for the Motorman and Con

ductor for some time , at least. I trust that

you will not be to hard on me when you

judge of my work for the year, as it was the

first time that I ever attempted anything of
the kind. But I am for the good and wel

fare of 469. No matter what little things

come up between us let us ever stand pat

when the interest of 469 is at stake.

We should not let personal affairs come

between us in regard to our union. Remem

ber we are brothers, sworn to each other, and
we should stand by one another. We have

takenan obligation which we should not for
get . During the coming year let us endeavor

to bring our local up to a higher standard.
In order to do this, we must band ourselves

together as one man . Endeavor to carry out

the rules of the company the best you can,

thereby gaining their respect. Pay your dues ,

and, above all, attend your meetings and we

will be a howling success .

To all our brothers we extend the hearty

wish that they will enjoy a very Merry Xmas

and a happy and more successful New Year.

To the incoming correspondent to The Motor

man and Conductor I wish him success and

hope that he will be better fitted for the job

than I. All luck to you , Bro. Marshall. It is

now up to me to make my humble bow, and

to retire into the background. Good bye !

Dec, 2 , 1908 . WM. E. HAYES.

EX-PRESIDENT RICHARD JOHNSON.

GOOD ATTENDANCE RECORDED.

Div. 326, St. Joseph , Mo.

The above gives the readers of The Mo

torman and Conductor a picture of Bro .

Richard Johnson, who has been nominated

for president and business agent of Div .

No. 326 without any opposition . This will

make the third term as president, having

served in 1905 and 1907. Bro. Johnson has

demonstrated himself as being a labor lead

er and adviser of the labor unions in gen

eral of this city , and is at present engaged

in assisting one of the local organizations

of another craft and is meeting with won

derful success. We feel , under his leader

ship as president, that he has been one to

make Div . No. 326 one of the best locals in

the Association. Bro. Johnson will be well

remembered by the many delegates of the

Chicago and New Orleans conventions as

beingan active delegate and offered many

resolutions, which met with the approval

and adoption of the convention . Bro. John

son is the oldest employe in the service of

the St. Joseph Street Railway.

Dec. 4 . COR.

GET IN RIGHT.

Sharon, Pa . — The regular meeting of Div.

176 was held Nov. 9, with a very large at

tendance. Every chair in the room was oc

cupied . Meeting called to order by President

Helembocht, was very interesting. Every

brother expressed himself as being pleased .

A goodly attendance at meetings means to

avoid a great deal of inquiry from those not

there and also a great amount of curb stone

gossip, which is not the least bit beneficial

to organized labor, and sometimes it is a

great detriment.

Bro. James Hartwell is suffering with a

severe attack of yellow jaundice .

Bros. Wel . Porter and Elmer Werner have

recently returned to work, but on their re

turn they each brought a bride. Hearty con

gratulations were offered to them from every

source, wishing them good luck and great

joy , hoping their lives will be blessed with

abundance of little things which make mar

ried life a happy success.

There are still a few marriageable young

men among us who are worthy of a good.

loving helpmate. If any brother knows of

any ladies who are looking for a husband of

this kind while leap year is still with us

you might do a very kindly act by referring

them to Thomas Carle , Adam Wilsop. F. R.

Garl and Edward Van Horn , Sharon , Pa.
" Barkis is willin '. "

Bro . John Fink has recently returned from

Wissonmi , where he was called on account
of the death of his mother.

We are all glad to see Bro. Hunter back

at work.

Lewis Pierce is acting as dispatcher in

the temporary absence of Dispatcher John

Gardner.

Nov, 25 , 1908, 176.

Derby, Conn.- Again we find the end of the

year near at hand with the same old struggle

to keep up. Looking back over the old year,

we , as an organization, can feel and think

that much hasbeen done for our cause. True,

we have lost some of our locals , but, on the

other hand , we have gained a few new ones.

We think 469 has been very successful dur

ing the past year. Except one or two cases,

all of our members have remained good and
true. To those who are not in right I would

say , in starting the year, start it right. Don't

think you are barred forever, or that all of

us are down on you . We are not. There is

nothing to be gained by staying on the out
side . Come in, stay in and let us be al to

gether. The good will of Div. 469 is open

to all . Bury the past, forget it , come around
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PRESIDENT MAHON WITH NO. 256. through our beautifully city, and seemed

thoroughly to enjoy our California climate .

In the evening the ladies took in the theater.

Bros. G. W.Holmes and I. J. Robinson were
our delegates to the State Federation of

Labor.

Bros. Fite , Cole and Riley are on the sick
list . Bros. Derr and H. T. Ford , who have

been off for several weeks sick, are able to

be at their station again.

Nov. 29 , 1908 . T. F. TUKE.

WILL HELP ELECT MAYOR.

Sacramento , Cal.-On Friday last, Nov. 27th ,

we were honored by a visit from Internation

al President W. D. Mahon and G. E. B. Mem

ber Richard Corelius. We had called two

meetings for that day, but owing to a mis

understanding as to the time of Bro. Mahon's

arrived , we failed to meet him at the depot

and some of the members of our Division

thought he had been delayed and failed to

attend the meetings. However, there was a

fairly good attendance, and those who stayed

away missed hearing one of the best labor

speeches ever delivered in Sacramento.

The evening meeting was an open one and

the preliminary addresses were made by T.

Wright , president of the Federated Trades

of this city ; Alfred Dalton , Jr. , ex-president

of that body, and our own brother member,

M. F. Shelley. The meeting was called to

order by President Erauw.

Upon President Mahon's address I clip from

one of our city papers the follows:

" President Mahon pointed out the need for

a thorough organization among the wage

workers to oppose the threatened elimina

tion of liberty and individualism by the pro

cesses of courts and the employing classes.

" Absorption of
personal and collective

rights is imminent through the aggressions

of the higher -ups' of finance and toilers

should be awake to the dangers and be pre

pared to meet them by unification, declared

Mahon.

“ Let me tell you , ' he said , ' that there is a

dangerous condition confronting the work

men of the UnitedStates at this hour and I

cannot pass without warning you to be on

your guard. I refer to the threats that are
everywhere aimed at your liberties .

“ ' In the late campaign the question was

asked a great many times, 'What does labor

want ?' My reply is that labor wants liberty

--liberation from the greed and oppression

of men who employ labor and the unfair re

strictions of the courts.

** ' Since time immemorial trade and the

commerce of the world have been protected

hy special laws, often to the disadvantage of

the toilers without whose work it were im

possible to carry business on , and the cry has

been that whoever opposed them was the
enemy of his country. So it is down to the

present day. Labor, organized labor, is called

an enemy of the country, because it seeks to
share in the profits of its hands .

* ' In this argument lies our danger, for

pursuit to its source leads to the discovery

that it eminates from industrial captains

whose motives are entirely selfish . It is an

appeal to individual selfishness and made in

the hope of alienating workers from the only

cause that can give them strength ."

President Mahon then traced the history of

t'nionism from its inception in this country

in 1825 as a protest against unjust wages and

hours down to the present era of wonderfully

improved conditions , attributing all the prog

ress to the steadfast struggle, the keen in

telligence and the superior organizing powers

of the American workman .

In Sacramento he had found a wholly sym

pathetic union city , but urged continued vig

Ilance, because he said , it had been his ex
perience that difficulties grow in proportion

to the increase in scope and population .

Richard Cornelius, one of the central fig

ures in two great street car strikes in San

Francisco. said that although the last one

had failed the moral effect had been felt all

over the Union and was in effect a victory.

Furthermore, it had cost the United railways

millions of dollars , which would never be re

gained during the life of its franchise , and

has impaired its credit to an alarming extent .

We were very glad , also, to have with us

the International president's wife, Mrs. W. D.

Mahon , who, by her gentleness and gracious

ness, won the hearts of the committee of

ladies who were appointed to receive her
Mrs. Erauw , Mrs. Thum and Mrs. Tuke.

The visitors were given a carriage drive

Lynn, Mass.-It was with regret that

members of No. 238 read of the defeat of

President Mahon for congress. But we were

pleased to see that he ran 5,000 votes ahead

of his ticket and that if he had been sup

ported by his party , as he ought to have

been , there would have been a good chance
of his election.

We are very much interested in the mayor

ality campaign here. The candidate on the

Democratic ticket is James E. Rich, who is
an old railroad man . He is foreman of the

Myrtle street car barns of the Boston &

Northern He began 19 years ago as a con

ductor and later, was a motorman. He then

entered the repair department and rose to

foreman at West Lynn . He held various

positions for several years and equipped

himself as an efficient man in every depart

ment. He has been 4 years in the city coun

cil and 1 year alderman. He is being earnest

ly supported by all the railroad men of the

city and the Union at the last meeting voted

to have 5,000 cards printed with his picture

and his record, and the day before election

have each conductor give one card to each
voter that rides on the car. As he occupies

an official position with the company at the

present time, of course he does not belong
to the union . When he was in the ranks he

was a good melhber.

Standing in Central Square, Lynn , a few

days ago , were two men that very few rall

road men would have taken any notice of,

but they have done more for the railroad

men of this section of the country than any
other two men , I refer to ex - President Geo .

A. Rose, the first president of Div. No. 238

and Bro. Fred E. Weed, the first organizer.

It was through their influence that the rail

road men of this city were organized and

it was through organization that we have

been able to reap of the grand benefits that

have come to us.

On the question of increase of wages, I

am not able to make as good a report as I
had hoped. The company has named as

their arbitrator , Mr. Robert Graham , late

president of the Quincy St. Ry. Co., which

is now consolidated with the Old Colony St.
Ry. Co. He is now president of the Bangor

Light and Power Co. He and ex- President

Rose, our arbitrator , have been in daily ses

sion endeavoring to select a third man with

result to date . The nearest that they

came to it was in the selection of Senator

William R. Salter, who refused for political

reasons. President Rose has been advised

and assisted by International Treasurer Orr

and G. E. B. member Wm. B. Fitzgerald .

The men of the Lynn Div. have a separ
ate organization called The Mutual Aid As

sociation which pays a benefit of $5 per week

to the members that are taken sick or meet

with an accident . The members pay 40ca

month , which is not enough to make it self

supporting, so it is necessary to raise money

by running entertainments . On December 7,

8 , 9, 10, 11 and 12 , by arrangement with the

Lynn theater we have a percentage on every

ticket sold by the members for the comedy ,

" May Blossom ."

The association has been in existence 7

years and has been of great benefit to the
members in time of sickness.

Now . boys, stick to your union and pay

your dues promptly. The only way for a
labor man to get ahead in this world is

through organization.

December 4 , 1908 . SCRIBE

no
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NO BENEFIT IN DELINQUENCY. to do each other all the social good we can
in sickness and misfortune. Let us be faith

ful to our cause. Very respectfully ,

November 25 , 1908 . J. A. MARCUM.

NO NEWS ON WAGE ARBITRATION .

San Jose, Cal. - As this may be my last

letter to the Motorman and Conductor, the

good friend to all street and electric rail

way employes of America, I trust it will

not carry with it the impression that I have

dropped out of existence as a sincere con

tributor to the cause of organized labor, for

it is not my intention to be a drone in the

human hive of industry ; I shall always have

a word of praise and kindest respect to those

who toil with willing hands . I have much

faith in the industrious people of our coun

try and believe they consist of the brightest

and best people of our land and through

their unselfish zeal and loyalty, do the most

good for their country and their fellow men .

This is an organization that bars no one

for their creed, color or nationality , hence

we have a vast field in which to work and

much good can be done if we all do our duty

as upright honorable citizens . There is much

patience to cultivate in our desire to reap

the harvest of laboring humanity and secure

them as loyal , dutious citizens that will stand

united for public honesty and justice in city ,

state and national affairs.

We must first hold sacred our individual
obligations to our fellow man . then will

naturally come the preservation of our sacred

relationship to the state and national insti

tutions. I am grateful for the opportunity

union labor organization has given this coun

try to relieve the slaves of sweat shops and

the inhuman drudgery of child labor. We ,

car men , blessed with the open air , the

sunshine and flowers, we sometimes feel op
pressed. But , oh God ! What a heaven it

would be if we were the most enslaved and

neglected .
While it is true our day's labor some

times seems too long-which is true , and

the nervous strain of duty seems to almost
over tax our physical endurance, let us not

forget it used to be worse with us than it is

today, with a much less pecuniary compen

sation, and it is our duty to give union labor

organization credit where credit is due, as

in this instance.

In the little world of San Jose, where Local

Division No. 265 first received her charter in

the year 1902 , much has been done to the

credit the Local in many respects , socially

and politically . I take pleasure in congratu

lating, not only our own division , but all

of the different organized crafts, men of our

city, for so honorably conducting union labor

affairs that the best and highest aimsof good

citizenship have been supported in a most

amicable manner; that labor has reached a

higher level in the social affairs of our city

and county and labor has become a student
of economics, We have reason to possess

much faith in the social future of organized

labor.

Now , just a word to my San Jose brothers
and I will close . We have had, during the

past year, a good leader for our president,
very faithful and conservative citizen ,

Thos . D. Manhire. I trust he will be re

nominated , if he allows it , to be so his elec

tion will be unanimous, as it was in the last

election . I know all of us appreciate his

good work and will hold him another term if

his honor permits .

Now , your correspondent, I wish to

thank each and all of you for the pleasure

and privilege of this office. and trust that

nothing has been said or done to lessen our

sincerity in the labor cause , but that

feel benefited and encouraged through our
efforts of the past year. I will add this as a

word of advise, however unnecessary it may

be , that you keep faith with your officers.
That where there arises a difference of

opinion , it be thrashed out inside of closed

doors with the members of your division.

It will be better for us all . Whatever you

do . don't allow yourself to become suspend
ed for non -payment of dues . I fail to see

any excuse for so doing, or at any time where

a member was ever benefited by such dilin

quence . But often it does him harm , in his

social standing .

Remember our order is for the social bene

fit of each and every member, and we are

Brockton , Mass.—Div. 235 held its regular

monthly meeting Nov. 30th . Ten applications

for membership were received and six candi

dates were initiated . We have been able to

report more applications than initiations for

the last two months. We have fifteen appli
cations on the table now , and as our next

meeting will be at midnight we hope, these
aplicants will not fail to show up. No ex

cuse then , boys.

A communication from our financial secre

tary , Wm. J. O'Donnell, sending in his resig

nation on account of sickness, was received

and accepted , Bro , O'Donnell has been sick

for the greater part of the month of Novem
ber. At this writing we are glad to report

that he is able to be on the street again .

Bro, Frank R. Wood was elected to fill the

vacancy until Feb. 1st.

Bro. Fred H. Wilson was elected to fill a

vacancy on the executive board for the re

mainder of this term .

There are many inquiries about the arbitra
tion of the wage question , and not much

news. Many of our members think that In

ternational President Mahon should give this
matter his personal attention .

We have quite a few cases of sickness on

with our members just at present Bro. O'Don
nell . Bro . John Ogle was injured in the

early part of November by being caught be

tween two moving cars. It laid him up for

three weeks. We are all glad to see him

back on his run again , but don't work too

hard , John , just because you are gritty .

Bro. Walter Leonard is confined with liver

trouble . The sick committee had to report

that it would be some time before he would

be able to work again.

Bro . Wallace S. Sampson , of Lakeville , who

has been sick for some time , is reported to
be no better. We hope when New Years

comes everyone will be well and working.

Our executive board member from Milton ,

Bro. Frank S. Leavitt, has been taking a
vacation since before Thanksgiving: Most of

the boys know what has happened, and we
expect to see all the men at the Milton barn

smoking good cigars any day now. It's all

right , Frank , and everyone wishes you well

and a long and happy life . We expect you

will be " At Home" when this reaches us.

Next regular meeting, Monday at midnight,

Dec. 28th. Turn out . This is election of offi

cers again , and we want everyone there.

December 3 , 1908. " DIV . 235."

as

RESOLUTIONS UPON DEPARTURE OF

VALUED OFFICIAL.

a

as

we

By Div. 288 , Omaha, Neb.

Whereas, Bro. C. F. Michelson has tendered

his resignation as secretary and treasurer of

Div. 288 to accept a position in the postoffice

inore suited to his ability and taste ; there

fore be it

Resolved , That Div . 288 extends to Bro. C.

F. Michelsen aur sincere thanks for the able

and upright manner in which he has con

ducted the affairs of this Division as secre

tary and treasurer for the past five years
and that we extend to him some token of the

high esteem by which he is held by the mem

bers of this Division ; be it further

Resolved . That we also extend to him oui

best wishes for success in his new under

taking, and that a copy of these resolutions

be published in The Motorman and Conduc

tor and also a copy spread upon the minutes
of our Division .

Nov. 17 , 1908 .

Respectfully submitted,
P. J. LENEHAN,

H. P. NELSON,

0. J. RANDALL,

Committee.
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WINTER SCHEDULE REDUCES EMPLOY

MENT.

Div . No. 452 extends hearty wishes to all

brothers for a Merry Christmas and a Happy

New Year.

Dec. 3 , 1908. CORR. NO. 452 .

QUAKER CITY NEWS.

If you

was

SUC

Thompsonville,Conn.-In glancing through

the columns of The Motorman and Conductor

of November I am sorry to learn of the de
feat of W. D. Mahon in that recent con

gressional campaign in the first district of

Michigan. But the members of the Amal

gamated Association, even through defeat ,

still have a warm spot in their hearts for our

renowned official. As the old saying is, “ The

brave man dies but once ." We sincerely hope

and pray that many a year will expire be

fore his time comes.

My personal opinion is not prejudiced in

anyway anddoes not cast any reflections on

our noble order, but pardon me if I criticize

a little. The Amalgamated Association and
all labor organization , I believe, should band

together and take a more active part in

politics, discuss the political affairs in their

meetings and enlighten their members in

national, state and town affairs, irrespective

of political beliefs. We fully realize that the

labor movement is yet in its infancy, and we

have a great many encounters to face in the

future for the exaltation of our brethren

throughout the United tSates and Canada.
Naturally we need protective legislation and

want co -operation in our glorious work . To

gain this we must place our labor represen

tatives in the general assembly ( congress ) ,

and should have someone who is familiar

with the wants ofthe wage -earner in the

president's cabinet. If we allow ourselves to
debate on the above subjects, after a fair

trial the results accomplished would help our

cause intellectually and otherwise.

We have had a little experience in the Car

pet City during the last election of represen
iatives. We have lost, temporarily, one of

the most shrewd and honest labor leaders

this state ever produced ; a man who

elected to the general assembly three

cessive terms, and his record there is a credit

to the town of Enfield . He is the Hon . M.

J. Connor. Now that the election is over it

is the duty of both parties to shake hands

and jointly assist the president - elect to make

nis administration the most successful of any

preceding president's.

They told us during the campaign that the

financial and business depression of 1908 was

due to an overgrowth of prosperity. We have

had our share of growth in Thompsonville,

but are still impatiently waiting for the over

growth .

Div. No. 452 held her regular meeting on

Nov. 5 in the C. L. U. hall . It was largely

attended .

The winter schedule's going into effect dis

Densed with a number of our members . In

stead of bucking the spare list, some have

sought employment in the tobacco ware

house, and very fortunately, they are well up

in the business.

Bro. May had a slight attack of a cold ,
which prevented him from doing anything

for two weeks. After his recovery he went

into the meat business. We wish him suc

ress , hoping the boys living in his section
will patronize his cart .

Bro . Hannon has taken a run on the “ lim

Ited ," because the trolley express was discon

tinued for an indefinite periva .

Bro . Theodore Pascoe, who is a member of

the executive board and held in high esteem

by every member of our division , has changed

his occupation for the winter months and

has established a tea , coffee and spice route .

He has already made a favorable impression

in his customers.

Bro . Smith , who is a resident of Hazard

Ville road , and somewhat of an agriculturist,

has devoted his spare time during the sum

mer months chiefly to the raising of turnips

and pumpkins. Now that the turnips are all

disposed of it is up to the boys to help him

out on the pumpkins. Plans are on foot to

give a rousing pumpkin pie party at River

wide Hotel on the opening of the new year.

Bro. Van Wagner has been chosen master of

ceremonies.

Philadelphia , Pa . — The employes of the

Philadelphia system are very much interest
ed in what will be the outcome of the propo

sitions that will be presented to the P. R. T.

Co. this month . It is amusing to hear the

remarks of some of the men who are not

members of the organization telling the new

employes all the good the company has done

for their employes , but it does not take long
for the men to realize where they can re

ceive the hand of Brotherhood and protec

tion , and it will only be a matter of time

when the men who are shutting their eyes

to the fact that all the knocking and pre

* varicating has only a tendency to build up
our organization . The membership is in

creasing in great numbers daily. A word of

advice to some of the men here ; it seems

that when a few street car men get together,

all the unorganized men commence to fear
strike. Poor fools ! If they only knew it ,

where there is organization there is the

place strikes are never needed . It would

be a blessing if some of the weak hearted

creatures would take themselves to the land

where the words of strike and organization
are unknown. I do not mean Hell for there

is China where strikes are never known .

There is a place for the man who is opposed

to progression. are satisfied with

only a bare existence the above place is good
enough for you.

We consider ourselves very fortunate in

having Bro . Pratt , our worthy and esteemed
Chairman of the International Executive

Board , in our midst for a short while . He

was kept very busy, I can assure you . It

is our busy time. Bro. Pratt gave some very

able talkg to the boys at Richmond, Lane

avenue, Kingston , Ridge avenue , Broad and

Susquehanna and Germantown barns, also at

our general meetings, where he made quite

a hitwith the boys and we hope he will get
time to pay us another visit in the near

future.

Can anyone tell us why Bro. M. Giacamo

seen in the cemetery before daylight .

It was a close call , Mike.

Bros. Abbott, Sherlock and Rothermell of

the Second and Third streets barn are quite

trio of hustlers and workers. Through

their untiring efforts they are placing the

barn among the leaders.

Bro. J. Manning, of the Shirt Waist and

Laundry Workers, attended a meeting and
gave one of his talks on Trade Unionism to

the boys at Second and Wyoming avenue
barn .

At the branch meeting of the men of Sec

ond and Wyoming avenue barn there was a
surprise held in store for Committeeman

Emory Collins . He is to give up the busi

ness of railroading and go into something

that will be a betterment of his position in

life ; so , here is where the surprise came in .

About the time the meeting was at an end

Bro. Murray stepped forward and in a neat

little speech presented Bro. Collins with a

fine gold watch. The Bro . was completely

taken by surprise and came near taking the

count, but came back and thanked the boys

for their kindness and good fellowship . So

God speed and good luck in your new under
taking.

Bro . M Hanley , of Twenty - Seventh and

Girard avenue, is very proud of the new ar

rival . We hear she weighs 942 lbs .

Bro. Blue , of Germantown , is one of the
white ribbon crowd. We knew there was

some chance.

Bro . H. Frayne, organizer of the A. F. of

L. , is back in town and we will endeavor to

keep him moving in his spare moments. 1

would like to add that he is always wel

comed among the street car men in this city

who give close attention in following along

his line of talk on the benefit of organiza
tion .

December 4 , 1908 , THE QUAKER .

was

a
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BROTHER RESCUED BY HIS WIFE. NAWe are now trying a new system. Instead

of choosing up runs every six months they

are put up for bids , the oldest man in ser
vice having first preference, and so on . Prac

tically a steam road system . We are looking

forward to much satisfaction from this mode.

Two runs make a service day on runson

the Williamantice & New London line . The

boys seem to like them. This system started

Nov. 23. 1908 .

Bro. Wm. E. Jones is on the sick list .

Dec. 4 , 1908 . E. E. M.

Mauch Chunk , Pa . - Mauch Chunk Div. No.

430 has not been heard fro mthrough the

columns of The Motorman and Conductor for

a long time, and as the members are prod

ding me pretty hard I am sending you a

few bits of news from the little Division

that lies in the Switzerland of America.

Everything is running smothly in our Divi
sion , and the only fault to be found is that

our members do not attend the meetings very
regular. We always find that the brothers

who are seldom seen at the meetings are the

ones who are first and loudest in their cry

for help. We adopted a rule at our Septem

ber meeting that the secretary should record

the names of all present at each meeting so
we will be able to tell who are the best

members.

The new company which took charge of

this road some time ago has spent quite a .

lot of money in building upand beautifying

Flag Staff park, and I predict that we will

hardly be able to handle the crowds who will
flock there next summer.

Our new cars for the local line have ar

rived and are being put in condition to run.

The boys are afraid they will not know how

to hold their faces when they first take the
cars out.

The matrimonial bug hit our line pretty

hard lately . Last week Bro. Howard Munich

was married to Miss Anna Breuckers, one of

East Mauch Chunk's prettiest and most popu

lar young ladies. The boys all wish Howard

all the success and happiness possible and

also a lot of young Munichs to bless and

make happy their old age.

We understand that Bros. Dugan and Hil

debrand intend to get married. Bro. Dugan's

announcement did not surprise us very much,

but Bro. Hildebrand's certaainly took the

wind out of us. Must have been love at first

sight.

Bro. C. J. Narber has bought out a restau

ránt situated in Muncy. He is to leave us

next week. The boys wish him all the luck

and prosperity possible .

Bro . John Cooper reported for duty Monday

after a two weeks' absence on account of

sickness. He caught the grippe while wait

ing on the Weisport bridge for the last car

at night.

Bro . Jerry Christman is now first extra

motorman. Jerry is O. K., but the pictures

of the sheath gown shown at the local mov

ing picture theater last week very nearly

caused a lot of trouble for him. His wife

had to drag him out by the ear after he had

seen the performance five times.

Our efficient president, George Sandher, has
demonstrated in the last few weeks that he

is a jack of all trades. He has been track

foreman , rail bonder, barn electrician , beside

superintending the unloading of the new cars.

Well, I will close by wishing a Merry

Xmas and Happy New Year to all our broth

ers scattered through the states.

Nov. 30, 1908. LARRY A. McGINELY.

Sydney, N. S. - Having received my first

copy of the M. and C. about a week ago , and

having read the same through carefully ,

think it would be well for me to grasp this
opportunity of sending you some informa

tion regarding Division 514 , which was re

cently organized here by G. E. B. member

Magnus Sinclair.

Mr. Sinclair went to much trouble to get

a committee of the motormen and conduc.
tors who work on this line together, and
explained to them in his forceful and con

vincing and delightful manner, the benefits

to be derived from organization , and par

ticularly so by street railway men , from the
organization known as the A. A. of S. & E.

R. E. of A. Finally, after several meetings

with the men Mr. Sinclair organized Division
514.

Since organizing our Division we have

held three meetings, at the first of which

we held the election of officers. The brothers

nominated and elected were as follows:

President, John J. MacVicar ; vice - president ,

Ronald MacDonald ; recording secretary

Walter Marks ; financial secretary and treas

urer, Michael H. MacDonald ; conductor, John

T. Dunphy ; warden, James Doyle ; sentinel.

William Trake.

At our second meeting the above officers

were installed and , although they are new

at the business , they all seem to be filling

their respective offices very well .

The boys are all very interested in the M.

and C. and say they find very interesting

reading about the different labor organiza
tions . but particularly are they interested
in the correspondence of the different

Divisions of the A, A. of S. & E. R. E. of A.

L. C.

*

SHOULD SEE THEIR MISTAKE.

WHY NOT STOOLS FOR MOTORMEN ?

Pottsville , Pa . - The meeting of Div . 118

held December 2nd experienced an unusually

large attendance. President Thomas McGov

ern was in chair. The report of Treasurer

C. W. Donne showed an increase in finances.

Financial Secretary Thomas Berger was in

strumental in adding another member to the

list .

Some of the extras claim they don't intend

to stay on the road . That should be no

excuse for not being a union man . There

are also a few dropped for non - payment of

dues. They should be able to see their mis

take . One had his experience last winter

when he lost six weeks of sick benefits.

Bro . Wm. Allen is a trump card for train

master.

Bro Wm . Potts has come back to the

controller after two months' absence . He

had a good harvest from his farm , and so

Nick , his conductor, is all smiles .

Bro, McGurck made a trip to the Quaker

city last month . Dad reports having a good

time.

What may be thought of a little lunch

and cigars at our next meeting ? It may

help keep up the large attendance . The

boys should get out anyhow . It is true we

should get awake .

For the next term the following officers

were elected : Bro . Frank Zimmerman . presi

dent ; Bro. Oscar Biecht. vice -president: Bro.

John Dodds , recording secretary , Bro . Thomas

Berger, financial secretary : Bro. Clayton W.

Donne , treasurer : Bro. John Stevens , con

duetor : Bro. Leo Lynaugh, Warden : Bro .

Chas. Haverty, special officer,

Bros. George Forton and Irvin Steinare

on the sick list. 118 .

Norwich, Conn . - Div . 262 continues to push

onward towards prosperity. At our last

regular meeting, held Nov. 24 , was a large

number of brothers present. Nominations of
officers for the next six months took place ,

followed by a smoker, which was enjoyed
by all .

It seems to be a very hard task for some
of our brothers to attend our meetings. Re

member, if you can't attend all of the meet

ings all of the time, attend some of the meet

ings some of the time , then you will see for

yourself and be more enlightened on many

subjects that you now don't understand.

Why don't motormen on air brake cars out .

side of thickly populated parts of the city

have stools to sit on ? Locomotive engineers

have their seats and use them to advantage.
Why don't the motorman ?

2
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PRESIDENT MAHON AT OAKLAND. ( Brothers, let us change that to suit present

conditions and say, " This union will never

adjourn until slavery, wage, child and moral
shall have been abolished through our votes

and efforts and we shall then realize “ The

goal of a Grander Civilization ." )
Without detracting from Bro . Mahon's

talk , brothers, let us take heed to Bro.

Smart's exhortations for a better attendance

at the meetings . It isn't right that out of a

possible attendance of 300 day men the bur

den should fall on a few. Help them with

our presence, boys, they're worthy of our
confidence and loyalty .

A few suggestions : Have the initiations

over with before the meeting is called to

order.

Have the preliminaries over with by the
time the last batch get in from Elmhurst ,

then we can get busy .
The brothers are to be thanked for the

general cessation from smoking when re

quested.

" PETER PAN ."

WELCOME THE CHRISTMAS SHOPPER .

Well, boys, here we are again , " right side

up with care."

A midnight meeting called for Monday

night, November 30 , in honor of the visit of

W. D. Mahon , our International President ,

who was to arrive in San Francisco on Sat

urday, November 28th. To get a good meet

ing a special midnight meeting was called.

The time is drawing near when we are to

draw up a new agreement. Everything is

going along very nicely and smoothly and

the outlook is very bright for another year

of peace and prosperity .

The Central Labor Council of Oakland has

lost its best friend and head in the death

of their president , late Bro. Petry. He was

a hard worker in our cause .

Bro . Lamb, who had his leg amputated ,

died from the shock . His death is sincere

ly regretted.

The boys on the Eastern Div . are all get

ting along nicely and returning to their work.

Talk about the boys going hunting-they

get more quail and duck around these parts
than they know what to do with .

It is pretty cold here at present. Frost is

an inch thick. I think it is pretty nearly as

cold as we ever eperienced here , in any

past winter.

Well , December 1st, 1908, we had our mid

night meeting, I should say, 850 strong. Such

cheering as the speakers got showed that

the boys are all on the right side . Good for

them.

Bro . W. D. Mahon came to a specially call

ed meeting of the eecutive board and had

a long talk on the good and welfare of labor

unions. About half past two the boys be

gan to gather and Bro. Smart with Bro. W.

D. Mahon arrived and pretty soon Bro . R.

Cornelius, of Div. No. 205 , drifted in . There
were twenty initiations. After initiations

Bro . Smart made an opening address , intro

ducing Bros. Mahon and Cornelius.
Bro. Cornelius followed Bro. Smart's open

ing address with a long and strong talk on

the situation in San Francisco, which was

received with cheers. Bro . Mahon then fol

lowed with a strong talk on unionism in

general and by the time of adjournment he
had all the boys_pretty well enthused with

the working of Div. 192 . We adjourned at

4:30 a. m. in the best of spirits, in the hope
that our new agreement with the comyany
will be agreably negotiated . SUNSET.

Meriden , Conn.-- Div . 163 is in a very good
condition at present. Bros. Dowling, Johnson

and Siebert have left the road and Bros. Pen
field and Ames are back at their old time

places. 1

Bro . J. O'Brien is not working. but is

around again and we hope to see him on the

cars in a few days.
Our starter, Mark Dabill, is recovering

from severe cold , which he contracted from

answering foolish questions . Mark is right

there, just the same and is a favorite with
all of the boys.

As the holidays are fast approaching and
our busy week of Christmas is at hand it

would be well for the boys to look out for

the lady with the bundles. Remember, they

are on a grand mission, to make the little

folk happy, and treat them accordingly .

Merry Christmas, is our greeting to the

readers of the Motorman and Conductor .

Don't be odd . Get a button . COR

LACKED SUFFICIENT UNION MATERI.

AL,

Another From Oakland.

Report of midnight meeting, November

30. 1908. Called to order by Business Agent

J. W. Smart at about 2:45 a. m . upon arrival

of Elmhurst brothers ; between 600 and 700

present.

Bro . Smart then read call for meeting,
which was for the purpose of meeting our

international president. Fifteen candidates

were initiated. Bro. Smart's administering

of the obligation was very impressive and

was aided by the silence maintained, it being
of the " pin -drop" order.

Bro. Cornelius, of San Francisco , was then
introduced and received a warm welcome.

He spoke for about 20 minutes on the ne
cessity of maintaining the principles of

unionism , irrespective of the'mistakes made,
either by individuals or the organization ,

the principle being paramount to all.

Bro . Mahon was next to speak and gave
us a heart to heart talk on trades union

principles for an hour, which ended all too

soon , But 4:30 came around and we had to

adjourn in order to get to our respective

barns. The writer was not equipped to take

notes, but the one statement of Bro. Mahon :

That I hope to see the day when instead of

erecting monuments to men who have fought

and shed one another's blood. we will erect

them to such men as Seth Luther and others

who have struggled and worked for the up

lifting of humanity ," will show that his talk

wag of an elevating nature. Another state

ment was of a union at Philadelphia , Pa ..

during the Civil War having endorsed across

its minutes : " This union stands adjourned

until chattel slavery has been wiped out."

It is time 228 was being heard from again .

as there have been some changes since the

last writing.

We are now meeting in lower Castle hall

on Van Buren street , on the second and fourth

Wednesdays of each month . The first meet

ing is at 8 o'clock and the second at 12. the
same ag before. We are in a nice warm hall

now, a very inviting place for the members
to attend.

A few of the members of Div. 228 tried ,

through the International office, to organize

the carmen on the Joliet and Southern that

runs from here to Aurora, and from here to

New Lenox. But , as those men , or at least

part of them , are not built of union material ,

the attempt ' failed , and three men on that

line were discharged through the deal . Two

of them are back to work , now , in the barn ,

for the same company, and the other one is
still looking for work .

The Trades Council in Joliet and Aurora

are making a fight now to try and organize

the J. & S. road .

Brother Nutter of Div. 228 was asked by

the superintendent yesterday to step out of
the ranks for a very small cause .

Brother Donavan has been sick for

short time but is back to work .

Bro. Chas. Swartz is in the hospital with

typhod fever. He hasn't been on his car since

the ninth of September.

I don't know any more about the annual

picnic this year, than I did last year. I was

off on a vacation last year, and out of town

when we had our picnic . This year the pic

nic had a vacation, and must have been out

of town because I have been working every

day , and didn't see it .

Joliet , Ill . , November 12 , 1908 . 228 .

a
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PIONEER MEMBER PASSES AWAY. countries he visited while in the pay of the

government.

Bro. M. A. Thompson and wife desire tto

thank the division for the floral tribute and

the sympathy extended them during their re
cent sad bereavement .

to

DON'T NEGLECT STOP SIGNALS.

New Castle , Pa . - Div. 89 has sustained a
loss in the death of our Bro. Jacob Mc

Cracken that it will be hard to fill . He was

always among the first do that which

would reflect the greatest amount of good

for the organization . During his member

ship he held several offices and was treasur
er at the time of his death . The intimate re

lations long held by the deceased with the

members of Div. 89 · render it proper that

we should place upon record our apprecia
tion of his services as an officer and his

merits as a man . Every member extends

to the wife and children sincere condolence,

and our earnest sympathy in their affliction .

With deep feelings of regret, softened only

by the confident hope that his spirit is with

those who, having fought the good fight

here, are enjoying perfect happiness in a

better world .

“Alas ! Dear friends, my life is past ;

You loved me dearly to the last;

Mourn not for me, nor sorrow take,

But love my children for my sake .

Bro. A. B. Wilkerson, formerly president of

the Div, and delegate to the National conven

tion at New Orleans, has resigned his posi

tion as conductor, and will devote his ener

gies to working for an advertising agency ,

Everything is working smoothly here and

I believe there is a more harmonious feeling

between the company and men than has ever

existed before. There are a few things I wish

to advise the boys against doing. I give this

advice in the spirit of friendship .
Don't smoke on duty.

Don't read the newspaper.

When standing at a switch near the end of

the line ; don't let down your rear fender.
The reason I mention this is because I

learned of a case where a lady , passing

around the rear end of a car, fell over a

fender, had her foot caught in its meshes and
released her foot just as the car started

toward the end of the line. The crew knew

nothing of the accident.

December 3, 1908 . FRANK G. HAYDEN .

Middletown , Conn . - The month of Novem

ber was the most quiet on record.

Preparations are being made for our an

nual grand ball to be held sometime in Janu
ary .

The repairing of the road beds has been

finished, therefore some of the boys have ne

glected to notice the " stop" signs on the local

lines. The company has called attention to

bring cars to a dead stop before proceeding.

The most pleasant " stop" is at one of our

large factories , but take care and do not stop

too long

Bro. Worth, who underwent an operation a

short while ago , is now able to be about.

We expect to see him on the job before long.

The lady friends of Bro . McAnilffe are lib

eral with postal cards. Mac has scenes from

all over the country.

Bro . Healy says there is some class to the

"Merry Widow ."

Bro . Chas. Southwick had a day off, so he

went to the town clerk and got a license to

hunt. Chas. put the gun on his shoulder

and the license in his pocket and started
down the street. Bro. Luby asked to see the

license, and , thinking it to be a good joke,

slipped a blank piece of paper in Chas's.

pocket. Chas., after bringing down a crow

was accosted by the game warden for his

license . He got the blank paper. Chas. , with

the black crow and the warden , made a

quick trip to town where things were

straightened out.

Bros. Hines and Hunter are progressing

rapidly with their “ Buck and Wing" dancing.
Bro . Tim Sullivan has started to make new

resolutions. No. 1 , stop chewing tobacco .

Use “ Spearmint." " NIGHT HAWK . "

WILL TRY P. A. Y. E. CARS.
THE I. P. AT SALT LAKE CITY.

2
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Rock Island , 111. - Bro. Wm. Mahoney , after

a trip to South Dakota, where he purchased
some land, has returned to the fold and is

now employed as motorman on the East Mo
line and Watertown line . We're glad to

have you back .

" It's sad to be lonely,” that's what Broth

er A. C. Carlson thought, so he has agreed
to pay another's fare for life . After spend

ing their honeymoon in Chicago he's back

to work again , but we haven't seen any of
the cigars.

313 still keeps up to the standard , al

ways around the 130 mark.

At the regular meeting on Monday even

ing, December 7th , officers for the coming
year will be elected .

We understand, from all reports , our comp

any will give the " pay as you enter” cars a
trial .

Street car traffic was taxed quite heavily

to handle the crowds during the recent_big

fires of the Rock Island Lumber Co., the R. I.

Brewing Co. , and the Looney building.

Division 313 was glad to hear of the elec

tion of Bro. Chas. White , of O'Fallon , to the

legislature. We all remember his hard work

for the street railway men at the last ses

sion .

Bro. Hart was absent from duty during the

later part of November, having been called
away by the death of his father. The sym

pathy of the entire division is with President

Hart in his bereavement .

Brother Charles Olson is back to work

after a short illness .

Herb Cook , Jr., and Bob Stanley , both form

er members of 313, are back to work after

several years' experience in other lines.

Bro . O. C. Armour, formerly a member of

313 , after about 5 years service in the regu

lar army for Uncle Sam has decided to try

street car work again . Bro . Armour can tell

some interesting stories of doings in foreign

Salt Lake City, Utah . - Two very interesting
meetings were held Monday, November 23,

one in the afternoon and the other in the

evening .. The occasion being a visit from our
International President, W. D. Mahon A full

attendance greeted our leader at each meet

ing. After the usual business was disposed

of President Mahon addressed the meetings.

At the evening meeting over 100 members,

together with the division's band , composed

of 18 pieces , were present.
A program for this session had been ar

ranged . The band playing " Hail to the Chief"

as President Mahon entered the hall . Songs

and speeches were the order of the evening

which ended up in a smoker. At the close

of the meeting President Mahon was present
ed with a silver tea set. Fifth Vice - Presi

dent and Business Agent A. H. Burt made
very neat and appropriate presentation

speech . On behalf of himself and Mrs. Mahon

the President responded in a few well chosen

words , expressing his appreciation of the
gift.

A very good time was had during the even

ing. Vice- President F. W. Butler was chair

man . Bro. Burt made a report of the suc

the Executive Board had in getting

stools for the motormen. The superintendent

being in favor of the stools . Certain dis

tricts will be mapped out where stools are

to be used. Bro . Burt hoped the men would

not break the rule in the restricted district ,

It was also pointed out by Vice - President

Burt that organization had accomplished this
arrangement, no political party nor

ministerial association. The legislature, two

years ago, attempted to introduce a law to

this effect, but it went to its death in the

hands of the committee.

A new life was infused by W. D. Mahon

in his address to the meeting. He said in

part, " he would sooner have listened to the

cess

new
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extra men , and we hope to see a good many
attend our regular meetings on first Mon

day in month .

We are pleased to see Bro. W. H. Taylor

back to work again after a two-months' ill

ness . FARMER

DETROIT DIGEST.

we

band or to others speak, as he was not feel

ing well. Told how he had worked during

the recent campaign , making as many as 10

speeches in one day. He felt down and out.'

However he rejoiced to be with the men , al

ways hadgreat faith in their management of

the local." He complimented the division for

its good work. Bro. Burt had reported that

we had not one delinquent member. This

was good news to him (Mahon ). Continuing,

he dwelt at some length upon the great

work of organization , explaining that

must not think our work is finished because

we are organized , but to continue on, for it

seems that a combined effort is being made

to fight organized labor. Great stress was

laid on the injustice done labor by issuing

injunctions against them.

A great many important facts were laid

bare before the eyes of our membership of

what is going on in our land in the political

era . No doubt our members will have some

thing to think about from now on . A good

comparison of unity was made by President

Mahon . He said , " even ants were organized.

One ant with a burden that it could not carry ,

other ants came to the rescue.

Our leader admonished the men that in all

their struggles not to lose sight of their

families. Always think before acting and

think of the wife, who , he thought, often had

thehardest burden after all. While we are

grabbling with current events and studying

for the future, making plans for the better
ment of our condition, our wives were at

home fighting the battles of home and chil

dren . " Be kind to your family., God bless

them !" said he. He referred very feelingly

of his wife and how she had worked to raise

their children, while he was away from home

fighting the battles for men. Also advised

us to do less curbstone agitation, go to meet

ing. talk your troubles over. Yes, but says

one, “ I can't talk in meeting." If you can

talk upon the corner you can surely talk in

the meeting, and if you think there is a

clique in your union get into it and break it

up . That's the only way to do . We were

told to have lots of meetings such as we had .

The time would speedily go where a little

singing and music was had . These things

put life into your union and backward mem

bers would come oftener. Many more good

things were said, but the writer does not

wish to tire the reader. Election takes place

December 4.
382.

Division No. 26 has held her election and

the result is that many of the old officers

were returned.

The roster of officers for the year 1909 will

read : R. O. Starkey, president; Chas . Mackey,

vice - president ; W. J. B. Sherwood, secretary

treasurer ; Clyde Brooks , sergeant -at -arms

and executive board members Bros. Richman ,

MacCauley, Cameron, McGowan, Miller , Bau

man , Brock, Bartholomew , Fysh, Gillis , Paul ,

Ryder, Shirley, Sanders,Brown, Lorenz, Peck ,

Jones, Seidler, Woodruff, Bailey and Burns.

Business agent, W. J. Halleen .

1,245 votes were cast.

Candidates were defeated for president, Ed .

Ulrich ; vice- president , Geo. Sutley : secretary ,

treasurer, Sam . Jossman ; sergeant - at - arms,

MartinLebring : business agent , A. A. Mac

Manamy.

The election was exciting , as all candidates

were popular and those defeated received

highly complimentary votes.

Some new faces will be noted upon the

executive board .

The local carried , almost unanimously,

propositions to be submitted to the city coun

cil with a request that they be placed in any

future grantsor franchise to any company re

ceiving the same. The propositions were sub

mitted by President W.D, Mahon to be voted

upon and embrace a minimum wage of 30c

per hour, an 8 - hour day and a labor disputes

arbitration clause. The local officials are in

structed to submit the same to the incoming

mayor and city council with a request of the

local for their adoption .

а

Death Takes Esteemed Member of 382 .

The death of the late Bro. William D.

Young has caused feeling of sadness

among the members of Division 382. Born

in Edinburgh, Scotland, October 6 , 1863, he

came to this country twenty years ago . For

many years he worked as a miner at Park

City. but for the last five years he has been

employed as a motorman . He was a tem

perate man of quiet and retiring disposition .

Above all, he was a lover of home and fam

ily . Funeral services were held in Oddfel
Jows' hall . There was a large attendance of

friends, many of his fellow workmen follow

ing his remains to their last resting place .
Services were conducted under the direc

tion of the Church of Jesus Christ of

latter - day Saints. Singing by the choir,

" Shall we meet beyond the river " ; prayer

was offered by Bishop Edwin F. Parry ; solo

by Mrs. Gillespie, " Sometime we'll under

stand" ; Elder Jos. W. McMurrin eulogized
the deceased for his careful habits. The

ritual of the K. 0. T. M. was read at the

grave. We feel to etend aid and sympathy

to the bereaved wife and six little children

in their great loss.

" May he rest in peace."

MCCLINEX-BOARD MEMBER HUGH

TOCK,

CHANGED TIME OF MEETING.

Toronto , Ont. - At our last regular meeting

it was decided that in future our regular

meetings should be held on the first Mon

day evening in the month . at 8 o'clock , and
on the third Sunday in the month , at 2:30

D. m . , Labor Temple.
It was changed from Sunday to a week

night, principally upon application of the

Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich .

Among the most popular members of Divi

sion 26 is Hugh McClintock, whose picture

is given above . Bro. McClintock has been

for years a member of the Association and

has served several terms upon the General

Executive Board. He is a motorman . He

was an active floor delegate at the New Or

leans Convention.
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make them look at the matter in the right

light and to educate them up to the proper

understanding of what unionism really is is

my sole aim .

"For the past eight years I have been

looking over the situation in and around

Boston, and I am trying to show the wo

men wage earners the great benefits fol

lowing on organization .

" Only the other day I induced twenty

eight laundry workers in Boston to join

the union. This insures them a working

week of fifty -four hours at the maximum

and a minimum wages of $6, which goes

as high as $15 .

" Men in all occupations have improved

their conditions and increased their wages

by this union movement, and women can

do the same thing. Factory workers, sales

women and women and girls in every line

of work should investigate this movement

and derive all the benefits possible.

" We do not ask anything stupendous for

our women workers , but we are going to

strive to have them work under conditions

more nearly ideal and to receive wages

that will do something more than merely

keep body and soul together.

" I intend to get right out among the

women and show them how their present

position compares with what it would be

were they to join the movement of pro

gression. I shall induce the women to join

such unions as are already organized and

will in the near future organize more un

ions to broaden and strengthen our plans

in every way."

JOSEPHINE CASEY, SECRETARY W. T.

U. LEAGUE.

DECATUR, ILL . , AGREEMENT.

No doubt, many of our members do not

know that the Amalgamated Association

has several ladies included within our

membership. They are members of Div

ision No. 308 , Chicago , Ill . , who work as

ticket sellers. They prove to be among

the most devoted members of the local

and make active and valuable trade union

ists . Among them is Miss Josephine Casey,

who served the local as Recording Secre

tary for several terms . She became active

in the general movement in Chicago and

her worth has attracted such attention that

she has been made Secretary of the Wo

men's Trades Union League with head

quarters at Boston, Mass. Upon her ac

tivity in her present position , the following

is taken from the “ Union Leader" :

" Readers of the Union Leader will be

pleased to learn that Miss Josephine Casey,

late of the C. & O. P. “ L ,” and for years

prominently connected with Division 308 , is

making a decided success in her new posi

tion as secretary of the Boston Women's

Trades Union League. Advices from that

city are to the effect that Miss Casey has

stirred up considerable enthusiasm among

the women workers of Boston , and attend

ed the recent convention of the State

branch of the American Federation of Lab

or held in Lowell , Mass . She addressed

a meeting of the Amalgamated men while

in that city. In an interview with Miss

Casey a recent edition of the Boston Amer

ican states the following :

" Fully 50,000 women workers in this

state alone would be greatly helped by

organization ," said Miss Casey. " To

as

THIS AGREEMENT entered into this 5th

day of October , 1908 , by and between Deca

tur Railway & Light Company, of the first

part, hereinafter called Company, and Amal
gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway employees of America, Division No.

511, Decatur, party of the second part, here

inafter called Association , witnesseth :

Whereas, The parties hereto for the pur

pose of reflecting the accord between Com -

pany and such of Company's employes as are

members of the Association , and of assuring

the continuance and conducing to promotion

of the present harmony between Company

and Association, desire to embody in writing

a statement of their relations . Therefore, in

consideration of the premises and of the

mutual promises and undertakings of said

parties hereinafter set forth , the parties to

this agreement agree as follows :

1 . Company resognizes, and in the

manner herein set forth , Association and

agrees not to oppose nor to interfere direct

ly or indirectly with its conductors and mo

tormen in joining said Association .

Association recognizes and admits the com

plete authority of Company in the entire
conduct of its business and agrees not to

interfere with the employes of Company

whether or not they may desire to join As

sociation, nor to use any unjust or unfair

mean's whatsoever in soliciting membership

for Association.

2 . TheCompany agrees that its properly

accredited representatives will meet and

treat with the properly accredited represen

tatives of the Association; provided that said

Association's representatives be employes of

the Company. And in case the company's

said representatives cannot agree with the

Association's said representatives, then to

treat with members of the International

Board ofthe Association upon all questions

and grievances (other than those of or in any
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manner concerning wages, which . by the

terms of this contract, are fixed and regu

lated for the full term of this agreement)

that may arise during the time this contract

is in force.

24. It is mutually agreed that any griev

ances as above set forth that may arise

which cannot be amicably adjusted by the

representatives of the Company and the rep

resentatives of the Association as above re

cited , shall be submitted to a temporary

Board of Arbitration to be selected in the

manner following, and whose compensation ,

subject to the conditions hereof, shall be de

termined at the time of such agreement to

submit to arbitration any such grievance.

Company and Association each shall select

one man , and the two so named , if necessary ,

shall, within three days thereafter , appoint

a third. The arbitrators so selected shall

meet daily until an agreement be reached ,

provided the latter be within ten ( 10 ) days

from date of agreement .to arbitrate , Each

party hereto shall pay the arbitrator by it

selected and both parties share and share

alike shall pay the compensation of any

third arbitrator. If the arbitrator so ар

pointed by the parties hereto within three

( 3 ) days after their appointment shall fail ,

if necessary, to select a third arbitrator, or

if , after the selection of such third arbitra

tor. said arbitrators shall fail within ten

( 10 ) days from agreement to submit any

question or grievance to arbitration to reach

a decision , then in either event none of said

arbitrators shall receive any compensation

whatsoever, and the parties hereto shall pro

ceed to create a new board of arbitration in

like manner as if none had previously been

appointed.
If either party shall fail to name its ar

bitrator within three ( 3 ) days after an agree

ment to arbitrate, such party shall lose its

case or contention . The decision of a ma

jority of such board . submitted in writing

to Company and Association , shall be bind

ing upon each and both parties hereto . Said

parties each hereby agree to abide by such

decision

3. Company shall have and reserves the

right to employ such men as it may deem

to its best interests ; and also the right to

dismiss from its service any employe it con

siders to be to the interest of the Company

to discharge, provided that no employe shall

be discharged on account of being a member

of Association, or for advancing—within the

letter and spirit and subject to the condi

tions of this contract the interests of Asso

ciation.
4. The regular hours of regular operation

shall be based on not to exceed twenty ( 20 )

hours of two ( 2 ) shifts , whether or not there

be one or more employes to a car. Day cars
operating less than regular hours may be

operated by shifts arranged most advan .

tageously to Company's interests , provided

that length of continuous service does not

exceed ten ( 10 ) hours.

The runs of motormen and conductors op

erating Company's cars shall be classified as

* Classes A , B, C, D and Extra ."

Class A shall signify or embrace motor

men and conductors who have been in Com

pany's service continuously for five ( 5 )

more years.
Class B shall signify or embrace motor

men and conductors who have been in Com

pany's service continuously for three ( 3 ) or

more years.
Class C shall signify or embrace motormen

and conductors who have been in Company's

service continuously for one ( 1 ) or more

years.
Class D shall signify or embrace motormen

and conductors who have been in Company's

service continuously for six ( 6 ) months or

more.
Extra Class shall signify or embrace all

new men who have served less than six ( 6 )

months and who shall be eligible for ad

vancement to other classes in the regular

channel, upon demonstration of merit rather

than upon seniority in service . Extra men

shall be available always for temporary sub .

stitution or service as extra men in any of

the foregoing classes, A, B. C and D.

Assignments to vacancies shall become

effective upon the first day of each month
and changes in classes shall date from or

occur October 1st , January 1st , April 1st and

July 1st in each year, following eligibility to

the class next higher.
Assignments to respective runs shall be

based upon seniority in continuous service ,

coupled or taken with satisfactory physical ,

mental and moral qualifications. Such as

signments shall coincide with the number of

regular scheduled runs from time to time .

As far as practicable , all temporary sub

stitutions in regular runs shall be filled by

men from the, Etra Class, All conductors

and motormen, however, shall. at all times ,

be ready to respond to calls made by Com

pany upon them on extraordinary or un

usual occasions or in other contingencies.

5 . Company further, in consideration of

the promises, agreements and undertakings

of Association in this contract contained and

of the due and faithful observance and per

formance of each and all thereof, and furth

er, of the faithful observance and perform

ance by each and all conductors and motor

men who are members of Association , of

each and all the terms and provisions of

this agreement ,agrees that the rate of

wages payable hereunder shall be as fol

lows :

Class A , twenty - two and one-half (2242 )

cents per hour.

Class B , twenty - one and one-half ( 2142 )

cents per hour.

Class C, twenty (20) cents per hour.

Class D, eighteen ( 18 ) cents per hour.

Class Etra, seventeen ( 17 ) cents per hour.

Regular motormen and conductors of

Classes A, B , C and D performing extra work

after the cars have been run in for the night

and before regular time of starting in the

morning , shall be paid at the rate of twenty

five ( 25 ) cents per hour.

Regular men upon request , shall report

for extra work , receiving as compensation

while on waiting orders and available for

immediate and instant service, one -half ( 12 )

regular pay until released by the foreman.

and for such time as actually engaged in

running car shall receive regular rate ; pro

vided that if any such wait shall exceed one

( 1 ) hour, regular full time rate shall apply .

6 . All'accidents or other occurrences in

any respect incident to the operation of

cars, however insignificant they may appear,

and all disturbances upon and ejectments

from cars shall be promptly , properly and

completely reported in accordance with the

rules of the Company from time to time in

force, by employes concerned , upon blanks

furnished by Company, Such ' reports to be

delivered during the day of any such acci

dent or other occurrence, Any motorman or

conductor, after submitting any such prompt,

proper and complete report, if required to

appear at Company's office for an additional

report , shall be paid for time actually and

necessarily consumed therein.

7. In no case sha'l any payment for dam

age be exacted by Company from any motor

man or conductor unless such damage be oc

casioned wholly or partly through careless

ness, neglect or violation of the Company's

rules and regulations by such motorman or

conductor.

8. Employes who are officers of Associa
tion or upon its committees shall , during

such tenure of office. enjoy preference over
other employes in securing leave of absence

for the purpose of transacting business for

Association .

9 . Association agrees that there shall be

no sympathetic strike for any outside cause

or grievance or on any other account what

soever by any motormen or conductors of

Company who are members of Association

during the term of this agreement.

Association promises and agrees to pro

mote the interests of Company. to discipline

properly such members of Association as

may be guilty of conduct unbecoming an em

ploye and to exercise the good offices of As

sociation and any and all other organizations

in behalf of Company in every respect.

, 10 . Association agrees that each and all

motormen and conductors, who are members

of Association at all times and in all re

spects loyally , honestly and faithfully sha ! '

or
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serve Company and in every way exercise

and use their best efforts in promoting Com
pany's interests.

This agreement shall be effective from and

after the first day of November, 1908 , for the
term of six ( 6 ) months .

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties here .
to have caused this agreement to be only

executed the day and year first above writ
ten.

( In duplicate ) .

DECATUR RAILWAY & LIGHT CO .,

By L. E. FISCHER .

DIVISION NO. 511 , OF A. A. OF S. & E. R

E. OF A.,

By LEWIS DACIS ( Seal ) ,

President.

Attest :

JOSEPH A. COUCH ( Seal ) .
Secretary .

For the Association ,

D.S.FITZGERALD.

CIRCUMSTANCES ARRAY BROWN

AGAINST VAN LIPPERTS.

New environments wrought the natural

change in the tastes and purposes of Mr.

Wm. Van Lippert. Rapidly following his

ascendency to one of a family of uncount

able wealth were the ripening experience of

the trip abroad, attended by its continuous

tumult of awakening revelry and unre

strained indulgences , its association with

fawning foreign nobility, and a sobering

homeward voyage impelled by an unwel

come message of the fatal illness of Van

Lippert, Sr.

It might be ungenerous to assume that

Aurelia was the least saddened by her fath

er's demise, but the suspicion could arise

from her early marriage, thereafter, to an

Italian prince.

However, Mr. Wm. Van Lippert, the erst

while Bill Brown , found himself possessed

of an estate of so many millions that it was

impossible for him to squander his income

by the most reckless excess of living. A

slight invasion was made by the will which

provided that one million dollars per annum

should be paid by the estate to each of his

sisters so long as they remained single , and

that a few millions of dollars should be paid

to them , as their share, at any time they

should marry . The mother was provided

with a special property as her own , and the

right to demand a liberal percentage of the

income each year, during her lifetime, for

incidental expenses. But the bulk was left

to Wm. Van Lippert , with instructions tha :

he must follow the advice of Judge Latrusty,

who, by the will, was appointed executor

and general supervisor of the estate and

secured by a recompense of five per cent of

the net income.

Thus we find the new owner of the Van

Lippert millions well fortified in his posses

sions , to the accumulation of which he had

never contributed by either physical or

mental labor. But it was his by right of the

law and the fixed government policies of

property ownership . He had also attained

the necessary social flavor and was well

established to be properly patronized as the

head of the Van Lippert family.

Years followed in which Wm . Van Lip

pert became greedily insatiated as he grad

ually acquired business secrets . The most

happy of those secrets was to leave his

affairs in the hands of the various manage

ments selected by the boards of control of

the different industrial concerns in which he

was interested , and kick vigorously against

those managements when profit results were

not to his liking. Frequently, to gratify his

lordship by expression , he kicked when

everything should have been accepted as

satisfactory. But such kicks could not pass

unnoticed . Some change had to be made to

meet them , no matter to whose injury or

loss of position it might revert , and no mat

ter how innocent the victim .

In matrimony he consulted his own taste

and had no trouble in landing his prize .

She was a swell gem from the 400 circle ,

who was well pleased with her end of the

bargain . However, this did not limit the

social indulgence of Wm . Van Lippert . So

far as the lavish expenditure ofan unlim

ited income could extend , his privileges were

unrestrained and those fawning to his so

cial caprice exceeded , in numbers, beauty

and variety a Turkish harem , and were far

more conveniently distributed . His was only

a rivalry with most others of his class of

the idle rich , and he exceeded only by his

excess of wealth over theirs . It was an

easy life, the responsibilities and penalties

of which were to be borne by a multitude

of less fortunate .

Following the marriage of her brother,

Celestine had taken a trip west, hopeful of

effecting a romantic alliance with Arthur

Brown . Her venture met the vigorous pro

test of her mother, although , in effecting the

alliance , she was successful. But the ro

mance ended at the limit of her mother's

protest , as Arthur was too busy to devote

much of his time to love affairs. He knew

how to place to an advantage the millions

Celestine brought to him , and to receive

them right off the plate , with no other condi.

tion than to take her as his bride, was a

practical business proposition to him which

he closed out with but very little lost time ,

and less romance.

August Brown , like the late father of his

wife, was building up his fortune . He had

received his business training from the late

distinguished Van Lippert and had gleaned

his two million dollar start during the pe

riod of the delusion that he, himself, was a

Van Lippert . So Celestine was left to pilot

her own social conquests , indulge her joys

quite alone and suffer alone her own sor

rows. It was a life very much as her moth

er had lived and she accepted it as a matter

of-fact situation . To be agreeable to her

husband she trained herself to look upon the

object of his ambition as the ideal purpose

of life. The mother, noting the rapid pro

gress of the young couple, relented from her

spirit of disapproval and socially distributed

herself equally with her three children, but

in business affairs, stood loyally by her son's

interests .

It was approaching Thanksgiving day. The

great President of the United States had

previously sent forth a proclamation appeal

ing to all subjects to join upon that venerat.

ed day in united prayers of thanksgiving.
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The governors of the various states had is .

sued like proclamations. People who could

afford it , and many who couldn't, were ac

tive in preparing for Thanksgiving feasting

and other expressions of obedience to the

proclamations . The Van Lippert mansion

was among the most prominent in arrange

ment activity. Home-coming of all of the

children and grandchildren had inspired

the fullness of a festive Thanksgiving. Mr.

Arthur Browne and Mr. Wm . Van Lippert

had long since renewed acquaintance and

were most agreeable brothers -in -law . The

Italian prince was accepted upon an equal

footing.

A misanthrope might have suggested that

the final " e " added to Mr. Browne's name

was intentionally affixed to indicate a high

er tone . However that may be, whether by

intent or accident, the " e " was adopted and

it was all the same to those who never knew

it differently, and it was most agreeable to

the few who did know, as they were exclus

ively of the Van Lippert family, so far as

there was any chance of recognition .

Servants had followed instructions in the

matter of supplies and preparations for the

morrow, and there was nothing to disturb

the social felicity of the family circle .

The occasion bore the highest of evidence

that Mr. Wm. Van Lippert was an ideal host .

He permitted his visitors to indulge their

own liking of conversation and entertain

ment without the least intrusion on his part .

August Browne had lost none of his earlier

social civility and Aurelia and her prince

were permitted unlimited latitude in their

chorus and succession of narrative .

Out of respect for the fondness of Celes.

tine for former attachments , the spacious

old library was the scene of the gathering.

It was where she had passed the happiest

hours of her home life. It was where she

had most companionized with her dear old

father. It was his ideal room , It was the

most appropriate of all rooms at this time.

There his picture hung over the mantel .

It was upon the oil painting of her father

that Celestine's eyes were resting as the old

servant broke in upon the interesting groupe

in the early evening and announced that

two gentlemen and two ladies, a committee

from the textile workers of Redfern , wished

for a short conference with Mr. Van Lippert .

" A very unseemly time for interruption ,”

exclaimed Mr. Van Lippert, as he read the

card which indicated the nature of their

business . “ They are a committee represent.

ing striking textile workers who left service

in our mill to go on strike,” he continued , by

way of explanation to his visitors, " and I

understand they have given our manage

ment all kinds of trouble. They've likely

learned , through the papers, that I'm home

for Thanksgiving , and have come here to

beg or endeavor to force me to interfere."

He then turned to the servant, about to

instruct him to tell them he could not enter

tain them, when Celestine impulsively plead

that they be permitted an audience before

them all.

Van Lippert yielded and instructed that

they be admitted .

A moment later , two young ladies and

two young men were ushered into the pres

ence of the august circle of aristocrats. It

was easy to note their embarrassment at

being thus received . But the rough mill

hands were not the only ones embarrassed .

Mr. Wm . Van Lippert and Mrs. Celestine

Browne were perceptibly agitated. The

prince and others thought it due to the un

usual occurrence . From what they deemed

propriety, Aurelia, her prince and her moth

er begged to be excused for a few moments

and retired from the room .

The host broke the suspense after he had

seemed to recover from his irritation . “ I

am Mr. Van Lippert,” he announced , by way

of introduction . " Kindly state the nature of

your visit ," he added as the members took

seats as they were directed .

" Mr. Van Lippert,” began one of the young

men who appeared to have been selected as

chief spokesman of the committee , “ I assure

you we regret the occasion of this awkward

intrusion , and will make our wants known

in the least time it will take for us to ex

plain . We are a committee from the Textile

Workers ' union , the members of which

worked in your mill at Redfern . Mr. White ,

Miss Long and my sister, here,” indicating

the young lady sitting at his right, " are the

other members of the committee , and my

name's John Brown. "

Johnnie Brown noticed the color come and

go in the face of Mr. Van Lippert. He saw

his features alternately harden and relax .

It forced a discussion in his own mind as

to the best mode of presenting his subject.

It served to lessen his embarrassment to

study the man before him . It brought him

to resolve upon his original purpose of mak .

ing a sympathy plea .

“ I remember, when I was a little boy ," he

continued , with much earnestness, " there

was a strike in the mines where my father

worked . Upon his advice my oldest brother

appealed to your father and got a settlement

that pleased the men and they went back to

work . My father was at one time a coach

man in the employ of your father, and he

always entertained high regard for him . We

went on strike against a reduction of wages

and because your manager discharged the

committee we sent to him to plead our case .

He employed others to come to take our

places and is paying them more than we

asked . We tried to persuade those people

to join us , and they've called the militia

there to suppress and defeat us. We have

come to you to try to settle the strike and

let us go back to work ."

“ I've heard something of that strike , Mr.

Brown . Didn't your people create disturb

ance and riot and abuse the new hands , and

interfere with resumption of work at the

mill ?" asked Van Lippert .

“ We placed pickets about the mill to talk

to the new hands," explained the committee

man , " and some detectives drove them away

and one of them struck one of the girls over

the head with a stick. Some citizens pro

tested and that's what started the riot. I

think the guards your manager employed

were responsible . "
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“ But you quit work . Why didn't you let

others work who wanted to ?" argued Van

Lippert.

" I might discuss that with you but it

won't settle the strike,” John replied , as

though anxious to sound Van Lippert upon

the question of his intercession . “ We want

ed to work , but your manager refused to

employ us by discharging our committee ."

" Well, if he didn't want you , why should

you persist in working for him ? Haven't

we a right to employ whom we please ?" con .

tinued Van Lippert.

According to the law , perhaps you have .

But we hold that morally , you have not, ” re

plied the textile worker .

“ We can't run our business on morals."

argued Van Lippert. " Every man has his

own , self-made, moral code . But we must

have law to govern us all and protect is in

our rights . What you may think moral I

might think immoral.”

“ But both of us may be wrong," suggested

John . “ To be moral is to be right, whether

it is law or not . I think better for us to

take up the matter of settling the strike. "

" I don't see how I can interfere, now that

VO11 are whipped , " significantly suggested

Van Lippert. “ But if you four who have

come to me wish to return to your employ.

ment, I'll give you a letter to the manager

requesting him to consider your applica

tions."

" That we could not accept , ” said John, as

suredly . “ It wouldn't be fair to the union

that sent us here and paid our way.”

" But I'll give you the money to refund

your expenses and enough to stay in the city

over Thanksgiving and enjoy yourselves,”

urged Van Lippert.

“ Impossible for us to consider such a prop

osition , Mr. Van Lippert,” exclaimed the

spokesman of the committee.

" Well, that's all I can do , ” said Van Lip

pert decisively .

Johnnie Brown looked at Abe White with

an expression of saddened disappointment.

He then cast his eyes about the room and

they fell upon the face of Celestine . It was

her chance . She had been an interested lis

tener as well as a curious and interested ob

server. She was curious to know of the

Brown family, and particularly of beautiful

Mary Brown .

“ How is your sister Mary ? " she asked ,

guardedly. “ She was with your brother at

the time he came here to intercede for the

miners."

Johnnie Brown's lips quivered and his

eyes filled with tears. His voice failed him .

The two girls upon the committee began to

sob . Celestine began to wish she hadn't

asked the question .

“ She was murderously shot by the militia

the night they arrived at Redfern , when they

fired on the people," broke in Abe White.

“ She was one of the best women that ever

lived ."

“ I believe she was,” said Celestine in a

broken voice.

The four rose to go .

“What became of your brother ?” asked

August Browne, in a tone that showod much

sympathy and anguish.

“ His oldest brother went west , so Mary

told the family, and a couple of years after ,

Henry went to see if he could find him .

Henry was shot while doing picket duty at

the Nugget mine in Colorado , during

strike. His brother Frank was killed in a

coal mine explosion . Then Mary had Susie ,

Annie and Johnnie come and live with her

in Redfern , where they all worked in the

textile mill until Mr. Van Lippert bought it .

Susie got married to a mill hand and Mary

kept house for Johnnie and Annie and gave

music lessons. She was out looking for

Johnnie when she was shot. Johnnie wasn't

there . He was at the hall where the strik

ers were holding a meeting at the time. The

pickets were all the strikers there were

present. The rest were citizens who were

fired upon and the soldiers who fired and

some of the scabs. Bill Brown they've never

heard from since he left . That's all I can

tell you about them .”

Abe White then turned to Van Lippert

and , with not a little fire in his voice, ex.

claimed , “ Mr. Van Lippert, your mill will

never run in Redfern by scabs ! You rich

people may enjoy your Thanksgiving dinner,

but you'll never reap profit from a scab mill

in Redfern !”

They were gone.
The sobs of Celestine

and an occasional deep sigh from August

Browne were the only sounds that broke si

lence in the Van Lippert library for a full

hour.

" I own big stock in the Nugget mine ,

where my own brother was killed while act

ing as a strike picket ! ” finally observed

August Browne, in a husky voice.

" You may own the mill at which the best

girl I ever knew and loved was killed by a

strikebreaker's bullet,” sadly responded Wil

liam Van Lippert. " I can see it now , painted

red with her blood ! Take it away ! I'll be

its owner no longer ! ”

William Van Lippert had arisen from his

chair during his dramatic utterance . He

dropped heavily to the floor with the deep

est anguish depicted upon his countenance .

He was dead . He had gone to meet the one

he loved .

" Heart disease , " was the solemn verdict

of the family physician .

That rich family didn't enjoy Thanksgiv

ing . True , there was not much real mourn

ing. The mother and sister Celestine were

the truly grief- stricken .

William Van Lippert was placed in the

family vault . But he left behind a boy ,

about whom his great fortune was clustered .

The estate went on and on, in the same ac

cumulative way , well protected by the sys

tem .

Let it be added that Celestine interceded

in behalf of the Redfern strikers , their de

mands were granted and peace was again

restored in that progressive little town .

But the Browns, or those who survive, yet

remain Browns unless, perchance, by cir

cumstance they become Brownes as they

take their place in line with the Van Lip

perts .

--THE END
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PLEASANTRIES OF WINTER.

BY FRANK VERT.

The visitor we thought would come,

Arrived a month ago,

And set us, both , to work at once

To clear the walks of snow.

He brought a present for us all ,

He brought the grippe to Ma ,

He brought a cold for Jack and I ,

And rheumatiz for Pa.

I don't believe there was a one

Of us that he forgot ;

He even brought a frozen ear

Along for bossy Spot.

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors!

We want your trade — not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We can not only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Made Uniform ( med . weight) $ 11.00

Union Mado Uniform ( hry. weight) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men— regulation style- depend

able quality - and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes . The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Home of Good Clothes for Mur or Boy.

He's going through the cans of fruit

The jelly and the jam,

He's also making quite a hole

In pickels, pork and ham.

The sauerkraut is nearly gone,

Likewise the cider, too ;

And Father says, " there ain't enough

To last the season through ."

Although the stable doors are shut

He enters through the cracks,

And often leaves a trail of white

Along the cattles ' backs .

Cl
ay
to
n'
s

53-61 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp . Cadillac Motel

The stocks have nearly disappeared,

The hay is going fast.

I don't believe the corn and oats

'Till spring will hardly last .

He froze my bantam rooster's comb ;

'Twas him that broke the pump ;

And finding kindling wood enough

Just keeps us on the jump.

And so we will be mighty glad

Of that , there is no doubt

When Mrs. Spring drops in again ,

And kicks old winter out .

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP

PLIES.

Union -made Cigars.
Gas Onde en ET

ITAN

9 w Arktima.Fontenlose

THE UNION LABEL

of the

Bakery Workers
*

Stands for fair and sanitary conid

SISTERED tions in the bakeshop where it isused -PEGISTERED )

M
a
d
e

.

Official soal . $3.50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 .....
.60

Rituals , each
.25

Withdrawal cards, each . .05

Traveling cards, each ..
.05

Division financial book, 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages .
2.50

Division financial book , 400 pages .
4.25

Triplicate report books, each ... 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more ,

per 100
4.00

Constitutions , in lots of less than 100,

each .. .05

Financial secretary's order book on

treasurer , each ......
.25

Treasurer's receipt book .
.25

Association Badges , rolled gold , each .. .50

Bed CM.IU '

Association Badges, solid gold, each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each ...
.30

Gilt seals, per 100 .
.50

All orders must be accompan
ied

with ex

press , postofico money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postago , accepted .

narut
o uupplla . Al vot to forwarde

d .

Book Abbon band 3% inches wide, to cover lace and

bodge en your cap when going homeor offduty . Pit

my disa malled onroocipe of 35 cento io stamps .

060. SHUNSSEN 6. , 886 Greene St., New York City



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT, MICH .

OFFICERS

SIATE SAVINGS BANK

George H. Russell.

President

M. W. O'Brien,

Vice -President

and Chairman

of Board

H. C. Potter, Jr. ,

Vice-President

Geo . E. Lawson

Vice - President

R. S. Mason ,

Vice - President

F. A. Schulte,

Vice- President

L

a

u

n

OFFICERS

A. E. Wing,

Cashier

H. P. Borgman,

Cashier Sav.

Dept.

R. E. Smylie,

Mgr. Credit

Dept.

Frank W. Biair ,

Auditor

R. E. Mason ,

Asst . Cashier

J. R. Bodde,

Asst. Cashier.

CAPITAL,

SURPLUS,

$ 1,500,000.00

1,500.000.00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS . ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY MAIL.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS " HOW "

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

1
9

FOR ...

UniformClothing
AA

1919

We also carry the Largest

Stock ofTRANK BRODERICK &Cº

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF-MEASUREMENT GUIDE

113.KING ST.WEST.

Frank Broderick

&
Company

THE LAROEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA 115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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BOOT &SHOE

WORKERSUNION

By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

Stamp Shoes

UNION STAMP You help better shoemaking conditions,

You get better shoes for the money.

factory No. You help your own Labor Position .

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be. Mislead By Retailers who say : " This shoe does not bear the stamp, but is

made under Union Conditions. This Is false-- No shoe is union made unless it bears

the Union Stamp.
BOOT & SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

John F. Tobin , Pres.

Chas. L. Blaine.Sec.- Treas.
246 Summer St. , BOSTON , MASS .

If you don't wear A Singer Unifom you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOTTHECHEAP READY MADEKIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. MENTION THIS PAPER

A. L. SINGER & CO ., 173-175 E.Adams St. CHICAGO

LUTHS, DORWELD, HALLER CO.

Successors to HORACE W. STEERE,

12 Wholesale Jeweler and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE., DETROIT, MICH.

11

1
0

: 9
THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

We ONLY make a difference of 10 per cent for goods

sold on time to reliable parties .

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE

PATENTED APRIL 27 , 1897 AND JULY 10 , 1906 .

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 150,000 IN USE.

Price, $ 2.00 Sent prepald to any point where we have no Agent.

Saves the price of a coat yearly. Conductor's uniform always presentable.

Adopted as a part of the uniform by many Street Railway

Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MFG. CO., CLEVELAND, O.

and A. P. JURY, 265 Yonge St. , TORONTO, ONT.. CANADA.
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THE NEW ROYAL

Y

Mr. Secretary
:

Is where you can drop

in and be at home. ::

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws ofthe In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

81-88 Jeferson Ave. DETROIT, MICH. IT IS (SPRINGER'S STYLE

Live and Let Live

138 Royal Street, NEW ORLEANS, LA .

PINS, CHARMS and LOCKETS

INTERNL

W
A
I
S
TUNIO
N
) CShint

o
,

Union

Made

F
a
c
t
'
y

N
o
.

3

S
H
I
R
T

..
Collars &

Shirt

Walsts

bear this

label

U
N
O

pelet

Union

Made

Tobacco Henry Sinhas

w Issued by theAuthority of the com

TDBALLO WORKERS INTERNATIONAL

UNION .

MADES

Bears

This

Label

JUNIO
N

bereid van
blog

The International Associotion

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

Springs for

Motormen's Stools

50c per set, deliv

ered free. Send

stamps or money.

A great comfort and

protection from jar

on Kidneys.

Thousands in use .

The Toledo Chair

Spring Co.

117 Mohigan S.

TOLEDO, O.

Our Label Is No. 38 .

GERAGHTY & CO.

Or La Gallo St. , Ohlongo ,
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DID YOU

EVER WEAR

A The Gear-Galley Co.

Wholesa'e and Retall Dealers in ...

BLOCH

UNIFORM
Watches, Dia .

monds and Jewelry
OF QUALITY ?

WATCHES DE MAGNATIZED FREE of CHARGE

IF NOT

WHY NOT TRY ONE ?

MADE TO MEASURE

MADE TO FIT

MADE TO SATISFY

Write o Coll

SPECIAL PRICES ON

WATCHES for MOTOR

MEN and CONDUCTORS
UNION MADE

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE Both Phones

THE BLOCH COMPANY

CLEVELAND , ONIO

612-613 Cuyahoga Bullding

CLEVELAND , OHIO

FREE

YOU can get the Electric

Light for Early Risers FREE

Write for our plan how to secure

this very meritorious and practical

light, AT NO COST.

No need to use oil or gas in your

bedroom .

This offer is strictly limited to

the first five inquiries from each

Division . Do not fall to give

number of your Division

when writing

YOU CAN OWN THE DIAMOND OR

WATCH YOU WANT

Simplest thing in the world to gratify any

fancyyou may have in this line if youtake advan

tage of our credit plan. Thecost will probablybe
only a dollar or two a week - too little to figuro

seriouslyin yourexpenses.

Pay 50c weekly on a $ 10.00 purchase.

Pay 75c weekly on a $ 15.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.00 weekly on a $ 25.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.50 weekly on a $ 50.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.00 weekly on a $ 75.00 purchase.

Pay $2.50 weekly OD a $ 100.00 purchase.

Just • Little Casb .

Also Clocks, Jewelry . Slverware, Etc.

ALL ON CASE OR CREDIT .

43

THE LINTERN ELECTRIC CO.

9717 Denison Ave. N.W.

Cleveland, Ohio CLEVELAND, O.
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PUSH THOSE CLOUDS AWAY.

once

Would you live a life free from worry and

and care ,

Just push the clouds away ;

Have the blessed sunlight shining every

where,

Just push the clouds away.

Never mind the tumult or the worldly roar,

Do not fear the tempest raging on the shore ,

Calm yourself to action, easy now

more,

Just push those clouds away.

When you feel discouraged , sit not down

to cry ,

Just push those clouds away ;

Beyond those fleecy vapors is a better,

brighter sky,

Just push those clouds away ;

Roll up your sleeves and say “ I will, ”

And shove with all your might and skill ,

Your cup of joy will overfill,

Just push those clouds away.

Let's get together , you and I,

And push those clouds away,

And dwell beneath a fairer sky ,

Help push those clouds away,

Reach up with hands of faith thro space ,

Beyond the veil of heavenly grace,

The sun will soon all gloom erase,

Just push those clouds away .

-A . H. Bush , in Union Leader.

PRES. A. A. ECKMAN ,

Div. 343, Kalamazoo and Battle Creek , Mich .

REVIEW OF THE PAST YEAR'S EVENTS

AND EFFECTS.

The annual review and inventory of the

association is opportune at this time. Such

a review covers the period embraced in the

year of 1908. It was a year of depression

in industrial and financial affairs. Nothing

can be of more interest and advantage to

any concern than to measure progress by

comparison and such a measure of progress

as applying to this association is necessari.

ly of vast interest and advantage to the

membership . In dealing with the history of

the Amalgamated Association for the year

ending with December 31st , 1908, we are

dealing with a year in which much less , in

the way of progress, has been epected than

in preceding years. This being true, ad

vantages that have been attained are much

more gratifying.

The beginning of 1908 found the Amal

gamated Association well fortified as an in

dustrial organization . Her years of experi

ence and earnest effort had placed her be

yond the line of infant movements and she

was in a position to withstand , without seri

ous effect, any expected reactions and ef

ects from depressive influences .

That the association should pass the year

without a notable decrease in membership

is gratifying. It was expected that every

available opening which offered itself to the

opposition would be taken advantage of and

that particularly in the desire for reduction

of wage on part of employing concerns,

serious contentions would arise. It had

been determined to contest vigorously to

maintain the advantages in wages which

had been made in past years . No aggres

sive work was outlined and the forces of

the movement were arrayed only upon the

defensive , but the year's history is a record

of progress and is thus all the more pleas

urable to record.

Organization Work.

During the course of the year there were

21 charters granted for the institution of

additional locals. The first charter granted

was that of Division No. 495 , Helena, Mont.

The last charter granted during the year

was that for the institution of Division No.

515, Galesburg, Ill . Charters were granted

for the institution of locals as follows :

Division No. 495, Helena, Mont.

Division No. 496, Pittsfield , Mass.

Division No. 497, Pittsburg , Kans.

Division No. 498, Mt. Vernon and New

Rochelle, N. Y.

Division No. 499 , Chicago, Ill .

Division No. 500, Chester, Pa.

Division No. 501, Wilmington , Del.

Division No. 502, White Plains , N. Y.

Division No. 503, Haverhill, Mass .
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Division No. 504 , Providence, R. I.

Division No. 505 , Cincinnati, Ohio.

Division No. 506, Rensselaer, N. Y.

Division No. 507, Marengo , Ill .

Division No. 508 , Halifax, N. S.

Division No. 509 , Staunton , ni.

Division No. 510, Girard , Kans.

Division No. 511 , Decatur, Ill .

Division No. 512, Danville, Ill .

Division No. 513 , Bartonville, Ill.

Division No. 514 , Sydney, N. S.

Division No. 515 , Galesburg, Ill .

In addition to the above , there were re

organized the following divisions :

Division No. 358 , Cumberland , Md.

Division No. 371 , St. Johns, N. B.

Division No. 460 , North Adams , Mass . ,

making a total addition of 24 locals.

However, six of the locals above men

tioned have failed to maintain thus far and

the actual increase in organizing and re

organizing consists of 18 local divisions .

Against this increase of 18 locals through

organization , there have 12 former locals

disbanded, leaving a net increase during the

year of six locals.

During the course of the year there were

taken into membership in the general asso

ciation of 13,404 members.

In the matter of organizing work and en

rollment, the membership of the year has

been much more progressive than could

have been expected at the beginning.

Death and Disabllity .

During 1908 death has taken from our en

rollment 244 members . This is not a small

number to pass from our ranks within one

year as a result of the trespass of the grim

reaper ; yet, it is a comparatively light death

rate when considering the extent of the

membership. Forty-nine deaths from tuber

culosis were reported and 27 deaths from

accident. The death rate from tuberculosis

alone is above 20 per cent. From the 244

deaths 174 applications were made for the

death benefit. One hundred and sixty -seven

death benefits were paid, four claims were

rejected and three death claims are yet pend

ing, held for action by the General Execu

tive Board.

Thirteen disability claims were paid dur.

ing the year. Death and disability claims

were paid as follows :

Death claims , 167 .. . $ 16,700

Disability claims , 13 . 1,300

Mrs. Wm . P. Gregory, beneficiary ;

W. P. Gregory, deceased member : 100.00

M. V. McMahan . Sec'y , beneficiary ;

H. L. Barrow , deceased member.. 100.00

J. Levey & Co., Administrators, ben

eficiary; M. V. McMahan , deceased
member 100.00

Div. 85 , Pittsburg. Pa.

James Mallen , beneficiary ; M. Mal

len , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Joseph Kufner, beneficiary ; Jos.

J. Kufner, deceased member . 100.00
Mrs. Alfanetta Carson , beneficiary ;

Wm . Carson , deceased member , 100.00

Mrs. John Stubb. beneficiary, John

Stub, Jr. , deceased member. 100.00

Mrs. Isaac Joyce, beneficiary ; Isaac

Joyce, deceased member 100.00

James Rodgers. beneficiary ; Elmer

N. Rodgers, deceased member .. 100.00

Commonwealth Trust Co. , Adminis

trators : Phillip J. Meeks, deceased
member 100.00

Div. 89. New Castle , Pa.-Maud A. Mc

Cracken , beneficiary ; J. L. McCrack

en , deceased member . 100.00

Div. 92. Oswego . N. Y.

Wm. B.Drurybenefciary! Elijah

Drury, deceased member 100.00

Mrs. C. D. Smith, beneficiary ; C. D.
Smith . deceased member 100.00

Div. 103 , Wheeling. W. Va .-Mrs . Tillie

Tucker, beneficiary ; S. A. Tucker, de
ceased member 100.00

Div. 111 , Ypsilanti . Mich .-Mrs . Isa

Fay, beneficiary ; Isa Fay, deceased
member 100.00

Div . 113, Toronto , Ont.
W. D. Robbins. Sec'y , beneficiary :

Peter Keating. deceased member .. 100.00
W. D. Robbins. Sec'y , beneficiary :

John Waldon , deceased member .. 100.00

W. D. Robbins Sec'y , beneficiary :

Wm . Broderick , deceased member . 100.00

W. D. Robbins . Sec'y . beneficiary :

S. Raines. deceased member . 100.00

W. D. Robbins Sec'y , beneficiary

Wilfred Lawson Davis, deceased

member 100.00

Div. 125. East St. Louis. Ill

Mrs. Florence Coad , beneficiary ; L.

C. Coad , deceased member.. 100.00

Minnie Schilling. beneficiary ; Peter

Schilling, deceased member . 100,00

Tina Williams, beneficiary : E B.

Williams deceased member .. 100.00

Mary E. Sexton , beneficiary : Jos.

Sexton . deceased member , 100.00

Sisette Keiderling, beneficiary : Hen

ry Keiderling, deceased member .. 100.00

Div. 132. Troy, N. Y.

Mrs. Minnie Cleveland , beneficiary ;

John Cleveland . deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Bridget Carroll , beneficiary ;

Wm. D. Carroll, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Carrie White , beneficiary ; Fred

erick White, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Estelle Liggett , beneficiary ; Al

ander Liggett deceased member .. 100.00

Mrs. Ella Dundon , beneficiary : Mich

ael Fischer, decea sed member . 100.00

Mrs. Eva Ellsworth , beneficiary : John

F. Ellsworth , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Lyde Burnham , beneficiary : Ed

ward Burnham , deceased member . 100.00
Div. 134 . New Westminster, B. C.

Mrs. R. A. Jameson , beneficiary ; R.

A. Jameson , deceased member ...... 100.00

Div . 148 , Albany, N. Y.
Mrs. Camilla Wade , beneficiary ;

Richard Wade, deceased member.. 100.00

Mrs. M. Campbell , beneficiary ; Mil

lard Campbell , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Mary Cullen Wylle , beneficiary ;

John Cullen. deceased member ... 100.00

Div. 163. Meriden . Conn.

Mrs. Fred S. Gagnon , beneficiary ;

Fred S. Gagnon , deceased member 100.00

Mrs. John McMinniman . beneficiary ;

John McMinniman , deecased mem
ber 100.00

Div. 164. WilkesBarre Pa.-Catherine

Kearney, beneficiary : John P. Kear
ney, deceased member 100.00

Div . 169, Easton , Pa .-Mrs. Lyman

Heather, beneficiary : Lyman Heath
er . deceased member . 100.00

Div . 174. Fall River , Mass.

Mary A. Waldron , beneficiary ; Thos.

Total .. . $ 18,000

Death benefits during the year were paid

to beneficiaries of deceased members as fol

lows :

Div. 19 , Colorado Springs , Colo.-G. L.

Brown, Pres . , beneficiary : Arthur F.

Raypole , deceased member . . $ 100.00

Div. 22, Worcester, Mass.-

Mrs. Enie A. Higgins , beneficiary ;

John Higgins, deceased member .. 100.00

Mrs. Thos, Burke, beneficiary ; Thos.

P. Burke, deceased member . 100.00

David O. Barker, beneficiary ; J. Bar

ker, deceased member 100.00

Div. 26 , Detroit , Mich .-Mrs. Johanna

Hopp, beneficiary ; Fredereick E.

Hopp, deceased member . 100.00

Div. 52. East Liverpool , 0.-Mrs. Maud

Dugan, beneficiary ; J. Dugand de
ceased member 100.00

Dlv. 78 , Galveston , Tex .
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Waldron , deceased member .... 100.00

Mrs. 'MaryA. Dwelly , beneficiary :

James W. Dwelly , deceased member 100.00

Mrs. Delawa B.Lawrence , benefici

ary ; George Lawrence, deceased

member 100.00

Mrs. Mary Ellen Farrell, beneficiary ;

Stephen Farrell, deceased member 100.00

Div. 179, Elmira, N. Y.-Mrs. Ellen

Ryan, beneficiary ; William Ryan , de

ceased member 100.00

Div. 192, Oakland , Cal.

J. W. Smart, Pres. , beneficiary ; Sa

bin Harris, deceased member. 100.00

E. C. Straub, Sec'y, beneficiary ; Jas.

A. Kane, deceased member . 100.00

J. W. Smart, Pres. ,beneficiary ; Sev

ert Nelson, deceased member . 100.00

J. W. Smart, Pres. beneficiary ; D.

H. Donahue, deceased member . 100.00

Rose Jensen, beneficiary ; Chas. Jen

sen , deceased member. 100.00

Div . 194, New Orleans, La .

Mrs. R. Burvaut, beneficiary ; R. Bur

vaut. deceased member .. 100.00

Mrs. B. Seeman , beneficiary ; B. See
man deceased member 100.00

Mrs. Ed J. Lutenbacher, beneficiary;

Ed J. Lutenbacher, deceased mem
ber 100.00

Mrs. M. LaFrance, beneficiary ; J.

U. La France , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. W. Seckinger, beneficiary ; W.

Seckinger. deceased memebr 100.00

Mrs. M. Schonacher, beneficiary ; M.

Schonacher, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Emma Stentz, Mary Chanson ,

son , Thos. Chanson . Frank Chan

son and Robt. J. Chanson , benefic .

iaries : F. L Chanson , deceased
member 100.00

Leonce Gauthier. Sec'y, beneficiary ;

Geo . Lentz, deceasedmember. 100.00

Mrs. Frank St. Amand, beneficiary ;

Frank St. Amand, deecased mem

ber 100.00

Peter J. Kelly and Wm . E. Burke ,

beneficiaries: Edward A. Kelly, de

ceased member 100.00

Mrs. G.W. Smith , beneficiary; G. W.

Smith . deceased member . 100.00

Div. 205. San Francisco, Cal.

Mrs. Florence May, beneficiary ; E.

May. deceased member .. 100.00

Mrs. A. E. Peters, beneficiary; Silas

Peters, deecased member . 100.00

R. S , Dunn, beneficiary ; W. H. Dunn ,

deceased member 100.00

Richard Cornellus, Pres.. beneficiary :

R. Jones. deceased member . 100.00

Richard Cornellus, Pres . , beneficiary :

O. P. Eberwein . deceased member. 100.00

Div . 235, Campello, Mass.- Patrick

Murphy, beneficiary; John Murphy,

deceased member 100.00

Div. 238. West Lynn , Mass. - Mary C.

Newhall, beneficiary : Nelson E.New

hall . deceased member . 100.00

Div . 241. Chicago, Ill .

Mrs. Bertha Toun , beneficiary ; Julius

Toun . deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Ulricka Eads, beneficiary ; S. A.

Eads , deceased member . 100.00

Frederick E. Flagg, beneficiary ; Wm .

W. Flagg. deceased member . 100.00

Martin Feltcher, P. of A. , beneficiary ;

Chas. Fletcher , deceased member. . 100.00

Patrick J. Duffy, P. of A. , beneficiary ;
J. Boyle, deceased member . 100.00

Mrg, Mary Bickley , beneficiary ; Wm .

Bickley. deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Minna Meyer, beneficiary : Wm.

Meyer, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Minnie Dryer, beneficiary ; John

Dryer. deceased member . 100.00

Miss Lillian Bernard , P. of A. , bene

ficiary : Peter Bernard, deceased

member 100.00

Mrs. Catherine Carrigan, beneficiary ;

J. P. Carrigan . deceased member.. 100.00

Mrs. Matilda Makelin . beneficiary ;

R Makelin , deceased member . 100.00

Joseph Eder. P. of A. , beneficiarv ;

George J. Eder, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Dora Lipski, beneficiary ; Frank

Lipski. deceased member .. 100.00

Mrs. Ida Menze. beneficiary : H.

Menze . deceased member .. 100.00

Chas. Wallin , P. of A., beneficiary ;

H .E. Carlson, deceased member ... 100.00

Mrs. Nellie Troy, beneficiary ; Patrick

J. Troy, deceased member . 100.00

Hubert Doll, beneficiary , Chas. F.

Doll , deceased member.. 100.00

Mrs. Agie Pilascewicz, beneficiary ,

Jack Pilascewicz, deceased mem

ber 100.00

Chas. Engelbrecht, P of A., benefi .

ciary, Robert Schmus, deceased

member 100.00

Mrs. Carolina Wendle , beneficiary ,

Benedict Wendle, deceased mem

ber 100.00

Miss Emma Kurth, beneficiary , H.

Kurth , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Mary Sweeney , beneficiary ,

John Sweeney , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Mary Collins , beneficiary , J. F.
Collins, deceased member . 100.00

Jno. F. Devine, administrator, bene .

ficiary, H. L. Chisholm, deceased

member 100.00

Div. 242 , Montpelier, Vt.-Mrs. Chas . S.

Burke, beneficiary, Chas. S. Burke,
deceased member 100.00

Div. 246 , Danvers, Mass . - Lawrence L

Atkins, beneficiary , Augustus L.

Atkins , deceased member . 100.00

Div. 249 , Wakefield , Mass.-Mrs. Eva

Ellsworth , beneficiary, S. M. Barrett,

deceased member 100.00

Div . 253 , Quincy , Mass .-Mrs. Hannah

Forrest, beneficiary, Richard F. For

rest, deceased member . 100.00

Div. 260 , Chicago, Ill.

Mrs. Carrie Meierdirks, beneficiary ,

Harry Meierdirks , deceased mem

ber 100.00

James L. Lynch, secretary, benefi

ciary, C. H. Wilson, deceased mem
ber 100.00

Mrs. Kate Schulz , beneficiary , E. F.

Coughlin , deceased member . 100.00

James L. Lynch, secretary, benefi

ciary , Edward Kernaghan, de

ceased member 100.00

Nicholas Schimeck , beneficiary, Jno.

J. Schimeck , deceased member ... 100.00

Mrs. Minnie C. Mitchell , beneficiary,

G. Mitchell , deceased member .. 100.00

Francis Wulff, beneficiary, R. Wulff,

deceased member 100.00

Mary Minogue, beneficiary, Michael

Minogue, deceased member , 100.00

Mrs. Mary Forauer, beneficiary, J.

Forauer, deceased member .. 100.00

Mrs. Margaret Whitenack , benefi

ciary, C. Whitenack , deceased

member 100.00

Mrs. Anna O'Toole, beneficiary, John

O'Toole, deceased member .. 100.00

Anna Statia Witty , beneficiary, T. D.

Witty, deceased member . 100.00
Mrs. Sadie Penwell, beneficiary, A.

J. Penwell, deceased member . 100.00

Jno. F. Devine , administrator, bene

ficiary, R. Lee, deceased member .. 100.00

Edward Mulcrone, beneficiary, Pat

rick_Mulcrone, deceased member. 100.00
Mrs. Ellen Kirk , beneficiary, G. J.

Kirk , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Lydie Wilber, beneficiary , J. J.

Wilber, deceased member 100.00

Div. 265 , San Jose, Cal.-Mrs . Emma

Horton, beneficiary, G. T. Horton,
deceased member 100.00

Div. 266 , S. Chicago, Ill .-Patrick

Looran , beneficiary , Thos: L. Looran ,
deceased member 100.00

Div. 267,Chicago , iii.- Patrick Hen :

nessey, beneficiary, Wm. Hennes

sey , deceased member. 100.00

Div . 268 , Cleveland , Ohio.

Frances Rataje za k , beneficiary,

Joseph Raday, deceased member.. 100.00

Mrs. Lena Basel , beneficiary,

Basel , deceased member .. 100.00

Div. 272 , Youngstown , 0.-Jennie June

Knighton , beneficiary, Carl Knigh

ton , deceased emmber... 100.00

Div. 280 , Lowell , Mass.--Mrs. Anna

Flannery, beneficiary, John Flan

nery. deceased member.. 100.00

Div. 281 , New Haven , Conn.

Mrs. Jas. J. Landers, beneficiary ,

A.
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Jas. J. Landers, deceased member 100.00
Miss Kate Sullivan, beneficiary ,

John M. Sullivan , deceased mem
ber 100.00

Div. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.
Mrs. J. Doyle, beneficiary , J. F.

Doyle, deceased member .
100.00

Mrs. P. Leppla , beneficiary , E.

Leppla, deceased member . 100.00

Div. 283, Brooklyn, N. Y.-Mrs. Annie

McDonald, beneficiary , Jno. J. Mc

Donald , deceased member . 100.00

Div. 285 , Steubenville, 0.—Mrs. Tim

othy Kennedy, beneficiary , Timothy

Kennedy, deceased member... 100.00

Div. 288 , Omaha, Neb.

Mrs. Geo. Hook , beneficiary, George

Hook, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. T. T. Kinkade, beneficiary, T.

T. Kinkade , deceased member ... 100.00

Div. 302 , Marinette , Wis .--- Tilman

Kuchenberg, beneficiary , Wm. J.

Kuchenberg, deceased member ... 100.00

Div. 304. Glens Falls, N. Y.-Mrs . Ed

gar E. Aubrey, beneficiary, Edgar

E, Aubrey , deceased member . 100.00

Div. 307 , Stillwater, N. Y.-Michael

Keating, beneficiary , Geo. E. Keat

(ing. deceased member . 100.00

Div. 308. Chicago , Ill.

Mrs. W. S. Nordby, beneficiary , W.

S. Nodrby, deceased member 100.00

Julius Kurth , beneficiary, Julius F.

Kurth , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. W. B. Everingham, beneficiary ,

W. B. Everingham, deceased mem
ber 100.00

Mrs. W. H. Schneider, beneficiary,

W. H. Schneider, deceased mem

ber 100.00
Mrs. Anna E. Johnson , beneficiary,

O. A. Johnson , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs A. J. Harris , beneficiary, A. J.

Harris , deceased member . 100.00

Nora Hackett , beneficiary , N. J.

Hackett, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. George J. Krebs , beneficiary,

George J. Krebs, deceased member 100.00

Mrs. Alice 1. Hassett, beneficiary, J.

J. Hassett, deceased member .. 100.00

Mrs. Gus Lobert , beneficiary, Gus

Lobert, deceased member . 100.00

Olive Kelly , beneficiary , B. Kelly,

deceased member 100.00

Div. 312 , Davenport, Ia.
Mrs. Rose Machande, beneficiary ,

Wm. R. Stremlow, deceased mem
ber 100.00

Mrs. Alice Jacobs, beneficiary, James

C. Jacobs, deceased member . 100.00

Div. 379 , Niles, Ohio.-Mrs . Wm. Rice,

beneficiary , Wm. Rice, deceased

member 100.00

Div. 380 , Elyria , Ohio . — Mrs. Thos.

Phalen , beneficiary , Thos. Phalen ,

deceased member 100.00

Div . 382 , Salt Lake City , Utah

Mrs. E. J. Hansen , beneficiary, E. J.

Hansen , deceased member . 100.00
Mrs. W. D Young, beneficiary, W.

D. Young. deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. J. N. Dumas, beneficiary , J. N.

Dumas , deceased member . 100.00
Mrs. H. TB. Grey, beneficiary , H.

T. B. Grey. deceased member . 100.00
Div. 416. Peoria , Ill. — Cora Freeman ,

beneficiary, Wm. Freeman , deceased
member 100.00

Div . 425. Hartford , Conn.

Mrs. Elizabeth Mooney , beneficiary.

Jos. F. McAdams, deceased mem

ber
100.00

Mrs. Mary Martin , beneficiary , Frank

J. Martin , deceased member . 100.00
Mrs. Annie Keish , beneficiary . W. H.
Keish . deceased member . 100.00

Frank N. Prior, beneficiary , Dem

ings N. Prlor , deceased member .. 100.00

Margaret Waller, beneficiary , Rob

ert E. Waller, deceased member .. 100.00

Hattie M. Hazard , beneficiary . Wm.

E. Hazard . deceased member . 100.00
Michael F. Wall , beneficiary, James

E. Wall. deceased member .. 100.00
Div . 441. Des Moines , Ia .-Mrs. Bessie

O'Toole , beneficiary , John O'Toole ,

deceased member 100.00

Div . 455 , Portsmouth , 0 .-- Sarah D.

Herder, beneficiary , Adam Herder,

deceased member 100.00

Div. 476 , Norwalk , Conn .-Mrs. Sarah

Tolles , beneficiary, Henry H. Tolles ,
deceased member 100.00

Disability benefits during the year were

raid as follows :

Div.

26 , Detroit , Mich .-JOS .H. Dillon .... $ 100.00

85 , Pittsburg, Pa.-F. Macaulay . 100.00

90 , Port Huron, Mich .-Bert Sanjule . 100.00
179 , Elmira , N. Y.-Sam Davis .. 100.00

192 , Oakland , Calif . - C . E. Leonard ... 100.00

194 , New Orleans , La - St. Clair Johns . 100.00

199 , Ottumwa, Iowa - J. E. Harmony .. 100.00

241 , Chicago, Ill .-Martin Sexton .. 100.00

260 , Chicago , Ill.-W. L. Kinsell . 100.00

261 , Lawrence, Mass.-Geo. G. Cole ... 100.00

266 , S. Chicago , Ill.-- Dave Winkler ... 100.00

280 , Lowell, Mass-Thos . F. Hickson .. 100.00

304 , Glens Falls, N. Y.-Wm. Kane .... 100.00

Of those who were in membership less

than one year at the time of death, there

were 70. The law of the association re

stricts the international from paying bene

fits to members not having attained one

year of membership . However , the above

$18,000 expenditure represents the active

benevolence of the organization. It is from

a fund that is contributed by every mem

ber of the association and no one can ques.

tion the genuine gratitude of the widows

and other beneficiaries of our late brothers

for the advantage that came to them at a

time of sore distress through the prior wis

dom of the deceased and those associated

with them in life in providing an institu

tion to so safe-guard their interests.

Wages and Agreements.

The year 1908 brought direct increases in

wage to the membership of 22 local divi.

sions of this association representing an ag .

gregate membership of approximately 12,

000. The increase in wage ranges from 42

cent to 4 cents per hour. This increase

came through the adjustment of wage and

acquiring of new agreements. However, in

four instances the increase was provided

by long -term agreements secured by the

local divisons prior to the depression . The

aggregate amount of increased wage to the

membership exceeds $320,000 per year. But

one reduction in wage was sustained . This

was a reduction of 14 cent per hour secured

by the company through arbitration and

lowered the wage of more than 3,000 men

in the aggregate $35,000 per year. The

above is a remarkable showing considering

the industrial period in which 1908 was

embraced. Let it be added that there were

several reductions of wage rates to street

and electric railway men where they were

unorganized,

At the beginning of the industrial de

pression it was determined by the Inter

national President and his associate offi

cers to make no very aggressive effort to

increase wages during the year. at least

to invite no serious contention with any em

ploying company upon that question which

would involve the resources of the organ

ization or the positions of the membershin .

That , of course , was steadfastly maintained .

An equal determination , however , was made

to resist any reduction of page with the

fullest of resource of the association. This
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policy was carried out, and as a result the

above is the record which should stand as

a testimonial of the advantages of organ

ization . This must be accepted when it is

understood that the best wages attaining

to street and electric railway men are en

joyed by the membership of this associa

tion. The employers of our membership

would naturally be the first to ask for a

reduction , but it is a salutary fact that the

reduction only came to those who were un

organized and who received the smaller

rate of wage.

During the course of the year 35 agree

ments were secured to local divisions. It

will be seen by the wage reported that not

all of these agrements brought increased

wages to the membership, but in several

instances the agreements did shorten the

hours of servce without affecting the day

wage .

There now exist written agreements to

122 local divisions, showing an increase of

11 written agreements during the year.

There were four arbitrations fixing the

wage for the membership of six different

locals . The first wage arbitration was that

in the interest of Divisions Nos. 441 and

442 in which the locals were assisted by

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay and President

A. L. Urick , of the Iowa State Federation

of Labor. The increase resulting from this

arbitration to Des Moines membership ag:

gregates $25,000 per year.

The second wage arbitration was that in

the interest of the Pittsburg, Pa ., local

conducted by President W. D. Mahon , as

sisted by G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzger

ald , in which the local sustained a reduction

in wage of 12 cent per hour, aggregating

$35,000 per year. This arbitration affected

the wage of Division No. 154, Washington,

Pa. The company had asked a decrease of

3 cents per hour and through the arbitra.

tion and former conciliation 242 cents per

hour was maintained to our membership .

The third arbitration was that of Ottawa ,

Ont., in the interest of Division No. 279

The local was assisted in this arbitration

by G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair and

resulted in an annual increase of $10,000 to

the membership.

The fourth arbitration was that of the

wage scale in the interest of Division No.

285, Steubenville, Ohio. The local was as

sisted by G. E. B. Member Ben Commons.

The result was an increase to such mem

bers of Division No. 285 as operate inter

urban cars between East Liverpool and

Steubenville , at which occupation from two

to three crews are engaged . The city wage

was not affected . The aggregate increase

would figure between $100 and $200 per

year.

The wisdom of arbitrating wage scales

is sometimes questioned by the members

of our association and others. However,

experience has shown that nothing has been

lost to labor by this method, and as I have

repeatedly stated, it gives employes a hear

ing in the matter of fixing their own condi

tions of employment upon their grievances ,

and in the matter of wages, that does not

come to the unorganized . In conclusion

upon the wage scale, a general reference

as to wages and the effect organization has

had upon that important feature is of some

interest as well as instruction . Ten years

ago we find records show the wage of street

railway men to range anywhere from 6 to

20 cents per hour.

Ten years ago wages to street and elec

tric railway men were as follows in the

cities noted :

Nashville, Tenn. , $ 6 to $8 per week for

a seven-day week , 12 hours per day .

Macon, Ga. , 12 cents per hour.

Cattanooga, Tenn. , 13 cents per hour.

Atlanta, Ga. , 1212 cents per hour.

Birmingham , Ala. , 13 cents per hour.

Houston, Texas , 13 to 17 cents per hour ;

five years' service to attain the maximum.

New Orleans, La. , average 13 cents per

hour.

Lincoln, Nebr. , 15 cents per hour.

Duluth , Minn. , $42.50 to $50 per month .

Kalamazoo, Mich. , average 12 cents per

hour.

Muncie, Ind . , 14 to 15 cents per hour.

London, Ont., 1542 cents per hour.

Galveston, Texas, 14 to 15 cents per hour.

Newcastle , Pa. , 1242, 15 and 17 cents per

hour.

Wheeling, W. Va. , 16 cents per hour.

East Liverpool , Ohio, 18 cents per hour.

Pittsburg, Pa ., 18 cents per hour.

Oakland, Cal. , 19 cents per hour.

Mt. Clemens Rapid Railway , 20 cents per

hour.

Worcester, Mass., 20 cents per hour.

Denver, Colo ., 20 cents per hour.

Detroit, Mich. , 19 and 21 cents, after ten

months' service .

The above is taken from reliable statis

tics , at random , to give a general idea of

the prevailing wage ten years ago. Twenty

two cities are noted . It will be perceived

that the hihgest wage rate then existing

was to the Detroit street railway men. It

was the highest rate of wage existing to

street railway men upon the American con

tinent. From that time on this association

became aggressive in the matter of wages

and hours. Let it be added, further, that

at that time the twelve-hour day was

short hour day , the hours of service rang

ing from 11 to 17 hours .

Now we move up a notch of five years

time and find the wage scale to have ma

terially improved . The following table

gives an idea of the effect organization had

during those years: Five years ago the

wage rate was :

Rome, Ga. , 10 2-3 cents per hour.

Macon Ga . , 13 cents per hour.

Chattanooga, Tenn ., 15 to 18 cents per

hour.

Kalamazoo, Mich . , 17, 18 and 19 cents

per hour.

Muncie , Ind . , 16 to 25 cents per hour.

Galveston, Texas , 19 to 20 cents per hour.

Newcastle, Pa ., 20 to 22 cents per hour.

Wheeling, W. Va . , 21 cents per hour.

East Liverpool, Ohio, 20 to 23 cents per

hour.

Detroit, Mich . , 2342 cents per hour.

a
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Pittsburg, Pa ., 22 to 24 cents per hour.

Oakland, Cal . , 25 cents per hour .

Mt. Clemens Rapid Railway , 232 cents

per hour.

Worcester, Mass ., 20 to 25 cents per hour.

Toronto , Ont . , 18 to 20 cents per hour.

Albany, N. Y., 20 cents per hour.

Pittsburg, Kans. , 14 to 16 cents per hour .

New Orleans, La., 20 cents per hour.

Chicago, Ill . , 23 to 25 cents per hour.

Omaha, Nebr. , 20 to 22 cents per hour.

Montpelier , Vt. , 15 to 18 cents per hour.

Danbury , Conn. , 20 cents per hour.

The list of cities above given, which were

selected as best for general information and

comparison, shows the wage rate ranging

from 10 2-3 to 25 cents per hour. Both the

maximum and minimum are advanced 4

cents per hour.

In giving the present wage rate, which

shows the advance attained in the past five

years, selections are made from reliable

statistics indicating the generality of wage

throughout the country to the membership

of this association .

Present wage rates :

Rome, Ga. , 14 to 17 cents per hour.

Kalamazoo, Mich. , 19 , 21 and 23 cents per

hour.

Galveston, Texas, 21 and 22 cents per

hour.

Newcastle, Pa. , 2142 to 2342 cents per

hour.

Wheeling, W. Va. , 21 to 24 cents per hour .

East Liverpool , Ohio, 21 to 25 cents per

hour.

Pittsburg, Pa. , 2442 to 2672 cents per hour

Oakland, Cal . , 30 to 4242 cents per hour.

Mt. Clemens Rapid Railway , 23 to 25 cents

per hour.

Worcester, Mass . , 20 to 26 cents per hour.

Detroit, Mich . , 23 to 25 cents per hour .

Vancouver, B. C., 24 to 3142 cents per

hour.

Toronto, Ont. , 20 to 2242 cents per hour.

Albany ,N . Y. , 25 cents per hour.

Pittsburg, Kans . , 21 to 23 cents per hour.

New Orleans, La . , 22 cents per hour.

Chicago , Ill . , 23 to 27 cents per hour.

Omaha, Nebr. , 21 to 25 cents per hour.

Montpelier, Vt. , 19 to 20 cents per hour.

Danbury, Conn . , 2242 cents per hour.

Salt Lake City, Utah, 25 to 30 cents per

hour.

The above are given as extreme wages

for comparison . A steady increase is noted

and 25 cents per hour falls back as a maxi

mum wage rate. In fact, the maximum

wage rate in Butte, Mont. , is 45 cents per

hour. It will be noted that a very low wage

rate is prevalent in southern cities and

where they are unorganized in various sec

tions throughout the south , motormen and

conductors may be found working for 10

cents and less per hour. However, even in

northern sections where the influence of

organization has yet been unfelt, the ex

tremely low rates of 10 , 12 , 14 and 15 cents

per hour are prevalent.

It seems to me that in the above compari

son and in review of the work of this asso

ciation as applying to wage , there should

stand out a strong incentive to those who

have not yet affiliated to join this associa .

tion.

Strikes and Defense Fund.

Although the industrial depression has

held out wonderful incentive to employing

concerns to antagonize organized labor, the

association has been wonderfluly success

ful in avoiding conflicts of a serious nature

and the number has been reduced to a

minimum . Particularly is this the case as

applying to the older locals . During the

course of 1908 there have been involved in

stirkes and lockouts fourteen local divisions .

However, four local divisions were involved

in one contest, eleven strikes and lockouts

having taken place . The first strike of the

year was that known as the Gas Belt strike ,

involving Divisions Nos . 81 , 186, 190 and

394 , of Muncie, Anderson , Marion and Tip

ton , Ind . , employes of the Indiana Union

Traction company . Strikes and lockouts to

the number of ten more were those of

Division No. 234 , Pensacola, Fla.

Division No. 500 , Chester, Pa.

Division No. 358 , Cumberland , Md .

Division No. 499 , Chicago , Ill .

Division No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio.

Division No. 501 , Wilmington , Del .

Division No. 497 , Pittsburg , Kans.

Division No. 505 , Cincinnati , Ohio.

Division No. 507 , Marengo, Ill .

Division No. 204 , Rome, Ga .

Of the above enumerated eleven contests

were lockouts wherein the company took

decided stands against organization or the

maintenance of organization among the em

ployes.

Of the eleven contests five resulted fa

vorably to the association and six were

lost. In the lost strikes the association

suffered the loss of nine local divisions, six

of which were formerly well established

locals and three were lost in the effort to

organize and maintain . In the strikes fa

vorably adjusted 2,000 members were in

volved . In the strikes lost there were 730

members who went down in defeat and were

lost to the membership of the association.

These strikes cost, from the association

denfense fund , $39,370 .

The amount paid from the defense fund

represents 7,874 weeks of idleness from

strikes , It is equal to a maintenance on

strike of 151 members during the entire

year. It is equal to $ 10 per member for

the entire 2,700 members who were locked

out or on strike. However, a portion of

these men were not involved long enough

to receive strike benefits before adjust

ments of the situations in which they were

involved were secured.

But benefits from the defense fund add

to the endurance of the members involved

in the various contests and provide an ad

vantage which could not come to men to

whom such fund is not available .

As the result of a strike or contest de

pends upon the endurance of the strikers ,

the importance of the defense fund is read

ily understood .

The strike is as much a means of disci

pline to employers as the authority to dis

charge or suspend is a means of discipline
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that has endeavored, for the last twenty

monhs, to operate street cars with new and

inexperienced men. It would seem that the

record of the United Railways should stand

as a testimonial of the value and safety of

operation by experienced employes .

in the hands of the employers. In fact , the

strike is the only effectual weapon em

ployes have as a radical means of enforcing

fair consideration. Then, as an incident to

these contests, a well directed and con

stantly replenished fund is most important.

Withal, a review of 1908 shows that this

association has been one of those excep

tionally favored . That there has been a

considerable increase in membership be

yond the acquisition of new locals would

indicate that the members have not suf

fered loss of position from lack of employ

ment. There are locals in which the ser

vice, ot times, has been temporarily re

duced , but in our craft the extra board has

been behind the regulars and none have suf

fered loss of position from any reduction

of sevice. There are no locals of the asso

ciation which existed one year ago which

are entering 1909 with a less membership

in consequence of loss of employment , than

were upon their roster at the beginning of

1908. In fact, nearly all locals have ex

panded in membership and are larger to

day than they were a year ago.

The fact that there has been vigorous

competition in the labor market has af

fected this association in no other way

than to retard progress in ascendency of

remuneration , True, it has given a greater

independence to employers in the matter of

discipline, but generally , the membership

has been covered by written agreements,

which have been a protection in this line.

As a matter of fact, dealing with man

agements through organization , has estab

lished a mutual fairness which tends to

repulse the negative influences of indus

trial depression . The most prosperous cor

porations are those that have dealt fairest

with employes and stimulated mutual inter

ests .

1909 gives promise of improved condi

tions, and it is up to those who toil for

wages to look closely to their own inter

ests and unite in an intelligent effort to

promote those interests .

EX. I. V. P. C. L. MONKS.

Something of a tragedy seems to charac

terize the record of the United Railways of

San Francisco , Cal. , since the inception of

the strike of Division No. 205 . The San

Francisco Call, under date of December

19th , sets forth that in 1142 months of the

year 1908 66 were killed by the street rail

ways in that city and more than 300 were

injured . An accurate record of the casual

ties of the service in San Francisco from

May 1st, 1907, until December 14th, 1908—

one year and eight months - shows the num

ber killed to have been 121, injured 1,151 ,

total casualties 1,272 . While it seems that

during 1908 the proportion of injured has

been reduced, yet the record of the num

ber killed has practically maintained, being

49 for the eight months of 1907 and 66 for

the eleven and one-half months of 1908 .

There is not another such an appalling rec

ord of killed and injured in any city in the

United States of the size of San Francisco.

However, there is not another city in the

United States of the size of San Francisco

Above is the picture of Ex - International

Vice President C. L. Monks, formerly of

Muncie , Ind., Div. No. 81. For several years

Bro. Monks was a street railway motorman

upon the city and interurban lines of the

Indiana Union Traction Co. During most of

his service he was a leading official of the

local and served the international as vice

president, being elected at the Chicago con

vention . Being active in the effort for in

creased wages which led to the Gas Belt

strike, he was one of those who especially

inherited the ill will of the management, and

was crowded out of the service because he

refused to sacrifice his principles for the

job. Bro. Monks has secured employment

with Mr. Clayton , a leading clothier of De

troit . He speaks in high appreciation of

the kindly fellowship of the Detroit street

railway men with whom he has met in his

present position , and states that if all em

ployers were of the high character of the

man with whom he has secured employ

ment, blacklists against union men would be

a thing of the past. We wish Bro. Monks

success in his new position.
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The...

Motorman and Conductor

A young man , middle -aged or old, it mat

ters not, never seeks and accepts a job as

motorman or conductor for pastime, pleas

ure or mere occupation. For what else than

wages , then , is the job sought ?
OF
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A motorman , conductor or other employe

who would sincerely assert that he is oc

cupied at his job for the sake of occupa.

tion only , would be regarded , at least, as

stupid. In fact, he would have too little

sense to be trusted with railway work .
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Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month

ly . W. D. MAHON , President.

An electric railway manager or Official

would hardly believe an employe was telling

the truth who would assert that he works at

his job as a sole matter of accommodation

to the public and as an act of benevolence

to the company and officials . The officials

· would accept such a statement as an un

varnished lie.

Correspondents will please address all com

munications for publication to R. L. RUEVES,

Editor, Detroit, Mich.

subscriptions payable to W. D. Mahon, Pres.

SUBSCRIPTION.

Per annum

Single copy
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Did you ever hear a motorman , conductor

or other employe boast that he could leave

his job any time and go to other jobs of

equal assurance , get twice the wages, and

work less hours, but held to his street rail

way job just to respect the wishes of the

stockholders, bondholders, officials, his wife,

or to gratify his own idle, but unyielding de

light ? You would regard it an idle boast.
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Matter.

A man , young , middle -aged , or old, seeks

wage employment impelled by necessity.

He wants wages. He and those dependent

upon him, if there are any , needs the money.

As the spectre of poverty draws closer be

hind him he grows more desperate. He

takes the best job, in his opinion, that he

can get. He measures it by the net return

he can figure on it. He takes the street car

job only when satisfied it is the best to be

gotten at the time.

MADCS COUNCIL

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION .

No man of sufficient good sense to make

an efficient railway man will apply for em

ployment with an electric railway company

at a wage of $2.00 per day and reject an

other job at another class of work upon

which he would be equally as efficient and

which would be equally as durable and

agreeable, and at which he would receive

$4.00 per day. A man may accept a cheap

job temporarily, for an experimental pur

pose, but not otherwise.

Article 2 of Constitution ,

Section 1. The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.
Sec. 2. To place our occupation upon a

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill ;

to encourage the formation in Division Asso

ciations of Sick Benefit Funds ; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for

imparting a practical knowledge of modern

andimproved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally . To

encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employmentand adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to
elevate our moral, intellectual and social con

dition.

There can be no other sane purpose of

employment for wages than for the money

there is in it. There was never known of a

body of men working for a street car com

pany for the sake of charity. No man ever

worked at the job merely for his health. We

never find them donating their service or

turning their wages over to any charity. The

people and stock holders don't expect it.

True, there are some who have what seems

to be an abundance, perhaps own their

homes and a little besides. Yet the job is

a financial proposition to them.

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished. Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

2d of che month, and should be written only

in one side of the paper .
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V

.

The Douglas Shoe no longer bears the mains for the organized and unorganized to

emblem of organized labor. Before the pres get together in the work. Where there's a

ent controversy with the Boot and Shoe will , there's a way.

Workers' Union , the Douglas Co. had taken

to operating cheap labor shops in different Devision No. 26 , Detroit, Mich . , by vote

sections of the country, frankly showing a taken at the recent election, instructed the

disposition to increase profit by dictating officers of that local to submit to the city

wages. council a request that propositions shall

be embraced in any future franchises or

An old -age pension proposition, present grants providing for an eight-hour day, 30

sented by the Pittsburg Railways company cents per hour, minimum wage, and an

to its employes , was recently voted down . arbitration clause . Renewal of franchise

The propositon provided for the creation of to the Detroit United Railway is pending.

a fund by joint contribution of the com

pany and employes from which an old age The decision in the arbitration case re

penison was to be dispensed . Beneficiaries , cently disposed of in Scranton , Pa. , in its

of course, were to be worn -out employes results is of some interest. A member of

who reached a certain age. It seems that Division No. 168 , had an altercation with a

the insecurity of tenure of position led non-member of the association , resulting in

the employes to look upon it with suffi a fistic encounter in which the member

cient doubt to dissuade them from support got the best of it . In short, he knocked the

ing it . non-unionist down for calling him ugly

names . The company discharged both men .

Isn't it as important to get as much as Division No. 168 interceded in behalf of

possible as a return for labor as it is to have the member and brought the case to arbi

employment at all ? Isn't the principle about tration . The brother was a motorman and

the same to work for less than can be ob the decision of the arbitration was that he

tained as it would be to donate the entire was to be placed at employment in the

service ? Then Isn't it a problem worthy of company's service at some other class of

the consideration of employed as to how to employment than that of car operator. As

get the most possible in wages as a return
a result of the decision the brother has been

for labor ? Don't the employing officials placed in the barn upon a job at 16 cents

and stock holders know that is the natural per hour. His_position as motorman paid

purpose of employes ? Isn't that the reason . him 22 cents . The decision is a most novel

there is opposition to the organization of compromise, yet it retains the brother in

employes ? Isn't organization the only men.
the service, and it is not unlikely that he

ace to low wages ? will soon be reinstated , voluntarily , to his

former employment.

Wouldn't you call a man rather week , in

fact , identify him by some stronger term It is very likely that a large number of

than " weak , " if he should tell you he works people do not understand the nature of

for a traction company because he requires the offense for which President Gompers

the guardianship of the officials and protec of the American Federation of Labor and

tion of the company ? Yet that is the real his associates have been declared guilty

situation of all unorganized workers . More of contempt by a Federal judge. It is a

than that . It is the situation of master and case in which they would be likely to

menial , despot and subject. It is far from inherit punishment from a court in the

equality. Isn't the wife the wife of a me interest of any body of wage-earners . The

nial; the child the child of a menial ; the Buck Stove & Range Company, of St.

mother the mother of a serf? Isn't the only
Louis , Mo. , of which Mr. Van Cleave ,

way out of it the way of making common
President of the Employers' Association , is

cause with your fellow men ? Then we President , is an old firm , and for years

readily see the importance of organization .
conducted its business on the ordinary plan

of most employing companies by dictating

wages and conditions to employes . No la

Under the industrial wage system there is
bor unions were recognized unless abso

no occasion to berate the management of
lutely necessary , and then only among cer

employing concerns for lack of employment , tain crafts . A branch of workmen were

low wages and exacting or unendurable eco
the metal polishers ; a part of those were

nomic conditions of employment . The man members of the Metal Polishers ' Union ,

agements of employing concerns are few in perhaps one-half of them . However, the

numbers when compared with the multitudes union did not control that department , and

of employes. Einploying concerns are in it is doubtful if the higher officials of the

business for profit. Their purpose cannot company knew there were any members

materialize without the labor employes sell . of the union employed . The foreman of

Employes have the power to control the sit the metal polishers ' department did know .

uation . They can't do it single handed . They During the height of prosperity , and when

can do it unitedly. Those who are organized men were scarce , the union metal polishers

are doing it . But the great work is to ex arranged with the foreman for a nine-hour

tend organization . There are two branches day , and the polishing department went

of employes who must work to extend or upon nine-hour day. Many of them

ganization — those who are organized and worked piecework and others by the day

those who are yet unorganized . It only re but there was no reduction in wages . For

а
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tain obedience to such an injunction would

subject wage-earners to the undisputed dic.

tation of employers and create a condition

of compulsory servitude equal to slavery.

The right of freedom of speech and press ,

guaranteed by the Federal Constitution , is

also abrogated . Upon receiving advice of

the decision this Association immediately

forwarded to President Gompers a telegram ,

as follows :

" Detroit, Mich . , Dec. 24 , 1908 .

" Mr. Samuel Gompers,

" 423 G St., N. W. ,

" Washington, D. C.

“ On the part of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street Railway Employes we

sincerely regret to hear of what we con

sider is an unjust and unAmerican sent.

ence pronounced upon you , Mitchell and

Morrison . In our opinion , you are clearly

the victims of a judge-made law which is

wholly unconstitutional. It should be car

ried to the highest court and contested to

the bitter end , and we pledge you the united

support of our Association to that end .

( Signed ) “ W. D. MAHON, President .

DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

several months the polishing department

worked under that arrangement, when later

the company posted notice to the effect

that the ten -hour day should be restored.

The metal polishers protested , but the

foreman was powerless , and the protest

was taken even to President Van Cleave,

who seemed very indignant that the nine

hour day had been enjoyed by them , ani

told them the foreman had no right or au

thority to make such an arrangement , and

that hereafter they must work the ten

hours . The members of the union , thirty

six in number, determined that they would

continue the nine-hour day , and when five

o'clock arrived , instead of continuing in

employment until six , upon a given signal

from a couple of the men , they laid down

their tools and walked out. On the fol

lowing morning the two men who had given

the signal were discharged and the others

ordered to continue the ten hours . An

other union man was designated , however ,

to give the signal for quitting, and the

union men walked out of the polishing de

partment again at five o'clock . On the

following morning the man who had acted

as signal man was discharged . The bal

ance of the members of the union imme.

diately demanded the reinstatement of the

three men and a restoration of the nine

hour day , which was absolutely refused ,

and the men laid down their tools and

walked out. The case was taken up with

the management and with Mr. Van Cleave ,

who ignored the appeals. The Metal Pol .

ishers finally appealed to President Gomp

ers , who endeavored to intercede for their

reinstatement and the establishment of the

nine-hour day . The American Federation

of Labor officials were given no considera

tion by the company , in fact , not even a

courteous hearing. The Metal Polishers

declared the firm unfair to labor and ap

pealed to the A. F. of L. to have it placed

upon the “ unfair " list in the Federationist ,

the official organ of the A. F. of L. Litera

ture was also sent out to various cities

where the Buck Stove & Range was upon

the market, and Central Labor Unions ap

pealed to dealers to have them discontinue

dealing in those stoves and ranges . These

appeals were complied with until the com

pany was seriously affected . Suit was then

brought against President Gompers, Secre

tary Morrison and Vice-President Mitchell

of the A. F. of L. in injunction proceed

ings . An injunction was issued restrain

ing President Gomrers and members of

organized labor from mentioning the fact

that the Buck Stove & Range was " unfair "

to the Metal Polishers and to labor, and

directed that the A. F. of L. discontinue

the publication of the firm's name upon

the “ unfair" list . In reports upon the offi

cial work of their organization , and in other

official work , it was alleged by the Buck

Stove & Range Company that President

Gompers , Secretary Morrison and Vice

President Mitchell had violated the injunc

tion . It was upon these charges that they

were brought before Judge Wright, con

victed and sentenced to prison. To main

International President W. D. Mahon re

turned to the office from his western and

southern trip on December 15th . During

the course of his visit west he visited and

addressed seven local divisions , attended

the American Federation of Labor conven

tion and visited several important points

to meet appointments in connection with

local organizing work . He reported a very

successful trip and left the locals and

movements in a progressive and healthful

condition . Upon his return to the office

the selection of an arbitration board to de

termine upon the wage adjustment in the

interest of the local divisions upon the Bos

ton and Northern and upon the Old Colony

Systems in eastern Massachusetts had been

consummated under the direction of the

local organiaztions , assisted by Board Mem

ber Fitzgerald and International Treasurer

Orr, and he was required to leave almost

immediately to personally take up the

preparation and presentation of evidence

before the board . He left the office on the

16th , reaching Boston on the 17th , when the

arbitration before the board proceeded . Be

ing unable to complete the case before the

holidays , an adjournment was taken and

the president returned to the office on the

24th . The accumulated work of the office

received his personal attention until he

was required to return to Boston at the

reconvening of the arbitrators . In com

piling and presenting the evidence in this

case he is being assisted by G. E. B. Member

Wm . B. Fitzgerald . The case is at present

writing in progress . The agreement under

which this arbitration is being conducted

is of a term of four years , having been

made in 1906 with a provision that the ques

tion of wage should be taken up at this

time , providing either party desired a re

vision . The agreement continues until Oc

tober, 1910 , and the wage fixed at this time
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Vice-President J. J. Thorpe has been

working upon the consolidation of Divisions

No. 105 , Beaver Valley , Pa. , No. 154 , Wash

ington , Pa . , and No. 85 , of Pittsburg, Pa.

He held meetings of the Beaver Valley and

Washington locals and reports that action

was taken by the membership of those

locals to affiliate with Division No. 85, of

Pittsburg. Vice-President Thorpe is at

present working upon the details of con

solidation,

will prevail until the expiration of the agree

ment . It affects ten local divisions of this

Association directly , and will very likely

have a bearing upon the wage to be arbi

trated for the Taunton , Brockton , Fall

River, Quincy and Hyde Park locals , located

upon the Old Colony System . The arbitra

tors before whom the case is being brought

are ex -President George A. Rose, formerly

of the Lynn Local, selected by the joint

committees of the locals interested ; Mr.

Robert Graham , president of the Bangor

Light & Power Co. , of Bangor, Me. , select

ed by the company, and Attorney H. W.

Hamlin , of Boston , who was chosen as third

arbitrator and chairman of the board . The

present wage is 20 cents per hour for first

year men to 25 cents per hour after attain

ing nine years of service . This wage was

fixed at the time the agreement was made

two years ago. The decision of the arbi

trators in fixing the wage scale in eastern

Massachusetts will very likely rest as rath

er of a standard and is of vast interest to

the Association in the east.

Chairman C. 0. Pratt , after advising with

the officers and members of Division No.

85 , Pittsburg, Pa . , went to Youngstown,

Ohio , to look after appeals growing out of

contentions within Division No. 272. Ques

tions had arisen as to the rights of mem

bers who were not in the service of the

company . From Youngstown Chairman

Pratt was returned to Philadelphia , where

Division No. 477 had submitted an agree

ment to the employing company . The board

of directors of the Philadelphia Rapid Tran

sit Company passed unfavorably upon the

agreement. Chairman Pratt is at present

in that city. Associated with Vice-Presi .

dent Shea he made a visit to Harrisburg,

Pa . , to look after the introduction of a

vestibule bill before the Pennsylvania state

legislature.

Upon leaving Boston , where arbitration

preparations had been effected , Internation

al Treasurer Rezin Orr was dispatched to

North Adams, Division No. 460 , to respond

to an appeal from that local . A contention

had grown through some misunderstanding

of operating orders from which four mem

bers were discharged. By the time Treas

urer Orr reached North Adams the local

officers , the men affected and the company

had amicably adjusted the differences.

Treasurer Orr met with and addressed the

local and installed the newly elected offi

cers . He reports the local to be in good

condition .

G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow con

tinues in assistance of Division No. 215 rel .

ative to the arbitration case reported in

last month's issue . Late reports show

that the arbitration board has not yet been

completed .

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius re

ports that the San Francisco company is

using every effort to forestall the recon

struction of Division No. 205. However, he

reports progress .

a

G. E. B. Member Wm . B. Fitzgerald is

assisting the International President in the

arbitration of the Boston & Notrhern wage

scale .

1

Vice-President A. L. Behner, aside from

assisting in the adjustment of affairs in

Division No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio , was di

rected to take charge of a court case in

which the Association was sued upon

death claim . Suit was brought by the wife

of late Bro. O. L. Burris , of Division No.

380 . This claim was passed upon and re

jected by the Executive Board at the last

meeting of that body. The evidence showed

that at the time Bro . Burris became a mem

ber of Division 380 he was fatally afflicted

with tuberculosis . He worked but very

little on the cars after attaining his posi

tion with the company , but during his sick

ness continued his membership in the local

until he died , a little more than a year in

membership . The Constitution of the Asso

ciation eliminates the Association from

liability upon death claims in such cases .

In fact , it denies the International Presi

dent of authority to pay the same. Upon

the claim being rejected by the G. E. B.

suit was brought before Justice Buell in

Lorain , Ohio. The trial was held Decem

ber 28th . Report of the decision of the

court has not as yet been received .

G. E. B. Member Ben Commons, who had

charge of the strike at Rome , Ga . , reports

that the strike has been abandoned by the

membership of Division No. 204 under con.

ditions which records it among " lost strikes

of the year 1908." Division No. 204 em

braced thirty employes , who , previous to

the operation of the road by the present

management , for years enjoyed a strictly

union road agreement . The present com

pany refused to renew the agreeemnt and

ordered the employes to resign from the

Association . Twenty-six of the members

refused to do this and the company locked

them out by suspending operation of the

cars. When the cars were again put in

operation , they were operated by imported

men and , as a result, those who retained

their membership in the local found them

selves out of employment . The contention

continued from November 8th until Decem

ber 24th , when the locked out members con

cluded to give up the contest and seek em

Vice-President P. J. Shea is at present

associated with Chairman C. 0. Pratt in

assisting Division No. 477 , Philadelphia , Pa .
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ployment elsewhere . However, the com

pany offered an increase in wage as an in

ducement for men desired for re-employ .

ment to return to work in the shape of an

increased wage of 14 , 15 , 16 and 17 cents

per hour, accepting the seniority service of

former employment on part of any of the

locked out men who would abandon the

local and return to employment. It is re

ported that among those who accepted this

proposition from the company was the pres

ident of the local.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay , after assist

ing Division No. 515, Galesburg, Ill . , in se

curing a working agreement with the em

ploying company , was dispatched to Peoria ,

Ill . , to the assistance of Division No. 416 .

With the Peoria local a provision of the

agreement relates to extra pay for overtime .

A contention arose over the application of

this provision of the agreement . It is re

ported that the company has yielded to the

contention of the local and will pay the

back pay due to members for overtime.

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald is at

present assisting the local officers of Divi

sion No. 459 , Bridegport , Conn. , in the ex

tension of membership . He reports prog

ress.

GLEANINGS FROM OFFICIAL REPORT

OF THE A. F. OF L. AT TWENTY.

EIGHTH ANNUAL CONVENTION .

From President Gompers' Report on Legis

lation and Political Action.

A law that shall safeguard not only Amer.

ican workers , but American civilization

from all Asiatic immigration.

A law creating a Department of Labor in

dependent of any other department of the

Government, with a secretary at its head

who shall have a seat in the President's

Cabinet, on an equality with the secretaries

of all other departments, and who, in the

President's councils, may have the oppor

tunity to advise a rightful course and to say

the right word at the right time for the men

and women of labor of the country, the men

and women who are performing so great a

service to society.

A law that shall accord to the seamen

employed on privately owned vessels the

rights conceded to all other workmen, when

their vessels are in safe harbor.

Laws promotive of the protection and ad

vancement of material interests of the work.

ers, in such instances only where the object

sought could not be secured through the in

itiative and the activities of the workers

themselves.

Each and all of these laws have been de

nied at the hands of Congress.

Abuse and perversion of the injunction

writ have grown to alarming proportions .

Recent injunctions forbid the exercise of

free speech , free press , freedom of assem

bly, and the right of petition . Indeed, the

abuse of the injunction writ has revolution

ized our Anglo -Saxon judicial system and

sense of justice. •

Under the present abuse of the injunction

there is no longer a necessity for anyone to

be charged with crime and proven guilty in

order to be punished . The presumption of

innocence of the accused is no longer a tru

ism . By the injunction process as now is

sued against men of labor engaged in a dis

pute with employers, the accused must

prove his innocence and must " show cause "

why he should not be fined and imprisoned .

That cherished institution , trial by jury, the

safeguard of the people against tyranny, has

been dispensed with by the perversion of

the injunction writ , and instead of this safe

guard of human liberty, a single judge, sit

ting in a court of equity, may disregard all

accepted rules of procedure and of evidence

and substitute his own opinion of what may

appear to him to be just and right.

To meet and overcome this great funda

mental wrong, repugnant to our Constitution

and to the history and the traditions of our

republic and our civilization, the Pearre

Bill ( H. R. 94 ) was presented to Congress

for enactment. At every meeting of work

men in the entire country at any time when

the subject of the abuse of the injunction

writ was discussed they have been united in

protest and denunciation against the abuse

of injunction and have demanded legal en

actment that would restore them to equal

ity before the law with all other citizens of

our common country .

Never has there been one voice raised or

one vote cast by any man in the labor or

ganizations of our country in dissent from

(Continued From Last Number. )

For years the toilers have asked legisla.

on of Congress and the state legislatures ,

which these law -making. bodies can grant,

and which can be obtained in no other way .

The workers have not sought to secure by

legislation, or at the hands of government,

what they could accomplish by their own ini.

tiative and activities.

We have presented legislative measures

justified by the development of industrial

needs and the conditions of our people,

founded upon the essentials of justice and

equality before the law, which have for their

object the restoration and perpetuation of

individual liberty and human freedom .

We have asked Congress for the following

legislation :

Amendment of the Eight-Hour Law, so as

to extend its provisions to all government

employes and to the employes of contrac

tors and sub-contractors doing work for or

in behalf of the government.

A law to regulate the labor of convicts,

that the states may protect their free citi

zens from the unfair competition of the pro

ducts of convict labor.

General employers' liability law.

A law to protect American workmen from

the wholesale and unrestricted immigration

of foreign workmen who are brought to our

country to lower the American standard of

life.
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or in opposition to this position and this de

mand. The most careful search through the

archives and records of the labor movement

discloses a unanimity of opinion among lib

erty - loving citizens upon this grave ques

tion, and particularly among the workers,

unparalleled by the feeling on any other

question which ever has engaged their at

tention.

The opposition is well defined , and comes

from that source which would arrogate to

itself the power which wealth possesses in

order that tyranny may be wielded over the

men of labor and over masses of our people.

It was because the injunction took new

form in the writ issued by the Supreme

Court of the District of Columbia last De

cember, denying to the officers and to the

rank and file of the American labor move

ment the right of free speech and free press,

and because of the decision of the Supreme

Court declaring the voluntary organizations

of labor, trusts, corporations, monopolies,

conspiracies and combinations in illegal re

straint of trade, with all the penalties in.

volved, that the Executive Council directed

me to call the responsible officers of the in

ternational unions of America in a great

conference which was held at Washington ,

D. C. , March 18.

That conference was held simultaneously

with a meeting of the Executive Council,

and aimed to accomplish the following pur

pose : First, to impress upon Congress the

necessity of enacting a law restoring to the

workers the rights of which they were shorn

by the Supreme Court's decision in the Hat

ters' case ; and, second, a law to correct the

injunction abuse ; or, upon the failure of

Congress to grant the essential relief de

manded, to appeal to the two great political

parties and urge them to pledge themselves

to the enactment of these necessary laws .

The Washington conference in March was

practically in the nature of a special con

vention of the American Federation of La

bor, with the addition that the representa

tives of some of the railway brotherhoods

and of the farmers' organizations partici

pated. The conference formulated and pre

sented a protest to Congress, and prepared

an address to the workers of our country,

calling upon them to hold meetings upon the

18th and 19th of April , there to pass reso

lutions declaratory of their insistence that

Congress should enact these laws or declar

ing for such alternative action to which I

shall make reference later in this report.

Congress adjourned, the majority party in

Congress boastfully declaring its indiffer

ence to Labor's appeal and demand for jus

tried to press home upon Congress the ne

cessity for the enactment of laws in the

furtherance of the interests and for the pro

tection of the rights and liberties of our fel.

low workers and fellow citizens.

When Congress adjourned, after SO

shamelessly refusing to accord the workers

the relief and the rights upon which they

had set their hearts and hopes, the feeling

became still more tense among the great

rank and file of labor. The Executive Coun .

cil then decided to appeal from the action

of Congress to the representatives of the

two great political parties in convention as

sembled.

We presented identical demands to the

Republican and the Democratic party con.

ventions. In the one instance , that of the

Republican convention , the declarations

adopted were for the enactment of a law

that would legalize the worst abuse and

perversion of the injunction writ, this in

direct opposition to what we had asked.

The Democratic party, in convention at

Denver, adopted Labor's demands and in

corporated them in its party platform .

In view of the specific declarations of the

men of labor throughout our country for

many years , the repeated declarations and

instructions of the American Federation of

Labor at many of its conventions, some of

which I have quoted , it devolves upon you ,

the duly constituted representatives of the

men of labor of our country , you who come

here and who have been in immediate and

constant touch with the toilers of America,

it is for you to say whether the course pur

sued, to stand faithfully by our friends and

elect them, oppose our enemies and defeat

them , whether they be candidates for Presi.

dent, for Congress, or other office, is justi

fied, and meets with your approval , or your

condemnation.

The American Labor movement is not par.

tisan to a political party ; it is partisan to

a principle of equal rights and human free

dom.

When this report is being written, Octo

ber 30, the immediate results of the election

of November 3 are , of course, unknown, but

the one fact stands out clear, and can never

hereafter be disputed ; that is , that the

Presidential and Congressional election of

1908 has been contested upon the fundamen

tal principles for which labor and the lib

erty loving citizens contend ; that is , equal.

ity before the law, human freedom .

The vague notion's regarding Labor's de

mands have been dissipated and replaced

by sound knowledge as to the historic and

logical principles upon which they are based

-indeed, the very denunciation of Labor

demands by interested candidates and by

the hostile press, has accelerated as well as

concentrated public attention upon

movement.

The voice of Labor has been heard. It

can no longer be dismissed with a con

temptuous shrug of the shoulder.

The movement of Labor through the ages

has been a struggle for justice. It is

founded upon truth , and truth is eternal.

Our cause needs but to be understood to

tice .

our

By common consent of all labor and by

direction of our organized labor movement,

the officers of our Federation, “are directed

to watch legislative measures directly af

fecting the interests of working people, and

to initiate , whenever necessary, such legis

lative action as the Convention may direct. ”

(Art. 9, Sec . 1 , Constitution A. F. of L. )

Through the members of the Executive

Council and the Legislative Committee of

the Federttion, no effort has been left un
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win and hold the sympathetic, patriotic sup

port of right-principled men .

The labor union movement as understood

and expressed by the American Federation

of Labor is the historic struggle of the

toilers ; it has brought light and hope into

the factory, the workshop, into the lives and

homes of our workers ; it has borne the

brunt of battle and bears the honorable

scars of past battles . It embodies Labor's

hopes and aspirations for a brighter and

better day, not only for the future, but for

today, tomorrow , and tomorrow's tomorrow,

each a better day than the one which has

gone before

Initiative and Referendum

The Initiative and Referendum movement

continues to progress Last September the

people of Maine, by a vote of more than

two to one, adopted a constitutional amend

ment for the initiative and referendum

In Missouri, on November 3d, the people

will vote upon similar constitutional

amendment, but at the time this report is

being written the election has not taken

place, and consequently the result can not

now be given

In Arkansas the party in power has prom

ised to submit a constitutional amendment

to the initiative and referendum

In the states of Ohio and Washington ,

and in other commonwealths , there are non

partisan campaigns going on for the initia

tive and referendum, with the outlook good

for success

In the present National House of Repre

sentatives 114 members are pledged to en

act a law for the establishment of the ad

visory initiative and advisory referendum

for national quesions

The method whereby these results were

achieved was the questioning of candidates

The only exceptions are where the question

is comparatively new, as was the case in the

1906 national campaign In the state of

Maine the legislature unanimously sub

mitted the constitutional amendment Not

one of its members cared to record himself

as opposed to submitting to the people the

question of whether they desired the in

crease of power

In these campaigns the leading factor has

been the American Federation of Labor In

the national campaign it endorsed the ques

tions to the candidates for Congress , while

in the state campaigns the state branches

led in the movement In many of the states

the organized farmers are cooperating with

us They are as vitally interested as we in

the establishment of the right of the people

to govern themselves

In Montana the initiative has been used

by the state branch of the Ameriean Feder

ation of Labor to propose the direct election

of senators, a law to regulate injunctions

and an employers' liability act

Panama Canal Labor Conditions

Advices reach me that general labor con

ditions in Panama, that is , in the digging

and construction of the Isthmian Canal ,

have somewhat improved As directed by

you , I have continued the investigation , and

through other members of the Executive

Council , as well as myself, received regular

communications from the workers there.

Several communications have reached me

recently in which correspondents request

that their names be not made public, but

which for verification will be submitted to

a committee , stating that the practice now

is to lay off or discharge American work

men , and particularly union men, and to

employ unskilled foreign workmen in their

stead. Surely in this great enterprise Amer

ican workmen should have the preference

wherever possible , and we have a right to

expect that membership in a union should

at least not work to their detriment.

I am also advised that the Federal Eight

Hour Law is now a dead letter, and that this

applies equally to American workmen em

ployed there as it does to aliens. That this

would be the result we all foresaw when

the Eight-Hour Law was amended so that

its provisions no longer applied to alien

workmen in the Panama Canal Zone.

It is suggested that this matter be

brought to the attention of the federal

authorities , and that a thorough investiga

tion of this entire subject be made, not only

from official sources of our government, but

by a representative , a trustworthy man hav

ing the confidence and respect of the men

of labor.

Organizers.

The organizers of the American Federa

tion of Labor, both salaried and volunteer,

have continued to render splendid service

to the cause of labor during the past year.

Our international union officers attest gladly

the assistance rendered by our organizers,

not only in organizing new unions, but in

creasing the membership of existing locals .

By the timely visit of organizers to unions ,

by their advice and encouragement, much

good has been accomplished . Experience

has given them the opportunity of acquir

ing information , which has in turn been im

parted to our fellow-workers . These, to

gether with their willingness to be of ser

vice at all times, have materially aided in

the progress of our cause.

Labor Press.

The official journals of our international

unions and the Labor Press , as a rule, have

continued to render the cause of Labor in

valuable service. In spite of the precarious

financial conditions of many of the latter,

and the temptations to yield in their loyalty

to the cause of labor and justice, they have

intelligently and heroically thrown the

weight of their influence and power with

the toilers.

Early in the summer the editors of inter

national union journals met in Chicago and

by a practically unanimous vote determined

that because of the critical situation in

which the toilers found themselves, they

would support , by every effort in their

power, the plan of campaign for the re-es

tablishment of Labor's rights , as outlined

by our American Labor movement.

The editors of these journals, the editors

of the Labor Press generally , have per

formed magnificent service to our cause

during trying times , and I am confident that
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1902 ...

in the near future greater tangible good re

sults will follow to the cause of which we

have the honor to be a part.

No language of mine can express too

strongly my own personal appreciation of

their co -operation and excellent work, and I

sincerely hope that the men of labor will

attest their application of the Labor Press

of America by greater financial and moral

support than has been given heretofore .

The above is by no means the report of

the President in entirety , but in the extracts

given a generous hint exists as to the past

year's labors as viewed by him,

As Shown by the Secretary's Report.

The report of Secretary Frank Morrison

to the A. F. of L. Convention embraces a

complete and itemized statement of the re

ceipts and expenditures of the A. F. of L.

during the year from October 1st, 1907, to

September 30th, 1908. It also bears state.

ments respectively from the various affili

ated organizations, upon the membership ,

strikes, death and disability, sick and out

of work funds disbursed, the increase and

decrease in membership in each organiza

tion, and very complete statistics from

which may be observed the effect of various

forces that have had to do with the indus

trial question during the past year.

The financial statement shows a balance

on hand at the end of the fiscal year of

$ 138,627.87. As Secretary Morrison may be

quoted, “ It is the high water mark of the

Treasury in the history of the American

Federation of Labor.” The receipts for the

year were $207,655.23.

During the year there were 234 charters

of affiliation issued directly by the A. F. of

L. Of these, two were Department Charters

establishing the Department of the Building

Trades and the Metal Trades . Four were,

State F. of L. Charters, seventy -three Cen.

tral Labor Unions, fifty -five Federal Labor

Unions , and one hundred Local Trade

Unions. It must be understood, however,

that the A. F. of L, organizes Federal Labor

and Local Trade Unions and maintains

them until they can be placed in National

or International Unions, and many of them,

for that reason , are not permanent in that

form of organization but are handed over

to other organizations, though they still

remain affiliated through the National or

International of which they may become

a part.

The actual increase in paid up member

ship during the year is 47,915 . The com

parative table given by the Secretary and

his comment upon the increase follows :

Paid Up Membership .

“ Notwithstanding trade disputes and the

determined effort made by antagonistic as

sociations to prevent the organization of

workers, the average paid up membership

of the American Federation of Labor has

increased 47,915, and I believe with the en

actment of remedial legislation and the ef

forts which the Federation will be able to

put forth during the coming year, that a

still more pronounced increase will be

shown at its close.

" The following is the average paid up

membership for the past twelve years :

“ 1897 ... 264,825

1898 . 278,016

1899 . 349,422

1900 . 548,321

1901 . 787,537

1,024,399

1903 . 1,465,800

1904 . 1,676,200

1905 . 1,494,300

1906 . 1,454,200

1907 . 1,538,970

1908 .... 1,586,885 "

It will be noted in the above table that

the highest membership attained to theA.

F. of L. is shown in the report for 1904. The

depression of that year had its effect upon

the movement and a decline for the follow

ing year is noted. The present membership

is the highest ever attained except that re

corded for 1904 . The membership shown

by the report at the end of the present year

may naturally be accepted as a more solidi

fied membership than that which was re

ported for 1904 , immediately after a period

of unprecedented prosperity during which

the organization saw its most rapid prog

ress in the acquisition of membership.

However, all organizations are not em

braced in the noted increase during the past

year. Of 99 National and International

Unions , 21 are reported as having actually

lost membership . A number of the others

have made no material gain but have suc

ceeded in holding their own. Eighteen Na

tional and International Unions out of 99

report having made material gain in mem

bership. Sixty large National and Interna

tional organizations report but slight in.

crease in membership. Among these 60

are many of the stronger organizations , the

membership of which is engaged in occupa

tions where mutual concessions on part of

the members seems to have maintained an

equality of employment. Among the 21 LO

cals losing members are those the mem

bership of which have been most sorely af

fected by loss of employment on account of

the depression which has enforced a short

age in demand for their labor. Among these

are such as the Tailors, Lithographers,

Longshoremen , Bookbinders, Boilermakers,

Bakers, etc.

The increase in membership has come

more from extending organization to the

unemployed, rather than from increased

employment in organized industries. In

times of prosperity increases to labor or

ganizations are extensively marked by the

increased number of employes as respective

industries develop to meet the demands.

Among the National and International

Unions there were issued during the year

2,253 Charters of Affiliation . There were

surrendered during the same period by dis

bandment , consolidation and otherwise, 1,438

Charters . This shows a net gain of 815

Chartered Locals . This increase in Char

tered Locals, extending organization to the

unorganized , indicates much of the increase

in membership that has come to the parent
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body. It may also be assumed that were it something to be ever remembered with the

not for the addition of these 815 Local Or keenest of appreciation , and, under its stim

ganizations throughout the country a reduc ulating influence, I desire at this particular

tion in membership would have actually time to extend to the delegates here as

marked the course of the movement, as, no sembled, to the officers and members of

doubt, new organizations represent a great affiliated unions, and the organizers of the

er membership than the actual increase Federation , my sincerest appreciation of

noted. It further marks the force of organi. their services and assistance during the past

zation now at the command of the American year, and more particularly for their prompt

Labor Movement and shows that in the face response to the requests made to them for

of the most bitter opposition, asserted in a information to enable me to carry on the

most favorable period for obstructing the work of the office in a satisfactory manner.

labor movement, that organized labor is I desire to thank my colleagues of the Ex

sufficiently equipped to maintain a progres ecutive Council for their earnest and val

sion that defies all elements, uable assistance which has enabled me to

Twenty -two National and International more readily meet the increasing duties de.

Organizations report a general increase in volving upon the Secretary of the Federa

wage to the membership. With some there tion ."

are reported slight decreases. However, The report shows that members of or

decrease in wage has been resisted to the ganized labor have suffered much less loss

fullest force of the organizations, as indi of employment during the depression than

cated by the report on strikes. During the have unorganized workers of the country .

course of the year there were 861 strikes. It is estimated that there are twelve mill

They are nearly all embraced in two classes, ions of wage earners in this country eligi

those compelled by opposition to organiza ble to membership in trade and labor unions.

tion and those enforced to resist wage re Three millions is the conservative estimate

ductions. Of the 575 strikes reported upon of unionists . This would give nine mill

as won or compromised , 60 per cent of them ions of unorganized. At one time during

are given as effectual resistance of wage re the year six millions were idle. We are told

ductions. The others were conducted to by statistic gatherers that there are now

establish organization among employes and four millions out of employment. Were the

were either won or compromised in the mat idle distributed equally among the organized

ter of the conditions of settlement by which and unorganized, one million members of

the organizations were established . One labor organizations would be out of employ

hundred and five strikes were lost and 62 ment at present. When idleness was great

are reported pending. est there would have been one and a hali

Benefits paid by the organizations affil million unionists among the six million idle .

iated with the American Federation of La Sixty per cent of all organized workers are

bor are given as : in the A. F. of L. Among the then idle

Death benefits ..... $1,257,244.29 would have been 900,000 A. F. of L. mem

Sick benefits.. 593,541.34 bers. Now, there would be 600,000. As a

Traveling benefits ... 51,093.86 matter of fact, wage workers do not long

Tool insurance benefits . 5,871.63 remain idle before they cease paying dues

Unemployed benefits .. 205,254.31 into the union. It is up to organized labor

Death benefits upon members' to keep her members employed or her ros

wives 31,300.00 ter of paying members will be depleted . Had

Sixty -one National and International there been lack of employment for any

Unions paid death benefits. · length of time to 600,000 members of the

Four National and International Unions A. F. of L., more than 80 per cent of them

paid benefits upon the death of members ' would have dropped from the roll and the

wives . organization would have sustained a loss of

Twenty -one National and International 80 per cent of from 600,000 to 900,000 mem

Unions paid direct sick benefits. bers, or a loss ranging from 480,000 to 720,

Four National and International Unions 000, and instead of showing a paid up mem

paid tool insurance. bership of 1,586,885, the roll would embrace

Eleven National and International Unions less than 1,200,000.

paid “ out of work " benefits. As a matter of fact, calculations show

There were $2,248,041.07 paid in strike that the members of trade and labor unions

benefits by 56 different National and Inter have managed to keep sufficiently well em

national Unions. ployed, during the depression, to maintain

There have been paid out for services and their organizations in the fullness of

expenses to Organizers for organizing work strength . Idleness has been forced most

by the A. F. of L., $ 59,820.81. severely only upon the 21 organizations that

In closing his report Secretary Morrison show it by loss of membership, while the

concludes as follows : membership of 78 organizations show no

“ With the termination of this year I have impairment. There can be only one deduc

served as Secretary of the American Feder tion. Membership in a trade or labor or

ation of Labor for twelve years. During ganization is the best assurance of con

that time I have had the gratification of tinued employment. Instead of suffering

watching the American Federation of Labor loss of employment in proportion with the

add 1,322,060 members to its grand total. unorganized , among the ranks of the idle

To be an officer of an organization during can be counted less than 20 per cent of that

the period of such great success is in itself proportion of unionists. It is very likely
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that the same ratio may be applied to the

railroad and other organizations outside of

the A. F. of L. Then, of an army of four

millions of idle wage workers, not to ex

ceed 200,000, or 5 per cent, are members of

organized labor. This means that were lun

unorganized equally weil employed, the pur

chase power of wage earners would inspire

such a spirit of production that there would

be none out of employment but the volun

tary idle.

friend, a loving husband and father ; there
fore be it

Resolved, That our charter be draped for a

period of thirty ( 30 ) days , that we extend to

the sorrowing wife and children who have

suffered the loss of a loving husband, a kind ,

all - sacrificing father , our deepest sympathy

in their sad bereavement; and be it further

Resolved, That these resolutions be entered

upon our minutes, a copy be sent to the be

reaved family , and that they be printed in

our official journal , The Motorman and Con

ductor.

W. H. HELMBRECHT, Pres. ,

S. D. CROFT, Fin . Sec.,

0. L. LATTIMER,

Committee.

Dec. 27.

IN MEMORIAM.

By Division 163 , Meriden , Conn.

Whereas, Almighty God, in His infinite

wisdom , has deemed it wise to enter our

midst and take from our association our be

loved brother, Fred Gagnon .

Whereas, We deplore the loss of a member

who has always been honest and faithful in

the discharge of his duties , courteous, kind

and good at home and abroad.

Whereas, We bow in humble submission to

the will of our Heavenly Father who, for

reasons unknown to us , permitted death to
take from us one SO much needed by his

family and our association ; therefore be it

Resolved, That our charter be draped for

a period of thirty days, that we extend to

the sorrowing wife and children who have

suffered the loss of a loving husband and a

kind, sacrificing father, our deepest sym

pathy in their sad bereavement; and be it
further

Resolved, that these resolutions appear

upon the minutes of this meeting, that they
be published in our official journal , The

Motorman and Conductor, and a copy be sent

to the bereaved family.

Signed PERCIVAL A. SAWTELLE,
President.

CHAS. M. LANE ,

First Vice - President.

JOHN J. O'BRIEN , Fin . Sec'y .

FRED C. PENFIELD, Treasurer.

Executive Board—SAM ALLEN,

ALFRED G. TUTTLE ,

JOHN WOOD,

M. J. GUFFIN ,

D. DEULTY,

Jan. 1 . Committee.

By Div. No. 388 , Newburgh , N. Y.

Whereas, Almighty God has deemed it

wise to again enter into our midst and take

from our fraternal family our beloved broth

er, John J. Grady, causing us to deplore the

loss of a member wo has always been hon

est, courteous, kind and good to employer,

ever polite and patient in the discharge or

his duty, never forgetting to be kind at

homeand abroad - a good , just, upright citi

zen. Therefore, be it

Resolved , That we bow in humble sub

mission to the Divine, Who, for some un

known reason , permitted death, the home

and family destroyer, to strike down one so

much needed and appreciated by this Union ,

his family and the public.

Resolved, That these resolutions be pub

lished in the daily city papers, a copy sent

to the family of deceased and recorded on

the minutes of our Union.

Committee on resolutions,

WILLIAM C. DEWITT, Pres.,

ROBERT MONTGOMERY, Sec. ,

CORNELIUS MACK , Treas.

Dec. 26.

By Div. No. 448 , Springfield , Mass .

Whereas, There has been removed from

our midst a true brother and friend in the

taking away of the late J. F. Mahoney ,

secretary of the Central Labor Union ; and

Whereas, The intimate relations, high re

gard and appreciation of the work of the

deceased fellow worker renders it proper we

should place on record our appreciation of

his work ; therefore be it

Resolved, That we express our recogni

tion that in thedeath of J. F. Mahoneythe
cause of labor loses one whose work exem

plified the true man with heart and soul in

his labors for the uplift of his fellow work

ingmen ; one whose life was self - sacrificing

to a cause he believed to be right ; therefore

be it

Resolved, that this Division tenders it's

heartfelt sympathy to the widow and family
of the deceased, who have suffered such loss

of a true husband, and kind and loving
father as only those who have suffered like

loss can appreciate.

Resolved , that these resolutions de en

tered upon the records of this Division, and

that a copy of them be sent to the family

of the deceased .

P. J. O'BRIEN,

A. E. WILSON ,

Committee on Resolutions.

Dec. 8, 1908.

By Division No. 176 , Sharon , Pa.

Whereas, Almighty God, in His infinite

wisdom , has deemed it wise to enter

midst and take from our association

beloved brother, Dans Fergerson , who was

always a sincere and active member to Div.

No. 176, and a truly steadfast and ardent

friend to his association .

Whereas, We realize that by the death of

Brother Fergerson we have sustained an

irreparable loss, he having always taken an

intense interest in the welfare of the division

since its inception. Always ready and will

Ing to defend the rights of a brother mem

ber and equally fair in his dealings with the
officers of the company , a true, staunch

By Division No. 448, Springfield , Masa .

Whereas, It has pleased the will of the

Most High to remove from our midst our

brother, the late John T. Hamlin , and

Whereas , The intimate relations , brotherly

love and esteem long held by our deceased

brother with the members of this division

render fitting that we should place on record

our appreciation of him as a brother and his

merits as a man ; that, while we bow with
humble submission to the Ruler of the Uni

verse , we do not the less mourn for our

brother who has been called from his labors
to rest ; and

Whereas In the death of Bro. John T.
Hamlin the Division loses a member who

was zealous in his work and had the welfare

of the Division at heart, an honest, upright

man, whose virtues endeared him not only to

the brethren of this organization , but to all

his fellow citizens ; who, in long suffering,

patiently suffering in the face of, adversity ,

leaves to us a lesson . Therefore be it

Resolved. That this Division tenders its

heartfelt sympathy to the family and rel.
atives of our deceased brother in this , their

sad hour of affliction .

Resolved, That these resolutions be spreaa

upon the records of Division 448 ; be pub

lished in The Motorman and Conductor , and

a copy of them be sent to the family of the

deceased, our charter to be draped for 30

days.

P. J. O'BRIEN.

M. J. HENNESSY,

A. E. WILSON,

Committee on Resolutions.

Dec. 8-08

our

our
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

HOW I CAUGHT MY COLD.

( By Frank Vert . )

I dreamed I was a single man ,

One bitter frosty night ;

I dreamed my girl had left the town

And promised me she'd write.

I dreamed the postman came along

And mad me very mad

When he proceeded to explain

No mail for me he had.

I was so sure he had a line

Concealed about, somewhere,

Said I , “My lady said she'd write ;

There must be something there. "

I thought the scamp had recognized

Her envelope of blue,

And prized it as a missive rare,

The way I used to do.

" And so , " says I , " you must produce

Those lines , without delay,

Or I shall teach you not to steal ,

And hide my mail away."

He begged me not to treat him rough,

That he be left alone.

He offered me his sack of mail,

But that would not atone .

I boxed his ears, I shook him well ;

Quite sternly did I say :

" You little scamp, you must give up

That mail you stole away."

He fumbled through his overcoat,

Through pockets old and worn ;

He brought her cherished letter out,

All crumpled up, and torn ;

And just as I began to read,

My wife began to scold.

The bed quilts lay upon the floor,

And I had cought this cold.

CONDUCTOR LOUIS BIXBY AND MOTOR

MAN ARTHUR ULRICH ,

Sherman Line, Detroit , Mich .

OPPOSE PENSION SCHEME.

Pittsburg , Pa.—Division No. 85 is still

reaching out and extending her territory .

Business Agent J , J. Thorpe and Secretary P.

J. McGrath recently paid a visit to Beaver

Valley where a meeting of Division No. 105

was held . The matter of consolidating with

Division No. 85 was taken up . After a full

discussion of the relations of the two locals ,

it was concluded to consolidate under the

charter of Division No. 85 . The Pittsburg

Railways have some time since acquired the

Beaver Valley system and we are now all

working for the same company and prac

tically under the same management.

Division No. 154, Washington, Pa. , will hold

a special meeting tomorrow night, at which

the officers of Division No. 85 will be present .

The purpose will be to discuss the advis

ability of following the example of Division

No. 105 to unite with the Pittsburg local . Our

company now owns and operate the lines be

tween Pittsburg and Washington, Pa., and

in the city of Washington , so a consolidation

appears advisable.

The Pittsburg Railways Company recently

suggested an old age pension scheme to the

employes. The proposition is to take $1.00

per month from the wages of each man

with which to create a pension fund. ANI

newly employed men in the future would be

required to make application to the pension

fund when employed and thus become con

tributors. Qualification for a pension would

require twenty years' service, and of course

a legitimate disability as one would not wish

to retire as long as he was able to

considerably more money even though he

had been twenty years in the service. The

fund should be accumulated for five years

from the time it is to go into effect. In

other words, none was to receive a pension

until five years from the time of starting the
fund.

Now , I think it allright to here discuss just

what this proposition means to Pittsburg

earn
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enough , as the case may be, to some time

realize something from it, but the many who
do not, in fact , the multitude, who never have

a cent returned to them feel that there are

other ways by which funds can be created
from which returns are more assured . For

instance, an old age pension proposition in

augurated by a labor organization is far more
encouraging. Members can retain their

membership, even though they are forced
from the craft work and engaged in uulit

pursuits. As long as they pay their dues,

they maintain themselves as beneficiary mem

bers and when the time limit is reached , re

gardless of what their employment has been ,
they can then get their return from the

money they have invested . They are not

crowded out by loss of employment. For

instance, a man can retain his membership in

the Amalgamated Association whether he

remains street car man , or, at a later

period, enters service in a dry goods store ,

all he has to do is to pay his dues . He is

then entitled to any benefits that accrue from

the funds and provisions of the association.

In the case of this company pension proposi

tion , when the employe severs his service

with the company, he loses his relation to the

fund created , as a beneficiary . Personally, I

am opposed to such schemes. I believe that

opposition to such schemes appeals to the

good sense of all wage earners, at least those

who have good sense. It is a game

" Heads I win , tails you lose. ”

Jan. 5th. J. J.

a

are

see

or

FOUND MANAGEMENT FAIR .

street railway men . While my experience

has been more closely with the men on the
cars, I have some knowledge, too. of the

effect this pension scheme would have upon
employes in other departments. While 1

have not made an investigation extensively

enough to know exactly the average term of

employment of street car men , I think I am

well within the line when I say that not 30

out of 100 of the present emlpoyes upon the

cars have been with the company five years ;

but to give the pension scheme the best of
it , let us allow that 40 of each 100 have been

here five years. Allowing this liberal propor

tion to prevail after another five years and

it would show that only 16 out of each 100

men who were here five years ago will be
here five years hence. In other words , not

more than 16 out of each 100 who are at

present in the employ of the company have
been here more than ten years. I think this
is an excessive percentage. Now, let any

man on any of the lines who has been here

ten years count the number of men who are
older in the service than he is who

motormen and conductors and upon his re

spective line he can figure it out to
whether my estimate is correct or not . I

am sure it would not average 16 to 100. If

we double this time and make it twenty

years , how many out of 100 working today

can be sure of being here to participate in

the old age pension twenty years from today ?

Now, let us see how much these twenty

year men will have paid in at $ 12.00 per year

for twenty years. He will have paid in

$ 240.00 plus compound interest from year to

year upon amount deposited. If sufficiently

decrepit from age, or inability to work , he

then has the assurance of a pension for the

remainder of his life. Just what allotment

of years he would have before him after be

ginning to receive a pension, I would not

estimate.

But let us see further who has contributed

to pay this pension . It is the men who have

worked for the company during the twenty

years whose money has built up the pension
fund . A vast percentage of these men no

doubt would be somewhere else plugging

away with the knowledge that they had con

tributed to a fund from which they could

receive no benefit as they would not be

working for this company.

But this fund remains in the control of the

employing company , and if there is any bene.

fit in the use of money beyond the actual pen

sions paid , that benefit would accrue to the

employer who would have the handling of

the fund . Even though interest should be

allowed upon it in an accumulative way , it

would be a convenient fund for use . Now ,

this company employs very likely some 5,000

men , including the car service men . In the

course of five years, in order to maintain the

service of 5,000 men , I am satisfied that

nearly, if not twice, that number come and

go and each have contributed their share to

the accumulating fund at the rate of $ 1.00

per month. It would amount to $ 5,000.00 per

month, $60,000.00 per year, or $ 300,000.0 * in

five years . Five thousand employes contri

bute $ 60,000.0 per year from their wages to

maintain a fund from which there is a bare

possibility that a very few of them may reap

a final life pension for a few years, perhaps

but a few months, and at the end of twenty

years, the company would have a million

dollar pension fund for such purposes for

which it might be most profitably employed.

The men who have amassed that $ 1,000,000.00

would be scattered over the country and.

practically all of them , but a very few , and

if they all lived , there would be at least

40,000 of them whose only satisfaction would

rest in the fact that they had contributed

well earned money to a fund from which

they would be privileged to draw not one

cent.

It is useless to urge here that the proposi

tion is not a very encouraging one to the

present employes.

True, these company pension schemes look

very good upon the face of them, but there

are very few , a small percentage of em

ployes, who are fortunate, or unfortunate,

Div. 118, Pittsville, Pa . , is in a good condi
tion , with all the sick brothers back at work .

We hope they remain so .
Bro . Oscar E. , better known as " Mox " Hill ,

has resigned as motorman and has accepted a

position as superintendent of a new lumber

yard for Wm . Buechley & Son . Bro. Hill was
one of the oldest members of our local and a

good one. He was president for one term .

We all regret to lose him , but wish him luck

and success in his new duties .

Bro. George Dentzer, motorman on the

Orwisburg & South Haven division , a good

fellow all around, has accepted another po

sition in another department, that of reading

meters and collecting for the light depart

ment. Bro. Dentzer was treasurer of our

local for a number of years.

Bro. George Schappel is back at work

after spending two weeks back of the coun

ter of Carry Bros.' jewelry store.

Bro. Potts has resigned and will run his

farm and also a harness shop, at which he

is very handy.

A mystery of the day : Bro. Chas. Tucker,

who carried your bag with the day's receipts

to the Lansford barn?

The extra list of motormen is dwindling

down some. Three have been assigned to

steady runs.

It is announced that Bro. T. Powers is soon

going to pass the cigars around.
The executive committee was appealed to

by Bro. Wm. Chaptman and John Stevens.

They were suspended for seven days on ac
count of the hind truck jumping the switch

at the Pala Alto Y. The committee waited
upon Supt. C. E. Palmer. He was very

pleased to meet them , but they were unsuc
cessful. The committee called a special

meeting for December 18 . A very large

number attended at this meeting. The com

mittee was instructed to wait upon General

Manager L. C. Bradley. They met the gen

eral manager the next day and had quite a
nice business talk with him . They were

courteously met and told that the men would
go to work the next day. Everything was

settled satisfactorily.

Boys, wake up and attend the meetings.

There is the place to have all wrongs righted.

Stop chewing and grumbling. Do what is

right for the company you are working for
and for your brothers. Don't be fighting

about a few minutes that you are knocked
out of on your schedule. There are some

hard schedules to be made by all of us . So

work in harmony. Come to the meetings

and be more friendly with each other.
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HON , B. B. O'DELL MAKES GLAD CHRIST- dent over Bro. Jno. Williamson, who ad

MAS. served us for the past year. Bro. Stadler
previously served as president for two

terms and his administrations were crowneu
Newbrugh, N. Y.-Local No. 388 was al with so much success that he was again

tended at her regular monthly meeting, held chosen to serve for the ensuing ytar. Bro .

Dec. 26, 1908 , by a large number of mem
bers. The meeting was called to order at

Jno. Williamson , the retiring president, titled

the executive office during the past year suc

midnight by President Wm . C. Dewitt and

the regular business was transacted.
cessfully , faithfully, honorably and honestly,

A few
and his defeat is attributed only to tae fact

members did not answer roll call. Why not ? that a member stronger than ne , and Who

You can't come out each month ? But per

haps they forget tie night. Look at the
had already demonstrated his power of ex

ecutive ability , waspitted against him.
Division bulletin board in the extra room .

It will tell you. Don't forget next month ,

Brother Leonce Gauthier was re -elected !

for the ninth time without opposition as

brothers,

Officers for 1909 were elected. After elec
secretary and business agent.

tion the members marched to Werner's hall

On Friday following Bro. Stadler's election

a social event

where a committee had a roast pig supper in
of much importance took

place at No. 3632 Magazine street. This cozy
waiting. This was started as a private af

fair, but we had with us many friends who

little cottage is the mospitable home of Bro.

enjoyed themselves with

Joseph De Corte, of the Coliseum Line. The

tue good things.

The lateness of the hour kept many

entertainment consisted of a macaroni sup
way .

per with lots of wine, music, singing and
The supper committee were V. Treshman,

.John McVeigh and Rob. Moran.
dancing, which was tendered to Bro. Stadler

They did by the host and entertainer , Bro. De Corte.

great work. Everything was 0. K.; every Speeches were made by Bro. Jno. Stadler,

one present said this and kept right on eat Bro . Fred Stadler, Bro. Henry Hodap, and
ing pig. The speechmakers and entertainers several others, and the hundred and

were many . Among them were Caief In fifty guests wended their way homeward in
spector Smith, Assistant Dispatcher Walter the small nours oi the morning well pleased

Whitaker, Mr. Gilleran with his smiling face,

and Dr. J. A. Dorman with his great medical

with the evening's social .

On Thursday , Dec. 31st, the last day of

treatment, " peace and good will to all men ,'* the old year, one little social event, which

also Tommy White, ex -member of Div. 388 , deserves to be inscribed in the history of

now superintendent of one of the city's de 194, took place at the Carrollton barn. Bro.
partments. A great number of our members A. Meyers, oľ the St. Charles Belt Lines,

were there with the speeches - Wm . C. De

witt, James Torrey on fast life entitled ,

accompanied by a large committee, entered

" Race horses and railway men . "

the otce of Barn Foreman Dudley O'Dowd
John Mc

and in a few select and well chosen remarks,
Veiga sang. Wm. Archer told some fine

in behalf of tue members of the organization

stories. Floyd Kelyea had a few pointed from that barn , presented Mr. O'Dowd an

words on Santa Claus. Jacob Rumpel's re elegant locket, set with diamonds.. Mr.

port of living in the west end was fine. Wm.
O'Dowd scarcely knew what to say , as he

Whitehead, reporter for the Union, was
had been so utterly taken by surprise, but

there with paper and pencil , also the knowl his actions and
The musical entertainment was fine.

apparent feelings spoke

edge. more than words. A faithful servant of the
After every one had his share of good

time we started home,

company and a friend to his subordinates,
well satisfied, re Mr. O'Dowd's success is undoubtedly as

gretting only the hour keeping away many sured.
who would have been with us—both officials

of the company and members of 388 .

The visit of our International President,

This Division is in good working condi

W. D. Mahon, accompanied by his esteemed

lady, was another, pleasurable surprise of
tion , having prospered well under our retir waich we must make especial note. We are
ing president, William C. Dewitt. He will

be found in the vice - president's chair, handy

only too sorry that Bro. Mahon's visit was

at any time , and ever willing to do his best
of such short duration, and as we had not

for this Association . His retirement from
been appraised of his coming, consequently

the chair was due to his private reasons,
his presence in our city and his early de

but was not the wish of the local .
parture was known only to our officers and

Our new president will be on duty when
a few of our members.

meeting nig.ats come ' round. Don't want
A question of some importance which has

been under discussion between the company
any absent marks on roll call of officers and

few against members.
and the organization for some little time as

This local had a chance to enjoy Christ
to whether or not the company saould pay

legal interest on the $ 25.00 which each of

mas, having had fine turkeys given us by

ex-Gov. B. B. Odell-turkeys to married men

our members have on deposit has been set

and cash ( $ 2 bill ) to single men ( thanks to

tled . The company agrees to pay interest

on this deposit.
our company president ) .

We all regret the death of our brother,
We are pained to hear of the death of the

John J. Grady. The local sent a good -sized
lifelong partner of Bro. Fred Langenstein

delegation
and

to theescort
we sincerely condole with aim in his

remains theto

train , where they
sorrow.were removed to his

home in Brooklyn.

A Happy and Prosperous New Year to the

This is a long report from this little , but
Amalgamated Association is the wish of

Jan. 1 . NO. 194 .

strong, local . Listen to the next.

A Happy and Prosperous New Year to the
International Office and all locals is our PARTAKE OF TURKEY SUPPER.

wish. COR . 388 .

Butte, Mont.-At a regular midnight meet

TO RECEIVE INTEREST ON $25 DEPOSIT. ing of Div. 381 , held on the 16th, officers

were elected for the ensuing year. Before

New Orleans, La . - As I sit and write on the meeting the boys sat down to a turkey

New Year's day and review toe events in our supper, which was toe best we have ever

organization during the year just passed , I had. Music was furnished by our orchestra,

must say that I can think of nothing to re composed of Bros. Hamilton , Welsh, Dock

late outside of a series of events of unal stader, Brown and Waddell , Bro. John Con

loyed success and prosperity. While we have ners was also there with his Mandolin club,

had a few disagreeable propositions present and Bro . Winters helped out with a whist

themselves, all seem to have been satisfac ling solo . Bro. McLellan rendered a few

torily and amicably adjusted. Div . 194 en vocal selections. The meeting adjourned

ters the new year practically at peace with about 5:30 a. m. and everybody went home

the world.
to work off the effects of all tie turkey

At our annual election, held Monday, Dec. they had eaten. DAD..

* 4th, Bro, John Stadler was elected presi Dec. 22 .
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COMPANY PROVIDES OVERCOATS.

on our

Winnipeg, Man.-Installation of officers

for the ensuing six months for Div. No. 99

took place December 9.

I have no desire to make eulogistic refer

ences to anyone, but we were all very sorry

to lose our late president, Bro. T. Dunn , who,

during his term of office, extending as it did

over twelve months , presided over our meet

ings with unerring judgment and good taste .

In him we had a man of his word who never

shirked the duties pertaining to his office, no

matter how irksome or arduous they were.

However anything that tended towards the

advancement of his brother workmen seemed
to have his zealous attention . His persever

ance and honesty of purpose in righting

wrongs will be hard to emulate and our only

consolation is that we shall have his services

on our executive board .

Our new President, Bro . J. Potter, has been

our Vice-President for quite a long time, dur

ing which he displayed remarkable foresight

and good judgment in his service

executive Board. His advice and skilled

handling of knotty problems helped quite a

bit toward satisfactory solutions. Judging

by his concise and inspirited speech on the

assumption of office, we have very good rea

sons for anticipating a progressive session .

Let us hope that the mantle of Elijah has

fallen on Elisha.

All the other officers elected will doubtless

try and be worthy successors of their prede

cessors. But the question arises , of what

avall is it to have good officers and a tried .
trustworthy membership ir the members

won't attend their monthly meetings regu
larly ? Is it too much to ask a man to turn

up for two or three hours in a month to

thresh out questions which concern his daily

vocation ? Why can't the majority of the

members realize that they are the consti

tuting element which helps each other in the
march toward a grander civilization ? Per

haps someone will say, " Oh , there will be

enougþ to carry on the business without

me," never realizing that if that was prac

ticed collectively , as individually , we would

soon be a defunct organization .

I can excuse some of our members who

are so prone to the effects of Cupid's darts

that their daily associations seem to be of a
secondary consideration ; but then . thank

goodness, they are few and far between .

What about the staid and sturdy older mem

bers whose dellberations are always a source
of help to the younger ones, helping, as it
does, to dispel that feeling of temerity so

prevalent amongst the younger members.
The company are living up to their word

by providing us with overcoats and peajack

ets. also by putting on storm sashes on the
motormen's vestibules,

By the way, one often wonders at the an

parent apathy displaved by the non -union

men in participating in the benefits acquirer

through the instrumentality of our union .

Does it ever occur in their mental reflections

that they are touching what is unclean and
unholy ? They are their own judges. Thev

won't become members on the pretext that it
is against their religion , yet they seem to

seer their conscience when the henefit season
looms on their narrow , spooky horizon . Oh

charming hypocrisy! your adherents are loyal

to the core! " Consistency, thou are a jewel!"
as we see evinced in the artions of our non

union men . The Son of Man once said , ir

revocably : " Do unto others as ye would that
they do unto you . " Non -union man , if you

are a Christian, unionism will never retard

your spiritual progress.

I regret to have to mention that Bro . Allen

is laid up with a severe illness , but we all

hope to hear of his complete recovery soon.

He is one of our oldest members, and whilst

practically holding a semi- official position in

the company. he was a thoroughly consistent

union man, living a straightforward life . He

is a worthy example for us all to follow .

Bro. Sutherland is up and doing again , after

a very long period of sickness .

Bro. Prevost is still confined to bed .

Our sympathy goes out to Bro. Ed Shore

on the death of his father, who was one of

the pioneers of this city.

There seems to be , in the recent atmos

pheric and climatic elements, a kind of mat

rimonial microbe, particularly contagious

among some of the day men . I wonder Fos

ter didn't apprise us of its coming!
Bro . Lunney believes that a Celtic - Teu .

tonic alliance would be all right from a mat

rimonial point of view . Get busy, Frank .

Bro. Woodward thinks pool playing is very

exhilarating.

Bros. Buckley and Dowding slow down

passing Hampton street . The power is rather

weak there.

Bro. All Matthews thinks that married life

is all right, especially when a fellow has to

sollloquize on the prairie .

Bro . White, not caring to indulge in any.

thing savoring of somnambullsm, is working
nights.

Bro. McCutcheon says that the learning of

French is easy when acquired sentimentally .

Bro . T. Breen concurs with Mac .

We had quite an exodus of members to the
old country previous to Christmas. The

Shamrock , Thistle and Rose got an equar

share of their temporarily lost sonss. I pre

sume they will return after worshipping at

the altar of Hymen.

Bro . Alt Scobell wouldn't kick if the com

pany put the tracks on the north side of

Portage. He imagines the curve at Mary

land is dangerous.
Wonder what Bro. Gilbert looks out at

passing Ashburne.

Brothers, shall we sever ?

Never, never, never .

But will cling together

For progress and liberty .

Oppression ne'er shall bind us

Or traitors ever find us

With thousands more behind us,

For union and prosperity

Owing to the length of this letter . I regret

not being able to send you a detailed report

of a social , which we purpose holding on the

1st of January, 1909, in commemoration of
the tenth anniversary of our division . The

catering is in the hands of a very energetic

committee and we are hopeful of a pleasant

and profitable evening. Wishing all the

members of the A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A.

a very happy and prosperous New Year.

BOREALIS.

PRESIDENT LAMONT RECEIVES RE

MINDER

Salt Lake City, Utah - Annual election of
officers of Div. 382 was held December 15 . A

goodly number of the members cast their

vote , 237 being cast . The poles were open

from 10 a . m. to 7 p . m . A meeting was held

in the evening and the ballots counted.

A pleasant feature of the evening was a

presentation of a silver tea set to President

Lamont by the Division . Secretary A. H. Burt

made an appropriate presentation speech . A

very nice evening was spent in songs and
recitations , speeches, etc.

Most officers are of the good old stand - by

kind , union men through and through , hav

ing heen tried and found not wanting. Espe

cially is this the case or the executive

board , with the president as chairman . They

have certainly worked hard and well , having

conducted the affairs of our local in a most

intelligent way. We need . therefore , not

fear for the future, being fair in their deal

ings with members of the Division as well as

the company. A goodly sum has been saved

by their careful administration of the finan
cial end . The labors performed without

remuneration by these men can only be an

preciated by those who have watched the
progress of this Division Members who do

not go to meeting . nor take any part . do not

realize the great importance of this body of

men . as such are not in position to judge.

Put may it be known that by the board's per

sistent . careful study of conditions, 382 has

made a splendid record in the past. May

success crown their labor as in the past and

may we perform . one and all , our duty and

aid all we can in the future. We wish all

a happy and prosperous New Year. " 382. "
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FROM A PERIODICAL CORRESPONDENT. line executive for elghteen months and as

Recording Secretary for nearly two years,
has been elected Secretary - Treasurer.

Brother Davies has been continuously a mem

ber of the Executive Board of Division 192

for three and one -half years . He has always

worked hard and conscientiously for the up

building of our organization . The members

have made no mistake in electing him to

this important office.

The Division has instructed Brother Smart .

our Business Agent, to attend the session of

the State Legislature, which convenes at Sac

ramento , Cal., in January, to urge the pas

sage of the “ Car Men's Eight-hour Bill" and

other bills for the benefit of our craft , and

sincerely hope he may have success in his
efforts.

Now , Mr. Editor , as we have imparted to

you all the available knowledge within our

power, we will close by wishing you , and all

the members of the Amalgamated. a very

bright , prosperous and happy New Year.

" SKIDDO."

SOME EVENTS OF PAST YEAR.

Oakland, Cal.-- " Skidoo " has a habit of

making periodical breaks into journalism and

the period has " came.' First of all , allow

me to say, and say most emphatically, that

Division 192 is prospering : that, after some
few years of inoffensive childhood , a few

months in the hobble - de -hoy stage, she

straightened up into manhood , took a grasp

upon the things that are worth while , and

now hopes, within a few months, to reach

that period of maturity, where the knowledge

of strength and responsibility , accepted and

attained, guarantees that her interests will be

conserved through the efforts of an intelligent

membership, recognizing that Division 192 is

their business institution and that that insti

tutions must be conducted along strict busi

ness lines.

At a banquet given to a very eminent di

vine of this city, on_his return from a long

sojourn abroad ( a Dr. Brown, he being a

great friend to labor ), our President , Brother

Smart, was invited to be one of the speakers

to extend an address of welcome on behalf

of the Central Labor Council. From all re

ports, Brother Smart made good, and voiced

in nó uncertain terms the principles of or
ganized labor.

Division 192 held a special midnight meet

ing November 30th for the purpose of meet

ing and hearing our beloved International

President, W. D. Mahon . Of the nearly 800
members present there was not one who

would be unwilling to lose another night's
rest to hear Brother Mahon again . We have

heard our International President on several

occasions , but we feel we should be remiss

in our duty and show a lack of appreciation

if we did not make especial mention of his

address on November 30th , made before Di

vision 192, of Oakland , Cal. As a speaker ,
Brother Mahon is always attractive , and

never fails to hold his audience, but on this

occasion he outdid himself, and for one hour
and a half poured forth such a stream of

eloquence, giving in detail the necessity of

safeguarding organized labor, strengthening

the locals, upholding our principles , stand
ing for good ideals , and incidentally giving

us some good examples in a most humorous

manner, besides complimenting our division

on its attainments, that we were all fairly

carried away, and today there is not a mem

ber who does not hope for an early oppor

tunity of again hearing " the father and

founder" of the Aalgamated Association .

Division No. 192 held their annual election

of officers on Tuesday, December 15th , 1908 .

Thereby hangs a tale : One member, X

with a chronic grouch , and who has persist

ently sought the position of inspector, and

as persistently tried to force himself into

politics , ever willing to certify to his own

ability to hold the office of either census
taker or supervisor, was possessed with

desire to become President of Division 192 .
With that idea in his mind , he advocatea

himself as the coming Messiah for the car

men , while incidentally naming the reforms
he would bring aboutwhen ( ? ) elected. He

failed to find one member who was even will

ing to nominate him for the office , and in a

fit of spleen , with the " rule -or - uin " policy in

his mind , resigned his membership in the

division the day after nominations were

made. This member is now enjoying an in

crease of wages of $ 108 per year over ana

above what he would be getting but for the

existence of Division 192 , the organization

having secured for him three years ' pay

seniority more than he was getting. So, or

course, Mr. Editor, we expect the grouch

to keep growing, as the grouch is greater

than the man .

The members of Division 192 have seen at

to elect as President and Business Agent

for another term Brother J. W. Smart ( fourth

term ) and for Vice - President Brother R. H.

Furman , who has already served a term
Warden . Both the a bove -named brothers

were delegates to the New Orleans conven

tion , and will doubtless be rememhered by

many delegates from other parts of the coun

try. Brother Tom Davies, who served as a

Hartford , Ct.-1908 marked memoriable in

the career of Div . 425 in the various matters

and persons that have been before it.

In February we had the pleasure of the

presence of Brother William B. Fitzgerald ,

of the G. E. B. , who delivered one of the most

masterly addresses ever heard by the mem

bers of 425 . Later in the same month, Febru

ary 23 , our annual smoker was graced by the

presence of General Manager John K. Pund

erford , of New Haven . In May our Division

was surprised by the discharge of our presi

dent but more interesting was the sudden

disappearance of a “ Thiel Detective Agent."

who was a member of Div . 425 and also on

the executive board, who made himself a

good fellow in general with the members

of 425, who always lost a day's work to at

tend both meetings of the Division , and

when threatened with exposure he suddenly

decamped.

In June , International Treasurer Bro. Orr

attended and told of the Providence troubles.

Div. 425 placed itself on record and did not

retreat from the stand taken at that time.

The most severe blow . was the tragic death

of Business Agent Frank J. Martin , Septem
ber 22 , which still remains fresh in the

minds of themembers of Div. 425 and labor

men of Hartford in general. As a member

of the Central Lahor Union recently put it .

in conversation with the writer, since the

death of Bro . Martin he has never attended

a meeting of the C. L. U. but he always

thinks of Bro. Martin . Also , whenever he

meets any of Bro. Martin's associate dele

gates to the C. L. U. from Div. 425 .

Another tragic death was that of Bro.

James Lynch , who was killed on his car

August 24th .

Other brothers_taken from our ranks by

the grim reaper, Death , were : Brothers Rob

ert A. Waller, Domingo Prior. Joseph Mc

Adams and James Wall, of Hartford , and

Brother William E. Hazard , of New Britain .

Another chapter to the advantage of 425
was the bidding - in - system put into effect

last February.

The " relief work " adopted by the Division

last February has been of untold benefit to

those assisted . The relief fund is in charge

of a committee composed of one man on each

line , who acts as collector and receives 10c

or 5c a week from each man on the line . The

amount contributed is in accordance with the

number assisted and is entirely voluntary

and independent of the regular sick benefits

paid by the Division .

Our annual ball takes place January 20 and

promises to eclipse those of the past.

Invitations to attend the functions of Div.

479 of Middletown. Ct.. January 14 , Div. 448

of Springfield , Mass ., January 16. also Div .

469 of Derby, January 15 , have heen received

and Division returns thanks for the remem

brance by the foregoing Divisions.

a

as
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LANSFORD, PA., LINKS. Bro. Vrooman has been on the sick list for

several days.

Bro. Henry Hartman was sick for several

days , but is able to be at work again.

Bro. Chas. Doud is to quit us in the spring

and move on a farm that he recently pur

chased. T. A. P.

SLIGHT INJURY PROVES FATAL.

The last meeting was an interesting one ,

and the meetings to follow will be still more
interesting.

We are glad to see some of our delinquent

members pay up and join the ranks of men.

Bro. David Monroe is getting quite a few

Improvements done to his new home before

movinginto it.

Bro . Dan Pelty is improving .

Bro. Charles Boyle made a business trip to

Philadelphia to buy a bath robe for a friend

so it is said.

The next agreement should have a clause

in it concerning the running of cars on the

main line by barn men or men who are not

qualified . The rear-end collision by the car.

barn foreman should give every one an idea
of what might occur. We don't know how

the brake was before, but we know that

after the wreck it was not safe.
The retiring officers. Bros. Arner and

Blackwell, without any doubt will be greatly

missed by the local . They were , and are ,

two of our most loyal men . We, however,

hope to see them take an interesting part

in some future work of the local, and we

hope their successors may take up the work

with just as firm and loyal determination as

they did . Now, you who did your " chewing

the rag " on the streets and other places,

come to the front and show yourselves. IP

you are so loyal , take an office and show

your true grain, for, beware! There is some

thing interesting going to happen before

long. Come to the next meeting and help

make our local one of the best.

Did anyone notice the broad smile on Bro.

Mantz ? Well, it's a boy.

Bro. Blackwell has resigned and gone into

the moving -picture business at Montours

ville . We wish him every success.

Bros. Monroe and Smith made a business

trip to Pottsville the other day.

As this is the last edition for your corres

pondent, I hope we are all friends , as usual.

Let bygones be bygones . Don't get angry

because you got knocked, for that would

make it bad all around.

A few bits picked up on the Middleport

Tamaqua line, with apologies to the corres

pondent of 118.

Bro , Matt Reddington spends his evenings

on Centre street since the woman is on the

farm.

Bro. Dunn had a week's vacation .

It is nearly time for Bro. Yoder to go

home to see ma,
Bro . Schappel is the ladies' man on this

line.

Bro. Helser is anxious to get the runs

though to Mauch Chunk.

It is said that Bro. Robinson has his eye
on a merry widow from St. Clair

Bro . Chapman can't get along without his

overcoat. " NO . 433."

Sharon, Pa.-- Bro. Wm. Helenbrecht , one of

our members, has been granted the privilege

to work as extra mail carrier in Sharon , at

times when it is required of him . He passed
the civil service examination successfully ,

and his application was accepted as mail

carrier.

Bro. Floyd Garl has resigned his position

as conductor and is now devoting his time

operating a confectionery and tobacco store

and ice cream parlor,
Bros. Rhyl , Garrett and Tanner were re

ported on the sick list . The latter is at work

again , and the others are slowly improving,

A dark gloom was cast over electric rail

way circles when the news was received of

the death of Bro. David Ferguson, on Dec. 27.
at 10 a. m. His death was caused by blood

poisoning, which originated from a slight cut
on the thumb. The cut healed nicely, but

soon after his arm began to swell and phys
icians were called to his aid . He was later

taken to the hospital , where every care was

given him , but all in vain . He grew worse
until death removed him from his pain . The

funeral was held Dec. 29 at 4 p . m . from the .

M. E. church of Sharpsville , Pa ., and he was

laid to rest in the Riverside Cemetery.

Recently Bro. Charles Craige announced

that a ten - pound baby boy arrived at his

home. " 176."

AIR BRAKES NOW IN USE.

Vancouver, B. C.-At the recent election of

officers for the ensuing term the President,

Recording Secretary and Financial Secretary

of Division 101 were elected unanimously for

their third term . The boys must think they

are all right. We had a very successful meet.

ing, everything passing off fine. The Audi

tors complimented the Secretary and Treas
urer on their good work , shown by the

books.

We are to have a big smoker in January

some time. The committee are working hard

on it . Here's hoping they will have a huge
success.

I see Division 262 are advocating stools for

their motormen , We have had stools on the

city lines for nearly a year now and on the

interurban for the last three years . They

are fine.

Our company have just finished equipping

all our double - truck cars with air brakes.

So, who wouldn't be a motorman ?

Well , here's wishing all the boys a happy

and prosperous New Year .

PIONEER DIV. 101 .
NOTES FROM 312.

HAVE FOR ED RELIEF DEPARTMENT.

Davenport, Iowa.-On Dec. 19 Division 312

elected officers for 1909. This was a mid

night meeting, to give all an opportunity to

vote.

We have had several brothers on the sick

list this fall and winter so far. Bro . Decker

has just returned to work after a ten weeks'

illness of typhoid fever.

Bro . T. W. Hllmers has been on the sick

list for the past four months with a stricture

of the throat and is not able to be around

as yet.

Bro. Pickering was on the sick list for a

few days with a bad cold

Bro. H. T. Jacobs is sick at present .

Bro. Tuttle has taken a ten - day leave of

absence to go into the country to look at a
farm which he intends moving on in the

spring.

Bro. Wilson has returned from a trip to
Callornla , where he was called , on account

of the illness of his brother, located there .

Bro . Carl Christensen has gone to Copen

hagen , Denmark , to spend a couple of months

with his parents.

East Liverpool , Ohio.-An oyster supper

was a feature attendant with the meeting of

Division 52 Dec. 26 . After the eat . Bro. Wil

liams provided cigars and thus added to the

occasion.

At the meeting held Nov. 28 the members

organized a relief department to pay sick

benefits. The officers selected to direct the

relief are : President , Edward Dietz ; vice

president. Hunter Allison ; secretary , E. Parr ;
treasurer, Hugh Thom.

Bro. P. K. Thom has entered the milk busi

ness and is feeding his stock sawdust.

Bro . J. Wice has returned to work , after a

long sick spell .

Bro. F. Bucuy is wearing a very pleasant

smile these days . Come . brother, and tell us

about it . Don't he so stingy. We all smoke .

Bro. Chas. Ketcham is on the sick list .

Bro . L. N. Bennett , on the sick list , is im

proving.

Bros. G. Culp and W. Welch are also re

ported sick . " SUNRISE . "
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ORR VISITS NO. 460. MUNICIPAL TRACTION CO. INSOLVENT.

North Adams, Mass . The semi - annual

election of officers of the local branches of
Div. 460 of the Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes was held early
Monday morning, Dec. 21 , 1908 . In connec

tion with the meeting a banquet was held

at which 55 members sat down. Delegates
from Bennington and Hoosick Falls were

present , also our wortay National Treas

urer . Rezin Orr, of Detroit Mich .

The employes of the railway of this Divis

ion , No. 460 , wish to extend their thanks for

the benefits derived from the speech given

by the National Treasurer. Rezin Orr. It

certainly put a feeling of enthusiasm in

some of the members present, regarding the

operation of street cars .

After the National Treasurer Rezin Orr

speech an intermission of five minutes was

given in woich refreshments were served.

The meeting was then called to order and

the officers were elected .

All but four employes of the Hoosac Val

ley Division of the Burkshire Street Rail

way are members of the Union, two conduc

tors and two motormen , and it is hoped by

our next meeting that all will be members

of the Association.
One new member was taken in at this

meeting, in which our worthy National

Treasurer, Rezin Orr, gave the obligation .

Two committees were appointed , one on

grievances , consisting or Bros. McSheen ,

Cumm, Powers , Austin , Savage and Morrisey,

and an auditing committee consisting of

Bros. J. Kernaran , P. Powers and R. Far
rar. Our newly elected officers were in

stalled by Treasurer Rezin Orr.

Much enthusiasm is being shown since the
men have been organized and we hope that

all of the men operating street cars will be

members of this Association .

We were very much pleased to hear by

the National Treasurer, that our Interna

tional President , W. D. Mahon , was to pass

through our city and committee of five

went to the depot and met him . The Inter

national President was on his way from

Boston and the committee went as far as

Williamstown with him .

We wish to thank the Association for the

favors rendered this Division , 460 , and hope

that things will proceed better since Rezin

Orr visited us. " 460."

Dec. 22.

Cleveland , 0.- Just a few lines to let the

boys know that Division 268 is still in the
ring .

Officers were elected on Thursday, Dec. 17 ,

the polls being open from 8 a . m. till 9 p. m . ,
and it was a day more fit for ducks than

election, yet a fair vote was cast .

We are just beginning to feel ourselves

again , after our long_drawn-out fight of the

last eight months . The Municipal Traction

Co. that has been fighting us so hard has
been declared insolvent by United States

Judge Taylor, and he has appointed two re
ceivers to operate the lines . Now we expect

the lines to go back to the Cleveland Elec

tric , with whom we had our agreement and
who always tried to live up to it. So our

boys can see nothing but a bright future for

Division 268 .

At our last meeting we adopted a resolu

tion , offered by Bro. Al Bradley, to economize

by doing away with the office of Business

Agent and add his duties to that of the Pres

ident . By so doing the local will save be

tween $ 400 and $ 500 a year.

International Vice- President Behner was

with us and gave us some very excellent ad

vice on different questions that were brought

up which we didn't quite understand .

During the month of November, on account

of the death of one of our members, Andy

Basil , who has been in poor health for the
last year. Appropriate resolutions were

adopted . BILLY.

NOTES FROM 163.

a a

a

Meriden, Ct . - The last meeting of Division

163 was very well attended , and everything

seems to be going along nicely .

We regret to report the death of our late

brother. Fred Gagnon , who was employed as

motorman . He was highly - respected

man of the road , industrious and a hard

worker. His many friends join in extending

sympathy to his bereaved wife and family .

Bro . Regan has returned from an extended
western trip , he having stayed for two

months in the delightful climate of Califor

nia . Jerry says that it is a beautiful climate
and one does not have to use ear laps in

December.

Bro . Harry Lyons is doing 30 days for for

getting his glasses , He did not see the Trol

ley Express, consequently - you know the

rest-a big “ 30." Never mind, Harry, you

aren't the only one.

We wish to thank from the bottom of our

hearts Mr. Arthur Lyons, for the grand work

he did in collecting the neat little sum of

money for the benefit of Bro . Gagnon's fam

ily. If there is such a thing as a friend, he

certainly was one. in their time of need. He

collected $100.75 for this needy family.

Everything and everybody seems to be

happy, and our sincere wish is a happy New

Year to all our locals.

Don't be odd . Get a button . COR.

WILL EXHIBIT HISTORIC DRUM.

HAVE RENEWED AGREEMENT.

Thompsonville, Ct.-The old year has come

and gone and the new finds Div . 452 in a

good prosperous condition . The officers and

members are deserving of congratulations

upon the active interest they have taken to

reach the goal of success .

Owing to the fact that New Year's day

fell on Friday , which is the date set for our

annual midnight meeting, we were com

pelled , under the circumstances, to postpone

our meeting until Jan , 6th . In so doing we

will not be able to report the officers - elect

for the ensuing year until next monti .

The old board of officers has given such

thorough satisfaction that there is no doubt

in my mind but that they will be re - elected

for the coming term, providing they will ac

cept their respective offices

Divisions 425 , Hartford , and 448 , Spring

field . have issued cordial invitations to our

Division to attend their annual ball , whici

takes place in the near future , which of

course , was accepted unanimously. We may

be able to recompense them by forwarding

similar invitations for a jolly good time in

T'ville . Plans are on foot to give some

kind of an entertainment
before Lent . Bro..

Chilson has offered his services to give an

exhibition on a drum which was once the

property of George Washington . We intend

to make it interesting for our friends when
the time arrives. COR, 432 .

Jan. 4.

Butler, Pa .-At our meeting held on Mon

day, January 4 , newly elected officers were

installed for the year.

A number of our brothers have been on the

sick list this winter. Bro. A. L. Baur has

been off duty on account of an attack of liver

complaint. Bro . Albert Riger is off duty

nursing the mumps . Last account , both

brothers were improving rapidly.

Bro. P. R. Starr has returned to his work

after three weeks off on account of having

his eyes quite badly burned by an electric

flash while making some repairs on his car.

We have just closed our agreement with

the company for another year. Owing to the

hard times we could get no increase in our

wages. But our general manager promised

an increase by June 1st if the promised

prosperity returns.

X. , Jan. 6 .

us
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$ 1,200 GAINED IN TEN MONTHS.

Brockton , Msas . - Division 235 held the reg

ular monthly meeting Dec. 28th. The follow

ing officers were elected : President, John

O'Connell; vice -president,Wm . J. O'Donnell;
recording secretary, Geo. H. Stevens ; financial

secretary, Frank R. Wood; treasurer, H. F.

Loring ; correspondent, John O'Connell ; con
ductor, Fred H. Wilson ; warden, Edward

Welch ; sentinel, FredW. Wood. These otti

cers are to be installed at the next regular

meeting . Three applicants for membership

were initiated. This makes a total of 33 new

members during the past six months, with

ten applications on the table .

There seems to be some reason why the

candidates cannot get around to our meet
ings. Don't be afraid to show up. A cordial

welcome awaits you. Don't take any stock in

those " cold -water" men on the outside.
On March 1st last the treasurer of our

local had only $ 28.89 on hand, and only 160

members were paying dues, with 210 enrolled

on the books. At this last meeting our treas .

urer reported tnat we had a balance on hand

of $ 1,233.98. During the last ten months the

local expenses have been more than double

what they should have been, it being a fact
that the division was on its last legs. Con

sequently it required a great deal of extra

work to regain the lost confidence and to

induce the men to pay up their back dues.

The extra cost of the wage arbitration has

made our bills very large of late, but in spite

of all this, and the stories on the outside of

" graft , " we consider ilat Division 235 is in a

very prosperous condition at present.

We want to ask those members who don't

pay their dues promptly and cheerfully every

month what they would think, on pay day, if

the company's paymaster was not on hand

to give us our money. When men join an

organization they all know that there are

dues and assessments to be paid, and our lo

cal collectors look on these brothers who

won'tpay their dues just as we all would on

the company provided the paymaster was not
there to give us our wages every week , We

ask all members to be consistent, apply for

your working cards and help us toavoid the

extra expense. " DIV . 235."

SUPERINTENDENT RECEIVES TESTI

MONIAL.

and hoped that the good feeling between

them would continue. He closed by wishing

all a very happy New Year.
Our Division wishes me to extend our

heartfelt thanks to our worthy International
President W. D. Mahon for the prompt pay :

ment of the death claim of our dear departed

Bro . Henry H. Tolles.

The boys have also presented a beautiful

watch fob to our chief inspector, Jos. Buck

Our genial friend, " The Big Generator,"

does not intend to be caught napping again

very soon as I understand he has purchased
dozen boxes of De Witt's Little Early

Risers..

Bob Barker is still cutting fog through

Peat Swamp on the Big Owl with the gallant

major as nickel snatcher.

Our friend , Petronius, of the Country Club

Accommodation, is sorry to see so much snow

and ice so early in the winter as it is very

strenuous work going down after the succu
lent bivalves. But never mind, Tommy, it

makes them all the fatter and you and your

friend Jim can go down in the good old

spring time and "look 'em over."

Best wishes for the success of the Amalga
mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America , I now close.
Jan. 4 . COR . NO. 476.

FRIENDLY SCUFFLE CAUSE OF DEATH .

Norwalk , Ct-It has been quite a long

time since you have heard from the corre

spondent of Div. No. 476 of Norwalk, Conn.

Nevertheless I wish to inform you that Div .

476 is still up and doing as practically every

man employed in this district is enjoying the
benefit of membership in our Division. It is

true we have some members who are wear

ing a button which is not up to date, still we

hope they will make some good New Year's

resolutions and keep them , especially one in
regard to wearing an up - to - date button,

thereby setting a good example to members

of other organizations with whom they come

in contact in their daily occupation. At the

same time, make it apparent that they evince

a praiseworthy interest in the welfare of the

Division to which they belong.

We have chosen practically all of our offi

cers of last year to serve another term . It

was deemed wise to re -elect them, they being

familiar with the duties incumbered upon

them in filling those offices of trust and re

sponsibility . We had a grand installation of

officers on Jan. 2nd, andalso a social session

with music , songs, buck and wing dancing,

speeches, etc. Our refreshment committee

were very successful in preparing a fine

spread to supply the wants of the inner man.

Every one present was fully satisfied . Our

superintendent, Mr. C. H. Copley, waspresent

and enjoyed himself thoroughly. He also

made a speech to the members which was

highly complimentary to them. The boys

presented Superintendent Copley with an ele

gant silver set for a Christmas present, and

of which he is very proud, and said in his

speech thatit was very evident that the boys

were with him , that he felt proud of them ,

Springfield , Mask . — Since our appearance
in these columns we have been called upon to

relinquish from our ranks a brother and

witness his laying away . A thing, though

sad , and in the case of Bro. John Hamlin

particularly so, it is something we must all

meet sometime. Nevertheless, we feel the

loss of the worthy brother and friend, and
our hearts will be touched as we long re

member the brave fight he put up under such

adverse circumstances. While engaged in a

friendly scuffle with a fellow -workman at

the car barns last summer Bro. Hamlin frac
tured his arm. After some weeks, the break

mending somewhat, he went to work shift

ing cars, and one day , getting a fall , he

refractured it and it never healed. For

many weeks he worked with the arm in a

sling and it must have been very painful, but

he thought he must work , until it became

apparent an operation would be necessary
to save his life . At last it became possible

for him to go to the hospital for the opera

tion which was too late , and from which ha

never recovered , dying without having gained

consciousness. He died Nov, 30 was buried

Dec. 3. The Odd Fellows' Lodge, of which

he was a member, had charge of the funeral.

The beautiful and impressive burial rites u !
that Order was witnessed by a large number

of street railway men who attended the

funeral in a body .
The annual nomination and election of

officers took place at the two meetings held
in December and the list of officers and

executive board members remains nearly the

same;" the only exceptions being that of war
den among the officers and two new execu

tive board members.

At the election of officers in the C. L. U.
with which we are connected , we had the

honor to have selected from our body Bro.

William F. Healy for president . To say we

are highly pleased to have our able repre

sentative, " Bill” Healy, at the head of this
great organization is but feebly expressing
it . Hooray for " Bil" Healy ! If we can get

Bill to permit it we shall hope to see his

picture in next month's issue , together with

a little story about the worthy gentleman .

Say , fellers , however tranquil the scene,

don't forget for a minute there may be some

thing going on behind it . And say—when

the lion seems reposing most peacefully you

had better expect something. How jid you

like the lemon handed you New Year's ?

Come to think of it , we have rolled along

through the holidays and hardly taken notice
of them . If some of you didn't, I guess the

New Year's lemon will refresh your memory.

I hardly took notice of Thanksgiving.
thank you. BILL DEMPSEY.
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ORGANIZER FLETT VISITS 113.

a

The first night meeting of Division 113 was

held in room 2, Labor Temple, Toronto , un
Monday evening, January 4th , and was

great success. The officers were early on

hand and the meeting was called to order a

few minutes past 8 o'clock .

After the opening ceremony, International

Organizer J. Flett of the American Federa

tion of Labor was introduced to the members

and delivered an address that was highly ap
preciated by the members present. We re

gret that every member of duty was not

present to hear him .

Next order of business was installation of

officers for the year 1909. President, W. Mur

ray ; vice -president, M. Clark ; business agent,

Jos. Gibbons ; financial secretary, W. D. Rob
bins ; recording secretary, H. M. Oakley ;

board members, Thos. Dulan, S. Madill , R. B.
Brown , J. Coles, H. C. Johnston . The busi

ness agent gave a report of the work accom

plished during the year, which was listened

to with great attention , and he was given a
great ovation when he sat down . Joe is cer

tainly all right with the boys of Division 113 .

Our next night meeting will be held on

Monday evening, February 1st . We hope to

see every member present. Come to one

meeting, and if you do you will not want to

miss one after . Meetings will be over before

10 o'clock .

FARMER, Jan. 5 .

the organization can be told by the fact that

at the recent election , over 190 votes were
cast , out of a total of 255 members, although

there was only one candidate each for most
ofthe important offices.
The brothers here are anxious to meet our

I. P. and received assurances, some time ago ,

that he would visit us at an early date if pos

sible. We believe it would be a great boost

for this Division to have him make us a call .

In the discussions we have heard with re
gard to the recent decisions of the U. S.

judges in the famous Gompers -Mitchell-Mor

rison case, we are very much impressed with

the procedure of our courts in command re

spect through fines and imprisonments for

contempt. We would suggest, in our humble

way , that decisions which are absolutely just
will command respect and not contempt. Or,
to put it another way, if the anti -trust law

could be stretched about one - half as far to

cover the combination it was intended for.
Before we close, we remember Bro. Gilbert

mentioned to us that he had an addition to

his family several months ago and had seen

nothing of it in these columns. If any other

brother has a like catastrophe and will re

port the matter to us, we will endeavor to

make suitable mention of the fact .

THE DEACON.

APPRECIATIVE REMARKS OF RETIRING

CORRESPONDENT.

MUTUAL INTEREST SHOULD BE OB

SERVED

Rutland, Vt. Everything is running

smoothly with Div. 247. We initiated two

applicants to membership at our last meet
ing , so we have Bro. B. Bowen and Bro.

Jack Carl to help the good cause along.

We wish to extend our thanks to Finan
cial Secretary Ford, also to Treasurer J.

Reynolds for the duties they have performed

for our local . They are of our best members,

attending most every meeting.
Bro. Jas. Stewart has come back to the

controller after two weeks' sickness. All

glad to have him back .

To our members I will add this as a word

of advice , however unnecessary it may be ,

keep faith with your officers. Where there
arises a difference of opinion, let it be

thrashed out inside of closed doors with the

members of your Division. It will be better

for us all. Whatever you do don't allow

yourself to become suspended for non -pay
ment of dues. I fail to see any excuse for

so doing, or at any time where a member
was ever benefited by such delinquence. But

often it does him harm, in his social stand
ing.

Remember our order is for the social

benefit of each and every member, and we

are to do each other all the social good we

can in sickness and misfortune. Let us be

faithful to our cause and be mutual,
Jan. 1 . COR .

Peorin , 111. — This being my last item to

you, I feel it is my duty to show my appre

ciation to the International as well as our

Local.

I know a great many of our boys wonder

why Bailey_frequently failed to attend the

meetings. Ever since I was 12 years of age

I have wanted to take a course at the Brad

ley Horological ; in fact that's what brought

me to Peoria. have attended evening

school there for almost two years and now

hold my diploma in optometry at a grade

of 97-the best of my class. Indeed, I am

pleased . Bradley is the best school of its

kind in America .

I have worked many and many a night

when my brother workers were sleeping.
I

am now going to attend Bradley during days,

and I expect to push my work to the extreme

end of success .

On two occasions I was dismissed from

the employ of the company, but by the sup

port of a " grand old organization " I was re

insated. I am, and always will be, true blue

when it comes to the question of organiza

tion.

I wish you to explain that I appreciate

the fact thatorganization has brought about

such conditions that if a man will he can

better his conditions .
Our local never was in better condition .

The boys are as loyal to each other as

brothers.

Hereafter Division 416 will be represented

in the "M. and C.” by another correspondent.

My successor is well able to supply the news

from this section .
Before closing, I offer, as a testimonial

to organization , that by ' united action the

street railway men have increased their

wages, shortened their hours and are work

ing under an agreement that outlines work

ing conditions. It would be ridiculous to

assume that these changes would have come

about without organization . Not only have

we assisted ourselves, but in promoting our

own interests we have served as an uplift

to the unorganized . By shortening the hours

we have opened employment to many who

would have been without work during the

depression .

We have also had the advantage of the

assistance of experienced International off
cers . In conclusion, I wish to say that the

members of 416 appreciate all this , and they

will be found to be a loyal camp in the fu

ture . My advice to the unorganized is , “ Get

together. You can't be too soon about it.

Then stay together. It is to your own in

terest. ' Yours for the cause,

WALTER S. BAILEY.

AUSTRALIAN BALLOT SATISFACTORY.

Peoria, Ill .-Division 416 held her first elec

tion by the Australian ballot system on the

16th of December, and it certainly proved a

great improvement over the midnight meet

ing arrangement which formerly prevailed
here. There was but ont close race among

the candidates, Bro. Walter Brown defeating
Bro . Summers " by a neck " for recording

secretary.

The Division will hold an open meeting

and smoker on the 6th of January, the date

of the installation of the newly elected of
ficers . Several good speakers have been se

cured for the occasion, including Mayor Thos.

O'Connor, who will be remembered by dele
gates to the New Orleans convention . The

company officials have also been invited and

everybody expects a good time.

The way the boys keep up the interest in
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FLAMES SWEEP MEETING ROOM

TROLLEYMEN.

OF settlement. C. 0. Pratt, chairman of the

general executive board , and International

Vice-President P. J. Shea , in conjunction with

our executive board, are using every effort

to secure a peaceful adjustment of the differ

ences that exist.

Mr. Prattand Mr. Shea have been to Har

risburg in the interest of the Vestibule Bill

and the bill to abolish the runboard on the

summer cars, and the prospects of getting it

through at this session of ihe legislature are

excellent if the different locals of the state

will get busy at once-see the represent

atives in the legislature and put them on

record.

INAKER, Jan , 2 .

MAKE THE YEAR MEMORABLE.

men

Philadelphia, Pa. - While a meeting of the
employes of the P. R. T. Co. was in session

at Stevenson's Hall, Thirty - first and Dia

mond streets, on December 29th , someone un

known attempted to break up the meeting by

setting fire to the building, which was com

pletely gutted ; loss, $ 15,000.

It was 2:15 a . m. when the second meeting

was called by President Brennan, introduc

ing Bro . H. Buckley as the first speaker.

Bro. Buckley had been speaking about five

minutes, when the gas light slowly began to
go down, and eventually went out. Bro.

Buckley made the remark that someone was
playing a trick on us. The audience called

on him to keep on speaking, so he proceeded

with his talk . Bro . Brennan, in the mean
time, said he would investigate the affair,
and remarked it would not be well for the

man he caught fooling around the building.
Leaving the meeting room , which was on the

fourth floor, he started down the stairs. On

reaching the third floor he was stopped by

the smoke and blaze, and was compelled to
break into a hall on that floor to get to a

window to prevent himself from suffocating.
He cried "fire" to warn the in the

meeting room on the fourth floor , where there

was at least seventy men who succeeded in

getting out safely, with the exception of

about a dozen of the boys who were painfully

cut and injured by falling glass. The men ,

after the first minute, acted in a very cool

manner, encouraged by the cool -headedness

of Bros. Pratt, Shea, Ward, McFadden and
Buckley, who, after helping every man out

of the room, were compelled, almost suffo

cated, to move quickly to save their lives .

The most suspicious circumstance of the

dastardly attempt to burn innocent men to

death, was the fact that the doors of the

only exit from the building were in some way

securely fastened in such a manner that the

firemen were compelled to chop them down ,

and found the lock sprung.

Though serious enough , it was quite an

act of providence that no lives were lost .

We would like to say that there is nothing

that will stop the advance of the trade union

movement. They may try in every manner

possible to put obstacles in our way, even
going as far as to put the men who lead the
movement in prison. Other men arise to take

the places of those who are always willing
to meet any sacrifices that are asked of
them. We are with our Bros. Gompers,

Mitchell and Morrison, still determined to re

fuse to buy the product of the Buck Stove &
Range Co. or any other unfair firm .

Bro. T. Hanley , organizer of the Black

smiths & Helpers Union, does not want any

more receptions like the one of December

29th ; it was too warm for him; he said he

was invited to a labor union meeting and not

a smoker.

Bro. McFadden did a great stunt by getting

out of the fourth story window, with both

feet stuck in the sleeves of his overcoat, and

everybody's hat in his arms but his own.

The trial of International V.-P. P. J. Shea

and the members of Div . No. 500 of Chester,

Pa., will take place in March. The brothers

were indicted by the Grand Jury for con
spiracy and dynamiting ; they had one trial ,
which resulted in a disagreement. The in

terests that are opposed to the labor unions

are making every effort to retard the move

ment by placing these men behind the bars,
and we are trying to keep them out. We

have secured the best legal talent possible,

and are hopeful of an acquittal .

Divisions 477 and 500 jointly , have sent out

an appeal for funds to fight this case , and

although some of the locals have responded

must generously, there are still a number we

have failed to hear from. We would again

call the attention of the various locals to this

appeal, and ask them to act on it at once.

The trial is a great expense .

This local is endeavoring to negotiate an

agreement with the P. R. T. Co. and at this

time we are very hopeful of a satisfactory

Fall River , Mass . — Well, boys, we are now

starting upon a new year and let us make

this a memorable one for Division 174 . We

have made a good start by electing compe
tent men to guide us through the coming

year ; and let us do our part by coming up
promptly with our dues, and incidentally,

doing a little missionary work among the

few on the road here , who do not seem to
fully understand the full meaning of the

great trade union movement.

Bro. Charles O'Gara, the roaring old sport,

has forsaken all the delights of bachelorism

and changed to line where there is no time

limit on the transfer. On Nov. 16 he was

united in holy matrimony by Father McCabe

to Miss Margaret Sullivan , one of Fall

River's most charming young ladies. Mr.

and Mrs. O'Gara went away on the New York

boat midst a shower of confetti rice and old

shoes and also the best wishes of a host of

friends. They took an extensive wedding

trip , visiting Niagara Falls, Philadelphia,
Baltimore and Washington, returning by the

way of Norfolk, Virginia . The bride and

groom are now busily engaged in rounding

out the honeymoon in a cozy flat at 28 Hun
ter street.

The boys of Div. 174 were pained to learn

of the sudden death of one of our former

members. George Stowell , who , up to a few

months ago, worked here as a motorman. He

was the victim of a teaming accident and

lived but a few hours after the unfortunate

fair. SPARE MAN .

REPORTS SHOW SATISFACTORY CON

DITIONS.

Kalamazoo, Mich.-Division No. 343 in

stalled officers for 1909 at a meeting held
December 17th. The meeting was attended

by representatives from Div. No. 111 , Jack
son, Mich. , and Div. No. 362, Albion, Mich.

We also had an International representative

present to install the officers. After instal

lation, reports were made by the president
and executive committee upon various mat
ters of interest .

Talks were made to the members by Presi

dent Fred Hamlin , of Div. No. 111, President

George Hoyt, of Div. No. 362 , and others,

whose remarks were well received . Brother

W. B. Hallet , of the C. L. U. , was present

and addressed the meeting upon the work of

organization in general. Particularly did he

direct attention to the active efforts of the

Van Cleave element of the Employers' Assu

ciation. He pointed to the warning signs

and urged the membership to be on guard .

Delegate George Bouck , of the C. L. U., gave

an interesting report on the meeting of that

body and urged the selection of delegates

who would be up - to - date in their attendance

at the future councils of the Central organ

ization . The reports presented to the local

show quite a satisfactory condition of affairs.

It is evident that 343 has lost nothing dur

ing the depressive year of 1908 .

After the meeting, the visitors and mem

bers repaired to the Manhattan restaurant ,

where an oyster lunch was enjoyed.
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EXCHANGE COMPLIMENTS WITH COM

PANY OFFICERS.

Decatur , III .-- At our first regular meeting

in December, we nominated officers, who

were voted on and elected at the last meet

ing in December . The different committees

will be appointed by the president at the

next meeting.

Now that our annual election is over, let

all officers, delegates , committeemen and

members be regular in attendance, and

whenever you have any grievance, or know

anything that will benefit a member or the

local, get up in the meeting and tell it. The

object of the association is to benefit one

another, and make better conditions for all .

If you have any suggestions to make that
would benefit the service, tell them . Let

every member do all he can to help build up

the local.. Go to the meeting and try to take
some new member with you. Do not stay

away, and after the meeting is over, ask

some of the members what was done and

what was said , and then kick, because you

do not see it in the same light, but go and do

something or say something yourself.

The good attendance will surely build up

a solid local. Let all delegates to the Trades

and Labor Assembly be regular in altend

ance and make a full report to the local of

their meetings.

There has not been enough interest taken

in this matter heretofore . We must be more

careful in talking over the attails of the as

sociation, on the cars and around the trans

fer house. The place to do this is at the

meeting. So let us turn over a new leaf by

attending each meeting.

The members of Div. 511 presented our
superintendents - M . L. Harry and P. J.

Brieley - each with a large and handsome

rocker as a Christmas present, showing the

appreciation and high esteem in which they

are held by the members of our local . They,

in turn , presented each of the married men

with a dressed turkey, and single men a box

of cigars.

Bro. Cooper is back at work after spending

the holidays in the South.

Bro .Meace is now working the day run on

the early depot car.

Bro. W. E. Barkson has been promoted tu
conductor on the Interurban . V. E. is a

mighty goodman.
President Davis is very busy . When not

busy with the affairs of the local or running

his car, he is taking care of his stock on

the farm .

Our January buttons are much larger, but

it is no trouble for the public to see what

kind of a man they are riding with - for at

first glance they notice they have the new

button .

DIV. 511, Jan. 4 .

through like a streak of lightning. He is

of the "Port Huron -Detroit Limited" fame.

Bill was the first to discover the limited. No

one will dispute that. Some say Bill discov

ered the Rapid, and the writer has no doubt

that Bill discovered Red Band.

Bro. Raymond McDonnell ought to keep

away from Port Huron. The one in Mt.

Clemens should be enough.

Bros. Zeigler and Robison are fighting for

supremacy in a game called " split point,"

both having served two three - days of leisure .

Bro. Martin Feeley Conger, in changing

cars at Port Huron, placed his stool on the

ground and walked away, got discouraged at

the thought of having to take the 7270 back ,

ran over his own stool and never missed it

until he got to Mt. Clemens . Next morning

he came to Port Huron on the paper car, and

went over to see what was left of his chair .

It was so badly demolished he was unable

to identify it. Going home, he explained his

loss to his family , and of course everyone

sympathized with him , even the cat showed

her sympathy by meowing so loud that Jack

Johnson's colored dog showed his objection

by giving the cat a biff on the nose, the blow

throwing the cat down the stairs, but saving

itself serious injury by landing into the

neighbor's pitcher of fresh milk.

Bros. Ned Briens , Wm. Richards and Louis

Leonard are on the sick list. We sincerely

hope that before long we'll see their smiling

faces on the road again.

Bro. C. McGachan is spending a few months

in Canada in a town called "One Long ," 20

miles from “ Too Long," whereever that is.

Bro. Frank Williams is contemplating a

trip to Hingland , but says he's unable to get

Haof.

See you at the next meeting, so good- bye

until next time .

The official dopester,

Jan. 4 . PAUL MANTHEY.

PACIFIC COAST NOTES.

INTERESTED IN ELECTION ,

Port Huron, Mich . — The annual election of

officers by Div. 90 was held Dec. 10 at Mt.

Clemens and Port Huron . The counting of

ballots being done at the latter place, with

a large crowd of candidates present; in fact ,

every member that could spare a few minutes

was there waiting for returns. Never before

was there such enthusiasm displayed at an

election .

Bro. John Burde seems to be up against it.

When he ain't on the show up " he's laid up ;
the last time being sick five weeks. But he

is back again " hooking 'em over.” His last

sickness was most unfortunate, coming right

after a beautiful matrimonial romance. Good

luck and health to you both , Jack , and may

your home be blessed with a pair of Burde's.
Gorman Zeigler, son of Secretary Chas.

Zeigler, met with a very serious accident.

pulling a kettle of hot water over on his

arm , but is now on the road to recovery.

Bro. Wm . Ackley, members see very little
of. That's because of him always going

Oakland, Calif. - The annual election of offi

cers of Div. 192 for ensuing year was held

at "Castle Hall ” Dec. 23rd , 1908. There was

no opposition for the presidential honors, as

the entire membership of Div. 192 feel that
their cause could not be entrus ed to a safer

or a more conscientious man than our pres

ent incumbent, J. W. Smart.

We are pleased to see W. Morgan, of the

Western Division , at work again. Brother

Morgan has been in ill- health for some time

past.

The Division is very sorry to learn that

Brother Burnham is still on the sick list.

We sincerely hope that the New Year will

bring him a speedy recovery.

New Year's eve brought out one of the

largest crowds of merry makers that Oak

land has ever seen. The O. T. C. did a thriv

ing business in nickels and dimes. Every

car was pressed into service and were packed

all night. Notwithstanding the heavy rain

about midnight, everybody had a jolly good
time and the boys turned in double the

amount of another night.

Rumor has it that Judge and Athey , two

of our most popular brothers, are sincerel;

contemplating the drug business. Go to it,

boys, for a conglommeration of proxide and
fuzz will work wonders and " a little bit

added to what you have will make a little

bit more. "

S. A. Swensen , of the " Black Diamond"

line, has a prize “ bull terrier.” Brother Swen

sen challenges anything in Alameda county

" goats" preferred , rib steaks not included .
Brother D. McCombs and wife spent the

holidays at their Vacaville home. They re

port everything up that way in a prosperous

state.

Brother W. W. Scott aleviated his Christ
mas hunger in "Wild Cat" Gulch . He did

not tell us any " big " game story on his re

turn , presume the wild cats are taking

their usual winter " nap." " 192, "

So

*
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EAST LIVERPOOL, O., AGREEMENT.

Any

Articles of Agreement,

Entered into by and between The East

Liverpool Traction & Light Company, their
successors, heirs or assigns, party of tre

first part, hereinafter called the Company ,

and The Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America,

Division No. 52 , of East Liverpool , Ohio , em

ployes of the said company, party of the

second part, hereinafter called the As'ocia

tion .

Witnesseth : That in the operation of the

llnes of the party of the first part, both par

ties 'nereunto mutually agree to the cove

nants and agreements hereinafter stated ,

as follows :

Section 1 . That the Company through its

properly accredited officers will continue to

treat with its employes of the Association

through the properly accredited officers and

committees of the Association upon all mat

ters covered by this agreement .

Sec. 2. That properly accredited officers

of the Association shall have full power to

adjust all differences toat may arise between

the party hereto with the properly accred

ited officers of the Company. All differences

shall be submitted to the Superintendent of

the Company or other officer designated by

the Company, by the properly accredited of-

Acers of the Association, and if an agree

ment cannot be reached , the entire matter

shall be submitted to the General Manager

of the Company. Should he be unable to ad

just the difference at issue, the same shall

be submitted to arbitration as provided for

in said Company's franchise which reads as

follows : " It is a condition of the granting

of this franchise that any case said Com

pany and its employes are unable to amica

bly settle without strike or other interfer

ence with public rights , any controversy or

difference which may arise between tiem ,

then , at the request of either the Company

or its employes , or if they refuse , at the re

quest of the Mayor or President of Council .

such controversy shall be submitted to a

Board of Arbitration consisting of five disin

terested persons. one of whom may be se

lected by said Company, one by the em

ployes, and three of whom shall be appointed

by tae Judge of the Court of Common Pleas

of Columbiana county.

" In case any of the arbitrators thus chosen

shall refuse to act, his place shall be filled

by the said Judge of the Court of Common

Pleas.

“ The inding of a majority of this board

shall be final and binding upon all of the

parties to the controversy.

" The expense of the arbitration shall be

borne equally by the Company and its em

ployes, one-halt to each.

“ This section shall apply to any other

Company which may hereafter operate cars

over the lines constructed under this ordi
nance."

Sec. 3 . When a case is submitted to arbi

tration . each party shall name Its arbitra

tors within five days. Sald arbitrators thuis

chosen . shall meet within five days there

after and continue to meet dally until such

time as a decision is reached

Pending the adjustment of any difference

there shall be no lock - out , strike or cessa

tion of work by either party.

Sec . 4. That any member, or merbers, of

this Associa'ion by act or word interfering

with or disturbing the course of negotiation

between the properly accredited officers of

the Company and the Association respec

tively upon any subject whatsoever, or in

terlering with or disturbing the service in

any way contrary to the conditions and spirit

of this agreement, shall, upon satisfactory

proof of the same, be dismissed from the

service.

Sec . 5. When any member of the Associa

tion is discharged or suspended by the Com

pany, the nature of the charges shall , upon

request, be furnished the Association . But ,

under no circumstances shall any member

of the Association be suspended or dis

charged without first being notified of the

charges or cause .

Sec. 6 . Motormen or conductors shall be

promoted to tue runs in accordance with

their seniority in the service of the Com

pany.

Sec. 7 . Motormen shall rank on the list as

motormen from the time they are turned in

as such , and conductors shall rank on the

list as conductors from the time they are

turned in as such , and , under no circum

stances, shall any such motorman or conduc

tor be placed on the opposite list , except at

the foot of the same . This section is not in

tended to prohibit a motorman from con

ducting a run when necessity demands, or

vice versa.

Sec. 8. That all trainmen , members of the

Association , in the service of the Company ,

shall be entitled to free transportation on

all regular cars operated over the division

upon which they are employed when in uni

form or under such other regulations as the

Company may from time to time adopt.

Sec . 9 . Any member of the Association

placed temporarily in other employment by

the Company . shall be entitled to his run at

the expiration of said other employment.

Sec . 10 . motorman or conductor,

member 0! the Association , who shall be

elected to nfice, or assigned to any duties

by the Association , which requires his tem

porary absence from his run , shall be

granted leave of absence without pay, and

upon his return e shall be entitled to his

respective place upon the board .
Sec. 11 . When any regular motorman or

conductor is glyen a leave of absence from

one to thirty days, extra men shall be enti

tled to the run until a new schedule is made

or regular man reports .

Sec . 12 . That all motormen or conductors

in the employ of the Company , shall be or

become members of the Association .

Sec. 13 . A day's work shall be made when

possible within twelve consecutive hours, in

cluding time for meals , No regular run

suall be less than eight hours except by mu

tual consent.

Sec . 14 . No regular trainman . after finish

ing his run . shall be required to do extra
work there are competent extra men

available , and the Company will endeavor at

all times to provide sufficient extra men so

that regular men will not be required to do

extra work except when it is absolutely nec

essary.

Sec . 15 . When a regular or extra motor

man or conductor fails to report on time , he

shall serve two days at foot of extra list for

first offense , four days for second . and seven

days for third inside of thirty days . Four

misses within thirty days may be sufficient

cause for an immediate discharge .
Sec . 16 . During the continuance of tiis

agreement , the wages for motormen and

conductors shall be, for the first year, 21c

per hour for the first year of service : 23c

per hour for the second year of service , and

24c per hour for the third year of service

and thereafter.

For the second year of this agreement and

to the expiration thereof , the wages for mo

tormen and conductors shall be 21c per hour

for first year of service ; 23c per hour for

second year of service : 24c per hour for

third year of service , and 250 per hour for

fourth year of service and thereafter.

Sec. 17 . It is further understood and

agreed between the party of the first part

and the party of the second part that in
consideration of tie foregoing, said em

ployes shall work at all times to the best

interest of The East Liverpool Traction &

Light Company, that they will strictly ob

serve all rules and regulations of the said

Company and cheerfully obey all orders from

the officers of the same . They further agree

at all times to protect the property of the

Company from injury at their own hands ,
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CONDUCTOR VICTIM OF ROBBERY.or at the hands of others, when in their

power to do so ; and use every effort to

prevent injury to the property and persons

of the traveling public .

Sec. 18 . That this agreement shall be

binding and in force !rom the first day of

May, 1907, to the first day of May , 1910, in

clusive, and to remain in full effect there

after until thirty days notice shall have been

given by either party to the other for the

discontinuance or modification of the terms

nerein specified.

Sec. 19 . Should it be desirous to change
the terms of service at the termination of

the period indicated , as the term for which

this undertaking shall be regarded as con
tinuous, notification of such change , or

changes, must be given by the party so de
siring during the month of Marc . , 1910, that

ample time may be had to make such change,

or changes, as may be agreed upon to take

effect at the expiration of this agreement .

Otherwise this agreement shall continue in

full force for another year.

Signed.
THE EAST LIVERPOOL TRACTION

& LIGHT COMPANY,

By J. C. Rothery, Gen'l Manager.

Witnessed by Mary Maloney
Č. A. ALLISON,

President.

CHAS. KONTNIER ,

Secretary

one

we

NEW CENTER AISLE CARS.

Rock Island , m . - On Monday , Dec. 14th , oc

curred the annual election of officers for the

year 1909 . Two candidates had previously

been nominated for each office and the elec

tion was held by the Australian ballot sys
tem.

Bro. Hart has been president of 313 since

its organization in Dec. , 1902, and his prac

tically unanimous re - election to his seventh
term assures him of his high standing

among the membership of the Division, and

the general satisfaction of the members with

him as a presiding officer .
F. Widen , as treasurer, has served five

years. E. C. Clevenstine, as secretary, has

served five and one - half years. Both were

re - elected for another term .

The year 1908 has been one of progress

for the Division . Our dealings with the com

pany have been satisfactory , our membership

has increased, and financially the Division is

stronger than ever before since Its organiza
tion .

I notice in the correspondence of other

Divisions , regarding sick benefits, that some

locals pay_additional assessments to keep it

up . Our Division pays a sick benefit of $ 7

per week, not to exceed over eight weeks in

year. This is taken from our regular

monthly assessment and for the year 1908

just completed , while had the usual

amount of sickness. Two brothers drew the

limit for a year, $ 56 each . Yet the per capita

cost per member to be taken from our assess
ment fund was less than 16 12 cents per

member for each month . This has not varied

one - half cent per capita for the last three

years it has been maintained. This proves

that a good substantial sick benefit, properly

handled, may be carried on by our Divisions
at a comparatively small cost without extra
assessment.

Weareglad to report that Bro. Bert Stone,

who has been in the hospital for some time,

is getting along nicely, and hopes to be on
duty again before long.

How aboutfixing up that club room ? Let

the boys take a little more pride and respect

for what we have, and then it would pay to

fixours as fine as any club room in the city .
Didn't hear of any of our boys having tur

key dinners . They roost too high.

Bro. Lee Bland is back to work after being

laid up for three weeks.

Things are getting rather interesting for
the boys on the interurban line . On Friday

night , Jan. 1st , a masked robber boarded a

on the M. E. M. and Watertown line at

the east end of the Silvis branch at 11:20

p . m . and relieved Bro. Chas . Jones of his

coat containing about $ 20 in change. After

leaving the car the robber fled toward the

railway yards. pursued by Motorman Bro.

Geo. Benson who fired five shots at the fee

ing man . There were no passengers on the

car when the robber entered at the end of

the line , and when he said " hands up" the

boys thought it best to comply with his re
quest.

NEW FACES APPEAR.

1

Hallfax, N. S.-At our regular monthly

meeting held on the 12th of December the

election of our officers for the ensuing year

took place. There was also an auditing com

mittee appointed by the president composed

of Bros. Furzey , Malone and Murray. There

was not much excitement at the election of

officers as each was elected unanimously.

I would like to remind some of our

brothers that their dues are not up to date.

So, come along, boys , start the New Year

with a clean slate . Don't forget the date

they are due, hunt up the financial secre

tary and get the card. It will save him a

lot of trouble.

I believe we are to get two new cars in

a couple of months time—some of the center

aisle type for use on our belt line.

Bro. F. McNab is a dead shot, boys, so

mind the bowls of your pipes.

Bro. Valentine is neck and neck with Bro.

Bcwe for hot air. Every one else has got

to be tongue- tied whilst they are around.

Bro. Rudolph seems vexed . Some one spoke

to his girl . I don't think there is any harm

in_that, so keep smiling.

I have much pleasure in stating that some

of the “ never joins " are now thinking differ

ently.
I am glad to hear our nearest neighbors,

the Sydney boys, lined up. I had our two

little divisions at this end of the world will

not fall behind.

Bro. Townsend likes a quiet stroll in the

evenings. Keep your eyes peeled boys.

Who said Bro. Noakes was downhearted ?

Bro. Hope has a new sweater, never mind

the color. Let's "Hope" It keeps him warm.

Bro. J. Adams is O. K. , " landy."

Your humble is all smiles . All the boys

know why.

We are getting the buttons gradually and

don't forget , it's not a case of putting the

light under a bushel.

Bro. Coolen has been sick for a few days ,
but he is back again at his post. That bit

of fretwork of his showed excellent work

manship . What next, Bill ?

Bro. Murray is the coin collector for the

next year and he wants it understood his

financial affairs will not permit him to blow

a new pair of boots every month to gather

up the dues.

I hope all the members of our vast organ

ization spent a Merry Christmas and a Happy

New Year and the wishes of your humble is

that it wlll be one of prosperity for all the
boys.

Jan. 1 . SCRIBE " 508."

car

Wheeling, W. Va.-old Div. 103 met at

1515 Market Street December 26 . Election

of officers brought out the members and made

a well attended meeting.

Brother Geo . Minger has been united in

matrimony and we all wish him a very happy

double life with the belle from the south

side.

A bunch of Wheeling Traction Co. were

visiting in Moundsville and reported a very

nice time with the Moundsville boys. They

entertained them with music and served re

freshments at the proper time.
Jas. Tohler, of Boston Di sion , exchanged

runs with E. T. Evans, being quite an ac

commodation for Evans.

Harry Ludwig of Belaire Division , recently

married one of the south side society ladies.
May success be with them .

Several new faces have been noticed in the

employment of the Wheeling Traction Co.

COR .
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STREET CAR MAN ELECTED MAYOR . remembered , and that it should be on the

coming New Year's day this reminder is

given .

It is needless to say that the men look for

ward to that day as the best day of the year.

On some of the local lines where the same

passengers ride every day the men received

quite a sum of money.

The hearing in our arbitration case has

brought out that in order to secure an in

crease of wage it is necessary for the com

pany to be successful and the success of the

company depends on the fidelity and the

honesty of the men who run the cars . So,

boys , remember that your success and the

success of the union depends upon your good

work for the company.

238 , Jan. 1.

NEW DEATH BENEFIT PROPOSITION .

the

Lynn , Mass. - In beginning this letter last
month the words " with regret" were used.

This month I will start with the words " with

pleasure ."

I am able to write that the railroad men

of Lynn, with the help of dissatisfied Repub

licans, did themselves credit in electing for

Mayor of Lynn Alderman J. E. Rich , who

has worked for the Boston & Northern Street

Railway Co. for 19 years. He was elected by

the biggest vote that a Democratic Mayor

ever received in the City of Lynn, receiving

a plurality of 2,550 votes. Last year the

Republican candidate was elected by almost

2,000 plurality.

Such a surprising result was reached by

the hustle of the railroad men , who had 5,000

cards printed with the following printing on

them : " Public office is a public trust. Lest

you forget, vote for Jimmy Rich for Mayor.

He will give the city a clean business admin

istration " These were given out on election

day to the voters who rode on the cars , and

the day before also. The "do nothing" pol

icy of the present Mayor and the very aggres .

sive policy of our friend Jimmie on the board

of aldermen was a great help to him in win

ning such a victory .

The last meeting was entertained by an

address from International Treasurer Orr

on the coming arbitration and thee bnefits

that we might expect to receive from it .

Hon. Chas. S. Hamlin, who was Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury under Grover

Cleveland. has been selected as the final

member of the arbitration board to revise

the wages on the Boston & Northern system .

He was selected after six weeks of hard

work by other two arbitrators . The
first hearing was held on Thursday, Decem
ber 17 , at the State house, Boston , Mass. ,

room 147. The room was furnished through

the influence of Bernard Supple, clerk of the

State Board of Arbitration . All railroad men

were invited to attend . The writer had the

pleasure of attending and listening to the

able opening argument of Bro. G. E. B. Mem
ber William B. Fitzgerald , and the writer
only wished that every railroad man that

says the union is no good could have been
at the hearing. They surely would change

their minds.

The company's case is being handled by
Bently Warren, one of the smartest railroad

lawyers in the State of Massachusetts . He

is being assisted by General Manager Goff

and General Superintendent F. C. Wilkinson.

After a hard day's work a large lot of fig
ures had been given out on both sides . The

board adjourned until 10 o'clock the next

day.

At the opening of the next day's session

Bro. Fitzgerald, in a few remarks, introduced
to the board International President W. D.

Mahon , who now will take charge of the

case. After a short session , the board ad

journed until Tuesday, December 29. Mr.

Hamiin , chairman of the board , had business

engagements in the west.

We hope, in our next letter, to let the

members know everything has been settled

to please everybody.

The last of the year our local paper, the

Lynn Item , printed an editorial on the fol
lowing lines :

" The custom long ago established of mak

ing a small present on New Year's day to
the conductore and motormen on the street

car lines is one that should not be forgotten .

We mention it early in order that they be
not overlooked when the day arrives on

which the donations are expected . When

the idea was first brought out, the sugges

tion was made that each patron of the road

should hand six cents to the conductor when
the five -cent fare was paid , the extra cent

being a contribution to a fund to be divided

between the conductor and motorman at the
end of the day's work. The sum was

small that there were very few who could

not spare it, and on many lines the aggre
gate amount was considerable . Since then

passengers have not confined themselves to

penny contributions. but each year has shown

the car crews that they were appreciated and

Scranton, Pa.-I would call attention of the

members to a “ Death Benefit fund ” that has

come before the Division for consideration .

There are very good features about this

proposition , and it is very simple . There

are , now, nearly 400 members in our Divi
sion and each member shall pay into this

fund the sum of one dollar, which would be

a very nice sum. There shall be no further
dues or assessments until the death of a

member. when each member shall be assessed
one dollar. As there have been only three

deaths in five years, it can be readily seen

that this is the cheapest insurance in the

country. Any member of this fund desiring
to resign from the employ of the company

can , upon application, receive his dollar back
if he has a withdrawal card , so there is very

little to lose . So , boys , get in line and get

this Death Benefit fund going. Bro. L. F.

Hart is the originator of the proposition and

his intention is to make our Division so at

tractive that every man on the job will seek

admission to membership and not wait for
us to seek them.
The members of organized labor will be

called upon in the near future to show what

kind of material they are made of. Henry

Zeidler, business agent for the Bartenders'

Union , is a candidate for Mayor of Scranton ,
subject to the primaries. He has been en

dorsed by the Central Labor Union and

twenty - five of the delegates have been ap

pointed on a committee to assist him in his

campaign. If the union men of this city do

their duty there is no question of his elec
tion . So, give him your vote and he will lift

the lid .

It is a shame and an imposition , the pre
dicament the offiicials of the company were

in the day after Christmas , and also after

NewYear's day. They had no crews to take
out five or six cars on each occasion . Those

who missed their runs will no doubt receive
severe discipline , which they deserve. Our

agreement says we " promise to advance the

interest of the company in every possible

way ." But this does not look like it. Now,

let us do what we have agreed to do and we
will advance our own interests as well as

the company's.

There is one hard - working member of our

Division who does not attempt to make any

fuss about it and is always at the service of

our Division and no sacrifice too great for

him in our interest. He deserves a whole

lot ofciedit, and that is Steve Salada, from

the barn

It has been reported that a number of our
members are in arrears in their dues and a

motion has been passed at our Division meet

ing that they must give some good excuse

or be suspended . The policy of this Division

in the future shall be " good members or

none at all." So , don't let this slip Voir

memory. There are yet quite a few nen en

the job who are not members, althlign prison
have been repeatedly asked to mi ol ' hein

selves in our Division . I think it's trothis

effort should be made to have them in

then if we fail we will know therein.ir

and treat them as they treat us .

PICKLASPlus.

SO

1

.
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A DELUSION DISPELLED.

Perhaps no strike of any Division of this

Association has ever cause more wide

spread comment than has the strike of Di.

vision No. 268 of Cleveland , Ohio . No doubt,

there is much occasion for it . The Cleve.

land street railway situation has been be

fore the public for some seven years . The

declaration of Mayor Tom . L. Johnson that

3-cent fares would eventually come in that

city has attracted the fullest attention on

part of the public. Interests allied with

public utility concerns and individuals who

have prized grants and franchises for the

private operation of public utilities have

been interested with the hope that 3-cent

fares would not prove successful . The ad

vocates of municipal ownership have been

hopeful that it would prove successful and

that it would eventually lead to municipal

ownership and operation on part of Cleve

land of the street railway system . Thus ,

almost every element that gives heed to

public interests , every public spirited citizen

and every individual seeking special priv.

llege from public grants has been intenselv

interested, for or against , in this Cleveland

contest . Many of the franchises of the

Cleveland Electric Railway Company have

long since expired . Some of them still ex

ist . It was Mayor Johnson's alleged pur

pose to grant no franchises or renewals

only unon a 3-cent fare basis, and then .

only with a provision having for its ultimate

end municipal ownership .

Mayor Johnson was looked unon all over

the country, and in fact , all over the en

lightened world . as a champion of 3-cent

fares and municipal ownership and opera

tion of public utilities. So thoroughly was

this view of him disseminated that his verv

name was looked upon as the harbinger of

Ilberation from corporate control . particu .

larly in municipal affairs. It installed a

confidence in him on part of the public

which hut few ever enjoyed . It instilled a

hatred for his policies on nart of those in

terested in corporate privileges as bitter ,

perhaps . as any other man ever endured .

That Tom L. Johnson finally got control

of the street railway situation in Cleveland

is not , to-day, a matter of news . It is a

matter of fact . The simple fact that he did

get control, and was practically the chief

operating manager of the lines , seems to

have carried with it , as a matter of fact .

that his championship of 3-cent fares and

ultimate municinal ownershin and operation

was crowned with success. The ou side pub

lic , and even a vast majority of the citizens

of Cleveland , believed . and could believe

nothing else , that the mayor was acting as

an agent for the city , that his acts were the

citv's acts and that the city of Cleveland

had control of the street railway lines ,

practically owned and operated them . The

naners represented the city as a victor and

Johnson as a great general who had led

' the forces to a grand victory for the princi

ple of municipal ownership and operation .

No one ever suspected that there was a

sleeper in any of these movements on part

of the mayor ; in fact , but few could be con

vinced of it . He received congratulations

innumerable.

To further invoke the admiration of mu

nicipal ownership and low fare enthus

lasts, he actually established a sort of 3

cent fare program , much to the advantage

of a vast majority of the patrons , so far as

the price of fares was concerned . Even in

all of the modifications of the original 3

cent fare program in the experimental

course , he still held to the 3 -cent fare as a

general proposition .

But Mayor Johnson did not secure to

Cleveland the assurance of continued 3-cent

fares . That is where the people have been

grossly mistaken . Neither did he secure to

the people of Cleveland any assurance of

municipal ownership and operation . In fact ,

he put municipal ownership and operation

twenty - five years away .

The facts upon the Cleveland situation

have been quoted in this magazine in vari

ous forms on several occasions and were it

not for the persistence on part of a large

number of newspapers throughout the coun

try in misjudging the course of Division No.

268 of this Association , the maligning of its

officers and membership, together with the

international officer who had direct charge,

no further comment would be made at this

time and the press of the country could

thrash the matter out so far as municipal

ownership and 3-cent fares is concerned

without any further suggestions ; but here

are some of the causes for reiteration of

the position of our Association and its con

nection with Mayor Johnson's 3-cent pro

gram . We go to Portland , Ore. , and quote

from the Portland , Oregon , Daily News the

following:

" Hardly had the Municipal Traction Com

pany taken the property when a general

strike was declared. The leader of the strike

has since admitted to the Trades and Labor

Council (of Cleveland ) , that over $20,000

was contributed by interested parties to

force the strike and keep it allve. It has

been known that traction interests all over

the country have contributed freely in

money and brains to the knocking of the 3

cent company. The strike resulted in an

operation deficit of over $50.000 in a single

month . Then the strikers took ad

vantage of a new law and secured the put.

ting of the franchise to a referendum vote.

It is upon that vote that the people of

Cleveland rejected the franchise, etc.”

Papers in every city, from the Pacific

coast east to the Atlantic, have taken espe

cial pains to lash the Cleveland strikers

with equal or more severe mendacity than

appears in the above quotation. I have

neither space nor inclination to quote them

all .

A far eastern paper, in part, prints upon

the subject in this language:

“ It ( 3-cent fare service ) , must have grown

somewhat unpopular, however, or the peo

ple would not have voted as they did on

the franchise question . "

A Detroit paper, under the epithet, “ Street

Car Employees on the Wrong Track , " di
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men

reetly aecuses Division No. 268 of : " De

feating a semi-public 3 - cent francise.” It

goes on to say that the strike was “born of

sin ," and " financed by those who feared suc

cessful municipal ownership would sound

the death knell of the private ownership of

public utilities . "

The Detroit paper is also profuse in as

persions heaped upon the leaders of the

strike, insinuating ulterior motives .

It is to reply to all this calumny imposed

upon Division No. 268 and those who had to

do with her strike that explanation of the

position of the Association as touching the

Cleveland situation is again given . The

facts are as follows:

The Cleveland Street Railway System was

not being operated under a " semi-public 3

cent franchise " or any other kind of a 3

cent franchise. No “ semi-public 3-cent

franchise,” in fact, no 3 -cent franchise of

any kind was voted upon by the citizens of

Cleveland in the franchise election. The

franchise was a 6 -for - a -quarter, or 5 cents

straight franchise. Why do not newspapers

give the public the truth ?

Every time the citizens of Cleveland elect

ed Tom L. Johnson as mayor they indirect

ly voted for 3 -cent fares by a large major.

ity, but Mayor Johnson finally endorsed and

recommended a “ 6 -ticket-for-a -quarter fran.

chise" for twenty - five years and condition

ally longer than that, thus putting away the

possibility of any contract between the city

of Cleveland and any operative street rall

way company which would convey a guar

antee to the citizens a 3 -cent fare, and that

was the franchise voted upon at the fran.

chise election and defeated.

Mayor Johnson and his associates did or .

ganize a Street Railway Company and

named it " The Municipal Traction Com.

pany. ” The city of Cleveland was not so

much as a partner in this company. It was

municipal in name only. Its nature would

not have been changed had it been named

“Private Ownership Company.” This com

pany leased from the Cleveland Electric

Railway Company, later re -organized as the

"Cleveland Railways Company, " the entire

system covered by the 5-cent franchise, to

gether with the 3-cent lines that had been

sold by the Johnson concerns to the Cleve

land Electric Co. The limitation of condi.

tions of operation on part of the leasing

company, however, were restricted only

within the franchise conditions and em

bodied in the “ 5 -cent” or “ 6 -for-a -quarter

franchise.” The fact that the Municipal

Traction Company began experimenting

upon a sort of 3 -cent fare proposition did

not change the nature of the franchise,

neither did it give the people any assur

ance that 3 -cent fares would be continued.

But the first thing that the Municipal

Traction management did after securing the

lease was to declare void an agreement cov

ering the conditions of employment which

existed between Division No. 268 of this

Association and the Cleveland Electric Rail.

way Co., Its heirs, assigns or lessees. In

the face of the fact that this agreement pro

vidod to cover " lessees , " the lessee declared

it void and refused to comply with its con:

ditions. The wages were reduced l-cent

below the agreement price, yet the news.

papers have had the audacity to state, with.

out knowledge, that, “ the Municipal Com

pany increased the wages of the men 1-cent

above the agreement price.” Even this did

not provoke a strike, but the sub

mitted . Then came the wholesale discharge

of members of Division 268. The manage

ment of the Municipal Traction Company

were appealed to and the committee was

met by a deaf ear. Arbitration which was

provided for in the agreement was offered

by the committee and refused by the com

pany, yet no strike occurred. Then the com.

pany replaced a large number of the mem

bers of Division No. 268 from 6 to 12 years

in the service with men newly employed

and none of whom were two years in the

service. This was a violation of seniority

rights to which the men were entitled by

tradition, by their ignored agreement and

by a pre- consolidation promise of Mr. Du

Pont, the president of the Municipal Com

pany. Thus, over five hundred of the mem

bers of Division No. 268 were displaced and

dispossessed of their rightful employment

and further aggressions were threatened.

This was the over-burden of imposition

which was followed by the strike. Was it

" born of sin ?” And if so, who was the sin

ner ?

If there was ever a righteous strike and

one in which men were entitled to respect

for protesting against imposition, the Cleve

land strike was such a one.

That the strike was financed by outside

parties is absolutely false. It was financed

from the treasury of the Amalgamated As

sociation. Neither was it a fight against

any 3-cent franchise. It was a fight against

the Municipal Traction Company on account

of the treatment it accorded to its em

ployees . Neither did any leader of the

strike ever allege to the Cleveland Central

Labor Union, or to anyone else, that, " out

side parties had appropriated $ 20,000" or

any other assistance to the Association in

maintaining the strike. It was maintained

through the legitimate channels of this As

sociation as all other strikes are maintained .

It was a strike in which one or the other of

two parties, the employing company or the

striking employees, were sure of defeat. It

was a strike in which both parties resorted

to the means at their command by which

to win their respective contention. That

any element of the citizens of Cleveland , or

any private individual, or any private cor

poration should have, or regard their inter

est as co -ordinate with the interests of Di

vision No. 268 , was no affair of the Associ

ation. Such a condition of interests was not

invited by this Association nor the Cleve

land Local . It came of natural conse

quences.

That this Association led the fight against

the franchise is true. The referendum law

was a convenient implement and the only

convenient implement of warfare and the

advantage of it was quickly appropriated.

The contest was carried over a period of
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prove a saving of some $ 100,000.00 in the

first year's pay roll . It would also do away

with an agreement that protected the men

from oppressive economy rules in opera

tion and bring the employes helplessly

within the oppressive dictation of the man.

agement. It would bring to the company

all the advantages the destruction of a

labor organization could bring. Then, with

whom was the motive ? But the Municipal

Traction Company made a miscalculation .

Instead of speedily winning the strike and

disorganizing the men, the management of

the company lost the strike, and with it , lost

the privilege of operating the Cleveland

Street Railway System under a 5-cent fran

chise.

The people, by misleading newspaper

statements upon the Cleveland traction war,

have been deluded and , no doubt, some

newspapers have made erratic statements

from lack of knowledge of the true facts.

time that afforded the citizens of Cleveland

to become fully aware of where they were

at in their relations to the Municipal Trac

tion Company, and likewise, to the company

to which the franchise had been granted .

They awakened to the fact that they had no

3-cent fare privileges upon any legal assur

ance whatever, but that the operative com

pany was well fortified in the fullest of as.

surance that it could fix any fare , any time

in the future during the entire twenty -five

years that should meet their greed or favor,

at any price, from six tickets for a quarter,

down.

There is no need of making any comment

whatever upon the sincerity or insincerity

of Mayor Tom L. Johnson in his profession

of purpose to maintain a 3 -cent fare , Crom

well died, and it is possible that Mayor John .

son might not last the full of the twenty

five year term of the franchise . Nero

changed his disposition while on the trone

and it is possible that Tom L. Johnson

might have done so. Anyhow, the citizens

of Cleveland awakened to the fact that their

3-cent privilege rested upon no assurance

whatever so far as any agreement or con

tract was concerned between the city and

the operative company or the company hold.

ing the franchise. They had the opportun

ity of recalling the franchise. It was placed

before them by this Association . They took

advantage of it, wiped it out and saved

themselves the privilege of entering into

any agreement they may wish to enter into

by which the operation of street cars in

Cleveland shall be governed in the future .

The people have also had recommitted to

their power the privilege of making such

arrangement for future municipal owner

ship and operation as the laws of the

State of Ohio will permit.

So far as this Association is concerned, it

was never involved in any question of mu

nicipal ownership, or 3-cent fares, with any

traction company or with the people of

Cleveland or any element of the people of

Cleveland . The purpose of the Association

is to establish and maintain to its member

ship the best possible conditions of employ

ment to be secured and to protest against

the loss of such conditions, if need be by

strike, as the case required in Cleveland in

the strike against the Municipal Traction

Company.

The original secret cause of the Cleve

land strike was with the management of

the Municipal Traction Company.

You may ask , why do I believe the com

pany wanted the strike ? I will explain ,

and then the people may draw their own

conclusion . The wage rate forced upon the

men was 23 cents per hour for the first year

service employes , 24 cents for the second

year and after two years 25 cents. There

were 1,400 men old enough in the service

to receive the 25-cent rate . By forcing those

men to strike they would be out of the

service . The company expected the strike

would not survive, and then these

would be forced to return as new employes

upon the first year pay . That would reduce

their wage 2 cents more per hour ana

One good sample of what the "open shop,”

lauded by the Van Cleave union busters' bri

gade, will do for the alleged free and inde

pendent workman who is not subect to the

“ tyrannical trade union ,” is set forth by the

organizer's report , in which he speaks of one

factory where the employes are not allowed

to tell each other how much they receive in

wages and who are known , however, in some

cases to receive as much as $ 4.50 for one

week's work . The hours are limited to not

more than 24 in any one day . The open

shop" is a great institution -- for the Boss.

Cigarmakers ' Journal .

Disbursements from the death and disabil

ity fund during the month of December,

1908, were made to beneficiaries on death

and disability claims as follows :

Deaths,

Mrs. Lena Basel, beneficiary, death

claim of A. Basel , deceased mem

ber of Div . No. 268 , Cleveland ,

Ohio ; cause, tuberculosis ....... $ 100.00

Mrs. William Rice, beneficiary ,

death claim of Wm. Rice, deceas

ed member of Div . No. 379 , Niles,

Ohio ; cause , paralysis .... 100.00

Mrs. Nellie Troy, beneficiary , death

claim of Patrick J. Troy, deceased

member of Div. No. 241 , Chicago,

Ill .; cause, pulmonary tuberculo

sis 100.00

Sisette Keiderling, beneficiary, death

claim of Henry Keiderling, deceas

ed member of Div. No. 125 , Belle

ville, Ill .; cause, heart trouble .. 100.00

Mrs. Lyda Burnham, beneficiary,

death claim of Edward Burnham,

deceased member of Div . No. 132 ,

Troy, N. Y.; cause, asphyxia by

illuminating gas ... 100.00

Mrs. Rose Machande , beneficiary ,

death claim of William R. Strem

low , deceased member of Div. No.

312 , Davenport , Iowa ; cause, con

sumption 100.00

men
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100.00

100.00

100.00

Mrs. Fred S. Gagnon, beneficiary,

death claim of Fred S. Gagnon ,

deceased member of Div. No. 163,

Meriden, Conn.; cause, gangrene

abscess

Mrs. Ellen Ryan , beneficiary, death

claim of Wm. Ryan , deceased

member of Div. No. 179 , Elmira,

N. Y.; cause, Bright's disease ...

Mrs. George J. Krebs, beneficiary,

death claim of Geo. J. Krebs, de

ceased member of Div. No. 308,

Chicago, Ill.; cause, nephritis ....

Peter J. Kelley and William E.

Burke, administrators, death claim

of Edward A. Kelley, deceased

member of Div. No. 194, New Or

leans, La. ; . cause, cerebral con

cussion

J. Levey & Co. , administrators,

death claim of M. V. McMahan ,

deceased member of Div. No. 78 ,

Galveston , Texas ; cause, typhoid

fever ..

Mrs. Sadie Penwell, beneficiary,

death claim of A. J.Penwell, de

ceased member of Div. No. 260,

Chicago, Ill.; cause, phthysis

pulmonalis

Mrs. R. A. Jameson , beneficiary ,

death claim of R. A. Jameson , de

ceased member of Div. No. 134 ,

New Westminster, B. C.; cause,

compound fracture of skull ...

Disability.

Dave Winkler, member of Div. No.

266 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, injury

in rear-end collision , injuring his

back

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors!

We want your trade — not 'only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We can not only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Made Uniform (mod . weight) $ 11.00

Union Made Uniform (hry. weight) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men— regulation style - depend

able quality — and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Home of Bood Clothes for War or Boy.

100.00

100.00

100.00

Cla
yto

n's

53-81 MICNIGAN AVE. Opp . Cadillac Hotel

100.00

PRICE SUP.

100.00

LIST OF ASSOCIATION

PLIES.

Total..... - $ 1,400.00

America
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THE UNION LABEL

of the

Bakery Workers

Stands for fair and sanitary conid

ALBISTERUD tions in the bakeshop where it Isused

Official seal .... . $3.50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 ...
.50

Rituals, each . .25

Withdrawal cards, each . .05

Traveling cards, each ....
.05

Division financial book, 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages . 2.50

Division financial book , 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicate report books, each ..... 2.00

Constittions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 .....
4.00

Constittions, in lots of less than 100,

each ... .05

Financial secretary's order book on

treasrer, each ..... .25

Treasrer's receipt book .. .25

Association Badges, rolled gold, each .. .50

B & CWIU
OF A

(REGISTERUDD

.50

Black ribbon band 2% inches wide, to cover lace and

badges on your cap when going home oroffduty. Pit

Lay vise , mailed on receipt of 25 cents in stamps.

GEO. BRUNSSEN CO. , 225 Greene St. , New York City

Association Badges, solid gold , each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each ... .30

Gilt seals, per 100 .

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft . No

personal , local checks, or postage, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .
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Stock of

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS
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113 KING ST.WEST.
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BOOT & SHOE

WORKERS UNION

By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

Stamp Shoes

1

6

UNION STAMP You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money .

factoryNo. You help your own Labor Position ,

You abolish Child Labor.

D. Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : “ This shoe does not bear the stamp, but is

made under Union Conditions. This Is false --No shoe is union made unless it bears

the Union Stamp.
BOOT & SHOE WORKERS ' UNCON

John F. Tobin , Pres.
246 Summer St. , BOSTON, MASS .

Chas. L. Blaine, Sec.- Treas .

If you don't wear A Singer Unifom you ought to

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THECHEAP READYMADEKIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. MENTION THIS PAPER

A. L. SINGER & CO ., 173-175 E.Adoms St. CHICAGO

LUTHS, DORWELD, HALLER CO.

Saccessors to HORACE W. STEERE,

11 12

Wholesale and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE. , DETROIT, MICH.10

THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

We ONLY make a difference of 10 per cent for goods

sold on time to reliable parties.
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THE NEW ROYAL

Mr.
Secretary:

Is where you can drop

in and be at home. : :

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By - laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange.

ment. Don't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

81-88 Jefferson Ave. DETROIT, MICH . IT IS SPRINGER'S STYLE

Live and Let Live

138 Royal Street, NEW ORLEANS, LA .

PINS, OHARMS and LOCKETS

INTERNZ
W
A
I
S
T:

UNION Shirts,

UNION

Union

Made

F
a
c
t
'
y

N
o
.

3

,

Collars &

Shirt

Walsts

bear this

S
H
I
R
T

wlosood by LeAuthority of the

TOBACCO WORKERS INTERNATIONAL

UNION .
BearsValon

Made

Tobacco

AMADE
S This

Kay Eicher,
De

Label

UNION

BUTTONSand BADGES

The International Associotion

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

Springs for

Motormen's Stools

50c per set, deliv

ered free. Send

stamps or money.

A great comfort and

protection from jar

onKidneys.

Thousands in use .

The Toledo Chair

Spring Co.

417 Michigan M.

TOLEDO, ..

Our Label Is No. 88 .

H

GERAQHTY && CO.

GI La Salla St. , Ohlongo .
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The Gear-Galley Co

Wholesa'e and Retail Dealers in...

Watches, Dia

monds and Jewelry

WATCHES DEMAGNATIZED FREE of CHARGE

! We offer you a union-made uniform ,

the cloth of which is guaranteed all in

digo dyed in the wool,very lustrous, and

the strongest of the kind in the world .

Why buy flannels and piece dyed cloths

which turn white, wear rough and do not

give service , especially when they cost

as much and more than our goods ?

May we not expect you to call upon

our agents in your city and examine

the goods we offer ? They will be glad

to show you, whether you buy or not .

Write for Uniform Catalogue

and Name of Dealer

Write Call

SPECIAL PRICES ON

WATCHES for MOTOR

MEN and CONDUCTORS

The Bloch Company
Both Phones

UNIFORMS OF QUALITY

Cleveland , Oh ifo

612-613 Cuyahoga Building

CLEVELAND , OHIO

Every

Motorman

10

realizes the impor

tance of having the

time always in

front .

6

TAYLOR'S

Watch Holding Cases

keep the watch securely and safely in any de

sired position . The patented clamp holds

securely to any pipe, window sill or beam in

vestibule or car. Takes one second to snap on

or off. Made of hard rubber - weighs only

three oz .-is a non - conductor — water and dust

proof. Holds any size watch-springs and

padding prevent jar.

Price $ 1.50 By registered mail $ 1.65.

Send for circular.

We want a good live agent in every locality .

TAYLOR BROS., Sole Manufacturers

921-923 West Superior Ave. CLEVELAND , 0.

YOU CAN OWN THE DIAMOND OR

WATCH YOU WANT

Simplest thing in the world to gratify any

fancyyoumayhaveinthis lineif you takeadvan

tage of our credit plan. Thecost will probably be
only a dollar or two a week - too little to figure

seriously in yourexpenses.

Pay 50c weekly on a $ 10.00 purchase.

Pay 75c weekly on a $ 15.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.00 weekly on a $ 25.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.50 weekly on a $ 50.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.00 weekly on a $ 75.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.50 weekly OD a $ 100.00 purchase.

Just . Little Casb .

Also Clocks, Jewelry . Silverware, Etc.

ALL ON CASE 01 CREDIT.

43

Areado

CLEVELAND , 0.

F.B. STRAWN & BRO.
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MR. GEO. B. WRAY.

Yonkers, N. Y.

Above appears a picture of Mr. George B. Wray, whose especial good will toward the

membership of Division No. 490 of this Association was expressed in a most helpful way

during the stormy birth of that local. He sacrificed time from his own interests to contri

bute practically to the success of the members and which entered not a little in promoting

the working conditions secured for the Yonkers brothers. Mr. Wray is a leading druggist

of that city and recently met with business reverses which have come to many struggling

business men during the hard times. A striking expression of gratitude from those to

whom he had been a benefactor surprisingly came to him in the shape of a day's wageap

propriation from each and every member of our Yonkers local. The fund was aid in repair
ing his losses, and aggregated over $500.00. However the incident is not without prece

dent, and with the membership of organized labor it is . but one of the many incidents of

like tokens of gratitude inspired within the wholesomely generous spirit of unionism .

HISTORY OF THE A. A. OF S. & E. R. E. OFA. the course of his work , has undertaken the

By W. D. Mahon. writing of the history, and that his primary

productions have awakened an interest to the

As a preliminary to the history of the Amal point where more or less disappointment has

gamated Association of Street and Electric come from the discontinuance of his effort.

Railway Employes of America from the pen However, to those, I would explain that the

of W. D. Mahon , it is well to submit to the duties of the International President have

reader that the taking up of its submission interfered with the regularity of his work in

at this time is due to appeals from several of compiling a narrative of the development and

our members. I infer that these appeals have progress of the Association. It has been as

been prompted from the fact that the Presi wella disappointmentto him as it has been to

dent, on three or four different occasions in those whohave appealed to the editor of this
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paper for the continuance of his writings. I

have taken the matter up with the Interna

tional President and he has assured me that

he will supply the work so that it may be

given in serial chapters through the M. & C.

without interruption, until the work is com

pleted. With this assurance, the first chapter

is practically renewed and follows this intro

ductory . - Éd.

Chapter 1. ,

Organization among street railway men , we

must admit, was inspired almost at the be

ginning of street railway service . It is not

good to be alone and it is the natural disposi

tion of mankind to assemble together . As

for everything that is promotive of happiness

to the individual, so has the idea of collective

association its incentives. However, there

is no such thing as association of non -com

patable bodies . This applies as well to indi

veduals as to things. So we find the asso

ciating together of individuals to be necessar

ily calssified . We never see the wife of a

street cleaner, hod carrier or the wives of

those of various other kinds of menial labor

attending the social functions of the wives of

those of affluence. There is no need of illus

trations . It is an admitted fact . One has

only to review the list of invited guests to

dazzling affairs to understand that society

is classified and that none of the under class

areever upon the list .

Those who attempt to tell us that there is

no such thing as the classification of indivi

duals and that he who points out the existing

classifications is a demigogue and false

teacher, are themselves false teachers and

their arguments are not borne out by the

facts. We have long since come to the line

where wealth is recognized as a classifier,

and it is not common to find among working

people or wage earners individuals of any

great degree of wealth . In fact they are

poor — too poor to be recognized by affluent

society . So the only association which the

wage earner can seek is that of his class - other

wage earners . Here we have the natural

cause of the association of wage earners with

one another .

We find even wage earners somewhat classi

fied . In fact in former days there was as

sumed an aristocracy among wage earners or

what were styled the lower element of people.

The carpenter, bricklayer, printer etc. , as

sumed a social right , which they guarded

against incursions by wage earners whom they

looked upon as of a class of a lower degree.

So , in the past time there was a greater classi

fication than there is at present. So , in the

earlier periods individuals of these various

classes sought mutual association as a matter

of sympathetic social benefits and pleasures.

This is cited merely to show the natural

exclusive gathering of individuals of a class,

as classified by their worldly advantages .

Among the natural objects of life are the

promptings which cause individuals to reach

out in expectation of greater happiness and

independence of action and enjoyment. Also

those going before are endowed with the pur

pose of leaving behind greater advantages to

those who come after them . This comes from

the natural parental affections . He who

rcars his family in poverty indulges the affec

tionate hope that his children and children's

children may not have imposed upon them

the trials and discomforts of his own exper

ience . As he looks back to that same pur

pose of his own parentage and realizes his

own gratitude to them , it inspires his endeavor

to be remembered with that same gratitude

by those he leaves behind for the efforts he

himself puts forth .

The above is given as a sort of preamble ,

not at all out of place in attempting the sketch

of the forming and building up of a labor

organization: We have therein , without ques

tion, that which inspires the institution of all

labor organizations ; as with individuals, so

it is with organizations of individuals. Indi

viduals of a like class, as for instance, wage

earners organizations, see the same advantage

in amalgamation as an individual of a single

craft organization sees . So we find the

Amalgamated Association a part of an amal

gamation of like organizations, and through

this extended association of organizations ,

has been wiped out the aristocracy of wage

earners and we find the classification of indi

viduals reduced to practically two individu

ally helpless classes - helpless under the exist

ing social conditions; each dependent upon

the other , and yet each exclusive in efforts

of attainment to the calssification of their

respective purpose. One is the class of

wealth and accumulation, the other is the

class of production . Then in this we find

that which inspired the institution of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec

tric Railway Employes of America. We find

ourselves together from the natural adhesive

force of the affiinity of common interest .

Street car men first organized in New York

City . At a later date we find sectional organi

zations of street car men to have comeinto

existence . Some of them were independent

and others were variously affiliated . Some

were locals of the Knights of Labor, others

of the American Federation of Labor and still

others were independent . The formation of

these various locals was in large cities and

from their nature - being to seek benefits

which if obtained , must necessarily diminish

the profits of the employer, made the efforts

of organization a menace to tenure of position

and caused members of existing organizations

to study upon the possibility of effective

defence. Organizations, like individulas, de

pend upon the power of application of force

for the accomplishment of their purposes.

Astwo men arestronger than one, it naturally

follows that a greater number of men can

pursue a purpose with a proportionate greater

assurance of its accomplishment . From this

principle it was understood that by an amal

gamation of organizations a much stronger

force would exist in promoting the welfare

of the individual organizations. This in

spired the amalgamation of street rajlway

organizations.

In writing a history of the Street Railway

Employes of America , we cannot carry the

reader back to the colonial history of our

country, or , like our brother crafts, across

the waters into the dark ages of Europe where

they were treated as serfs and slaves, but we

can tell you a story of wrongs and mistreat

ment, a story of long hours and small pay ,
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own .

and this not in the dark ages, but under the sembly of horse railroad employes in Septem

glowing sun of our nineteenth century's civili ber, 1883; it was known as Local Assembly

zation and at a time when our brother crafts 2878 , Knights of Labor. Owing to the oppo

were receiving fair treatment and enjoying sition of the railroad officials, great caution

the short-hour day with fair compensation at first, was necessary . By December the

for the same, and all this has been borne by membership increased to about 500 and

our craft because we failed to follow the only another local assembly was formed in East

avenue that opens itselfto the working people New York. In January, 1884 , another was

and the one that had been traveled by our formed in Flatbush , and in February two

brother crafts, namely , organization. others were formed , one in Greenwood and the

Our occupation had its commencement in other in Greenpoint. A traitor then obtained

the month of November, 1832, when the first admission into L. A. 2878, and gave the com

street railroad built in America was put in pany's officials a copy of the constitution and

operation in the city of New York, the line the names of the officers of the assembly and

running from the city hall to Fourteenth of those most active in its interests . Soon

street . From this date on street railways after this information was given , three of the

were built in the leading cities of the country ; officers and about twenty members were dis

all were , of course , horse cars , and in the charged by the company. This caused a

start but one horse was used . The system panic in the organization, and the railroad

was what is known to railway men as the employes were afraid to visit any assembly ,

" pay-box ” system, there being no one but a knowing they would be discharged if such

driver in charge of the car , fares being depos visits were found out .

ited by the passengers into a box arranged in The company's inspectors and superin

the front of the car .
As the business grew , tendents followed the men after they were

this style of car was changed to what was through work for the day to see where they

known as the " two-horse" car , These carried went and where the meetings were held and

conductors, but in many places the one -horse those seen attending the meetings were dis

" pay -box ” system continued until the adop charged . This caused the assembly , which

tion of electricity as the motive power, In numbered 600 , to drop to thirteen members

some places yet , even with the electrical sys in good standing in three months ; those , how

tem , the old pay-box is maintained , but this ever, determined to carry on the cause they

is in the smaller cities and towns, as laws had espoused, and to form a district of their

havebeen passed in all cities of any importance In July , 1884, D. A. 75 received its

requiring conductors on all cars . charter from the General Assembly of the

At the commencement of the operation of Knights of Labor.

street railways , the rules of labor were that At first it was impossible to procure mem

the man taking out his car in the morning bers owing to the terrible boycott of the com

stayed on duty until the car went in at night, panies ; but in September eleven men were

ranging anywhere from fourteen to eighteen secured to start the first assembly in New

hours per day. While it is impossible to get York City . This assembly prospered until

at the various rates of pay , they are found January, 1885 , when forty of its members

to have ranged from $ 1.00 to $ 1.50 per day , were discharged by their employers, and the

with no question as to the number of hours. work of the organization was checked for a

The first organization known to have existed time .

among the street railway employes of America The next attempt was made on the East

was promoted byJohn Walker, a driver on the Side , where three drivers met in a basement,

Third Avenue line in New York City in 1861. knowing full well what would becomeof them

Walker was a driver with twenty years ' exper if the company knew they had joined the

ience on the front end of the car. Conditions Knights of Labor.

that he had'experienced had taught him the Working cautiously , they secured three

necessity of organization among his fellow more members in a week , then the following

workmen, and early in 1861 Walker set about week these six secured twenty-two , and then

to organize a benevolent association among Local Assembly 4103 was started on the

the street railway employes of New York City. Third Avenue railroad . The second assembly

The organization at first discountenanced was started with ten members on the East

strikes, but as reduction after reduction in Side and they worked so carefully that none

wages took place they were compelled to unite of the members were discharged. Another

upon the wage question . As to the further assembly was formed on the West Side in

movements of this organization, there is very July , 1885. These four assemblies initiated

little known. The War of the Rebellion com about 200 members weekly, until by January ,

ing on at this time brought destruction to the 1886 , nearly all of the horse car drivers in

newly formed organization of the street rail New York had been initiated . After this was

way men, as it didto the organizations of many accomplished they turned their attention to

other crafts and callings . the conductors , hostlers , changers and horse

From 1861 on , there is no history of any shoers , and in a few weeks succeeded in getting

attempt being made to organize the street all of them to join the order.

railway employes until 1883, when a printer The first agreement,or list of grievances,

(member of the Knights of Labor) riding up was presented to the Third Avenue railroad

and down on the cars in New York City, on the 18th of December, 1885. The company

entered into conversation with a driver, and asked time to consider it , which was given, and

showed him the advantage of being a Knight. the answer was satisfactory to the men . This

The driver was convinced , made application , was really the first union agreement ever

was initiated, and finally persuaded thirteen secured by the street railway employes and

more drivers to join . They then obtained from which dates material advantage of

transfer cards, and started the first local as organization to the craft .
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A list of grievances was then presented to

the Sixth Avenue railroad and this was

entirely ignored . The company refused to

recognize the organization . So , after three

weeks , the company refusing to agree to any

settlement , a strike was ordered . After five

hours' strike the company consented to sign

the agreement and the men returned to their

places. The Broadway Road was next in

order, and after two weeks' delay a strike was

ordered ; it lasted only ten hours, the company

signing the agreement . A strike then fol

lowedon the Fourth Avenue railroad (Van

derbilt's road ) ; the company soon signed the

agreement, but broke it in two weeks. After

consultations for five days the company

refused to make another agreement. The

men then went on strike again and after

sixteen hours the first agreement was renewed

and ratified , the time-tables being satisfactory:

The smaller companies then fell in line and

readily complied with the demands of their

employes.

(Continued Next Month . )

HOW IT IS IN MONTREAL.

From the pen of “ A friend of the street car

men ” appeared in the French in La Patrie,

January 9 , a Montreal, Canada , newspaper,

an article giving some of the conditions of

employment enjoyed by railway men of that

city . It describes conditions not very differ

ent from how they exist with the unorganized

of other cities . The article reads :

" All the citizens of Montreal, at least very

nearly all , know the power of the street car

company and its millions of Montreal, which

makes dance at its pleasurethe aldermen ,but

few know the rules and the miseries of its

employes.

To wear a uniform may be tempting to

many , but it must not be forgotten that a

uniform often covers a real slave .

As in nearly all large corporations, they

who have the influence make the political

administrative machine walk as wills the

company .

Once the aspirant to the position of con

ductor or motorman is accepted he must give

a month's work gratis. When he is finally

permanently employed he becomes a veritable

cadaver (if I may use this expression ) in the

hands of the company, by signing the follow

ing contract , which the company imposes on

him :

“ I promise to take no action against the

company for discharging me , and it may dis

miss me without giving any reasons.

Each employe is obliged to give security by

leaving $ 10 with the company, the interest

on which the company enjoys.

When a new man has worked a month with

out wages he becomes what is known as a

'spare man . ' He can , however, thank provi

dence if in the course of a winter he has the

chance of getting one " extra " a day. With

this meager wagehe must furnish himself with

a winter and a summer suit . With the return

of the good season work increases, but woe

be it unto him who has the misfortune to

make the least mistake, ashe will not be over

looked in the reports . He will be watched,

followed by an army of spies — men and

women , often rapacious, and whose reputa

tions are nearly always doubtful . Finally ,

the poor employe is permitted to advance.

His uniforms are now paid for and he com

mences to save a little by close economy,

when lo ! he is fired without reason or ex

planation

Now what becomes of him ! Used to work

that is relatively easy , without income after

having sacrificed considerable time, often

ruined in health in the service of the company,

he swells the army of the unemployed ; and

the fact of having been in the employ of the

street car company closes advantageous posi

tions to him as it does to many. There may

be black sheep among these men , but as a

rule the tramway employe is courteous and

honest . Before passing a rash judgment on

him one ought to ask if he is really blame

worthy , and if those at the head of this

gigantic corporation are not the culpable. We

are generous enough to admit, however, that

there are those in the company who merit the

respect of the employes. . The blame is first

in the system that gives power to the calumni

ator to exercise his vengence or satisfy his

jealousy . If the company is ignorant of this

we now gladly make it known that often its

hired agents , whose mission it is to watch its

employes, would find themselves very much

defiled indeed if they would look at themselves

in their own mirrors .

The public generally is not aware of the

work of the tramway employe. The politi

cians say nothing about it , and you must not

talk politics to the tramwayemploye, as he

dare not encourage you. He must watch

his car and see that no fares get away . If,

like Lot's wife , he should dare look backward

he would be fined . He must not have an

opinion . He cannot say a word without

immediately out come, magically, notebooks,

pencils, and his number is registered. His

least movements, his jokes, are carefully

noted . Every intellectual effort is denied

him . Do you doubt it ? Ask him some

question about politics, or the labor move

ment , or unionism . Note how quickly he

changes the subject, for fear of compromising

himself. Eyes follow him . Ears hear him .

Traps are continually set for him ; and he

invariably ends by falling into them . In

public meetings he removes the number on

his cap for fear his name will appear in the

office next morning. He is , therefore, a pup

pet which the company makes jump by pull

ing the string

I ask, therefore, for these cadavers, a little

sympathy and respect, as we are taught to

respect the dead . Do not bear down too hard

on these human machines ; do not condemn the

innocent for the guilty .

When any one logdes a complaint against

an employe why should they not put up a

guarantee of good faith , which should go to

the accused if the charge against him proves

false ? Why refuse the accused to be con

fronted by his accuser, or acquaint him with

the name of his enemy ? The accuser ought

to be brave enough to make himself known.

Perhaps then we would have an extraordinary

phenomenon to study, and the employes

would , I doubt not , publish the results in the

Canard.

The employes hope secretly for the union ,

but they fear the consequences They have
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perhaps reason for it . In Quebec they are

braver. They are but a handful, but still
the union exists.

The public here is led into error concerning

unionism . It must not be confounded with

a merely aid society . It is more than that .

In the United States the street railway em

ployes have a magazine specially devoted

to their interests named The Motorman and

Conductor.

A well known workman recently said that

“ the street car men of Montreal were the

most difficult to organize ;" and that “ when

the street car employes of Toronto and Winne

peg went on strike it was the street railway

men of Montreal who went to those towns and

scabbed on their fellows, with the consent of

the street car company here . "

Without altogether approving what unions

do I believe were the men more united , more

courageous, they would not permit their

fellow- workers to be thrown into the streets ,

often without reason or cause . This , too ,

when their own interests have been defended

bythese same men . It is a shame .

Workmen whom the companyhad promised

to reinstate were refused positions to which

they were justly entitled . They had done

nothing but defend their comrades in mis

fortune . They had sacrificed their time and

money for their comrades. The company can

bear brilliant testimony to this fact .

We declare to the street car employes that

in spite of their misfortunes, of the bad condi

tions imposed upon them by the company,

they have friends who are ready to stand in

the breach and defend them against these

injustices .

We hope there are still men of heart and

gratitude and courage among the street rail

way men of this city who will move in this

matter, and that their friends will be able

to resussitate these cadavers in the year

1909. ”

incentive will prompt such assurance in the

future than in the past. True, there is the

intimidating feature which comes to the

employe through consolidation of traction

interests . Where once , like the carpenter,

he could switch from one job to another

without moving out of town , today if he

gets through with one employing concern it

controls all the lines of a vicinity, and for

further employment he must necessarily

look for another class of work and he ceases

to be a street or electric railway man , unless

he migrates . This may have a natural ten

dency to impel employes to be more guarded

in employment and to continue longer in the

occupation . On the other hand , it estab

lishes an independence on the part of the

employing concern , managements of which

use the fact as a convenience for sterner

discipline . As a result, rules have become

more severe and the work more arduous and

records indicate that the possibility of

steady employment has become so modified

that it is no more inviting than in the past .

However, let us deal mostly with the present

and take the best illustration obtainable .

It must be, and is, conceded that continued

employment is encouraged by organization.

It is unnecessary to dwell in support of that

statement-accept it as a fact . Then it is

equally true that the discriminating wage

would bring advantages to an organied body

of men in greater numbers, proportionately ,

than to an unorganied body .

In proportion to the number of employes ,

and for a large employing concern , the De

troit United Railways of Detroit , Mich . ,

maintains in employment, in the aggregate ,

a greater number of men of long experience

and men of longer continued service than

any other large traction system throughout

the country. There are natural reasons for

this . The men have an older organiation

than exists in the service of any like con

cern of so extensive an employment. Furth

er, it must be accepted that the manage.

ment, barring the question of organization ,

is equally as fair to its employes as any

management opposed to organization , and is

influenced in maintaining the service with

equally as strong incentives in the matter of

continuing the service of experienced men .

To add to the disposition of the company ,

the employes, through their organization ,

have an opportunity to deal with their own

conditions of employment in the matter of

fixing wages and the character of service ,

an advantage which is withheld from unor

ganized employes. Wages and conditions of

employment upon unorganized systems are

fixed arbitrarily by the management , in

fluenced only by surrounding conditions, and

the employes must accept or get out .

So in dealing with the subject before us ,

the employing concerns are having the best

that can be given by them in argument to

support the discriminating wage . In dealing

with the proposition so far as the D. U. R.

is concerned, authentic statistics are given

as applying only to men two months or more

in the service . For instance : during the

months of September, October and Novem

ber there were employed about two hundred

WAGE DISCRIMINATION.

en

The discriminating wage scale as applying

o street and electric railway service, and

based upon the term of service, has been of

more or less contention in a majority of

localities ever since the institution of this

Association . In fact, it seems to have been

early taken advantage of by the manage

ments of employing corporations as early as

employes , through organization , first

leavored to enter bargaining conferences

with a view of having something to say in

fixing compensation for service. While it

is true that the officers of organizations did

not propose the introduction of the discrim

inating scale, it seems to have appealed to

a great many employes of the older class ,

and it has gradually entered for argumenta

tive purpose until now it is brought forward

by almost every management in the discus

sion of new or renewed wage rates.

There are facts pertaining to the tenure of

employment by street and electric railway

men which should prove of interest , and,

possibly , use in dealing with the question .

These facts grow out of experience. So far

as surety of continued employment is con

cerned , it must be accepted that no greater
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men . This number embraces all of the men

working during the month of November who

were not two months in the service , but how

many of them there were working at any

one time, or who were in the service at the

end of November, wou !: 1 be conjectural , as

among that number is noted the greatest

percentage of the transient element, but it

may be assumed that the company carries

upon the pay roll more than one hundred

and possibly one hundred and fifty employes

who are less than two months in the service .

But let it be accepted that those who pass

the two months' period pass a reasonable

probation and their number should submit

reasonable figures from which computations

can be made in dealing with the question of

continued employment.

On December 1 , 1908, 1,534 motormen and

conductors were employed by the Detroit

United who were sixty days or more in the

service. A table of term of employment ex

hibits the following :

Nine hundred and forty -eight , or 61 4-5 per

cent, are of less than five years and more

than two months in the service .

Five hundred and eighty- six , or 38 1-5 per

cent , are of five or more years in service .

Two hundred and five , or 13 2-3 per cent,

are of ten or more years in the service.

Ninety, or 5 4-5 per cent, are of fifteen or

more years ' service.

Five years ago there were 1,194 employes

of two months or more in the service . Of

these, 586, or 49 1-2 per cent , are in the ser

vice at the present time.

Ten years ago there were 840 of two

months or more in the service . Of these,

205 , or 24 2-5 per cent , remain .

Of men of two months and more of ser

vice , 1,764 have left within the past five

years. This is an average of 353 per year.

Eight hundred and sixteen , or 46 1-4 per cent ,

of these 1,764 men who have passed from

the service were from two months to five

years in the service . Nine hundred and

forty -eight, or 53 3-4 per cent , were over five

years in the service.

Two thousand one hundred and fifty -one

motormen and conductors who remained

two months or more in the service were em

ployed during the past five years. Of those

2,151 men , there are now in the service 948 ,

or barely 44 per cent. However, they con

stitute 61 4-5 per cent of all employes at

present over two months in the service .

To calculate the service life of a street or

electric railway employe based upon the

above figures where we see but 38 1-5 per

cent of the employes of five years' service

computed upon the number of employes of

more than two months in the service , we

can readily perceive that we cannot go far

beyond that figure to reach the limit. Then

we may go back to the 53 3-4 per cent , or

948 , who left the service during the past five

years , and who were over five years in the

service at the time they left , and we dis

cover that those who pass from the service

in the future will embrace at least 50 per

cent of the old men of the service. This is

an assurance that of the 586 men now em

ployed who are five or more years in the ser

vice but 243 of them will be numbered

among the employes five years hence. At

that time they, of course , will be numbered

as ten-year men and the figure will corres

pond favorably with the number of ten -year

men ( 205 ) at present in the service . From

this calculation, even with the cynosure of

the Detroit men , the expectant average ser

vice life of a street or electric railway man

must be far within the ten -year limit.

The above are facts , applying from past

experience, of a body of electric railway

men , perhaps the best fortified in their ten

ure of position of any body of equal or

greater numbers employed anywhere else in

the country .

From the above data we can figure per

centage upon discriminating wage rates as

follows :

An increase of 10 per cent to ten years'

service men only , provides an increase equal

to 11-3 per cent if distributed among the

entire employes. An increase of 10 per cent

to employes of five years' service equals a

general increase of 3 8-10 per cent. For il

lustration , if the day wage is $ 2.00 , and the

employes ask for a 10 per cent increase , or

a day wage of $ 2.20, and the company yields

the increase to men of five years or more in

the service , and then an increase of an addi

tional 10 per cent to men of ten years in the

service, they have fixed a wage rate of $2.00 ,

$ 2.20 and $2.40 per day . The $2.40 is above

the rate requested. The $2.20 is what is

•wanted by all of the men , including the five

year service men.

We find the ten-year men increased 20 per

cent, which is equal to 2 7-10 per cent of an

increase to all . There are 38 per cent of

over five -year service men ; but 13 2-3 per

cent of these have received their increase at

20 per cent. Deducting these 13 2-3 per cent

from the 38 per cent and we have 25 per

cent to receive the 20c a day or 10 per cent

increase , which would be equal to slightly

above 2 1-2 per cent to the entire number of

employes. Adding the two percentages and

we have what would be equal to 5 1-2 per

cent of an increase of wage to the full num

ber, or a wage rate equal to $2.11 per day,

providing the amount of increase was dis

tributed to all employes over two months in

service . Yet there has been established a

discriminating wage scale of $2.00 , $2.20 and

$2.40 per day .

How such a wage becomes palliative is

discovered from the fact that while but 38

per cent of the employes receive an in

crease, there is another percentage of em

ployes that are very close on to the in

crease wage , perhaps within a few months

or a year, who are easily persuaded to unite

with the 38 per cent in the acceptance of

this method of wage distribution .

But let it be understood that in the com

putations given above, no calculation has

been made including men of less than two

months in the service . As this number can

be variously estimated at from 8 to 15 per

cent of all employes in the service, it is

readily understood that the percentage is

reduced and the average distribution of

wage would be much less than $2.11 per day.
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lead to establish the service life of a street

or electric railway man well within the ten

year limit. They do not contribute to the

encouragement of a discriminating wage

scale based upon term of service of so doubt

ful continuation . Yet the calculations have '

been made upon two systems , Detroit and

New Castle , the most favorable for encour

agement of the method to employes of any

systems in the country and of the least ad

vantage to the employing concerns . No

other conclusion may be honorably drawn

from the above figures than that any dis

crimination of wage based upon term service

not embraced within one year limitation is

a rank injustice , and robs one term class of

workers to palliate another as an incentive

for co-operation with the management in

maintaining a low average wage scale.

This class of employes are upon the extra list ,

usually well employed and receiving the

least wage rate, continually making in roads

to lower the average. If they constitute 8

per cent of all employes and work three

fourths time, their employment would re

duce the pay roll of the company an average

of five cents per car per day , or in the oper

ation of 400 cars , $20 per day. The average

day wage would be less than $2.10 per day,

or less than 5 per cent average increase

from the old wage rate. Yet 205 men would

get 20 per cent , or four cents an hour, in

crease for having escaped elimination from

the service for 10 years. They accept , on a

50 per cent chance of five years more of ser

vice .

That a liberal comparison upon the small

er systems may be made , deductions may be

taken from the New Castle, Pa . , system .

True , this system is now a part of the M. V.

system , and figures are not at hand to show

the number of the New Castle men who are

operating interurban cars which are a part

of the New Castle , Youngstown and Sharon

lines . But the percentage is small , and

transfers of men to Youngstown which

would keep them in continuous service is

likely less . Of those known as New Castle

men , there are 90 motormen and conduc

tors. It is upon those the following compil

tation is made :

Of 90 men now in the employ of the com

pany, 59 , or 65 5-9 per cent , were employed

within the last five years .

Seventy-five men , or 83 1-3 per cent of the

90 , are less than 10 years in the service .

Fifteen men , or 16 2-3 per cent, are 10

years or more in the service.

During the 10 years, and longer, the men

of New Castle have been organized and in

addition to the conditions which contribute

to length of service upon unorganized sys

tems they have had the advantage or such

protection as accompanies a fair collective

agreement , and the additional incentive of

the better wage that has marked the prog .

ress of a workmen's business organization .

It is doubtful if there is another traction

concern in the country with from 75 to 100

motormen and conductors upon the list

which can show the percentage of five or

ten - year men shown by the New Castle

company, when the years of the existence of

the concern and its proportionate expansion

is taken into consideration .

Of those employed during the past five

years and who remained long enough to be

come members of the organization ( 30 to 60

days ) there were employed 192 men-more

than enough to twice supply the present

number of car men. One hundred and sev

enty- five of a like term qualification have

voluntarily left the service in the same pe.

riod, showing an increase in employment

during the five years of 24 per cent. This

holds out encouragement that 38 of the pres

ent 90 employes will be in the service five

years from now , and that 18 of them will

have been ten years or more in the service .

But the above figures place ten -year ser

vice men far in the column of exceptions and

The decision of the court of appeals in

England that a compulsory parliamentary

levy in trade unions is illegal is to be test

ed in the house of lords. The executive

committee of the Amalgamated Society of

Railway Servants decided to carry the case

to the highest court in the land . The ef

fect of the appeal court judgment was 10

illegalize compulsory levies upon members

of trade unions to provide for the expenses

of parliamentary representatives. Some

miners who are members of the Welsh

Miners ' Federation , have decided to issue

a claim to be refunded all money paid by

them in support of Welsh members of par

liament . The action will take the form of

a test case. It is estimated that $40,000

in levies has been paid.—Ex.

EX-COMMITTEEMAN EMORY COLLINS ,

Div. 477, Philadelphia , Pa .

Bro. Collins, whose picture appears above,

prior to retiring from the service was active

in the affairs of the big Philadelphia local .
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The... The General Executive Board will meet

in regular session at Headquarters, Detroit ,

Motorman and Conductor March 15.

Members not receiving the “ Motorman and

Conductor " regularly will kindly notify the

ORGANIZED Financial Secretary or Correspondent, giving

to them their proper address.

There are several calls at this office for July

1908 , copies of the " Motorman and Conduc

tor.” The supply has been exhausted and as

the calls are from those who desire them to com

Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso
plete files, any brother will confer a favor who

ciation of Street and Electric Railway can forward copies of that issue to this office

Employes of America. at an early date.

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION, Month The estimated number of beneficiaries under

ly. W. D. MAHON , President. the British “ Old Age Pension Law " is 500,000.

This does not include the pauper element ,

Correspondents will please address all com which is given at nearly 2,000,000 . The pen

munications for publication to R. L. REEVES,
Editor, Detroit, Mich.

sion is under age and other restrictions which

Subscriptions payable to W. D. Mahon , Pres. places it beyond the reach of the multitude

of poverty stricken .

SUBSCRIPTION.

Per annum $ 1.00 If “ The Medicine Man" of Brooklyn will

Single copy 10 cents permit his identity tobe known to theeditor,

his contributions will be given full review and
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL .

consideration for piblication. The name is

W. D. MAHON ........International President desired only for verification. Anonymous

A. L. BEHNER . First Vice-President letters will not appear in the M. & C. unless
G. J. SHEA Second Vice -President

W. C. DOWNING Third Vice -President I am sufficiently acquainted with the corres

A. J. THORPE .Fourth Vice-President pondent to know the name was inadvertantly
G. H. BURT ..Fifth Vice - President omitted .
GEORGE KEENAN . ... Sixth Vice-President

WM. JACOBS . . Seventh Vice - President
REZIN ORR. .International Treasurer From the Defense Fund of this Association

General Executive Board there were paid in strike benefits during the

C. 0. PRATT.. ..Chairman year 1908, $ 39,370 . During the year previous,

R. L. REEVES ..
. Secretary 1907 , there were paid from the same fund

EDWARD MCMORROW.
and for the same purpose $ 105,315 . For the

MAGNUS SINCLAIR .

RICHARD CORNELIUS. two years of 1907 and 1908 strike benefits

WM . B. FITZGERALD. paid amounted to $ 144,685 . Is not it some
BEN COMMONS.

thing of an assurance of the magnitude and
FRED FAY.

D. S. FITZGERALD . resistence power of the organization ? But

that sum demonstrates only a fraction of the

Entered at the Detroit P. O. as Second-Class protective force of the resources of the Asso

Matter .
ciation . It is only that which was put into

practical use .

TRADES COULS 44

The purpose of the members of this Asso

ciation in publishing this magazine is two

fold . First, it is designed to gather and con
OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

vey to the members full and reliable informa
ASSOCIATION.

tion of the current incidents and affairs of the

Association , of its progress , and the work of
Article 2 of Constitution.

its officers and representatives
Also to sup

Section 1. The objects of this Association
shall be to organize Division Associations

. ply a medium for interchange of advise

Sec. 2. To place our occupation upon a relative to conditions of employment and the

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill ; promotive successes and efforts of the various

to encourage the formation in Division Asso
locals by authorized correspondents. Secondly

ciations of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for and no less important, it is designed to extend

imparting a practical knowledge of modern to the unorganized the hearty and most

and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally. Το sympathetic invitation of the members to

encourage the settlement of all disputes be join them in the extension of the Association

tween employes and employers by arbitra and the promotion of its purposes. It is the

tion, to secure employment and adequate pay
medium through which the organized street

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to and electric railway workers have designed

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con to reach their unorganized brothers with full

dition . information of the benefits and purposes of

Unsigned communications cannot be pub
their organized movement . It is the means

lished . Names of correspondents will not ap through which they hope to get acquainted

pear with their productions unless by special with the unorganized and let them know that

permission of the correspondent. Matter for
they stand ready to help them organize. It

publication should be in not later than the

2d of the month, and should be written only is productive of the generous impulses of the

on one side of the paper. organized toward the unorganized .
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This Association provides an old age pension This Association does not exclude members

fund for her superanuated members. It from beneficial or social membership on

is worth living and maintaining membership account of departure from the street and
for. electric railway service. Members can main

tain membership as long as they keep them

The Amalgamated Association of Street selves in good standing though they enter

and Electric Railway Employes came into
another class of work and cease to be railway

existence from the same incentive that leads workers.

to the formation of all associations of men .

“ That we hold a liberal education of the

The beneficiary of any member of this Asso
young to be pre-eminent preparatory to life's

social and industrial work, and that the prin
ciation of one year membership , upon the ciples and purposes of organized labor demand

death of the member, will receive $ 100.00.
free and compulsory education ." In this we

No deceased member of this Association is

permitted to be buried in a pauper's grave .
havea third declared principle to which the

members of this Amalgamated Association

are pledged . No more democratic aspiration

That the principles of this Association are
can be involved in the designs of any body

inviting needs no further testimonial than
of men.

the fact that the organization
has developed ,

been made, shaped , supported and maintained

by a constantly
increasing, voluntary mem

Let me say to you . unorganized street and

bership .
electric railway men into whose hands this

magazine may come , that it comes to you as

a message from your organized brothers .

Any member who has attained one year They want you to organize and join with

of membership and who has the misfortune them . They assure you of a fraternal wel

to lose a hand , a foot or the sight of both eyes , come to an already thoroughly established

or who becomes otherwise diasbled from fol and powerful industrial fraternity. They

lowing his occupation will receive a disability want you to be a part of it . They will help

benefit of $ 100.00 from the fund of the Asso you organize . If you are interested , write

ciation set aside for that purpose . It is a to President W. D. Mahon, 603 Hodges

commendable provision . Building, Detroit , Mich .

" That we hold a reduction of hours for a During 1908 there were paid from the

day's work increases the intelligence and Death and Disability Fund of the Amalga

happiness of the laborer and also increases mated Association 167 death claims and 13

the demand for labor and the price of a day's disability claims amounting to $ 18,000. For

work ." So reads the second principle, or the year 1907 the payments were upon 169

resolution to which the members of the Amal death and 12 disability claims, amounting

gamated Association subscribe . It embodies to $ 18,100 . For the two years there were paid

an undisputably rightful conclusion . $36,100 . It is a gratifying testimonial to the

wisdom of the membership as well as a guar

“ Thatwe hold it as a sacred principle , that antee of the solidity of the financial provi

trade union men above all others should set a sions they have enacted to carry on their

good example as good and faithful workmen, work of fraternal uplift and protection .

performing their duties to their employers

with honor to themselves and their organiza During the year 1908, a year of industrial

tion . " Thus reads the first principle of the depression , anaggregate increase of $ 320,000

A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. No wage earner in wage was secured to 12,000 members ofthe

can stand on a higher ideal . It is a principle Association. During 1907 there was secured

subscribed to by every member. an annualaggregate wageincrease of $ 2,346,000

to 32,000 members. The results of the two

The Massachusetts State F. of L. has issued years added is an annual aggregate wage in

a call to all local and central unions to affiliate crease of $ 2,666,000 to 44,000 members.

with the State branch of the Anericam Federa When it is understood that not a local of the

tion of Labor. The call sets forth that in Association is working for less a rate than

order to take part in next convention locals prevailed at the beginning of the two years,

must have been affiliated at least 90 days the upward movement ofthe wage standard

prior to the convention called to convene at effected to the craft must be gratifying.

Holyoke the second Monday of October.

This means that locals must affiliate before Surely , the unorganized can organize. All

July, 15 to have the right of representation that is to be done is to get together in suffi

in the convention . The call sets forth the cient strength to demonstrate to the manage

many advantages gained to labor through ment of the company that it will cost the

the instrumentality of the State F. of L. stock and bondholders more to oppose your

in the line of legislation and otherwise. Secre progressive movement than it will to tollerate

taries of our Massachusetts locals will receive it and the problem's solved. The resources

copies of the call from State Secretary D. D. of this Association are behind you . Every

Driscoll which will briefly set forth the incen one of the members in every part of the

tives inviting affiliation . It should receive United States and Canada will stand by you

proper consideration in time to permit repre through their organization . They will fur

sentation at the convention. The importance nish you with the sinnews of endurance.

of the work of the State F. of L. warrants Your company knows it. Its a financial

ts proper maintainance . proposition with them . It is the same to you .
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The electors.of London, St. Thomas and In referring to the re -election of Inter

Port Stanley, Ont . , have expressed them national Vice -President George Keenan as

selves in favor of the operation of street Business Agent of Division No. 282 , Roch

cars on Sunday. Heretofore there have ester , N. Y. , the Rochester Journal says :

been no Sunday cars operated in those “ It is with pleasure we note his local has

towns .
exercised its wisdom by again selecting

Mr. Keenan for business agent. He is

In spite of the sentence imposed upon an active member of the Central Trades

President Gompers and his associates by and Labor Council, where we first came

Judge Wright, the Buck Stove & Range to recognize and know his worth as

Company is yet reported upon the “ unfair trades -unionist, and holds the important

list . " Members of organized labor and position of treasurer in that body. ”

their friends seem persistent in not buying

any of the products of the company. Jas. N. Coleman , of Div . 312 , Davenport,

Ia . , has been selected by the joint legisla

Some street railway comapnies that cut tive committee of the lowa locals of this

wages at the beginning of the present de association as secretary of the committee .

pression and during the early part of 1908 He will attend sessions of the Iowa legis

are now beginning to restore to the em lature to promote a bill to provide center

ployes a part of the cut. Among the first aisles for all cars . Divisions of that state

of those is the Fort Wayne & Wabash will appropriate funds to pay the expense

Valley Company, who have restored for of Bro . Coleman the same as at the last

mer wages to those receiving $40 per session . The State Federation will render

month and less . assistance . At the last session vestibule

legislation was secured by joint effort as

Copies of resolutions of Central Labor Un now adopted .

ions and locals , voicing the sentiment upon

sentence to prison of Pres. Gompres and his Recent announcements in glaring head

associates have come to the M. and C. too num lines in the daily papers told of the dis

erous for publication, but they are all of one charge of twenty - five conductors by the

sentiment, condemnatory of the proceedings Detroit United Railway for manipulating

which threaten liberty and conveying assur fare registers . The account stated that

ance of support. There is no question but several others were to follow . Of course ,

what the organizations of labor will respond such a tasty morsel became matter for

financially, to the defense of those illy sen the Associated Press and was hurled broad

tenced exponents of justice to labor. cast . The inference would be that there

is a great deal of dishonesty among street

President Edward R. Wright , of the Illi railway conductors , and particularly in De

nois State Federation of Labor, has de troit. People never stop to reason these

signed a mail campaign protest things out. They accept them for granted .

against the prison sentence imposed upon As a matter of fact , the Detroit United

President Gompers, Vice-President Mitch Railway management is not using the

ell and Secretary Morrison of the American daily papers of the city in which to pub

Federation of Labor. His design is to have lish the number of men discharged , and

stamps similar to the National Red Cross no such report ever came from the com

stamps disiributed among the members of pany's office. It is easy enough to con

organized labor, through central bodies , to ceive how such reports are started with

be used upon all pieces of mail sent out out any foundation for their truthfulness .

by member : and friends of the labor move The fact is that in the course of a year

ment. In the center of the stamp will be but very few men are discharged from the

a fac- simile of the seal of the American street railway service on account of dis

Federation of Labor and the words " Free honesty . It is unnecessary to make any

Press and Free Speech .” investigation for assurance that the report

appearing in the Detroit papers was false .

As a result of the strike which occurred

several months ago at the Firth Company, RULE APPLYING TO APPEALS.

of Firthcliff , N. Y. , organized labor was led

to investigate the labor methods of the At the March , 1908, sessions of the G. E. B.

company. The investigation led to the dis
was enacted a rule “ to not entertain any

covery that the company was violating the appeal upon grievances under Section 69 of

alien contract labor law . Fifty -three of the
the Constitution and General Laws, not sub

employes were ordered returned to the old
mitted within three months from the date

country and the matter of prosecution of upon which cause for appeal developes."

the company and employing agents is now The International President was instructed to

pending. It is not likely that the company entertain appeals only in accordance with the

will ifer very seriously from any prose time limit of the above ruling. Attention is

cution , but the poor victims of their mali called to it from the fact that appeals have

cious and law-breaking methods will suffer . recently come to the general officers of too

It would seem that it requires a strike or long standing to permit a ruling to be carried

some other violent incident which awakens out or made effective without chaos . Appeals

to activity organized labor in order to un upon grievances , or from local rulings, should

cover this class of law violators. They are be made without unreasonable delay after

seldom discovered by the authorities . cause developes.

as a
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Let no one tell you that the Amalgamated

Association is a week proposition . It is no

longer an infant concern. An investigation

of its work for the past two years proclaims

its power and magnitude. I has grown

strong in the wisdom and experience of a mul

titude of its membership . There is no dis

puting it . It is the more marvelous that such

is true when the counteracting influences are

considered . It is the history of the self

development of a miserably poorly paid

working people to a standard 'where a further

advance relies much upon scientific diplomacy

and arbitration rather than brute force.

They have entered the occupation and have

learned methods of advancing and character

izing it with a dignity that has brought them

into repute as an important industrial class .

They built the Amalgamated Association and

have converted what was once regarded as a

“ hang out” job into one attractive for per

manent employment. That is what street

railway men have done through mutual and

effective organization . This organization has

placed them in line with advanced industrial

movements. Through it they are an import

ant unit of progress in social development.

the labor enslavement methods of the most

exacting and unfair employing concerns . He

would deter the emancipation of the shop

and factory children , destroy the only in

stitution formed and controlled exclusively

by wage earners for the uplift of their wage

and working conditions and would shatter

the concentration of the industrial class in

their purpose of social progress . Were his

decision to mark the standard of American

justiceship , what respect for courts could

be expected from the average citizen ? True,

the American people respect authority, but

they rebelled against despot authority years

ago , and yet prefer to respect their public

officials as public servants rather than as

despots. However, in this case Judge Wright

is inconsequential , as the cigarmaker, miner

and printer, whom he would send to prison

without the option of a fine, have the fed

eral circuit and supreme courts yet be

tween them and the dungeon . Besides , al

ready have the daily press dug up an ex

cuse for the protection of the courts by re

ferring to Judge Wright as a creation of

Senator Foraker, which appears to be an

insinuation that the dignity of the office is

not to be assailed because the incumbent is

not up to the standard .

Guilty , and 12 , 9 and 6 months ' imprison

ment, is the decision of D. C. District Judge

Daniel Thew Wright in the contempt

charges brought against President Samuel

Gompers, Vice-President John Mitchell and

Secretary Frank Marrison of the American

Federation of Labor, respectively . But that

is not the whole of the decision of Judge

Wright. He submits a belabored diatribe

of a character of wisdom that serves a sus

picion that he may be the lawyer who ex

pressed that in the event of the transmigra

tion of the souls of men into animals he

“ would prefer rather to become an ass than

a horse, because he had heard of an ass

being a judge , but a horse never." Judges

who have issued injunctions , when asked

for explanations of what would constitute

contempt under them , have always given

the assurance that the committing of any

act not in itself criminal , or any act that

would be within the right to commit in the

absence of the injunction cannot be consid

ered as an act in contempt and is not pun .

ishable. Again, to say that a court's order

must be obeyed whether legal or not , is

ridiculous . Such a principle would consti

tute a despotism more absolute than the for

mation of this government was designed to

evade. Yet Judge Wright is quoted as say.

ing, in his decision , that an illegal court

order must be obeyed and that it is a crime

to violate it . He asks, “ What interest can

working men in Texas have in 36 metal pol

ishers in St. Louis ?” The insinuation em

braced in that quotation , as well as in many

other of his expressions , exposes the preju

dice that inspired the sentences . Whatever

motive , good or bad, that directed Judge

Wright in his decision , he will be listed as

a tyrant by the most thoughtful citizenship

who may give him any credit for ability in

his profession . His vicious arrangement of

organized labor expresses his contempt for

all wage earners and his hearty approval of

The recent Denver Convention of the A. F.

of L. directed that the question of the publica

tion of the “ We Don't Patronize" list by the

Federation should be submitted to the various

unions in affiliation for consideration and

recommendation and report on or before the

15th day of September. This means that the

question will come before the next meeting

of the G. E. B. of this Association for some

action and for the recommendation of this

body . The publication of the “ We Don't

Patronize" list in the Federationist practically

calls for its publication in all affiliated organ

ization organs, and particularly so , of organi

zations submitting a favorable recommenda

tion . It is the publishing of lists of employing

and business concerns and the names of indi

viduals who are determined as unfair to labor

or discriminating against organization mem

bers . The danger of publishing such a list

officially , at the present time , lies in the deci

sion of the Supreme Court by which the act

is construed as a violation of the “ Sherman

Anti- Trust law ," under which labor organiza

tions have been ruled as combinations in

restraint of interstate commerce, and any act

which may be construed as a violation of the

law submits the organization and membership

to the payment of three-fold the damage

proven in an action at law . Such was the

gist of the decision in the case of “ Loewe vs.

the Hatter's Union ." It would seem that the

only remedy lies in securing a change of the

anti-trust law. Until then , the official publi

cation of an unfair list einbracing those doing

an interstate business or trade subjects an

organization to the payment of damages, if

any can be proven. . The G. E. B. will give

consideration to suggestions from local officers

and members as to what should be the course

of this Association in acting upon the question .
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. only until those who are enlisted in it and

who are really of honest intent learn its true

International President W. D Mahon , who character and then it disappears. But for

at last report was working upon the arbitra the time being it affords a division among

tion of the wage scale inthe interest of the employes which an opposing railway official

membership employed upon the Boston and is not long in taking advantage of. It offers

Northern System , completed his work in pre a convenient, impressive means of discrimin

senting the case to the arbitrators and re ation and herein seems to lie the cause of the

turned to the office on January 14th . During trouble which arose in connection with the

the conclusion of the arbitration proceedings newly organized locals . Officers and men

he visited and addressed the Locals at Quincy were reported discharged upon charges which

and Chelsea , Mass . The decision of the arbi would have been ignored had the system been

trators which fixes the wage under arbitration thoroughly organized . Immediately upon

as rendered, provides forwage rates ranging taking up the grievances of the Locals, on

from 21 cents to 25 cents per hour, the max account of the territory to be covered and the

imum rate to apply to motormenand con importance os the various cases, the Presi

ductors seven years in the service. Theformer dent dispatched Board Member McMorrow

wage was from 20 cents to 25 cents. the max to Decatur and Organizer Colgan to Gales

imum rate being attained after nine years of burg. Progress is being reported looking to

service . It will be seen that the arbitration the adjustment of the grievances and which

resulted in advancing the minimum rate 1 will very likely establish a more definite un

cent per hour to 21 cents , and reducing the derstanding in the matter of dealing with the

period of discrimination two years ; so that future affairs of the organization. President

the maximum rate is attained by men of two Mahon is at this writing in Chicago, where ,

years less service than was formerly required . immediately under his personal advisement

A transcript of the proceedings has not yet are grievances involving members of Division

reached the office, but it is hopeful that it will 215 , Aurora , Ill . , and 273 and other Locals of

be forwarded in time so that a report canbe Chicago . While in Detroit , the President

made in the March issue of the " M. & C." attended the meeting of the Committee of

showing the number of men affected by the Fifty appointed by Mayor Breitmeyer as an

wage modification and the aggregate annual advisory board upon the Detroit Street Rail

increase attained . During the month of way situation . Franchises are expiring in

January President Mahon issued a Charter Detroit and the D. U. R. is looking for re

for the institution of Division No. 516 , Mid newals. The Mayor appointed a committee

dleton , N. Y. He directed the affairs of the to thoroughly investigate the street railway

Association from the General Ofice for one question and prepare recommendations to the

week after returning from the east , when con city as a basis for settlement . Division No.

ditions developed relative to some of the 26 passed a resolution urging certain con

Locals in Illinois which required his more cessions in any possible franchise and re

immediate personal attention. He left the quested the service of President Mahon as a

office on the 21st of January to give personal member of the Committee. He has been

advice in the affairs of these Locals . On the appointed upon the sub-committees to deal

night of the 23rd he addressed a meeting of with the estion of municipal ownership and

Chicago Division No. 273 . In his work in line schedules.

Illinois he is being assisted by G. E. B. Mem

ber Edw. McMorrow and A F. of L. Orgainzer International Treasurer Rezin Orr was dis

J. C. Colgan . During the immediate past patched to Alton and E. St. Louis, Ill . , A

Locals have been instituted at Decatur , grievance of long standing has beenup for

Galesburg and Springfield upon the Western arbitration for some time as between Division

Illinois System . The same Company oper No. 236 and the employing company. The

ates the Peoria , Ill . lines . As soon as the question involved is the reinstatement of a

extension of organization upon this large
member of the Local. Contemporaneous with

system was undertaken, the fake “ Brother this case were others developing from the

hood , ” which was prominent in the Saginaw , discharge of four other members whose rein

Valley , Mich ., and the Gas Belt , Indiana statement was requested by the Local. Since

strikes as assisting to defeat our movement having these cases under advisement Treas

in those palces and also which endeavored to urer Orr has addressed Division No. 125 ,

move as an obstruction to the progress of the E. St. Louis , Ill . , whose interests are quite in

orgainzation upon the Aurora , Elgin and common with those of the Alton Local. The

Chicago lines , seemed to submit itself as a International Treasurer reports progress on

hindrance to bona - fide organization It is the work under his advisement .

unnecessary to comment further , here , upon

the character and strike breaking record of Vice- President A. L. Behner, in an official

the fake movement which styles itself “ The report upon the Cleveland situation , submits

Brotherhood of Interurban Trainmen .” It that the affairs of Division 268 have been

is generally well known to our membership . placed in the hands of the local officers who

It is likely that it will be encouraged from are again conducting the Division along the
time to time by managements which may be lines of their forner progress . He reports that

led to believe it an effective instrument to in the Burris case against Division No. 380

head off the organization of electric railway of Elyria and the Association, upon claim for

men . When it has run its course and dis death benefit which was disallowed by the

appeared, it may naturally be expected that General Executive Board , that the case is

some other like movement will be developed practically ended from default of the plaintive

and encouraged for the same purpose. How in failure to submit a sustaining brief to

ever, this mountebank proposition exists Justice Buell . This means that the claim has
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the same standing at the present time that Bartonville , looking to the formation of a

it did after it was disallowed by the G. E. B. joint conciliation committee to associate the

and before suit was entered . locals in harmonious work in their affairs .

Board Member McMorrow had immediate

Vice- President P. J. Shea , continues in supervision of the organizing work which re

Association with Chairman C , 0. Pratt, upon suited in the institution of the Locals. In the

the affairs of Division No. 477 , Philadelphia . beginning he had associated with him Inter

He also reports having given attention to the national Treasurer Orr, later G. E B. Mem

affairs of Division No. 500 , Chester, Pa . , where ber D. S. Fitzgerald and finally G. E. B. Mem

there seems to have developed a contention ber Fred Fay. His work of organizing was

in the matter of the reinstatement to employ prosecuted with much success, but after the

ment of some of the members as provided by Divisions were instituted, the course of Local

the recent strike settlement. Upon this case , officials created a suspicion of discrimination

he reports that associated with Chairman against membership , particularly in Decatur

Pratt the question at issue has been submitted and Galesburg. In Decatur the President of

to the Receiver and that in all probability. the the Local and others were discharged upon

Receiver will see that the agreement is pro charges which were held contradictory to the

perly observed . facts, and also of a character not warranting

the discipline invoked . The President and

Vice - President J. J. Thorpe reports the con others were discharged in Galesburg . Im

solidation of Divisions Nos. 105, Beaver Val mediate assistance upon the Galesburg griev

ley, Pa., and 154, Washington , Pa . , with ance has been rendered by Organizer J. C.

Division No. 85. Further work of extending Colgan , who reports the reinstatement of the

the jurisdiction of Division No. 85 in the Pitts President and two of the discharged members.

burg District is progressing under his ad Two other cases remain . In Decatur the con

visement. tentions at issue have been submitted for

arbitration . It is believed that adjustment of

Chairman C. 0. Pratt is at present in charge these varoius situations will be effected by

of the work of adjustment of the contention which further discrimination against mem

between Division No. 477 and the Philadel bership in the association , official or otherwise,

phia Rapid Traction Company . Estrange will be discontinued .

ment between the Local and the company

resulted , as has been before reported , from the
G. E. B. Member Wm . B. Fitzgerald , upon

presentation of a proposed agreement by the
the close of the arbitration of the wage scale

officials of the Local to the officials of the
upon the Boston and Northern System upon

company , and which embraced a 25 cent wage
which he assisted W. D. Mahon, visited Spring

rate . It seems that the company bases re
field , Mass . and Mt. Vernon, N. Y. locals from

fusal to further negotiate terms with the
where appeals were made for the assistance

Local upon the assumption that the Local of an International Officer . Reports upon
does not represent a majority of the employes

and that a majority of the employes are
the nature of contentions with these Locals

However,
satisfied with their present wage and condi

not at present available .

tions. In this , however, the company must
affairs seem to have been adjusted and Board

be in erroror else a large number of themem
Member Fitzgerald visited Middletown , N. Y. ,

bers of 477 are not sympathetic with the pro
where Division No. 516 was organized by

posed wage increase.
Organizer H. R. Thorp , and rendered

While the Local does

favorable report upon the institution of the
not embrace nearly all of the employes, it

having an enrollment of but between four
new local . From there he was dispatched to

and five thousand out of perhaps seven
Albany, N. Y. , upon an appeal from Division

No. 148 for assistance in the arrangement of
thousand men , it does embrace more than

allotment of runs.
one - half of the motormen and conductors in

Upon this case it seems

that two cars were taken from the North
the company's employ. In fact , from records

at this office as to the total number of em
Albany Station and placed upon the board

ployes , the Local embraces a representative

at the Southern Troy Station. The cars

percentage. It is not at all likely that the
operate between Troy and Albany . Division

No. 148 held that the members operating
members enrolled blindly , or in opposition

to the purposes of the organization inseeking
these cars from Albany should go with the

an increased wage, and it is fair to assume
cars and hold the runs from the Troy Ter

minal .

that they are practically united in that par
The position of the Troy Local, it

ticular request of the Local upon the com
appears, was that all cars operating from the

pany. The company issued
barns in the jurisdiction of that Local should

a statement
be manned by members of 132. Board Mem

characterizing the conditions of theagreement

as arbitrary and passed upon the whole agree
ber Fitzgerald seems to have brought about

ment in accord with its view of what it termed
an arrangement between the two Locals by

the arbitrary sections. Chairman Pratt , aside
which the crews who formerly operated the

from the officers of the Local, has associated
cars when they were operated from the North

Albany station retain the runs from the Troy

with him in his work Vice- President P. J.
Station , but that such runs shall be subjectShea .

to promotion from the Troy Local. It is very

G. E. B. Member Edw . McMorrow was re
likely that the company will agree to this

called from the arbitration case of Division
arrangement of the two Locals which will

No. 215, Aurora, Ill . , to assist the Interna
settle the question at issu ?

tional President in the grievance developing

upon the Western IllinoisSystem . He visited G. E. B. Member Ben Commons is suffering

the Locals at Decatur, Springfield, Peoria and from a severe throat affliction and is now

are

a
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under the treatment of a physician at his

home.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay , after securing

an adjustment of the contention in regard to

overtime pay in the interest of Peoria , Ill.

Division , No. 416 , was dispatched to Decatur

where the company had discharged the Presi

dent of the Local and another member and

rom which an appeal for the assistance of an

International officer had been received .

Hardly had Board Member Fay entered upon

his work in the interest of the Decatur Local

when he received a telegram announcing the

death of his Sister- in - Law in Port Huron .

He was relieved upon the Decatur situation

by Board Member McMorrow .

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald, while

continuing upon his work in assisting Division

No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn . , was dispatched to

Brooklyn , N. Y. , to answer a request from

that local for his assistance . The nature of

the situation which exacted assistance by the

Brooklyn Local is not at the present time

available . Board Member Fitzgerald well re

vived interest among the railway men of

Bridgeport and Division No. 459 has again

taken her place among the active Connecticut

Locals . He advised also with a joint commit

tee of the Connecticut Locals upon matters of

material concern to that body.

WHY A TARIFF COMMISSION.

Again will the people of this country be

enfiladed with bewildering arguments upon

the question of Tariff Revision. This will be

among the first propositions tobe taken up by

Congress and consideration will begin in extra

session to be called by President-Elect Taft .

Revision will likely beaffected by degrees and

reports of discussions and hearings will come

by the volume, without question, during a

considerable period of the coming adminis

tration . A Convention of Employers has

been called by the President of the Employers

Association to be held in Indianapolis, begin

ning with February 16th , to promote the

creation of a tariff commission, to be composed

of course , of representative manufacturers or

their representatives . It is desired that this

commission shall be an official board consti

tuted with certain authority to be created by

Congress. It is unnecessary to point out that

it would be a Pro-Tariff Commission and its

creation should call for the creation , also , of

an anti -tariff commission , if any enlightment

to the people and Congress should come from

such sources .

Congress now has authority to , and does ,

appoint a committee upon tariff and a revi

sion of tariff, which is supposed to make a

thorough investigation and bring in an un

biased report. Would a tariff commission

such as proposed by the Employers Associa

tion be expected to make unbiased reports ?

That might be expected of them by ome ,

but would they ? Tariff is a tax . We have

been truthfully told it is a tax ; we know it is

a tax , but in many respects it is a prohibitive

tax and so prohibits importations that the

tax is not derived although fixed , but it is

paid by consumers and paidto manufacturers

who hold out that they want a protective

tariff that is prohibitive of importation to

encourage the maintenance and extension

of their business. Philanthropically, the

Manufacturers Association will argue that

one of the chief reasons for which they want

high protective tariff is to give employment

to labor and be able to give good wages .

They would have us believe that they are

pulling in the interest of the wage workers.

There is a very modest argumentthat can be

put forth to the effect that a protective tariff

has already been shown to be a protection

to employers through which they are enabled

to better control the labor market.

The moneyed interests have given us a very

salutary illustration of their power to restrict

production and destroy the force of demand

in the experience of the past several months.

To say that there is no demand for bread from

the man who is starving is not a very con

vincing statement. To lock the elevators

filled with wheat and then say that the supply

is exhausted would be another rather careless

statement; yet these two statements carry

with them the true condition that has existed

for more than a year in thiscountry under a

law of high protective tariff. Then cannot

there be a suspicion that the moneyed inter

ests have been well protected in their control

of the situation , and that which has contribut

ed to that protection has been the prohibitive

tariff that has kept back the invasion of

foreign products ? It would appear that

somewhere in this tariff proposition exists

that of some interest to wage earners, as

protective tariff has been oneofthe propelling

instruments which has carried poverty and

destitution , want and misery throughout the

industrial centers of this great country of

ours , a country rich in its resources and abund

ant in its provisions, during the last sixteen

months . Would it not be a wise plan to urge

Congress to steer clear of the creation of a

prejudiced tariff commission such as is being

projected by the Employers Association ?

Would not such a commission favor a con

tinuance of the two-edged tariff that cuts

American labor both ways . There is no

millionaire labor in this country. The pros

perity end of it has been ground into central

ized millionaire capital and one of the mechan

icisms of the grinding mill has been high pro

tection . Now, the Congressional high tariff

protectorate is being shattered by public

awakening and the Employers Association

seek to introduce a new engineer in the person

of an Employers' Association Tariff Commis

sion .

Why do we rudely pull and push and punch ,

And grab and cheat and weaker men enthrall ,

And 'neath our heels sweet babes and women

crunch ,

When the democracy of death just ends it all ?

Joseph A. Labadie .

" George," spoke his better half, " you are

interested in the temperance movement , are

you not ? "

"Why, certainly I am ," he answered .

" Well, suppose you go out and make a few

of them with the pump handle. I am in

need of a pail of water right away. - Bo

hemian .
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REMEMBER YOUR OBLIGATION. or abuse them , but to aid and assist wherever

and whenever it is possible . You pledge

yourself to promote the primciples of love ,

and harmony at every point; not to bring

about discord, hard feelings and bitterness,

but to promote love. That means that you

shall do everything you can to assist and aid

your fellow men, to assist and promote peace

and harmony within the organizzation ; that

where you find anything that is going to lead

to discord or dissatisfaction to try and turli

that into the channel that will bring fo

satisfaction and harmony ; and I again repea

at the outset of this year, 1909, we would

impress upon our members the importance of

carrying out this obligation .

If every member within this Association

would , for one year , carefully consider in

every act , in every word and in every deed ,

that principle , and at times heed that in

struction which is so solemnly given when

entering the organization , there would be a

different feeling; there would be more happi

ness , more joy, more love and satisfaction

within our ranks when the next year comes

around . I again appeal to the membership

of the Amalgamated Association " To remem

ber Your Obligation .”

IN MEMORIAM

By Div. No. 312, Davenport, Towa .

By W. D. Mahon.

As we enter the new year 1909 let ourmotto

be, “ Remember your Obligation." I wish

that I could impress upon every member of

this Association the importance of carrying

out that solemn obligation which all of us
take when joining this Association . I wish

we could impress upon each and every one

the importance of carrying out that obligation

in its entirety and of practicing it in our every

day life . For in that obligation is laid down

the principles upon which this Amalgated

Association is formed , and if we were to

truly carry them out in the spirit in which

they were intended , how much better it

would be for all , but I fear toomany of our

members forget entirely the obligations they

take when they become members of this Asso

ciation . I wish , at the commencement of this

new year, to again impress this obligation

upon every member of this Association.

Let us review, a moment , this obligation ,

for it is the corner stone upon which this Asso

ciation is constructed. It sets forth the prin

ciples for which we are contending and the

manner in which we should carry them out .

When we enter this Association we do so

voluntarily, and the first question asked us

before entering the Association by the Secre

tary is, “ Will you be obedient to the rules

and laws of this Association , if they do not

conflict with your duty to your family, to

your country , or your religious duties ?" We

reply , “ I will." You are then brought into

the organization and given a cordial welcome

by the President , who tells you how pleased

he is to see you with us and that henceforth

your labor and influence will be with us and

He tells you this Association is dedi

cated to the laudable purpose of defense , self

protection and the improvement of our men

tal, moral and social conditions and the ele

vation of our occupation . He assures you

this organization is to protect our labor from

the oppression of capital as manipulated by

the selfishness of human nature . He also

informs you that in considering the differences

between ourselves and employers, we are to

exercise discretion and good judgment and

do all in our power to promote peace and

harmony . He further tells you that in our

mutual work we seek to unite moraland social

elements of society and to learn the lessons

of love , and that our hands are open to aid

members to find employment and care for the

needy , to assist the widow and orphan, the

weak and defenseless, and never to discrimin

ate against a fellow worker on account of

creed , color or nationality ; and you are asked

to solemnly promise to defend and promote

in thought, word and action the trade union

principles whether expressed by tongue or

pen . But before putting the obligation, he

again asks you if you are willing to take the

obligation and carry out these principles and

you again assure him and the organization

that you are ready and willing to take such

an obligation.

You then take an obligation which binds

you , upon your honor as a man , to carry forth

through life these principles, which

namely , That you have promised to assist

your fellow members not to hinder , slander

for us .

Whereas. Divine Providence has deemed it

wise to take from us our brother and fel

low -worker, T. W. Hilmers, and

Whereas. ' We realize that in the death of

our late brother we have lost an honored

member , and his family a loving husband

and kind father .

Resolved. That we , in regular meeting as

sembled, do extend to the family and rela

tives our sincere and heartfelt sympathy in

this , their hour of sorrow, and be it further

Resolved. That our charter be draped in

mourning for the period of ( 30 ) thirty

days; copies of these resolutions be sent to

the bereaved family, to the M. & C. Journal
for publication , and also spread upon our

minutes. JAS . N. COLEMAN ,

H. F. BOWKER,

Committee.

Whereas. It has pleased God in his infinite

wisdom to remove from our midst our es

teemed Brother William R. Stremlow , there
fore be it

Resolved. That we in regular meeting as

sembled , do extend to his relative our sin

cere and heartfelt sympathies in this, their

hour of sorrow , and be it further

Resolved . That our charter be draped in

mourning for the period of ( 30 ) thirty days,

and copies be sent to his bereaved relatives.

to the M. & C. Journal for publication and

also spread upon our minutes.
JAS. N. COLEMAN ,

H. F. BOWKER .
Committee.

By Div. No. 26 , Pontiac, Mich , Section ,

Whereas , It has pleased the Supreme Being
suddenly to remove from among us a true

friend and co - worker, exalting him to

higher and happier sphere ; and

Whereas, We, men of the Pontiac Division ,

Detroit United Railway , by daily contact

therewith, best knew and appreciated his

sterling qualities; therefore be it

Resolved , That in the untimely death of

Albert C. Schultz we have lost a faithful,

kind-hearted friend, whom we loved as

brother ; and be it further

Resolved, That, in meeting assembled , we

do hereby extend to his bereaved family our

most heartfelt sympathy in this, their hour

of affliction ; and be it further

Resolved , ' That these resolutions be for

warded to the bereaved family , and a copy

of the same to The Motorman and Conductor,

and to the Birmingham Eccentric .

a

are ,
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

JUST TAKE A PINCH OF SNUFF .

BY FRANK VERT

If by friends you are forsaken ,

If you've quarrelled with your wife ,

If you're lonely and discouraged
· With a mind to take your life,

Brighten up, and don't be gloomy,

Don't be surly,cross and gruff ;

Just remember what I tell you

Take a little pinch of snuff.

If your business is a failure,

If your money's nearly spent,

If financially embarrassed,

If you're broke or badly bent,
If the world has used you rotten

And the people treat you rough ,

You will soon forgetyour troubles

If you take a pinch of snuff.

If you think your health has vanished ,

If you're groaning with the grip,
If the rheumatism's got you

In the shoulder, or the hip ;

Do notdope with pills or powders,

Or someother worthless stuff ;

If you think you need a tonic,

Takealittle pinch of snuff.

If the baby has the colic

And you don'tknow what to do ;

If you give him paregoric,

And a box of pills or two ;

If he still continues yelling

When you think you've heard enough ,

Do not hasten for the doctor

Give the baby lots of snuff.

If by age you're overtaken ,

If yourhair is turning gray ,

If your limbs are getting shaky

Slowly failing day by day

Donot think your case is hopeless,

Though you're feeling mighty tough ;

Youcan brighten up the future

With a little pinch of snuff.

Listen to me, fellow mortals,

Take a pinch of it and see

What awonder -working power

Has this simple remedy.

Take it when you're old and feeble ,

Take it while you're young and hale

As an all-around prescription

It was never known to fail.

special pledge and observance, and prefer the members

hould get plums rather than see them go to outsiders

who take special interest in knocking them becausethey
are union . That's natural. If there are any positions

going , police force or anythingelse , which a union man

wants, he is dead sure to havethe support of other union

men in getting it. The man who has taken delight in

bucking the union is dead sure not to get any help from
union men. Any man with the sense of an ordinary ass

ought to know that much . Men form unions for mutual

benefit, and he is a poor stick of a member who wants to

see an outside knocker succeed at the expense of a brother
member. There may be an occasional member of that

kind , but they are so few that they have little effect in

retarding the unitedeffort of those who understand and

are loyal . No , Mr. Non -unionist, don't look for

sympathy and support in your undertakings, for you
won't get it fromunion men. Don't mistake tolerance

for preference. You are not preferred above members

by any member. You don't stand on an equality with

them . They're not dogs who come backto lick the hand
that cuffs them . Don't you think it. They may sym

pathize with you in your distress; they may extend to

you a helping hand ; they are sympathetic ; but they'li

give you no preference ; in fact they will give full prefer

ence to a fellowmember and withhold equality to you .

It's natural. That's why men organize, no matter

whether it is a wage earner's organization, bankers' or

railway stockholders'. The preference is going to the

member every time, anddon't forget it. So , you see,

you'll save yourself harder knocksand more of them

than you cangive, if youget in line and staythere.Think

it over and see if what I have said isn't about true.
Jan. 13. 261 .

PRESIDENT WM. F. HEALY .

Springfield , Mass. , C. L. U.

Above is given a picture of President Wm.

F. Healy of the Central Labor Union of

Springfield, Mass. President Healy is an

active member of Division No. 448 of this

Association and has served this Association in

the Springfield C. L. U. from the time our

membership has been represented in that

organization. It is unnecessary to add that

his activity has brought to him the promin

ence which installed him as President of the

Central Body: Before entering the railway

service, Bro . Healy was a prominent member

of the stone cutting craft ,and recognized as

an organization worker. He is reputed as a

convincing speaker and a man of good judg

ment and understanding in labor matters.

THINK IT OVER.

Lawrence, Mass. - Div . 261 is passing life quietly , but

getting along very nicely .

Bros. Calahan and Chesboro have returned to work

after sickness from colds .

Bro . Lydie, our popular motorman, is all smiles these

days. Since the stork visited his home he has a smile

that won't come off .''

Bros. Mulvey, Patrick J. Morressey and James Pickett

have received appointments to the reserve police force of
Lawrence. There were other railroad boys who applied ,

but failed . A singular coincidence is that those who

failed have not yetidentified themselves as members of

Div. 261 . I don't know that it has any significance, but

they seem to think it has as they are now desirous of un
loading their non -unionism and become members. One

thing is sure : Union men are interested in one another by
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REPORT OF CONNECTICUT JOINT

BOARD MEETING.

a great deal for this Division in the past ,
and we should not forget it . These two

cases need our attention . Twenty - five cents

per man at each pay day for a month would

brighten those homes. So , boys, let us get
busy . We know not what tomorrow will

bring ourselves .

At this writing I am informed that Bro .

W. G. Evans received a serious injury while

putting the trolley on while the car was in

motion . In some unaccountable manner he

fell off the car, his head striking the pave

ment with great force, rendering him uncon

scious. He now lies in the hospital hover

ing between life and death , with tie chances

against him . Let us hope for a speedy re

covery for Bro. Evans.

The ranks of the bachelors in the employ

of the Scranton Railway company are becom

ing thinned out in great shape. Bros. Chas .

Clayton , Anthony Valone and W. G. Evans

all took a wife . I congratulate you, boys, on

your matrimonial venture . This street car

business is the greatest matrimonial agency

in the country . One year and a half is t.ie

limit of a single man in the service , regard

You can see Dan Conway every night on

Lacka Avenue with head erect and chest

stuck out like a knight of old .

There are a number of men on the extra

list who have not joined our Division . They

are over a year on the job. It looks like

they are no good . A great many of the

members think they belong to the Division.

I have been informed they have worn a but

ton at different times, while others are wear

ing the International emblem . I give them

warning to remove the same until they be

come members of this Division or they will
have to stand the consequence. " Nuf sed. "

Picklas Postas Div. 168 .

Joint Conference Board Meeting.
At the meeting held January 4, 1909, in

New Haven , Conn., the annual election of

officers was held . Chas . W. Minnix Div . No ,

281, New Haven, was re -elected president of

Board ; John W. Reardon , Div. No. 22 , Wor

cester . Mass ., vice - president ; Chas. M. Lane,

Div. No. 163, Meriden , Conn . , secretary ; M.

J. Hennessey , Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.,
treasurer. Divisions represented on Joint

Conference Board : Div. No. 262. Norwich ,

Conn.. Delegate Geo . W. Leonard; Div. No.
448 , Springfield, Mass . , Delegates P. J.

O'Brien , M. J. Hennessey ; Div. No. 22, Wor
cester, Mass., Delegates John H. Reardon ,

Wm , Smith ; Div. No. 281 , New Haven , Conn .,

Delegates Chas. W. Minnix, Thos. Deskin ;

Div . No. 425 , Hartford, Conn . , Delegates Wm .
Brown , Thos. Dowling ; Div . No. 428 ,

Waterbury, Conn., Delegate Thos . Cotter ;

Div. No. 476 , Norwalk , Conn., Delegate Fred

W. F. Andrews ; Div. No. 482, New London ,

Conn , Delegate Warren A. Lewis; Div. No.

163 , Meriden , Conn . , Delegate, C. M. Lane;
Div. No. 469, Derby, Conn., Delegate R. J.

Leahy; Div.No.479, Middletown, Conn .. Dele

gate E. S. Holmes ; Div. No. 481, Port Chester,

N. Y. , Delegate A. Keith ; Div . No. 456, Bridge

port , Conn ., Delegate A. Wolfe ; Div . No. 504,

Providence, R. I., Delegate F. L. Harman ;

Div . No. 443. Stamford, Conn ., Delegate E.

M. Scott, G. E. B. member. D. S. Fitzgerald
was present and made very interesting

address. Next regular meeting of this Board

will be held in April.

C. M. LANE , Cor. ,

39 So. George st . ,

Meriden , Conn .

F.

a

TO HELP UNFORTUNATE MEMBERS.
A BRILLIANT AFFAIR.

Scranton , Pa.—The value of the Motorman

and Conductor Journal was clearly demon
strated in the last issue in the results of the

letter of Div. 168 in regard to the death bene

fit fund . Financial Secretary Hart has re

ported that every member is anxious to join,

and the sooner it is started the better.

Thanks to the Journal .

I have neglected to mention the Carbon

dale Division of the Scranton Railway com
pany in my previous articles I am not

very well acquainted with that end , but there

is one thing I can say : They maintain the

" closed shop" on that division . Every man

on the cars has the latest button , and every
one around the power house also. This

speaks well for Carbondale, and wish I could

say the same for our end.

There will be midnight meetings held in

the future for the purpose of formulating a

new wage scale and giving the members an

opportunity to discuss the many grievances,

real and imaginary , which are many around

the corners and some of the different hotels.

By the way , come to the meeting and dis

cuss those things. It is the proper place . If

you feel you cannot do that, tell your trouble

to the executive board ; and for the last time

I repeat, don't be discussing your grievances

in public . Feelers are out now , who will tell

you a story in order to hear two.

I regret to report Bro. Thomas Cawley of

the Carbondale division , again on the sick

list with a fractured knee -cap. His case is

a sad one. He recently commenced work

after two months' idleness with a broken

shoulder, which he received by falling from

the car. This last accident occurred by slip

ping of the guy step of ais car directly un

der the step of the car alongside in the

switch . He is the main support of his aged

parents, and from inquiries I have made

they are in a very poor condition . Let us

hope the injury will not be permanent which

was feared at first.

W. J. Marlott is again off duty on account

of failing health . Bro. Marlott has only

worked about one month out of tairteen ,

and he has a wife and family to support. It
has been reported to me his family is in des

titute circumstances. Bro, Marlott has done

Derby, Ct.-The first grand social and ball
by Div. 469 was given on the 15th . It was a

grand success, just what we had looked for.

Local praise was given us, as well as praise

from our out - of - town brothers who greatly
enjoyed themselves.

We secured the largest and best hall in

Derby and our music could not be surpassed,

it being an enlarged orchestra together with

the charmes , a costly musical instrument se
cured in Bridgeport. The grand march

started at 9 o'clock . It was led by Presi

dent Roger Leihy and wife. Over a hundred

couples were in the march , making a very
neat appearing line. Our committee looked

very keen in their full dress suits, and made

a great hit with the women . Too bad,

brothers, that your wives were with you .

A number of our brothers took in the New

Haven union's annual ball held on the 28th ,

all going over in hacks and greatly enjoy
ing themselves.

We are glad to hear that Bro. Trudell is

getting, along finely and hope he will soon
be back with us.

Brothers, you will have to excuse my cor
respondence this month . I am confined to

my bed with sickness and am not in trim

or mode to write. COR.

IMPORTANT MEETING FOR FEB. 22.

Brockton, Mass. - The annual ball of Brock
ton Div. 235 was held January 22nd . Over

300 couples were in the grand march, For

eight years this local has run a ball , and

this last one beat them all . Much credit

must be given to the committee of arrange

ments as the success is due to the work

they put into it .

It is expected that the committee will be

able to make a full report of the ball at the

next regular meeting, this report should
interest all the members. Turn out and

hear it ; also other important reports will

be due at the next regular meeting, Febru
ary 22nd, at 8:30 o'clock .

Our sick committee had a busy time of it

since New Year's : 20 cases of sickness have

been investigated . Their reports prove that

we have a committee who are doing their

duty in calling on the sick .

Feb. 2. 1909 . Div. 235 .
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Bro . Hammond, who is an ex - glass worker,

says this machine -made glass is no good
and should not be put in the doors of street

cars and candy stores. It breaks too easily .

Bro. A. L. Ramsey aspires to be a detec
tive. We hate to lose a good member, but

we wish him success , for we know that a

man of his character cannot but reflect honor

upon that profession .
Bro. E. A Cook has taken unto himself a

better cook in the person of a charming

young lady . At a shower given in honor of

the couple they were made the recipients of

many useful presents. They now reside on

Butler Avenue.

Bro. William Critchlow is off this week at

tending court .

Some of the boys get cross when their

aunts call them up on the telephone .

The joint executive board, composed of

representatives from the locals in New Cas

tle, Youngstown, Niles and Sharon, met in

Youngstown, January 26 , and organized ,

electing C. C. Coulthard of New Castle, presi

dent. They took up the work of formulating

a new joint agreement with the Mahoming

& Shenago Railway and Light company. The

old agreement expires April 1 , 1909 . While

the agreement is under consideration we

will holdfour regular daylight meetings

each month , thus making it as convenient as

can be for the members to attend. We do

not expect to have any trouble about attend

ance, as all members show unusual interest

in the work this year. “ 89."

IN TIME OF PEACE PREPARE FOR WAR.

LATE BRO DAWSON FERGUSON.

Division 176 , Sharon , Pa .

The recent death of Bro . Dawson Ferguson

took from the membership of Division No. 176

one of her oldest members . In point of ser

vice hewas the oldest motorman in the employ

of the company . It is reported that about

two weeks prior to his death he sustained a

slight cut on his left thumb which terminated

in blood poison and resulted in his death .

Bro . Ferguson was fifty -eight years of age ,

having been in the service of the Youngstown

Sharon and allied lines since August 2nd , 1898 .

Easton, Pa. – At our meeting of January 4

the newly-elected officers were installed.

With nearly all the motormen and conduct

ors in the employ of the Easton Transit

company in our ranks everything runs as

smoothly as can be expected. There are a

few extra men who haven't joined us, but

taking into consideration their social stand

ing we will have very little trouble to rake

them in . Then we have six or seven of the

oldest men in the company's employ who say

they can't afford to join ; but they most gra

ciously accept any increase in wages the

union may get for them . For eight years the

members have been trying to persuade these

men to join ; maybe the members lack per

sistency .

I do not wish to boast, but we have some
very prominent and influential men on the

cars in Easton ; Bro. Ayers, the politician:

Gro. Romig, who so successfully managed

our baseball team in the season of 1908, and

there is Casey, the scrapper.

I frequently notice in the Motorman and

Conductor complaints of poor attendance of

meetings. This is a great fault with our

members. I contend that in the attendance

lies the strengh of an organization. Come ,

brothers, let us get interested and show our

brother locals that we, too , can achieve great

things. And let every member of the A. A.

of S. & E. R. E. of A. give this old adage a

careful thought and do what it tells him :

" Attend the meetings. In time of peace . pre

pare for war. ' Cor. 169 .

ELECTRIC HEATED VESTIBULES.

ANNUAL BALL FEBRUARY 20.

New Castle , Pa.-Division 89 numbers

about eighty-five members. Our working

conditions are better now than ever before.

The company has installed electric heaters

in the vestibule of each car. We find we can

do our work better and with more comfort

when we are not obliged to wear such heavy

clothes to keep us warm . The motormen

worked for years with one side open and no

heat, and they appreciate the improvements.

The conductors have recently had cause for

rejoicing in the fact that the barn men now

sweep the cars at night.

We long since adopted the black droop

peak cap: Bro. W. S. Lutz at last decided

he would fall in line and discard his old

straight peak . A retiring brother offered

a cap nearly new and of approved style for

35c . After much trying on and seriously

considering the size, the price and the quali

ty of the article, W. I. decided to take it .

Next morning when he tried the cap on it

was two sizes too small . He came to the

barn and told the dispatcher his trouble and

was excused for that day. Then he borrowed

a hat stretcher from Davy Hanna and went
to Cox's and got his hair clipped . After

spending the day stretching the сар he

found he could wear it, but we think it

could be bought for 30c .

Bro. Clyde Wick has been off duty a week.

His wife accidently spilt hot coffee on his
arm.

Bro. James McClane ( Sunny Jim) was off
two weeks with grip and rheumatism . We

are pleased to see his smiling face amongst

us again .
D. H. Williams and Charles Turk have

resigned. They leave here many friends who
wish them success.

of

Davenport, Iowa - As there is not much do

ing at present, Div. 312 hasn't much to write
about.

We are selling quite a number of tickets

for our annual ball to be given Feb. 20 .

Bros. Grant and C. Geris are on the sick

list at present. but are improving, so we ex

pect them to be at work in afew days.

William Foley and Aug. Steffen , two

our old time motormen , resigned their po

sitions upon the line.
Our paymaster, Mr. E. Schroeder, was

married recently, but we have seen no cigars .

Bros. Lowman and Taylor are getting to

be regular sharks at playing pool .

There were a few changes on the motor

list this monthon accountof a daylight run
being open .

Bro. Daniels resigned his position as con

ductor and has gone down to Missouri to

live on a farm he owns there. T. A. P.
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BRO. J. L. LYNCH.

Div. 260, Chicago, Ill .

Above is given a good picture of Bro. J. L.

Lynch of Division 260, Chicago , Ill . It will

bé recognized by attendant delegates at the

last two conventions of this Association at

both ofwhichhe represented the second larg

est local of Chicago, and the then third largest

of the Association. 260 now takes fourth

place in munber of membership , but that is

due, not to any loss in membership-rather

she has increased. But a larger local has

since been organized . The success of Division

260 has been phenominal, and perhaps the

most characteristic of any of the Chicago

locals. Durng her entire career, Bro . Lynch
has been one of her live wires His official

record embraces that of delegate to the

Chicago F. of L. , delegate to two Interna

tional Conventions, member of the loacl

executive board , recording secretary , and

for the past three years financial secretary

and business agent He has been a dilligent

and efficient official, and has permitted no

petty jealousies or prejudices to swerve his

application of energy . He kept the objects

of the organization clearly in the lead and

directed every effort in line with promoton

of the interests of those he represented. It is

regretable to see men like Joe Lynch drop

from the official roster of the movement .

But as President Buckley tells us, he will

maintain his membership. There is much

satisfaction in that, as there is no question

but that he will succeed as a business man ,

and we can't have too many friends among

that class. Bro. Lynch retired officially , to

enter business, as will be seen by Bro . M. C.

Buckley's letter in this issue. Among those

who sent expressions of regret to this office

at his retirement is Ex -Secretary P. J Sker

rett whom Bro. Lynch succeeded
In his new

enterprise, Bro . Lynch has the hearty well

wishes of the International Association.

JUST TRIBUTE TO RETIRING OFFICER .

Chicago, Ill.—Ithas been some time since I have writ

ten our valuable Journal on matters pertaining to the

interest of the A. A. of S. & E. R. E of A. I therefore

feel that my letter will be of some interest to many read

ers and at the same time I will fulfill a duty to the Asso

ciation and one who , in my estimation, isworthy of great

consideration from the members of our Association , and

Division 260, in particular. Our Div . , at the present time

is in first class shape financially and numerically and I feel
safe instating that the workingconditions and wages of

our members are as good as those of any local in the coun

try .

During the month of December, 1908, our annual pom

ination of officers for the year 1909 took place and I

learned with regret that one of our old officers declined to

be a candidate. During the past several years as Presi

dent of Diy , 260, a position that naturally would bring
me in touch with all matters affecting the membership,

learned to respectand admire this retiringofficer for his

manysterlingqualitiesand his gentlemanly, courteous

manner. The brother I have reference to is J. L. Lynch ,

who was one of the active members when this Div. was

first organized in the year 1902. Since that time hehas

always been active in behalf ofhis fellow brothers, holding

office on numerous occasions and never has known what

defeat meant. A fearless, honest and untiring worker, he

advanced himself by degrees from therank and file to the

honorable and responsible position of Financial Secretary

and Business Agent of a local composed of nearly three

thousand men . After our strike Bro. Lynch was elected

asFinancialSecretary and Business Agent of Div. 260 , a

position he has held for the past three years. The Div .

was then $800 in debt owing to the heavy expense in

curred in defendingour members whose cases were pend

ing in the courts. Owing to his economical management

the past three years in this office he has retired of his own

accord leaving to the credit of the Division the sum of
$ 5000.

During his term of office as Business Agent the mem

bers have received an average increase of four cents per
hour in wages.

Heorganized in this city what is known as the Joint

Advisory Board , composed of delegates from the various

locals . This Board has been of great value in the past

and is a necessity at this timeowing to the rumored and

expected consolidation of all Street Car Companies of the
City of Chicago .

Brother Lynch directed the campaign for his Local of

this Association during the municipal ownership fight in

the year 1907, and through this campaign the members

of our Div. received an average increase of about three
cents per hour.

Brother Lynch made known to the membership of this

Division his intention of retiring from office and entering

into the Union button, badge and banner business at 108

E.Washington St., in this city, andowingto hisfearless,

determined efforts in behalf of his fellowworkers, I feel

that it is my duty as President to inform the members of

the Amalgamated Association throughout this country

of Bro . Lynch's past record. I do notfeelthat Iam

assumingtoo much when I saythat everymemberand

Local ofthis Association should support Bro. Lynch in

his present undertaking as no doubt you are aware that

no man can expect much assistance from Corporations

when he has consistently, at all times, fought for the

interests of his fellow working man .

BrotherLynchhas embarked in the business of hand

lingUnion buttons, badges and all suppliesused bylabor

organizations and fraternal societies . Hehas stated that

he intendsto keep up his membership in the Association

and as he is conducting a thorough union establishment

it would greatly please the membersof hisown local , and

myself personally ,andas President, to see him succeed

I feel that as President of Div. 260 and as a brother

member I owe the above lines to Bro. Lynch and I submit

that a copy of engrossed resolutions were presented tohim

at our last regular neetimg held January 9th, 1909, which

is in itself evidenceof the warm appreciation and respect
our members have for him .

Wishing the officers and members of all locals success ,

I am fraternally, M. C. BUCKLEY,

President Div. 260, A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A.

LYNN LOCAL VISITS 240.

Chelsea, Mass. — Jan. 12,officers for the new term were

nstalled at a meeting of Div . 240 ,

Inter . Pres. W. D. Mahon , Bro . W B. Fitzgerald of the

Inter. Ex . Board and Pres. French of Lynn Div . were

present and gave some pleasing remarks on the wage

schedule and the labor question. A large delegation
from the Lynn Division came by special cars . A collation

was served and music was furnished by a select orches

tra . The members also gave songs and dances, Bro .

McCarthy of Chelsea, buck dancer, Pres. French, of Lynn ,

vocalist and M. McDonough, monologue artist, enter

tained the brothers. The meeting adjourned after the

members had an enjoyable evening. S.
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MOBILE, ALA ., NOTES. PRESIDENT PROMOTED,

Why some people remain out of the union is a mystery.
We have a good substantial fund . We pay sick and

funeral benefits. If they think it is because it makes

them solid with the company they are wrong. Read

what the president of the M. L & R. R. Co. wrote :

" Mobile Light & R. R. Co.

Mobile, Jan. 2-09.

Mr. J. W. Tucker,

President of Div. 450,

Mobile, Ala.

We desire to make a slightincrease in the pay of motor .
men and conductors who have been in the service of the

company over two years, We desire to know whether

Division 450 has any objections to a changein the sched

ule of rates maintained in our joint agreement and would

like to have a vote taken on the question as to whether

this can be done previous to the termination of the agree
ment. Yours truly ,

J. H WILSON , President.

During a conversation with Mr. Wilson some time ago

he expressed his opinion that some men went into the
union expecting to do as they pleased and the union would

uphold them , and that some men remained out of the

union thinking they could do as they pleased and the
company would excuse them. But those men were

fools, because he knew the union would not sanction or

uphold wrongdoing, neither will he discriminate in favor

of non -members. Wemay have our trials, but there is

one thing certain , Mr. Wilson is not opposed to the union .

When one considers the financial panic of last year, the

increase of license and taxcs , we should be thankful that

we were not asked to accept a reduction in pay, and in

appreciation of the increase we should take more interest

in our work. True, the non- union man and the quitters

from Div. 450 will receive the same benefits Do they

realize that the many changes that have been brought

about that are beneficial to him were through Div. 450

either direct or indirect ?

You ex -member on the line, of course , will get your little

increase . But why don't you be men, put up your little

hammers and come in out of the wet ? There are some

men on the line here who were members of other Divisions

and stillwear the badge and tell passengersthey are union
men. What kind of union men are they ?

Now let us start the new year right. Ist , let us pay

strict attention to the rules of the company and obey them.

We promised that when we signed our agreement. Let

us keep our contract in violate . We promised that also .

Now let us do it . 2nd , Let us treatthe pasons of the

road with respect, be they black or white. We promised

that. Besides it does not cost anything to be a gentle

man. 3rd , Now let us get down to business and build up

this division by keeping all promises made. You know

you promised to do this right by the company and the
union when you became a member of this union You

were told at that time that the union was to be beneficial
to the company as well as to its members . Did it ever

occur to you that every man promoted to inspector was a

member of the union ? So you men remaining outside

expecting to be promoted because you are not a union

man , are simply wasting time. I know one who has been

waiting two years for the call. He will wait a while long

If you have an idea in your little noodle that Mr.

Wilson is going to make you an inspector because you are

a non-union man you are foolish . Do you know that for

every union man discharged from the M. L. & R. R. that

20 non-union men have been discharged ? Do you know

that 15 union men have been re- instated and not any non

union men ? Do you know that Mr. Wilson does not

expect or want you to bring tales to him ? Do you know

that his special men and inspectors get paid for that work

and when you do it you lower the standard of mankind in

his eyes ? Say , some people have most excellent eye

sight . They can be at 39th st. station and see what

happens at the end of Government Street Loop in the

dark. Now what do you think of that ? No , I did not

say he was a liar. I said he had most excellent eye sight.

Some people are so easily led that they do not know

they are being led until they are up against a stone wall

and the other fellow says, “ Ta ! ta ! myboy, ta ! ta !

Young man , your transfers are all wrong and you are

too old a man for this kind of foolishness. Do you belong

to the union ? * No Sir. The union is no good"-Oh, the

knocker ! And once upon a time he was a union man ,

until he got a bee in his bonnet. Shake the bee , Bud.

You will never be an inspector. Your record is against

you and you made that record some time ago.

J. P. should remember that majority rules . Hope he

will reconsider the position he assumed at special meet
ing

Say , did you notice thenumber of old timers there ?

[ Jan 10.
OLD TIMER

Lansford , Pa.-Local Div. No. 433 held a

meeting on January 28th , when officers were
installed . Without question , this was the

best meeting Local Div. No. 433 has had

in a long time, and we hope that Bro . Wil

liams will have many more such meetings

during his term as president .
We have your by -laws to go by now. Be

sure to read them , even if we had to pay

fifteen cents for them . That is not so much

after all . But if you had to sit down and

write up those by - laws by yourself and then

have to pay for your own writing perhaps

you would have a kick coming.

The brothers are all glad to see Geo . Flem

ming back at the job again . He was a mem

ber of No. 433 , and we expect to see his face

at the next meeting.

It has just been learned that Bro. Black

well has secured a position on the Pennsyl

vania railroad. He has also leased the hall

at Montoursville for two years for the pur

pose of giving moving picture shows.

If you wish to see any of the trolley - men

just step into Maurer's barber shop , at the
Diamond, all cars stop there, “ SO do the

trolleymen ."
Your correspondent had intended not to

write any more for the Motorman and Con

ductor, as it seemed as though his writing
did not suit some of the brothers, and it

was by the request of a number of the

brothers that he got up enough courage to

write again . It is pretty hard to suit quite

a few of this local, as they were not satis
fied to accept your scribe's resignation at

the last meeting. It was interesting to

know how many read the news in the Motor
man and Conductor. Now, when anything

appears in the news that don't suit you,

don't read it, but do as the editor of a cer
tain local newspaper said in his editorial ,

" just mind your own affairs and let other

people do the knocking , even if you have to

take the numbers of the cars that exceed

the speed limit through town SO you can

report them and at the same time ask favors
of the crews. " So we will try it for another

term , providing we get the postage and sta
tionary, otherwise nixie.

An order appears on the bulletin board at

the car barn not to exceed the speed limit
in the town. What we would like to know

is. how is a man going to run six miles in

thirty minutes and make his stops , and not

exceed the speed limit of six miles per hour ?
Can any one enlighten us on this subject ?

Perhaps the Lansford knocker could explain
it to us .

We noticed the officials passed through

here in a special car the other day. We are

always glad to see them .

We understand that we will have a new

office in Lansford . This is the place where

it should be , so we could get our pay on

pay day , and not have to go to Tamaqua
after it . It would also be more convenient

in many other ways.

Bro . J. A. Boyle is now first extra con

ductor. If only that durn rheumatics would

leave him alone . John , keep in out of the

night air.

One of Roosevelt's policies is upheld by
the men on this line. Can any one tell

what it is ?

Retiring President of Local 433. W. J.

Arner, was appointed despatcher of the T.

& L. Div. of the E. P. Rys. Co. Surely if

there is a man on this road who is qualified

for this position it is " Bill.". He has served

a long time on the rear end of trolley cars ,

and his experience in that line will stand

nim well . During the past three or four

gears he has had much experience on the

Summit Hill Div. , and he is a man who is

well able to hold the position . We now have

at least two of the best men in the country

to work for, Mr. J. C. Bell , division superin

tendent, and Mr. William J. Arner, des

patcher . Now, boys. do as nearly right as

is possible and the work will much

easier for all parties concerned .

Bro. James McCready has returned to work

after a week's idleness caused by mashing

his thumb while putting down the Snow

brushes. No. 433 .

er.

be
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needless to say that they all came away smiling and with
a good word for the company . Each one carried away a

bright new five dollar gold piece, a Christmas present from
the company

Bro. T. T Hudson is making an extended visit to his

old home in Kansas City . He will be absent several
weeks. 174 .

Jan. 12.

LATER NOTES.

HALL PROVIDED WITH KITCHEN SERVICE .

Danbury, Conn.- Just a few lines from Danbury Div

ision 269, to let you know we are still doing business.
Although this is one of the largest hatting cities in the

world , the members of Div. No. 269 can run trolley cars

just as good as they can make hats. If any doubt this,

let them come here and we can find a match for them all ,

fast or slow , great or small .

If there is a man in this country who can beat our

brave Boy Dock in making time around curves or com
ing in ahead of time, we would like to see him . We have

some others just as good at loafing and coming in late ,
but in this case we will not mention any names.

At our December meeting we hada chowder supper

and I can tell you it was fine . If you doubtmy word you

can ask our champion eater, Bro. Hirsch. Three wit

nessesbesidesmyself sat within an arm'slength of him

and actually saw him devour five plates of chowder, four

cups of coffee, a pile of sandwiches one foot eleven

inches high , and as for beans and the rest of the good

things, we could not begin to tell the amount.

We had a fine kitchen added to our hall and all the

necessary tools are there, also. We can have a feed,

now , without much trouble. Let us hope it will be often .

Jan. 11 . S. H. E.

LINE TO BE EXTENDED .

Colorado Springs , Colo.-Bro. John Higgins

was married in Denver recently . May his

pathway through life be strewn with roses

on whose stems no thorns do grow .

Bro . Grant Collins , the oldest conductor

employed by the Interurban, and the one
chosen to operate the “ Seeing Colorado

Springs" car during the tourist season is

taking an extended vacation . He is rusticat

ing on the Pacific coast.

Bros. Nichols and Buchanan have been un

der the care of a physician for several weeks,

but both will soon be able for duty.

It is evident that people from large cities
can learn something about street caring in
Colorado Springs . We have the " revolv

ing sign system " of destination of car, and

some one writing in the Star - Journal Kansas
City , suggests that they adopt the plan used

here, so that passengers will know when cars

are en route for “ Car Barn Only."
We have an excellent extra list at present,

but the company will soon begin taking on

new men for the summer travel and then

It may still be good.

LOOKING TO NEW AGREEMENT.

Tampa , Fla . - Division No. 467 has started the new

year to make the best of it and our wishes are with the

other divisionsthat they may attain the same purpose.

The first of the year brought to us a new superintend

ent in the person of Mr. Webb. I believe he will make

good . His personality seems to invite the goodwillof

the employes. He was a guest at our late social lunch

given the night of our election of officers , as was also our

ex -superintendent, Mr. H. B. Blevins. The evening

was a pleasant one and the presence of the visitors was

enjoyed . Mr. Blevins was presented a token expressing

our sentiment relative to past treatment during his per

iod of superintendent. He remains an employe of the

company and we are glad to have him with us .

The new year looks prosperous for both company and

employes .

We will soon be connected with West Tampa. We

can then give accommodation to many union cigar

makers , whosay that they want to pay fare to a union

conductor. That, of course, is exchanging compliments
as we always buy blue label cigars. In return we want

their patronage. They will then be patronizing a fair
traction company.

We were sorry to hear that Brother Ray Torian could

not make his relief recently. The next day news was

spread that he was married. It proves to be actually

true .

Brother Wiley Blevins seems very popular with the

girls. It arouses suspicion.

It seems all are satisfied with the newly elected officers

as they are nearly all of them the old officers re-elected .

Brother Prior will soon return from a long and well

spent holiday. He will likely bring good newsand many
fishing and hunting tales. He has spent most all his

time in Florida's best game country.

Two traveling brothers have recently arrived and

landed jobs. We are glad to see that kind come around .

This is all for this issue. I will close , as it is no harm to

refuse to buy Buck Stove & Range Company's products.
COR.

Sharon, Pa .-- The attendance at the last meeting of
Division No. 176 was very good. It is hopeful that this

will keep up and that there will be no more uninteresting

meetings like those frequently spoken of in the past .

Bro. Clifford Garrett is again reported on the sick list

sufferiog relapse from La Grippe.

Bro . Floyd Garlwas in attendance at our last meeting

and brought along several boxes of cigars. It was dif

ficult to tell whether it was a union meeting or an old time
smoker. A vote of thanks was tendered to Bro . Garl

for his treat .

An interesting subject is approaching to be taken up .

It is our new agreement. Our Executive Board was

authorized to give attention to the matter. COR.

FAREWELL TO 1908.

San Jose, Cal.— The evening of Jan 8 , 1909 , will be

installation of officers for the ensuing 12 months by Div

ision 265 of San Jose

We look forward to a splendid meeting with a full

house. We will try and give the incoming officials a good

representation similar to the one a year ago , when our

president,Thos. D. Manhire, gave us a splendid address
in taking his seat and our Dad Holmes , who did so well

all along through his reign as president- we have not

forgotten his good work. Now , that our Brother Trous

dale, who is to be installed as our president for this year,

has permitted us to do this much honor and good for
Division 265 , we extend to him our appreciation and

thanks mingled with hesrty congratulations . Bro .

Trousdale needs no introduction to San Jose. We feel

safe to be placed under his leadership , andwe bid farewell

to nineteen hundred eight and her officers, still retaining

the latter as splendid specimens of humanity as souvenirs

of the past year . Wehale with cheer and glad greeting

nineteen hundred nine and her men who are of good

promise.

Like friends sincere , we bid farewell

To thee , dear nineteen hundred eight ;

We cannot hope to stay the spell

That hies us on to fate.

OLD LOCAL IMPROVES WITH AGE.

Colorado Springs, Col.-- Div. No. 19 is not making much
poise , but is still doing business in the shadow of Pike's

Peak . It is the oldest Division in the Amalgamated

Association and like some other things we could mention ,

it improves with age. Practically all motormen and con

ductors in the employ of the Interurban are members.

All regular meetings are fairly well attended and much

interest manifested in everything that pertains to the
good of the order.

This Division is to be congratulated on electing a good
Executive Board at last election. This is proper , as the

business transacted by them is of much importance to the

Division .

Chas. Stingenwalt, one of our old conductors, is on the
Pacific coast taking a much needed vacation .

Bro. WyattAulsburg took unto himself a wife early in
this month. This is right and proper, for it is not well

for a motorman to live alone .

Bro . Bert Johnson was called to his home in Illinois ,
recently, by the accidental death of his brother.

Conductor A. Ogle, one of our oldest members, who met

with a dangerous accident some weeks ago , is able to be

about again on crutches. He thinks, however , that it

will be a long time till he will be able to take his car

aga n .

Dec. 24 the Interurban gave notice to its employes to

call some time during theday at the office window . It is

But here diffused will be love's tear

Of conscious gratitude;

Ofkindly deeds of friends so dear
Our admiration sued.

Though youpause not tosay good-by ,
Your brief farewell and mine

Seems but to echo from the sky

A glad salute to nineteen nine .

Those echoes, glad , will live for long

In memory bright portrayed ;
And live within the soul in song

When life's last tribute, here, is paid

Jan. 7 . J. A. MARCUM .
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GIVEN SAVING IN LIGHT.

Helena, Mont. - Local No. 495 is still awake ,
rather small, but very loyal.

Our December meeting was postponed a

week at the request of our superintendent
who gave no particular reason for same, but
somehow it had leaked out that there was to

be a Christmas treat, and everyone seemed

to be satisfied with the postponement; there

fore, on December 22 , at twelve - thirty a . m . ,

the meeting was called to order by Presi

dent Edward Majors, and needless to say,
there was a full attendance . The officers

for the ensuing year were elected , practically

re - elected , being the same ones chosen the
foregoing year . After the routine of busi

ness had been disposed of, the boys marched
to the dining room where a most tempting

turkey supper awaited them , and to which
they did full justice.

The supper was a treat from the manager,

Mr. White. who was ably assisted in his hos

pitable efforts by Mr. Church , our superin

tendent. During its progress, Mr. White

made a short speech, congratulating the boys

on their good work in the past year, and

announced that beginning January, 1909 , the

company would allow the street railway men

a reduction of four cents per thousand watts

on the former price of their electric lights

in their residences. Owing to a very severe

cold the superintendent was obliged to cur

tail his speech to a few well chosen remarks.

Bros. Douglas and Wood favored the com

pany with several songs , while Mac did a

buck and wing dance. Several records were

taken on the phonograph , and then the meet

ing adjourned with many good wishes for a

Mery Christmas and Happy New Year to all

those present.

At our meeting in January the installation

of officers took place and the usual business

transacted. The boys were all in favor of

an early adjournment, having hardly recup
erated from a hard week , fighting snow .

Helena was struck by one of the severest
snow storms had here for years, accompan

ied by a most intense cold, which made it

very difficult to operate the cars .

Bro. W. J. Woods has laid off a great deal

of late , being that he has charge of the

company's skating rink , which he has made

a success , considering the weather.

Bro. Hogarth , who has been ill several

weeks, is reported on the road to recovery ,

and we hope to see him at work again in the
near future.

hope someof the stay -at- homes will call and
inspect same.

At the early meeting January 27 the new

and re - elected officers joined in making it a
success . Quite a large amount of important

business was transacted. We devoted some

time to our new Constitution and By -Laws

and hope in a short time to have them com .

pleted . The boys strongly emphasized the

faet that no scabs need apply for member

ship in 272, for it is a plain case of 23 for

them all . As we have arranged meetings to

suit all we expect the boys to get interested

and attend . The late meetings will be held

on the second Tuesday and the early meet

ings on the fourth Wednesday of each month .

The Trolley Social Club, although not con

nected with this local. is composed of mem
bers of same . The two dances which they

have just held have proved a howling suc

cess . This is a clean union club throughout

and the boys can feel that they are " in

right" when attending their socials . So if

you dance, do the strictly union hop of your
own fellows .

We want you to be gentlemen and on the

square,

But when it comes to business, don't you do

it there !

We need you to help us roll this union ball :

So the proper place to do it , is in our brand

new hall .

J. A. F.

an

a

MANAGER ALWAYS WELCOME.

Youngstown, 0 ,-For the benefit of the

readers of the Motorman and Conductor will
state that as the election is over peace again

reigns within the ranks of 272 .

On December 9th we were all delighted to

have with us Chairman C. 0. Pratt,who, in

addition to giving us an interesting address,

was instrumental in adjusting several of

our difficulties.

Inasmuch as Bro. Grimm has received a

number of Constitutions we hope the boys

will take advantage of learning what inter

est this association takes in their welfare.

Don't make the mistake of taking it home

and laying it on top of that old one covered

with dust, but put it in your uniform with

the company's rule book and peruse it on
every favorable opportunity, that in case

your officers fail in any manner to do their
duty , you will know of same and kindly

call their attention to it.

January 13 we had the pleasure of having

our general manager with us and the boys

were glad to listen to his advice , and we

hope he will call around quite often . He is

ays welcome .

As an old member of Div . 85 , I dropped in

to see Bro . Thorpe on a recent visit to Pitts

burg , but as he was out I did not get to see

him . I hope the brothers of 85 pass up the

old age pension proposition of the Pittsburg

Railways Company. Experience has taught

me that it will act as a boomerang to them .

Yours truly is glad to report several rein
statements that pleased the boys. We have

moved into large , comfortable quarters and

INTERESTING MEETING.

Mauch Chunk, Pa . – Our newly elected off

cers are practically the same ones who were

elected when the division was organized two

and a half years ago . Their work has been

done so efficiently and faithfully that the

members would not like to see any of them

retire , as they all have the welfare of the

division at heart and are untiring in their

efforts to keep little 430 in the front ranks

of the association . After our election meet

ing held January 20 adjourned we retired to

the dining room of the Eagles' Club where

an excellent lunch was served by Caterer

Tony Trankle. Every one present enjoyed

the lunch very much and expressed a vote

of thanks for Caterer Trankle for the kind
way he treated all the boys. After we had

filled ourselves with the good things to eat ,

the cigars were passed around , and we moved

to the parlor where excellent program

was rendered by some of our brothers.

Bros. Rehrig and Hildebrand sang a few

old German songs and danced a few old Ger

man dances in a manner that was applauded

by all brothers present. Brother Nelson Seir .

our featherweight champion . gave few

examples of different hooks and jabs which

were closely watched and appreciated by the
members who live on the east side . No

doubt the thug who holds up one of the

boys on the bridge will have his beating to

blame on Bro . Seip for his valuable hints to
the boys. Bro . Seip may be light , but he

makes up for it in courage..

Bro . Adam Daffner conducted an enthusias

tic reunion of the pioneer brothers who were
the first to run over the Flagstaff Division

when it was opened. Bro. Daffner greatly

increased his bump of knowledge at the re
union . How about it Ad . ?

Bro. John Kupfer fell asleep while the pro

gram was being rendered , and for this in

sult to the brothers who were doing their

best to entertain one of the membersdecor

ated Bro . Kupfer's handsome countenance in
very artistic manner. Of course , Bro .

Kupfer was not altogether to blame, as these

singing lessons he is taking every night must
be very tiresome.

Bro. Wm . Edwards showed us that he is a

very provident man bv lay ng a little aside

for future use . but the best laid plans of

men often go wrong. Bill , so we hope you

were not as dissatisfied as you looked , when
you discovered the safe had been opened

and your treasure stolen . Watch Bro. Seip

the next time.

This was the largest meeting since the

organization of the division . Eighty per

cent of the members were present. Keep up

the good work . DIV. 430.
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After that .. 250 per hour

The Board's decision was as follows:
First year. 21c per hour

Second year . 22c per hour

Third , fourth and fifth years . .23 € per hour

Sixth and seventh years . 24c per hour

After that . 250 per hour

The traveling public of New England, the

Boston & Northern & Old Coloney R. R.

Co.'s , and the employes of the above com
panies are under great obligation to the

Arbitration Board, especially to C. S. Hamlin ,

who was willing to give of his valuable time

towards settling the dispute between the men
and the companies. It goes to show that

times have changed and the world is growing

better, and that the day of strikes and lock

outs are growing less . It is doubtful if a

man of Mr. Hamlin's judicial ability would

have felt his duty a few years ago to have

devoted his time towards settling our dis

putes. F. W. F.

PREPARING FOR EXTENSIONS.

ARBITRATION MODIFIES WAGE RATE.

Lynn, Mans.-On january 12 the Chelsea

local invited the members of Div . No. 238 of

this city to their meeting in Chelsea where
a reception was given to International Presi

dent W. D. Mahon, who delivered a very fine

address on the labor movement.

This is certainly an age of progression and

improvement. Two of the through cars on
the Stoneham and Salem line have been

equipped with stools for the motormen , and

more to follow , and the motormen are more

than pleased with them.

The riding public ofLynn responded very

liberally to our local paper's suggestion that

they remember the motormen and conduc

tors on New Year's day . On the Highland

circuit , which is a local line where the men

have time enough to accommodate their pas

sengers in a great many ways, the four men
received forty dollars apiece , and on the

other lines between ten and fifteen dollars,

which shows that the passengers appreciate

the railroad men of Lynn .

At our last meeting the question of woman

suffrage was discussed by Vice - Pres. Walsh

in the affirmative, and Sec. Fellows and Bro.
Harrington in the negative . After the dis

cussion it was voted not to take any action

on the question . The members did not dare

to oppose it as they were somewhat afraid

of their wives. The matter was taken up at

the suggestion of the Massachusetts Woman

Suffrage Society who wished us to go on

record in favor of woman suffrage.

In reading the letters of the correspon

dents of other divisions, I see they have

some trouble regard to collecting dues.

Now, our agreement with the company takes

care of all that trouble . When a member

goes behind on his dues the financial secre

tary notifies the union and the president is

instructed to confer with the superintendent

and tell him that Bro . Jones is behind on his

dues. The superintendent pulls that man off

and he is not allowed to work until he has

settled his dues.

On January 8th the hearings were resumed

by the Arbitration Board, and on that day
the final evidence was presented . The next

day the arguments were given , the opening
being taken by International President

Mahon . He spoke for one hour and fifty

minutes. It was one of the finest arguments

that a man could ever expect to hear. It is

hoped that the whole address will be pub
lished in the next edition of the Motorman

and Conductor. The company's argument

was presented by Attorney Bentley Warren
who complimented President Mahon on his

able address, and said that no lawyer could

have handled the case as well as our worthy

Interntional President.

Mr. Warren spoke about what a good way

this was to settle disputes between the men

and company , not having any strikes that
would cause loss to the company and men .

The important point of the arguments was

on the part of International President Mahon ,

that the men needed the increase of wages

on account of the increased cost of living,
and on the part of Attorney Warren that

the company could not afford to pay any
more wages. The board then stated that

they would like to take a trip over the sys
stem to be conversant with the men's work

and would try and reach a decision in about
two weeks.

On September 25 the first negotiations were

started towards the matter of increase of

wages for the men and the company tried

for 2. reduced wage. I have endeavored to

give a synopsis in my different letters of the

events that have led up to the decision of

the Arbitration Board which was given on

January 29, which shows that it has been a

slow and hard job.

The decision was favorable to the men ,

considerin : that the company tried to reduce

wages. Our scale was as follows :

First six months . 20c per hour

Second six months . 21c per hour

Second year . 22c per hour

Third year . 22c per hour

Fourt, fifth and six year . 230 per hour

Seventh and eighth year . 240 per hour

Menominee, Micb ., and Marinette , Wis -

Division No. 302 elected officers for the ensu

ing year in December. Brother Frank

Hesser was elected president in the place of

Bro . Chas . J. Wiederhold . Bro. Wiederhold

has made an efficient officer, handling the

affairs of the association with promptitude

and success . We wish for his successor an

equal and favorable career.

Bros. Fred Rocque and Geo. Kadlec have

resigned their positions with the company,

the former engaging with an insurance com

pany and the latter has accepted a position
with a lumber company. We wish them

success in their new ventures.
Our membership is decreasing some in

numbers, but expect to recruit as soon as

the summer season opens as the prospects

are bright for extension of railway service.

The M. & M. Light Traction Company is
making extensive improvements. It is des

veloping a water power to the cost of one

and one-half million dollars . It is expected

that the road will be extended further north

to Henes Park , a beautiful spot along Green

Bay. It will be one of the finest summer

resorts in Northern Michigan and will be

located about one and one - half miles from

the City of Menominee.

A singular and regretable accident over

took Bro. Ed . C. White on January 24th ; he

took his steady girl out into the country for

a buggy ride and on the way back , for some
reason , Bro . White had occasion to alight

from the buggy and told the young lady to

hold the horse. The horse took fright at

something and ran away , running some six

miles into the streets of Marinette , where it

was stopped by a policeman . While unable

to stop the horse , the young lady maintained

composure and kept the animal well

directed in the road so that no mishap oc

curred. At last reports Bro . White was seen

near the city limits, hat in hand and coat off.
doing his best to overtake the frightened

animal . RIGGS.

her

A SMOKER .

was

was

Vancouver , B. C.-On January 15 a big

smoker was given here at which all of the

employes of the B. C. E. Ry . were invited.

Div. 134 , of New Westminster . turned out in

full force. the celebration of the

tenth anniversary of Pioneer Div. 101 .

During the evening a presentation

made to our popular superintendent. Mr. W.

Woodroofe, on the occasion of his marriage.

We feel very proud of the record of our

division, rising from a small union to its

present size, nearly 400 members; also we

have never had any trouble with the com

pany, both sides always pulling together for
their own interests .

We had a fine program , all our own talent

and speeches in between from various offi

cials of the company who were present: lots

of smoke and good coffee and sandwiches

The concert was kept up until the early hours

of the morning to give the night crews a

chance to have a hand in it which they ap

preciated very much . W. W. BURROUGHS.
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HELD UP BY WOLVES. brother a speedy recovery.

Bros. Chappel and Edgerton are rejoicing

over the arrival of an heir and heiress re

spectively. The race suicide tendency is un .
known amongst our members, as recent

events can prove .

Bro . Alley, being a firm believer in the

recuperative powers of native air , is con

templating a trip to the old country . We

are glad to hear of Bro Alley's strides on

the road to recovery .

Bro . Craigie is nearly all right again . The

brother shouldn't stay out late at night.

Bro. J. Smart, while excavating at the rear

of his house , found some relics of the ante .
deluvian age . He prizes them very much on

account of their associations with the past .

Bro. William Stanley is on the convalescent

list at the hospital.

Bro. Brough is able to be out for a short
time each day.

Bro . McKim has had a very sad bereave

ment in the death of his young brother . Our

heartfelt sympathy goes out to him in his
trouble .

Bro. Williams says, " Absence makes the

heart grow fonder."

Bros. J. Prout, T. Beckwith, Moses Lee and

J. Shraples played a chess tournament with
a picked team from the C. P. R. We were

delighted to hear that our boy's came out
victorious .

Bro, Snyder has procured a pretty nice

suburban home for that Yankee lady. The

grounds surrounding the house are very pro

lific of tomatoes.

Will the members who are delinquent in

paying their monthly dues kindly remember

that the secretary has quite an ordeal in at

tending to his duties, and be more punctual

in paying on the appointed day, thereby help

ing the Division's progress.

Yours truly,

BOREALIS.

a

re

Winnipeg, Man .-- Surrounded by a large

number of our members, Delegate Hoope of

the Winnipeg T. & L. council addressed us
on the 13th inst . The speaker dwelt earnest

ly on the necessity of sending good, sound

men as delegates to the T. & L. council , and

in his explanatory remarks emphasized the
action by a few incidents. We were sorry

to see the capitalistic organs getting a hold

of the information that the recent elections
on the Central T. & L. council were not

wholly devoid of suspicious elements in con

nection with the election of the president.

I can't say whether their information was
authentic or otherwise, but right here I de

sire to register our protest against defiling
those whole - souled innocent mediums of

news- conveying editors who displayed such

a reticent mood during the C. P. R. strike.

On New Year's night we held a very en

joyable social and smoking concert to cele

brate the tenth anniversary of the Division's
formation . The large hall of the Trades

Building was decorated appropriately for the

occasion , and over 300 members were present .

President Potter opened the program with

a lucid speech on the inspiring sight it was

to him to see men come to that entertainment
after very arduous day's work, proving

conclusively that the boys of Division 99 are

a potent factor in the labor field of Winni

peg. Bro . Ellis contributed a piano solo ,

which was deservedly encored and in

sponse he rendered a very comic song.

Bro. T. Buckley was supremely at home in
either sentimental or comic renditions. Bro .

.J . Brett is a violinist of the first rank . The

selections he gave on a one - string violin

were the acme of perfection . Bro . J. Kent

rendered some very sentimental songs full of

pathos and strength , to which his voice is

especially well adapted . Bro . A. Robertson

sang some pretty fetching Scottish dialect

songs , which fairly brought down the house.
Bro. Fowlie sang in a similar strain, but more

sentimental , as he is at present contemplat
ing his departure from the celibate state to

something else more congenial. Bro. Hitch

cock gave a very nice patriotic song which

was heartily applauded . Bro, Waller, being

a militant member, gave us some of Rudyard
Kipling's barrack room ballads. Other

brothers who contributed items of merit

were A. S. Dowling, J. Jones , Mowatt, Wright,
and McCutcheon H. Canton . The catering

was in the hands of a very energetic com

mittee consisting of A. Brooks . E. Chambers,

S. Ellis , William McCutcheon and F. Buck

ley, who worked indefatigably for the com
fort of each member.

Bro . Jones had an exciting experience re

cently whilst returning on his fast trip from

St. Boniface. His fender tripped and on his

alighting to adjust same he was dumbfounded

to see that he was confronted by two huge

timber wolves. The brother never lost his

usual equanimity and produced from his

pocket his sulphuric lamp, flashed it daringly

in their hideous faces . The result was that

they beat an ignominous retreat. Bro . Jones

was highly commended by his passengers ,

Bros. T. Guthrie, J. Stimson , P. Ford and

G. Bonnalie were successful in procuring the
beautiful atera matis (an insect from the

Thibetan regions ) for the Stonewall Natural

ist society , of which they are worthymem
bers.

Bro . G. Patterson has met his affinity at
last . We anticipate a deluge of cigars this

time, Gordon was a long time fighting

Cupid.

Bro. Dunn addressed the Society for the

Extermination of Mosquitoes. His hints at

applying chemicals were met with general

favor .

Bro . Martin has returned from the east ,
and expects to resume work or research

amongst the vendors of diamond rings, Bro.

Dowding might give him some hints along

that line , as he has had recent experience.

Bro . H L. Rogers says the air around Vir

den is very recuperating. Harry is a con

noiseur in matters of hair.

Bro. Richards is suffering from a slight
attack of locomotor ataxia . We wish the

SEVEN CENT INCREASE SINCE ORGANIZING .

Stockton, Cal.–At the last election of Local 276 your

humble servant was again elected correspondent to the
M. and C I presume the reason of my re - election was

that , not having , or not taking , the time during the past

six months to send any communication from our local ,.

the boys , in their generosity, thought they would give me

a chance to redeem myself.

Bro.Geo. Dean was re-elected President for the fifth

term, showing that the brothers have every confidence in

his ability and loyalty .

Oursis acity of about 33,000 inhabitants , destined to

become, in a few years, one of the most important inland
cities in the state. We are situated at the mouth of the

two great rivers that traverse our state, which happens
to be the gateway to the great city of San Francisco.

Here must pass all the transcontinental roads on their

way to the metropolis.

We have two electric lines in our city , covering 25

miles of road bed , operating 18 cars daily, with extra for
Sunday and holidays . Prior to the formation of our

Local, there was only one company — The Stockton Elec

tric Co. - operating 9 cars daily , paying a wage scale of

18 cents per hour, for 10 hours, for day men. Through

our organization we have succeeded in bettering our con

dition gradually until now we receive 25 cents per hour.

Motormen and conductors have the use of stools except

when traveling through the heart of city , which means

that the boys can use the stools about two- thirds of the

time. We are ,and have been , having some trouble with

the California Traction Co. Thepresent manager of that

system seems to be imbued with the Van Cleve -Los

Angeles idea that there is no place for a union man ; that

God , in his infinite wisdom , created no place in the uni
verse where a union man should or would have any

rights except granted by the Parry's, Van Cleve's and

McLeneghan's nese self-appointed omnipotent dis

pensers . We hope , however, not far distant, to see all

our trouble in this matter justly settled to the credit of

the organization .

I would be pleased to hear from the different corres

pondents throughout the country, what difficulty, if any ,

they encounter through the non-attendance of member

ship at the regular meetings, and what method or mode

of procedure they have adopted to overcome this great

drawback to our organization. JACK.

as
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WILL ARBITRATE. and President Frank Zimmerman appointed

the following committees : E. B. C. , Bros.

Frank Zimmerman, Oscar Bieckt, Harry

Zimmerman ,Henry Raatz, Ruben H. Ben

singer and Clayton W. Doane .

Delegates to the Central Labor Body were

Bros. Charles Tucker, Charles Omler, L. C.

Thompson , Frank Zimmerman and John Gy
naugh.

Brothers, now that our officers are install

ed and have entered on their duties. We beg

of you that they be supported in their work.
It is the duty of every one to attend to the

business of the local and not leave it all to

the officers , expecting them to accomplish
everything. This is a work that means much

to every member, and especially to the older
ones , who should set the example to the

younger ones by attending the meetings

regularly and seeing that the business is

carried on to the satisfaction of all .

Brother Dennis Gillispie is also on the
sick list , but glad to say , is improving

Brother Gildea Emerich is also about
again.

Sorry, but I must announce several broth

ers on the sick list. Brother George Brahter
has been bedfast for the last five weeks with

a severe attack of rheumatism .

Brother Harry Hunter is also on the sick

list , but is improving.

Bro. Oscar G. Snyder is back at work after
a week's illness.

Bro . John Dodds, we extend our heartfelt

sympathy on the loss of your beloved mother .

Bro. Lewis Reber, glad to see everything is

0. K , up at West End avenue again . Now,

let's have those cigars soon ; we all smoke.

Bro. George Schappell , conductor on the

Tamaqua Division took advantage of the

fine sleighing during the week of January

18th to give his best girl a sleighride . But,

lo and behold, at a point near his home in

Palo Alto , the sleigh upset, landing its

human freight into a huge pile of snow , this

alone saving the gallant George and his

" best" from injury . When the horses pulled

out of the snow the sleigh gained its equili

brium and the animals, after a mad dash to

St. Clair , were brought to bay. The horses

escaped injury and the sleigh suffered very

little or no ili effects .

Bro. Ed. Connelly boasts of having worked

for seventeen years and has never lost an

hour on account of being late , a fine record ;

also Bro. George Hutchison boasts of having

just ended seventeen months straight

work . That's also a good record . But. Bro .

George , have a little sympathy for the extra

men . They have to live , too.

Jan. 31 st .
" 118."

Decatur, ill.–Our first meeting in January

was largely attended as we had several im

portant matters to come before the member

ship. Our president and another member

were discharged on Jan. 9 for “ repeatedly ”.

running the railroad crossing without first

flagging it . This is , according to the state

ment furnished the company by private de
tectives. Bro. Davis and Bro. Grubble pro

tested and made a written statement with

the names of fifty or more witnesses, stating

that they did not run the crossing without

first being properly flagged. Our executive
board took the matter up with our general

superintendent, who left the matter with
the general manager. The first time our

executive board met the general manager

they failed to get a hearing . Our interna

tional president was notified and Executive
Board Member Fay was soon on the ground .

He arranged a meting with the executive

board and general manager in Peoria and

was then called away , and Bro . McMorrow

was ordered here in his place. On reaching

here he found the executive board had ar

ranged a hearing to take place in Decatur.

At this meeting the men were treated very
courteously and the general manager agreed

to leave it to arbitration whether or not the

men should be reinstated . We have selected

for our arbitrator Charles Masterson of the

Barbers' union . The company has selected

Mr. McAfee, an official of the company. Up

to the present time they have failed to agree

the third man . although several names

have been submitted .

We are very sorry to state that there
seems to be a discrimination between the

union and non-union men , and as Bros. Davis

is president of our local it seems that there

was a motive other than running the railroad

crossing that caused his discharge.

We have four or five members who had
enlisted in our ranks , but on " hearing a

noise in the bush” deserted . Their big but
tons faded away like a morning-glory before
a November frost, But the old veterans are

standing pat, and still have a local of forty

five out of forty -eight, that it takes to oper

ate the cars .

Bro, Garvin has been promoted to con

ductor on the interurban .

Bro . Gleeson has resigned . His position as

motorman on the depot car to take a posi

tion as motorman and conductor on a gang

plow . He has moved on his mother's farm .

Success to him in his undertaking.. Many

more of us would like to be on the farm .

Another one of our members, Bro. Skelton,

will take to the farm March ist .

Bro . Dan Gorman , president of Peoria lo
cal , visited our city ' this week . Wish our

local was made up of such men as Bro.

Gorman Ex - Board Member McMorrow and

Bro. Gorman left us long enough to go to

Danville to visit the local there .

Bro, Couch is the father of another girl .
Joe is very busy now.

A conductor at the home of Bro. Robert
Carpenter. Bob will have to be broke in as
this is the first.

We hope , in our next letter, we will be

able to report a victory in our first trouble.
But , boys, we must pull together and be

steadfast. No one wants to be a quitter.

Be sure you are right ; be conscientious ;

have a mind of your own . Cor. Div. 511 .

on

D. S. GIVES 459 A BOOST.

A SNOW BANK RECEPTION .

Bridgeport, Conn. - It has been a long time since Div .

459 has been heard from , so I will endeavor to scribble a

few lines as we do not want the other Divisions in the

state to think we are dead.

There was an unusual lack of interest amongstthe
boys here until the arrival ofG. E. B. Member D. S. Fitz

gerald. He has succeeded in interesting the older em

ployes on theroad , those we have been heretofore unable

to get on the inside of our Division , He found they were
interested and he didn't give up the battle . The result

was that ten were admitted as members at our last meet

ing , with all prospects that we will soon have a flourishing
local here that will make some of them on the outside

stand up and look around .

As the day men have started and are getting their

shoulders to the wheel , none have excuses for remaining

on the outside. Let's all get together and wear the but

ton in plain view so the company andthe public can see

that we all stand together as a unit . Remember, we are

looking for better conditions and you should all be with

us to take some part in that which is sure to affect your

future employment.

Too much credit cannot be given to Bro. D. S. Fitz

gerald for the good work he has done here. Keep the

good work up, Denny.

Now, Doct., you are the mainspring of the Division

Get a hustle on , as you have got todeny yourself of home

life a little for the success of the Division

SCRIBBLER.

Pottsville, Pa . At Our last meeting we

noted a larger attendance . The boys ar

rived in good time and spirits . The meeting

was opened with Brother Mat. Reddington

at the piano. He gave us a few selections.

Brother Charles Tucker introduced Dis

trict Organizer W. H. Hawn of Philadelphia ,
Pa . Brother Hawn proved himself a very

able and interesting speaker. He spoke for
about 20 minutes, as the time was short

for some of the boys to go to work . Never

theless , his short address is still ringing in
our ears. A few more visits of such speakers

would be a great benefit to all .

The newly elected officers were installed
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GOV. LILLEY MOVES FOR LABOR .

we can

were

Hartford, Conn . - The third annual ball of

Division No. 425 was held at Foot Guard

Hall January 20th . The hall w : s made at

tractive by decorations, etc. Introductory to

the dancing a concert program was rendered
by the Beeman Hatch orchestra . The

grand march was led by Bro. Thos. H. Pren .

dergast and his wife . Guests were present

from the New Haven , Springfield. Thompson

ville , Danbury, Middletown, Meriden and New

Britain locals. Among those who were pres .

ent were General Manager Bristol, Superi

tendent Miller, Adjuster Crilley , of the Con

necticut Company, and Superintendent Henry

Nettleton . of the Rockville Division . Tie

committee ot arrangements consisted ot

Thomas H. Prendergast, chairman ; Frank E.
Bernhard, secretary - treasurer ; William E.

White , Hans Esbesen , A. Danneker, D. E.

Lynch, John H. Welch, Joseph E. Dunn ,

Richard Breault, F. H. Kelly, F W. Barlett.

William F. Brown Thomas Lee, M. J. Morkan.

Thomas H. Prendergast was the floor direc

tor and his assistants were B. N. Martindale

and William E. White. The aids were

Charles Martin , John J. Miller, Charles B. Og -

den, jr. , M. H. Powers, M. J. Doyle, James J.
Martin , Charles Connor, R. Breault. W, F

Constantine, Earl O. Berry, and the reception

committee, D. E. Lynch, chairman ; H. Н.

Derrick , James Murphy, W. H. Millard, M. J.

McGuire, F. H. Burke, William Ellis , C. J.

Elliott, W. H. Shea . Professor John J. Smith

was the promptor. and the music for the

dancing was furnished by the Beeman &

Hatch orchestra. Financially the affair was

a success .

Governor Lilley , of Connecticut, to show

his appreciation of what organized labor did

during the recent campaign, gave a dinner

to a number of labor men on January 3rd at

Bridgeport, Conn . Some are surprised when
announcement of the governor's staff was

made to learn of the appoinment of Theo.
Roosevelt, Jr.. son of President Roosevelt ,

as an aide with rank of major. Young Roose
velt is working at the carpet mills at

Thompsonville, Conn .

The commission appointed in 1907 to draft

& Public Utilities Bill to present to the legis

lature , in their report to Governor Lilley,

have presented a very interesting document.

It deals with over - capitalization of utility

companies, and I clipped from the report the
following : “ If such corporations were prop

erly capitalized the saving would enable

managers to maintain their properties in a

much higher state of efficiency , and henc ?

of safety : would provide means and credit

for extending new lines into unoccupied ter

ritory , with a view to future rather than

immediate profits; would give a longer ride

and better transfers for a single fare ; and

would provide a larger fund for wages, thus

securing better help . greater safety for pas
sengers, and avoidance of labor troubles ,

with attendant strikes.

Some twelve or fourteen years ago a char

ter was granted to build a trolley road from
Hartford to Middletown. It has been re

newed from time to time and was finally

started for construction last fall. A month

ago it opened to Girardville and last week

to Rocky Hill. It is expected to reach Crom

well by March 1st .

The commission to report upon an Employ

ers' Liability Bill , and of which President

Donahue, of the State F. of L., was a member,

reported a bill for the legislature which may
be of some service to steam railway men ,

but to no one else. It is rather a slim excusa

of a frame up for a committee upon which

a labor representative should serve without
receiving his disapproval in a minority

report .

Gov. Lillev , in his message to the legisla

ture. has advocated many measures, which .

if made into law, will become material relief

to the common people

The make -up of the legislative committee on

labor is probably one of the best for labor's

interest ever selected in any previous gen

eral assembly.

In the report of the factory inspectors of
this state , many improvements to factory

hands are noted .

Commission on tuberculosis have rendered

their report and I shall send copies to the

general office for the benefit of any other

division who may be seeking information , to
gether with report of Employe's Liability

Act . Factory Inspectors' Report, Labor Com

mission's Report: also , reports of other de :
partments, Commissioner of the State

Government, which I think will be of inter

est to our organization .

I trust that our divisions are giving spe .

cial attention in watching labor legislation

in their various states . What concerns one
concerns all, and it is important that We

should gain information as to the acts of our

particular senator or representative to know

whether he is acting to our interests or not;
then tell whether he is deserving
of our vote next time .

What is the matter with Division No. 281 ?

We never hear anything from them in the
M. & C. We thought them dead until we

received an invitation to their ball held

January 27th , and at which a number of our
boys in attendance . I would advise

Bro. Deski p d up his correspondent a

little and tell him not to have so much con

cern in regard to the yellow building .

In concluding . I may say that two bills of

vast interest have been introduced in our

State Assembly this week ; one is to close

saloons on Christmas Day. It will likely

pass . The other is for inspection of bake

shops and to forbid any one affected with

tuberculosis or any contagious or communi
cable disease from working in any bake

shop. That bill should pass . Cor.

HAVE RENEWED AGREEMENT.

Sacremento, Cal . , Division has renewed its agreement
with the Sacramento Gas & Electric Ry . Co. for one year,

Jan. 1 to Dec. 31 , 1909 , at the same rates and on the

same conditions, both parties to the agreement being
perfectly satisfied .

Bro. Riley is dangerously ill from Bright's disease and

if he recovers, may not be able to take his place on the

cars again .

H. H.Fite has undergone an operation for appendi

citis and is progressing favorably and, all going well, will

beon the platform again in a week or so .

Bro. Dennis has moved into his new house, and there

fore carries his head a little higher.

Bro. Renfro has been appointed File Clerk in the legis

lature, now in session .

Bro. J. Cleave , the oldest motorman on the coast, in

length of service, is spending his annual month of vaca
tion at the Bay .

It is rumore that Bro. Merito has become a benedict.

Geo. Mitzel is building a fine new house.

A. R. Todd has joined the ranks of the wedded .

Bro. E. S. Willett is starting a colony of his own on the
Lower Stockton Road . He is putting up two more houses

doing all the work himself and never missing a day off the

Everything is running smoothly here, which is , per

haps , the reason we do not get a better attendance at the

union meetings . T. F. T.

Jan 10.

TH

cars .

NOTES FROM DIV. NO. 373.

1

Niles, Ohio . - The annual election of off

cers for Division No. 379 took place at the

last meeting in December.
If Bro . F. Duff would keep away from

North Avenue he would not " shark so many

times.

Bro. Mont Bear is a regular visitor to

Youngstown .

We have got one of the finest employes'
rooms in the state . Ask the boys.

Bro . E. R. Scott is getting along fine with
the Pee - Wee.

Bro. Eli Leiby , after a long illness , 1s

again at work ,

Bro. Grant Brown has again resumed his
post upon the front end of the limited .

Bro . Wm . Peterson has gone west to take

in the country . He has our well wishes .

Bros Geo . Swegans, Ralph Swegans, W.

Kelly . A. Papke and R. Haney are going to

have a joint debate. Topic, " How to Unload

a Dago. "

Div. Supt. Geo. Parry is laying a large
supply of kindling wood . He has heard

they are to take up the gas pipes on Main
Street. Div . 379 .
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THEY SHOULD GET THERE. Urick's remarks met with much applause.
Bro. Foley , who for many weeks has been

confined to his bed at Mercy Hospital, suffer

ing from an operation , is able to return to

his home. but will not return to work for

some weeks.

Bro . Leroy Curtis, who has been suffering

from a fractured bone in his foot , caused by

a fall from a car some weeks ago, is much

better, and it is his intentions to return to

work in a few days.

WILL GIVE BALL FEB. 19.

were

Halifax, N. S.-At our regular monthly

meeting held in the C. M. B. A. Hall , Bar

rington street, on January 9th , at 3 p. m .,

the division was called to order by the presi

dent, and the regular order of business was

proceeded with until the installation of offi

cers was reached . The ceremony was then
proceeded with and the officers were then

installed to the various offices as follows:
President, J. Malone ; vice -president, J.

Adams ; recording secretary , W. Furzey ;

Financial Secretary . G. Murray; correspon

dent, W. Rutt ; conductor, G. McLeod 2nd;

warden , M. Spidel; sentinel, D. Sampson . The

ceremony being concluded, light refresh

ments were served and the smokes

handed round and a pleasant hour was spent.

Our new president gave a short speech on
unionism which was greatly appreciated. A

committee was appointed to arrange plans

for some kind ofentertainment, the proceeds
to be used to augment the sick fund.

Bro . McCarthy 1st seems to be always in

trouble . Try and get down to the reporting

office a little earlier, Mac, and avoid those

tardy misses. Say, Mac, don't you think the
name of Walker would save you lot of

worry ?

Bro. Nickerson , take notice ! A soft an

swer turneth away wrath .

Bro . C. Hardy says he is willing to en

gage as our local's solicitor . " Don't come to

it , Charlie."

I now take the opportunity to speak to

some of those brothers that cannot be seen

at the evening meetings. I think with a

little bit of trouble, it could be managed
alright, an lon ' forget our meetings are

held on the second Saturday of each month

at 2:30 and 8 p . m . at the C , M. B. A. Hall,

Barrington street. So please, no excuse after

this that I did not know when it was meet

ing day. SCRIBE 508.

a

Thompsonville , Ct. - The annual midnight

meeting of Div . 452 was held in Mechanics'

hall, Warehouse Point , Wednesday morning
Jan. 6th , 1 a . m . I can truthfully state , not .

considering the inclement weather, at that,

it was one of the best representative meet
ings held since our formation into an organ
ization . Our regular meeting place is Сen

tral Labor Union hall, Thompsonville, but
owing to the location of the car barns we

were obliged to meet in the above place , so

that it would be optional for both night and

day men to attend . Indeed, we do consider

it a great sacrifice for the day -men to at

tend , as it did inconvenience them to a cer
tain extent . Nevertheless, in doing so , they

have demonstrated that their presence was

needed and that we all stand in unison for
just and honest labor. All of the old board

of officers was re -elected for the ensuing

year, with the exception of Warder.

Arrangements are now completed for our

annual assembly and ball, which takes place
Feb. 19 . Ju ng from the sale of tickets

it is going to be one of the most important
events of the season .

An important meeting of C. L. union was

held a few weeks ago , and some of our dele

gates have the distinguished honor of being

appointed on responsible committees.

Fraternally yours, Cor . 452 .

TOKEN TO RETIRING PRESIDENT.

INCREASED INTEREST IN MEETINGS.

Des Moines, Ia . - Bro . E. I. Keller wishes,

through the Motorman and Conductor. to ex

press his sincere thanks to the brothers of

Div. 441-42 for the kindness rendered him

during the illness and death of his baby , and

especially for the beautiful floral tribute do

nated by them .

On Wednesday evening, January 27 , 1909,

Div. No. 441 gave a smoker in honor of our

retiring president, Bro. Chas. A. Iseminger.

It is with deepest regret that Div. No. 441

has accepted the resignation of Bro . Isemin

ger, who has been our trustworthy president

since the organization of the division , over
two years ago. He has been a faithful and

ardent worker for the maintenance and gen

eral welfare of the division and its members ,
It is the intention of Bro. Iseminger to

move to Sioux City where he has purchased

an interest in the firm which hereafter will

be known as “ Gray & Iseminger, Baggage
and Livery ." Many speeches were made

highly complimentary to him in order to
prove the love and esteem in which Bro .

Iseminger stood among the members of Div.
No. 441 . As an appreciation for the kind -

ness rendered them by him , and the earnest

and never - tiring work performed by him for

the organization and maintenance of Div .
No. 441. a beautiful gold watch was pre

sented him . and it is very evident that it

was presented with the best of good wishes.

It is the sincere wish of our Div. No. 411

that he may be successful in his new under
taking.

At a series of lectures given at the Central

Presbyterian Church by men of prominence,

the one that seems to be of the most inter

est to Div. No. 441, and which was largely

attended , was the one givenhv. President
A. L. Urick , of the Iowa, Federation of

Labor, Sunday evening, January 31 . His

subject was " The Situation as Viewed by
Organized Labor." He dwelt with much

force on the advancement
of organized labor

and the justice due to its members, Bro.

Dubuque, Ia .-- Div . No.329 at the last December meet

ng elected and installed officers for the term ensuing.

Bro. J. Riley ,our president for the pastsixmonths,
resigned, and Bro. E , Cruise was elected to fill the presi

dent's chair. Bro. Riley's work was strictly first class but

he claims the chair seat was too hard Bro . Cruise may

think the same , but we all hope not

The new officers seem to take considerable interest in

the business carried on at the meetings and we all hope

they will make it interesting while their term lasts

We are sorry to state that Bro . J. Sawers is off duty .

He has had a very bad attack of rheumatism. John is

one of the oldest members in the business and it is the

earnest wish of every member to see him back again .

Weare glad to see Bros. Beedle, Steower and Hufftill

back from a short sick spell .

Div. No. 329 is showing a little more vigor in the meet

ings right along, but there is plenty of room for improve

ment in attendance. Better start the new year with

good ,big meetings.
We had a rear end collision on our division the other

night . The motorman on one car belongs to this divis

ion and the conductor on the other does not . That shows

howa union and a non -union man will hitch , some times.

Did you ever see Bro . Scherr make the dust fly when h

is a little behind the schedule time ? I wonder if he thinks

he is on the police patrol again ? TIT BITS.

Jan. 11 .

BROOKLYN NOTES.

Brooklyn N. Y. - Division No. 283 held a

smoker January 16th . It was well attended ,
and a good time. with plenty of music ,

dancing, singing and refreshments were en

joyed .

We have elected for our president Bro .

John Cunningham . He is a man who will do

all in his power to benefit the local and her

membership. He has served as our night

starter for six years, and has always treated
the men alike . Cor .
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SECOND ANNUAL BALL. WERE GUESTS OF THEATER MANAGER

Middleton, Conn . - Local 479 gave their sec

ond grand annual ball on the evening of
January 14th , for the sick benefit fund , In

spite of the sleet storm the hall was crowded

with the merry dancers, who look forward to
this grand event each year. The grand

march was led by Bro. William McGrath and

his lady friend , after which followed , alter
nately. round dances and on which were

thrown colored lights, which was , indeed , a

pretty sight. At intermission a banquet was

served at which Local 479 and their friends

gathered, and this was a feast fit for any
king. Dancing then continued until our

kind Meriden brothers traveled home on a
special car provided for them at 12:30

o'clock . The crowd began to grow thin

after they left , and we missed them because

they were jolly good fellows. At 1 o'clock ,

through the kindness of our superintendent,

Mr. F. A. Hewitt special cars were run over
every line in the city . This grand ball was,

financially as well as socially , a grand suc
cess .

Bro . McAuliffe is receiving congratulations

from his neighbors for the fine " bird " which

he contributed to the banquet. This " bird "
was an early morning riser , and disturbed

Bro. Kidney'š peaceful slumber. The former

and latter being the best of friends, they

would not let the interfering bird separate
them , so " Mac" had the " bird's " head

moved by a trip hammer, the feathers. by

a new galvanizing process, and it was baked

by Bro . Daly. It certainly was a “ rare old

bird," enjoyed by all that ate , but Dan Sulli

van .

Bro. Tibbetts, who has been on the sick

list, is back on the " Joy Line."

Bro. Phelbin has recovered from his illness.

Bro. Bates wants to know who destroyed

the " Knocker Board." ( Night Hawk ) .

Salt Lake City, Utah - In taking up the

labor of correspondent for Division 382 , I

hope the boys will not expect much from me .

If they do , they will be disappointed
On January 7 the members, with their

wives and sweethearts were the guests of

the Grand theater manager, and all enjoyed

themselves immensely.

The boys on the South Temple Street line

were given a present of a five - dollar bill to

each of them for Christmas, by Mr. Jackling,

one of our wealthy mining men . They haven't

quit smiling yet.

Our much -esteemed financial secretary was
unanimously re -elected recording and cor

responding secretary of the Salt Lake Fed

eration of Labor. Our delegates do not at

tend the federation meetings as regularly as
they should. It is to be hoped they will take

more interest in these meetings.
Inspector 0. P. Arnold , who has been with

the street railway company in various ca

pacities from mule changer to superintend

ent , ever since the road was constructed, will

quit the service Jan. 31, and take up farm

ing . A Mr. Lewis from New York , succeeds

Mr. Arnold .

Division 382 enters 1909 with over $ 1.200

in the treasury , an increase of $ 1,000, as

compared with a year ago. This increase is

due, mainly, to a slight increase in our dues .

Bro. Fred W. Butler, our first vice-presi

de - nt , has quit the service , and launched out

in the cigar and tobacco business. He will

be missed in the meetings of this Division,

as he was one of our most active and earnest
workers. Success to him .

Bro. Burns is looking quite young again .

A nice little lady has arrived, intending to

become a permanent boarder.
Our meeting of January 15 was the best

attended we have had for some time. Keep

coming and make it interesting .
We have only one delinquent member. We

are having quite a number of new men being
employed . It will be to the advantage of

every member to do their best to make them
members with us. " No. 7. "

re

MONEY TALKS.

PICNIC TO BE MAY 23.

Stamford, Conn . - At our December meet

ing the semi -annual election of officers was

held , and at our January meeting they were

installed .

The old officers retired and were given a

vote of thanks for the good work they per

formed while in office .

Just a few lines for the good and welfare

of our division : A few of the members of

this division are not wearing up - to - date but

tons, but they have promised to pay up ,

and we hope they will keep their word . It

is the money that talks and helps to keep

the division in a good financial condition.

We also have a class of brothers that are

paid up to date, but go home and go to bed

or somewhere else instead of attending to

the meetings ; but they come around the next

day and offer an excuse something like this :

" I was too tired." or " I overslept," or some

other flimsy excuse , then they will
ask the brother that attended what

going on last night. Anything of any impor

tance ? and the brother that attended will

say . “ Why sure : why wasn't you there ?"

and then the absent brother will give his

flimsy excuse . Brothers , it is about timeto

wake up and attend to business; pay your

dues promptly, and attend the meetings and

work for each other's interest .

Brother George Searles has entered the

field of matrimony, and we wish him and his

better half many years of happiness and

prosperity.

Brother Scanlon has become the father of

a baby hoy , and if we can believe what he

says it must he as large as he is .

Brothers John Thorses and Dick Fitzger

ald must have some attraction up in Spring
field , as we hear a great deal about it .

Best wishes and a successful year for the

A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A, Cor, 443 ,

and

New Orleans, La. - Items of news in Div.

194 are so awfully dull that really we do not
know what to write about. We have decided

to give our annual picnic at the fair grounds
on Sunday, May 23rd . The picnics of our
local are always looked forward to with

extreme delight , not only because they are
such a social success, but because they in
crease the treasury , usually a couple of thou
sand dollars.

The funeral of Bro. Jake Philips of the

Arabella sprinkling car was held on Sunday

afternoon , Jan. 10, and was attended by an

immense concourse of sorrowing friends. The

floral designs and floral offerings were simply

grand . Bro. Philips was for many years a

faithful employe and an active and promi
nent member of No. 194 .

Bro . Joseph Burke , for many years curve

oiler at the Poland station , has also passed

into the great beyond , and to his sorrowing

relatives we extend our sympathy.

Bro . Joe Barbara of the Carrollton station .

we are pained to learn , has been compelled

to resign his official duties on the executive

board on account of the death of a near rela
tive .

Our new executive board , which has just

been installed , consists of a few of the old

members and quite a number of new ones.

The following is the personal of the board

to serve for the coming year : J. Stadler,

president ; Fred Gilles, chairman ; L. Gau

thier, secretary : R. Gregory, assistant secre

tary , Fred Black , J. G.Bowers , Eugene Har

ris, Pete Mull, J.Renton , W. J. Woods, C.

Gonzales, L. H. Kreutz, L. J. Obright, J.

Haseman, H. Timpken , S. J. Ashby, o . E.

Chase, John Hett. L. Lais, A. Echoldt, Fred

Falk , J. Kraft, Henry Pinero, Joseph' Bou

dreaux, George Richard. G. W.Hodap, H. A.
Hodap, L. J. Kuntz , F. Von Hoven , W. J.

Weiss, A. Beller, Tom Moran, H. Barcena and
Louis Rey . Fraternally, No. 194 .

was
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PEORIA, ILL. , POINTERS.

Division 416 is usual . " doing some

thing." Our fourth annual ball was held on

the evening of the first inst., at Turner's

hall on Second Avenue , and a nice little sum

thereby turned into the treasury . The com

mittee , not having made a full report, the

exact amount is not yet known , but will be

well in excess of 300. Besides this , every

body reports having had a fine time and

having seen a perfectly conducted dance, for

which the committee deserves great credit.

At the ball , two songs, the words of which

were written by Brother Van H, Terry, of

the Adams Street line, were sung and were

heartily encored. The music of both songs ,

written by Mr. W. Petry , was then played

by the orchestra to dance by and each was

encored four times . These two songs , with

one previously written , are on the market and

are having a good sale. The titles are

follows : " Drifting Apart" (waltz ) . " Wa
neeta " ( Indian two- step ) and " When You

Love a Cow - Boy Girl" (two- step ) . The songs

were sung at the ball by Mr. J. Frank Holli

day .

Our Division received a visit from our In

ternational president, W. D. Mahon , and a

special meeting called after midnight to hear

him talk was attended by over half of the

membership , although a terrific blizzard was

raging. President Mahon was accompanied

by Board Member Edw. McMorrow and an

A. F. of L, organizer. All three made fine

addresses, and the boys were well repaid for
their trip through the storm . Brother MC

Morrow's relations to " 416 " are those of a

father to his first child , and no one can oc
cupy exactly the position he does to our

division , but President Mahon made a place

for himself in the affections of those who

heard and saw him , which we might carry

out the simile and call “Grandfather.' Presi

dent Mahon's address was one which gives

the hearers plenty to study over for a long

time to come.

Our local affairs are progressing finely and

we expect them to be even better when our

new contract is made, which will be the 1st

of April, and which we expect, with the im

proved business conditions, will certainly

bring us a share of benefits.

Bro, C. C. Davison is contemplating pur

chasing property on the Bluff. Enough said .

Bro . Walter Bailey, our former corre

spondent, who was studying watchmaking

and engraving while working here, has grad
uated with a high percentage from the school
and taken his withdrawal card . Success to

Bro. Bailey. THE DEACON.

will be in attendance should notify the com

mittee, Bros. S. L. Clark , chairman, and R.

0. Starkey, secretary, or notify the secretary

of the association of their intention at the

earliest date possible .

February 18th is the date of the sixteenth

annual ball of Div. No. 26. The committee is
making every preparation for that event.

The ball will be held at the Light Infantry

Armory. Tickets, including checking, fifty
cents .

Bros. Atkinson, McWethy and Hartley, who
have been at the several hospitals are re

may
be seen back at their positions soon .

The affairs of the association are in good

condition at the present tinte . The commit

tee having in charge a revision of the local

constitution and by - laws will be ready to
report at the next general meeting . Those

interested in any changes or who have any

changes to propose in the by - laws should

submit the same to the committee, on or be

fore the meeting , or be present at the meet

ing. In fact, all should be concerned , as the

action of the next general meeting will be

important upon these by -laws.

For Circuit Judge of Wayne County, Mich .,

Judge J. O. Murfin . a reputed “ injunction

rule " man , is a candidate for nomination on

the Republican ticket at the primary to be

held the first Monday in March . His oppo .

nent , Mr. Proctor K. Owen , is an avowed

enemy to injunction rule. It stands for labor

to make a wise selection between these two

men . It should not be neglected . Labor

should not forget the primary .

CONSIDERING SICK BENEFITS,

as

N.

DETROIT DIGEST.

On Tuesday, Jan. 12th , a suprise party was

given to Bro. Herman Walker at his home,

1210 Fifteenth Street. Pedro was the order

of the evening, and everybody had a fine
time. Bro. Thos. Muttal was present. He

left for Liverpool, Eng. , Jan. 15th . A few of

Mr. Muttal's close friends presented him

with a French biar pipe. Bro. James Kin

cade gave him a farewell address in behalf

of the party . Bro. Muttal responded, stating

that the best time of his life had been spent

in Detroit, " where life is worth living . " He

sang two of his favorite songs, which made

a hit with those present. An enjoyable lunch

was served . The party disbanded , wishing

Mr. and Mrs. Muttal a safe trip and much

joy in their new home. Mr. and Mrs. Gra

ham furnished the music.

Bro . James Kincade is on few days!

leave of absence attending the wedding of

his brother.

The local office, which was for many years
in the Buhl Block , has been removed to

larger and more suitable rooms on the fourth

floor of the Goebel Building, intersection of

Cadillac Square and Congress Street East .

The officers will be pleased to have the mem

bership inspect the new office.

Preparations are being made for the sec

ond annual veteran street car men's outing.

This event will include men in the service

fifteen years ago. All members who were

here at or about that time should make it a

point to join in the event. All those who

Port Chester, Y. - Having been re

elected correspondent of Div. 481 for the en

suing year and reading the many interesting

articles of our local correspondents . I feel

that I must try and make good my pledge,
Our entire staff of officers, with few ex

ceptions, were re - elected , showing the past
year one of success and the members wish

ing a continuation of the same.

For the benefit of a few inquisitive broth

ers as to whether we intend to pay a sick

benefit will say, we hold but one meeting a

month ' and it being the policy of this Di
vision to transact all business within the

hall rented for that purpose , I would advise

attendance at our future meetings and en

lighten yourselves .

Bro. Costigan, who was so unfortunate as

to break his leg last spring , has not yet
been able to resume his duties . We trust

the worst is over and that he will be able to

join us soon .

At this writing we are all busy disposing

of tickets for our second annual ball to be

held February 4 , 1909 . Present indications ,

and weather permitting, we hope to have a
grand success .

Our attendance is not as good as might
be. Why let the duties rest on a few when

your presence alone would lighten them ?

Come out, boys, and be agreeable. The life
of a trolley man is not the longest , but

could be extended by attending the meetings.

We have had many changes , one in par

ticular that we felt most keenly, and that

was the loss of our esteemed friend and su

perintendent. Mr. W. E. Golden , who re

signed to accept a position with the Fidelity
Title & Trust Co. of Stamford , Conn . As a

token of the high esteem in which he was

held by the employes it was decided to give

him a remembrance . Lach and every man

contributed liberally , and a beautiful watch

and chain were purchased. Bro . Walters

made the presentation with credit to himself

and fellow work men . Mr. Golden , responded,

being highly elated , and in a most pleasing
manner related the conditions of the road

when he took charge as superintendent some

years ago, and said it was only through the

co - operation of the employes that this road

has been brought to its present standard.
Closing his remarks he made an earnest

plea that Mr. W. G. Young , who has since

been appointed. receive the same CO - opera

tion of the employes as he had, which we all

know lightens the burdens of a superintend

ent to have that which we ca all give our

good will . No. 481 .

a
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RECORD FOR ACCIDENT REPORTS. the Motorman and Conductor let me describe

the circumstances that led up to the issuing

of the petition by the men . On Dec. 9th , '08 ,

we requested an increase of wages from 210

per hour to 25€ per hour, and a change from

the antiquated swing run system to straight
runs. We did not present it in the shape of

demands, or a nultimatum , but merely as a

basis for negotiations that would result in

an agreement that would be satisfactory to

the company and the men .

Several days later the company issued their

letter stating that the majority of the men

were satisfied with 21 cents an hour, but we

are able to dispute this, as we have a petition

signed by over 5,000 of the men employed on
the system denying the statement of the

company officials , and that dissatisfaction

does exist among the men .

Bro , M. Gehringer is about the most chesty

man in the 2& 3 streets barn . He had Us

guessing for a while, but we are wise now

he had a visit from the stork , Well ! Well !

We will again call to the attention of the

brothers the necessity of keeping their dues

paid up , as it will be to the best interest of

our members to always be in good standing.

You never know what will happen , and not

withstanding the knocking we get we are

here to stay , and will endeavor to get the

results we are after. We need the help of

the rank and file in every move that is made ,

SO get your cards from the board member

an dshow that you are a Trade Unionist.

Pittsburg , Pa .-- There is not much of inter

est to report from the Pittsburg district of

unusual interest. Our officers are not being

embarrassed with any serious complaints ,

which shows an appreciable mode of har

mony.

A few days since the company put into ef

fect an order enforcing payment for accident
damages from motormen and conductors.

The men were charged with damages until

some of them were suspended pending pay

ment of sums that made ordinary working
men quake. These cases, as well as the or

der. were taken up with the management.
As no adjustment was secured at first , the

whole matter came before a general meeting

Jan. 28 and a committee was appointed to
again appeal the case . The committee, com

posed of President E. B. Schafer , Business

Agent Thorpe and Committeeman Chas. Hen

sel, met with Mr. Jones, Superintendent Cal
laghan and Claim Agent Francis and rein

statement of the discharged men resulted and
the objectionable order was revoked .

Upon this question . I wish to say that no

negligence should be indulged in reporting

accidents and getting names of witnesses. I

am inclined to believe laxity in this matter
and insomplete reports prompted the radical

order. It is our duty to protect the property

in our charge, and while accidents will hap

pen , we should protect the company against

dishonest claims. We can't do that unless we

get the facts and witnesses . We also have a

personal interest in these accidents. Not

only that interest to which I called attention

at the time of our late arbitration as a mat

ter affecting the possibility of wage increase ,

but an interest in the individual safety of

our jobs. It needn't be denied that men get
discharged from accidents, When that 0C

curs, it is because the company is satisfied

that the man is in fault . The company has

the evidence from circumstances and from

the statement secured from witnesses . We

know it is too often that witnesses give

biased statements and the bias is tempered

by the solicitor who gets the statement. Of

ten he thinks of nothing but to jab the com

pany and thinks little of the car man . The

latter suffers. He has no statement and has

forgotten who the witnesses are . Now let

me suggest, yes, urge our members to also

send the witnesses' names in to the secretary

or business agent of this local. This is your

organization and the business agent works

for you . He can get a statement to especially

protect you . Don't forget it. Protect your

self by getting copy to the business agent .

It will be used only to legitimately defend

you .

I regret to say that it has come to me that
some of our members are trying to keep

alive the old age pension . What for ? I

don't know . The majority of the boys have

Voted it down . Let it stay down .

REPORTER .

WILL WELCOME BARN MEN.

Omaha , Neb.-Div. 288 of Omaha, Neb . , is still in the

ring and from all prospects will be for years to come.

Some of our members do not regularly attend meetings

but are always ready with their dues when the steward
goes after them .

Come out to the meetings, brothers, and help us make

them more lively . It will more solidly cement the bond

of friendship. Bring the barn and shop men with you .

We have something good for them and will gladly receive
them into our Div .

We extend to Bro. E. Johnson and his family cur heart

felt sympathies in the sickness and death of their 3 months

old baby.

Officers elected for the ensuing 6 months are :

Luke Graham . President
M. J. Kenrey . Vice -President
0. J. Randall Sec.- Treas.
A. L. M. Stock . .Conductor
Wm . Wakehous Warden
W. S. Boien Ex . Board , 24th Vinton Barn

0. J. Randall. Ex. Board , 24th Vinton Barn

P. J. Lenihan . Ex . Board , 24th Ames Barn

A. Johnson Ex . Board , 24th Harney Barn

Wm . Wakehous . ...Ex. Board , 24th Council Bluffs Barn

Delegates to Omaha C. L. U.

P. J. Lenihan W. S. Boien 0. J. Randall

Per Se .

QUAKER CITY NEWS.

Philadelphia , Pa .—Since the last issue of

the Motorman and Conductor, things have

been happening in rapid succession in the
old uaker City . We held our regular meet

ing on Jan. 28th , after which we sprung a

surprise on the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Company in the shape of a petition to be

signed by the emploves requesting an in

crease in wages from 210 per hour to 250 per
hour. This was to offset the clai mof the

company that " The men were satisfied ." I

believe we have proven to them now that the

men are not " satisfied ," and now it remains

for the company to “ make good ." They have

as much as stated, in their circular letters to

the employes, that if the employes were not

satisfied with 210 per hour they would in

crease the wages, but I regret to say a con

siderable number of the employes were un

able to read between the lines and they were

willing to accept a " gold brick " in exchange

for good money without even taking off the
wrapper. “ What fools these mortals be."

For the benefit of the general readers of

Disbursements from the death and disabi

lity fund during the month of January, 1909,

were made to beneficiaries on death and dis

ability claims as follows :

Deaths.

Michael J. Grady, beneficiary , death

claim of John J Grady , deceased

member of Div . No. 388, New

burg , N. Y.; cause, Apoplexy : . $ 100.00

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Ferguson, bene

ficiary , death claim of Dawson

Ferguson, deceased member of

Div. No. 173, Sharon , Pa . , cause,

Spetacemia 100.00

Mrs. A. G. Rumpler, beneficiary,

death claim of A. G. Rumpler , de

ceased member of Div . No. 85 , Pitts

burg , Pa.;cause , Dropsy . 100.00

Mrs. Mary Kresl , beneficiary, death

claim of Joseph Kresl, deceased

member of Div . No. 241, Chicago,

Ill .; cause , Cancer of Diaphram .. 100.00

Mrs. Mary Hilmers, beneffciary,

death claim of T. W. Hilmers, de
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100.00

E.

100.00

Pat. J. Ward, Wm . L. Thompson, R. Stentz, S.

S. Weimer, D. S. Cousart, Chas. Gallagher,

and George Bannan ; local executive board,

John Wilhafer, Henry Lascher, H. W. Lucas ,

Jos . Chettle , M. W. Duffy , Wm . P. Mitchell ,

Wm. McKnight, Frank A. Scott, H. Wentz,

C. L. Campbell, Gus. Eichenmiller, John

Davis, D. D. Ewing, George Cunningham , Ed.
Haines , J. Stahl, Wm . S. Wilson , Pat

O'Donnell , F. Crawford , George J. Cleis, John

Morgan , Wm. S. Weir, John Wible , Milo Scott ,

Frank Lee, Con. Buchanan, Samuel Michener,

Rudolph Martin, Wm. Hughes, George Stein

hauser, George Bauer, W. C. Negley, George

S. Barrett, Dennis Campbell, R. A. Rebert , H.

P. Matthews, H. B. McCullough, W. G.. Felm

lee , Frank Walton, Jos . Gallagher, G. Chris

topher, A. Neeson , L. Buehn . D. McCabe, Chas.

Junker and M. Gray ; delegates to C. L. U.,

Edw. J. Baldauf, Jos. Thomas and Chas. Hen

sell ; business agent , J. J. Thorpe.

100.00

ceased member of Div . No. 312 ,

Davenport, Iowa ; cause , Carcinoma

of Stomach ...

Mrs. AnnaWorntı, beneficiary , death

claim of John Worntl . deceased

member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago ,

Ill . , cause , Cachexia of Dementia

Paralytic.

Mrs. 0. A. Jensen , beneficiary, death

claim of 0. A. Jensen , deceased

member of Div . No. 308 , Chicago ,

Ill . ; cause, Tuberculosis .

Mrs. Loretta Dwyer , beneficiary,

death claim of James Dwyer, de

ceased member of Div . No. 267,

Chicago, Ill. ; cause , Pneumonia ..

Wm . Conners , beneficiary, death

claim of Frank Conners, deceased

member of Div . No. 125 , Belle

ville, Ill.;cause , Pulmonary Tuber

culosis ..

Mrs. Margarette Littleton, benefi

ciary, death claim of Richard Lit

tleton , deceased member of Div .

No. 243 , Taunton , Mass.; cause ,

Appendicitis ...

Disability .

J. C. Berlin , member of Div . No. 241,

Chicago , Ill.; cause , accident,

cau breaking of tendons in

right arm and straining of two

tendons

100.00

100.00

Division No. 89 , New Castle, Pa .

President, C. C. Coulthard ; vice -president,
Clyde Wick ; recording secretary, H. E.

Wright; financial secretary, H. L. Johnson ;

treasurer, W. W. Walls ; correspondent, H

E. Wright ; warden , L. E. Sherman ; sentinel,

L. E. Sherman ; conductor, Wm . Boyle ; execu

tive board , A. L. Johnson , Fred Gore , Roy

White and Clyde Wick ; joint committee, C.

C. Coulthard and A. L. Johnson ; delegates to

Trades Assembly , C. C. Coulthard , W.

Walls and H. E. Wright.
100.00

W.

100.00

Total .... $ 1,100.00

LOCAL OFFICERS ELECTED FOR 1909.

Reports from elections of Local Divisions

received up to time of going to press are as

follows:

Division No. 19 , Colorado Springs, Colo.

President, G. W. Ross ; vice-president, J. A.

Martin ; secretary - treasurer, W. J. Greenley ;

corresponding secretary . .T. T. Kavanaugh ;

correspondent , J. A. Martin .

Division No. 00 , Port Huron , Mich.

President, Jos Ceasor ; vice - president , Mike

Burke; secretary, Charles Zeigler ; treasurer,

Walter Winn ; correspondent, Paul Manthey ;

conductor, Chas . Boeneman ; warden , E. Man

tell ; sentinel , G. Buchler ; executive board ,

Albert Oening, Jas . Stringer , E. Wartell ,

Louis Donner, Tom Flannery and Chas.

Zeigler .

Division No. 101 , Vancouver, P. C.

President , J. Fletcher: vice -president, H.

Wiles ; treasurer, A. Taylor : financial secre

tary, F. A. Hoover ; recording secretary , W.

W. Burrough ; sentinel, H. Gibson ; conductor,

F. Janes ; executive board , J. Mara , J. Briggs ,

H. W. Harris , H. W. Robison , P. Bates, C.

Elliott, A. Hargreaves, S. Thompson and D.

W. Mawdeseley .

Division No. 103, Wheeling , W. Va .

President. Wm. F Walsh ; vice- president ,

John Furbee ; inancial secretary . Robt. Car
roll ; recording secretary, A. H. Crumley ;

treasurer, Chas . Sonnefeld ; executive board,

Ford Moore, J. T. Moore , John Heffner . W. F.

Furgeson , O. M. Smith . W. F. Gates . F. L.

Johnson , P. Stanten ; delegates to 0. V. T. and
L. A. , T. A. Orum , O. M. Smith , G. R. Stewart,

C. Sonnefeld , C. B. Miller, W. F. Welch . T.

Swain and Alex. Moore .

Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont.

President , W. Murray ; vice - president, M.

Clark ; financial secretary, V. D. Robbins :

recording secretary , H. B. Oakley ; board

members, Thos. Dulan . S. Madill, R. B.

Brown, J. Coles and H. C. Johnston ; business

agent, Jos. Gibbons .

Divisfon No. 22 , Worcester, Mass.

President, John H. Reardon ; vice - president,

Patrick Shea ; recording secretary, Peter J.
Rooney ; financial secretary , George MC

Geachey ; treasurer, John Broderich ; con

ductor, Mich . Mahoney and Harry Campbell;

warden, Daniel Gilmore and John Connors ;

sentinels, Robert Johnson and Robert Daley.

Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich .

President, R. O. Starkey; vice - president,

Chas . Mackey ; secretary - treasurer, W. J. B.

Sherwood ; sergeant -at -arms, Clyde Brooks ;

executive board , Brothers Richman , McCauley,

Cameron, McGowan , Miller, Bauman , Brock ,

Bartholomew, Fysh , Gillis, Paul, Ryder, Shir

ley, Sanders, Brown , Lorenz, Peck , Jones,

Seidler , Woodruff, Bailey and Burns ; business

agent W. J. Halleen .

Division No. 52, E. Liverpool, Ohio.

President, Henry Davis ; vice -president.
Hugh Thorn ; recording secretary, Hunter

Allison ; financial secretary, J. E. Lane ; treas

urer , Edward Dietz ; conductor, T. Long ; sen

tinel, A. Parr ; warden , A. B. Clark ; executive

board . J. T. McGill Henry McDaniels . J. Ma

lone, Hugh Thorn , D. Buxton and C. Kont

nier.

Division No. 85 , Pittsburg , Pa .

President, E. B. Schafer ; first vice -presi

dent, H. W. Matthews ; second vice -president ,

Charles Hensell; recording secretary , Edw. J.

Baldauf ; warden , R. Stentz ; conductor, Jos.

Thomas; trustee , John Dooley; central execu

tive board , Wm . T. Hanna , Jos. Brown , L. J.

Selzer , A. S. Spurrier, George Carnahan, Wm .

Adams, I. Atkinson, Jas . Ashford , George W.

Evans, Chas. Hensell . R. Green , Ed . Samuel,

Division No. 118, Pottsville , Pa .

President, Frank Zimmerman ; vice -presi
dent , Oscar Biecht ; recording secretary, John

Dodds; financial secretary , Thomas Berger :

treasurer, Clayton W. Donne: conductor, John
Stevens ; warden . Leo Lunaugh ; special of

ficer , Chas. Haverty.

Division No. 132. Troy. N. Y.

President, Joseph F. McLaughlin ; first vice

president . James McGlynn; second vice - presi

dent . L. Tinney : third vice - president , Patrick

Hughes ; financial secretary, James McKeon :

treasurer, James Harrington , recording secre

tary , Michael Glasheen : conductor, John Fa

hey ; sentinel , William Clifford : warden ,

James Dolan : executive Board . James MC

Glynn . Patrick Shea , Michael Glasheen. Pat

rick McKeon , Nicholas Delaney and Patrick

Kennedy.
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Division No. 205 , San Francisco , Cal.

President, R. Cornelius ; vice - president, C.

F. Cordes ; secretary - treasurer, C. A. Priest ;

executive board, R. Cornelius, C. F Cordes,

C. A. Priest, H. Halverson , J. McDonald , F.

G. Veatch , J. W. Leonard, J. S. Slattery and

J. A. Lopp; delegate to Labor Council, R. Cor
nelius , J. S. Slattery and Jno. Deveney ;

business agent, R. Cornelius.

Division No. 134 , New Westminster, B. C.

President, L. Grimmer ; vice - president, R.

Gourlay; recording secretary , W. H. King

ston ; financial secretary and treasurer, Chas.

Feeney ; sentinel . A. F. Duncan : conductor,

W Dodd ; warden , Thos. Butterfield .

Division No. 148, Albany , N. Y.

President, Thos. Brown ; 1st vice - president,

David Gould ; 2nd vice -president, Dennis

Nolan ; 3rd vice - president, George Smith ;

treasurer, James Sheehan ; financial secre

tary , Thomas Sivers ; asst. financial secre

tary, John O'Brien ; conductor, Edward Mc

Cormack ; warden , Howard Cox : sentinel,

John Tansey : executive board , Jas. M.

Sheehan, William Kavanaugh, Joseph Droo

gan , John J. Lawler, John Costigan . Edward

Spencer, David Gould , Fred Garvin , Isaac

Boyd and William Dunn.

Division No. 168 , Scranton, Pa.

President, P. J. Keegan ; vice -president ,

Wm. Eggertt ; recording secretary , John T.
McGrath ; financial secretary , L. F. Hart ;

treasurer, M. H. Kernan ; warden, Steve

Salada ; sentinel, Daniel Leonard ; C. L. U.

delegates, John T. McGrath, L. F. Hart, M.

H. Kernan, G. Englebrake and M. G. Tighe;

executive board, John T. McGrath , L. F. Hart ,

George Englebrake, Thos. J. Burke, D. J.

Nealon and P. J. Swift.

Division No. 223, Butler, Pa .

President, F. G. Canan ; vice -president, F.

M. Dodds ; second vice -president, S. M. Mc

Gee ; recording secretary , N. C. Black ; finan

cial secretary, S. S. Gould ; treasurer, A. H.

Zeigler ; conductor, G. D. Lautlier; sentinel,

E .. A. Seaton; warden , J. P. Baldauf; execu

tive board , F. G. Canan , C. A. Proffitt, F. M.

Dodds, A. H. Zeigler and S. S. Gould .

Division No. 238, West Lynn, Mass.

President , William French ; vice-president,

F. A. Walch ; recording secretary, F. W. Fel

lows ; financial secretary, L. K. Griffin ; treas

urer, Jerry Davis ; executive committee, J. D.
Foss , J. T. Mansfield , E. A. Perry , George

Harrington , M. Dawson ; trustees, E. T. Spin

ney , G. W. Harrington and J. F. Grant ; war

den , A. G. Mundo ; conductor, F. G. Ferris ;

sentinel , J. F. Grant.

Division No. 24 % , Montpelier, Vt.

President, John Docherty ; vice - president ,
George U. Annas; financial secretary and

treasurer, Harry F. McGibney ;conductor, L.

B. Thresher ; warden, Chas. A. Page ; sentinel,
Joe Ledden ; grievance committee, John

Docherty .

Division No. 247, Rutland , Vt.

President, E. W. Pilon ; vice - president, P.
H. Hawkins ; secretary, R. A. Hanley ; treas

urer , J. B. Reynold ; financial secretary, E. J.
Ford .

Division No. 174, Fall River, Mass .

President, Wm . H. Kirby ; vice - president ,

Thomas J. Crowley ; financial secretary , Hugh
H. Lennon ; recording secretary, John H.

Garrity ; treasurer , John Kelly ; conductor,

Wm . A. Doran , warden , John Cauldfield ; sen

tinel, Jere J. O'Neil ; executive board, John E.

Henshaw , John Kelly , and William Shea ;

correspondent, Morril C.Woods; delegates to

C. L. U., John Ford , Michael Morey, John W.

Powers, Martin J. Walsh and Nicholas Wil

kinson. delegate to general conference com

mittee, Wm. H. Kirby; hall committee . Wil

fred Laviviere , Hugh H. Lennon , Samuel A.

Lock , John R. Machardo and George South

worth ; auditing committee, Patrick Cawley,

Albert Cockroft and John E. Henshaw .

Division No. 176, Sharon , Pa .

President , Wm. Brunson ; vice -president, C.

W. Fisher; treasurer , George Davis ; financial
secretary, R. W. Rose ; recording secretary ,

H. E. Garl; conductor, Clifford Garret; war

den , C. Burrows ; sentinel, F. W. Barrey ; ex

ecutive board , Archie Calhoun, L. C. Brown ,

Lewis Garts and George Davis ; joint commit

tee , Wm . Cole and Wm . Brunson .

Division No. 179 , Elmira Heights, N. Y.

President , E. L. Griswold ; vice - president ,

L. E. Collins ; secretary -treasurer, S. W. Da

venport; collector , J. H. Bailey ; recording sec

retary , C. M. Pratt ; conductor, J. Halt ; war

den , L. Ginsburg ; executive board , E. L. Gris

wold , C. M. Pratt , J. Halt, L. Ginsburg and
L. E. Collins,

Division No. 267 , Chicago , Ill .

President, Thos. L. Dooley ; vice - president,

George Calder : recording secretary, Tim Mc

Auliffe ; financial secretary, Maurice Lynch ;
treasurer, James Dwyer ; executive board ,

Thos. L. Dooley. Edw . Younger, P. Mulcahy ,

James Bradwell and Charles Starr.

Division No. 184, Williamsport, Pa .

President , R. B. Gardner ; ist vice - presi

dent , Emery Hoover : 2nd vice - president,

Howard Eck; 3rd vice- president , John Peters ;

financial secretary , Ward Matter; recording

secretary , Clyde Waltz ; asst . secretary, Wm.

Ducotey ; conductor, Robert O'Connor ; sen

tinel , Chas. Knapp ; warden, Frank Deane .

Division No. 192, Oakland, Cal.

President , J. W. Smart ; vice -president,

Robert Furman ; financial secretary , T. 0.

Davis ; recording secretary , 0 . Utterback ;

correspondent, J. I. Palmer ; business agent,

J. W. Smart.

Division No, 194, New Orleans, La .

President, J. Stadler ; first vice - president,
J. M. Drexel; second vice - president . M. Duett ;

secretary , L. Gauthier; corresponding secre

tary, T. M. Cooney ; treasurer . H. W. East

man ; grand marshal, Jos. C. Barbara ; dele

gates , Leonce Gauthier, Ed . Nelson and Fred
Stadler.

Division No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio.

President, James K. Farrasey ; first vice

president , Fred Kaufman ; second vice - presi

dent . John Koska ; recording secretary and

correspondent, Wm. G. Martin ; financial sec

retary , John Stampfli; treasurer, C. Fahrney;
wardens , Al . Young and Chas. Diederich ;

sentinels . Mike Vasil and Joe Bittner ; con

ductors, John Oliver and Pat McCarthy.

Division No. 269 , Danbury, Conn.

President, Samuel H. Everette ; vice -presi

dent, Howard A. Jones ; secretary, Ernest D.

Andrews ; treasurer, John E. Banks : conduc

tor, Alfred N. Tilquist; warden , Elmer P.
Morgan ; sentinel , Frederich H. Weldman ;

correspondent , Samuel H. Everette ; execu

tive board , Geo . Hinkley, Lewis W. Klinzing,

Howard A. Jones, John E. Banks and James

H. Cole; delegates to C. L. U. , S. H. Everette

and John Carrick ; complaint committee. L.

W. Klinzing and John E. Banks; auditing

committee, H. A. Jones and L. W. Klinzing;

entertainment committee, L. W. Klinzing,

Henry Beaupain , James Jones . F. H. Wild

man , John Carrick , Frank Foster, Leonard

C. Hopkins and Edward French ; sick visiting

committee, H. A. Jones, Geo. Hodges, Horace
D. Fallon , Elmer P. Morgan , Geo. Hinkley

and Patrick Lynch.

Division No. 272 , Youngstown , Ohio.

President, R. A. Sauce ; vice - president, C.

C. Winters; treasurer. J. P. Kennedy ; finan

cial secretary , E. E. Grimm ; recording secre

tary, J. A. Finn ; executive board , R. A Sauce,

H. A. Messerly , C. C. Winters. J. A. Harvey

and J. A. Finn : delegates to U. L , C. , W. A.

Lamb and E. Thomas ; business agent , F n .

Savin,
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Division No. 240 , Chelsea, Mass .
President, E. E. Burrill; vice - president ,

Geo. A. Lovering ; treasurer, M. McDonough ;

financial secretary, John McDonald ; record

ing secretary , C. ' F Marsh ; correspondent,

Joseph Walsh; conductor, Walter Wallace;

warden, S. Segee ; executive board, J. Loper,

R. J. Capithorne, G. Merrill and H. C. Dur

gin ; collectors, J. A. Cameron , E. Phemister,

H. C.Durgin and E. Morrill; delegates to C.

L. U., J. Soper, D. Lewis and M. McDonough ;

delegate to Joint Conference Committee, R.

J. Capithorne.

man ; sentinel , L. Lillibridge ; executive board ,
Fred Bowers , L. Brownlee, H. C. Emmes,

Timothy Sweeney and L. Riley .

Division No. 307 , Stillwater, N. Y.

President, Manly J. Spohn ; lst vice - presi

dent , Jas. Brogan; 2nd vice - president, Geo .

Coon ; 3rd vice - president, John Loftus ; re

cording secretary , Walter Smith ; financial

secretary and treasurer, Everett S. Hall.

DIVISION NO. 308, CHICAGO, ILL.

President, Robert Page : Vice President.

Geo. H. Lambert; Recording Secretary and

Treasurer, N. L. Grant; Financial Secretary,

W. C. Downing ; Conductor, Chas. Young :

Warden- Sentinel, P. M. Bowler; Delegate to

Chicago Federation of Labor, John Doyle ;

Trustees, J. E. Black . John Doyle and Chas.

Young ; Executive Board , Geo . Pugh , J. F.

Pierce, L. S. Collins, Chas. Fleming . T. F.

O'Brien , W. S. McClenath and B. Oakland .

Division No. 279, Ottawa, Ont .

President, J. F. Kennedy ; vice - president,

William Adgate ; recording and financial sec

retary , A. Newlin ; secretary and treasurer,

Fred Welsh ; conductor, F. Cumberland ; war

den , W. Smith ; sentinel, C. Calhoun ; corre

spondent , J. J. Jones ; executive board, M.

Kelley, L. Wilson , M. Baer and A. Newlin,

Division No. 280 , Lowell, Mass .

President, Wm . E. Sproule; financial secre
tary, Andrew Grimes; treasurer, Thos. F.

Flynn ; vice - president, T. Mack ; recording

secretary . Fred Crouley; trustees, T. H. Hol
den and Joseph Wood ; executive board. Fred

Crowley, Jerome P. Cullen, Thomas Cunning
ham . Thos. Osker and Edward Welch ; jan

itor, John Larrigan; day warden , Henry Bent;
night warden, M. O'Brien ; correspondent,

Edgar L. Mevis,

Division No. 310, Beaumont, Texas.

President , W. E. Babbett ; vice - president , J.

E. Ringer ; secretary , W. G. Gordon ; corre

spondent , E. E. McGuffin ; conductor, R. L.

Carmichael ; warden W. E. Morgan ; sentinel,

R. R. Kelley ; executive board , W. E. Babbitt,

W. G. Gordon , F. L. Cook , W. Torrence , L.

Turk ; delegates, C. M. Rooks, L. Busbee and

T. R. Lumpkin .

Division No. 312, Davenport, la .

President , Oscar Carstens ; vice -president,

M. A. Lowman ; recording and financial sec

retary H. F. Bowker ; treasurer , James N.

Coleman , M. A. Lown in , James M. Peck and

H. F. Bowker.

Division No. 313, Rock Island, Ill .

President , A. Hart ; vice - president, H. Al

vine ; secretary , E. C. Clevenstine; treasurer,

F. Widen ; conductor, C. Widen ; warden , W.

H. Siebert; sentinel, G. H. Pava; executive
board , A. Hart, J. C. Kinsley , E. C. Cleven

stine and George Brown ; delegates to Labor

Congress , J. C. Kinsley , George Brown , Mc

Closkey McClellan , F. Widen and F. Redding.

Division No. 329, Dubuque, Iowa.
President , E. Cruise ; vice - president, W.

Latimore ; secretary and treasurer, F. Clute ;

correspondent , C. Davey .

Division No, 282, Rochester, N. Y.

President, C. H. McCrossen ; vice - president ,

P. J. Jones ; recording secretary, E. M. Dis
sett ; conductor, J. W. Kalwas ; executive

bard , W. J. Whalen , P. J. Jones , J. M. Nichols,

J. O'Dea , G. E. De Ville ; delegates, C. H. Mc

Crossen , W. T. Kelly , George Keenan, J. J.

O'Sullivan ; trustees, James Kelly, P. Keat

ing and C. R. Kinney ; business agent, George

Keenan.

Division No. 283, Brooklyn , N. Y.

President. John Cunningham ; vice -presi

dent , Joseph Ryan ; financial secretary and

treasurer, William Walsh; recording secre

tary , John Meehan ; warden, Jere Coamey ;

delegates to C. L. U. , John Cunningham ,

James Boland , John Higgins and William

Walsh ; executive board, Jere Coamey ,_Wil
liam Walsh , Frank Thorpe , Joseph Ryan ,

Richard Hughes, John Higgins, Joseph Ryan .

Division No. 284 , Nashua, N. H.

President , Geo . W. Bodwell :vice - president,

A. A. Bouley ; recording and financial secre

tary, Frank Roy; treasurer, J. M. Sullivan ;

correspondent, J. C. O'Hara ; ' warden , Warren

Burns; sentinel, Ed. Charbonneau; collector,

James McLaughlin ; executive board and

grievance committee , Geo. W. Bodwell, J. H.

Glynn, M. M. Sullivan and R. H. McLennan.

Division No. 288 , Omaha, Nebr.

President, Luke Graham ; vice - president, M.

J. Kenney ; secretary - treasurer, o. J. Randall ;
conductor, A. L. M. Stock ; warden , Wm .

Wakehouse ; executive board, W. S. Bojen ,

0. J. Randall , P. J. Lenihan , A. Johnson and

Wm . Wakehouse ; delegates to C. L. U. , P. J.

Lenihan .

Division No. 298, Streator , III .

President , J. A. Hardgrove ; vice - president,

Ed . Maskel; financial secretary , W. F. Boyd ;

sentinel, Roy R. Lapp : correspondent , Geo.

Forrester.

Division No. 302, Marinette, Wis.

President , Frank Hesse ; vice -president,

Wilfred Belmore; financial secretary, Louis

N. Porter ; recording secretary and treasurer,

John Herscheid ; conductor, Joseph Landre ;
warden, Wm. Watkins; sentinel , Ed. C.

White.

Division NO. 304, Glens Falls, N. Y.

President, Fred Bowers ; vice- president ,

John O'Lears; financial and recording secre

tary, H. C. Emmes ; treasurer, John Sullivan ;

conductor, Henry Yertes ; warden, A. E. Hart

Division No. 334, Boone, Iowa.

President , Chas. Humphrey; vice - president ,

Art Kendall; financial secretary and treas

urer . F. F. Hoffman ; recording secretary, M.

E. Kemmerer ; warden , James Wallace ; con

ductor, Wm. White; sentinel, Christ Engler;

executive board , T. F. Hoffman , Art Kendall,

Jas. Wallace, Christ Humphrey and R. B.

Boyd.

Division No. 343, Kalamazoo, Mich .

President , A. A. Eckman ; vice - president . F.

S. Castle ; recording secretary , early meeting.
Ernest N. Middleton ; late meeting. Fred

Wiles ; financial secretary , R. J. Campbell ;

corresponding secretary , George Bouck :

treasurer , Alva Carlton ; executive board A.

A. Eckman , Robert Canfield , Louis W. Page,

F. Currier, Robert J. Ham , Fred Hoag and

Burgis Smith .

Division No. 379 , Niles, Ohio.

President, J. F. Kennedy ; vice -president.

Wm . Adgate ; recording secretary, A Newlin ;

secretary and treasurer, Fred Welsh ; con

ductor. F. Cumberland ; warden , W. Smith .

sentinel , C. Calhoun ; correspondent, J. J.

Jones ; executive board , M. Kelley , L. Wilson ,

M. Baer and A. Newlin .

Division No. 380 , Wooster, Ohio.

President, W. E. Hill; first vice -president,

Claude Spencer ; second vice-president, Chas.

Crawford ; secretary and correspondent , H. C.

Knoppenberger ; treasurer, D. W. Smith ; con

ductor , Chas. Kittering ; warden , Chas. Sasse;

sentinel, J. H. Cliff ; executiveboard, B. J.
Stankard , H. T. Breyley, Chas. Crawford and
S. C. Smith.
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Division No. 381, Butte, Mont.

President , E. H. Van Wart; vice - president,

D. C. Shelton ; treasurer, R. W. Foltz , finan

cial secretary , R. A. Duffy ; recording sec

retary , D. C. Skelton ; trustees, J. J. Connors

and L. L. Anderson ; warden, Harper Lindsay ;
conductor, R. T. Williams .

Diision No. 443, Stamford, Conn.

President , Edwin M. Scott, vice - president,

John Morris ; recording secretary, Arthur C.

Wrig.at ; financial secretary , Arthur James ;

treasurer, J. Henry Wubbenhorst; conductor,

George Beebe ; warden and sentinel, Henry
Allen.

Division No. 382 , Salt Lake City, Utah.

President , J. H. Lamont; first vice - presi .

dent, Fred Butler ; second vice -president, J.

D. McCarty ; secretary , A. H. Burt ; treas

urer, W. B. Taylor ; correspondent, Robert

Stirrat ; executive board , J. D. McCarty, Wm .

Cocking , J. A. Reeder, A. P. Nielson and Wm .

B. Randall; conductors , G. S. Patterson and
A. H. Kempton ; wardens, J. C. Neve and

James Reed; sentinels , W. L. Shelton and

Robert Stirrat ; business agent, A. H. Burt.

Division No. 388 , Newburgh, N. Y.

President, Adolph Abel ; vice - president ,

Wm. C. De Witt ; treasurer, Cornelius Mack ;
recording and financial secretary, Robert

Montgomery ; warden , Wallace Rugar ; con
ductor, William Archer ; executive board,

Adolph Abel , Jos. Donlin, Wm. C. De Witt ,

Michael Cosgrove and Wm. Archer ; delegates

to C. L. U. , Wm . C. De Witt, Cornelius Mack

and Robert Montgomery.

Division No. 448, Springfield , Mans.

President, P. J. O'Brien ; vice -president , R.

F. Lovett ; recording secretary, A E. Wilson ;
financial secretary, M. J. Hennessey ; treas

urer, John E. Conlin; warden , W. C. Chapin ;
conductor, David Crowley ; sentinel, Ler

Sherman ; executive board , P. J. O'Brien ,

Richard R. Lovett, M. J. Hennessey, Arthur

E. Wilson , Wm . F. Healy, Ed . Lawlor, Jas .

J. Irwin , John Millerick , Frank M. Cullen, E.
M. Conway , J. J. O'Connor ; C. L. U. delegates ,

P. J. O'Brien , W. F. Healy, J. J. Irwin, J.

O'Connor and W. F. Herliky.

Division No. 450, Mobile, Ala.

President, J. W. Tucker ; vice -president, A.

L. Lee; recording secretary , W. J. Everette;

financial secretary, C.A. Mahler; treasurer,

A. A. McNeill ; conductor, W. C. Smith ; war

den , A. W. Cobb ; sentinel , W. L. Hickson ;

executive board , A. A. McNeil , E. P. Wheat,

J. E. Patton , R. B. White and J. P. Elliot;
delegates to Central Trades Council, W. N.

Le Gear, W. L. Hickson , R. B. White, C. A.

Mahler and W. J. Everette .

Division No. 452, Thompsonville, Conn .

President, John A. Frey; vice - president,

John A. McCarthy ; financial secretary and

treasurer , Frank W. Lovejoy ; recording sec
retary and correspondent, Bartholomew

Donohue ; conductor, Daniel Daly ; warden,

Ruben Burbank ; sentinel, Clarence Sylvester ;

executive board , J. A. Frey, D. Daly, M. Mc

Intyre, F. W. Lovejoy, M. F. Kilty ; delegates

to C. L. U., B. J. Donohue, F. W. Lovejoy, M.

F. Kilty, J. F. Hannon , Theodore Pascoe.

Division No. 459, Bridgeport , Conn .

President, R. E. Wald ; vice -president. I.

Schofield ; financial secretary , A. Wolfe :

treasurer, Homer Blackman ; recording sec

retary, W. Wasson ; delegates to Joint Con

ference Board . A. Wolfe .

Division No. 416, Peoria , Ill.

President, D. Gorman ; vice -president, John

Conlon ; recording secretary , W. R. Brown;

financial secretary, Jerry Burnette; conduc

tor,
Van H. Terry ; warden, Samuel A.

Marcys; sentinel, A. Lockbalm ; correspon
dent, E. O. Brooks ; executive board, E. Loer,

H. Culver, E. Collier, E. Burke and Otto C.

Leben.

Division No. 421, Mt. Carmel, Pa.

President, Christ Noble ; vice - president ,

Steve Dunleavy: treasurer, George Warts :

secretary, Jno. Lyons ; sentinel, Edward

Young ; conductor, Arthur Gaughan ; warden ,

William Fisher ; correspondent, Chas . W.

Persing; executive board , Thos. Dooley, John

Haverty, Wm . Acornley, Christ Noble, Jno .

Lyons and Chas. W. Perring.

Division No. 460, No. Adams, Mass .

President, Jos. McGovern ; vice -president,

Jas. Kernahan ; recording secretary , Samuel
Hiser ; financial secretary, Robert Farrar ;

corresponding secretary, Wendell Wilson ;

treasurer, Albert Beauchamp ; warden . John

Courtot ; sentinel, John Dowd ; conductor,

David Bleau.

Division No. 426 , Hartford , Conn.

President , Francis H, Kelly ; vice -president,
Thon Lee ; treasurer, David J. Rourke : re

cording secretary , M. J. Morkan ; financial

secretary , Frank E. Bernhard ; correspond

ent, M. K. Morkan ; warden. John J. Miller ;

conductor, Jos . B. Hayes ; sentinel , D. F.

Hagerty ; executive board , F. H. Kelly, F. E.

Bernhard, Jos. E. Dunn , John H. Welch, Wm .

F. Brown, Dennis E. Lynch , Edward P. Law

ton , Thomas Lee , Chas . J. Elliot, Wm. H.

Millard and Wm . H. Shea ; business agent,

Joseph E. Dunn.

Division No. 430 , E. Mauch Chunk, Pa.

President, George Sandher ; vice -president,

Granville K. Rehrig ; financial secretary and

treasurer. Ed . M. Hildebrand ; recording sec

retary, Lawrence A. McGinley ; conductor,

Dennis J. Dugan ; warden , John Kupfer ; sen

tinel , Dominick J. Wilkerson ; correspondent

to M. & C., Lawrence A.McGinley ; executive

board, George Sandher, Dominick J. Wilker
son , Dennis Dugan, Wm . E. Edwards and

Granville R. Rehrig.

Division No. 466, Evansville, Ind.

President , Henry Reese ; treasurer, Peter

Fitzer ; recording secretary , Percy Welch :

financial secretary, Fred Frank.

Division No. 476, Norwalk , Conn .
President, F. W. Andrews; vice -president,

C. U. Gray ; treasurer, E. B. Benedict; re

cording secretary, F. R. Barker ; financial
secretary, C. M. Flewwellin ; conductor, H.

Wilmot; warden , E. B. Clark ; correspondent,

J. Darney

Division No. 479, Middletown , Conn .

President, S. Holmes; vice -president,

William McAuliffe ; financial secretary, J.

Sanstrom ; recording secretary, H. E. Fitz

gerald ; conductor, W. Horrigan ; warden , G.

Lewis ; executive board , C. Mildrum , F. Bates,

F. Rutledge, P. Quirk , J. Kidney ; conference

board member, E. S. Holmes.

E.

Division No. 433 , Lansford, Pa.

President, Chas. Boyle ; vice -president,

Hugh Boyle ; recording secretary, Elmer

Watkins; financial secretary, John A. Boyle ;

treasurer, James McCready ; conductor, Dan

W. Peltz ; warden , William Davis ; special

officer, A. Hoffa .

Division No. 441, Des Moines, iowa .

President, Charles Iseminger ; vice -presi

dont, Joe Wilbur Slpes ; Anancial secretary ,

Dell Clements ; recording secretary, George
Uotz ; treasurer, Joo Beard ; warden , Will

Moore ; conductor, Andy Spoolhart ; sentinel,
Albert Hyland ; correspondent, William

O'Donoghue.

Division No. 484, Weatherfield , III .

President, Fred N. Plocke; vice - president,

J. D. Chance ; financial secretary and treas

urer, George Frye; recording secretary , Mil

ton Dicks; conductor, W. J. Conkey ; warden ,

E. B. Boning ; sentinel, W. S. Benson ; cor

respondent, W. A. Moulton ; exocutivo board,

Burt Craig, W. T. McKeever, J. D. Chance,

M. Dicks, A. D. Colo .

f
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Division No. 490 , Yonkers , N. Y.

President, Chas. Lang ; vice -president, U.

Wolvin : recording secretary. F. M. Haight ;

financial secretary, Jas. Hushion ; treasurer,

Thos, A. Ryan ; conductor, Harry Henze ;

warden, August Kabes; sentinel, M. O'Grady:

executive board, John Brown, U. Wolvin, P.
Foley, M. Corbett and P. O'Donnell .

Division No. 497 , Pittsburg , Kans.

President, Henry Williams ; vice - president,

Jerry Ledden ; financial and recording secre

tary , E. Bartholomew ; treasurer, D. D. Dill

man ; correspondent, J. M. Ramey ; executive

board , Henry Williams , John Fennimore, L.

G. Hudson, John Riley and D. Reese ; dele

gates to Labor Convention , L. G. Hudson and

John Fennimore.

Division No. 506, Rensselaer, N. Y.

President, Thos. P. Bowe , vice -president,
Thos. McCaffery: recording secretary , James
Nolan ; financial secretary , Edw . Acker ; treas

urer, Thos. Killilo ; executive board , Thos.

Bowe, Thos. McCaffery . Edw . Acker, Samuel

Chaflin and Matthew Dillion .

Division No. 507, Marengo, Ill .

President, Ernest Bell ; vice- president , J.

M. Eby ; recording secretary, E. E. Eckvall ;
treasurer, G. L Converse; correspondent,

Chas. A. Manning ; conductor , B. F. Wickham ;

sentinel , Chas. Benjamin ; warden, J. B. Coon
vadt ; executive board, Chas. Eckhart, Roy

Brush , Wm. Lowry and W. J. McKibbey.

Division No. 508 , Halifax, N. S.

President, J. Malone ; vice - president,
J.

Adams; financialsecretary , J. "Murray ;' re

cording secretary , W. Furzey ; treasurer, M.

Bowe; conductor, G. McLeod ; warden , M.

Spidel; sentinel , D. Sampson ; correspondent ,

Wm. Furzey ; executive board, J. Malone , J.

Murray, Henry Gardner, Albert C. Norton

and R. H. Neaves.

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade - not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We can not only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Made Uniform (mod . weight) $ 11.00

Union Mado Uniform ( hry. weight) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men— regulation style — depend

able quality — and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Home of Bond Clothes for Va ar Boy.

Cl
ay
to
n'
s

53-61 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp . Cadillas Hotel

PRICE LIST

Division No. 511, Decatur, Ill .

President , Lewis Davis ; vice - president ,

Chas. Randle ; financial secretary and treas

urer, Jos. Couch ; recording secretary , Robert

Carpenter ; conductor, Wade McCarty ; sen

tinel , Greene Simpson ; warden , W. Ferry ;

executive board , Jos. Couch , E. E. Featherofr .

W. E. Bankson , Jerome Harper and H. E.

Gilbert.

OF ASSOCIATION SUP.

PLIES.

per 100 ...

Division No. 514, Sydney, N. S.

President , John J. McVicar ; vice - president ,

Ronald McDonald ; recording secretary, Wal

ter Marks ; financial secretary and treasurer,
Michael H. McDonald ; conductor, John T.

Dunphy ; warden , James Doyle ; sentinel, Wil

liam Trake.

Division No. 516, Middletown , N. Y.

President , Geo. Rackett : vice - president, W.

Rabcock ; financial secretary. H. Van Cusen ;

treasurer, F. Elliston : recording secretary,

T. Gould ; conductor, C. Jacobs ; sentinel, L

Tyrell : trustees , F. Pease , .Wm . Smith and

H. Hitt.

Official seal...
$3.50

Propositions for membership blanks,

.50

Rituals, each ..
.25

Withdrawal cards, each . .05

Traveling cards, each ...
.05

Division financial book, 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages .
2.50

Division financial book , 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicate report books, each ...
2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

4.00

Constitutions , in lots of less than 100,

each ...
.05

Financial secretary's order book on

treasrer, each ....
.25

Treasurer's receipt book ...
.25

Association Badges, rolled gold , each .. .50

per 100 ..

ADDRESS

J. L. LYNCH

- Manufacturer of

Union Buttons

BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

108 E. Washington St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

For Samples and Prices

Association Badges, solid gold, each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each ..
.30

Gilt seals , per 100 .. .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press , postoffice money orders , or draft . No

personal , local checks, or postage, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT, MICH .

OFFICERS OFFICERS

George H.Russel,

President

A. E. Wing ,

Cashier

STATE SAVINGS BAN
M. W. O'Brien,

Vice -President

and Chairman

of Board

H. P. Borgman ,

Cashier Sav.

Dept.

R. W. Smylie,

Mgr . Credit

Dept.

J. R. Bodde ,

Asst . Cashier

Geo .E. Lawson,

Vice-President

R. S.Mason,

Vice -President R. T. Cudmore ,

Asst . Cashier

Geo . T. Courtney,

Auditor

F. A. Schulte,

Vice- President

CAPITAL ,

SURPLUS ,

$ 1,500,000.00

1,500.000.00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS . ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY MAIL .

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS " HOW ":

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

FOR ...

1
9 Uniform

Clothing

22.

20 21
We also carry the Largest

Stock ofFRANK BREDERILM & C

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

VRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF-MEASUREMENT GUIDE

113.KING ST.WEST.

Frank Broderick

&
Company

115 KING STREET WEST

THE LARGEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA TORONTO
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HE working men and women want the

best, most comfortable, convenient, and

attractive street railway system and service

that can be installed upon a reasonable self - sus

taining rate basis. One which will afford pros

perous remuneration for service and provide per

manent employment to those of our citizens who

are engaged in its operation, and a system that

will render a safe, honorable, efficient and pains

taking service. No public- spirited citizen wants

more or can ask for less. To grant more or

concede less would be wanton extravagance.

Well paid labor and continued employment of

labor is the propeller of commerce in any com

munity and the pillar of prosperity,

Then aside from supplying an adequate

service, it must look to the payment of good

wages to employes."

-W . D. Mahon , before Mayor's Street

Railway Commission, Detroit.

MARCH 1909



By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

Stamp Shoes

2

If you don't wear A Singer Unifom you ought to

say size, mailed on receiptof25 cents
intamp

s
.

GEO . BRUNSSE
N

CO ., 225 Greene St,New York City .

BOOT & SHOE

WORKE
RS

UNION

UNION STAMP You help better shoema
king

conditi
ons

.

You get better shoes for the money.

factory No. You help your own Labor Position .

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : " This shoe does not bear the stamp, but is

made under Union Conditions . This is false-- No shoe is union made unless it bears

the Union Stamp. BOOT & SHOEWORKERS' UNCON

John F. Tobin , Pres.
246 Summer St. , BOSTON, MASS .

Chas. L. Blaine, Sec . - Treas.

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOTTHECHEAP READYMADEKIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. MENTION THIS PAPER

Successors to HORACE W. STEERE,

122
Wholesale and Retail

68 WOODWARD AVE., DETROIT, MICH.

THE BEST FOR STREET RAILWAY SERVICE

HAMPDEN Watches HAMILTON Watches ROCKFORD Watches

SOLD CHEAP FOR CASH

We ONLY make a difference of 10 per cent for goods

sold on time to reliable parties.

Tu by certydeterwereld

Union -made Cigars.
Duis Ontity or contadosmesmos

G. W Bettina.Posteri

THE UNION LABEL

of the

Bakery Workers Black ribbon band 2inchis videooverlace and

Stands for fair and sanitary conid

REGISTERED tions in the bakeshop whereit isused -REGISTERED )

A. L. SINGER & CO., 173-175 E. Adams st. CHICAGO

LUTHS, DORWELD, HALLER CO.

11

5 .

1

NO
DILECTOR GENEO

STAID

CXIU

Internationalo
r
t
a

0

M
e
d
e

.

B.& C.W.IU.
OE

B & CWIU
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THE NEW ROYAL

Mr. Secretary:

Is where you can drop

in and be at home. : :

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton
- Jacobson

Printing Co.

81-88 Jeferson Ave. DETROIT, MICH . IT IS SPRINGER'S STYLE

Live and Let Live

138 Royal Street, NEW ORLEANS, LA .

PINS, CHARMS and LOCKETS

INTERN
Z

W
A
I
S
T

UNIO
N

Shirts,

Union

Made

F
a
c
t
'
y

N
o
.

3

S
H
I
R
T

.
Collars &

Shirt

Walsts

bear this

label

Union

Made

Tobacco Many Sinhe

nu issued by the Authority of the

TOBALLO WORKERS INTERNATIONAL

UNION .

MADES

Lewid brand

UNION

Bears

This

LabelDie
unu

nu

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

The International Associotion

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

Springs for

Motormen's Stools

50c per set, deliv

ered free. Send

stamps or money.

A great comfort and

protection from jar

onKidneys.

Thousands in use.

The Toledo Chair

Spring Co.

417 Michigan St.

TOLEDO, ..

Our Label Is No. 88 .

GERAGHTY & CO.

GI La Sallo St., Ohloago .
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The Gear -Galley Co.

.Wholesa'e and Retall Dealers in .

Watches , Dia .

monds and Jewelry

WATCHES DEMAGNATIZED FREE of CHARGE

We offer you a union-made uniform ,

the cloth of which is guaranteed all in

digo dyed in the wool,very lustrous , and

the strongest of the kind in the world .

Why buy flannels and piece dyed cloths

which turn white, wear rough and do not

give service, especially when they cost

as much and more than our goods ?;

May we not expect you to call upon

our agents in your city and examine

the goods we offer ? They will be glad

to show you, whether you buy or not.

Write for Uniform Catalogue

and Name of Dealer

Write сат

SPECIAL PRICES ON

WATCHES for MOTOR

MEN and CONDUCTORS

The Bloch Company
Both Phones

UNIFORMS OF QUALITY

Cleveland , Ohio

612-613 Cuyahoga Building

CLEVELAND , OHIO

Every

Motorman

110121

realizes the impor

tance of havingthe

time always in

front.

TAYLOR'S

Watch Holding Cases

keep the watch securely and safely in any de

sired position. (The patented clamp holds

securely to any pipe, window sill or beam in

vestibule or car. Takes one second to snap on

or off. O.Made of hard rubber - weighs only

three oz. - is a non -conductor - water and dust

proof. Holds any sizę watch - springs and

padding prevent jar.

Price $1.50 By registered mail $ 1.65.

Send for circular.

We want a good live agent in every locality.

TAYLOR BROS ., Solo Mapufacturers

921-923 West Superior Avo . CLEVELAND , 0.

YOU CAN OWN THE DIAMOND OR

WATCH YOU WANT

Simplest thing in the world to gratify any

fancyyou may have in this line if youtake advan

tage of our credit plan . The cost will probably bo

only a dollar or two a week - too little to figure
seriouslyin your expenses.

Pay 50cweekly on a $ 10.00 purchase.
Pay 750 weekly on : $ 15.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.00 weekly on a $ 25.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.50 Weekly on . $ 50.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.00 weekly on & $75.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.50 weekly OD a $ 100.00 purchase .

Just • Little Casb .

Also Clocks, Jewelry. Slverware, Etc.

ALL ON CASE OR CREDIT .

43

Aregde
CLEVELAND , O.

F. B. STRAWN & BRO.
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EX -PRES. CHARLES MINNIX . TREAS. GEORGE DAVIS .

Division No. 281, New Haven , Conn . Division No. 176, Sharon , Pa .

Above is afforded the readers of the Mo Bro . Geo. Davis, whose picture is given

torman and Conductor a very good picture above, is servinghis fifth term as treasurer of

of Chairman Charles Minnix, of the Joint the Sharon , Pa . , Local.

Advisory Board of the locals of this asso

ciation , employed upon the Connecticut account of the advanced wage received for a

Company system . Chairman Minnix served long time prior to thearbitration by those men

the New Haven local for two terms as their ratewas looked upon rather as a stand

president, and as a token of the high regard ard in the east, and consequently was of in

in which he is held by the membership of direct interest to New England street railway

Division 281 , he was recently presented employes generally. The locals of this Asso

with a beautiful gold watch and chain by ciation employed upon those systems, some

that local. He was a delegate to the New two years ago secured a long term agreement.

Orleans convention. Prior to securing this agreement, and some

seven years ago, a wage adjustment was ef

EASTERN MASSACHUSSETS WAGE AR
fected establishing a rateof wagefrom 20 to 25

cents per hour. At that time the maximum
BITRATION .

wage acquired to ten year menwas the highest

ARGUMENTS AND COMMENTS . rate of wage paid throughout the country. No

street or electric railway man was then getting

That which has attracted the attention of above 25 cents per hour; but the range of dis

the membership of this Association for some crimination being between 20 and 25 cents and

time past has been the arbitration of the wage reaching over a period of ten years reduced the

rate to prevail during a future period to the average wage so that the pay roll of the com

membership of fifteenlocal divisions in East pany was proportionatelyless than the aggre

ern Massachusetts. The divisions embrace gate wagepaid in some other sections. For

employes upon the Boston & Northern and the first year employes were to receive 20

Old Colony Systems. These Systems are cents per hour ; for thesecond and third years,

underone general management and are the 21 cents per hour; fourth and fifth years, 22

consolidation of several companies,interurban cents per hour; sixth, seventh and eighth years

and city, extending from Newport,R. I. north 23 cents per hour; ninth and tenthyears, 24

through Boston, Mass., to Nashua, N. H. cents per hour, after which the 25 cent rate

Intermediary points and sections west out of prevailed. It can be seen that when the

Boston are also factors of the system . service lifeof a street railway employe is taken

About two thousand five hundred men were into consideration the wage rate could have

directly interested in the wage arbitration . On averaged not far from 22 cents per hour. This
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rate prevailed until the securing of the written to insure his presence and personal assistance

agreement two years ago , when it was slightly as soon as the case was to be presented before

modified by providing that the maximum rate the arbitrators .

should be reached by those of one year less The arbitrators finally selected were , Hon.

service and that the minimum rate should Chas . S. Hamlin , an attorney of high standing,

prevail to six months men only , yet leaving as chairman, Mr. John R. Graham , president

the rates at 20 to 25 cents as minimum and of the Bangor, Maine, System, selected by the

maximum . But therate was yet among the company ; and ex -President George A. Rose, of

advanced rates of the country reaching 25 the Lynn, Mass., local, selected by the joint

cents per hour ; but few sections throughout locals.

the United States paid more . It increased the In the middle of December Presidemt Mahon

average slightly but did not very much ad was notified that the board had set a date to

vance the standard . However, the written begin hearings; that evidence had been gath

agreement provided that after a term either ered , and that he wasrequested to take charge

party could open the agreement for a readjust- of the presentation of the case in the interest

ment of the wage and that if an agreement of the locals . The President went to Boston

could not be reached between the parties, an where sittings of the Board were held at vari.

arbitration board should fix the rate to prevail ous dates, commencing before the holidays

for another term and the other features of the and continuing until January 8th before for.

agreement should be continued .
mal briefs were presented. The arbitrators

'It will be seen by the arguments following, sat two or three dayseach week. The inter

particularly that presented by the Internation ims were used in gathering evidence to com

al President, that the company is a profitable plete the case.

concern and quite able to increase the wage To give the membership at large the most

rate . During the period prior to the time complete report of the proceedings in this

provided for the application of a readjustment arbitration case , the methods pursued in

of the wage rate, the country was plunged into gathering evidence , the character of evidence ,

a serious industrial depression. The panic etc. , can best be done by giving the final argu

had come and its effects were discouraging in ments of those who represented directly the

industrial circles at the time of the expected contending parties . The company was repre

readjustment; in fact , conditions were dis sented by Mr. Bentley W. Warren, the Sys

couraging all over the country to labor , and a tem's attorney, and the localsby President W.

condition ofprosperity by no meanshas even D. Mahon of the International Association .

yet attained. Organized labor had worked The arguments of these gentlemen afford a

upon the policy ofmaintaining wages but not very complete knowledge of the methods pur

seeking increase. This was known to the men sued ; first, as to how a case for arbitration is

of the Eastern Massachusetts System . The best presented in the interest of employes ;

general conditions were not inviting to the how the representations for an increase of

rank and file of the car men . They seemed to wage are best made, and what is regarded as

lose faith in the possibility of gaining anything necessarily effective to bring about the desired

This depressed sentiment existed to such an result ; secondly, the methodspursued and the

extent that the management of the company representations made by a contending com

was impressed that the men actually feared a pany seeking to decrease wages. It will be

reduction and would not molest the existing seen by the arguments that the arbitration of

wage. The management felt so safe in this a wage scale embraces no small amount of

position that it determined that if the local laboron the part of either party concerned .

officers of the various locals , or any particular It had been no small job on the part of Board

local, would make an advance to open the Member Fitzgerald and Treasurer Orr and

agreement an advantage could be taken and a those associated with them of the local officers

reduction of wage secured ; and in fact , the to gather and compile for presentation the

management of the company regarded it an statistics and figures which are shown to have

opportune time to reducewages. been submitted. Those statistics and figures

Such were the discouraging features to be bore upon the increased expense of living,

dealt with bythe joint committee of the vari reaching out to the various expense charges

ous Eastern Massachusetts locals; in fact , they whichcome to and must be met in domestic

found some timerity in their membership life . But that is not all ; while it may be

which made it impossible to gain a solid sup shown that the increased cost of living de

port for a proposition to submit a request for mands an increase in wage or that the im

an increase. The situation inspired those who proved methods and skill of work warrants an

were anxious to apply for an increase to appeal increase , yetit must be shown that the possi

to the International Office. G. E. B. Member bilities ofan increase exist with the employing

Wm. B. Fitzgerald and Treasurer Rezin Orr concern and it was necessary to secure figures

were sent to the assistance of the locals. They to show the ability of the company to meet the

endeavored for some time to bring about an demand. Figures along thatline were largely

adjustment favorable to the men . An appli- compiled after President Mahon reached the

cation was made for a 28 cent rate per hour. situation and directly under his supervision .

The company replied to this by making a de With a company which demands a decrease

mand for a decrease fo 1 cent perhour or to fix in wage or endeavors to defeat an increase,

the maximum rate at 24 cents. No agreement they must show, first, a willingness to pay a

could be effected and the question was sub living wage , evidence to establish the fact that

mitted for arbitration . Board Member Fitz theyare paying a living wage , then evidence

gerald and Treas .Orr then began preparations sufficient toconvince the arbitrators that they

for arbitration . It was impossible at this time are unable to meet a demand and meet the

for President Mahon to give his personal at other demands required in the operation of

tention to the work but he made arrangements their business. It is conceded by society that
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no employer has a rightto offer an employe a arguingthis case. I may be a little tedious

less than living wage. He has no right to ex before I get through, owing to the great

pect the public to support his business when amount of matter that has been presented

he is conducting it upon a policy of economy here in the shape in which it has come to us.

that withdraws from any factor of society the The evidence was closed yesterday , and we

possibility of securing the necessities of life . have not had ample time to go over what was

Society demands that such a business shall said yesterday. But we will try to present it

cease until such time as it can be operated so that you can understand at least our pos

without burden or menace to any element of ition in the matter.

citizenship . On this principle under - paid We come to arbitration as a settlement of

labor will always have the support of society wagę disputes, getting away from the strike,

as against an employer to the extent that a the lockout and all of those old and cruder

betterwage must be paid or the business must methods. We believe that arbitration is the

cease to continue. But it is up to labor to course that should be followed ; and it is one

show that a starvation wage exists. under which our organization has worked for

In presenting the arguments for the benefit a great many years. We regret to have to

of the reader, much ofthe statistical work is take up the time ofyou gentlemen in listening

omitted as brevity is necessary in making the to these matters ; but it is a condition that

report. brings that about . And it seems to me that it

The decision of the arbitrators which was is a duty of all of us to assist in this means of

handed down some days after the final argu settling disputes of this kind .

ments were made, but slightly advanced the We come upon part of the employes, to

wage standard forthe East. The 20 cent rate present our case in an humble manner. Long

is eliminated and first year men are to receive ago our organization believed that it was best

21 centsper hour.
that we present these cases ourselves. We

The arbitrators retained the maximum rate probably could have them represented with

of 25 cents, so that wherethe rate before arbi much better order were we to employ attor

tration was a minimum of 20 and a maximum neys, but we believed that the best course to

of 25 , it is now fixed at a minimum of 21 and a follow is to present the cases ourselves, to give

maximum of 25. It will be seen by this that the facts , or the conditions as we see them ;

the maximum ratehasnot been disturbed by that the arbitration board might understand

this arbitration and will continue on for a fur them from the standpoint of the men them

ther term of the agreement the same as it has selves , rather than from that of an attorney

been for the past seven years . The period of who might study the case from his training

discrimination, however, was reduced two and education. We come in our humble man

years, the 25 cents being now reached after the ner, Mr. Chairman, believeing that we are en

seventh year of service . titled to a greater share of the wealth that we

Under the wage award , men during their produce byour ability, skill and labor.

first six monthsof service or new men, re In taking up this case, which is somewhat

ceived an increase of 1 cent perhour. It may different from almost any other case of arbi

be assumed that this will affect those, for the tration that we have ever taken up , we are

most part, upon the extra list. Third year confronted from the start with columns and

service men are advanced from 22 to 23 cents , columns of figures, The other side has their

receiving 1 cent per hour increase. The sixth reports. Wehave not these reports. We can

year service men are advanced from 23 to the only take it from our knowledge and experi

24 cent class, receiving 1 cent per hour in ence and what we can otherwisegather. They

crease . Eighth and ninth year men have figured and figured and figured. These

advanced from the 24 cent class to the maxi recordsare plastered with figures. It reminds

mum of 25 cents,receiving an increase of 1 me somewhat- deviating for a moment - of a

cent per hour. The other classes are not story that I heard when a boy . There used to

affected by the award further than by earlier be two colored fishermen in the village where I

promotion
to the higher rates. It will be seen lived ; and the storyis, that one of these fisher

that the advantages
gained by the arbitration

men was quite a fellow to figure. The other

as applying to the wage standard, is the elim one knew nothing of figures. Theywent out

ination ofthe 20 cent rate and the contraction
to their trout lines onemorning and found one

of the discrimination
period big fish . On coming back, Samsaid to Jim ,

When one comes to take into consideration “That is my fish ." Jim said , " No, there is

the industrial depression and conditions so just as much of that fish mine as it am yours. '

uninviting for an increased wage, theeffort of " No ," said Sam , “ Jim , that ismy fish, and I

our Eastern membership maybe well under can prove it to you by figures." and Sam took

stood as exceedingly promotive and they are out his pencil and began to figure. “ Now , "

to be congratulated upon the outcome. It is he said , " Jim , you see there is a naught , and

unfortunate that the period for adjustment there is a figure, and that proves that that fish

came at the time it did but the result is a belongs to this nigger.” Jim straightened up ,

further testimonial of the advantage of organic looked at him in wonderment and said, " Sam ,

zation and the benefits of concentrated effort ; if I had the education you've got, I wouldn't

something has been gained . stay here nor nowhere else ." Now, that is the

position here, in a sense , Mr. Chairman. These
Closing Argument of W. D. Mahon, on figures have been presented somewhat in that

Behalf of Motromen and Conductors.
shape, that is , in the shape of a naught and a

Room 439, State House, Boston . figure. And so, in that way , we will have to

deal with them as we go along through this
January 8 , 1909

case and throughout this argument.

Gentlemen of the Commission : I will have We have started out , as we always do , to

to ask for patience from your Commission in show why we want an increase of payand why

are
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course .

we should have it . We have set up , first, the whom they dealt ; and they have asked them

increased cost of living. We bring thatto the to give them an honest statement of what the

attention of your Commission . We then took increase has been . AndI shall not take up

up the wage of this community , and showed to much time with this , but I will call your atten

you that a higher rate of wages prevails in the tion to some of them.

case of the men throughout this community Here is a letter from I. H. Vaughon & Son

for similar skill and ability. I know that they of Lynn (page 56 of the record). That shows

will say to you that we possess no skill. But, that sirloin steak in 1907 was 22 and 25 cents a

Mr. Chairman and gentlemenof the Commis ponud; in 1908, 25 and 28 cents a pound ; that

sion , we hope , before we are through , to show shoulder was 13 cents a pound in 1907 , and 15

you that these men who operate successfully cents a pound in 1908 ; that round steak was 18

and satisfactorily these railroads must have and 23 cents in 1907 and the same in 1908 ;

equal skill with any other man or class of men that roast beef was from 8 to 15 cents in 1907

that operate machinery or that carry on any and from 10 to 19 cents in 1908 , and so on . It

other industry in this community .
shows an increase in the cost of meats of 2

20-25 Cent Rate Prevailed 6 Years. cents a pound in those two years not going

back to the other years .

We then come to the company'sability to A similar report is shown in the letter of
pay. We believe that they are fully able to Ward & Anderson of Chelsea (page 57 of the

give us an increase of wages at this time , to
record ) , and in a letter from Thomas N. Hart ,

establish a higher rate of wage. In looking up

their records and comparing the wages , we
of Nashua (page 61 of therecord ) , and in a

letter from McDonald Brothers of Gloucester

come to that conclusion . And when we come
(page 64 ofthe record ), and so on . They have

to a comparison of the sewages , we must go
gathered these facts from every city . And

back to 1902. In 1903 , in March, I believe, they show that increase .

the scaleof wage offrom 20 to 25 cents an hour The same is true of groceries. When we

was established . There has been a change in come to groceries, we have followed the same

that grade to this extent, that oneyear in time We have gone out to those grocery

was taken off in 1906 ; and that the first year
men and presented to them our letters asking

man was reduced to six months. But there
that they give to us the honest rates in 1906

has been no change in that scale of wage other and in 1908. And they show the same per

wise. And if you will read what the State
centage of increase: Bacon , per pound in 1907 .

Commissioner of Labor says, in calling atten
17 cents; in 1908 , 20 cents a pound ; lard, 11

tion to the matter of his figures, you will see cents in 1907 ; 15 cents a pound in 1908 ; flour,

that he does not consider that an increase of
85 cents a small sack in 1907 ; and $ 1 in 1908 ,

wage . He sets it forth very clearly when he and so on .

makes his report upon the increases of wage. I shall not take up the time of this Commis

So we have to go back, if we are going to sion to read all of those ; but we have gathered
honestly consider this wage question and them from almost every city over which this

establish a rate of wage for these men here
system operates ;and we have gathered them

we have got to go back to 1903 . And the
from the stores where these men purchase

record of 1903 was established on the condi
their supplies . And an examination of those

tions of 1902 .
will show you that enormous increase, in two

Wealth of Company Increased 39 Per Cent in years , in the cost of living , let alone taking the

5 Years.
increase in seven years.

When we cometo clothing we find the same

The reports of the Railroad Commission and situation . We havepresented to you the re

others show that the gross assets of this com ports of different clothiers . Here is the

pany in 1902 were $ 18,000,000 — I shall speak report of C.E. Rolfe (page 123 ofthe record )
of these in round numbers ; that the gross

assets of the company on September 30 , 1907

-and I speak of 1907 because the 1908 report

“ According to your inquiry of the

7th we wish to state that within the

was not out and I could not go into that
last two years clothing has advanced

were $ 25,000,000 ; a steady increase of business

as we will show later on , with an increase of
approximately 15 per cent."

earnings , and with a reduction of operating
Then comes the letter of T. F. McCann (page

expenses, has continued from that time until 124 of the record ) :

“ In reply to your request, I beg to

state that most everything in our
Cost of Rents, Food and Clothing Increased 5

line has goneup in price with a ten
to 50 Per Cent.

dency to go higher ,and we do not look

Now, in taking up our case along that line , for any reduction in the near fu

the first question that comes up is , Has there
ture .

been an increase in the cost of living ? In We then come to the matter of uniforms .

gathering these figures - I was not here at the There is no question but that there has been

opening of the case , and those who took it up an increase in priceof $ 2 a year, when welook

believed that they should gather the figures of at the different uniform prices that have been

1906 and compare them with the figures of presented to you .

1908 , a period of two years. They should We then come to rents. We have state

have gathered the figures from 1902, to show ments presented here of the different real

the increased cost of living , to be compared estate men , who testify, through their letters,

with a scale of wage that was established at that there has been an increase in rents. I

that time . But they only took them for two shall say more, as I come to the rebuttal , upon

years. They have gone out to the grocery this ; but I call your attention now to these

men and to the butchers and to the others with letters , and there has been very little put in in

who says :

now .

1
72

1
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rebuttal of them. That showed the increased

cost of rent. And, in addition to these let

ters,there are, in these records, the statements

of 140 men, which give you an idea of the rent

as it has affected these men themselves .

In addition to that , we have brought before

your Commission the reports of the general

government which show a raise of 4 per cent

and a fraction in the year 1907 over the year

1906. That is plainly shown in the figures of

the governmentthatare presented to you.

Decreased Value of $1.

And we have here an exhibit of " What a

Dollar Will Buy." by the Boston News Bur

reau . It says :

last year.

“ The three largest items in ex

penditure of 2,657 workingmen's fam

ilies have been found to be food , rent

and clothing. Out of an average in

come of $ 768.54, 42.54 per cent was

paid in 1901 for food, 12.95percent

for rent, and 14.04 per cent for cloth

ing. Comparison of the amount of

food which could be bought for one

dollar in that year with 1907 shows

that these families were getting less

" In 1901 a dollar bought 9.03

pounds of lard ; in 1907 only 7.95

pounds. It bought 1.14 bushels of

potatoes in 1901, only 1.10 in 1907."

And then further comparisons are shown

down the line, which I will not take the time

now to go into, but all of which show the same

percentage of increased cost of living.

Wage Rates Increased to Other Crafts

We then brought forth the wages of the

community . In doing that , we followed the

same course. We went to the organizations

themselves, to find out what the actual rate of

pay might be ; to get some idea, first, as to

whether there was a higher rate of wage ;

second, as to whether there had been increases

of wage or not. And these reports show both .

Theyshow that the workingmen of this com

munity are receiving a higher rate of wage
than these men.

Take the Chelsea Central Labor Union . In

their report they show that thecarpenters re

ceive $3.50 per day of 8 hours ; plumbers , $ 3.60

per day of 8 hours; painters, $ 3.12 per day of

8 hours; electricians,$4.00 per day of 8 hours;

lathers, $ 4 per day of 8 hours ; bricklayers, $4

per day of 8 hours;plasteres, $4.25 per day of 8

hours.

We then take the Lynn wages, as given by

the Central Labor Union of Lynn. That

shows that bakers average $ 17.50 a week ; car

penters, 41 cents an hour; Boot and Shoe

Workers Union, 33 1-3 cents an hour ; Cutters'

Union , $ 21.00 a week for a 9 hour work day

plumbers 50 cents an hour ; steam and gas fit

ters, $3.75 for an 8 hour work day ; machinists ,

28 to 40 cents an hour; sheet metal workers , $4

for an 8hour work day; pattern makers, $19.50

per week ;electrical wirkers, $ 18 fora week of

48 hours ; painters, 38 cents an hour ; city em

ployes, 28 1-2 cents an hour; stone cutters, $4

a day, with an 8 hour day ; stonelayers, 50

cents an hour.

Then there has been presented in evidence

the agreement of Master Builders. That is

an agreement covering the North Shore, in

cluding Lynn, Saugus, Marblehead, Salem ,

Danvers, Beverly , Hamilton, Manchester and

Gloucester, and the North Shore District

Council of Salem and vicinity and the United

Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners and

the local unions affiliated, affecting the car

penters in all of these cities, as to their scale of

wage . I shall not take up time in calling at

tention to the basis of thisagreement, with the

exception of wages ; “ The minimum rate of

wages for house carpenters shall be 41 cents an

hour. ” 41 cents an hour is the established

wage of those carpenters in the communities

in which these men live .

Then we come to the report of the State of

Massachusetts. And that report shows, as

has been shown in these records , an increase of

pay. That report shows thataltogether 176,

510 employes had their wages increased during

the year 1907. Their wages were increased

because of the increased cost of living through

out this State . That was what forced these

conditions. That is made necessary that the

workingmen of the State , in different occupa

tions, in the different trades and callings , in

order to meet the increased cost of living and

the conditions that were falling upon them ,

had secured an increase of wages. It is un

necessary for me to take up the time of this

intelligent Commission in pointing out these

facts. All you have to do is to look in any

direction . It seems to me almost unnecessary

toargue the cost of living . Any man that has

a family knowswhat the cost of living means;

he knows how it has increased . Hehas that

condition to meet in his own home ; and it is

unnecessary to argue to intelligent men that

there should be an increase of wage, forit is

plain upon every hand and upon every side .

Business and Profit Increased to Company.

We then come, as I said before, to the com

pany, and ask of them an increase of wage.

We believe that we should have it . We be

lieve that the condition of this company war

rants them in giving it . And in bringing out ,

to the best ofour ability , that side of it, we

have submitted to you the reports ofthe Rail

road Commissioners of the State of Massachu

setts . We have also submitted the financial

statements of the company that have been

published by the Street Railway Investments.

These figures all show an increase in business .

We havealso been enabled to get a report from

the Commissioner of Labor ofthe State for the

year 1908.

As I said , this present wage was established

in March, 1903. Now , when we come to com

pare the reports of 1903 , we find that the com

pany carried, in that year, 69,229,473 passen

gers ; in 1908 they carried 93,658,318 passen

gers, makingan increase in passengers carried

of 24,352,845 in the year 1907 over the year

1902. Stop to thinkof what that means - an

enormous increase of business , an increase of

24,000,000 — nearly 25,000,000 passengers.

That has been the increase since 1902.

The gross income of the company for the

year ending September 30, 1902 was $ 3,499,

075.42, while the gross income for the year

ending September 30, 1908 , was $4,662,562.39,

an increase in the gross earnings over the year

1902 of $ 1,163,486.97.

If you will examine-- and we ask that your

Commission do examine the reports that we
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submitted from the Red Book , Street Railway shoveling snow or " bucking" snow, as we call

Investments, yesterday-and in submitting it , but I claim that these men who operate

that I submitted the report both of the Massa these plants and build up these great systems

chustets Electric Companies and of the Boston are entitled to their fair share of the earnings,

& Northern - if you will examine the reports and that they should be considered ; and that

of the Boston & Northern Company as given when we come to that point , everything should

in that book, you will see that it gives the be honestly considered , and the workingmen

report for the years 1904, 1905, 1906 and 1907 . should have their just share of it , that share

And the point that I want you to look at in to which his labor entitles him .

those is this : They show there that their total In the presentation of this case to you the

receipts per car mile in 1904 were 25.4 . They other day, I noticed at the opening, my friend

show that their operating expenses in that Warren, with his map , led you from one end of

year were 17 1-8. In 1907 they show that the State to the other; he carried you from

their total receipts per car mile were 26.2 and Wilson's Corner to the Mystic River and back

that their operating expenses were 16 1-8; again . He showed you , or he tried to show ,

which shows that in thoseyears they increased that they had taken a number of railroads

in the earnings per car mile, and they decreas which he said were not dividend paying pro

ed their expenses per car hour, a matter of perties and were no good . I do not know

8-10 on the one , an clear gain of a cent upon whether he wanted to appear as a philanthrop

the other. 1.8, nearly 2 cents, is the increase ist, or to show us that agreat burden had been

shown by that table alone . And yet they placed upon their shoulders. But he present.

come to us and tell us that they are not mak ed it in that shape to your Commission and

ing money, that they are not able to meet the sought to leave the impression that a number

expense ofan increase of wage to these men . of railroads had been gathered here and had

But while they talk of all their great expenses, been brought together, and that they were

they show , in the actual operation of their cars assuming a great burden in taking up those

that they have reduced them and are steadily roads. † submitted , in presenting this case to

reducing them . you , the report of the Massachusetts Electric

From their reports given here, it is shown , Companies for that purpose ; first, to show to

within those three years, that theassets of this your Conmissiom that this was a carefully

company have increased three millions of dol organized company ; that they went into this

lars , a steady increase inwealth upon the part asa business proposition, gathered up these

of this company, a steady increase in the ac roads, some of them being probably small,

cumulation ofproperty. And yet they tell us some of them may notbe paying, but gathered

that they cannot and are not able to pay an them up , as many other railroads have been

increase of wage to their employes to meet the gathered up and consolidated them into a

conditions that now come upon then . I ask great railway system ; for instance, like the

of you gentlemen to examine these figures and New York Central, which , years ago, was a

look intothem, and you will see a different number of small companies, unconnected and

story. We have not produced great columns very unsatisfactory; but , through Mr. Vander

of figures. We have not produced great bilt, they were gathered together into one

arrays of them , but we lay these plain facts company, at a great cost . And the railroad

before this Commission , to look at, and then world said , or those who were familiar with

we ask them to judge the actual conditions. railroad conditions at that time, that that

It is a hard proposition, Mr. Chairman , for us great financier, when he sold out his shops and

to go into the figures of the company . We put his money into the railroads, had gone

canget the Railroad Commissioners'reports, crazy. But he gathered together those dis

it is true, but all we can get in the Railroad jointed systems and made thegreat New York

Commissioners' reports is the items as pre Central Railroad , established a system that

sented by the company, and we must accept will run on and on , that will earn money and

them whether we know anything about them will earn dividendsin the years to come. That

or not. is just what these gentlemen were doing, if you

In Actual Charges Labor Expense Ill-Propor
please, gathering together these small roads

and forming them , under the Boston & North

tioned .
ern , into a united railway system to reach

I want , at this point, to call your attention over the state and to carry the people in from

to what seems to us to be a high charge , when the center, to and from Boston, out into the

we come to consider that phase of it. It different parts of this State and establishing

seems to us so , and we feel that we ought to a great railway system that willrun on and on,

present it to you.
We do not do this in any that will earn interest and dividends when the

vindictive spirit, we do not do this with a men who have helped to construct it and who

desire to nag or attack ; but we do this to pre have built it, are sleeping in their forgotten

sent intelligently our side of the case , to bring graves , Mr. Chairman. I speak of that to

out all that there is here . If these arbitra meet the condition that they have sought to

tions are good for nothing else , Mr. Chairman, present here ;and I want to call your attention

they bring out our feeling upon one side and to the fact that they have consolidated these

let the other side know how we look at it . And roads under the laws, as far as I can find, and

then we get their side of it . And in taking when they have taken up these companies in

this matter up , I repeat , I do not do it in any consolidation , they have had to issue stock for

vindictive spirit, but I do it because it seems stock and they have issued their bonds to

to me that the charges are enormous and that meet that condition , and they have levied

some of them ought to go to labor. I hold their interest upon these bonds , and they have

this opinion , that the men who operate these collected them , and they have paid them. If

cars, the men who stand in the storms of win these roads were not paying then, they are

ter-yes, they pay them 30 cents an hour for paying now ; they are paying their interest
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upon the bonds, upon these roads; and with

that they are paying a dividend of 5 per cent

last year upon theirproperty.

I looked up the record to see what the leased

roads mightbedoing. I find that, in order to

make outtheir consolidation, they have leased

some of these roads, and I find that those

leased roads, if they were, as Mr. Warren pre

sented it here, not paying at that time , they

are paying now . If you take the Middlesex

that is oneof the leased lines , the reports of the

Boston & Northern show that they paid , iu

rental , to this company $40,000 in that year.

The reports of that company show that they

received $30,000, and out of that $3,000 paid a

dividend of 10 per cent. With the other

$ 10,000 they could have paid 13 per cent.

Mr. Warren . - That was for taxes , Mr.

Mahon .

Mr. Mahon .-Well, then , for taxes . Then it

leaves 10 per cent a year. This is one of those

poor little roads which Mr. Warren lamented

that they had to accept

Next you will find the Winnisimmet Road .

I never heard of it until I saw it in the repoetº

The report shows that it paid , in rental, to

this company $3,400. This company, I pre

sume for taxes the same as in the other case, is

shown as receiving $3,000 and they pay a 6

per cent dividend. Now , does that look as

though they had accepted poor little roads ?

And the same is true of the other two com

panies, with the exception that one of them

pays 5 per cent. Taking the four companies ,

does that look as if it was a matter of philan

thropy , does that look as though they were

earning no money — these disjointed roads ?

It might be interesting to know that the

Boston & Northern cannot make the claim

that is made by many railroad directors, that

they are the protectors of the stock of widows

and orphans. There are only 22 stockholders ,

as I find it , in the entire company, organized,

as they are, under their Massachusetts Elec

tric Companies, which they declare is here to

take care of and to meetevery obligation that

may fall . If you will look into this report

which is submitted to the financial world , it

declares that it is prepared to take care of

these systems and to meet the requirements

that may fall upon them . I want to finish

along that line. I had intended to follow a

different line, but , following the thread of my

thought, I have got somewhat off. I said , a

moment ago , that, in considering the items

charged to operating expenses, we feel they

are large , we feel they are too great, that we do

not geta fair share when comparedwith them.

And I now wantto call your attention to these

charges: Take that of the electric construc

tion . The company charges, in its reports ,

for the repair of electric line construction

$ 65,250.97 , or $124.52 per mile for keeping in

repair their trolley lines . And this does not

include any new construction, for the account

shows an addition of $26,397.12 expended for

new electric line construction during the year

1907. And if you add this amount of new

construction, it brings up the amount expend

ed on their trolley lines to $174.90 per mile.

Their reports show that they expended

$ 182,426.97 on the repair of cars alone . Now,

including allthecarsownedby the company

at the time of making this report , with their

freight cars, their sand cars, and their snow

plows, adding everything, that gives them a

total of 1,379 cars . I find, on examining the

reports, that they operate regularly , as the

list showed yesterday, about 238, and have in

operation probably 600 cars . We must have

added to them some old cars that are probably

charged into their accounts , but we have al

lowed them for therepairs on 1,379 cars. And

that would make $ 132.29 per car on every car

that they possess, not touching its electrical

equipmentoranything else -- for the repairs of

these cars. You can divide that by two, you

can double that amount.

Then theycharge for the repair of electrical

equipment of cars $ 142,068.89, which is a cost

of $ 103.07 per car for repair of electrical equip

ment, which makes a total for keeping those

cars in repair, the entire number, of $ 235.32 a

year for each and every car, simply for repair.

As I said before , theyoperate about one half

of them . It would make the actual figures

almost double that - which seems to me an

enormous amount charged to that account.

It seems so , gentlemen , to us . And we feel

that there must be some mistake in these fig

ures and that there should be some of this

added to that operating expense known as

" labor ."

The company's report for the year ending

September 30, 1907, and published in the

Railroad Commissioner's Report on page 248

shows that they charged for therepair of road

beds and track $159,317.47 . The report

shows that the length of trackage, all told ,

including sidings and switches, as operated by

the company, is 534 miles, and this includes

the miles of tracks operated over other lines

and owned by them . I find that there are

something over nine miles which they operate

over other lines , which they do not repair ,

which would leave 524 miles, and which makes

the cost per mile for repair of track $ 304.04.

This does not include new tracks or cleaning or

oiling or sanding the tracks, for they make a

charge for the purpose of cleaning, oiling and

sanding the tracksof $ 27,797.70, or $ 53.04 per

mile oftrack - or a total of $357.08 when the

two items are combined . And , in addition to

that, for betterment of tracks , they spent

$ 33,741.31; and on extension of tracks, $ 32,

891.53 . And if that extension is added in that

year, it showed , as expended per mile , $431 .

But, taking the extension and other things

from it , it seems to us that this is an enormous

figure for keeping on repair a mile of track . It

seems to me that it is higher than anything I

have met with in my experience in the big

cities , for the cost of maintaining a mile of

track , with pavements and other things, would

not come up to that figure, Mr. Chairman .

Burden of Future Years Ungenerously Charged

to the Present.

They tell us , when we come to betterment

and so on , that they have been expending

sums for the betterment of their tracks. That

is true . It is a necessary expense — the bet

terment of tracks , but that should not be

charged to the labor of these men this year or

next year , because that will be charged to the

years to come. As the records and reports of

this company show, when moneys are needed

for the extension of track and so on , what do

they do ? They issue bonds in order to build

(Continued on page 00 )
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The General Executive Board will be in

session the week of March 15 at head
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Appeal from the decision of Judge Wright

by which President Gompers, Vice-Presi

dent Mitchell and Secretary Morrison, of

the A. F. of L. , were sentenced to prison,
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Matter,

Much of this number of the M. and C.

is taken up with the Eastern Massachu

setts wage arbitration arguments . In the

arguments , pro and con. , will be found many

suggestions showing the common interests

of employer and employe, as well as the

elements of separate interests .

We should not forget that the Hat

Makers' Union is under a broadside fire

from the Employers' Association. It is an

attack upon the union label and, incidental

ly , an attack upon organized labor in gen

eral . The Hat Makers should , and no doubt

will , receive loyal support. One effective

means of support is to buy no hats without

the label .

(TINADES COUK . 44

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED The latest wage adjustment reported to

ASSOCIATION. the general office is that by virtue of the

renewed agreement of Division No. 242 ,

Article 2 of Constitution . Montpelier, Vt. The agreement increases

Section 1. The objects of this Association , the maximum wage , after two years of
shall be to organize Division Associations,

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon service, from nineteen to twenty -one cents
a

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill ; per hour. The low rate for newly employed

to encourage the formation in Division Asso men was left unchanged. The system upon

ciations of Sick Benefit Funds : to establish

schools of instruction and examination for
which the members of Division 242 are em

imparting a practical knowledge of modern ployed embraces ten miles of track and

and improved methods and systems of trans does a business of about $50,000 per year.
portation and trade matters generally. To

encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra
tion, to secure employment and adequate pay Pres . O. A. Tveitmoe, of the Asiatic Ex

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily clusion League, writes that "thousands of

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con
Asiatics (Japanese and Chinese) are work

dition. ing in San Francisco , while white workers

are holding 'unemployed' meetings. This

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished. Names of correspondents will not ap
is only the beginning, as there are enough

pear with their productions unless by special
not now restricted from coming here

permission of the correspondent. Matter for to duplicate Hawaiian conditions." It is

publication should be in not later than the

2d of the month , and should be written only
a question to enlist the interest of every

on one side of the paper.
wageworker, and, in fact, every citizen.
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A reduction of 10 per cent in wages

throughout the steel and iron industries is

announced . Is that the harbinger of re

turning prosperity ? Will a 10 per cent re

duction of the power of consuming demand

hasten prosperity ? It will temporarily in

crease profits to the employing concerns ,

anyhow, even if at the expense of labor.

company to the employes that, after such

a date , their wages were to be reduced by

such a per cent." Such is an expression to

be seen in the argument of Attorney War

ren as appearing in the report of the

Massachusetts arbitration. Yet it is the

cold truth , and shows the way wage rates

are fixed when there is no “ control” to inter

fere . The only control that stays that prin

ciple of political economy is organization.

That was the " control” to which Mr. War

ren refers in the case . Is there a higher

tribute to the value of organiation to labor ?

The recent published audit report of

Division 241 , Chicago, shows a total mem

bership in good standing, Jan. 1 , of 5,835 .

Division 241 is the largest of the Chicago

locals of this association and , in fact, the

largest local in the entire association . Her

treasury balance equals $3 per member.

There are seven locals of this association

in Chicago, but Division 241 embraces near

ly one-half of all street car men employed

in that city.

In tracing the argument of President

Mahon before the Massachusetts arbitration

tribunal, it is seen how readily he proved

his position for a demand for an increase in

wage when the cost of living and the ad

vance of conditions to other crafts are con

sidered . That helped . But when he came

to the situation as it applied to the com

pany , he found it necessary to show the

paying power from which the increase must

come . It manifests that the question of

profit to an employing company has

strong bearing upon the possibility of

wages to emploves. Yet the profit of the

company depends much upon the service

of the employes . Then there is a purpose

for employes to be especially interested in

the welfare of an employing company, par

ticularly when their wage is to be deter

mined by arbitration, which seems to have

come to stay where employes are organ

ized .

Mr. Wm. H. Taft is now president of the

United States . In his inauural address he

touched upon labor sufficiently to assure

the people that he will consent to no limi

tation of the injunction power of courts .

He further paid his compliments to the

" boycott" by signally condemning it . But

he was singularly silent upon the question

of "blacklist,” the big stick of unfair em

ployers . However, there is nothing in all

that to restrict the onward tread of or

ganization .

а

Attorney Thos . R. Mould , of Belleville ,

Ill . , is pushing to the front as candidate for

circuit judge in the district in which Belle

ville and several other towns are located

where members of this association reside

and are voters. Attorney Mould expects

no assistance from opponents to fair em

ployment of labor. His sympathies and

sense of duty are not of the kind they

want. But from all reports he is getting

the solid support of those who want a dis

penser of clean justice, unalloyed with class

prejudice . That's all labor. wants. Bro

Mould is a member of the Miners' Union .

The office is in ' receipt of a copy of a

book entitled "General Lectures on Electri

cal Engineering," by Prof. Charles Proteus

Steinmetz . The work embraces a series of

high-grade lectures, delivered under the aus

pices of Union University during the win

ter of 1907-8 . They were compiled and pub

lished in book form of 284 pages, containing

forty -eight illustrative diagrams. Genera

tion , transmission , distribution , control and

application of electrical power are reviewed

in language to convey a most complete gen

eral knowledge of the subject . The book

will prove of great value to electrical stu

dents. The publishers are Robson & Adee,

' Schenectady, N. Y.

On account of the stand taken by Presi

dent W. D. Mahon upon the Committee of

Fifty appointed by the mayor to deal with

the street railway problem in Detroit, it

does not necessarily follow that he is com

mitting himself to municipal ownership of

street railways as a general proposition .

President Mahon well understands that local

conditions only , manifest the propriety of

municipal operation or whether it should be

private operation . It is question with him

of good service , and good wages and condi

tions of employment. While in Detroit these

may be attained best . by municipal owner

ship and operation , and he is confident they

can , there are other cities and sections not

so well adapted . It is much of a local ques

tion . However that may be , the Detroit

management, for some time back , has ap

plied a most rigid economy in dealing with

the labor problem . Anything but liberality ,

in both wages and discipline , has been the

record. No doubt that upon some lines the

seemingly over-exacting discipline can be

traced no farther than the enthusiastic exer

cising of authority by a division superin

tendent or petty officer. But the higher

officers are in a position to modify the con

duct of those under them , and when redress

is refused it can only be accepted that to

encourage such discipline is the adopted

policy. The pretense of a conciliatory in

tent and the actual demonstration of a con

ciliatory intent are quite separable.

" The ordinary laws of political economy,

I suppose, if they had been left to operate

without any control in such a juncture as

this , would have involved a notice, from the
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. was submitted for arbitration in accordance

with the agreement. It appeared to the

local that the company was endeavoring to

evade compliance with the agreement.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay is engaged in

re-organization work in San Francisco, Cal.,

where he is meeting with liberal success.

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius was

reuired to give some assistance to Division

No. 447 , Richmond, Cal . He reports the

Local to be in a progressive condition .

Vice-President P. J. Shea was dispatched

from Philadelphia to Allentown . After in

tercession in Allentown in behalf of Di

vision No. 427 he returned to his home in

Scranton.

The last charter granted by the Interna

tional President was No. 157 for the institu

tion of a local division at Gary . Ind . The

local was organized by President B. A.

Carter of Division No. 266 , Chicago .

President Mahon , at the present writing , is

in Chicago in connection with the affairs

of Division No. 308. Prior to March 5th

the president was at his desk in the general

office, with the exception of such time as he

has assisted in conference with Business

Agent Halleen of Division No. 26 in matters

pertaining to the Detroit Local with the

D. U. R. officials, grievances upon which he

was called in were pertaining to requests

for reinstatement of discharged members.

He has also given some attention to the

Committee of Fifty working upon the

Detroit Street Railway problem . His ap

pointment to this committee was noted in

last month's report .

G. E. B. Member Wm . B. Fitzgerald is at

present writing assisting in the affairs of

Division No. 148 , Albany , N. Y. A conten

tion has arisen over the reinstatement of

a discharged member.

Chairman C. 0. Pratt continues at Phila

delphia in assistance of the Philadelphia

Local . He reports progress in the affairs

of the Local. He also attended a meeting

of the Pottsville Local , from which he re

ports favorably .

Vice -President A. L. Behner had submitted

to his supervision contentions touching the

Galion , Ohio , Local, growing out of the dis

charge of a member. It appeared after an

investigation on his part that the affair

was not of a serious nature.

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald , after

adjusting affairs in Brooklyn in the interest

of Division No. 283 , was returned to the

assistance of the Connecticut Locals to aid

in building up and make more compact

unison in their common interests .

G. E. B. Member Ben Commons was

directed to look after the interests of the

Divisions of Texas before the legislature of

that state. Measures are being promoted

looking to the enactment of a vestibule law

and center aisle legislation . His reports

are favorable .

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS WAGE AR

BITRATION

(Continued from page 9)

the track ; and the interest will go on for the

years and years to come and have to be met

by the labor of these men and by the ability

and direction of the others.

While on this point , I want to call attention

again to this . They have brought in here a

great array offigures about what it is going to

cost themin the future. They wantthe labor

of these men to bear that burden of the future .

Mr. Bartlett writes a letter to the attorney

and tells him , “ Oh, so much will be the cost " .

I forget howmuch it was, but it was a whole

lotof money , three or four or five millions of

dollars. Now, writing letters to an attorney

who appears before an arbitration board , has

very little truth . There has been very little

evidence set up here . Now , as to Mr. Bartlett's

letter, I presume I could have had the 1,500

motormen and conductors of this system write

me letters telling me that they expected that

the cost of living conditions in the next five

years would increase 20 per cent , and they

would have said 40 per cent if I had wanted

them to , and we could have submitted it as an

argument, as evidence , before this Commission

Now , what will they do to meet these things ?

They will do as every other railroad company

does ; they will issue their bonds to meet these

conditions; and the interest upon these bonds

will be met and will continue and continue.

We know something , Mr. Chairman, of how

railroad companies meet their indebtedness ,

how they wipe out bonds by the issuance of

other bonds ; and that will continue on and on .

That is no question before this Commission .

That is an unfair position to take with respect

to those men , to write letters here to influence

this Commission , without showing what those

costs or conditions will be, and when every

intelligentman knows that they will meet

those conditions as they meet others, by the

issuance of bonds and the charging of those

G. E. B. Member Edw . McMorrow con

tinues with the Western Illinois situation .

He is at present looking to the interest of

Division No. 511 , Decatur, ill . , where griev

ances have been submitted for arbitration .

He has organized a joint executive board of

the various Locals employed upon the dif

ferent Divisions of what is known as the

Illinois Traction System .

1

1

International Treasurer Rezin Orr

assisted in the successful adjustment of

grievances for Division No. 236 , Alton Ill .

Contentions arose in connection with this

difficulty involving Division No. 125 , East

St. Louis , Ill . However, it has been re

ported that the whole matter has been

adjusted . The contention at first grew out

of the discharge of a member, which case ,

upon the company refusing reinstatement ,
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matters to other accounts thatwill be paid for

in interest, by the labor, not only of these men,

but by the labor of men yet to come.

Company Statistics Biased .

Now, Mr. Chairman , after we had brought

our reports and our evidence here to submitto

this Commission, the company brought in

their rebuttal. It was my intention to con

sider that before I drifted into this financial

matter. They brought in their rebuttal

very little of it . I think, with respect to show

ing up the cost of living, we have thoroughly

and clearly established that. In securing our

evidence upon thismatter, letters were sent to

the men with which these men deal , asking for

honest statements. Now, that grocery keep

er , that storekeeper, is notgoing to make it

any higher than possible . He knows that the

reports of his prices must come back to these

men and that they will know them , and that if

he figures higher, it is not going to bring him

any trade. So he is naturally going to be

honest in that matter, and if anything, show

them low. I have had some experience in

that. So you can rely , in my opinion. on those

statements. And aswe said at the time that

if there were any disputes, we would bring

these men as witnesses and let them be put

upon the stand and cross - questioned. They

did not ask for them. However, they set up a

line of testimony, they brought in here some

figures, they brought in here some statements .

You remember whenwe asked them what they

got those statemnets for they told us they got

them to introduce before this Commission,

they got them to rebut our testimony ; they

sent out purposely to get those statements,

and they got them . I am sorry now that there

are some matters in them that I did not know

sooner . We find out that they got them pur

posely, as they say, and that they asked for

the cheapest products thatthere were, in order

to get them ; I understand that part of them

were given away as Christmas charity. So

they were gathered in that manner.

can look at the two, and realize how they were

secured . And I think, after that, that evi

dence will amount to very little .

When we come to the State reports, again

my friend Warren went into figures.

great fellow to figure . He is a great fellow to

figure percentages. If I owned a railroad I

wouldhire Warren for my attorney , Mr. Chair

man ; he would be my lawyer. Not satisfied

with the figures of the government, he set

about to correct them. I do not know wheth

er that is in violation of the law or not , I am

not versed upon that . And he went on to

figure; and he showed us that the government

figures were all wrong, that these fellows did

not know anything about figuring - why, it

was only about 2 and a little over per cent in

the cost of living, according to his way of

figuring it. I had the Massachusetts figures

also, that I was going to compare; but I find I

have not got them here. But I recollect them

pretty well. He took those things . He

showed a decrease in the cost , and he added

them in ; and then he finds that it is lower .

Now, therewere several items that showed a

decrease . In the matter of fruits, as I remem

ber it , it showed that lemons had decreased a

small per cent;and in the matter of vegetables ,

it showed that yellow turnips had decreased a

small per cent. I imagine that that decrease in

in lemons would be very valuable to these 1,500

men and their families. They have been so

used to getting lemons, Mr. Chairman, that it

is in line, andthey will be glad that the price

has cheapened . But I want to call attention

to that schedule, when we come to the actual

cost of living for the workingmen , when we

eliminate those things which we might term

luxuries, those things that the workingman

does not buy much of, when we cometo con

sider the actual cost of living, it shows that the

increase in the cost of vinegar is but 1.9 per

cent—that is what my friend has been figuring

on; when we cometolard for the year, we find

it is 4.8 per cent increase in that year ; when

we come to potatoes, we find that the increase

is 5.4 per cent ; when we come to cheese , we

find the increase is 6.7 per cent ; when we come

to cornmeal, we find the increase is 6.8 per

cent ; when we come to milk , we find the in

crease is 7.3 per cent , and so on .
When we go

into the actual cost of living for a poor man,

for a workingman
, it will show a higher rate.

If we had figured like Mr. Warren,we could

have corrected the United States reports and

the reports of Massachusetts
, to show about

6 per cent , Mr. Chairman . But we preferred

to let you make your own analysis of it when

you come to analyze this case.

On the question of clothing, they brought

forth a letter on uniforms. But, in rebuttal ,

we have brought forth a circular showing that

this circular was issued but for three months

from September. We made investigation and

found that that was correct, even inthe state

ment given us at their office. We then bring

forth a letter of a gentleman who had been

treasurer of that company, who was thor

oughly familiarwith all its prices and is now a

competitor. There is a great deal, if it is

worth while , that might besaid by us to show

to you why this company are struggling so

hard to gain back a trade that they have lost,

but I donot think it is worth taking up your

time or ours. Our evidence is there, showing

clearly how the situation is. There is the

evidence of French and the evidence of Gould ,

who actually bought the uniforms. And that

is the evidence , in the end , that should count .

Their evidence gives the actual facts of this

matter. It is no secret to any man who buys

a uniform or to any man who buys a suit of

clothes or clothing of any kind, that they have

advanced in their prices. And the evidence

submitted by us clearly proves that.

On rents, they brought us some rebuttal.

We showed the statements of 140 men. Then

they gathered up some evidence - I believe

Mr. Wilkinson was responsible for that , or

some of the superintendents, I am not sure

which one of them ; but he brings in some state

ments, telling the conditions under which

about 40 of these men, if I remember right,

lived with respect to rent. One of these men

had moved because a Greek colony had settled

near him . My God ! If a man wouldn't

move when a Greek colony comes, I don't

know when he would go, Mr. Chairman ! An

other statement was, that some fellow had

moved - yes, his rent had increased, but where

he lives now he can raise chickens, and that

ought to affect the increased rate of rent . I

don't know whether that was a suggestion to

your arbitration Commission or not , but it

Now you

Heis a
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swer.

manner.

struck me at that time that it was a suggestion year , 1908. And those figures have been ar

probably to your Commission that instead of rayed before you in a great manner. They

finding an increase of pay for these men , you bring, in connection with that , a separate

should advise that they go raising chickens. table, in which they show the effect of the

Mr. Rose.— I raise them now. Chelsea fire when it decreased the riding.

Mr. Mahon .—And that in raising chickens, There are some three months that there is an

they might meet the conditions of their living abnormal condition there, according to their

There was, in connection with some of those, statement. And then they leave out the

something that we could have set up in an amount of passengers carried in the month of

We did not believe it worth while . We May, in making up that , saying that it would

could have brought the men forth to show that not be fair to put in the number of passengers

they had moved because rents in the commun carried in the month of May because they

ity where they were were rising, and that they went to Chelsea to see the ruins — that it was

moved to these other communities, paying a an abnormal condition , on our side of the ac

higher rate of rent, because they were driven count ; but the abnormal condition did not

out by an increase of rent in the community count , they did not figure that in when they

where they lived . There is a great deal which , came to the consideration of that.

if your Commission cared toinvestigate, but

which I do not care to burden you with, would Company's Business Prosperous During Panic .

be interesting to know . I find in Lynn and in

other places through this district , that men Now, they have dwelt a great deal on this :

have been compelled to move , to change their
1908 has been known as a panic year, a year of

places of living, and that they find rents so depression in business. But when you exam

ħigh that they are compelled torent rooms in inethe reports, so far as I can go into them , I

order to meet their rent upon the wages they find that their business has increased from

receive . And an investigation wiil show that year to year, a steady, steady increase ; the

what seems here to be exorbitant figures upon income of the company has steadily increased

our part are only the natural conditions that even during this panic year, with respect to

have been forced upon these men. They which we are now told, from every center,

called attention , at the outset, to Chelsea and from every portion of the country , that it has

said that on account of the fire it would be passed away, and the increase in all other mat

unfair to set up the conditions in Chelsea. But ters, continuing up , in the cost of living and

we find that the rents in Lynn have risen high- everythingelse, has gone on . And now that,

er than the rents in Chelsea , and there was no the panic has passed and gone , they surely

fire in Lynn. And I repeat that the evidence cannot lay claim to that . And it is unfair for

submitted here shows and reflects the condi them to set up that one particular yearin that

tions of rents all over this entire system . We want you to trace this from

Theycame in here and told us about board , year to year, to see that the increase has gone

and said that there had not been any increase on here from day to day, that the business of

in board . I did not think it worth while at this company has increased , that the wealth

that time to take up the time of this Commis of this company has increased, and that when

sion in going into the question of board. The that condition is considered , then it becomes

testimony that they offered showed it to be the duty of this company to meet that con

$3.50 ; but that is for rooms and not for board dition of its employes, to raise their standard

as board. And, as we speak of boarding, men to keep pace with the conditions of this com

in addition to that must pay for their meals ; munity.

they must pay for their rent, their laundry , Now, we yesterday submitted to you figures

and all other expenses, so that is only one por showing the number of runs. We took those

tion of what their board costs—that $3 to from the schedules, showing the actual num

$3.60 a week for their meals ; then in addition ber of runs. Remember, they fought very

to that comes their room rent and other ex hard to have us present them . If you will

penses. I was looking over these figures of notice, all through this case, in all the figures

the company , when we were talking about that have been produced , there has not been

those rents, and I found, in looking at the anything produced to show what the men

report of 1907 , that the company had 39 actually received . They have figured how

horses. And I looked the matter up to see many motormen and conductors there were ;

what it cost for the stabling and caring for they have told us how many were married and

these horses ; and I found that it cost $ 10,365 how many were single ; they have told us how

That showed a cost for each horse many were butchers and bakers; but they

of $ 265.77 ; or, in other words, it cost $5.11 a did not tell you , in John dollars , how much

week to board a horse . Now, if it cost that to each man received : they have refained from

board a horse , a man ought to be worth a por that . And so we brought forth yesterday

tion of that amount anyhow. That shows a table showing the number of runs, the ac

something of the increased cost of living in tual number of runs there were upon these

this community, from their own figures, from roads, showing the short-paid runs, showing

the figures produced by the other side , if you that but a small percentage of men had ten

please . hour runs; that the great number had lesser

Now, in the presenting of their figures here , runs, down to one and two hours a day;

Mr. Chairman, I find, upon that financial mat and that the great body of these man had

ter , another thing that we ought to touch upon to depend upon extra work, had to depend

They have brought forth to you thefigures of upon the weather and conditions that were

1908 . We have not had access to all of these around them . And when we presented these

figures. We went to the Commissioner and figures, they went out and came back , and

got some of them ; but they have brought they presented that array of figures (holding

forth figures showing the conditions of last up a table of figures). They did not even tell

13 a year .

1
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us then the runs that these men made , and

the conditions; but they figured again in

parables; and they brought these great col

umns of figures here, sort of another story

of the fish , Mr. Chairman, coming to prove

to us again by a great column of figures that

we were altogether wrong, that wewere mis

taken in what we were talking about. We

then made some investigation,we went into

this to see just what it was. Now , let us look

at these figures in their true eight. When it

is all totaled up , they tell you that they pay

for 4,548,205 hours to their motormen and

conductors. Now, we have figured this at

the average scale at which the company

claims to pay their motormen and conduc

tors, 23.8 cents per hour. And it would mean

that they have paid to these motormen and

conductors, for the year, the sum ot $ 1,082,

472.79. The report of the Railroad Com

mission for the year of 1908 shows that they

paid in wages and compensation for persons

employed in the conducting of transportation

a total of $ 1,122,984 .19. Now, if you will

deduct the amount they claim to have paid

their motormen and conductors from this

sum , you will have left $ 40,511.40 to pay

all other employees for conducting this work.

Their reports show that they have 2,528

employees altogether. Deduct from that

number the 1,542 motormen and conductors ,

and it leaves 986 employees to be paid . That

would leave them, for each employee, a year,

$ 41.08, for all their shop and shed men , from

their own reports, Mr. Chairman. There is

but one other fund which could be added to

this ; and that is the sum of $94,010.17 ,

which is for the general officers and clerks

hire : and if you add that to it, it would

leave the 986other employees $136 . I see

my friend Goff on a $ 136 salary ! I see the

men in theshops and shed upon that salary !

Now, Mr. Chairman, you must go back to the

figures that we presented yesterday in the con

sideration of the wagequestion. These show

the actual number of runs, these show the

actual conditions that exist. And in the con

sideration of this case , from the standpoint

from which we have presented it, the idea that

these 1,542 motormen and conductors all make

a 10-hour work day, is a ridiculous thing.

There is where people get the wrong impres

sion of the wages paidto the street car and

electric railwaymen of this country .

This means these conditions: First, the

condition of long hours,in order to put in even

the shortest paid run .
Some of them I ven

ture to say - I am not familiar with this sys

tem , but I venture to say that some of them

put in 12 and 14 and15 hours a day in order to

get in one of those short pays. Yesterday it

developed here that men put in two hours

riding back and forth to reach their work , for

which they get no pay. So, when you make

your investigations, when you go into this , do

not failto take that table that we presented to

you . That presents the facts, so far as the

motormen and conductors are concerned .

Lay aside these volumes of figures that show

extra work and all other kinds of work , and

get right down to the actual conditions under

which these motormen and conductors work.

The Question of Skill.

Now, our friend, in bringing in his case hero ,

has brought in a great deal upon skill . I pre

sume he is going to talk to you about skill. He

is going to tell you that thewagesthat we have

asked you to compare with that of the motor

men and conductors, the wages of carpenters

and of the other workmen of this community ,

are skilled wages, to which these men are not

entitled . We claim , if you please, Mr. Chair

man, that there is as much skill required onthe

part of these men in the performance of their

work as on the part of any other men . I have

prepared a little upon that, Mr. Chairman, to

give you an idea of what is required :

“ When a man enters the service,

he must put in at least two weeks

learning the roads without any pay

at all , and in some cases is required

to put in more time than this, but two

weeks is the minimum.

Then when he enters the service he

must equip himself first with a full ,

uniform , which will cost him at least

$ 16 to $ 17 ; the uniform cap costing

him $ 1 . Thenhemustdepositwith

the company $5 for his badge , ticket

punch , buttons and book of rules.

Then he must have a good watch ,

and if he does not possess one hemust

purchase one. Then if he wouldpro

tect himself from the elements of the

weather, he must provide himself

with a raincoat , and if a conductor,

he must provide himself with suffi

cient change to accommodate the pas

sengers , and on some divisions of their

system, he must also have sufficient

money to purchase tickets for the ac

commodation of the passengers. He

then enters the service as an extra

man, and he may work a day and

lose a day, or he may work a few

hours each day , as the case may be.

Yet he is continually on duty and

must report at least twice a day at

the barn from which he is assigned,

in order to be there in readiness if

there is any work . Yet he only re

ceives pay for the actual work he

does.

He may spend months in this con

dition before he obtains any of the

shorter paid runs, and through these

he is compelled to spend a great deal

of time before he reachesanything

like a full paid run . Once in the

service he is compelled to uniform

himself in accordance with the rules

of the company."

These are his requirements in entering the

service .

As to their not being skilled workmen, this

we deny. And we contend that there is as

much skill required on the part ofthe motor

men and conductors in the successful carrying

out of their work as on the part of any other

class of men that we have referred to.

We would first call your attention to the

fact that each motorman and conductor must

be thoroughly familiar with , and understand ,

the 174 rules published in the company's book

of rules. In addition to those rules are

many bulletins posted in the various car sta

tions, which they must be thoroughly ac

quainted with . We venture to say that there

is not another class of workmen in any, line of
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work outside of railroad work that has one six years ; we are told that the average life of a

third the rules that these motormen and con man is about thirty - five years ; yet he must

ductors have to carry out. spend a third of his natural life to reach the

Take the motorman, and you will find that maximum pay , which is not sufficient pay

he must have a thorough knowledge and when he has reached it-under the nine year

understanding of the mechanism of his car; it scale . If this is a trade , the apprenticeship is

is into his hands that you must trust your life a long one. My friend Warren will no doubt

and the lives of your wives and children every tell you that we are not skilled . Then , on the

day in the year. He must be thoroughly con other hand , they make us serve an apprentice

versant with the schedule and know every ship of nine years to reach the maximum wage

meeting point and understand every signal rate—to reach , not a sufficient wage , nota

and light; for every move that he makes, he standard wage even then , when we have

carries in his hand the life and limb of the reached the 25 cents an hour. Now , we ask

public . that these men be paid for the actual time and

The conductor must be thoroughly familiar the actual work they do , that there may be the

with the same rules as the motorman. same pay for men doing the same kind of

must understand the schedule and the running work . They say to you that these new men ,

time of his car, and he must know every meet entering the service, are not worth so much .

ing point. Hemust also be thoroughly fam But , if you please, this newman is paying

iljas with the cities and the time and place to more than any other man. He goes into the

issue transfers . He is obliged to deal each service as an extra man, he serves an hour

day with hundreds of people and to meet the today, he serves another hour tomorrow ; he

criticisms and kicks that naturally come in may not work at all today. He must report .

line with such employment; and, therefore, And for months that manmust work upon the

must possess diplomacy as well as skill, in shortest pay and yet receive the lowest scale,

order to successfully perform his work ; and , contrary to all other conditions of employ

in addition to all this, he must have a com ment , I care not where you go . If you went

petent education to properly make out his into many other lines of work, if you went into

reports and successfully conduct the financial the steam railroad work in some places, you

responsibility that is placed upon him, for, in would find that that man who is compelled for

addition to all his other work , he must collect a few hours to work receives a higher rate of

and handle the money of the company, and is, wage than the man who does regularwork. But

therefore, financially responsible, something here this man must receive a smaller compen

that very few other workmen are held respon sation and a less rate of wage because of the

sible for. conditions. We ask that that condition be

I speak of this, Mr. Chairman, toshow you , changed. We ask that the graded scale be

as I said a moment ago, that , in this age,and wiped out entirely, and a flat rate of wage

to come to that question of skill, these men established. The idea that one man stand

should possess as much skill as is required of ingon the front of a car gets 25 centsanhour,

theaverage workman in the trades and callings and another man doing equal and similar

which we have referred to here , and with work must get but 20 cents an hour, is wrong.

respect to which we have shown that their
Think of the comparison, think of the un

wages are as high as 50 cents an hour. reasonable condition . It is one of the most

in an ags now in which , with respect to this damnable conditions established .

idea of skill, a man , in entering on anymechan It has cost us manymany dollars to contest it ;

ical department of any great works, is put to and I want to say, in the end , I believe it has

work, and in a very short time he has learned cost the companies of this country more.

his trade, he is running a machine, he is skilled was brought for a purpose ; they had a motive

in that work. The same condition applies when they brought it. I do not say that with

here . These men are compelled to possess respectto this company particularly ; I do not

skill equal to that of the workmen to whom know that they are responsible. I do not

we have referred and to work under conditions hold them responsible. It is a condition of

equal to those under which the men of this this business that must be wiped out and must

community work .
be taken away: Instead of dividing the men

Men Should Get What They Ask.
and keeping them in the classes where they

might pit one class against the other, it has

Another question that comes here for your had the opposite effect; and some of the most
consideration is this wage rate . We come be bitter strikes in this country have been from

fore this commission , preenting our condi that very condition. It is a condition that I

tions, showing you the working conditions, appeal to this Commission to consider care

and ask of you the establishment of a wage fully. My friend Warren, in thepresentation

rate . I believe there have been figures sub of his case , has brought up a greatmany refer
mitted as to what the men believe they should ences to graded scales. There are none of

have . They have asked for a flat rate of 28 those scales that we could consider, with the

cents an hour. It should have been 30 instead exception of the Connecticut Consolidated

of 28 ; and then it would not compare with the Companies, that would compare with this one

wage of the community, it would not be a fair or which are similar to it ; but even upon that

wage yet , at that , when we consider the in system they have cut out the ten year scale

creased cost of living and the conditions that and brought it down to five. And we hope ,

surround us. They have asked you to wipe when the next agreement time comes around,

out that graded scale . We ask you to just we can wipe it out entirely . So I ask your

look at what that means—a graded scale of Commission to consider that, to consider it

The company has shown , in its thoroughly, and to realize , when you are con

figures here , that the average time which a sidering this wage, you are not considering a

man remains in the service of this company is wage from 1906, but you are considering a

We are

ever

It

nine years.
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come

wage from 1902, which has come down to 1908, out the hearings is sufficient evidence that we

a wage that was established years ago when are not taking any technical or legal attitude

all conditions of living and the conditions of in regard to this question. We do not come

this company and conditions of everybody here as partisans as all public service corpora

interested were entirely different from what tions in Massachusetts, at any rate all as old

they are today. as the Boston & Northern , have long since

Conditions here are such that they require learned the peculiar position which they oc

that there be a readjustment of these wages; cupy: They are merely agents, carrying on a

and we come to you in this manner, as I stated certain work for the public benefit. Those

at the opening , we come to arbitration , we who manage them and those who represent

come in the only sane manner in which we them haveto keep in mind the triple charac

know how to come. There is here a difference ter of their duty and the three parties to whom

of opinion , an honest difference of opinion that duty is owed . Doubtless , whenever the

upon our part. We come to this Commission public service corporations are not satisfac

to ask them to consider it . We could not get torily managed , they will be taken over by the

together. There is no other question to be Staté . Under the laws in this commonwealth ,

considered . There has been some talk before the relation of the public service corporation

your Commisison about what was said by this to the public today is simply that of an agent

side and that side in conference . That is not paid a slight commission in case the venture is

to be considered here . There is a disagree successful for managing it . There is no op

ment here. We have honestly disagreed upon portunity for profit, as profit is ordinarily

this matter. We believe we should have a understood, although there is , as this com

higher rate of pay: We are honest and sin pany's experience abundantly shows, great

cere in that . We believe that because of the opportunity for loss . Assuming that a com

conditions we have shown you , because of the pany, however, is successful , the public, under

conditions surrounding us. And we the laws of the State , takes all the benefit

now , gentlemen , to this Commission and sub- resulting from the success except what is
mit this case . There is a great mass of evi called a " reasonable return for the invest

dence laid before you here, submitted as hon ment.” And that return , owing again to the

estly as we could submit it, and to the best of peculiar character of our laws, is a very low

ourability, showing our case and showing our return . The three parties whom the mana

conditions. And we ask you now, gentlemen, gers have constantly to keep in mind are the

to consider all that, to consider this thing as stockholders, the employes and the public ;

we have presented it to you in our humble although , in the proportion in which they re

manner. And we believe , when you have ceive consideration and benefits, perhaps they

done that , you will establish a just and fair ought to be put in the other order , the public .

wage for us. the employes and the stockholders. The

In concluding, I want to thank you arbitra managers of the corporation represent all

tors for coming away from your own work and three of those interests in everything they do

devoting your timeto this matter. We both affecting the corporation , and have to consider

owe thanks to you , weboth owe a great deal the effect of every proposed policy and every

to you men who have given up yourown busi proposed act , on the three interests. The real

ness to come here and sit and hear our dis question, I suppose, in this case is , whether the

putes. And I want to thank you now , I may suggestion of the company that , owing to con

not have an opportunity again -- for the ditions over which the company itself, both

patience that you have exercised in hearing its managers , its stockholders and its employes

our case and the kind treatment that you have have no control, the employes ought to con

extended to us during this arbitration. sent to a reduction in the rate of wages which

has been paid them in the recent past . While

it has been suggested by the representatives of

Closing Argument of Bentley W.Warren , Esq. , the employesthat they wanted the rate of

wages increased, I do not suppose that that

on behalf of Boston Northern Street was advanced with any seriousness. The very

Railway Company .
extravagance of the proposition which they

made would seem to negative aserious idea

that it would be entertained . Their propos

Mr. Chairman : I think we are all to be ition was a flat rate of 28 cents per hour ; and

congratulated that this somewhat extended Mr. Mahon suggested this morning, doubtless

and very difficultmatter is drawingto a con by way of joke,that it ought to have been 30

clusion.' Mr. Mahon certainly needs not to cents. Just to consider for a moment what

apologize for his lack of experience in matters either proposition would involve. Taking the

of this sort . He gave every evidence this number of hours for which the company paid

morning of the many previous arbitrations in these men in the last fiscal year , at 28 cents it

whichhe has taken part. Even as a lawyer, I would involve an increase of $ 175,913 for the

think he is quite able to holdup his end with one item of wages of conductors and motor

members of my profession. Certainly, with a At 30 cents it would involve a cost of

case as poor as I think he had in the present $ 259,682, almost half as much as was paid in

one, he has made a wonderfully strong pre dividends for the last year, reducing the divid

sentation of the reasons why the employes end to the stockholders practically to 2 1-2

should not accept the reduction suggested by It does not seem as if anybody

the company. Moreover, he does not need to could seriously make a proposition of that

state that he comes here simply as a represent sort; or, if he did , it certainly seems that he

ative of the employes and not as a lawyer, be would suggest some way in which that income

cause I do notcome here either as a lawyer. could be made up without calling upon the

The bearing of the company, I think, through other partner in the enterprise, as they term

men.

per cent.
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the stockholders, to stand the entire loss re principles laid down by political economists.

sulting from it . I think there is some sound But that time has not yet come, and this

ness in the proposition that the stockholders agreement was not made under any implied

and the employes are partners . They cer or express arrangement that principles other

tainly are engaged in a common enterpries. than those of political economy were to govern

The point which must not be lost sight of , the situation . The managers of the corpora

however, is, that in every partnership the tion , under the principles of politicaleconomy,

arrangement is intended to be for the mutual have got to sell transportation. That is all

benefit of the partners . A partnership does there is for all these men and for all the stock

not long subsist in which one partner receives holders to struggle about and to discuss and

all the profits and the other receives all the to get their proportional and proper parts of -

losses, or, as it is sometimes stated on the is the proceeds of transportation. The com

street, in which one gets the experience and pany has nothing else with which it can pay

the other gets the money. Now, of course, a either wages or dividends, or maintain its

proposition to increase the wages to 30 cents property .

an hour is a proposition that the stockholders Now , that is the first thing, it seems to me,

shall contribute to the capital but shall get therefore, that you gentlemen must consider,

practically no return - a return much less than whether we are selling all the transportation

they could get by putting their money right in that we reasonably can with proper manage

the savings bank and having it taken care of ment. If you can show us, or if the repre

for them. I do not suppose there is one of the sentatives of the employes can show us, where

employes, who, on considering the matter in more transportation can be profitably sold ,

that light and realizing , as those of us con the suggestions will be most heartily wel

nectedwith the management of the company comed by the managers of the company ; and

do realize, that this capital stock represents a proper distribution of the increased profits

the savings of the people, contributed to the will be very gladly given to the employes. We

enterprise -- that that capital stock ought to believe that we areselling every cent's worth

stand all that loss , that theone partner should of transportation that we can sell . We be

get practically nothing and the other partner lieve , moreover, that we are getting all that

should get practically everything. Moreover, we can out of the transportation that we do

it is a well recognized principle in partnership sell , because there the principles of political

that a return should be received by the capital economy comes in . If we raise the price of

contributed. Now , the peculiar feature of whatwe have to sell to a point where the pub

this partnership is, that the employes contrib lic will not buy it or will not buy so muchof it

uted nothing in the way of capital. They or wiil not buy it at such a net return to us,

take no risk of the business whatever, except, we shall be worse off at the end of the year

as occasionally happens, and as has been sub than we are now.

mitted to your Board for determination,

where the enterprise proves temporarily un
Hampered by Law.

successful,they are asked to take less of the Apart from whether we could raise the price

profits. That is the proposition that the com of our transportation, if we believed the public

pany submits to your Board , to determine
would pay a higherprice, so as to net us more

whether, under the circumstances which have dollarsat the end ofthe year, is the very com

been developed since this agreement was made plicated phase of all these public service prop

in 1906 , the employes' endof the partnership positions, that we are very much hampered

ought not , for the time being, to accept a by the law. This corporation, as I pointed

smaller shareof the profits than it has been out in opening the company's case, represents

receiving, a smaller share than it was agreed a consolidation of a large number of companies

that it should receive in 1906 ; but a proper most of them in existence prior to 1898. I do

request because , when the partnership agree not know how familiar the members of the

ment was made, it was provided that at this Board are with the law respecting rates on

time the question of the division of profits street railways. In 1898 the street railway

should be subject to revision . law was so revised regarding the subject of

Question of Political Economy.
fares and rates that theSupreme Court, in in

terpreting it , has held that since that time a

Now , the managers of the corporation are board of aldermen or selectmen had no juris

merely trustees between these three parties . diction over the question of rates; that in

They have got to consider the rights of the granting locations for a street railway they

public; they have got to consider the rights could not prescribe what the rates should be

and demands of the stockholders ;and , no less , so that their requirement would be binding

the rights and demands of the employes. In on the company.up . But these companies

this situation , the ordinary principlesof polit were all organized before 1898 ; and, in a very

ical economy must still ultimately control. recent case, that of the selectmen of Clinton

There are a great many intreesting questions against the Worcester Consolidated Street

in sociology and social economy, which have Railway Company, the Supreme Court. by a

been brought to the front inthe last few years divided opinion , held that any prescription of

and in which doubtless we all feel a very lively rates made by a board of aldermen or select

interest . The question of the so-called " liv menprior to the enactment of that legislation

ing wage ” is one of these . The subject of the in 1898 was binding upon the company ; and

general elevation and improvement of work that what its effect upon the company was,

ing men , and not only of workingmen but of was quite immaterial.

all classes of society, is a very interesting Now, if you look at the list of the companies

question . Some day the time may come which appear in Exhibit No. 24 at page 164,

when the principles laid down by students of you will find that, with two or three excep

social science will control, rather than the i ons, every one of these companies was in
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existence prior to 1898 and that it at that time according to our cloth-not only the stock

had a large mileage . I have not encumbered holders but the employes.

the record with putting in the locations, be
cause there are hundreds and hundreds of Arbitration a Diversion from Political Econ

them. It is sufficient for the present purpose omy.

to saythat a greatmany of them undertake to
Nevertheless, this reference of the question

prescribe rates which shall be charged by this to your Board is a very interesting and a very
company, or so many of them do that that the

gratifying step in what I think we all agree is
system is a patchwork of prescribed rates . So

the right direction . The ordinary laws of

that, as regards the parts of the line where we political economy, I suppose , if they had been

might be at libertyto change our fares it is left to operate withoutany control in such a

practically impossible to do so because we junctureas this , would have involved a notice

come up against a place where the rate is pre from the company to the employes that, after

scribed by, a gfant or location , which rate, such a date , their wages were to be reduced by
under the decision of the Supreme Court in the

such a per cent. The employes might have
case I have referred to, cannot be changed by

the directors of the company .
accepted it or they might have refused and

So there is a
struck ; and the company would have lost

legal obstacle at once to changing the prices money, and the public would have been great

for which we sell our transportation. Apart
ly inconvenienced. Now by the wisdom of

from that, it is a very serious question to what the parties here , the matter is referred to you

extent we can successfully raise rates so as to gentlemen to determine what, under the cir

get more money . The public has gotten the cumstances, it would have been reasonable for

idea that 5 cents is the proper street railway
the company to have notified the men, and

fare , and they do not take kindly to any what , under the circumstances, the men ought

change. And it is still to be demonstrated,
to havedone if the company had notified

in the cases where companies have undertaken them. You are not , I take it , to fix a rate of

to make a change, that there is any net profit wages regardless of conditions. You are

at the end of the year resulting from it . Now , called in as three gentlemen having no person

when the employes come along and make their
al interest in the matter one way or the other,

demands, those demands should be made in
to say how far we could ask the men to con

the light of that condition which governs them tribute to the unfortunate ss of business

as well as us. If , in their desire for more
which has resulted and howfar they ought to

money, which is a human desire and an entire
accept a reduction, how far they oughtto meet

ly commendable one, they overlook that con the stockholders until conditions improve'

dition, the managers cannot overlook it , they again.

have got to consider ot .
The question of a living wage and of what

Then there is the demand of the stockhold is paid in other occupations and of what is

ers . It might be said , so far as the investment paid on other street railways, and the cost of

already made in the corporation is concerned living, are largely theoretical in this reference,

and I have sometimes thought that seemed to because the rael question is , hat can the

be the attitude of theemployes, like the atti company pay, whatought the men to accept

tude of the public,, “ Well , that capital is in from this company ? Not what they might

there and it cannotget out ; and it makes no get if they chose to go into other occupations

difference whether they get any dividend or or to work for other street railway com

not ; their money is there, they cannot get it panies, either of which alternatives is open

out again, and there is no reason whythey to every one of them if they wish to adopt it ;

should be considered ; the stockholders cannot nor what people studying these questions

get out the way the employe can if he is dis academically consider to be a living wage,

satisfied-So wewon't pay any attention to nor whether the cost of living has gone up

the stockholder.” That might do very well, or down . The stockholders' cost of living

Mr. Chairman, if the corporation had reached has doubtless gone up just as much as the

its ultimate development, if it could continue employees' cost of living. If one partner

to operate and satisfy the public with the ought to have more because · the cost of

amount of capital it already has. But that is living has increased , surely the other partner

not the case . We have got to get additional ought not to have less under the same cir

capital continually ; and , to get it, we have got cumstances. Nevertheless , those questions

to show a reasonably attractive investment. are of interest, and some time they may be

A 28 cent flat rate on this road would mean controlling They will be controlling, as

that there would not another dollar of capital soon as the public is willing to pay thebill.

come into it probably in the next ten years . That is all that is in the way . If, instead

There are improvements demanded by the of dealing in transportation, we were dealing

Railroad Commission ; everybody connected in coal as the people of Pennsylvania were a

with the management of the company knows, few years ago, this would be a very easy

and I believe everyman here who is interested question to arbitrate . You gentlemen would

in the company sufficiently to pay attention to say what these employees ought to have,

what he is doing -- and I think most of our and we should agree to give it to them , and

men are of that kind - knows that certain im we would raise the price of transportation .

provements are necessary and ought to be Everybody would have to buy it just the

made. But there would not be a dollar of And , as far as these two partners to

capital coming in to make them if any such the enterprise were concerned , we should be

proposition as thatwere accepted by the man left on velvet. We would probably raise the

agers. Now , unless we can sell the transport price , while we were about it , enough not

ation, both the other parties to this enterprise, only to pay the employees what they wanted ,

the stockholders and the employes, would be but to pay the stockholders more than they

alike ruined . We have got to cut our garment had been getting before. But, unfortunately

same .
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our transportation is not like the anthracite

that is produced down in the State of Penn

sylvania. We all have to pay the anthracite,

and we all have to use it , and we have to use

about the same amount . But the amount of

transportation that a citizen of this district

of Massachusetts has to have is a very variable

quantity , it depends very largely upon his

caprice . A large part of the riding is what

is called pleasure riding; it would disappear

if the rate is not satisfactory.

Company's Ability to pay the Only Question.

Nevertheless, there are some things on

the question of living wage and on these

other things, which, while I do not think

they are particularly material, I want to

call to the attention of your Board before

I take up the question of the company's

ability, which I consider the main, and prac

tacally the only, question in this arbitration.

The Bureau of Statistics of Labor of this

commonwealth , in December, 1906 , published

in its Bulletin No. 44 a very interesting ar

ticle on “ . A Living Wage,” in the course of

which it is stated :

“ Mr. John Mitchell estimates the minimum

living wage that will maintain a workingman

and his family, according to the American

standard , as $600 a year. He says:

It of course, true that this esti

mate applies more exactly to workmen

in towns of from five thousand to one

hundred thousand inhabitants than it

does to other places.' '

Right here I would call your attention to

the fact that there is not a city or town in

the territory served by the Boston & North

ern Street Railway Company with a popula

tion of over 100,000, unless you count a half

mile of leased track in that part of Boston

which was formerly Charlestown, running

alongside the United States Navy Yard with

a high wall , eight or ten feet high , to furnish

patrons.

In the annual statistics of manufactures

for 1905, the average yearly earnings are

presented for 90 industriesand branches of

industry. In but 14 of these industries were

the average yearly earnings reported as being

$600 or over.

“ The gross number of persons employed

in the 90 industrues or branches of industry

was 520,295. As is shown in the preceding

table , but 26,099, or 5.02 per cent, of those

employed received $600 or more as average

yearly earnings. If , instead of the gross

number of persons employed in the 90 indus

tries or branches of industry , we consider

the average number so employed, the total

being 463 , 106 , we find that the 14 industries

or branches of industry, in each of which the

average yearly earnings were $600 or more ,

gave employment to but 21,882 persons,

being but 4.73 per cent of the average num

ber employed in all industries.

Yet, on the other hand , the tables for

classified weekly wages show that 27.65 per

cent of the persoms enployed in all industries

had a weekly wage of $ 12 or more. This

would seem to show forcibly that , although

an employee may receive a specified weekly

wage, he rarely receives fifty -two times that

weekly wage as his yearly earnings.'

Passing now to what is paid in other occu

pations , I wish to call the arbitrators' at“

tention to a remark in the First Annual

Report on the Changes in Rates of Wages

and Hours of Labor in Massachusetts for the

year ending September 30, 1907, published

by the Bureau of Statistics and Labor of this

commonwealth :

Rates of wages should not be confounded

with weekly earnings. By rates of wages is

meant the sum paidfor a full weeks ' work, no

deduction being made for short time and no

addition made for overtime. The statistics

of wages in this report show the rise and fall

in the recognized market price of a certain

quantity and quality of labor, but they do

not , and are not intended to, measure the

rise and fall in the aggregate or average earn

ings of labor."

This is the same report from which Mr.

Mahon reported this morning to the effect

that a sliding scale is not a change of rate.

And the paragraph touching on that is this :

Changes in the rates of pay for individ

uals due to promotions , or progressive incre

ments of wages. In some occupations (for

example , street railway employees) the rates

of pay of various classes of employees are

regulated by scales. The rates ofpay, there

fore, of individuals may be continually alter

ing . Such internal changes, however, are

not to be regarded as real changes in the

rates of wages so long as the limits of the

scales for each class of employees remain

unaltered for work of the same kind."

I have already referred to the table in

Bulletin No. 44 of December , 1906 , showing

the annual wages of $600 and over. There

are only 14 occupations, out of 90 classified ,

which receive $ 600 or over per year ; and the

average of those , as I recall it , was $657.47.

From the Annual Statistics of Manufactures ,

being Part IV of the Annual Report of the

Bureau of Statistics of Labor for 1807, I

wish to call the attention of the arbitrators

to Table XXI, on page 362, which gives the

estimated average yearly earnings in the

nine leading industries of Massachusetts.

Do you think it is worth while to read this,

or shall we just let it go into the report ?

The highest rate there shown is in boots

and shoes, $641.99, which is very pertinent

to this inquiry because that is a leading in

dustry in the territory served by the Boston

& Northern Street Railway Company. The

lowest rate in is cotton goods, $465.49 .

The others vary between these two extremes.

In the same document, on page 375, is given

the average of all industries investigated for

the year 1906 , which shows $ 494.96 . This,

however, is for men , women and children , so

it is not of any particular value in itself.

But there is a significant thing about it , if

the arbitrators should be interested to figure

it out. The total amount paid in wages by

the 90 industries for 1906 is given as $ 252,

079,435 ; and the average number of males

is given for the year as 346,251, and of females

163,037 . Table XXI , already referred to ,

shows in the 9 industries the number of

males and the number of females; and if

you were to take the trouble to figure out

the proportion of females in the different

occupations and give them their proper pro

portion of the aggregate amount of wages,

you would then get a pretty close approxi
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meant an

mation of the average amount paid to males,

and you would find it a much smaller amount

than in those 9 leading industries. And , in

fact , if you disregarded the females alto

gether and divided the aggregateby the num

ber of males only, you would find that the

average amount peremployee was something

like $ 700, giving them the benefit of all the

money earned by the 163,037 females.

Modification of Wage under Discussion .

I do not think it is necessary at this time

to go into the questuon of the history of the

wages of this company . I went into that at

the opening; and as briefly summarixed ,

it was a 20- cent flat rate to the first of March ,

1903, when the sliding scale was introduced

and accepted by the employees, resulting in

a large increase an average increase of over

12 per cent.

On June 1 , 1906, as a result of negotiations

with the employees, that scale was somewhat

revised and went into effect on June 1. That

was voluntarily entered into both by the

company and by the employees ; and any

comparison, it seems to me, must be made

with that date. That is the time when the

bargain was made. The fact that the men

asked for more at that time and did not get

it is no indication that what they did get

was not proper. When a bargain is made

and completed, it is presumed that both

parties are saitsfied . The company would

have liked to pay less . And , therefore, most

of our exhibits relate to the period from

1906 to the present time. Now , I want you

to bear in mind that June 1 , 1906 , is over two

years and a half ago. Every man , therefore,

who entered the company's employ prior to

that time amd who was receiving the lowest

rate of 20 cents, and every man who has en

tered the employ of the company up to a

year ago , is nowreceiving 22 cents or more

In other words, taking them as

individuals , they have individually received an

increase of 10 per cent.

What the Company Wants.

What the company suggested to the men,

or suggests now to your board , as a proper

reduction in view of the circumstances to

which I shall presently call your attention ,

is one cent an hour on all classes of men .

So far as any of the men who were in our

employ in 1906 are concerned, I think it will

transpire that they will all be getting , after

that reduction, as much as they were getting

at that time. It would not be a reduction

from what they were then getting, but it

would be taking off some of the increase

which they have since received . That is,

it seems to me , an important point . As re

gards new men coming into the employ of

the company hereafter, it would be purely

optional with them whether to come into

the employ of the company or not , so that

they are not really affected.

We have not figures for comparison between

1902 and 1908 , because it has not at any

time seemed to me -and the employees

stated their case apparently on the same

assumption—that that was the proper period

for that comparison . I have therefore had

taken only one item back to 1902, and that

is the matter of dividends. In 1902 this

company paid 6 per cent ; and it was on the

business of that year that the scale went

into effect. In 1903 the wages were increased

and the dividend went down to 5 per cent .

The next year the dividend was only 212

per cent ; and to pay that , a deficit of $52,000

was shown. The following year 1905 , a

2 per cent dividend was paid; and then , the

last three years, 5 per cent If that dividend

is averaged , you will see that since the wages

were increased the stockholders have averaged

to receive less than 4 per cent a year, or about

what savings banks pay .

Ability of the Company.

Now I want to come to the ability of the

company, which is the main point in my

mind, although not one on which I think I

shall have tospend very much time , because

it is a matter of figures, and thefigures demon

strate the proposition. Mr. Mahon went on

the theory this morning , apparently , that an

increase of assets increase of

wealth . And that is true if you make an

increase of net assets. The difficulty with

this company and with so many companies

of the same kind is , that with the increase of

assets goes along a still greater increase of

liabilities . For example, he compared the

assets of 1902 with the assets of 1908 . And

there is a large increase. Our view of it is ,

the larger that increase of assets , unless other

things increase accordingly, the worse off

we are ; because, for those assets , we have

issued bonds and stock on which dividends

and interest should be paid . The real measure

for the two years is thesurplus. The surplus

at the end of 1902 was $ 215,620 , --not a large

one I agree ; but at the end of September 30,

1908 , that surplus had dropped to $ 111,536,

about one-half what it was at the end of 1902 .

In other words , as the result of six years

operation, as a result of paying an average

dividend of less than 4 per cent , the com

pany's surplus had actually been cut in two .

There are, however, some matters to which

I wish to call your attention as bearing on

the question of the company's ability to pay

the high rate of wages which it is paying .

I suppose that the arbitrators are fully aware

of our laws about the issue of capital stock ;

I presume you are, Mr. Chairman.

So there is no need of going into that.

You know that the question which Mr. Mahon

has doubtless encountered in many cases , of

fictitious capitalization and watered stock and

all that sort ofthing , is entirely eliminated

in this case . The stockholders are entitled

to as much consideration as the bonds, if a

bona fide investment entitles either to con

sideration .

Mr. Mahon made reference to the leased

lines of the Boston & Northern this morning;

and , as I am familiar with those leases , I

might just refer to them at this point and

dispose of that question. What appears as

rental in the annual reports of the company

includes not only what is paid for dividends

on stock , but includes taxes and other things

on the leased roads, which wuold have to

be paid any way by one company or the other.

The excess of dividends paid by these leased

companies over 5 per cent, which I suppose

wouldbe agreed by everybody to be a resaon

able dividend, is, in the case of the East

per hour
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Middlesex , $ 15,000 ; in the case of the Win Now I want to refer to the Massachusetts

nisimet , $500 ; in the case of the Chelsea & electric ' companies. Mr. Mahon said this

Boston , $ 1,210 ; in the case of the Boston & morning that there were no widows and or

Revere, nothing . A total of $ 16,710. Sup- phans to be looked out for here because there

posing the leases were eliminated entirely were only twenty- two stockholders. All

and that capital was merged with the Boston the stock of the Boston & Northern Company

& Northern capital, it would add $ 521,000 is held by trustees under a declaration of

to the capitalization of the Boston & Northern trust known as the Massachusetts Electric

Company ; and the $ 16,710, which might be Companies. And the twenty - two stock

claimed to be excessive because it is more holders are the trustees and officers of that

than the present Boston & Northern capital company, --if there are twenty-two ; I don't

is paying, amounts to .14 of 1 per cent. So remember just what the number of stock

that is all there is to the matter of the leases. holders of the Boston & Northern is . It is

It makes .14 of 1 per cent difference. And , all held in the interest of the investors in the

while the rate on the East Middlesex is high , Massachusetts Electric Companies. The divi

the companies are so small that what is dends paid by the Boston & Northern Com

paid on them is negligible . I have already pany are almost nominal really . They are

referred to the earnings for the last two years, actual provided they are distributed by the

and I want to refer to them again only in a Massachusetts Electric Companies to its

large measure to reply to something which preferred stockholders. As a matter of fact,

Mr.Mahonsaid this morning. You will find with the exception of a small dividend of

in Exhibit 35 a statement of the increase and 1 per cent, the preferred stockholders of the

per cent of increase or decrease respectively Massachusetts Electric Companies have re

for every month from October, 1905, to ceived no dividends in some four years.

November, 1908. including May of this year, All the money which the Massachusetts Elec

and showing an incerase of 1906 over 1905 tric Companies has received in dividends

of 12.19 per cent ; the similar increase in from the Boston & Vorthern Company, with

1907 over 1906 was only 2.65 per cent ; and the exception of a small amount, has been

in the last year, 1908 , over 1907, it was only returned to the Boston & Northern Company

.78 per cent, notwithstanding there was an in the shape of loans. And the real , beneficial

extra day in 1908, representing some thirteen owners, therefore , of the stock of this com

or fourteen thousand dollars more earnings pany have not been receiving any returns

than there would otherwise be in that year. except one dividend of 1 per cent in the last

Now, Mr. Mahon was entirely , of course , in four years. During that time the employees

error this morning about the way we could have been receiving those increased wages

finance those contemplated improvements. right along The Massachusetts Electric

He was also entirely inerror when he thought Companies may some time become, like the

we had made up that estimate for the purpose New York Central Railroad , a profitable en

of influencing this arbitration. And I want terprise. But they have not become so yet .

that very distinctly understood . That esti And that is what the employees are con

mate is an estimate of the company , made up stantly overlooking. They are overlooking

by its engineers and officers because an in the fact that their partner, as they call us

dependent estimate, made up by outside or call the stockholders, in this enterprise

engineers at the request of the creditors, is not getting anything out ofit. And the

was so great that the company felt uneasy investors in the Massachusetts Elecrric Com

and wanted to have it checked up by its own panies' stock are bona fide investors here in

officers. The latter , therefore, made an in Massachusetts, of the ordinary klnd of in

depenent estimate ,-I meanmade a separate vestors. They are very largely trust estates,

estimate, considerably smaller than the one they are very largely people who have saved

that had been made by the outside engineers. a little money ; and they are people who feel

And it is that smaller one which we have used the lack of their dividends and who are as

as the basis, at this hearing, of what we esti dependent upon their dividends, many of

mate we have got to do in the next five years. them , as the employees are upon their daily

And if the Board has time to read the decis wages.

ions of the Railroad Commissioners which

are referred to in the exhibits which I put in ,
Consideration Shown from Last Settlement,

I think you will find there are abundant
1906 .

corroboration of the proposition that we have To summarize, then , Mr. Chairman, this

got to spend every cent that we think we question of the company's ability , I want to

have got to spend, in order to satisfy the call to your attention that the whole thing

public authorities of this commonwealth. begins in 1906 when this agreement was made;

Financing Expenditures.
that in 1906, when the agreement was made,

the company showed a very large increase

Now , as regards financing these expendi in earnings over the year before; that since

tures, if we have got to spend that money , that time the per cent of increase of those

it is very clear for any body to go to the earnings has been steadily diminishing, and

Railroad Commissioners and ask them , out that during the last year there has practically

of a million dollars of reconstruction, how been no increase whatever, or so small that

much they think this company would prob it is not worth considering, and many months

ably be allowed in capitalization. We say have shown an absolute loss as compared

50 per cent would be a large allowance. If with the year before. So that the earnings

weare right, the other 50 per cent has got for the last year, 1908, were very little more

to be taken care of out of earnings. There is than they were for the year 1906.

no other way in Massachusetts to take care In thesecond place , the ability of the com

of it . pany to sell its bonds has been steadily de
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creasing over a long period of years. Its tion, it is absolutely necessary for the men

4 per cent bonds have dropped from 103 to to make some sacrifice, as well as for the

about 84 or 85. The valuation of its stock stockholders to continueto make the sacrifice

by the tax commissioner has been steadily which they have been making through the

going down from 125 to now about 80. The past years to help this company along until

valuation of its stock as fixed by the railway business shall improve and the earnings shall

commissioners has been going down. Two increase.

yearsago its stock was fixed by that Board Thank you very much for your patience .

at $ 130 a share , and the last stock has been

fixed at 100 ; and even its 6 per centpreferred

stock, which it was authorized to issue this
HOW ORGANIZED LABOR 1S RAISING

last autumn, was fixed at only 110. THE STANDARDS OF WORKINGMEN.

The Railroad Commissioners have been

criticising the company and its physical con By the Rev. Charles Stelzle.
dition for years. They are doing so still .

And this morning for the first time, except It is doing it first through the labor press.

once in a fare case, I have heard the expen Probably no force is greater in the develop

ditures of this company criticised as being ment of the cause, and to no one feature is

too lavish , on the maintanance of its pro organized labor more indebted than to the

perty.
There was one fare caes in which

labor press of the country. With ' its record

the same criticism was made and was con of progress , its constant urging toward bet

sidered by the Railroad Commission. That ter things through active propaganda meth.

was twoyears ago ; January, 1906 . That ods, its lessons in technical training, thus

Board said : making of its readers better workmen, its

Company Does Not Neglect Economy.
appeal to better living, its earnest attention

to the family life and welfare - these are
“ Expenditures have been subject of criti some of the factors which make of the

cism . A most important item , the largest labor press a power of good.

single item , is that of wages. In general an
Organized labor is raising the standards

examination of the costs of operation fails

to show that the Company has neglected any
of workingmen by fighting the battles of all

the people. It is carrying with it even the
measure of economy which it ought to have

lowest and most degraded. Every victory

practised ."
won for the men and women at the top

It is perfectly obvious that any one con
means a higher level for those lower down .

nected with street railways in this State ,
While the trade unionisł may, for a time,

that there is a very general criticism on the
belong to the aristocracy of labor, he soon

ground, not that we spend too much for
makes of that aristocracy a democracy for

maintenance, but that we do not begin to
all.

spend enough . The Commission of Interstate

Commerce in Washington thinks we ought
Organized labor is raising the standards

to charge off something like between 5 and
of workingmen by compelling them to think

10 per cent for depreciation every year in
rapidly and to speak clearly. The trades

addition to what we do charge .
union movement has developed a company

The average cost of car equipment for 62
of speakers who are abundantly able to

roads last year was $301. The figure which
present the cause of the toilers . This is

Mr. Mahon criticises on this road was $235 .
constantly being demonstrated at the na

You can open the Railroad Commissioners' tional meetings of labor bodies , where

reports anywhere and find this subject of statesmanship of the highest order is de

the need of increased maintenance charges
manded, and where some of the addresses

discussed and pressed upon the attention of
would easily rank with the best that are

the companies.
delivered in the conferences and conven

One other matter that I want to call to the tions of other national bodies .

Board's attention because it has been re Organized labor is raising toe standards

ferred to by the other side, is the condition of workingmen by the education of its mem

of the so -called spare men or extra men.
bers in special meetings and lecture

I understand that in 1906 the president of courses, and in supplying special courses

the company offered to considera minimum of study . One of the most significant move

rate for the spare or extra men , and that the ments in this direction is the correspond

offer was declined . ence course recently set up by the Interna

Now , Mr. Chairman, I will leave this case tional Typographical Union , intended for

in the hands of the Board , only asking that journeymen and apprentices . The possi.

those voluminousfigures to which Mr. Mahon bilities in such work are almost limitless ,

has referred shall be given the necessary and doubt organized labor in other

attention by your Board . I think you will crafts will follow the example of the print

find that they are not nearly so voluminous

as he feels thatthey are, that they will follow

along in order in the record . They were put

in that order which seemed tous easiest and
" Does anyone know this poor fellow ?"

most logical to follow and easily understand.
asked the Good Samaritan , addressing the

We believe that if you can spare the time
crowd which had quickly gathered at the

to look at these figures, you will be thor
scene of the accident . " His mind seems to

oughly convinced that the time has arrived have become an absolute blank , and "

when—we hope perhaps for only a short time , “ Trust official! Trust official!" shouted

a year or two years, but when, under the the assemblage in one voice. " Out of his

present conditions of the company's opera head and thinks he's on the witness stand ! "

no

ers.
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and the motive power was changed to elec

tric , and wages and working conditions

were reduced to effect a job less liberal and

more fatiguing than afforded by the primi

tive horse -car. But the spirit of organiza

tion prevailed , and now has placed the

whole of Pittsburg in the vanguard relative

to wages and conditions. Bro. Faide at

one time served as a road officer .
RON

A

HALCYON DAYS COMING WHEN

UNCLE DIES.

HAVE WITHSTOOD. THE TIDE.

Above appears a picture of two pioneer

railway men of Pittsburg, Pa. They are of

the few who have withstood the tide , of

years and transformation and , as seen in

the picture, are still on the job . They are :

Motorman J. L. Faide and Conductor Rich

ard C. Wurmb. Both were original Knights

of Labor members of Local 2126 , the mem

bership of which were the pioneer members

of Div. No. 85 , the big Pittsburg organiza

tion of today . Bro . Faide served his appren

ticeship with the Citizen's Passenger Rail

way in horse-car days upon Penn avenue

and Butler street. He entered the service

November 10 , 1880—more than 28 years

ago. “ Dick , " as Bro. Wurmb is familiarly

known, entered the service of the Trans

verse Passenger Railway Co. January 5 ,

1883 , in horse-car days , and has breasted

the storms for 26 years . The Transverse

line is now partly off the map. It traversed

Smallman street from the Lawrenceville

district and paralleled the Citizens' route .

Dick and 'Lew were then competing rivals .

They wouldn't both ride the same car. They

were the last to make friends . Their com

panies came together first, consolidated and

formed the Citizens ' Traction Co. A11

rivalry then disappeared , the Smallman line

was abandoned , the power system

changed from horse to cable , and Dick and

Lew shook hands and buried the spirit of

rivalry . About that time they , with their

associates , organized and effected conditions

that made the best street railway job in

America. Brothers Wurmband Faide

work : 1 on rolling up dividends for the new

combination until the intricate manipulation

characteristic of financial juggling brought

forth the Consolidated Traction Company ,

By Frank Vert.

My richest Uncle's very sick

And when he's called to go,

He says that he will handme down

Ten million $$$$ or so .

I then shall buy the street car lines

And pay for them in cash ;

And set my wife to work at once,

Theregisters to smash .

I will not have the things around

My street cars, anywhere.

The Con's may hand direct to me

What change they have to spare.

I'll have a million tickets made

And placed upon some shelves

In easy reach of every one,

And you may help yourselves.

I will not ask youfor a cent.

I know you would'nt cheat,

And you can pay me for the same

At any time we meet.

I'll buy your caps and uniforms;

And you shall wear the best.

My wife will help you pick them out

And keep them neatly pressed.

I'll have the vestibules enlarged ,

A stove in every one ;

A little table and some chairs

Go out on every run ;

And at the end of every trip

I'll let you choose your pards,

And draw your little table out

And have your little game of cards.

I'll also have a keg of beer

On tap , in every car.

Of course, I'll caution careless ones

Don't carry thistoo far.

I'll reconstruct the schedules,

And make them over right.

I'll have the latest runspull in

At six o'clock at night .

And should you chance to oversleep

You will not lose the day ;

My wife and I will run the car

And let you draw the pay .

And when you have an accident

You needn't come to'me ;

Some afternoon my wife and I

Will drop aroundto tea.

And should I think you in the wrong

I'll kindly let you know.

Of course, I'll speak in gentle tones

And not offend
you , though.

But ask me not, “ When will this be ? ” '

The time I dare not set ;

For though my Uncle's very low

He isn't quite dead yet.

166

was
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RASCAL WAS NOT A MEMBER.

Scranton , Pa. - Our division has held two

midnight meetings , the first of the kind in
over a year. How pleased I felt to see over

300 members at each meeting, which goes to

show they are interested once in a while, if

not all of the time , in the welfare of the di

vision . Under our agreement, signed in

1906 , which extends for a period of ten years ,

with the proviso that the question of wages

or any other matter in contention may be

taken up on the first day of April, 1909. The

officers and members are working hard to

show the officials of this company We are

entitled to 25 cents per hour, flat rate, and

not a cent less.

In the December issue the writer called

the attention of the members of this divi

sion to reporting for work the day after

holidays and pay days. The suggestion has
been observed to a certain extent . But on

the 12th of February , the day after pay day,

it was the same old story-cars left in the

barn, no crews to mann them ; consequently
six of them were discharged. But I am

glad to say five were reinstated . Although
it was found it was their first offense of

this nature, they would no doubt have been

discharged if it had not been for the inter
cession of the officers of the division . So I

hope everybody will take warning.

There was a conductor discharged recently

whom I felt glad was not a member of our

division . He was conducting a car on which

two women were chatting together. In get

ting up off the seat one dropped her pocket
book , containing a sum of money. Instead

of calling the lady's attention to her loss , the

conductor put it in his own pocket. Upon

discovering her loss she caught the car re

turning and asked the conductor if he found

the pocketbook. “ Yes," he told her , but had

given it to the other woman. The lady

called upon her friend , who made a stout
denial of receiving the pocketbook . Both

women went to the office and waited for his

car and again asked him for the pocketbook .

He saw he was trapped and gave it up . The

superintendent, Mr. Reilly , was notified, and

he discharged him forthwith . It is too bad

there is not some law to punish such ras

cals . Honesty is the best of policy. and

never disgrace the button you wear for a

few paltry dollars .

I regret to say it became necessary to sus
pend nine of our members on account of

non -payment of dues. Those members have

been notified by mail and also through the

columns of the journal. Now , some of them
come to pay up when they are late , and

there are a few more who will not be car

ried after this month if they don't settle

up or give a reasonable excuse .

There is a dame who makes herself con

spicuous by passing the office frequently in

the aft : rnoon when the men are changing

shifts. She has quite a number of them

" going." with her red cheeks and colored

hair. But the writer knows the lad ; in ques .

tion , and she is not what she seems to be.

So take this advice : " Little grains of pow

der and little dabs of paint make a girl's

complexion look like what it ain't.”

The columns of The Journal have again

borne fruit in the last issue. The attention

of the members was called to the men

the extra list not belonging to our division .
Now they are all going to come in . " Hur

rah for The Journal!"

As my run goes out in five minutes. nuf
ced . PICKLAS POSTAS.

meetings is , “ We have not had dinner." Now ,
suppose every one had the same excuse ,

what would become of the above meeting ?

Ask yourself the question and act accord

ingly . Our meeting day has been changed

to the first Saturday after the nineteenth of

each month , so our next takes place on the

20th of March next, and don't you forget it .

Well , boys. the dues should be paid not

later than the 10th of each month ; so act

on the square to everybody concerned .

Now , Bro. President , a tap of the gavel

once in a while would do a little good in

our meeting room. Other brothers, please

take notice .

Bro. Valentine has been sick for a few

days , but we are glad to see him back at

his post . Eh , boys ?

Bro . Coombes has had the pleasure of dig

ging the first sod of that proposed new line
of ours . I believe a broken axle was the in

stigation of it . Anyhow , the brother will

explain the ceremony to you upon applica
tion .

That “ hot air ' merchant of ours has had
an optical illusion , What did he mean

300 horses on a plow , or a 300 h . p . plowing
machine ? Ask him , boys, for I cannot en

lighten you on the subject , "Wratzzz."

Those wheels of ours are very soft , boys,

and it would be just as well to keep our

weather eye ' open , for things happen unex
pectedly sometimes.

Bro. J. White has a little stranger at his

home. Say , Jack . one bell means stop , but

we are glad to hear everything is O.K.

Bro. Spidel has gone on a short trip . We

hope you will enjoy yourself , Maurice , " but

don't forget to come back home.

Bro. Murray has been appointed as a dele

gate to watch the interests of labor at the

present session of the provincial legislature
now in session . It will be remembered that

Bro. Murray was appointed as delegate to
the Halifax Trades and Labor Council by

this division when our first delegates were

appointed last year.
The two following committees were ap

pointed by our president at our last meet
ing : Auditing committee , Bros. Gardener,
McNab and Rutt : sick committee, Bros.

Noakes , Dimock and Horne .

And last but not least, we have a dance

coming off on Easter Monday, in aid of the

sick fund. Any brother who can dispose of

a few tickets would confer a favor by com

municating with Bro. Malone.

SCRIBE 508 .

A GRATIFYING TREAT.

on

Derby, Ct.-- At the meeting held Feb .25
the attendance was small. Of course there

was excuse for a number of our brothers.

Brother Busk was called to Oxford and

Brother William Kamaugh had to accompany

him , Busk not having ever left Derby be
fore .

Our afternoon meeting was somewhat of

a treat , as the trolleymen of Derby's great

est friend . Mrs. J. P. Colwell , called after

the meeting had adjourned and ordered all

to remain in the hall, where cake was served

with lemonade . Fruits of all kinds were

then brought in and the brothers who at

tended the afternoon meeting were not sorry

they did , all speaking in great terms of Mrs.

J. P. Colwell .

Our local has lost another of its members.
Brother Coger having accepted a position

with the Birmingham Iron Foundry .

Brothers , the telephone located at the top

of Mt. Pleasant street hill has been made a

pay station . " There's a reason . '

Our married brothers wives have no

washing to do now ; it is all sent to the New

System Laurdry.
Brother Claughesey must have moved

from South End, as the blinds are closed

every time our cars go by . Let's look him

up .

The Hyperion crowd has broken up now
that Lent is here , and they can now be

found at church instead .

A FEW POINTERS.

Halifax, N. S.-Brother members of Divi

sion 508. I must draw your attention to the

fact that our meetings are not patronized as
much as they could be. I think there are a

lot of members ahsent who could get there

if they so desired. Our meetings are held

only once each month . The plea you hear

from those who should attend the afternoon
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ARE HOLDING OPEN MEETINGS.

Omaha, Neb.-- A few lines from Division

288 to let our brother members throughout

the country know how we are getting along.

We are holding open meetings, inviting all
employes of the Omaha and Council Bluffs

Street Railway Company to come and meet
with us. So far we are having very good

luck . At our last meetings Bro . Emmet

Flood , general organizer A. F. of L. , gave

us a very interesting talk at both afternoon

and night meetings . Bro. Flood is doing a

lot of good in this vicinity and street car
men can congratulate themselves that they

have such a man here assisting in getting

backsliders back into their various organi

zations.

If our ex - members would come back in it

would not take long to complete our organ

ization in this city .
New orders are being posted daily. Some

cause a great deal of dissatisfaction to mo

tormen and conductors . We have notices to

the public posted over front doors of all
cars requesting passengers to report all

cases of incivility and discourteous treat

ment by motormen and conductors . This

seems humiliating. Besides, a passenger is
most always sure to put in a knock . It is

not very often you get a boost . We also

have men here who think a road officer's

badge would look much better on them than
just plain motorman or Conductor No. So

and -So. Men , if you cannot merit promotion

by being a member of organized labor, I
am sure you would not appreciate the pro
motion one - half as much . You cannot all

be road officers . You can be of great assist

ance to those who now hold that position,

and with credit to yourselves, by attending
strictly to business and doing your work

as a good trades -unionist should . Just re

member your obligation and abide by it .

When we meet a weaker brother let us help
him.

At our next regular meeting, Feb. 25 , we
will have more new members with us. Let

us give them the right hand of good -fellow

ship and true brotherly love.
Division 288 is here to stay. What good

it does-or harm , if you will-it is up to

you to make it one of the best in the asso

ciation .

The Guarantee Clothing Co. have put in a
good line of uniforms bearing the union

label; they formerly handled the Burton

Pierce uniform , which did not . They also

carry a full line of straw and cloth caps
and also gloves bearing the union label .

Please bear this in mind , brothers . Most of

the stores in this city are catering to your
trade . What we want is the union label on

what we buy, and then we will get condi

tions that cannot be gotten otherwise. Give

us your presence at our meetings and help

us make them what they should be.

SKY JACK FROM MARS.

Well , Mr. Editor , 343 is coming along fine .

Have eighty - six members in good standing.

Some time ago we had a benevolent society

outside of the local . and as you know we

run an open shop , why all could join the soci .

ety whether they joined the association or
not. We tried hard to confine the society to

Div. 343 , and at last succeeded , and at pres

ent any one has to become a member of 343

to get any benefit of the sick and accident

fund . We gave a grand benefit ball at the

Auditorium October the 26th , 1908 , and clean

ed over all expenses $ 175.00 , and had a very

nice time for our first attempt.

Trades Council called for ' three or more

members from each local to meet Sunday,

February 27 , at 3 p. m . , also for March 7, at
3 p . m . , as they are going to form clubs to

encourage laboring men to help support any

candidate that will stand by the workingman .

The council is very active. They will not

stop until the last ditch is crossed, and they
are doing some good work .

We have a Women's Label league here,

and I want to say they are on the watch for

the label all the time, and should you come

to see us in the near future as I think you

will, why be sure you have the label on

everything you wear, eat, drink and smoke.

I understand Jackson Albion and Kalamazoo

are thinking of consolidating as one local.
As they all work for one company they

think they should all have the same agree

ment. Also I hear Lansing feels lonesome

and wishes to be on the Lord's side. Anyway

there is a chance for them .

Dear Editor, didn't it ever strike you how

some men , if I can call them such , will work

side of a man that is a union man , doing all

he can, paying his dues , attending meetings.

acting on committee work help us to keep

up, the wage and better conditions , while the

other fellow receives the full benefit and

don't belong to the association , don't trouble

himself about anything, only if he sees some

union man do the slightest thing he runs

with open mouth to the boss with it ? Now

what are such men for ? And do you think

they ought to be allowed to associate with

honorable men ? Well , I guess I will stop

for I have spilled the ink , and you will proba .
bly hear from me in the near future. RIX.

IMPORTANT EXTENSION .

TALK OF CONSOLIDATING.

Kalamazoo. Mich.- Bro . H. Castle , our late

elected financial secretary , has resigned as

motorman here , and has gone to Youngstown,
O. To succeed him we have elected and in

stalled as present financial secretary of 343 ,
Bro . Ralph Sage.

Thecompany here has taken off six runs
three day and three night runs . That has

put some of us down the ladder and enlarged
the extra list . It makes a schedule of ten .

twelve. fifteen and twenty minutes street

when before it was eight , ten and fifteen

minute service. The people kick but as the

service will soon be restored from natural

causes the policy will receive no modifica

tion from that source. However, such kicks

bring no good , as the city council is now

preparing a new ordinance that will likely

destroy to the company any advantage ob
tained by imprudent economy. It doesn't

pay to inflame the people after all .

The Trades Council gave a minstrel show

on the nights of January 21 and 22 , at the

Academy, but they did not make any money.
It was a first class show and considered

the best ever consisting of home talent.

Ogden, Utah.-Div. 418 has not been making much

noise in the correspondence line , but we are still in
the running and going fairly strong. With two ex

ceptions, all the regular men are wearing buttons , and

our financial secretary has not got to chase them for
their dues . If they would only attend meetings as

regular as they get their buttons, we would be able to

old good meetinghs,

Well , 1909 is going to be a bumper year for Ogden ,

both in regard to street cars and public works . There

are several public buildings to be erected, a new high

school which is to cost $100,000 , and a new general

hospital which will cost about the same sum, besides
there are a number of private residences to be built .

The street car company is planning extensive addi .

tions, notably the line through Ogden Canyon. The

cars hitherto have only run to the mouth of the Canyon

which is a narrow , rocky gorge running about eight

miles through the Wasatch range of the RockyMonn

tains . The new line will be about fifteen miles in

length , connecting Ogden with the town of Huntsville .

It runs parallel to Ogden River for about seven miles

and is considered to be one of the prettiest spots in

this section of the country. So , anytime any readers

of the M. & C. are in Ogden , we will be able to give

them a trolley ride that cannot be surpassed for its

scenic beauties through the West.
Bro . J. Searle has had a change from conductor to

motorman . He is beginning to lose the worried look

he had when he was on the back end .

One of our old - time motormen ,H. C. Peterson ,

has recently got a step up in the car world . He was

one of the charter members of 418 . He is now in

spector, and has charge of all the cars running, and
their crews. He is a good friend to all our members ;

so ,boys, treat him right; he deserves it.

Bro. Alf. Cordon's alarm clock failed to waken him

three times lately, consequently Alf . was late taking
his car, the punishment for which is dismissal. А

committee was appointed to wait on the Supt . and

see if we could not have the rule modified and Bro.

Cordon back. We failed to do anything with the rule,

butsucceededin hdving our Bro. reinstated.
Irish .

"
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THANKS TO 416 .

Galesburg , III.- Div. No. 515 is still in the ring.

Several of the Bros. have changed their occupations

this spring. Bro. Turney is moving onto a farm in

Iowa. . Bro. Weaver is going to theSunny South ,
somewhere near Memphis, Tenn . We regret very

much to lose them. I am going to farm this spring

also, but will not leave the Div.right away.

Organized labor has certainly helped us out of a

gooddeal of trouble which we would nevergot out of
it organized labor had not helped us out. We have

only been organized about five months too.

There is a great change taking place here now. ,

Both of our Supts. (McLaughlin and Gibbs) have re

signed , although they do not leave right away.

All of our officers have not been installed yet , but

when they are I willsend a list of themso that the

other Bros. of the different Divs. can see who the

officers are. And also , so that we may have a more

complete list of them at the International office .

Bro. Cook can be seen with his familiar smile again .

He has his old Main & Knoxville run , made vacant

by Bro .Turney .

ro. G. B. Johnson says about all the starch is out

of his uniform coat pocket. (A little syrup, G. B.)

Bro. Palm has the sympathy ofus all. He lost

his wife sometime ago very suddenly.

Bro . Swarts and wife are the parents of a ten -pound

boy, born some time in the latter part of Jan. No

wonder he has taken a run on the boulevard.

The general executive board certainly have our

thanks for the much -needed help which they brought

us . We also wish to thank the Bros, of Div. 416 who

helped us get organized , also in other trouble that came

Boys, watch your transfers and employees' tickets,

oryou may have to see Supt.

Iwonder why Bor. Cook always slows down and rings

the gong while passing Silver St.
Bro. Rogers is alsoa Bro. whom we miss. He is

working for the C. B. & Q , at present, his occupation

being trucking at the freight house.

Our attendance at themeetings has not been as good

as it might have been. Let us all try to attend at our

next meeting. We can all of us plainly see where

we are all ſeceiving much benefit from organization.

We will have to watch Bro . Barnhart from now on.

He has a new uniform .

Bro . Wogomon says he wishes that the good old

summer time would come again as he would like to

take another buggy, ride. Geo. Weall would like to
have that horse and buggy.

Well, as the old saying is, I am forgetting to stop.
and taking up lots of space. This is about my first

letter, and I expect it will be my last, at least for a
while.

Feb. 28 . Nuf Sed .

says Erie is a nice place to stop off at ; especially if
you have a friend there.

Bro . Johe Warnock is out again after undergoing

an operation at the Shanengo Valley Hospital.
Several of the boys wish it announced that they

will raise chickens this year. However, we refuse

to go into any details until after the hatching season

is over, having been told that this is a very precarious
stage in the life of a bird .

Bro. McClure, who is now employed as conductor

on the local lines , says he likes this country all right,

in a general way , but that sometimes when he meets

Red Newell he wishes he were back in the old

country, if only for one night.

At our last meeting we decided to join the Penna.
State Federation of Labor. Hereafter we will be able

to keep better posted as to the attitude of our State

legislators toward bills favorable to labor.

The company has completed the improvements in

our reporting room . We appreciate them very much ,

as they were long looked for and badly needed. The

work was done under the supervision of Bro . Dayton

Barge.

We wish to thank Bro. Dodds for allowing some

of his drawings to be hung in our reporting room .
Bert worked at the building trade for many years .

Some time ago he decided to supplement his practical

knowledge by taking a correspondence course in
freehand and architectural drawing. He is certainly

making great progress.

Bro. Van Rice took a notion last month that he

would move back to his home in the country . How

ever, after taking a week off and thinking the matter
over, he decided to stay here for the present. He

forgot his felt boots the first day he came back to

work and so had to start again the day after.

Prominent architects of New Castle and Pittsburg
have submitted plans for the superstructure of the

barn which Bro. F. G. Hayden contemplateş erecting

on his suburban estate this spring. All plans sub

mitted by competing architects will be inspected by

a committee consisting of Messrs. Dodds, Rice, and
Coulthard. Said committee will be authorized to

award the contract providing they can agree on a

plan which answers all the specifications. In case

no plan fulfills the requirements, it is rumored that

Bert Dodds will draw plans and that Van Rice will
personally superintend the erection of this mammoth
structure. It is our opinion that Bro. Hayden would

have avoided trouble and delay had he adopted the
Dodds-Rice scheme at the start . As Bro. Hayden

is rather non - conservative, we presume this building
will be a radical departure from all contemporary
styles. A special representative of the leading daily

papers will be on the ground constantly when active

building operations commence, and the public will
thus be given the benefit of this practical demonstra
tion of the latest in modern architecture. In our

next issue we will give all the details .
March 1 . " 89."

up later .

WILL HAVE FREE MEETING ROOM

PREPARING FOR SUMMER SERVICE .

New Castle , Pa . - Members of Div. 89 were shocked
to learn of the death of Bro. Fred Duff, of Niles , 0 .

He died Feb. 24 as the result of injuries received in

an accident. Bro. Duff's parents reside in this city,

and he left many friends hereto mourn his sudden
death . Funeral services the following Sunday were

attended by a large number of the brothers from

Niles, Youngstown, and New Castle, in private cars.

We feel that by the death of Bro. Duff we have lost
a faithful friend and fellow -worker, and the bereaved

parents and sisters have our heartfelt sympathy in
their hour of trouble.

The company is already hiring new men and break
ing them in for the Park season . Supt. Perry Barge,

for many years manager of Cascade Park, has resigned,

and Geo. Rose, formerlyexcursion agent, has been

appointed Park Supt. We understand that Sunday

admission to the Park will be free this year.

John Pregenzer has resigned his position as motor

man here , and moved to Leetonia , O., where he has
a good position in the shops of the Crescent Machine Co.
Eio . W. H. McWilliams has been off work for some

time suffering from congestion of the lungs .
Bro. John Shoemaker has had a very severe attack ?

of pneumonia. He is out now , and hopes to be able
to work soon .

Bro . Clarence Cooper has been transferred to Sharon ,

Pa. , where he has secured a position as conductor
on the local lines .

Bro. E. D. Powell has resigned his position here
and has started a grocery store on Long Ave. He

was kind enough tobring up a box of good smokes,

and asks usto give him a call.

Bro. B. J. Durkin has moved from the country

to a house near the city line. He goes home happy

now, for he has sidewalks all the way.

Bro. Wm . Boyle is planning to take a little trip

when navigation opens up on theGreat Lakes. Will

Montpelier, Vt.-- At the regular January meeting

of Div. 242 officers were installed whowere elected

at the last meeting in December.

Our local is in good condition ; the outlook for the

future is promising. Our agreement expired Feb. l .

We have a new one which is, we believe, much better
than the old one . The committeefrom our local ,

composed of Brothers Docherty McGibney , and Coun

ter, speak highly of the company's committee which
met them fair and square.

We will soon be using ourown power, as the com

pany has erected a plant of their own.

We have been promised a room to hold our meetings ,

a gift from the Company.

The legislature, which just closed here , has given

us through the Central Labor Union of this city ,

February 12 as a legal holiday, the birthday of that
great and good man, Abraham Lincoln . We cele

brated the event by a banquet in the evening to all
the unions in this ciry , and Barre, our sister town

Brother Docherty, of our local , who is president of

the Central Labor Union , was master of ceremonies.

A good time was enjoyed by all.

We have our ears to the ground, as promotion is

coming to some one.

Brother Paterson is recovering from an operation
for appendicitis .

Brother Kerson, a former member, is back with us

again ,-the lad frae Killicrankie.

We wonder why Brother Clagston stops so often
at the office.
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ARBITRATION AWARD SATISFACTORY. Bill says he is going to move to the city for the rest
of the winter. Sure, Bill , you lose a lot of work by

living at the Pier. You may have a regular car soon

if Reuben keeps on missing.

Jack says he's going to take a trip to Boston soon .

Boston, Mac. that's the place. Well , I hope Uncle Sam
will treat him cordially. I suppose he'll come badk

to us full of the latest and most modern Yankee rail

roadism. Well, Jack , you can go where you like, but

you can't strike a cinch like Whitney Avenue.

Bill and Curry haven't joined our Division yet ,

but we must not be too hard on them . They will come

around soon , I think . Well, the sooner the better.

What's sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander,
boys , and the goose is reaping a benefit already . Be

with us , boys .

Shepherd says he is not going to lose a day for the

next three months. I wonder why ? You got me.

Fred is the greatest union man we have on the job .

Keep it up. We are all behind you , Fred..

Dunphy, I say , keep away from the Pier.

don't, I am afraid Hugh will give you a solar plexus

you will remember for some time if he catches you

down there at night, and then you will keep off the

grass . Bonny Jean .

IfI don't stop this scribbling I am afraid the boys

will be in my wool, so I'll wish them all good -night.

They will hear from me again.

Scribe 514 .

NOTES FROM 312.

Dedham, Mass. - Hyde Park Div . 373 is still in
existence and doing business, but not at the “ old

stand." A committee is now looking over available

quarters, and we expect to be settled again by March 1 .

The solution of the wage question by the arbitration

board selected sometimeago has been heartily received

by all , and is a credit to all who took any part in the
matter. There seemed to be , in this division at least ,

an entire lack of any of the bitterness that sometimes

accompanies labor disputes. The members of this

division were practically unanimous in demanding a
readjustment of wages . The increased schedule ( which

will undoubtedly be printed elsewhere in this number

of the M. & C.) has affected an unusual number of

the night men, and as they receive the least pay , it is ,
of course , greatly appreciated by them. It should be

a source of pride to every member of the A , A. to think

that this question was handled in such a thorough ,

able, and quiet manner by the International officers,

that in all labor circles we hear nothing but good

words for our organization and leaders .

Bro. John J. O'Neil was chosen president at our

January meeting, a position he formerly filled with
credit , and we look forward to a prosperous year.

Our relief association is in a farily prosperous condi

tion, and in spite of heavy drains upon it we are a
couple of hundred " to the merry .'

One of our biggest -hearted brothers , at our second

last meeting, took the floor and unasked said he was

going, to attend meetings better, and said I now

promise to attend every meeting for the coming year.

At the next meeting he sang the highest possible tenor
part to the Old Oaken Bucket," and then disappeared .

The writer is now wondering whether he went away

with some operatic troupe , or, while on his way home,

fell into the well.

Brother John J. Coughlin has taken out a traveling

card , and is to travel in the West. Any member who
meets him will find him A. No. 1 in every way .

We are having some matters coming up in a few

weeks that are perhaps of great importance to us as

union men, " and I will write of them in my next .
Suburban.

If you

Davenport, Ia .–Our annual grand mask ball, given

Feb. 20th , wasa grand success, and netted us a neat

sum for our sick benefit fund . Every one enjoyed a
good time.

Bro .Chas. Dond has resigned his position as motor

man and is going out on his farm in a few bays to
make his future home. We all wish him prosperity

in his new undertaking.

Bro . Stone is on thesick list at present with typhoid
fever.

Bro. Morgan has been sick for several days.

Bro . Waters has been sick for a few days, but is at

work again.

Bro. Miffin is reported sick .
Bros. Coleman , Colby and Ficker are having a soft

job now , having been drawn for the grand jury.
Bro. Hartman wishes to thank the local for the

beautiful flowers sent him at the time of his mother's
death.

Bro. Daniels, has resigned his position as conductor

and gone down in Missouri to live on his farm .

March 1 . T. A. P.

OLD OFFICERS REINSTATED .

CLEVELAND AGREEMENT DOES NOT EXPIRE

MAY 1st.

Sydney , N. S. -The regular monthlymeeting of the

A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , Division 514 , held in the
Greenwell Block , Charlotte St. , Sunday evening,

Jan. 3. 1909. All officers were present except vice:

president and sentinel. Onmotion regularly moved

and seconded, Bro. L. MacDonald was appointed to

the duties of vice - president for the evening , as was

Bro. P. J. Campbell, who was initiated into our asso
ciation at the opening of the meeting, appointed sen
tinel . When the order of business reached election

of officers for the next six months, a regular motion

put and carried unanimously with no dissenting voices,
motion by Bro . Cormier and seconded by Bro . James

Doyle , the old guard were once more installed in their

respecrive places by, our president , Bro. MacVicar,

with the exception of the vice-president and sentinel.
For these offices ballotting took place. For vice

president three candidates were nominated, Bros.

Curtis, L. MacDonald, and MacGowan . I may say

here before going any further on election matters

that Bro. McGowan, like Bro. Campbell , was invited

into our Division at the opening of the meeting, but

we concluded that that would or should not debar

him from being nominated for the office of vice-presi

dent , and it also showed his great popularity with his

fellow -workers to be chosen for such a responsible

position . But alas! Not elected ! Poor Tom ! Bro .

Curtis came out at the head of the poll with flying

colors and fairly snowed his two antagonists under
with a shower of ballots and made himself secure in

the vice-president's chair till June 3d. Welcome, old

boy! May your troubles all be little ones !

The election of sentinel was not so exciting as that

of vice -president, and our new member, Bro. Campbell,

was duly elected to that office for the next six months.

Never mind, Pat , although your duties are at the door

that don't disqualify you to butt in whenever you feel

like it , and we feel assured you won't go behind it

( the door) to say your say .

We are having real old Cape Breton weather here

for the past day or two, and Bro. MacLean , who has

charge of the snow work on our lines, is kept on the

jump, but thanks to the Cape Breton Electric Co. ,
which provides him with good snow -fighting material,

such as ploughs, sweepers, etc., our cars were kept

running on schedule timeand didn't lose a trip. The

thanks of the Co. should be due Joe Marshall (the

Indian) for his greathelp to Alex . on the snow plough

and sweeper. Give Joe lots of " MacDonald's Twist

and piles of snow and-- well, he's all right.

Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 15th , 1909.

To the Members of Div. 268, A. A. of S. and E. R. E.

of A.

Dear Sir and Bro.: It has come to our notice that

there is some misunderstanding as to the true inter

pretation of the closing section , No. 14 , of our agree

ment entered into on the 22d of Dec. , 1906 , with the

C. E. R'y Co.

As per instructions by the Division , we are sending

you a copy of said agreement, also an explanation of
the same.

On carefully studying section 14 you will note that

it makes the agreement a perpetual one, giving the

organization the rgiht , however, to open the agreement
once every year upon a notice of fifteen bays prior

to what istermed the end of each year, and that notice

of change does not affect any part or the agreement

except that which is referred to in the notice, and if
the change cannot be mutually agreed upon , it must

be arbitrated under the agreement, and the award

is then entered into and becomes part of the agreement,
which is perpetual.

This explanation is made in order that our member

ship may not listen to the rumor that it ends in the

month of May of this year, but that they may realize

that the agreement will continue in full force, and we

wish to say that our confidence in the C. E. R'y Co.

to fulfill their agreement, is unshaken ; there is not

theleast doubt on that matter, as theyalreadyhave,

in a legal petition presented to the U. S. Federal Court ,

recognized the legal and binding force of this contract

upon their company: Therefore you may rest assured

that all obligations by that company to this organiza ;

tion - and this organization to its membership , will

be fulfilled just as rapidly as the conditions around us

may develop.

In case this explanation is not sufficiently clear,
you are requested to call at the office for furtheradvice.

Phone C. 8299- R .

With best wishes , we remain fraternally,

Į. K. Farasey, President.

J. Stampfli, Secretary.
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I say

We regret to chronicle the continued illness of Bro .

Harley J. Melancon, who has been obliged to suspend

work for several months . It is hopeful that he may

be able to resume his duties the coming summer . He

has been obliged to give up his position as treasurer
of our local on account of illness. Bro. Melancon has

always been one of our most active and appreciated
members , having served in various important official
capacities , and for many terms was our delegate.

He proved a most valuable director and advisor at all

times, and one of those who kept 270 on rock bottom .
P. 0 .

now

GETS HIS FOR SENDING VALENTINES.

ARE LIKE THE DUTCHMAN'S FLEA .

Oakland, Cal.-Once again I am here to contribute

my “ mite " to the boys. mite," because

have not the feudal eminence, or editorial propensities ,

as said by our worthy. " Butinsky.”. Beg pardon ,'

I should have said “ Skidoo !" so will leave the heavy

work for him. I am pleased to say that before this

article goes to press Division 205 of San Francisco

will once again be a living reality. Our neighbors

across the bay are like the Dutchman's flea ,

you have it and now you don't . " , but always ready

to appear and take another " nip ."

Another thing boys of 192 must remember is that

the time is drawing near for selections of delegates

to our national convention , and as it is hardly fair

to send men there on a summervacation , or because

they are better looking than their neighbors, or a

number of other minor causes ,192 wouldlike for mem

bers to attend the meetings and show their " oratorical

vocabulary," and when they discover that they are
not the " dope," or the whole show, look around and

choose for themselves who shall represent them ; don't

let somebody else tell you this man or that man is the
stuff ; “ butt in . " We have good representatives in

our order, men with “ brains." They are the ones to

represent us; look for them, boys , and give them your

hearty support.

Brother A. Rose, of Elmhurst, is contemplating

" something." " I give it up," but think it is buying

a home atGrove and Apgar streets . The price must

be " high , " as it takes him a long time to decide. The

climate is good in that section for “ baby roses .

Anotherconductor arrived for Central Division on

Jan. 20th . He is a little shy yet, but conductor Drum

mond would not trade him for the whole street car
system . Good luck, Drummond; he may be presi

dent yet!

Our worthy president is a very busy man. He has

been in close attendance at Sacramento at four State

Legislature looking after the union labor interests .

As I have not been able to have an interview with

him since his return I cannot give his views , but he

appears happy and confident, so presume he is still
on the main line." He has been nominated as city

councilman of Oakland, and while his sense of judg

ment would not permit him to tie himself to either

Republican , Democrat, or Socialist party , he has been

endorsed by the labor council of Alameda Co., and

we hope that every union man will support him at the

municipal election.

Say , boys! when “ wifey is sick , or you are afraid

to go home in the dark, just look across the street
from the central barn and you will see a cosey , white

building that is the " carmen's " restaurant, operated

by two of our brothers, R. G. Pane and F Tackley.

While Frank is an adept at gathering nickels , I think

that with the help of “ Bob " he can steer as nice

and juicy a steakto you as any house in town . Patron

ize home industry.'

Theboys of 192 are to be complimented on their
selection to the labor council as delegate J. Selby ,

in place of D. Kelly , resigned .

Quite a number of our boys have entered the $ 100.00

Tribune contest for the most popular railroad man , as

the special prize is an order on the Bruener Furniture

Co. for furniture. Weare sorry to miss BrotherRose's

name from the list as Bruener wouldhave ashorthaul

to Apgar Street. However, the rest of us will try to

win out.

Asthe Oakland Traction Co. are completing two

new lines , which will be in operation in a short time,

the boys from the Western division will have several
new runs to pick from . The two lines will add at
twenty men. Good luck , boys !

Well, as the rain is still wet , and no dust flying. I

will bid adieu .

A. Mutt .

I.

Rochester, N. Y.-It is now some time since the
Doctor sent you a communication from 282 . The

reason is not that he would not, or that he could not ,

it was simply a question of what not ( to write you

about) . Now that he has again been resoluted into

officer of correspondent to theMotorman and Con

ductor , he intends making an offer at it , at least to

wards the filling of the position. One great drawback

he has met with ( as correspondent) is that 282 never

does anything out of the ordinary, or perhaps it would
be a better expression to say of an extraordinary

nature ,” for him to write about. We are all a quiet

lot of peaceful citizens, barring a little jangle among

ourselves occasionally , and we do have them once

in a while , like that of our annual elections ( which ,

by the way , I never told you of ) . Then , again , we

have our own family troubles. Brother So - and - So

don't do just as Mr. Doctor or some other Brother
would like him to do , etc. , etc. , so we go at it hammer

and tongs , and just about the time there is as much
left of the contestants as there was of the proverbial

Killkenny cats, our venerable president will arise in

all dignity , and either call an immediate halt in the

controversy or pour some of his magic oil on the

wounds , when lo and behold ! peace is restored , and

all that remains of the scrap is a harmonious bunch ,

united, and boasting the amalgamated on all sides .

Well, I suppose it is the same in other Divisions .

However, to make a long story short, at our annual
election we re -elected most of our old officers. And

if the Doctor does say so ," they are a pretty good bunch

in the eyes of 282's members. Otherwies they would

not have been elected .

C. H. McCrossen , president . Of him we could have

much to say , but suffice it to say his heart is in the

right place. He is an out and out trades unionist to

the core , and will swear by the amalgamated street

car men every time , and will stay by them until the

rrolley - rope is short-circuited (which often occurs on
the Allen St. route) .

Geo. Keenan . He is our business agent again , re

elected to that office for the seventh time .

ponent was buried in the landslide of Dec. 15th , while

George turned up the next morning, on duty , with a

smile on his countenance that spoke volumes.

It was just like this with our members. When they

see a good thing, and want it, they simply lay their

hands on it andit is theirs. That was the case when

filling the office of business agent .

Mr. Doctor was also re - elected as recording secretary .

We don't know how it was, but he's in it for another

year.

The only real contest we had was over the delegates

to the international comvention to be held in Toronto.

J. J. O'Sullivan, Wm . T. Kelley, George Keenan , and

C. H. McCrossen is the lucky bunch selected out of
fourteen in the race .

They wouldnot consent to let the Doctor go for the

reason, as McCrossen puts it, they want him to help

Charley Cole write them another valentine when they
are at Toronto (were it only to give them a littel

notoriety among their colleagues) .

One of our brothers, James Rush , recently met with

a sad adversity in the death of his wife . Mrs. Minnie
Rush . This young couple had just started in life ,

so to speak, and were enjoying that peace and happi

ness which God's blessing and true love never fails

to bestow , when that grim destroyer , death , separated
them . The sympathy of every member of 282 goes

to our Brother in the loss he has sustained .

Mrs. Rush was born in Tweed . Ont . , where she leaves

her mother, four sisters and four brothers to mourn
her loss . She is also survived by one child , an infant ,

who, alas ! will never know a mother's love .

The funeral took place Friday, Jan. 29th , from the
Immaculate Conception Church. Burial was at Holy

Sepulchre cemetery .

Friends in Ontario, Canada, will please note the
above .

Fraternally .
The Doctor.

His op

AN OLD LEADER SERIOUSLY ILL .

Gloucester, Mass. - As Gloucester Div. 270 of the

A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. hasn't been in the columns

of our valuable paper, it is about time it should appear .

There was a correspondent appointed for last year ,

but I don't think he sent in a thing. I have been ap

pointed, and from now on you will have reports from

Div. 270, to show that it is by no means on the down

and out list.

We hold our meetings on the second Friday, and I

think , if I am not mistaken , that it is generally too

late to go in for the same month .

Div. 270 of the A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. held

very important meeting on the twelfth of February .
Officers were installed as follows : President , C. Á .

Harmon; vice - president, Osman Tucker; rec. sec'y ,

Harry G. Zust; fin . sec'y , Gordon B. Parks; treas.;

Ralph C. Bragdon ; conductor, Arthur P. Parsons,

sentinel, Percy w . Cuncliffe; warden , Geo. F. Pratt;

correspondent, Percy Q. Lane.
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UNINVITED EXPERIENCE.

wePort Huron , Mich . - Here are again ,

with the second installment of the year. Div.

No. 90 continues to push onward towards pros

perity, and that's something to be proud of.

Bro. Louis Donner continues to blow his

whistle in passing the little red brick .

Bro . Earl Moore is running on the frog

line now. Earl don't know how he is missed
on the main line . Some of the boys are

hoarse answering the lady's questions as to

his whereabouts.

Bro. Albert Oeming has a new tie for each

day . As a Romeo , Al . and Gus Vendt would

be given some consideration.
Bro. Bill Schmicking is missed on the

South Park line , at least some of the men

on the Tunnel line say so .

The suit case that Bro. Bill Crandall ( alias

Adolph von Belgium ) carried to No. 5 was

not the one belonging to Carmichael.

Bro. Ernest Hill is hunting_coon down
S h Park. We would advise Ernest to go

to Africa.

Bro. Joe Caesar is back after a short ill
ness.

Bro . Walter Winn has very little hair left .

We would advise him to see Bill Schmicking .

Bill had a fine crop of cabbage last season .

Bro. Henry Hoevel , better known as “ Cap,"

went to the woods recently for a quiet little
hunt , After walking around the dense forest

for a while, he sat down and took a quiet

little smoke. He was soon disturbed by the

approach of a large bear. It was no longer

the place for " Cap," so he made tracks for

taller timbers. The black , hairy native fol

lowed , causing the pursued some alarm . Our

modern Boone sought the protection of a

convenient tree where he remained at the

pleasure of Mr. Bruin. Safe up in the tree,
and while thinking how handyan airship

would be Mr. Bear retreated to his old

haunt, and " Cap," Zacheus like , "came down.

This was the 2nd of Februarythis happened.

PAUL MANTHEY, Cor.

ing me a little taffy. I hope that if he reads

this he will send me his name , as I should

like to know who my friends are.

There is no doubt that the sport of bowl

ing is one of the healthiest and best of the

pleasures of life ; but , like every other amuse

ment, it can be carried to excess and a man
will neglect his lawful work . There was a

conductor discharged a short time ago, who

was a man with a good record, popular with
the passengers, and also a fine " fellow to

meet . But bowling was his downfall, which

goes to show that a man to be successful in

the railroad business must not become en

thusiastic along any sporty lines.

It looks as if men would have to be more

particular and change their trolley in back

ing around a turnout, as our general super

intendent caught one of the members of our

executive board backing round the turnout

without changing his trolley and he was

pulled off and lost a half day.

In the early spring it is planned to give a

banquet to the arbitration board and the

head officials of the company, at which time

it is planned to present to Chairman Ham

lin a set of resolutions elegantly embossed

thanking him for his very valuable services,

for which he declined to take any remunera

tion . This banquet is to be given by the

joint conference committee of ihe Boston &

Northern and Old Colony R. R. systems, and

all the employes of the two systems will be

invited to attend. There is also being sent

around to each stable a paper asking the

men to contribute toward raising a sum of

money to present to Bro. Rose in apprecia

tion of his valuable work for the street rail

road men of this section .

" Old Timer,” Mobile , Ala . , I wish to con

gratulate you your fine article in the

February number, and am glad that the

president of your company is such a fair

minded man and realizes the benefits ofthe

union to his company. F. W. F.

on

WILL BE NO DEARTH OF CARS.

CORRESPONDENT HAS MISFORTUNES.

a

Lynn, Mass.-I am feeling a little down
hearted at present. I have been up against

it lately . One Friday morning, in starting
out to work , I slipped on the ice and

sprained my wrist . Before the day was over

I lost a five - dollar bill . Since then I have

been laid up for about ten days with a very

bad cold , and am not yet feeling myself. So

I will ask the members to be a little easy

on me if this letter does not suit all .

Now that the arbitration board has given

their decision and the men are well satisfied ,

matters have resumed their normal condi
tions in our local , as according to our agree

ment the matter of wages is settled until

Oct. 1 , 1910 . As the men are all looking for

ward to a new agreement with better con

ditions at that time, although they are very

well satisfied at present , they must not for

get that the more successful the company is

the better agreement can be gotten at that

time, so that it is for the interest of all the
men to try and make this the most success
ful two years that the company has ever

had . The officials will then feel that they

can afford to use us better than they do

now . This statement is borne out by the

attitude the arbitration board , which

would have been willing to give a larger

increase of wage if they had thought that

the company could afford to do so.

According to the way the company's offi
cials construed the agreement the pit men

and other car employes' wages were not ar

bitrated with the motormen and conductors,

and they are feeling a little sore about it .

But have patience , The union's officials are
doing the very best they can for you , and

if they should not succeed this time don't
drop out of the union , for perhaps we can

do better for you next time.

In my mail today I received an unsigned

communication from Mattepan , Mass . , criti

cizing something in my last letter, also giv

Mt. Carmel, Pa.–Our new set of officers

are : President , C. Noble ; vice - president,

Steve Dunlavey ; secretary , John Lyons ;

treasurer , George Wark ; conductor, A. Gang

han ; warden , Wm. Fisher, Jr.; sentinel, Ed

ward Young; correspondent, Chas. Persing ;

executive board , C. Noble, Wm. Acornley ,

Thos. Dooley, John Haverty and Chas . Per

sing.

We have now 42 members on our roll , com

pared with 26 at this time last year.

We understand that one of our members

has done away with his corncob pipe. He

will nevermore go to sleep with his feet on

the pillow , head at the foot of the bed and

his pipe in his mouth . . No , brothers, it is not
New Year's resolution , for Mentzer says

the cause lies between Brady Park and Kulp
mont. We are all ready for the cigars.
The regular meeting of this division

should be held on the first Thursday of each

month . Let's hope our new officers get down

to business and hold the meetings regular

and in town , SO that the extra men may

be able to take part in the proceedings.

The company has lately purchased 18 cars

and the officers say there are more to follow
shortly . When all the cars are equipped

there will be a total of 50 . No kick about

accommodation this summer , for our regular

schedule calls for but six cars, giving us 44
extras.

We have some somnambulists who fre

quently give us rare entertainments in our

sleeping quarters . One recently perched on

the rail at the foot of a roommate's bed and

whistled of the latest airs . There is

another who is a dread to the tardy ones

getting to the bunkroom , for no sooner than

you open the door, to quietly sneak in , you

are pounced upon and hugged until old King

Morpheus has flown .

Let's get closer and more brotherly ; or, in

other words , let's have more of the spirit

which prevailed in our division in 1906 and

1907, " CRITIC ."

of

one
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FROM THE CONVENTION CITY. NOTES FRO M163.

Merlden, Conn.-As our worthy secretary

was obliged to go to New York for treat
ment for an injured leg, we were a little

backward in sending items to the Journal

last month . We are getting along nicely,

having taken into our ranks one more man,

and hope to get three or four more soon .

Bro . Sembler has a new girl . She is a

bean girl from Boston . Now , fellows , don't

ask too many questions ; she came , that's

all .

Bros , Thomas , McCarthy and Brecklyn

have returned after having an attack of

sickness . Bro. Thomas had the measles, Bro.

McCarthy had the mumps, and Bro. Breck

lyn could not see out of one lamp.

Bro. Stretch now has a phonograph. He

won it for 10 cents.

Bro. Weyer has left the road. Joe would

not stand for " thirty days” running out on
the work car. Joe says he does not wear

glasses. neither does he expect to wait for
the bluebirds to come before he goes

work again .

Bro. Iescherp is on the sick list .

It would be well for the boys to pay up

their dues . So much sickness the past month

shows you don't know who will be next, and

if you are behind, you know the rest.

We were very sorry to hear of Bro. Luby's

mishap in falling into Lake Highland . May

be Bro. Luby has not got over that order

of " ham and eggs' he had at Hartford the

night of the dance .

Fall in line , boys ; get a button . “ Don't

be odd ."

February 24th .

to

NO TROUBLE GETTING RECRUITS.

Toronto , Ont. – Our fifteenth annual concert

was held on February 18 in Massy music

hall , and was greatly appreciated by all . The

feature of the evening was the singing of

Harold Jarvis and Donald McGreggor. Among

those present were noticed William Moore,

secretary of Canadian Northern Railway ; R.

J. Fleming, manager Toronto Ry. Co .: James

Gunn , superintendent; Mayor Oliver. City So

licitor Fullerton , Commissioner of Industries

Joseph Thompson.

Credit is dueChairman Sam Madill and

Secretary H. B. Oakley upon the successful

way in which everything was arranged .

The grievance committee consisting of Jos .

Gibbons. Wm. Murray and w . D. Robbin held

a conference with the railway management

represented by R. J. Fleming, James Gunn ,

Mr. McCullough , F. Hubbard and J. Howden ,

on Friday, February 26 , at which the follow

ing items were discussed . Carlton college

schedule , uniforms and caps, suspensions ,

seats for motormen on large vestibule cars ,
and a number of individual cases . Also em

ployes' tickets and many other points .

Full report at our regular meetings.

Bro. Sinclair is attending the general ex
ecutive board meeting at Detroit. We saw

him arranging to take two cigars with him ,

made in Canada . FARMER .

ADOPTING VESTIBULE CARS.

Pottsville, Pa.-On February 27. 1909 , Div.

118 held her regular meeting with a nice at

tendance, the regular routine of business was

transacted and every one of the boys were

very much pleased with the manner in which

President Frank Zimmerman went through

the meeting and by 2:30 o'clock every brother

was on his way home. The members do not

need to stay away from the meeting rooms

on account of losing much sleep , for Bro .

Timmenson intends to go through the work
without losing any time. So let every one

attend the meetings, and especially the very

near ones , as there will be many important

questions, and every one wants to be there

to have every one's opinions.
The sick are all on the mend . Bro . Mat

Ruddington was off duty through sickness,

but is back .

Bro . Irvin Stine is on the sick list ; also

Bro . Elwood Schappel.

Bro. Charles Omler must have some great

attraction down in Riverside . N. J.

Did anyone notice the bright smile Bro. M.

Grimes had the other day . It was all over a
bright bay girl .

After several months of sickness Mr. Wil

liam Hay Porter, general purchasing agent

for E. P. Ry. , died at his residence of Bright's
disease. Mr. Potter was twelve years iden

tified with the trolley road , at one time sup
ply clerk also as time-keeper. Mr. Potter

was better known as "Harry " Potter, and

he was a favorite among the trolley men , as

he was ever ready and obliging to them .

Another closed vestibule car has been

turned out of the local shops and put into

service on South Haven and Owensburg Di

vision . There are two other divisions

the road that needs closed front cars, namely.

Coal Castle and Yorkville . It is hoped that

the management will see to them by next

winter.

The shortage list is still up. In some in

stances it is growing to the great dissatis

faction of all. There should be some rem

edy for the evil , also those counterfeit coins ,

Bro. T. Berger presented two applications

for membership , and has some more up his

sleeve for next meeting ; keep the good work

up.

We are glad to see in our popular official

journal that our national president. Mr. W. D.

Mahon has been able to take up his pen and

give us a little of the history of street car
service in America. It is hoped that all the

members will take advantage and read for

themselves and to take note of the differ

ence between those days and the present,
and thus find the value of organization.

Thanks to the editor of the Motorman and

Conductor for his efforts in getting the pres.

ident to continue such a valuable work .

Februuary 27, 1909. Div, 118 .

Kewanee , Ill. – Division 484 is still on the map,

though lately we have not been heard from through

these columns. December meeting being timeto

elect officers, we had a good attendance. Firston the

program was lunch , consisting of snadwiches, pickles,

apples . oranges, and coffee. Cigars followedlunch .

Next was the general routine of business; then came

the election and installation of officers. Retiring

President Bert Craig acted as installing officer and

performed the duties well.

We are sorry to lose Bro. Cole from our local , but

as he is now in the employ of " UncleSam we sup

pose he will be " scarce. " He is cock of the walk

on Route No. 8 from Kewanee.

Everything is lovely with us now, and we are hop
ing it will continue so. We have no trouble getting

the new recruirs, as they all seem willing enough to
come in when we tell them of the benefits wehave

derived .

Mr. Chas. Dixon . of the power -plant force, seems
to have tired of single life, and he has taken a

mate. Long ife , prosperity, and much happines

be yours, Chas. Just as a reminder : we haven't

seen any cigars yet.

Mud ? Yes, just lots of it . We fear the weather

man has got his dates twisted, and that winter will

oom up when baseball should be the orderof the day.
LANKY BILL . "

on

HAVE CHANGED MEETING NIGHTS.

Akron , Ohio. —Newly installed officers for

Division No. 98 has established a roster , as

follows : President , Lee J. Ish ; vice- presi

dent , Jasper Stewart ; corresponding secre
tary , Frank Goodenberger ; financial secre

tary , Royal H. Williams; treasurer , John

Failor : warden , D. W. Beldon ; sentinel , A.

Laudenflager ; delegates to the C. L. U. , Bros.

Failor, Geese, Ish and Stewart ; finance com

mittee, Stewart . Beldon and Laudenfager:

committee on runs, Bros. Welker, Weis and

Herpler.

The auditing committee audited the books

of the financial secretary and treasurer , and

the report showed them to be in good shape.

We have changed our meeting night so

that hereafter two meetings will be held
each month-upon the second and fourth

Thursday nights. S. B.
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Lawrence , Mass.—Div, 261 has installed of.

ficers, and there are some new ones on the

list . The full list is for president, Clarence

G. Simonson ; vice - president Frank Wools ;

recording secretary , Stephen T. Frawley ;

financial secretary Joseph D. Woodcock ;

treasurer, Michael Fitzgerald ; warden , John

Anderson; delegates toC. L. U., M. J. Hag

gerty , Frank Mulvey, Frank Wools and

James Radcliffe. As correspondent to our

magazine , your obedient servant continues

and will endeavor to chronicle some of the

events that come to the front here for an

other term .

Div . 261 is starting out encouragingly for

the new term . Eight propositions for mem

bership were brought in last meeting , and

there will be some ten more for next meet
ing. That's not bad .

Bro . Michael Fitzgerald has returned to

work from a recent sick spell ,

Bro. Coffey continues upon the sick list.

It is hard to say how long he will be kept :

from work as he has been a very sick man .

We are looking forward to the preparation

for a ball . We hope to make it a grand suc

cess .

Our recent increase in wage is an added
show of the benefits of organization. We

all watched the proceedings going on which
led up to the decision of the arbitrition
board in the Boston & Northern case. I

thought would any such proceeding as that
come about if there was no organization I

never heard of it . Here was a case where

motormen and conductors had a systematic

machinery of organization by which they
could get together and first determine

whether it was wise to try to have a new

wage scale. Evervbody will agree that it is

a bad time to think of a strike. But because

tre men were organized two years ago , and

after much hard work in effecting a united

movement, an agreement was secured. they

were able to follow their judgment about

wages without thinking of strikes. Thev

went at it like men . An arbitration board

was selected and the case was fully pre

sented . That's what makes a man feel like

a man when he belongs to such an organiza

tion . A wage-earner outside of the ranks

must feel mighty small and lonely when he

thinks of these things.

A man can't be put down as a coward who

stavs out of the union in this section of the

country . He's either a knave or a jackass.

Neither adds dignity to the service of the

company . Cor.

Brockton, Mass. — Division 235 held the reg

ular monthly meeting February 22nd . The

regular order of business was gone through .
Three applicants initiated and the

members present listened to a lengthy report

from President O'Connell on the arbitration

of wages, covering all the work done by the

joint conference committee since September
last up to the present time. The award

granted by the arbitration board seems gen

erally to be very satisfactory to most of the

motormen and conductors, although the men

who were already getting twenty-five cents
per hour did not receive any increase. The

underpaid men were benefited by being lift

ed up from the bottom . It must be allowed

that we expected a better concession from

the board in considering the long drawn out

unjust discrimination wage scale which re

quired men to work nine years before they

obtained the maximum rate , yet the great

majority fully realize that our international

officers and International President Mahon

done all that was possiblle for the car men

at this time, and every member should be

looking for a full report of thearbitration

in the March Motorman and Conductor .

Our local has quite a number of members

from the mechanical department, including

carpenters, blacksmiths, wire -workers, pit
men and track men . These brothers are

making a strong kick because they did not

get any consideration from the wage arbitra

tion. For the benefit of all members we want

to tell you through the Motorman & Con

ductor that you should attend the meetings

and hear the reports from your delegates and
officers. However, the report comes to us

that the case of the pit -men , track - men, etc. ,

is to be taken up at once , or as soon as possi
ble . The men working in the other depart

ments claim that the increased cost of living

has come home to them just as well as to

motormen and conductors. As this question

has been raised we must meet it as a matter
of fact . No one can doubt it .

Our sick committee has had another busy

month ; fifteen members have unfortunately
been on the sick list .

We are glad to learn that Brother 1. N.

Higgins is out and about again .
Brother Jake Welsh is also able to be

about. Brother Welsh fortunately escaped

from a fatal accident by good luck .

Brothers Leonard , Dean and Eldridge are

still confined to their homes. We all send a

word of good cheer and hope to see you back

soon on the job .

We were glad to hear a good report from
Brother Cudworth of Lakeville, who was

operated on about five weeks ago for appen

dicitis ; also Brother Sampson , who has been

confined for a long time, is able to be out

again .

All members know where our hall is : drop

into the next meeting and see how things

are going for a change - the privilege is

yours Doors open at 8. o'clock . meeting at

8:30 , Monday evening , March 29 , 1909.

DIV. 325 .

RENEW ACQUAINTANCE THROUGH

M. & C.

а

ATTENDANCE INCREASING .

Lansford , Pa.-The last meeting was

good one. Our new president , Bro . Williams,

is doing fine.

A new cook made its appearance at the

home of Bro . Lobien , and - well, the brother
is all smiles . Also Brother Feglev's home

is being brightened up by a new maid . It

ought to be near time to smoke.

Some of the brothers seem to have a hard

time keeping the business transactions from

the general public . Beware !

Everything seems to be running smoothly
except the cars, and they would , only the

track is too rough.

We wish the company would present No.

4 car to the barn foreman , as he seems to

be in love with it .
Our new despatcher. Ex - Brother Arner,

has received a letter from an old school - mate .

who is now working on the cars in New Or

Jeans This came about through reading

the Motorman and Conductor.

Superintendent Palmer and Claim Agent

Crane paid the boys of this line a visit on

Wednesday , and gave some good advice.

Bro. Jack Mitchell savs he intends to write
a hnok entitled “Why Men Leave Home."

We are sorry to hear that Bro . Mark Fog

ter will have to have an operation performed

on his arm , which was badly injured by a
fall about a year ago . No. 433 ,

Brooklyn , N. Y. - The attendance at every
meeting seems to be growing since our

newly - elected president , John Cunningham ,

has taken the chair, and especially since Bro.

D. S. Fitzgerald made us a visit. Thanks to

him , also our committee, for rectifying all

our grievances , much to the satisfaction of
the boys.

Brother D. S. Fitzgerald gave us a splen
did address on the workings of the order

throughout the country.

The local gave a theater party at the Bijou

Feb. 26 and it was well attended and well

enjoyed, especially by an old -esteemed

brother, James J. Boland. Bro. Boland is 44

vers on the Seventh street road , and today

he is as lively as the youngest of us .

Our ex - president , Ed Carter, does not at

tend meetings as regular as he did . There's

a reason : He has taken a wife. Wish you

luck , Ed. COR.
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RETROSPECT AND COMMENTS OF AN

EXPERIENCED OFFICER.

well as we do when we consider the power
ful opposition of some of the traitors. No

class of men in the industrial field need or
ganization more than car men . None have

progressed with greater rapidity under or
ganized conditions. But to keep an organi

zation of car men intact is a task and one
requires more than ordinary tact , energy

and ability. RICHARD JOHNSON .

SLOW PROGRESS AT ARBITRATION.

a

St. Joseph , Mo. - Organized Feb. 14 , 1903 ,

by W. D. Henderson, organizer of the Amer

ican Federation of Labor and secretary of

Central Labor Council , St. Joseph , Mo. , Divi
sion 326 is now six years old .

Brother Henderson had a hard task to or

ganize the men of this city , as it had been

tried a couple of times before and met with

the bitter opposition of the management of
the street railway company: The first meet

ing was at Porter's Hall , St. Joseph avenue

and Fillmore street. The next meeting was

at Gleeve's Hall, St. Joseph avenue . Next

and successful meeting was at the home of

Brother B. F. Kanes, and over 125 members

were enrolled , and permanent officers were

elected.

The officers then began to work on their

new agreement, which embodied future

working conditions, with a neat increase of
wages of 5 per cent. There was also

closed - shop agreement. First International

President A. W. Morrison , of St. Louis , was

called here to close up the agreement with

the company for two years. This agreement

expired May 15, 1905 . The next agreement

was signed up May 15 , 1905 , and expired May

15. 1907 . This agreement brought to the em
ployes 2 per cent increase in wages and

many improvements in working conditions .
The next agreement was signed up May 15 ,

1907 , which also brought an increase of two

cents an hour, and brought seniority right

of selecting runs, and many other improved

conditions. This agreement will expire May

15 , 1909 .

The past presidents of the organization

are as follows : January , 1903 , Charles Amos ,

elected at first meeting, and did not serve ;

Walter B. Folley elected to succeed him ;

January, 1904, B. F. Karnes ; January, 1905 ,

Richard Johnson ; January , 1906 , the first six

months Thomas Smith , second six months

S. E. Campbell ; January, 1907, Richard John

son .

Among the organizations of labor there is

none that requires so much watchful care
and persistent effort to keep intact . The

number of new men coming into the busi

ness continually is so great that constant

education is necessary to keep the organiza

tion at a proper standard. The enormity of

this ceaseless changing on the street car sys

tem can be better understood when it is ex

plained that nearly one -third of the men are
replaced each year by new recruits. It will

be seen from this what a gigantic task con

fronts the leaders in a street car men's or

ganization-to not only keep the forces to

gether, but to have them compare favorably

in knowledge of the principles and purposes

of trades- unionism with the average stan
dard .

The young man coming into the service

today knows nothing of the inhuman condi

tions experienced by the men who operated

previous to the time organization made its

appearance. He is living and laboring in a

new atmosphere, clarified through the efforts

of the men who have gone before him . His

apprenticeship to the business in this city

consists of twelve days' studentship . As a

general thing he knows little or nothing of

the principles of unionism. When assigned

to duty on the extra list he has little time to

make a study of his surroundings . It takes

all his time, in fact , to master the details

of his new vocation and to secure the rest

necessary for recuperation . Opportunity to

attend a union meeting seldom presents it

selt , for the reason that he has no regular

ity of working hours. Whatever little knowl

edge he can gain of the necessity for organ

ization must come from social intercourse

with his fellow-employes. So the task of

making union men in a hurry goes on . Small

wonder that some of our men fall easy prey

to the unscrupulous hireling sent into the

ranks to poison the minds of the uninitiated

against the organization . The wonder is , in

reality , that we are enabled to go along as

Decatur, 111. - The last two months have
been busy ones with Division 511. We re

ported our question to be arbitrated, in our
last letter. We haven't made much progress.

After both sides submitting several names,
the company finally accepted one we had

submitted, but who was unable to serve . Our

local then accepted one the company had

submitted to us, and after sitting on the
case for one day a disagreement followed

and he resigned , so we are back to where we

started from , and with more determination

for a righteous and just trial of our two

brothers who were dismissed for such a petty
offense .

It seems that the officers of the company

are putting forth every effort to disrupt

our local , and dismissing our president was

the first effort.

On February 24 Mr. McAfee , the company

arbitrator. invited several members of our
local to the superintendent's and tried to

persuade them to give up their membershhip,

but since that meeting the men who were
present are stronger union men than ever

before.

February 22 a joint committee consisting

of delegates from the various locals of the
McKinley System met in Decatur.

On February 22 President Davis called a
mass meeting of the men to be held at mid

night , and almost every member of the di

vision was present and some new members

taken in . Our grievance was also discussed.
Bro. Cole of Danville made an excellent

speech in regard to our grievance and other
matters. He was followed by Bro . Dan Gor

man of Peoria , who also gave us much en
couragement. Able talks were made by Bro.
Proctor of Danville, Bros, Burke and Culver

of Peoria , Ex - B . M. McMorrow and Attorney
Lebosky of Chicago. The meeting closed

just in time for the day men to take their
cars.

Bro. Ferry has been on the sick list for the

past two weeks, and at our last regular meet

ing members of this division presented him

with a purse sufficient to cover the amount

of wages lost .

Our meetings have been largely attended

here of late as every member is very much

interested in the affairs of our local and the

progress of our arbitration .

We expect , hereafter , to devote the latter

part of each meeting to entertainment .

We are sorry to report the following mem

bers expelled from the association for dis

loyalty or “ cold feet " : A. B. Creviston , Orf

Garvison , M. Gehring. R. J. Hoots , Ora Odor

and Cleve Warren . But the expulsion of

these members has not weakened our local

in the least , but we feel much stronger with

out such timber in the building up of an or

ganization of this kind , for there is nothing

any more discouraging to a man in any local

who is willing to devote so much time and

energy for the organization getting men to

gether to build it up and then to be ridiculed

and turned down by a few who have refused

to help in any way but receive the benefits

derived from the organization . yet are will

ing to come out and upset things when we

should stand together to a man

Bros. Ryan Randle and DeWitt were pro
moted from night to day runs the 1st of

March . All seem very much pleased .

Bro . Wade McCarty left for Texas , Febru

ary 16, and has reported to friends here that

he will work on the street cars in San An

tonio , Texas .

We wonder how the men like sleeping in

the car barn ? Correspondent.

March 4 .
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New Orleans , La.–One of the best - attended

and most exciting and interesting meetings
that has been held of late by Div . 194 was

the one held on Wednesday evening, Feb. 24 .

On this occasion our capacious meeting hall
was taxed almost to its seating capacity .

As is usual with all of the big divisions of

our association , the members are not

prompt in attending meetings as they should
be. It is only when some interesting busi
ness is about to be transacted that they

crowd to the meeting hall. Even the straight

day men who can easily come to the meet
ings would rather stand around the barns

the day after meeting and inquire what was
done and who was there, when they have

ample time and could easily come and lend

their assistance toward conducting the busi
ness of their organization .

On the occasion mentioned above an attor

ney to serve for the ensuing year was to be

elected. Division 194 employs an attorney

by the year, to handle any and all legal
matters that may arise . There were five

applications from attorneys on file , and of

course each of these five had induced his

friends to attend the meeting, and each of

these five applicants had the union label on

all of his literature, as no application would

be considered unless it bore the union label .

Attorney William W. Westerfield, who un

til recently was assistant district attorney ,
was elected and will serve Division 194 dur

ing the coming year as legal advisor .

Clerk and Timekeeper Ed Brandon , of the

Carrollton station, has devised a system of

keeping the mileage of the cars of his sta

tion which is simply great , and which has

been adopted by the management of the com

pany . No doubt if the system was better

known it would be adopted by many of the

big companies throughout the country. Mr.

Brandon has held his present position for

sixteen years. and although he is not a mem

ber of Division 194. because not being ac

tually engaged on the care he is not eligible

to membership , still he is a prime favorite

with all of the boys.

Brother W. E. Canuth , who was the official

photographer for the tenth convention , has

resigned his position with the company and
taken up photography as a livelihood . We

wish him much success in his new venture .

Our Mardi Gras carnival closed in a blaze
of glory on Tuesday night. Feb. 230. An

official statement issued by the New Orleans

Railways Company shows that 1,167.000 peo

ple were successfully handled on the cars of
this city during the three days — Sunday,

Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 21 , 22 and 23.

Nearly 400,000 per day - which speaks well

for the carefulness and ability of the mem

bers of our organization . NO. 194 .

is packed up quite often nights over in
Church's hollow . The ladies' favorite, the

Big Generator, just escaped having to pay

poll tax in th town of Westport because of

it being rumored that the company intends

to build a branch road over to Strawberry

hill which would be a shorter walk for him ,

as I am told he has at times missed the last

car and had to scratch gravel all the way
from Westport. The brigade commander,

Major Wheelhouse, is still issuing “ ask me"

checks on the Big Owl when not otherwise

engaged, and from all accounts he will soon

fall a victim of Cupid's arrow .

Rat Rider, the official featherweight con

ductor of the main line, is still doing busi
ness at the old stand.

Deacon Weeks, Rainbow and the Harp hav

ing attended the evangelistic services held
at the Methodist church recently by Miss

May B. Lord, have agreed to practice self

denial during the Lenten season .

Our popular trio of star debaters. Petro

nius, Lord Caffrey and the Harp. had a spir

ited argument a short time ago in regard to

the fulcrum of a trolley pole . After careful

deliberation on the part of Judge Don't Hur

ry Weeks the prize was awarded to Lord

Caffrey, who since then is the chastised man

on the Peanut Line .

Our popular president, F. W. F. Andrews,

stepped in the other day and of course it was

on account of his alarm clock being tempered
with . Moral: Don't let furnishhed rooms to

hungry spare men .

Now, Brother Editor, lest I encroach too

much on your valuable time, I will close with

best wishes for the success of the A. A. of
S. & E. R. E. of A. COR . DIV. 476 .

March 1 .

280 SURPASSES PAST YEARS.

MUCH IN LITTLE.

Lowell , Mass.-The annual concert and

dance by the Street Railroad Men's Associa

tion , held Feb. 11, proved one of the pret
tiest social events of the present season . It

was their annual and it outshone in every
particular the association's efforts of past

years . Associate hall was the scene of the
affair and the attendance was such as to

thoroughly satisfy those who labored for its
success . The decorations were carried out

on an elaborate scheme, red and white.

with an intermingling of greenery , making
a combination pleasant to look upon. The

stage was set off to pretty effect with pot

ted plants, bunting of the prevailing color
and evergreen , behind which came the

music from Kittredge orchestra .

The evening's pleasure was opened with

a select musical program consisting of the

following numbers : Overture, Romantic, by
Kela Bela ; song, selected, Mrs. Marion

Brown MacNamara ; solo for piccolo, " Lark's
Festival," by Brewar, Z. I. Bissonette ;

march , National Guards,” by Bennett; song,

selected , James E. Donnelly , At 10:30 short

intermission was taken and aften then gen

eral dancing was continued to 1 o'clock in

the morning.

The officers of the evening were : General

manager, William E. Sproule ; assistant gen

eral manager, Robert Aitken ; floor director,

John James Kelle; assistant floor director,

Joseph Patrick Meehan: chief aid , William

Quinlan ; aids, George B. McKenna, Charles

Gallagher , Jerome P. Cullen , Joseph Pow
ers , Michael Sheehan , Patrick Scully ,

Thomas J. Scully , James J. Donlon , Patrick

J. Clark , Thomas Deheney, Michael Donlin .

William Mitchell, Terrence O'Rourke, Joseph

St. Ledger, William Neville, John Fanning.
Reception Committee-Timothy Mack ,

chairman ; Daniel Hayes, John Barry, Joseph
Riley, Cornelius Griffin , William Mooney ,

Charles Gannon , John Hart . Peter McErlane,
Archie Watson, Martin Harrihan , Patrick

Hamersley , Patrick Lowe , George Fellows,

William Mahoney , John Leahey, James Quin

lan , John Conley , Patrick Regan , George

Wallace, Fred Crowley . Arthur Curran , Mel
vin Sweet , John Duffy, Timothy Corkery .

Ball Committee - Thomas Cunningham ,

chairman ; Edward P. McKeon , secretary and

treasurer ; Anders L. Homsted , Fred A , Hen
nesy , Edward Welch.

Norwalk , Conn .-I have but a little impor

tant news for our family story paper for this

month's issue . Nevertheless I will try to

make much out of little , so that I may save

myself from a call - down , as the boys like to

see their correspondent earn his money.

I am sorry to say we have some members

who are slipping and do not wear an up - to
date button .

It seems strange that, in view of the bene

fits to be derived from a paid -up membership

in our division , they should be so blind to

their own interests as to allow themselves

to become so lax and disinterested.

The heartfelt sympathy of Div . 476 is ten

dered to our popular and staunch Bro . Thos.
Brady, in his bereavement on accou of the

death of his beloved father , who recently

was called to his reward by his Heavenly
Father .

Things are beginning to look rather seri

ous for Bro. Barker of the Westpool owl as

he was seen sizing up gold bands at some of

the jewelry stores lately. The Big Owl

seems to be a very popular run for those of

our boys who are matrimonially inclined .

One of the former jack - blowers on that run

A.
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HAVE LABOR'S POLITICAL COUNCIL. of the division , which has entire charge of

the sale of tickets . The management of the

theater has kindly donated the house and

his regular performance to the cause, and

as extra attractions has added the Olive

male chorus of 25 voices , Prof. Christian

Oelschligel, the celebrated violinist, and

Miss Katherine Noack , violin and piano. The

committee has arranged a souvenir pro

gramme. The receipts from advertisements

from this source alone will amount to near

ly $ 300 , so the affair promises to be quite a
success , both socially and financially . About

half the tickets are already sold and the

entire house will be sold out two weeks in

advance of the performance.

COMPANY ELIMINATED CONTENTION ,

Peoria , I11. - We have no important move

of our own to chronicle this month , but in

terest is very great in the Decatur and

Galesburg situations. Officers of those lo

cals have been discharged for doing what

they were virtually ordered to do by the

officials of the company, and as the same

company owns the lines in this city, the

brothers here are , of course, much inter

ested in the outcome of the arbitration in

those places. This division will help finan

cially as well as morally , if necessary.

The company succeeded in placing an or .
ganization of the so - called " Brotherhood "

on the interurban lines belonging to them

in this part of the state, making the men

on those lines believe they were in some
way different and superior to the men on

the city lines . They also installed the

" closed shop " on those lines, and so we shall

expect them to do the same by us in our

new contract this spring. Our contract here

expires May 1st, instead of April 1st as stat

ed in our last letter. The present contract

went into effect on April ist, but was made
for 25 months in order to bring it to the

end of the fiscal year on the books of the

company.
An organization has been formed here ,

known as “ Labor's Political Council." The

qualifications for membership are that the

members be members of a trade or labor

union. The object is to look after the in

terests of the workingmen in politics. Every

member of " 416 " ought to " get busy " and

help to accomplish something in this im

portant work. More has already been ac

complished than many would believe, but

there is always room for improvement, and

we need reforms in both the affairs of the

city and of the state.

At our last meeting we were addressed

by several politicians and by an interna

tional officer of the Garment Workers, who

made a very strong and consistent talk on

" patronizing the label," not onlyof hisown

organization, but of every other organiza

tion which has a label. The brothers would

do well to " insist on the label."

Hoping to have something more interest

ing next month, we will close until then .

THE DEACON.

Jackson, Mich .- Nothing of a startling na

ture has transpired since Januuary Ist. Ev
erything is moving along about asusual here.

A case in dispute has never been arbitrated ,

but the company pulled the man in question

off, and eventually put up a new board , so
that everything is satisfactory. It was the

case of returning to his former priority an
officer of the company. We held that he

should take his place at the foot of the ex
tra list . It was submitted for arbitration

but disposed of as above stated.

Conductor Murry Boland has voluntarily

left the service and has taken up farming in

Ohio. We all hope he will raise crops of
Dumper variety .

Motorman Patchin , who has been to Ann

Arbor for treatment, is much improved and

getting along_fine.

Conductor Fred Wellman , who has been

on the sick list for a year or so , remains

about the same, but is able to be about.

If I am rightly informed, one of our prom

ising young men here has had some kind of

an understanding with Mr. Cupid , so if you

hear "those bells ring out in the direction

of Jackson, don't be alarmed . In the event

of his not carrying out his part of the deal

we will simply turn him over to the grand

jury , as it's now in full swing probing prison

affairs and other matters. DIV. 111.

March 2.

THANKS, DIVS. 441 AND 442.

BENEFIT ENTERTAINMENT MARCH 22.

Rock Island , Ill. – March comes in with all

the boys anxiously awaiting the " good old

summer time," with the opening ofbaseball

and other outdoor sports .

Division 313 is having more than the usual

amount of sickness.

Bro. Bert Stone is able to be around after

a prolongedsickness .

Bro. P. W. Walker has been laid up the

past few weeks with measles.

The hunting trio, Brothers Pratt, Russell

and Johnson, have laid in a supply of shells

and are ready for the wild ducks to come.

The politicians are again busy . Primaries

are over, and now for the municipal elec
tions.

Bro. Herb Cook , Jr. , is on the election

board. Why shouldn't he be ? Hesays he's

the only Democrat in the first ward, so they

have to take him.

Bro . Engles is getting ready to occupy the

farm he rented recently . He says he'll sup

ply the boys with vegetables this summer.

We think August will be pretty busy , farm

ing and street carring both.

Bro. Solomon claims to have the champion

Plymouth Rock hen. His bird struck the

egg trust a blow , Sunday, by laying an egg

seven inches in circumference one way and

eight inches the other, and weighing five

ounces. Better sell your eggs by the pound ,

Solly.

The division is preparing for a big enter
tainment for the benefit of the sick fund , to

be given at the Elite theater, Moline, on
Monday evening, March 22, 1909. The

ceipts of the evening will go to the benefit

Des Moines, la-Regular meeting of Div.

441 on Feb. 6 was fairly well attended . Bro.

A. T. Urick , president of Iowa State Feder

ation of Labor, was present and delivered

a few words which met with much applause.

Bro. Coleman, of Div. No. 312 , Davenport,

Iowa, who is here as one of the Legislative

Committee, presided over the meeting as

temporary president.

Brother Hartley recently very fortunately

escaped serious consequences when coming
in contact with some dynamite. He is to

be congratulated.

A dark gloom was cast over the home of

Bro . Harry L. Dame , of 1:326 West Fifteenth

street , Friday evening, Feb. 19th , at 6 o'clock ,

when the angel of death called at the home

and took from fond and loving parents their

only baby boy , Harry L., Jr., aged 1 year,

5 months, 21 days. Brothers of Div . 441

fully realize that words are inadequate to

console the aching hearts of the parents at

such a time, but let us reconcile ourselves

to the will of an all - wise and divine Lord ,

and remember that He that giveth, taketh

away.

Jesus, while our hearts are aching

O'er the child that death has won ,

We shall at this solemn parting

Calmly say, " Thy will be done."

Bro. Foley, who has been confined to his

room for several weeks past , has reported
for duty .

Harry L. Dame and family wish to ex

press their sincere thanks, through The Mo

torman and Conductor, to the brothers of

Divisions Nos. 441 and 442 for the kindness

shown them through the sickness and burial

of their baby, also for the beautiful floral

tribute donated.

re
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NEW CARS WITH LATEST EQUIPMENT.

Menominee, Mich.-The Menominee and

Marinette Light & Traction Co. is buying sev

eral cars of up - to -date equipment, including
air brakes. We anticipate improved business
here as soon as the season opens and our

company is preparing to give its patrons the

best to be had for the money. Our general

manager, Mr. Edw. Daniel , is a man who has

an eye to the convenience and comfort of the

people as well as profit for the company, and

is making advancements that we think are a

credit to this section .

At our meeting, held March 1st, in Menom

inee, all members were present. After the

regular order of business lunch was served ,

and music and dancing followed . About 3

o'clock we all went home, quite satisfied that

organization had provided the opportunity.

In fact, we believe unionism is the best thing

on earth as an elevator of workingmen par

ticularly , and society in general.

We have a new superintendent in the per
son of Mr. Putnam . He seems to be a

hustler, and if he wears well we shall brand

him 0. K. G. E.

HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG THE

STREET RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF

AMERICA.

a

By W. D. Mahon.

CHAPTER II .

Following the victory of organization in

New YorkCity and the general agitation for

the eight-hour workday by the organized

forces of labor throughout the country ,in May

of the same year, 1886, the street car men of

the various cities were encouraged to organize

and as a result organizations sprang up in most

of the leading cities ofthecountry and through

these organizations the sixteen and eighteen

hour workdays which had universally, pre

vailed previous to this time were wiped out ,

andthe twelve-hour day was established.

The saddest thing of all was , the organiza

tions that had done much noble work were in

manycases abandoned as soon as the twelve

hour day was established . The abandonment

is accounted for in two ways ; in many instan

ces the members had beenhastily gathered in

without any education or knowledge of the

aims and objects of the movement. Many of

the men had not been in the hall until the

night they had gathered to make their de

mands for shorter hours , which in most cases

were won in from two to three days. They

went back to their cars feeling that a great

victory had been won ; they saw no further use

for organization. In other instances where

the organizations were maintained , they soon

became dissatisfied on account of the manner

in which the Knights of Labor handled their

grievances. All grievances must be referred

to the district assembly, and in most cases a

committee unacquainted with the occupation

of street railway employes was sent to meet

the company and adjustthem . For instance ,

a carpenter, shoemaker and a baker knowing

nothing of the conditions of railroad work

would settle the grievances of street railway

employes. This brought dissatisfaction and

theresults were that many of the organizations

went out of existence . But by the spring of

1888 the work of organizing the street railway

employes was taken up bythe American Fed

eration of Labor orgainzers , and the Trade

Union principles being explained to the rail

road workers, the spirit of organization was

again revived and pushed forward very rapid

ly . The headway made by the street railway

organizations in the spring of 1891 attracted

the general attention ofthe country, and the

American Federation of Labor, at its Birming

ham convention in December, 1891 , deter

mined to concentrate the efforts to organize

the employes of street railways , and President

Gompers, of that body , was instructed to call a

convention of the street railway organizations

and form a national or international union .

Following thatinstruction President Gompers

sent out the following letter :

New York , April 25th , 1892.

To the Street Car Employes' Unions

of the United States :

Fellow Workmen - Pursuant to the prin

ciples of the American Federation of Labor,

and in compliance with the expressed wish of a

number of street car employes ' unions, it be

comes my duty to make an effort to organize a

national union of all the local unions of street

car employes. It is almost superfluous to

enter into a lengthy explanation or argument

upon the necessity and advisability of the

formation of such a national union.

Suffice it to say that every right now re

served to your local union can be maintained,

while at the same time the interest of all will

be promoted and advanced ; a common concert

of action agreed upon which will protect the

weakest while correspondingly strengthening

the most powerful, and with a clear card is

sued by one union being the passport of fra

ternity and fellowship in any other union in

every city throughout the country.

I have desided upon the timeand place for

holding a convention, but believe that the

preference of the local unions should be con

sulted ; hence , I kindly ask your union to for

ward answer to the following questions:

First . What month between May and July

does your union favor for the holding of a

national convention of street car employes ?

Second . What city does your union favor

for the holding ofsaid convention ?

While it is perfectly natural for each union

to prefer its own city, I suggest that you rise

above that , and think of thegreater and more

important question ofselecting a place which

is likely to bring about the best results.

I wish your union to take a vote upon these

two questions within fifteen ( 15) days from

the receipt of this letter , and to notify me of

your choice.

A copy of this letter is forwarded to all

street car employes' unions.

Earnestly hoping for an early reply , and

with sincere wishes for success, I am,

Fraternally yours,

SAMUEL GOMPERS.

President American Federation of

Labor

On the 11th of July , 1892 , the following cir

cular letter was issued and widely distributed :

New York , July 11th , 1892.

To Drivers, Conductors, Motormen and All

Other Street Car Employes' Unions of
America :

Fellow Workers — A convention forthe pur:

pose of forming a national union will be held

Monday, September 12th , 1892, in the city of

Indianapolis, Ind .
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Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your tradenot lonly for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We cannot only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Made Uniform (mod . weight) $ 11.00

Union Made Uniform (hry. weight) $ 14.00

Many efforts have been made to organize

the men who are employed by the street rail

road companies, but only to a very limited

extent have they been successful ; and then

mainly upon the lines of local interests. Ex

perience has demonstrated that singly and

alone unions have too often been defeated in

the contests with concentrated capital, and

that if the toilers are seriously inclined to dis

enthral themselves from the slavery of long

hours of burdensome toil , to improve their

conditions and participate in some of the

progresses and advantages of modern life , it is

essential that they must not only organize

unions of their respective localities , but to

have these unions formed into a national or

ganization, thus enabling all to concentrate

their efforts upon a given pointto obtain suc

cess , where otherwise by isolated action defeat

would necessarilyensue.

For this and other reasons too numerous to

mention in this circular , a convention has been

called to form one compact national union of

all street car employes.

The convention will be held in Manshur's

Hall, corner Washington and Alabamastreets,

Indianapolis, Ind . , at 12 o'clock , Monday,

September 12th .

Representation in the convention will be

upon the following basis : All unions number

ing 100 numbersor less , two delegates , and one

delegate additional for every 100 members .

Each delegate should befurnished with a cre

dential signed by two officers and the seal of

his organization attached .

When delegates are elected , notify Mr. J. P.

Riggs, No. 5 Grove St., Indianapolis, Ind . , of

theelection, and also the projected time of

arrival. Special ratesof $1.50 per day have

been secured at English's Hotel .

In the name of our great cause , I earnestly,

appeal to every organization of street railroad

employes to be represented at this convention .

To the men interested in furthering the labor

movement, the request is made to use every

possible endeavor to make this convention a

success , by persuading every organization of

street railroad employes to send delegates.

The perpetrating of the crime of long hours of

burdensome toil must cease.

Fraternally yours,

SAMUEL GOMPERS ,

President American Federation of Labor.

(To be continued next month . )

Made expressly for Detroit ' Car

Men— regulation style — depend

able quality and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Home of Good Clothes for la ar Boy.

Cla
yto

n's

53-61 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp. Cadillac Natal

PRICE SUP .LIST OF ASSOCIATION

PLIES .

per 100 ..

Official seal... . $ 3.50

Propositions for membership blanks,

.50

Rituals, each . .25

Withdrawal cards, each . .05

Traveling cards, each .. .05

Division financial book , 100 pages .. 1.50

Division financial book , 200 pages . 2.50

Division financial book, 400 pages .. 4.25

Triplicate report books, each . 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more ,

per 100 ... 4.00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each ... .05

Financial secretary's order book on

treasrer, each ..... .25

Treasurer's receipt book ... .25

Association Badges, rolled gold, each .. .50

Member Div. 260

Manufacturer of

Union Buttons

BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

108 E. Washington St.

Association Badges, solid gold, each .. , 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each ..... .30

Gilt seals , per 100 . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press , postoffice money orders , or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .

CHICAGO, ILL.



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT, MICH .

OFFICERS OFFICERS

George H.Russel,

President

STATE SAYI 3 BARK
M. W. O'Brien,

Vice- President

and Chairman

of Board

Geo. E. Lawson ,

Vice -President

A. E. Wing ,

Cashier

H. P. Borgman ,

Cashier Sav.

Dept.

R. W. Smylie,

Mgr. Credit

Dept.

J. R. Bodde,

Asst . Cashier

R. T. Cudmore ,

Asst . Cashier

Geo . T. Courtney ,
Auditor

R. S.Mason ,

Vice-President

F. A. Schulte,

Vice- President

CAPITAL,

SURPLUS ,

$ 1,500,000.00

1,000.000.00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS . ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY MAIL .

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS “HOW '

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

FOR ...

UniformClothing

1991
We also carry the Largest

Stock ofWARETH BR DERILA & C

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

VRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF -MEASUREMENT GUIDE

113.KING ST.WEST.

Frank Broderick

& Company

THE LARGEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA
115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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IFT a man , give him life, let him

work eight hours a day, give

him beautiful things to see and good

books to read and you will starve out

the lower appetites. Give a man a

chance to earn a good living and you

may save his life . Give a hundred

men in this country good wages and

eight hours' work and ninety -nine

will disdain to steal.

-Wendell Phillips.

:

APRIL 1909



BOOT &SHOE

WORKERS UNION

By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

Stamp Shoes

UNION STAMP You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money.

factory No. You help your own Labor Position.

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : " This shoe does not bear the stamp, but is

made under Union Conditions . This is false .. No shoe is union made unless it bears

the Union Stamp.
BOOT & SHOE WORKERS ' UNCON

John F. Tobin , Pres.

Chas. L. Blaine,Sec. -Treas.
246 Summer St. , BOSTON , MASS .

If you don't wear A Singer Unifom you ought to

2

Strictly High Grade Custom Made Built on Honor by Union Labor

NOT THECHEAP READY MADEKIND Every Garment Bears the UNION LABEL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SAMPLES. MENTION THIS PAPER

A. L. SINGER & CO ., 173-175 E. AdamsSt. CHICAGO

DUEBER-HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them

u

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MICHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor. Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE

PATENTED APRIL 27, 1897 AND JULY 10, 1906

FOR STREET RAILWAY CONDUCTORS ABSOLUTELY SAFE

MONEY CANNOT BE LOST OR STOLEN FROM THESE POCKETS

OVER 150,000 IN USE

Saves the price of a coat yearly. Conductor's uniform always presentable. Adopted as part of the uniform

by many Street Railway Companies. Agents wanted on every line.

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE MEG. CO., CLEVELAND, 0 .

and A. F. JURY, 265 Yonge St. , TORONTO, ONT., CANADA .
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Y

THE NEW ROYAL

Mr. Secretary:

Is where you can drop

in and be at home. : :

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton -Jacobson

Printing Co.

81-88 Jefersos Ave. DETROIT, MICH. IT IS SPRINGER'S STYLE

Live and Let Live

138 Royal Street, NEW ORLEANS, LA .

PINS, CHARMS and LOCKETS

INTERNZ
Shirts ,W

A
S
UNION Collars &

Union

Made

F
a
c
t

*yN
o
.

3

S
H
I
R
T

Shirt

Walsts

bear this

Пові

UNION .

Issued by heAuthority of the
Union TOBALTO WORKERS INTERNATIONAL

Made MADE

Tobacco Many Sinde
Co wild brand

Bears

This

Lobel

UNION

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

The International Assoclotion

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

Springs for

Motormen's Stools

50c per set, deliv

ered free. Send

stamps or money.

A great comfort and

protection from Jar

on Kidneys.

Thousands in use.

The Toledo Chair

Spring Co.

417 Michigan M.

TOLEDO, ..

Our Label Is No. 38 .

GERAGHTY & CO.

Ol La Sallo St. , Ohloo go .
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The Gear-Galley Co.

Wholesa'e and Retall Dealers in .

Watches, Dla.

monds and Jewelry

WATCHES DE MAGNATIZED FREE of CHARGE

We offer you a union -made uniform ,

the cloth of which is guaranteed all in

digo dyed in the wool,very lustrous, and

the strongest of the kind in the world .

Why buy flannels and piece dyed cloths

which turn white , wear rough and do not

give service, especially when they cost

as much and more than our goods ?;

May we not expect you to call upon

our agents in your city and examine

the goods we offer ? They will be glad

to show you, whether you buy or not.

Write for Uniform Catalogue

and Name of Dealer

Write саПТ

SPECIAL PRICES ON

WATCHES for MOTOR .

MEN and CONDUCTORS

The Bloch Company

And

Both Phones

$
UNIFORMS OF QUALITY

Cleveland , Ohio

612-613 Cuyahoga Building

CLEVELAND , OHIO

Every

Motorman

1127

realizes the impor

tance of having the

time always in

front.

/

TAYLOR'S

Watch Holding Cases

keep the watch securely and safely in any de

sired position. The patented clamp holds

securely to any pipe, window sill or beam in

vestibule or car. Takes one second to snap on

• or off. Made of hard rubber - weighs only

three oz.-is a non -conductor — water and dust

proof. T. Holds any size watch-springs and

padding prevent jar.

Price $1.50 By registered mail $ 1.65.

Send for circular,

Wo want a good live agent in every locality .

TAYLOR BROS ., Solo Manufacturers

921-923 West Superior Ave. CLEVELAND , 0.

YOU CAN OWN THE DIAMOND OR

WATCH YOU WANT

Simplest thing in the world to gratify any
fancyyou may have in this line if youtake advan

tage ofour credit plan . The cost will probably be

only a dollar or two a week - too little to figura

seriouslyin your expenses .

Pay 50c weekly on a $ 10.00 purchase.

Pay 750 weeklyon • $ 15.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.00 weekly on & $ 25.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.50 Weekly on : $50.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.00 weekly on a $ 75.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.50 weekly OD a $ 100.00 purchase.

Just . Little Casb .

Aloo Clocks, Jewelry , silverware, etc.

ALL ON CASE OR CREDIT .

43

CLEVELAND , O.
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SECRETARY JAMES LYNCH

Division No. 281, New Haven, Conn.

EX -SECRETARY SAMUEL CRAFT

Division No. 176, Sharon , Pa .

“ Freedom Throu Organization ”

( Motto of the Street Railway Men's Organization )

BY JOSEPH A. LABADIE

I can't alone contend against

The force that does me wrong ;

Nor yet can you , without my help,

Withstand this power long.

To both it comes with blighting hands,

Restricts the weal of each ;

We meekly each alone protest

And fruitlessly beseech .

So long as it is easier

To work who hardest work

This codger crew will nothing do

But useful labor shirk .

Do that which pays the best, you know,

Is Economic's plan ,

And so when we get sense enough

We'll foil this daring clan .

We work the forests, fields and mines ,

We sail the sullen deep ,

We fashion things for human use,

Exploit the mountains steep ,

We do the work of all the world ,

And do it fairly well ,

But let the grasping, codger crew

Take all but bagatelle.

It always pays, old Good Sense says,

To reason in our acts .

But do you think the working world

Heeds such transparent facts

As they who work most usefully

Have scarce enough to live ,

While those who work the useful ones

Have galling alms to give ?

The cunning of this pirate crew

Is always keen , alert .

They keep us foolishly apart

Our welfare to subvert,

Strife stirring up between us

In a grim satanic way,

Because in different countries born ,

In different tongues we pray.

When usefulness has sense enough

To organize as shield

Against this over-reaching crew

Less will its grafting yield .

You cannot freedom get alone,

You cannot wrongs aright :

Together we must operate

Or wage a losing fight!
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REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS OF G. E. B.

MEETING, MARCH 15-19 , 1909 .

The General Executive Board met at head

quarters , Detroit, Mich . , March 15th , and

was called to order by Chairman C. 0 .

Pratt, at 10 o'clock a. m .. There were

present at the convening of the meeting :

President W. D. Mahon and Treasurer

Rezin Orr, Detroit, Mich .; Chairman G. E.

B. , C. 0. Pratt, Welshfield , Ohio, Board

Members — Edw . McMorrow, Division No.

260, Chicago, Ill . , Magnus Sinclair, Division

No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.; Wm . B. Fitzgerald ,

Division No. 132 , Troy, N. Y.; Ben Com

mons, Division No. 194 , New Orleans , La.;

D. S. Fitzgerald , Division No. 281 , New

Haven , Ct.; R. L. Reeves , Division No. 85 ,

Pittsburg, Pa.

The absentees noted were G. E. B. Mem

bers Richard Cornelius, Division No. 205 ,

San Francisco, Cal . , and Fred Fay , Division

No. 111 , Ypsilanti, Mich.

The President explained that the absentees

were detained in consequence of work in

San Francisco and would be delayed in

reaching the sessions of the Board .

The minutes of the sessions of the pre

vious meeting were reviewed and matters

deferred to the present meeting were noted ,

after which the report of the International

President was received :

President's Report.

" To the members of the General Executive

Board of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America .

Brothers-In accordance with the laws of

this Association, I hereby submit the re .

ports of my office for the past six ( 6 ) ,

months , commencing with September 1 ,

1908 and ending February 28 , 1909 .

I hereby submit in tabulated form the

receipts and expenditures with books , bills

and vouchers for your inspection and audit .

After the proper audit has been made and

passed upon by you, the same will be printed

in pamphlet form and forwarded to the

local divisions as the Constitution provides .

During the past six months the following

Divisions have been organized and charter

ed in accordance with our laws . The

Divisions are as follows :

Division No. 510 , Girard , Kansas .

Division No. 511 , Decatur, ill .

Division No. 512 , Danville , Ill .

Division No. 513 , Bartonville, Ill .

Division No. 514 , Sydney, Nova Scotia.

Divisiou No. 515 , Galesburg, Ill .

Division No. 516 , Middletown , N.Y.

Division No. 517 , Gary, Ind .

Divisions Re -Organized .

Division No. 371 , St. John, N. B.

Division No. 459 , Bridgeport, Conn.

Divisions Consolidated .

Division No. 105 , Beaver, Pa . , and Division

No. 154 , Washington , Pa . , with Division No.

85 , Pittsburg , Pa .

It will be seen by the above that nine

Divisions were gained to the Association

through organizing and reorganizing after

deducting the two Locals consolidated with

Division No. 85. Three Locals were re

ported as disbanded , leaving a net gain

of six in the number of Locals . Thus , the

organization work of the Association during

the six months added a net of six Locals

to the association . However, this does not

indicate the added membership, as the

Beaver and Washington , Pa. Locals , con

solidated with Division No. 85 , of course,

transferred their membership to that Local,

and we really attained an increased mem

bership from organization and reorganiza

tion of eight Local Divisions .

Work of International Officers.

Under the above heading the President

reports the official visits and work of the

International Officers and Organizers , show

ing that it has been a busy six months for

the Association .

There were made one hundred and

seventy ( 170 ) official visits by International

Officers and Organizers , and sixty-four ( 64 )

Locals of the Association were officially

visited one or more times .

Aside from this work of the International

Officers, some important work has been done

by A. F. of L. Organizers who are connected

with other trades and who are engaged in

general organizing work. Official visits and

Divisions visited are credited to the Inter

national officers as follows :

President W. D. Mahon, twenty official

visits embracing eleven local divisions.

Vice-President A. L. Behner, five official

visits embracing three local divisions .

Vice- President P. J. Shea , six official

visits embracing three local divisions .

Vice-President W. C. Downing, three offi

cial visits embracing two local divisions.

Vice -President J. J. Thorpe, five official

visits embracing two local divisions .

Vice-President A. H. Burt, two official

visits embracing two local divisions .

International Treasurer Rezin Orr, seven

teen official visits embracing ten local

divisions .

G. E. B. Chairman C. 0. Pratt, fifteen of

ficial visits embracing seven local divisions.

G. E. B. Member R. L. Reeves, seven of

ficial visits embracing three local divisions .

G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow, twenty

six official visits embracing fourteen local

divisions .

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, six

official visits embracing four local divisions .

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius, five

official visits embracing four local divisions.

G. E. B. Member W. B. Fitzgerald , four

teen official visits embracing eleven local

divisions .

G. E. B. Member Ben Commons, four of

ficial visits embracing four local divisions.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay, eighteen of

ficial visits embracing eight local divisions .

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald , seven

teen official visits embracing six local divis

ions .

Aside from the above work the Inter

national President , Treasurer and Members

of the General Executive Board attended

the regular session of the General Executive
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Board ambraced in the six month's period . Div . No. 134 , New Westminster , B. C.
R. A. Jameson

President Mahon, Board Members Magnus

100 00

Sinclair and D. S. Fitzgerald represented
Div . No. 163, Meriden , Conn .
John McMinniman 100 00

the Association as delegates in the A. F. of Fred S. Gagnon 100 00

L. Convention at Denver, Col. Chairman Div . No. 176 , Sharon , Pa .

Dawson Ferguson 100 00

C. 0. Pratt represented the Association as Div. No. 174 , Elmira, N. Y.

a fraternal delegate to the Brotherhood of William Ryan 100 00

Locomotive Firemen's Convention at Co Div. No. 192, Oakland, Cal.
Severt Nelson 100 00

lumbus, Ohio . G. E. B. - Member R. L.
D. H. Donahue 100 00

Reeves represented the Association in the Sabin Harris 100 00

Convention of Editors of International Or
Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La .

M. Schonacher 100 00
gans at Chicago. G. E. B. Members Edw. Ed . J. Lutenbacher. 100 00
McMorrow and D. S. Fitzgerald attended J. U. La France . 100 00

the Illinois State Federation of Labor in
W. Seckinger 100 00

Edw . A. Kelley

the interest of the Association . G. E. B.
100 00

Jacob Phillipp 100 00

Member Magnus Sinclair attended the W. C. Cox . 100 00

Canadian Trades and Labor Congress at Joseph Rourke 100 00

Div . No. 215 , Aurora , Ill.
Halifax, N. S. G. E. B. Member Richard

W. S. Canning 100 00
Cornelius attended the California State Fed Div . No. 235 , Brockton. Mass.

eration of Labor Convention at San Jose ,
John Murphy 100 00

Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .
Cal . Vice-President A. L. Behner attended William Bickley 100 00
and addressed the Rochester, N. Y. , Labor William Meyer 100 00

Day demonstration .
H. L. Chisolm 100 00

Charles F. Doll 100 00

Special organizers of the Association who Jack Pilascewicz 100 00
did additional work were Bros. John F. Patrick J. Troy 100 00

O'Reilly , Providence, R. I .; C. J. Owen, Cin Joseph Kres ! 100 00

John Worntl 100 00

cinnati , Ohio ; Wm . J. Walsh , Quincy, Mass .; Peter Roelles 100 00

Sec'y. Jerry Burnette, Peoria, Ill .; President Frank Harter 100 00

Dan Gorman, Peoria , Ill . , and President B. Div. No. 243, Taunton , Mass.

Richard Littleton 100 00
A. Carter, Chicago, Ill .

Div. No , 249, Wakefield , Mass .

A. F. of L. Organizers especially men S. M. Barrett .. 100 00

tloned in the report as having done work Div . No. 256. Sacramento , Cal .

thedirectly for Association are :
Thomas Riley

Or 100 00

Div. No. 260. Chicago, Ill .

ganizers , J. C. Colgan , Chicago, Ill .; Sim A. G. Mitchell 100 00
Bramlette, Columbus , Kansas ; H. R. Thorp , P. Lee 100 00

Patrick Mulcrone
Middletown , N. Y., and Cliford Reed , Dan

100 00

G. J. Kirk 100 00
ville , Ill . Other A. F. of L. Organizers are John J. Schimeck 100 00

mentioned as having organizing work under A. J. Penwell 100 00

Thomas E. Smyth 100 00
way in different sections , special mention C. 0. Patterson 100 00
of whom in this report would be inopportune . Div. No. 267 , Chicago , Ill.

Death and Disability Benefits.
Wm. Hennessy 100 00
James Dwyer 100 00

Under the above heading the Internation Div . No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio
al President submitted a report of benefits A. Basel 100 00

Div . No. 282. Rochester, N. Y.paid upon death and disability claims . The
J. F. Doyle 100 00

report showed that during the six months E. Leppla 100 00

there were paid 78 death claims amounting Div. No. 283, Brooklyn , N. Y.

John J. McDonald
sevento $7,800 , and disability claims

100 00

William Cullen 100 00
amounting to $700, making a total paid in Div . No. 304 , Glens Falls . N. Y.

death and disability benefits during the six Edgar E. Aubrey 100 00

Div . No. 308. Chicago, Ill.
months of $8,500 . Benefit claims held up .

W. H. Schneider 100 00
and submitted by the report to the General .J. J. Hassett 100 00

Executive Board for action were nine dis George J. Krebs 100 00

0. A. Jenson
ability claims .

100 00

Div. No. 312, Davenport, Iowa

Payments upon death benefit claims were Wm . R. Stremlow 100 00

made to the beneficiaries of deceased mem T. W. Hilmers 100 00

Div. No. 379 , Niles , Ohio
bers during the six months as follows :

William Rice 100 00

Div . No. 26 , Detroit, Mich . Div . No. 382 , Salt Lake City , Utah.
Frederick E. Hopp .

$ 100 000
W. D. Young

J. Weldon
100 00 100 00

Div. No. 388. Newburg, N. Y.

Div. No. 78. Galveston , Tex. John J. Grady

M. V. McMahan
100 00 100 00

Div. No. 425 , Hartford , Conn .

Div . No. 85, Pittsburg, Pa. Joseph F. McAdams
100 00

Isaac Joyce

100 00

Frank J. Martin

A. G. Rumpler
100 00 100 00

Div. No. 441 , Des Moines , Iowa

John O'Connor
100 00

John O'Toole
G. E. Bechtle

100 00
100 00

Div . No. 455. Portsmouth , Ohio

Div. No. 89, New Castle, Pa . Adam Harder
J. L McCracken ..

100 00
100 00

Adam Pabst 100 00
Div. No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va. Div . No. 473. Woburn , Mass.

S. A. Tucker 100 00
Thomas A. Connolly . 100 00

Div . No. 113 , Toronto, Ont. Div, No. 476 , Norwalk , Conn .

Peter Keating
100 00

Henry H. Tolles 100 00
Div . No. 125. Belleville, Ill. Div. No. 490. Yonkers , N. Y.

Henry Keiderling
100 00

Albert Willsea

Frank Conners 100 00
100 00

Div . NO. 132 , Troy, N. Y. Total ..
John Cleveland 100 00 $ 7.80000

Edw. Burnham 100 00 Disability payments were made upon
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Division No. 204 , Rome, Ga .... $ 710

Division No. 500, Chester, Pa .. 3.895

claims of disabled members as follows :

Div. No. 90 , Mt. Clemens ,Mich.

Bert Sanjule . $ 100 00

Div . No. 240. Chelsea, Mass.
W m . M. Wakeford 100 00

Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill.

J. C. Berlin 100 00

Div. No. 260. Chicago, Ill.

W. L. Kinsell 100 00

Div. No. 261, Lawrence, Mass .

George G, Cole 100 00

Div. No. 266 , Chicago, Ill .-

David Winkler 100 00

Div . No. 304. Glens Falls, N. Y.

William Kane 100 00

Total 700 00

Total death and disability pay

ments $ 8,500 00

It will be noted above that there were 85

death and disability claims paid during the

six months ' period . There were 21 deaths

of members reported to this office who were

ron-beneficial at the time of their death , not

having been members of the association one

year. The total depletion of the ranks of

the association from death during the six

months were 99 , or at the rate of more

than 16 deaths per month . There were

seven members totally disabled from acci .

dent. Four of the late brothers upon whom

death benefits were paid met their death

by accident while engaged in their regular

occupation . Of the 78 death benefits paid ,

death was occasioned by consumption to 22 ,

making the death rate by consumption 28.2

per cent . That means that more than 28

out of every 100 deaths of those over a year

in membership in the association result from

tuberculosis . Can it be that this appalling

percentage is an indicator that there is

some feature of the employment of street

and electric railway men that is conducive

to tuberculosis ? And , if so , what is it ? This

would appear to be a question of intense

interest to every street and electric railway

man who has a care for his health . True ,

a death rate of 200 per year out of the vast

membership of the Association is not a high

death rate, as compared with the rate in

other occupations, but that the percentage

extends beyond that of most other occupa

tions as applying to the number who die

with tuberculosis is a fact. It is an interest

ing fact , and one worthy of a consideration

tending to lessen the liability to consump

tion within our ranks . It cannot be attrib

uted to our home life ; hence , it must be

traced to some influence or germ creating

condition in connection with the occupation .

Agreements.

Under the above heading the President's

report continues

" In the report of the previous six months

it was shown that one hundred and fifteen

( 115 ) divisions were working under written

contracts . At the present time there are

one hundred and eighteen ( 118 ) divisions

working under written contracts with their

respective companies, making an increase

of three ( 3 ) written agreements during the

past six months .

Strike Benefits .

During the period covered by this report

strike benefits have been paid out as fol

lows :

Total .... $4,605

Enrollment of Members.

During the period covered by this report

four thousand seven hundred and twenty

eight ( 4,728 ) members have been enrolled

and certificates of membership granted to

the same .

Strikes.

Chester, Pa .

Division No. 500 ,, of Chester, as reported

to the last Board , went on strike April 13th ,

1908 . This strike continued on until No

vember 23rd , when chairman of your board ,

Mr. C. 0. Pratt, succeeded in making an ad

justment and brought it to a settlement .

As the reports to the last Board meeting

show, Division No. 268 , of Cleveland , Ohio ,

went on strike May 16th , 1908. This strike

continued to the present term , until Novem

ber 21st, when First Vice-President Behner

succeeded in arranging the basis for a set

tlement through the receivers , to whose

operation the roads had been committed by

the court.

Rome, Ga.

Division No. 204 , of Rome, Ga. , was the

only strike or lockout that occurred during

the last six months . The members of this

division were notified to sever their mem

bership with our organization and upon

refusal to do this , they were locked out, and

after the lockout declared a strike against

the company, which continued to December

28th . The lockout occurred on November

9th and continued to December 28th , when

the division decided , by a vote of its mem

bership , to give up the contest and declare

the strike off as lost .

Legislation .

While we have not selected any particu

lar states or cities for the pushing of legis

lative matters throughout the entire country

our local divisions are active in this work .

In Texas Division No. 310 , of Beaumont, has

been pushing several measures before the

legislature, and Brother Commons was sent

to assist them in the work . In Illinois the

work is being pushed by the locals of the

state and championed by one of our mem

bers, Mr. Charles F. White, of Division No.

125 , who is a member of the state senate

in Illinois . In Iowa the local divisions held

a delegate meeting and are pushing several

measures . Brother James N. Coleman was

selected by the legislative committee to

look after the work . Brother Coleman had

asked me for a representative to appear be

fore the legislative committee, but up to

the present time I have been unable to send

him anyone. He has also asked for some

assistance, and I have promised him to bring

the matter to the attention of this Board .

In Connecticut the organizations are very

active, especially the division at Hartford .

The work is being very effectually looked

after by Mr. Morkam from Division No. 425 .

In Massachusetts the members of the joint

committee, representing the men on the Old
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was

Colony and Boston and Northern systems,

are pushing the work of legislation . We

also have communications from a number

of states asking that I appear before their

different legislative committees . Up to the

present time this has been impossible on

account of my other work .

Representative Charles W. Austin, of the

Michigan Legislature , who is a member of

this Association , introduced in the state

legislature for us a bill providing for center

aisles in summer cars . This measure, at

this time , is in the hands of a labor com

mittee.

I have the copy of another bill before the

Michigan State Legislature, introduced by

Senator Anhut, providing that employment

of street railway men shall not exceed six

teen continuous hours in any twenty-four ,

or, in other words , providing eight hours

continuous rest . This measure was not sub

mitted at the instance of this Association ,

and I submit the same to you for your care

ful consideration . I am inclined to believe

it will prove unwise legislation as the bill

now stands .

In Pernsylvania , through the instrumen

tality of Chairman Pratt , Vice-Presidents

Shea and Thorpe measures are before the

legislature providing for improved condi

tions-a vestibule law , center aisle legisla

tion , etc. These bills , of which I have

spoken , will be placed before you .

In West Virginia Division No. 103 has had

the assistance of the State Federation of

Labor, of which President Wm. J. Welch is

also president , in an endeavor to secure pro

tective legislation . They have secured the

enactment of a vestibule law providing pro

tection to motoremen the entire year round

in that state.

I would bring this legislative matter to

the attention of your Board and if there is

any specific work or proposition that you

wish taken up I would ask you to notify

me and outline the same .

Joint Agreement Convention .

Your last Board meeting elected Brother

W. B. Fitzgerald and myself as delegates to

attend the Joint Agreement Convention , that

was then being arranged by the Civic Fed

eration under the direction of Mr. John

Mitchell. When this convention took place

in December I was engaged in work in the

west and Brother Fitzgerald was engaged

in looking after the situation in New Eng

land and it was impossible for either of us

to attend , so we have no report to make.

The convention , however, was held and , as

I understand it, certain lines of work out

lined towards bringing about an organiza

tion of employers and representatives of

employes ' organizations for the purpose of

establishing a joint understanding.

Aside from matters above referred to the

report of the International President placed

before the General Executive Board appeals

in matters upon which rulings of the Board

were required . This feature of the report

covered specific cases , much of which is of

interest only to the locals and individual

members directly concerned . He also dwelt

upon the work of organization at present

under way. As a whole the report is ex

pressive of developing prosperity to the

Association and membership for the imme

diate future .

The report of the President was received ,

matters referred to the Board by the same

to be taken up for consideration .

Appeals and Claims.

An appeal from Bro. Frank Kadervek ,

member of Division No. 268 , Cleveland ,

Ohio, was disposed of by the Board and the

President was instructed of the action of

the Board upon the appeal.

Appeal for assistance from the Cleveland

Local, No. 268 , was given consideration and

the Secretary was instructed to notify the

local of the action taken ,

Disposition of claims for adjustment sub

mitted by the President's report was as fol

lows :

Disability claim of disabled member F.

Burke, Division No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.,

held over from the last Board meeting : This

an application for disability incurred

by an attack of ivetis due to shock resulting

in approaching blindness . The case was

held from the last Board meeting to wait

developments in the condition of the claim

ant. The ailment is of a nature that lack

of improvement during the time since the

report was made would prove assurance of

total disability, and the Board ruled that in

the event of physician's assurance of no im

provement that the President should be au

thorized to pay the disability benefit , and

the Secretary was instructed to so notify

the secretary of Division No. 282 .

Disabality claim of Member G. B. Hatfield ,

Division No. 85 , Pittsburg , Pa. This claim

was based upon disability from tumor on

the brain, caused by catching cold while on

duty August 12th , 1908 . Certification of

total disability of claimant on part of Dr.

George W. Ely was made under date of Oc

tober 10th , 1908 , and sworn to November

11th , 1908. Certification of officers of Divi

sion No. 85 is to the effect that claimant

became a member of Division No. 85 Novem

ber 26th , 1907. Upon this claim the Board

held that the claimant is barred from dis

ability benefit by the provisions of Sections

80 and 81 of the Constitution and General

Laws , and payment of the claim was accord

ingly disallowed .

Disability claim of Member J. J. Robinson ,

Division No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va . The

records of this case are to the effect that

claimant became a member of Division No.

103 March 14th , 1906 , and was totally dis

abled by accident Octcber 30th , 1907, cer

tification of disability being rendered by Dr.

J. R. Caldwell . The Board directed payment

of the claim .

Disability claim of Member Louis H.

Laing, Division No. 241 , Chicago , Ill . The

record and evidence applying to this case

is to the effect that the applicant became

a member of Division No. 241 June 6th ,

1904. He sustained a fracture of both legs

in an accident, being caught between the

transfer table and a wall March 16th , 1908 .
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Examiner's evidence before the Board certi

fied that from present indication total dis

ability as contemplated by the Constitution

of our Association will not result . The claim

was disallowed .

Disability claim of ex -Member Henry Fer

ris , Division No. 26 , Detroit , Mich . The

record and evidence of this case is to the

effect that claimant became a member of

Division No. 26 November 28th , 1893 ; that

on August 15th , 1906, claimant fell from the

running board of a summer car sustaining

injuries resulting in osteomelites of the left

collar-bone, and ultimately resulted in dis

ablement from empldyment; that while un

der treatment for his disability claimant

withdrew from Division No. 26 June 30th ,

1908, and later examination , made Septem

ber 23rd , 1908 , by Dr. M. W. O'Conner, and

by examination of September 26th , 1908 , by

Dr. H. O. Walker, it was determined that

the injury had resulted in total disability

of left arm . Application for disability bene

fit was filed, attested January 11th , 1909 .

The Board acted upon this claim under Sec

tion 88 of the Constitution , which provides

that a member petitioning for a disability

claim shall keep himself in good standing

without intermission , otherwise the claim

shall become null and void. Payment of the

claim was disallowed .

Disability claim of Member R. H. Morgan ,

Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . The record

and evidence in this case predicate that

claimant became a member of Division No.

241 October 25th , 1903. The claim is based

upon disability from paralysis of the brain

of a progressive nature, rendering insanity .

The evidence in no way indicated that the

disability resulted from accident as required

by Section 89 of the Constitution and the

claim was disallowed .

Disability claim of Member Fred Well

man, Division No. 111, Jackson , Mich . This

claim was based upon consumption . There

being no evidence to indicate that the dis

ability was resultant from accident , the

claim was disallowed , the action of the

Board being based upon Section 89 of the

Constitution .

Disability claim of Member Patrick Roach ,

Division No. 266, Chicago, Ill . The record

and evidence of this case is to the effect

that applicant became a member of Division

No. 266 June 14th , 1902 ; that he has been

suffering for several months from ulceration

of the stomach , cardiac asthma , etc. , result

ing in disablement from employment. The

claim was disallowed .

Disability claim of Member George Mc

Kenzie , Division No. 26 , Detroit , Mich . Rec

ord and evidence in this case is to the effect

that claimant became a member of Division

No. 26 May 10th, 1900 ; that he is disabled

through gradual loss of eyesight to the ex

tent that he is barred from employment as

a conductor. However, evidence was sub

mitted to the effect that claimant is em

ployed by the company at remunerative em

ployment and at an occupation in which he

retains eligibility to membership in the As

sociation . The Board moved upon the case

that the applicant was not disabled as con

templated by the Constitution to qualify for

the payment of disability claim . The claim

was disallowed .

Upon the claims of Claimants Henry Fer

ris and George McKenzie Secretary W. J. B.

Sherwood , of the Detroit local , appeared be

fore the Board . However, the verbal evi

dence furnished by Secretary Sherwood was

corroborative of the evidence and records .

at hand bearing upon the cases.

Sessions of March 16th .

A contention in regard to allotment of

runs as applying to members of Division No.

241 , Chicago, Ill . , involved the question ,

“ Where a man has traded his run for an

other run and then the question of his

seniority rights come up, shall his priority

date in accordance with his age in the ser

vice or from the time at which he made the

trade ?”

Upon the above propositoin communica

tions were submitted from Executive Board

Member H. Burgo , et al . , of Division No. 241 .

In dealing with the question , particularly as

applying to the specific appeal, the Board

took into consideration the rulings and argu

ments of the Chicago convention which

pointed to the direction that seniority rights

enjoyed by many of the members from rules

that were established prior to organization

should not be interfered with or disarranged .

The action of the convention being based

upon those suggestions provided that,

“ Where the penalty for misses had been per

manent loss of runs or position upon the

promotion list prior to organization, that all

priority of service should date from the last

miss." The Board ruled that the same law

should govern trades and that the conditions

that were established and put into operation

by trades prior to the time of organization

and had been recognized and were in force

at the time of organization should continue

and the member's priority of service shall

date from such established rights.

A. F. of L. Assessment.

In consideration of the fact that the Na

tional Manufacturers' Association attacked

and locked out members of the United Hat

ters of North America, the organization of

the hatmakers , that the contention

braces practically the entire membership of

the Hatters ' Union , and that the strike , or

lockout , has continued with injunctions and

law suits to the extent of incurring financial

conditions to the Hatters' Union which re

quires assistance of fraternal organizations ,

the American Federation of Labor, pursuant

to the enactments governing that body in

the matter of supporting strikes , levied a

three -cent assessment upon the entire mem

bership of every affiliated organization . The

General Executive Board instructed the

President to place the assessment and to so

notify the various local divisions .

The General Executinve Board also made

a direct appropriation to the Hatters . In

connection with this it may be said that

communications were received from eastern

locals of this Association requesting that a

ten per cent assessment be levied upon the

em
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membership in the interest of the Hatters ' being promoted before the Iowa and Penn

strike . Upon this proposition the Board sylvania legislatures .

ruled that it was not in authority to levy In the matter of the bill introduced in

assessments for other organizations aside the Michigan State Senate , practically pro

from such assessments as may be levied by viding a privilege to extend the day service

the American Federation of Labor. While through 16 hours of the 24, and in which

the Board has authority to isse appeals in the penalty clause appeared to annul the

such cases or endorse appeals , it is not effect of the measure, it was ruled by the

authorized to levy assessments only in ac Board that an effort be made for the with

cordance with the laws governing the Asso drawal or defeat of the measure , and that

ciation and in accordance with the laws of
a request for co-operation to that end be

the Amercan Federation of Labor, to which addressed to the secretary of Division No.

the Association is obligated .
26 , Detroit ; also to the senator who intro

It may be well to state further that the duced the bill .

Hatters' strike , involving an important in
At the beginning of the session of this

dustry in many eastern cities , very closely day G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius re

indirectly affects a large portion of the mem ported present.

bership of this Association who are located

in those cities . In consequence of the clos
Sessions of March 18th ,

ing of the factory , it has been reported that G. E. B. Member Fred Fay reported pres

railway service has been reduced , which ent at the beginning of this day, having ar

has served to increase the extra list among rived from San Francisco. This completed

our eastern membership. Also, evidence full official attendance at the meeting.

was sufficiently before the Board to show Chairman C. 0. Pratt reported very com

that in the event that the National Manu pletely upon the Chester settlement ; also

facturers' Association may be successful upon the cases in court against members

against the Hatters' Union, it will have a of the Chester Division and Vice-President

direct bearing upon the wage standard by P. J. Shea. These cases were given much

affording the hat manufacturers an oppor consideration . There were also presented

tunity to fix the wage to the hatmakers at reports from the Chester local . In consid

reduced rates, which would lower the stand eration of the evidence submitted upon this

ard of wages in the communities in which situation the Chairman was especially in

these industries are located . structed by the Board .

In the case of the appeal from sentence Upon the matter of expense of defense of

of imprisonment resting upon President the cases in court , a statement was submit

Samuel Gompers, Vice-President John Mitch ted by Secretary Wm. Roehner, of Division

ell and Secretary Frank Morrison , of the A. No. 477 , who is also secretary-treasurer of

F. of L., the Board continued its former in the Defense Fund Committee . The state

struction to the International President . It ment shows a large portion of the expense

was also gratifying to note in the report of yet remaining unpaid , but there was sub

the A. F. of L, that many of the locals of mitted that a second appeal had been made

this Association had voluntarily contributed to the various organizations in the hope of

to support the case in court in the interest meeting the whole of the expense.

of the sentenced representatives of organ The sessions of March 18th and 19th were

ized labor, and it was presumed that other principally taken up by audit work , as was

locals of the Association would respond to also a part of the previous sessions. Also

the appeal of the American Federation of personal appeals pertaining to members of

Labor for funds for the defense of those particular locals and local divisions upon

officials, as very likely the call being sent matters not of general importance were con

out by the Executive Council of the A. F. of sidered and disposed of, it being directed

L. will reach every local. that the Secretary notify the particularmem

bers or locals interested of the action of the

Legislation . Board upon their respective cases . Some

The President was authorized to assist in of these questions involve special rulings ,

the promotion of legislation indicated by among which two are worthy of mention in

measures submitted through his report now this general report.

before the various state legislatures. One appeal brought forth a resolution di

In consideration of a bill before the Illi recting that local divisions be instructed

nois state legislature it was instructed that that it is the policy of the Association that

suggested modifications of the measure be a local division is thoroughly estab

submitted to Hon . C. W. White of the House lished , it is regarded as the duty of the local

of Representatives of the State of Illinois , division , through its own organization and

member of this Association , for introduction officers, to conduct all minor affairs and ne.

by him . gotiations, even though it be arbitration , and

It was also instructed that a proposed ves that it should be the policy that such locals

tibule heating bill should be drawn and sub. refrain from calling for international inter

mitted to Hon. C. W. Austin , Representative vention only upon cases of threatened strike

in the Michigan Legislature, also a member or upon wage or other vital questions. This

of this Association , for introduction . enactment was inspired by the evident de.

The measure introduced by Hon . C. W. pendence of some locals and members de.

Austin in the Michigan Legislature proposed manding international intervention in petty

to provide center aisles in summer cars cases , response to which involves expense

was approved , as was also like legislation and would deprive the General Association

once
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Mr. Bland , the editor and manager, both for

the business ability in which he has con

ducted the financial affairs of his office and

the able and faithful manner in which he

has promoted the literary feaeures of the

paper and his true adherence to the prin

ciples and policies of the trade union move

ment and the Amelgamated Association.

A general discussion upon organization

work ensued , after which the General Execu

tive Board adjourned at 4 o'clock p. m . ,

March 19th, 1909. An itemized statement

resulting from the audit will later be sub

mitted through the general office in printed

form to the various local division secretar

ies .

Fraternally submitted ,

GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD ,

C. 0. PRATT, Chairman .

Per R. L. REEVES, Secretary .

HISTORY OF THE A. A. OF S. AND

E. R. E, OF A.

By W. D. Mahon .

and other important cases of the advantage

of the assistance of international officers

from the fact that they would be engaged

upon work that can well be conducted to

the attainment of the same results by the

locals and their local officers themselves .

In fact, some of the appeals are of a nature

indicating that the provisions of the Consti

tution as embraced in Sections 102 and 103

are either overlooked or mislunderstood by

the local membership and officers of locals

making such appeals.

Another ruling adduced by passing upon

an individual appeal is to the effect that :

" Where a member is in arrears in dues to

the local association to exceed one month ,

as for instance , where upon the first day of

any month a member has not paid his dues

to his local division for the previous month ,

no grievance coming or developing to said

member at any time during the period of

arrearage upon or following the first day

of said month may be entertained by the

local division or the officers of said local

division to whom such indebtedness is due ,

and no appeal from such member upon such

action of the local division shall be enter

tained by the International President. Furth

er, such member may receive no interven

tion or assistance from the local division or

local officers upon any grievance whatsoever

until after all arrearage shall have been

paid by any member to whom the foregoing

clause shall apply , and then such grievance

or cause for assistance must have developed

or come to such member after the payment

of all such arrearage.”

Pursuant to the former policy established

by the Executive Board G. E. B. Member

Edw. McMorrow was elected as fraternal

delegate of this Association to the conven

tion of the Switchmen's Union of North Am

erica, to be held in May , 1909 , at Peoria , Ill .

Editor L. D. Bland ,of the Union Leader,

attended the Board meeting at the sessions

of March 19th . He addressed the Board

upon the general movement and also de

scribed the conditions of the Union Leader,

fully acquainting the Board of the conduct

of the paper.

The Board completed the audit of the

books and accounts of the general office , a

recapitulation of which is as follows:

Balance on hand August 31 , 1908. . $ 27,266.12

Receipts for six months , ending

February, 27 , 1909 . 65,252.59

CHAPTER III .

In the previous chapters may be found

recorded that organization first took form

among street railway men in New York city

as far back as 1861. It was accomplished

among horse car men of that city under the

leadership of a driver by the name of John

Walker. This organization , it will be re

membered , after accomplishing some ben

efits locallly , disappeared in the chaos of

early war time. Then we are taken twenty

two years on when we see the spirit of

organization revived in that same city , un

der the auspices of the Knights of Labor.

In 1883 , with the assistance of a union

printer, the movement seems to have taken

a determined hold , and has maintained and .

developed in one form or another, and in

varied forms , following and being divided

in form by the bewildering advocacies of the

various policies of organization by their re

spective representatives , until we are told

of the appeal of President Samuel Gompers

of the A. F. of L, at a time when that great

leader was an early exponent of what is

now the greatest labor movement ever

known . His purpose was to strengthen or

ganization among street railway men by

solidifying them into one sympathetic move.

ment, as indicated in his call recorded in

Chapter II of this history . Also, it has

been recorded that sufficient response came

from the various organizations to warrant

his appointment of a date and place for the

first general convention of organizations of

street railway employes .

In response to the call sent out July 11 ,

1892 , by President Gompers , the first con

vention of the Amalgamated Association of

Street Railway Employes of America met

at Manshur Hall , Indianapolis , Ind . , on Mon

day, September 12 , 1892 . The convention

was called to order at 12 o'clock, noon , by

Total amount.... $ 92,518.71

Disbursements for six months, end

ing February 27 , 1909 .. . $ 42,889.34

Balance ending Feb. 27 , 1909....$49,629.37

The audit of the finances of the Union

Leader, by direction of the Board , was made

by Buchanan, Walton , Joplin & Co. , char

tered accountants. The statement rendered

by the accountants showed that during the

six months' audit period the Chicago pub

lication was properly maintained under the

policies outlined for its management and

financing. The statement brought forth an

expression from the Board congratulating
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President Gompers, who introduced Mayor

Sullivan of that city. Mayor Sullivan com

plimented the street car men on the number

present and on their intentions to form an

organization for the protection of their

labor, and welcomed them to the city.

After replies by local representatives and

the chairman , the convention was declared

in order, and the following named gentle

men were appointed as a committee on cre

dentials : M. J. Carroll, of Wheeling, W.

Va .; M. S. Hall, New Orleans, La .; J. Cor

liss, Indianapolis, Ind .; P. Perry, Youngs

town, O., and C. Booth , Toledo, O.

An adjournment was then taken until 3

p . m . , in order to give the credentials com

mittee time to report, but at that hour the

committee reported that , inasmuch as there

were several Knights of Labor and inde

pendent organizations present, the commit

tee would have to ask for more time, and

the convention adjourned until 8 a. m . Tues

day.

On the re-convening of the convention on

Tuesday morning, the committee on creden

tials reported the following delegates pres

ent , representing both the American Federa

tion of Labor and Knights of Labor organi

zations : Detroit, 5391 , A. F. of L., J. D.

McKenzie, John Garrity, Joseph C. Manuel ,

William J. Law , William Belford , Thomas

Holmes , John H. McCormick , Sidney L.

Clark , R. W. Chase, Horace Fields ; Toledo ,

Ohio, 5450, A. F. of L., Edward Rydman , C.

Booth , J. E. Husted , Percy Byron and Al

bert De Lisle ; Canton , Ohio , 5767 , A. F. of

L., T. J. McLaughlin , H. W. Lininger ; Co

lumbus, Ohio, 5229, A. F. of L. , E. R. Cor

nelius , W. D. Mahon ; Youngstown , Ohio,

5550 , A. F. of L. , E. W. DeWitt, Peter Perry ;

Colorado Springs, Col., 5650, A. F. of L. , G.

A. White ; Milwaukee, Wis . , 3823 , A. F. of L. ,

A. C. Giesenschlag, Wm . C. Schmidt, Joseph

Schmidling, Harry F. Mann ; Terre Haute ,

Ind . , 5558 , A. F. of L. , George Elliot , D. A.

Smith ; St. Louis, Mo. , 5777 , A. F. of L., J.

P. Dwyer ; Wheeling, W. Va . , 5193 , A. F. of

L., M. J. Carroll ; Topeka, Kan ., 5639, A. F.

of L., Henry Burgdurf ; Duluth, Minn . , 5684 ,

A. F. of L. , E. W. Baird ; Indianapolis, Ind . ,

5162 , A. F. of L., James P. Riggs, M. Dugan,

John Newhouse, Eli Ingraham , John Cor

liss ; New Orleans, La ., 5490 , A. F. of L. ,

Merrill S. Hall, J. M. Callahan ; Memphis ,

Tenn . , A. F. of L. , H. D. Hodges.

From Knights of Labor - Cleveland, Ohio ,

2425 , K. of L. , Ed . Hillard , C. F. Burle, C. B.

Gardner, B. B. Casson ; Chicago, Ill . , 8201 ,

K. of L. , T. S. Johnson , M. McDonough, R.

K. Sloan .

These were seated in accordance with the

recommendation of the committee , and then

the credentials of Richard Hawkins , of

Stony Island, Ill . , were taken up . His or

ganization had not yet been granted a char

ter from the American Federation of Labor,

but it was their intention to apply, so Haw

kins was seated .

The next credentials taken up were those

of Rezin Orr, of Fort Wayne, Ind . Mr. Orr

had been sent as a delegate by the street

railway men, who had formerly been organ

ized under the Knights of Labor, but had let

their organization go down , and were de

sirous of reorganizing under the National . .

He was seated .

The next credentials were those of F. H.

Terry, of Tacoma, Washington Territory .

He represented a local organization of that

city which was not affiliated with the A. F.

of L. or the K. of L. , but was affiliated with

the Trades Council. Mr. Terry was seated ,

and the next credentials taken up were

those of Mortimer O'Conell .

O'Connell claimed to represent a branch

of the Brotherhood of Surface Employes of

New York City. He claimed also to repre

sent the National Brotherhood of Surface

Street Railroad Men , and upon this claim

O'Connell was seated . It was afterward

found that O'Connell did not represent any

organization of importanse . He had been

connected with the street railway move

ment under the Knights of Labor in the

east , but at this time did not represent any

one but himself. However, the convention

not knowing this , O'Connell was given a

seat and a voice in the formation of the

International .

Following the seating of delegates, per

manent organization was taken up , and Law ,

of Detroit, and Callahan , of New Orleans,

were nominated for permanent chairman .

Upon a standing vote Callahan received 26

and Law 20. In accordance with the vote,

Callahan was declared permanent chairman .

President Gompers then turned the con

vention over to Chairman Callahan , who

took charge and proceeded with the election

of a secretary. For this position James P.

Riggs , of Indianapolis , and Schmidt , of Mil

waukee , were candidates . Riggs received

36 and Schmidt 7 votes . Riggs was declared

secretary of the convention.

( To be continued .)

HON. CHAS. W. AUSTIN.

Above is given the picture of Bro . Chas.

W. Austin of Division No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .

Bro . Austin is now serving his first term in the

Michigan Legislature from Wayne Co. , the

Detroit District. He is chairman of the Com

mittee on Agriculture and is also upon the

Game LawsCommittee. Bro. Austin has

already presented a " center aisle for street

cars '' bill in the House and has it referred to

the Committee on Labor.
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The... True it is that the organization of labor
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better conditions

and better things on part of labor. Then it

is equally true that organization should

reach for contentment and live to a spirit

to enjoy the best that can be gotten.
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It is not the purpose of organized labor,

its officials or members to breed turmoil be

tween the employer and employe. On the

other hand it should be the purpose to reach

out for peace and mutuality between the

employer and employe , and it should be the

effort of organization officials and members

to attain that situation .
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Employes of America.
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munications for publication to R. L. REEVES,
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Subscriptions payable to W. D. Mahon, Pres.

The flour and products of the George

Tileston Milling Co. are strictly fair. The

company is absolutely fair to labor and by

patronizing it we get the best for the money

and assist the Flour and Cereal Mill Em

ployes ' organization . Grocers will supply

us the union made goods rather than lose

our trade.
SUBSCRIPTION .

Per annum

Single copy
$ 1.00

10 cents

It doesn't pay to enter warfare against

the boss single handed . He's never single

handed and the odds is against you . He has

the company behind him before he acts, at

the time, or soon after. Put your grievance

up to the committee and then , if you are

right, you'll have your organization behind

you. You are then on equal footing with

the boss.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL .
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It is easy enough to get into trouble , but

more difficult to get out. Yet it is generally

easy to keep out of trouble. All one has to

do is to comply with the rules. If the rules

are bad , put it up to the committee to get

them modified . It is easier for the commit

tee to get a bad rule modified than it is to

get a member reinstated who is discharged

for violating it .

Entered at the Detroit P. O. as Second -Class

Matter.

DSCOVK

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION.

The natural result of two years' trial of

the Detroit wage scale is that the average

rate now prevailing is but a fraction of a

cent per hour above the ' old 2342 cent rate .

It is apprehended that the officers of Div.

No. 26 will call a general meeting this

month to consider application for a modi

fied agreement and increased wage scale.
Article 2 of Constitution ,

Section 1. The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.
Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill;

to encourage the formationin Division Asso

ciations of Sick Benefit Funds: to establish

schools of instruction and examination for

imparting a practical knowledge of modern

and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally . Το

encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con

dition .

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished . Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

2d of the month, and should be written only
on one side of the paper.

The ordinary methods of employment by

street and electric railway corporations fixes

the responsibility for the competency of em

ployes upon the corporation itself. Too fre

quently employing agents know too little

about the requirements necessary for the

position of motorman and conductor. Em.

ploying agents are often men who have

never had experience in the work on either

end of the car and have had but very little

mutual association with men working as car

operatives, and the rigid qualities necessary

for the successful employe are frequently

overlooked in the keen search for that other

characteristic susceptible of the peculiar dis

cipline which fills employment in the service

full with perplexities,
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In Grand Rapids, Mich. , and it is not the

only place, the management of the street

railway company requires applicants for em

ployment to subscribe to an application

which embraces a pledge not to join any

labor organization . Just what spirit of good

will on part of employes that have any self

respect or have any spirit of independence

about them, the management of that com

pany may expect it is difficult to determine .

If there is anything that would inspire a

spirit of resentment in the mind of an em

ploye at the beginning of his employment it

would be such an interference with his

rights as a citizen.

are able to do . Neither do we look upon it

as charity. It is one of the muntual benefits

characteristic of our movement. Neither

does it end . Our sympathy is with our

afflicted brother. Though he is across the

sea, he has the satisfaction of knowing that

yet the bond of mutual interest maintains.

For such is unionism .

A bill is before the Michigan State Legis

lature which requires that every employer of

labor, whether acting for himself or another

person or firm , or for a municipality or other

corporation, shall provide every person em

ployed with one full rest day of twenty-four

consecutive hours during each calendar

week , and that such weekly rest day, if re

quested by the employe, shall be on Sunday

as often as once in six weeks. A severe

penalty is provided by a section of the meas

ure requiring the enforcement of the law

on part of employers. This measure applies

to transportation employes as well as others .

If enacted it will be the first compulsory

law of the kind ever enacted in the United

States . A most beneficial feature of this

measure is the fact that it will extend em

ployment to a greater number of employes ,

as it is well known, and particularly in rail

way circles of all classes , that among a

vast majority of transportation employes

there are no fifty -two rest days per year

experienced. However, the measure will not

be a precedent, as law of the same kind pre

vails in Switzerland as applying to railway

employes .

A letter from Secretary James F. McKeon ,

Division No. 132 , Troy, N. Y. , in acknowledg

ment of the payment of the benefit upon the

recent death of late Bro. Mich . Mulhern

of that local states that , “ Mrs. Mulhern ,

the wife of our late brother, wishes to thank

the A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. through

the " M. & C." for the assistance rendered to

her by the prompt payment of the $ 100 to

which she was entitled by virtue of her late

husband being a member of this Associa

tion .” There are a dozen or more letters ,

and personal letters from the wives and

other beneficiaries of deceased brothers,

coming to this office every month , express

ing like gratitude, and there is not a little

satisfaction to our membership to know that

these benefits, provided by their wisdom and

co -operation, are appreciated. But the bene.

fits are a feature of the Association and the

beneficiaries, in extending an expression of

gratitude , have reason to congratulate them

selves that those loved ones of our member

ship who are taken away were a part of

the Association and united their wisdom and

forethought in establishing and maintaining

it to the end that its numerous benefits are

guaranteed. The benefits of this Association ,

not only when it comes to the hours of grief

when they are identified as death or disabil

ity benefits, but when they come as benefits

in the shape of better wages , productive of

more and better things to the living, furnish

the inspiration which impels every good wife

to encourage her husband to an active part

in the maintaining and direction of our vari

ous locals . When we give thought to this

fact , we refrain from placing criticism upon

the good wife of the non-attendant at meet

ings for a member's absence . Neither can

we accept the suggestion that the demands

of the wife so tighten the purse strings as

to offer a reasonable excuse for a member

for non-payment of dues . The widow of

Bro . Mulhern is only one of hundreds who

are extending their hearty expressions of

gratitude and goodwill to the membership

of this Association , and we do not deny that

it is up to the membership to maintain an

interest in the organization that may merit

those expressions.

From Winnipeg comes the report of a

most impressive expression of the spirit of

unionism . Among the members of Division

No. 99 or the A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A.

was one of some six years ' service with the

Winnipeg Street Railway Co. Some time

ago the brother became debilitated by ner

vous afflictions and was forced from em

ployment . After treatment by specialists

and in the hospital , it was advised that he

should be returned to the home of his peo

ple in England . President Potter of Divis

ion 99 , appealed his case and helpless con

dition to the local and was empowered to

arrange for the safe transfer of the afflicted

brother to his old home at the expense of

the Association . However, through the in

tervention of the officers of the local, one

half of the expense was contributed by the

company and the brother was safely sent

on his homeward voyage . For this act of

unionism , his people expressed sincere

thanks to our Winnipeg local . But that

cannot be so much reward as the quiet sat.

isfaction of every member of our Associa

tion in knowing that we are a factor in an

institution that can do things , and that the

act of our Winnipeg brothers is one of those

we purpose to do , and by our organization

NOTICE TO FINANCIAL SECRETARIES.

Financial secretaries are requested to be

particular in observing Section 125 of the

Constitution and General Laws as applying

to reporting the date of granting withdrawal

cards . Withdrawal cards should be dated

and be recorded as having been dated upon

the last day of the month in which a mem

ber may withdraw , as per capita is charged

upon such member for the month in which

he withdraws .
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. ing that they would be discharged if they

did not sign it -- a very ordinary type of re

Immediately after the meeting of the G.
quest on part of such a disposition to or

E. B. President W. D. Mahon took up the
ganized labor. Those who refused to sign

response to appeals and invitations from
the petition were suspended for a few days

several eastern locals . His first visit was
to give them an opportunity to reconsider

to Rochester, N. Y. , where he addressed a their action , at the end of which they are to

meeting of Division No. 282 , making an ap
sign or resign from the company. A propo

pointment of long standing . From Rochester sition of the petition is to the effect that
he went to New York City to look after af those signing it voluntarily appeal to here

fairs of the association requiring his pres after be treated as individuals. By coercion

ence there. He then addressed Division No.
and other methods the officers advise that

425 , Hartford , Conn.; from there he went even more than half of the motormen and

to pay a visit to Division No. 281 at New conductors employed in Decatur signed the
Haven , Conn . , and during his tour of the

petition, whereupon the company has placed
east has met with Division No. 459 , Bridge

in effect a new wage scale, increasing the

port , Conn.; Division No. 448 , Springfield, wage to the older men ; in fact, increasing

Mass.; a joint meeting of Divisions No. 238
the wage to all who signed the petition ,

and 240, at Lynn , Mass.; Division No. 235 , and , as it is optional with the others to sign

Brockton , Mass .; Division No. 476 , Norwalk ,
the petition or quit-a most generous dis

Conn . , and other Connecticut locals , aside
pensation upon the part of the company

from meeting with the joint committee of
officials - it is very likely that the new wage

the Connecticut locals. He has also given will soon apply to all employes upon the

attention to the adjustment of the wage
system unless the policy of the company is

scale of the various members upon the Bos changed . Even though nothing further is

ton and Northern and Old Colony system , ', gained by our association in Decatur, the

exclusive of the mtormen and conductors . company , it must be admitted, has been

He will likely visit other eastern locals be forced to make an advance in wage to its

fore returning to the office, as , at this writ employes. But the increased wage does not
ing, he has not met all of the appointments

reach that which is desired by the member

necessary to reach the appeals which were
ship o fthe local and very likely the end is

made to him by those locals before he left
not yet , as Decatur is a well organized town

the office. In his work among the Connecti among the other crafts , who well under

cut locals he had associated with him G. E.
stand that an injury to one is the concern

B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald . In his work in of all. It is more than likely that if this

the interest of the Massachusetts locals he course proves effective in destroying the De

had associated with him G. E. B. Member
catur local the company will inject the same

Wm . B. Fitzgerald , who arranged for con
policy into its dealings with the member

ferences in Boston looking to the adjust ship in Danville, Galesburg and other points

ment of wage rates not included in the re where the men are organized . It may be

cent arbitration award . There are calls for added here that this course is rather sug.

the international president in the west and
gestive in its reflection upon the pre-election

northwest, which will likely entertain his
attitude of the president of that company ,

attention and personal assistance as soon as Congressman McKinley . The officers and

he has completed his work in the east .
members of the locals have been relying

International Treasurer Rezin Orr, upon upon the integrity of the president of the

the adjournment of the meeting of the G. E. company, and many of them are even yet

B. , visited sections of Ohio in organizing of the opinion that the policy being pursued

work and was called from that field to re in Decatur by the immediate operative offi

spond to appeals from locals in the employ cials will not meet with Mr. McKinley's

of the Illinois Traction Company at Deca approval when it is brought before him. It

tur , Danville and Galesbutg . Since their in is regarded that a man of his standing will

stitution there has been a chaotic condition not submit to resting under the reflection

resulting from the evident determined pur that the conduct of his own officials casts

pose of the officials of the company to de upon his previously announced assurances

stroy the locals ; particularly is this the case to organized labor, even though it is report

in Decatur. In that city there has been no ed that operative officials have brazenly as

mutuality between the association and the serted that Mr. McKinley's professed fair

officials of the company, and the manage ness to organized labor was merely a pre

ment has gone so far as to prepare a peti election promise not intended to be fulfilled .

tion which was placed in the hands of men Late reports indicate that the proposed

who were not members with instructions to agreement embodying the desired wage in

have it signed , and that if the petition should crease adopted by the local divisions will be

be signed by them , they would receive an placed before the company regardless of the

increase in wage . Evidently the manage terrorizing tactics displayed in Decatur and

ment well understood that the local organ that the course of the company there will

izations were about to demand a wage in tensify the determination of the member

crease and to anticipate this and show a ship and organized labor in general in back

favoritism to the non -union element, this ing up the demand .

petition was prepared . Members of the

local not signing it were called into the Vice President A. L. Behner has again re

office and requested to sign the petition by turned to the Cleveland situation , where

the company under the coercive understand conferences looking to the settlement of the
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G. E. B. Member Edward McMorrow , al

though he attended the Board meeting at

its recent sessions in Detroit , was not really

in a physical condition to do so. He was

feeling very poorly when he returned to his

home, and the office was advised that he

had grown worse and taken to his bed. He

has remained very sick up to the present

time, but indications at this writing lends

assurance that he is recovering and will

soon be able to take up the active work of

the association .

1

traction question in that city are at present

pending. It would appear from the course

of Mayor Johnson that if there could have

ever been a question as to his determination

in using his official position and every other

instrument at his hands to destroy Division

No. 268 that question would disappear in

his placing his wage reglations in any new

franchise granted to the Cleveland Railway

Company, and most particularly the char

ter of cause that he is endeavoring to insert.

His proposition is that the company shall

accept of a franchise in which shall be em

bodied a wage clause providing that the

wage of the Cleveland street railway em

ployes shall be fixed as a mean established

from equating the wage rates that may pre

vail in Detroit, Pittsburg and Buffalo . This ,

the mayor well understands , is a violation

of the wage clause of the agreement that

exists between the Cleveland company and

Division No. 268. It would annul the agree

ment and render the association useless in

the matter of further adjustment of wages .

However, by this effort, Mayor Johnson still

persists in drawing Division No. 268 into the

street railway fight in that city , even in the

face of repeatedly rendered legal opinions

that a clause in a franchise fixing a stipu

lated wage rate is illegal .

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair attend

ed the recent G. E. B. meeting and upon lis

return visited St. Thomas, Ont . , where he

conferred with officers and members of ihe

St. Thomas local , The street railway sys

tem of that city is under municipal owner.

ship and operation . From St. Thomas Board

Member Sinclair returned to his home in

Toronto.

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius, upon

his return from the G. E. B. meeting, was

directed to give attention to various situa

tions in the northwest, which will iake his

time for several days. A report upon liis

work will be submitted in a later issue.

Vice President P. J. Shea is at present as

sisting Division No. 168 , Scranton , Pa. , in

conferences looking to effecting a new wage

rate . The agreement of Division No. 168

is a ten-year agreement providing that at

certain periods either party is privileged

to require the opening of the wage scale,

and in the event that an agreement cannot

be reached , the rate is to be arbitrated . The

time for the adjustment of the wage scale

is provided in the agreement having arrived ,

the local has applied for an increase in

wage. Late reports are to the effect that

the officers of the local and the company

have not reached an agreement, although

hopeful of doing so,

G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald , at

the close of the Board meeting , was dez

patched to Boston , Mass. , to take up the

appeal of members of various locals not em

ployed as motormen and conductors as ap

plying to a desired wage adjustment. In

this work he was later joined by President

Mahon . He visited and addressed the local

at Lynn , Mass., in company with the Inter

national President. The progress of "he

work upon which he is engaged has not

been reported at this time.

Vice President W. C. Downing has given

attention to a grievance which has arisen

with Division No. 273 , Chicago, Ill . , in the

matter of the allotment of the line-car. This

car has been operated by a motorman , a

member of this association , and undoubtedly

for economical purposes the management

withdrew the motorman and required the

line men to operate the car. A protest was

made against this arrangement by both the

electrical workers' union and Division No.

273. Late reports would indicate that an

agreeable adjustment of the grievance will

be effected .

G. E. B. Member Ben Commons attended

the G. E. B. meeting in Detroit. He then

went to Asheville, N. C. , where he held a

meeting of Division No. 128. From there lie

returned to his home in New Orleans . He

reports most interestingly upon the situa

tion with Division No. 128 , which is now

one of the old locals of the association .

Board Member Commons is well familiar

with the conditions of employment among

street railway men of the south and he ad

vises that the organization in Asheville has

placed those men in employment, relative to

wages and working conditions , far above the

unorganized cities . However, he reports

that the Asheville local is looking to im

provement, and urges that in that section

of the country the work of organization

should be taken up by the A. F. of L. and

various other organizations that the wage

standard and conditions of employment may

be generally advanced . Prior to the Board

meeting Board Member Commons appeared

before the Texas legislature in the interest

of a vestibule bill. The measure has been

since defeated .

Chairman C. O. Pratt , immediately upon the

adjournment of the G. E. B. , returned to

Philadelphia to render continued assistance

to Division No. 477. He was also authorized

to straighten out affairs for Division No.

500 , Chester, Pa. , and is under advisement

upon that situation . Reports are to the

effect that the company has violated features

of the recent strike settlement.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay returned from

Detroit , where he attended the meeting of

the recent Executive Board , to San Fran
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cisco , to continue the work of reorganization

in that city . On account of the distance ,

immediate reports are unavailable , but the

last received show progress.

and which they have a perfect right under

the law to do . It is difficult to understand

how the Court of Appeals can decide to

support the penalty imposed by Judge

Wright or even his decision that they had

violated any law .G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald , upon his

return from the G. E. B. meeting, gave his

attention to various locals in Connecticut,

many of which he has visited and was as

sociated with the International President

upon his tour of these locals, being with him

at Bridgeport, Hartford , New Haven , Spring.

field and other points . He also addressed

a meeting of Division No. 479 at Middletown .

A bill before the Connecticut State Legisla

ture, the enactment of which would have

provided stools for interurban railway men

in that state , has been defeated . The vesti

bule bill is still pending .

THE JUDGE GOULD INJUNCTION MOD

IFIED

The appeal to the United States Court of

Appeals upon the injunction of Judge Gould

directed against President Gompers, Vice

President Mitchell and Secretary Morrison,

and in fact all organized labor affiliated

with the A. F. of L. , has been heard and

passed upon . It was the violation of this

injunction that was granted in behalf of

the unfair Buck Stove and Rrange Com

pany, of St. Louis, that sentence of impris.

onment was meted out by Judge Wright.

The appeal , however, was from the injunc

tion granted by Judge Gould and a decision

upon the appeal was handed down March

11 , 1909 . of the three judges constituting

the Court of Appeals, Chief Justice Shep

herd dissented by declaring in strong terms

that to a greater extent than the decision

from the appeal reaches the injunction was

in error. However, two of the judges of

the Court of Appeals, Justice Robb and Jus

tice Van Orsdel , rendered the decision and

state that they are of the opinion that the

injunction decree is too broad and should

atempt no more than a prohibition of the

boycott and the means of carrying it , on ,

etc., and the decision divides the cost be

tween the two parties at law , which carries

with it some significance. However, Judge

Shepherd , in dissenting, states practically

that Judge Gould had no right to enjoin the

officials of the American Federation of La

bor from publishing the name of the Buck

Stove and Range Company in the unfair

list of the A. F. of L. , even if it were in

furtherance of a secondary boycott . This

decision of the Court of Appeals directly

points out the fact that Judge Gould had no

right to enjoin the defendants from doing

what they have been sentenced for doing by

Judge Wright's decision which imposed the

prison penalty. It will be interesting to

watch the result of this litigation to the

end . In the other case , however, the ap

peal from the sentence of Judge Wright in

the event that the decision of Judge Wright

is confirmed, the courts will say by such

action that a judge has a right to punish

them for doing things which are not illegal

PITTSBURG PENSION PROPOSITION AS

REVIEWED BY VICE-PRESIDENT

J. J. THORPE.

In his review of the proposition, Vice

President Thorpe makes some awakening

points . His address to the Pittsburg Rail

way's employes is as follows :

The establishing of a pension fund by

the employes of the Pittsburg Railways

Company, as suggested in proposed by-laws ,

submitted by J. Roberts, et al . , employes

of the street railway company, is in one

way a serious concern . The proposed by

laws state the object and purpose in a

paragraph marked " No. 1,” under the head ,

" Object,” which reads :

" The object and purpose of this associa

tion or corporation is to accumulate a fund

from the dues of its members, from legacies ,

bequests, gifts and other sources , in order

that from this fund pensions may be paid

to members of this association ; the amount

of which pension , the circumstances under

which it shall be paid , and th parties to

whom it shall be paid to be determined by

these by-laws."

I infer from this that the association,

which is to be known as the Pittsburg Rail

ways Company Employes Pension and Dis

ability Association of Pittsburg, Pa., may ,

or designs to become incorporated. The

" object" sets forth the means by which the

institution is to be financed :

First, by dues from its members.

Second , from legacies.

Third, bequests .

Fourth , gifts from other sources .

While there may be some charity prod

ucts , and the provisions suggest it, the bur

den falls upon the members in the shape

of dues . This is undoubtedly the intent.

However, there is enough of the charity

suggestion about it from the terms, " lega

cies , bequests , gifts and other sources ” to

interfere with complete independence. I

know that street car men are not desirous

of posing as charity subjects . There is in

this the suggestion that the company will

be willing to assist in financing the insti

tution ; in fact, it carries with it the infer

ence of dependence.

Under the title " Officers," Section 4 pro

vides that the Fidelity Title and Trust Com

pany, of Pittsburg, Pa . , shall be the treas

urer of the association . This provision

takes one function of the association from

the hands of the membership. It is an

important function and the provision is en

tered into the by-laws . I make mention

of this to show that there is one official

appointed , or one office ruled arbitrarily,

not by selection on the part of those who

may become members or are members of

such association , but by some unseen and

unannounced authority.
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Under the head of “ benefits " we find that

any employe who has been twenty or more

years in the continuous service of the com

pany shall be eligible to go on pension .

Now, the serious question with us is to

contemplate what fraction of the enroll

ment of employes in the association will

ever attain to twenty years of service. All

who do not attain to twenty years of con

tinuous service, with the exception of those

otherwise provided for, will have paid their

dues into this association without any re

turn . At the rate that men have been en

ployed with the company for the past few

years, it may be well assumed that in those

twenty years over 20,000 will have come

and gone from the service of the company

and will have no chance to absorb any of

the sweets of this association. That is

placing it at the rate of 1,000 per year,

and that is a low estimate ; but they will

all have paid their full dues and the fund

of the association will have accumulated .

Some one will be entitled to it . It will be

in the hands of the concern not selected

as its treasurer by the membership . But

after twenty years of actual service there

is to attain a possible condition before even

then the employes of twenty years ' service

will be entitled to go on pension . Let us

see :

In Section 7 we are told that the accept

ance of the pension allowance debars the

employe from re-entering the service of the

company. This is one of the restrictions

placed upon a pensioner. He ceases em

ployment with the company.

Section 9 provides that by severing em

ployment with the company he shall re

ceive a pension of $20.00 per month. These

two sections would continue men even

twenty years in the service of the company

long after their eligibility for pension

should be reached , as they would not de

sire to give up employment at wages for

a pittance of $20 per month. I call atten

tion to those only to show that, even of

those who would reach the twenty years '

service, there would be many who would

hesitate to accept of the pension , and thus

the number of pension eligibles would be

reduced , as they would not be eligibles as

long as they continued in the service.

Another provision is that any faithful

employe of the company-and it is especially

emphasized by the word " faithful” -irre

spective of his age or service, who shall

have received injuries in the performance

of his duties, which incapacitates him for

his regular or other vocations , may, at the

discretion of the Board of Managers, re

ceive the pension of $20 per month. Experi

ence has taught us that very few of the

" faithful" would ever reach a pension out

of the vast armies who will be employed

by the company by these arrangements .

Section 4 provides that no pension shall

be paid to members permanently injured

while intoxicated or under the influence of

narcotics, or while engaged in unlawful

acts. Just where the limits of this pro

vision would end it would be difficult to

determine, as it would be delivered up to

the Board of Managers to determine. How

ever, it is a prohibitive clause , and one by

which some might be denied advantages

for which they have paid in the payment of

their dues.

Again , in Section 6 , we are told that when

pension allowances shall be authorized , pur

suant to these regulations, they shall , un

less and until revoked by the association ,

be paid monthly. Here we have the infer

ence that the Board of Managers of the

association shall have the power at any

time to discontinue or revoke a pension

regardless of the right to the pension or the

right for which he pays by constant pay

ment of dues. It carries with it the possi.

bility of a chance to lose out after obtain

ing the much-desired prize.

Section 8 provides that no pension shall

be paid until the fund shall have reached

$200,000 , and that such fund shall be main

tained at not less than that amount. I

suppose this law means that the dues are

subject to increase or else the pensions are

subject to retirement in the event that the

fund would reach a lower figure than

$200,000 at any time. This, in itself, cre

ates a suspicion of insecurity. It will take

a long time to create a fund of $200,000 ,

four years at least, if all employes should

become members of the association ; but not

all of them , not one-half of them, not one

fourth of them would ever enter into such

a proposition as suggested by the proposed

association ; consequently, it would take

much longer than that to create the $200,000

fund . Some may place it at a limit of five

years, but the majority of those at present

in the employ of the company will not be

here five years hence. They well know it

from the records . They know that barely

30 per cent of them will be here five years

hence, and we may say that seventy out

of every hundred employed at present by ·

this company will pay their dues into this

fund up to the time of their retirement

from the service without the expectancy of

any return. Thus, seventy out of every

hundred men, or those who have half a

chance to be of these seventy out of every

hundred , will hesitate long before they en

ter into such an arrangement. Besides ,

during the course of these five years , others

will come and go , in myriads, who will

have contributed their little fund to this

pension scheme and who will have received

no benefit .

Section 10 provides the payment of $1.00

per month. This is at the rate of $ 12 per

year. In the event that a member remains

in employment ten years , one -half of this

is to be returned to him ; but the records

show that not twenty out of one hundred

of those at present in the employ of the

company can ever expect to maintain their

position for ten years in the service . There

is not much inducement in that proposition.

Section 11 provides that in the event that

a member is temporarily out of employ

ment, and has no wages coming to him ,

he must meet his monthly dues or forfeit

his claims to any benefit or privileges until

he shall be reinstated , a matter optional
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with the Board of Managers . I have known

of some with whom this provision would

deal severely, as to be out of work with

them is to be out of money.

The most unique feature of these by-laws

is in Section 14 , under "benefits.” It reads :

“ Should a strike or lockout occur in any

department of the company, the men af

fected who have been in the employ of the

company two or more years may hold their

membership in the association on the pay.

ment of dues."

Just why the men of less than two years

of service, who practically constitute 50 per

cent of the employes of the company in

almost any department, should be barred ,

on account of engaging in a strike, from

the privilege of maintaining membership in

the association is , perhaps, more apparent

to those promoting the association than to

others . Just why the striker who is of two

years and six months in the service is of

more consequence or more deserving than

a striker who is one year and six months

in the service, I hesitate to explain. Yet

I see the distinction evidently portrayed .

The one is cut out of his pension and the

other is permitted to maintain his member

ship and become a pensioner, even though

he continue on strike for the twenty years .

I call attention to this to point to one of

the features that leads me to believe , again ,

that not all of these propositions come from

the brothers who have subscribed to it ,

and if a part of it comes from outside influ

ence , I may assume that others , aside from

the direct employes , are acquainted with the

entire affair , even though we are told that

the company has nothing to do with it .

When we go on strike , we do not say to

the men of two years or less in the service ,

" Continue in employment and help the com

pany out," but we say to all of them , “ Come

and help us.” The strike becomes uni

versal , regardless of term of service. I do

not believe that the employes of the Pitts

burg Railways Company desire to assist in

promoting the institution that so places it

self in the way of possible discipline that

it may become their judgement or burden

to inflict. I do not believe that we are

prepared , at this time , to enter into any

agreement with any association that directly

or indirectly dictates or suggests that we

cannot all strike together or that we cannot

be united in a strike issue and universally

maintain our rights and privileges . I want

to impress this particular section upon

the minds of my fellow workmen . Why

are we led up to this particular point and

then split in two, having this institution ,

purporting to be an employes' association ,

say to us, “ 50 per cent of you can go out ,

and , if you are successful , come back with

all of your rights ; but if , on the other

hand , 50 per cent of you go on strike , you

will lose your life pension ? You will lose

the privileges that will inure to you if you

remain in the service of the company and

help to whip into line the 50 per cent com

posing the older men .”

By joining this proposed association , you

agree to Section 14 as you agree to every

other section . Allow me to suggest it is

placed there for a purpose, and when you

see one " nigger in the wood pile," there

may be more of them . If there is a " nigger

in this woodpile," there may be a nigger

in every wood pile which contributes to the

structure of this association , and every one

of them no doubt has a razor in his pocket .

Section 16 is vague in its meaning and

can be so interpreted by the Board of

Managers as to reach through the entire

cordon of by -laws. This states that :

“ When a member leaves the service of

the company, either by resignation or other

wise , he must surrender his certificate of

membership to the person from whom he

receives his final payment of wages."

Why return the certificate of member

ship to the company paymaster ? He is

not a prescribed official of this association ,

yet he is given an official function and con

stituted an official by this section 16. It

occurs to me that is another evidence of

the encouragement of this move by the

company , and , in fact , strongly unites with

the other evidence to show that it is a

company proposition throughout. When a

member leaves the service of the company,

by resignation or otherwise, he leaves the

association and surrenders his benefits.

That is a sweeping proposition , but, as I

have before stated, it may be interpreted

by the Board of Managers to apply to any

to whom they wish to apply this section.

There is no appeal to the general body.

If I have cited dictations from the out

side as entering into the construction of

the by-laws , may I not assume that the same

influence will endeavor to guide the deliber

ations of the Board of Managers ?

Now, my friends , I don't know how many

times the management of the Pittsburg

Railways Company will change in the next

twenty years. We know that in the past

twenty years there have been many changes

in the management in Pittsburg street rail.

way circles . Each change has brought new

ideals of labor economy. Upon this we have

only the lessons of the past .

Let me cite a few figures taken from

the records of the International office of

this association as they apply to employ

ment in Detroit , where it is said there are

more long-term service men, proportion

ately, than in any other city. There, ten

years ago , there were 840 car men in the

service of two months or more of service ;

five per cent additional for those of less

than two months of service is extremely

conservative. That would make 882 . Of

those , 205 are today ten-year men, 23 per

cent, or twenty -three out of one hundred of

ten years ago . Five years ago, there were

1,194 of two months or more men in the

service . Increase this by 5 per cent to in

clude those of less than two months' ser

vice and we have a roster of 1,253 . Of

those, 586 , or 46 per cent — 46 out of 100

remain .

Here we have the percentage comparison

of 100 at the beginning of ten years ago , at

the end of five years there are 46 ; at the

end of ten years, 23 ; fifteen years , 12 ; and
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at the end of twenty years , barring the in

creased inroads of death , there would be

six eligible pensioners out of 100 at the

beginning.

But this is not the limit of comparison .

There are now, of men of more than two

months ' service in Detroit, 1,534 . To reach

and maintain that number, I am advised

that 3,200 men were employed during the

past five years. The service was increased

by 400 men. This provides that during the

five years , 2,800 retired from the service ,

2,151 remained more than two months in

the service ; 1,764 , who retired from the

service during the five years , were more

than two months in employment. About

1,000 were less than two months . This

changes our prospects as pension eligibles .

To be fair, let us reduce our service main

tenance employment by the percentage of

increased service, which we note is 20 per

cent . Thus, in maintaining the service of

five years ago, it would have been neces

sary to supply the retirement of 80 per cent

of 2,800 men, or 2,240 . Add this to the

number in employment five years ago, 1,253 ,

and we have 3,493 as a basis , or a compar

ison of 100 to 278 in five years . For the

four periods of five years each , we see this

percentage stretched to four times 278 , or ,

100 to 1,112.

Now, let us see what this signifies. It

means that this pension scheme , to be

adopted in Detroit, where we get substantial

and reliable statistics upon which to base

our calculation, would offer a chance of

pension not to 6 of 100, but 6 of 1,112 of

those employed who would have contrib

uted to the fund . This would be a chance

of eligibility of 1 to every 226 who would

become members.

I have made the above computation whol

ly in favor of the pension proposition , even

for Detroit, and only upon the car men ,

who have greater length of service than

any other department . It is presumptious

to argue that the Pittsburg men would stand

a better show. The companies' record of

employes for the last ten years will bear

me out. I daresay that the chance here

to include all departments, would not bear

50 per cent of the above result and that not

1 of 500 employed within the next twenty

years would ever reach the pension roll .

Here we are invited to pay into a fund at

the rate of $1.00 per month , $ 12.00 per year,

to create a fund from which there is a bare

chance that 1 out of 500 may enter a $ 20.00

per month pension roll upon the threshold

of the grave. Talk about the Louisiana

State Lottery ! It was not in it with this

scheme.

My advice is to let it severely alone . If

this company wishes to pension its em

ployes , that's their business , but I seriously

oppose the imposing upon us of such a lot .

tery scheme as this proposed pension char

ity.
J. J. THORPE ."

DEATHS.

Mrs. Margaret Walters , beneficiary,

death claim of N. Walters, de

ceased member of Division No.

260 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, Celebral

Apoplexy $ 100.00

Mrs. W. R. Tracy , beneficiary, death

claim of W. R. Tracy , deceased

member of Division No. 194 , New

Orleans, La.; cause, Pulmonary

Hemorrhage 100.00

Catherine Doran , beneficiary, death

claim of Michael Doran , deceased

member of Division No. 164,

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; cause, Apo

plexy 100.00

Mrs. C. W. Duff, beneficiary, death

claim of Fred Duff, deceased

member of Division No. 379,

Niles , Ohio ; cause, Injuries re

ceived in rear end collision .... 100.00

Mrs. Sarah Mulhern , beneficiary,

death claim of Michael Mulhern ,

deceased member of Division No.

132 , Troy , N. Y.; cause, Stroke

of Paralysis ..... 100.00

Gertrude MacDougall and George D.

Stuart, administrators , death

claim of R. Urior, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 241 , Chicago,

Ill .; injuries caused by being

crushed between cars ... , 100.00

Mrs. Bertha Czerwinski , beneficiary,

death claim of Frank Czedwinski ,

deceased member of Division No.

241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Phthisis

Pulmonalis 100.00

Mrs. Mary Viola Adamo, beneficiary

death claim of John J. Adamo, de

ceased member of Division No.

241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , Empyema

of chest 100.00

Mrs. Ellen Connell, beneficiary,

death claim of J. D. Connell , de

ceased member of Division No.

194 , New Orleans , La.; cause ,

Acute Bright's Disease . 100.00

Mrs. Fritz Lee , beneficiary, death

claim of Fritz Lee , deceased

membber of Division No. 194 ,

New Orleans , La.; cause, Pul

monary Tuberculosis 100.00

John F. Maguire, beneficiary, death

claim of J. Maguire, deceased

member of Division No. 261 ,

Lawrence , Mass .; cause, Suicide

by hanging 100.00

Mamie Wilkins, beneficiary , death

claim of Louis Wilkins, deceased

member of Division No. 125 ,

Belleville , Ill .; cause, Pneumonia 100.00

Margaret Crouch , beneficiary, death

claim of E. M. Correll , deceased

member of Division No. 266 , Chi

cago , Ill .; cause, Pulmonary

Tuberculosis 100.00

Disability.

J. J. Robinson , member of Division

No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va.; cause,

Crushed in street car accident ;

injury to left thigh and lower

part of abdomen .. 100.00

Total $ 1,400.00

Disbursements from the death and disabil

ity fund during the month of March , 190 .

were made to beneficiaries on deat, and dis.

ability claims as follows.
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100.00

100.00

claim of Thomas A. Connolly , de

ceased member of Division No.

473 , Woburn , Mass.; cause, pneu

monia

Mrs. Elizabeth Willsea , beneficiary,

death claim of Albert Willsea,

deceased member of Division No.

490 , Yonkers , N. Y.; cause, pleur

isy pneumonia .....

William J. B. Sherwood, Financial

Secretary of Division No. 26,

death claim of J. Weldon , de

ceased member of Division No. 26,

Detroit , Mich .; cause, pulmonary

and intestinal tuberculosis .....

Disability.

Wm. M. Wakeford , member of Di

vision No. 240 , Chelsea, Mass.;

cause, rear end collision, causing

compound fracture of right leg ,

same being amputated ...

100.00

100.00

Total ... $1,700.00

IN MEMORIAM.

Disbursements from the death and dis

ability fund during the month of February,

1909 , were made to beneficiaries on death

and disquality claims as follows :

Deaths.

E. F. Portman , administrator, death

claim of John O'Connor, deceased

member of Division No. 85 , Pitts

burg, Pa.; cause, pulmonary tu

berculosis $ 100.00

Mrs. Jacob Phillipp, beneficiary,

death claim of Jacob Phillipp, de

ceased member of Division No.

194 , New Orleans , La.; cause,

chronic endocarditis, mitrol re

gurgitations
100.00

John Roelles , beneficiary, death

claim of Peter Roelles, deceased

member of Division No. 241 , Chi

cago , Ill.; cause, inhaling illumi

nating gas ...
100.00

Carl Hartman, executor, death claim

of Frank Harter, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 241 , Chicago ,

Ill.; cause , organic heart disease

and chronic gastritis .. 100.00

J. C. Cox, administrator, death

claim of W. C. Cox , deceased

member of Division No. 194 , New

Orleans, La.; cause , Bright's

disease
100.00

Mrs. Joseph Bourke , beneficiary ,

death claim of Joseph Bourke,

deceased member of Division No.

194 , New Orleans , La .; cause,

chronic endocarditis and ne

phritis
100.00

Mrs. Louise Pabst, beneficiary,

death claim of Adam Pabst, de

ceased member of Division No.

455 , Portsmouth, Ohio ; cause,

acute degenerative myocarditis 100.00

Ellen Cullen , beneficiary, death

claim of William Cullen , deceased

member of Division No. 283 ,

Brooklyn, N. Y.; cause , phthisis

pulmonalis
100.00

Mrs. Myra S. Riley, beneficiary,

death claim of Thomas Riley, de

ceased member of Division No.

256, Sacramento, Cal .; cause ,

chronic nephritis .
100.00

Mrs. Serena Canning, beneficiary,

death claim of W. S. Canning, de

ceased member of Division No.

215 , Aurora, ill .; cause , surgical

shock following operation for pye

nephrosis
100.00

Michael J. Smyth , executor, death

claim of Thos . E. Smyth , deceased

member of Division No. 260, Chi

cago, Ill .; cause, heart disease .. 100.00

Mrs. Rebecca J. Bechtle , beneficiary ,

death claim of G. E. Bechtle, de

ceased member of Division No.

85 , Pittsburg, Pa.; cause, lobar

pneumonia
100.00

Mrs. C. 0. Peterson , beneficiary,

death claim of C. 0. Peterson , de

ceased member of Division No.

260 , Chicago, Ill .; cause , pulmon

ary tuberculosis....
100.00

B. J. Connolly , beneficiary , death

By Div. No. 380 , Eyria , Ohio,

Whereas , It has pleased Almighty God , in

His infinite wisdom , to remove from our

midst our beloved brother, J. B. Sheahan ;

therefore, be it
Resolved, That we record that in the death

of Bro. Sheahan , The Amalgamated Associa

tion of Street and Electric Railway Em
ployees of America has lost a true and hon

est member, and the family a kind and lov

ing husband and father.

Resolved, That these resolutions be spread

upon the minutes of Division No. 380, our

charter draped for a period of thirty days , a

copy forwarded to The Motorman and Con

ductor for publication, and a copy presented

to the breaved family.

W. C. HILL , Pres. ,

E. E. LEIFER,

F. E. HULL ,

L. M. CRUMRINE,

J. F. TRIPLETT,

March 22, 1909 . Committee.

By Div. No. 261 , Lawrence, Mass.

Resolutions adopted by the Local Street

Railway Employees of America of Lawrence,

Mass. , on the death of Bro. Joseph Maguire.

conductor, Boston & Northern Railway.

Resolved, By Local Div. No. 261 , of the A.

A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , in special session

assembled, that we express our sorrow at the

death of our late brother, Joseph Maguire,

in whose death Div . No. 261 has lost a valu

able member, the community at large an

able citizen , and his family a loving son and

brother ; therefore be it

Resolved, That as a tribute of respect for
our beloved brother, the charter of this Divi

sion be draped in mourning for a period of

thirty days; that these resolutions be spread
upon the minutes of our association ; that a

copy be forwarded to the bereaved family of

our cherished brother; that they be published
in our official journal , the Motorman and

Conductor.

C. G. SIMONSON. President.

S. T. FRAWLEY, Rec. Sec.

March 2 , 1909.

By Div. No. 477, Philadelphia , Pa.

Whereas , It has pleased our Heavenly Fa
ther to remove from our midst by death

our beloved and esteemed brother, George

Wood, and

Whereas. In the sad departure of our

brother our association has lost one who

was ever faithful to its interests , and desir

ing to express our sympathy to his sorrow

ing relatives, therefore be it
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Resolved, That we, the members of Di

vision No. 477, A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. ,

express to the sorrowing relatives our most

sincere and heartfelt sympathy and tender

them all assistance possible .

Resolved, That as a tribute of respect to

his memory we drape our charter for thirty

days, that copy of these resolutions be

sent to his parents, and that they be pub

lished in our official journal , the Motorman
and Conductor.

HARRY BUCKLEY,

Correspondent.

804-805 Lippincott Bldg.

а

By Diy. 179, Elmira, N. Y.

Whereas , It has pleased our Heavenly Fa

ther to remove from our midst by death our

beloved and esteemed brother, William J

Ryan , and

Whereas, In the sad departure of our brother

our association has lost one who was ever

faithful to its interests, and desiring to ex

press our heartfelt sympathy to his sorrow

ing relatives ;therefore, be it

Resolved, That we, the members of Di

vision No. 179, A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. ,

express our heartfelt and most sincere sym

pathy ; and be it further

Resolved, That as a tribute of respect to

his memory we drape our charter for thirty
days ; that these resolutions appear on the
minutes of this meeting; that they be pub

lished in our official journal , The Motorman

and Conductor, and a copy be sent to the be
reaved family.

( Signed. ) E. L. GRISWOLD, Pres.

L , E. COLLINS, Vice -Pres. ,
Dec. 23 , 1908. CHAS. M. PRATT, Cor. Sec.

By Div. No. 473, Woburn , Mass.

Whereas, It has pleased God in His infinite

wisdom to take from us our brother, Thomas

L. Connolly, and

Whereas, By his death we lose a generous

friend and esteemed member, and his family

a dutiful son and loving brother ; therefore,

be it

Resolved , that we extend to his family

our sincere sympathy in their bereavement ;

and be it further

Resolved, That our charter be draped in

mourning for a period of thirty days, and

that copies of these resolutions be sent to

his family and friends , and to the Motor

man and Conductor for publication.

Feb. 20 . EDWARD J. M'DONOUGH,

DANIEL E. DIXON,

Committee.

By Div. No, 125 , East St. Louis , Ill.

Whereas, The Supreme Ruler of the Uni
verse has, in infinite wisdom and love,

through the never changing law of nature of

birth , life and death, removed from our midst ,

by calling to a higher life two of our worthy,
esteemed and much loved brothers. L. D.
Wilkins and Frank Conners , whose long and

ever faithful discharge of their duties in this

Local makes it fitting that we. Div. No. 125 ,
Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec

tric Railway Employees of America, record

our appreciation of them.
Whereas, The removal of such lives from

our midst leaves vacancies that will be deep

ly realized by all the members of this Local

and will prove a serious loss to the Local and

community , therefore be it

Resolved, That with love and deepest sym

pathy to their families in their sad bereave

ment, we express our hope that the loss to

of their lives has proven their eternal

gain to the higher, ruled by Him in infinite

love :

Resolved, that this Local drape its charter

in mourning for a period of thirty days, and

that a copy of these resolutions be entered

upon the records of this Local, one copy sent

to each of the sorrowing families, and a copy

be sent to the Motorman and Conductor for

publication.

March 27.

L. E. MODGLIN, Secretary.

By Div. No. 448 , Springfield , Mass.

Whereas, There has been removed from our

midst a true brother and friend in the taking

away of the late E. W Higgins; and

Whereas, The intimate relation , high regard

and appreciation of the faithful work of the

deceased brother renders it proper we should

place on record our appreciation of him as a

fellow worker and as a man ; therefore be it

Resolved, That we in regular meeting

assembled do extend to his family our sin

cere sympathy in this their great sorrow ;

and be it further

Resolved. That our charter be draped for

thirty days, a copy of this resolution be sent

to the bereaved family , to the Motorman and

Conductor for publication, and also be spread

upon our records.

March 5 .

P. J. O'BRIEN,

R. F. LOVETT,

M. J. HENNESSEY,

A. E. WILSON,

JOHN E. COULIN,

Committee on Resolutions.

us

By Div, No. 490 , Yonkers , N. Y.

By Div. No, 168.

Whereas. The Great and Supreme Ruler of
the universe has in His infinite wisdom re

moved from ourmidstone ofour worthy and

esteemed members, James Whalen , and the

long and intimate relations held with him in

the faithful discharge of his duties in this

division makes it eminently befitting that we

record our appreciation of him ; therefore

be it

Resolved. That the wisdom and ability

which he has exercised in the aid of

organization by service, contributions and

counsel will be held in grateful remembrance .

Resolved, That with deep sympathy, with
the bereaved relatives of the deceased we

express our hope that even so great a loss

to us all may be overruled for good by Him

who doeth all things well.

Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions

be spread upon the records of this division

and a copy forwarded to the bereaved family.

Signed P. J. KEAGAN,

J. T. MCGRATH,

GEO. ENGLEBRAKE.

Committee.

April 2 .

Whereas, It has pleased the will of Al

mighty God to remove from our midst our

dear brother, Albert Wilsea ;

Whereas, The intimate relations , broth

erly love and esteem long held by our de

ceased brother with the members of this di

vision , render fitting that we should place

on record our appreciation of him as
a

brother and his merits as a man ; that while

we bow with humble submission to the

Ruler of the universe, we do not the less

mourn for our brother who has been called

from his labors to rest ; and

Whereas, In the death of Bro. Albert
Wilsea the division loses a member who was

zealous in his work and had the welfare of

the division at heart ; whose virtues en

deared him not only to the brethren of the

association , but to all his fellow - citizens

who knew him well ; therefore, be it

Resolved , That this division tenders its
heartfelt sympathy to the family and rela

tives of our deceased brother in this, their

sad hour of affliction .

Resolved. That these resolutions be spread

upon the records of Division No. 490 , be pub

lished in the " Motorman and Conductor" and

a copy of them be sent to the family of the

deceased , and that our charter be draped

for thirty ( 30 ) days .

Feb. 10 , 1909. CHAS. LANG, Pres.

F. M. HAIGHT, Rec. Sec.

our
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MAGNUS SINCLAIR'S LONG SHOT. Roll upon his back !

And for a week after

I lived on the meat

Of the toughtest old woodchuck

I ever did eat."

By Fra Vert.

Says Magnus, " while strolling

For pleasure one day,

I spied a big woodchuck

Some distance away

Some five hundred yards,

I believe, at least.

Said I , 'look at that !

I declare, what a feast !

There's pudding and meat,

And some bones for the cat,

And a skin to make Scotty

A new Sunday hat

With the furry side out

I will have it designed ,

And the tail like a tassel

Can dangle behind . '

So, Magnus has told

Every friend he has got

This wonderful tale

Of that marvelous shot ;

And I think, when he seeks

For a home up above,

In the land overflowing

With laughter and love,

He expects , on the sly,

To crawl under the gate

While telling his tale

To St. Peter the great.

MIDDLETON , CONN., NOTES.

" I saw he was fat

And as slick as a pin ;

And I noticed his face

Wore a comical grin.

He seemed to be saying,

While larfin to split,

'Hoot, mon ! dinna shoot,

For you ken you cant hit !

If you waste ammunition

At me on the knoll

I will throw up my tail

And pop in my hole. '

" I rested my rifle

And sighted her fiine,

Saying, ‘ here's where , tomorrow,

On woodchuck I dine ;

Tomorrow, old fellow,

Your flesh will be frying

Your hide will be tacked

On our kitchen door drying. '

Just then my old rifle

Went off with a crack ;

And you jest aughter seen him

Middleton , Conn . - Div. No. 479 was honored

on March 3 by a visit from Mr. D. S. Fitz

gerald of the G. E. B. Bro. Fitzgerald set
tled many questions for us which arose

during the evening.

Three new members were initiated into the

Local at our last meeting.

Now that the baseball season is near at

hand, Bro. Daley is busy organizing a team.

The only thing that bothers Bro . Bill now is

that Bro. McGrath_will not be speedy enough

to stand back of Bro. Ahearn . Bro . Bill has

also decided to have our local cashier, Wm.

MacInroe, for manager, because he handles

the most money, and we all agree he is just
the man .

Bro. Tibbets is practicing economy. He

has only two meals a day. Bro . Quirk was

presented with a locket with the union em

blem on it for selling the most tickets for

our last grand ball .

Attention , brothers ! The financial secre

tary wishes all members to be prompt with

their dues this month. Don't be as forgetful

as you were last month. Does this mean you ?

Also a number of the boys are not wearing

this month's buttons. What is the matter ?

NIGHT HAWK.
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DETROIT DIGEST.

Bros. Robt. Copeland , Baker Line, and Charlie

Mackey, Sherman Line, can be seen occasion

ally working insurance in their odd moments .

Bro. Straith of the Fourteenth Line has

joined the ranks of the Benedicts.

Bro. Mike McCarty, one of the old experi

enced men of the Fourteenth Line, has re
signed and entered the milk business. He

guarantees the quality of his milk , which is

a reasonable bid for patronage.

On the 3rd of last month , March , Bro. Geo .

Foye and family were surprised by a visit

on the part of several friends . Bro. Foye's

birthday was the occasion and progressive

pedro was the order of the evening. Mrs.

Foye served the visitors with a nine luncheon

and Miss Foye entertained with a number of

the latest songs. With all , an enjoyable

occasion was had until the small hours in

the morning, when the best wishes of the

party were tendered to mine host and family.

The sympathy of the members is with Bro.

Cady in the death of his little son, Earl .

A new girl has come to the home of Bro.

Wm . Yagerman .

With the exception of a few men laid off ,

the affairs of Div. 26 are in a very satisfac
tory condition .

Bro. Wm . Branigan is confined at the

house on account of measles. This is unfor

tunate at this time as Bro. Branigan has

just nicely returned to work after a long

struggle with typhoid fever .

Since the first of the year we have lost but

one member by death , Bro. John Weldon, for

many years in the service of the company,

and one who was very devoted and loyal to

our association .

The veteran members of the association
are planning another annual outing. Last

year , those fifteen years and over in the ser

vice had a very pleasant day at Toledo, Ohio.

The company donated us the use of a special

car, going over in the morning and return

ing in the evening after a banquet at one

of Toledo's best hotels . This was so much

of a success that it has been decided to re

turn this year to the same place, and the
date set is Monday , May 3rd . All members

intending to go should give their names to

the secretary not later than April 21th , on

which date a meeting will be held at the

office of the association .

Our local is manifesting a decided interest

in organizing a baseball team again this

year. It is about all one hears at the differ

ent car barns and the intention is to organize

a team that will “clean up" on all nearby

teams that have sufficient nerve to send us

a challenge . From the number of strapping

young men making application for member
ship there can be no question as to the

make -up of our team.

Bro . Halleen is looking forward to a good

season . W. J. B.

fight for the aggressive manipulation of capi

tal to the detriment of our labor rights.

During the stress and attendant worries of

daily toil that humane touch is also preva

lent amongst union men , asevinced by the
action of Brothers D. M. Stewart and J.

Wright. Those brothers went to the aid of a

non - union man who was in distress and suc

ceeded in collecting a sum sufficient to alle

viate his penury until he gets on his feet
again . We cordially thank the two north

end firms who came to the aid of the fallen

one pending the collection of funds , viz . ,

Messrs. Marples and J. Parks.

Organized labor in this country is passing

through a very strenuous time. The Amalga

mated Unions of the C. P. R. are negotiating

with their employers and are very hopeful of

good results , The local Teamsters' Union

had to apply for an arbitration board in an

effort to procure a satisfactory solution to

their grievances . Their employers discharged

twenty members for the serious crime of

having endeavored to induce some non - union
men to join their organization. We shall

welcome the ending of this present chaotic

state in labor's realm .

Div . No. 99 has gone dry. At our recent

meeting a majority voted instructing our

delegates to vote for the “ Banish the Bar"
movement.

All our members were very appreciative

of our International President's commentary

on " Remember your obligation ," which ap

peared in our Journal recently.

One of our brothers, in consequence of ser

ious sickness, was required to return to the
old country . Div. No. 99 provided means and

comfortable arrangements for his safe trans

portation , another example of the benefits of
unionism .

The report of Delegate R. L. Porter at last

meeting was highly commendable. Here's

wishing we had another six like him as dele

gates .

Some of the members would do well to
dispense with anything likely to produce

acrimonious discussions. Get down to busi

ness early. Let the membership feel that we

are going to deliberate on questions consist

ent with our welfare ,

We were sorry to hear of the adverse ver

dict rendered against the local plumbers or

ganization . Appeal it, boys. We are game

for $ 25 more for the cause.

Brothers J. Duff and F. Seaborn are con

templating something very serious . I knew

they would be smitten . Go easy , take a tip
from a friend and be artful .

Bro. McNair requires resuscitation . Mac's

thoughts are lingering over a Southern me

tropolis. Don't worry, time flies , Mac. Pa

tience will be rewarded .

Any truth about Bro. A. Nicholls inten
tions ? Or have they materialized ? Go ahead ,

Andy, we're wise.
Some time ago I referred to a microbe

that seems to permeate the atmosphere

around here. All our single men seem to

succumb to its potency . The latest who have
gone to the climax are Brothers Archie

Walker and H. McArton . They are loud in

their praises of domestic felicity . I am not a

judge of the fair sex , but I think they se

cured the goods alright. Good luck , boys .

Pity the man on the outside.

Brothers M. Dowling, S. Giles and R. Row
ell have returned with their companions for

life .

Bro. J. McGreggor has returned the same

old believer in Plato . You will get smitten

some day, John .

Glad to report the convalescence of Broth

ers R. Wood, J. King and D. Crochett. Broth
D. Davies and J. Allan are still confined to

bed . We wish them a speedy recovery.

Bro . Alf. Scoble has been very reticent of

late . However , it all faded away on the

arrival of an heiress. Alf. thinks parental

obligations are 0. K. She will have to wear

the button there's anything hereditary

about her.

Brothers T. Cade and H. Cade are regular

church - goers now . Tim says the singing is

the allurement.

Stay with the guns, boys ! Don't clog the

wheels of progress !

April 1 . BOREALIS

SEND SICK BROTHER HOME.

Winnipeg, Man.-Stimulated by a twofold

desire to hear some of our visiting members

speak , and also anticipating strenuous delib

eration over our forthcoming spring agree .

ment , our membership turned out en -masse

to the regular monthly meeting on the 10th .
Bro . Fidder addressed us , explaining the

strong impressions he received while a mem

ber of No. 99 , forming the basis of a solid

manhood. Bro. Wagar addressed us from a

progressive standpoint , expressing his pleas

ant surprise at the growth of the Local since

1906 . He also gave some very helpful sug

gestions. The general trend of his address

shows that the labor cause has a warm sun
porter in the person of Fred Wagar. The

brothers should take deeply to heart the

advice given them by Bro. Wagar in mat

ters of exercising your franchise for a purely

labor man to represent you and your kindrei
interests in Parliament. The two great poli

tical parties in the fight will use you in their
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A LITTLE SAGE ADVICE. As I read the daily paper, March 5th , re

plete with the inaugural ceremonies at our

Natioral Capital, my very soul was en

thused with reverential joy to know that

the great leaders of our nation are men of

God, tot ashomed to acknowledge him be
fore men or take the path of allegiance to

His people .

Those whose lips in praise have pressed

Earth's volume of God's Altar,

Shall be, in return , most richly blessed,

And praised by the Knights of Malta ;

And all the people of this land,

In fair or stormy weather ,

Will love our Lincolns and love the hand

What points to duty ever.
J. A. MARCUM .

a

RIP ROARING TIME SCHEDULED.

Worcester, Mass.-Well , old 22 is getting

along fine, not making much noise , but cor

ering a lot of ground. I see by the Motor

man and Conductor that everybody seems to

be doing pretty well . Well, keep it up ,

boys, and everybody help to make things

better.

Our last meeting was presided over by

Vice- President Patrick J. Shea in the ab

sence of President John H. Reardon , who is

ill with the grip. Ten candidates were ini

tiated and twenty applications for 'member

ship received . The committee in charge of

cur annual ball reported as very progres

sive, and expect to make a final report at
the next meeting. There was subject

taken up at this meeting which caused some

lively debate before it was settled, and some

ofour best speakers stayed home, too.

That is our worst trouble here, too many

stay at home, or stay away from the meet

irg. There is going to be something of ini

portance to every member of Div. 22 at the

next meeting - everybody try to get there.

If the hallis crowded when you get there,

all who have to stay out will be given a $ 5

gold piece.

A final report of the committee in charge

of the ball held by the men of the Marlboro
Division was made. The ball was held in

Northboro and was a great success . socially

and financially. They turned into the treas

ury $ 175 after paying all expenses .
A donation was voted for the Frank K.

Foster fund. Mr. Foster is a great labor

agitator who is in broken health and the

fund is to aid in his support.

Bro. Smith , of the Clinton line , told us

how and why , but we hope to see stools for

the motormen on suburban lines in the near

future.

Say, brothers , when you are taken sick

notify the Secretary . It causes lots of trou

ble if you don't .

Please remember - Look out for the open

switch . Many a good man has been

switched off . When you have an accident .

be sure to get enough witnesses, and make

out a good report . Show the company that

they need Union men . Get a good alarm

clock-if it don't wake you up throw up

the job .

Bro . Parent is a great worker.

The men on the Southbridge and Webster

lines deserve credit for good attendance at

the meetings. Worcester men take notice .

J. DON, WHO.

If so,

Fall River, Mass .-- Div . 174 is making very

elaborate plans for an annual ball , to be

held on Easter Monday night. As far as de

tails are concerned , not a stone is being left

unturned, and we anticipate one of the most
successful balls in our history , and are

bound to have a rip roaring time. Not even

the weather man can upset our plans, as we

have engaged an excellent hall , a swell or

chestra , and the good people of Fall River

are anxiously waiting to come out and pay

homage to the Knights of the bell cord and

power handle.

Speaking of car men's balls, Div. 174 has
the distinction of running a couple this

year. Can any Division beat that ?

we will go out for another record .
Our Local comprises the cities of Fall

River and Newport. At the last meeting

the Newport boys secured permission to

run a ball in their city . The correspondent

is not in possession of much information ,

but it is to be a past -Lenten affair, and if '

bccked by the Newport bunch is bound to

be a howling success .

Bro . Jack Mullally, one of the old stand

bys on the " Main Line,” is wearing sort of

an effervescent smile . They say it's a little

girl , but us fellows at the Beaverville barn

have not seen the cigars yet. Who next ?

Bro. Lloyd Wilbur , a motorman at the

Stafford Road station , has joined the ranks
of benedicts . He was recently married to
Miss Rose Shay , and the happy pair are

now living at 168 Davis street.

MEASURES FAILED TO PASS LEGISLA

TURE.

WILL HAVE UNIFORMITY OF DRESS.

San Jose, Calif.-Everything is running

snioothly, and the Organization is in a fair

way to a peaceful future, or in other words ,

repeating its back history. It will be well

for all those members interested in such a

future to attend regularly these meetings ,

and lend a helping hand , and be of some as
sistance in this pleasant social work . A

word of praise should be extended our

brothers for their good showing at the last

meeting of the Division .

We had the pleasure of a visit from T. W.

Hobson , our populah San Jose clothier. Mr.

Hobson had been invited to meet us for a

little talk regarding uniforms . The men of

the Peninsular Interurban R. R. Co. are

very well pleased with the proposed new

uniforms of single - breasted . square - cut,

blue serge . No doubt they will prove very

satisfactory as a neat and serviceable uni

form .

The boys of the San Jose R. R. Co. and

also the San Jose & Santa Clara R. R. Co.

have decided to adopt the same uniform ,

which , in so doing , gives a uniformity of

style and appearance of all the platform

men in San Jose . And while we are arrang

ing for a good appearance let us study hoiv

to conduct ourselves as respectable people .

That will help us be worthy of a respecta

He appearance .

Beaumont, Tex., March 26 .--- Div . 310 held

its regular meeting with over two - thirds

of its membership present.

We have been spending a lot of money

lately, trying to get a bill providing solid

vestibule and center aisle cars before the

Texas legislature, but failed . But keep at

it , boys. We will get it sooner or later, if

we do have to get it all by our lonely .
Think of it ! A state with twelve or fifteen

cities with street car systems operating

from ten to seventy- five cars and only two

Divisions in the state . If they were all or

ganized and would co - operate with us we

could get any legislating that we wanted .

We are all looking forward for the five

now cars which we understand will arrive
and be put into service in about thirty

days.

At our February meeting. by motion an

assessment of $ 1.50 was placed on working
cards and one of our members ( who was

not present at the meeting ) said he would

get of the job before he would pay it-and

he did .

We have all arrangements made to give

our first annual ball on April 14 , and expect

it to be a grand success, but would advise

Bro. W. E. Morgan not to try to sell a Meth .

odist preacher any more tickets.

Boys, remember midnight lunch as

thing of the past . JOHNNY WISE .

a
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PACKING HOUSE MEN REORGANIZING.

P.

signal to stop and then to go ahead , at Jor

dan River bridge , did not discover his con

ductor was missing till he stopped at the

Rio Grande railroad tracks and no conduc

tor appeared . Snelgrove ran the car back

and found Goodfellow lying beside the

bridge, bound , unable to move hand or foot .

No clue to the robbers has been discovered .

Our Executive Board has been busy seek

ing grievances, real or imaginary, prepara

tory to forming a new agreement, to pre

sent to the company officials.

Our State Legislature has adjourned , after
being in session for sixty - nine days . We

had a good Legislative Committee from our

Central Labor body, urging the need of laws

for the betterment of labor conditions, but
practically to no purpose. They tried hard

to get a law passed providing for closed
and properly heated vestibules, on street

cars , but without success . The Legislature ,

which was overwhelmingly Republican ,

would have done better to remain at home,

for all the good it accomplished . Thanks

to the Governor's veto , they did not do

much harm .

At the State Federation of Labor Conven

tion , Bro . J. D. McCarty was elected Fourth

Vice - President, and President Lamont was

placed on some important committees.

At our first meeting in Iarch we had

over 60 present. Say , brothers, can't we do

that good all the time ? Let's try it .
We have received about fourteen new

members during the month . One member

has dropped out by becoming delinquent
such a rare occurrence here that we feel

quite concerned about it . We hope Doc will

see the error of his ways and come back .

We think , if our members were alive to

their own interests , they would stay with

us, and when circumstances compel them to
drop their Unions, take a withdrawal card .

We are having more than our share of

sick members at present . The most serious

case is that of Bro . Haney , who is in the

hospital, and will have to undergo an oper
ation . Besides , he is suffering with rheuni

atism.

Bro. A. W. Morris has quit collecting

nickles and is going to try his hand on the

plow . We wish him the success he richly

deserves.

Dewey has surrendered ! Not the great
Admirai Dewey , but Bro . Andrew Dorr

Dewey , having surrendered to the captivat
ing wiles of a charming maid . May their

road through life be smooth and level , with
plenty of sunshine and flowers. That ought

to bring the cigars .
There is a rule which our brothers should

be careful not to violate-- that is , " Not to

enter saloons wearing your uniform , or be

ing found under the influence of liquor." It

does not help our order to violate that rule,
and it may mean discharge. A word to the

wise is sufficiert. " NO . 7."

Omaha, Neb.-Div . 288 is coming to the

front slowly but surely .
At the meeting held March 25th , a Win

chester repeating shot gun was raffled off.

Ticket No. 241 was found to be the lucky

number. It was held by some employe at

Harney barn . The Division sold $ 75 worth

of tickets on the gun , same
to be used to

get Bro. C. F. Michelsen a token of the high
esteem Div. 288 has for him, first, as a

trades unionist , and second , as a Secretary

and Treasurer. As a Secretary and Treas
urer he stands alone in this vicinity . Div .

288 is sorry to lose him , but wishes him the

greatest of success in his new undertaking as

clerk in the postoffice. In the next issue of

the Motorman and Conductor we will give

the members a more thorough account of

the raffle . Bros. P. J. Lenhan and

Thompson deserve special mention for the

number of tickets they disposed of. They

divide the championship honors.

Bro . J. H. Keever is on the sick list .

Street car men in this vicinity are very
good about patronizing our friend , the

Union Label.

We hope the United Hatters will show

the Manufacturers' Association that an
in

jury to one craft is the concern of all . A

small assessment on all members of offil

iated unions will help some , I am sure.
Several weeks ago a Greek murdered

police officer in South Omaha. There were

close to 2,000 of them there at the time.
Within one week none could be found . It

may seem wrong to run them out , but let's

remember when the big packing industries

in South Omaha used that class of labor as

a club over men with families , telling them

they could get all the cheap labor they

wanted , and if they didn't like their job at

starvation wages to quit tnd they would

have another boat load over within a couple
weeks. Things have changed in South

Omaha. The men are reorganizing.

Div. 288 will still continue to hold special

meetings at various barns and if the com

pany will leave some of the present condi

tions as they are and quit calling in a com

mittee of their own , telling them what to

ask for so the company can grant it and

the Union won't get credit isn't that fine,

brothers. Let the good work go on . There

is glory enough for all. But , say, when you

niake out an application in this Division

don't do it just to spite somebody, for this

is a business proposition . We are trying to

put the craft up where it belongs, and if

you will notice, somebody is taking notice

of us. Our old - age pension is being copied

and our meetings at the various barns gives

us a cliance to get acquainted . Just slipa

few applications in your pocket and do a

good Christian act for some unfortunate fel

low who is out of the Local.

You don't see the fraternity amongst the

unorganized that you do with those that

are organized. Just attend a few of our

meetings and see if I am not right.

SKY JACK.

a

.

CONDUCTOR HELD UP.

Salt Lake City, Utah.-One of our conduc

tors had a rather thrilling experience re

cently with hold - ups . Bro . John W. Good

fellow, conductor on the Poplar Grove line.

vias held up at the point of a gun , and

robbed of his day's receipts , amounting in

about $ 20. It seems that two youthful ap

pearing, well -dressed strangers boarded the

car , about 12:15 p . m . , at the end of the line

When they got near the river, they asked

him to stop the car, which he did , and turn

ing around, found a gun shoved in his face .

He was crisply commanded to hand over his

money . and he complied . One of the men

then deflly cut the rope from the register

and tied Goodfellow's hands, signaled the

motorman to go ahead, and then helped his

companion make the conductor . who was

hastily forced from the car, secure. Motor

man E. Snelgrove, having been given the

NEW OFFICERS INSTALLED .

Ottawa, Ont.--- Div. No. 279 elected the fol

lowing officers for the year 1909 : President .

James O'Brien ; vice president , W. J. Stalford ;

recording secretary , R. McCorkel; financial

secretary, Charles Ryan ; treasurer, R. Boch

mer ; corresponding secretary, James Thomas ;

executive board, James Peck , Wm . Deevy, W.

J. Stalford , A. Bertrand, R. Bochmer, F.

Bourque, M. Blanchfield and John Collins.

The executive board has been up seeing
about getting the conditions of the cars in

better working order, and got a very good

hearing.
I may say that the boys have been amus

ing themselves this winter on the ice . We

have two teams, Upper and Lower Towns.

Lower town won the first match , the score
being 4 to 2 . The contest Was verv well

patronized by the traveling public. The up

per town team played the return match on

the Maple Leaf rink , on Bronson avenue .

The evening was very stormy to play hockey,

but the lower town boys did not mind it .

The score was 2 to 1 in favor of the lower

town . Our teams intend getting in better

shape in another year.
COR.
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LIABILITY ACT DEVOID OF BENEFIT.

Hartford , Conn . - On February 16 a legis

lative committee was appointed from the

membership of Div . No. 425 , of this city , and

a circular letter was sent to every Local of

this Association in Connecticut urging Co

operation. At this writing Secretary M. J.

Morkan has received responses from Divi

sions No. 476 , 452 , 163 , 479 , 262 and 469 re

spectively .

Two bills of importance to motormen are

before our State Legislature, and hearings
upon them were given by the railroads com

mittee , March 10 . H. B. No. 460 provides for
seats for motormen on all street cars outside

of city limits . H. B. No. 706 provides that
all cars shall be vestibuled . Closed cars at

present are vestibuled on nearly all lines in

Connecticut, but this bill will incude open

cars .
At the election of officers by the Hartford

Central Labor Union , Bro. Michael J. Morkan ,

of Div. No. 425 , was elected on the Executive

Board and appointed on the legislative com

mittee of the Central Body , This gives our

Local an opportunity to keep in touch with

labor legislation.

Tuesday, March 2 , after our regular meeting,

our annual smoker took place. An address

was delivered by Sol Sontimes, of the Cigar

Makers' Union . He gave a very definite

analysis of the Employer's Liability Act ,

showing its weakness so far as it applies to
any benefit for trolley men . He was fol

lowed by former Street Commissioner Edw .
M. Rozelle , who paid his respects to the

notorious Conspiracy Act. known as the Boy
cott Law , Section 1296 General Statutes.

There are now some five bills in various

forms looking to amendment of this law .

Hearings upon the proposed laws have not

yet been bulletined , but when it comes it

will be a lively hearing.

Bro. James T. Morce, secretary of the C.

L. U., paid a glowing tribute to Governor

Lilly for the active stand he has taken in

labor's cause, as did also the previous speak
ers. The governor has attempted more in

the interest of labor than any other governor

Connecticut ever had . He is making good in

every promise made to organized labor and

even going further than was expected.
There are some fifty - six bills of various

forms affecting labor before the present Gen

eral Assembly.

I desire to emphasize the fact that the

senators from New Haven county , who are
representatives of the Manufacturers' Asso

ciation in the senate , are known and will be .

watched . Let the members of our organiza

tion keep their ears open to whom the pres
ent members of the senate are looking for
ward for governor two years from now . He

will be no friend of labor.

COR.

Secretary Jas. Lynch won the house with

his witty talk , and he was followed by Bro .

James White, who was there with the goods.

His stories about his fourteen years of rail

roading were just what the boys were look

ing for .
While the members were seated at the

banquet table all hearts stopped beating

while the program was being read. Bro . Benj .

Shanley and his rag - time piano playing sent
the house into uproars. He just returned

from Paris after his music study .

The real funny man of the night came

when Bro. John J. McNamara entertained
with songs. Chas. Pender did some good

soft shoe dancing, showing all the fine steps

in the art .

Bro . D. S Fitzgerald sang his famoussong ,

" The Wearing of the Green ." Chas. Minnix,

with his great baritone voice, did justice to
himself in rendering the “ Mocking Bird ."

Bro . Benj . Shanley rendered one of his own

songs , which has become famous, “ The Flag

of the Green . ” The sinking of Bro. James

Lynch , the well known singer of classical

music , was a feature of the occasion , but the

singing of the evening came when Frank

Maher with his great tenor voice excelled

anything heard around here in a long time.

He expects to take the stage shortly and we

wish him success.

All of those who contributed to the pro

gram of the evening are members of Div .

No. 281 . They had worked hard to make the

occasion a social success and we have the
testimonial of our International President

that we succeeded as he thanked us all and

wished us success .

COR .

NOTES FROM 89.

to

was

MEMORABLE MEETING,

New Castle, Pa.-The M. & S. Ry . & Light

Co. are moving their offices from Mill street

the building formerly occupied by the

New Castle Savings & Trust Co. , on the Dia
mond.

Bro . 0. E. Koouse passed the cigars to

celebrate the arrival of a 1224 - pound boy at

his home. Young Koouse is reported to be

rapidly increasing in stature and wisdom.

The stork also visited the home of Bro.

A. L. Johnson. This time it was a girl .

Bro . R. J. McCullough was called out of

town to attend the funeral of his father , who
died recently.

Bro. R , M. Gow has resigned and gone to

Cleveland , where he has a position as con

ductor on the Cleveland & Southwestern .

Bro. George Allen filled the dispatcher's

chair last week during the temporary absence
of that official.

Brothers Boston and Martin visited Sharon

last month . Bro . Martin is related to Willie

Whitla , who was kidnapped .

Bro . Perry Brest on the jury two

weeks .

Brothers Gibson and Baker have resigned

and are working at the Greer tin mill.

Brothers W. W.Walls, J. H. Moore and

G. A. Allen took a 15 - mile ride into the coun

try . They were offered a free ride back . It

was dark . They walked . As these gentle

men are well known additional comment

would be superfluous.

Bro. Chas. Wellendorf has been suffering

from sore throat and cold .

Brothers McCracken , McQuiston and Burke

attended the dog show at Youngstown.

Bro, Bert Dodds is going to build an elec

tric bakery . He has already built a device

that will capture the sun's rays and convert

them into electricity. His contrivance consists

of a movable framework fitted with metal

composition plugs connected in series . Sup

ported by the plugs is a thick plate glass ,

and the lower ends of the plugs are in the

open air . The difference in temperature of

the two ends of the plugs generates a cur

rent. When the sun doesn't shine and the

voltage drops, an automatic switch breaks

the circuit between generator and batteries .

The principle of the thermo -battery is not

new, but this baker's application is rather

unique.

April 1 . " 89,"

New Haven , Conn.-On March 25 the mem

hers of Div . No. 281 held a meeting that will

be long remembered. The occasion was that

of a visit to our city by International Presi

dent W. D. Mahon . Ex - President Charles

Minnix was toastmaster. Mr. Mahon held the

members of Div . No. 281 for one and one

half hours. His remarks were greeted with

great applause : his voice was clear and pow
erful. He touched about every point on

trolley unions.

Three cheers and a rising vote of those
present were given to Mr. Mahon an

expression of appreciation of his presence

and address.

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald . who is
a member of this Local , spoke on local

affairs . He is a grand talker and always

welcomed by the members of Div . No , 281.

President Thomas Diskin gave one of his

heart to heart talks in his catchy manner

always pleasing to the members.

Ex - President Chas . Minnix being called

upon , gave the members some good funny

jokes. He is known as the " funny man

with the good stories."

Bro . John Harkins contributed some of

his wit.

as
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D. S. FITZGERALD VISITS NO. 476. come and lots of other things besides . Every

one seemed to enjoy himself thoroughly and

all agreed that our Stamford brothers proved
themselves royal entertainers, so much SO

that were were loath to leave the hall until

someone prevailed upon our sentimental vo

calist. Bro. Howard, to sing " The Wild Irish
Rose .' After that it was easy .

Now, Bro . Editor, lest you think I have

cacoethes scribendi, I will close with best

wishes for the welfare of A. A. of S. & E.
R. E. of A.

WILL TRY PAY-ENTER CARS.

a to

Norwalk , Conn.Div . 476 was honored and

benefited very much by a recent visit from

G. E. B. member D. S. Fitzgerald . We held

two meetings, one at 9:30 p . m . and the other

at 12 m . After a few introductory and eulo

gistic remarks by our popular President,
Frederick Andrews , Bro. Fitzgerald arose

amid a storm of cheers and made his initial

bow to 476. He enlightened our members in

regard to certain proposed measures to be

introduced during the present session of the

Legislature and urged our delegates to do all

in their power to assist in their passage .
He also endeavored to arouse enthusiasm

among our members, especially those in

clined to become weary of well -doing . Не .

spoke very highly of our superintendent
, Mr.

C. H. Copley , and told the boys that they
were fortunate in having such man

work under, and that he knew whereof he

poke, as , said he, " Charley Copley and I
were a crew in former years." To say that

Bro . Fitzgerald's
talk was appreciated would

be putting it mildly. After he had finished

he was tendered a rising vote of thanks ac

companied by three hearty cheers.

Bro . Raymond , the 300 - pound motorman of

the popularly known " Broad River Dream ,"

is thinking very seriously of getting leave

of absence to visit Hartford in the interesi

of the stool bill .

We are sorry to learn that Bro. Johnson

was reprimanded by Major Wheelhouse of
The Big Owl . He was one of a party of

nerve- racking musicians who disturbed the

peace of mind of a maiden lady of the vint
age of '49 , as this party was homeward

bound after attending an old - fashioned taffy
pull over in Westport. Of course we be
lieve it was an unpleasant duty for the

Major, still as he is a strict disciplinarian

and always looking after the comfort of his
passengers, I do not think we can blame
him.

Now that Bro. Barker has decided to go

over to Westport, that cottage he and his
intended were negotiating for down on High
land avenue will remain on the real estate

market a while longer, as it will be neces

sarry for Robbie to hang up his lid over in
Westport. However, we hope that this change

will not interfere with his other plans, as

the boys are getting rather impatient wait

ing for that eventful night.

Air Brake Bill is convalescent after
week's illness .

It is rumored that Big Tom is in favor of
doing something toward consolidating our

twin cities , as he has been seen in the vicin

ity of Hanford Place and South Main street

quite frequently , and that he means business

can easily be seen by the lovelight in his
eye.

Our traveling conductor, Mr. Hazzard , ar

ter rendering his valuable services and ad

vice in Port Chester and Derby , has re

turned to our midst and some of the boys

say that in him they have a worthy succes

sor to the original Guild .

Our local wit and chief noise producer,

Bro. Arnold , is figuring on repairing the roof
of the Norwalk car barn .

Bro. Berg is working very steady since

he became a benedict .

The extra motormen are sorry to see Bro.

Allen leave and go to Westport , as he was a

good thing for them .

The Harp has an attack of spring fever

and is living the still life in the solitude of

his palatial home in the Broad River fire dis

trict. David Hearty Weeks , the Harp's run

ning mate , is much concerned , and it is

thought that he, too, will soon have an at

tack of the the same dread disease.

Div . 496 is to be honored by a visit from

International President W. D. Mahon

April 5 , and our hustling committees are al

ready making preparations to receive and
entertain him .

A large delegation of our members attend

ed a banquet and smoker given by our

neighboring brothers of Div. 443 of Stamford

on March 27. They received a hearty wel

Pittsburg , Pa.-- Division No. 85 is at pres

ent quite active in looking to the annual ad

justment of working conditions . Last year

our wages were reduced one - half cent per

hour, but there are many things to encourage

the hope that not only will that be restored

but that we will get a reasonable advance

without much difficulty this spring. One great

feature in our favor, which ought to meet the

favor of all wage earners, is the fact that Mr.

Taft was elected and is installed as President

of the United States . In fact, employers en

couraged wage earners of a coming prosperity

in that event , and it cannot now be denied by

them that the light is already beginning to

shine through the clouds, and that the mis

eries attendant with and resulting from the

panic are now added characters upon the page

of the past , or soon will be . What more tan

gible emphasis of the truthfulness of the pre

election prophecy of employers can be had

than the bringing about of that which was

prophesied , bringing it about in the shape of

a wholesome increase in wage and resumption

of prosperity ?
Our Agreement Committee, appointed to

take up the matter of a renewed agreement

with the Company, consists of President E. B.
Schafer, Business Agent J. J. Thorpe and

Committeeman Chas. Hensell of the Pittsburg

end , and Committeemen W. L. Armstrong from

Beaver, and C. M. Carson from Washington.

It is very likely that by our next communica

tion we will be able to report something def

inite upon what may be expected in the way

of conditions to prevail here for the ensuing

year.. At present we are hoping for the best.

Our Company has ordered One Hundred Pay

as - you -enter cars .

REX.

a

CANDIDATE FOR CONVENTION CITY.

Peoria, 111.-- Peoria Division is running

along smoothly as usual, the only elements of

a disturbing nature being the mistreatment

of our brothers in Decatur by the Illinois

Traction system and the making of our own
contract with the company, which must be
done this month (April ). The officers of Div.

No. 416 are getting to be veterans at making

contracts, and of course anticipate no serious

trouble, but every member of this Division

feels a deep and natural interest in these
efforts toward the bettering of our conditions.

An attempt is being made at Decatur, not

only to disrupt the Division at that place.

but to make the members there believe that

the members here in Peoria do not sympa

thize with them . This is a slander as we

do not believe that there is a single member

in Peoria who would not willingly and gladly

do everything in his power to assist them

in any way . The only surprise to us is that

any superintendent can persuade any sane

man to believe any such tommy - rot.

Peoria is to make an attempt, and we be
lieve a successful one , to land the convention
here for 1911 . This is the ideal convention

city of the country and is always looking for

conventions and getting them , too . So when

you go to Toronto as a delegate , go prepared

to vote for Peoria as the next gathering place

of the Street and Electric Railway Employees

of America, and we hope to welcome many

more cities into the fold by that time and to

make it a representative gathering for the

entire United States and Canada ,

THE DEACON ,

on
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WOULD LIKE MOTORMEN'S SEATS.
see is seats for motormen on suburban cars .

How would that strike you fellows who are

a little lender forward ?

Now , boys , if it would not be asking too

much we sould like to see a large attendance

at meetings.
BILL DEMPSEY.

HAVE DOUBLED MEMBERSHIP.

as

Springfield , Mass.-Again have we been

called upon to witness the laying a way of

one of our brothers. Bro. Higgins suffered
an attack of pneumonia , from which he died
at the City hospital February 20. He was

an earnest member and a man of most ster

ling character who had only to be known to

be appreciated . Of quiet disposition , yet pos
sessed of those worthy qualities which en

deared him to all as a gentleman and true
friend . Burial services were conducted from

the Church of the Sacred Heart , and attended

by a large number of friends, including a
body of street railway men . There were

many floral tributes and among them a beau

tiful pillow from Div . No. 448 .

If some of you fellows don't show up at

meetings once in a while you are going to
get the extreme penalty handed to you
which is 40 days under water without food

or drink . I suppose , boys, that when things
go so smoothly you get it into your heads

that it isn't necessary to be more than half

alive to your own interests. What was it the
gentleman of cherry tree fame said : " In

time of peace prepare for war." He had a

way of telling things straight, too, and you

can gamble there is something in it. Don't

sit down self - satisfied under better condi

tions than any similar body of men in this

state , and possibly in any other, are enjoying.

At least get out to the meeting once in a

while and let us see how you look , if you

don't say a word. The man that does not

attend the meetings is much in the same

class as he who has the right to vote and

help to elect those to office who shall best

serve the country, yet fails to go to the polls

to exercise his rights of sovereignty through
laziness , indifference or the thought that

there will be enough there to elect somebody

without his putting himself to all the trouble

of going to the polls.

We have had much sickness in the Division

this winter and a whole lot has been paid
out for sick benefits, and we can feel that

it has done a lot of good . Those that have

been sick since the last writing are as fol

lows. T. J. Brown , A. W. Cartier, Chas. Law

rence , E. R. Murry , T. A. Shays. T. Curtin ,

Ed . Long, R. Chisholm , John O'Mally, W. N.
Kilgour, Geo , E. Mongeau . A. F. Putnam ,

David Towhig . Patrick Taylor, G. W. Ther

rian , A. T. Brayton , Joseph Charland, R. L.

Atwood, James Mullins , J. Allis , W. J. Weav

er, H. Menard, W. F. Healy , and E. W. Hig
gins , deceased.

In Palmer, Bros. Coughlin and Fitzgerald

are reported sick . There has been no sick

ness in Westfield D. J. Towhig. Patrick

Taylor, W. Cartier, T. Curtin and W. T. Healy,

who have been quite seriously ill , are still

out. but reported gaining .

Early in the season we planned for a series

of dances , one to be held in Palmer. Spring

field and Westfield . The first to be given

was in Palmer and netted over $ 175 . While

the returns for sale of tickets ( of which a

number was given to each man to sell ) is not

complete at this time , it seems the Spring

field dance will help us out about $525. The

last of the series will be given in Westfield ,

after Lent. As a means of building up our

treasury these dances are a success , as well

as giving us a chance to get together and

have a good time. We realized nearly $ 1,250
from our dances last year. For the success

of our dances this year, as well as last , much

credit is due to the dance committee .
Suppose every Local under our manage

ment is looking forward to the restoring of

our passes. At least , we are . They are a

long time coming, but we are assured of their

coming soon .

We have expected to have the pleasure of

a visit from our distinguished International

President. W. D. Mahon . on two different oc

casions, but have been disappointed owing to

his having been called away from New Eng
land . Recent assurances from him give us

hope of meeting him the latter part of this

month or first of next .

The cashier system for receiving the money

from the conductors has at last been in

stalled and seems to be working to the sat

isfaction of all . Another thing we hope to

Lynn , Mass.--Div . No. 238 was organized

on April 15 , 1902, at Lynn , Mass. , with one

hundred and nineteen members. George A.

Rose was the first president, and of the other
officers there are seven members who now

belong to the union and work for the com
pany. This shows that our Division was

started by some of our best men and that

the good work has been kept up to this day.
We now have a membership of over two

hundred and fifty members.

At the last meeting a committee of six was
appointed to arrange for a banquet and en

tertainment to be held on April 15 to cele

brate our seventh anniversary and our arbi
tration victory . It is planned to make it a

large affair.
The way of the transgressor is hard . About

ten years ago a young fellow came from the

country, innocent of the ways of the city , and
hired out conductor for the Boston

Northern Company. He did very nicely for

a long time until he got into bad company
and began to drink and not work as steady

as he was in the habit of doing. Finally the
superintendent had to discharge him and he

came to the union and asked them to get
him back , but the members did not feel that

it was advisable for the Organization to put

themselves on record as backing up any such
case as it would weaken the union when we

went before the company when some member
was accused falsely . There has been a num

ber discharged within a short time for too

much indulgence in liquor and it is hoped
that the men will cut it out.

A new time table for Myrtle street stable

has been of the utmost importance for the

men of that stable, as it is a well known

fact that their time table is the poorest in

the Lynn Division . Even with such a thing

as a time table , which concerns every man

that works at that stable, there has not been

more than six or eight men out of about

seventy - five who have taken interest in their

own wellfare to attend the meetings and help

the officers out by their presence and interest.

Nevertheless, President French reported that

our superintendent had promised to put a

new time table in effect Sunday, March 21 ,

whereby the men would only have one lay

off. The old time table had two and three

lay -offs.

The March number of the Motorman and
Conductor is in very great demand on ac

count of the very able synopsis of our arbi

tration matter. The members of Div . No. 238

feel thankful to the editor for the very full

account .
Since arrangements were made to cele

brate our seventh anniversary on April 15 ,

word has been received that International

Board Member W. B. Fitzgerald would arrive

in Boston on March 23 to make arrangements

so that he and International President Ma

hon can take up the matter of pit men's

wages with President Sullivan and try and

reach some kind of a satisfactory settlement.

While they are in Boston they have planned

to address our Local on the evening of March
31 . So it has been decided that we will hold

our anniversary on that night. West Lynn

Odd Fellows' hall and banquet hall has been

hired and it is planned to make it the big

best and best time that Div. No. 238 has ever

had. The affair is in the hands of a very

efficient committee, who expect to arrange
for a good banquet and entertainment. It is

planned to invite both the Chelsea and Wake

field Divisions , and we are in hopes to have
more railroad men together to greet our

worthy International President than he has

ever met before in this part of the country .

A number of the members have come to me

with words of sympathy on account of my

afflictions reported last month . It is well to

have the sympathy of the members .

March 22 . F. W. F.
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MGR. AND SUPT. MEET MEMBERS.

Pottsville , Pa . — March 24, 1909, Div . 118

had her usually interesting meeting with a
large attendance. We were also honored

with a visit from Bro. C. 0. Pratt of the G.

E. B. , for which all the members are thank

ful. His eloquent address, also his valuable

services in propounding the obligation to the

candidates that were admitted to the local

was highly appreciated.

Very glad that all of the sick brothers

are on the mend. Bro. George Bruhler is

about again but not sufficiently strong to
resume his work. Bro. Irvin Stine is also

about. Bro. MatBeddington is reported out
of danger, and Bro. James Fox is back at

work after four weeks indoors with a se

vere cold.

This has been a ba dwinter for sickness
with the members of Div . 118 . It has been

a continuous drain on the treasury for the

last five months. Boys, something should be

gotten up to strengthen the iron box for

future cases.

A few members are back in their dues.

They ought to know the consequences.

Bro. George Schappell took a few days off

for the purpose of going out of town, but

the next day everybody was handed the

cigars . We all smoked and wished him

many happy days of married life.

The boys begin to think there are more

cigars coming . There must be something do

ing. Bro. John McGurk was holding hands

with the fair lady on Saturday night, the

14th . Never too old . Dad !

Bro. Roy Palsgrove and Bro . C. W. Domne

both had broad smiles-they were both baby

girls , the new arrivals. Palo Alto holds the

record-three girls in a few days for the

trolley men.

Bro. Wm . Sowers is back at the front end

after hugging the hot stove all winter on

leave of absence.

Supt. Palmer and General Passenger and

Claim Agent C. F. Crane had quite an inter

esting meeting with the men of the P. U. T.

Co. respecting their respective departments.

Now let everyone do as requested, as near as

possible , for the welfare of all .

PASCO .

MEASURE FOR SEATS DEFEATED.

legislation . At the present session of the

General Assembly a bill was introduced pro
viding seats for motormen on suburban

lines. This bill went before the Railroad

Committee. A hearingwas to be held on

or about March 10th . Had the Trolleymen ,

alone, showed any enthusiasm in this mat

ter we would have accomplished something
which would be a benefit, and as every

practical man knows, is a necessity and is
hound to come. Two representatives from

various towns appeared before the Commit

tee but without avail . They reported un

favorably on the measure. We found a rep

resentative of the Consolidated Ry . Co. vig
orously opposing this bill on the ground

that it would be very unsafe for the travel

ing public, to operate cars with motormen

setting down . The speaker said it was not

a question of expense.

Now , if a motorman can operate a hand
brake car ir. one of the most congested

streets in the City of Boston , sitting down,

what logical argument can they confront

us with in refusing seats on air -brake cars

on suburban lines ?

A special meeting was held March 30th , in

C L. U. hall , and as previously decided, it
was an open meeting for all Union men

of the Carpet City . Bro . D. S. Fitzgerald , of

New Haven , member of the G. E. Board ,

paid us a visit and delivered a very eloquent
and entertaining address , which was very

much appreciated . He gave a complete his

tory of the Amalgamated Association from
the time of its inception to the present

time. The other speakers for the evening

were the Hon . M J. Connor, Representa

tive, who has been a very staunch worker

in the labor field ; P. J. Sullivan , who was

one - time President of the Clerks' Union , no

longer existing, in ringing speech de

fired the duties of labor men to their or

hganizations, and well received ; J.
Stenson , President of C. L. U., and J.

Thomas Murray , Treasurer, also spoke. A

snioker was enjoyed and light refreshments
served . Our regular meeting will be held

on Thursday next , and as business of im

portance will come before the meeting we

expect a good representation.
March 31 , 1909 . COR . 452 .

а
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WILL HAVE MORE RUNS.

a

Thompsonville, Conn .-I believe, some

time in the past, I mentioned the fact that
considerable good work could be accomp

lished if we would only study political
questions more carefully and more atten

tively . A great many people are laboring

under the impression that it is only a ques

tion of hours and wages for which labor
bands together. True enough , that is

dominent purpose impressed in the garden

of our memory and usually bears fruit, and

an abundance of it . But as American citi

zens we demand the right of liberty, the

right of free speech . and the right of free

press, the elimination of our arduous work

ing conditions, the education and promotion

o our children in which they may partake

of their share of this world's happiness.

I might mention the attitude of labor or

ganizations on education and child labor .

We found right here in Connecticut, a short

time ago, children laboring in the various

factories throughout the State at the age

of 10 and 12 years. The different labor or

ganizations realized that the little boys and

girls toiling six months of the year, without

even seeing the light of day, were deprived

of what was necessary to their future well
being. The time had arrived to do some

thing A bill for relief was introduced into

the Legislature through the efforts of La
bor Unions and was met by a strong opposi

tion on part of the manufacturers, but by

hard struggling passed the House and Sen
ate and is now in the Statute Books , and

now children must not enter the factories

until the age of 14 years.

Now, Mr. Editor, let us get down to the

Trolleymen of this State. Our membership

is increasing numerically. We should show

an undivided interest towards favorable

Norwich , Conn .-- Div . 262's arrangements

are now completed for her assembly and ball

to take place April 29 in T. A. B. Hall.

Judging from the sale of tickets, it will be

one of the most important events of the sea
son .

It now looks as if the extensive trolley

line from Willimantic to South Coventry will

be opened to public service in the near

future, which will mean more runs. Un

doubtedly they will be put up for bids when
the time comes .

Just a few lines for the good and welfare

of the Division . A few of the members of

this Division are not wearing up- to -date but
tons, but they have promised to pay up. We

hope they will keep their promise. Be men

amongst men : do noble things. not dream

them all day long, but make life one grand ,
sweet song.

We also have another small class of borth

ers who are paid up to date, but go home or

somewhere else instead of attending meet

ings . They come around the next day and

offer excuses something like this : " I forgot

all about the meeting ." " I was too tired." or
" I overslept, " and then they will ask

brother, " Who did attend . What was going

on last night ?"

Brothers, wake up. Open your eyes . D2

your duty and attend to business. Attend

meetings and pay your dues promptly. Don't
have the Financial Secretary after you time

and again and keep giving him some flimsy
excuse. He may have troubles of his own

without having to bear yours . Get wise , at

tend meetings, and work together for each
others' good .

We were pleased to hear of Bro. George
Jennings being father of a 11 - pound boy.

E. C. M.

а
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We hope the difficulties of our former cor

respondent will now be overcome. A com

mittee of three has been appointed to per

form the duties. There is little doubt but

our former correspondent was neglectful, and

let us hope, now , that he is elected as one

of the committee to succeed himself that the

committee, as a whole , will not prove

failure .

Things seem to run along quiet and agree
able and the only thing to create any SUS

picion is the learning of many new men .

There doesn't seem to be any cause for alarm

from that source as they are all perfectly

willing to join our ranks, and are being

taken in as fast as they appear on the cars .

An effort is being made to organize the

men of the Berkshire road , and we hope to

see them wearing the button before this sea

son passes . With the assistance of North

Adams we have tried many ways to get them

to organize but have met with little success.

Although many of them express a desire to

become members, there seems to be a great

fear of being discharged from the service

of the company . We feel that our efforts

are in vain , and at our last meeting our

worthy secretary , " Rhodes,” was instructed

to ask President Mahon for assistance by

sending an organizer, who we hope may be

able to accomplish what we have tried and

failed in .

Atameeting of the C. L. U. our delegates

listened to an address given by a Mr. Jordon,

organizer of the United Garment Workers

International Union , on the use of the union

label . His remarks proved to be very inter

esting.
The stork visited the home of President

Wm . Glason recently and made him the

father of a young son . Well done, “ Bill ! "

May he enjoy the best of health and prove

a worthy son to his father.

Our regular meeting was held on March

25th when we had the pleasure of initiating
six new members. Owing to the stormy

weather the attendance was rather small ,

which we hope will not be the case at our

next meeting.
We are pleased to see Bro . Rice well

enough to take his usual walk down South
street.

Bro . Ford , who has recently recovered

from an attack of measles, is again confined

to his home. We hope to see him soon per

forming his duties on the car.

Let some one please inform Bro. Powers
to beware of the brook on Peck's line . It is

too cold to swim .

Perhaps he is out on business or he "May"

have a date. But there is surely something

wrong on Sunday morning, for Bro. Prescott

is always late . " COM ."

interest of the movement. A uniform law of

nine hours per day, or 54 hours per week ,

age limit 14 years , was adopted .

Each of the delegates, embracing labor

leaders, governors and manufacturers,

pledge themselves to support this bill at the

next meeting of their respective legislatures .

Governor Sanders of Louisana deserves

much credit for having called this confer

ence, and for having engineered it through

to such a successful finish .

A special educational meeting of Div . 194

was held on March 5th . This meeting , which

well attended by our members, was

called for the purpose of discussing the best
ways and means of preparing ourselves dur

ing the coming year for the expiration of

our present agreement which will occur a

little more than ayear from now . Many of
the best talkers of our organization ad

dressed this meeting which was double

one-one meeting being at 8 p. m . and an

other at 1 a , m . The drift of ihe arguments

seemed to be that our members should be as

courteous and kind as possible to the travel

ing public and thereby gain their good will

and sympathy, and also to perform all duties ,

as employes, carefully and correctly.

A resolution introduced at this meeting to

tax each of our 2,000 members $ 1 per month
for one year to be used as an emergency

fund at the expiration of our contract. if
necessary , Was referred to the following

regular meeting , and was voted down at

that meeting as being unnecessary , as our
contract provides for arbitration , and no

trouble is expected at the close of the ex

isting agreement.

Active preparations are being made for our

annual festival which will be held at the

fair grounds on Sunday, May 23rd.

We are pained to relate the serious acci

dent which befell Brother James Maynier of

the Tulane line. On the evening of January

30 , while stepping across the gutter in front

of his house he slipped and broke his leg ,
and although more than two months have

elapsed he is only now able to move around
a little with the aid of crutches. We trust

his recovery will be speedy.

NEW ORLEANS, LA ., NO. 194 .

WOULD HEAR FROM 516.

4

CONFERENCE OF SOUTHERN GOV.

ERNORS.

A gathering of much importance to
the

women and children wage -earners of the

south has just adjourned in this city . This

was the conference called by Governor J. Y.

Sanders , of Louisiana , and included the

governors , manufacturer
s

and representa

tives of organized labor in the south for the

purpose of arranging uniform laws in all

of the southern states governing the work

ings of women and children in the factories.

This conference was well attended , nearly

all of the southern states were represented .

Governor Noel of Mississippi and Governor

Hadley of far distant Missouri took active

and prominent part in the gathering. Miss

Kate Bernard . State Commissioner of Chari

ties and Corrections of the State of Okla

homa, and better known as " Our Kate ,"

seemed to be the heroine of the convention ,

and her fluent speeches and witty sayings

did much towards making the conference a

Success . Miss Jean Gordan , State Factory

Inspector of Louisiana , was also untiring and

unceasing in her efforts to make the gath

ering a success . Brother John Stadler, our

president , was a delegate and was repeatedly

heard on the floor of the convention in the

Newburgh , N. Y.-At our regular meeting

held at Labor Hall Feb. 27 , there was a fair

attendance . Installation of officers took place

at this meeting . After the meeting adjourned

the members present enjoyed a steak supper

at Fred Clapper's restaurant . The order of

the steaks enraged Dan Hughes's appetite.

Bro. Wallace Rugar did his share of eating

and talking, while his table partner, H. M.

Townsand , performed sleight-of-hand tricks
with his knife and fork . Bro. George Ter

williger and Bro . George Garrison have in

formed the members they will soon have the

opportunity to enjoy another supper.

Bro . Joe Matthew's has bid inanopen run

on the Walden Div. and will soon make his
home in Walden . Joe is there with the ex

perience . He will have Bro. Wilson for his

conductor.

Bro. Joe Darragh will soon give up pulling

the bell strap and go to pulling brakes.

Bro . Walter Rogers reports a fine little

conductor boarding at his house.
Bro . Frank Mack has lost his favorite car,

No. 73 . It has gone to the paint shop. Let

us hope she will soon be ready for service.
Bro. Mack has our best wishes to success

with his store, and the members are glad

he will still retain his membership .

Bros. Griffin , Torry and Oulton are prac

ticing and will soon show their talent as end

men in a local minstrel troupe.

Bro. Relyea has a Billiken to keep his

troubles away .

Conductor Bill Stewart is a very contented

man if his pipe is filled ,

With new high - tension power plant in

operation, new spring switches and auto

matic signals , the Walden Div, will be much

improved over the old system .

Let us hear from Div. No. 516 in the near
future . COR. , DIV. 388 .
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LOOKING FOR WAGE INCREASE.

Scranton , Pa.-I am glad to note we have

in our midst at the present time the ever

welcome visitor, International Vice - President

P. J. Shea, and proud we feel . His services

in assisting to formulate our new wage scale
is invaluable, his advice is eagerly sought

on all questions as we look to him as our

guide , Well we may. His past record as

President of Div. 168 is one bright page of

history. Might well the greatpoet write
that beautiful poem : “ Kelly , Burke and

Shea of the fighting race .". Wherever there

was fighting to be done their names were

always to be found , whether on the battle

field or in the great industrial conflicts be
tween capital and labor. Bro. Shea has in

herited all the good traits of his illustrious

ancestors, for he is ever ready to make any
sacrifice in behalf of his fellow -men. He has

been successful in his chosen profession , but

not more so than his brother members of

the division would wish him . Space will not

permit me to give Bro . Shea his just merit

30 I must cease, but we all as a unit hope

that his every effort in the future will be
crowned with success , and that no honor

is too great for Bro. Shea.

At this writing our Executive Board has

been in conference with the officials of the

company on the question of our wage scale
and other grievances . So far they have

failed to agree on anything, but hope they

will in the near future.

I again appeal to the membership of this

organization to try and induce their friends

employed by the Scranton railway to become

members of Div . 168 . Every man employed

on the cars and in the power plant and shops

should belong to our division . Has it not

been clearly demonstrated to all, that with

out an organization we would not have re
ceived any advance in wages in 1906, or we

would not at the present time be in a posi

tion to ask again for another increase ?

P. P.

will get acquainted with such leaders , and
also with what your officers are doing .

We have adopted the monthly button , and

though this is our first month , we are glad

to say we have gotten some results already.
We have the size of button worn by L. D.
No. 241 , of Chicago. Some say it is too large ,

but nevertheless we see they all wear them,

anyhow . Bro . McAuliffe says they are all

right, if some do think they are too green .

We have adopted these buttons and are send

ing out a circular letter to all labor unions

in cities through which our company operates

cars .

Bro. Lou Wilkins is dangerously ill at this

writing. Bro . Pat Sullivan has been seriously

ill but is much improved now . Bro. Jas.

Bailey can't get rid of his cold .

Brothers Dr. Lindsay , Financial Secretary

W. G. Bradford and Recording Secretary L.

E. Modgler will attend Trades and Labor

Assembly in St. Louis Sund March 21 , in
the interests of Div. No. 125 .

Bro . C. A. White , representative from our

district . introduced some good bills in the

legislature affecting electric railway men .

Bro. White has resigned his position as con

ductor on the O'Fallan Lebanon Division ,

We were glad to have Bro . Resin Orr ,

International Treasurer. with us in February.

but sorry we had to detain him so long from

work in other cities . With his counsel and

influence we got out of a little tangle with

the company. Our members are always glad

to see Bro . Orr. We are glad to say that

our associations with all the International

officers with whom we came in contact has

been very pleasant .

We have changed our meeting place to

Geary's hall, on Main street , opposite the

City Hall .

With best regards for all members of the

A. A, of S. & E. R. E. of A. , and wishing them

unbounded success, I am

Fraternally yours,

L. E. M.

COMMONS AT ASHEVILLE.

HAVE ADOPTED MONTHLY BUTTON.

East St. Louis, 111.-Perhaps the Amalga

mated brothers think Local No. 125 , of East

St. Louis, is sleeping, but it is not . Your

correspondent is no longer in the service

of the company, but we beg to do service as
best we can for the members . Now I shall

not write you a nice little story of how loyal

and enthusiastic each of our members are.

but shall come plain with a few cold facts

( you know some don't tell all they could ) ,

and I hope that it may be of some benefit to

some of our members .

We have a few members who try , by peti

tion , to destroy or undo what has been done,
if the company so desires . The company

seems to have gotten a hold on two or three

of our men and these fellows have , in two

instances most prominently noticeable ,

pushed a petition for a call meeting in order

that one of them, at least, might have a

chance to undo or rescind the action taken on

his own motions..

Like every other labor organization of any
size we have quite a number of men who

know only what is told them about the do

ings of our union and of its officers. Sorry

to sav so for publication , but that class or

set of men are, as a rule, inclined to listen

to the " kicker," and is many times influenced

by them in a direction diametrically opposed

to the best interests of themselves. How

intelligent men can be led astray by men

whose " howl" is inconsistent with their ac

tions unon the hall floor is sometimes puz

zling. But it sometimes occurs .

We try to think that as a rule. men are

fair and have a natural tendency towards

right, but many there are whose actions are

not consistent with this, and they don't know

it . You men who fail to attend your local

meetings and then let some " kicker" come

to you with some story ( to you a verv feng

ible one ) and lead you to oppose the action

of your organization, you are not fair toward
your fellowmen . Go to the hall where you

Asheville, N. C.-Bro. Ben Commons, G. E.

B. Member, slipped into our midst a few days

ago . After Brothers Thompson and Robinson

had conducted him over Vanderbilt's beauti

ful estate and magnificent mansion , we met

him in our hall and listened to him tell of

some of the wonders he had seen . At 8:30

p. m . Bro. Commons made a good talk to the

members of our Local. Come again , Ben !

You will always have a glad welcome.

President z. C. Fisher has been on a vaca
tion for several weeks , but was back in his

chair at our last meeting.

We see six new cars in the car barn . Won

der if a certain " Irishman " won't take to

sleeping with one of them ? Then he would
quit taking Uncle Billy's money .

Wonder why some motormen and conduc .

tors can't see where our organization has

helped us ? Do you suppose they are that

ignorant ? Come to the meetings and educate

yourselves.

The annual election of officers by Divi

sion No. 128 took place at the regular

meeting January 4th . Officers were elect

ed as follows : President , Z. C. Fisher ; vice

president . J. H. Bell : recording secretary , G.

M. Nix ; financial secretary, H. E. Thompson :

corresponding secretary . T. F Middleton ;

treasurer, C. M. Thompson : conductor, Chas.
Souther ; warden . J. A. Bell ; sentinel , A.

Whisnaut; executive Board , J. R. Drake, G.

B. Morgan , H. E. Cook and C. J. Roberts.

The members of our division were all glad

to get Bro . Fisher harnessed up as president

again , for he is always willing to pull . Bro .

Fisher has served us well as president for

two years , and every year he gets better .

The track is completed on Merimon ave
nue . We expect to be going through to

Grace in a few days .
Bro H. E. Cook is back on his run after

a visit to Tennessee.

Wonder who come of the boys leave their

Motorman and Conductor laying in the re

norting room ! Better take them home and

read them .
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DAVENPORT, 10., DOTS. UNFORESEEN FATALITY.

Davenport, lo. — Bro. James Solnar is re

joicing over the arrival of a fine pair of twin

boys at his home the first part of March.

Bro. Carl Christianson is a very happy man

these days , having a baby girl born at his

home a few days ago.

Two more of the boys we have been con

gratulating have become the fathers of bright

little baby girls. They are Mr. and Mrs. Wm .

Traft, received a nine-pound girl into their

family , and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Meier wel

comed a little girl about the same time.

Bro. Ford, conductor on the Bridge line

running between Davenport, Ia . , and Rock

Island , Ill . , has resigned his position and is
going to seek employment elsewhere. We

all wish him success.

Bro. Boxwell, of the Bridge line , has taken

a run on the Fejervary Park line, where he

will be among the buffalo for the summer.

He'says working out there is the same as

laying off, and he does not know of a better
place to go on a vacation .

Bro. Waters is on the sick list at present ,

but will be able to work in a few days .

Tony Rice , an old time conductor of the

tri-cities , is back on our extra list , after an

absence of several months, spending most of
his time in Washington , D. C.

T. A. P.

Niles , 0.-Div . No. 379 comes with a

shadow cast by the accident of last month

that terminated in the death of one of our

members and serious injuries of two others.

The accident was an unavoidable rear end

collision between cars No. 112 and No. 6 ,

bound for Warren and Leavittsburgh. No.

112 was being followed by No. 6 when the
trolley of 112 jumped, leaving the car in

total darkness. Car No. 6 smashed into it .

Conductor Ira Hasler, while putting on trol

ley, saw that the crash was to come and

jumped, landing on a picket fence, sustain

ing injuries which , while not serious, are

exceedingly painful.

The vestibules of both cars were demol

ished, pinning Motorman red Duff and Con
ductor William Baér in debris . Bro . Duff

sustained internal injuries and the loss of
loth limbs, which proved fatal. Bro. Baer

had the left leg taken off and part of his

right foot. He is at Warren hospital and

doing as well as can be expected .

The Locals of Niles. Youngstown, New
castle and Sharon attended Bro . Duff's

funeral in a body on Sunday last , which

was held at Mahoningtown. The floral trub

utes were many and beautiful .

We are glad to report our Local in pros

perous condition and are looking forward to

greater improvement and prosperity .

Bro. Chas. Calhoun sprung a surprise on

us the other day when he got married. We
wish them happiness and all the trimmings.
Bro. Frank Lott has taken a late run . He

things farming looks good to him . 259 .

NONUNIONIST BURDENSOME BALLAST

A FEW LITTLE THINGS.

Ogden , Utah . — This is about the last time

I will have the opportunity of sending to
your valuable paper the brief news concern

ing No. 418 . Owing to a little disagreement

between your humble servant and the super

intendent my street car days in Ogden are
numbered . Sad . but nevertheless true! I

hope the next correspondent will fill the posi
tion better than I have done. But before I

am down and out I would like to draw some

of our members' minds to four or five little

things.

1st. Meetings are held on the second and
fourth Monday in each month . After every

meeting when some of the members are

asked why they were not at the meeting,

they use the worn -out excuse , “ I forgot it
was meeting day ."

2nd . Meetings are called to order at 1:30

and 3:30, so don't come strolling in from

thirty minutes to an hour late and offer the

excuse that you had to go home to get some

thing to eat, or that you had to go to the

postoffice.

3 . The president is a sociable kind of a

fellow and he don't like talking to empty

chairs. He would rather see your faces, even

if you don't take any part in the meeting.

4th . Do your talking in the hall, and not

on the sidewalks and cars , as little things are

often misconstrued and when told to the off

cials look serious .

5th . When you leave meetings , don't for

get the business that has been transacted.

Think it over , and try and make suggestions

at next meeting that will help yourselves and

the Local.

Am sorry to report Bro . A. McClure has had

another sick spell . He has been off his run

for three weeks , but expects to go to work

again on the first of April.

Bro . Wm . Chappelhad a serious operation

to undergo two weeks ago. He complained

of a pain in his side when he went to work

at 3 p . m. , and grew steadily worse until 7

p . m . , when he was relieved . At 9 p . m . he

was operated on for appendicitis . Latest re

ports say he was doing grand .

The company has recently adopted the

Block Co. uniform as the standard uniform ,

and some of the boys have become quite im

portant advertising mediums for them , as

they wear them all the time.

Bro . Chas. Fisher is wearing a big smile

nowadays, the stork having paid his home

a visit and left a fine girl.

I saw Bro. J. Wadman struggling home

under a large phonograph the other dav.

Bring it around , Jim , and let us get in on the

music.

IRISH .

Nashua, N. H. - Just a few words from Div.

284 , to let our brothers know there is such a

local in the Association , and that the old

pioneer State of New Hampshire is duly

represented upon the Amalgamated map

Next month I will try and tell something

about Nashua and New Hampshire and her

electric roads . There are those employed

in electric railroading in this state who are

not members of this Association who would

have ketter wages and conditions if they

would get in line . As every man in the

Association is reaching forward , through

the spirit of discontent, to more money, bet

ter things and greater security in employ

ment, so those on the outside are nursing

their discontent upon the hopeless , turbid

waters of dispairing submission and under

the smarting, anguishing lash of ever
fearful spectre of want . Our Association

haven is yet to come to them . But they are

there, and lying as burdensome ballast to

our standard of employment.

Treas . J. M. Sullivan is recovering from

a long spell of sickness .

Three of our former members have been

reinstated to membership and there are but

tl : ree more to complete the rost of all em

ployed here .

After Lent we design to hold our annual
dance. We hope to make it the best ever

held here. COR.

DIV, 179 STILL AT THE FRONT.

an

Elmira, N. Y.-At the election meeting of

Div. 179 , officers for 1909 were elected as fol.

lows : E. L. Griswold , president ; C. E. Rorick,

vice -president; S. W. Davenport, secretary
and treasurer : C. M. Pratt, corresponding

secretary ; J. H. Bailey, collector; J. H. La

Munyan , Chas . M. Pratt, G. H. Bundy, L.

Ginsburg . executive board ; E. L. Griswold ,

J. H. La Munyan , Chas. M. Pratt, delegates

to the central body .

Bros. Davenport, Skinkle, Wood and At
water are back at work .

Bro. Besley is still on the sick list .

We wonder if Bro . Padden is going to

build a summer home in “ Hecktown."

Some of the brothers are not wearing their
due buttons . Is it possible that they are not

proud of the fact that they belong to a labor
organization ?
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BRO. OGLE FOR ALDERMAN . The Division members were much disap- ;

pointed in not having a visit from Interna

tional President Mahon during his stay in
Colorado Springs, Col.-Div. No. 19 is still Boston .

advancing the cause of union labor at the The motormen are happily looking forward

old stand . for the new stools and some claim the asso

The company raised the wages of the first ciation will not have to pay any more claims

year men from 20 cents to 2212 cents per as " none will die and few resign ."

hour recently . The sympathy of the members is extended

Our assistant superintendent, J. 0. Henry , to Bro. Goddard, who was accidently knocked
has been recuperating in the south for sev from a coal car, but who is now rapidly

eral weeks. Mr. Henry used to be one of the recovering and will soon be on duty again .
boys and holds a card from Div . No. 19. Div. No. 246 is in a flourishing condition ,

Conductor Lehman had the great misfor only a few veterans being on the outside .

tune to lose his wife recently. He has the Nearly all of them were prominent in the

sympathy of the entire membership of this labor movement in former days.

Division . Our brothers in Essex are as faithful to
The company will begin putting on new their allegiance.

men the first of next month . This is Bro. Bushey carries his favorite smile and

transient town and many more men are is always ready for ' fight, fun, or a frolic .".

needed during the tourist season than The new correspondent will bring to the

other times. office levity, congruity and adaptation , which
Bro. A. Ogle , one of our popular conductors the writer does not possess .

and of course, a prominent member of this THE VETERAN.

Division , has been nominated as candidate
for alderman from the Sixth ward . As that PEOPLE AWAKEN TO A REAL BALL.

ward has been represented by a man of his

political faith for several terms we predict
Port Chester, N. Y.-Division No. 481, A.

his election by a good majority . Mr. Ogle is A. of $. & E. R. E. of A. , of Port Chester,
a thorough union man . N. Y. , held their second annual ball Feb.
The simple wish to use the bodily powers

of another person as a means of ministering
4 , and to say it was a success is expressing

it mildly. We had the largest and best hallto one's own ease or pleasure is without
of the town decorated in untold numbers of

doubt the foundation of slavery, and as old
electric lights , which were covered in var

as human nature.

We are glad to see that the Interurban
ious colored bulbs arranged most artistical

Company, in securing their franchises from
ly and tastefully by our electrician, Mr. Ire

land .
the city recently. will extend one of their

At the rear of the hall is a spacious
on

lines
en

to the stage, where the eyes of everyone
gate of the Union Printers'

Home.
The

This is right for the "Home" is the
tering the hall were first attracted .

only institution of its kind in this country
footlights were covered with green bulbs,

and as it is thoroughly union we are glad to
back of which represented fifteen hundred

see them receive good treatment from our
dollars in palms and ferns furnished by our

company. leading florist, Mr. Leonhart. Amongthese

Motorman Robinson has taken a three palms and ferns sat finest orchestrathe

months ' " lay -off" and is on his farm near Port Chester has ever known , led by Pro

Rocky Ford . Tom knows how to farm as fessor McCarty ,

well as operate a street car.
The grand march started at 10 p . m . with

Let us all make an extra effort to swell 160 couples in line , led by President Reagan

the attendance of all meetings of our union . and sister . Following in their wake were

By our presence we not only encourage the
Brothers Scully , Burke and others . Brother

officers and all well -wishers of our Division, Scully was accompanied by one of Bridge

but we will be encouraged ourselves and feel port's fairest ladies and the daughter of a

better for having attended . prominent railroad man of that town.

If Bro. Greenlee is as diligent and pains The program was nicely arranged, with

taking in collecting for the company as he the latest dances as well as many of the old ,
is collecting dues from the members of the which appealed to the older couples and

union , he's a hummer. they enjoyed these immensely . The hall

We are glad to see Bro. Harry Nichols at was well filled at 5 a. m . , when the orchestra

work again after many weeks of sickness. struck up " Home, Sweet Home."

" 174." During an intermission the Rev. Father

Waters presented the division with a gavel ,

LOCAL FLOURISHING. accompanied by an address which, to quote,
would take too much space. However, he

started with this road in
Salem, Mass . - At the postponed meeting for

its infancy and

said he had traveled much , but in all he had
the election of officers. March 5, the following
were elected : President. Harry E. Briggs, never received anywhere the courtesy that

Danvers Station ; vice president, Patrick F.
the employees of Div . 481 extend to the pa

trons of this road . This , alone , coming from
O'Hara, Salem ; financial secretary, Stewart

A Morgan , Danvers ; treasurer, Roy S. Gil
a man as prominent as Rev. Father Waters,

Marcuschrist, Salem ; recording secretary .
made the members of this division feel that

Shea, Salem ; conductor, Wm. H. Miller, Essex ;
our efforts have not been in vain . At the

warden , Wallace C. Thatcher, Salem ; sentinel,
same time, we feel it only fair to share the

Jere. Gentell ; executive board . J. C. Gorman ,
honors with the management of this com

Marblehead; E. P. O'Brien, Salem ; William
pany in their selection of its men . The di

Bushey, Essex ; Austin C. Patch , Wenham ,
vision appreciated the gift so much that a

and Daniel F. Callahan . Danvers. Marcus gold plate with a suitable inscription was

Shea , recording secretary , ordered from our leading jeweler, Mr. Allen,
The election of officers for the next termrand was then exhibited in the window of our

was an indorsement of the old board , as there largest department store , Messrs . Steiger &

was no opposition to any one who was will
Schick .

ing to serve. Through the kindness of Rev. Father Wa

Nearly all are satisfied with the new wage
ters the Knights of Columbus hall

scale granted by the Board of Arbitration.
turned over to us to entertain our guests,

A diagnosis of it shows the ability of all the among whom were Messrs. W. G. Young,

arbitrators and the integrity of the chairman, superintendent ; W. E. Goulden , ex - superin

the Hon . Chas. S. Hamlin . The Locals did tendent ; C. Lyons , chief inspector ; H.

all they could for the pit men and they Schnoutz and C. Schouller, dispatchers; J.

should not become intractable . E. S. Cain , master mechanic; Cochran , barn
Bro. E. P. O'Brien represented the Local foreman ; Lyons, electrician : Ireland, line

before the Arbitration Board with his usual foreman ; Kennedy, road construction fore

ability and ingenuity . man and delegation from our sister divis

The boys have all picked cars again and ions. Stanford , South Norwalk , New Ro

the happiest seem to be Brothers Ober and chelle , Mt. Vernon and Yonkers.

Tate. Don't grumble, boys, the older men One item in behalf of this division of

were here first, and it is the rule. which we can boast is that every motorman

If you want to be off Sundays get up early and conductor now employed is a member.
the previous Sunday and sign the book . No. 481 .

was
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SUGGESTIONS TO CONDUCTORS
A PARTING WORD.

Brooklyn, N. Y. - Kindly allow me a little

space in your valuable journal for the pur

pose of expressing my thanks to the officers

and members of Division 283 for the great

courtesy, excellent treatment and encourage

ment given me during my long connection

with the organization as an officer and mem

ber.

The writer of these lines . who now pur

sues another calling, has retired from active

membership of the division , received the sur

prise of his life when , at the last installation

of officers, the members stood up in a body

in recognition of the strict devotion to duty

of your old correspondent. Some members

paid me an undeserved tribute in describing

particular instances of performing certain

services for the organization . The writer

was moved to respond, with thanks for the

honor, and expressed appreciation ,

The boys of Division 283 are of a kind who

will hold up your hand and encourage a man

who has been trying his utmost to promote

the good and welfare of the Association .

In closing I pray that the new officers

elected for the coming year may put new life

into the organization . May they guide the

division so that it will continue to be a fac

tor in the labor movement and promote the

best interests of its members . I also beg to

express my sincere thanks to Bro. Reeves

for his kindness and patience with this cor

respondent for the past year. I hope and

trust that I will again have an opportunity

to prove my usefulness to the Association ,

NATHAN RABINOVITZ

(Mike Murphy )
313 Seventh av .

SHOULD ATTEND C. L. U.

Franklin , Pa . - Division No. 470 was or

ganized May 23 , 1907 , and at this time had

as members ( or those who wanted to be

come union men ) every man working as

motorman and conductor in both Oil City

and Franklin employed by the Citizens '

Traction Co. The men all took the obliga

tion but one man , who had cold feet and in

the last two years has not got his feet warm

enough to get next to himself and join our

local . This same man is enjoying all the

benefits obtained by the local except the sick

benefit, to which he is not entitled . How

some men can enjoy benefits obtained

through the efforts of others and not see it

enough to be thankful, is a wonder to our

membership .
Things have been running smoothly for

our
members since our first tilt with our

general manager .
We have maintained the same schedule

this winter as we did last, although the

times are as hard as have ever been known .

The price of living is just as high as it was

during the good times . Several traveling

men have told me that Franklin and Oil

City are the two highest - priced towns of

their size in the United States. If this is

true our members have a good deal to be

thankful for in not having the number of

cars reduced . Cheer up , boys ; maybe the

worst is yet to come.
Where were our absent brothers last meet

ing night ? Can you not change your girl

night to some other night and spend your

evening with us twice a month ? Or if there

is no sickness at home, what is to hinder

your coming out, even if it is a bad evening ?

Don't stay away because you will be late in

getting there , but come anyway. Come to

meeting and tell your troubles to those who

like to hear them ; and whatever you do ,

don't stand on the street corner and discuss

your troubles, or on the car while at work .

Come to the proper place to discuss your

troubles-at the meeting.
Don't discuss company officers or business

where anyone can hear you . What you know

or think about the company is none of the

public's affairs and it leaves a bad impres

sion on the public's mind of the men who

are overheard talking of their employer's

business .

When buying goods of any kind always

buy those that bear the union label . Help

promote union labor by demanding union

made goods .
The local extends its congratulations and

best wishes to Brother Grubbs and his

newly -made better half .

Brother conductor, don't you think your

motorman could hear the signal bell just as

well if you couldn't pull the bell cord as if

you were trying to see if you could break it

or pull the bell off the roof ? Try it once ,
and see if your motorman won't wear the

smile that won't come off . It may be pos

sible his head won't ache quite so much if

you continue to give him easy bells .

Don't stand on the rear platform as if you

were fast there. Get down and help the

babies on and off . Remember, you were

babies once , even if they didn't have street

cars in your town . Wear the smile that

won't come off and don't be so grouchy with

your passengers. They have troubles of

their own , just the same as you have yours.

A smile oftentimes will cause a heart to

feel lighter when it is nearly overwhelmed

with sorrow,
The following officers were elected on the

last meeting night in December and installed

the first meeting night January : Presi

dent, R. W. Smiley ; vice - president, W. D.

Porter ; secretary, R. F Klins ; treasurer, J.

L. Hardenbur
g ; warden , J. L. Steen : con

ductor, F. 0. Muse ; sentinel, Bert Axton .

Executive Committee - R . W. Smiley, R. F.

Kline, C. W. Black , Joe Stormer , Bert

Baugher. Delegates to Franklin C. L. C .-

R. W. Smiley . C. W. Black , A. J. Rossman .

May success attend your every effort in our

behalf, brothers . COR. , 470 .

Bridgeport, Conn . - On March 24 Local No.

459 had the pleasure of a visit by our Inter

National President. W. D. Mahon , accompan

ied by Bro . D. S. Fitzgerald , of the G. E. B.

We held two meetings, afternoon and even -
ing , and both were well attended. After a

few introductory remarks from Bro. Fitzger

ald he introduced President Mahon , who made

verv interesting and spirited addresses at

both meetings.

At our evening meeting we were favored

by the presence of Bro. Charles Minnix , presi

dent of the Joint Conference Board , and Bro.

Destin , president of the New Haven Local.

Both addressed the meeting upon the work

of our organization .

Brother members of Div . No. 459 , now that

we have made a good start to rebuild our
Division , let us turn over a new leaf and

attend our meetings regularly on the first

Thursday of each month . It is only a matter

of two or three hours once a month to thresh

out questions that will improve our future
conditions.

Sorry that it is so hard to get delegates

to attend the C. L. U. , which is very import
ant to our organization . Although

scribler has about all he can swing to , he
very reluctantly agreed to get into the firing

line with Brothers Hennessey and Pixley at
the C. L. U.

SCRIBBLER .

REPORTS PROGRESS.

Lawrence, Mass . - Affairs are moving very

well with Div. No. 261 . We are making such

progress in acquiring members that I can

report a gratifying and growing interest in

our Local, Well, it makes the blood of

friendship grow more warm , the clasp of

human kindness becomes more hearty, and
the sense of mutual interest intensifies. Hu

man frailties are more easily pardoned and
the spirit of liberated manhood bears a

greater significance. All these show an ap

preciation of mutual self - help and the inde

pendence supported by it .

I regret the occasion of reporting the death
of Bro . Joseph Maguire. He was one of us,

and up to the standard in life. He was a

B. & N. conductor and an efficient employee

of the company. COR .
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EXTENDED VACATION WITHOUT UN.

DERSTANDING UNFAIR.

us

Joliet , II . - Just a few more words from

Div. 288. We held our annual election of

officers at the usua time and part of the

officrs weee filled by different men than be

fore, but somehow they forgot to change

the correspondent, so I have the opportunity
of raking the members over for another

season,

Our division is in good shape . Things are

running pretty smoothly except a little

trouble in the barn which I hope will be

settled by the time this paper is printed.

We are all glad to see Brother Swartz

back to work. He had the misfortune the

on the sick list for five months.

Brother Holmes quit us about a year ago ,.

and went to South Dakota and tok up a

claim. He lived on it the required length

of time to call it his. He now has the pa

pers for it, and says he would not sell for

$ 2.000.

Brother Holmes is back in Joliet working

on the street cars among his old friends .

Bro. Wm. Kinley, one of our local dele

gates to the Trades and Labor Council , was
quietly , married on the 17th u February.

Bro. Kinley is a man that is well liked by

those who know him, and we all sincerely

hope he will have a long and happy mar
ried life.

Bro. Wenck has found the one most dear

to him and was married the last part of

January. We wish Bro. Wenik an equal

race with Bro. Kinley.

Now I would like to say a few words to

the members of Div. 228 , in the way up infor

mation, or a warning, whichever they choose
to call it. There has been some our

members took vacations of thirty davs or

more , at different times, for the purpo e of

trying other jobs, and ' have stayed away

after their time was up without notii , ing

anybody or having any understanding, so
that we all thought they had quit and gone .

Then they came back and wanted their
runs back. This has created quite a dis

turbance, and we hope that the boys in the

future will come to the meeting and state

their case and have an understanding, when

they intend to leave in such a way .

Now , brothers of 228 , it is coming that time
of the year when our agreement is pretty

apt to be opened by one side or the other,

and as you remember, there was something
came up last year that some of the mem
bers regretted that they were not at the

meeting. Now , it stands you in hand to get
on your thinking - cap and attend the meet

ing , for there is liable to be ' most anything
brought up at any time. We still meet on

the second and fourth Wednesday of each

month , in the Trades and Lobar hall.

We shall look for a big turnout every

meeting. COR ., DIV. 228 .

any man could operate a car through the

streets of our city and be honest, under $ 2

a day."

His Worship's speech was loudly applaud

ed and made the Greenwell block ring from

basement to attic . Those of our boys who

were present felt that they had a warm

friend and advocate in Mayor Richardson.

The Rev. J. L. Batty, in beginning his

very practicall address , related to the large

audience present his firs texperience of a
" smoker , " or " smoke, " while in his teens,

when he had to allow his young lady friend

to finish her walk home alone and unac

companied , while he himself had to lie by

the roadside, in his great humiliation, and

try to overcome the spasms and other evil

physical effects produced by his first ( and

last ) " smoke." His reverence could not tell

whether the young lady ever arrived

home or not.

President J. R. Martin , of the Sydney .

Trades and Labor Council , is to be congrat

ulated on the success of the " first smoker "

of his council . It was very largely through

his efforts that it reached such a high plane ,

as the religious, social , political , industrial

and commercial life of our city was repre

sented .

I may say that all the cigars used at the

smoker were strictly union -made cigars and

bore the union label . They were manufac

tured by Bro. Cornell, cigar manufacturer ,

Charlotte street, and the only member of

the Cigarmakers' Union in Sydney . Success

to you , Bro. Cornell.

Division 514 is now affiliated with the

Sydney Trades_and Labor Ciuncil, which is

a local of the Trades and Labor Congress of

Canada. Our delegates , who were duly ini

tiated at the last meeting of the council

on Feb. 8 , are : J. J. Mac Vicar, Aubrey Cur

tis . Ronald MacDonald , F. J. Carmier and
M. H. MacDonald . A11 the different local

trades unions are now affiliated with the

council , with the exception of one , and this

one we expect to seek admission perhaps at

the next regular meeting of the council on

March 5 .

Division 514 is progressing as well as can

be expected. The officers elected at the be

ginning of the year for the next six months

as follows: President, J. J. MacVicar;
vice - president, Aubrey Curtis ; recording

secretary, Walter Marks ; financial secre

tary and treasurer, M. H. MacDonald; con

ductor , J. T. Dunphy; warden , James Doyle;
sentinel , P. J. Campbell . The Executive

Board consists of the president and Bros.

Shepherd, Marks, Doyle and L. MacDonald.

With best wishes to all local divisions of

our association is the wish of your humble

servant, SCRIBE, 514 .

are

OTES FROM 90.

SYDNEY, N. S., NOTES.

February seemed to be a red -letter month

for the labor element in Sydney . On the

5th the Sydney Trades and Labor Council

held a smoker in the Greenwell block, Char

lotte street, and that it will be the corner

stone of all future movements of the trades

unionists we all feel assured.

Such prominent personages as the Rev. J.

L. Batty , Dr. A. S. Kendall, M. P. P .; his

worship, Mayor Richardson , and Aldermen

Gunn and Kyte were present and all deliv
ered themselves of masterly addresses in

sympathy with the poorly - paid workingman.
Dr. Kendall made a masterly speech , and

said that “ while the workingmen held aloof

from each other, disorganized, that there

was no remedy for their present conditions."

Organization was the keynote of the doc

tor's address and was loudly applauded.

But it was during the rattling speech of

his worship, Mayor Richardson, that Di

vision 514 got interested. He singled out

the street car one class that was

underpaid, and said he " could not see how

Port Huron, Mich.-Div. No. 90 held its

regular monthly meeting at Port Huron.
The

April meeting being held at Mt. Clemens ,

the boys ought to turn out in large numbers
now, so get busy , some of you fellows that
haven't been to one for the last five or six
years . Go up and show your face .

Brothers Herbert Vanslambrook and Baxter

have again returned to their posts of duty,

after a long illness. We are all glad to see
them back .

Bro. Will Palmer is making trips to Detroit
every Thursday .

Bro. Chas. Ziegler is wearing an outfit now

that is making them all sit up and take

noticea regular Beau Brummell .

Bro. Earl Moore has left our midst to em
bark in the real estate business . We wish

him all the luck in the world .

Bro. Bert Clark , the big fat boy, has been

in the habit of taking two bottles of milk

along for lunch every day, but is now cut

down to one. Watch the moon , Bert , and

wean yourself. Milk has gone up .

Hill and Stein , both are fine,

Running together all over the line,

Swapping stories, telling lies

It's easy to see how their time flies.

DANIEL MANTHEY,

men as
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HATTERS LOCKED OUT.

Danbury, Ct - The members of Division

No. 269 are at present having things very

easy , as are hundreds of others in this city.

At this writing Danbury is in its seventh

week of a lockout of the United Hatters of

North America. The hat manufacturers,

seven weeks ago, refused to use the union

label of the United Hatters, and therefore

all the union hatters were called out . The

manufacturers voted to open their shops on

the open - shop basis Feb. 9 , and gave no

tice that the men could return to work under

these conditions . On Tuesday morning, Feb

ruary 9 , the shops were opened ; whistles

were heard from every shop in the city, but

not one of the union hatters returned to

work, nor has any of them returned since.

In this city alone there are about twenty

five large hat factories closed tight . The

only shops that are running are those whose

owners do not belong to the Manufacturers'

Association . There is no person outside of

this city that can realize what this lockout

means to Danbury , as hatting is practically

the only industry . It is said at this time

that there is a possibility of a settlement.

Let us hope it will come soon . The mem

bers of Division No. 269 have not suffered

very much from the lockout as yet , as all

the regular cars are running, but as nearly

all of the extra cars have been taken off,

the extra men are losing & great deal of

work .

At our last regular meeting we indorsed

the action of the United Hatters, and voted

to give them $ 100 to assist them . Nearly

all of the local unions in this city made

large donations to assist them.

At our last meeting Bro. Frank Morgan

was elected vice - president, and Bro. John

Carrick , third member of the executive

board, to fill vacancies caused by Bro. How

ard A. Jones having resigned the two offices.

Bro, Andrews, who has been married about

15 years, has just started to keep house at

30 South street. We all wish him good

luck in his new home.

Bros. Creagh and Elwell are longing for

the warm days to come, so they can shake

their sheepskins.

Bro . Carrick , our Fourth ward politician ,

is so busy of late that 6 a. m . comes too

quick for him . John says the extra men

need the work.

Bro. Lynch finds 6 a . m . an early hour and

blames it all to poor Nora .

The first of March is here, boys.
Have you

seen Secretary Andrews about that March
button ? If not , do so at once. S. H. E.

March 2 .

and generous Mutual Aid association on the

Third Avenue railroad. For every dollar

paid into the treasuryby the employees the

company will add another dollar ; the only

restriction is that the company's president

and treasurer shall be the association's pres

ident and treasurer .

Now , for the benefit of the readers who

have not had a chance to be the recipients

of such generous offers I will say that New

York city ( of which this Third Avenue rail

road is a part ) had a Mutual Aid along the

same lines but with the exception that the

company added no money to the money of

the employees , although the company offi

cials had jurisdiction over the money , with

the result that the treasury was invested in

company stocks as a paying investment. I

have no doubt about the disinterested motive

of the railroad officials in their trying to

better the conditions of their employees, but

the cold facts remain , that the company is
bankrupt, with a receiver in charge, and

the officials who were in charge of the road

still ride in automobiles, whilst the street

car employees get no benefits for their

money , no vestibules for their cars, but

have to keep a pleasant face over an out

raged conscience because they have no come

back ; in a word , they are unorganized.

If there was any doubt about the popu

larity of the members of 490 it was dispelled

at the very successful ball we ran off on

Feb. 5 . The crowd was terrific. There was

no room for a hat or coat after 11 o'clock.

Every politician and every man connected

with the affairs of the city was present.

Much satisfaction was felt by the members

on account of the attendance of the receiver,

Mr. Sutherland, and the superintendent, Mr.

Murphy, who are the present management of
the road. During the intermission , Supt .

Murphy was presented with a silver loving
cup , won by the Yonkers Trolley Relay

team , a token of the esteem which the

members of 490 have for their superintend

ent. To say that all the conditions and in

crease of wage has been granted by the

present management is positive proof of the

amicable feeling that exists between the

management and the employees.

Wednesday, the 24th , was regular meeting

day. The night meeting was attended good,
considering it was Ash Wednesday. The

usual business was transacted.

490 .

as

LARGE NUMBER INITIATED.

ORG. WINDELL MEETS WITH 490.

Chelsea, Mass . - Div . 240 of Chelsea held a

meeting in Louise Hall , Malden , Wednesday

evening, March 23. A large number of can

didates were initiated .

During the meeting an invitation was re

ceived from President French of Lynn Di

vision to attend a Smoke Talk to be held in

that city Wednesday, March 31 , in honor of

International President Mahon. Special cars

have been secured to take the Chelsea Divis
ion .

Bro. Wakeford of Chelsea , who lost his leg

in an accident, is able to be out.

R. S.

DUBUQUE, IA. , ITEMS.

Yonkers , N. Y. - Installations of officers for

ensuing term took place Jan. 13 . Local

490 is very fortunate in having such effi

cient officers. If those members who never

attend the meetings had only heard Organ

izer Windell, of the A. F. of L. , on his " Trade

Unionism ," when he said that where any

one doubts the value of the trade union he

points with pride to Local 490, which, in a

little over a year, has increased wages from

20 to 2242 per hour with a graduation of

five years, to 21 and 24 cents per hour,

and only one year to wait for the 24 - cent

rate , they would have been pleased. In addi

tion to this , he said , we have conditions

which , compared with our next - door neigh

bor, New York city, unorganized , is like

Bro. Whalen's comparison of a palace car

passing a hobo. So I hope the members of

490 will attend their meetings and give their

officers all the moral support they can and

show the men who work so hard for the

local's welfare that they have members who

appreciate the value of having such leaders .

New York city and vicinity is the happy

hunting ground of railroad officials who, in

their philanthropic desire to help the street
car man to a higher plane of living, with

lower wages , have engineered another new

Dubuque, Ia.Sorry our notes of last

month didn't appear, but it could not be

helped . Our editor states that our space was

filled with more important matter. However

that may be. Div. No. 329 has survived and

will try again .

Bro. Frank Clute has resigned from service

here, and has left town . Wonder what ' the

girls will do now ? Perhaps someone may

introduce Mr. Krantz into higher society.

Bro. E. Kruse has made way for another to

go to the head of the class . He has left us .

Success to both , in their new employment.

Three new members was the record for

last meeting. There is good prospect for

more. Keep the wheel rolling.

Bro . Chalus is the one to apply to for

story about the cow Bro . Davis owned

April 1 . FINIS.
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J. L. LYNCH

Member Div . 260

Manufacturer of

Union Buttons

BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

108 E. Washington St.

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your tradenot lonly for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We cannot only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Mado Uniform (mod . woight) $ 11.00

Union Mado Uniform ( hvy . weight) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men— regulation style — depend

able quality - and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes . The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Hom of Bood Clothes for bu or Boy.

CHICAGO, ILL.

LUNION

BEARS
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A
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S

53-61 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp . Badillac Notol

STRID
tant

Union -made Cigars. PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP.

PLIES.

9 W Antima.MonitoringCATUL

THE UNION LABEL

of the

Bakery Workers

Stands for falr and sanitary conid

BOISTERED teas In the bakeshop where it sused

BSCWU B & CWU

Oficial seal.. $ 8.50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 .....
.50

Rituals, each .
.25

Withdrawal cards, each ..
.06

Traveling cards, each . .05

Division financial book , 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages .
2.50

Division financial book , 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicate report books, each .... 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more ,

per 100 ...
4.00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each ....
.05

Financial secretary's order book on

treasrer, each ..... .25

Treasurer's receipt book ..
.25

Association Badges, rolled gold , each .. .50

REGISTERUD

.30

Black ribbon band 2% inches wide, to cover lace and

badges on your cap when going home or off duty . Pit

say rise, mailed on receipt of 25 cento , in stamps .

GEO . BRUNSSEN CO ., 225 Greene St. , New York City

Association Badges, solid gold , each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each .....

Gilt seals, per 100 ... .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press , postoffice money orders, or draft . No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted.

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT, MICH .

OFFIGERS OFFICERS

George H. Russel .

President

SEITE SAVINGS BAU
M. W. O'Brien ,

Vice-President

and Chairman

of Board

A. E. Wing,

Casbier

H. P. Borgman,

Cashier Sav.

Dept.

R. W. Smylie,

Mgr. Credit

Dept.

J. R. Bodde,

Asst. Cashier

R. T. Cudmore ,

Asst . Cashier

Geo . T. Courtney ,

Auditor

Geo. E. Lawson ,

Vice -President

R.S. Mason ,

Vice -President

F. A. Schulte,

Vice -President

CAPITAL ,

SURPLUS ,

$ 1,500,000.00

1,600.000.00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS . ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY MAIL .

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS " HOW

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

ha

-- FOR ...

UniformClothing

TRANK BREDERICK & C

We also carry the Largest

Stock of

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF-MEASUREMENT GUIDE

113.KING ST.WEST.

r

Frank Broderick

&
Company

THE LARGEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA
115 KING STREET WEST

TORONTO
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E are all down on the time

book for $8 a day, but one

reason why some receive less in

their envelopes is because the cash

is held back to pay some one else

for looking after them, laying out

the work and holding them to

their tasks. I know lots of men

who pay $7 per day for supervi

sion. The less supervision the

more pay; the more supervision

the less pay.

-Ira Elbertus.

1

MAY
1909



BOOT & SHOE

WORKERS UNION

By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

Stamp Shoes

NA

UNION STAMP You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money.

Factory No. You help your own Labor Position.

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : " This shoe does not bear the stamp, but is

made under Union Conditions. This Is false . No shoe is union made unlessit bears

the Union Stamp.
BOOT & SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

John F. Tobin , Pres.
246 Summer St. , BOSTON , MASS.

Chas. L. Blaine, Sec. - Treas.

DUEBER-HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them
12

10

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MICHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor. Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP .

PLIES.
J. L. LYNCH

Member Div . 260

Manufacturer of

Union Buttons

BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

Oncial seal.. . $ 8.50

Propositions for membership blank ,

per 100......
.50

Rituals, each . .25

Withdrawal cards, each .
..06

Traveling cards, each . .05

Division financial book, 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages .
2.50

Division financial book, 400 pages .. 4.25

Triplicate report books, each .... 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100..
4.00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each ...

Financial secretary's order book on

treasrer, each ..... .25

Treasurer's receipt book .. .25

Association Badges, rolled gold , each .. .50

108 E. Washington St.

.05 CHICAGO, ILL.

UNION

BEARS
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MADE BY
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UNION

LABOR

MILL

SRE.RS

A
N
D

C
E
R
E
A
L LABEL

E
M
P
L
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Y
E
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S

Association Badges, solid gold , each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each ... .30

Gilt seals, per 100 . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press , postoffice money orders , or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .

THE UNION LABEL

of the

Bakery Workers

Stands for fair and saoltary conida

COISTERID tlons in the bakeshop where it sused

B & CWU
OF A

ECOPSTORE
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THE NEW ROYAL

Mr.Secretary :

Is where you can drop

in and be at home. : :

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By - laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

81-88 Jeferson Ave. DETROIT, MICH .
IT IS SPRINGER'S STYLE

Live and Let Live

138 Royal Street, NEW ORLEANS , LA .

PINS, CHARMS and LOCKETS

INTERNZ
W
A
LUNION Collars '

Shirts,

Union

Made

S
H
I
R
T

F
a
c
t
h
y

N
o
.

3
T
A
D

Walsts

bear this

eBob RL

w Issued by a utility of the un

TOLACCO WORKERS INTERNATIONAL
UNION. lo

รองเอา

Tobacco I Munn Sirkus

MADE

bluss

Bears

This

Label
The International Associotion

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

UNION

BUTTONSand BADGES

Springs for

Motormen's Stools

50c per set, deliy

ered free. Send

stamps or money .

A great comfort and

protection from jar

on Kidneys.

Thousands in use .

The Toledo Chair

Spring Co.

417 Michigan $ 1.

TOLEDO, ..

Our Label Is No. 88 .

GERAGHTY & CO.

Bf LaSallo St. , Ohioago .
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PITTSBURG

Motormen and Conductors'

Best Value In Town for $ 10.00 Cash.

( Easy payments if desired )

Better grades at porportionate prices

We offer you a union-made uniform ,

the cloth of which is guaranteed all in

digo dyed in the wool,very lustrous, and

the strongest of the kind in the world .

Why buy flannels and piece dyed cloths

which turn white, wear rough and do not

give service, especially when they cost

as much and more than our goods ?

May we not expect you to call upon

our agents in your city and examine

the goods we offer ? They will be glad

to show you, whether you buy or not .

Writefor UniformCatalogue

and Name of Dealer

OUR SPECIALTY

Opening " Charge Accounts" at depart

ment stores, permitting purchases at cash

prices on easy payments.

The Bloch Company
Keystone Trading Co.

UNIFORMS OF QUALITY

Cleveland, Ohio

301-2-3 Empire Bldg ., Pittsburg , Pa.

Out of town orders filled, cash with order

Mr.

Motorman

If you are not using

one of

1127
110

TAYLOR'S

Watch Holding Cases

YOU SHOULD

One motorman writes, that his worst accident

was caused by stooping to pick up his watch

which had fallen from his pocket. Avoid acci

dents and be on time by using one of our hard

rubber cases. Air tight --non -conductor--holds

any size watch -- springs and padding prevent jar

HERE IS OUR PROPOSITION

Send us $ 1.65 and receive one of these cases by return

registered mail . If , after you have used this 10 days you

would be without it for three times its cost , return it and

your money will be cheerfully refunded.

TAYLOR BROS . , Sole Mapufacturers

921-923 West Superior Ave. CLEVELAND , 0.

Reference, any Cleveland Bank or Mercantile House. Agents Wanted

YOU CAN OWN THE DIAMOND OR

WATCH YOU WANT

Simplest thing in the world to gratify any

fancy you may have in this line if you take advan

tage of our credit plan. The cost willprobably be

only a dollar or two a week - too little to figuro

beriouslyin yourexpenses.
Pay 50c weekly on a $ 10.00 purchase.

Pay 750 weekly on • $ 15.00 purchase .

Pay $ 1.00 weekly on a $ 25.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.50 Weekly on $ 50.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.00 weekly on & $ 75.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.50 weekly OD a $ 100.00 purchase.

Just . Little Casb .

Also Clocks, Jewelry. Skverware, Etc.

ALL ON CASB OR CREDIT .

.

Arcade

SLEVELAND, O.
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BROTHER WILLIAM BAER .

Division No. 379, Niles, Ohio.

BRO, CONNERY J. PIGGOTT,

Member Div. No. 281 , New Haven, Conn.

On February 23rd , Brother Wm. Baer, of

the Niles local of this association , met

with a most distressing accident by which

he lost his left leg and right foot. Brother

Baer was a conductor on the Mahoning

Valley line , on the Warren, O. , division . In

the same accident his motorman met his

death . Information comes to the office here

that Brother Baer will survive. His picture

appears above.

Presented above is a picture of Bro. Con .

J. Piggott, who, some three years ago , was

stricken blind upon his car. The sad case of

Bro. Piggott appealed to the true spirit of

brotherhood that characterizes organized

labor and it is doubtful if wage earners have

a more devoted friend than he. He cannot

pay them back in dollars for what they do

for him , but he can pay them , and does, in

that better coin - heartfelt gratitude.

The Wage Workers' Plaint

No one asked me if I'd be born ,

But here I am of freedom shorn .

Had I been asked , I'd have inspected

What the terms, and then elected .

But as I'm here, sans yes or no,

Why not let me in freedom grow ?

On every side I am restrained

Until I'm dwarfed, distorted, drained .

With mouth and hands and feet I came ,

With mortal needs that loud acclaim ;

A mind to search for what's to know,

And eyes to see what come and go .

The things I need to eat and wear,

The shelter from the storm and glare,

The prints to read the joys I crave

I'get by being someone's slave .

The stuff for these in nature's raw

Is made the wealth of few by law ,

And ere I came the greed for land

Had crippled every thrifty hand .

I wonder if an upright God ,

With force almighty in His nod ,

Knew I was coming when I did

And on my welfare shut the lid ?

And when the boss was being born

On him .to lavish plenty's horn,

Put in his mouth a golden spoon ,

And will to gorge his worldly boon ?

I never could quite clearly see

Why such a gulf 'twixt him and me

Why he is salved and I am grilled ,

As neither came because he willed .

-Joseph A. Labadie .
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BE A WORKING MEMBER, NOT AN

AGGRAVATION . *

Address by Pres. Edw. M. Scott to a Recent

Meeting of Div. 443, Stamford, Conn.

Just a word about this association of

which you are a member, its objects , and

the benefits that you derive from it .

In the first place, you are told when

you are initiated into this organization that

it is dedicated to the laudable purpose of

defence and self-protection.

One man has said that he paid nine dol

lars a year to the association and got noth

ing for his money. If he is a property

owner, he might just as well say that he

paid taxes each year and got nothing for

his money ; or, if he is paying money to

an insurance company on his house, or

household property, that he gets nothing

for his money. The fact that the taxes go

to maintain the United States government ,

which protects his rights of citizenship, and

the money paid to the insurance company

protects him from possible loss by fire,

stands for nothing. The nine dollars a year

helps to maintain an organization that is

bound to protect him in the efforts he is

making to earn an honest living. Not only

that, but it is also trying to bring about

a better condition of things ; and you are

well aware that there is plenty of room

for improvement, in the wage rate and the

working hours. If you think for a moment ,

you can plainly see that something has

already been accomplished . You do not

have to work ten years to get twenty-four

cents an hour, and I do not think there is

a conductor that would like to be under

obligations to a bonding company, with no

possible chance to defend himself. I also

think that we can be grateful for the fact

that we did not have to work for less

wages when the hard times scare came on.

The company decided that it was best for

them to live up to that agreement .

The united effort of a body of men can

accomplish many things just by a demon .

stration of strength and a steadfast pur

pose.

The man who does not care, and does

not care who knows it , not only injures

his fellow-men, but does himself a greater

injury. A man who pulls out of an organi

zation because of something a fellow mem

ber has said or done, shows a lack of good

judgment. Because a cashier of a bank

is dishonest , is no good reason that all

banks are no good . That a few public

officials are grafters and are dishonest is

no reason that the whole government should

be condemned . In the study of the indi .

vidual who has misused his position , and

who you are taking as a sample of the

whole , you lose sight of the real object ,

the principles upon which it is founded and

the goal it is trying to reach-a better con

dition of things.

A man who pulls out because he thinks

some one is getting more than he of any

one thing not only loses all chance of ever

getting it, but also loses what he already

has. A man who has his mind fixed on

others' possessions can never find time to

see how much real worth there is in his

own . Thus he not only loses what he al

ready has , but what he might also gain .

Brothers, this organization of which we

are members is something of which we

can be justly proud , and something which

we should try hard to maintain ; for in it

lies the only chance of our ever being able

to better the working conditions of the

street car service, and there are many of

us that will never work at any other busi

ness . And why should we, when by united

effort the conditions may be made much

better than at the present time ? And there

are many who prefer the outdoor life to

being shut up in a shop. Let us brace up

and lift ourselves up out of this rut, and

get around on schedule time. Don't give

the great inspector — the railroad company

—a chance to say, “ There's a lazy bunch

that can't hang together ; they are dead

ones." Show them that your motors are

in good working order and that there are

no flat wheels . And be sure that little

button is displayed in a prominent place,

for each month , as early in the month as

possible. Or; are you really all “ dead

ones' ?

There are other reasons why you should

be prompt in paying your dues . ' The Con

stitution and By-Laws of this association

says that " a member shall not be entitled

to benefits if he is more than one month

in arrears in dues , and when he does allow

it to go into the second month, he shall

be debarred from benefits for two months."

So that, if he is taken sick, and it con

tinues long enough for him to demand a

benefit, the division could not rightfully pay

it . And it is the same with all the other

benefits ; if a paid-up working card cannot

be shown, no benefits will be paid .

There is no lodge or society in existence,

to my knowledge, where the members re

ceive any benefit or return for their money,

as long as they remain in good health and

are able to take care of themselves. But

this association was not organized for a

benefit association . It was organized for

the purpose of protecting what we already

have, and to try to gain something better

better working conditions, shorter hours and

more wages. These things cannot be

brought about in a day, no more than you

can drive through a snowdrift at one trial ;

you have to back up and try again, repeat

edly, before you get results .

We have to pay seventy- five cents

month, and we have to lose a little sleep

once a month ; but it seems to be money

well spent and sleep well lost, if we can

bring about a better condition of things.

I would not care to work on a job where

such things were brought about and have

it said that I did nothing to help bring

them about.

Some of the members say that seventy

five cents is too much to pay each month ;

yet , for the sake of being a good fellow,

these same members will pay double that

amount in one evening to some saloon

&
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affiliated and show them that we have just

as good business and good management

about us as the larger divisions. These

other divisions, or many of them, are not

trying to pay a sick benefit, and some of

them are having just as hard a struggle

to get along as we are. Yet they do not

give up, but keep hammering away and

every day are able to show some gain .

Do you think this association was built

in a day ? It has taken years of hard labor

for some one, and not only hard labor, but

sacrifice and privation that you will never

know of or experience. The little troubles

we have here are nothing to what some

have endured in order to maintain this

organization. Don't let some fancied wrong

or slight blind your eyes to your own in

terests. Don't be a crooked stick in that

emblem of strength, which will tend to

weaken the whole structure.

In keeping your dues paid in this asso

ciation, you are helping a vast army of car

men to bring about a better working condi

tion for you as well as all others .

Think it over. Give it thought, and see

if you cannot make up your mind to be an

active working member instead of an ag .

gravation and a hindrance.

W. VA, VESTIBULE LEGISLATION,

keeper, for something that is of no real

benefit and may in the end leave them with

less friends than they had before. Many

a man has gone broke and tried to borrow

from one of those supposed friends that

he had treated in some saloon, and had

that friend ask him , why he did not save

some of his money and not spend it all for

drink ? And then tell him he had no money

to lend . Friends can not be bought over

the bar of a saloon, but a paid-up working

card will bring us friends where we are

not expecting to find them . A man who

proves himself to be what he says he is

can always find friends.

The laborer has been held down so long

by the hand of oppression that he is timid ,

and easily discouraged, and afraid to say

anything in his own defence. But he must

do it in order to gain and hold the position

that is rightfully his. We are entitled to

something more than a bare existence, but

we will never get it if we do not maintain

and support our organization .

We had better be careful what we say

about grafters when we are working under

conditions that were gained for us by

others, and do nothing to help along the

cause . One can be nothing else but a

grafter who is profiting by the har work

and self-sacrifice of others, and the man

who does not pay up his dues in this asso

ciation is one of those grafters. We are

members of an organization that every one

was ready to join when there was a pros

pect of the conductors being put under a

bond . It seemed at that time that was

the only way or means of defence. When

the men of Hartford, New Haven and other

lines got together and put in a vigorous

protest to the management, it proved that

the men were right in organizing . And

later , when a joint committee managed to

get a better wage rate, and when a commit

tee from this division managed to get the

missing penalty changed , and when com

mittees of other divisions have managed to

get some petty official disciplined and

warned , and in somecases removed, it has

clearly proved that this organization is of

some benefit to us. And are we . ungrateful

enough for all this to want to let this divi.

sion disband and fall back to the old order

of things, or, perhaps, a worse condition of

things ?

Why don't you pay your dues ? Why,

John Smith has not paid his ! I am not the

only one ! That is the very reason you

should pay yours, so you can shame him

into paying his. You can go to him and

say, " Haven't you paid your dues yet ? All

the rest have . " When all the dues are paid ,

and some brother is taken sick, the sick

committee says, “This brother is entitled to

a sick benefit.” “ All right; I guess there

is money enough to pay it ! " But when the

dues are not paid there is no money in

the treasury to pay anything. You want

a sick benefit, but you are not willing to

do anything toward helping to pay one.

This is a small division, but we ought

to be able to hold our beads just as high

as the other divisions with which we are

.

Advice has been received that a vestibule

law has been enacted by the legislature of

the state of West Virginia for the protec

tion of motormen throughout the entire

year. This is the first state law of the kind

ever secured . In other states where vesti

bule legislation has been secured, the meas

ures have covered the winter months only.

This new law or amendment reads as

follows :

House Bill No. 33.

" An act to amend and re-enact Chapter 8

of the Acts of 1901 , entitled, 'An act making

provisions for the protection of street car

employes from the inclemencies of the

weather."

Be it enacted by the legislature of West

Virginia :

That Chapter 8, of the Acts of 1901, en.

titled , “ An act making provisions for the

protection of street car employes from the

inclemencies of the weather , " be amended

and re-enacted so as to read as follows :

Sec. 1 . From and after the first day of

November, in the year of our Lord 1909 , it

shall be unlawful for any persion, partner

ship , or corporation owning or operating a

street railway in this state, or for any

officer or agent thereof having charge or

control of the management of such line

of railway, or the cars thereof, operating

electric, cable or other cars propelled by

steam, cable or electricity, which requires

the constant services, care or attention of

any person or persons upon the platforms

of any such car, to require or permit such

services , attention or care , of any of its

employes , or any other person or persons ,

unless such person , partnership or corpora
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or

tion , its officers or superintending or man

aging agents , have first provided the plat

forms of 'said cars with a proper and suffi

cient enclosure constructed of wood , iron ,

glass or similar material , sufficient to pro

tect such employes from exposure to the

winds and inclemencies of the weather.

Sec. 2. And any person , partnership or

corporation , owning, operating, superintend

ing or managing any such line of street

railway, managing or superintending

officer or agent thereof who shall be found

guilty of a violation of the provisions of this

act, shall be found guilty of a misdemeanor,

and upon conviction thereof shall be pun

ished by a fine of not less than twenty dol

lars nor more than one hundred dollars .

Each day that said person or persons , part

nership or corporation cause any of their

said employes to operate such car or cars

in violation of the aforesaid provisions of

this act , or cause a car or cars to be used

or operated in violation of this act , shall be

deemed a separate offence, provided, that

the provisions of this act shall not apply

to cars used and known as trailer cars .

Sec. 3. It is hereby made the duty of the

prosecuting attorney of the county in which

any street railway is situated and operated ,

upon information given him by any credible

person or persons , or upon knowledge that

he may possess , that any person , partner

ship or corporation , has violated any of the

provisions of this Act , to promptly prosecute

such person , members of such partnership

or corporation , for such violation .

Sec. 4. All acts or parts of acts incon

sistent with this act are hereby repealed .”

It will be seen by the above bill that

it applies to the entire calendar year, and

motormen must be protected as well in sum

mer as in winter.

The securing of the enactment of the law

was attended with features which undoubt.

edly may be of interest to the readers. A

recital of the character of the opposition

that was met in the work of procuring the

law is a recital of the servility and meek

submission of non-unionism . It is not a

purpose to comment upon the information

coming to this office to belittle or degrade

those who have not yet entered the ranks

of organized labor. But it is hopeful that

it may impress upon the minds of some to

whom the comment may come, the liberat

ing influence of organization upon the wage

earner. It is rather a compassion than a

criticism that can be extended to those yet

unorganized .

The above measure was originally intro

dúced embracing another section, which

read :

" It shall also be unlawful for any person ,

partnership or corporation , owning or oper

ating street railways in this state ( West

Virginia ) , or for any officer or agent thereof,

having charge or control of the management

of such lines or railways, etc. , to operate

cars after November 1 , 1910, with running

boards the sides or without aisles

through the center. And that all summer

cars shall be equipped with glass fronts.”

The bill was presented by Representative

J. Hearne, at the instance of Division No.

103 , Wheeling , W. Va. Division No. 103 is

the only local of this association in the state

of West Virginia. It embraces the only or

ganized street railway men in the state.

Division No. 103 promoted the measure

single -handed. While the local had the

assistance of President W. F. Welch,

of the State Federation of Labor, who

was the legislative representative of the

state body , being president of the Wheeling

local , it will be seen that the local was

practically alone in the fight. Division No.

103 appointed Committeemen Ollie Smith

and J. T. Moore to look after the interests

of the bill . These two brothers, of course,

had the assistance of President Welch . It

is reported that the measure met but little

opposition in the House of Representatives .

Upon its reaching the senate, our members

found in waiting the hostile forces of the

street railway interests of the state. There ,

we are told , was the concentrated opposition

of one ex-governor, two ex-judges , one ex

speaker of the house, six other lawyers ,

and the managers from each of the seven

street car companies from various sections

in the state. The street railway employes '

interests were really up against a hard

proposition .

The representatives of the Wheeling local

were seeking protection for every street and

electric railway man in the state of West

Virginia. They were seeking a step in the

establishing of legislation that would have

its influence in moving the standard forward

throughout the entire country. They were

also backed by the spirit of organization .

They were asserting their rights as men

and applying their united intelligence, with

out fear or favor, because they were organ

ized and represented an organized body .

They were on the same plane with the rep

resentatives of the street railway companies.

They were equally as independent, and

there is no reasonto believe butwhat they

would have registered a complete victory

had the contest been solely between the hos

tile forces lined up against them and them

selves ; but they were fortunate with the

results shown in the measure secured, and

they had hard work to make that advance .

Why ?

Division No. 103 has to her credit the

breaking through of the lines that had been

formerly drawn . They have secured the

enactment of a law providing for summer

protection . Those of our craft who have

operated open front summer cars know very

well what that means.

And here is the most interesting feature

of the opposition :

" Brothers Welch , Smith and Moore de

fended the bill in the senate as best they

could . They had no help from other street

carmen . Instead, every company of the

state except the companies employing the

membership of Division No. 103 brought

forward petitions signed by every conductor

and motorman throughout the unorganized

sections of the state, to which they had sub .

scribed that they were anxious to retain

the running board , that it was an advantage

on
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to them , and they protested against the

enactment of any law that deprived them

of the running board and that would de

prive the car of seating capacity to be de

stroyed by the insertion of center aisles. ”

To think that there are street railway

men in America with sufficient intelligence

to operate a car, who have had experience

upon the running board summer cars , who

are enforced to perform the monkey stunt

along the marginal board in all kinds of

weather from early spring until the sleet

of fall , and who could subscribe to such

petitions without coercion and intimidation ,

is beyond any measure of conception. Can

any one believe that there was one of these

non-union men, who are being refused the

privilege of organizing, who was not se

cretly in hearty sympathy with the purpose

of the representatives of this association ?

Can it be that there was one of them that

did not secretly hope that the running

board feature of the measure would pass ?

It seems incredible that any legislators

could believe in the sincerity of such peti

tions , yet they were presented and pre

sented by street car men ; their bona fide

signatures were upon them ; and it was

not the first time that street car men were

forced to sign an instrument that showed

the palpable submission and dependence of

non -unionism . Not one of those poor fel

lows who signed those petitions could pre

tend that it was a manly act. Should not

this instance be a stimulant for organiza

tion to every non-union man who may

learn of the incident ? The elimination of

the running board was defeated by non

unionism.

hamton Local was arrested , alleged to have

been caught in the act of placing dynamite .

There was present at the time of the ar

rest one who had become familiar with East.

man and who had given his name as Frank

Howard , and who had appeared in the city

some weeks previous and represented him

self to be a member of the Chauffeur's Union

of New York . In that way he had . en

deavored to make himself a confidant of

Eastman . Upon searching Eastman a dyna

mite cartridge was found in his coat pocket .

He was more surprised than anyone else

that he had any such thing in his pocket.

He was taken to jail where he remained

until released on bail .

Business Agent Ryan , of the Central

Labor Union instituted a thorough investiga

tion of the case and his reports to this of

fice , together with his own conclusion in the

matter, was sufficient assurance that East

man was the victim of a plot which had

for its purpose the inciting of public opinion

against the continuance of the strike and

against the strikers , and that he was really

not guilty. This investigation and de

termination was corroborated by that of G.

E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald , and this

Association immediately took steps for the

defense of Eastman , or at least for the as.

surance that he wouļd have a fair trial . His

arrest , however, accomplished its presumed

purpose of revolving public opinion against

the strikers and in favor of the company

and the strike had to be called off.

The case was continued against Eastman

until March 11 , 1908, when he was placed

on trial , but owing to the illness of a juror ,

a mistrial was ruled and the case was again

continued-an indictment, having been

formerly returned against Eastman by the

Grand Jury of Broome County. Hon . James

T. Rogers , an attorney of Binghamton , was

retained by this Association in the interest

of Eastman and after a careful investiga

tion on his part, he was satisfied of East.

man's innocence , and reported that he was

in possession of sufficient evidence to prove

that the dynamite found in Eastman's

pocket was placed in his pocket at the time

of his arrest by a Pinkerton detective . At.

torney Rogers was well fortified with indis:

putable evidence to that effect.

On December 14th , 1908 , the case was

again scheduled for trial , but Attorney.

Rogers was informed by the Prosecuting At;

torney that he would be unable to try the

case and would move that the case pass the

December term of court . Thus the case con

tinued into the month of March , when dur

ing the March term, on March 19th , the

Prosecuting Attorney , on part of the prose

cution , moved for the dismissal of the

charge against Eastman , stating that the in

dictment had been secured upon evidence of

a character that would not establish a case

against the defendant and that the principal

witness upon whom the prosecution de

pended for direct evidence- Pinkerton de.

tective - was ,missing and that they were

unable to locate him . The case was ac;

cordingly dismissed from the calendar and

Eastman was discharged .

CASE AGAINST LOUIS EASTMAN DIS

MISSED ON MOTION OF PROSECTION.

Case Affords Light on Character of Pinker

ton Detective Agency.

In the spring of 1907, Division No. 463

was organized in Binghamton , N. Y. , by G.

E. B., member Wm. B. Fitzgerald. The Com

pany very bitterly opposed the institution

of the local and practically enforced a lock

out by discharging officials and others of the

organization. A strike followed which was

under the direction of Board Member Fitz

gerald, assisted by Business Agent of the

Binghampton Central Labor Union , Mr.

Jeremiah Ryan . The strike was most ef

fectively prosecuted under the leadership of

these two men and bid fair of being a suc

cess when there developed a series of ex

plosions, presumably from railroad signal

torpedoes placed upon the rails by some

miscreant. However, these explosions might

have been dynamite in small quantities .

The striking brothers , of course, were ad

jured to keep the peace and upon investiga

tion the labor officials were satisfied that

the explosions were not caused by any of

the strikers, but were being used as the

common ruse in cases of strike by some

agency of the street railway company.

On July 13th , 1907, Bro. Louis Eastman ,

one of the striking members of the Bing
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and , as stated by Attorney Rogers , was liter

ally engaged in a “ frame up" in an effort

to disrupt the street car strike in Bing.

hamton , even to the extent of running the

risk of sending an innocent man to prison

for dynamiting street cars .

Had this association not been a healthful

proposition , Bro. Eastman would have been

an innocent victim today, undoubtedly

languishing in the state prison at Auburn

under a severe sentence of a term of years

imprisonment.

TRADESEUROPEAN VS. AMERICAN

UNION LEADERS.

Prosecuting Attorney Roger P. Clark , in

moving for the dismissal of the charge

against Eastman, stated that he was in.

formed by General Manager J. E. P. Clark ,

of the Binghamton Railway Company that

he had no knowledge of the whereabouts

of this so -called Howard, ( Detective ) , and

that he was unable to produce him as a wit.

ness . That he, Attorney Clark , had an in

terview with one, J. W. Rogers of the Pink .

erton Detective Agency, who had told him

that the so - called Howard ( Detective) , was

a fugitive from justice in the state of

Massachusetts , where he is under indict

ment for the larceny of about $1,200 which

he stole from his former employer in Bos

ton, and that “Frank Howard " was a fictiti

ous name ; that the arrest of Eastman was

the culmination of the work of this SO

called Howard . He was engaged in procur.

ing evidence upon which the prosecution

was instituted, and owing to the single

handed manner in which the work of this

" Detective" was carried on , the prosecution

was compelled to rest its entire case upon

his testimony and that other testimony was

insufficient to warrant the presentation of

the case to a trial jury. On the above

ground he moved for the dismissal of the

indictment,

In his remarks upon the motion of the

Prosecuting Attorney, Hon . James T. Rogers ,

counsel for Eastman , said : “Having seen

and observed Howard for several days, and

thus having had an opportunity to study

his character, I made up my mind that he

was unscrupulous and untrustworthy, and

became convinced that he had imposed upon

all concerned and that the alleged case

against Eastman is what is commonly called

a 'frame up' or a 'plant.'” Attorney Rogers

also showed conclusively that he was in

full possession of evidence sufficient to im

peach, not only the evidence, but the char

acter of the alleged " Detective Howard .”

Thus ends the Eastman case and thus is

proven the " frame up " against the strikers

by an agency employed by the Traction

Company ; and it is charitable not to say

that the said agency was employed for that

particular purpose . However that may be,

it does not destroy the fact that the Pink

erton Detective Agency, an agency which

presumes to the public to run down crime

and criminals, had in its employ as a de.

tective, authorized , so far as the Pinker.

ton Detective Agency can extend such au.

thority, as a detective, who himself was a

thief with an indictment hanging over him

based upon sufficient evidence to prove that

he was guilty of stealing $1,200 and that af

ter stealing the money, he left his employer

in company with a woman not his wife .

There is not the shadow of an excuse for

presuming that the Pinkerton Detective

Agency does not know the character of its

employes, and while the Boston police were

looking for the alleged Howard , whose

rightful name was Smith , this great Detec

tive Agency, the ferritor out of crimes , and

the great protection of the Banker's AS

sociation , was knowingly employing the said

Smith under the assumed name of Howard ,

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle.

Two months recently spent in the lead

Ing industrial centers in Europe gave me

an opportunity of comparing the labor

movement and its leaders abroad with the

men and the movement in America. The

trades unionists on the other side seem to

have been developing a company of spec

ialists who direct them in their efforts to

secure specific legislation in Parliament,

or in obtaining concessions from their em.

ployers . In such matters as child labor, old

age pensions, to man's place in the state

and in industry, in educational questions,

and in temperance, the English workers in

particular have a group of leaders who have

no superior in any walk of life. They are

the authorities on these subjects. While

the American labor leader's knowledge of

men and affairs is probably more general

than his European brother's , the leaders

in Great Britain have made a more careful

study of economic subjects, and they are in

a position to intelligently direct legislation

with reference to these problems. No doubt

this situation is due to the fact that Euro

pean labor men have for a longer time been

confronted with such questions, and they

have been longer "on the job."

Another marked difference is the com

parative interest in politics . Every trades

unionist in America knows the difficulty of

enlisting the workers in this country in a

political campaign . We seem to be opposed

to anything that appears like a "working.

man's political movement,” probably be

cause in the past such movements have

often been complete failures , and because

few of us believe in class distinctions. But

the organized workingmen abroad are in

politics with enthusiasm and with most ex

cellent results. The English Parliament

has thirty -one labor members elected by

the Labor Party, and about twenty addi.

tional members elected by the miners, who

co -operate on all matters that are of com

mon interest . They are a force to be reck

oned with. The government recognized the

labor wing in Parliament in its appoint

ment of John Burns to the Cabinet . While

in a minority in the House of Commons the

Labor members are in a position to dic

tate favorable labor legislation to such a

degree that they have brought about many

reforms which will be of value to working.

men.
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One of the remarkable features of the ists . As a matter of fact, many of the lead

trades union movement in England is the ers of Socialism in England are churchmen,

strong temperance sentiment existing particularly those who are members of Par

among the leaders. Fully two - thirds of liament. It is also true that many of the

the men in Parliament are total abstain leading ministers are Socialists, so that it

ers , and probably none could be said to would seem that they have proven to their

be reckless drinkers . One such , who was own satisfaction that there is a kind of So

discovered to have imbibed too freely , mak cialism and a kind of Church which are not

ing a spectacle of himself, publicly apolo necessarily antagonistic. The Socialist lead.

gized to his constituents, and promised ers in Germany, France and Belgium I

ever after to abstain from all intoxicating found to be almost solidly opposed to and

liquor. There is an organization composed fighting the Church, but this opposition is

of trades unionists exclusively known as due particularly in Germany to the attitude

the " Trades Union Officials ' Temperance of the State Church , which must, of neces

Fellowship.” Every member is committed sity, stand by the government, whether that

to total abstinence and to the effort to government be good or bad , although it

have trades union meetings held in halls should be said that the government is not

which are free from the influence of the necessarily bad . In practically every coun:

saloon. One -half the delegates attending try the people have just about the kind of

the annual convention of the British a government that the people want.

Trades Congress are members of this Tem The reception accorded me as a trades

perance Fellowship and each year they unionist was most hearty . This was espec

have a " tea ,” which is the occasion of a ially true among the men who have attend

temperance propaganda among the dele . ed the Annual Conventions of the American

gates who are not yet identified with the Federation of Labor as fraternal delegates

movement. The best men in the English from the British Trades Union Congress .

trades union movement are connected with It was in this way that they showed their

the organization. While the sentiment in appreciation of “ the many kindnesses”

favor of temperance is not so strongly de shown them while in America.

veloped in the American Federation of

Labor, it is gratifying to know that it is WHAT THE CHILD OF THE NON -UNION

rapidly growing, and the time is not far IST MAY LOOK FORWARD TO.

distant when the American labor move

ment will be freed from the curse You non-unionists who have brought

strong drink. children into the world that are as dear to

When it is remembered that most of the you as your lives , ask yourselves what her

labor leaders in Great Britain received their itage will you leave them, with nearly every

training as public speakers in the Church , thing in trade monopolized and natural op

many of them having been lay preachers, it portunities closed against them by privilege ?

is not surprising that over two-thirds of the Whose slave is your child going to be ?

Labor members in Parliament are actively Cannot you men in the metal trades, in

interested in or affiliated with some church the clothing trades , in the building trades ,

organization, Many of them frequently or other lines of industry — you who are still

speak at the great Church Brotherhood con unorganized , understand that if you joined

ventions, which Brotherhood , by the way , the organizations of your trade and in solid

has an active membership of half a million phalanx stood for a square deal all around ,

and is composed mostly of workingmen . It you would be invincible ?

is in these Church Brotherhoods that the The aggregate annual wealth turned out

Labor Party has much of its strength and by labor of our time is staggering in its

to them that it owes considerable of its immensity, and have you a right to expect

success. It was my privilege to address a more of that wealth for the enjoyment of

number of their mass meetings in London , yourself and family, instead of heaping it

Glasgow , Edinburgh and Manchester, and I up in piles for a few thousand multi-million

discovered in them a strong trades union aires unable to use it ? You have an inher

sentiment, as I referred more particularly ent right to really and truly enjoy life , lib

to such matters . Our American labor men erty and the pursuit of happiness. But you

are just beginning to catch on to the value must enforce that right through organiza

of having the Church with them , and they tion , just as your forefathers did .

are beginning to realize that even the Amer. Yea, you men who feed, clothe and house

ican Church is composed very largely of the nation have the absolute and indisputa

their own class.
ble right to govern that nation, and there

Socialism is more strongly developed are none dare say you nay if you but have

among the leaders in Europe than it is in the courage , the pluck and the will to unite .

America, but the Socialism over there does Make up your mind now and register a

not seem to have the bitterness and the solemn pledge that you will stand in your

malice that I have discovered in this coun. own light no longer ; go to the union in

try . It is more constructive, and less de your trade, apply for admission , stand

structive. It is not making the absurd mis

take that the Church and religion must nec
shoulder to shoulder with your fellows and

share with them your joys and sorrows , as
essarily be opposed to Socialism because it they will share theirs with you .

maynot unequivocally endorse it. I refer,

of course, to the kind ofSocialism which is
And may God bless you for being faithful

free from the immoralities of the extrem
and true to yourself, your family, your class

and your country ! -- Cleveland Citizen .
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The:.. The last charter granted by the Inter

for

Motorman and Conductor Division No. 519 atLa Crosse,Wis. The

OF
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local was organized by A. F. of L. Organ

izer John D. Ray.
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There are pending at present wage ad

justments by arbitration affecting Division

No. 99 , Winnipeg, Man . , and 168, Scranton ,

Pa. A thousand men will be affected by

the arbitration decisions in these two cities .

Information comes to the office that an

agreement has been reached and signed at

Peoria , Ill . , in the interest of Division No.

416. The context of the new agreement has

not yet arrived . That an increase in wage

has been attained is assured from the fact

that an 8 per cent increase was rejected

by the local prior to reopening conferences.
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REZIN ORR. .. International Treasurer

General Executive Board

C. 0. PRATT .. ..Chairman
R. L. REEVES .

. . Secretary
EDWARD MCMORROW .

MAGNUS SINCLAIR .

RICHARD CORNELIUS,

WM . B. FITZGERALD .

BEN COMMONS.

FRED FAY.

D. S. FITZGERALD .

Entered at the Detroit P. O. as Second-Class

Matter.

The Keystone Trading Co. , a Pittsburg ,

Pa. , business house, makes itself known in

this issue as a contributor and well wisher

of the Amalgamated Association by becom

ing an advertising patron . This is, in part,

in appreciation of the extensive patronage

it has received from the membership of

Division No. 85 , as a result of the co -oper

ation of the firm with the officers of the

local to secure at the very lowest possible

prices a suitable union -made uniform for

the Pittsburg railway men .

CMOSUnit 44

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION.

Wage increases were reported to the of

fice within the last month in connection

with renewed agreement by Locals 89. of

New Castle, Pa. , and 176 of Sharon , Pa. ,

114 , 272 and 379 of Youngstown and Niles,

Ohio ; 251 , Vincennes, Ind .; 298 and 513 ,

Streator and Bartonville , Ili. Several other

locals have reported renewed agreements

at the old wage scale . The increase of

those receiving an advance in the wage rate

ranges from 12 to 242 cents per hour. Over

500 members are benefitted . Other agree

ments have brought advanced conditions to

the membership .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association

shall be to organize D sion Associations.

Sec. 2. To place our occupation upon a

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill;

to encourage the formation in Division Asso

clations of Sick Benefit Funds: to establish

schools of instruction and examination for

imparting a practical knowledge of modern

and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally. To

encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , to secure employmentand adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily
labor , and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con

ditioni.

Notice has come to the general office of

the death of ex-President J. B. Sheahan ,

Division No. 380, Elyria, Ohio. Bro. Shea

han was a member of the Association of

some five years' standing; was well known

by many of the general officers of the Asso

ciation and was recognized as an able offi

cial representative while serving in official

capacities and as an earnest advocate of

the purposes of the Association as a mem.

ber. His death is sincerely regretted, and

the international officers deeply sympathize

with the family of our late brother and the

membership of Division No. 380.

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished. Names of correspondents will not ap;

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of thecorrespondent. Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

2d of the month , and should be written only

on one side of the paper.
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Why complain of the " closed shop” agree

ment ?

It is true that volunteering to become a

member of a labor organization unveils a

principle and intelligence in a member not

to be disputed.

In a recent case of A. Vickert vs. The

Detroit United Railways , in an action

brought to recover damages from being

thrown from a wagon , the jury decided that

the circumstance of the accident was such

that the railway company could not be ex

pected to guard against . Vickert was driv

ing on the track and in turning to pull from

the track, the end of a long iron bar in the

wagon turned and struck the car, the other

end throwing him from the wagon, inflicting

injuries for which he sued.

The decision of an arbitration board re

cently rendered in Pitsburg, Kans . , in the

case of a discharged member of the Pitts

burg local confirmed the dismissal of a con

ductor on the ground of incompetency. As

all strikes are not won, so it is with cases

for arbitration. However, the arbitrators in

this case sustained the charge of incompe

tency, but declared that the evidence did

not bear out' a charge of dishonesty ..

An organization is one of voluntary mem

bership until an agreement is reached grant.

ing that none can work on the job except

those who are or shall become members.

Up to this time all members are voluntary.

The employer and members mutually agree

to the agreement. There is no coercion, be

cause the members are volunteers in the

organization and can elect to make such

an agreement or not. The employer elects

that it is better not to employ one or more

additional men objectionable to the men al

ready in his employ. Under such an ar

rangement he can hold his employes ac

countable for any lack of harmony in the

employment end of his business . The man

who prefers not to enter into this guar

antee of harmony is not compelled to ac

cept employment upon the job. He is free

to seek work elsewhere. Where is the co

ercion ?

The organization of labor is formed by

wage earners. That it may be effective in

promoting its purposes, one of the objective

aims is to gain into membership every wage

earner. Every wage earner who is left out

of the organization is a factor of competi

tion . The influence is for or against . Every

man left outside is , a weakening of the

structure. The interest of organization de

mands that the most explicit judgment

should be exercised in any action reject.

ing an applicant for membership . No per

sonal prejudice should be permitted to actu

ate any member in voting upon the accept

ance or rejecting of any applicant . If a

half dozen votes, or less, in an organization

of fifty men, could bar the election of appli

cations for membership by being cast

against him , it would afford an opportunity

for the disruption of the labor movement .

In this association, a three- fourths vote

elects an applicant to membership. It is

a safe provision, because if more than one

fourth of the members of the local should

vote against the admittance of an applicant ,

such opposition would prove sufficient war

rant for a most thorough investigation as

to the efficiency and character of the appli

cant . It seems that the framers of this

provision regarded that it was not safe to

permit the exclusion of an applicant , by less

than 25 per cent of the members voting.

An ex-conductor has brought suit against

a street car company to recover upon al

leged counterfeit street car tickets and

printing outfit. The ex -conductor, while in

the employ of the company, purchased the

" counterfeit” tickets and printing press of

a man who prevailed upon him to speculate

with the tickets at a good profit. He was

arrested and tickets found in his posses

sion and the printing outfit were taken by

the police and turned over to the company

officials. At his trial it developed that the

individual who supplied him with printing

outfit and tickets was a “ spotter,” and that

a superintendent of the company had asso

ciated with the “ detective' to defile the

character of the conductor. The company

agents were clearly guilty of kindling with

in the mind of the conductor the intent to

defraud . Whether the company official and

his confident " detective " committed a crime

or not in the eyes of the law, their act was

no more creditable for emulation than was

the purpose to defraud they had inspired

in the weak mind of their victim. How

ever, the company got the conductor's

money, and though he may not be entitled

to a speculative profit, he is entitled to the

money he paid for the stuff. He is accused

of “ unaccountable gall” for bringing his

suit to recover. It would seem that both

he and the superintendent were the victims

of an " unaccountable gall ” of the " detec

tive ." It is hardly believable that either of

them would volunteer the perfidy indicated

as associated with the whole disgraceful

affair. It is preferable to believe the whole

plot was instigated within the confines of

a detective agency . Here is a young man ,

just starting in life , who must carry with

him the weighty consciousness of this de

filing experience , this reflection upon his

integrity, this open expression , of weak

ness. Here is a heretofore highly respect

ed superintendent who has now burdened

himself with the consciousness that he lent

himself to the unwarranted plot that has

brought, at least , added disgrace to a young

man who , but a few months before , was of

sufficiently high standing and reputed in

tegrity to recommend his employment with

his own company to a high position of

moral and financial trust. The position of

conductor is all of that. But the case is

not without its warning. Conductors , when

approached with slick fraud schemes and

suggested swindling methods, by entertain

ing them in most cases will be giving ear

to the leper masquerading under the foul

mantle of an espionage agency .
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It is stated that the investigation commit

tee appointed by Mayor Breitmeyer of the

City of Detroit, to solve the traction prob

lem in that city , is about ready to submit

its report to the people. Undoubtedly the

majority of the report of this committee

will favor the granting of franchise . What

ever terms the report may submit upon

the question , it may be accepted that the

street car problem will be a long time in

contention before any solution whatever will

be made. It is evident from the tempera.

ment of the people of Detroit , that they

will grant no franchise upon whatever

terms may be submitted and the matter is

liable to drag along for years , as the pres

ent company now holds franchises of a con

siderable of the mileage for years to come ,

while they are, even now , operating cars

upon streets where the franchise rights

have expired . The question should not in

any way interfere with , or be a hold -up of,

the reasonable adjustment of wages and

conditions of employment to the employes .

The fact remains that the company is mak

ing a big profit under its present operation

of the system . The business is now suffic

ient to warrant the company in the pay

ment of 30 cents an hour to its motormen

and conductors. The withholding of the

proper adjustment of the wages by which

a reasonable division will be yielded to the

employes under present conditions can be

accepted by the people as a measure of the

" generosity ” that they can expect in the

matter of improved and more liberal ser

vice, in the event that the company secures

a clutch upon a franchise granting them the

privilege to continue increasing indebted

ness and extending its frenzied financeer

ing.

ment . In Michigan , a certain aisle bill

prepared by the International President and

introduced and championed by Hon. C. W.

Austin , member of Division No. 26 , who is a

member of the Michigan Legislature, has

passed the House of Representatives. Broth

er Austin succeeded in securing an amend

ment to this measure providing for storm

fronts upon summer cars . The bill , at pres

ent writing , is in the Senate , and Brother

Austin believes it will pass that body and

become a law. At the instance of the G. E.

B. , he introduced a cab heating measure, and

also , upon his own initiative, introduced a

bill requiring air brakes upon all electric

cars operated within the State of Michigan .

These measures are meeting with stubborn

opposition on part of representatives of

traction companies. There have been no

reports received from measures before the

Pennsylvania State Legislature since Vice

Presidents J. J. Thorpe and P. J. Shea and

Chairman C. 0. Pratt appeared before the

committee to promote them . The interests

of the association has been looked after be

fore the Ontario Parliament by Business

Agent Jos. Gibbon , of Division No. 113, and

Board Member Sinclair. Full reports upon

their work have not reached the office ,

Considerable effort has been made by the

association , looking to the enactment of

protective and advantageous legislation be

fore various State Legislatures. The legis

lative season has sufficiently advanced in

many states to show that but very little will

be attained. That, of course, is due to the

attitude of a majority of the legislators.

However, in some states , progress has been

made, and in others there is yet some reason

for expectancy. In Iowa, reports show some

advantages . The interest of the association

in that state was represented by Bro . Jas .

N. Coleman , of Division No. 312 , and Presi

dent A. L. Urick, of the State F. of L. Laws

secured in Iowa are a law providing for

storm fronts upon summer cars , and a law

providing that all cars 37 feet in length , or

weighing 35,000 pounds , purchased , built or

rebuilt hereafter, and operated in the state,

shall be equipped with a power brake, other

than hand power, and an efficient sanding

equipment. In West Virginia, a full year

vestibule law was secured , as will be seen

in another column . In Illinois , measures

are being championed by Hon . Chas . A.

White, who is a member of the association ,

as well as being a member of the legisla

ture . It is certain that Brother White will

do all he can to promote the measures in

the interest of this association , but it would

be delirate at this time to offer encourage

If there is anything that points to the

advantage of organization to working men ,

it is a comparison of the wages and con

ditions that prevail to unorganized street

and electric railway men with those en

joyed by those organized . This office sent

out statistic blanks to reliable representa

tives in every community where street rail

way men are unorganized. The blanks, as

they have been filled out and returned to

this office, tell of the miserable conditions

that exist upon the systems to which the

reports apply. It seems almost incredible

that men can be secured to work under the

average conditions and wages that prevail

to non-union street car men. The American

Federation of Labor has an army of one

thousand organizers located throughout the

United States and Canada. Those in sec

tions where street car men are unorgan

ized are the men to whom the statistic

blanks were submitted with instructions to

secure the actual conditions that prevail

and the actual wages paid and hours worked

by the street and electric railway men of

their cornmunity. The A. F. of L. organiz.

ers , in gathering these statistics, have ren

dered a most valuable service to this asso

ciation , and they have all pledged that

they will open some means of acquainting

the non-union men with our association .

Space is not available in this issue to sub

mit a fair report upon these statistics , but

it will appear in a later issue. A sample ,

however, reads as follows " Motormen and

conductors in this city ( a city in the State

of Pennsylvania of 50,000 population) re

ceive 15 cents per hour for the first year,

16 cents for the second year upon city lines ;

17 cents for the first year and 18 cents upon

interurban lines . The law fixes a service

day of 12 hours , but The system em
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taken , that a vast majority of the members

felt that the result of a strike was question

able. They have held their wage advanced

beyond that of Cincinnati , Philadelphia , Buf

falo, Cleveland and other cities, and

through the conference that led to the ad .

justment, they have gained material ad

vantages in the way of improvement of

working conditions. So, Division No. 85 has

held close to her past record , has made an

effort, and has again gained by that effort.

She has added another exemplification of

the advantage of organization . The full

text of the agreement, as accepted by the

local, has not yet been forwarded to this

office, but some of the conditions attained

have been reported . Among those, is the

introduction of stools, an innovation in the

matter of concessions to the Pittsburg street

railway men. Experience in other cities is

sufficient assurance that the introduction of

stools will be appreciated, not only by the

motorman , but by the company, to such

an extent that their use will be extended

in time, so far as safety in operation may

warrant. That means that inside of a year

stools will be used practically on all lines

running into Pittsburg.

In buying shoes, be sure that the full im

print of the union label appears. A label

that fails to show the factory number may

be accepted as bogus and the product non

union .

braces 145 miles of track, equipped with

83 motor passenger cars. We have tried

several times to organize the men on these

lines. They seem to lack the moral cour

age. The company has them well in hand .

They are galled by the conditions and servi.

tude under which they are working, and

may some day awaken and ally themselves

with your movement for the uplift of street

car workers. I stand ready at any moment

to assist them in the work of organizing,

but they fear that if they would make a

movement in that direction , they would

lose their jobs . " There is no reason why

men in the town covered by that report

should not receive the same wages and

conditions that the men in New Castle or

Sharon , Pa . , are receiving. In fact, they

are better fortified from their natural sur

roundings and the conditions demand a

better wage rate than prevails in either of

the two mentioned places. Here is another

city " Population, 45,000 ; hours constituting

a service day, 10, 12 and 14 ; number of men

employed, 92 ; wages paid motormen and

conductors, 11 cents per hour. I endeavored

to organize these men. The company stood

special officers and their road officers along

the streets leading to the hall . The scheme

worked , as those who showed up to attend

the meeting were turned away. Am trying

the secret system now, with some success.

These men earn from $3.00 to $8.00 per

week, depending upon the amount of time

they get in . They suffer severe suspensions

as a method of discipline, and are dismissed

upon the most trivial offense without con

sideration." Nearly every local of this as

sociation can look back to the time before

they organized and understand the condi

tions noted in those two reports. Organ

ization has changed their conditions. It

will change the conditions of the men yet

unorganized when they unite and become a

part of our movement.

The recent settlement of wages and work

ing conditions in Pittsburg , Pa. , of Division

No. 85 , was brought about by what may be

termed rather of a strenuous effort on part

of the membership , the local officers and

the international representatives who had

to deal with the question . It must be con

ceded that the Pittsburg street railway men

are getting a much less rate of wage than

that to which they are entitled , and that

their request for 28 and 30 cents per hour

was modest enough , yet the fact that they

are getting the highest rate of wage paid

east of the Mississippi River gave the com.

pany a vigorous argument against any in

crease , and a very favorable argument for

a reduction . The wage there was arbitrated

one year ago, when the company would

otherwise have reduced the rate 3 cents per

hour. The arbitration then gave a reduction

of 12 cent per hour as a compromise. Under

the present conditions in Pittsburg, there

was but little hope that by another arbitra

tion at this time any change could have

been effected, so in the matter of wage, it

is quite evident that an increase depended

upon extreme action on part of the mem

bers, and, at this time, from a final vote

OFFICIAL NOTICE.

To the Officers of Local Divisions and the

Members of the Amalgamated Associa

tion :

Your attention is hereby called to the

following ruling that was laid down by the

General Executive Board at their meeting

on March 19th , 1909 :

" Where a member is in arrears for dues

to the local association to exceed one

month , 'as , for instance , where upon the first

day of any month a member has not paid

his dues to his local division for the pre

vious month , no grievance coming or devel

oping to said member at any time during

the period of arrearage upon , or following

the first day of said month, may be enter

tained by the local division or the officers

of such local division to which the indebt.

edness is due and no appeal from such

member upon such action of the local divis.

ion shall be entertained by the Interna.

tional President.

Further, such members may receive no

intervention or assistance from the local

division or local officers upon any grievance

whatsoever until after all arrearages shall

have been paid by the member to whom the

foregoing clause shall apply, and then such

grievance or cause for assistance must have

developed or come to such member after

the payment of all such arrearage . "

Officers and members are requested to

pay strict attention to this ruling.

Fraternally yours ,

W. H. MAHON,

International President.
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. ment is for one year. Conferences are now

pending looking to an agreement in the in

terest of Division No. 416 , Peoria. While

engaged upon this work Treasurer Orr was

called to Streator, Ill . , where the Company

had refused to enter into a new agreement

with Division No. 298. Due to the position

of the Company the Local took a determined

stand demanding a renewal of the agree

ment . The position of the Local was sus

tained by the General Executive Board, and

on Friday, April 30th , the Company signed

the proposed new agreement granting

wage increase of one cent per hour.

a

re

a

International President W. D. Mahon

i completed his work among the Eastern

Massachusetts and Connecticut Locals by

meeting with the Norwalk, Conn . , Division ,

and also by meeting with the joint advisory

committee of the Connecticut Locals in

Norwalk on April 5th . He returned to the

general office in Detroit April 7th , where he

remained for the following two weeks upon

the work of the office. On April 21st he

took up work upon the effort of renewal of

agreement for Division No. 85 , Pittsburg,

| Pa. Prior to his arrival in Pittsburg, by

his direction Board Member Wm. B. Fitz

gerald assisted the local officers in an en

deavor to make an adjustment. The best

that could be obtained up to the time of

the arrival of President Mahon was

newal of the old wages and conditions. This

proposition from the Company had been

voted down by the membership of Division

No. 85 , and the Local , by its vote, had de

termined to stand upon the propositions

contained in a proposed new agreement

which would fix many improved conditions

and contained a wage proposition for 28 and

30 cents per hour. The wage fixed by arbi

tration one year ago and which prevailed

for the last year was 2442, 2542 and 2642

. cents per hour. After several conferences

between the management of the Company

and President Mahon, associated with the

local officers, further concessions were se

cured in the matter of working conditions,

which resulted in new propositions to be

submitted to the membership of the local

and which were submitted at a general

meeting held Friday night , April 30th . The

result of this meeting was that the new

propositions were approved and the officers

were instructed to accept them in agree.

ment with the Company. At this writing

the full text of the new agreement has not

reached the office. On May 1st President

Mahon left Pittsburg for Chicago and Peo

ria, Ill . , to give his assistance upon effecting

an agreement between Division No. 416 and

the employing Company . In the effort to

effect a new agreement in the interest of

the membership the Peoria Local had been

assisted by International Treasurer Rezin

Orr and A. F. of L. Organizer J. C. Colgan .

This case had arrived at a point where the

Company had submitted to increase the

wagę rate about 8 per cent. This proposi
tion ' was rejected by the Local. Further

conferences are pending upon that situation .

Vice-President A. L. Behner was de

spatched to Rochester, N. Y. , to assist in

the renewal of an agreement in the interest

of Division No. 282. After several confer

ences with the officials of the company, hav

ing associated with him the officers of the

Local, satisfactory agreement was

reached . He then returned to Cleveland to

the assistance of Division No. 268. Late re

ports from Cleveland show conferences in

progress looking to the adjustment of the

street railway question there . Complete defin

ite conditions of settlement have not yet

been reached . Vice-President Behner is at

present engaged in assisting Division No.

380 upon the Cleveland , South Western &

Columbus System in securing a new agree

ment in which an increased wage is being

proposed to the Company.

Chairman C. 0. Pratt was despatched

from Philadelphia to Pottsville, where he

attended a meeting of Division No. 118 , and

then went to Lansford where he addressed

a meeting of that Local . These Locals are

looking to a renewal of agreement at this

time. From this section Chairman Pratt

went to Scranton to assist in securing an

adjustment of the wage rate in the interest

of Division No. 168. The situation with Di

vision No. 168 is that it is working under a

ten -year agreement which provides for pe

riodical opening of the wage question, El

forts to secure an adjustment of the wage

and other conditions through conferences

with the company have proven unavailing,

and arbitrators have been selected before

whom the questions of difference will be

submitted for adjustment. Chairman Pratt

has visited Wilkes-Barre, Pa. , where he held

conferences with the officers of Division No.

164 , and will return to Hazelton, Pottsville

and Lansford to assist those Locals .

G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow, who

was reported seriously ill at last writing, is

now much improved in his physical condi

tion and will soon be able to take up the

work of the Association.

International Treasurer Rezin Orr has

had associated with him Organizer J. C. Col

gan , of the A. F. of L., in work being done

in the interest of Locals employed by the

Illinois Traction Company at Decatur, Dan

ville, Galesburg, Bartonville and Peoria.

They have held conferences with company

officials upon situations touching all of these

Locals and have effected a new agreement

in the interest of Division No. 513 , Barton

ville , in which a substantial increase in the

wage rate has been secured . The agree

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair is at

present assisting Division No. 99 , Winnipeg,

Man . The employing Company refused to

grant a wage scale submitted by the Locai ,

but as a compromise , proposed one cent per

hour increase to the maximum scale. This

proposition was rejected by the membership

of the Division and the question is now be
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new

ing submitted for arbitration under the Do necessary to further enter into collective

minion Labor Disputes Act. At last report agreement with its employes. Board Mem

the Arbitration Board had not been com ber Commons was enabled to bring about

pleted in its formation . In the event that an adjustment by the. -signing of a

the arbitrators selected by the Company and agreement, embodying an increase of one

Association cannot agree upon a third arbi cent per hour in wages . From Vincennes ::

trator, the Canadian Minister of Labor has he was dispatched to Evansville , Ind . The

the appointing power and will appoint the Local is looking to the submission of a pro- .

third arbitrator, after which arbitration posed new agreement to the employing com

proceedings will begin. pany.

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius, upon G. E. B. Member Fred Fay continues in

his return from the March meeting of the San Francisco in re -organizing work in the

General Executive Board, visited Seattle, interest of that Local . He is being assisted ,

Wash. , and Portland , Ore. In the latter city
by G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius. Late

he held conferences with the officers of Di
reports show gratifying progress .

vision No. 181. From Portland he returned

to San Francisco to assist G. E. B. Member

Fred Fay in organization work in an effort G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald has re

to build up the Association in that city. habilitated Division No. 482 , New London ,

Conn. He has also visited and addressed

G. E. B , Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald, who meetings of Divisions No..262, Norwich,

was associated with President Mahon in
Conn., and 163, Meriden, Conn . , from whica

his work in Eastern Massachusetts, was de- ' Locals his reports are gratifying. A bill

spatched to Pittsburg to assist in securing before the Connecticut Legislature to re- i

å renewal of agreement in the interest of quire that companies shall supply stools for

Division No. 85. Being unable to reach an motormen was defeated. This bill Board

adjustment, President Mahon was called Member Fitzgerald has succeeded in having

upon the situation , after which Board Mem re-committed so that it will have another

ber Fitzgerald associated with him in con trial . He also appeared before the Railway

ferences with the management of the Com Commission of Connecticut in the interest :

pany. Upon the settlement of the Pitts of storm front protection for motormen on

burg controversy, Board Member Fitzgerald summer cars . Due to an appeal of the rail. .

was despatched to Oswego, N. Y., where he way officials the Commission adjourned its

is at the present writing. That which is hearing upon this question two weeks.

engaging the attention of the Oswego Lo Board Member Fitzgerald will again appear

cal , No. 92 , is occasioned by the reply of the before this Commission, and there is some

company to the proposed renewal of agree encouragement that he will succeed in se

ment submitted by the Local. During the curing the proper protection ,

course of the old agreement the Company

voluntarily granted a slight increase in

wage to the membership of the Local. Prior : The recent dismissal of Louis A. East

to the expiration of the agreement a few man from the charges , upon which he was

weeks ago the officers of the Local submit arrested and which grew out of the street

ted a new agreement for the consideration car strike in Binghamton , N. Y., is the last

of the company. Reply to this was to the act in the strike of the Binghamton local,

effect that as the company had technically which was brought on a couple years ago

violated the agreement by increasing the in that city by the company in its antag

wage scale during its course, that it felt onism to the formation of a local of this

disposed not to enter into any further agree association among their .. employes. The : :

ment with the Local, but submitted that the
strike practically terminated with the ar- ..

membership should have sufficient confi rest of Eastman on July 11th , 1907, upon

dence in the Company to continue employ the charge of being implicated in placing

ment without any specified agreement. This dynamite cartridges upon the tracks . The

reply would tend to show the purpose of case was worked up against him by one

the Company in making a modification of Howard, or Smith , a “ Pinkerton detective,”

the agreement wage scale at a time when who made himself a family friend of the

it was not called for, the object being , the Eastmans , and who, unknown to Eastman ,

destruction of the Organization and the re slipped a dynamite cartridge into his pocket

fusal to grant further concessions at the at the time he was arrested . Jeremiah

time of the expiring of the agreement. The Ryan , Business Agent of the Central Labor

motive of the Company in increasing the Union of Binghampton , in the interest of
wage seems now quite clear. Whether this

this association, made a thorough investiga

dodge will work with the members of Di. tion of the case , which resulted in the

vision No. 92 remains to be seen . It has
proper defense of Eastman and his final lib.

not worked in other places.
eration . But the case is a forceful example

for members: who may hereafter become

G. E. B. Member Ben Commons was de involved in strikes . It is not wise to place

spatched to Vincennes, Ind. , to assist Di too much confidence in strangers, or even

vision No. 251 upon its proposed new agree be sufficiently familiar with them as to per

ment. The Local officers had taken the mit the contemptible practices for which

agreement up with the Company, the Com such so -called " labor detectives ” are

pany taking the position that it was un ployed.

em
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CAN THE BENEFIT FEATURES OF THE

ASSOCIATION BE ENLARGED ?

This Association pays upon death and

disability of members one year in member

ship, $100 . In the year 1908, 180 claims

amounting to $ 18,000 were paid . The year

previous—1907—there were paid 178 death

and disability claims, amounting to $17,800.

There will probably be more death and disa

bility claims paid during the present year,

1909, than there were in 1908. This will be

natural from the gradual increase in mem

bership of the Association and not from any

greater proportionate liability.

Comparing several years back and taking

into consideration the number of new locals

in each year, the proportionate liability

seems to remain about the same. True,

there is a gradual increase in the number

of old members as years roll along. For

instance, there is reported from Division No.

19, Colorado Springs , Colo . , the oldest local

in the Association, a member 83 years of

age. This brother, no doubt , was about 65

years of age when he became a member of

this Association. But as the time rolls on,

with the exception , perhaps , of newly or

ganized locals , the additional membership

will be less liable to come from men very

far advanced in years. Railway companies ,

and particularly those in large cities , now

generally have an age limit and it is diffi

cult for any man above 35 years to secure

employment in the service as a motorman

or conductor. True, the Association takes

in membership those from other depart

ments of the street railway service, but due

to the nature of the work in other depart

ments, the attainment of membership along

that line is very limited as compared with

the membership among motormen and

ductors. So, this Association, in the matter

of fixing death and disability benefits, can

depend very strongly upon the advantage

of risks upon able-bodied young men insofar

as the age qualification applies.

The present death and disability benefit

is supported by an apportionment from the

per capita tax of five cents per member, or

sixty cents per year. This demonstrates

that the matter of benefits or insurance

comes to the members at a remarkably low

rate . No insurance company ever known

conducted a benefit of the liberality of the

benefit carried with this Association upon

any such premium. It comes quite strongly

to those who give the matter a thought that

to extend such a liberal advantage, a gen

erous benefit can attain to our membership

from but little additional expense.

The cheapness of death and disability

benefits to the membership is due, consid

erably, to the important features; first,

that it costs nothing to maintain and oper

ate the benefit department of the Associa

tion ; secondly, the Association , being com

posed of its membership , is not looking for

a profit or dividends such as an insurance

company is in business for. It has no extra

solicitors to pay, as a member becomes a

beneficial member and a contributor to the

benefit fund by virtue of becoming a mem

ber of the Association . There are no col

lectors to divide with , as collections are

made by the collector of dues—the Secre

tary of the Local -- as he collects upon the

regular due cards. These are important

items that lessen the exp nse of conducting

a benefit feature of a labor organization .

There are thousands and thousands of dol

lars paid to solicitors , field men, office help ,

collectors, etc. , in connection with any in

surance company, and frequently such is

the case in connection with fraternal or

ganizations . All of this expense is elimi .

nated in the benefit feature of a labor or

ganization .

However, in the matter of expense this

Association may be guided by its experience

in the death and disability benefit feature .

If sixty cents per year insures the member

to the extent of $100 ; $6.00 per year, or

ten times as much , guarantees an insurance

of $1,000. But experience of the last two

years shows an accumulation even from the

sixty cents per year per member. In tak

ing into consideration the death rate in

proportion to the term of membership of

those upon whom death payment has been

made, there develops a remarkably strong

incentive in an insurance for a most mar

velously low premium with the benefit fea

ture graded upon membership term in the

Association.

Another feature that enters into the ques

tion of death, disability, or even endowment

or pension benefits from the Association is ,

that even though members may leave the

service of street and electric railway com

panies, they are not compelled to withdraw

their membership from the Association, but

can remain as members by continuing the

payment of their dues.

It is true that a labor organization is a

business proposition , the prime purpose of

which is to increase wages and elevate the

working conditions of working people ; but

the benefit proposition has also worked its

way into the life of labor organizations to

the point where it is given serious consid

eration and it cannot be said that it is a

bad feature. The labor organization is the

workingman's business institution and its

usefulness and features of usefulness are

limited only by the judgment of its mem

bers and their determination and business

ability in applying it to the promotion of

their various interests . Their efforts for

benefits of whatever character are strictly

on the co-operative plan and the profit from

all ventures is mutual. Thus it is that

death , disability, sick, or even old age en

dowment benefits may be guaranteed from

a common fund created upon such low rate

of self -sustenance.

On

To be enjoined or not to be enjoined is

not so much the question , but to have a

judge-made gag jammed into one's facial

orifice is enough to arouse the wrath of

any man who has become inoculated with

the Aemrican spirit of independence and

liberty of thought and speech . - Michigan

Union Advocate.
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG strong Brotherhood of Street Railway Em

THE STREET RAILWAY EMPLOYES ployes. The argument claiming to represent

32,000 had great weight with the delegates
OF AMERICAN.

in this convention . Added to this was the

arguments of the Knights of Labor of Chi

By W. D. Mahon. cago , who claimed to represent some 3,000

or more employes in that city, and if we

CHAPTER IV.
would go independent they would affiliate

and go with us. So these arguments had

Chapter III of our history left us at the the effect of carrying the convention . It

first stage of the inception of the Associa. was decided to form an organization inde

tion . Delegates were in convention assem pendent of the American Federation of

blied in Indianapolis , at the sessions of the Labor or the Knights of Labor. It was a

second day of the convention . There were serious mistake, and that almost

in convention 51 delegates, representing, wrecked the International Organization of

variously, the street railway men of Detroit, the street railway men, but the A , F. of L.

Mich .; Toledo, Canton , Columbus, Cleveland delegates , who were in the majority and

and Youngstown, Ohio ; Colorado Springs , represented the bona fide union men, did

Col .; Milwaukee , Wis.; Indianapolis, Fort not understand the trickery of the opposi

Wayne and Terre Haute, Ind.; St. Louis, tion and were innocently led into the trap .

Mo.; Wheeling, W. Va.; Topeka, Kan.; Du On Wednesday morning, the third day of

luth, Minn.; Memphis , Tenn.; Chicago, and the convention , the delegates took up the

Stony Island , Ill .; New Orleans, La.; New discussion of the constitution . Many names

York, N. Y. , and Tacoma, Wash . - 21 cities were suggested , but it was finally decided

of 14 different states . It was a consider that the organization should be known as

able convention . The former chapter car the Amalgamated Association of Street Rail.

ried the reader to the turning of the con way Employes of America. The officers out.

vention over to the first real international lined by the first convention were one presi.

presiding officer by President Gompers, of dent, five vice-presidents , secretary -treas.

the A. F. of L., and we now take up the urer and three trustees. The president and

work of the convention under its permanent vice -presidents and secretary-treasurer were

chairman, Del J. M. Callahan, of New Or to constitute the executive council of the

leans.
association , and the vice-presidents were to

President Gompers was then given a vote be organizers. The trustees were required

of thanks and three rousing cheers for the by the constitution to meet one week prior

good work that he had done, and the con to the convention and audit the books and

vention settled down to business. bills of the association and be prepared to

The first committee to be appointed was report to the convention .

& committee on rules and order. On this It was decided by this convention that the

committee the Chairman appointed F. H. per capita should be five cents per member

Terry, of Tacoma; J. W. Newhouse and M. per month, and there was also provided a

Dugan, of Indianapolis; T. Holmes, of De defense fund at ten cents per member per :

troit, and B. B. Casson, of Cleveland . month, which should be deposited in the

The next committee to be appointed was local banks by the local divisions, subject

constitution and by-laws, upon to the call of the National Executive Coun.

which the chairman appointed Wm. J. Law, cil .

Detroit ; M. McDonough , Chicago ; Hodge, It was also decided by this convention

Memphis ; Burle, Cleveland; Dwyer, St. that an official journal should be published

Louis; McLaughlin, Canton ,'with the first and be the property of the association.

named as chairman. The committee stated The next important matter to come be

that before it took up its work it desired a fore the convention was the question of

discussion to get the sentiment of the dele salaries of the various officers. It was

gates as to the best plan of forming an In finally decided that the president and sec

ternational organization, and in accordance retary -treasurer should receive each $ 900 a

with their request it was decided that the year and their expenses. Headquarters of
afternoon should be devoted to such a dis the association was balloted for and the

So, on the re-assembling at 2 cities of Tacoma, Indianapolis , Detroit, Chi

o'clock in the afternoon, the question was cago and New Orleans were placed in nom.

taken up and debated the larger part of the ination . Indianapolis received 32 votes on

session . It was here that the Knights of the first ballot, and was declared the place

Labor, in discussing the matterofafiliat for headquarters .

ing with the American Federation of Labor, Following this the election of officers was
entered their

bitter protest against it. taken up, and the delegates placed in nom.

O'Connell, of New York , who claimed to ination for president were J. W. Newhouse,
represent the National Brotherhood of Sur of Indianapolis ; J. E. Husted, of Toledo ; R.

face Railway Employes,statedthat his or. K. Sloan, of Chicago ; Mortimer O'Connell ,

ganization of 32,000 was mostly affiliated of New York ; J. N. Callahan , of New Or.

with the Knights of Labor, and that they leans, and Wm. J. Law, of Detroit. Sloan ,

wouldnot consent to joining with the Amer
ican Federation O'Connell and Callahan withdrew, leaving

vention would decide to cut loose from all

of Labor; but if this con Newhouse , Husted and Law as candidates .

afiliationswith the a . F.ofL. or the K.
A ballot resulted in 3 for Newhouse, 26 for

Husted and 16 for Law . Husted was de.

of L., they would join with us and form a clared elected .

that on

cussion .

1
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For the office of secretary, J. C. Manuel ,

of Detroit; J. P. Riggs , of Indianapolis ; E.

R. Cornelius, of Columbus ; R. K. Sloan , of

Chicago, and F. H. Terry , of Tacoma, were

nominated . Manuel , Sloan and Terry de

clined . This left the election between Riggs

and Cornelius. Upon a ballot being taken ,

Riggs received 30 and Cornelius 15 votes .

Riggs was declared elected .

Terry, of Tacoma, was elected first vice

president ; Hall, of New Orleans, was elect

ed second vice-president; DeWitt, of Youngs

town, third vice-president ; Carroll , of

Wheeling, fourth vice -president, and Burgh

durf, of Topeka, fifth vice-president .

The board of trustees elected were : Wm .

J. Law , of Detroit ; Burle , of Cleveland, and

Hawkins , of Stony Isand .

Following the election of officers, adjourn

ment was taken for dinner.

The fourth day of the convention opened

in the afternoon after this clection with a

great deal of ill feeling. There was much

soreness on the part of those who had been

defeated which was shown on several occas

ions during the session . It was the inten

tion to make this the closing session of the

convention , and several delegates left for

their homes , but towards evening the feel

ing in opposition to the elected officers had

developed to such an extent that a night

session was decided upon and ordered . The

night session convened at 8 o'clock in the

evening. Chairman Callahan was reported

sick, and he and his colleague, Hall , did not

attend, but a roll call showed 46 delegates

yet in attendance . After the roll had been

called a motion was made by Giesenschlag,

of Milwaukee, to reconsider the vote by

which the constitution as a whole was

adopted . After a heated discussion this mo

tion was carried by a small majority. The

next motion to follow this was to strike out

the word " Indianapolis " as headquarters,

and insert " Detroit.” The argument in

favor of this proposition was made by Law

and others to the effect that the association

was young and as yet had no funds to meet

and defray expenses, and that by moving

the headquarters to Detroit the division

there would furnish the organization with a

headquarters , and Law would volunteer his

services as president, gratis , until such time

as the association would become able to

pay a salary . He also agreed to turn over

the monthly journal that was then being

published by the local organization in De

troit ’ as official journal of the international

organization . This argument had its effect

and the recommendation carried .

cordance with this decision President Hust

ed resigned , as did Riggs , and in Brother

Husted's place Wm . J. Law was elected

president and J. C. Manuel, of Detroit, was

elected secretary instead of Brother Riggs.

This also brought about a change in the

board of trustees as Law had been selected

as chairman . He resigned this position , as

did the other members, and Brother Ingram ,

of Indianapolis , was selected as chair

man . The appointment of the other trus

tees was left in the hands of the executive

council and at 12 o'clock midnight, Thurs

day, September 15 , 1892 , the first conven

tion of the Amalgamated Association ad

journed sine die .

To be continued .

In another column appears an address by

President Edward M. Scott, of our Stam

ford , Conn . , local . It is furnished the

reader by courtesy of our correspondent of

Division 443 , and contains inspiration too

valuable to be confined to the meditations

of the membership of a single local.

Disbursements from the death and dis

ability fund during the month of April , 1909 ,

were made to beneficiaries on death and dis

bility claims as follows :

Matilda P. Dahlgren , administratrix,

death claim of Jno. Kagel , deceased

member of Division No. 241, Chi

cago , Ill .; cause, intestinal paresis ,

enteritis, inarition and senility . $ 100.00
Mrs. Etta Thayer, beneficiary,

death claim of C. L. Thayer, de

ceased member of Division No. 22 ,

Worcester, Mass.; cause, suicide
bullet wound of brain . 100.00

Mrs. John Spencer, beneficiary, death

claim of John E. Spencer, deceased

member of Division No. 243 , Taun

ton , Mass.; cause, kidney trouble ... 100.00

Mrs. Edward Querin , beneficiary, :

death claim of Edward Querin, de

ceased member of Division No. 268,

Cleveland , Ohio ; cause, meningitis

suppenative 100.00

Mrs. Anna Kowalski, beneficiary,

death claim of John H. Kowalski,

deceased member of Division No.

241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, acute en

cephalitis and chronic otitis media . 100.00

John C. Eggers and Henry Tiede

mann, executors, death claim of

Richard Hadeler, deceased member

of Division No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

cause, myocarditis and aortic In

sufficiency 100.00

Mrs. N. Storz, beneficiary , death claim

of N. Storz, deceased member of

Division No. 194 , New Orleans; La .;

cause, hypersunia brains... 100.00
Wm . D. Robbins, financial secretary

of Division No. 113 , death claim of

Robert Wright, deceased member of
Division No. 113 , Toronto , Ont.;

cause, pulmonary abscess . 100.00
Mrs. A. Heinman , beneficiary, death

claim of Albert A. Heinman, deceas

ed member of Division No. 85 ,

Pittsburg, Pa.; cause , accident
while on duty ...

100.00
Mrs. Ellen Blackler, beneficiary ,

death claim of Henry Blackler, de

ceased member of Division No. 246,

Salem , Mass.; cause, pneumonia .... 100.00

Mrs. J. B. Sheahan , beneficiary, death

claim of John B. Sheahan, deceased
member of Division No. 380 , Elyria ,

Ohio ; cause , croupous pneumonia .. 100.00

Mrs. J. S. Rainey, beneficiary, death

claim of J. S. Rainey, deceased

member of Division No. 134 , New

Westminster, B. C.; cause , accident . 100.00

Mrs. Fred Wellman , beneficiary , death

claim of Fred Wellman , deceased

member of Division No. 111, Ypsi

lanti, Mich .; cause , tuberculosis ... 100.00

Mrs. B. D. Andrews, beneficiary, death

claim of B. D. Andrews, deceased

member of Division No. 313, Rock

Island, Ill .; cause, heart failure..... 100.00

Mrs. Ida Lundgren , beneficiary, death

claim of Geo. Lundgren, deceased

member of Division No. 241, Chi

cago , Ill .; cause, accident - being

run over by car . 100.00
DISABILITY.

Wm . Baer, member of Division No.

379 , Niles, Ohio ; cause , injuries re

ceived in rear - end collision , causing

loss of both feet ..
100.00

t

In ac

Total
$1,600.00
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charter draped for a peridotormanty days , a

A late communication from the Hatters' Div. No. 246, Salem, Mass .

Union, bearing upon the present status of
Whereas, It has pleased Divine Omnipo

the hatmakers' strike, is to the effect that tence in infinite wisdom to retrove from our

the fight never looked better. The report midst our late beloved brother, Henry Black

states that after four--weeks' trial of the
ler ; therefore be it

Resolved, That we record . in the death of

" open shop " on part of the manufacturers, it Brother Blackler, that the Amalganjated As

has proved a complete failure and most of sociation of Street and Electric Rollway Em

the manufacturers have now determined to
ployes of America has lost a true and honest

member and the family a true and loving

keep their factories closed , putting it up to husband and father.

the hatters that they will open them for
Resolved. That these resolutions be spread

work when the hatters get ready to work

upon the minutes of Diviison No: 246, our

without the union label. Of course, the hat
the and Con

ters will not " get ready” to work without
ductor for publication , and a copy be pre

sented to the bereaved family.
the union label. However, large manufac HARRY E. BRIGGS, Pres.

turers, such as the John C. Wilson Co., of MARCUS SHEA, Sec'y .

South Norwalk ,, Conn.; Union Hat Co. and
BY DIV, NO, 256, SACRAMENTO CAL.

Diamond Hat Co., of New York City ; Union
Hat Co., Judd & Dunnings Co. and Judd '& Whereas, God in His great wisdom, has

deemed it wise to remove from amongst us
Co., of Bethel, Conn ., and the Shelton -Daven

Brother Thomas, Riley ; therefore be it

port Hat Co., of Danbury, Conn. , are rushing Resolved , That Division No. 256 , in regular

work in their shops with the union label , meeting assembled , does hereby extend its

sincere sympathies to his family in their be
operating strictly union shops. The union reavement ; and be it further

employing firms can be best promoted by Resolved, That copies of these resolutions

insisting that 'no,hat shall be purchased un be sent to our deceased brother's widow and

children , and to
less it bears the union label .

the Motorman and Con

dustor, our official paper, for publication, and

that our charter be draped for the period of
CARD OF THANKS. thirty days.

To the Editor : M, F. SHELLEY,

Dear Sir : We wish , through the Motor T. F. TUKE,
man and Conductor, to express our sincere April 7, 1909 . Committee.

thanks to the officers and members of Div.

380 for kindness shown us, for the elaborate By Division 313, Rock Island , Ili,

profusion of flowers, and for the prompt pay Whereas, It
ment of beneficiary .

ourhas pleased Heavenly

Very trulyyours,
Father to remove from our midst by death ,

Mrs.Mildred Sheahan and children. our beloved and esteemed brother, Byron D.
Andrews ; and

Elyria, Ohio, April 25 , 1909 . Whereas, In the sad departure of our

IN MEMORIAM.
brother our association has lost one who was

ever faithful.to.its interests, and desiring to

express our sympathy to his sorrowing fam
By Div . No. 498 , Mt. Vernon, N. Y. ily ; thereforebe it

Resolved, that we, the members of Division
Whereas, God in His infinite wisdom_has

313 , A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A., express
seen fit to remove from our midst Bro. Pat

to the sorrowing relatives our most sincere
rick Sheridan , and in his death the Union

has lost an earnest and faithful member and
and heartfelt sympathy and tender all the

assistance possible; be it further
a beloved brother ; therefore be it Resolved , That as a tribute of respect to

Resolved, That the Union extend to the
his memory we drape our charter in mourn

family of the deceased brother their heart
ing for thirty days; that a copy of these

felt sympathy in their hour of bereavement. resolutions be sent to the family of our de

Resolved, that these resolutions be spread ceased brother, a copy to the Motorman and
on the minutes of the meeting and that the Conductor for publication, and the same be

charter be draped in mourning for thirty spread on the minutes of our meeting.

days. J. C. KINSLEY ,

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions J. R. BRINCK ,

be engrossed and framed and sent to the E C. CLEVENSTINE,

family of our deceased brother. Committee .

G. STANLEY, SR. , Pres.

B. PECK, Rec. Sec. BY DIV. NO. 497, PITTSBURGH , KAN.

March 12, 1909 .

Whereas, It has pleased the Ruler and Pre

By Div. No. 270, Gloucester, Mass. server of the Universe , to remove from our

ranks our brother, John Russing, member of
Whereas, It has pleased our Heavenly Division 497 , who died at 6 o'clock a. m .,

Father to remove from our midst by death , March 12, 1909, at his home, 323 West Park

our beloved and esteemed brother, Harley J. avenue, this city ; and

Melancon, and Whereas, By the death of our brother, Di
Whereas, In the sad departure of our vision No. 497 has lost a faithful worker,

brother our association has lost one who was and unswerving champion for labor's cause

ever faithful to its interests , and desiring to and a tried and true friend ; therefore be it

express our heartfelt sympathy to his sor Resolved, that this Association cause its

rowing relatives ; therefore, be it charter to be draped for a period of thirty
Resolved, That we, the members of Div. days ,out of respect for our beloved brother;

No. 270 , A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , express and be it furth

our heartfelt and most sincere sympathy; and Resolved, That we extend to the sorrowing
be it further wife and children who have suffered the loss

Resolved, That as a tribute of respect to of a loving husband, a kind , all - sacrificing

his memory we drape our charter for thirty father, our deepest sympathy in their sad be

days ; that these resolutions appear on ine reavement; and be it further

minutes of this meeting; that they be pub Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions

lished in our official Journal, The Motorman be spread upon our minutes, a copy for

and Conductor, and a copy be sent to the warded the bereaved family and сару

bereaved family. given to the Motorman and Conductor for

RALPH C. BRAGDON, publication.

FRANK F SILVA, J. A , FENIMORE ,
WILLIAM F. POOLE, CHAS. KEPLINGER,

Committee . ED. ENGLE,
April 22, 1909. Committee.

a
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

EUNE .

CALHOUN ST.CREIGHTON AVE. BROADWA

A TYPE OF STREET CAR IN HORSE CAR DAYS.

Above we have a picture representing the gentleman at the rear is a prospective pass

means of transportation in Fort Wayne, Ind. , enger. Upon the installing of electricity as

20 years ago. The driver and conductor is a motive power Treasurer Orr became a

International Treasurer Rezin Orr. He is motor man.

standing at the front end of the car. The

THE VOICE OF SPRINGTIME.

By Frank Vert.

When the dreary winter's over So. distinctly I remember

And the summer's drawing near, How we loved a rainy day

Then I always dream of boyhood, How we wrestled 'rough and tumble

And the home I loved so dear. In the mow amid the hay ;

There are visions of a cottage How we threw our weary bodies

Where the trees are turning green , On the blanket we had spread

Where the flowers are in blossom While we listened to the sparrows

And the air is pure and clean. In the rafters overhead .

I can smell the morning glories How we loved to hear the patter

In the early morning breeze, Of the gentle summer rain

And I hear the robins singing Coming down upon the shingles,

Out among the apple trees ; Or against the window pane ;

I can see the horses grazing ; How the timbers used to tremble

I can hear the cattle low ; When a gust of wind would blow,

And the gentle voice of nature And the gentle voice of nature

Whispers, " pack your grip and go . " Whispers, “ pack your grip and go . "

I can see my aged mother Many lonely years have vanished

Resting in her easy chair, Since I was a barefoot boy

And the dishes on the table, Romping o'er the grassy meadows

All arranged with greatest care ; In pursuit of childish joy ;

I can smell the dinner cooking ; Now my voice is weak and husky

I can hear the dinner bell And my hair is turning gray.

And the jingle of the harness Now my steps are slow and feeble ,

On the horses at the well . For my youth has passed away.

I can hear the windmill squeaking Still there is a sort o' fever

And the plunger's steady thump ; Comes upon me every spring,

I can see the water flowing When the daisies are in blossom

From the rusty iron pump , And the birds begin to sing,

And I dream that I am drinking When I dream about my boyhood

As I used to, long ago, And the home I used to know,

And the gentle voice of nature And the gentle voice of nature

Whispers, “ pack your grip and go.” Whispers, “ pack your grip and go . "
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DETROIT DIGEST.
whether the Detroit railway men are not

now entitled to at least the average aggre

gate wage they received for the year ending

May 31, 1907 . The present roster of em

ployes shows, in round numbers , about 700

who are receiving less than 25 cents per

hour. There are 500 less , at this time, re

ceiving 25 cents per hour than there were
receiving that rate three years ago. The fig

ures show that the company has benefited

by a wage reduction of nearly 6 per cent.

To retain the present discrimination and

with it the average rate that prevailed the
first year of the present rating would fix an

average rate of not less than 24.6 % cents

per hour . Close figures presented at the

meeting showed that the average rate at the

present rates will be 23.6 cents per hour.

The rate of increase to put the earning

power of the men up to the standard of the

first year of the agreement is 4.055 per

cent. This would fix new rates of 24 , 25 and

26 cents. This would not restore the saving

of the company by the reduced wage of the

two years from June 1 , 1907 to June 1 , 1909 .

There has been no reduction in living ex

penses to warrant this reduction in wages.

No other body of men in this association

has suffered such a reduction. There is no

good reason why the company should not re
store it. In fact, conditions to both men and

company warrant it.

The meeting, being short a quorum , could

do nothing if so disposed. It is likely the

men will insist upon another meeting at

which this matter can receive official de

liberation.

The meeting passed an informal resolu

tion requesting Hon . C. W. Austin of the
Michigan legislature to enter protest against

the enactment of a law compelling motor
men and conductors to become policemen

and deputy sheriffs. ED.

sev

PROPERLY PROVIDE FOR DISABLED

BROTHERS.

On the night of April 24 , Div. No. 26 held

a meeting under previously posted notices

that pioneer members would deliberate upon

the proposed Toledo excursion and the ques

tion of opening the present working agree

ment.

The Pioneer Club meeting was called to

order by Chairman Dennis Cronin , of the

club, shortly after 9 o'clock p.m. Chairman

Cronin announced that the Pioneers' club

would endeavor to arrive at definite arrange

ments upon the proposed Toledo excursion ,

after which the club would turn the meet

ing over to the business of the local,

Business Agent Hallen explained the ar

rangements for the proposed outing, and

stated that the company had profered a car

free of charge for the event, and that full

arrangements had been made for a banquet

at the Hotel Wayne in Toledo.

Secretary W. J. B. Sherwood , in remarks

upon the arrangements, announced tha

enty - two members had signified their deter

mination to take part in the event.

It was determined that the club should

next meet upon the call of the chairman,

after which the meeting was turned over to

President R. O. Starkey .

President Starkey called the Division meet

ing to order at 9:30. He announced at that

hour that as there were but 110 members

present and that as the by -laws required 150

for a quorum , no action taken by the meet

ing could be considered official; that there

had come to the officers alleged dissatisfac

tion among many of the members relative to

the agreement and working conditions, and

as the meeting was called to discuss those

matters and a quorum had not turned out, it

could be accepted as an expression of gen

eral satisfaction with present conditions.

However the president suggested that he

would entertain a motion asto whether an

Informal meeting should be held or not.

Such a motion prevailed and the president

called upon Business Agent Wm. J. Halleen

for a report.

Business Agent Halleen reported that he

had received many less complaints upon dis

missals and suspensions this year, to date,

than in any corresponding period in pre

previous years. He read a complete report

of his work since the last meeting , minutely

citing each case and its disposition. He

stated that it had come to him that it is al

leged that some withhold grievances under

the fear that company officials would " have

it in " for those who made complaints. Upon

this he urged that facts do not sustain such

suspicion ; that cases of like character had

been adjusted, and the complainants had

not suffered, but benefited by it.

The business agent announced that ar

rangements are made for the equipment of

a baseball team, that the company has prom

ised to furnish uniforms, and that as volun

teers may report to join the club, measure

ments will be taken so that the company
can order the suits.

International President W. D. Mahon , who

was expected either to be present or be rep

resented at the meeting, was detained by the

Pittsburg situation , but hadnotified the local

officers of whom he had instructed to be

present in his place. At the conclusion of

the business agent's report and announce

ment, a motion prevalled that the representa
tive from the International Association be

given the floor.

President Starkey declared in order the

report of the secretary.

Secretary W. J. B. Sherwood read an item

ized statement of the receipts and expenses

of the local from January 1st, showing a
balance of over $800 in the treasury. At the

close of the secretary's report the Interna

tional representative was given the privilege

of the floor.

The remarks that followed disclosed figures
which brings forcefully before the member

ship of Div. 26 , and should awaken a fair

ness on the part of the company, as to

New Haven, Conn . - Div . 281 held a large

meeting April 8th to hear a report of the

various committees.

James Lynch read the report of Bro. Con

nery J. Piggott. This brother was stricken

blind while running a car in NewHaven
three years ago. The brothers decided to

take care of him by each member giving five
cents a week. He has received fifteen dollars

a week ever since. When that report was

read there was a cheer from every man's

heart. This little five cents will never be

missed. It not only supports his wife, but

will allow his children to get a chance to go
to school, so they can take care of him

through life. The New Haven papers in

their editorials praised the trolley union of

New Haven as one which should be copied

after. The business men also were proud

that such a union were in their city.

Another report that the members took no

tice of was that of the sick committee. They

have paid_out $ 1,360 in the past year for

benefits. Each member should take notice

when they are taken sick to send a card to

the president, and his benefit will start one
week from that time..

John Donahue, president of the State Fed

eration of Labor, was called upon by Prof.

Watrous of the law school to tell the students

about the boycott which is now pending in

the state of Connecticut. He took his part

in wonderful style. Great credit is given

him by his college chums , and all the unions

at large.

Brothers Eddie Hope and Tommie Reilly

are going to Chicago next July to a temper

ance convention , so they say, but they will

come home smiling from ear to ear.

One more thingwe should remember is to

keep an eye on the buttons ; that is every

man's job. By having a button paid up to

date means your sick benefit when it is due.

Who's there ? Do not get careless about it.

Don't forget your meetings. This union

means your bread and butter. C. P.
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BRING YOUR TROUBLES TO THE vision 425 three years ago this month . He

gave in detail an account of the years 1900
BOARD

1901 and a reduction of wages from twenty

two to twenty cents an hour, and also re

Brockton, Mass.-Div. 235 held her regular viewed the two other isolated Divisions in

monthly meeting Monday night, March 29th. Connecticut , namely 163, Meriden , and 269,

Nine candidates were initiated . The several Danbury. Bro . Fitzgerald concluded by re

reports showed that everything is moving citing a poem from Carberry, and received

along very smoothly with us at present. great applause.

We occasionally meet kicke on the It wa very evident that Bro. W. B. Fitz

street who tells us that our organization is : gerald was no stranger. When President

no good ; that it dn't do this and it don't do Kelly presented him to the Division as need

that , etc. For the benefit of those who have ing no introduction, he was greeted by a

so much fault to find, we inform them that rousing cheer. Bro. William B. extolled or

the local executive board meets regularly ganization of street railway men throughout

every month on the second last Monday to the country, laying particular stress on Mas

consider and act on any and all grievances
sachusetts and Connecticut. He had found

which may be brought in by any of the
it that strikes had been reduced to a mini
mum .

members. This is the place to bring in your
He told of conditions in New York

troubles if you have any ; not up - town on the
state and of the five bills on the statute

corner . For the last four months no griev books for various cities of that state as re

lated to vestibules ; also of crucial times weances have come before the executive board.
are passing through all over the country ,

It cannot be expected that the board will act
and the contention for an increase of wages

on any question or matter which is not prop in Boston , Mass. He said that two years ago
erly brought in as an appeal . If you have

the union men were afraid to move , but by a
anything on your mind , take it to the execu solid and united front of the men they pre
tive board next meeting and give them a vented a cut in wages. He concluded by ap
trial .

pealing to those present to stand together
A number of amendments were proposed unitedly by presenting a solid and united

to our local by- laws, which were referred front.
to the committee on constitution and rules. E. L. Rozezille , former street commissioner,
These will come up at the next meeting. and a member of cigarmakers' union No. 42,
Among these was one which has been de and who made a strong but fatal attempt to

manded by many of our members for some organize the original Division , No. 35 , some

time; that is the Australian ballot system for thing over fifteen years ago and who is an

the election of officers. It is reported to us old friend of President Mahon , referred to

that all divisions where it has been adopted labor legislation before the general assembly,

are very much pleased with it . We hope all especially speaking on the notorious conspir

those who are interested in this new method acy act, section 1296, now on the statute

for election will be sure and show up to the books, and of the four bills for its repeal or

next meeting. amendment ; also on the child labor law and

Our local run a smoke talk Saturday night, the rotten tenement house conditions in Hart

April 3rd. All the car men who were inter ford that now existed , and the bill for a tene

ested enough to attend were given one of the ment house commission ; also of the indiffer

best treats ever had in this vicinity. Those ence of the courts towards labor unions in .

who did not attend missed the best thing
Connecticut.

of the season. We don't mean the cigars and President Kelly then presented Interna

coffee and sandwiches, which were good . But
tional President W. D. Mahon , who was re

we consider it a treat for railroad men to
ceived by a rousing applause. He referred to

have the opportunity to listen to such good,
the early days and the attempt to organize

sound advice as
in Hartford a number of years ago, and paidwas given us at this all
à tribute to his old friend Rosezelle.. Presi

night meeting by our guests, International
dent Mahon went into history and told of

President W. D. Mahon, Board Member Wm.
commerce and trade of the English and of

B. Fitzgerald , and Organizer Wm. J. Walsh.
the trading in early days . Coming to our

On our way home in the wee hours of day
shores centuries ago, he referred to the dei

break sold men who have been absent for nition of human liberty, and that organiza
years from our meetings were heard to say tion held human liberty in its hands. He
that they would be willing to go back and
listen for two hours more. We are pleased

expressed great pleasure at being before Di
vision 425 tonight. The improvement and ad

that all who attended this meeting were so vancement is due to the advancement of the
well satisfied . We are sorry that more did trades union movement. The trade union

not attend. This was one of the times when movement first had light in 1825. That labor

our Milton brothers beat out the men from in Washington , D. C. during Revolutionary

the other barns. There is some spirit over times only received $ 70 per year, and there

there yet. were schools only for the rich ; who could

Every one fully realizes the hardship It is afford to pay for them . The children of

for carmen to attend these all -night meet workingmen were almost carried into the

ings when our work is all day and half of factories to work. Seth Luther of Massachu

the night. We will allow that the men at setts was the first agitator for free schools

Abbington and Lakeville have to make an and that Connecticut was first in 1839 and

awful effort to start out on a two hours ' Massachusetts in 1840 and 1841 to pass laws

ride to .a meeting after midnight. There for free schools. That in trade unionism

seems to be a reasonable excuse . However, President Van Buren signed the first labor

every man who heard President Mahon and bill for government working men that wages

our guests talk will be glad to hear them
increased three-fold and commercialism in

again. Div. 235. creased seven -fold at the time of the Civil

April 5 , 1909. war, and told of a Philadelphia labor union
resolution as follows :

" Resolved , That this union stands adjourn

REVIEW OF EARLY TIMES. ed until chattel slavery is wiped out and the

war is over. "

How, in 1907, the telegraph wires all over

Hartford , Conn.--- March 27 Division 425 was the world told how America had captured

graced by the presence of International Pres and led the world in commerce and labor ;

ident W. D. Mahon and International Ex how labor was a commodity to sell , and had

Board Members Bros. W. B. Fitzgerald , of the right to demand our price the same as the

Troy N. Y. , and D. S. Fitzgerald , of New merchant for his goods ; how the strikes of
Haven , Conn ., better known as the "Heavenly street car men throughout the country gave

Twins." Meeting was held at 2 p. m, and 8 us the wages we enjoy today. President Ma

P. m. hon went into details of the various trades

Bro . D. S. Fitzgerald was presented first , union , and also the different trusts.

and gave a review of the early days and try President Sontimer, of the cigarmakers'
ing times of the men in New Haven and the union , who was conspicuous in the Cleveland ,

trouble that led up to organizing 281, and Ohio strike years ago, called attention to the

the troubles of trolley men by the three com Employers' Liability bill , and for trolley men

panies in New Haven ; also of the attempt to see that their craft was protected in the

which proved successful in organizing Di bill.
COR.
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1. P. AND G. E. B. MEMBERS VISIT NOR

WALK.

its members so far during 1909 than for any

full year previous since the organization of

the Division .

May 1st saw many changes made in runs ,

and several new runs opened up on account

of running to the Watch Tower .

Bro. Emil Siemser has left the fold to cast
his lot in the far northwest. We'll miss you ,

Bro. Siemser, but we wish you good luck.

Bro . Wm . Siebert has resigned his position

with the Tri- City Railway company and will

try farming.
Six more neww members were added to the

roll at our last meeting. Come on boys,

we're glad to have you all with us.

How about the politicians that are looking
for city jobs ?

The chicken raisers are all busy getting

their flocks started. Eggs ought to be cheap

this year. When it comes to raising fine

chickens the boys are there with the goods.

The baseball season of the Three -Lamp

league will open on Thursday, and promises
to be a successful season . It will make lots

of work for the extra men.

WILL START NEW LINE,

a

Norwalk , Conn.-- Div . 476 received a visit

from our International president, W. D. Ma

hon , on April 5th. The state conference

board held a session in our hall in the after

noon , and as many as could conveniently do

so, remained to attend our special meetings

held on that night. President Mahon spoke

at each meeting, and it is needless to say

that he was well received and listened to by

a large number of the members. We have

heard a number of other speakers at various

times who were good, but it was the opinion

of all fortunate enough to be present that

President Mahon's address was the best and

most instructive of any they ever heard . We

had speeches from G. E. B. members , D. S.

and W. B. Fitzgerald, which were very force

ful and uplifting. We also had speeches

from Pres. Chas. Minnix of the state confer

ence board. The president of the Stamford

Division, the president of the Bridgeport Di

vision and others, all of which were highly

appreciated .

Our entertainment and refreshment com

mittees wereon their job and provided well

for the wants of the inner man, and the

amusement of all present.

Bro. Petronius is quite busy fitting up the

summer cars with advertising shingles.

Lord Caffrey took a day off to plant some

Irish tubers for the maintenance or the Car

freyites.

Mayor Wheelhouse was present at the

burial service of the late Gov. Lilley , and

was very conspicuous on the corne of Main

and Wall streets on Saturday evening, espe

cially when the Westport car was due.

Bro. Hi . Hull is in receipt of good news

and is now wearing the smile that won't

come off.

It is rumored that Bro. John Dooney is

showing symptoms of the matrimonial fever.

Iam told that Rainbow has purchased two

bundles of stock of the Norwalk Investment

company, and consequently is neglecting his

interests in the Goose Hill and Řiver street

districts .

We are sorry to say that Bro . Raymond's

efforts in behalf of the stool bill proved a

failure .

David Hearthstone Weeks has sidetracked

the attack of spring fever.

We are expecting a number of candidates

at our next regular meeting which speaks

well for our missionaries . I am sorry to

say that we still have a few members who

are not wearing an up- to -date button. One

member who is in arrears saw fit the other

day to criticise the union and question the

benefit of a paid -up membership, and also

stated that he could see no sense in organiz

ing and maintaining a Division as long as it

was composed of unsklled workmen. To be

charitable to him we will leave him as God

left the Jews, and hope that in time he will

see the error of his way and once more ap

peal to us to receive him into the fold .

On behalf of Div, No. 476 , I wish to thank

our International president. The brothers of

the G. E. B. and other visiting brethren for

their efforts to arouse enthusiasm amongst

the members of our Division , and realizing

the good they did for us we hope the day is

not far distant when we will again have the

pleasure of meeting some member of G. E. B.

COR.

Victoria , B. C.-I think it is time that you

had a little news from Div. 109, Victoria, B.

C.

We
are just preparing for our summer

travel which we expect will be heavy this
year.

Everything is running along smoothly

with us and our company. We have no com

plaints to make whatever. Our superinten
dent has taken on a few new men lately

which we hope to have enrolled on our books

shortly. Our company has opened up a new

line running from the city to Ross Bay

Cemetery , a distance of about three and

half miles, which , of course, means more reg
ular men . The boys name this run “ The

Spook Line." It's amusing to listen to the

boys speaking of the different runs . They

all have their names and I must say most

of the boys have, also, which you will see

in the following few lines which I am send

ing for the our M. and C.

Our company is very busy putting loops
in at the ends of all lines. We are expecting

six new cars, all single enders, which we

are greatly in need of just now .

Now we have just got through with oui

annual concert and dance whichwas a great
success, financially and otherwise. The car

boys of Victoria have the name of giving the
best dance of the season in Victoria. The

only fault this year was that the hall was

too small for the crowd , so next year we

will have to look for something larger.

There were between four and five hundred

on the floor at one time . Our local manager,

Mr. A. T. Goward , and many other officials ,

were with us on this occasion , but, sorry to
say . there was one absent this year-our

traffic superintendent - who was very sick at
home ; but his best wishes were with Us

all the same , and we hope that he will soon

recover and be spared to enjoy the functions
for years to come. All arrangements were

made by members of our local for the con
cert and dance . The hardest , of course, was

the refreshment committee's work , but that

was left in the hands of brothers Gardiner

and Dinsley, old experienced hands at the
refreshment game, and they were given

power to call into service any assistance they

required . , It must be said that the boys they

did call in did remarkably well and the com

mittee deserve great praise . Other com

mittees did well. The chairman of the

finance committee was a sticker when ofe

duty ; you could see him dodging up to some

person selling a ticket before he left them .

He sold as many tickets as all the others put

together. By 5 o'clock p . , m . next day he

had every bill paid in connection with the
dance . How is that for hitting the high

spots ? Old Caates shall have another job

on the picnic committee .

Well,' boys, take a tumble to yourselves

and attend the meetings regularly, then you

won't have to ask next day what took place

yesterday.

April 24 . COR.

NEWS OF DIVISION 313.

Rock Island, 111.-- With regret we record

the death of Bro. Byron D. Andrews , on Sun

day, April 11th. . The brother died very sud

denly of heart failure , having worked his

run in the forenoon, he came , home and par

took of a hearty dinner, after which he sat

down to read and expired a few minutes
after.

Bro. Howard Vint is at the present writing

. very low, He was taken to the Moline City

Hospital about a week ago, but shows

sign of improving.

Division 313 has had more sickness among

no
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HAVE FREE PASSES RESTORED. Colorado Springs, Col.-Bro. Nichols is in
Texas for his health at present .

Bro. Stigenwalt , who has been in Califor

nia for several months, will be back at his

post again soon .

Motorman Preston Davis , who has been in

Denver all winter, is at work again.

Seats on front end of cars for motormen
have been in use here for several years. It

was not through any act of the legislature,
however. We secured the concession from

the company.

You mademe say in my last letter that

this was a " transient" town . when , what I

said was that it was a " tourist" town.

As predicted in my last letter, Bro. A. Ogle ,

of this division , was elected alderman from

the Sixth ward by a good, substantial major

ity. It is needless to say that Mr. Ogle will

look after the interests of the whole people

in the city council . We would like to see

other divisions follow our example.

The " city of sunshine" once more.

Our president. Wm . Ross , has just been

having a severe attack of neuralgia.

Bro. W. D. Buchanan has gone back to

Missouri for a month's rest.

We notice that a new man who knows

more about street caring than the man who

is teaching him doesn't last long.

The street car man who does good, having

the unlimited power to do evil, deserves

praise not only for the good which he per

forms, but for the evil which he forbears.

Division No. 19, the oldest division in the

amalgamated association , also claims to have

the oldest member in the association. Bro.

A. Gordon, popularly known as General Gor

don, is 87 years old. He is hale and hearty

and gets around better than many men at

40. He is janitor at the car barns and looks

after the interests of the company as well as
the men , Everybody knows General Gordon .

Another new time card. Good It gives

work to more men.

Street car men are apparently blamed as

a body for the evil done by one of their

number.

April 30. 174 .

Springfield , Mass . - We have just had the

honor and pleasure of a visit from Interna
tional President W. D. Mahon . Pres. Mahon

addressed two separate meetings, night and

day men , March 29, holding his hearer wrapt

in interest as he expounded the principles of
unionism , and told of the struggle of the

union labor movement, its origin , growth

and wonderful results accomplished. The

local press referred to his speeches as the

most logical and convincing of any ever

herd in the city on labor lines . The boys all

say he is a crackerjack, and we are all glad

to have met him. Executive Board Member

D. S. Fitzgerald was also with us that even

ing, and preceded Pres. Mahon in a pleasing

address. We hope all the brothers will re

member the points of the remarks of these

two distinguished gentlemen and profit by

them.

The passes which we had taken from us

January 1, have been restored, much to the

satisfaction of all of the brothers, and ap

parently no less satisfaction to those individ

uals on the outside who seem to be quite

willing to profit by any concession which we

may effect, but equally unwilling to bear

their share in supporting the organization

which benefits them. These men ought to be

ashamed of themselves. Why not be con

sistent all the way through, and if the or

ganization is no good , why accept the raise

in wages ? Why don the fur overcoats, and

accept the free passes. Now, these fellows

know the association has done much for

them. They know it was through the efforts

of the Amalgamated the motorman has a

vestibule in front of him to protect him from

the cold and storm. They know we offer a

cheaper accident and sickness insurance than

they can get in any insurance company, and

to that end Div. 448 has paid out over a

thousand dollars in sick benefits the last

winter, which no man can doubt has gone

rightfully, and where it was needed, and did

a whole lot of good ; even more than we can
realize. There are some things, perhaps,

these fellows don't know about. For in

stance if they think they are making good

fellows of themselves with the boss, they

are in wrong. It is more than probable he

suspects them of being a lot of suckers, and

hardly worth using for what they are worth

in that respect. He probably inwardly mar

vels that they should not possess manhood

enough to take a stand for their own cause.

They may not know that they are 75 or 100

years behind the times, and that it takes a
lot of patience for some of their fellow

beings to tolerate them . However, we have

evidenced a desire to show them the error of

their ways, and bring them into the organ

ization , where we may hope to teach them

some of the good things in the labor move
ment. To this end we have got the initiation

fee for those who have been in the service

over six months reduced for a period of sixty

days, dating from March 9, from $ 5.00 to

$ 2.00 . We earnestly hope some of those fel
lows on the outside will take advantage of

this offer at this time and not imagine we

will be around after them again bye and bye,

and offering to take them in free and carry

them for a year. as an inducement . ( Will

some of the brothers who seem to take spe

cial pleasure in hob -nobbing with these in

dividuals please call their attention to the

few remarks above , and oblige ? )

The entertainments or dancing parties

given by the Division last year netted some

thing over $ 1.200.00 In this line this year we

have given one ball already, which netted

considerable over $ 500.00 . For a live hustler

in the ticket selling business for these

events . A. R. Parker is the one original

star. He disposed of 290 tickets this year.

The Westfield wing of our local gives a

banquet April 15th.

The list of sick ones has been long this

winter. But most of them are now back to

work , and the springtime coming, we trust

there will be less sickness .

BILL DEMPSEY.

CONTENTION OVER DIVISION OF TIME.

New Orleans, La . — Div . 194 has very little

to report except now and then a heated dis

cussion as to the arrangements of the sum

mer schedules. Of course the company, dur

ing the dull summer season , always attempts
to cut these schedules down as low as pos

sible, which is naturally to be expected. Our
members, through their organization , at

tempt to keep them up as much as possible,
and in this way more or less disputes al

ways arise. If these disputes could be con

fined between the organization and the com

pany they could possibly be adjusted , but

when our members get to disputing among

themselves as to whether the longest runs,

and those up to or nearest 10 hours shall be

day runs, or as to whether time should be

taken away from these day runs and given

to the night runs, it causes dissension among

the members which is hard to be adjusted.

Much dispute in this matter was had from

the Carrollton Station at our recent meeting,

and when a vote was taken , the day men

being in the majority , easily won , but notice

of an appeal to the International President

was made because the matter was not sub

mitted to a referendum vote of the entire

members at that station .

We are pained to have to note the recent

disturbance which has agitated the Central

Trades and Labor Council of our city rela

tive to a shortage in its treasury, but we

are exceedingly pleased to say that several

of the organizations affiliated with this cen

tral body have taken steps to rid the labor

movement of dishonest and undesirable mem

bers and , if possible, bring them to justice.

In this matter our organization. through its

president has been most active , and much

credit is due in this affair to Brother Ed .

Nelson , one of our delegates to the central

body and a member of its finance committee.

April 30 . 194 .
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IS WACKER IN DECATUR ?

we

Decatur, Ill . The only apology we are go

ing to offer for not being in last month's
list is that were so busy we simply

couldn't get around to it. We feel that we

could write enough interesting " dope " to

All several pages, but will try and get off

with less.

Our station remains about the same as

It has been for some time. The company be

gan its persecution with the discharge of

our president in January. continuing more

savage as the date for the expiration of our

agreement drew nearer. This persecution

was pushed to the limit, so that ten days be

fore the agreement but few union men un
der cover were working on the cars. We

have had the petition scheme worked on us

( not with success, however ) that is being

tried in various parts of the country. We

will give a brief history :

A petition was drawn up asking the com

pany to treat with the men as individuals

and not as an organization. The petition pro

vided for the return to the 12 - hour day . The

" botched up" part of it is that the petition

( ? ) provided for the return to the three -man

system, while the bulletin announcing the

petition ( ?) in effect said nothing about what

hours per day should exist and placed the

scale at so much per day. We wish that

some of these petitioners had worked an

entire summer on the swing run . They would

not have shown such a willingness to tear

down what organization has built up here.

We have every reason to believe that this

petition originated in the office of the com

pany, since onesprungup in Danville at the

same time as the one here and it was cir

culated among the men by an official of the

company who co -erced the men into signing

it.

Here the petition was circulated by a cou

ple of non union leaders.

Right here wewould like toask the brother

if they remember " Detective" F. G. Walker,

of Chester, Pa. Well, he has either changed

location, or there are other Wackers in ex
istence . Yes, he is tall, black eyes, black

hair, good build, slick tongue and smooth

voice ? Well, yes, all but the last, and even

that to some poor fellows who— Well, it is

said 'tis " bliss" SO we will let it go at

that. Suffice it to say we are onto and into

the game and we can either follow suit or

trump when it is our play.. But the light

is beginning to shine in spite of the "Here,

you - either -ask -me-for -certain - things-or-you

have -no- job " petition. These things have ac

tually taken place here, which makes the

blood chill to think that any man who re

gards himself as a man is compelled to yield

to such drastic humiliation as has been im

posed upon Decatur car men. It makes us

who are yet on the cars ashamed to look
an honest self- respecting citizen of our

fair city in the eye.

But things are changing and I may add a

brief synopsis ofthe present condition . Pres

ident W. B. McKinley, with whose permis

sion we organized , has made certain recom
mendation which , carried out, which must

of necessity be, are perfectly satisfactory to

us. Later, Mr. Chubbuck came in with state

ments convincing us that things will soon

be adjusted on a basis of fairness, respect ,

right and every thing that tends to bring

about peace and harmony. So I say with

some hope, that the sun is beginning to shine
our way.

We wonder if mamma's boy got his spank

ing when his button disappeared . Boys , re

member the fellow who, on the night we com

pleted our organization, rose in the back of

the hall and proclaimed, "Now that we're or

ganized . let no one get cold feet ?" Poor fel

low - he's a cripple for life. His feet are ir

retrievably frozen .

May 1. “ RECOGNITION ."

ation of Labor Representative, J. C. Colgan,

who was here as a representative of our or

ganization to assist us in an arbitration case

which we won on a former occasion , The

fa'ilure of our committee to agree with the

representatives of the employing company

( The Illinois Traction Co. ) is over the wage

scale. The old wage scale embraces five

classes , ranging from the beginner to five

year service men and receiving 17 , 18c. 20c ,

21 1-2c and 22 1-2c per hour. The demands of

the men in the new scale is for two classes ,

one year and under, and over one year, to

receive 221-2c and 250 per hour.

After two weeks arguments the company

finally offered to make four classes of wages,

from 19c to 24c per hour, the highest being

for 5 year men The men held two raass

meetings after the cars had run in and re

fused the offer of the company and , as be

fore - stated, ordered a strike by an almost

unanimous vote , the vote being 246 to 14 .

The cars, at this writing ,are running as

usual , awaiting orders or developments which
will probably not take long. While the men

do not desire to go to extreme measures to

attain this wage, it is almost impossible for

an American citizen to live on any less, as it

will only average about $ 2.00 and $ 2.25 per

day. We have the 9 - hour day established

here.

The rest of the contract agreed upon by the

committee and the company is very satis

factory to most of the brothers and con

tains some concessions, among them being

the privilege of selecting runs, and time and

a half for overtime.

The division here is in excellent shape and

has the sympathy of the people and there

fore. will win in case the company does not

recede from its position .

We cannot close without saying that no

committee worked harder than ours, headed

by President D. J. Gorman and assisted by

brothers Orr and Colgan.

Your correspondent is too sleepy to write

more, having been up all night to the mass

meeting, and working all day.

THE DEACON .

HAVE ATTENDANCE COMMITTEE.

Newburgh , N. Y. - April 24 No. 388 held her

regular meeting in Labor hall with a fair

attendance. President A. Abel presided . Two

applicants were initiated , and we had four

applications.
I thi : k we will have a class to initiate

some night if new men keep coming . But

let them come. Good timber is always in de

mand .

We have appointed a committee to get

members out to the meetings. Bill Stewart

is the chairman . They will call at your

house if you are not at the meeting. Awaken

you , and get your excuse.

Mike Cosgrove spends most of his spare

time out in the country buying up fresh

eggs.

Bro. Chas. Groth was out at the meeting.

The members will attend the Armory this

week to see the State Ch rities Aid associ

ation exhibit on tuberculosis .

The members are well satisfied to have the

hatters assessment placed on us . It is for a

good cause. Our members say a hat with

the union label is whatwe will buy.
We have a social club_among the boys.

It's the McVeigh Rod and Reel club.

Quite a number of new uniforms are out

this spring. Show me one without the label .

The company is busy making improve

ments. Let the good work go on . We have

been riding rough seas long enough .

At our last meeting we had lots of enter
tainers , speech makers and songs . Bros. Cox,

Scott and Miller gave slight- of -hand per
formances. Treshman played the banjo .

Vice Pres. DeWitte gave us one of his char
acteristic talks on unionism. When we were

ready to go home , Bro. Joe Matthews sang ,
" I am afraid to go home in the dark .

It's so lonesome going through Downing

Park

The lights may be out ;

Some bad men may be about."

Div. Cor No. 388 .

PEORIA POINTERS,

Peoria , Ill .-Div. 416 took a vote this morn

ing, May 1. at about three o'clock, and or

dered a strike, the date for calling the same

being left to the executive board . Interna

tional Treasurer Resin Orr and State Feder
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ARE INSTALLING NEW CARS.

Oakland, Cal. - Owing to the serious illness

of his father, Brother Al . Smith has been call

ed to Anderson , Shasta county.

For the past few days President 1. W.

Smart, of 192 , has been in Petaluma looking

after the interests of he Petaluma and Santa

Rosa boys .

The latest " wireless" chat has gathered

from the “ azure blue , zephers waves" is that

our popular financial secretary has accepted

a position as catcher , but owing to " counter
trades winds,” the " wireless " is slightly

jumbled and indistinct, and leaves us guess
ing as to whether it is for the National

league or just an ordinary street car catcher,

but we will trust to luck , and leave it to Tom

to make a " home run ."

Brother Stayton is erecting a fine seven

room residence on his lot in Fourth Avenue

Terrace.

Brother P. Fury has just returned from
Glenn county, where he has had an extended

hunting trip . He reports the game in that

section as tame and insignificant for him . He

is now looking for the latest reports from

" Darkest Africa ." Try West Eighth , and if

Teddy misses any he will be there next year
“ with bells . '

Brother Dan Hoffman, of the Western Di

vision , who has been sick for some time, is

able to be around.

Bro. Chas. Barron is contemplating a trip

to old Heidelberg , Germany, in the near fu
ture , as Charles was at one time a student of

that famous old college, he will be greeted

by the grand old German yell,providing he

ever gets by the orange stand at Twenty
third avenue .

Bro. T. Duncan , of the Western Division ,

expects to visit the fair at Seattle, and on

his return will look over the ancient cities

of Petaluma and Alameda- " dead, but not

forgotten ."

Quite a number of our boys have joined the

Red Men . Good luck boys! always be good

Injuns, and always bear in mind that the

only good Injun is the dead Injun .

The 0. T. Co. are contemplating vast im

provements for this summer, such as build

ing new lines in various parts of the city, and

adding new rolling stock . They are just

completing the first installment of their new

60 -foot vestibule cars, which will be put on

the Eastern division , between Haywards and

Berkeley. The new are all equipped

with the latest improvements and a separate

compartment for smoking.

Brother A. Simmons has returned from a

two weeks' vacation looking as fresh as a
June rose.

Bro. Fitzgerald challenges anything that

wears pants to a friendly game of checkers.

The Division superintendents of the East
ern and Central Divisions are very busy .

owing to numerous changes in routing of

cars on their new schedules.

It is rumored that the traction company is

contemplating work on various keyroute ex

tensions. one of which will terminate at San

Jose, Cal . The new lines will mean a num

ber of promotions for platform men of 192 ,

and a number of places for new men .

Bro. Richard Lang is counting stars near

B. street . and at the same time is investigat

ing the prices of real estate in that locality.

What is it . brother. " single blessedness " or

" double cussedness" ?
Bro. Jim Place, better known as " New

York " Place , has taken a place in Alameda .

Now, Mr. Place , we think that place is the

best place for Place that he has been placed

since he was a little Place in New York .

A. MUTT.

THE UNION CAP CAN BE OBTAINED.

change is all that they anticipate and will

work the chance in their health for which

they are leaving their native state .

Tis spring finds our membersordering new

uniforms to be fitted out , with flat , nickle

buttons instead of the raised brass button ,

which we have formerly worn . Our caps, to

be bell shape , the same as of old , only with

two silver braids instead of gold braid . The

company furnishes the buttons, with the let

tersC. T. Co. , Oil City, upon it.

The company is installing a new double

register in our interurban cars and also put

ting into use a new trip report, which seems

to worry some of our members. Be cheerful ,

brothers ; do the best you can with what the

company gives you to work with , say nothing
and saw wood. Don't think because you hap

pen . to make a mistake and it comes back to

you from the office that the company is put

out or trying to work you. The man that

will not make a mistake was never born , and
never will be .

Our brothers are much put out because the

new caps handled by one of our dealers does

not bear the union label . That is right,

brothers, union -made caps can be obtained

by our clothiers, and if they want our trade

let them get the goods made by good, honest

union labor . Don't let them stuff you by

telling you that union -made caps are of an

inferior quality and will cost you more than

sweat- shop caps. The merchant who handles

these caps runs a union store. I wonder if a

non - union store here would pay him . If this
merchant will not handle the caps we want,

there are other merchants who do. Remem

ber, union men should patronize nothing but

union made goods. You can get them ; so

buy nothing else.

If you have changed your address this

April, notify the secretary so he can notify

Detroit that you may not miss a number of

the Motorman and Conductor. If you miss a

number and not notify our brother , don't

blame him , but blame yourself.

Remember your obligations .

COR . NO. 470.

NOTES FROM 312.

cars

Davenport, Ia . — Brother Wm . Buckley has

been very seriously ill for several days past,

but is again able to be around.

Brother Hansen is on the sick list at pres
ent.

Brother Henry Holdorf took a thirty -day
vacation and had very enjoyable time

visiting with his parents on the farm ..

Brother Rolke, of the Fourth St. ,line, has

resigned his position and gone to 'Oakland,

Cal. , to make his future home.

Brother Tuttle, of the Central Park line,

has quit us and gone to work at the govern

ment arsenal at Rock Island , Ill.

Brother William Mack was laying of for

several days, and the boys thought he was

probably contemplating getting married, but
I guess it was all a false alarm .

Brother Schroeder, of the Bridge line, has

been taking a great number of days off in

the last few weeks and going out into the

country. We are all expecting him to bring

home a wife some of these days.

Brother ' Robert Floyd took several days

off and went on an extended visit through

the eastern states .

Brother McDonald , an old time trainman,

is back on the extra list . T. A. P.

CONVEYS THANKS FOR BENEFITS.

Oil City, Pa .-Division No. 470 comes to the

front once more to let our fellow brothers

know that our local is still flourishing and

doing good work .

We regret very much the withdrawal of

Bros. Saunders and Raw, who have quit the
service on account of ill- health to go west .

They intend to go direct to Spokane, Wash .
The best wishes of the local go with our de

parting brothers, and we sincerely hope this

Sacramento , Cal.-- Affairs are moving along

satisfactorily in our town . Population has

almost doubled in the last four years, neces

sitating more cars, so that we have about

150 members now in place of 100 four years

ago, and the company expects to open a new

line in the course of a week or two.

Mrs. Thomas Riley wishes me to express

her sincere thanks to the International for

the promptness with which was forwarded

to her the death benefit of $ 100 . The local

benefit is $ 75 , making $ 175 in all .

Bro . C. M, Hamlen has had a severe attack

of pneumonia , but I understand he is recovo

ering T. F. T.
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MAY YET GET STOOL LAW. cepted . We wish him good luck and success

in his new duties.

Bro. P. F. Keenan is sick at this writing.

Thompsonville, Conn.-Our meeting of Div. Bro. George Duncan, we understand, has

452 held April 1st was very important and left town very suddenly for reasons not

interesting, and did not adjourn until 11 known yet. P. H. H.

p. m. We hope the members will always

take the same interest in our future work .

The C. L. U. hall, which is our regular meet ?
WOULD PENALIZE LOST TIME.

ing place, has been thoroughly renovated, is

very unique in the interior and is an ideal
Scranton, Pa - I am compelled to report

place to spend an hour or two . that our executive board has been unable to
I want to retract a statement of last

month concerning stools for motormen . True,

reach an agreement with the officials of the

the committee reported unfavorable , but the
company and , consequently , we must resort

to arbitration . That is anything but pleas

bill was recommitted and had another hear

ing, and I will report the result later.

ing to the members of Division 168. If we

take the decision rendered by the different
Now baseball season has arrived , the ques . arbitration boards in the last few years in

tion confronts us, Where is our ball team ? this city as a criterion , we cannot hope for
It must not be forgotten the record of last justice . They have forced us into arbitra
season , suffering only one defeat during the

• tion by absolutely refusing to make any
entire season. Some of the boys think that

concessions whatsoever.
our third baseman, C. —'Veter, is entitled The company insists upon arbitrating
to one of the Carnegie medals. If Bro. Mal

propositions that are actually contemptible.
ley would get his team together after very They ask that any man in the employ of the

little practice we all know he would give

our brothers in Springfield more than they
company who shall lose twenty- two days in

a year shall be reduced one cent a hour, and
are looking for.

The summer schedule of H. S. St. Ry. Co.
thirty -two days two cents per hour. It makes

no difference whether you are sick or in
will go into effect some time in May, which

willmean more work for a number of men .
jured , if you lose the time they want your
wages reduced. Do they think we are ma

Bro. Zace is going to Holyoke for a couple chines that must be perfect and never get
of days. out of order ?

Bro. Bridge is stur boarder at the Rat
Again they ask us , ' in their

contentions, that no union buttons , badges
Hotel.

or any paraphernalia that would denote any
Bro. Fury is traveling in the four thousand employe as a member of any labor organiza

line at Hayden's station , and will give us a tion shall be forbidden to be worn by any
strawberry festival soon. Cor. 452 . employe of the company . What an insult to

the members of Div. 168 , who made such a

INDIFFERENCE OF SOME INSPIRES noble sacrifice that they may have the right

to belong to a labor organization and have
OTHERS. the right to free speech and the right to wear

a union button unrestricted ! When they ask

us to throw our buttons or emblems of our
Rutland , Vt-For some reasons in the past organization away they are inviting trouble

our correspondents have not presented us which the members of Div. 168 do not want.

through the columns of the Motorman anu The members of this Division have not for

Conductor, items of local interest. I am not gotten the plot to destroy this Division be

here to offer apologies for them orto criti fore , which , from all appearances , emanated

cize. They likely know the reason . If I from one of the officials of the company who

don't fill the bill, all I have to say is that was very kind to the conspirators and shield

Div . 247 can try another. Now, perhaps it ed them from any harm , and his remarks on

has been discouraging to my predecessors to different occasions would indicate it would

attend our meetings and note the lack of in be the ambition of his life to see the organ

terest in our members. But I rather gain in ization down and out, but we will never see

spiration from that. It moves me to action, that day.

so , if I have any good as a correspondent, April 22, Chairman 0. Pratt, of our Inter

just give the indifferent members proper national executive board addressed two

credit . meetings of Div. 168 , and what a brilliant

Brothers, why don't you come out to the speech he made at the evening meeting ! He

meetings ? Why don't you show more inter expounded the doctrines of the labor move

est in your organization ? Those who deny ment in a very able manner, and took the

your organization do so upon the hopeful house by storm when he spoke on the politi

ness that they can convince you that wage cal wishes of the union man. It certainly

earners — the class of which you are a mem did please the writer to know that our or

ber-haven't got sense enough and force of ganization is going to take a hand in poli

character to conduct an organization of mu tics. This is somethng I always hoped for,

tual interest. Fact, I don't believe we want and at last it is a reality. The tremendous

to confirm any such opinion of us. Our em applause which greeted Bro . Pratt at the

ployers know enough to organize for their conclusion of his speech fairly shook the

mutual and financial benefit. So do we. Then , building.
perhaps you think your officers can run I desire to notify the different members

things all right. That is an expression of who failed to attend the last two meetings
confidence your officers appreciate. But they that an assessment of one dollar has been

advise you to attend meetings . levied on the month of April for the pur

Now let's look at it in another light . Sup pose of defraying the expenses of the arbi
pose your officers go to the officers of the tration board .

company and advise them to do some par B. W. Thomas, the genial conductor on the
ticular thing for all or one of us. The com Lafayette line, has left us to take a position

pany can reason like this : " Those association in Los Angeles. Good luck to Brother

officials are given no consideration by the Thomas.

members of their association . They advise Bro . J. Hart has left the ranks of the

and importune members to attend meetings. bachelors . Bro. Joe Casey was best man and

When their own members won't cross the I think it will not be long until some one

street to follow their advice, we certainly performs the same service for Bro. Casey.

won't." Isn't that logic ? What's the matter with conducting an

Now, what I want is to see every member other outing to Luna park. I think it would

attend the next meeting. net a nice sum of money for us if, we would

We are sorry to saythat we have had to all put our shoulder to the wheel .

drop two members on account of non -pay Before I conclude I wish to remind all the

ment of dues, one being an old charter mem members of this Division to be prepared to

ber. But all was done that we could do to receive the decision of the arbitration in

have them pay up their back cards and stay good grace, whether it is good or bad . Never

with us, but to no avail . let it be said thatwe desire to abrogate any

Bro. S. C. Warren was appointed regular contract entered into by this Division ,

police officer the first of April , and has ac PICKLAS POSTAS.
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ARE NOT CATTLE. NON-UNION PETITIONS DON'T GO.

Omaha, Neb . - Omaha wants her street car

men all organized so the company can keep

men . It is surprising how many men come

and go. Men are laid off for various little

offences. Road foremen in a great many

cases pick a quarrel with trainmento pro

voke them to say something back. Superin

tendent then requires trainmen to go and

apologize to the road foreman. I feel sure

the superintendent will find in time this

won't work. It might in some foreign coun

tries, but in this dear old United States we

can not be driven like cattle.

Wefind , with the new men the company is

hiring, the same spirit of patriotism toward

the labor movement. At every meeting new

men are coming into the Division, and very •

few of our members are quitting the service .

From experience I find where there is a good

organization of street car men, men do not
quit as they do here. It seems the company

tries to hold men, but they don't go at it in

the right way. Men in this kind of work are,

in most cases, misjudged by the general pub
lic. The company posts so many rules they

want enforced, and some seem so unreason

able. The company tells its employes to play

the game of bluff, but if passenger calls your

bluff to say nothing but saw wood. I am sure

it is not the wish of any of our members to

disregard rules, but in making those rules it

seems the company should back a man up in

them, and if he gets the worst of the game

not to side in with the other fellowandput

the trainman on the bum for doing what he

thought was right.

At the present time this company will not

take men into service who have trades union
principles. That is one reason men won't

stay. The superintendent, in a great many

cases, tries to sidestep our agreement by

telling new men they must promise him if

they decide to join the union they must come

and see hm. He seems to think these men's

words are not good if they join our union

before seeing him. Our agreement says no

promises or pledges of such nature will be

exacted, and all such promises old men made

is withdrawn. The company, however, re

quests the right to tell new employes they

would rather they would not join our union .

If these men's word is not good, how about
his ?

However, if this company wants good men ;

men that are ready and willing at all times

to work for their interest, they must come
half way. There is nothing made by pulling

from each other as the men and this com

pany are. It would better the service and

make better men out of all of us if there was

a little more fairness shown here , and the

sooner the company realizes that men who

are fighting to maintain an organization or

street car men here are doing so with the

intention of remaining in the service and try

and make it better for the company as well

as for ourselves the better . There will al

ways be an organization here, so, why not

make it a good one, and then go ahead and

all work together ?

Boost Omaha and the union label . The

company has done a lot of advertising here

which is doing good. All cars carry a pic

ture showing ladies right and wronk way

to get off a car, and various other advertise.

ments ; besides a history of the company from

start to the present time. One issue im

pressed me greatly. It seems at one time this

company had two competitors, and in order
to make good they had to consolidate . I fear

we are in the same boat. We are in compe

tition with each other, and in order to make

good we will have to all get together and

act as one, the same as the company has.

Lend us a hand , brothers , and we will soon

have the load at the top of the hill , and it

won't be so hard pulling: If you can spare a

few minutes of your very valuable time on

the second and fourth Thursdays of each

month, bring a friend with you and attend

our meeting at 2 and 8 p. m . , 1312 Douglas
street . SKY JACK .

Salt Lake City, Utah - Our first regular

meeting in April had a good attendance. Bro .

Burt read an article from the Union Leader

entitled, " An Honest Criterion ," which was

listened to attentively, and was much appre

ciated.

Quite a number of our members are on the

sick list .

At a special midnight meeting held April

10th, at which over 200 members were pres
ent, the agreement which our executive

board intends to lay before the street railway

officials for their consideration was read and
was well received.

A few of our members have circulated a

petition asking for a special meeting to con

sider the advisability of asking for a long

day and a short day ; that is , work twelve

hours one day and six hours the next day,

which received thirty -nine signatures. While

we do not wish to deny any member the

right to petition , this subject has been re

peatedly brought up before , and the great

majority are in favor of leaving the shifts

as they are at present. Our executive officers

have repeatedly asked for suggestions, in

formulating an agreement, but this propo

sition was not brought up till after our mid

night meeting, and then in the form of this

petition , which , by the way, is signed princi

pally by men on the extra list, and a few

who do not belong to the union . We think

our brothers would do better to busy them

selves trying to get these men to join the

union. Any fair -minded brother can readily

see that no attention should be paid to peti

tions signed by non - union men. Petitions of

that kind only end in dissatisfaction and

discord .

L. J. Stevenson, a former member of this

local , met death by falling from a gravel

car and being run over on the Emigration

Canyon Railway. The members got up a

subscription to assist his unfortunate family .

Death entered the home of Bro. F. W.

Bluck , and took one of their loved ones. We

sympathize with them in their great be

reavement.

The Stork visited the home of Bro, Char.

Stewart, and brought a present of a strap

ping fine boy, who will doubtless wear the

union button some day. Charlie is looking

happy over his good fortune.

April 16th we held the fifth anniversary
of the organization of Div. 382. We all thor

oughly enjoyed ourselves. Fifth Vice - Pres.

A. H. Burt gave an address of welcome. Prof.

Allen , with piano solos, his own compositions ,

was 'heartily applauded ; Bro. Crane, with

guitar, sang quite sweetly; tenor solo by Mr.

Lund ; a well rendered violin solo by Miss

Roumania Hyde; comic song by Bro. Jones ;

then came refreshments, consisting of coffee

and manny good things to eat , followed by

a song from Bro. J. Wilkinson ; another song

by Bro. Wilkinson, assisted by his wife,

which literally brought down the house. Bro.

Geo. Mills , with his concertina, gave two

comic songs , which pleased the audience so

well he received a regular ovation. Mrs.

May Shingleton in two comic recitations,

" The Old Lady and Her Parrot" and " That

Hired Girl," was distinctly the hit of the

evening's entertainment. Remarks by Execu .

tive Board Member J. A. Reader, in which he

said we should have these "anniversary en.

tertainments every quarter," were well re

ceived. Baritone solo by Mr. Kirkman , vio

lin solo by Master Roland Robbins, and a

song by Bro . Geo. Barrett , closed one of the

pleasantest gatherings we have ever attennd
ed .. Bro. M. Lamont and his able assistants

of the amusement committee deserve great

credit for the success of the entertainment.

We will give a grand ball April 28th,

which we hope will be a success.

We have received about fourteen new

members this month .

Bro . C. V. Bodell has been promoted to

the position of night dispatcher.
It will be general choice day in May.

There will also be a new time card go into

effect. " No. 7."
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MIDNIGHT MEETINGS BENEFICIAL. Excuses for delay in payment of dues do

not help the financial secretary in the per

formance of his duties, neither are they an

indication of enviable principles of economy.

Rancorous talk about company officials

won't gain a point for a friend or improve an
enemy.

Libelous berating of a labor union will not

destroy the organi tion of labor nor bring

credit to the libeler.

Friction with a fellow workman will not

make a job easier.

The man who is appreciated is he who is

known to endeavor to make life easier for
others .

Our membership welcomes the coming of

the good old summer time. L. H. P.

SMALL SHOPS OPENING UNION.

Pittsfield , Mass.-Division 496 held its reg

ular monthly meeting at midnight . April 29 ,

with an attendance of nearly every member,

and all express great satisfaction at the gen

eral order of business and the action taken

in regard to our conditions for the coming

year.

The grievance of Brothers Goodrow , Ford
and Wagner, who were under one week's

suspension , was taken up , and the grievance

committee authorized to act .

Much to our surprise and pleasure, our

three suspended brothers were booked up for

their respective runs the next day without

the action of the committee, and after being

under suspension for only two days instead

of one week. There is some satisfaction in

the thought of the good results derived from

a midnight meeting, and your correspondent
feels justified in taking this opportunity in

congratulating the members of Division 496

of Pittsfield on their unlimited interest in

the organization by sacrificing their night's

sleep and rest to be present at the meeting.

There is no doubt but this organization is

objectionable or troublesome tothe manage

ment as the general manager has criticised

us at the slightest opportunity, and although

he tries to pretend indifference, it is very

noticeable that our last midnight meeting

had some effect, simply because the members
were interested enough to be present at that

meeting. The result is shown in the rein

statement of the three suspended brothers to
their respective runs. This is all accom

plished by being united and acting in a body .
Let us always be united and we will accom

plish many other things that are impossible

while we go about them as individuals.

Any way , we are all glad to see Brothers

Goodrow,Ford and Wagner back to work ,

and we hope the rest will be " shy" of the

front end, now that we have heard the pen

alty.

It is not a very pleasant thing to say that
496 has two or three members who are very

neglectful in paying their dues, especially

one of our highly esteemed conductors , and
who is very popular with his daily passen
gers. Now this neglect is entirely unneces

sary. There is not a member who cannot

pay this small amount each month, but when
it goes on for three or four months it is very

hard to pay_up , then . By all means , do pay

your dues. Perhaps some time you will need
a little help from the local , and if your dues

are not paid you surely can not expect any
assistance.

Conductor Bro. Blake has been transferred

from the South street line to the Chesline

line . No doubt he will miss his daily chat

with "Lizy" from Henney avenue.

At last Bro. " Jack " Powers has a morning

run. Now for spending the evenings in

Adams. Bring her home. “ Jac."

We have the pleasure of seeing Bro . “ Dock ”
O'Malley on his car again. May he spend

many happy days on the Country Club with

out a mishap.

We will long remember the sad fate of

the " hat" that is now under water , after

many unsuccessful attempts to rescue it from
the cold and " chilly " waters of the river by

champion driver, "Mickey" Free. Hatpins

should be used if possible to prevent the loss

of hats. COMMITTEE.

WELCOME SUMMER.

Danbury, Ct.-With 269 things are about
the same as at the last writing. Today ,

April 24th, is the one hundredth day of the
lockout of the United Hatters of North

America, and things are practically the same
in this city as when the trouble began. Sov

eral small shops have started up , and they

are all using the union label. This, of course,
helps things a great deal. No one of the

large factories in Danbury has been able to

start on the open shop plan. They have

tried every way to get the union men to go

to work in these shops, but without success .

The members of 269 , are still holding their

own . Our last meeting was largely attended

and I think it was one of the best meetings

we have ever had. We voted to give the

hat trimmers of Danbury the sum of $ 60 to

assist them . Several other good things were

done at the meeting .

Our hall is all furnished with the excep

tion of a few more dishes. When these are

got we will be ready for a supper, dance or

anything that comes along.

Bro. E. P. Morgan , it is said , took a part

ner for life on Easter Sunday, but as yet we

have not seen it in print, or seen any Per

fectos . We all wish him much joy.

Bro. Fitzpatrick is getting to be a great
orator.

Bros. Elwell and Hodges are on the water

wagon now. Have you noticed the change

on Dock's face. Sharkey would not take the

job this year because it is too dusty.

There are two or three of our members
that are ashamed to wear the monthly but

ton . I wonder if they would be ashamed to

ask their officers to assist them in case of

trouble. Put on your buttons, boys, andput
them on early. S. H. E.

CENTER AISLE CARS INTRODUCED.

Halifax , N. S. - Two new center aisle cars

are in operation here. Some of the boys

think they will be slow for motormen . Pas

sengers enter at the back and leave by the

front , so the motorman will have to open

the front door for them to alight ; also I

may say that they are used on a pay as you

enter system. A sign is che to each

car notifying the public of same .

Two of our brothers have resigned their

positions and taken up other means of a

livelihood . Bro. McLeod 1. is driving a laun

dry team and Bro. Spidel has gone to his

home, where he is about to open a butcher

business for himself.

Is there a cloud looming up ? If so, be

prepared to meet it . You know a storm

comes on very sudden sometimes, so do not

be caught napping.
One of our brothers married . It seems

so, and the scamp never said a word to let

the boys know , which was a pity. Now, Bro.

Brinton , every one of us would like to take

unto himself a smoke. Hurry up !

Not many hundred miles from Clayton &

Sons there is something that draws the at

tention of No. 74 . He's all smiles whilst

passing that locality.

No. 23 is still at it . Let her rip !

A great team runs 32 . Landy is O. K .; so

is by de

SCRIBE 508 .

Marinette, Wix , and Menominee, Mich .-Div.

302 is now passing through her sixth year of
existence. We were organized Oct 29 , 1902 ,

and while at times the sea has been turbu

lent, we have never had occasion to regret
organizing. On the other hand , we can re

count benefits that have made the venture a

good one for us.

There are some among us who are not so
enthusiastic as those who are commonly

chosen to blaze the way for easier travel for

those to come after them , but for the most

part our membership will well average in

loyalty to our principles.

Laxity in paying dues does not characterize

an advance agent of progress .
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START TO BUILD SOLID.

Gary, Ind., Division No. 517 of Gary , Ind . ,

was organized February 18, 1909 , with R. E.

Law , president; Fred Strabel, vice -presi

dent ; V. Roberts, recording secretary ; Clark

C. Metsker, financial secretary , and Law ,

Metsker and O'Malia as an executive board.

The company we work for is a small one,

there being only a few of us . I suppose we

are the smallest local in the organization,

our present number being only twelve mem
bers. Our dues are one dollar . We all be

lieve in high dues. We have a delegate to

the Tradesand Labor Assembly .
Our agreement went before the superin

tendent. He was very much pleasel with

the fairness of it , and has promised to do all

in his power to get the board of directors to

sign up. He had some objections to the

wage scale—thought it too high , but prom

ised to do all he could to get us a good sub

stantial raise. We are only getting twenty

cents now, and have asked for a flat rate oi

twenty - seven.
At our last meeting a resolution was

passed that we are all to ask for the union

label in our hats and to insist that it is

there. Anyone who is caught without a

union -made hat will be fined .

I wonder who she of the wooly coat was ?
Coon shows seem to be the rage with

some of our members.

Scabs and grafters are not wanted here,

as has been clearly demonstrated in the last
few days. Div. 517 .

member desiring to join the sick benefit.de

partment can do so by giving his name to

the dues collector, provided he is of sound
health .

We are pleased to see that Bro. W. Jame

son, who was dangerously ill of pneumonia ,
is able to be around .

EIO. R. J. Thompson is still very weak and

will not be able to be around for some time.

Bro. F. Pollard has not been able to work

since last December. We hope to see him

fully recovered in the near future .

Bro. Harry Bowler has returned to work
after ten weeks' sickness.

Bro. W. Chambers is confined to his house
with rheumatism.

Bro. Harris is very low of pneumonia .

In the king east Division , Bro. Harry Oak

ley's smiling countenance is to be seen , he

having ben suffering from an attack of bron
chitis . Bro. McArthur has also returned to

work .

The boys in the Dundas Division are pleas

ed to have Bro . Charles Pope among them

again . Bro. Higgins and Bro. Hinchcliffe
have also been off work for some time.

In the Yorkville Division , Bro. E.Leonard

is confined to bed with rheumatism and Bro.

H. Devilen , with a severe attack of lagrippe .

The street railway employes of Toronto

have gained considerable notoriety in the

past week by one of their members being

sent down for six months for tampering with

the fare box, and another being arrested for

stealing fives. We are pleased to say that

neither of those men , if you may call them

such, were members of Division 113.

FARMER

WILL REMAIN A MEMBER.MAKING CONVENTION PREPARATIONS.

Toronto, Ont - Div . 113 has started prepar

ations for the convention of the Amalga

mated Association , which is to take lace in

this city in October. We hope to make our

reception and entertainment of delegates and

their friends a record- breaker. We feel sure

that all locals will send delegates to Toron

to , Canada. They will be made welcome, as

we want them to see our fine city and coun

try.

We have a long list of sick brothers at

present. Those on the sick list are Brothers

R. J. Thompson, William Jameson , H. Bowl

er, Geo . Bigg, Geo. Armstrong , H. B. Oakley,

Jno. C. McArthur Fred Doyle and many

others.

The death of our late Bro. Robert Wright

Shedman in Dundas barn is recorded with

sincere regret.

The youngest child of Business Agent Jos.

Gibbon died recently of lagrippe. The family

have the sympathy of our members, ,

Upon the death of our late former presi

dent, Wm . Marshall, our association recog

nizes the passing of one of our pioneer mem
bers . Shoulder to shoulder he worked witn

our late business agent, Jim McDonald and

others, to whose credit is our present mag

nificent organization. He was three terms

president of the local.

Division 113 has every reason to be satis

fied with the progress it is making . Never

in the history of the local has so many new
members been initiated in the first four

months of the year. At this season of the

year a great number of new men are com

ing on the road.

It is up to the members to get after them
and see that they become members of the

Local. Do not leave all the work of organ

izing to the dues collector ; they have not
time to talk to all the new men , Let every

member take an interest in the organizing,

and you will be surprised at the result. The

active part taken by Business Agent Gibbons

in the last session of the legislature should

convince street railway men of the benefits
of organization and the standing of our Local

before the legislative bodies of this dominion.
There has been considerable sickness

among the members. Fortunately, most of

those effected were members of the sickben

efit department, which entitled them to free

medical attendance and medicine, also three

dollars per week . All it costs to belong to

this department is 25 cents per month . Any

Yonkers , N. Y. I take this opportunity of

expressing thanks for the facilities afforded
this local in publishing our various com

ments, and I heartily recommend my suc

cessor to the usual gerferosity of the M. and
C. I would also like to say that I have, in

my short stay upon this planet, associated
with different classes of men ; but for pure,

unadulterated generosity, give me the mem

bers of Local 490 , whatever the case may be

or whatever the conditions . Their generosity

is spontaneous. A case in point is the way

they dealt with Brother Powers, who had to

go to Ireland, a year ago, because of tuber

culosis, and had sent from that country to

the local for another 10 weeks' sick benefit.

His case was unique in a way , as there was

no motion on the books to cover it , but little

trifles like that don't stop the members of

490; so they immediately donated the fifty
dollars.

Your humble servant was the recipient of

490 generosity at the last meeting, for which

Ithank them from the bottom of my heart.

Their undeserved kind words and praise shall

weave a web of happy remembrances in my

memory for future times.

Although leaving the service for another

position , I shall always remain a member,

morally and financially , as I consider itan
honor to be attached to such a local of square

deal men , I would like to remind the broth

ers, before leaving to give serious thought

to the death benefit fund, and when going

over the question , not to forget that the
backbone of a local is the business way it

handles the treasury . No. 490 is very for

tunate with its treasurer. Understand , his

work is gratis. He don't get the same facil
ities and pay as the other officers do.

don't want the members to , misunderstand

me when I make that statement. You know

that the president, recording secretary and

financial secretary do their work at the meet

ings and at the barns , but all of the treas

urer's work is practially done in his own
time .

In resigning my position as M. and C. cor

respondent to Local 490 , I again'thank them

for their appreciation and kindness , and my

earnest wish to every individual officer and

member is, that they will succeed and pros
per with their local.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM COLLINS,

April 30. Ex. Cor. 490
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REMEMBER YOUR FRIENDS.

Rock Island, 111.- About the usual number

of changes in runs were made at the first of

the month .
Bro. Bert , Stone is back at work , He is

looking rather thin after his long illness .

Bro. Geo . Benson has been confined to the

hospital for several weeks , but is now at

home and improving slowly .

On Monday evening, March 22nd, the Di

vision gave a benefit entertainment at the

Elite theater, Moline. About 900 tickets were

sold by the boys, and a good sum added to

our sick benefit fund. A souvenir prograni

was printed for the occasion and a good sum

realized from this source.
The entertainment committee through these

columns , desire to thank the members who

so ably assisted in making our benefit enter

tainment a success . Further, we request all

members to get a copy of the program from

the secretary, that you may have it as a

reference and guide. The merchants who

advertised with us are among the best in

the local field . Merchants handling every

line of goods are represented, and it is our

duty to give our patronage to those who so

ably assisted us . We owe it to them . Let

us show them we are men " above the aver

age," and do unto others as we wish others

to do unto us . Then if we desire to repeat

the entertainment a year later , we will have

no trouble in having all the advertising

space filled and some not now on clamoring

for space. " Remember your friends."

Members of Div. 313 receive annually in

wages about $ 105,000 which is spent locally ,

invested or deposited in savings banks . By

trading with those who so generously assist
ed our cause, you get the best to be had and

aid our Division , which is a duty every mem

ber owes.
Remember the “ Moline Retail Merchants

Association ."
Last but not least , let us not forget our

old friend, the Tri -City Railway company.

Make our service just a little better-above

the average.

Politics has been keeping things stirred up

here for the past month. Everything else

has been swept off the boards to make room

for the politicians.

Bro. Wm. Smart is taking a vacation at his

old home near Decatur, ill .

cou hadn't been in the best of health for

some time, and went home in hope of gaining

his strength . He was getting along nicely,

which was the good news that this Division

heard , when on Monday, April 5 , he was

taken suddenly with a hemorrhage, and died

the following Thursday. Bro. Melancou was

in his forty - second year. He started his rail

road career in 1892 and for the seventeen

years which he has been railroading he made

many friends, and he will be greatly missed
by all . He was oneof the first who helped to

organize Division 270 , o A. A. S. R. E. of A. ,

in 1902 . He has held every office in the

union , and for the past five years was treas
urer. He has been a delegate of this Division

for a number of years . He leaves four sis

ters , beside his parents, who reside at his

home , with the exception of one , who lives in
Zevere, Mass .

The meeting night of this Division has

been changed from the second Friday of each

month to the third Tuesday. The first meet

ing of the changed schedule took place Tues

day, April 20 , and a decided change in mem

bership was noticed. Many more members

can be present on Tuesday than on Friday ,

as many of our members hold important of

fices in fraternal lodges . P. O.

BEACON LIGHTS.

Worcester, Mass .-- We have had another

meeting, and did a lot of business , although

there was a pretty small attendance.

Wake up, and come to the hall ; just a few

more next month . There is something going

to happen pretty soon that will make some

of the stay -at -homes sit up and take notice.

We have changed the time for election of
officers from spring to Fall , so that the new

officers can begin their duties the first of the
year.

Eight candidates were initiated and sev

eral applications received at our last meet
ing.

Bro . Fahey is in double harness now for

sure . Well, good luck John , and we hope

that all your troubles will be little ones.

Bro . Garrity has been on the sick list for

some time, and we are glad to hear he will

be back on the front again .

Say. Jim , take me out to the ball game.' We

hope you win , but would like to see a little

more practice. There are lots of old time

players here , and you ought to get a good
team .

Henry says he pities the fellows on the
outside , and he thinks there is nothing like

domestic felicity. Good luck . Hen. The big

air liners will go faster than ever now , es

pecially on the home trip . " Never again ,"

Henry ; well , the boys miss you very much .

J. DON, WHO .

IMPROVED AGREEMENT,

WELL ATTENDED BANQUET.

a. m. ,

St. Joseph, Mo.-The meeting of Div. 26

held Wednesday morning. April 7th at 1:30

was the largest in attendance ever
known before. Almost every member an

swered the roll call , Those absent were not

there on account of sickness. After the reg

ular business had been transacted the meet

ing was turned into a love - feast . There were

songs by the different brothers and some of

the best talks that had ever been heard ; and
the banquet was the finest we have ever

given . It was a great pleasure to all the

members to have the privilege of meeting

each other. The Division at present writing

is in a flourishing condition , and the meeting

was for members only.

The boys will be very sorry to learn that

Brother George Nelson has left the service .

Div. 326 has lost one of its most loyal mem- ,

bers and the company one of its best motor

men . He was advised by his physician to

go to Southern Texas on account of hig

health. Bro. Nelson began in the service at

the age of fourteen. His first work was er

rand boy for the track foreman , then he en

tered work as shop man , after which he be

came a motorman, in which capacity he

worked until April 1 , 1909. The boys all wish

him a speedy recovery. COR.

OLD MEMBER DIES.

Rochester, N. Y. Herewith I submit a copy

of agreement in effect between Division 282
and the Rochester Railway Company ( see

" Rochester, N. Y. , Agreemnt," in another col
umn ) . This agreement has been passed upon

by labor leaders here as one of the very

best in many respects. It embodies essentials :

that tend toward a closed shop, more so than

if the term had been plainly specified therein.

Aside from being an agreement between

employer and employee, it delegates to Local

282 a power that heretofore has been greatly

needed , and that is a means that will insure

the prompt payment of dues by every mem
ber.

The slogan has gone forth “ That all dues

must be paid on or before the 10th of the

month," and this will be lived up to , to the
letter . Hence it will stand every member in

hand , from this forth , to keep in good stand

ing , or take the consequences.

The agreement was not brought about

without a strenuous effort on the part of

the executive board, which was assisted by

A. L. Behner, first vice - president of the inter
national body.

We heartily commend it to other divisions
that may be in need of something to govern .

them in mapping out an agreement for them .

selves. THE DOCTOR ,

Gloucester, Mass. There is much gloom in

Division 270 , since the very sudden death of

Harley J. Melancou , at his home at Gibert's

Cave, N. S.," on Tuesday, April 8 . Bro. Melan
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A LITTLE ADVICE.

Middleton, Conn . - Div. No. 479 sent two

representatives to Hartford last month in re

gard to amending section 1296 , concerning

unlawful intimidation, or boycotting, and a
few other bills .

A good many of the boys are getting the

feathers and red paint by joining the Red
Men .

A little advice to you , boys ! Brothers, if

you happen to hear of one of our brothers

making a mistake, don't go to the waiting

rooms and tell others about it . Keep it to

yourselves, or if you can help the brother out,

do so for his own good. Remember the old

saying, " one good turn deserves another."

Also the meetings that are held are strictly

private and not to be told outside of the

rooms, and by all means not to others than
the members.

Boys, remember to wear your buttons.

One of the boys is thinking of going down

to Johnson Lane farming, and discarding the

bell cord.

Local 479 is waiting for the new line to

open between Middletown and Hartford, and

are all looking for the run, which we think
will be a good one.

Now is the chance for the drum corps to

get in practice again , as John O'Keefe passed

cigars around to the boys the other day .

claims there is nothing like married life.

We have anticipateda baseball team , but
whether the boys have " cold feet” orwhether

it is the cold weather, we are still debating.

Bro. Moriarity is back to workagain , after

a few days' illness. NIGHTHAWK .

He

It is the intention of Bro. Roy Morrell to

resign his position as conductor in the near

future and move to southern Iowa ,, where he

has already made arrongements to engaged
in the grocery business. Division No. 441

wishes Bro. Merrill every success and much

of it in his new business .

Bro . Baker, who has been at Mercy Hos

pital for the past two weeks, has returned

to his home. It is his intentions to return

to work in a few days.

Many of the brothers of Division No. 441

are desirous of knowing what has become of

our entertainment committee. Why not an

oyster supper ? That's left to the committee.

We know of no reason for a delay unless it

would be that Bro. Maher is looking for a

musician .

Bro. Delmer Shields has been reported as
improving and will be able to return to

work in a few days.

The regular meeting, Feb. 20th , was not as

largely attended as Division No. 441 would
wish to see. We are ready to admit the

evening was not a pleasant one , but we no
ticed several brothers downtown who did

not put in their appearance at the meeting.

The motion to change the regular meeting

nights from Saturday to Monday was car

ried by a vote of 134 to 58 .

The two candidates receiving the highest

number of votes for the nomination to fill

the vacancy of former President Iseminger

were Bro. Roberts ( 74 ) and Bro. Leonard

( 72 ) . In the election Bro. Roberts received

117 votes and Bro. Leonard 91 .

The meetings of Division No. 441 will here .

after be held in the new Trade and Labor

Assembly Hall , corner of West Eighth and

Locust streets, on the first and third Mon

day nights of each month . The Trade and

Labor Assembly will occupy the entire sec

ond floor of the building.

We understand that Pat McDonough is cir

culating, a petition to prohibit conductors

from using the Rooke register, but unfortu

nately the petition does not signify in what

manner the register is not to be used. Nev

ertheless we take it for granted he means as

a weapon of defense.- ( The Rooke register

is made by a company that blacklists mem

bers of this association-a sufficient reason

to petition against it.-Ed.)

It is the intention of Bro. Maxey and Bro.

McMurray to resign from the D. M.,C., P.

Q. N. Ry, and sign contracts with the Ft.

Dodge & Southern Ry ., where they will act

in the capacity of conductors.

Any items of interest to Division No. 441

will be gladly received from any brother of

the division by the correspondent. The same

can be given by calling up Iowa phone No.

1272 or 742 East Mutual. All items for pub

lications must be received by correspondent

not later than the 28th of each month .

W. O'DONOGHUE,

Correspondent.

MEMBERSHIP INCREASING.

a

Dubuque, la . - The early part of February

Bro. E. Cruise attended the Iowa legislature

at Des Moines as an elected representative of
our Local No. 329. At our last meeting he

gave a very good review of same.

Our membership is growing right along.

There are but a very few that do not belong.

Most of them are old heads that have been
coaxed for years . They are talking about

and looking for a raise in wages, shorter

hours, etc. , as much , and likely more, than

any one else, but never stop to think how it

is to begotten .

Bro. Gloeckner has made a very neat lit
tle investment. He has got for himself a

cook . Congratulations to you Peck, from

the local .

From the appearance of some of the boys

and some of the steady patrons of the road

there will be more prospecting soon . How

about it , Bro. F. S. ?

Bro. F. Ames and wife are the proud par

ents of another little motorman.

The weather here seems to be hard on the

boys. There has been lots of sickness lately .

Bro. Welch is laid up with game leg,

caused from a small scratch last fall . Bro.

0. Blume is getting along very nicely after

an operation for a rupture in his side ,

caused by a severe strain while working on

the head end of a car. We are glad to see

them both on the road to recovery.

A. Hector has resigned and will take up
farming at once. He leaves many friends

here who wish him the very best of luck .

Bro. Zeigler, we of Local 329 extend our

heartfelt sympathy on the loss of your be

loved brother.

Don't like to boast, but we have some very

prominent men on our cars here. There is

Bro. Kruse, the astronomer, who has been

studying the stars , etc. , till early morn ,

' most all winter ; Bro. Mead , the politician ,

who so successfully carried out the election
of W. J. Bryan ; Bro. Carter, the general

manager of the beefers , and then there are
Bros. H. Riessellmann and J. Foley.

Well , boys , everybody with his shoulder
to the wheel and push the good work

along ! Only 13 per cent of our men

non -union men , but we will soon make that

bunch look like two cents .

Bro. Clute takes the girl's eyes and

THAT'S ALL.

PAY TRIBUTE TO DEAD BROTHER.

of

Youngstown, 0. - Div. 272 held three in

teresting meetings this month. Besides reg

ular meeting on 9th and 24th , we held a

special meeting on the 11th , when much

business for the welfare of the local was

transacted .

This division extends its deepest sympathy

to Div. 397, Niles, O. , in the loss of Bro . Fred

Duff, who died on the 24th as the result of

an accident while in performance of duty.

This local paid its respects to the memory

the departed brother by attending fu

neral and sending a suitable floral tribute .

May he rest in peace and quiet

In the land so pure and bright,

For to him it does not matter
If the block is red or white.

Bro. Cordrey thinks he's it because he has

one of those nifty buttons.
Bro . Savin was fooled by going to

warmer climate , because the weather man

overlooked Youngstown and we had no win
ter here.

are

а
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ROCHESTER N. Y., AGREEMENT.

Memorandum of agreement made and en

tered into this 21st day of April, 1909 , by and
between the Rochester City Lines of the

New York State Railways, party of the first

part, hereinafter for convenience sake called

the Company, and the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway Em
ployees of America , Division 282 of Roch

ester , N.Y., party of the second part, and

hereinafter for convenience sake called the

Association ,

Witnesseth : That in the operation of the

lines of the party of the first part both par

ties do mutually agree.

Section 1. The Company agrees to meet

and treat with the duly accredited officers

and committees of the Association upon all
questions arising between them, and should

any dispute arise between them , which can

not be mutually adjusted , the same shall be

submitted at the request of either party, to

the Board of Arbitration , as provided for in
this agreement, and the conductors and mo

tormen shall continue the operation of the

Company's cars.

Sec . 2. For the purpose of settling dis
putes which cannot be mutually adjusted

between the Company and the Association,

there shall be selected a Board of Arbitra

tion composed of three disinterested per
sons, one to be chosen by the Company, one

to be chosen by the Association , and the

two, thus selected , to select the third arbi

trator, the finding of the majority of said

Board of Arbitration to be final and binding

upon the parties hereunto. Either party

hereunto shall name its arbitrator within

Alteen days after having received written

notice from the other party hereunto, and

either party failing to so name its arbitrator,

shall forfeit its case.

The two arbitrators selected by the parties

hereunto shall meet from day to day after

their selection . for the purpose of selecting

the third arbitrator, and, after a period of

ten days , if the third arbitrator has not
been selected, the representatives of the

Company and the representatives of the As

sociation, with the two arbitrators selected,

shall meet and see if it is not possible to

agree upon a third arbitrator and make such

other arrangements concerning the arbitra

tion as they deem advisable. II no agree

ment as to the third arbitrator can be reach

ed within ten days after the matter has

been referred to the representatives of the

Company and the Association, then the third

arbitrator isto b appointed by the Judge of

the United States Court of the district in

which Rochester is situated.

Each party hereunto shall bear the ex

pense of the arbitrator of its own selection

and the parties hereunto shall jointly pay

the third arbitrator.

Sec . 3 All motormen and conductors who

are now or may hereafter become members

of the Association ; or who have made appli

cation for membership in the Association,

up to and including the date of the signing

of this agreement, shall remain members, in

good standing of the Association, so long

as they remain in the service of the Com

pany, providing that such continuance in

membership shall not conflict with the laws

of the Association . All new motormen and

conductors employed in the future after a

probationary period of thirty days : 1f they

still remain in the service, shall become

members of the Association and subject to

the above provisions. Should the Associ

ation expel a member for the violation of

its laws , the Company agrees to dismiss said

member from theservice, upon receipt of

the proof of such violation from the Associ .

ation.

Sec. 4. It is further understood and

agreed that where an employe of the Com

pany is suspended or discharged from the

service and after a thorough investigation

It is found through conferences between the

officers of the Company and the Association

or by arbitration , that such employe is not
guilty of sufficient cause to warrant such

action , he shall be reinstated and paid for

such lost time as may be decided upon .

Sec. 5 . In operating the cars of the Com

pany the runs shall be awarded to the mo

tormen and conductors in accordance with

their seniority of service.

Sec. 6 . All conductors and motormen who

are required to work over ten hours on Sun

days and holidays , or longer than the regu

lar schedule time their runs call foron

week days, shall be paid at the rate of time

and one -half for such over- time.

Sec . 7. From the date of this contract

until the first day of May, 1910 , motormen

and conductors employed under the Roches

ter City Lines, shall be paid by the hour on

the following basis :

For the first six months of service twenty

( 20 ) cents per hour.

For the second six months of service twen

ty -two ( 22 ) cents per hour.

For the third six months of service and

thereafter twenty -four ( 24) cents per hour.

All other employes of the Company who

are members of the Association, including

the motormen and conductors on the Roch

ester and Sodus Bay Line, shall be paid the

same scale as in force on the date of the

signing of this agreement.

Sec. 8. Any employe of the Company who

is a member of the Association, appointed to

any other position than motorman or con

ductor may at the discretion of the Company

be allowed to take his former position upon

retirement from such appointed position , and

any member of the Association elected or

appointed to any office in the Association

whereby his duties take him from his work

with the Company, shall be allowed upon

his retirement from such office, to take his

former position with the Company.

Sec. 9. In consideration of the above, the

Association agrees that its membership shall

perform their labor and use their influence

and best endeavors to promote and advance

the welfare and prosperity of the Company.

Sec. 10. This agreement and the pro

visions thereof shall continue in force and

be binding upon the respective parties here

unto until the first day of May, 1910. and

from year to year thereafter, unless can

celled or changedby the parties hereunto.

Either party hereunto desiring a cancel

lation of this agreement shall notify the

other party in writing of the desired can

cellation thirty days prior to the end of

each year, which is the first day of May. It

is understood , however, that both parties

hereto agree not to cancel this agreement

prior to April 1st, 1914.

Either of the parties hereunto desiring a

change in any section or sections of this

agreement, shall notify the other party in
writing of the desired change thirty days

prior to the end of each year, which is the

first day of May. After such notice, the

agreement shall then be opened up, and the

change or changes desired shall be consid
ered . Upon failure to reach a mutual agree

ment upon any changes desired by the par
ties hereunto , the same shall be arbitrated

as provided for in this agreement, and shall

be then entered into and becomes a part of

this agreement.

On the part of the Rochester City Lines of

the New York State Railways,

E. J. COOK ,

Vice -Pres. and Gen'l Mgr.

On the part of the Amalgamated Assocl

ation of Street and Electric Rallway Em

ployes of America , Division No. 282 ,

C. H. MCCROSSEN ,

President.

GEO. KEENEN,

( Seal . ) Secretary .
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BARRE AND MONTPELIER, VT., AGREE:

MENT.

Articles of agreement between the Barre

& Montpelier Traction & Power Company,

their successors, assignees or lessees, party

of the first part , and the Amalgamated Asso

clation of Street Railway Employes of Amer

ica , Division No. 242, Montpelier, Vermont
party of the second part,

the judgment of the superintendent consid

ered competent shall have the preference of

filling the vacancy caused by said barnman .

Sec. 11 . This agreement shall be effective

from and including February 1 , 1909 , for the

term of three years, and if any change shall

be desired by either party hereto , after the

expiration of said term, they shall giveathe

other party thirty days' notice prior to the

expiration of said three years ; and it said

notice is not given said agreement shall con

tinue another year, and go on from year to
year.

Signed by the respective parties hereto,

this sixth day of February , A. D. 1909 .

BARRE & MONTPELIER TRACTION , &

POWER COMPANY.

DIVISION 242 , AMALGAMATED ASSOCIA

TION OF STREET AND ELECTRIC

RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA ,

MONTPELIER , VT.

DALTON, PA., AGREEMENT.

WITNESSETH :

Section 1 . That in the operating of the

lines of the party of the first part , both par
ties agree that all business shall be tran

sacted between the properly accredited com

mittees of each party hereto .

Sec. , 2 . And, it is further stipulated and

agreed by and between the parties hereto
that if said committee cannot agree upon

any matter in dispute, then the said matter

shall be decided by arbitration ; the said

party of the first part to nominate one man ;

the said party of the second part to nomi

nate one, and both parties thus nominated

shall choose the third man to act with them
in the settlement and disposition of all

grievances and matters in dispute, and shall

appoint a proper place within the city of

Montpelier, in the county of Washington and

state of Vermont, to hear the matters in dis
pute, and to receive all evidence that either

side may consider necessary to the end that

said matters and grievances shall be amic

ably settled , and the decision of the said
board of arbitration shall be final. And ,

pending such arbitration , there shall be no

strikes or lockouts .

Sec. 3 . All motormen , conductors and

barnmen in the employment of said com

pany shall receive for the first six months

fifteen ( 15 ) cents per hour, second ! six

months eighteen and one -half . (1842 ) cents

and thereafter an increase of one -half cent

per hour for each six months' period of ser

vice until the maximum rate of twenty- one

( 21 ) cents per hour is reached , which maxi

mum shall be the rate for all men who have,

been in the service of the company three

full years.

( a ) Spare men working less than five

hours shall receive twenty ( 20 ) cents per

hour.

Sec. 4. All men shall have respective

places on the list in accordance with their
age in the service , thus giving the eldest

man in the service preference of position .
Sec . 5 . If an employe is laid off for a

cause that needs investigation , such investi

gation shall be had within three days there

after, and notice shall be given to the party

to be present , and he may produce such wit

ness and facts as he may consider necessary

at said hearing, and he shall receive the final

decision within three days thereafter.
Sec . 6. In the absence of the superinten

dent, no regular men shall be called upon to

perform extra work when extra men

available ; the seniority rule shall apply in

regulating the same. which means the oldest

man shal decide whether he act as motorman
or conductor.

Sec. 7 . All regular runs shall conform as

nearly as possible to a ten -hour work day .
Sec . 8 . If by any cause whatsoever the

men are detained at the car barn or at any

other place , awaiting the moving of the cars,

they shall receive their regular pay , pending

the moving of said cars , unless notified by

proper authority that their services are no

longer required.

Sec . 9 . Employes who are ' officers of the

association , or upon its committees, or dele

gates to labor conventions, shall, during such

tenure of office, enjoy preference over other

employes in securing leave of absence for

the purpose of transacting ' usiness for asso

ciation or attending convention .

Sec. 10 . Barnmen shall be required to give

three months' notice to their local of their

desire to change their position for conducto :

or motorman , and the oldest spare man in

Agreement made this 14th day of April,
A. D. 1909 , between the Northern Electric

Street Railway Company, of the first part,.
and the Amalgamated Association of Street

and Elctric Railway Employes of America,
Division 489 , of Dalton, Pennsylvania, of the
second part .

Whereas, It is agreed by both the above

named parties that it is for their mutual

interest that there should be an agreement

and understanding between them. It is,

therefore, hereby mutually understood and

agreed :

First. All trainmen to be paid at the rate
of twenty -two cents ( 22c ) per hour lat,

until April 14th , 1910 , the company to furnish

two ( 2 ) standard uniforms and caps during

the term of this agreement to trainmen who

have been in the employ of the company six

( 6 ) months or longer.

Second . Motormen to be allowed the use

of high stools on regular cars north of city

line; provided that they furnish and keep in

repair a standard uniform stool to be ap

proved by the superintendent of transporta

tion . It is agreed that abuse of this priv

ilege will result in the suspension of the

offender, for teh first offense (30 thirty days ;:

second offense,, discharge. It is further un- .

derstood and agreed that accidents or inci

dents that might result in accidents, traced

to the use of said stools will be sufficient

cause for their discontinuance.

Third . All regular runs to alternate one

week nights and one week days, and all

regular runs to be permanent runs of two

shifts of as near nine ( 9 ) hours as the busi

ness of the company and schedule will per

mit. Passenger runs to be assigned accord

ing to seniority.

Express , coal and work car runs to be as

signed by the superintendent of transporta

tion from the men and according to his best

judgment.

Fourth. The Northern Electric Street Rail

way Company hereby agrees to treat with

such of its employes as are members of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec

tric Railway Employes of America, Division

No. 489 , through the proper officers of said

division .

Fifth . This agreement to continue in force

from the time of its execution until the 14th

day of April, 1912 , except the first clause

relating to wages and uniforms, which can

be taken up annually .

THE NORTHERN ELECTRIC ST. RY. CO .,

Ezra H. Ripple , R. W. Day,

Secretary. Gen'l Manager.

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OFSTREET
AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES

OF AMERICA, DIVISION 489 .

James Allan, Pres .

Raymond Dymond,

James R. Baker,

H. H. Carpenter,

John J. Johnson ,

Executive Committee.

are
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etc.

HISTORY OF DIV. NO. 85, PITTSBURG, event of an emergency . They were an un

known quantity. There were others few

PA .
only-who openly refused to join and boast

fully proclaimed their opposition . They

were making an open bid for favor at the

hand of the company. So vigorously did
Letter No. 15 .

they assail the organization and its officers,

and so nonsensically , that the officials of

the company were aware of their artifice ,

In taking up letter number 15 in my serial and I gravely question that any of them
letters upon the history of Division No. 85 , ever received any merit for their pains. Any
perhaps there is an apology due those who how , they were regarded as of little conse
are following the lineof these letters in quence by the officers of the organization,

sympathetic interest and those to whom the and they met with anything but favor at
letters come as a matter for entertainment the hands of their fellow workmen. Men
or pleasurable reminiscent awakening, or for who delight in slanderously assailing others
historical record and comparison . The

soon become known, and invite a suspicion
critic, of course, will adopt his own explana from their fellow - men.

tion. To be frank , the editor has seemed to
But the hazzarding element was the back

have crowded out my contributions , and
sliders . There were about 200 of those

replies to the writer that he has been short
scattered about upon the various lines. Many

of space. In that respect, correspondents of them were the worst element of obstruc
are victims of his making, which is , I am

tion to the progress of the local . , They in
sure, sufficient apology from a contributor

vented such arguments as the smallness of
to the reader.

their perception would permit as an excuse
In preceding letters bearing upon the ad- : for their violation of their obligation . This

ministration under President Jacob L. usually extended only to the common,

Stump, have noted many advantages parrot- like expression that the local was " no

gained in working conditions, but the effort good." "When you fellows get ready to
to secure a direct increase in wage was

strike and do something you'll find me with
handed over to his successor, Bro. James you , They refused to admit that they
Galbreath, of the Wylle avenue line. So, were the ones who contributed most to the

wo leave the record of 1900. weakness of the organization . Those men

But in passing, we will take inventory of were less reliable than those who had never

the work of organization during that year.
joined. Such men would have haled with

At the beginning of his term the roster con delight a failure of the organization and

tained 658 names , with a substantial mem pointed to it as a confirmation of their pre

bership of 432. During 1900 there were en tended position that it was “no good ." Their

rolled 385 new members, making a complete weakness was the father to their prejudice

enrollment of 1,043 . A few of this enroll against any success of the movement and

ment had been made from other Pittsburg forced them to take a stand against their

and Allegheny lines, very likely, however, own interest . Unlike the vicious element

not to exceed 100. Some of these, as that had refused to join , but really were

previously stated, were transferred to Brad hopeful that the organization would main
dock Local 120, and a few had been gath tain for the good it brought them and the
ered from the United Traction and Birming opportunity it gave them to exploit their
ham liner. Those were a secret membership . opposition to gain favor with the company,
But, surely , more than 900 had been recruited these backsliders were anxious for its dis
upon the Consolidated lines . Yet there were ruption that they might be relieved of their
less than 900 motormen and conductors in awkward position . As long as the organi
the Consolidated Traction service on Janu zation existed their weakness was exposed

ary 1st, 1901 ,
and they were sensible of the contempt of

all other elements.
But the reliable membership had not per

The non - member looked

ceptibly increased. When I refer to reliable upon them in a spirit of condescension as

membership I mean the paid -up membership.
though they regarded them as being without

That is composed of the men who sustain an ordinary decision of character . " If I joined

organization. Among them cannot be anything, I'd stick to it," they would say.

counted backsliders. True, there are a few They regarded them as not having brains

men, at all times, in any organization who enough to determine where their place was

lag behind in their dues, some inadvertently, and then take it. Of course, some of those

some from misfortune and some from neg 200 were what might be classed " paying

ligence. There are yet others who are indif . members," who dragged behind in their
ferent as to their future and what it may

dues.
bring to them . Usually a wholesome per
centage of the classes thus designated may However, the enrollment niay be accounted

be counted upon to add to the reliable paid for, it is very evident that some 300 of those

up membership . But they are not a part enrolled had left the service during the

of it. period of the existence of the local up to

The actual paid -up membership of Div. January 1 , 1901 .

85 January 1st, 1901, was 454 , a net gain of During the latter part of President
22 for the year. There were a few more

Stump's administration , Div . 85 inaugurated

paying members, but they were not paid -up a movement to secure legislation from the
in full. There were about 200 men work

state legislature to enforce complete vesti
ing for the company at the time who had

not been enrolled
bule protection for motormen and

members. Some of to limit

these were newly employed, but for the most
a day service for street railway men to 10

hours.part they were men who had withheld their A committee of two was appointed

membership hopeful that they were more to get the bills legally prepared and secure

secure in their employment by so doing. Of their presentation to the state legislature.

course, these men , when approached for their One hundred dollars was placed subject to

applications , offered excuses which , they the use of Treasurer
J. Lees, from

hoped at least, were accepted as plausible. which to defray necessary

Some deferred with the excuse that they
expense of the

project. Treasurer Lees was appointed as
were to continue with the company but a

one of the committee. The committee wag
short time, were pressed for money but

instructed to invite the co - operation of Div.
would come in as soon as they could see

their way clear
120 in the move and request a committeeman

financially, others were

studying the question and were yet in doubt.
from that local to be appointed . This mat

All of these would assure the officers of the ter was handed over to the new administra

local that they were good union men and tion.

could be relied upon in a fight with the While schedules had led to much honest

company. I presume some of them gave contention upon some lines , a review of the

the company officials equal assurance that work of the organization during the ad

they would stand by the company in the ministration of 1900 can bring nothing but

event of a clash at arms. However that satisfaction to the membership . A report

may be, there was no cinch as to the side of the year can be none other than that of

upon which they would be found in the progress. OLD TIMER ,

as

Wm.
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NOTES FROM 174. AN EVENTFUL MEETING.

Lynn, Mass . - Division 238 has had, in the

past, a great many good times, but nothing to

compare with the seventh anniversary of our
installation and reception to our Interna

tional president, W. D. Mahon, and Board
Member W. D. Fitzgerald, which was held on

Wednesday evening, March 31 , at West Lynn

Odd Fellows' hall. There were two hundred

members of the organization who sat down

to a very fine banquet, which was gotten up
by Bro . G. W. Harrington . assisted by 'an

able committee , who received many compli

ments for their work , The musical part of

the entertainment was in charge of Bro. Lit

tlefield , who more than pleased the boys with

selections of his talent . It consisted of sing

ing by B. Frank Dennis , who was obliged to

respond to three encores before the brothers
would allow him to take his seat . Bro. Lit

tlefield's quartet filled in between the speech

making very acceptably. The affair was a

success in more ways than one , but chiefly

in the distinguished guests that were with

us, consisting of His Honor, the Mayor, J. E.

Rich , International President Mahon and

others, beside members from Chelsea; Melrose

and Maplewood , who came down in two spe

cial cars, not returning home until midnight.

LOCAL IS THRIVING.

Fall River, Mass.-The boys of Division 174
seem to think that “ all work and no play

makes Jack a dull boy " and consequently

have been mixing matters a little this spring .

On Easter Monday night, April 12, we held

our eighth annual ball in Annawon Hall, and

feel safe in saying that it proved a huge suc

cess. The hall was very tastily decorated

with artificial flowers and bunting and the

stage was transformed into an electric car,

which showed over a hundred colored lights

and practically hid the orchestra .

Music was furnished by the Lyric Singing

Orchestra, and before the opening of the bali

they gave a concert program of several num
bers.

One innovation was that every member of

the committee and all of the aides , appeared

in uniform with white gloves and ties to

match . Supt. Holmes kindly gave us all new

buttons, and When Pres . Kirby started the

grand march , followed by about twenty five

-uniformed men , the effect was decidedly

pleasing.

There were several guests from surround

ing cities, including General Supt. Seibel and

Division Supt. Murphy, of Taunton ; Division

Supt.; Bisbee, of Newport and our local Supt

Holmes, and Mayor Coughlin were on hand,

Committee of arrangements consisted of

Wm. H. Kirby , chairman ; John Kelly, treas

urer ; Hugh H. Lennon , secretary ; Michael
Galvin , Nicholas Wilkinson , Wm . Butler,

Frank O'Keefe, John W. Powers , Morrill C.

Woods and Wm. A. Doran .

Aides : Wm . Caswell , John Larkin , John E.

Henshaw , Chas. J. Mulcahy, Chas. J. Part

ridge, John Harrington , Jas. S. Stepp, Michael

J. Langdon , Wm . H. Cooper, Jas. E. Goss.

Harry Sunderland, SamuelA. Lockhart, Jere

J. O'Neil, Leopold Quintin, George Ross, Sam

uel F. Stowell and Michael Nagle.

Since part of our membership is made up

of Newport boys, they decided not to be out

done and ran a very successful ball , which

was pulled off on April 22 .

This was the first ball run in Newport un

der the auspices of Division 174. Judging by

the outcome they will be a regular feature

in years to come.

They secured the use of Masonic Hall , had

a fine orchestra and spared no pains to make
the decorations beautiful, which included

turning the stage into an electric car in

which could be seen the musicians .

Two special cars came down from Fall

River with about seventy - five speilers , and

that . added to the large crowd from New

port, speaks well of the popularity of the

Carmen's balls in this portion of the U. S. A.

Committee of arrangements : James E.

Goss , chairman ; Dan Pendergast, Fred Mor

rissey , Roy Dennies, James Murphy, Wm . F.

Kelly. Philip St. Denis, Clarence B. Pierce,

Robert Heath , Wm. B. Caswell and Richard

Ehbit .

The banquet held in Boston , April 29 , to
show our appreciation of the work done by

the recent wage arbitrating committee was

well represented by Fall River. Division 174

sent up eleven men ; Prest. Kirby , Vice - Pres .

Crowley, Treasurer Kelly , Financial Sec . Len

non , also Bros. Powers , Butler , McGuire , Hen

shaw , Morris , Cockcraft , Doran and our ex

president , Mayor Conglin .

The boys went up on an early train and
were met by Representatives Parks, of Fall

River, who took them through the Charles

town state prison , and Warden Bridges

allowed them the special privilege of visiting

" Cherry Hill,” which is known as the death

house. Each one was allowed to sit in the

electric chair where well known criminals

have paid their debts .

In the afternoon the boys were taken

through the State House and had the pleas

ure of seeing both branches of the legislature

in session .

The banquet was held at the Quincy House ,

where all enjoyed a good feed, and heard

some lively after - dinner speaking.

SPARE MAN.

Lawrence, Mass. - At the regular meeting

of Div . 261 held April 22 , a very good attend

ance was present . Of the business of the

meeting were several committee reports. The

ball committee made its report , which showed

satisfactory success of the event. The result

will prove a financial advantage .

I am pleased to report that under our new

president , Div . 261 is thriving . He is work

ing hard to get all of the boys into line.

Three came in at the last meeting, and other

applications were received.

The stork has visited the home of one of

our popular motormen , Bro . Sam Dowding.

He is receiving congratulations.

Bro. Alonzo Hawpert took a few days off
under the text' of going out of town. 1

now comes to light that the real purpose was

to get married . We wish him all the good

luck there is in such a venture, and that

participation may be to them all that was

anticipated. Div. 261.

GET CONCESSION ON UNIFORMS.

Sydney, N. S.-At a regular meeting of

Div , 514, held Jan. 1 , all of the officers wero

returned except vice - president , who was ab
sent .

A committee was appointed to interview

Manager Townsend relative to the company

supplying us with uniforms. The committee

met Mr. Townsend and a very satisfactory

result was attained. Through his interven

tion , the company will hereafter pay half on

uniforms and return $ 10 at the end of six
months. Some of the boys were not alto

gether in favor of that arrangement at first,

but I think they have come to the under

standing that it is a fair proposition.

Brother Sheppard takes a longer nap in

the morning than is good for him . Old man ,

you will have to get up earlier when you get

a half dozen kids around your heels.

Brother Marks should try and get home
earlier.

Brother McVicar was trying to get off for

a month . but owing to show and other ob
stacles , he could not get away .

We have all the boys on our line as mem
bers . We are endeavoring to get the Glace

Bay fellows to join . Come along. boys , and
be amongst us-be a union man and a broth

er in the A. A. of S. E. R. E. of A.
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ED. , THE MACHINIST. A judgment has been rendered in favor of

the plaintiff in a case recently tried against

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle. a traction company to recover pay for coun:

He had no particular talent. He was just

terfeit street car tickets. The tickets were

an ordinary machinist. But Ed . Douglas
sold to the conductor : by a spotter in the

was more highly respected by the two thou
employ of the company under the alleged

sand men in the shop than any other chap

purpose of testing his integrity. After the

in the place. His was one of the names

deal by which the conductor acquired the

that were familiar to pretty nearly every

counterfeit tickets and after he had dis

fellow working in that big plant. Ed . was

posed of some of them to a proflt, the

not popular with the men because he set

company believing that a case might be

out to make himself popular by always

fastened against him for manipulating coun

agreeing with his shopmates. Indeed , he

terfeit tickets , caused his arrest. The un

frequently went full tilt against their opin

sold tickets were found upon his person

ions, and, principally , against their actions.
and returned by the police to the company .

Often I have seen him approach the fellow

In his trial , under the charge of dealing

who had just ripped out a střing of oaths

in counterfeit tickets , he was acquitted upoo

and rebuke him , although never with a şug.

the defense that a company agent-spotter

gestion of pharisaical supremacy. He was

had sold him the tickets and consequentlý

simply trying to show the blasphemer that.

the tickets were issued by the company and

it would pay him to cut out his foolish ,

technically no crime was committed in the

senseless swearing.

deal— the company alleged to have de

Hedidnot belong to any of the fraternal stroyed thetickets whentheconductorsued

organizations, but I have known him to

to recover them or their full value , which ,

spend many a night with a sick shopmate.

being issued by the company, he held was

Frequently he left in the home part of the

equal to the value of genuine tickets .

not over -abundant cash in his pocket, but ,

Judgment was rendered in favor of the

better than that, he left a smile on the face

conductor. The circumstances in this case

of the tired, discouraged nurse-wife-the

receive further comment in this issue.

children wished that he might come again ,

and the sick man felt the cheer of his '

presence.

He was an arbitrator in personal dis

putes in the shop , and the boys never re

pudiated his decisions. Not infrequently he

dared approach the boss in behalf of a

supposedly wronged fellow workman . The

boys admired his disinterested nerve. Some

We want your trade - not only for

how , he seemed to know when the rest of
Uniforms but for all you need in

us had met with adversity, or even the Clothing, Hats and furnishings

smaner discouragements which made life We can not only supply you with

seem hard . Always was there a strong,
just what you want but we can save

cheerful word , which usually braced up the
fellow who thought that the whole world you money on every purchase.

had gone wrong . The apprentices were

particularly fond of him , because he ap

SEE OUR SPECIAL

peared to have a lively interest in their Union Made Uniform (mod. weight ) $ 11.00

affairs. Never did he seem to hand out Union Mado Uniform ( hvy. weight) $ 14.00

wisdom in large chunks, with an air of

patronage or paternalism . Never was there

a suspicion of cant. Ed. was justa sane,

Made expressly for Detroit Car

healthy-minded strong-hearted Christian Men - regulation style- depend

workingman , who felt that there was able quality and to be had in all

place for Christian living outside of the regular, stout and slim sizes. The

church building and away from the Sunday guaranteed best ever offered at this

services.

May his kind increase . We need them . price .

Every morning brings its weight of woe , The Home1 Hood Clothes for Wu or Boy.

and every evening its burden . No matter

what the cause, the need is ever the same ,

and relief is usually found in the simple,

manly message of love and sympathy mani

fested in the life of the fellow who works
53-61 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp. Cadillac Hotel

by our side. At least , it will help , for it

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

a

Cl
ay
to
n'
s

and what'H
e
what the Great Carpent

er dia

would continue to do were

He upon earth. That's what made Douglas,

the machinist, a bigger factor in the lives

of those two thousand workingmen than

any other single individual. It paid him

too . Anyway, you'd think so , if you could

see his face while he worked - worked for

men and for God- just as a machinist: - --

Talas

Union -made Cigars.
My Cardiga

9 w bustina,andCXIU



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT, MICH .

OFFICERS

George H.Russel .

President

SZTE SAVRSS BAR
M. W. O'Brien,

Vice-President

and Chairman

of Board

OFFIGERS

A. E. Wing ,

Cashier

H. P. Borgman,

Casbier Sav.

Dept.

R. W. Smylie,

Mgr . Credit

Dept.

J. R. Bodde,

Asst . Cashier

Geo . E. Lawson,

Vice - President

R. S.Mason ,

Vice -President
R. T. Cudmore ,

Asst . Cashier

F. A.Schulte,

Vice -President

Geo. T. Courtney ,
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CAPITAL ,

SURPLUS ,

$ 1,500,000.00

1,500.000.00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY MAIL .

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS " HOW "

WE ARE
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2a UniformClothing

ma
We aiso carry the Largest

Stock of
RASK OR DIRIL & C

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

VRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF-MEASUREMENT GUIDE

113.KING ST.WEST.

Frank Broderick

& Company

THE LARGEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA
115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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O not waste a minute,

not a second, in try

ing to demonstrate to

others the merit of your

own performance. ae

If your work does not

vindicate itself, you can

not vindicate it. c. W.Henderson

!
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1909



BOOT &SHOE

WORKERS UNION

By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

Stamp Shoes

UNION STAMP You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money .

Ba..ory NO You help your own Labor Position.

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : " This shoe does not bear the stamp, but is

made under Union Conditions. This is false- No shoe is union made unlessit bears

the Union Stamp.
BOOT & SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

John F. Tobin , Pres.
246 Summer St. , BOSTON , MASS .

Chas. L. Blaine, Sec . - Treas.

DUEBER-HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them

1

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MICHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor. Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP .

PLIEU .
SUP. J. L. LYNCH

Member Div . 260

Manufacturer of

Union Buttons

BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

Omdal soal..... $ 8.50

Propositions for membership blauks,

per 100... .80

Rituals , each ..... .25

Withdrawal cards, each . .06

Traveling cards, each ... .05

Division financial book , 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages . 2.50

Division inancial book, 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicate report books, each .. 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more ,

per 100.... 4.00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each ... .05

Financial secretary's order book on

I treasrer, each ....

Treasurer's receipt book . .25

Association Badges, rolled gold , each .. .50

108 E. Washington St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

.25

GROUND

BEARS

M
O
N OF

FLOUA

A ON

IM
TE
RN
AT
IO
NA
L

FLOUR

MADE BY

FAIR

EMPLOYERS

(UNION HANDLED (LABEL THIS

A SZERI OD

LABEL
LABOR

A
N
D

C
E
R
E
A
L

MILL

E
M
P
L
O
Y
E
E
S

Association Badges, solid gold , each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each .... .30

Gilt seals, per 100..i. .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted.

Otherwise supplles will not be forwarded

THE UNION LABEL

of the

Bakery Workers

Stands for fall and sanitary conid

KUBOIBTEID taas la the bakeshop where sosed
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THE NEW ROYAL

Mr. Secretary:

Is where you can drop

in and be at home. : :

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price .

Houghton
- Jacobson

Printing Co.

81-88 Jefonson Ave. DETROIT, MICH . IT IS SPRINGER'S STYLE

Live and Let Live

138 Royal Street, NEW ORLEANS, LA .

PINS, OHARMS and LOCKETS

INTERNZ
W
A
TUNIONTI

RT
A

Union

Made

F
a
c
t
'
y

N
o
.

3

Shirts ,

Collars &

Shirt

Walsts

bear this

label

Uhi

Made

w lesund ogLotterity of them

TOTAL WORKERS INTERNATIONAL

UNION .

AMADE

Kay Einkers

Bears

This

Label

SUNON ©

Tobacco
The International Assoclotion

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

Springs for

Motormen's Stools

50c per set, deliv

ered free. Send

stamps or money .

A great comfort and

protection from jar

on Kidneys.

Thousands in use.

The Toledo Chair

Spring Co.

417 Michalgan M.

TOLEDO, ..

Our Label b No. 88 .

H

QERAQHTY & CO.

or La tollo the , Ohloo go .
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PITTSBURG

Motormen and Conductors'

UNION MADE UNIFORMS

Best Value in Town for $ 10.00 Cash .

( Easy payments if desired )

Better grades at porportionate prices

We offer you a union -made uniform ,

the cloth of which is guaranteed all in

digo dyed in the wool,very lustrous , and

the strongest of the kind in the world .

Why buy flannels and piece dyed cloths

which turn white, wear rough and do not

give service, especially when they cost

as much and more than our goods ?

May we not expect you to call upon

our agents in your city and examine

the goods we offer ? They will be glad

to show you, whether you buy or not.

Write for Uniform Catalogue

and Name of Dealer

OUR SPECIALTY

Opening " Charge Accounts" at depart

ment stores, permitting purchases at cash

prices on easy payments.

The Bloch Company

UNIFORMS OF QUALITY

Cleveland , Ohio

Keystone Trading Co.

301-2-3 Empire Bldg . , Pittsburg , Pa.

Out of town orders filled, cash with order

Mr.

Motorman

If you are not using

one of

12

TAYLOR'S

Watch Holding Cases

YOU SHOULD

One motorman writes, that his worst accident

was caused by stooping to pick up his watch

which had fallen from his pocket. Avoid acci

dents and be on time by using one of ourhard

rubber cases. Air tight -- non -conductor -- holds

any size watch --Springs and padding prevent jar

HERE IS OUR PROPOSITION

Send us $ 1.65 and receive one of these cases by return

registered mail. If, after you have used this 10 days you

would be without it for three timesits cost, return it and

your money will be cheerfully refunded .

TAYLOR BROS . , Sole Manufacturers

921-923 West Superior Avo . CLEVELAND , 0 .

Reference, any Cleveland Bank or Mercantile House. Agents Wanted

YOU CAN OWN THE DIAMOND OR

WATCH YOU WANT

Simplest thing in the world to gratify any

fancyyou mayhave in this line if youtake advan

tage of our credit plan. The cost will probably be

only a dollar or two a week - too little to figure

seriouslyin yourexpenses.

Pay 50c weekly on a $ 10.00- purchase.

Pay 750 weekly on $15.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.00 weekly on a $25.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.50 Weekly on • $ 50.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.00 weekly on a $ 76.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.50 weakly OD a $ 100.00 purchase .

Just , Little Cash .

Aloo Clocks, Jewelry.Silverware, Etc.

ALL ON CASE OR CREDIT .

F.B. STRAWN & BRO. 43

Anegde
CLEVELAND , O.
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GROUP OF MEMBERS OF DIVISION NO. 199.

Ottumwa, Towa .

Above is given a picture of members of and became very popular with his fellow

Division No. 199 , Ottumwa, Iowa, at the workmen. He died Saturday morning, May

time of their gathering to form in proces. 1 , 1909. The brothers of the local who had

sion at the funeral of late Brother G. E. rendered much assistance to Brother Har

Harmony, of that division . Brother Har mony during his long illness took charge of

mony was a victim of rheumatism . He was the funeral and saw that the remains of

for five years a member of Division No. 199 their late brother was properly interred .

DO YOU RECOGNIZE HIM ?

He was walking up town , it was on Saturday

night

That the Union met, and he said 'twas not

right

To compel a poor man , who is working his

best,

To pay so much dues, so he stopped for a

rest.

And the brother continued in about this way :

" When a man's got groceries and house-rent

to pay,

And has to buy clothing, school - books and

shoes ,

There isn't much left for the payment of

dues ."

He walked in a saloon and ordered the beer,

Which was placed on a table, and he drew up

a chair

And commenced to reason, about in this way,

"Aman can't stand it, on three dollars a day.

So they sat and they talked till ' twas much
after ten,

And too late to go to the meeting just then ,

Two more beers and a deck of cards to play

Was called for to pass the time away.

He drank up his beer, and ordered another,

And just at that time in came a brother,

He asked him to take one, and was glad that

they met ,

Besides it's too early for the meeting just

yet.

So they played and drank till 'twas twelve

or more ,

And the landlord said he must close the

door,

Said one dollar and fifty cents must be paid,

Which was quietly done and not a word said.

" I want to ask you a question about paying

our dues,

Don't you think them too heavy ? Don't you

think we're abused ?

Well , I'll tell you,my brother, the reason

and why,

First let's have two beers, for I'm getting

quite dry."

And they staggered home , their wives to

berate ,

Complained that the Union kept them out
late ,

And for taxes and dues had paid quite an

amount,

And said that the Union was not much

account.

-Moulders' Journal.
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PHILADELPHIA STRIKE AND SETTLE

MENT.

In the affairs of the Amalgamated Associa .

tion it must be admitted that the unexpected

has again happened . In the old Quaker

City there has been pulled off a street car

strike and the street railway employes of

that city have demonstrated to the four cor

ners of the earth that they are organized

and that they are organized as a power

to be reckoned with by one of the strongest

traction syndicates in existence . The strike,

the conditions of settlement and that it oc

curred in Philadelphia are not the only rea

sons why the incident can be regarded as

one among “ the unexpected.” While the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company is a

company within itself and operating the

street railway system of Philadelphia , the

people who comprise its directorate are

really those of the formation of a syndicate

that controls the street railways of Cincin

nati , Ohio ; Indianapolis, Ind .; Washington ,

D. C .; New York City, and two or three

other large unorganized systems, as well as

a multitude of smaller roads in various sec

tions throughout the United States . The

company, wherever it has invaded street

and electric railway territory has, carried

with it its czar-like determination to run its

affairs to its own liking. It has never taken

the people into its confidence, much less its

employes . It has ever looked upon the em

ployes as a part of the machinery the same

as any other feature of equipment. They

have never before been consulted in regard

to their pleasure or wishes in the matter of

conditions and wages of employment , but

the schedules have been arbitrarily fixed by

the management to accord with the most

economic policy of profit getting operation

and the materializing of fiat valuations .

It is known to this Association that in

every city where the railway service is

controlled by the people of the Rapid Tran

sit Company of Philadelphia that they in

ject a system of espionage among their em

ployes for the sole purpose of shutting out

the most remote possibility of the rank and

file to organize . They maintain in their

service in the various cities a practical

standing army of men , numbering several

hundred , from whom they may draw in the

cvent of an emergency or strike . They have

stood well fortified against the possible in

vasion of organization among their em

ployes .

But times have changed and the change is

continuing. The principle of organization

is a proposition that has gradually extended

itself until now it has become barricaded

by such strong public opinion that labor, in

pausing to read its invitation , feels much

more safe in accepting than in former years.

Even this group of employers comprising

the chief financiers of the Philadelphia Com

pany are yielding to the persistent demand

of public opinion that laboring men , wage

earners , must be regarded as an element of

society representing intelligence rather than

an abstract commercial substance. The his.

tory of the Philadelphia strike may be brief

ly narrated as follows :

In the fall of 1906 , and later, appeals

came to the general office of this Associa

tion from Philadelphia street railway men

urging the assistance of an organizer and

setting forth various degrees of the tempera

ment of the employes in favor of making a

move to organize. Later, President Mahon

sent International Vice- President P. J. Shea

to Philadelphia with instructions to take up

the work and render his assistance in the

attempt to establish an organization . Vice

President Shea found much sentiment for

organizing , but he also discovered a serious

hopelessness which was born of the threat

ening attitude of the company against any

such movement. However , he continued his

work until considerable secret membership

had been attained and International Treas

urer Rezin Orr was dispatched to his assis

tance . Considerable membership having

been attained a charter was granted in July ,

1907. The company became aware of the

movement and immediately set about to ob

struct further development of the local .

Some one thousand members had been

grouped together, officers elected and the

local openly declared to exist. The officers

believed at that time that they were suffi

ciently formidable to wage a contest against

the company and a strike was seriously

threatened . The company at once assumed

an offensive attitude, refusing absolutely to

recognize any committees or entertain them

ir conference . President W. D. Mahon went

to Philadelphia and New York in an en

deavor to establish conciliatory relations

between the company and the officers of

the local . Through intervention , which he

secured , he was successful , in spite of the

fact that the company had imported several

hundred strike breakers from their lines

in New York and other places . Upon an

understanding being secured the strike

breakers were returned to their former

places of employment and an opportunity

was gained for the Philadelphia street rail

way men to complete thorough organiza

tion . But the company, through various un

der officials, kept up a menacing attitude

and development of the local was most dif

ficult.

Again , the industrial depression which

started in the fall of 1907 had its affect upon

the Philadelphia local. Under the indus

trial conditions it was recognized to be im

prudent to make any aggressions for better

conditions and the men seemed slow to un

derstand that the period might well be taken

advantage of in the perfecting of more

thorough organization . It became a cam

paign of education . Further appeals were

made for international assistance and Chair

man C. 0. Pratt was dispatched to the aid

of the local . The local officers, with his

assistance , began a vigorous attempt to

build up the mebership and for nearly a

year conditions went along with that object

in view.

Late in 1908 the officers of the local pur

posed to present a code of conditions to the

company embracing a wage rate of 25 cents
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per hour and improved working conditions .

Even though it was an imprudent time to

make an aggressive effort for concessions

from the company the schedule of conditions

was presented . The company again as

sumed an offensive attitude and declared

that it would have no more to do with the

committees representing the employes and

would grant none of the concessions . This

definite attitude was undoubtedly assumed

under the misapprehension on part of the

company that the local was very weak in

membership. Upon this it relied , without

doubt, upon the reports attained from its

system of espionage. The eventual result

is sufficient evidence that the company re

lied too strongely upon such unreliable in

formation Hundreds of members, for what

seemed to them to be their own safety , un

doubtedly denied their allegiance to the

Association when consulted by the various

emissaries of the company. But system

atic organization had been more effective

than the company's information indicated .

All intercessions secured from whatever

direction failed in re-establishing even the

former relations and committees of the em

ployes would not be admitted to a confer

ence with any of the officials of the com

pany. They were told that they did not rep

resent the employes.

The early months of 1909 were occupied

by a vigorous campaign of organization

among the yet unorganized . This work was

effective to the point of assurance to Chair

man Pratt and the local officers that suf

ficient strength had been attained to make

an aggressive movement upon the company

with the object in view to restore concil

iating relations between the organization

and the company, secure more reasonable

working hours and conditions and a better

wage rate. The committee again attempted

to present such requests to the management

but were met with rebuff, no committee

would be entertained upon any subject

whatsoever affecting the employes . It is

quite likely that the company anticipated to

some extent the effect of the vigorous cam

paign of organizing which Chairman Pratt

and the local officers had put up and to

demoralize any united movement on part

of the men a wage increase of one cent per

hour was posted .

The men seemed to fully realize the force

which had impelled the company to increase

the wage rate and the purpose in doing so

and followed the posting of the wage rate

with an absolute demand for recognition of

their duly authorized committee . The de

mand was refused and a strike resulted .

The Philadelphia strike took place the

29th of last month ( May ) . The four thous

and members of the local responded to the

strike vote at once and were rapidly fol

lowed in suspension of work by a large

number of those who had not yet become

affiliated with the organization . The con

pleteness of the tie -up was stultifying to the

company for they had not expectei it .

The strike was settled by agreement,

signed June 5th, 1909 .

Features of the Philadelphia strike have

been a subject of daily report in the news

papers throughout the country . The people

of Philadelphia , for the most part, stood

loyally by our membership. The company

brought in employes from New York and

other cities for strike breaking purposes,

but due to the rigid boycott volunteered by

the people of Philadelphia the attempt to

operate cars with any degree of success

was ineffectual on most lines of the Com

pany's system . So effective was the contest

on the surface lines that it encouraged the

subway and elevated employes to suspend

work .

The reception accorded by the citizens of

Philadelphia to strike breakers was not at

all inviting , or genial , to that element, and

many of them voluntarily abandoned em

ployment with the company .

The mayor and some other city officers

are directors and stockholders of the com

pany and their fullest sympathy was with

the company's position as a natural con

sequence of their affiliations. For the

slightest demonstration of disapproval of

the policy of the company to operate cars

with strike breakers, men , women and

children were arrested , thrown into tlie

jails and held under exorbitant bonds .

The belligerent disposition of the scabs

was so great that they became victims of

their own indignation , fighting and rioting

among themselves. These demonstrations

naturally invited the curiosity of crowds

that would gather, riot calls were sent in ,

the police rushed to the scene and inoffen

sive onlookers became their victims . Re

ports show that in these riot demonstra

tions , the Company's army of strike break

ers seriously injured one another and fre

quently abandoned their upon the

streets . These incidents were elaborated

upon and sent out by the associated press

to read that strike breakers were victims of

sympathizers .

On the 4th of June the Company gave up

the contest and submitted to conditions of

settlement, embracing the demands of Di

vision No. 447 , with the exception of the

desired wage rate of 25 cents per hour.

'The wage proposition , as will be seen by

Section 3 of the agreement, is to be de

termined upon the report of the audit of

the Company's receipts and expenditures

to be made by the City Comptroller. Until

this is determined , the wage rate will be

22 cents per hour and a one cent increase

per hour will also be given to the elevated

and sub -way men . The agreement upon

which the strike was settled and work re

sumed is as follows :

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT.

MADE AND ENTERED INTO BY AND BETWEEN

the accredited representatives of the Phila

delphia Rapid Transit Company, party of

the first part , and the authorized committee

of their employes , party of the second part .

WITNESSETH , That in the operation of the

lines of the Company, including the Ele

vated and Subway, that upon the signing

of this agreement every employe who is now

cars
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out on strike shall be immediately restored

to his former position in the Company's

service, without prejudice.

SECTION 1. The Company agrees , through

its accredited representatives , to meet with

the accredited representatives of their em

ployes to adjust any differences or griev

ances which may arise .

SECTION 2 . The Company shall advertise

for proposals from reputable firms ( not

less than five in number ) for furnishing

uniforms in accordance with the specifica

tions of the Company , the employes to pur

chase uniforms from any firm ( not less than

five in number ) , to whom contracts for the

same may be awarded , at least one firm

supplying union-made uniforms shall be

considered as being one of the firms to

which employes may go to purchase the

same.

SECTION 3. The Company agrees that

when an employe is suspended or dis

charged , and after an investigation it is

found that he has been unjustly suspended

or discharged , he shall be reinstated to his

former position and shall be paid for all time

lost. The Company to consider with the

Grievance Committee the adjustment of

schedules . Not less than nine hours nor

more than ten hours , to be completed within

twelve consecutive hours , so far as possible

so to do , shall constitute a day's work. The

switch-run system shall be reduced to the

minimum. The wage schedule shall be 22

cents per hour for surface men , and the

same proportionate increase for the Ele

vated Men from June 5, 1909 , to June 30 ,

1910 , and shall become effective upon the

signing of this agreement, provided that the

report of the audit by the City Comptroller

for July, '09 , which shall be submitted to the

Company and to the Committee, and if said

report shall sustain the Company's state

ment that the Company's receipts does not

warrant any further increase beyond 22

cents . Should the reports indicate that a

higher rate can be paid , the wage scale

shall be immediately adjusted in accordance

therewith .

SECTION 4. This agreement shall be in

full force and effect beginning on the 5th

day of June, 1908 , and shall continue to be

binding upon both parties hereto until and

including the 30th day of June, 1910 .

In witness hereunto this Agreement is

signed by :

Party of the First Part :

PHILADELPHIA RAPID TRANSIT

COMPANY

By J. B. PARSONS ,

President.

Attest : R. B. SELFRIDGE.

Secretary.

( Seal of the Company ) .

Party of the Second Part :

HARRY BUCKLEY,

FRANCIS MCFADDEN ,

J. B. HOWEL

JOHN MORRISON ,

L. A. WARD ,

JOHN G. KIKER ,

THOMAS S. YEAGER,

G. C. BACKMAN,

WILLIAM MOYER,

ELLS A. MORGAN ,

JOHN SHIPPLER ,

C. A. ABBOTT,

JOHN MONAGHAN ,

H. B. BARRON,

MARK HALDANE,

CHARLES BRAUNGART,

ROBERT DAVIDSON ,

LEONARD F. BLUE ,

EDWARD MAHLIN .

( Seal of Div. 477, A. A. of S. & E. R. E.

of A. ) .

The unsual feature of the strike was the

aggressive bitterness of Mayor Rayburn

against the car men , organized labor and

the appeal of the citizens and business men

for arbitration . The whole history of the

strike and its causes teem with the bel

ligerent attitude of that gentleman . He as

sumed it to be his fight and entered into

it, not in the temperament of a peacemaker

or one whose duty it is to deal justice to

the citizens , whose mayor he is , but as a

partisan to one of the contending forces .

Mayor Rayburn led the Philadelphia strike

in the interest of the Philadelphia Rapid

Transit Company. He fought a fast and

furious fight against organized labor and he

was whipped to a standstill . But the man

agement of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Company has the satisfaction of knowing

that their recent striking employes can ,

under no circumstances , point to the Com.

pany as the bitter aggressive opponent to

their existence as an organization . The

course of Mayor Rayburn , with its attend

ant bitterness, as compared with that of

the Company forbids even the mildest re

flection that points in any other direction

than the mayor himself,

But the Philadelphia street car strike

came, has had its day and passed away . Its

lesson is that there is a limit beyond which

the tyranny of bossism over labor cannot

go. In Philadelphia the conditions of the

were such that the limit was

reached , the mine of rebellion was fired and

the servility imposed upon the men was

shown to be unbearable. The screwing

down process had gone on to such an ex

tent that the men recklessly threw their

jobs to the wind in an effort to relieve

themselves from the yoke of oppression . A

reformed condition of employment will take

place in that city . The street railway men

of Philadelphia were caught up in the cur

rent of industrial development. They have

been assimilated into the great industrial

progressive movement. Their annexation

was hastened by the ruthless indifference

of the welfare of employes exhibited by the

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company man

agement.

Now , let it be hoped that the Philadel

phia street railway men will do nothing

in the wake of their victory that will cause

their fellow workmen throughout the coun

try , and those of other crafts who made

their victory possible for them , to regret

the plaudits that have been bestowed upon

them . They have gained the right of or

ganization , which , if maintained , will afford

car men
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an eminence from which they may have

much to do with the future conditions of

their employment.

One thing it would appear that the Phila

delphia street railway men can carry wit!

them into the arena of peace, and that is ,

an indelible memory of he unkindly atti

tude and utterances of the chief executive

of the city . It should serve to increase the

gratitude of the victors for the loyal sup

port of the citizens , and most especially , the

gratitude due to the great and effective

membership of organized labor of the

Quaker City. For all , it was organized la

bor that won the battle for the street car

men of Philadelphia.

BATTLE CREEK CITIZENS' ALLIANCE

FAILS IN EFFORT TO INCITE

STRIKE,

Never was there exhibited more definitely

and defiantly the attitude of the Citizens'

Alliance as a strike agitator to exemplify

the character and purpose of the Citizens '

Alliance than the conduct of the aggrega

tion of that notorious combination during

the course of conferences that took place

in the annual revision of the agreement be

tween the Michigan United Railways Com

pany and Divisions 111 , 343 and 362 of the

Amalgamated Association .

Divisions 343 ( Kalamazoo and Battle

Creek ) and 362 (Albion ) have what is

known as a continuous agreement with the

Michigan United Railways Company. The

joint agreement made a year ago by Di

visions No. 343 and 362 with the M. U. R.

Co. , embraces wages and working condi

tions applying to the Kalamazoo City and

Kalamazoo and Jackson Interurban men .

Since the making of that agreement Di

vision No. 343 of Kalamazoo has taken into

membership members from the Battle Creek

City lines and operated by the same Com

pany, two-thirds of the Battle Creek motor

men and conductors, but the agreement did

not cover the men of that city.

The agreements-that of the Jackson lo

cal , also the joint agreement of the Kala

mazoo and Interurban locals-provides that

each year either party to the agreement

shall have the right, by serving thirty days

notice upon the other party, to open any

section or sections in which changes may

be desired . Thirty days prior to June 1 ,

under the provisions of the section noted ,

the Kalamazoo and Interurban Associations

united under joint committee with the Jack

son Association and notified the Company

that changes were desired in different sec

tions of the agreements . Among the de

sired changes was that of Section 7 of the

agreement of the Kalamazoo and Interur

ban Associations. This section provides

that the company expects and desires that

members of the Association shall remain

members in good standing during the period

of the agreement , and all men employed

after the signing of the agreement shall be

expected and requested to become members

and remain members and be subject to the

provisions of the agreement .

This section in its strict language does

not require employes to be members of the

Association , but it does express that the

Company expects and requests them to be

members and remain members in good

standing. Due to an assumed disposition

on the part of some of the minor officers

of the Company, this section , in the past,

has not been rigidly complied with by the

operative officials, in that there have been

insinuations thrown out indicating that the

Company would rather prefer that its em

ployes should not be members of the Asso

ciation. This disposition , however, made no

difference in the membership of the Asso

ciation in Kalamazoo or upon the Interur

ban lines . Insinuations detrimental to the

Association had received no attention on

the part of the membership, or newly-em

ployed motormen and conductors, but to
avoid the natural friction that arises

through such contentions, the Association

had requested that this section be changed

to provide that all employes must become

and remain members of the Association .

This proposed change provided for, what

to the opponents to organized labor prefer

to style the strictly “ closed shop ."

The objective purpose, however, of en

tering notice for changes in the agreement

was to attain an increase in the wage rate.

The section providing the rate of wage was

requested to be changed to provide for a

wage rate of 25 cents per hour upon city

lines and 27 cents per hour upon interur

ban lines . Also, it was requested that the

Kalamazoo agreement should extend to em

brace the Battle Creek City lines.

As soon as conferences were taken up,

looking to an agreement upon the desired

changes , it came to the attention of the

ever watchful Citizens' Alliance of Battle

Creek, that the Kalamazoo Association had

requested that the agreement should cover

the lines of Battle Creek . Let it be ex

plained here that the Citizens ' Alliance of

Battle Creek is known to the outsiders as

the " Battle Creek Business Men's Associ

ation ,” a branch of the Citizens ' Alliance ,

of which C. W. Post is National President .

It is that same business men's organization

that sent a petition to the President of the

United States urging that in the event that

an income tax should be legislated into ex

istence by Congress, such income tax should

apply to wage-earners as well as capitalists.

So much by way of explanation .

This business men's aggregation of Bat .

tle Creek immediately sought a conference

with the General Manager of the M. U. R.

and practically threatened the Company in

the event that any agreement should be

entered into recognizing the right of the

Battle Creek Railway men to organize or

be members of organized labor, or to grant

them a wage increase . They also urged

the General Manager not to again enter an

agreement with the Kalamazoo , Interurban

and Jackson men , and most particularly ,
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to stand firm against signing what they

termed a " closed shop " provision .

The management of the Company evi

dently desired peace with the organized

business element of Battle Creek and re

fused the joint committee of the three lo

cals to entertain any proposition for an

agreement covering the Battle Creek motor

men and conductors. The manager also

plead with the committee not to be com

pelled to make any change in Section 7 , or

arbitrate that clause . However, the Kala

mazoo City men, having had experience

with the nagging of under officials relative

to the membership in their Association ,

persisted in a change, and when it was

evident that an agreement could not be

effected embracing the change requested,

the Association ordered all questions to ar

bitration. Under Section 1 of the existing

agreement, the Associations had the right

to so order questions in dispute to arbitra

tion . At the instance of the Battle Creek

Business Men's Association the manager

became most determined not to arbitrate

Section 7. So persistent was he to comply

with the wishes of the Battle Creek Busi

ness Men that he suggested a conference

with the Commercial Club of Kalamazoo ,

hopeful that at the instance of the business

men of Kalamazoo the Associations would

withdraw their determination to arbitrate

the section.

The matter of the agreement as apply

ing to the arbitration of Section 7 was taken

up with the business men of Kalamazoo.

The committee found among these men a

class of business men of altogether a differ

ent spirit than those who had been endeav

oring to inflame the public against the em

ployes in Battle Creek. The committee

explained to the Kalamazoo business men

the contentions with the Company arid

urged their intercession in behalf of the

Battle Creek membership. The result was

that the Kalamazoo Commercial Club

brought about a full settlement of all dif

ferences and secured from the Company

a guarantee that the membership of the

Amalgamated Association should be privi

leged to extend over all lines owned and

operated by the Michigan United Railways

Company. This provision not only includes

the members of Battle Creek and all fu

ture attained members in that city , but also

any who are , or may become, members in

Lansing , or upon any other line owned or

operated by the Company , in fact, when Vice

President Clark , who is General Manager of

the Company, felt assured that this arrange

ment would be agreeable to the business

men of Kalamazoo, he very quickly acqui

esced . There was no question with the com

mittee but what General Manager Clark was

fully in accord with the desires of his or

ganized employes upon this proposition and

that he personally entertained no disposi

tion to in any way limit the membership of

the Association to any particular lines. In

fact, General Manager Clark himself is a

recognized “ fair ” employer on the part of

organized labor. Immediately upon the as

surance of acquiesence upon the part of the

company and the arrangement to provide

protection to the membership of Battle

Creek and elsewhere and to provide that

they should come under the head of the

grievance provision of the Kalamazoo and

Albion agreements, the committee withdrew

its specification to arbitrate the other ques

tions , with the exception of the wage .

The Business Men's Association of Kala

mazoo frankly denied that they had any

connection with Mr. Post and his Battle

Creek Citizens ' Alliance.

The Battle Creek daily papers were

flagrant in their condemnation of organized

labor and belabored the Association mem

bership in that city , applying to them epi

thets too low to be mentioned in respect

able journalism . One article gave out that

it was the Company's intention to fire every

one of the forty members of the Associa

tion at Battle Creek and that the Busi

ness Men's Association would see to it that

those who were discharged were properly

blacklisted from again securing employment

in that city . These utterances, purporting

to have been the expressions of Mr. Clark

himself , would have resulted in a tie-up

had not the committee had absolute con

fidence in the assumption that the base

libel against their fellow members in Bat

tle Creek was never uttered or authorized

by him . The committee, upon deliberating

upon the course of the business men of

Battle Creek and their flagrant proclama

tion that all union men working for the

Company were slated to be summarily dis

charged and blacklisted from any other em

ployment in that city , concluded that the

utterance was the product of the blind prej

udice of those by whom it was inspired .

They gave no further heed to the incen

diary threats of the Battle Creek Citizens '

Alliance and refused to be led into a strike

by utterances from such a prejudiced and

unreliable source .

The conferences were a diplomatic bat

tle between the Post aggregation of Battle

Creek and the intelligent joint committee

representing the organized motormen and

conductors of the Michigan United Railways

Company. Organized labor scored its vic

tory and Battle Creek will from now on en

joy a unionized street railway service. The

writer of this is in a position to know that

the Michigan United Railways Company has

no occasion to tender thanks to the Battle

Creek Citizens ' Alliance for the avoidance

of a strike that would have cost the Com

pany thousands of dollars , the business ele

ment of Jackson, Battle Creek and Kalama

zoo an untold depression and the citizen

ship expensive inconvenience by a cessation

of traction service .

The joint committee who handled the ne

gotiations with the Company and the Kala

mazoo Commercial Club in the interest of

the membership of the Kalamazoo, Battle

Creek , Albion and Jackson local associations

is comprised of President Fred Hamlin

and Committeeman Clarence Challender, of

Jackson ; President George Hoyt and Com

mitteemen Walter Wedel and Will Spark

ling , of Division No. 362 , Albion , and Presi .
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dent A. A. Eckman and Committeemen Lou

Page , Fred Currier and William Van Sick

ler, of Kalamazoo and Battle Creek, Divi

sion No. 343 .

All matters pertaining to change in the

agreement were agreed upon with the ex

ception of the wage scale , which will be

submitted to arbitration. Attorney Law

rence B. Kulp , of Battle Creek, has been

selected as arbitrator for the Association

and Attorney Ladd , of Port Huron , has been

chosen by the Company . These two will

select a third arbitrator to complete the

Board of Arbitration .

President W. D. Mahon will present the

case for the employes.-Michigan Union

Advocate.

motormen and conductors . If that is true,

the average aggregate annual wage per man

would fall short of $600 or $50 per month at

25 cents per hour. It is likely that the com

pany carries about 6,000 car men , includ

ing extras, upon the payroll . At 25 cents

per hour they would get less than 20 per

cent of the passenger receipts . It would in

crease the operating expense less than half

of 1 per cent.

The gross income of the company for 1907,

less operating expenses , was $8,245,592

equal . to 6 per cent on $ 137,426,533 of cap

italization . It is difficult to see how the

city comptroller's audit of the affairs of the

company can fail to award to the motor

men and conductors a wage rate of at least

25 cents per hour.

THE PHILADELPHIA RAPID TRANSIT

COMPAN . DUTY VERSUS RIGHTS.

Naturally, the general membership of the

Amalgamated Association will be interested

to know something of the Philadelphia Rap

id Transit Company. The company was

incorporated May 1 , 1902 , to succeed the

Union Traction Company, and the underly

ing companies . It has a 999-year lease of

those holdings . It secured other franchises

which brought to the company the right to

operate cars on all streets not then occupied

by the Union Traction Company and au

thority to construct a subway and elevated

road on Market street, etc. The authorized

capital stock was $30,000,000 . At that time

the mileage operated was about 500 miles .

The equipment embraced 3,013 passenger

cars . It pays a rental of 6 per cent to

the Union Traction Company upon $ 30,000,

000 capital stock, which was paid in by the

stockholders of that company at 33 per cent .

Stock of underlying companies was received

in exchange.

The gross income of the P. R. T. Co. for

1903 was $15,436,574 . Operating expenses

were $7,234,893 , operating expenses to gross

receipts , 46.8 per cent . There was a net

income after paying rental , etc. , of $ 405,889 .

Transportation expenses were $4,424,076.

Other operating expenses , including equip

ment were nearly $3,000,000 . Assets and

liabilities were given at the end of the first

year at about 642 millions .

For 1907 the gross income was $ 18,338 ,

618 , operating expenses were $ 10,093,026 ;

transportation expense was $5,901,404 ; miles

of track, 620 , with 3,435 motor passenger

cars , including 1,250 open or summer cars.

A fair estimate of the number of car

hours operated per year upon such a sys

tem , for instance, the present year, will be

not to exceed 8,000,000 ; counting two man

hours to the car hour equals 16,000,000 man .

hours. This indicates that at 22 cents per

hour the company will pay to motormen

and conductors $3,520,000 in wages . At 25

cents per hour the car men's annual wage

would aggregate $3,900,000 . The one cent

increase will cost the company $ 180,000 , in

stead of $300,000 as given out .

Reports were given out during the strike

that the company has upon the payroll 6,600

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle.

Since the birth of the American Republic ,

we have accepted as supreme the doctrine

of " the right of liberty and the pursuit of

happiness. " In our systems of jurisprud

ence, and in our treatises upon statecraft

and sociology, the emphasis has been upon

the " rights" of mankind. We have been

hearing about the rights of the child, the

rights of women , the rights of capital , the

rights of labor , civil rights and political

rights , until the doctrine of human rights

has become a thing working endless con

fusion and hatred .

In sharp contrast with this method of

securing better conditions for mankind and a

more harmonious spirit among men, is the

doctrine taught by God . In the sacred word

there is practically no reference to the

rights of man — the emphasis is upon the

duty of man.

When the strong oppress the eak , we

immediately cry out that there has been a

transgression of rights. The New Testa

ment declares that the law of love and

brotherhood has been violated .

If the rich operator oppresses the wage

earner, reducing him to a starvation plane;

if he so manipulates the market and closes

factories so as to prevent the laboring men

from enjoying food and comfort , the remedy

that the bible proposes is not in emphasiz

ing the rights of the poor, but in thrusting

in upon the employer the thought that in

the treatment of his men he is to follow the

law of love and of brotherhood .

Human rights will never suffer if human

duties be performed . The time has come

when duty must be emphasized. The duty

of the employer to the employee, of the em

ployee to the employer.

Duty , then , and not rights , is the supreme

need of the hour. For the doing of one's

duty will carry one farther along than the

mere granting of another's rights. Gradu.

ally , men are coming to learn this important

truth . The growing spirit of altruism indi.

cates it . The workingman demands justice ,

and he is right . But God demands more

than justice . His Imperative is Love. For

love is the fulfilling of the law.
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The... It is easy enough for the street railway

men upon any system where they are un

Motorman and Conductor organized, to organize. The only thingto
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do is for all of the men to get together by

a concerted effort and organize.

The man who gets $2.50 per day is of

far more commercial value to the commu

nity in which he lives than he would be if

he received only $2.00 per day. His family

is proportionately better provided to enjoy

life.

The Philadelphia street car men will now

show the public of Philadelphia by the

character of service rendered that they ap

preciate the loyal support they received dur

ing their recent unpleasant contest with the

employing company.

Every street and electric railway com

pany has to answer to the public for its

acts of unfairness, when such unfairness is

called to the attention of the public ; but

such unfairness cannot be called to the at

tention of the public without organization

on part of the employes.

There is a strong undercurrent among De

troit street railway men to move for an in

crease in wages . It is likely that an appli

cation will soon be made to the company.

A 30 cent rate is the objective standard .

Heretofore the local has appointed a spec

cial agreement committee to look after such

a matter.

The way to get out of the ranks of the

low paid employes is to organize. There is

no other way . Any body of unorganized

street and electric railway men may as well

understand that they will remain in the

ranks of the most poorly paid, in fact, in

the ranks of cheap labor, just so long as

they remain unorganized .

Within the last month there occurred four

strikes within the ranks of the Association .

In every instance the occasion was the ob

durate position adopted by the management

of the various companies concerned against

the organization of the employes. Three of

the strikes were successful and one con

tinues at this writing.

There is always some one among every

body of unorganized working men who is

competent and equal to the task of conduct

ing a movement for organization . The fail

ure of an effort is an indication that the

party or parties undertaking it are not the

competent ones. Three good men who will

stick to one another can direct the success

ful organizing of their fellow workmen.

The very fact that street and electric rail

way lines upon which the employes are un

organized , receive a much lower standard of

wage than upon the systems where the em

ployes are organized, should be sufficient

argument to teach the unorganized why the

company is opposed to their getting togeth

er . It is up to the employes to declare that

they will not stand for such a principle of

economy.

MADES COURS

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION.

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2. To place our occupation upon a

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill ;

to encourage the formation in Division Asso

ciations of Sick Benefit Funds; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for

imparting a practical knowledge of modern

and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally . To

encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion, to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con

dition.

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished. Names of correspondents will not ap ,

pear with theirproductions unlessby special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should be in not laterthan the

2d of the month, and should be written only

on one side of the paper.
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It is natural for managements of street

railway companies when approached by rep

resentatives of the Association for an in

crease in wages to make comparisons with

the wage rates paid in unorganized cities

and upon unorganized systems . That is one

reason why organized street and electrical

railway men want the unorganized to join

with them in their movement. It is a very

good reason .

The franchise question now on in the city

of Detroit has assumed a most interesting

stage . The Detroit United Railways Com

pany has a mileage within the city of some

190 miles of track. The franchises for about

one-half of this mileage expire within this

year. The expiring covers a section of

the system of vast importance to the com

pany and which can readily be municipal

ized and operated independent of the rest

with but slight inconvenience. It is up

against this sentiment that the company is

now struggling .

“ I had one of the strikers say to me that

‘ unless this strike is soon settled I will be

obliged to break away and return to work ,

If there is anything that should impel that

man to hold out to the last and not return to

work , it is the very fact that after working

for this company twelve or fifteen years he

is unable to maintain himself through a

week or two of vacation .” Such were the

words of Chairman C. 0. Pratt in one of the

talks he made to the Philadelphia strikers

during their recent contest . The force of

Chairman Pratt's statement is easily ob.

served . The street railway men of Philadel.

phia have worked at such low wages , that

it is safe to hold that in the event that they

should be overcome by death , three-fourths

of them have not been able to accumulate

enough of this world's goods to pass out and

be respectably buried at their own expense.

It is a sad condition of affairs and one under

which , as Chairman Pratt well suggested ,

wage earners should rebel against. The ut

terance to which Bro . Pratt referred is cer.

tainly of no credit to the P. R. T.

If three-fourths of the men upon any un

organized system of street or electric rail

way determine to organize and do get to

gether and faithfully pledge to one another

that they will stand by the organization , it

is not within the power of the average com

pany to destroy the movement . No com

pany will discharge three-fourths of its men

at one time upon an impulse. Preparation

upon the part of the company to dismiss

its men by wholesale is readily discovered

before the company can act.

The agreement submitted to this office

having been signed by Division No. 513 of

Bartonville, Ill . , with the Peoria Railway

Terminal Company, shows an increase of

1 1-2 cents per hour for first and second

year men and 2 cents per hour for all men

over two years in the service . The new

wage rate fixed by the agreement is 19 1-2

cents per hour for first -year men , 21 1-2

cents per hour for second-year men , and for

those over two years in the service , 24

cents . The agreement also brings conces

sions in working conditions .

Manager Clark of the Michigan United

Railways Company to the Kalamazoo Com

mercial Club Committee : " I would rather

every employe working upon a system under

my management should be members of the

Amalgamated Association ." Mr. Clark is

not the only manager who has had experi

ence with organized labor who assume that

same position . There has developed through

organization a spirit of interest in one's

employment that does not come generally

to unorganized workmen . There is a deter

mination to improve service and to elevate

the standard of employment that is born of

organization ; there is a mutual interest

which develops through organization that

causes fellow-workmen to be especially in

terested in the welfare of his brother mem

bers , an achievement of one is the pride of

all ; the superiority of one is for the emula

tion of all . With the unorganized, it is

most generally every man for himself. There

is no hope for improvement of a job and

each man regards his occupation as a tem

porary affair to bear him over an emergency

until he can land something better. The

unorganized have a full sense of the servil

ity of their employment and each assumes

the excuse for himself that he will stay on

the job only temporarily until something

better shows up . He has no hope of making

the job better ; he has a sense of dependence

that is humiliating , but he knows that this

same sense of dependence afflicts every as

sociate employe upon the job and his respect

for his fellow workmen is lessened in the

measure that he recognizes their lack of

force to overcome the powers that hold

them in oppression . The best that there is

in a workman under such surroundings can

not possibly come to the surface . Service

suffers in that proportion and the employer

proportionately loses. That is the reason

that employing managers prefer to have

their employes organized , all other things

being equal.

By a recent decision rendered upon a

case in court before Judge Murphy , of De

troit , wherein a conductor sued the street

railway company for damages sustained by

falling from the running -board of a summer

car in consequence of his coming in contact

with the handle of a loaded wheel-barrow

used by a track repair gang ; it was held

that the accident was due to an act on the

part of a fellow -servant, and finding was

directed in favor of the company . The

wheel-barrow was loaded with street repair

material and was left at the side of the

track in such a position that the handle

struck the legs of the conductor upon the

running-board , throwing him to the street .

He sustained injuries of a permanent na

ture , which disabled him from continuing

his occupation . He brought suit against the

company for damages , with the above re

sult .
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The directors of the Pittsburgh Railways

Company of Pittsburg, Pa. , elected at a re

cent meeting of the stockholders are James

D. Callery, president ; J. H. Reed , George

E. McCague, H. J. Bowdoin , George W. Ba

con , Patrick Calhoun, Edwin W. Smith , R.

H. Boggs and George E. Tener . The direc

tors of the Philadelphia Company are : J.

H. Reed , president ; H. J. Bowdoin , Patrick

Calhoun, James D. Callery , George E. Mc

Cague, B. S. Guinness, Edwin W. Smith , R.

H. Boggs , Sidney H. March and George E.

Tener. The Philadelphia Company controls

the street railways , gas and electric lighting

of Pittsburg.

Some five or six weeks ago Division No.

298 of Streator , Ill ... presented an appeal to

the company for a renewal of agreement.

The management refused to entertain the

proposition . International Treasurer Orr

was dispatched to Streator, where confer

ences were held in which the company as

sumed to change its position. Treasurer

Orr left Streator impressed that the agree

ment would be mutually effected and signed.

It seems, however, that a truce was effected

which held the matter of signing the agree

ment in abeyance for thirty days. At the

end of this time the company had also

refused to sign up a collective agreement

with the Electrical Workers ' Union. Both

locals were authorized to strike to enforce

their agreements and a strike took place

June 3. It was complete in its nature and

on the following day the company signed

agreements for both organizations and the

men returned to their employment.

On May 29th a strike was inaugurated

upon the Evansville , Ind . , Street Railway

System . Division No. 466 had presented to

the company conditions of employment in

the shape of a proposed agreement. The

management refused to consider the propo

sition or in any way enter into an agree

ment with the organized employes. G. E.

B. Member Ben Commons and the officials

of the Evansville Central Labor Union en

deavored in various ways to bring about an

adjustment. They were unsuccessful. The

strike is an effort to establish mutual con

ciliatory relations between the employes

and the company by which grievances and

contentions may be adjusted through con

ferences ; also a wage increase is desired .

The Company is operating cars with imports

from Louisville and other places . The cars

are being operated without patronage . The

citizens are standing firm on the side of the

striking employes and the company has re

sorted to injunction proceedings to stay the

effect of the boycott .

Division No. 496 , Pittsfield , Mass . , has not

had a rosy existence since the street rail

way employes of that city organized . Con

tinuous contentions were provoked by the

opposition of the management of the com

pany until the men were led to insist upon

a specific agreement on the part of the

local . G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald

was directed to assist the division in se

curing some basis of adjustment which

would insure future harmony between the

local and the company. The situation was

such that led him to support the conten.

tions of the membership and insist upon a

change of attitude . Being unable to secure

any concessions from the company a strike

was declared on June 2. A settlement was

effected the following day by which the em

ployes gained full recognition for their or

ganization , secured a ten-hour day and

increase in wage to 21 cents for first-year

service men ; 22 cents for the second year,

23 cents for the third , 24 cents for the

fourth and 25 cents per hour thereafter. The

old wage was 20 cents for the first year,

2012 cents for the second year , 21 cents

for the third year, 2112 cents for the fourth

year, 22 cents for the fifth year, and 2212

cents per hour thereafter . It will be seen

that the wage increase from this settlement

is considerable, and well worth the effort to

secure it .

The strike of Division No. 477, Philadel

phia , Pa. , was occasioned by the determined

stand taken by the management of the com

pany not to entertain conciliation commit

tees upon wages and working conditions .

The position of the company , if permitted to

maintain , would have rendered to be useless

the organization of the employes . A condi

tion existed to the street railway men of

Philadelphia which rendered them victims

of a most humiliating dictatorial attitude on

part of the management of the company.

They were compelled to buy uniforms from

a particular firm under arrangements pro

vided for by the employing management.

They were not permitted to enter the com

petitive market, but were required to pay

the fixed price over which they had no con

trol . They were obliged to submit to rigid

and exasperating rules and mandates of the

company officials, from the manager down

to the road inspectors . There was no re

course ; there was no right or privilege of

hearing in any matter of grievance ; there

was no recognition of a right to be repre

sented by another party at a hearing upon

any charge preferred against a motorman

or conductor. The service was upon the

long hour, or swing system, covering from

fourteen to eighteen hours a day in which

to accomplish a pay work -day. Discrimina

tion was tolerated and favoritism was an

accepted characteristic. The employes in

Philadelphia were the victims of all of the

conditions imposed upon any body of un

organized employes. There is not much

surprise that a strike should take place on

part of employes working under such con

ditions . The wage rate in Philadelphia had

been so long at a low standard that even

the 25 -cent proposition appeared prohibitive

and arbitrary. But the strike has been set

tled and it is very likely the most objec

tionable features of employment will be

modified much to the advantage of the em

ployes. The strike settlement also places

the Philadelphia street railway men in a

position to perfect their organization along

the lines that will bring to them in the

future most apprecable results .
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Street Railway Lines who had the audacity

to become members of the Association and

ask the company for an increase in wage

and the right to be union men should be

discharged from the service of the company

and blacklisted by every employer of labor

in the city so that they would either starve

or be obliged to get out of town. May we

ask, are the tables turning, and do these

high grade men who wish to be regarded as

at the head of society and American busi

ness policies respond to the impulses of the

element they represent ? Is not the doctrine

they expound significant of lynch law ? If

Mayor Rayburn , our Chamber of Commerce

friend of Evansville , or the Citizen's Alli

ance of Battle Creek truly represent the op

position to organized labor, it may be ac

cepted that that element has reached its

extreme ; it would be ridiculous to assume

that such people represent the true caste of

industrial leaders among American business

men . There is a fairness in the make-up

of the average American which he carries in

his various walks and business ventures

through life . Is it not innate fairness and

fair reasoning on part of the great body of

citizenship that protects society against any

serious results from such extremists ? Com

pare the “ patriotic" utterances of Mayor

Rayburn , the Evansville gentleman , and the

Battle Creek Citizens Alliance with com

monly styled anarchy. Who are the anar

chists ?

to ,

After the strike was over, Mayor Ray

burn gave out for publication a statement

of the benefits the Rapid Transit Company

of Philadelphia had planned in the interest

of the employes. Among these were to

establish a $500 death benefit in the interest

of the families of deceased employes ; a pro

fit sharing plan by which a percentage of the

receipts should be annually distributed

among the men ; a sliding wage scale de

signed to give the men increases above 220

per hour rate ; a club room to be equipped

with bath tubs and bathing facilities where

employes could take their wives and famil

ies for an occasional clean-up, and other

benefits quite numerous to mention . It is

very singular that all of this welfare work

never came to surface before by a sugges

tion , or even a hint. Mayor Rayburn is a

director of the company.

This Association is not inclined

neither has it ever made a policy of com

menting upon the incidents of a strike , ref

erence to which may assist in the memory

of unpleasant features. We believe that all

unpleasantness should be buried and that

all utterances of a reflective character

should be forgotten after the battle is closed .

And particularly should this be the case

where our members are the victors . There

are some utterances and acts , however, in

connection with the recent strike in Phila

delphia and the one now in progress in

Evansville which may well bear comment at

this time, if not memorizing. It is not with

a view to awaken or to keep alive irritating

sentiment that some of the utterances are

here recalled. It is with a view to refute the

common published statements which are

made for the purpose of leading the public

to believe that employers and high city of

ficials are above the possibility of incendiary

utterances, and that all expressions of such

nature are the product of labor leaders, so

cialists, anarchists, etc. Mayor Rayburn of

Philadelphia gave out for publication , as a

statement coming from him , that

Chairman " C. 0. Pratt and such

should be wiped off from the face

of the earth ." Coming from the Mayor

of Philadelphia, such a statement was

practical invitation for the assassination of

Chairman Pratt by any crank whose senti

ment pertaining to unionism could be in

flamed to the point of desperation by the

exciting situation of a strike like that in

Philadelphia. Had Chairman Pratt used

such invectives against the Mayor of Phila

delphia or the traction officials he would

have been thrown into prison. In Evans

ville , Ind . , a prominent member of the

Chamber of Commerce of that city , in an

inflammatory speech, urged that G. E. B.

Member, “ Ben Commons should be thrown

into the river with a stone about his neck

and drowned ," a remarkable anarchistic ut

terance coming from one of the powers that

support a street car company in its effort to

tyrannize over its employes . In Battle

Creek , Mich . , the Business Men's Associa

tion , known as the " Citizen's Alliance," gave

out that the employes upon the Battle Creek

men

a

There is some feeling, and not without

cause , on the part of many of the Detroit

street car men , that an increase in wage

should be due in Detroit this year . When

the present wage scale was effected , the

conditions were such that the Detroit men

felt warranted in asking for 30 cents an

hour. At the time the company was in

such a fair condition to pay the rate that

it was afraid to arbitrate. The merit of the

demand would have stood before a fair ar

bitration board . After many conferences,

the present maximum wage was reached to

prevail to all of the employes and to take

effect June 1st, 1906. It is unnecessary to

suggest that concessions were submitted to

on the part of the employes with the hope

that the rate should not continue more than

one year. Unfortunately, the panic set in ,

making any kind of a job , at almost any

rate of wage, prized by any wage earner

seeking employment. The wage was per

mitted to continue until the present time.

The discrimination secured by the company

has worked against employes taken on after

the 1st of June , 1906. This has resulted in

a considerable decrease in the aggregate

pay roll . The business outlook at present

is good. The cost of living has increased .

There is more reason now why 30 cents

per hour should be paid than there was

three years ago . The profits of the com

pany exemplify the fact that it is well able

to extend the wage limit at this time. If

the company is again afraid of a fair arbi

tration of the rate , or refuses a readjust

ment , it is sufficient warrant to justify those

who would now ask for more wages .
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.The statement of Mayor Rayburn of

Philadelphia, that his company was con

templating death benefits for employes

brings up the suggestion that Philadelphia

street car men are now members of the

Amalgamated Association , an organization

now big and strong enough to establish

death and other benefit provisions of suffi

cient liberality , and upon a basis that they

will carry until they actually materialize.

Company propositions last during employ .

ment with the company . An association

proposition can last during membership ,

which may continue long after the job with

the company is lost. Death , disability and

old age endowments will receive the at

tention of the coming convention.

The United Hat Workers' Union has won

its strike against the Hat Manufacturers'

Association . A communication from the

Danbury, Conn . , correspondent to the " M.

& C." shows a complete victory for the

striking hat makers and the hat factories of

that city have opened up and will be run by

union men and the product will be strictly

union labeled . It has been a hard fight and

one in which the hatters could not have

stood alone. The results exemplify the ad

vantage of the federation of labor unions .

Every member of the American Federation

of Labor and organizations affiliated there

with have the satisfaction of knowing that

they contributed to the defeat of organized

hat manufacturers who were endeavoring

to strike a severe blow at organized labor

in general . The Hat Makers' Union is to be

congratulated for the stand they took in

this fight and they have rendered an ines

timable service to the cause of organized

labor.

The employe who receives 20c per hour

as a wage rate established voluntarily by

the employing corporation will not receive

any more than 20c an hour by any voluntary

consideration on part of the management of

the company for which he is working. Any

one can understand that, because what he

is receiving is the limit of the voluntary

rate to be fixed by the agent of the em

ploying concern . An increase of the wage

rate above that figure depends upon some

effort upon part of the employes. If a

single employe among the many should ask

that his individual wage be increased above

the voluntary rate , the manager would point

to his associate employes and tell him that

they have not asked for an increase and

that he would do better to seek employment

with some other company where the wage

may be voluntarily established at a higher

rate . This is good reasoning, but when all

of the employes organize and then request

a wage above the voluntary rate, there is

more reason for the manager of the com

pany to give consideration to the request,

and pay a little higher rate than he would

naturally volunteer to pay without such

concerted request being made. It would

seem that unorganized employes should

readily reason out this proposition without

having their attention particularly called

to it .

International President W. D. Mahon, at

last month's report, was rendering personal

advice in the interest of Division No. 416 ,

Peoria, ill . , applying to conferences for re

newal of agreement. An agreement was

reached at this place by which employes less

than six months in the service receive an

increase of 2 cents per hour ; those of six

months and less than one year of service

receive an increase of 1 cent per hour ; those

of the second year of service receive an

increase of 1 cent per hour ; those of the

third year of service received an increase

of 12 cent per hour ; those of the fourth year

of service receive an increase of 242 cents

per hour, and those more than four years in

the service receive an increase of 142 cents

per hour. The new wage scale effected by

the agreement is 191/2 cents for first year

service men ; 21 cents per hour for second

year service men ; 22 cents perhour for

third year service men and 24 cents per

hour after three years in the service. The

maximum rate of the former wage was 2212

cents per hour and prevailed to those more

than four years in the service. It will be

seen that the period of discrimination was

lessened by one year. This latter was

gained by the second stand taken by the

membership of 416 in rejecting the first

offer of the company to provide that the

maximum wage prevail only to those more

than four years in the service . After the

settlement for Peoria President Mahon gave

his attention to the situations at Danville

and Decatur. At these places the company

refused to entertain any proposition for an

agreement with the local divisions. The

company had previously discharged and sus

pended all employes who maintained mem

bership in the locals . This situation pre

sented a practical lockout . The circum

stance was submitted to the General Execu

tive Board , which body declared the exist

ence of a lockout upon those lines of the

Illinois Traction Company. The declaration

was practically ineffective in Danville , but

in Decatur it was more definitely observed .

In both places the declaration was endorsed

by the Central body. Due to the ineffective

ness of the effort of the local in Danville ,

the contest was abandoned there, but still

continues in Decatur. From Illinois Presi

dent Mahon went to New York , where he

endeavored to effect some intercession in

behalf of division No. 477 of Philadelphia. He

was unsuccessful through the medium he

sought to impress the management of the

company that a strike situation was at hand

in that city. Regarding every effort ex

hausted to secure concessions for the Phila

delphia membership without a strike he re

turned Chairman Pratt , who was associated

with him upon the proposition , to Philadel

phia and came to the general office to give

personal advice in the adjustment of differ

ences that had arisen with the locals em

ployed under the management of the Michi

gan United Railways , and also to take up

situations accumulating in various sections.
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Adjustment of all matters upon the Michi

gan United Railways has been secured with

the exception of the wage question which

has been submitted to arbitration. The ar

bitrators selected are : By the company , At

torney Ladd of Port Huron ; by the locals

affected , Attorney Lawrence Kulp, who is

also President of the Battle Creek City

Council . President Mahon will personally

direct the arbitration in the interest of the

employes of the M. U. R.

International Treasurer Rezin Orr, who

was left in charge of the lockout situation

in Decatur, Ill . , after making arrangements

to leave the situation in the hands of local

officers, was required to return to Streator,

Ill . , where a contention had arisen relative

to executing the new agreemenrt for Divi

sion No. 298 . While the company upon a

previous occasion had indicated a willing.

ness to renew the agreement to the mem

bership of Division No. 298 , it precipitated

a contest with the local of Electrical Work

ers established in that city . Due to the

position taken by the company refusing to

sign an agreement with either the Electrical

Workers or Division No. 298 a strike took

place June 3 which ended the following day

by the signing of both agreements by the

manager of the company. An unusual inci.

dent in connection with this strike is the

fact that an electrical worker who persisted

in working during the strike was fined $50

by the Electrical Workers' Union , which

fine was paid by the company.

Upon a former visit to Philadelphia Chair

man Pratt inaugurated a campaign of or

ganization to strengthen the ranks of the

Division . The management of the company

had cut off all conciliatory relations with

the membership of the Philadelphia local ,

having refused to entertain committees of

its employes . A situation existed there ,

which, without the possibility of confer

ences with the company , threatened the

very life of the local division and discour

aged the local officers . The work of devel

oping the Association was again taken up

and progressed . Sufficient strength was de

veloped to warrant a demand for recogni

tion of the representatives of the employes,

and demands to that effect were presented

to the management of the company . Con

ferences were denied and he company re

fused to entertain the committees. In an

attempt to divide the rapidly solidifying

sentiment of the employes the company

posted a wage increase of one cent per hour .

Chairman Pratt reported the situation to

President Mahon , who endeavored with him

to secure intervention through those who

might act as arbiters upon the situation .

This was unsuccessful and the strike fol

lowed, a report of which is given in an

other column . Chairman Pratt has been di

rected to remain in Philadelphia to give

further assistance to the local until the

Philadelphia Association is again in good

working condition. His reports at this time

are those of progress .

G. E. B. Member Edward McMorrow has

sufficently improved from his recent illness

to again take up the work of the Associa

tion . He is now assisting in renewal of

agreements for Divisions No. 266 and 373 ,

Chicago , and 215 of Aurora, Ill . His reports

at this writing are those of progress .

Vice-President A. L. Behner reports upon

the Cleveland situation that a settlement of

traction affairs of that city has not yet been

effected. A proposition , however, has been

submitted to the City Council, which has

been prepared by Judge Taylor, in whose

hands the roads are at the present time .

This proposition bids fair to become the

basis of settlement. It proposes a maximum

rate of fare of seven tickets for a quarter,

with a penny charge for a transfer and 5

cent cash fare, and initial rate of fare of 3

cents with a rebated transfer, the Goff-John

son valuation or a complete revaluation by

three disinterested expert arbitrators ; limi

tation of ten years on the city's right to

nominate a purchaser, and the use of the

surplus in the last fifteen years of the fran

chise for the reduction of capitalization . The

continued contention in Cleveland over the

street car settlement has greatly impeded

the progress of Division No. 268 .

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair reports

the arbitration of the wage scale and con

ditions between Division No. 99 of Winni.

peg , Man . , and the employing company as

having been completed. One cent an hour

increase and improved working conditions

has resulted . A report upon the award of

this arbitration appears in another column

Other points will be visited by Board Mem

ber Sinclair on his return east from Winni

peg , a report of which will appear in the

July issue.

Vice-President J. J. Thorpe , in company

with G. E. B. Member William B. Fitzger

ald , attended a meeting of Division No. 223 ,

Butler, Pa. , and reports favorably upon the

conditions of that local .

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius , who

was assisting G. E. B. Member Fred Fay in

organizing work in San Francisco, is in full

charge of that situation at the present time .

His reports indicate continued development

of the San Francisco local .

Chairman C. 0. Pratt, who last report

was giving attention to the affairs of divi

sions in northeastern Pennsylvania , having

visited Lansford , Hazleton , Pottsville ,

Wilkesbarre and Scranton , was returned to

Philadelphia by President W. D. Mahon to

assist in the affairs of Division No. 477 .

G. E. B. Member William B. Fitzgerald

found a disorganized condition to exist in

Oswego , N. Y., relative to the membershi

of Division No. 92 . Division No. 92 is a

small local that existed for a number of

years under a favorable management . When

control was secured by the present man

agement of the Oswego lines discourage

ments were soon met with on part of the
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RESULT OF ARBITRATION IN

WINNIPEG.

membership of a nature that caused them

to regard continued membership in the As

sociation a menace to their employment.

They readily yielded to the approaches of

the company in such numbers as to threaten

the absolute dissolution of the local . After

consulting various members, Board Member

Fitzgerald withdrew from the situation re

garding it as a question as to whether the

local would survive or not. He writes that

many of the older employes have left the

service and that the question as to whether

the newly employed are sufficiently inocu

lated with servile virus to acquiesce in the

disrupting tactics of the company is a ques

tion for time to tell .

G. E. B. Member Ben Commons, who was

dispatched to assist in attaining renewal of

agreement in the interest of Division No.

466, Evansville, Ind . , was unable to effect

any understanding with the company by

which the local could maintain working re

lations with the management. After several

unsuccessful attempts to bring about an ad

justment or to get the company to take up

the consideration of a new agreement the

local voted to go on strike . The situation

was submitted to the General Executive

Board and indorsement of strike was grant

ed . The strike was entered May 29 and

has continued up to the present writing.

Late reports upon the strike situation are

quite favorable.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay turned the

work of organization in San Francisco over

to G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius and

returned from the west to St. Joseph , Mo.

At this place the company had refused to

enter a new agreement with Division No.

326 , and such was the situation when Board

Member Fay arrived there . He was success.

ful in reopening conferences with the com

pany which led to a settlement by a prac

tical renewal of the old agreement . From

St. Joseph Board Member Fay returned to

his home.

The arbitration proceedings to fix the

wage scale for the membership of Division

No. 99 , Winnipeg, Man . , have been con

cluded and the award of the arbitrators has

been handed down . The effect upon the

wage rate is shown by the following com

parisons:

Old Rate,

1st six months service men 21c per hour

2nd six months service men . 22c per hour

2nd year service men 23c per hour

3rd year and thereafter. .26c per hour

New Wage Rate Fixed by the Award of

the Arbitrators,

For those less than six months in the

service .............. 210 per hour - no increase

2nd six months service men ..

23c per hour-1c increase

2nd year service men .

24c per hour-lc increase

3rd year service men

26720 per hour, 12c increase

4th year and thereafter

27c per hour - 1c increase

The award also fixes the service day at

nine hours and provides that the Company

shall supply one-half the cost of the first

uniform and furnish free uniforms and caps

thereafter. It is signed by Chas. W. Gordon,

chairman ; W. J. Christie, for the Company ;

J. C. O'Donoghue , for Division No. 99, arbi

trators .

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair, who

has been associated with the Local Com

mittee in charge of the interests of the

membership before the Arbitration Board ,

reports upon the settlement as follows :

" Everything has been settled satisfactory

with Division No. 99 and the Company. In

the award submitted, you will observe the

men have got a nine-hour day and a prac

tical increase of one cent per hour, making

a standard wage of 27 cents per hour for

the car men of Winnipeg. While the men

desired a better increase, yet with the

acquisition of the nine-hour day and several

other concessions and working conditions ,

they consider they have made important

gains through board of conciliation . The

members seem to be fairly well satisfied .

The award is to continue for a period of

two years. Mr. O'Donoghue fought hard

for the men to the last and the members

appreciated his service. We were up against

a hard company and in beginning negotia

tions we had to face the Company's propo

sition of a reduction of wages and other

arbitrary demands."

The full award embraces the following

conditions :

Clause 1.-Neither the company nor its

men will discriminate against any motor

man or conductor by reason of his being or

not being a member of any street railway

employees ' union .

Clause 2.-All cars will be cleaned and

fully equipped with proper appliances for

operating the car before leaving the sheds

for their respective runs ; the motorman and

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald , after

visiting Divisions No. 247, Rutland , Vt .,

and No. 242 , Montpelier, Vt . , was returned

to North Adams and Pittsfield , Mass . , where

the locals had appealed for the assistance of

an International officer . The Pittsfield Divi

sion desired to secure a written agreement

providing for an increase in wage . After

several conferences the company rejected

further overtures on part of the local and

a strike took place on June 2. Board Mem

ber Fitzgerald was able to bring about an

early adjustment by which an increase in

wage was granted and a ten -hour day se

cured . The new wage rate under the set

tlement is 21 cents per hour for first year

service men and increasing to a maximum

rate of 25 cents for those five years or more

in the service. Board Member Fitzgerald

reports full adjustment of all differences in

the interest of the Pittsfield local . The

strike lasted one day .
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conductor of each car, before leaving for

the run, must see that the car is fully equip

ped with proper appliances , and if anything

is found to be lacking must report at once

to an inspector or foreman . Conductors and

motormen must also keep the vestibules

clean while on their respective runs , and

report any defects or anything wrong with

the car at the end of the run .

Clause 3.-Seniority subject to efficiency

will be given preference in all regular runs

posted up for selection , and each motorman

and conductor will have the opportunity of

selecting his run in accordance with his

age in the service of the company ; all runs

to be posted for motormen and conductors

to make their selection as to the run they

may desire at least every four months .

Clause 4.-Motormen and conductors will

be paid their wages semi-monthly , and will

be paid on the fifteenth and last day of each

month, if possible. If, however, the above

dates should fall on Sunday or a holiday ,

payment will be made the day previous , if

proper arrangements can be made to do so.

Clause 5.-Conductors coming within the

scope of this agreement will be supplied

with tickets and change to the amount of

twenty - five dollars, after signing the com

pany's form of agreement for the return

of the money when called upon to do so .

Clause 6. -Free transportation will be

granted to all motormen and conductors on

all city lines of the Winnipeg Electric Rail .

way Company when in uniform or wearing

a badge furnished by the company. Reason

able free transportation at such times and

in such manner as the manager may think

best will be granted to all motormen and

conductors on all outside lines controlled

by the company , upon application for same

being made at the general offices.

Conduct of Negotiations.

Clause 7. — The proper officials of the com

pany will be willing to treat at all times

with its motormen and conductors or any

committee of them on any subject in the

interests of the company or its motormen

or conductors .

Clause 8.-All reasonable complaints or

grievances will be heard by the proper off .

cials of the company and any motorman or

conductor or committee failing to get satis

faction from the officials of the company

have the right to appeal at any reasonable

time to the board of directors .

Clause 9.-All motormen and conductors

required to work overtime on the following

public holidays, namely : New Year's Day ,

24th of May, Dominion Day , Thanksgiving

Day, Civic Holiday, Labor Day and Christ.

mas Day, will be paid at the rate of time

and one-half for such overtime. Exhibition

time included .

Clause 10.- On, from and after May 1 ,

1909, the following scale of wages will be in

force :

Twenty -one cents per hour for the first

six months .

Twenty-three cents per hour for the sec

ond six months .

Twenty-four cents per hour for the sec

ond year.

Twenty-six and one-half cents per hour

for the third year.

Twenty-seven cents per hour for the

fourth and succeeding years' continuous

service with the company .

Nine- Hour Day.

Clause 11.-- The proper officials of the

company will re-arrange the schedule of

all the regular runs on or before July 1 ,

to conform as nearly as possible to a nine

hour day instead of the present ten-hour

basis . Thereupon it shall be the privilege

of any conductor or motorman to elect a

ten-hour day should he so desire. It is dis

tinctly understood that neither by the com

pany or by the men will there be any dis

crimination against any motorman or con

ductor for his action in this regard. Having

due regard to all the conditions of the ser

vice the manager undertakes that the sched

ules will be so arranged that the hours of .

work on the cars will be put within the

least number of hours as , in his opinion ,

will be considered practicable and consis

tent with the service performed by the com

pany .

Extra Sunday Pay.

Clause 12.-All motormen and conductors

working Sundays to receive ten hours' pay

for eight and one-half hours' work ; over

time to be paid on the basis of ten hours '

pay for eight and one-half hours ' work ;

such movement. However he continued his

eight and one-half hours' work to constitute

a days ' work on Sunday .

Clause 13. - As far as practicable no mo

torman will be compelled to leave his regu

lar run to take special runs.

Clause 14.-All front vestibules on closed

cars will be fitted with curtains , or in such

other manner as may be thought best, to

darken the front vestibule at night. All

open cars will be fitted with glass fronts for

motormen :

Clause 15.-No conductor at any time will

be required to operate more than one car,

and no motor car pull more than one trailer,

as far as practicable in the discretion of the

management.

Clause 16.-Reasonable leave of absence

will be granted to all motormen and conduc

tors when their services can be spared . Any

motorman or conductor taking other em

ployment during leave of absence will be

considered to have terminated his services

with the company . Any service , however,

that a conductor or motorman may be called

upon to render in a representative capacity

on behalf of his fellow motormen and con

ductors shall not be considered as covered

by the word " employment” as used in this

clause ; such absence, however, not to ex

ceed one year.

Discharge of Employees.

Clause 17.—That when any motorman or

conductor has been suspended or discharged

from the service of the company, and after

investigation has been found not guilty of

sufficient cause to warrant such discharge

or suspension , he shall be re-instated and

paid for all time lost .

Clause 18.-No motorman will be com

pelled to take cars from the barns without
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doors, or with broken vestibule windows, be

tween October 15 and April 15 .

Clause 19—All motormen's vestibules

shall be fitted with heaters and made as

tight and comfortable as possible .

Clause 20—Stools will be furnished for

the motormen's use on such routes as the

management may think proper.

Clause 21-Any motorman or conductor

who has been six months or more in the

company's service and leaving of his own

accord shall upon application for same be

furnished with reference as to length of

service, character and ability while in the

company's employ. Regular printed forms

to be used for such purpose .

Uniforms.

Clause 22-Each conductor will be fur:

nished once every two years with a uniform

pea-jacket , and each motorman will be fur

nished once every two years with a uniform

overcoat ; and any motorman or conductor

leaving the service of the company from any

cause within six months after receiving his

pea-jacket or overcoat will be charged the

amount actually advanced by the company .

Clause 23— The company will pay one-half

the cost of first uniform ; all uniforms there

after will be furnished free , and a suitable

cap will also be provided . Winter caps will

be issued not later than November 1 , and

summer caps not later than May 1 .

Clause 24-The conductors operating on

outlying lines will be allowed all necessary

time over ten minutes when required to and

from the general offices; and any motor

man required by the company to come to

the general offices shall receive the same

consideration .

Clause 25 — The above conditions to re

main in force from May 1 , 1909, to May 1 ,

1911 .

( Sgd . ) Charles W. Gordon ,

Chairman.

( Sgd . ) W. J. Christie,

For the Company .

( Sgd . ) J. G. O'Donoghue,

For the men.

ing the range, and he was on to the situa .

tion instanter. Pulling his cap down over

his ears , so it wouldn't blow off, he made

a straight shoot for the runaway team .

Grabbing the bridle of the horse nearest to

him, he gave a flying leap, and in less than

a fraction of a second was astride of the

flying animal . “No lighter doth the swallow

skim along the smooth lake's level brim , '

than did Teague skim through the air on

to that horse . Then , as though merely out

for a little enjoyable ride, he reached over

and , without losing his equipose at all ,

grabbed the bridle of the second horse and

immediately brought both up standing. A

great company of interested spectators now

rushed on to the scene from the sidewalks,

as long as the team was under perfect con

trol , and lent their valuable aid in holding

in perfectly fast the now entirely quieted

horses, until the 'Winged Mercury' from the

car barns could dismount and get a new

cinch on his breath . The team was re

turned to its owner uninjured . Some one

proposed to take up a collection as a testi

monial to such an exhibition of bravery .

whereupon the crowd vanished immediately .

Conductor Teague has , however, the innate

satisfaction of realizing the blessed truth

that ' Virtue is its own reward .' ”

DOINGS OF LABOR GLEANED FROM EX.

CHANGES.

Seattle, Wash . , Builders' Exchange, com

posed of employing contractors, has aban

doned the “ open shop.” The Bricklayers'

Journal cites that the exchange was rapidly

depleting in membership under the “ open

shop ” policy and was threatened with com

plete dissolution.

A newly signed agreement between Brick

layers' Union , No. 27 , and the employing

contractors of Perth Amboy, N. J. , increases

the wage 5 cents per hour and fixes the

rate of pay at 60 cents per hour. Street

car men in that city are unorganized and

receive 18 cents per hour.

WILL THE CARNEGIE MEDAL-PUSHERS

TAKE NOTICE ?
" Pa, what is writer's cramp ?”

" It's being cramped for money, my son .

All writers suffer from it . ” — New York

World .

a

Brother John Teague, of Division 380, Salt

Lake City, is the subject for the following,

in the " Salt Lake City News " :

" There was a spectacular stoppage of a

runaway team at high noon today at Second

South and State streets, that beat the

equestrian performances of any circus that

ever came here . As Conductor John E.

Teague was walking past the point men
tioned enroute to his work, he saw

double team tearing east from Main street ,

on Second South . The street was full of

people either running after the team from

behind , or running away from it in front ,

and the windows of buildings ‘along the line

of march' were filled with people 'taking in

the show , ' while everybody was making re

marks suggestive of a disturbed frame of

mind.

Now Conductor Teague is , or was , or

ought to have been , a veteran cowboy rid.

Disbursements from the death and dis

ability fund during the month of May, 1909 ,

were made to beneficiaries on death claims
as follows :

P. R. McQuade, beneficiary ; death claim
of John Bulger , deceased member of

Division No.498, Mt. Vernon & New

Rochelle, N. Y.; cause, congestion of

lungs . $ 100

Mrs. Antoine Handrietta Olson , benefi

ciary ; death claim of Peter Olson, de

ceased member of Division No. 241,

Chicago, Ill .; cause, cerebral hemor

rhage and angina pectoris ... 100

John F. Devine , administrator ; death

claim of Robert Dehlin , deceased

member of Division No. 241, Chicago ,

Ill.; cause, catarrhal enteritis ..
100

Mrs. Arthur Gould , beneficiary ; death

claim of Arthur Gould , deceased mem
ber of Division No. 243 , Taunton,

Mass.; cause, tuberculosis .. 100

Mrs. John H. Getterman , beneficiary ;

death claim of John Getterman, de
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100

100

express our sympathy to his sorrowing fam

ily; therefore, be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Divi

Sion 329 , A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , ex
press to the sorrowing relatives our most

sincere and heartfelt sympathy and tender

all the assistance possible.

Resolved, That as a tribute of respect to

his memory we drape our charter in mourn

ing for thirty days. That a copy of these

resolutions be sent to the family of our de

ceased brother, a copy to The Motorman and

Conductor. for publication, and the same be

spread on the minutes of our meeting .

E. CRUISE,

C. MEAD ,

J. HESLING,

Committee.

100

100

100

By Division No. 111 , Jackson , Mich .

100

100

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God in
His infinite wisdom , to remove from our

midst our esteemed brother , Fred Wellman ;

therefore be it

Whereas, That whilst humbly bowing in

submission to the Divine Decree, we sincere

ly mourn the death of our deceased brother,

who, in life , was a worthy and consistent

member of our Division ; be it

Resolved. That we tender our heartfelt

sympathy to his devoted family in this, the
sad hour of their affliction ; be it further

Resolved , That our charter be draped in

mourning for a period of thirty days and
copies of these resolutions be sent to his

bereaved family, to the Motorman and Con

ductor for publication , and also spread upon
our minutes.

May 10 .

THOS. P._MURPHY,

JOHN McFEE,

Committee .

100

ceased member of Division No. 194,

New Orleans, La.; cause, accidental
drowning

Mrs. Thos. B. Kaber, beneficiary ; death

claim of Thos . B. Kaber, deceased

member of Division No. 260 , Chicago ,

Ill .; cause , pneumonia .

Lester H. Coleman, administrator; death
claim of Manly H. Allger, deceased

member of Division No. 425 , Hartford ,
Conn.; cause, carcinoma of stom

ach

Miss Ellen Cavanaugh, beneficiary ;

death claim of Daniel Cavanaugh , de

ceased member of Division No. 260 ,

Chicago , Ill.; cause, accident ..

Mrs. Jas. Connon , beneficiary ; death
claim of James Connon , deceased

member of Division No. 113 , Toronto ,

Ont.; cause, heart failure .

Mrs. Chas. O'Reily, beneficiary ; death

claim of Chas. O'Reily, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 85, Pittsburg, Pa.;

cause, dilatation of heart .

Mrs. Winiford Neill , beneficiary; death

claim of Michael Neill , deceasedmem

ber of Division No. 282, Rochester,

N. Y.; cause , uraemia and chronic in

testitial nephritis

Daniel Brennan, beneficiary ; death claim

of John Brennan , deceased member of

Division No. 477, Philadelphia, Pa.;

cause , fracture of the fifth cervical

vertebrae

Mrs. Mary Rogers, beneficiary ; death

claim of Stephen A. Rogers, deceased

member of Division No. 179, Elmira ,

N. Y .; cause, acute pulmonary phthisis
Mrs. J. N. Weber, beneficiary ; death

claim of J. N. Weber, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 308 , Chicago , Ill .;

cause, accident-fracture of base of

skull

Carl Carter, beneficiary ; death claim of

Thos. Carter, deceased member of Di

vision No. 329 , Dubuque, Iowa ; cause ,

organic heart disease .

Mrs. John Burns, beneficiary , ' death

claim of J. Burns, No. 1 , deceased

member of Division No. 260 , Chicago,

Ill.; cause , chronic gastritis ..

Mrs. Anna Sodeman, beneficiary; death

claim of C. Sodeman , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.;

cause, post -operative anuria, chronic

appendicitis and cholecystitis

Mrs. Thomas Oakes, beneficiary ; death

claim of Thomas Oakes, deceased

member of Division No. 194 , New Or

leans , La .; cause , phthisis pulmonalis

Peter Madsen ,beneficiary ; death claim

of O. Madsen, deceased member of Di

vision No. 192 , Oakland, Cal .; cause ,

embolism of brain ..

G. B. Parks, financial secretary of Divi

sion No. 270 ; death claim of Harley J.

Melancon , deceased member of Divi

sion No. 270 , Gloucester, Mass.; cause ,

hemorrhage of lungs ..

Lawrence F. Hart, financial secretary

of Division No. 168; death claim_of

Jas. Whalen, deceased member of Di

vision No. 168, Scranton , Pa .; cause ,

acute nephritis
Agnes Chapman, beneficiary ; death

claim of Dan Chapman , deceased

member of Division No. 283 , Brook

lyn , N. Y .; cause, phthisis pulmonalis.

Mrs. Mabel Vaughn, beneficiary; death

claim of Wm. J. Vaughn, deceased

member of Division No. 266 , Chicago ,

Ill .; cause , pneumonia .

100

100

100

100

100

By Div. No. 326, St. Joseph, Mo.

Whereas , it has pleased the Ruler and Pre

server of the Universe to remove from our

ranks our brother, E. R. Snider, member of

Division 326 , who died at 8 o'clock p . m . ,
May 30, 1909, at his home , 910 Woodson

street, this city ; therefore be it

Resolved, That Division No. 326 , in regular

meeting assembled, does hereby extend sin

cere sympathies to the family of our late

brother in their bereavement ; and be it fur
ther

Resolved , That copies of these resolutions

be sent to our deceased brother's widow and

children , and to the Motorman and Con

ductor, our official journal: for publication,
and that our charter be draped for the

period of thirty days.

St. Joseph , Mo. , June 1 .

THOS. SMITH ,

O. E. CURTIS ,

D. F. CRAVEN ,

Committee.

100

100

100

100

100

100

By Div. No. 498, Mt. Vernon and New Ro

chelle, N. Y.

Whereas, God in His infinite wisdom , has

removed from our midst Bro. John H. Bul

ger , in whose death this union has lost a

beloved brother and an earnest worker ; and

Whereas , By his kindly acts and manly

ways, had' endeared himself to his fellow

wokman. Therefore be it

Resolved, That this union extend to the

family of our deceased brother our earnest

sympathy in their hour of bereavement ; be

it further

Resolved, that the charter of this union

be draped in mourning for thirty days and
a copy of these resolutions be engrossed and

sent to the family of our deceased brother,

and that they be spread on the minutes of

the meeting and a copy be sent to the Mo

torman and Conductor for publication .
May 10 .

G. STANLEY, SR .,
President ,

B. PECK,

Recording Secretary .

Total . $ 2,300

IN MEMORIAM .

By Div. 329 , Dubuque, la .

Whereas, it has pleased our Heavenly

Father to remove from our midst by death

our beloved and esteemed brother , Thomas

Carter ; and
Whereas, In the sad departure of our

brother our association has lost one who was

ever faithful to its interests , and desiring to
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

OUR ANNUAL OUTING.

BY FRANK VERT.

[ The annual outing of the veteran street

car men of Detroit Div. 26 , A. A. of S. and

E. R. E. of A., was held on May 30, 1909, at

the Wayne Hotel , Toledo, Ohio . )

The sun was shining bright and clear,

Upon our annual outing ;

And faces glowed with endless cheer

Upon our annual outing.

It was upon the third of May ;

Two special cars in waiting lay

To take the street car men away

Upon their annual outing.

The company used us mighty fine

Upon our annual outing ;

We had the best along the line ,

Upon our annual outing.

Three boxes of their best cigars

They sent to us ; and , as for cars,

The best among the D. U. R.'s

Were on our annual outing.

Assistant superintendents, three ,

Were on our annual outing,

To represent the company

Upon our annual outing ;

For Robert Riskie, known so well ,
And two with names that none can spell ,

Were with us at the Wayne Hotel

Upon our annual outing.

I don't believe they drank a drop

Upon our annual outing ;

They must have feared they couldn't stop ,

Upon our annual outing ,

Or else nobody came to buy,

And so the three continued dry .

Just think of that ! It's awful! My !

Upon our annual outing.

Our business agent , Bill Halleen ,

Was on our annual outing,

And Starkey's smiling face was seen

Upon our annual outing ;

With Brother William Sherwood there,

The three arranged, with greatest care ,

The day , so we had fun to spare

Upon our annual outing.

I hear that Denny O'Holloran went

Upon our annual outing,

The Irish race to represent

Upon our annual outing.

He told his wife : “ I don't intind

To drink a drop or trate a frind , "

But he got " three sheets in the wind"

Upon our annual outing.

The greatest pleasure of the day,

Upon our annual outing,

So I heard Robert Copeland say,

Upon our annual outing,

Was when he heard the glasses clink

And had a friend give him the wink

And say , “ Step up and have a drink,

Upon our annual outing . "

Mark Ashby wished a souvenir

Upon our annual outing ;

So when the lady clerk drew near,

Upon our annual outing,

Sam Hall picked up some ladies' hose

And says to her , " How much are those ?' '

And " would they fit him , do ye 'spose ?"

'Twas on our annual outing .

The lady snickered , that was mean ,

Upon our annual outing ;

She whispered , “Gee ! that guy is green

To be upon an outing."

When Sammy said: " No harm is meant;

To fit my friend was my intent;

And thus a helping hand I lent

Upon our annual outing.”

They called me up to make a speech

Upon our annual outing ;

It proved to be a regular screech

Upon our annual outing.

I guess they thought my feeble brain

Had slipped a cog, or gone insane ;

But , boys, it won't occur again ,

Upon our annual outing.

That jolly fellow, Mal. McLeod,

Was on our annual outing ;

He helped to liven up the crowd

Upon our annual outing .

He wouldn't let the liquor be ,

He drank until he couldn't see ,

Yet wasn't half as drunk as me,

Upon our annual outing.

And now I hope that every one

Upon our annual outing

Will read and take this all in fun

About our annual outing ;

For , hereby, I confess that I'm

Just stretching truths to make 'em rhyme

In telling what a jolly time

We had upon our outing.

And now, another word or two

About our annual outing :

I'd like to say , and then I'm through,

About our annual outing.

I hope when spring again is near
The way for one and all is clear

So we may meet another year

Upon our annual outing.

Now, Sherwood was a sly old mink

Upon our annual outing ;

He swore that milk was all he'd drink

Upon our annual outing .

But when he turned his watchful eye

Some heartless wretch , upon the sly ,

Slipped in a horn of good old rye ,

Upon our annual outing.

Said Billie : “ Milk is not so slow

To drink upon our outing,

It makes me feel 'How come you so ?

I scarce can keep from shouting . "

Said he : “ The most of milk is flat,

But, hully gee ! such milk as that

Would make a man throw up his hat

Upon our annual outing.”

We told the con . to pull the bell

Upon our annual outing,

And dump us at the Wayne Hotel,

Upon our annual outing.

As soon as we got off the car

We formed in line before the bar ;

Oh ! that's the place I always star

Upon our annual outing !

There was a jovial , jolly Scot

Upon our annual outing ;

Poor fellow, he was badly shot,

Upon our annual outing ;

They tell me Jimmie went along

To keep the rest from going wrong,

And then got roaring full ( of song )

Upon our annual outing .

" Sorry sir," telephoned the butcher, " but

we are out of sirloin . Why don't your wife

order you a round ? ”

“ What's that ?” exploded Harker, at the

other end of the line .

" I say, why don't your wife order you a

round ?”

“ Why don't my wife order me around ?

Man , that is all she does from morning un

til night ! If you were nearer, I'd—" . But

the startled butcher had hung up the re

ceiver.-Granitecutters' Journal .
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HOW IT CAME ABOUT.

All

Philadelphia , Pa . - Div. 477 has won a glo

rious battle after a seven -day- strike that

outclasses any fight of the kind that this

country has seen for many years. The boys

of Div. 477 not only came out to a man , but

got out the whole population to fight on

their side. And that is going some in a town

of 1,500,000 population. You can say for

Philadelph
ia

that she may not be fast, but

there certainly was nothing slow about this

old town when the street cars stopped run

ning. Div. 477 not only brought the company

to terms, but got the town going at such a
rate that inside a week everybody , from

mayor down , was pushing the good cause

along and forcing the company to sign a con

tract with the union street car men and give

them practically everything they asked for.

The only thing still hanging fire is the wage

question . We went back to work with an in

crease in wages of a cent an hour and the

right to more if the audit of the company's

accounts in July show that it can afford to

give it to us. Since the fares of the com

pany have just been raised, we are not

worrying much about what the audit will

show .

They did not think that we could strike ,

and turned us down flat last December when

we made our demands. But we kept right on

organizing and held meetings every night all

over the city, taking in new members, and

were right on the job when the opportunity
came. We kept on organizing and waited un.

til the company raised fares and got the pub

lic sore. . The people held town meetings and

protested against the company , while we held

our own little barn meetings and got in fine

shape to get into the scrimmage.

Brother Pratt came to town on May 8 and

then we laid our campaign plans. Brother

Pratt first told the public that we wowd not

interfere with the people's fight against in

creased fares but would give the public full
and free opportunity to settle its differences

with the company before we butted in . That

didn't hurt our standing with the public one
bit. But in the meantime we were as busy

as we could be. We toured the town and

held mass meetings at the rate of four a

night. We presented demands and sent com

mittees to the company, but the officials

wouldn't even talk to us . We kept our heads

cool and made the public understand that we

did everything to prevent a strike and that
if one came it would be the company's fault ,

We even sent our demands to the company in

a letter, but the company officials did not

think it was necessary to reply. Everything

we did was done open and above board, 60

that the public was fully informed in the

newspapers and knew that the company was

in the wrong and that we had acted as fairly

as men could act. Then , on Thursday, May

27 , we called a big mass meeting. The news

pa per men were right in the hall and saw all

the enthusiasm of the boys. But still the

company stood pat, although we gave it 36

hours' grace.
On Saturday morning, May 29 , the strike

was called. Some of the boys were 60 en

thusiastic that they quit two hours before

the official call at 3:45 a. m . We started out

with 4,000 men in the morning and in the

evening there was not a single car moving.

On Sunday morning, the company sent out a

few cars and we gained still more recruits

and kept adding to our ranks until on Mon

day we had the entire system completely tied

up with the exception of the elevated and

subway line .

On Monday we certainly got a joke in on

the company . When we threatened to strike,
some company officials got the 220 men

the Willow Grove division to sign a petition
thanking, the company for its increase of one

cent an hour and saying that they were not
in sympathy with the union " agitators."

The company gave that petition out to the

newspapers and said that the union was a

farce. But on the Monday after the strike

was called , all the 220 Willow Grove boys

came out with us and tied up the company's

big summer park on the three biggest days
of the year.

Things started to get real hot then . The

city administration was against us, and was
out to beat us. All policemen and firemen

were ordered on strike duty . The firemen

were armed with big clubs and mounted po

licemen were held at city hall to be sent out

to any place where crowds collected. They

arrested people by the hundreds for merely

shouting “ Scab " at strike breakers. They

drove our pickets away from the barns .

saloons were closed and the town was prac

tically put under martial law by the mayor,

who said we “Ought to be wiped off the face

of the earth ," But then the people took up

our fight and went after the imported strike
breakers. Everybody walked and carried

tags saying, " I walk for the benefit of the

striking street car men ."

But Mayor Reyburn was still determined to
break the strike for the company. He said

that he would break it if he had to run the

cars himself and operate them with police
men and firemen . As it were, every car was

under heavy police guard. Some of them had

a guard of six policemen . But all the pow

ers of the city administration were helpless

against the solid support for our cause and

at last the people compelled the mayor to

change his mind. The administration still

thought it could pacify us by handing us a

lemon in the shape of a worthless settlement.

But we turned that proposition down , and ,

just to show them that we still had more
fight in us, we called out the men on the

subway and elevated lines and got ready to

call out all the powerhouse engineers and
firemen , together with the shop hands . The

whole general labor movement of the town

backed us up and threatened to go out in a

general sympathetic strike. All strikers wore

white ribbons and the Central Labor Union
designated the primary election day as

White Ribbon Day and called on all work

ingmen to go to the primary polls and vote

against the administration that was fighting
us . That got the nerve of the administra

tion powers. They got so busy, then , that

we could hardly keep time with them ,

had said that we would not be permitted to

hold mass meetings . But on Thursday even

ing we not only held our mass meeting, but

paraded to the meeting, every man carrying

an American flag with white ribbon stream

ers and marching clean through the city hall
courtyard past the mayor's windows and

through the rows of policemen . Not a shot

was fired at us . We were permitted to march,

all right, and when we got to the mass meet

ing we were told that not only would the

meeting be permitted by the administration ,

but that the administration would furnish us

with as many more halls as we needed .

Oh , fine ! What a change ! After that,

everything went lovely. Negotiations were

opened next morning. The mayor stayed at

the city hall till long after widnight to tell

the company what we wanted, and when our
committee then went to the company office,

we got it. Every body was our friend then .

Policemen and detectives carried messages

between our strike headquarters and city

hall , where the negotiations were completed

by our committee and the company officials.

At last we got our proposition in the shape

that we wanted it . The company agreed to

it , and then we called mass meetings at all

our barns and let the full membership vote

on it . The company and the city administra

tion furnished automobiles for all our exec

utive board members to ride to their barn

headquarters with the copies of the agree

ment for the men to vote on. There was

nothing too good for us , and after the men
had accepted the agreement by a vote of

2,702 to 1,097, there was a grand love feast

in the mayor's office at city hall. We had a

grand reception and banquet and the whole

crowd that we had licked , patted us on the

back and told us there were no hard feelings .

It was a great day for organized labor and

everybody is happy. The people cheered our

They

on
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boys all along the lines when they returned

to work , and they are now refusing to ride

with the men that can't show a union button.

It has been a general union revival in this

city , and will no doubt benefit the whole la

bor movement.

The contract that we signed with the com

pany is signed by the president and secre

tary of the company and the nineteen board

members of the union . It bears the seal of

the union as well as the seal of the com

pany , and is furnished in three copies, one

for Div. 477 , one for the company and one

for the international office .

How is that for the so - called sleepy old

Quaker town ? " THE QUAKER. "

A MUTUAL ENTERTAINMENT.

than six months and less than one year ; 24

cents an hour to men in the employ more
than one year.

The night of April 30th the members had a

banquet, inviting the locals from Niles, New

Castle, Park and Falls, also the officials of

the company, from the president down to
the dispatchers . There were nearly 300 in

attendance. After feast of many good

things, too numerous to mention , speeches

were made by the mayor of Girard, officials

of the company , and many of the members

also took part. A boxing, also a wrestling

match were given for the amusement of

those present . It was the most harmonious

and good - will meeting ever held here.

Every one worked to make the banquet a
success.

The local has a good ball team and is

willing to meet any other amateur team in

the Mahoning Valley.

J. J.Hunt, while throwing a light some

time ago, burnt his hand, and he will not be

able to work for a few weeks .

Not much sickness here and nearly all of

the men are busy. DIVISION 272 .

MOONLIGHT EXCURSION LISTED.

а

Davenport, la . — The first thing on the list

is our grand annual moonlight excursion to

be given June 17 , at which time we expect

to have a very enjoyable time.
Bro . Sam Martin has been on the sick list

for several days, but is able to be at work

again.

Bro. Wm. Buckley is at work after sev

eral days on the sick list .

Bro. Weiland is at work after having been

laid up with a very bad sprained ankle for

several days.

Bro. McDonald , an old time trainman of

the Tri -Cities, is back on our extra list .

Bro . Ficker was on the sick list for a few

days, but is able to be at work again .

Bro . D. R. Brown is on the sick list at

present with a game leg. We hope to see

nim back at work in a few days.

Bro . Ben , Diedrick has just returned home

after several days' vacation . We expect to

see him at work in a few days .

Bro . Carl Christianson has resigned his
position on the Locust street line and will

seek employment elsewhere. T. A. P.
.ㅗ

AGREEABLE WAGE ADJUSTMENT.

ence

Derby, Conn . - The regular meeting of Div.

No. 469 was held in Indian Well hall , Thurs

day morning, May 27 , 1909 . The meeting,

which was followed by a smoker and enter

tainment, was called to order by the presi
dent, R. J. Leahy, at 1:30 a. m. The attend

ance was the largest that ever attended

meeting of the division .

During the month our members made a

grand round -up, and the result was fourteen

candidates to be initiated. Good work , boys ;
get the few that remain out in by next

meeting.

The business of the meeting was carried

on with promptness and dispatch, owing to

the watchfulness of Bro . Brown, who was

afraid that the ice would melt and the re

freshments would spoil . Every time a mem

ber would speak too long, Brown would re
mind him of the perishable goods in the

other room, and the warning had the desired
effect. At last our meeting ended , and the

committee, headed by Bro. Brown, started in

to give the members the time of their lives .
During the time that the members were

looking after the inner man the following

program took place, and I assure you that

for entertainers our members have got them
all beat a mile : Vocal solo , “ What a Differ

In the Morning," Jack Dalton ; vocal

solo . “My Old Kentucky Home," C. Ryan ;

vocal solo, " I Wonder if She Thinks of Me,

Bro. Reily ; story, " Running a Boat a

Fishing Trip at 2:30 a. m .,' Walter Lodge;

buck and wing dancing, Calo Horton ; "How

to Train a Horse to Be Afraid of the Cars,"

Scribinger and F. Ryan ; piano solo, J. An

derson ; cake -walk , Č. Ryan and C. Horton,

Riely and Cahill (Johnny Ray) , Lodge, Busk,

and others too numerous to mention .

Thanks, brothers; you have the best wishes

of your division .

Our good time closed at 5 o'clock , so that

the men could report for duty.

We were a little disappointed in not hav
ing an International officer present. But

President Mahon said that they were too

busy and none could be spared at present,
but that he would send one later . Don't for

get . Mr. President. I hope I have not taken

up too much space in your valuable paper,

but I was compelled to do this on account of

the resignation of our correspondent, who

spends so much time learning the rudiments

of farming that he could not find time to
write.

Bro. Raymond Trudell has gone to New

Hampshire to regain his health .

Bro. Cloughessey has given up railroading
and accepted a position with the Ansonia

Flour and Grain Co.

Our division at present is in a flourishing
condition , and I hope our members will

show as much interest in the future as they

have in the past. Cor.

TWENTY-TWO, TWENTY-THREE AND

TWENTY-FOUR CENTS.

on

Dubuque, Ia.—Well , boys, here we are

again . One more month has passed and

everything is about the same as before. No

one is sick at present. Everybody is work

ing, and feeling fine. Guess our new wage

scale has quite an effect on its subjects:

Old Scale. New Scale. Raise.

First six months .... 150 150

Second six months .. 17c 18c ic
Second year 18c 200 2c

Thereafter
20c 22c 2c

Overtime 22c 260 4c

According to our schedule time there is

about $ 373 each month to be divided among

51 regular men. Every little bit helps - a lit

tle bit .

Maybe our glass fronts on the open cars

don't make the motormen smile some when

it rains . We must find some way of pro

tecting the conductor now.

President E. Cruise has not been able to

work on the cars for almost four weeks and

does not seem to be getting better very fast.

He slipped and severely strained one shoul
der when flagging a railroad crossing. He

is employed as park policeman at present.

While two of our brothers were on their

way to some fishing grounds the other day

the boat capsized and they surely got a good

ducking. According to their story, it was

only a miracle that they were not drowned,

for they could not swim one foot and the

water was all of 20 feet deep.

Well , boys, for the good of Division 329 ,

everybody push . Things keep looking better
all the time.

What can the scabs ' poor little children ,

when they are grown up, say of their dads ?

NIXIE

.

Youngstown, 0.-Division 272 is still in the
race . Our agreement with the company was

renewed for another year, with no notable

changes, except the wage ' scale , which was
increased one-half cent an hour, making the

wage rate : Twenty - two cents an hour for

men in the employ for less than six months ;

23 cents an hour for men in the employ more
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G. E. B. MEMBER SINCLAIR WITH 99.

а .

Winnipeg , Man . - Div . No. 99 stands out in
bold pre - eminence for the stand she has

made and won for a nine -hour day. For

three long months our membership have

bided their time to comply with the govern
ment fallacy of providing an arbitration

board , thereby protecting interests that are
obvious. Our boys turned out after hard

days of toil to four mass meetings , losing

their sleep for the cause of progress and
emancipation. Did they murmur ? never !

Yes , and if unanimity be any criterion, we

are a solid bunch . At times our feelings

were accentuated by the confidential de

meanor of our committee. They certainly

had a herculean task , and they performed it

with integrity and wisdom .

During the last two months we have added

forty members to our roll . Oh , yes, we are

progressing.

Bro. Magnus Sinclair has been with us for

quite a time. imbuing our brothers with a
thorough knowledge of the things per

taining to good unionism . During his periods

of recess from the arbitration board he was

constantly our adviser. Individually and

collectively and personally, we desire to con

gratulate the G. E. B. on securing him for
us. If space were permissible I would

doubtless become little deservedly eulo

gistic. If he is as enthusiastic in shooting

woodchucks as he is in labor's realms he is

a sport, alright..

We recognize the splendid fight of the

hatters' union and wish our membership to

insist on the label. Their cause is your's

indirectly .

The stork has been very busy amongst us

recently, leaving a treasure in the homes of

J. Glenham, Wm. Gagnon and Ben. Luker.

Who is the brother who sits in a secluded
spot and endeavors to throw sarcasm at

some of the speakers. Rise to your feet ,

brother, and let us see that though you are

diminutive physically , you are not so men

tally .

Bro. McCutcheon has accepted the chair

manship of Norwood Acquatic club . He is

We also desire to congratulate Bro . Cragie

on his able articles on unionism which ap

peared in a recent issue of the Norwood Bal

loon .

Bro . Edgett is_getting to be a confirmed

disciple of Isaac Walton .

Bro . R. Killeen is studying such names as

0. Mundarfson , etc. Pull clear , Bob .

One of our brothers rescued a life that

in imminent danger by fire recently.

But Bro. Lunney knew his duty and did it

nobly and well. The St. Vital council has

passed a recognitionary resolution on the

brother's action.

What fraternal delegate endeavored to

imitate Bro . Birtles by putting a goat in the

vestibule, or was it to remind the brother

of attacks in the rear ? They don't count

with an Indian soldier.

Out of 450 members, we have one so sen
timentally inclined that to cause his name

to appear in our journal is second to treason .
Save the mark . We'll survive the incon

gruity.

We desire to sympathize with Bro. Alli

son on the death of the one surviving link

of his domestic happiness.

Bro. Chambers is consulting Foster

garding the weather conditions in July ! Who
are the men on St. James that their sur

names commence with D. ? There are two

ladies who interpret the D.'s as Dearies, so
Jack Kerr says.

Bros. Stinson and Woodward have invented

a new conductor for combating the effects

of terrestrial and atmospheric electricity in

their equilibration on the street cars .

Wishing the boys in the Quaker city a

victorious termination,

Yours fraternally,

ZOREALIS .

to the patrons of the H. & S. Street Railway

Co. to see every motorman and conductor

undergo such a rapid change since the prev

ious date . The change in uniform comprised

an up to date hat with one gold band in the

center, on the lapel of the coat the letters

" H. & S." prominently displayed , and a new

set of regulation buttons with the name of

the company stamped on .

It is very pleasing to note that the travel

ing public in general have taken a special
interest in the appearance of our members,

and comment very freely . A traveling sales

man asked me the other day where we pro

cured our uniforms, and I informed him from

Haynes & Co. , Springfield , Mass. He then

said , that in all his travels he had never

seen such an unique outfit . Much credit is

due the management of the road in adopting

this complete change , and it should be deep

ly appreciated by every man on the system .

It is very evident that the management is

very desirous of the men to be clean and

neat in appearance, as well as being cour

teous and gentlemanly in their actions. Now

the only way to compensate is by good , hon

est and efficient service and then , too , we

will demonstrate to the traveling public not

only that we are the best appearing, but bet

ter disciplined than any street railway em

ployes in New England .

Piney Ridge, the popular summer resort

operated by our company, which is located

on the Rockville division , about midway be

tween Hartford and Springfield, will be open

to the public Decoration day . It is an ideal

place to spend a part of an evening to watch

the mery dancers on the large and spacious

pavilion The bookings for the season show

that a number of special cars wil be run for

the transportation of picnic parties, which

will make business good for the spare men ,

Bros. Frey and Donohue attended a hear

ing on stools for motormen and all air brake
cars used on suburban lines at the State

Capitol in April . The railroad committee re

ported unfavorable on the measure , but it

was not accepted by the House of Represen

tatives . The bill was re-committed and as

signed for another hearing. At this hearing

the trolley men made such an impression

that the committee reported favorably and

the result was that the stool bill has now

passed the House, and every indication is

that it will pass the Senate, and if it does

it will go into effect August 1 , 1909. Another

hearing was held before the railroad com

missioners relative to vestibules on open

cars, but will report the decision later .

A very important meeting was held on

May 6 . The principal discussion was on the

day lay -off system which was adopted last

summer and found unpractical. It was in

troduced this year and it was unanimously

voted to discontinue that system in the fu

ture.

Conductors ' on the Rockville division

should examine their cars before starting

on a trip. A Guinea hen rode for two round

trips the other day in the truck and did not
pay a cent.

Bro . Arthur Durfee had an operation per

formed and is expected to work soon . Honk

honk , who bought the auto .

COR. DIV . NO. 452 .

was

re

ELECT OFFICERS SEMI-ANNUALLY .

Danbury, Conn .-At a meeting of the Dan

bury Division , No. 269 , Street and Electric

Railway Employes, held yesterday , the fol
lowing officers were elected for the next six

months: President, George Hinckley ; vice

president, Frank Morgan ; secretary , Ernest

D. Andrews; treasurer , John E. Banks ; con

ductor, Lewis W. Klinzing ; warden , Leonard

Hopkins; sentinel, Martin McCarthy. The

executive board elected consists of Lewis W.

Klinzing, John E. Banks, John Carrick , How
ard Jones and Harry Crawford . Samuel

Everett and John Carrick were elected dele

gates to the Central Labor Union , and Sam

uel Everett was elected as correspondent to

the Motorman and Conductor.

HOPEFUL OF STOOL LEGISLATION .

Thompsonville, Conn .-- Commencing May

12 the members of Div . No. 452 appeared in
nice new uniforms. It was a great surprise
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A NOTE OF WARNING.

Sydney, N. S.-We have to report pretty

fair progress in organization work among

the boys of the Sydney and Glace Boy Rail

way Co.

On the eve of March 30 Bros. Curtis, Mac

Vicar and MacDonald went out to the town

of Glace Bay and succeeded in initiating M.

J. Laffin , Jack MacKay, A. J. MacDonald and

Wm. Doucette. J. R. Martin, president of

the local Trades and Labor Council, accom

panied our committee to Glace Bay and

pointed out to the newly initiated brothers

in a very convincing manner the benefits of

organized labor. The cigars were passed

around and three cheers and a tiger were

given to the new brothers and to the Amal

gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America,

On April 24 and 25 we had seven more of

the Glace Bay boys initiated and their names
forwarded to the international office with

the April report. They were : Phil MacDon

ald , John MacLeod, Edward Chant, D. A.

Ferguson , Dan MacPherson, Chas. E. Mac

Donald and Nathan Huntington. This makes

the total from that line eleven , and the total

net membership of our Division 29 . I think

this is doing pretty well when we consider

that when we received our charter last Octo

ber we had a total membership of eleven ,

just one besides the charter members.

think we have to congratulate ourselves

even if it do smack a little of vanity. So

much , so good,

I have to report one benefit we have al
ready derived from being organized , and

that is in regard to our summer uniforms.

Heretofore our uniforms were imported from

Boston , Mass. , by the company for us, the

price ranging from $ 20 to $23 per suit. In

January last a committee of us waited on

our manager and asked him if the company

could help us any on our uniforms for the

coming summer. He told the committee he

would consider the matter. A few days later

a bulletin was posted in our lobby to the ef

fect that any man that was in the company's

employ six months after March 1st would

get $ 10 of a refund on his uniform . The uni

forms were made in a local shop ( union ) at

our request, and are certainly “out of sight ."

The boys look “ nifty " in their new clothes,

and just think of it , brothers, your bright

ten - spot coming around Sept. 1st.
Our boys are congratulating themselves

since the last few days over the reinstate

ment of Bro. A. J. MacDonald , of the S. &

G. B. line. Bro. MacD. was discharged about

two weeks ago for a few minor offences.

Division 514 got interested right off the reer

and held a special indignation meeting and

appointed a special committee of S. & G.B.

employes to interview Manager Foss, of that

line . So quickly and quietly was the matter

taken in hand that the interview with Mr.

Foss was arranged just a half hour after the

committee was appointed , and the way they

handled the situation reflects great credit on

that committee. The outcome was that Bro.

lacD. a few days late was put back on his

run , and to say we were all pleased is a very

mild manner of expressing our feelings .

No more of these goo -goo eyes, Angus.

I would like to sound a note of warning

to the brothers of both the C. B. E. and S.

& G. B. lines : Don't forget that our respect

ive companies have placed a standard book

of rules in each and every one's hand , and
the ignorance of those rules will not be

taken as an excuse for the violation of them.

Such being the case , then , do you line up to

the rules as they are placed before you in
black and white ! I am afraid there are very

few of us can answer that question in the

affirmative, and , boys , remember, every time
you violate the rules you lay yourselves

open to suspension , and perhaps dismissal,

for corporations like street car companies

don't make a habit of keeping men in their

employ whom they think are lack in their

duties . It would be a good thing for us to

study an article in a past number of The

Motorman and Conductor by International

President, entitled " Remember Your Obliga

tion ."

What's next ? The ball . What ball ? Ah ,

go on , you know all about it ! The Motor

men and Conductors' ball , on May 17 , at

Imperial Hall . Well , it was a peach . One

hundred and fifty couples present, and some

that weren't couples at all. I may say with

all truth that our dance was one of the most
successful from all standpoints that ever

took place in the city . Some of the most

prominent people from both Sydney and

Glace Bay attended. Among the latter the

following could be noticed : Neil J. Gillis ,

M. P. P.; Justice MacGilvary, Deputy Mayor

Tobin , and a score of others. Manager Foss ,

of the S. & G. B. , and Manager Townsend and

Supt. Bully , of the C. B. E. Co., were present

and seemed to enjoy themselves immensely.

The boys expected our worthy Mayor Rich

ardson to lead the grand march , but official

duties kept his worship from attending. The

chaperones were Mrs. James Doyle , Mrs. Au

brey Curtis and Mrs. Phil MacDonald , The

net receipts will amount to $ 125 , which is

going toward starting a sick benefit fund .

Bro . Dunphy at this writing is laid up

with a sore hand. Well, brother, you can

still continue your visits to ward 5 even if

you do have your hand in a sling, but don't

wear out your welcome.

Even if the stork did visit Bros. Shepherd

and Marks we haven't seen the cigars come

around yet. You can get "Cornell's Best"

union made for $ 2.50 a box, and don't forget

it next time. Rather late now .

I wonder why Mike left the ball so early ?

Say, brother, I would advise you not to get

too chummy with other people's wives and

when you go to a ball in the future, take

your own wife.

I hope all the boys will get interested and

try and devise ways and means to raise the

necessary cash to send a delegate to the as

sociation convention at Toronto, Ont., in Oc

tober. We would like very much to be rep

resented there, but if we don't get a move

on I am afraid Division 514 will be left in

the cold . Come , boys, if we go about it in

the right way I think we can raise the nec

essary amount.

EMPLOY UNION BARBERS.

Port Huron, Mich.-With Div. 90 things are
about the same as they have been for the

last four months. The meetings are very

poorly attended , an average of 11 members

to both sessions. Something ought to be

done to induce some of those stay -aways to

appear once in a while . One brother leaving

Port Huron for Marine City for a meeting

stayed on the car and went to Mt. Clemens

to see his sweetheart. Two others can never

come because they are being picked up on

the 11 p . m . car at Brush street for their

home at Mt. Clemens. . What will become of

our local if we don't attend ? Ask yourself

that question . We can make this one day a

month an open date.

I had no news in the April issue because
our baby was so sick we were afraid we

were going to lose her . I hadn't the ambi

tion-let alone the time-to sit down and
write .

A shave and hair cut for 250—that's going

some, isn't it ? Going to a scab shop and

have those fellows practice on your face
that's going some more. You're getting

union wages, so go and pay for union labor.

It will mean one trip less down Front street ,

of course.

The shipyard tripper is going on again

very soon , so ask Bros. Ziegler and Saesar,

is everybody happy ?

One of the boys , a member of the M. E.

B. A. , but on account of the troubles on the

lakes refused to go out, has accepted a posi

tion on the Rapid. Bravo ! But insists upon
calling for Honest Scrap - Punko !

Lost, strayed or stolen - Abox of union

made cigars has fallen into the hands of

the enemy, Ben Benton, the peanut vender,

after a long and unsuccessful sale of scab

goods , PAUL MANTHEY.
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ARBITRATING WAGE SCALE. TWO PROFITABLE ENTERTAINMENTS.

a

We

Halifax, N. S .-- Since writing my last let

ter the members of Div. 508 have carried out

a couple of entertainments for the benefit

of our sick fund . The first was a quadrille

party on Easter Monday night. The profits

amounted to a little over $ 50, which was not

so bad, considering that it was our first at .
tempt. The second entertainment was

card party and dance, which was a great

success , 300 tickets being printed , which

were all sold , about a dozen admissions

being paid for at the door. Over and above

the 300 tickets sold at 35 cents each , the
profit from this was about $ 100 , which I

must say was excellent :

are still working hard to get some

more of the outsiders to join, and we are

getting them ; one or two at a time. Now ,

boys, do all you can to get them lined up.

Bro . A. C. Norton was blessed by a visit

from the stork . A nice baby girl is trying
h best to outrival a few th neighbors

children in vocal music , which , I suppose, is

not very harmonious.

Wonders happen in the best of regulated

families, but say. Bro. Kennedy has tied a

knot with his mouth which will prove im

possible to untie with his teeth . If you are

not already in the know , he has got married ,

Not a word , either, and if he does not ante

up the cigars the boys all vow to prop the
house up . " Nuf sed ."

Bro . Brinton I., " Old Dad," has taken to

chewing gum . Some times a small lump can

be seen stealing a ride on the canopy of his

ca :, awaiting further service that it may be
called upon to make. " You can do it. "

I am glad to the buttons very

prominent since some of the ulsters are dis
carded .

I am sorry to relate that Bro . Shubley

met with an accident yesterday , June 1.

Two or three children were playing on the

street , and when the car was but a short

distance from them they ran across the

' street . The last , a little boy about five years

old , was caught by the car and received in

juries from which he died about an hour

after. All of us are sorry that our brother

met with this accident . He was arrested ,

but the company bailed him . It is gratify

ing to learn that the brother did his best to

prevent the accident. The sympathy of the

passengers is with him and they compli

mented him on the quickness with which he

brought his car to a standstill .

Bro . Harry Quinn is on the sick list. We

wish him a speedy recovery:

Bro. Furzey, take notice ! Morris street ,

6:14 p . m .

And last but not least , do not forget what

happens on June 26. SCRIBE 508 .

see

Scranton , Pa.-- Div. 168 is engaged in an

important struggle. The arbitration board

selected to pass upon our demands for higher

wages and other conditions will sit the week

of June 7th , 1909, with the Honorable Judge
Gray, from Delaware, as the umpire. The

hearings will be held in the Scranton court

house , through the courtesy of the county

commissioners , and will be public. The de

cision of the arbitration board is awaited

with great interest by the people of Scran

ton . Div. 168 has held to a conciliatory atti

tude at all times, even when the company's

arbitrators broke every principle of arbitra

tion and different newspapers were talking

strike as the only way out of our difficulty ,

and has refrained from adopting any drastic

measures. Our local has won the respect

and confidence of every well - thinking indi

vidual in this city and proved that labor or

ganizations are not always agitating strikes

and making trouble for their employers.

This decision will decide one great question

which I shall write on later-Is Compulsory

Arbitration a failure ? The writer believes it

is and will endeavor to prove the same by

facts in our next issue .

I wonder how long the trouble at the barn

is going to keep up. We are getting tired

of this thing. There is trouble at the barns

or power- house all the time and, to cap the

climax , a notice has been posted reducing

the working hours from nine hours per day

to eight and a change in the working hours

for the men. Some of them have to go back

working steady night shift , which is any

thing but pleasing. But to get down to the

root of the trouble, the superintendent at the

barn claims this was done to cut down ex

penses for a while. The men at the barn

and in the shop claim he is trying to make

them do the same work in eight hours they

formerly did in nine . My opinion is the trou

ble lies, to a great extent with themselves.

They set a pace some six months ago and

have been trying to keep up that pace by

doing as much work in nine hours as for

merly in ten hours with fewer men em

ployed . It appears that one man is arrayed

against another to get more work done.

Now I hope Mr. Duffy has not any ulterior

motives in view. I cannot believe that he

would be so ungrateful to the men who made
him what he is. Had it not been for those

faithful workers by which he attained such

great results his career as a superintendent

would be blighted, his ability remain un

recognized . I hope, in our next issue , I can

report everything satisfactory.

Some of the members are wondering why

they are assessed one dollar to defray the
expenses of the Arbitration Board . I will

give you some information , as you will not

come to the meetings. You pay 75 cents per

month for_dues; 30 cents of that goes to our

National Treasurer for per capita tax per

month . You pay a sick benefit of $ 3.00 per

week and a death benefit of $50.00 in case
of death. You paid out in sick benefits in

one year over one thousand dollars . The

death claim of Jaş. Whlaen was $ 50.00 and

it cost nearly $450.00 to arbitrate the Le

strange case. There is $ 1,500.00 in one year,

besides your other expenses ; and what will
this arbitration board cost ? I hate to ven

ture at any figures. I hope this will satisfy

you.

Manager Golden , of the base ball team,

has had the car men out practicing for a

week trying, to pick out a good team .
I

hope he will make a better selection than

he did last year. I hope he will not make

the mistake he made last year by having

men on the team who do not wear the but

ton . If you can't have a union base ball

team, have none at all .

E. J. Shea is with us on the job preparing
our case for the arbitration board . His ser

vices are invaluable and P. J. Keegan , our

president, is a busy man these days, and his

work will be well done. Nuf ced.

PICKLAS POOTAS.

are

RESTORING FORMER SERVICE,

Butler, Pa .-- Div . 223 had present at her

last meeting, in May, International Board

Member W. B. Fitzgerald and Fourth Vice

President J. J. Thorp .: Bro . Fitzgerald gave

some good advice to us . He told those back

with their dues what they could expect in
case of sickness or death . Before they left

they promised to come again in the near

future. We will gladly welcome them or

any International officer that comes our way.

Bros. A. L. Riger, E. G. Biggs and S. W.

McGee have become benedicts.

New conductors have arrived at the homes

of G. D. Lawther and S. D. Campbell. Where
are the cigars ?

Bro. H. W. Miller is building a new house.

What's the meaning ? some notion of joining
the ranks ?

It has been reported to the executive board

that one of the brothers stole a clothes - line .
We will look the matter up .

Our company has put some of the runs

back to the old hours that were in force

before the dull time set in . Looks as though

prosperity is in sight.
Bro. L. L. Field was injured by being

knocked from the running board of a sum

mer car while collecting fares . This was

the first day the open cars were in use,
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JOKES ARE SOMETIMES SERIOUS.

Galesburg , Ill. - In taking up the labor of

correspondent for Div. 515 I hope the boys

will not expect too much from me. If they

do_they will be disappointed.

The smoke of battle has partly cleared

away, and we are today stronger and have

more loyal and true union men than we had

when the company started in to " bust" us

up . By standing together, shoulder to shoul

der, living up to the company's rules and or

ders, doing what was right, and then stand

ing pat for our rights, and making no de

mands that were not right, has won for us

a change for the better, so much so that at

present it does not seem like the same com

pany .

The new superintendent has so far proved

to be a gentleman indeed . He has , in a num

ber of ways, shown that he is willing to do

what is right, and your scribe thinks it is

the duty of every member, while on and off
duty , to meet the company with the same

feelings, and at the same time to keep on

adding to and strengthening our division ;

for you know that in time of peace is the

time to prepare for war, and it is the same

in our local as in anything else . Be ready at

any time to again take up arms in defence

of our rights. Although the white - winged

dove of peace is hovering over our little

band , we do not know at what day or hour

the cry of " to arms" may sound , and when it

does -- though I hope it never will - may it

not find us " asleep at the switch ."

There is one thing the boys do while sit

ting in the car barn employes' room that I

think we should be very careful about—that

is , telling , in a joking way , of mistakes that
this motorman or that conductor made on

such - and -such run . While it does not amount

to much at the time, there are notes taken

of such remarks and they are filed away for

future use by the company. So be careful ,

lest you harm a brother by careless spoken

words.

Sunday will see the open cars out , and

everybody and his best girl will want to try
them out to Highland Park.

Brother J. Bronson has gone south on a

month's vacation. CLARK ST.

using stools at this time , while the matter

is under experiment, is no friend to his fel

low workmen . Neither is he a man of suff- !

cient integrity to trust with the operation
of cars. If the company had any desire to

withdraw this promise to extend the priv

ilege of using stools, it could not effect a
more reasonable purpose to abandon the

stool proposition more readily than to have

some particular motorman or motormen vio

late the restrictions for their use. I do not

wish to cast any reflection upon any of our

fellow workmen, but I do wish to say that

the only party that can be interested in vio

lating the stool limits at this time , while the

proposition is in an experimental stage , is

naturally the management of the company

itself , and I trust that no motorman will

lend himself as an instrument by which the

company can deprive his fellow workmen of

this valuable privilege . I do not care how

loudly a man may proclaim his unionism and

his interest in his fellow workmen. It is his

acts that count, and it is not to the interest

of our membership that reasonable rules of

the company should be violated , and most

particularly in a case of this kind.

I believe I can record that Allegheny coun
ty has at last seen the effectiveness of

united effort upon the part oforganized la

bor in politics. Bro . Judd H. Bruff, a mem

ber of the B. of R. T. , landed the nomination

upon the Republican ticket at the primaries

in this county held on June 5 . It is needless

to say that corporate influences were united

ly directed against Bro: Bruff, but organized

labor stood firm , rallied to the primaries, and

the result is that Allegheny county will have

a union man for sheriff for the next term .

J. J.

OTTAWA, ONT., NEWS.

ing:

SHOULD OBSERVE THE STOOL LIMITS.

a
Pittsburg , Pa . - The troubles with Div.

No. 85 have not completely subsided. “ The

company has been slow in carrying out the
arrangement agreed upon at our annual

settlement . We realize that large bodies

move slow , but there is a limit . When a

body of men are promised anything from a

traction company management , there should

be such a disposition between employer and

employe that the employe would naturally

expect what is promised . It is a bad thing

for a traction company management to use

bad faith in promises made to employes.

There is enough outside kicking against

traction companies. The managements are

always under suspicion and often the

men are called upon to fight off these

thrusts , and when the management breaks

faith with its own employes it always in

spires them that the public have some rea

son for their kicks . It is hopeful that this

company will soon put into full effect the

full arrangements agreed upon , and thereby

check the wavering faith of employes in the

integrity of the company officials.

I wish to call attention to the stool priv

ileges gained in our recent adjustment. The

use of stools has been accorded upon some

lines. It has come to my attention that

upon these lines some motormen are violat

ing the restrictions under which the stools
are to be used . This is not right. Any mo

torman who violates the restrictions under

which the use of stools is accorded injures

every motorman working for the company .

It is not true union principles to wantonly

violate rules, and particularly do I wish to
call attention in this case . The motorman

who persists in violating the restrictions for

Ottawa, Ont .-Div. No. 279 is progressing
splendidly . We have met with some re

verses, but we were able to cope with them .
and we are building stronger every meet

Since summer has arrived if traffic will be

anything like the first few days, we can

look forward to a very busy season .

When purchasing a hat, get into the habit

of refusing to buy unless it has the union
label .

There are few here not members yet ,

but they are coming fine. Every meeting

we have a couple to initiate . They will all
be with us soon . Boost the union and it

will do the rest , and remember, every knock

the union gets is a boost . So get after them ,

boys . and see what we can do for the next

meeting .

Bros. E. Parks and E. Cousineau are doing

as well as can be expected . We all join in

wishing they may soon be back with us in
good health .

Our committee are hard at work on our
annual moonlight excursion to be held on
Lake Deschenes in the near future . It

should be a great success with the services

of our genial president , J. O'Brien , as chair
man of said committee. It is up to the mem

bers of Div. 279 to help make it a success .

Upper Town and Lower Town baseball ar

tists are negotiating with a view of having
a series of games. They will prove battles

royal when played .
Our new route to the farm seems to be

quite popular with the boys . Wonder if it

is on account of the buttermilk that awaits

them at the terminus.

We regret to say there will be no more

band concerts on H. P.'s Lake, north end ,

this summer.

Our president strongly urges better attend

ance at meetings, Come, boys, let us show
him that we appreciate his good work at

che head of our division by attending meet

ings ; also by helping him along in the in
terests of the union . " Prompt payment of
dues," are few words on behalf of our

financial secretary. Watch him wear the

smile that won't come off if such were car

ried out . Div. 279 .

a
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CENTER AISLES WOULD AVOID

ACCIDENT.

Stop 77 , on the Sharon interurban line . He

expects to plant five acres of rhubarb .

Bro . Van Rice has moved to Stop 78 , on

the Sharon interurban line , where he occu

pies the building formerly used as sub-sta

tion by the M. & S.

Bro. B. J. Durkin has a new baby girl at

his home. We appreciated the cigars very

much .

Quite a number of the boys from here

attended the banquet given by the Youngs
town local . It was quite a swell affair and

we had a good time.

Our ball team , of which Bro . C. C. Coult

hard is manager, has lost but one game so
far. We will play at Youngstown next

Thursday.

Our new agreement , dated April 1 , is

framed, and hangs in our reporting room .

We are now getting, 22c, 23c and 24c.
The company is laying new rails and

making other improvements on the Highland
avenue division .

STILL MOVING UP.

Lansford , Pa.—Quite a few of the boys

seemed to be down in the mouth because

there were not items in the M. & C. for the

last two months, but I did not have time to

write, as the fishing season is here.

Chairman G. E. B. C. 0. Pratt has visited

us twice since last time I wrote and gave us

two very good speeches. He made a number

of the members sit up and take notice , and

we hope to see him with us again soon .

Bro. Ed Manty is thinking of accepting an .

other position.

Bro. Ochsenfeld is slowly improving.

The May buttons were very late coming.
This is not the first time they were late. Ir

it should occur again we will send our order

to another company, as the boys want their

buttons on time, whether their dues are paid

or not - of course they're paid .

Bro. Wm. Davis is now a regular man and

is on the Summit Hill run . He is getting to

be quite a lady's man since he worked with

Brother Ellsasser.
Decoration Day was one of the largest

days we had this year and no accidents hap .

pened on this division , which shows the com

pany has a good bunch of railway men on

this line.

We hope the next time we write Bro.

Pratt will have the strike settled in Phila

delphia, and we are sure if the men obey

him they will be victorious, as he is the

right man in the right place .

Our meetings during the past two months

have been very interesting, mostly made so

by the presence of Chairman G. E. B. C. O.

Pratt and Sub -District President C. C. Bon

ner, of the United Mine Workers . Bro. Bon

ner is a hard worker for the trades unions

and stands ready to aid us at any time. The

advice which he gives from time to time to

the local is valuable and should be heeded .

The time is fast approaching when we will

be working on the large summer cars . Those

cars should have center aisles and closed

vestibules on account of the great speed.

The running board is very dangerous and

many accidents could have been avoided in
the past if the cars had been properly

equipped with a center aisle . Also the open

front places a motorman in a hazardous po

sition during a heavy rainstorm , as the rain

blinds him temporarily, so he cannot see any

obstructions which might be on the track .

The company should see that there is a

closed vestibule and no running boards on

their cars, as they are the ones who must

pay the accident bills, and I believe that the

amount of money paid out for accidents from

this cause would more than pay for the

proper equipment.

We wonder will the Summit Hill division

get the raw deal this summer. It takes good

men to make the time on this division with
the equipment they have. Does anyone know

how many trips were lost last summer ? Well,

there's a new burgess on the Hill this sum

mer , and he is a good union man , too.

Bro. Watkins , wife and daughter drove to

Mahoning one day last week . He is thinking

seriously of going farming.

The executive committee is busy at pres

ent getting the new agreement ready .
We have some more new men working.

We hope to see them wearing the button

soon .

New Haven, Conn .-At the May meeting of

Div. No. 281 , fifteen new members were taken
into our ranks. It is expected that every

new man will become a member just as soon
as he can .

We have a great many members who are

in fraternal orders. That is a good thing,
in case you are taken sick . But it seems as

though quite a few of our members should

come around to the meetings. If they are

ashamed of the business they work at, we

will excuse them , but every one knows they

work on trolley cars. If they are taken sick

the union is the first one they will send

their bill to . So cut out that work you are

doing. Do work for the society that pays

your rent and your board bill . I wonder if

he means me ? I will take the tumble . I

guess he is right , all right."

A party of four members are going hunt

ing and fishing next month for two weeks .

They will sail up Mill river to the foot of

Lake Whitney, which is about five miles

Crom shore. They will carry enough to eat

for the trip . Bro. William Earley will be

the cook . He claims to understand cooking

wonderfully. Tommy Knot will do all the

tying that is to be done. Bro. Degnan will
take care of the anchor. He can anchor all

right. Joe Harkins will be the life -saver.

Lew Brown will chase the bears.

No reason why Fred Lane can't have a

girl without them other fellows butting in .

So take a tumble, Grannis Conner, and be
have .

C. P.

NEW CARS IN SERVICE.

22, 23 AND 24 CENTS.

Beaumont, Tex .-- Division 310 held her reg

vlar meeting May 25th with a small attend
ance.

Remember we will elect new officers next

month ; so try and come out , and bring some

body with you . There is no excuse for your

not doing so.

On May 9th Brother W. P. McDonald stole

away and was very quietly married . Why

didn't you tell us , Mc ? We always like to

hear the good news.

Brother T , R. Lumpklin has left the service

to take up his old trade, the barber business ,
at Kirbieville , Texas. Brother Lumpklin is a

union man from the ground up. So, when

in Kirbyville don't fail to pay him a visit .

Our entire membership extends greatest

sympathy to Brother W. G. Gorden and wife

in their troubles and sorrows over the death

of their loved one , little Mary Anna Gordon .
The fine new cars which we have been ex

pecting for the last four months have at last

arrived and been put into service .
Our new schedule goes into effect June

1st , and as all runs have been declared open

the boys are worrying about which run they
will take . JOHNNY WISE.

New Castle, Pa. - Bro. John Sergeant , who

has been sick ' for some time , is back at work .

He is going to move soon from Maryland

avenue to Pollock avenue .

Bro. P. G. Hess was very badly hurt when
his car jumped the track two weeks ago .

He is able to be out now, but will not be

able to work for some time.

Bro. Smith is sick with typhoid fever.

Bro. A. L. Johnson has moved out where

he can raise chickens and have a garden .

Bro. W. S. Lutz has purchased a farm at
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WOULD INCREASE BENEFITS. DETROIT DIGEST.

Rock Island, 111.--We are pleased to re

port that Bro. Howard Vint has improved

in health enough to be out of the hospital.

Brother John Drinkerton is back to work

after several weeks ' lay - off.

Decoration day was up to the limit in

traffic this year, owing to the heavy rains

which continued nearly all day.

Brother Chas. Burquist isn't improving

as much as we had hoped for , and there is

some talk of another operation being neces
sary .

Campbell's Island has opened for the sum

mer season , making more work for the in

terurban boys.

Bro . Dowdal is back to work again after

a month's illness .

Every day complaints come to the execu

tive board about members patronizing firms
who aided us in no way during our recent

entertainment. We wonder if those mem

bers who are doing this will file their cer

tificates for sick benefits with these firms

or with the organization which we are try

ing to build up . It's always a good rule to

remember your friend, for we never know

when we might need their assistance.

Under the heading of, " Can the Benefit

Features of the Association Be Enlarged ,'

the writer has taken up and ably presented

a question that should interest every mem

ber, and on which we all should give due

consideration . Personally , I believe that we

should extend our benefits in every way

possible . Div . 313 has endeavored at all

times since our organization to extend the

greatest benefits to its members that it was

possible to give for the amount of dues paid.

Over one year before the International or

ganization raised the minimum dues from

50 to 75 cents, we had made the raise locally
in order to give greater benefits during

sickness, and I believe today we are the

smallest local ( 130 members) which pays as

much as $ 1.00 per day. This sick benefit

during the last three years has cost less

than 17 cents per capita a month . A good

insurance can be conducted cheap if carried
on as a straight business proposition , and

there is no waste on salary, or other rake

off. I sincerely hope the insurance feature

in this article will be carried out , and that

our motto can always be " The greatest good

for the greatest number." COR . 313.

Tne committee on arrangements or the

annual excursion of Div. No. 26 , to be held

at Tashmoo Park on Wednesday, July 7 ,
have made elaborate preparations. Elegant

presents and donations were received by the

committee from friends and business men in

the city , and have been placed as prizes for

the different contests and games to be held

at the park . One of the leading features will

be the baseball game between the City Fire
men and the D. U. R. team .

Div. No. 26 has been enjoying a very suc

cessful period in the last four months, dur

ing which time very few men were laid off.

Business Agent Halleen reports but six cases

pending, as against 46 for the same period a

year ago, which is a very satisfactory con

dition.

We are all pleased to hear of Bro . John

Oldenberg's complete recovery . Bro. Olden
berg had his skull fractured last summer

by a trolley wheel coming off while he was

operating his car on the Orchard Lake divi
sion . He is back working.

Bro. Frank Vert, our famous poet , took

part in the annual outing of the veterans of

our Local for the purpose of gaining new

ideas. Judging from his contribution to this

number of the Motorman and Conductor, Bro.

Vert's worldly experience stood him in good

stead , as he was always on hand wherever
there was anything doing and no matter

what the nature of the festivities.

On the morning of June 4th , four of our

well known brothers started out on a fishing

trip. They were of as many different nation

alities -- English Irish , Dutch and Hebrew.

Trying their luck at a number of places

along the creek , they finally arrived opposite

the city of Pearl Beash . As they were sit

ting on their mud scow patiently waiting for
the first bite , which never came , it began to

pour, and before they were able to make a

landing they were soaked to the skin . The

Dutchman remarked , “ This is a long time

between drinks,” the Irishman being a close

second . The four soon found a place for re

freshments. They again started on their

journey, finally arriving at Algonac, where

they again started pulling the weeds from

the bottom of the sea , but no self- respecting

fish would bite . After hours of patient wait .

ing they started homeward in disgust , with

the fisherman's usual luck . Each family suf

fered the loss of $ 2.50 and expenses on one

side of the ledger, and three fish on the

other side.

Bro . Owen R. Lapham , motorman , of Fort

street east , and family have the sincere sym

pathy of Div. No. 26 in consequence of the

death of their son Jesse M. , on May 20. The

Local contributed an appropriate floral piece .

Remember, the Towar Wayne County Milk

Co. is unfair to the Teamdrivers' Union.

W. J. B. S.

WILL RUN SIX-DAY PICNIC .

D. S. VISITS 242.

Toronto , Ont.-A relief conductor on the

Dupont line was made the recipient of a

handsome present from an elderly lady resid

ing on Howland avenue for his kindness in

always assisting her to board and alight from
his car. The conductor prizes this token

very highly, not for its value in dollars, but

for the fact that the lady recognized and

appreciated this little courtesy on his part.

Our annual picnic is to be held in the last

week of July , six days, at Scarboro Beach
Park . The new athletic field will furnish a

splendid place to hold the sports. Prizes for

ticket selling will be made very liberal , of

which notices will be placed in all the barns.

We hope every one will hustle and help make

this picnic the biggest event of the season .

We would like to see everyone sell one hun

dred tickets . Special arrangements will be

made to make picnic parties comfortable in
the grove . Come on your off day and bring

all your friends and have a good day down
on the beach .

Bro. J. McCarthy had his arm broken by

being caught between a wall and a car.

Brothers E. Leonard and N. Cunningham

are very sick .

Bro. W. Jamieson has returned to work

again , after a long and serious illness .

Bros. R.J. Thompson , Harris and McIndoo

are still sick ; also Bros. McGill and Chas.

Newberry .

A large number of new men are being

trained for the service . We hope those in

close touch with them will see that they get

the union button on .

FARMER

Montpelier, Vt. - Since our last report ,

death has visited Div. No. 242 and taken

from our ranks our worthy secretary, Bro.
McGibney . He was faithful and honest, and

true to his trust,
We were honored last week by a visit

from Bro. D. S. Fitzgerald , of the Executive
Board , who gave us a good talk on those

things that help and encourage union men .
We will always have a warm spot in our
heart for him .

Good things come slow . What about those

day runs ? Did you ever hear such fish

stories ?

When did the barnmen and motormen be

come consolidated ?

The Montpelier clerks will be organized

this week , through the efforts of the Central
Labor Union .

Our superintendent was lost amid the dec

orations of the Monitor, and how proud he

looked while the boys played on the fife and

drum, and Dooley hung on behind.

COR.
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was a

Westboro line are having
it easy now on ac

and
Fitchburg lines. There is plenty

of joy

Bros, Bush and Smith on the Clinton
line

LAYING HEAVY RAILS FOR PRESIDENT who were making trouble on the line. Sev

eral shots were fired in the air , and a regu

TAFT. lar willd west show was in full swing for a
few minutes.

Bro . Harry Handlin is on the running

Salem, Mass.--Our annual dance
board again after ten days in New York

great success, which is due to the energy of and Washington. Harry has taken a life

our president, H. E. Briggs, who led the partner. We all wish him good luck .
grand march with Mrs. D. A. Russell. Miss Now, brothers, come to the meetings. We

Barry, private secretary to Superintendent had a fine attendance at the last one and

Chalmers, and who led the march last year. were through early. We are thinking of

was a guest. getting together and find some place for a

We are making great preparations to ac club room that would be open from 7 a . m .

commodate the heavy travel anticipated to 12 p . m . Come along and give your opin

when President Taft comes to Beverly next ion on it .
month for the summer. New rails are being We would call to the attention of the

Taid on the Beverly Cove line , which goes brothers who are not paid up to do so as

near the President's cottage . New rails have soon as possible. You look a great deal bet

also been laid on the Wenham and Asbury ter with the latest button on your coat and

Grove line which passes beautiful Wenham
you know , George does not like to have a

lake, which formerly furnished ice for lot of back cards laying around . Pay up ;;

Queen Victoria. The station has been im come to the meetings first Tuesday in every
month and make things interesting . Some

proved and a new office and lobby built for
brothers will at

with cherry
say

Foreman Trott and the men ,
a meeting , " Well, I

and tile furnishings.
don't know anything about this. I have not

You
I met former Conductor John H. Richards,

been to the last couple of meetings."

know now that sounds to those that attend
who is enjoying serene old age at the home them all . We need you all there . Come.

of his daughter in Everett.
J. DON, WHO.

Motorman Geo. E. Rollins has rounded out

twenty - five years service on street cars in

this vicinity, having just gone to work in NOT MUCH ACCOUNT.

Danvers, being foreman and afterwards gen

eral manager of the Beverly and Danvers

Storage Battery road . That Bro. Rollins may
Meriden, Conn .--On the 27th of May we

continue many years more is the wish of
gave our annual dance. Needless to say it

was a grand success despite the inclement

all his associates. weather.
We attended the banquet to the arbitra

A financial report will be given
at our next meeting. June 13 . The com

tors in Boston April 29, and were glad to
mittee in charge consisted of Bros. Tittel,

meet many old associates, particularly Mayor Lane, Allen , Hopkins and H. M. Lyons . This
John T. Coughlin , the first chairman of the

committee left nothing undone to make this
Joint Council , and Bro. Fred Weed , who annual dance a grand success , and were
organized it.

repaid for their efforts.
We miss the counsel of our late Bro . Hen We had the pleasure of entertaining at

ry Blackler, who was the first financial sec our dance visiting brothers from Hartford
retary and conducted the business of his

and Middleton , and they could see for them
office faithfully and efficiently. Bro . S. A. selves the host of pretty girls the Silver

Morgan is doing excellent work in that office City produces.
now. We are all delighted here on the success

Come to the next meeting, on the question of our sister locals in Pittsfield and Phila

of having the Australian ballot . Your coun delphia . Long may they prosper.

sel is needed. At our next meeting . June 13, we intend
Bro . John Tyrbusky is reported on the sick to take into our fold all the new men .

list . Their applications are all in . Thanks to the

Bro . Lyons is a daily visitor at Webb interest some of our brothers are taking in

street.
it. You know , brothers, one man, or two ,

THE NEW MAN. can't do everything.

We still have four unfortunates, brainless
dubs, or anything you may wish to call

LARGER ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS. chem, who flatly refuse to work for their

own interest and who are narrow -minded

Worcester, Mass . - Our last meeting was a
and small enough to let the other fellow do

the work
hummer.

foot the expense
President Reardon put the busi

for them and
also . Such men , ir

nes through in good order and with great
you might call them

men , are of not much account.
sped , being all over at 10:15 , which is much

WEAR A. BUTTON.earlier than most of our meetings. The

boys were pleased to get home so early.

There was a good attendance at this meet SUGGESTION FOR OTHERS.
ing:

Vice - President P. Shea is a man of few

words, but when he speaks he says some Ottumwa , Iowa . — Div . No. 199 is progress

thing. He was appointed on committee ing in her usual routine. We have no com

to get some information on old age pen plaints to make relative to the interest of

sions, and sayings bank insurance , and he our members. They get out to the meetings

will have soemthing to tell US at our next and enjoy them .
meeting Try and be there, everybody.

By the way, I might say right here that
Eight candidates were initiated and about our secretary and his wife, and particularly

twenty applications received . Bro . Homer

Clark brought the incubator conductor up
the latter , deserve a good share of credit for

from Northborn , and had him ride the goat
the work they have done in getting and

at this meeting : maintaining a good attendance at our meet

Brothers of Div. 22 are glad to see Bro. ings. A year ago we had hard work to get

Daniel Rawsonbackon his car. enough to attend to transact our business,

but now we have a full house every meeting
one please pass the hair

night.
It is getting thin on top

Our secretary and his wife prepare a

from taking his hat off to the ladies. They lunch that is palatable and well worth going

all say he is the mostpopular conductor after . These lunches are prepared for every

the beach .
meeting and it has come to be a habit for

Our brothers on the Marlboro line and the the boys to go after that little repast . It

has proved a strong inducement. Of course,

count of those places goingon the water the Local foots the bill for the material , but

1st on the Clinton the wife of our secretary prepares the draw
ing card , and a drawing card it is , too . It is

of but little expense and I offer the sugges
tion to other locals who are fortunate

excitement one morning enough to have a secretary who has so es

had to call out the Boyles timable wife as has the secretary of our

to capture eight drunks Local .

a

Will some

storer to Jerry .
re

that runs to

had

out there.

a littlerecently.
They

force

ton
police
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UNTIMELY DEATH OF POPULAR

MEMBER

Lynn , Mass.-Division 238 was shocked be

yond expression to hear Saturday noontime

that popular Frankie Myers, a well-known
motorman of West Lynn stables , and a mem

ber of this union , had been jammed between

two cars at the River Works , a large plant

of the General Electric Co. , situated on the

banks of the Saugus river. The accident was

very peculiar. There had been a collision of

cars, and Frankie had gone to help brother

employes out of trouble when, in some un

explainable way, as he was down between

the disabled cars after pulling them apart,

one of the cars was started again, pinning

him in between the bumpers , bruising his

side and injuring him internally . He was

taken at once to the Lynn Hospital in the

ambulance, where everything possible was

done to save his life , but he passed away at

1:30 o'clock Sunday morning to that higher

life beyond, where there is no more worry

or sorrow. i

Frank W. Myers was 39 years old , and had
been employed by the Boston & Northern

R. R. Co. about sixteen years. He leaves a

widow , a daughter and one son. He was

very popular with his associates , being of a
very even disposition and always full of

fairy tales and jokes .

The funeral services were held at his late

residence, 90 Rutland street . at 8 a . m . , after

which requiem high mass was celebrated at

Sacred Heart church , his body being escorted

from the house to the church by 100 em

ployes of the Lynn Division of the Boston &

Northern R. R. Co.

The pallbearers were Wm. French , presi

dent Div. 238 ; G. W. Harrington , Dennis J.

Walsh , John J. Cozen , Fred E. Lagram and

Fred Godfrey. The burial was in Neuher

Port , Mass . , the early home of the deceased .
The body was accompanied to the above

place by President French ,Brothers Harring
ton , Walsh and Cozen . There was a fine

floral display-a cross from Division 238 ;

mounted wreath from the employes of West

Lynn car barns ; crescents from the Mutual

Aid Association, Boston & Northern R. R.

Co., and Swampscott Stables, besides a num
ber of small pieces from the family and

friends. F. W. F.

Bro. Hall fell from his car and broke a

small bone in his hand.

On May 23 the changes went into effect

and gave Bro . Murphy such a swelled head

because he got a day run he had to buy a

new cap.

Bro. Jas. Reid has quit the front end , and

has started out as a vendor of fruits and
vegetables. We wish him success .

Bro. E. H. Johnson was elected warden in

place of Bro. Reid , resigned .

Death entered the home of Bro. Fox, and

took therefrom their new - born babe.

Bro. Fredriksen is our pugilistic motor
man. He is willing to meet all amateurs of

his class. He formerly showed up with a

black eye quite frequently, but since he went

under the nom de plume of " Kid Frazzle ,"

he guards against the ornaments .

Mr. R. E. Hunt, our assistant general man

ager, has been taken to the L. D. S. hospital

in a very serious condition with appendi

citis . It is our sincere wish that he may

be restored to health , and able to resume
his duties , as every man , we believe, would

feel that he had lost a good friend. He has

tried at alltimes to do what was right.

Bro. Proctor went quietlly away and got

married, without saying anything to any .

body. We wish them a long , happy and

prosperous journey through life , but

haven't seen any cigars floating this way.
No. 7.

we

UNION MEN'S ORPHANAGE.

.

New Agreement Brings Concessions

Salt Lake City, Utah . - Our grand ball ,

which we held April 28 in the Odeon Dancing

Academy, was distinctly a social and finan

cial success . The committee spared no effort

in seeing that all enjoyed themselves, and

judging from the remarks , and the enthusi

asm , they certainly did . Bro . Chift, though

he is one of the old boys, seemed to be the
attraction with the ladies. He went on the
floor every time with the most beautiful

and most graceful dancers present. Compli
mentary remarks were also heard about

Bros. Joe Wilkinson and Coleman .

At the midnight meeting held April 30 , we

listened to the report of our executive board
in regard to the new agreement with the

U. L. & . Ry. Co. A few more concessions of

a minor nature were reported also an in

crease of 2 12 cents per hour for trolley men
on work or freight trains . They also get

the privilege of riding on their badges. The

agreement was satisfactory to all , with the

exception of a few of the barn men, who

claim they are being discriminated against .

The executive board will try to have this
complaint adjusted to the satisfaction of

all . Bro. Burt got so enthusiastic in ex

plaining the good points in the agreement

that he did not hear President Lamont's re
quest to be as brief as possible , so our

president enforced his request by tapping,

much to the amusement of all present .
We are pleased to note that Bros. Bill

Haney and Herage are back at work after

a long and severe illness .

Bro . Stokes is in the hospital , and will

have to undergo an operation.

Bros. Timmons and Porter are on the sick
list .

Oakland, Cal.-- Recently a union men's or

phanage was founded at Elmhurst by Bro.

A. McMillen of the eastern division, Great

credit must be given Bro . McMillen for the

manner in which he takes care of the little

tots . At a recent meeting of the board of

directors, Bro. McMillen was elected presi

dent, and his worthy wife vice - president of

the institution . All union men should do all

in their power to make this grand undertak

ing a success , and I am sure that such will

be the case, as all of his little charges seem

to be in the best of health and thoroughly

happy in their new home.

Assistant Division Supt . J. Caulders is en

joying a well earned two weeks' vacation on
his ranch near Wait , Cal .

At a meeting of 192 last Tuesday night, J.

1. Palmer and W. E. Athey were elected to

the office of line executives to fill the unex

pired terms caused by the resignation of

J. B. Kelley and G. McKee.
We are sorry to chronicle the death on

May 6th , of our esteemed brother, O. Mad

sen . Brother Madsen was a native of Den

mark , 46 years of age, and leaves a brother,
P. Madsen , of Stockton, Cal. He was buried

under the auspices of the Carmens Benevo

lent Society of Oakland .

Bro. P. Shea has resigned his position as
motorman and intends casting his lot

against fickle fortune in far away Alaska.

Well , brother, we hope that you rival the

great Australian nugget find.
We are pleased to note that Bro. Ells

worth , who recently fractured his arm while

trying to prevent an old lady from falling

off his car, will soon be able to resume du
ties .

Owing to Memorial day falling on Sunday ,

the services were held on Monday and the

boys of 192 realized to a certainty , that Oak
land is a busy city . Great credit is due the

Oakland Traction Co., as well as the boys

of 192 , for the admirable manner in which
they handled the vast througs of people

carried on May 29 , 30 and 31 . Not a single

serious accident was reported .

One of our beloved brothers did not like
the cold climate of the county line, so he

hied away to sunny Fruitvale . Say, Joe , I

wish you would come back . I am tired of

answering " Where's Joe now ?"

The Carmens Benevolent Association of

Oakland has about 1,800 members, and we

are pleased to note how rapidly the officers
of the association are taking the few re

maining carmen into the order.

Brother G. Nugent has resigned his post

tion with the traction company and returned

to his home in Nashville , Tenn .
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BROOKLYN, N. Y., NOTES. Bro. McAuliffe has bought a half interest
in a local wheel store.

Bro. Hoar and Barrett have sold out their
chicken business.

We wonder why Bro. Daly goes down on

the asylum car, and why he gets off at South
Green ? When asked, he replies with a wink,

“ Just fresh air."

It is rumored that Bro. Sullivan has been

tied in a nuptial knot . This will be a sur

prise, as John has only been oft a few days.

NIGHT HAWK .

WHEELING , W. VA., AGREEMENT.

we

Brooklyn, N. Y. - Perhaps the Amalgamat

ed brothers think Local 283 , of Brooklyn ,

N. Y. , is sleeping , but it is not .

Like every other labor organization of

any size, we have quite a number of men

who pay their dues regularly, but never

attend the meetings and only know what is

told them about the doings of the union and
its officers.

Now , if the officers of this union go to

work and do anything which they think best

for everybody and these same men that do

not attend the meeting are not satisfied ,

they commence to find fault among them
selves on the outside. Why not come to

the meetings, brothers, and see if you can

do any better. The officers of this local are

only too anxious for some of the brothers

to come up and lend a helping hand and

get acquainted.

Our agreement will soon expire and our

local will present a new agreement, which

are pretty sure will be signed . I tell

you if it is it will be the finest one in the
country.

Looking over the April Motorman and

Conductor I noticed a parting word from

our past correspondent, Mike Murphy, tell

ing you of the night that the new officers

were installed ; how the brothers all stood
up and gave him a vote of thanks for the

good work he had done. Well, if ever

man deserved it , he did . Now , since then ,

our local had to send him a vote of sympa

they in his bereavement , as he has lost his

wife and a boy in a fire where he lives and
almost lost his own life. He was in the

hospital for four weeks from the effects of

it .

Another brother, Dan Chapin . died May
17 ; also James Duyer, one of our oldest

men , died June 21 . He worked on our line

for twenty - three years , and I tell you the

night before he was buried our local march
ed in a body. 78 men, to his house, where
our chaplain, James T. Boland , delivered an

ovation which we can be proud of.

COR. 283.

a

FOUR-YEAR AGREEMENT.

St. Joseph, Mo.-No. 326 has signed up a
new agreement with the Street Railway

company for four years . It will expire May

15 , 1913 . This agreement embodies a clause

which provides for adjustment of the wage

scale in one year from the date signed up

and also in three years, and has an arbitra

tion clause. We are also pleased to mention
that Bro. Fred Fay . of the G. E. B. , was

with us during the time of closing up our
contract, and rendered us some assistance .

The second midnight meeting ever held by

Div . 326 had present the biggest attendance

ever known of our local .

We are very sorry to mention that Bro.

E. L. Thomas, who has been financial secre

tary and treasurer for the past four years,

has moved outside of the city and had to re

sign his office on account of being unable to

attend meetings. Bro . Thomas will still

work on his car. Bro. W. H. Westfall has

been appointed to take his place as financial

secretary .

Division 326 has just had 500 local consti

tutions printed with the new agreement in

them , and one of them has been placed in
the hands of each member. R. J.

This agreement , made and entered into

this 8th day of May, 1909 , by and between

the Wheeling Traction Company and the Pan

Handle Traction Company, parties of the first

part, and Local Division No. 103 , of the Amal
gamated Association of Street & Electric

Railway Employes of America , party of the
second part.
Witnesseth , that whereas the working

agreement between the parties hereto , which

was entered into in 1906, expired on the 30th
day of April last , and it is desired that said

agreement be renewed with certain altera
tions as to rates of pay, it is , therefore ,

agreed as follows :

The companies will pay during the life of

this contract, which is for a period of three

years, from May 1st , 1909, the following

rates of wages to motormen and conductors,
viz . :

To all men in the employ of the companies

on May 1st , 1906 , and in continuous service

as motormen or conductors shall receive 240

per hour during the first year of the agree

ment and 250 per hour during the second

and third years of this agreement.

To all men in the employ of the compa

nies on May 1st , 1909 , and receiving 23c per

hour, shall receive 23c per hour during the

first year, 240 per hour during the second

year and 25c per hour during the third year

of this agreement .

All other men in the employ of the com

panies shall receive one cent per hour ad

vance on the day in each year during this
agreement that such men has served one

year on each rate.

All men hired after May 1st , 1909 , shall re

ceive during the first year of service 21c per

hour, during the second year of service 22c

per hour, and during the third year of serv

ice 23c per hour.

It is further understood, agreed and guar

anteed , that all men working under this con

tract will perform their duties at all times

efficiently and loyally and will observe and

strictly obey all rules of the company, the

company reserving the right to administer

such discipline as it may deem proper for in

fractions of rules .

All grievances or disputes arising between

the parties to this agreement shall first be

submitted to the general manager of the

company , and if an adjustment is not securea

satisfactory to both parties , the same shall
be submitted to a board of arbitration .

which shall take up the case for hear

ing within ten days, and the verdict of the

arbitration board shall be binding upon all

parties concerned .

The board of arbitration above provided

for shall consist of three members, one to be

appointed by each of the parties hereto and

the two thus selected to select the third.
The expense of such board of arbitration

shall be borne as follows : Each party hereto

shall pay the expense of the arbitrator of

their own selection , and they shall jointly
pay the expense of the third arbitrator.

Witness our hands this 8th day of May ,

A. D. 1909 .

G. O. NAGLE,

General Manager,

H. C. FERGUSON ,

JAMES HAFNER,

FRED MOORE,

J. T. MOORE ,

Ex . Board of Local No. 103 .

W. F. WELCH ,

President of Local No. 103 .

HAVE OPENED CONNECTING LINE.

Middletown, Conn . - Tuesday, May 25 , the

missing link on the Hartford line was put
in operation under a new system , which

gives protection to both steam and trolley
cars . The people of Middletown have long

looked for this opening as well as the boys

have, for it means more business to the mer

chants and two more runs on the board .

Bro. George, the popular conductor on the

South Main line, claims he can get a reduc

tion on all uniform clothing if you give an

order before the 30th of June.
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THAWING OUT. ANDUNION MEN , THEIR FAMILIES

FRIENDS, TAKE NOTICE !
New London, Conn . - Well, here is a word

from Div . 482 We have been silent for

some time, but the warm weather is thaw

ing us out. We were in a bad way at one

time, but a visit and a good bit of advice

from G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald , whom

we can thank for our existence, gave us a

new start , and we are going ahead rapidly.
The boys seem more interested than ever .

and I expect to be able to give some good
account of 482 in the near future .

Bro. C. R. Durkee is the star ladder climb

er of this road, but the next time he sees a

ladder I should advise him to climb it alone,

and not try to take his car with him .

If. Bro. Gifford does not stop running on

the Williamantic he will be in the back

seat . He cannot expect the folks up on the

farm to invite him to the parties . Tommy

Humphries is the only man who gets them .

We are just breaking into our busy sea

son and in two weeks we will be in it up to

our ears. Just now we are in it half way.

A new man at every turn .

We have more ničk - names here , I believe ,

than any other road on the system , Every

man has his nick - name , such as Hawk, Dope,
Kid , Runt, Black - Sheep — but enough . I will

give a list of nick -names in next month's

issue, and if any line on this system or any
other can beat it we will look for it in

these pages at a future time. DOPE

The following resolution was adopted by

the convention of the Ohio Federation of

Labor, held in Dayton , Oct. 13th to 16th , 1908 :

Whereas, The Favorite Stove and Range

Co. , of Piqua, Ohio , have since the first of

January, 1908 , locked out the mounters from

their shop and declared for an increase in

working hours and a reduction of wages .

and the " open shop" in their mounting de

partment, and are now running a strictly

non - union shop ; therefore be it

Resolved , That members of organized la

bor cannot be friendly nor recommend the

use of their goods. And be it further

Resolved. That we uphold and endorse the
action of the Stove Mounters and Steel

Range Workers' International Union in re

sisting the reduction in wages and the in- !

crease of hours, and the " open shop."

Our position has further been endorsed
by the Stove Mounters and Steel Range

Workers' International Union, the Trades

and Labor Council of 'Piqua, O. , and all or

ganized bodies of Piqua.

Weask your support to successfully resist

the efforts of this firm to wipe out organized
labor in their shop.
The trade mark on their product is : " We

Guarantee Favorite Stoves and Ranges Best

in the Wold."

The makers of this product are antagonis

tic to organized labor, and not deserving the
patronage of any one whose sentiments

favor honest efforts of workingmen to main

tain fair living conditions.
Can we count on you to give us your

support ? If so , let us hear from you at

your earliest convenience . Thaking you in

anticipation of receiving your favorable con

sideration, we remain , with all good wishes,

Yours fraternally .

STOVE MOUNTERS' UNION, NO. 23 , PIQUA,

OHIO. FRANK GRIMSHAW, Sec'y.

Box 615 , Piqua, Ohio .

LOOKS FAVORABLE FOR RENEWAL OF

AGREEMENT.

SENTIMENT RETURNED BY BRO. MICH

ELSEN .

San Jose, Cal.-Div. 265 of San Jose is still

up and doing. but we regret the fact that at

this writing we can not boast of the usual

harmony and goodfellowship that has always

been a marked feature of this local organi

zation . The past few meetings have been

spiced with considerable criticism from some

of our members bringing our local executive

body to task , many of the members believ

ing the criticism to be justifiable.

At the regular meeting of March 26 a mo

tion was made, verbatim " That the action of

the executive body in sending a representa

tive to Sacramento ( our state legislature )

to oppose senate bill 341 , does not meet with

the approval of the members of Div. 265 of

San Jose. "

This senate bill 341 consists of the regula

tion and enforcement of the eight -hour law

for platform men . One of the points of argu

ment against the sending of a representative

by the executive board was that there was

ample time to have called a special meeting,

allowing the members due privilege of argu

ing and voting on the proposition .

This motion of March 26 was laid over for

the following regular meeting of April 9. The

motion of disapproval was lost at this meet

ing by a vote of 14 to 12 . Also the expense

bill of the representative was allowed by a

similar vote . Hence, in so doing, the execu

tive members of this division were exoner

ated .

And now this more rece date of June

5 I take pleasure in saying that our local

was accorded a very fair attendance at the

last regular_meeting of May 28 , the second

and fourth Fridays being our regular meet

ing nights of each month . The meeting was

one of much interest and the good old fellow

ship and harmonious good will seemed to be

revived .

The new agreement is being discussed and

a thorough review was made of this matter.

Everything points to another term of two

years or more of the old contract . J. A. M.

Omaha, Neb. , May 26 , 1909 .

Editor Motorman and Conductor:

Kindly allow me , through the columns of

the Motorman and Conductor, to express my

most sincere gratitude to the members of

Div. No. 288 , A. A. S. & E. R. E. of A., Omaha,

Neb. , for their generosity and kindness shown

me upon my resignation as secretary - treas

urer.

As published in the April issue of the

Motorman and Conductor, a raffle took place

at the meeting of the Division on March 25 ,

the proceeds of which were turned over to

me with which to purchase a token of re

membrance. Being a lover of nature and

fond . of hunting, I ordered a three-barrel

gun - shotgun and rifle combined-from the

Royal Gun Co., Moundsville, W. Va. , which

I have just received . It is a work of art and

a thing of beauty of which any owner may
well feel proud . My brothers, your kindness

is appreciated but not deserved . In serving

you as an officer I tried to give you the best

I had, and to that you were entitled. Your

power was your officer's guiding star, with

out that we could have done nothing.

Once more, my heartfelt thanks to all you

true brothers with whom it was my fortune
to associate , and may your just cause be

victorious is the sincere wish of yours,
C. F. F. MICHELSEN.

2614 Templeton St. , Omaha, Neb.

Our Loved Ones .

Over the rails of steel we fly ,

Hastening on with time ;

Only at home to say good -bye

Thus is spent life's prime ;

Only kisses left to apply

On the cheeks of my darlings there ;

Lips of love refresh each day

Those kisses with a prayer.

--J. A. Marcum .

Saw Need Coming .– “ It's all nonsense,”

said Mr. Chuggins, as he went around a

corner at high speed , “ to have a policeman

following an automobile on a bicycle.”

“ That's right," answered the nervous

friend . " What good is a bicycle ? They ought

to have us followed with a motor ambu

lance . " —Washington Star.
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banks
subject to a call from the Interna

divisions during the first year, but the most

ions going out of existence. I speak of

this to show how little we knew at that

time what was required in the way of finan

ces in order to establish an organization

which would remedy the long hours and in

significant pay that was then being received

by the street railway workers of the coun

try , for, at that time the hours were from

12 to 16, and the maximum wage, with

the exception of a very few cities, was

about 14 cents an hour. While we knew

well enough what our conditions were we

had no conception of the money it would

take in order to establish an organization

that would be able to overthrow this condi

tion and bring about shorter hours and in

creased pay.

While the majority of the delegates had

no conception of what was needed, there

was plenty of ambition so far as the desire

BRO. C. F. MICHELSEN ,
for office was concerned. In fact , the first

Div. 288 , Omaha, Neb.
convention was more like a political gath

ering of Democrator Republican politi

Above is presented a good picture of
cians . About every other delegate you met

Ex-Sec'y . C. F. Michelsen , of District 288,
had his lightning -rod out seeking to attract

Omaha, Neb. Perhaps but few of the
and secure some office, and many of them

Amalgamated locals have experienced a who were elected to office were never heard

more difficult existence and survived than
of again after the convention closed . How

has the Omaha local . None have required
ever, there were a few hard workers who

more persistent and cautious leaders , and
realized what was necessary to establish

none have been more fortunate in having
an organization , but being in the minority

them , or No. 288 long since would have
they were only able to argue and present

been known only as a part of the past . these conditions and live in the hope that

But Division 288 is a permanent proposition , as time went along, the organization would

and Brother Michelsen has had much to
be brought around to a realization of what

do with making it so. He is now a post was necessary.

office clerk in the postoffice at Omaha. Re

cently he was the recipient of a token of
Among the early pioneers was E. S. In

appreciation from his associate members of
gram , of Indianapolis, who was finally elect

Division 288.
ed chairman of the Board of Trustees and

Bro. Michelsen will be re
membered as

remained for several years a tireless work
a delegate at the Chicago

er, although discharged and blacklisted for
convention , held in October, 1905. He re

his activity in connection with the Asso
tains his membership in the Association.

ciation . Among the delegates assemblied

at the first convention and of whom we

HISTORY OF A. A. OF S. & E. R. E. of A.
have spoken in former chapters , was one

Mortimer O'Connell , of New York , and this
By W. D. Mahon .

shows how little we knew of one another

CHAPTER V. or what we represented . O'Connell came

I will now review the make-up and work into the convention claiming to represent

of the first convention. Naturally the call an “International Brotherhood of Surface

for this convention brought together a set Men " of the East and that his organization

of delegates who were entire strangers to had a membership of 32,000 . This naturally

one another and not only were they strang made the delegates look upon him as an

ers to one another, but in most cases they important factor and he played a very im

had no conception 'of the trade union move. portant part in the convention . He did more

ment or what was necessary to be done in to keep us from affiliating with the Amer

order to outline and establish a constitu ican Federation of Labor than any other

tion that would bring success to a move delegate. Whenever there was a chance for

ment of this kind .
dissension , O'Connell was found in it . When

A review of the constitution adopted by the truth was discovered O'Connell did not

this convention would be very amusing to represent anyone but himself. He had been

our membership at the present time. I active in the street railway men's organiza

doubt if there is to -day scarcely a line in tions under the Knights of Labor of New

the present constitution that was outlined York, years before , but for some years had

and adopted at Indianapolis in '92. The been going about the country getting up

first per capita was set at5 cents a month fake souvenirs, claiming to represent the

with a defense fund of 10 centsper month. surface men , and while we did not know

This fund was to bedeposited in the local his obect in coming to this convention , we

believe it was not for the best.

tional President and Board ofTrustees. Another thing that came near disrupt

carried out by some of the ing the convention was the changing of

the constitution and overthrowing the pre.

vious work the last night of the convention.

crashes of '93 or by the divis After the election had taken place Law and

This was

by the bank
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time to his local fight. Appeals from the

various organizations for him to attend

their meetings and explain to them the

Association's work , assuring him that they

would affiliate if he did , brought no re

sponse. Now , while this indifference was

going on on the part of Law , the great panic

of '93 came down upon us . The result was

that many of the organizations , being or

ganized in a loose manner , soon went to

pieces and by the time we met in October

in the following year in Cleveland many of

the promising divisions were a thing of the

past . Law remained indifferent until a few

weeks before the convention , when he visit

ed a few of the locals in the Central States ,

to encourage them to send delegates to the

second convention , which was called to

meet in the city of Cleveland .

To be continued .

his followers were very sore because of

their defeat, and they set about to over

throw the election , and secure the presi

dency for Law . Their line of argument was

this : “ Here you have formed an organiza

tion and elected officers. You have no

money with which to pay their salaries and

meet the expenses of this Association .

Now if you will reconsider your election

and elect Law president ,-he is the busi

ness agent of the Detroit organization and

is paid a salary by them for his work ,

if you will elect him , that division will

pay his salary." They promised also to pay

the salary of the secretary , to furnish us

with headquarters free and donate to the

Association a small monthly journal which

they were publishing, for the official organ.

This line of argument had its effect and

finally, when it was found that a sufficient

number of delegates had been changed to

bring this about, a meeting was called of

the friends of President-elect Husted and

Secretary Riggs and it was decided that

everything would be done to save the As

sociation and they would , in a manful man

ner, offer their resignations.

So opposed to this action to reconsider

the work of the convention was Chairman

Callahan that he remained away from the

session on the excuse of being sick . This ,

as we have said , had a bad effect, but a

number of us determined to meet even this

obstacle , overcome it and establish the As

sociation . So when the night session was

called for the reconsideration of the elec

tion , Officers Husted and Riggs resigned and

Law and Manuel, of Detroit, were elected .

This caused a change in the board of trus

tees and the old , faithful worker, E. S. In

gram , was elected on the board of trustees.

It was felt by some that both offices should

not go to Detroit and my colleague and fel

low -delegate, E. R. Cornelius , was nomin

ated for the secretaryship . While Corne

lius had been a candidate at the first elec

tion , he at this time declined to accept any

office, but preferred to remain a worker in

the ranks with the hope of saving the Asso

ciation . By the determination of a few dele.

gates the organization was preserved , and

before leaving Indianapolis everyone was

brought together and pledged to do all they

could to maintain the Association during

that year, and in accordance with this

pledge we left for our homes and took up

the work in our respective fields .

On submitting the reports to our various

local divisions we found our membership

somewhat afraid that the movement would

not be a success . In many cases they waited

to hear from the general officers before

affiliating. Law returned to Detroit, and for

a few weeks was active . He had the con

stitution and proceedings of the convention

published and established the official jour

nal , which was called the “ Street Railway

Employes' Journal, " afterwards changed to

“ The Gazette .” However, after a short time

he became involved in a dispute in his own

local organization . A split took place and

Law paid no more attention to the Inter

national Association , but devoted all of his

DESPOTIC INJUNCTION ORDER.

" INJUNCTION

State of Indiana ,

Vanderburgh County , ss .

VANDERBURG CIRCUIT COURT.

June Term , 1909 .

The Evansville and Southern Indiana Trac

tion Company.

VS.

Ben Commons, Division 466, Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America , Newton Barnett, Sam

uel C. Brown , Beard P. Brown, T. L. Brad

ley , Thomas Corn , Lewis Conner, Otto A.

Dixon , Irvin Ebright , Fred Frank, Jonathan

Gander, John Gherman, Thomas L. Grubb ,

John C. Haas , William Heironimus, Fred

Jones , Luther Lamb, George W. McNeeley ,

John R. Miller, Thomas J. Melton , Edward

H. Paris, W. Press Powell , Albert S. Ralph ,

Edwin Ross , Fred R. Rundell , Henry Reese ,

Charles M. Roberts , John W. Spry, James

Spry, Logan G. Seaton , Adolph Sefried , Jo

seph Strohmeyer, Homer Tanner, Lawrence

F. Tableman , Frank Thompson , Olph E. Tur

ley , Peter Titzer, George Whitworth , Wil

ilam Withers , James G. Wilson, Richard

Snow , Jesse Sly, H. H. Snyder, Walter

O'Conner, Lewis O'Connor, Richard Sartain ,

George O. Grant, members of Division 466

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America,

Commodore Goad , William Webb, Al . Bour

ton , William Bierman , W. L. Whayne, Mat

thew Hollenberger and other persons .

The plaintiff, having filed its verified com

plaint here , praying for a temporary re

straining order, and plaintiff having filed its

undertaking to the approval of the judge of

this court, it is ordered that the defendants ,

Ben Commons, Division 466 Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America , Newton Barnett,

Samuel C. Brown, Beard P. Brown, T. L.

Bradley , Thomas Corn , Lewis Conner, Otto

A. Dixon , Irvin Ebright, Fred Frank, Jona

than Gander, John Gherman, Thomas L.

Grubb, John C. Haas , William Heironimus,

Fred Jones , Luther Lamb, George W. MC

Neeley, John R. Miller, Thomas J. Melton ,

Edward H. Paris , W. Press Powell , Albert
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S. Ralph, Edwin Ross, Frank R. Rundell, notice and the further order of this court.

Henry Reese, Charles M. Roberts, John W. It is further ordered that said above

Spry, James Spry, Logan G. Seaton , Adolph named defendants be notified that an ap

Sefried, Joseph Strohmeyer, Homer Tanner, plication for a temporary injunction herein

Lawrence F. Tableman , Frank Thompson , will be heard before me at the Circuit Court

Olph E. Turley, Peter Titzer, George Whit room of Vanderburgh County, Indiana, in

worth, William Withers , members of Divis the City of Evansville , on the 17th day of

ion 466, Amalgamated Association of Street June, 1909.

and Electric Railway Employes of America, C. A. DeBRULER,

Commodore Goad, William Webb, Al . Bour Judge of the Vanderburgh Circuit Court.

ton, William Bierman, W. L. Whayne, James State of Indiana

G. Wilson, Richard Snow , Pesse Sly , H. H. Vanderburgh County, ss .

Ryder, Walter O'Conner, Lewis O'Conner, I , Guild C. Foster, clerk of the Vander

Richard Sartain , George A. Grant , Matthew burgh Circuit Court do certify the above to

Hollenberger, and all other persons , and all be true and correct copy of the order made

other persons co-operating with said defend by the judge of the Vanderburgh Circuit

ants and each of them be and they hereby Court as appears of record in this office.

are restrained from in any manner interfer Witness my hand and official seal this 7th

ing with , hindering or obstructing or stop day of June, 1909.

ping the business of this plaintiff or its em GUILD C. FOSTER ,

ployes in the operation of the cars of this Clerk of Vanderburgh Circuit Court."

plaintiff ; from picketing or maintaining at ( Seal . )

or near the car barns, shops , power houses, Above is a correct copy of the injunction

or along the tracks of this plaintiff any pick issued against Brother Commons, our Evans

et or pickets ; from assaulting or intimidat ville local , and sympathizers to assist the

ing, by threats or otherwise, the employes company in its union smashing venture. It

of this plaintiff or any persons who may be is the authority assumed by courts to issue

come employes of said plaintiff; from con such injunctions as the above that President

gregating about or near the car barns , Gompers and the American labor movement

shops, power houses, or along or near the is protesting against . This injunction is

tracks of plaintiff or in any other place for clearly overreaching the legal authority of

the purpose of compelling, inducing or solic the court, but a violation of any of the

iting the employes of this plaintiff to leave terms of the order would subject the viola

its service or of preventing or attempting tors to imprisonment for contempt, or cost

to prevent any person from freely entering untold expense to appeal to another court.

into the service of this plaintiff; from inter Although a hearing is cited , and at that

fering with or attempting to interfere with , timeshould the injunction be discontinued

by force, threats or intimidation, the en
it will have maintained for several days and

ployes of this plaintiff in the operation of its purpose will have been accomplished.

plaintiff's cars , and railway system in the What respect do such injunctions invite for

usual and ordinary way; from following the
the courts of our land ?

employes of this plaintiff to their homes or

other places for the purpose of inducing FULL VESTIBULE INCLOSURE FOR WIN

them by threats or intimidation or other
TER CARS.

wise to leave the employ of this plaintiff ;

from attempting by bribery, payment or Order secured from railway commission

promise money or other rewards to induce
ers by Connecticut locals ,

the employes of plaintiff to leave the serv STATE OF CONNECTICUT.

ice of this plaintiff's; from attempting to , Office of Railroad Commissioers .

induce persons from abstaining from pat
Hartford , May 15, 1909 .

ronizing this plaintiff's street cars ; from Be it remembered that the street and

congregating about or near the places of electric railway men of the State of Con

business of this plaintiff or about or near necticut presented to us their petition, dated

any place where their employes are lodged April 5, 1909 , as follows :

or boarded , for the purpose of compelling, To the Honorable Board of Railroad Com

soliciting or inducing the employes of the missioners of the State of Connecticut :

plaintiff to leave the service of the plain Gentlemen :

tiff or to refuse to work for the plaintiff We, the street and electric railway men

or for the purpose of preventing or attempt. of the State of Connecticut, representing

ing to prevent any person from freely en the following cities, Stanford , Norwalk ,

tering the service of the plaintiff, from or Bridgeport, New Haven , Derby, Ansonia,

ganizing or maintaining any boycott against Meriden , Hartford , Southington , New Brit

the plaintiff, from sending any circulars or ain, Rockville, Manchester, South Manches

other communications to patrons of the ter, East Hartford, New London, Norwich ,

plaintiff's road for the purpose of dissuad Thompsonville and Middletown , in conven

ing them from patronizing or riding upon tion assembled , in the city of Norwalk , this

the cars of the plaintiff; from assembling 5th day of April , 1909 , do hereby petition

at and picketing the different railroad sta your Honorable Commission to set a date

tions and all other places in the City of when you will give us a hearing in order

Evansville, for the purpose of preventing that we may present to you our requests for

persons and the public from entering and vestibule protection that will properly pro

riding upon the cars of this plaintif ; until tect those whom we represent.
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If you will be kind enough to grant us

such a hearing and inform our representa

tive, Mr. Joseph Dunn of Hartford , of the

time when the hearing will be granted we

will have our committee ready to lay our

requests before you.

Thanking you in advance for any favors

shown , we remain ,

Respectfully yours,

Delegates to Norwalk Convention,

Per Joseph E. Dunn,

206 Trumbull st .

Upon which we made the following notice

of order and hearing to wit :

STATE OF CONNECTICUT.

Office of the Railroad Commissioners .

Hartford , April 13 , 1909.

Upon the foregoing request it is ordered

that said parties be heard at the office of

the Railroad Commissioners in Hartford ,

Tuesday, April 20, 1909 , at 11:30 o'clock

a. m . , and that notice thereof be given to

Mr. Joseph E. Dunn, representative of said

committee, and the various operating street

railways of the State , by Henry F. Billings ,

by depositing in the postoffice in Hartford ,

postage paid,, true and attested copies of

said request and of this order addressed

one to Mr. Joseph E. Dunn, 206 Trumbull

St. , Hartford , Conn. , and one each to Mr.

L. Tiffany, secretary of the Bristol and

Plainville Tramway Company, Bristol , Conn . ,

John C. Parker, secretary of the New York,

New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company ,

New Haven , Conn . , M. H. Griffing, secretary

of the Danbury and Bethel Street Railway

Company, Danbury , Conn . , Charles E. Hud

bard, secretary of the Farmington Street

Railway Company , Hartford , Conn . , Charles

D. Noyes , secretary of the Groton and Ston

ington Street Railway Company , Norwich ,

Conn. , Arthur Perkins , secretary of the

Hartford and Springfield Street Railway

Company, Hartford , Conn . , Frederick P. Lat

imer, secretary of the New London and East

Lynne Street Railway Company, New Lon

don, Conn. , C. D. Noyes , secretary of the

Norwich and Westerly Street Railway Com

pany, Norwich , Conn . , and to Franklin A.

Smith , Jr., secretary of the Providence and

Danielson Railway Company, Providence,

R. I. , on or before April 13th , inst.

Andrew F. Gates,

Wm. O. Seymour,

O. R. Fyler,

Railroad Commissioners.

And on said April 20, 1909 , we met at the

time and place named in said order, when

it appeared and we find that said order

had been duly served and complied with

and said parties appeared and said peti

tioners presented their petition and said

hearing was continued until May 5 , 1909,

when said parties again appeared and were

fully and finally heard .

The petition was brought er Section

3869 of the general statutes which provides

as follows :

" When the railroad commissioners deem it

necessary , in the interests of the public, or

of the employes concerned , that platforms

on any or all of the cars operated by any

street railway company should be protected

by vestibules , said commissioers may order

the company operating such cars to en

close the platform thereon with vestibules

of such kind and in such manner as they

may deem necessary and proper, first giving

such company reasonable notice to appear

and be heard , and may , after similar no

tice , modify or revoke such order."

Previously this board had issued various

orders under the provisions of the forego

ing statute, applicable, however to certain

companies, times and cars .

The whole question of vestibuling cars

was ably and exhaustively presented by the

petitioners and the street railway comra

nies . Many witnesses connected with the

operation and supervision of street railways

( both in Connecticut and other states ) and

many representing the traveling public were

heard.

We therefore take occasion to state the

position which this board takes at this time

on the whole question of vestibuling cars

and to modify or revoke our numerous pre

vious orders relating to vestibule cars and

substitute an order on vestibuling which is

applicable to all street railways operating

cars in this state and to cover their opera

tion at all seasons of the year.

We find that by operation of the orders

previously issued and by the acts of the

street railway companies in providing their

equipment there are now in use in this state

950 closed cars of which 923 are provided

with vestibules but 185 of said cars are pro

vided with what is known as the semi or

bulkhead vestibule only.

The two chief uses of the vestibule are

the protection of the operators of the cars

from cold and from storms. The operators,

themselves , make a third claim, namely :

protection from dust, cinders and other ob

jects in the open air.

We find that the open car is provided as

additional equipment by the railway com

panies to meet the demands of its patrons

and should be used only in the warm season

of the year and on pleasant days in that

season. We think that the traveling public

demands that cars operated at such times

should be in reality as open as it is possible

to have them. We believe that the motor

man operating the car can protect himself

or be protected by the various simple de

vices now in use ( such as glasses , storm

coats , etc. ) from the occasional short storms

in said seasons the closed cars should be

substituted for the open cars.

Much testimony was heard tending to

show the danger incident to operating cars

in storms and the need of the operator hav

ing an unobstructed view.

The testimony of witnesses and our in

quiries fail to show any state where by

statute or by orders of railroad commission

ers open cars used in the summer months

are required to be vestibuled .

Therefore we deem it necessary if the

interest of the public and of the employes

concerned, and do order and direct each

and every company operating a street rail
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way within the limits of the state of Con

necticut to fully enclose the platform of all

so- called closed cars, to be used in the

transportation of passengers , with complete

vestibules. And that all cars used by said

street railway companies in the transporta

tion of passengers between the first day of

November ( beginning in the year 1909 ) and

the thirtieth day of April, inclusive , of each

year, be thus fully vestibuled, excepting

from the provisions of this order cars used

in an emergency or on such warm clear

days in April and November as are suitable

tur the use of open cars.

Copies of this order are to be mailed to

the representatives of the street railway

men of this State and to the Bristol & Plain

ville Tramway Company, Connecticut Rail

way & Lighting Company, The Connecticut

Company, Danbury & Bethel Street Railway

Company, Farmington Street Railway Com

pany , Groton & Stonington Street Railway

Company, New London & East Lyme Street

Railway Company, The Norwich & Westerly

Railway Company, Providence and Daniel

son Railway Company, South Manchester

Light, Power & Tramway Company and the

West Shore Railway Company .

Andrew F. Gates ,

Wm. 0. Seymore,

O. R. Fyler.

Railroad Commissioners .

The foregoing is a true copy of the orig

inal petition , order of the notice for hear

ing and of the finding of the Railroad Com

missioners.

Attest :

Henry F. Billings ,

Clerk of Railroad Commissioners.

sent throughout Europe and the United

States to reach the women folks through the

organized men and with a degree of success

that has astonished the union smashers and

proven that women are more than willing to

help the trade union movement which she

dearly sees is the one institution on earth to

day which has made it possible for her to

have a decent standard of home life for her

self and family and some degree of educa

tion for the children she loves .

The Butterick company puts on the mar

ket three dress patterns, which are called

Butterick , Standard and New Idea, and the

following women's magazines : The Delin

eator, Designer and New Idea . All of these

are the product of non-unionists and strike

breakers . The union-made patterns and

magazines are called : McCall's , Pictorial

Review, Paris Modes and Peerless .

Mrs. Bull— “ Now , Tommy, I want you to

be good while I'm out.”

Tommy— “ I'll be good for a nickel."

Mrs. Bull- " I want you to remember that

you cannot be a son of mine unless you are

good for nothing." - Ex.

AN INSULT TO THE WIVES OF UNION

MEN .

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade — not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We cannot only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Mado Uniform ( mod . weight) $ 11.00

Union Made Uniform (hry. weight) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men- regulation style— depend

able quality — and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Home of Good Clothes for Hai or Boy.

A recent visitor to our headquarters was

Vice-President Cassidy of Typographical

Union No. 6 of New York City , which em

braces in its ranks some 8,000 printers and

is more generally known as “ Big Six . " He

says that the most bitter enemy the union

printers of the country have is the Butterick

Pattern and Publishing Co. , who have locked

out their union printers and filled their

places with imported working-class traitors ,

the most respectable name for whom is

strike -breaker.

It is a fact that four- fifths of the concerns

in this country putting on the market an

article bought entirely or mainly by women

have heretofore considered it a safe propo

sition to defy the unions on their assump

tion that the women folks of even union

men could not be induced to help the union

in their struggles for a decent standard of

living for workingmen .

No. 6 did not believe that the working

man's wife was a scab any more than her

husband , and that if the facts in this fight

for unionism was laid before her, she would

show that she was not by refusing to buy

the products of the Butterick or other con

cerns noted for their union-smashing activi

ties. With this object in view med were

Cla
yto

n's

53-61 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp . Cadillac Hotel

Union-made Cigars.

CXTO
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OFFICERS

George H.Russel ,

President

STATE SAVINGS BURE
M. W. O'Brien ,

Vice-President

andChairman

of Board

OFFICERS

A. E. Wing ,

Cashier

H. P. Borgman,

Cashier Sav.

Dept.

R. W. Smylie,
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J. R. Bodde,
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R. T. Cudmore,
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Geo. T. Courtney ,

Auditor

Geo. E. Lawson,

Vice -President

R. S. Mason ,

Vice -President

F. A. Schulte ,

Vice -President

CAPITAL ,
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$ 1,500,000.00

1,600.000.00
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WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

FOR ...

UniformClothing

We also carry the Largest

Stock ofNusk B DERICA &

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

VRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF -MEASUREMENT GUIDE

113. KING ST.WEST.

Frank Broderick

& Company

THE LAROEST TAILORING

HOUSE IN CANADA 115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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Before us lies the great highway along

which we must make greater strides if we

are ever to reach the goal for which we are

struggling, and let me remind you , we

cannot reach that goal without a proper

development of the true spirit of frater

nity. We must not only have a spirit of

fraternity that will endorse resolutions of

sympathy, but we must have a financial

spirit of fraternity that will reach out in

the hour of adversity, sickness, death and

trouble and sustain and uphold our mem

bership.

-W. D. MAHON .

JULY 1909
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facioryNo
You help your own Labor Position.

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : “ This shoe does not bear the stamp, but is

made under Unlon Conditions. This is false.- No shoe is union made unless it bears

the Union Stamp. BOOT & SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

John F. Tobin , Pres .
246 Summer St. , BOSTON , MASS .

Chas. L. Blaine, Sec .- Treas .

DUEBER-HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them

SteereJewelry Co.,

MICHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor. Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP .
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Member Div . 260
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Propositions for membership blauks,
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Union Buttons
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BADGES BANNERS FLAGS
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THE NEW ROYAL

Mr. Secretary:

Is where you can drop

in and be at home. : :

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

81-88 Jeferson Ave. DETROIT, MICH.
IT IS SPRINGER'S STYLE

Live and Let Live

138 Royal Street, NEW ORLEANS, LA .

PINS, CHARMS and LOCKETS

VINTERNZ

UNION

Union

Made

F
a
c
t
º
r

N
o
.

3

S
H
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..

Shirts,

Collars &

Shirt

Valsts

bear this

Volon

Made

Tobacco

w lasood by Authority of the com

TOMANDO WORKERS INTERNATIONAL

UNION ,

MADE

my Sixtes
Eritt van!

Bears

This

Label

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

The International Associotion

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

Springs for

Motormen's Stools

50c per set, deliv

ered free. Send

stamps or money,

A great comfort and

protection from Jar

on Kidneys.

Thousands in use.

The Toledo Chair

Spring Co.

417 Mobigan il

TOLEDO, ..

Our Labells No. 88 .

H

GERAGHTY & CO.

OI La Sallo St. , Ohlongo .
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PITTSBURG

Motormen and Conductors'

UNION MADE UNIFORMS

Best Value in Town for $ 10.00 Cash .

( Easy payments if desired)

Better grades at porportionate prices

We offer you a union-made uniform ,

the cloth ofwhich is guaranteed all in

digo dyed in the wool,very lustrous, and

the strongest of the kind in the world .

Why buy flannels and piece dyed cloths

which turn white , wear rough and do not

give service, especially when they cost

as much and more than our goods ?

May we not expect you to call upon

our agents in your city and examine

the goods we offer ? They will be glad

to show you, whether you buy or not.

Write for Uniform Catalogue

and Name of Dealer

OUR SPECIALTY

Opening " Charge Accounts" at depart

ment stores, permitting purchases at cash

prices on easy payments.

The Bloch Company

UNIFORMS OF QUALITY

Cleveland , Ohio

Keystone Trading Co.

301-2-3 Empire Bldg . , Pittsburg , Pa .

Out of town orders filled , cash with order

Mr.

Motorman

If you are not using

one of

1'12

TAYLOR'S

WatchHolding Cases

YOU SHOULD

One motorman writes, that his worst accident

was caused by stooping to pick up his watch

which had fallen from his pocket. Avoid acci

dents and be on time by using one of our hard

rubber cases. Air tight -- non -conductor --holds

any size watch -- springs and padding prevent jar

HERE IS OUR PROPOSITION

Send us $ 1.65 and receive one of these cases by return

registered mail. If, after you have used this 10 days you

wouldbe without it for three times its cost, return it and

your money will be cheerfullyrefunded .

TAYLOR BROS., Solo Mapufacturers

921-923 West Superior Avo. CLEVELAND , 0 .

Reference, any Cleveland Bank orMercantile House. Agents Wanted

YOU CAN OWN THE DIAMOND OR

WATCH YOU WANT

Simplest thing in the world to gratify any

fancyyou may have in this line if youtake advan

tage of our credit plan. The cost will probablybe

only a dollar or two a week - too little to figuro

seriously in yourexpenses.

Pay 50c weekly on a $ 10.00 purchase.

Pay 750 weekly on . $ 16.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.00 weekly on a $ 25.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.50 weekly on . $ 50.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.00 weekly OD & $ 75.00 purchage.

Pay $ 2.50 weekly OD a $ 100.00 purchase.

Just Little Casb .

Neo Clocko, Jewelry , silverware, Etc.

ALL ON CASE. OR CREDIT .

F.B. STRAWN & BRO. 43
Arendo

CLEVELAND,
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AGREEMENT COMMITTEE OF DIV. NO. 99, WINNIPEG, MAN .

Reading from left to right, standing are Bros. W. Marshall, A. S. Mathias

and T. H. Dunn ; sitting are Pres . Jas. Potter, Atty. J. G. O'Donoghue, arbitrator ;

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair and Committeeman E. Chambers. The group

picture is of those who represented Div. 99 in the recent Winnipeg wage

arbitration. | 深化 司

1 THE FRATERNAL SPIRIT OF ORGANIZED LABOR.

Greetings of Pres. W. D. Mahon to the Mem

bers of Div. No, 241, Chicago, III ., Upon ,

the Occasion of Their Annual Picnic Held

July 10.

To the President, Members of 241 and

Friends of the Amalgamated Association :

Again have you assembled at the call of

241 to participate in their annual celebra

tion , not alone a reunion for the members

of 241 , but we have come to feel in and

about Chicago that any of these celebrations

given by the various divisions belong to the

whole family of the Amalgamated , and that

they are not specific for any one division .

This is the result of the development of

that fraternal spirit for which our organiza

tion was founded .

Celebrations of this kind date back into

history remote. Thousands of years ago the

Jewish people, after their long struggle

through the wildnerness and the final or

ganization of their nation , set forth spe

cifically in their laws that one week each

year should be spent in celebration in which

all the people were required to leave their

homes and take up their abode in the booth

in remembrance of the conditions that had

once afflicted them and to teach the rising

generations the benefits that organized gov

ernment had brought to them. Following

down the pathway of time these celebra

tions have continued . The Romans cele

brated both joy and sorrow in demonstra

tions of this kind, and from them has

sprung two forms of celebration - one a day

of commemoration , in which we commem

orate some great event ; the other a day of

celebration in which we not only celebrate

past events, but, like the annual celebra

tion of the wedding day, look forth as the

years roll on to still greater and more

abundant blessings as the result of our

union , or our organization. It is this latter

spirit that has come down the ages and
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that is struggling to fraternalize the world

that inspires the members of this organ

ization to come forth annually to celebrate

the results of the past and to encourage

and inspire one another with hopes for the

future.

When we come to review the past, while

we cannot boast that all that any of us de

sired has been accomplished yet we must

conceive that wonderful strides have been

made by Division 241 in the last six or

seven years . Seven years ago we could not

have met in the manner that we have met

today. There was no fraternity . As the

old saying goes , at that time, “every man's

hand was against his brother's ."
It was

competition , fierce and bitter, among our.

selves . Six years of organization has level

ed down to a great extent that feeling and

in turn has developed and ra sed up the

spirit of fraternity, until today we begin to

feel that spirit within each other that we

are to some extent our brother's keeper. It

is in line with that spirit that I desire in

my brief remarks to speak to you this

evening.

Fraternity ! What a great subject ! It is

the great question with us , “ How to develop

that fraternal spirit that has been attempt

ed by all humane organizations in the past

and is absolutely necessary before any of

these institutions can reach the goal of per

fection ?" Seven years ago, if one of us

would have been taken down sick we would

have laid alone, or with a single friend here

and there to console us. Today a member

of this Division in sickness, through its fra

ternal brotherhood, has six thousand fel

lows interested in his welfare. Seven years

ago , had any one of us passed away , we

would have been carried off to the ceme

tery by a few of our immediate fr ds, and

our death would have scarcely been no

ticed . Today , if one of our members dies,

the organization not alone furnishes the

funds to see him respectfully laid away, but

there are six thousand mourners who,

through their representatives, follow his

bier, wreathed with flowers as a token of

their sympathy, down to the silent tomb.

If in trouble, they are with him with their

sympathy. If his position is unjustly, or

wrongly taken from him he has this vast

army of six thousand men, and behind them

seventy thousand more, all in line to pro

test against the injustice and to seek for

and insist upon justice being done him. This

is some of the work that the fraternal spirit

of the Amalgamated has inaugurated in the

past seven years , here in Chicago, and dur .

ing its brief history has sought to inaug.

urate the same spirit throughout the nation .

We have spent in our existence half a

million dollars caring for our sick and bury

ing our dead , but, friends , we have not yet

crossed the threshold of fraternity as taught

by the trade union . Before us lays the great

highway along which we must make greater

strides if we are ever to reach the goal for

which we are struggling, and let me remind

you, we cannot reach that goal without a

proper development of the true spirit of fra

ternity . We must not only have a spirit of

fraternity that will endorse resolutions of

sympathy , but we must have a financial

spirit of fraternity that will reach out in

the hour of adversity, sickness, death and

trouble and sustain and uphold our member

ship . Once we have established that finan

cial spir.t of fraternity there is no power

in the corporation , citizens ' alliance and

Pinkerton thugs all combined , strong

enough enough to destroy the grand old

Amalgamated.

At this time there is being discussed by

this Association the propos.tion for the in

creasing of our financial benefits to our

membership . The education is going on in

every Division of this Association . What

the results may be at the coming conven

ton no one yet can predict, but whether

adopted at this time or not, so far as I am

concerned the agitation will continue until

we have placed this organization on the

footing that it should be in order to prop

erly protect the interests of its members.

True, we have one hundred dollars to bury

our members when they die, and in Di

visions like this one an extra one hundred

dollars set aside by the Division , but that

is not sufficient to meet the conditions that

now confront us in this fierce battle of life

that surrounds us . We want to establish

conditions that when one of our members

meets with an accident that causes general

disability, injures him, disables him for

life , he may have something that will aid

him and care for him for the balance of his

days. Again , we want a fund that when a

man has served the best years of his life

in this service and been loyal to this Asso

ciation , he will have something to carry

him through the winter of life, that at the

end of time when he can work no more

there may not stare him in the face an

alms-house, that there may be in front of

him the cheering results that your organ .

ization has provided for you because of

your faithfulness to your fellow man , and

not alone care for him, but care for those

whom are dependent upon him.

You will remember when we first out

lined our pension system there were some

who said , “ let us provide a home for the

old aged members. " This I opposed . I said

that there was, no doubt, by his side, the

partner who had traveled down the long

road of time with him , and to separate

them in their declining years, in my opin

ion, would be a great crime, a crime that

no organization with a spirit of fraternity

should be guilty of committing. Therefore,

I advocated the establishing of a fund that

would keep together around their Own

hearthstone, let it be ever so humble, this

couple until death should separate them . I

still advocate that policy. I believe, how

ever, it would be more wise if we would

establish a fund direct to go to members

of this kind than to pay the monthly pen

sion . To the cases where men are in surlı

condition that they could not care for them.

selves , the Association could see that proper

guardians were appointed to look after their

fund and care for them . Then , our death

benefits should be increased , not only to
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bury a brother, which is a humane act, but

to provide for the wife and helpless little

ones that may be left fatherless - to enable

this mother in her struggle with these little

ones to take care of them until they are

able to become bread-winners . Thus in

every way to protect and aid our member

ship in the bitter struggle of life . This , in

my opinion, is the m.ssion of the trade

union.

Not alone must we develop this financial

spirit, but we must continue to develop the

spirit of brotherly love as well . There must

be more brotherhood among us. While we

have made rapid strides there are still some

in our ranks who are not yet converted to

the true spir.t of unionism . There are some

who are eternally hunting trouble and tak

ing advantage of every opportunity to make

trouble for their organization and their fel.

low members. In the church they are called,

“ the workers of the devil ” ; in the union

they are " the friends of the boss . " They

work day and night sowing the seed of dis

cord, and I repeat that spirit must be over

come and driven from our ranks if success

is to crown our efforts. I don't say this in

order to stifle honest criticism within our

organization , for that I favor, but that spirit

that is ever looking to do harm and to in

jure our organizat on , that envious, back

biting lieing and slanderous spirit that is

eternally seeking whom it may injure, or

destroy. No good men , no honest men, no

sincere men are engaged in this line of

criticism . It was Bacon who once said ,

" Neither can he that mindeth his own busi.

ness find much matter for envy , for envy is

a gadding person and walketh the streets

and doth not keep home.” This is the fel.

low that has the spirit that must be de

stroyed . There must be unity and harmony

within our ranks if we are to overcome

the great obstacles that confront us and

to promote the cause of labor, for, remem

ber, we are a part of the grand army of

labor that is waging the battle in behalf of

the struggling masses of humanity in their

efforts to make the world grander and bet.

ter, to make it a dearer one.

I have been reading of late of a certain

line of long -haired gentlemen, for some un

known reason called " Professors," who

have been figuring on cheapening the cost

of living . Just a few days ago one of

them announced that he can live on eleven

cents a day. I don't imagine that that man

was braking a double truck car with a

hand -brake twelve hours a day , or collect

ing five or six hundred fares on a crowded

street car. But, in reply, I want to say

that is not what the trade union men and

women are looking for. We are not seek

ing or struggling for a cheap life . China

and Japan have given the world the exam

ple of a cheap life, long ago. If you please,

we are seeking the dear side of life. We

want to make all men , women and children

dear. We are not looking for the eleven

cent standard of humanity. We seek to es

tablish the proper conditions that should

exist. That is the struggle, not only of

this union , but of every trade union strug

gling today to increase the wages of their

membership, because the entire condition

of the h.gher standard of life rests upon

the wage scale. In order to have that

which is necessary to produce men and wo

men we have to purchase it. We can only

purchase it when we have the purchasing

power. Under the system that we live , it

is money. Therefore, the trade union strug

gles to raise the standard of pay to get the

money.

We hope with the philosophers that the

day will come when this system that sets

dollars above the man will have been

changed and that an entire different cond :

tion will exist, and that money will no

longer be the standard , but true manhood

will establish the worth of a man. But

that time has not yet arrived . It is the

work of the trade unions and other organ

izations that are working to bring it about.

The trade un.on is following the line of

least resistance and struggling first for the

wage foundation of the better conditions

under the system which we live and then

following in line for the other conditions.

I repeat, in my opinion, in order to prop

erly establish and to bring about this ad

vancement within our civilization there

must be more fraternity throughout our or

ganizations and other kindred societies.

There must be a solid brotherhood , first

within our local union, then within our in

ternational unions, then within our entire

labor movement, until the whole is thor

oughly cemented and united solidly upon

the true spirit of fraternity that is working

to uplift and better the conditions of hu

manity. Therefore, my friends, let us all

work in every way we can to establish and

develope the proper fraternity within our or

ganizations and within our lives . Let the

husband, the wife, the mother, the sister

and all take part in promoting this cause .

Do not consider it upon a selfish stand

point, but consider it from every phase and

every side. Discuss union matters in your

homes, with your wives , with your mothers,

with your sisters , for it effects all, it reaches

all , its benefits are meant for the entire

human family.

The trade union has long since made its

declaration that no movement that does

not take into consideration the welfare of

the home, of the family circle , cannot be

succesful. So , have your family all become

familiar with the aims and objects of your

union . It will be then more easy for us

to accomplish the conditions we struggle

for and to establish true trade nuionism in

our land .

Net earnings of the United Railways Co.

of St. Louis were $50,000 greater for May

than for the same month last year. A 20

per cent reduction of wages figures largely

in this showing. The reduction was affected

by employing new men at 20 cents to re

place men whose wages had been 25 cents

This process of reduction has

been going on a long time. - The Advance

Advocate.

per hour.
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THERE IS A PURPOSE.

But with whom is the purpose ? Why are

we constantly confronted with the discrimi.

nating wage proposition ? Of course, there

is a purpose for fixing a wage rate by which

one man will receive a less rate of wage per

hour than another engaged in the same kind

of occupation. Hardly is there a wage prop

osition considered but what this purpose of

discrimination manifests itself. So promi

nent is it that it is material, and there is no

need of trying to dodge the question as to

whose interest the discrimination is advo

cated . The question should be dealt with

frankly and without prejudice.

The management of a street railway com

pany delegated to negotiate a wage rate

and conditions with the organization of em

ployes most deftly argues that the deferen

tial-if it may be so termed-is in the inter

terest of the old , experienced motormen and

conductors . So determined and plausibly

is the agrument that it enlists even enthusi

astic support from the old and experienced

men. Of course, experience is fitting. The

older a man is in the service , the better mo

torman or conductor, all other things being

equal, he becomes ; the more valuable he

becomes to the company. Who can deny it ?

A man three days in the service has at

tained too little experience to be safe in the

operation of a street or electric railway car

through the populated streets of the city,

or even across the country in interurban

service . No one will deny that. There are

things with which he will become accus

tomed , even after six months of service ,

which will make him much more valuable

as a car operator. As time rolls on , he

continues to discover new things which

makes him additionally valuable to the ser

vice , so long as his physical qualifications

maintain , even if it is up to twenty or thirty

years . Upon the last day of a continuous

service of thirty years the railway man will

yet be impressed with some little detail

that may come to him , with which, had he

been possessed thirty days prior, he will ad

mit would have been an advantage to him,

either as an additional support in bearing

responsibility or for practicable service.

With the old man in the service, the re

quirements and attainments of proficiency

which the new man must learn, have be

come as familiar as early school-boy lessons.

He is familiar with all danger lines and

avoids them with the aptness of a second

nature, when the new man , unless he ap

proaches them with extreme and nerve

straining caution , experiences dire results. If

an old conductor, he performs his duties

with A B C familiarity . The new man has

all this to acquire and it is impossible to

contemplate nicely the necessary term of

service which it will require him to undergo

before he becomes a railway man in the

fullest sense , by second nature. Sure , the

old experienced man is the best ; he is the

most valuable , all things being equal; he is

least liable to an accident; he is more sure

to gather in all the revenue ; his integrity

has been tested. It of sufficient will-power,

the management rests assured that he will

maintain that integrity.

The experienced man is a valuable man

to the company. He has merit as a railway

man or he would not have held his position

long enough to be an experienced man, even

though he would have become experienced

within three months. Men without merit

are not kept in the service.

The street or electric railway man ap

plies for the position , originally, backed by

creditable men who vouch for his merit as

a man. He comes well recommended ;

otherwise his application is not considered.

The company demands that. It fortifies

the expectancy of securing to the service a

man of merit. The applicant must be sober

and a man of reliable habits and be suffi

ciently intelligent to gain a recommenda

tion from reputable persons ; and even then

his application is investigated to the satis

faction of the employing agent of the com

pany. But, of course, after being taken into

the service, he will become more proficient

as a railway man from the experience that

he may attain during his term of service.

The older in the service he gets, the better

he will be and the more prized will he be

as an employe by the company until his

faculties begin to lapse. The company is

watching for that time to come. It comes,

sooner with some than with others. As

soon as there is a suspicion that the em

ploye is to give way to a lapse of his facul

ties, the company does not wait for a prac

tical demonstration or assurance of that

fact, but they dispose of him , if possible,

before that demonstration takes place .

Then experience is at nought. No pleading

can restore him to his calling. He is past

usefulness and he is ready for the human

scrap pile. At least, that is the opinion of

the management of the employing company,

and it has to stand so far as the experienced

man is concerned individually. He is pow

erless to dispute with the all-powerful man

agement. He can look for another job. Let

us add that wherever he goes, the record

will follow him that he is a worn -out street

car man ; that his faculties are failing ; or

at least, that will be the certification of the

railway officials , and it will be a question,

and a serious one, if he gets another job

as good as the one he had, and to which

he devoted a large portion, at least, of the

vigorous part of his life.

So much for the old experienced man in

the railway service and the consideration

that should be given to him. Why should

not the manager argue with the officials of

the organization representing a body of em

ployes motely experienced that the old men

should be given the preference in the fixing

of the wage rate. There are two reasons

for it. One is, the old experienced man is

sooner or later to be eliminated from the

service. All things being equal, he will be

eliminated before the inexperienced man .

Another is that so long as he is possessed

of his full faculties, he is a more valuable
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man to the service. He is least dispensable adorn stock and bond holders of corpora

and there is another reason which the man tions. The situation, today, upon that sys

ager will argue and that is that the old, tem is that instead of 60 per cent of the em

experienced man is entitled to a reward or ployes being paid the maximum rate of four

special consideration for his years of faith cents more than the first year men, not to

fulness . Of course that disposition might exceed 20 per cent of them are receiving

be manifested by the manager when he dis that wage rate.

misses the old experienced man from the Among the occasions for my appearance

service by paying over to him a suficient upon this situation was the dismissal of an

sum to compensate him for his past loyalty employee fourteen years in the service of

and devotion, but when old men are dumped the company, who had caught lively at the

into the scrap pile, the manager forgets all bait upon the hook of the manager over

about that he is entitled to a reward for two years ago , which placed him in the

faithful service. He goes , and goes out of
ranks of those who received four cents per

sight. He is no more thought of. He be hour above his fellow workmen for his ex

comes one of the countless who have passed perience and his faithfulness . My investi

before him into the unfathomable innocuous gation of his case showed that he was no

desitude. less faithful and no less experienced, and

Sure, the old man in the service should
I may add further, of no less ability in any

receive sufficient renumeration to guaran
way now than he was when the wage was

tee him an independence when the time

fixed by which he had such an advantage

comes for his elimination from the service.

over his fellow workmen . Others went be

He should have enough to live upon well
fore him, to whom the right to question

and an excess to lay aside at a rate in pro
their dismissal was denied , but the cause

portion to create an established independ
was evident. They were experienced men .

ence. That is, if he is to be rewarded for
They were valuable to the company , but

his faithfulness . That rate would amount
they were not four cents per hour more

to more than the average manager who is

valuable than other valuable men the com

so concerned in the welfare of old and ex
pany could employ at that much less rate

perienced men has ever shown a disposi
of wage.

tion to give. So, until traction corporations Great satisfaction was there to those old

become more generous, there is not very experienced employes at the time of the

much use in adopting a policy exclusively fixing of their wage rate . It was an appre

to that point. We will lay aside the reward ciable admission, although it came volun

proposition and deal with this question upon tarily upon the part of the manager, of the

its merits from other standpoints .
excessive value of their service and their

As inspiration for this particular article, experience to the company, but of course,

the writer recently had occasion to review the time has not arrived when God has en

this discriminating wage proposition, its ad. dowed bond and stock holders with angelic

vantages and disadvantages; and its advan.
wings, and the theory of this wage scale

tages and disadvantages to the employes
did not work out in practice in the experi

and employing companies from results of ence of my friend. He was simply knocked

actual economic practice as exercised by the off at convenience, when the service could

manager . The particular wage rates exist be maintained at a less expense than pay.

ing provided that first year's service men ing him four cents extra for his experience .

receive four cents per hour less than those
He had no thought of that when the wage

four or more years in the service. When rate was fixed. It did not occur to him that

this wage scale was put into operation some the interest the stock and bond holders had

two or more years ago, 60 per cent of the in him was less than the interest they had

employes received the higher wage rate of in the motors under the cars, for it costs

four cents per hour more than the first year less to supply the vacancy occasioned by the

men. The first year men were far in the dismissal of a man than it does to renew

minority. Of course, the old men, I am told ,
the worn -out motor. The only person on

were appreciative of the consideration be the job who had a special interest in him

stowed upon them by the manager, who pre was himself. There were others who had

vailed upon them to accept of this discrimi. a special interest in his wage rate because

nation against those who were so unfor it helped to fix a standard by which their

tunate as to be of a less term of service wage rate could be controlled and by which

with the company. Encouragement was they could be held down in the price . Let

held out to the other class that they me add here that there was no organization

were approaching the higher wage rate and at that time among the employes upon that

that they had something to work up to particular system . It was every man for

the incentive of promotion. Of course, posi himself so far as the employes were con

tions of promotion are an incentive. To
cerned, and it was all for the combination,

promotion is riveted the ambition of those so far as the employers were concerned .

lower down in the scale. In this case, of There was another man in the employ of

course, they are anxious to attain the higher the company that had some concern about

wage rate and desirous of continuing in the this wage rate. This was the manager. He

service until it comes to them . The theory had just been installed as manager of the

of this proposition is all right. But from ex system to succeed another manager who

perience, actual practice to support the had been quite able in the economic man .

theory, it would appear, will be delayed agement of the system. To increase or even

until the time comes when angelic wings keep up with the advantage to the stock
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and bond holders which they enjoyed at the

time of his ascendency, it was necessary

for this new manager to apply some new

policy of economy. There was only one

source from which he could draw to main.

tain or increase profits, equally efficient or

in excess in efficiency , in comparison with

the man he had succeeded . He was anxious

to do this ; also he entered the job at a

period approaching and running through the

time of serious industrial depression.

But the new manager's convenient oppor

tunity only laid in applying especial econo

my to the labor end of the operating ex

pense. There was not much opportunity or

inducement for added patronage. The times

did .not permit it. The result was that a

neat sum was garnered by manipulating

the labor force in such a way that it was

changed from a 60 per cent of high priced

men to ' a 20 per cent of high priced men ;

from a 40 per cent of low-priced men to an

80 per cent of low-priced men . The advan

tage to the old man glimmered and faded

as he passed over the hills to look for an

other job.

The principle upon which the discriminat

ing wage rates are fixed is to take from one

employe to give to the other. It can be de

termined upon no other policy when employ

ment is governed by present day influences.

None of us are getting a fancy wage rate,

even those of us who enjoy the maximum

rates. We are getting less than those who

are compelled to accept of a minimum rate

are actually entitled to from the demands

made by the necessities of decent living.

My explanation tends to show that the

discriminating wage rate breeds insecurity

in employment for the experienced em

ploye. It places in the hands of the man .

agement an opportunity to apply a policy

of economy that works against long tenure

of employment. No one will dispute but

what the manager and the corporation have

it within their power to apply that policy.

Can any one dispute that their incentive to

engage in business - invest their money-is

not one that is also an incentive to apply

the most rigid principles of economy which

they believe will bring the desired results

-increased profits ? What other purpose

has a traction corporation in employing a

motorman or conductor ? The sole purpose

is profit - to the end that the investment

shall be profitable. Consideration for em

ployes is merely an auxiliary and is usually

limited in its domain to the generosity of

the direct operative manager, whose gen

erosity is again restricted by the demands

of those who represent the stock and bond

holders.

There is no use in calling a hoe a spade.

It is a hoe in the strict sense of the term .

A spade is altogether a different imple.

ment, molded in a different mold and we

may as well look at this proposition as it

actually is , as to look at it from any senti

mental standpoint. True, the man who has

been three , four or ten or more years in

the service of the company may regard

himself as much more proficient than he

was when he first entered the service. He

may understand that, theoretically, he is a

more valuable man to the company, but he

wants to hold on to his job . I can tell him

that he is drawing closer to the time for his

elimination by taking what may appear to

him to be an advantage in the discriminating

wage scale, which is really made larger to

him by reducing the wage of his fellow

workmen who are unfortunate enough to

have entered the service at a later period,

than he would be if he insisted upon the

other fellow receiving the same wage rate

that he receives. Then , if his experience

stands him in so well as a more fortunate

employe than a newly-employed man, the

company has a reasonable incentive to con

tinue him in employment and to take ad

vantage of his experience.

I think I have shown that it is to the ad

vantage of the old experienced employe, so

far as his tenure of employment is con

cerned , in fixing or accepting the wage rate

that he should work along a different line

than the line sentimental or theoretical. He

will be more sure of continuing in his job

if he works along a practical line . Let him

get together with his fellow workmen and

fix upon an aggregate wage increase or

wage, then let the rate to absorb the aggre

gate wage be fixed equal among all em

ployes . His fellow workmen will be gen

erous enough to let him have all advan

tages that come to him by right of seniority

in the selection of runs, etc. He will then

have considerable advantage over the newly

employed man, but it will not be an advan

tage in which will arise an incentive for

the operative officials to dump him out and

put in another man . The wage rate to the

other man will cost the company just the

same and that is the proposition that inter

ests the bond and stock holders , and that

is the proposition which the successful man

ager is forced to be interested in .

Our association , in all past conventions,

has adopted resolutions outlining the policy

of the membership to be one steering clear

of discriminating wage rates . While there

are several reasons for this , the prime rea

son and the one in which the old , experi

enced employe is the most interested is that

it strengthens the tenure of employment to

the employe.

Let us illustrate, proportionately , the case

to which I refer. Adopt 18 cents per hour

as the rate above which a body of employes

ask an increase to 20 cents . The wage of

100 men at 18 cents per hour aggregates

for one hour $ 18.00 At 20 cents, $20.00.

Upon the proposition of the employes for a

20-cent rate, the manager, under pretext of

favoring experienced men, gives a counter

proposition of 20 cents for all in the ser

vice more than three years ; 18 cents to all

others in the service, but reserves the right

to employ new men at 16 cents per hour,

whose wage shall be 16 cents for the first

year, 17 cents for the second year, 18 cents

for the third year of service , after which

they shall become of the 20-cent class .

The proposition was that 61 to the 100

were over three years in the service , and

39 were less than three years. Of course,
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61 were getting the desired increase of two

cents per hour. Some of the others were

close to it. I am told that the vote to ac.

cept the proposition was of such a majority

that those opposed declined to vote upon it .

The first hour of service under the new

scale for the 100 men illustrative, was 20

cents each for 61 , or $12.20, and 18 cents

each for 39 , or $7.02, increasing the pay -roll

from $18 per hour to $ 19.22 — an average in

crease of 1.22 cents per hour per man , had

all received an increase. But 39 men were

compelled to work for 18 cents that 61 men

might receive 20 cents , or two cents for

their advanced proficiency or devotion as

long -term employes. Sixty -one men, at

least, were thankful to the company for

especial consideration. Newspapers did not

neglect to extol the company for its gen

erous consideration of veteran employes.

You know they do that. It's a sort of habit.

That's the reason I say they did it in this

case. I confess I didn't consult the issues

of the papers in that town which contained

comments upon the matter at that time. It

isn't necessary. I only mention it to add to

the nicety of the scheme and call attention

to the extent of the supposition that the

proposition is a good one and generous.

But here it is as it now exists :

21 men at 20 cents per hour. . $ 4.20

28 men at 18 cents per hour. 5.04

18 men at 17 cents per hour ..
3.06

33 men at 16 cents per hour .. 5.28

PRES. JOSEPH MCLAUGHLIN-DIV. 132,

TROY, N. Y.

Aggregate wage per hr. for 100 men $17.58

Average rate per hour ........ 17.58 cents

The men to whom I have referred organ

ized recently, and will secure better wages

and conditions. Not all of them, because

more than 60 per cent of those who had

the privilege to vote upon the discriminat

ing wage scale , are not now working for

the company. They fell victims to a theory

that will require Divine guidance of the

hearts of corporation bond and stock hold

ers to put into practice under the present

arrangement of things. This is no reflec

tion upon corporation owners, either . Let

us, rather, say it is not a credit to the far

sightedness of those old experienced men.

Because some of them are now among the

cheaper paid, having been re-employed as

new men after having been dismissed for a

time. See the point ?

But there is a purpose, and the manager

is next. Do not lose sight of the fact that

where the flat rate of wage prevails, all

other things being equal , there is where the

proportion of old experienced men in the

service are greatest.

Beware of that discriminating wage that

robs Peter to pay Paul ! There is a pur

pose !

By courtesy of a member of Div. 132 ,

Troy, N. Y. , the above picture of President

Joseph McLaughlin is before the readers of

the Motorman and Conductor. Bro. McLaugh

lin , president of the Troy local , could be bet

ter introduced by picture to our members

than as he appears this picture. He is all

there — honest, sincere, and one of the most

determined officers of the association . He

is attired in the picture as he appears as

a baseball player. Bro. McLaughlin is

something of an athlete , has played ball as

a professional , and is even now used as a

utility man by the Troy State League club.

He is now serving his eighth term as pres

ident of the Troy local of this association .

He was recently elected to the county

board of supervisors, a position in the

county simila to that of councilman in city

governments. Bro. McLaughlin's motto,

and that which has popularized him with

those who know him, is, " A square deal to

all, " and he is found fighting the battles of

the under dog if it is necessary to maintain

the " square deal” policy. As long as Div .

132 maintains that policy, Joe McLaughlin

will not refuse to serve as president. There

is no discrimination in wages among the

members of the Troy local . Everybody gets

25 cents an hour, whether he has been in

the service one month or ten years. Div.

132 , associated with the Albany local, re

ceives the highest wage paid to surface rail

way men in New York state, the rate hav

ing been increased three cents per hour

under the administration of President Mc

Laughlin.

Parties wishing information of any nature

concerning Cuba can obtain same, free of

charge , by writing to Leon J. Canova, U.

and I. Bureau (Utility and Information Bu

reau ) , Department of Agriculture, Com

merce and Labor, Havana, Cuba.
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STREET

President Samuel Gompers, of the A. F.

of L., landed in London on his European

tour, June 27. He sailed from America

June 17.

A strike of street railway and electrical

employes of St. Petersburg, Russia, was

started June 14 . An increase of pay and

shorter hours is the demand .
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There can be no louder call to the unor

ganized to get in line than that which is

sounded by the progress of the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes .
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Bro. John W. Powers of Div . No. 174,

Street and Electric Railway Employes , was

recently installed president of the Fall

River, Mass. , Central Labor Union. An

other member of the Fall River local, Hon.

John T. Coughlin , is mayor of the city .
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The gross earnings of the Detroit United

Railways for the month of June were $57,752

more than the same month for 1908, an

increase of 10 per cent. A proportionate

increase in expense would fix the wage rate

at 25, 26 and 27 cents per hour. An increase

in wage in proportion to increased profits

would add still another cent. No loss has

resulted in receipts in consequence of the

franchise war.
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A manager recently told a committee that

waited upon him that the company had been

very free from accidents since the men or

ganized, “and I'm inclined to give your or

ganization some credit for it,” he said .

That was a tribute, but it is merited . It

is a ceaseless effort on part of union men to

prevent accidents. An accident reflects as

much on the standard of the men employed

as it does upon an employing company, as

a general proposition .

W COURSE 44
BILA

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

A88OCIATION .

Wage rates up for arbitration at this time

are those applying to the membership of

Divisions 519, LaCrosse, Wis.; 111, Jackson ,

Mich.; 343, Battle Creek and Kalamazoo ,

Mich. , and 362, Albion Mich. G. E. B. Mem

ber Fred Fay is assisting Division 519 and

President W. D. Mahon is personally look

ing after the interest of the membership of

the other locals . Are there any unorgan

ized lines upon which employes are having

this advantage in fixing their wages rates ?

Then it pays to organize.

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations
Sec. 2. To place our occupation upon

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill

to encourage the formation in Division Asso

clations | Sick Benefit Funds : to establish

schools u instruction and examination for

imparting a practical knowledge of modern

and improved methods and systems of trans

portation and trade matters generally . To

encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion, to secure employment and adequate pay

forour work; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con

dition.

The Clothing Trades' Weekly Bulletin of

July 2 states that buyers of clothing have

noticed that in the last few days there has

been a marked advance in the price of

all ready-made , as well as made-to -order,

suitings, and the man who bought a suit

a week ago for $20 would have to pay from

$35 to $40 for the same suit today. Staple

worsteds and woolens have all taken a 35

per cent rise in the last few days , in an

ticipation of the Aldrich tariff bill going

into effect. The principal advance has been

made in Fulton serge, from $1.15 to $1.50 a

yard .

33

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished. Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

2d of the month , and should be written only

on one side of the paper.
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The contest waged by the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen against a Georgia rail

road , recently, was not a race war, as the

press dispatches would have people believe.

Neither could any decision resulting from

the settlement of the strike involve the

race question . The question involved was

that of seniority of rights, and the B. of L.

F. won the strike, notwithstanding the

newspaper report that the decision of the

commission was in favor of the Negros.

For twelve or more hours of yard service

the railroad paid $ 1.75 . For going out on a

run the mileage wage was a dollar

a day more. To pay the full wage, white

firemen were preferable. But the company

discovered that the yard pay satisfied

Negros , and Negros were given the prefer

ence , while white men entitled to runs were

being discriminated against and forced to

stay at yard work at the low wage rate.

Even Negros intelligent enough to demand

their rights were likewise discriminated

against. The decision grants assurance of

full rights and regulation pay to all men.

How a race war can be figured into the con

test is not clear.

H. W. Perham , grand president of the

Order of Railroad Telegraphers and presi

dent of the Railroad Department of the A.

F. of L., has been elected eighth vice-presi

dent of the American Federation of Labor

to succeed the late Max Morris .

The arbitration award upon the wage con

troversy between Div. 168 of Scranton and

the Scranton Street Railway Company fixed

the new scale at 21 cents per hour for first

year men, 22 cents for second year men,

23 cents for third, fourth and fifth year men,

and 24 cents per hour for those in the ser

vice more than five years. The old scale

was 20, 21 and 22 cents. It is quite evi

dent that Judge Gray, of Delaware , doesn't

believe in giving too much financial inde

pendence to street railway men. Perhaps

he is getting tired of the arbitration bus. "

iness , and took this means to serve notice

to that effect.

On July 1 began a strike by some 8,000

members of the Iron, Steel and Tin Work

ers' Union . The mills in which these men

struck were formerly independent, but are

now a part of the U. S. Steel Trust. The

U. S. Company has always been a bitter

enemy to organized labor and has driven

the Amalgamated Steel Workers out of

every union mill it has absorbed . If the

Pittsburg steel workers could see the

inevitable which is sure to come to

them as soon as the U. S. Company gets a

more complete control of the industry, they

would take advantage of this chance the

union has opened to them , and there would

be 80,000 out instead of one tenth of that

number. Very likely the largest number

now out are those of the Newcastle, Pa. ,

mills.

In the death of the late A. F. of L. Fourth

Vice -President Max Morris, the wage work

ers of America lose a most sympathetic

and earnest worker in their behalf. His

death occurred in Denver, Col., his home

city, June 6 . Vice-President Morris was

also Secretary- Treasurer of the Internation

al Retail Clerks' Protective Association , a

union that owes much to his hard work for

its present standing among Industrial or

ganizations. His undertaking to interest

his own class of workers in the labor

movement, and to form them into line as

a progressive element was of the most dif

ficult. Those who have come in touch with

the clerks' union know the discouraging

features that attend organizing work among

store clerks, which makes it the more sur

prising that one should arise from among

them of the broad sympathies and earnest

purpose of Max Morris . The whole labor

movement has lost a highly appreciated

worker and advisor and the clerks' union

has sustained what would seem an irre.

pairable loss in his death . To the wife and

family of our late co -worker , the Amal

gamated: Association, its officers and mem

bers, among whom he was known to many,

tender sincere sympathy. But in the de

parting of one of the genuine worth of

Max Morris, all organized labor appeals for

sympathy.

" Well, we have learned a thing or two by

our experience this time that will come

handy for the boys next year, anyhow ,”

said a local committeeman, recently, while

taking notes of results during the final con

ference upon the annual settlement of

agreement with the management of a rail

road . That same committeeman , later on,

in speaking of the trying service of the

committee, remarked that he would let

someone else have his place on the commit

tee next year. I don't believe he made the

latter remark advisedly. What benefit would

“ the thing or two ” he learned be " to the

boys" next year, unless he is there to see

that what he learned is applied ? Should

he " let some one else have his place on the

committee next year," it will require the

same experience for that " some one else"

to learn that same “thing or two that will

come handy for the boys," and that same

" thing or two” will continue to be learned ,

instead of applied, year after year, but “ the

boys" will never receive the suggested bene

fit. Does not that committeeman owe his

experience to his fellow-workmen and is it

not his duty to give them the benefit of that

experience by remaining upon that commit

tee to apply the " thing or two" to their

advantage next year? Experience is as

much a qualification for a labor official as

it is for a motorman or conductor. It is a

significant fact that those locals reporting

the highest results are the ones upon whose

official rosters are experienced officers. The

official who seeks to unload his responsi.

bility upon the shoulders of another, or who

declines service upon committees the duties

with which he is familiar lacks interest in

the work of his organization equal in extent

with the non-attendant at meetings. Be.

sides , it is the officer or committeeman who

can learn a thing or two by each experience

whom it pays the local to keep in the

harness.
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS plication for renewal of agreement to em

brace an increase in wage. The company

refused to grant any concessions , and on

June 21st the local suspended work. The

strike lasted one day , when a settlement

was effected providing an increase of 242C

per hour.

Vice-President J. J. Thorpe , who is Busi

ness Agent of Division 85 , Pittsburg, Pa.,

was associated with Board Member Wm. B.

Fitzgerald upon conditions arising in con

nection with the grievances of that local.

He visited Detroit with Board Member Fitz

gerald for consultation with International

President Mahon upon matters affecting

that local . He returne Pittsburg and

after further endeavor to secure an adjust

ment of the differences was associated with

President Mahon and Board Member Fitz

gerald in the conducting of the Pittsburg

strike, a report of which appears in an

other column.

E

Since the report upon International Offi

cers through the June issue of the Motor

man and Conductor, affairs of the Associa

tion have been unusually active. Charters

have been granted by International Presi

dent W. D. Mahon for the institution of

Divisions No. 519, LaCrosse, Wis.; No. 520 ,

Port Arthur, Ont.; No. 521 , location not re

ported ; No. 522 , Lincoln, Neb . Aside from

directing the work of organization President

Mahon was required to give his personal

attention to the situation that developed in

Pittsburg , through the reluctance of the

company in putting into effect the condi

tions of the April agreement for Division 85 ,

Pittsburg, Pa. Also there developed alter

cations relative to the suspension and dis

missal of members . General Executive

Board Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald was re

turned to Pittsburg by President Mahon .

He associated with Vice-President J. J.

Thorpe and other officers of the Pittsburg

local in an effort to settle matters, but was

unable to bring about an adjustment. A

strike vote was taken by the membership

to support insistence upon immediate ap

plication of the conditions of the agreement

and adjustment of the differences that had

arisen. The strike took place Sunday morn

ing, June 27th. Shortly after the strike had

been declared President Mahon reached the

situation. On the following day sufficient

assurances that adjustment of the differ

ences would be immediate were secured

from the management of the company. The

strike was declared off, and the membership

resumed work on the morning of the 29th .

Situations in other sections developed which

required the immediate return of President

Mahon to the general office. From head

quarters he gave attention to the new sit

uations by directing the movements of the

other officers. The wage arbitration agree

ment, providing for arbitration of wages for

Divisions 111, 343 , 362, Jackson , Kalamazoo,

Albion and intervening lines , has been

signed and the arbitrators selected by the

company and locals . Attorneys Ladd and

Culp , respectively, are now busy completing

the board, after which the submission of

evidence in the interest of the parties will

begin. It is understood that the arbitration

will take place in Kalamazoo. The inter

est of the locals in this case is now under

the direct supervision of International Pres

ident Mahon. Due to developments in the

situation in Cleveland , President Mahon was

required to visit that city, where he took

up the affairs of Division 268 with Vice

President Behner and local officers. The

situation there is yet in an unsettled condi

tion and will likely remain so until the

franchise question has been settled . How

ever, President Mahon's report is very fa

vorable to the interests of Division 268 .

Chairman C. 0. Pratt, aside from assist

ing Division 477 , of Philadelphia, Pa. , has

succeeded in securing an agreement for

Divisions 118 , Pittsville ; 433 , Lansford , and

430, Mauch Chunk, Pa. For the Pottsville

and Lansford locals a new wage scale was

secured to provide an increase of 2c per

hour for the first year, 3c per hour for the

second year men , and 1c per hour for those

three or more years in service, with an ad

ditional lc per hour for all overtime. The

new wage is 19c for first-year service men

and 22c per hour thereafter. The old agree

ment was renewed for the Mauch Chunk

local. Chairman Pratt has returned to the

assistance of Division 477, where the wage

scale has not yet been adjusted. However,

there are no frictional differences reported

between the company and the membership

of Division 477. The provisions of the re

cent agreement are being complied with,

The local is large in membership and re

quires much work in getting system out of

the chaos occasioned by the recent suspen

sion of employment. Reports upon the work

of Chairman Pratt in Eastern Pennsylvania

are most gratifying, showing that the locals

visited by him are being left in a most

healthy condition .

1

a

General Executive Board Member Edward

McMorrow has succeeded in bringing about

renewed agreement for Division 215,

Wheaton , Ill . , by which an increase in wage

results to the membership aggregating

about $3,000 per year. A copy of the agree

ment has not yet reached the office and full

details are not at hand at the time of this

report. However, a partial report shows

the above result and that a strike situation

has been averted. Upon other situations

under the advisement of Board Member MC

Morrow applying to Chicago locals progress

is reported .
International Treasurer Rezin Orr is at

present at work in the interest of the locals

in the west. After the settlement of the

Streator strike he was dispatched to Boone,

Iowa, where Division No. 334 had made ap

General Executive Board Member Magnus

Sinclair, after completing arbitration of the

wage rate in Winnipeg, upon which was re
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ported in last month's issue, went to Port the people. The chances are yet favorable

Arthur, Ont. , where he organized Division that the striking employes of the Evans

No. 520. Board Member Sinclair reports ville company will win out. Board Member

favorably upon the prospects for the future Commons left the situation in good shape

of this local . From Port Arthur he re and in the hands of good directors.

turned to Toronto .

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay was dispatched

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius visit. to LaCrosse, Wis . , where a new local had

ed San Jose , Cal . , due to dissensions which been organized by Business Agent John Rae,

had arisen in the ranks of the membership of the Central Labor Union, of LaCrosse,
of Division 265. Board Member Cornelius also an A. F. of L. organizer and a member

still has the situation under his advisement . of the Blacksmiths ' Union . The company

He reports that the municipal ownership protested against the organization of its

proposition by which the question of city members into a division of this association .

operation upon the Gary street line in San Four members were dismissed , for the evi

Francisco is to be disposed of will be again dent purpose of breaking up the movement.

submitted to the people for a vote. The Two of these were motormen of experience,

question is a municipal ownership proposi whose ability and proficiency as workmen

tion. A vote was taken which was defeated could not be questioned . Instead of this

by a shortage of some 400 votes of being a move on the part of the management having

two-thirds vote of the city . He is confident the desired effect, it aroused a determina

that a two-third svote necessary will be tion on the part of the membership to see

obtained in another election . The United that the two discharged men should have

Railways is after this line , it being the only a proper hearing, and an appeal was made

one not now owned by them .
to the directors of the company with that

purpose in view. The directors refused to

G. E. B. Meniber Wm. B. Fitzgerald , who entertain any appeal from the committee

assisted in bringing about adjustment of so long as those composing the committee

the grievances of Division 85 and was asso
representing the employes maintained their

ciated with President Mahon and Vice -Pres. membership in Division 519. Unable to get

ident Thorpe in conducting the Pittsburg
an audience, a proposition to arbitrate , in

strike, immediately upon settlement of the
compliance with the laws of the association

strike was dispatched to Yonkers , N. Y. At
was submitted to the company by special

Yonkers Div. 490 is seeking an increase in
delivery letter. The company refused to

wage. Reports are not at hand at this entertain any intercession in behalf of the

writing indicating the outcome . The road discharged employes and posted a notice to

is in the hands of a receiver.
the effect that on and after the 22d of June

no member of Division 519 would be em

G. E. B. Member Ben Commons is at
ployed in the services. This order, of

present in Beaumont, Tex. On June 29th
course , precipitated a lock -out, as the mem

bers would not withdraw from the associa
information was received from Division 310

tion .

of Beaumont , stating that the company was
A spirited contest lasted one week.

violating the agreement providing for seni
On June 28th an agreement was reached by

ority in the selection of runs . The Beau
which all strikebreakers were dismissed

mont local has an agreement providing for
and the membership of the local were re

arbitration of all differences, so it would
stored to employment. Questions brought

into the agreement were to provide for an
appear that the company ignored the agree

ment and the local , to maintain it , was
increase in wage, method of hearing and de

compelled to suspend work .
The local ap

The suspen
termining grievances , etc.

sion of work occurred on the morning of
peals for an arbitration proposition in the

July 4th. A settlement was immediately
agreement, a wage of $2.50 per day of not

to exceed nine hours , with time and a half
reached by which the differences are to be

arbitrated under the arbitration provisions
for all time over nine hours , and one or two

minor propositions . These questions per
of the agreement , and work was immediate

ly resumed . Board Member Commons was
taining to the agreement, if not adjusted be.

immediately dispatched to the assistance of
tween the committee and the board of di

rectors, will be submitted to arbitration .
the local and will very likely assist in con

Work was resumed by the membership of

ducting the arbitration proceedings . Prior
the association on the morning of June 29th ,

to his going to Beaumont he had charge of

the Evansville strike . This strike com
and the committee , under the advisement

of Board Member Fay, immediately took up
menced May 29th and is still going on . An

injunction was secured by the company
with the president of the company the ques

tions at issue. Matters not agreed upon

against Bro . Commons, Division 466 and
were submitted to arbitration. Board Mem

others. This injunction was printed in the

June issue of the Motorman and Conductor.
ber Fay is assisting the local upon this work

The hearing relative to making the tempo
and a report of it will be given in next

month's issue.
rary injunction permanent was held June

17th. A discussion of the court upon this

hearing appears in another column of this G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald , in re

issue. The injunction is evidently not hav porting fully upon the situation at Pitts

ing much effect upon the strike situation, field , Mass. , has submitted an agreement

further than arousing the indignation of which was secured in the interest of Divi.
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sion 496, which provides a wage scale of After the second year's membership . 200

21c per hour for first-year service men , in After the third year's membership ... 300

creasing lc to each class until those of the After the fourth year's membership .. 400

fifth year of service, and thereafter receive After the fifth year's membership ... 500

25c per hour. The agreement contains an After the sixth year's membership ... 600

arbitration provision, by which all matters After the seventh year's membership . 700

of difference in the future which cannot be After the eighth year's membership .. 800

otherwise adjusted will be settled . After the ninth year's membership ... 900

After the tenth year's membership ... 1,000

INCREASED BENEFIT PROPOSITION. Second - Disability Benefits.

Where members, through accident or in

Detroit, Mich . , June 21st, 1909. jury, are disabled from following the occu

To the Officers and Members of the Local pation any longer, to pay the same disabili

Divisions of the Amalgamated Associa ty benefits as are paid in death benefits as

tion of Street and Electric Railway Em outlined above.

poyes of America : Third - Old Age Pension.

Brothers :-From time to time during the That when a member has been a con

past two years, many inquiries have come tinuous member of this association for fif

to the general office from individual mem teen ( 15 ) years, and reaches the age of 65,

bers and Local Divisions , asking if it were he shall be entitled to the sum of $400, to

not possible to increase the Association's be paid from the death and disability claim .

death and disability benefits ? To all these Where a member has been a member of

inquiries we have answered that it is a this association for twenty (20 years and

matter that only the conventions of our or reaches the age of 65 , he shall receive the

ganization can deal with . But we have sum of $600.

promised them to arrange to submit the Where a member has been a member

same to the coming convention for consid twenty -five ( 25 ) years and reaches the age

eration. We believe , however, that before of 65 , he shall receive $800 .

the convention considers this matter, it Where a member has been a continuous

should be thoroughly considered by the en member for thirty ( 30 ) years and reaches

tire membership , so that they could instruct the age of 65 , he shall receive $1,000.

their delegates and the convention as to Now, the question of adopting the above

their wishes upon this subject. Therefore, rests with the membership of this associ

I submit the question direct to you for your ation. I would ask you to read this letter

careful consideration. at two consecutive meetings before taking

The question is , “ Shall we increase our action. Read it to your membership at

death and disability benefits, and how can the first meeting and discuss it. Then lay

it be done ?” it over to your next meeting, read it again

Of course, in order to increase our death and discuss it. Then take a vote on the

and disability benetis, it will be necessary same and send the results of your vote to

to increase the per capita tax of the Asso the International office, informing us of the

ciation . I find upon examination that, at wishes of your division upon the same.

a very small cost, we can increase our death

and disability benefits to such an extent as

will be of great value and assistance to our
NOTICE.

membership and their families, and not only
From several divisions has come the ques

can we increase our death and disability tion concerning the letter just issued on the

benefits, but we can rearrange our pension , death, disability and old age pension propo

system on such a plan that instead of giv sition. They are asking this question : Sup

ing a pension of so much per month , we can pose that the new law was adopted, would

give them a stipulated sum when reaching
the old members be entitled to benefits in

that period where old age makes it impos
accordance with their age, or would all

sible to further follow the occupation of a
benefits in the future date from the adop

street or electric railway man for a liveli.
tion of the law, and would they start at the

hood . The cost to this association will be one hundred dollars ( $100 ) from now on ?

only that which is necessary to go direct Now, the answer to the question is this :

to the member in payment for the benefits, The law would take the place of the present

for it will cost no more to the association law, if adopted , and age qualification would

to make out a death and disability claim
date from the time one became a member

for $1,000 than it costs now to make out
in the association, so if a man is a member

one for $100.

in the association for ten years and the

After a careful consideration of death and law goes into effect, he will be entitled to

disability benefit costs of the past, we find
the thousand dollars ( $1,000) death claim.

that by increasing our dues 20 cents, that If a member three years when the law goes

is , add 20 cents to the per capita tax , and
into effect, and he dies, his beneficiary will

make our per capita tax 50 cents per month ,
be entitled to the three years benefits, and

so on.
and pay into the death and disability fund

It simply takes the place of the

the sum of 26 cents instead of 6 cents , as present law , if adopted .

is now paid , which would only be an in
Hoping that this will explain the point, I

crease of 20 cents per month to a member,
remain ,

we could establish our benefits as follows :
Fraternally , yours,

First - Death Benefits , W. D. MAHON,

After the first years' membership .... $ 100
International President.

3

?

3
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STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS .

During the first four months of 1909 this

Association so escaped radical friction with

the managements of various railway con

cerns with which the membership is em

ployed that it was almost encouraging that

a new era had dawned. The events of the

last six weeks, however, seem to dispel

any hopefulness based upon such encour

agement. These events would seem to

arouse a suspicion that the former quietude

was rather an encouragement to some man

agements that the resistance element of

the Association had flagged or become ex

hausted. The events themselves, however,

should be sufficient evidence to the con

trary. This Association has grown stronger

and is in a position to assert resistance

much more forcefully than in days gone by.

It is not creditable to any institution to

assume a domineering attitude in conse

quence of its power to do so. That is not

the way for any strong institution to keep

strong. The Association stands for the

right just as much today as it has in days

gone by. As President Mahon said , during

the contention in Pittsburg, in answer to

the arguments that the company could not

comply with the demands of the employes :

“This Association asks nothing impossible

from any employing corporation. It will

stand for no demand that is unreasonable.”

Were this Association less formidable

the number of serious contentions that have

been imposed upon her during the last two

months might be reviewed with alarm. It

might create a suspicion that the organiza

tion is singled out for a series of disrupt

ing attacks, but it is difficult to presume

that these companies with which conten

tions have been fought out were not aware

of the magnitude of the organization It

is better to believe that these managements

felt that a better bargain could come to

them by virtue of contest and thus let their

contentions go to the limit. The general

good feeling that has followed would rather

encourage this position , that these conten

tions have been over an honest division of

opinion and not in all cases precipitated

for desrtuctive purposes. But let us re

view these strifes and let the reader de

termine upon the facts, what occasioned

them .

Evansville, Ind., Strike,

On May 29th Div . 466, Evansville , Ind . ,

declared a strike against the employing

company. The course of the local had been

previously endorsed by the G. E. B. On the

first of May this year the local applied for

a new agreement to provide for a desired

increase in wage. The company stood upon

ti position that it had already renewed

the old agreement with a committee of its

non -union employes and refused to recog .

nize the appeal of the officers of the local .

G. E. B. member Ben Commons was dis

patched to the assistance of the local but

was unable to secure an adjustment even

through the assistance of the Central Labor

Union or the city officials of Evansville.

The membership of Div. 466 supported their

demands and a strike began as above stated

on May 29th, which has continued up to the

present time . From the beginning a rigid

boycott has been maintained . The company

has operated its cars with imports, but the

people have abstained from patronizing

them . Such is the condition up to the pres

ent writing. The company secured an in

junction against Bro. Commons, members

of Division 466, and others, a copy of which

appeared in the June issue of the M. and C.

An order resulting from a recent hearing

upon this injunction will appear in the Au

gust M. & C. As to the situation of the

strike there are now no discouraging fea

tures.

Strike of Division 477, Philadelphia, Pa.

On May 29th Division 477, Philadelphia ,

Pa. , declared a strike against the employing

company. This strike is a matter of recent

history. It was precipitated by the refusal

of the company to entertain the committee

of the employes upon the application for

an increase in wage and better working con

ditions. The strike lasted until June 5 ,

when it was declared off, after the company

granted all concessions asked for by the

Association , with the exception of the direct

increase in wage, which is left for arbitra

tion. The arbitration is to be based upon

the revenue of the company during the

month of July, 1909. The wage asked by

the Association is 25 cents per hour . The

wage granted by the company is 22 cents

per hour. The former wage rate was 21

cents per hour. Whatever wage may be fixed

by arbitration is to take effect July 1st.

This strike was under the direct supervis

ion of Chairman C. 0. Pratt.

Strike of Division 298, Streator, ill .

June 2nd, Division 298, Streator, ill . , de

clared a strike in conjunction with the

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, against

the street railway company. This strike

was precipitated by the refusal of the com

pany to renew the written agreement. The

strike was settled June 5, 1909, resulting in

full concessions on the part of the com

pany . This strike was under the immediate

supervision of International Treasurer Rezin

Orr .

Strike of Division 334, Boone, la.

Division 334 , Boone, Ia., applied to the

employi company for a renewal of agree

ment with an increase in wage. The com

pany rejected all propositions after consid

ering it for thirty days. The strike was

declared June 1st, and was settled the fol

lowing day. The wage rate was 15 cents

per hour for the first year men and 18

cents per hour thereafter. The strike set.

tlement provides for 20 cents per hour for

all men in the employ of the company at

the time of settlement and 1742 cents per

hour to all men employed hereafter for

th first eighteen months of srvice, after

which they are to receive 20 cents per

hour. This situation was directed by In

ternational Treasurer Rezin Orr.

Strike of Division 85, Pittsburg, Pa.

The strike of Division 85, iPttsburg , Pa .,

occurred on June 27th, to enforce compli
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ance on the part of the company with the

agreement that was effected several weeks

ago. Some of the conditions the company

had been reluctant to put into effect. Aside

from these grievances there developed the

matter of dismissals and suspensions of

members upon charges which were regard

ed by the officers of the local as of not

sufficient warrant for the penalties inflicted.

These grievances the management of the

company refused to adjust. The strike was

complete in its effect and a settlement was

agreed to on June 28th , by which the cor

rection of all grievances was conceded by

the company with the exception of the case

of dismissal of a motorman who was

charged with entering a saloon in uniform .

In this case it was agreed that the motor

man should be reinstated and the question

of his final dismissal should be one for ar

bitration .

In explanation of this particular case the

motorman was seen to enter a saloon far

remote from the car station and after his

day's work was done . For this he was sum

marily dismissed. The company has a rule

prohibiting employes entering saloons in

uniform . It is a glaring fact that the

saloon question is used as a cloak for pre

tense of discipline to the extent of trespass

ing upon the most common rights and priv

ileges which are permitted to individuals

forming a part of society. No matter what

temperance proclivities one individual may

possess , they may be directly opposed to the

temperance proclivities of another who is

equally within his rights as a citizen . It

is true that no man should be permitted

to take charge of either end of a street car

who is under the influence of liquor, or of

whom there is reason to suspect is of so

little sense of the responsibility that goes

with the job, that he would undertake it

while under the influence of liquor ; but

society will not admit that because some

individual sees fit to enter a saloon or any

other legitimate place , either for the pur

pose of refreshment or otherwise, that he

shall be criticized or designated an incom

petent or degenerate, particularly so when

such individual in no way trespasses upon

the rights of others , and in no way jeopar

dizes the interests of others . The question

is, whether this motorman after completing

his day's work, fatigued from the vigorous

work of operating a car in Pittsburg , and

having before him his rest part of the day

or night, was within his rights in entering

a saloon far . remote from his place of re

porting, an equal right enjoyed by any

other citizen . Another question which may

be involved is that of the control of the

uniform by the company simply from the

fact that it is a regulation uniform comply

ing with specifications as a sort of trade

mark for the company in which the com.

pany has no real property right. The

question is, can the company control the

uniform outside its immediate employment ?

The questions settled through the strike

settlement were those of seniority in the

selection of runs, a right which has existed

to most of the Pittsburg street railway, men

who operated upon these lines since organ.

ization existed there . This right it seems

the company saw fit to violate . Through

the settlement it was resumed . Another

feature was the reducing of trippers , or

short runs , to the minimum. This the com

pany agreed to in the April agreement , but

has been reluctant in putting that provis

ion of the agreement into effect. Instead

of reducing the short pay runs , on some

of the lines they were increased. This

feature is remedied through the strike set

tlement. In fact , it appears that every con

cession asked for by Division 85 was

granted . This strike was conducted in the

interests of Division 85 , under direct super.

vision of International President W. D.

Mahon , assisted by Vice -President J. J.

Thorpe and General Executive Board Mem

ber Wm. B. Fitzgerald .

Strike of Divsion 310, Beaumont, Texas.

Division 310 holds an agreement embody

ing a clause providing for seniority, also

a clause for the arbitration of all differ

ences . The company , along the last of

June, in the allotment of runs, ignored the

seniority clause of the agreement . The

local committee protested against the vio

lation of this clause with no result. A

strike was declared on the morning of July

4th. It was immediately settled by the

matter at issue being submitted to arbi

tration under the arbitration clause of the

agreement. G. E. B. Member Ben Com

mons was dispatched to the assistance of

the local and will render such service as is

necessary in conducting the arbitration .

STRIKE OF DIVISION 519,

LA CROSSE WISCONSIN

Recorded among the strikes and lockouts

for the year comes that of Division 519,

La Crosse, Wis . Division 519 was organ

ized by A. F. of L. Organizer John Rae on

June 10th last. The management of the

company arbitrarily opposed the institution

of this local . Bitter antagonism was in

spired by appeals from Minneapolis, St.

Paul and Milwaukee , urging the La Crosse

company to use every effort to defeat any

movement of the employes to organize . The

company dismissed several members of the

Association with the end in view of dis

couraging the others . Those dismissed

were regarded as prime movers is the or .

ganization work. Here is where the com

pany made its mistake. Every member of

the Association was equally enthusiastic

in the formation of the local and its main

tenance. It was not a one, or a four-man

job . Every man was fully aroused with a

determination to gain better conditions and

wages by the movement. The local was

not slow in the endeavor to intercede for

the dismissed members . Organizer Rae en

deavored in every way possible to effect an

adjustment, and avoid what he knew would

result if the company persisted in an ef

fort to subdue its employes . On June 21

the local demanded arbitration for its dis

missed members and for a wage scale and

working conditions, The company refused
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to entertain the proposition and well under

stood that it was in compliance with the

laws of the Association to be followed by

more drastic effort. The company antici

pated this by posting a lockoui notice, to

take effect June 22.

For three weeks prior to June 22 tha

company had been preparing to lock out its

employes. It had equipped the car barns

and power house with living apartments,

bunks, stoves, etc., for the complete en

tertainment of strike breakers. Then sev.

eral men were brought in from Milwaukee

and other points, who had been secured un

der contract with a labor “ detective agency."

Every preparation for the contest was made

and on June 22 the membership of 519 , re

fusing to withdraw from the local, found

themselves locked out in a body. A vigor

ous contest ensued , which lasted for an

even week , resulting in a settlement on

June 28th , by which the locked out mem

bers secured the concession of every de

mand . This strike in the interest of the

Association was under the direction of G. E.

B. Member Fred Fay.

A feature of this strike was the prompt.

ness with which organizations of other

crafts came forward to the support of the

street railway men. Upon the first day

of the lockout the La Crosse local of the

Typographical Union issued an appeal for

a general mass meeting at which there was

an overflow attendance representing every

union of the city. Strong resolutions were

endorsed at this meeting assuring Division

519 of full financial and moral support. This

effort on the part of the printers ' union

was unsolicited and gratuitous. It had a

wonderful effect in awakening a vigorous

interest on the part of the whole people of

the city in behalf of the locked out men .

The Steam Railway Brotherhoods held a

joint meeting in the north side of the city

which also strengthened the position of our

membership and offered much encourage

ment.

On Saturday evening, June 26, an over.

flow mass meeting of more than 6,000 citi.

zens of La Crosse was held in Cameron

Park . Addresses were made by Rev: Dr.

Cunningham of Calvary M. E. Church and

G E. B. Member Fred Fay. Music was sup.

plied by more than forty pieces from two

union bands. This meeting passed decisive

resolutions against the policy of the com.

pany. The following day no cars were oper

ated, and on Monday a settlement was ef

fected.

Regarding this strike press dispatches

were published in the newspapers througb

out the land announcing a state of riot and

disorder. Let it be said that these reports

were without warrant. The published re

port that a boy was shot, and that a young

man was brained with a switch-iron, was

absolutely false.

The fact is that Sheriff Burton and Mayor

Sorensen tolerated no disorder and suc

ceeded in preventing any riotous demonstra

tion by putting a ring in the nose of the

law breakers at the first intimation of law

lessness by forcing the disarming of Pin

kertons and strike breakers,

It is true that many curious citizens gath

ered about the car barns " to see," as one

put it, " what a scab looks like.” That was

natural, for I don't believe there was ever

a “ scab" in La Crosse before . They were

all shipped out before our members re

turned to work , and I believe it will be a

long time before any more show up in that

section . The scabs boldly came forth with

drawn guns , but unfortunately for their pre

tense of bravado , about the first man they

encountered was Sheriff Burton, a man

whose 65 years have in no way impaired

his disposition or physical ability to protect

those who elected him, and their faith that

he would do it was not shaken by the way

he has of taking the starch out of Pinker

ton thugs . The sheriff's laconic assurance

to the chief thug that he had rooms in the

county bastile for his whole bunch had the

desired effect and they withdrew to the

confines of their pen . That ended the

“ riot” of which so much was made by the

Associated Press .

But locals like 519 that come through

sharp adversity come to stay.

The settlement which resulted from the

efforts of Sheriff Burton and Mayor Soren

sen forced the wage and other questions

upon which an agreement could not be

directly reached to arbitration, which is

now in progress.

The Executive Board of Div. 519, and

those closely associated with Bros. Fay and

Rae in the adjustment, were President Chas .

Masterson , Vice-President Thos . Dailey ,

Secretary C. Johnston and Bros. Dean

Sprout and Louis Thrun . Five others were

added to these to complete the strike com

mittee of ten members.

There is no question but that the mem

bers of 519 in their treatment of the patrons

of the company , will show their appreci.

ation for the loyalty with which they were

supported . They will also show to the

company that unionism inspires a better

service and one more mutual to employe

and employer. And the loyalty of the Cen

tral Trades and Labor Council should never

be forgotten .

But unionism means something. Among

other things it means honest, first -class

workmanship. Nothing else fulfills the

scripture of unionism . It also means first

class wages and conditions of employment.

If those things prevail , La Crosse will enjoy

a first -class street railway service.

BUSINESS AGENT THORPE NOT RUN

NING AN INEBRIATE ASYLUM.

C. C. Latus, labor editor of the Pittsburg

Leader, comments upon the Pittsburg strike

and its causes as follows :

The Pittsburg Railways Company has a

rule governing its employees that reads :

" For the betterment of the service and

the safety of the public, it will from this

date be the policy of this company to not

retain in its employ men who use intoxi

cating liquors or cigarettes or are in the
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Pa.;

habit of gambling. While it is the privilege

of each individual to eat , drink and smoke

what he pleases , it becomes the duty of this

management to have in the service only

men of sober and temperate habits , physic

ally and mentally able to perform the duties

to which they are assigned."

" It is to the credit of the spokesman of

Division No. 85 , Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employees of

America that he is in full sympathy with

the foregoing order, which is based on giv

ing a maximum of service to the public .

Business Agent J. J. Thorpe, a level-headed

and clever officer, is credited with the state .

ment that he " will not defend any man who

violates the rule of the company relative

to the use of intoxicants." The Pittsburg

Railways Company is not engaged in the

business of distributing tracts on temper

ance or total abstinence . It does not pre

sume ' to ally itself with the local option

movement nor with the advocates of the

prohibition of the liquor traffic . The com

pany is primarily organized for the sole

purpose of affording transportation facilities

for the citizens of Pittsburg and vicinity.

While at times the service is not what it

should be, the presumption is that the com

pany is doing the best it can, but, perhaps,

is not working overtime at it . However,

in order to have the motormen and con

ductors physically and mentally sound the

officials have deemed it best to insist on

the men who man the cars to refrain from

entering places where intoxicants are on

sale. Every man who enters the employ

of the company is furnished with a book of

rules, and is aware that a violation of this

specific order carries with it summary dis

missal . No sane man will attempt to say

that the rule is an unjust one. Experience

has demonstrated that a steady hand and

clear brain are the essential needs of a mot

orman or conductor, who at all times has

scores of passengers in his car. A mistake

might result in the loss of many lives , or,

to say the least, serious bodily injuries

could follow. Within the past week a strik

ing instance of the necessity of the rule

was brought to the attention of the local

officers of the division . One of the em

ployees who was to report late in the after

noon went to a picnic with two of his fel

low workers. During the day they drank

freely of intoxicants , and, consequently,

were unable to report for work. One of

the trio was discharge , and while he ad

mitted his guilt, he claimed that he was

being discriminated against. It is needless

to explain how he could have been in a fit

condition to do his work had he been able

to report for duty " half-seas over." Public

sentiment is with the company in this es

pecial rule , and the union is to be congratu

lated on the frankness and fair-minded posi.

tion taken by Mr. Thorpe . May his tribe

increase ."

Mrs. Mabel McGibney, beneficiary,

death claim of H. F. McGibney, de

ceased member of Division No. 242,

Montpelier, Vt.; cause, typhoid

fever - $ 100

Mrs. Martha Russing, beneficiary ,

death claim of John Russing, de

ceased member of Division No. 497,

Pittsburg, Kan.; cause, heart trou

ble and dropsy 100

Peter Margolis and Ida Margolis, ben

eficiaries, death claim of Maurice

Margolis , deceased member of Di

vision No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause,

hypostatic Pneumonia, cerebral ab

scess, septic cerebro -spinal menin

gitis 100

Elmer G. Thrall, beneficiary , death

claim of Edward M. Thrall , de

ceased member of Division No. 425,

Hartford , Conn.; cause, apoplexy... 100

Maggie Dwyer, beneficiary, death

claim of Jas . Dwyer, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 283, Brooklyn ,

N. Y.; cause, Angina Pectoris ...... 100

Mrs. Sophie Mente , beneficiary, death

claim of J. Mente , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 85 , Pittsburg ,

cause, tuberculosis of the

lungs 100

Mrs. Carrie Hill, beneficiary, death

claim of Jesse B. Hill , deceased

member of Division No. 241 , Chi.

cago, Ill .; cause, asphyxiation by

drowning 100

John F. Devine, administrator, death

claim of Thomas Molloy, deceased

member of Division No. 241 , Chi

cago, Ill .; cause, accident, fracture

of skull and spine 100

Mrs. Catherine Hermann , baneficiary,

death claim of H. Hermann, de

ceased member of Division No. 282,

Rochester, N. Y.; cause, tubercular

meningitis 100

Mrs. Mary J. Myers, beneficiary, death

claim of F. W. Myers, deceased

member of Division No. 238, Lynn ,

Mass.; cause, accident, injuries re

ceived by collision of cars .. 100

Mrs. W. P. Magill , beneficiary, death

claim of W. P. Magill, deceased

member of Division No. 113, Toron

to, Ont.; cause, Bright's disease ... 100

Harold G. Stedman , beneficiary, death

claim of G. P. Stedman , deceased

member of Division No. 260, Chi

cago, Ill .; cause, heart disease .... 100

Eva M. Myers, beneficiary, death

claim of W. H. Meyers, deceased

member of Division No. 98, Akron,

Ohio ; cause, pneumonia .. 100

Florence B. Warner, beneficiary,

death claim of Adalaski Warner,

deceased member of Division No.

215 , Wheaton , Ill.;

pneumonia
100

Alexander King, beneficiary, death

claim of James King, deceased

member of Division No. 99 , Winni.

peg, Manitoba ; cause, tuberculosis

and heart failure 100

cause, labor

Disbursements from the death and dis

ability fund during the month of June, 1909,

were made to beneficiaries on death claims

as follows :
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100

Mrs. Laura C. Ferguson , beneficiary ,

death claim of William J. Ferguson ,

deceased member of Division No.

85, Pittsburg , Pa.; cause, septi

caemia (blood poisoning )...

Mrs. H. C. Smith, beneficiary, death

claim of H. C. Smith, deceased

member of Division No. 85 , Pitts

burg, Pa.; cause , self-inflicted

wound by gun -shot .. 100

Total $,1700

By Div . No. 98 , Akron , O.

Whereas, Almighty God in His infinite wis

dom has deemed it wise to enter our midst

and take from our Association our beloved

brother, William Myers. who was always a

sincere and active member of Div . No. 98 and

a truly steadfast and ardent friend to his
Association ;

Whereas, We realize that by the death of

Bro. Myers we have sustained an irreparable

loss , he having always taken an intense in
terest in the welfare of the Division since

its inception , always ready and willing to

defend the rights of a brother member and

equally fair in his dealing with the officers
of the company, a true, staunch friend, a

loving husband and brother ; therefore be it

Resolved. That our charter be draped for

a period of thirty ( 30 ) days, and that we
extend to the sorrowing wife and children ,

who have suffered the loss of a loving hus

band, a kind , all sacrificing father, our deep

est sympathy in their sad bereavement, and
be it further

Resolved, That these resolutions be

tered upon our minutes, a copy be sent to

the bereaved family and that they be printed

in our official journal, the Motorman and

Conductor.

June 17, 1909.

JOHN FAILOR ,

A. H. VARN.

R. H. WILLEN ,

Committee.

-

IN MEMORIAM.

By Div . No. 238 , Lynn , Mass.

Whereas, Almighty God in His infinite wis

dom has seen fit to enter our midst and take

from Div .No. 238 our beloved brother, Frank

W. Myers, who met his death from the effects

of an accident received while in the faithful

performance of his duty ;
Whereas, wemourn the loss of a member

who has always ben honest and faithful in

the discharge of his duties, pleasant and
courteous to all hé met;

Whereas, Webow in humble submission to
the will of our Heavenly Father who , for

reasons for the best, allowed death to take
from us one who was popular among the

members of this Division and also his fellow

workers atWest Lynn Station ; therefore be it

Resolved, That we extend to the afflicted

wife and children who mourn the loss of a

loving husband and a kind father our deep

est sympathy in their sad bereavement ; and

be it

Resolved , That these resolutions appear

upon the minutes of this meeting. that they

be published in the Motorman and Conductor

and that a copy be sent to the bereaved .

family.

FRED W. FELLOWS,

WM. FRENCH,

LEO K. GRIFFIN,

June 27. Committee.

By Div. No. 425 , Hartford , Conn.

Whereas, Divine Providence has seen fit to
remove from our midst by death our dear

friend and brother, William J. Furguson , and

Whereas, We realize that in the death of

Brother Furguson we have lost a devoted and

willing friend, one who was pleasant and

courteous at all times, both to the public and

his fellow workers , ever thoughtful and will

ing to do his fellow brother a favor, we
found him at all times to be a true, staunch

friend, and a loving husband ; therefore be it

Resolved. That we extend to his sorrowing

wife our deepest sympathy, in this, her dark

est hour of adversity, and be it further

Resolved , That our charter be draped in

mourning for a period of 30 days , and, that

these resolutions be spread upon the records
and forwarded to the bereaved wife.

DANIEL F. SHANAHAN ,

ERNEST E. DUDLEY

WILLIAM H. MILLARD,

Committee.
July 6, 1909.

By Div. No. 421, Hartford , Conn.

Whereas, In the mind of God it seemed

wise to call from his earthly tabernacle to
his eternal home the soul of our late brother,
Edward M. Thrall, therefore be it

Resolved, that while deeply conscious of

our irreparable loss, we humbly submit to

the willof Him who is too wise to err and

too loving to be unkind ,and while we cherish

the hopes of an undissolvable reunion in the

land where there is no parting, no sorrow

and no death ; and be it further

Resolved, That our charter be draped in

mourning for the period of thirty days , that
these resolutions be spread upon our minutes,
a copy be sent to the bereaved family and

also to the Motorman and Conductor for pub
lication.

JOHN H. WELCH ,

F. E. BERNHARD,

M. J. MORKAN ,

June 25 . Committee.

By Div. No. 272, Youngstown , 0.

Whereas, It has been the will of our Heav

enly Father, in His infinite wisdom , to enter

into the home of Bro. R. P. King and take

from it theirprecious baby, and

Whereas, We realize it has left the deepest

sorrow to the bereaved parents ; therefore

be it

Resolved, that we express our sincere and

heartfelt sympathy to them in their hour of

affliction ; and let us hope that what is our

loss is God's gain.

Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions

be sent to Bro. King, and published in the

Motorman and Conductor.

J. E. LONGSHORE, Secretary.

July 2.us our

By Div. 218 , Wheaton , Ill.

Whereas. In His infinite wisdom our Heay

enly Father has taken from among

esteemed and beloved brother, Mr. A. Warner,

and

Whereas, We realize that by the death of

Bro. Warner we lose a true and faithful

friend and a loyal co -worker and member of

Div. No. 215 ; therefore be it

Resolved, That we, in regular session as
sembled , express our sincere and heartfelt

sympathy for the bereaved family and that

we drape our charter in mourning for thirty

day in memory of our deceased brother, and

be it further

Resolved . That copies of these resolutions

be sent to the family of Bro. Warner, to the

Motorman and Conductor and The Union

Leader, and recorded in our minutes.

June 28. DIV. NO. 215 .

Whereas, Almighty God in His wisdom has

seen fit to enter into the home of our brother,

0. D. Jewell, and pluck from it his beloved

young wife, and

Whereas,' What is Bro. Jewell's loss is our
sorrow ; therefore be it

Resolved. That we, as an association , bow

in humble submission to the will of Him who

doeth all things well, and that we extend to

Bro. Jewell in his hour of affliction our

hearty sympathies ; and be it further

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to Bro . Jewell, and published in the

Motorman and Conductor .

J. E. LONGSHORE , Secretary.

July 2.
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FSPLANAD
E
BELTI

Edited by Local Division Correspondents

09

ESPLANADE BELT CAR, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Photo by Bro. J. W. Derry.

The above picture shows the type of car operated by members of Div. 194,

New Orleans, La.--- Bros. Raby, motorman and Schneider, conductor.

THE CONVENTION CITY NEWS.

massToronto , Ont.—Division 113 held a

meeting in the Assembly Hall, Labor Temple,

at 12 o'clock midnight, July 3rd, when fully

700 members partook of a liberal supply of
sandwiches and coffee. The meeting was

called to discuss differences between the men

and the company uponwhich the Grievance

Committee had failed to get a properhearing.

Bros. Gibbons. Murray, Dulan and Robbins

were unanimously elected a Conciliation Com.

mittee , according to the lines laid down in

the agreement, to carry onthe case to a

successful issue.

Companies with all their array of high

salaried officials and legal talent can almost

always find some technicality in the clauses

of our agreements, if they are looking for
that " stuff.” It shows thatin future wemust

be very careful about the clauses of our

agreements.

Remember the big picnic , July 26-31st. The

biggest even evertaken up by any trade

union in Ontario. Come on your off day and

bring your families. There are fine arrange
ments made for picnic parties. Tables and

hot water supplied free , and a long list of

prizes for yourself, your wife and your chil

dren if you can run fast enough. Comeand

win.

FARMER
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$ 600 PICNIC.

as as

New Orleans, La.-No communication from

Div. No. 194 last month because I was sick .

Lost several weeks from work, but am bet

ter now.

Our annual picnic, held at the Fair Grounds
on May 23, was a social success. More than

ten thousand people enjoyed the hospitality
of the members of No. 194 . President Hugh

McCloskey and Supt. H. J. Wressel , of the

Railways Co., were present and seemed to

enjoy themselves hugely, as did also Mayor
Martin Behrman of our city . Financially,
though , our picnic was not much of a

success as previous functions of its kind

have been . While more than $ 600 was added

to our treasury , this was much less than half

as much as has been realized on a couple of
previous occasion. The members did not

apparently take as much interest in this

picnic as they usually do.

The executive council of the American

Federation of Labor, at its recent session in

New York City. endorsed the action of our

Central Trades and Labor Council in expell

ing three undesirable members. Two of these

members were charged with not properly

accounting for the funds_of the Labor Day

festival held last Labor Day, and the third

had evidently become too much of a politician

to be of further use to the labor movement.

All three were duly tried and expelled, and

they appealed to the A. F. of L. and the mat

ter was taken up by the executive council

with results mentioned above. J. N. Breen ,

of the Typographical Union , and G. C. Bodine,

of the Seamen's Union , went to New York

and represented our Central body before the

Executive Council . The third mentioned of

these expelled members has now given notice

that he will take his case to the convention

of the A. F. of to be held in Toronto ,

Ont.

The mention of Toronto reminds me that

the time for the eleventh convention of the
Amalgamated is drawing near. Div . No. 194

is entitled to 19 or 20 delegates, and of course

there are more than three times this number
of aspirants already in the field . The elec

tion of delegates will no doubt take place in
the early part of September. We have not

yet decided whether or not we will send a

full delegation . Some members think the

full delegation should go , and others think

only, a half or a quarter of the delegation

would be sufficient to represent us at Tor
onto , as the distance from us to Canada is

so awful far and so very expensive..

Bro. Henry Hodap, of the Henry Clay line ,
wears a very large smile for the last sev

eral days, which, no doubt, is occasioned by

the substantial addition to his household.
NO. 194 .

happy man. But when I explained , I noticed

that it seemed to tickle on of the boys, which

might indicate some serious intentions in

the mind of Bro. Duckworth .

Bro. Duckworth informed me that their

local has fairly smooth sailing . General

Manager H. S. Cooper seems to be a very

broad minded man and tells the boys that if

they dont get fair treatment to come to him

and he will see that they have what is coming

to them . In a long and very pleasant con

versation ( to me at least ) with Bro. Duck

worth , he told of their little trials and diffi

culties incident to all organized bodies of

men , but on the whole , seemed to be satis
fied , particularly so far fair treatment

from General Manager Cooper was con

cerned .

From my interview with Bro. Duckworth

and a few of the other boys I would judge

that there is a lull of interest in their organ

ization, or a disposition on the part of some
of their members to let things take their

course, resting in the fond belief that Mr.

Cooper will take care of their interest. Mr.

Cooper is no doubt a very considerate and

broad minded man , but he may not be in
his present position one wek hence . This

is the experience of many labor unions.

I was much impressed with the ease and
freedom with which the Galveston boys

worked . They have that Texas character

istic of gentlemanly, firm and independent

manhood. Woe be unto the manager who

provokes a strike with that type of Ameri
can manhood .

We have had a grand time during our

short stay in Galveston , and if any of the
M. and C. readers are ever in the Lone Star

State we advise you to visit this tourists '

city and enjoy a few days, at least , in a

beautiful Southern city .

We are glad to note some very gratifying

results from different locals as reported in

the M. and C. , and feel that this should

prompt all the locals on towards more zeal
ous work .

Thanking the Galveston boys for their hos
pitality , and wishing Ye Editor, the Interna

tional officers and members in general, much

success and happiness, Iam

Fraternally yours,

T. E. MODGLIN .

DETROIT DIGEST.

GALVESTON MEMBERS AS THEY AP.

PEAR TO AN OLD CORRESPONDENT.

Galveston, Tex . - Brother Editor : Since I

am no longer in the employ of any electric

railway company, I have withdrawn from the

A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , but it need

not be told to L. D. No. 125 that my interest

has not been withdrawn , along with my

name.

My wife and I have been spending some

time in Louisiana and Texas . and incidentally

dropped into this city, down here , where the

sun is right over your head at noonday.

I , of course, fell into conversation with a

street car man on first sight. At a glance

I saw that this city had a nice lot of men

operating cars and set about to learn

much about them as possible . I am not

good at retaining names, but , anyhow, a nice

little conductor says : " I want you to meet

our president; heis on theH. and Winnie

line." I caught the H. and Winnie car and

the conductor said the president was at the

house and let me off at Seventeenth street .

and pointed out the house. He told me that

the president . not being married ,

happy man like himself.

When I had introduced myself to President

Ed Duckworth , I told him that I wanted to

meet him as he was the president and a

At present there sems to be a very satis

factory condition of affairs among our mem

mership. But few men off , and little or no

sickness .

Bro. Denis Cronin is taking a vacation of

three months to his old home in Ireland .

Bro . Chas. Blakemore is on a three months'

vacation to his old home in England .

Bro. Ryder takes a month visiting rela
tives near Detroit .

The 18th annual excursion this year was
held at Tashmoo Park, July 7th . This was a

very enjoyable day's pleasure . The long

river and lake ride in the palatial steamer

Tashmoo ; the games and contests, together
with an ideal summer's day, rendered the

trip one not soon to be forgotten . The re

port of the committee is not at hand , but the

following are a few of the results of the

contests as near as we can remember :

The baseball game between the Street Car

Men and the City Firemen was won by the

former by a score of six to one . Our pitcher ,

Mr. Collins . struck out eight men in the first

three innings .

The 100 - yard dash was won by Conductor
Brown of the Pontiac Line.

Fat men's race was won by our famous

baseball pitcher , Conductor Collins.
The fat women's race was won by Mrs.

Peter Brown , who enjoys the distinction of

having won this race continuously for the
last 11 years.

The boys' lace shoe race was won by Mas.
ter Harold Sherwood .

Executive Board members' and officers'

race , won by Bro . John Gillies .

In the next issue of the M. & C. we hope

to have a full report.

WM. J. B.

as

was a
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STRONGLY FAVORS 9-HOUR DAY . Some time ago we changed the time for

our meetings one half- hour earlier in order

to get done sooner. It is noticeable that

those who come in late are the first to move

to adjourn. We wonder why ? Our Chair

man tells us every meeting that he must

conduct the business with promptitude and

dispatch . Hereafter let us all get around on
time and see that this rule is enforced. We

think our meetings can be made more inter

esting if the members desire it . Next regu

lar meeting July 26, at 8 o'clock .

The short-term officers installed are : Pres

ident , John O'Connell ; Vice -President , Chas.

Hunt; Recording Secretary, Arthur L. Mar

ther ; Financial Secretary , Frank R. Wood ;
Treasurer, H. F. Loring : Correspondent,

Frank R. Wood ; Conductor, C. A. Stiles ;

Warden , James Wagner ; Sentinel , J. V. G.

Grant ; Executive Board members, Edward

Welch, E. C. Hall, Wm. McGowan, C. A.

Stiles and James Wagner.
June 30th . DIV . 235.

PAY INCREASED ON EXPRESS CAR.

Brockton , Mass . - Div . 235 has elected offi -

cers for a short term. The amended rules

call for annual elections to be held in De

cember. We have tried the Australian bal

lot system and had the voting done at the

barns. Every member was given a chance

to vote without attending a midnight meet
ing and we believe , as a rule , the members

are very well satisfied with this new method.

A few changes may need be made when we

elect again , so those who have any better

ways to offer have plenty of time to make

their suggestions.
The referendum question on nine -hour

runs for a standard work - day brought out

a large majority for 9 - hour runs. The vote

stood 122 for, to 43 against. This appears

to be a strong testimony that the men are

not perfectly satisfied with the present work

ing conditions.
On June 28th at the regular meeting the

new officers were installed, and five candi

dates were initiated. An important com

munication from the General Office was read

relating to the matter of increasing the

benefits of the Amalgamated Association.

Much credit should be given International

President W. D. Mahon for submitting this

question to the many locals for considera

tion before the convention , and we are very

much surprised that the members of 235 did

not seem to be interested enough to express

an opinion on the subject of more benefits

from our organization . One would be con

vinced that our members think that car men

never die. Consequently , what is the need of

insurance ? But sickness comes to us all ,

sooner or later, and then the Sick Commit

tee is welcome. The little check from the

Division Treasurer is a source of much help

to the member or family as the case may be.

We must not close our eyes to the fact

that at the present time many men are fol

lowing this occupation who never will leave

the job so long as they are able to do the

work . The Motorman and Conductor, each

month , publishes a report of many death

benefits that have been paid in all parts of

America where the electric railway men are

organized. When the Grim Reaper closes

the works of an Amalgamated brother and

the International Treasurer sends out a

check of $ 100 we always find much praise

for the good works of the Amalgamated As

sociation. We find in reading the Year Book

sent from the General Office that the total

amount of sick, death, and disability bene

fts paid during the past year by the numer

ous divisions and the international organ

ization was $49,283.54. This is well worth

considering, and now we have an increased

benefit suggested to us. A death benefit of

$100 to all who are members one year, to

be increased $ 100 for each successive year

up to 10 years . That is , any member who

has been in good standing for 10 years is in

line for a $ 1,000 death benefit. It must be

admitted that this is an important question

and deserves the careful consideration of

every member of the Association. There are

many reasons why our organization should

take some action to increase the benefits

and pensions.
We do not wish to take any

more space in the M. & c . on this sub

ject at this time, but will add that this

matter was denied the privilege of discus

sion at our last meeting , so the correspond

ent of Local 235 takes this means of reach

ing all the members by the way of the

M. & C., hoping that there will be time

for this subject at the next meeting and

every member present will be required to

state his opinion.
Our Sick Committee reported three cases

for June-Brother Beaton, of Lakeville ;

Brother Hutchinson, of Milton , and Brother

R. P. Robinson . Hot weather for sickness .

Take care of yourselves. We will all be glad

tosee you back on the job.

Brother Thomas Chisholm has been made

a starter at the park for the summer again .

Tom seems to be the right man for the

place. He can tell the way to send the cars .
ior he knows all the people for miles

around .

Rutland, Vt.-The regular meeting of Div.

No. 247 was held in Painters' Hall Saturday

night at midnight, June 26, 1909. The busi

ness of the meeting was carried on with

promptness and dispatch .

Bro. E. W. Pilon and Bro. P. H. Hawkins

refused to stay on the electric express car

after June 19, 1909 , unless the company paid

them 22 cents per hour for their work, as

the summer schedule went on June 19 , and

they both could hold runs on the passenger

service as motormen. , But the passenger men .

stood by and said they would not let anyone
else take the electric express car. So the

company agreed to pay Bro. E. W. Pitou and

Bro . P. H. Wilkins 22 cents per hour to re
main on the car.

Bro. Wm . Kelly has been off fortwo weeks

with an attack of appendicitis. He has re

turned to work .

Bro . P. F. Keenan, who has been on the

sick list for two months with lung trouble,

has returned to work.

Div . No. 247 had a visit from G. E. B.

MemberD. S. Fitzgerald in the month of

April. The brothers enjoyed his talk very

much and they wish to extend many thanks
to him..

Two applications for membership were re

ceived at the last meeting. All turn out to
help give these new members a good rid on

the goat the last Saturday night of July .

Bro. H. Morgan is having a hard time, his

wife being very sick. All the brothers wish

to extend their sympathy to him .

DIV. NO. 247.

CRACK TEAM,

New Haven, Conn . — The boys of No. 281 are

working for a living these days. The resorts

have opened and the trolley cars of this city

touch some of the most popular in the coun
try .

Savon Rock is the Coney Island of New

Haven, It has all the attraction features re

quired of the most inviting places for all
sorts. Lighthouse Point is much in favor,

and we have other places of interest , all of
which attract a heavy patronage. The cir

cus, also, is a magnet which never fails to

draw the crowds.

No. 281's baseball team is becoming popu

lar. We have won every contest thus far,

and stand ready to meet all who wish an

engagement. The police department team of

five years' training went down before us by

a score of 4 to 3 in ten innings. The Fire

Department team bit the dust at a score of

15 to 5 . Bro. George Kelly , who was in the

box for No. 281, has a drop curve that fools

them all. Those desiring to secure dates

for defeat - as to play us means defeat to

any - should address Chas. Morris, manager,

Car Barn , Fair Haven, Conn.

Bro. Briehm , who was laid up all last win

ter with a broken leg, is visiting friends in

Hartford.

BIG .
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WILL BE IN FRONT RANK.

we a

Our meeting on the 10th inst. was better
attended than usual. That is the stuff !

Turn out, boys, and help make this the ban

ner local in the Western Division. You can

do it if you will get up to the meetings and

help push . We need you all , need your help

and advice for the upbuilding and better

ment of our organization, andit is at these

monthly meetings that we have the chance

to help with anything for the good of the

order.

I know it is hard on some of our older

men to work all day, or 11 hours and 45

minutes, stay up until three o'clock in the

morning, and then take out a run at 5:45 .

Sure tuff ! But stop and think for just a

minute, what staying up has gained for us

up to the present time, and that by staying

up and pushing, more can still be gained.
Don't think for a moment that because

everything is running smoothly at present
can quit pushing. Don't think for

moment that the company has quit. Oh , no .

Far from it. They are still working, and

still planning. And if it pays them to push

and plan, why not us ? So , just once more,

please try and attend the meetings.

Bro. Bronson is back with the same old

smile.

Bros. Hughes, Hugh and Palm are on the
sick list.

Bro. Cook is back from a little trip , and

is again pulling the toot - toot string on 153 .

We understand he is , or was thinking of

buying a red auto. How about it , Cook ?

We added six new members to our list at

our last meeting. We get them just as fast

as the company gets them broke in. There

are only three or four in the employ of the

company now that do not wear a button .

It will not be long before we have up for
consideration a new agreement. We have

a good one at present but the new will be

better. So see if there is not something you

can do to help, and by helping, help yourself.
See !

Div. 515 is still in the ring. We have some

black spots, and still a little short of breath .

It is now something over two months since

our new superintendent took charge and

there has not been a man discharged, where,

before, one to four a day was the regular
dose. And the first thing every man did

when he got off hiscar was to go straight
to the “off board " and see if his name was

there. But things have changed.

CLARK ST.

Springfield some weeks ago and after work

ing a short time here-in the meantime be

coming a member of Div . No. 448 — he was

transferred to Palmer, where his rise was

rapid. He was soon made starter, and we

presume further promotion awaits him as it

seems he is not new to street railway busi

ness and acting in an official capacity. His

name is Uriah Foss, and it seems he has

held official positions in other parts of the

country, in New Brittain , Conn., and for a
street railway corporation in Texas. Mr.

Foss seems like a good man and to desire

the good will of the men under him, which

we hope he will gain and merit.

Final report of the Westfield ball commit
tee , which got up so fine a dance as to

elicit much praise from those who attended

it, gives the net receipts $ 176.50 .

The Division ran a whist party last month

netting $ 34 .

The Westfield brothers are now making

preparations for a trolley ride and dance to

be given at Pequoit Park about the 20th .
Watch out for a ticket and be sure and go

and have a good time-get the ticket anyway.
We have had much sickness and a number

are out now. These entertainments are the

only way we can see to keep up the sick

benefits without drawing upon our treasury,

so you can see if you help it along you are

helping the cause. Sick reported at last

meetings were Bros. Speight, Malone, Lyons,

Runnells, Barr, Sullivan and Huggs, and A.

E. Downer.

During the next two months, July and Au

gust, only one meeting each month will be

held . At our next meeting the management

is to be invited and we confidently expect

it to be with us to give us a talk on the

different phases and problems of the street
railway business. It will be at once enter

taining and instructive , and every man should

attend . This is one place and time when

the good fellow in the boss shows up best ,

when he is one amongst us and withus all,

trying to arrive at a common end.

The Division voted at last meeting that

subscriptions for the_ “ Artisan " be solicited

among the members. The Artisan is a mighty

good labor paper, the only local paper of its

kind and second to none published elsewhere .

while unions usually purchase the paper for

the whole membership. our Division wished

to let the subscriptions be individual, and

the large subscription list secured is very

gratifying. We expect to have a voice in its

columns weekly. which it is hoped will make

it all the more interesting for the street

railway men . The Artisan is published in

Holyoke , Mass. , by Edward Alden , who is

a most earnest union labor man and is un

tiring in his efforts to voice the cause of

labor through his valuable paper, which

ought to be read by every organized labor
man .

We are pleased to note the success of our

Pittsfield brothers in gaining their recent

requests ; also the Pittsburg fellows, too,

were in right. The labor situation through

out the country is most gratifying . The

Hatters win after a long struggle . probably

the greatest victory organized labor ever

Won . It is a sign of the times.

July 5 . BILL DEMPSEY.

STARTER MADE BAD FINISH.

WANT 1911 CONVENTION.

Springfeld, Mass.-- Since our last report the
Executive Board has been active and accom

plished some important things, though with

out show or bluster. For a long while things
in Palmer had not gone in a smooth way.

with good feeling born of realization of a

square deal. The men felt they were getting
it rubbed in, were misrepresented by the

starter, who shifted responsibilitywhen at

times at fault, but always upheld by the
superintendent. Seemed to be quite a suc

cessful combination there in producing ill
feeling and dissatisfaction among the men.

An array of convincing evidence was readily
secured and brought to the attention of our

general manager, and the removal of the

starter asked for. The managerpromised to

investigate the case, which he did , with the

result that the starter is removed from the
position - has resigned.

When the case of the Palmer superintend :

ent was brought before the manager he gave

assurance of his desire that the men

should have a square deal and as promised

looked into the matter to dicover some things

about the situation he did not know about

before. His disposition to get at the bottom

of things, find out the truth and effect a rem

edy for any existing impediment to peace

and harmony among his employes is well

illustrated in the case of the starter, and we

believe it will be demonstrated also in case

of this superintendent.

The starter in Palmer is succeeded by a

gentleman who broke in our front end in

us

St. Joseph , Mo. - Div . 326 has elected as

delegates to attend the coming convention at

Toronto, Canada, the week of October 4th ,

Richard Johnson and $. O. King. St. Joseph

is an ideal city for a convention, a beautiful

city of 175,000 inhabitants, and is most cen

trally located from all points . Div. 326 has

been arranging for a convention for the past
two years . Our members are all very much

enthused over the coming convention.

Things at the present writing are running

very smooth with Div. 326 and the local is in

a most healthy condition. We have practi

cally an open shop here , but all employes are

in the organization and up - to -date .
We are very sorry to report that Bro .

Chester McCurry is at the Ensworth hospital
for an operation . The boys all wish him

success.
COR.
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WINNIPEG'S EXAMPLE FOR HALIFAX. DEFEND PASSENGERS AGAINST

HOLDUP.

on

Halifax, N. S. - Another month gone and

very little to report. The deadly germ called

" Absentitis" has invaded our Division and

as a result things are very quiet. Only a

few of the faithful members get up energy

enough to attend the meetings. It may be a

sign of “ trust in the officers " to stay away

from the Division and let a few look after

everything , but it is hardly businesslike on

the part of the absent ones. They pay their

dues and should be as much interested as

anyone, but they never think they should

drop in to see whether money is expended

wisely or not.

I hope all members of Div. No. 588 know
that our sick benefits start in August. I am

sure that if some time when they applied

for their just benefits they found that the
Division funds had been squandered their

cries would go up to the highest point of

dissatisfaction, but really they would only
have themselves to blame. If a member is

not interested in taking care of his own , why
should he expect others to do all the work

and bear all the heat and burden of the day ?

Now, brothers, we want you at the meetings.

It is only one afternoon and evening a month .
Surely you can come and give the Division

that afternoon or night.

We have changed out meeting day , and we

are going to hold our meeting on the second

Tuesday of each month , afternoon and even

ing, at 2:30 and 8:30 sharp. How is that, Bro .
Rutt ? I hope that we will find it a more

convenient day and hope the boys will at

tend better, although we had a very nice

meeting last month .

I hope that Bro. Rutt will practice what

he preaches. I have not seen his face at a

meeting this last three months, and say, boys,

niid you see what he finished up with in his

last report to the Motorman and Conductor ?

If you did not, I will repeat it : “ And last

but not least , do not forget what happened
on the 26th ." And he was one of those that

forgot what happened on that day, Anyway,

don't forget Tuesday, the 13th day of July .

The writer read with much pleasure an

article from " Cor . 313" in reference to an
insurance scheme . I , myself, think that if

the Association was to adopt an insurance
for its members it would be one of the best
organizing items that could happen . It

would encourage the men to join on account

of a cheap insurance, and not only that, it
would also induce members leaving the em
ploy as a motorman or conductor to retain
membership with the Association . I also

read an article in our April issue where our
International Executive only allows five

cents per capita to pay the hundred dollars
death benefit. Well , if they can do that they

could issue a good policy for the benefit of
the members . Now I would like to see some

of our other correspondents take this up and

give it a little push along, and then the
Executive might take it up , for we know

that there will be no board of directors to
рау. no manager , no agents, in fact , no

nothing, only a straight life policy . What

do you say, W. D ?

I say, boys, did you notice the label on the

cigars that Bro. Kennedy handed round ?

Good luck and prosperity to you both .

Two more invitations last meeting , and I

hope that we will have four more next meet
ing. So put your shoulder to the wheel

boys, and try and get them in . You know

what the president said about the midnight
meeting. There must be something in the

wind . What do you think of Mr. Draper's

receipt which was read at our last meeting ?

What they have done in Winnipeg you can

do in Halifax . Think of that , boys .

Say. Bro. McCarthy . I hope you will leave

off annoying Mr. C. Hardy when you are on
the same road as he is . He is alwas trying

to think of something to say and he can't

get there, and he blames you for it .

Bro. MacNab, I happened to hear some

thing about you for next, so don't forget

the cigars .

Bro . Rutt and a friend of his went out

fishing at 1 a . m . Sunday morning and got

the same as usual. You had better look after

those ducks, " Billy ."

Salt Lake City, Utah.-A daring attempt

here to hold up the passengers on a car was

frustrated by the bravery and vigilance of
Motorman Geo . Vowles and Conductor F.

Hogan . Shortly after midnight, May 31 , an
eastbound Ashton avenue car was boarded

by two masked desperadoes, who ordered

Vowles to throw up his hands . Fortunately

Hogan came to the front end and Vowles

whispered to him , “We're held up." They

immediately whipped their revolvers from

their pockets . At sight of them the hold

ups turned and fled through a vacant lot .

Vowles and Hogan emptied their guns in

the direction of the men, but apparently none

of the shots took effect. The police believe

the attempted hold -up was made by exper

ienced crooks. Their opinion is based upon

the fact that it took place on the night of a

holiday , when the street car men were likely

to have a large amount of money, and many

of the passengers. just through with a day's

outing. would probably give up well filled

pocketbooks.

We have moved our meeting place from
Electrical Workers' Hall to Federation of

Labor Hall , corner South Fourth and State

streets , where we would be pleased to meet

as many of our brothers as possible on the

first and third Fridays of each month.

The busy season is now on , but we still

think there should be enough of the night

men turn out to afternoon meeting to form

a quorum on the first Friday of each month .

In time of peace we should prepare for trou

ble, and not leave the whole burden on our

officers. Turn out, boys, to evening meetings

and make things hum . We should have an

attendance of over a hundred.

Our amusement committe has arranged for
an outing to Salt Palace, July 14 , where there

will be bicycle races and other sports,

Preparations are foot for Labor day.

We expect to have a new banner by that

time.

Bro. W. L Bassore was the victim of a rear

end collision in which he sustained a badly

fractured leg.

The little daughter of Bro. King

struck by a car and her left foot was

crushed. The little girl, only 8 years old,

it seems, was running after her companions ,

and being deaf and dumb did not notice the

car and ran against the side of the car. The

rear trucks passed over her foot . She has

recovered from the operation and is doing

nicely.

It is with deep regret we announce the
death , from scarlet fever, of two of the chil

dren of Bro. Chas. Stuart, their deaths oc
curring within four days of each other. We

feel to sympathize with Bro. Stuart and

wife in their bereavement, and pray that the

Supreme Ruler, in his mercy, will comfort
and cheer them.

Bro . Jorgensen has left the service of the

company on account of a disagreement with

one of the dispatchers over laying off. While

the most of our minor officials are thorough

gentlemen in their dealings with the men,

there are one or two who delight in being as

disagreeable and tyrannical as possible ,
which makes some of the men lose their

tempers. We hope the boys will keep cool , as

it is better to suffer a wrong than to do a
wrong.

There has been a little trouble and dispute
with some of the men as to whether they

should wear their badges all the time, while

off duty and riding on the cars . It is no

trouble to wear your badge, and we shouldn't

be ashamed to wear at any time what we
necessarily have to wear in earning a liveli

hood . Besides , if we want to be right with

our brother and fellow worker, the conductor

on duty. we will not dispute or quarrel over

such petty trifes .

Bro. J. D. McCarty, fourth vice president
State Federation of Labor, has been active in

organizing the cement workers.

Bro . A. H. Burt was unanimously re -elected

recording and corresponding secretary Salt

Lake Federation of Labor,
NO. 7.

was
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Akron , Ohio . - Div . No. 98 expresses sincere

regret upon the death of the late Bro . Wm .
Myers. Bro . Myers was taken sick with

typhoid fever June 1 , and died June 17. He

leaves a wife and two children-a boy and

girl. He left the service of the N. 0. T. &

L. Co. some two years ago, but retained his
membership with our association and was a

good faithful member until death overtook
him.

Division 98 is gaining again . We are tak

ing in new members and several of the old

members who lapsed in their membership

are returning to the fold . I cannot see why

any man who works for this company does

not come into the union . It is for his own

interest in every respect. I have talked with

some of the old men who were former mem

bers of this Local upon this subject. There

can be no reason for remaining out , even if

there were no benefits aside from the socia

bility and mutual respect attained . The

Association proves a bond which draws men

closer into fellowship and kindly regard for
one another. This alone is well worth the

cost of membership. Every man upon this

system who has been here long enough to

know our history . or who will take the time

to investigate , will learn that every advan

tage that has come to us over former non

union conditions that existed here , has been

brought about by the united effort main

tained through membership in this Associa

tion . They also know that these benefits

are sufficient to show that all monies paid

to maintain the Local have been a good in

vestment. We are getting better wages and

better conditions, and our standing in the

community is higher through the work of

our Association . Aside from this there are

the benefits that come in the shape of death ,

disability and old age payments. These pay

ments come from a fund from which street

railway men in the employ of this company

in the past have drawn to the interest of

their beneficiaries who they left behind

There are not a few of them . Every month

we see a report of several of these who have

passed from among us by death, whose bene

ficiaries have received payments from the

funds we maintain as an Association . Ask

these beneficiaries whether it pays for one to

be a member of our Association or not. Be

sides we are a growing organization . Already

has our International President submitted to

us a proposition by which we can enlarge

our benefits. No doubt the coming convention

will take advantage of this and as we grow

stronger. and other conventions come and go,

they will all have left us in better standing .

So I say to all street railway workers, get in

line, it will pay you,

One of our brothers was knocked from a

running board while collecting fares recently

and was picked up apparently dead . He will

recover, but it was a serious accident. The

accident occurred in front of B. F. Goodrich

Co.'s rubber works, where the brother came

in contact with a big heater.

an investigation if one should be necessary ?

Do not talk about it on the streets and

around the car sheds and offices. Bring your

complaints to the proper place and you will

see they will be properly dealt with .

The sick benefit question , which has been

before the meeting for some time past, has

been reported favorably upon by the com

mittee in charge. The proceeds of our moon

light excursion are to be put as the sick

benefit fund as a starter ; then we would like

to see as many members as possible join , so

we may be able to proceed with it , now that

the by - laws to govern said fund have been

prepared and are ready for approval.

There have been some criticizing remarks
made about recent notes of our division in

the Motorman and Conductor. They do not

seem to meet with approval. Now let me tell

the brothers right here : It is a pretty hard

proposition to sit down and write out

report of proceedings of our division when

the members do not think it worth while to

attend to meetings. There is only one way

to effect a remedy for that, and it is this,

attend the meetings, make them interesting,

and any news you think would be service

able to your correspondent. convey said news

to him , and he will do the rest . The day

men meet on the first and third Fridays of

each month , the relief and spares on the first

Thursday of the month - night meetings at

8:15 p. m.. afternoon at 3:15 p . m . Now ,

brothers , try and remember the time and
date and attend the meetings as much as

possible .

Another thing that should also be im

pressed upon your mind is the advisability of
your carrying your working card , and SO

before disclosing any facts or business done

at the meeting to any one member, make

him produce his card. In that way you will

help along the word unionism , and it also

may be the means of encouraging non- union

men to join .

I am sorry I have no proceedings of the

division to report , but I may safely say I

will have in the August number.

The members extend to Bro . Halstead their

sincere sympathy in his sad bereavement

through the death of his sister , which oc

curred recently .

We are all pleased to see Bro . E. Parks

and E. Cousineau in town again and we hope

they will continue to have good health and

soon be back to their old positions on the

cars.

Brothers , has your barber got the union

shop sign up ? If not , inquire about it and
if it is not union, you know what to do .
There are lots of union shops in town . If

you do not know of any drop into Billy's,
at 112 Bank street , near Albert. You are

always welcome and so is the union shop

sign . If you call once it is a sure case that

you will go again , so don't forget and look
for that sign .

And, also, be sure to not forget the time

and date of meetings.

COR. DIV. 279 .

TWENTY THREE CENTS PER HOUR.

CARRY YOUR UNION CARD.

asOttawa, Ont.-While still going on

peaceful as ever, we have a few things to

point out to our members worth remember

ing .

The members seem to think it is their dues
we are anxious for ; they do not seem to

realize the benefits they derive from the

money they pay into the union. They forget

it is the union that brought the scale of

wages they are working for at the present

day and other things they would never have

had only by being organized. No, brothers,

the monthly duesyou pay are for your own

benefit, and the maintenance of our good and
noble union something we should all feel

proud of. and to know we have such a strong
membership.

Then , again , members are bound to find

fault and complain about one thing or an

other. Well , when something like that turns

up, why not come right to a meeting at the

hall and make your complaints and demand

Gary , Ind . - Div . No. 517 is moving along
in the same old way . Our old rate of wages

was 20 cents per hour for all men . In our

new agreement, new men get 20 cents for

the first six months and thereafter 23 cents
per hour. The agreement is for three years

with the privilege of it being opened by

either the company or the Division by either
party being notified by the other in writing
thirty days prior to the ending of each

year, which is the 31st day of Mav.

Last meeting night we elected officers for
the next six months. The officers elected

are : President, H , M. Nichols; vice - president ,
Chas . Dunfree ; recording secretary. V. E.

Roberts ; financial secretary . C. E. Metsker :

executive board . Nichols Metsker, Dunfree,
Roberts and West ; conductor, Mason : war

den and sentinel , Maybaum ; and R. E. Law,
correspondent to the Motorman and Con

ductor. We sincerely hope that he will

fulfill the duties better than the present

one. DIVISION 517 .
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WILL NEWHAVE ARBITRATION IN

COMPANY FRANCHISE.

foreman. Our ex - chief motorman . Bro. Bill
Lowndes, was the first victim , and it goes

without saying that no other motorman

even our present chief - was the least bit

jealous, because the thermometer was court

ing the nineties in the shade, and the barn

refrigerator was out of commission .

I am informed that Vice -President Norris,
of Division 443 , Stamford, is deserving of

our congratulations. He has captured a day

run recently and is now making large mile

age to Springdale . It is rumored that the

wedding bells will ring in the fall .

We are glad to hear of the way in which

the Pittsburg car strike wound up. Union
around these parts are jubilant and

feel that in a way slavery days are over.

A ONE-DAY STRIKE,

men

East Liverpool, 0. - Div . No. 52 is still

doing finely. Our regular meeting was held

on Saturday night, June 26 , and the regular

order of business was carried out. We had

a fine turnout. Six were initiated and we

have ten more applicants to initiate next

meeting night. Lunch was served by our

chief cooks, Bros. Dietz and Kontner, and

the boys enjoyed it very much.

All the boys are enjoying the best of health

at present, not a case of sickness for the

past two months.

A committee was appointed by President

Davis to wait on the city council in regard
to getting an arbitration clause in the fran

chise of the Youngstown & Ohio Traction

Co. , which is seeking a franchise to enter

the city , and reports at present writing are
very favorable for getting it placed in the
franchise.
The last time I wrote I told you that Div.

52 had organized a relief fund, and in the

past six months it has proved a great suc
cess . We have paid out for sickness in six

months $ 300 , and we have $330 in the treas

ury. On the third day of July a dividend

will be declared. All over the reserve fund

of $300 will be divided, which will amount to

$ 70. Eachmember will receive a share. We
have a membership of 110 . Each member

pays 25 cents a week dues and gets in the

case of sickness $ 10 a week for 16 weeks,
then 16 weeks at $ 5 a week . In case of

death of a member $50 is paid as a death
benefit. I would like to see a relief started

in all divisions of the A. A. of S. & E. R. E.

of A.
Bro. J. Galloway fell from the running

board on his car, on the South Side line last

week and was badly bruised, but he is

able to be about.

Bro. G. Poe bought a new cap one day

last week. They say there is new con .
at his house. Come, George, don't be so

tight. We smoke.

Bro. M. Tice has accepted a position as

night receiver at the car barns.

Bro. J. Davis has accepted a position as

inspector of the South Side lines for the

summer.

Bro. C. A. Allison has gone into the farm

ing business. " SUN -RISE ."

а

a

PITTSBURG SETTLEMENT PLEASING .

Pittsfield , Mass . - The passing of the month

of June leaves with us many memories, some

of great rejoicing and one of sorrow, which

will remain fresh in our minds or many

years to come.

As individuals, we have, indeed, just cause

for sorrow at the loss by death of our estima

ble employer and superintendent of the Pitts

field Street Railway . Mr. P. H. Dolan. We
feel that we have lost in him a very dear

friend and one who could always understand

the hardships of his employees and givethem
justice in the controversies that occur in

street railway life .

His death came rather as a shock to the

community, as he had been ill only a very

short time. He is mourned, not only in street

railway circles, but by the business populace

of our city in general, as his business poli

cies were considered the best and his counsel

was many times sought by his many friends

in business life . At our next meeting resolu

tions will be adopted on his death . The men

showed their last respects to the departed by

handsome floral tribute at his funeral,

which took place last Sunday, June 27th .

On June 2nd we were compelled to strike

in order to get our just dues from the com

pany. The strike was of very short duration,

only being out one day. There was not one

car moved from the car house.

As usual , every possible means of settle

ment was tried by the executivecommittee

and Brother G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald ,

but as the acting general manager, Mr. F. J.

Dolan refused a conference, there was only

one alternative, and that was strike. We

were very successful, by winning nearly all

we asked, including an increase in wages.
We have now a scale of a minimum 210 per

hour, and a maximum of 250 per hour, an
increase of from 10c to 250 per day.

We are indeed very pleased with our suc

cess and feel that it was partly due to the
trouble our brothers were in at that time in
Philadelphia, having a corner strike
breakers. Our company was unable to get

them here.

At a special meeting and " social" last even

ing, June 30th, the acting general manager

was present and things in general were

talked over, especially the future of the road
and harmony between employer and employe.

Judging from the expressed desires of the
assistant general manager, peace and har

mony should exist at least for one year,

although , as the saying goes, “ Wecan never

tell how good the pudding is until we taste

it." However, let us not be the first to break

this “alliance" that seems to exist at the

present time, and if we do our part to the

best of our ability there can be no loop holes

for the other party to creep out.

In the midst of our trouble these of our

brothers had the courage of Napoleon : Bros.

Owen Blake, John Powers and Herbert Car
roll . While rejoicing at our success we are

smoking good cigars and congratulating

these three, who are now six, and wishing

them a pleasant, joyful honeymoon. Good

for you, fellows, and may you never regret

the day.

We sincerely hope to see Bro . John Casey

on his car soon, after five long weeks' sick
ness.

Don't forget your dues, those of you who

are in arrears.

COMMITTEE, 496 .

on

Norwalk , Conn . - Div . 476 is increasing her

membership from time to time, and affairs

in general are very satisfactory.

As an instance of the fact that good will

and brotherly love prevails amongst the

members of our small and unpretentious di

vision , I wish to state that Big Tom Dorney,

our champion athlete and staunch brother,

was recently married and was presented with

a beautiful couch by the members of 476 .

The news that Bro. Dorney was to become a

benedict was a surprise to those only who

do not read the Motorman and Conductor, as

It was doped out some time by our division

correspondent .

Weare glad that Bro. Ras. Rider has re

turned to work without having to be oper

ated on for appendicitis.

We are pleased that the dove of peace once

morerests upon the bosom of our esteemed

Bro. Hi. Hull and hope that the hatchet has

been buried for evermore.

Lord Caffrey is making a noble fight dur

ing the hot wave and is deserving of our

congratulations.

" The Harp " has partly overcome his indis

position to labor, in that, instead of a pro
longed attack, it is now intermittent. Don't

hurry .

Weeks is convalescent from an attack of

lumbago, and is probably good until July 4 .

Our superintendent, Mr. C. H. Copley , has
decided to give his motormen a chance to

become more practical and familiar with the

downstairs part of our wagons. He will

require every motorman to work at least one
week in the barn under his personal super

vision and under instructions from the barn
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NEW CARS INSTALLED. tion . But should we not get out and hustle ?

Should we not keep the interest of our or

ganization close to heart ? The man who

harranges that we cannot depend upon one

another to stand together and sneers at or

berates the organization of workingmen is

the man who cannot be depended upon him
self. He either hasn't good sense or else he

has a dishonest purpose in exploiting a fal

sity. There is reason to suspicion a knocker

at all times, either that he hasn't good sense

or that his purpose is dishonorable .

COR. NO. 302 .

LOWELL DUE FOR A TRIMMING.

Helena, Mont. - Local No. 495 gave her sec

ond annual dance , which was a decided suc

cess both socially and financially . The

Rangers' orchestra , considered the finest mu

sical organization of our city , furnished the

music , and a delicious fruit punch was served

throughout the evening. Through the cour

tesy of Manager White, cars were run to all

parts of the city after the dance , which

proved a great convenience to those attend

ing.

The company has purchased two new cars ,

models of those in use in large cities, with

center aisles and large vestibules , and have
repaired the old cars so they are all in

pretty good condition .

Bro. Washburn took a two months' vaca

tion and went to the hospital to have an

operation performed . He is improving rap

idly and we hope will soon be able to come to

work again .

Bro. MacFarland has been quite seriously

ill for the past four weeks, three of which
were spent at Hunter's Hot Springs. He

shows great improvement, and we hope that

he may be quite himself again in the near
future.

To change to a more pleasant subject , just

wish to mention that our bashful Bro. Hale

got married to a very charming young lady

of our home town . Some of the attendants

at the wedding show alarming symptoms of

following in his footsteps.

Helena has joined the baseball league ,

which will keep the car men pretty busy at
times. Our new ball park is much nearer

to the city, so the cars can give much better

service, which is very gratifying to all con

cerned.

NO. 495 .

Lawrence, Mass .- Well, we are making

headway with our Local, although we do

not have such large attendance at our meet

ings, because it is too warm. Then there is

lots of work now for the boys, and some of

them have been off with sickness .

A very serious accident occurred to Bro.

John Anderson , but I am glad to report that

he is nicely on the road to recovery .

Bro. Hedly Curran got a deep gash over

his eye and he had to go to the hospital and

have it treated.

Our boys had a visit from the Lowell Divi .
sion on Thursday . We played a game of

baseball and they beat us, but we are going

to trim them when we go to Lowell to play

the return game. Bro. Joe Bolton is the

local manager.

Commenting upon the accidents to Bros.
Anderson and Curran we quote the daily

paper of June 26, as follows: " Two em

ployes of the Boston & Northern Street Rail .

way Co. were severely injured in this city
Saturday. One victim is Conductor John

Anderson , aged 39 years, married and living

at 71 Osgood street. He was pushed or fell

from his car on the Methuen line near 443
Broadway at 6 o'clock in the morning. He

was taken to Dr. Grant's office and later in

the police ambulance to the General hospital ,

In falling his head struck the pavement and

he sustained a fracture at the base of the

skull . also a dep laceration of his forehead .

He is conscious at intervals . Recovery 1s

doubtful. Hedley Curran , a motorman, sin

gle , aged 24 years, and living at 269 Merri

mack street, was struck in the left eye with

a board at the transfer station at 9 o'clock
in the forenoon . The eyelid was punctured

and a hemorrhage of the eye followed. It

is understood that he was fooling with an
other employe at the time of the accident.

It is expected that the sight of the eye will

be saved although it has not been determined
yet. He is still at the General hospital."

J. R.

WELCOME TO LACROSSE.

NOTES FROM 312.

Marinette, Wix . - Div. No. 302 watched the

development of Div. No. 519 , LaCrosse, Wis .,
with much interest. We are an interstate

local known as the Menominee, Mich ., and

Marinette, Wis. , Division, and we have main

tained the banner of the Amalgamated in

Wisconsin alone for some time and we were

pleased to see our LaCrosse brothers get to

gether. It makes company and will make

the way easier for others. We extend greet

ings to the new Wisconsin Local.

Organization will bring results to the mem

berg of No. 519. In the formation of their

Local the LaCrosse boys had to fight for the

privilege we, here, freely enjoy - the privilege

of being union men, but were successful and

will get better wages and conditions . The

real value of organization to the LaCrosse

railway men will not stop with the increase

in wage they will receive, yet that will be

well worth the investment.

It is hard to admit that even in the face

of the many achievements of our Associa
tion in various sections, there are those

working among us, right here , who do not

appreciate the advantages gained by organi

zation .

Wisconsin pays the lowest standard of

wage to street car men, compared with the

wage of other crafts, of any other northern

state. Why ? Because the companies have

been successful in keeping their roads unor

ganized.

Let us see . Milwaukee pays from 19 to 24

cents per hour. The latter rate is paid only

to men more than ten years in the service .

The rate does not average 21 cents per hour .

It would be less had not the Amalgamated

Association frequently stirred things up in

that city. It has been on those occasions

that the company comes up with a little raise

to get the men to split up and not organize.

In Milwaukee the men are in bondage. How

long will it remain so ? Can they take a

pointers from the boys of little La Crosse ?

There must be some among them who are

competent to conduct an organizing cam

paign .

There was a time in this city when we

worked for 13 cents an hour and 13 to 16

hours a day. It was before we organized .

Yetsome can't " see" the benefit of organiza .

Davenport, la .-- Our moonlight excursion,

given June 17 , was a grand success finan

cially , and everybody enjoyed themselves.

Bro . Sam Martin , who has been in the

employ of the Tri -City Railway Co. for the

past sixteen years as conductor, has resigned

his position on account of poor health .

Bro. D. R. Brown has left us and gone to
other work .

Bro. Hinckley was on the sick list for sev

eral days last month, but is able to be at

work again.

Bro. Campbell has been sick for several
days.

Bros. George Baker and Ensign have both

become benedicts in the last few days, and

the cigars have been pretty numerous.

Bro . Pickering took quite a vacation last

month , spending most of his time in Chicago
visiting old friends .

Bro. Ed. Anderson has resigned his posi

tion as conductor and accepted a position as

assistant superintendent.

Bro .Mathews, of the Central Park line , has

given up his job_and is going to Seattle,
Wash. , to see the World's Fair .

Good things come slow. What about those

day runs that are open ? T. A , P.
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PACIFIC COAST NOTES. side . This leaves , we believe only two of

the employes who have been here more than

a few weeks who are not members. We hope

that Div. 416 will soon be a " closed shop"

division , although not having a " closed

shop" contract.

The nations birthday is at hand , and let

us all resolve that its recurrence each year

shall make us the more determined to pre

scribe our political liberties which it com

memorates and to obtain our complete in

dustrial liberties which are fully as impor

tant. Let us hope that we shall soon see а

weakening in our opponent's forces which

will make our victory quick and sure .

THE DEACON .

VICTIM OF RUNNING BOARD .

Oakland , Cal. - President Joseph Smart is

enjoying a much earned vacation . During

his absence Vice - President Robert Furman

is in charge.

Bro. Tummons has resigned his position

and returned to his home in Boston , Mass.

Dame Rumor says that one of our popular

conductors of West Twelfth street is soon to
become a benedict . Well , Bro. Anderson ,

don't forget the wedding cake,

Bro. Redmond, who recently fell heir to a

large fortune, has resigned his position with

the traction company to engage in business
for himself.

Bros. Church and Boyer have been elected

delegates to the Central Labor Council, to fill

the vacancies of Bros. Schmitz and Kelley,

resigned.

A number of delegates from Div. 192 at

tended the joint meeting of the Building

Trades and the Central Labor Council which

met in the Building Trades Temple in San

Francisco on the 25th .

Bro. Joseph Mountian , one of Div . 192's

earnest workers, is building a beautiful resi

dence in Dimond, overlooking the home of

Joquin Miller , California's popular poet.

Seeing that peroxide is again plentiful in

Oakland, Judge is again contemplating the
drug business .

Bro. Trickey has left for an extended trip
to Seattle and eastern cities .

Our popular, live executive, A. P. Schmitz ,

is expecting to leave soon on another trip to

New Hope, San Joquin county . The question

is whether it is a new hope or an old hope

that is the cause of all these trips .

The Oakland Traction Co. have extended

lines from 22nd and Poplar streets to 12th

and Broadway, Oakland, offering much con

venience to people traveling to and from the

city.

We are pleased to note that Bro . La Velle

is again able to resume his duties after a

long spell of sickness .
The wife and family of E. Straub, of

Eastern Division , have left for a trip to

their old home in La Porte . Ind .

Things are beginning to look kind of rusty

for some of our County Line motormen . I

wonder who they are.

Seeing that the Result union laundry will

resume operations in the near future, boy,

don't forget where to send your Salome fur

niture.

A. MUTT.

Colorado Springs , Cal.-Bro. Ogle is at

work again , after a long enforced idleness

caused by a severe accident.

We are glad to know that Conductor Col

lins will operate the " sight- seeing" car again
this year.

We understand the new line to the Union
Printers' Home will be in operation soon.
The best is not too good for the union

printers.

Did you notice that broad smile on Bro.

Slocum's face a short time ago ? He took the

writer into his confidence and told him (pri

vately, of course ) that there was good reason
for it .

Bro. Ware, who has been rusticating in
Missouri for several months, returned this

week and is at work once more.

Bro . A. J. Parks, one of our oldest and

most reliable conductors , met with a very

serious accident recently . He was operating

an open car and while handling a heavy load

he fell from the running board while the car

was in motion , which resulted in his break

ing both arms and otherwise bruisng himself

up generally. He is doing nicely under the
circumstances .

We think it good advice and should be

followed by street car men generally. that all

should join their local union, for it can

hardly be questioned that through the unions

nominal wages have risen . because combina

tions of employes can make better bargains
than individuals. But this is not all . Unions

can look after the interests of their mem

bers in many other ways, which improve

their general condition, fully as important.
and amounts to the same thing as a real
raise in rate of wages.

Conductor Middleton , who has been in Mis

souri for several months, is at work again.

Willie Gray , a one time conductor, on the

Interurban and member of Division No. 19.

has been employed as solicitor for the Sight
Seeing Company.

Bro. Charles Blunt , who has been down

looking after that Missouri farm of his, is
back at work again . He thinks it is warmer

in St. Louis than here.

174 .

PROPOSED STATE F, OF L.

WILL WEAR UNIFORM SHIRTS.

Peoria , Ill. - Div. 416 has been busy . this

time obtaining through the most peaceful

negotiations with the officials of the com

pany, a concession for the motormen which

will add both to their comfort and to their

attractiveness, without in any way working

to the detriment of the employing company.

The motormen may. from this on , wear a

uniform shirt of dark blue, with or without

a coat. This concession does not detract in

the least from the personal appearance of the

men or from the efficiency of the service, and

makes the hot weather much more bearable .

The division has , of course, seen to it that

these shirts bear the label .

We are pleased to record the arrival of a

new motorman at the home of Bro. Cyrus
Summers, of the East Bluff line . Bro. Sum

mers says he could make a superintendent or
manager but for the fact that if he did he

would be ineligible to membership in the

Amalgamated Association .

There have been several converts from

among the bachelors to the benedicts lately,

the most recent one being_one of our execu

tive board , Bro. Thomas Burk , of the South

Adams barn. Bro . Burk will probably have

experienced a belated charivari before this

reaches our readers , and as he is very popu

lar , we look for a good one.

Since our last letter we have extended the
hand of fellowship to one fellow -employe

who has held aloof from our organization

since its inception four years ago . We hope

and believe that he will now be as sincere

and determined on the inside as on the out

Omaha, Neb. - Div . No. 288 has re - elected

her old officers for another term. O. J. Ran

dall , , executive board member, resigned from

the executive board of Vinton Division , he

having left the city lines and gone with a

different company whose employes will re
tain their membership in Div . No. 288 . Ran

dall was elected executive board member, Ne

brask4 Tract & Power Co.

J. H. Keever was elected executive board

member, 24th Vinton Division to succeed

Randall

George E. Shively , delegate to the Trades

and Labor assembly. was pleasantly surprised

recently by being made the recipient of a

token from his assembly asociates commem

orating his wedding, which occurred on Wed

nesday evening of last week. The souvenir

was in the form of a handsome table carving

set, in morocco case, accompanied bya mis

sive of congratulation to Mr. and Mrs. Shively.

Wm . Wakehouse, the well known motor

man , has been chosen delegate to the conven

tion which will organize the new Nebraska

State Federation of Labor at Lincoln next

week.
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100 PER CENT. WAGE INCREASE.Newburgh , N. Y. - At the meetings of No.

388 held in May and June we had very good

attendances out. A vote of thanks was ex.

tended to Bro. Wm . Stewart for his work as
chairman of the attendance committee .

We have a greater number on our list than
during any season before. Every man is

there in the union.

The company has just received their new

sprinkler. This will be a chance for some

of the boys to get on the water wagon.

The new summer time table is in working
order now. Bro. Chas. Groth helped to make

it out. Now if he only makes his time no

one will complain .

Bro. Cosgrove has been trying some new

patent hair restorer, but without much suc
cess .

Bro . Terwillegar is planning a trip across

the ocean this fall .

We will miss George White. He's gone.

Bro. Hulse did the act very slyly , but good

luck , Cy. Bro. Garrison followed him very

close . Now, brothers, go home every night

just as soon as your run is in the barn .

We will soon be in the busy season and

single men will find it hard to get a night off.

It gives the offers much encouragement to

see the interest most of the members show

in organized labor. This is the only road to

follow. Battles are being fought and vic

tories won in most every part of this world .
Remember your obligation , brothers. Do

your part and help the other brother along

with his part, then we will be taking part in
the greatest play ever yet produced .

Every motorman and conductor has a but

ton on this line, besides he is a paid up mem

ber in Div. No. 388 .

DIV. COR. SECY. 388 .

BENEFIT PROPOSITION DISCUSSED.

Youngstown, 0.-This year the Division hag

been having two meetings a month (an early
and a late ), and it has proven very successful,

so much so, that many of the members won

der how we ever got through with the busi

ness with just one meeting a month .

At the last late session , June 8th , a portion

of the time was given to the argument on the

proposed relief cause, requiring every mem

ber in the various locals of the Mahoning &

Shenango Electric Railway System to pay

one dollar when a brother dies, or total dis

ability . A sick benefit was also added to our

local constitution .

Edward Bovard, who has been conductor on

the road for the past seven years , has re

signed.

Thomas Bannon , a very popular conductor

among the brothers, announces his name for

constable of Youngstown township. May suc
cess crown his ambition .

Bro . Foughty is in the hospital and Bro .

Wood is at home, both having been injured

at times by the work cars . The former fell

off and the latter by another car backing into
the one he was on . It has been a very

disastrous month for the brothers.

On June 17, O. D. Jewell had the misfortune
to lose his wife. It seems strange that the

Heavenly Father should pluck from the home

one who was the caretaker and builder. Be

sides the sorrowing husband and child to

mourn the loss . there are a host of friends ,

and we as brothers feel the pang of sorrow

that has broken up the home.

R. P. King, another brother, had his home

visited by the Angel of Death June 9th , tak

ing his infant away, causing the gloom of

sorrow to take place of happiness and joy in
their home. It is a time when words and

expressions of sorrow do not give the inner

feeling of a father or mother; it only shows

the outward form of grief. No artist that

ever lived can picture it as the parents feel
over the loss of a child.

Still beneath that clayey mansion ,
Where the dust in silence sleeps,

Hope's bright star delights to pinion

And its vigil fondly keeps.

When a few years have fitted

On Times swift and restless shore ,

Then we will meet-meet again united,

Meet to live-and die no more.

Stillwater, N. Y. - I herewith present the

agreement of Divisions 307, Stillwater , and

304, Glens Falls, held with the Hudson Valley

Railway Company, as amended under date of

July 1st . The change in the agreement this

year provides 3 cents per hour increase in

wage and establishes a flat rate of 25 cents
per hour.

The wages on the Hudson Valley Railway

have been doubled in seven years through

organized labor . Seven years ago we were

working for $ 1.50 per day, some runs 12

hours. Today, through careful management

of our local's affairs and efficient service ren

dered the company we are proud to show our
agreement and record to our brothers

throughout the United States , with 250 per

hour, time and one - half for overtime, a yearly

pass, and a feeling of good fellowship exist

ing between our committees and superin

tendents.

While our agreement reads of what may be

called the "open shop" kind, ours is a strictly
union road

Our agreement is as follows :

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT, made

and entered into this first day of August , 1908 ,

by and between the HUDSON VALLEY RAIL

WAY COMPANY, or its successors, and the

EMPLOYES of the HUDSON VALLEY RAIL

WAY COMPANY.

Section 1 . The Hudson Valley Railway

Company will recognize and treat with its

employes, or with a committee of its em

ployes, when they desire to be heard in rela
tion to any grievance.

Section 2 . The division of the time - tables

into runs is to be arranged by the Division

Superintendent and a committee of the em

ployes. In case of delay, men who are on cars

will be paid until relieved and men who have

reported to relieve these cars shall be paid

for their time at the regular rate unless ex

cused by the Division Superintendent . Reg

ular conductors and motormen who perform

extra work shall be paid time and one - half

from the time they are required to report for

the extra work.

Section 3. Regular conductors and motor

men shall not be required to work overtime

unless it becomes necessary by reason of the

failure of reliefs to appear, and in this in

stance the Division Superintendent shall en

deavor to so arrange that not more than one

round trip shall be required and in no in

stance more than two trips. All regular con

ductors and motormen who consent to and

are assigned to extra work shall be entitled

to extra compensation . Every regular con

ductor and motorman who performs work

over and above his daily schedule shall be

paid time and one - half from the time he is

required to report.

Section 4 . Conductors and motormen shall

be given preference for work on snow plows

and sweepers. All work on snow plows and

sweepers shall be paid for at rate of time and
one - half.

Section 5. Committees of employes who de

sire leave of absence shall have preference

over other employes in securing such leave at
any time.

Section 6 . When employes are summoned

before the Division Superintendent to answer

charges it must be as soon as possible after

the alleged offence was committed and they

shall lose no more time than is actually

necessary. and if found not guilty of the

alleged offence they shall be reimbursed for

all time lost. When an employe is summoned

before the Division Superintendent for a vio

lation of rules he shall , upon request have

time after hearing the charges against him

to present any defense which he may have to

the charges and shall, if he so desires , be

entitled to an adviser or advisers. An ad

journment of the hearing for the purpose or

enabling him to present his defense shall be

granted . Whenever a motorman or conductor

is cited to appear before the Division Super

intendent to answer charges in addition to

the usual custom of having his name appear

on the daily slate he is to be handed by the

Division Superintendent a copy of charge or

charges he is to answer, to which charges he

shall have one hour in which to make reply
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or answer. In case he is not satisfied with

the decision of the Division Superintendent he

shall have the right to appeal to the General

Manager and in these appeals will be entitled

to anadviser or advisers and final decision

shall be given within two weeks.

Section 7 . In the record kept by the Com

pany for violation of rules by employes, the

defense of the employe as well as the viola
tion shall be a matter of record .

Section 8 . The Company agrees to permit

any employe to be absent for not exceeding

two weeks in any one year without interfer

ing with his position on the slate until after

the expiration of that time , provided that the

extra list is sufficiently large to permit such
vacation,

Section 9. In the appointment of conduct
ors and motormen to positions of reserve

crews preference will be given to motormen

and conductors according to seniority , all

other things being equal.

Section 10. Regularmen shall be those who

through seniority are entitled to choose and

hold runs on time - tables of eight hours or

more ; all motormen and conductors to have

preference of runs according to their senior

ity in the service of the Company . Seniority

of service shall prevail with messengers on

express cars and such positions shall be filled

from the list of motormen and conductors.

Section 11 . When employes are laid off to

look up evidence in case of accident, or a

similar cause, they shall be paid for the time

lost at the same rate of pay as they would

have received had they been operating their
cars.

Section 12. General orders governing em

ployes shall take effect as soon after they

are issued as the employes affected shall have

time to sign an acknowledgment of the same .

Time- tables shall be posted three days in

advance of change of time , and ten days from

the time of posting time- tables , shall be

given employes to choose their runs.

Section 13, All employes shall receive free

transportation over all lines of the Hudson

Valley Railway Company. When in uniform ,

cap badge numbers will be entered on the

daily report of conductors. Suitable trans

portation will be given to employes for use

when not in uniform, subject to the rules of
the company.

Section 14. An employe accepting a promo

tion, such as Acting Inspector, Despatcher or

Foreman , shall after six months, if he still
continues to hold said position . turn in his

motorman's or conductor's badge and relin

quish all seniority rights as motorman

conductor.

Section 15. All trains hauling freight or

work trains consisting of two cars in addi

tion to motor car, shall be manned by not

less than three men - a motorman , conductor,

and a third man, who shall be either a motor
man or a conductor.

Section 16 . Employes shall receive their

wages by, check not later than Thursday of
each week.

Section 17 . Wages of motormen and con

ductors shall be twenty - five ( 25 ) cents per

hour.

Section 18 . The employes declare it to be

their intention to render faithful service in

the respective positions to which they may be

assigned, to obey all orders of the Company

and generally to co -operate with the Com

pany in making relations mutually agreeable

and profitable.

Section 19 . The terms and provisions here

of shall be binding and remain in full force
upon the parties hereto for a period of

eleven months from the first day of August,

1908, and this agreement shall continue un

less the parties of the agreement shall give

thirty days' notice prior to July 1st, 1909,

and state in writing the changes desired . If

this notice is not given , the aforesaid agree.

ment shall continue in full force until such

notice is given . When no adjustment can be

reached on wages by conference, the wage

question shall be submitted to arbitration .
Amended July 1st , 1909 .

HUDSON VALLEY RAILWAY COMPANY,

By Edgar S. Fassett.

Representing Stillwater Division ,

M. J. SPOHN.

Representing Glens Falls Division ,

GEO. BOWERS.

Memorandum of Agreement made and en

tered into this 8thday of April, 1909, by

and between the Cleveland, Southwestern &

Columbus Railway Company. party of the

first part, hereinafter called the Company,
and the Amalgamated Association of street

and Electric Railway Employes of America ,

Division No. 380, of Elyria, Ohio , party of

the second part. hereinafter called the Asso

ciation ,

WITNESSETH :

1st. The Company through its proper offi
cers agree to treat with any committee

authorized by the Association on any and
all questions of dispute and on failure to

reach a satisfactory settlement with the op

erating officers of the Company, the Asso
ciation has the right to appeal the case to

the Executive Committee of the Company,
who will treat with the committee of the

Association and render a decision .
2nd. Ten ( 10 ) hours shall constitute

day's work for all employes other than train

service men, except where twenty -four hours'

continuous service is required ; then the day

shall be divided into three shifts of eight

( 8 ) hours each with the exception of sub
station attendants. No change to be made

in the rate of wages now paid sub -station

attendants. It being understood that over

time work , working on Sundays and holi
days shall be eliminated where practical to

do so ; it being the intent to reduce Sunday
and holiday work to a minimum.

3rd. For trainmen , all runs shall conform

to as near a ten (10 ) hour work-day as pos
sible and there shall be no run exist that

cannot be completed inside of twelve ( 12 )
consecutive hours, and any run that does

not exceed (8 ) hours shall be placed as an
extra run , unless some regular trainman de

sires to choose such run.

4th . In the train service, employes shall

be paid from the time they are required to

report for work until they are relieved from

duty at the scheduled starting point, except
in cases where a run is completed at a point

where it is necessary for the crew to lay

over for the night. in such cases the crew

will be allowed the deadhead time only and
trainmen required to deadhead shall receive

full pay for such deadhead time. It being

understood that when an extra man is com
pelled to deadhead over the road to relieve

a regular man before he has completed his
run the deadhead time shall be allowed the

extra man and deducted from the time of

the regular man so relieved.
5th . All members of the Association to be

given free transportation over the lines of

the Company . this transportation to be good

on any regularly scheduled local train , and

in cases where they wish to travel on lim

ited trains, employees other than trainmen

will be required to securea special trip pass

which shall be given them in reasonable

numbers. Employees' wives and members

of their immediate family dependent on them

are to be given return trip passes good on

all regularly scheduled trainsatany time;
passes to be issued at the dispatcher's office

and by head of the different departments on

reasonable notice requesting same.

6th . All members to have the privilege of

living wherever they please so long as they

can reach their work on regularly scheduled

cars , it being understood that the residence

of the linemen shall be such that it will not

cause delay in taking care of emergency

work.

7th. Employees who turn into the office of

the Company lost articles found in the cars

or on the Company's property shall attach

to same a tag provided for that purpose. The

tag shall beara brief description of the ar

ticle and the time and place the article was

found. This tag to have a coupon bearing

the same number as the tag. On presenta

tion of this coupon after the expiration of

sixty ( 60 ) days, the article found shall be

returned to the party finding the same un

less it shall have been returned to its owner.

When the article is returned to the owner,

or
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FIN. SEC'Y HUGH H. LENNON ,

Div. 174, Fall River, Mass .

the tag shall be removed from same and a

report made on the back of the tag, giving

the owner's name and address and the date

the article was returned to the owner.

8th. At any time the Company wishes to

change the schedule it is agreed that there

shall be a list of runs posted n all bulle

tin boards for a period of one week previous

to such change and all employes to have

their respective places in accordance with

their continuous age in the service of the

department. Priority of service shall al

ways determine an employe's rights on the

division on which he is employed ; it being

understood that the oldestemployee has the

first choice and the others in order of their

seniority.

9th . Any member of the Association who

holds an office in the Association that re

quires his absence from the Company's em

ploy shall be given such leave of absence

as may be necessary for him to have to ful

fill the duties of his office and he is to be

placed in his regular position with the Com .

pany on reporting for duty the day before

he desires to go to work.

10th . All employees of the Company shall
be paid by the usual form of bank check or

in cash or currency if the Company desires

to do so.

11th . When an employee is reported for

infraction of the Company's rules he

shallbegiven a hearing by the proper ofi

cers of the Company without delay and if

after a thorough investigation under the

provisions of this agreement he is found

guilty of sufficient cause to warrant disci

pline It shall be given without delay, but

in case, after investigation, it is found he is

not guilty of sufficient cause to warrant

such action, he shall be reinstated and paid

for all lost time.

12th . Trainmen shall not be required to

sweep or grease cars.

13th. No employee is to be suspended or

discharged without first being given a hear

ing before the proper officer.

14th . It is further agreed that all extra

work shall be done by extra men when

available. The Company to have the right

to select the men for operating work trains
and line cars when they desire to do so,

providing the men selected are satisfied and

willing to take work train and line car

runs; it being understood that in case reg
ular men are selected and the work trains

operated regularly that the rung shall be

moved up during such period , butshould

the work train be off the road for a few

days at a time the men shall be entitled to

work extra as first on the extra list. The

men taking these runs are to understand

that they will not be moved back on their

run for any period less than ten ( 10 ) days.

II work trains are not regularly in service,

but are only operated at short periods of

time, no move up shall be made. During

such short periods, the runs ofregular men

operating work trains shall be filled by extra
men.

15th. The rate of wages for conductors

and motormen shall be as follows :

For the first year. 21 cents per hour.

For the second year, 23 cents per hour.

For the third year and thereafter, 24 cents

per hour.

This agreement shall be in force and ef

fect for one year from date and any change

or alteration desired by either party to this
agreement must be submitted to the other

at least thirty ( 30 ) days previous to its

expiration ; otherwise, this agreement shall
continue in force for two ( 2) years.

On the part of_the Cleveland, Southwest

ern & Columbus Railway Company, by

A. E. Akins, Vice -Pres.

E. F. Schneider, Secy.

On the part of the Organization :

W. C. Hill, Pres.

H. C. Knoppenberger, Secy.

E. J. Stankard,

.Lee Carter,

Sidney C. Smith,

Harvey T. Breyley.

The above is a picture of Hugh H. Lennon ,

who is now serving his second year as

financial secretary of Division 174 , Fall

River, Mass. Bro. Lennon, besides perform

ing his clerical duties very creditably , has

made a remarkable record in getting new

members, and incidentally strengthening

our local . He has a great knack of getting

in the raw recruits as soon as they appear

among us ; and the few old -timers who still

cling to that relic of the dark ages, known

as non-unionism, are generally giving way

to his persuasive arguments and getting in

line. COR.

RESULT OF PITTSBURG STRIKE CLEAR

VICTORY FOR THE RIGHT

The street railway strike has been settled.

The conductors and motormen won a deci.

sive victory . That was the only possible

way a just settlement could be secured.

The traction trust's employees won every

point for which they contended . When the

railway company repudiated its agreement

there was but one course left for the em

ployees — that was to strike.

There was absolutely nothing to arbitrate .

Facts, not conditions, were under considera .

tion. The company made an agreement

with its employees in April. It promised

to reduce the short runs 50 per cent. The

company failed to keep this agreement. It

offered the excuse that it was trying to

follow the recommendation of the state rail.

road commission . This is the only time it

ever even pretended to follow a suggestion

for the betterment of the service.

The excuse offered by the trust for the

breaking of its promise was unfounded. This

was proven conclusively when in the final

settlement it positively agreed to reduce

the short runs from 213 to 106.
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It was a notorious fact that 25 per cent

of the company's employees were working

as long as 14 hours a day and receiving no

more than $1.25 for their services .

The street car men defined their griev.

ances in April . The trust promised to rec

tify them. It failed to keep this promise.

There was no other alternative for the men

than to quit work. Arbitration was out of

the question. There was nothing to arbi.

trate. The public realized this when facts

became known . The company had broken

its promise.

Never in the history of the country has

a strike brought such conclusive results and

an agreement so favorable to wage-earners .

Right always wins, and the men were in the

right . It was the shortest and most effec

tive strike on record .

The company was wholly to blame for the

strike and all the inconvenience it caused

to the public and business men of the city.

The Leader has high regard for President

Callery. It believes that if he had followed

the dictates of his own conscience there

would have been no strike and the company

would have kept its promises.

But President Callery is surrounded by

underlings in whom neither the company's

employees nor the public have confidence .

As long as President Callery continues to

accept the advice of these men neither the

public nor the conductors and motormen

will have confidence in the company and

its intentions .

It is amusing to read in the newspapers

how they advised the proper method for

reaching a settlement. It is silly talk.

There was but one way to settle the differ

ences . The company had to live up to its

agreement. The Leader realized this and

decided after the facts had been made pub.

lic that there were no grounds upon which

to base arbitration . The company had to

be forced to live up to its agreements .

The employees took care to bring sufficient

pressure to bear upon the company to force

an agreement.

The men now have an agreement, signed

and sealed . It is what they requested. The

company has conceded every point .

Had the Leader believed the men were

asking for unfair concessions it would have

said so. But when both sides had presented

their statements to the public the Leader,

with the public, realized that the men were

right.

It was the duty of the mayor to intercede

on behalf of the people . He deserves credit

for his good work. Mayor Magee served as

the intermediary and brought together the

representatives of the motormen and con

ductors and officials of the company. It

was a day of many conferences , but it

brought results .

The workingmen of Pittsburg are to be

congratulated . They will be more highly re

spected than ever before . The people are

to be congratulated for their tolerance and

display of good nature . The traction trust

is to be congratulated because the interfer

ence with its earnings was of such short

duration . - Pittsburg Leader .

HISTORY OF THE A. A. OF S. & E. R. E.

OF AMERICA.

By W. D. Mahon.

CHAPTER VI.

The first year's history of the organiza

tion, as we have stated in a former chap

ter, had very little attention or direction

given it by the general officers of the Asso

ciation , yet there was more or less work

pushed forward and good results accom .

plished by the various local divisions.

The important strikes of this year were

at New Orleans, La.; Columbus , Ohio ; Fort

Wayne, Ind .; St. Paul and Minneapolis,

Minn .

At Fort Wayne, Ind . , Bro . Rezin Orr, who

has since made himself known to the street

railway workers of the continent by his

hard and sincere work for the Association ,

succeeded in reorganizing and establishing

a division of the Association in that city .

In a former chapter we have spoken of Bro.

Orr and how he attended the first conven

ton. He had to come to this convention

under cover, and to keep it a secret from

the company, as their organization had gone

down and the employes were then in a de

moralized condition . Had the company

known of Bro. Orr's presence at the first

convention he would have unquestionably

been discharged . So , he had to keep under

cover until he succeeded again in uniting

and organizing the men of Fort Wayne. As

soon as the company learned of the organi

zation they set about to destroy it by dis

charging Bro. Orr and several of the other

members who had taken a prominent part

in building up the new division . The result

was that theorganization demanded the re

instatement of the discharged brothers ,

which the company refused , and a strike

took place. The strike was indorsed by the

entire citizens of Fort Wayne. After three

days' contention the company surrendered,

reinstating the discharged members and

granting recognition of the organization.

At Columbus , Ohio, while the organization

had no agreement with the company, it had

been recognized in a way through com

mittees , but after the Indianapolis conven.

tion was held the company became hostile

and sought to destroy it. The first attack

was made on one of the prominent workers

in the new division, Mr. Clarence Alexan

der, a prominent young conductor who had

taken an active part in the establishing of

the organization and was acting as one of

the committeemen . Alexander, as a con

ductor, had refused to take a dime with a

hole in it , which had been presented by a

passenger, the company's rule being that

mutilated money would not be accepted .

They had strictly adhered to this rule , but

the passenger reported Alexander and he

was discharged on this pretext , but the

true reason being for his acitvity in the

organization . The Association demanded

his reinstatement and upon the company's

refusal , suspended operation . The strike

lasted three days, when the company gave

in and agreed to leave the reinstatement

of Alexander to the Mayor of the city, and

recognized the organization — the Mayor of
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the city having previously agreed that Alex

ander should be reinstated .

During this year the railway companies

of St. Paul and Minneapolis , Minn .,

nounced a voluntary raise to the employes .

This act was heralded by the press through

out the entire land ; but in a few days after

the notice of increased wage , there ap

peared another notice informing the em

ployes that on and after a certain date each

motorman and conductor would be held per

sonally responsible and would have to pay

for any damage to his car, or any other

property , that might occur while they were

in charge of it. It then developed that the

company had surrendered all their insur

ance and intended in the future to hold the

employes responsible and make them pay

for all damage. This the employes objected

to . They called meetings and organized ;

took out charters under the Association ; de.

manded that the company withdraw and

give up this rule. The company refused

and a strike followed . The strike lasted

but a few hours when the company gave up

the rule and recognized the organization .

With New Orleans it was not so success

ful. The New Orleans Central Labor Union

had decided upon a general suspension of

labor because of some disputes with certain

employers in that city. The general sus

pension was called and all of the organiza

tions of the city responded with the ex

ception of the Cotton Screwmen's Union .

The delegates from the Screwmen's Union

had been among the foremost in the Central

Body to advocate the general suspension

and had promised the support of their

union , but when the time came for action

the Screwmen's Union refused to take part

in the general suspension, and thus defeat

ed the entire movement. As a result Divis

ion No. 2 of the Amalgamated Association

was lost. This was a sad blow , not alone

to the Amalgamated Association but to the

condition of the street car workers of the

southern states. It was many years before

the effect of this strike was overcome and

organization again established in New Or

leans.

It was during this year of 1893 that the

legislature of Ohio passed the first vestibule

bill compelling street railway companies to

vestibule their cars for the protection of

motormen and conductors . The bill was

conceived and brought out by the Columbus

Division of the Association . The writer was

appointed a committee to carry out the

matter before the legislature and , if pos

sible, secure its passage . The measure was

presented to the various labor organizations

of the state through the Ohio State Trades

and Labor Assembly. It received their en

dorsement and their legislative committee

was instructed to give their support and as

sistance to the securing of the passage of

the measure by the legislature . The bill

was opposed by the various companies of

the state who fought it to the end . How

ever, we were successful , and on the third

day prior to the close of the legislature the

bill was passed and President McKinley,

who was then Governor of the State of

Ohio, signed the same and it became a law.

A company at Springfield objected to the

law and carried the question to the S

preme Court of the state , but the Supreme

Court decided the bill constitutional. This

decision was accepted and the companies

gave up their fight and the bill became

operative and has been generally observed

down to the present time.

Now, there were a number of other ad

vancements made among the street railway

workers of the country during the early

part of this year, but as the season ad

vanced the memorable panic of 1893 began

to be severely felt through every vocation

and industry in the land . The street rail

way men , not being thoroughly united and

grounded in organization , and with no

strong International organization to direct

their movements, were among the first to

feel the effects of the panic and began to

weaken and lose their organization. This

was the condition that the Amalgamated

Association found itself in when the con

vention assembled in Cleveland, Ohio, in

October, 1893 .
( To be continued . )

THE " ONCE - A -YEARS. "

There are men in every union , and it really

is a pity

We have them in the country as well as in

the city.

They seldom come to meetings and they

hate to pay their dues,

And at every call for charity they grumble

and refuse .

Yet we have them on the roster, and they

never would be missed

If they took a trip to China and got on the

Boxers' list .

They come around 'bout once a year at

officers ' election ,

And they have a deal to say that we make

a good selection ,

And give us good advice, these noble-hearted

gentry,

And they want to choose the officers, from

president to sentry.

They find fault with the union and growl

at each assessment ,

And seem to think they've made a mighty

poor investment .

And when they see the death list it almost

sets them crying,

Till we feel like giving double if they would

do the dying.

Now, brothers, take advice , and try and get

to meeting,

And we will give you all a true and royal

greeting,

And when you hear of brothers who are

sick and in distress,

May your hearts be full of sympathy to aid

and cheer and bless ;

And when Death's mighty angel at last shall

smite you down ,

And you lay aside your earthly cross and

take up the promised crown ,

We all will stand a mighty band of broth

ers true and kind ,

To guard , protect, assist, defend the loved

ones left behind.

-C. J. Lundberg, in the Union Leader.
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ARBITRATORS' DECISION ENDS

PITTSBURG CONTROVERSY

Vice-President J. J. Thorpe reports upon

the Pittsburg arbitration as favorable to the

position of Division No. 85 , and submits

the following preparation :

“ Without finding it necessary to name a

third arbitrator in the dispute between the

Pittsburg Railways Company and the Amal.

gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes , Daivid B Oliver and At

torney William J. Brennen , appointed medi

ators at the close of the trolley strike ,

handed down their decision yesterday .

" The arbitrators find that the rule under

which Motorman James Ashford was dis

charged for drinking while in uniform is

“ a good and necessary rule ," but suggest

that summary discharge is too severe а

punishment , for a first offense under the cir

cumstance, and recommend that Ashford

be reinstated in his job and be allowed pay

for the time he was off duty.

“ Both sides to the dispute agreed at the

time of the appointment of the arbitrators

to abide by their decision , so the announce

ment of last evening apparently closes the

incident.

Callery Promises Enforcement,

" President James D. Callery of the com

pany said he had no criticism to make of

the decision , but that the question of drink

ing among employes was the most serious

one with which the company had to con

tend, and he promised as strict an enforce

ment of the company's rule against drink

ing or entering a saloon in uniform in the

future as in the past. Mr. Callery said the

use of intoxicants by those entrusted with

so many lives was the greatest source of

danger to the public. He believed the peo

ple had a right to demand that the company

protect them by adopting every possible

safeguard .

“ Ashford was temporarily reinstated un

der the agreement by which the men re

turned to work-subject to the decision of

the arbitrators . Mr. Oliver was named to

represent the Railways Company and Mr.

Brennen by the men .

No Dispute Over Facts.

“ The reason a third man was not ap

pointed as stated in the findings announced

by Messrs. Oliver and Brennen was that

the facts and questions involved were not

disputed by either side to the controversy.

“ As to the question of the company's

right to dictate obedience to its own rules

on pain of dismissal, the report says:

“ Owing to the weighty responsibility ly

ing on the company in case of accidents in

volving loss of life or limb, or damage to

property, the interests of the general public,

the company and its operating force re

quire that the company shall have a free

hand in the matter of hiring and discharg.

ing its employes. Under existing conditions

we regard this as imperative ; at the same

time due discretion is to be used by the

company in exercising these powers so as

to induce and promote faithful and efficient

service on the part of its employes, and

just and generous treatment of them by

the company.

“ ' In Ashford's case we find that he was ,

in the language of the rule, “ sober and tem

perate," that he had been an acceptable em

ploye of the company for over twelve years ;

that on the occasion in question he had

finished his turn and had worked some over

time and was on his way home ; that it

took place in a saloon on a street on which

there is no car line , to which he was fol

lowed by the inspector who reported him. '

Is Good Rule . "

“ The rule in question prohibiting em

ployes from using intoxicating liquors or

cigarettes, or gambling, under penalty of

discharge 'without the right of appeal, ' is

then quoted in full .

" The report closes with this finding :

" ' The main object of this rule is to

provide that the men shall be ‘sober and

temperate ;' that is its primary considera

tion , all else is secondary. The rule is good

and necessary, but a method of its enforce

ment which , for the first violation of one

of its provisions , summarily compels the

loss to the company of the services of a

capable employe and to that employe his

means of support for himself and family,

cannot be regarded as a just and generous

enforcement or of a kind to win faithful

and efficient service on the part of its em

ployes.

“ ' In view , therefore, of these conditions ,

our finding is that James Ashford be rein.

stated in his job in the company's employ

ment and that he be allowed 20 days' pay

for the time he was off duty. '

"The finding was communicated to both

the men and the company last evening. The

men expressed themselves as fully satis

fied . ”

LABOR'S BRIGHTER HORIZON .

By Samuel Gompers, in American Federa .

tionist,

Just before leaving the United States on

a European trip directed by the American

Federation of Labor convention , it may not

be amiss to call attention to the fact that

there is evidence that the lull in the prog

ress of the labor movement of our country,

caused by months of business depression ,

is nearly over and that an improvement in

the situation is at hand. The labor organ

izations report a growing membership and

unions are being organized all along the

line, and better than all, the spirit of the

men of labor has revived . The significant

victory of the street railway men of Phila

delphia is encouraging. The concessions of

the employing hatters in Danbury, Conn. ,

after their stubborn opposition to the union ,

portends a glorious ending to that great and

long -drawn out contest. In Rochester, N.

Y., the carpenters have been successful in

their struggle ; elsewhere throughout the

country the workers evince the greatest ac

tivity and interest in promoting not only

their own progress and welfare, but that of

the whole people.
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When it is borne in mind that during this

period the workers were also beset by the

malignant attacks of Van Cleave and his

satellites who boasted the creation of a war

fund of a million and a half dollars to crush

out not only the organized labor movement ,

but to intimidate all the workers. Our

movement was persecuted with all the pow .

er that such an aggregation could bring, it

exhibited all the prejudice, bigotry, ignor

ance and antagonism so characteristic of

the uninformed and rapacious. It is a re

markable testimony to the virility of our

movement and the intelligence of our men ,

that the labor movement has not only sur

vived these attacks , but shows more vitality

and hope than ever before.

The turn in the tide of the labor move

ment has set in, and it behooves every man

of labor to gird on his armor and do yeo .

man work in the organizing of the yet un

organized, to go among the toilers and

preach the gospel of united action , to make

our unions attractive, not only to the organ

ized , but also to the unorganized , to have

them understand the magnificent results al

ready achieved in the interest of all labor.

Let our men of labor bring to their atten

tion the wrongs endured and the rights yet

to be achieved . Let every effort be made

to establish a shorter workday-the eight

hour day — and make it universal , for higher

wages and better homes, better factory con

ditions , better and higher standards of life

in every direction . It is now the imperative

duty of every union man and sympathizer

with the cause of labor to redouble his en

ergy, loyalty and devotion for the great

cause of the human uplift. This in memory

of the sacrifices and achievements of those

who have gone before us in the cause of

labor and for the millions yet unborn who

will profit by every improvement and ad

vance in conditions made in our time—the

touchstone of our achievement being organ

ization, fraternity, solidarity and federation .

lost . Some time some good effect will be

seen . The brothers who so nobly and will

ingly sacrificed their positions in that strug

gle , that justice might be done and to pro

test their honor, have lost nothing, for the

conditions of the car men in the gas belt are

deplorable. The men employed there are

servile slaves because of their own acts.

They are industrial outcasts , despised and

hated by all true union men and honest em

ployers . Then they must stay with that

company and stand for all the abuses . The

same conditions prevail in all places where

the Amalgamated association has attempt

ed to better the conditions of car men and

through treachery of scabs have failed .

I have just returned from Louisville, Ky . ,

where the association tried some time ago

to get better conditions for the car men.

The companies refused to enter into an

agreement with the union , and declared for

the “ open shop .” Today we find the Louis

ville Street Railway has got the closed shop .

It is closed so tight a union man cannot get

a position . All men entering the service of

that company must sign an agreement that

they will never join a labor union and that

they will report to the proper officials any

violation of this rule . The car men in

Louisville are slaves to the company.

Still , in the face of those disappointments ,

I believe that the collective bargain and

trades agreement is coming to be recog

nized as the proper method by intelligent,

far- seeing employers. They realize that

there are intellectual and economic advan

tages in adjusting the relations and labor

conditions with their employers. This is

manifest in the recent negotiations between

your organization and the street car com

panies of Philadelphia and Pittsburg. Col

lective bargaining aims to obtain for work

ingmen equal rights with the employer, and

this has been proven to your organization

by the many increases in wages and the

shorter hours brought to your membership

through its efforts .

You are blessed with honest, progressive

leaders, who have got intelligence and ex

perience, who are ever on the alert to de

tect any attempts on the part of the em

ployer to discriminate against your mem

bers . Then keep up the good work. Or

ganize. Stick together. Make the injury

to one the concern of all , and victory will

surely crown your efforts. Yours , etc.,

JAMES B. CONNORS.

TRIBUTE TO AMALGAMATED ASSO

CIATION.

( By National Officer of Switchmen's Union . )

To the Editor of the Motorman and Con

ductor :

It gives me pleasure to congratulate the

street car employes on their splendid vic

tory in Philadelphia and Pittsburg. It dem

onstrates what a loyal and determined

bunch of union men can do when they act

together in unionism and are led by honest

and determined leaders .

I admire your organization for its fight

ing qualities. You have never yet failed to

take up the grievances of your members,

and after every honorable effort to adjust

the grievance had been exhausted and re

buffed by arrogant oficials you have never

failed to go to the extremes, no matter what

the conditions. I remember the strike in

the gas belt. I know you would have won

had it not been for that band of leprous

scabs calling themselves the Brotherhood of

Interurban Trainmen . While it is true your

organization did not win , the strike was not

The Amalgamated Association of Tram

way and Vehicle Workers of England is

composed of motormen and conductors of

the electric street railways , cable line op

eratives , horse cars, and omnibuses, doing

transportation service. It has existed 19

years and embraces a membership of 14 ,

833 in 90 branches or local divisions . Dur.

ing the course of the existence of the or

ganization a half million dollars has been

paid in strike, sick, death benefits, etc. The

funds of the Association , at present , amount

to $ 150,000 . Thirteen branches have se

cured improved conditions and wages with

in the last year.
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THE OPEN SHOP.

Ed Trent's First Promotion .

“ Why hesitate ? Ye are full-bearded men,

With God-implanted will , and courage

Ye dare but show it . Never yet was will

But found some way or means to work it

, out,

Nor e'er did Fortune frown on him who

dared .

Shall we in presence of this grievous wrong,

In this supremest moment of all time,

Stand trembling, cowering, when with one

bold stroke

These groaning millions might be ever free ?

And that one stroke so just , so greatly good ,

That all the angels will applaud the deed .”

E. R. Taylor wrote those words years

agone, but ' Ed . Trent could not recall that

he had ever seen them before . It is doubt

ful if he would have given them a passing

thought had he not associated them with

that most upon his mind. Ed . read so little

of poetry that he and poets were practically

strangers.

"Why hesitate ? Ye are full-bearded men,

With God- implanted will , and courage if

Ye dare but show it . Never yet was will

But found some way or means to work it

out ,

Nor e'er did Fortune frown on him who

dared'

Thus far Ed . read for the second time

when a gentle voice announced , “ Mr. Trent ,

supper !” which was followed by a timid

rap at the door.

The Meyers boarding house was run by

Mrs. Sarah J. Meyers and her two daugh

ters . Perhaps that is slightly in error, and

one reading the board sign painted in large,

even, black letters and nailed firmly to a

substantial , upright post, which stood in a

prominent position before the house, would

assume it wholly in error. That sign read :

" Boarding by the week , day or meal. Mrs.

Sarah J. Meyers, proprietor.”

But Mrs. Sarah J. Meyers was the mother

of two daughters , Sadie and Jennie-Sarah

and Jane-who had some to do with “ run

ning" the house and much to do in the mat.

ter of retaining desirable patrons . They

were aged 20 and 18 years , respectively ,

For boarding house girls they were not

overly bold and Jenny was rather on the

modest order. It was she who had an

nounced " supper” to Ed. Trent .

Ed . had boarded at the Meyers hostelry

for two months—the entire time he had

been in the employ of the Guardian Street

Railways Company, and except ten days of

the entire time he had been in the city .

Jennie Meyers had grown , unconsciously,

an interesting element to him . He liked

her from the first ; she seemed to under

stand it, and yet she had in no way ceased

to be equally as attentive to him as to any

patron of the house. Yet there were others

who had favored both girls with boxes of

candy , occasional ice cream money and on

one occasion he had seen a machinist hand

Jennie two theater tickets , which he ex

plained he would be unable to use on ac

count of an unforeseen engagement. Ed .

was unable to outdo the little marks of

favor in any material way, had he been so

inclined . It kept him busy to meet ex

penses and on two or hree occasions he

had been forced to " explain " to Mrs. Meyers

in lieu of prompt payment, although board

and room was but $4.50 per week to street

car men. They " doubled ” and exacted and

received no preference , but took the rooms

to which they were assigned without ques

tion . The machinist, to whom has been refer

red -- a Mr. Max Johnson - had the choicest

room at $7.00. Others paid $ 5.00 and $6.00 ,

but they were men who were receiving bet

ter wages than street car service yielded .

Trent had been an extra conductor and had

drawn pay in proportion to the work chance

brought to him . He received pay at the

rate of 18 cents per hour. Trent had other

expenses, such as laundry bills and those

naturally accruing to a man in his occupa

tion , besides , there were days when he found

himself short in change . He had discovered

that $7.00 per week left nothing above econ .

omic running expenses, to say nothing of

replenishment of wardrobe.

Of the nine weeks Ed . Trent had worked

for the Guardian Company he had worked

the first week for nothing, learning the job.

In the other eight weeks he had made 392

hours, for which he had received $70.56 .

From this he had refunded the company

$4.00 in shortage and $5.00 for a package

of lost transfers , from which most of the

transfers had been used before losing the

book. He had paid Mrs. Meyers $40.50 ; had

paid laundry and other common expenses

to the amount of $ 12.50 ; had paid for a

complete uniform , cap , badges and punch ,

$ 18.50 , and had lost in making change and

otherwise $4.00 , making a total necessary

expense of $84.50 . As a result of his 63

days' experience he found himself short

$7.94 . He had $11 when he came on the

job . He now had barely $3.00 with which

to make change . He knew that if he should

get caught short of $5.00 " change " money

he would be suspended .

Ed . had no money with which to buy

theater tickets , candy or ice cream for

Jennie Meyers or anyone else . If anything

should ' occur that would bring him a week's

suspension, he would be obliged to again

" explain in lieu of prompt payment,” for the

coming week's board.

Ed . had learned that Mrs. Meyers was the

widow of an ex-street car motorman, who,

after serving some sixteen years for the

Guardian and underlying companies, was

discharged for taking his car out one morn

ing without first reporting to the dispatcher ,

who was not in the office until too late for

the schedule time. He took his car out on

time, would have been forced to start late,

if he had awaited the return of the dis

patcher, and to avoid breaking an important

rule he had violated another, unimportant,

but no explanations were allowed and Mey .

ers was fired . Of course , Meyers was a . 22

cent man and to fill the roster of employes

a new man was taken on at 18 cents .
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this company any more . There's a lot more

who've worked here so long they think they

own their jobs . They'll not be here much

longer if they're not a little more careful,”

was Gram's parting shot as he rushed from

the carhouse office and boarded a passing

car.

Of the fourteen fired , Trent learned that

seven of them were 22-cent men , four were

20 -cent men and three were of the 18-cent

class. There were three scales of wages

18 cents for the first three year men , 20

cents for the next three years of service ,

after which the rate was 22 cents .

Ed. Trent laid down the book he was

reading and went down to the dining room .

Among those about the table were other

car men and Max Johnson .

“ I see you have a regular run , Trent,"

said Tim Pierce . Accept my congratula

tions."
( To be Continued )

The Organization of Railway Men of

Italy held a convention , beginning April

26th , at Milan , where were represented 40,

000 members. The membership of this or

ganization is employed upon the govern

ment railways .

But Meyers was only one of many who

had gone the same way and there were

more to follow . It was the economic fash

ion . Meyers left his family to seek employ

ment in other cities , and after futile appli

cation concluded that he was blacklisted

and returned, broken in spirit and health ,

and soon succumbed to kidney and liver

ailments superinduced by his sixteen years

of loyalty in the service that had dumped

him out when it came his turn to bend to

the system .

But while Meyers was roaming the coun

try, Mrs. Meyers took a couple of street car

men to board to help along. After her hus

band died she reached out in the boarding

house business until we find her located as

described .

Among those who had favored Mrs. Mey

ers since the death of her husband was Pat

Ward, who was Meyer's conductor at the

time Meyers was dismissed from the ser

vice . Ward was the man under whose in

structions Ed . Trent was placed to learn

the job .

At the afternon report Ed . discovered

that he had been placed as a " regular"

upon the board . When he entered the ser

vice but a few weeks previous he was the

twenty -fourth extra conductor. He had

moved up to seventh “ extra," where he was

at the morning report , and now he was

marked a " regular" upon the next day's

board .

As he had stood looking at the board con

templating his luck in promotion , figuring

out what this new allotment would yield on

pay day, barring possible and quite probable

misfortunes, the division superintendent

came up to him and familiarly slapped him

on the shoulder. “ Lucky dog, eh ! ” he ex

claimed . “ You don't have to report on the

'extra board ' any more, I guess . Now you

want to watch yourself and not get the can

tied to you, and it won't be long before

you'll get a better run than that.”

Ed . Trent didn't feel flattered at this in

sinuation , nor with the familiarity that

marked the privilege taken by the superin

tendent in making it .

“ Who quit ?" asked Trent.

" Fourteen got the razzle this morning,"

replied Supt . Gram , with an air of indiffer

ence . “ There's another bunch slated for

the same dose soon,” he added , as a sort

of warning and in a tone to be heard by

the three or four other men standing near .

" Who were they” asked Trent.

" Pat Ward , Hank Eddy and a whole

bunch of conductors and some motormen ,”

was the reply.

“ Pat Ward !” exclaimed Ed . , in amaze

ment . " What in Sam Hill was he fired

for ? "

" Short," was the laconic reply .

" I don't believe it," said Ed . " Pat Ward

is an honest man . He never took a cent

from the company in his life. I don't want

to take a run that comes to me by the com

pany firing Pat Ward ."

" Well, if you don't want to work where

you're put you can quit," was the threaten

ing rejoinder, “ Pat Ward can't work for

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade - not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We cannot only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Made Uniform (med . weight) $ 11.00

Union Made Uniform ( hry. weight) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men— regulation style— depend

able quality and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Home of Good Clothes for Na ar Boy.

Cla
yto

n's

53-61 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp . Cadillac Hotel

Union -made Cigars
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BOOT & SHOE

WORKERS UNION

By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

Stamp Shoes

UNION STAMP You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money .

faciory Na You help your own Labor Position .

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : " This shoe does not bear the stamp, but is

made under Unlon Conditions . This Is false.- No shoe is union made unless it bears

the Union Stamp.
BOOT & SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

John F. Tobin , Pres.
246 Summer St., BOSTON , MASS .

Chas. L. Blaine, Sec . - Treas.

DUEBER-HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them

11 B2

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MICHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor. Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE SUP.LIST OF ASSOCIATION

PLIES. J. L. LYNCH

Member Div . 280

Manufacturer of

Union Buttons

BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

Offcial seal .. . $3.50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 ... .50

Rituals, each . .25

Withdrawal cards, each . .05

Traveling cards , each .. .05

Division financial book, 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages . 2.50

Division financial book, 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicate report books, each ..... 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 ... 4.00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100 ,

each ... .05

Financial secretary's order book on

treasurer, each .... .25

Treasurer's receipt book . .25

Association Badges , rolled gold, each .. .50

108 E. Washington St.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Association Badges , solid gold , each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each .30

Gilt - seals , per 100 .. .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders , or draft. No

personal, local chocks, or postage, accepted.

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded.

THE UNION LABEL
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Bakery Workers
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THE NEW ROYAL

Mr. Secretary:

Is where you can drop

in and be at home. ::

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton - Jacobson

Printing Co.

81-88 Jeferson Aro. DETROIT, MICH .
IT IS SPRINGER'S STYLE

Live and Let Live

138 Royal Street, NEW ORLEANS, LA .
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The International Assoclotion
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Springs for

Motormen's Stools

50c per set, deliv

ered free. Send

stamps or money.

A great comfort and

protection from Jar

onKidneys.

Thousands in use .

The Toledo Chair

Spring Co.

Our Label is No. 98 .

A

GERACHTY & CO.

01 La ballo Oleg Ohlospo .
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Motormen and Conductors'

We offer you a union-made uniform ,

the cloth of which is guaranteed all in

digo dyed in the wool,very lustrous , and

the strongest of the kind in the world .

Why buy flannels and piece dyed cloths

which turn white, wear rough and do not

give service, especially when they cost

as much and more than our goods ?

If the merchants in your city do not

carry our uniforms in stock , insist upon

their doing so . Our goods are the best

in America - Acknowledged by all.

Write for Uniform Catalogue

and Name of Dealer

Best Value In Town for $ 10.00 Cash .

( Easy payments If desired )

Better grades at porportionate prices

OUR SPECIALTY

Opening Charge Accounts" at depart

ment stores, permitting purchases at cash

prices on easy payments.

The Bloch
Company

Keystone Trading Co.
UNIFORMS OF QUALITY

Cleveland , Ohio

301-2-3 Empire Bldg ., Pittsburg , Pa .

Out of town orders fllled , cash with order

Mr.

Motorman

If you are not using

one of
12

TAYLOR'S

Watch Holding Cases

YOUSHOULD

One motorman writes, that his worst accident

was caused by stooping to pick up his watch

which had fallen from his pocket. Avoid acci

dents and be on timeby using one of our bard

rubber cases . Air tight -- non -conductor--holds

any sizo watch -- springs and padding prevent jar

HERE IS OUR PROPOSITION

Send us $ 1.65 and receive one of these cases by return

registered mail. If, after you have used this 10 days you

would be without it for three times its cost, returnit and

your money will be cheerfully refunded,

TAYLOR BROS ., Solo Mapufacturers

021-923 West Superior Avo . CLEVELAND , 0.

Relerence, my Cleveland Bank or Mercantile Blouse. Agents Wanted

YOU CAN OWN THE DIAMOND OR

WATCH YOU WANT

Simplest thing in the world to gratify any

fancy,you may have in this line if you take advan

tageof our credit plan . The cost will probably be

only a dollar or two a week - too little to figuro

seriouslyin your expenses.

Pay 50cweekly on a $10.00 purchase.

Pay 750 weekly on • $ 15.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.00 weekly on a $ 25.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.50 Weekly on . $50.00 purchase.

Pay $2.00 weekly on a $ 75.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.50 weekly on a $ 100.00 purchase.

Joset • Little Casb .

Aloo Clocks, Jewelry, silverware , kte ,

ALL O CASE OR CREDIT .

43

Aregde
CLEVELAND , O.

F. B. STRAWN & BRO.
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for the Universal Chiropractors' Associa

tion , the headquarters of which are at

Davenport, Iowa, an association of drugless

healers . As counsel for this firm they ap

pear in United States and Canadian courts

and have never yet lost a chiropractic case.

THE ELEVENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

SHOULD BE THE LARGEST

EVER HELD.

FRED HOFFMAN HARTWELL,

La Crosse, Wis..

Above is supplied to the readers of the

" Motorman and Conductor” a picture of

Attorney Fred H. Hartwell of La Crosse,

Wis . Mr. Hartwell was selected by Divis

ion No. 519 as arbitrator for the employes

of the La Crosse Street Railway Co. , in the

recent wage arbitration in that city . That

Mr. Hartwell had the confidence of every

member of the division was shown by the

enthusiasm manifested when his name was

proposed with assurance tbat he would

serve the interests of the local. The results

of the arbitration is sufficient proof that

the local made no mistake in their choice

for arbitrator. No attorney ever entered

upon the work of a case at court with

greater determination to win for his client

than did Attorney Hartwell enter into the

work of this arbitration case. He is a man

of exceptional ability and he spared none

of it in his efforts in the interest of the

La Crosse Railway employes. He secured

for them from 15 to 20 ser cent increase in

wage and other conditions which provides

the La Crosse street railway men with one

of the best agreements held by any division

cf the association in a protective way. Mr.

Hartwell is a law partner of Senator Thos.

Morris, now a candidate for Governor of

the State of Wisconsin , and he will no

doubt be the next governor of the state.

Politically, Senator Morris is of the LaFol

let ' e reform element of the republican party.

Upon Attorney Hartwell has fallen rerhaps

much more than his share of the court work

of the firm . He gave his time and ability

in this case, abstrcting it from an extensive

law practice. The firm makes injury liti

gations a specialty and is national counsel

At Toronto, Ont. , on Monday, October 4 ,

1909 , will be witnessed the convening of

the eleventh convention of the Amalga

mated Association of the Street & Electric

Railway Employes of America. It will be

the general biennial ' meeting of the mem

bers. On account of the magnitude of the

Association and the remoteness of a vast

membership from any common point , it is

provided that those of local divisions of the

Association shall attend by representative

delegates, but it is wisely provided that the

membership may be all proportionately

represented . The apportionment of dele

gates places the possibility of approxi.

mately fair and equal representation within

the reach of all groups of members . Will

there be a full attendance ?

Toronto An Inviting Convention City.

As a general proposition , Toronto is an

inviting convention city . Leading to it are

highways and waterways bordered by

abundant and entrancing features of inter

est to tourists and excursionists . Facilities

for travel are without parallel in economy,

convenience and accommodation . The city

is not wthout quite direct access from every

point in the United States and Canada.

Toronto is the second city in size in

Canada and the metropolis and capital of

the extensive and important province of

Ontario.

The course of conquest and settlement

of the white race upon the American con

tinent and records of colonial history indi .

cate a sort of natural isolation between the

poneers of Canada and the colonies that

later became the United States . The de

markation line is sharply in evidence in

the present boundary line from Detroit

along the lakes and rivers east. West from

Detroit this is not in evidence, as that sec

tion , both in Canada and the western states,

is of latter day development, and it has

progressed so inseparably that it has car

ried with it a strong mutuality which is

marred by none of the natural estrange

ments which marked early colonization .

Even among the colonies of Canada this

spirit of isolation , if it does not continue

in some respects to this day , was main

tained so strong that it stood out in armed

insurrection not more than seventy years

ago, But politically it has been wiped out
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and the British provinces are now united

under a Dominion compact . Ontario was

formerly distinguished as Canada West , or

Lower Canada. The Canadian or Dominion

parliament consists of the king and a sen.

ate and house of commons . The king is

represented by the governor -general, who

appoints the senators for life . The house

of commons comprises members of parlia

ment elected by the people from districts .

However, each province has a provincial

government , and Toronto is the capital city

of Ontario .

The victory of General Wolf on the

Plains of Abraham , in 1759 , sealed the fate

of French supremacy in Canada. But it

established a determined British suprem

acy which had to do with the remaining

internal wounds . It held the attention of

Canadians at home and animated a strong

loyalty on the part of the English Cana

dians to the British government. They had

no time to cultivate sympathy for the cause

of the revolting of the New England col

onies , and in 1791 Canada was divided into

two sections , politically , the eastern re

taining French institutions and the western

installing English .

We are told that in 1749 Toronto was

established as a French trading post and

was known as Fort Rouille. In 1793 the

site was appropriated for the capital of

Western or Upper Canada, under the name

of York. In 1803 it had a population of 456 .

During the war of 1812 the town was taken

by the United States forces and the parlia

ment buildings burned .

Toronto took her present name and be.

came a city in 1834. It is stated that the

name is of Indian origin and signifies

“ meeting place.” At this time Toronto had

a population of some 10,000 . Her first mayor

was William Lyon Mackenzie, who, a few

years afterward became the leader of the

rebellion of 1837, which , though unsuccess

ful at the time , resulted in the overthrow

of the Family Compact and the establish

ment of responsible government.

Toronto went forward by leaps and

bounds. In 1871 the population of the city

was 56,092 , and in 1891 it had risen to

181,215 . At present the population is about

250,000 .

The city extends for about ten miles

along the lake front , from which the land

rises with a gradual slope . The streets ,

with few exceptions , all run at right angles ,

and both in commercial and residential sec

tions it presents a thoroughly modern

aspect , great progress having been made

in recent years in tasteful and handsome

architectural designs and street adorn

ment .

Toronto has many fine public buildings .

The parliament buildings occupy a com

manding position in the Queen's park , the

surrounding grounds being tastefully laid

out and displaying statues of the late Queen

Victoria , Sir John Macdonald and Hon .

George Brown , in addition to some of an

emblematical character. The buildings are

of stone , in Romanesque design , with

carved surfaces in the Celtic and Indo

Germanic style of architecture .

Toronto is not without her parks and

pleasure grounds. The total park area

within the city proper is given at 1,329

acres . Our informant states that “ The

most central of these is Queen's park , about

half a mile from the heart of the city ,

where are many fine old trees and wide

expanses of lawn ; High park in the ex

tended west, 375 acres in extent, much

of which is still clothed with the natural

forest growth , presenting a wide variety of

scenery ; Reservoir park in the north , in

cluding picturesque and well-wooded

ravine ; Riverdale park in the east end , the

attractions of which are increased by the

zoo , where a large collection of wild ani

mals and birds are to be seen , are all

favorite resorts and should not be over

looked by the visitor. The favorite and

most frequented pleasure ground, however,

is the island, a strip of land extending

across the city's front and enclosing the

harbor, a large proportion of which has

been laid out as a park . Steam ferries

furnish a ready means of access , and dur.

ing the summer the bay presents an ani .

mated scene, being daily thronged by pleas

ure seekers."

Toronto the Home of Div. No. 113.

Neither will delegates be without their

friends in Toronto. The city has an

tensive street car system upon which are

employed some 1,200 members of the Amal

gamated Association family . They consti

tute Division No. 113 , being the ninth divi .

sion of the association in respect to the

extent of membership . The local is the

largest shareholder in the Labor Temple

in which the convention will meet.

Division No. 113 has contributed no small

share to the success of the Association at

large and to the progress of the general

labor movement. She has done much, also ,

in promoting the standard of her own mem

bers in wages and conditions . But she has

undergone her own struggles , and her offi

cers know how the membership came by

what they enjoy above what would have

been the conditions under a non-union

regime.

Those 1,200 members of the Toronto local

will be the cheerful entertainment guardi

ans and directors of the delegates and visi

tors during the convention. 'They have

made every preparation to make “ life worth

living ” in Toronto during convention week.

Large Attendance Important.

In communicatons from division corre

spondents for publication each month , many

complain of non-attendance at meetings of

local divisions . Now comes the big gen

eral meeting of the Association—the con

vention. Let it not be a meeting from

which complaint relative to non -represen

tation of local divisions can emanate. If

attendance of members at a local meeting is
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with Secretary of Joint Committee J. N.

Coleman in the work of securing the legis

lation.

The above is in addition to that pub

lished from the report of Secretary Cole

man in an earlier issue of the Motorman

& Conductor, bearing upon legislative work

of the Association in Iowa.

THE SHORTER WORK DAY.

material to the welfare of the local , then

attendance at the International Convention

is material. If there is prestige gained to

a local by full meeting, then full representa

tion at the convention is important on the

same principle.

In a way the convention carries with it

a demonstration of strength or weakness

of the Association in proportion to the full

ness of attendance. It shows the spirit of

life and interest.

True, employing corporations keep well

informed upon the magnitude of the Asso

ciation . They want to know its power and

staying qualities. Their respect for the As

sociation is measured by their conception

of the magnitude and possibilities of it . We

have reached a magnitu where there is

nothing to conceal, and no cause for con

cealing. But there is much to demonstrate

and a cause for demonstrating. We want

the management of employing corporations

to get the right conception of our mag.

nitude and resources . Every two years

comes to the membership an opportunity

to demonstrate by convention .

Let every local be represented . Let

every member make a little sacrifice to

get representation at this coming conven

tion . True, it will cost something. But di

vided among the members of any local , how

ever small , it will cost but little to each .

Toronto is a convenient convention city.

The location is of the best and the rates

will be cheap and where there is a will

there is a way.

IOWA VESTIBULE LEGISLATION.

One of the incidents to the trade union

movement is the gaining of the shorter

work day. In fact, we may say it is one of

the principles to which the trade unionist

becomes committed when he accepts of the

doctrine of organized labor, and rather than

it being a mere incident to the movement ,

it is really one of the principal objects .

With it comes increased wages and a less

ening of the tax upon endurance . Neither

does the benefit stop here ; it adds to the

independence of the workman by reducing

competition in the labor market ; it opens

jobs to the unemployed .

It would seem that it is unnecessary to

call to hand illustrations of the many bene

fits to working people of the shorter hour

work day. Yet there are some who seem

to cling to the idea that the persistence in

the shorter hour work day on part of the

trade union movement is a limitation to

the earning possibilities of the individual ,

and really a depriving of the individual of

the opportunity to earn more. Let those in

dividuals go back to the time when there

was but little attention paid to the length

of the service day and discover the condi

tions that prevailed to labor in the matter

of recreation and wages . Neither is it

necessary in very many places to go very

far back . But some of us forget, while

others of us are overlooking the knowledge

gained by practical experience .

For instance, among street railway men ,

there are myriads of illustrations . Take ,

for example, most any city now organized

and working the shorter hour work day . It

is only necessary that one shall serve as an

illustration here. Four years ago a certain

city in which today the street railway men

are organized was then unorganized . The

service day was from eleven to thirteen

hours . When the late crews put away their

cars they were required yet to take

broom , hose , sponge and rags and spend

some little time washing the car and pre

paring it in cleanliness for the next service

day. This added some minutes to their

already fatiguing day service, yet these men

were working for from eleven to thirteen

cents an hour. About 180 men were em

ployed upon the system. Their wage

ranged from $1.30 to $1.75 per day, perhaps

seventy per cent of them received from

$ 1.50 to $1.75 per day. Two or three runs ,

it is remembered , paid as high as $1.90 per

day, and if they worked a little overtime

crowded close to $2.00 per day. Perhaps it

cannot be said that these men were satis

fied with their jobs . Had they been they

never would have organized . But certain

it is that the company was never without

A communication bearing upon the legis

lative accomplishments of the locals of

Towa in attaining air brake and vestibule

legislation submits information as follows :

Iowa now has a vestibule law which re

quires cars to be provided with vestibules

the full year.

The law obtained providing for power

brakes calls for brakes other than hand

brakes on all cars 37 feet or over in length

or 35,000 pounds in weight, and to apply to

all such described cars bought , built or re

built after January 1, 1910.

A table giving a list of the locals which

donated to the work of the joint committee,

and the cars affected in each city is as

follows :

International Association , $100 .

Des Moines Div. No. 441 , $300 ; no cars

affected .

Des Moines Div . No. 442, $ 15 ; no cars

affected .

Ottumwa Div. No. 199 , $20 ; no cars af

fected .

Dubuque Div. No. 329 , $ 5 ; 18 cars affected .

Burlington Div. No. 212 , $10 ; 8 cars af

fected .

Davenport Div. No. 312 , $100 ; no cars

affected .

Council Bluffs Div. No, 288 , $20 ; cars af

fected unknown to informant.

President J. M. Leonard of Division No.

441, Des Moines, rendered invaluable aid

a
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sufficient applications to fill all vacancies

of those who were dismissed or voluntarily

left the service . Those 180 jobs never went

seeking them . The organized worker of to

seking them . The organized worker of to.

day may say that the job could have gone

before he would have accepted it . But per

haps he is like the monkey on the gate post ,

which we are told of in the fable , who said

when the mad bull was after him , “ Position

is everything."

No matter what the member of the labor

union may say about it , there were plenty

of applications for the job . It is further

safe to say that were those men unorgan

ized today and the jobs were no more allur

ing than they were at that time , there

would be plenty of applicants and the job

would not be seeking the man . Can anyone

dispute that ?

Four years ago those men organized ?

local of this association . Today they are

working the short hour work day and men

are especially employed to clean the cars .

· The wage to motormen and conductors

ranges from 21 to 24 cents per hour and a

day's earnings amounts to from $ 2.00 to

$ 2.40 per day upon the two turn shift

system .

In this case we find that the short hour

work day has brought better wages per day,

and we must not lose sight of the fact that

the work still continued to be performed in

equal abundance as formerly when the men

worked the long hours at small day wages.

So we find that instead of 180 men being em

ployed, there are over 260 motormen and

conductors, besides a crew of a dozen addi.

tional shed men.

Even today , in that very city , are found

men working upon the cars who complain

that they are not permitted to work the

twelve and thirteen-hour work day . They

think that the organization , or at least wish

people to believą that they think so, is rob

bing them of an earning opportunity. Were

it not accepted that such men are inspired

by blind avarice, their ignorance would be

truly painfu) . But it is avarice that moves

them .

Governor Hughes is reported as saying

in a recent speech at the Yukon -Alaska Ex

position in Seattle that " there is no fear

of socialism ever prevailing in this country

because the American boy sets out with an

ambition to accomplish something beyond

the limits of socialism . " Such an ambition

is very well in the young American boy , but

after he arrives at manhood and takes his

place in the ranks of the great industrial

arry his ambition should be sufficiently en

larged to inspire a reasoning to his own ad

vantage , and that reasoning would not lead

him in the direction of long hour service

days , which , experience has taught, brings

Tow earning possibilities as a reward for

his overburdening toil . The average work

Ing man will never reach anything that is

better than socialism by working long hours

at low wages to get there .

In discussing this question at this time it

is prudent to quote from the brief of G. E.

B. Member Magnus Sinclair to the Board of

Arbitration that recently dealt with the

wage problem between Division No. 99 of

Winnipeg, Man ., and the employing com

pany . The Winnipeg street railway men

were seeking the shorter hour work day ,

together with an increase of wage. Ad

dressing the Arbitration Board , G. E. B.

Member Sinclair said :

" Rev. Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of

the Board : To you and to the railway com

pany we beg to state that the needs of life ,

the needs of the home and of the family

and fireside , the needs of the physical and

moral being, the question of the very length

of life itself , enters into this consideration

of a shorter work day.

" This is an age in which the organized

efforts of the people are bent in the direc

tion to elevate men and women , by lessen

ing the long and laborious hours of human

drudgery. Help us to promote this noble

object , this laudable aim , and you will have

helped to make the world a little better,

you will have helped to elevate the human

standard of life .

“ Long hours and demoralizing conditions

have been the lot of the toiler in the past ,

working from daylight to dark , with even

little time to sleep to refresh themselves

for the labors of each succeeding day, no

time to think, no time to read , no time to

recreate either the mind or the body, too

tired by reason of the long hours of labor

to enjoy the innocent prattle of children .

The taskmaster has exacted the last hour

and the last ounce of energy, and labor has

bourne upon its back the burden of the

world , and the story of its pain and suffer

ing and tears will never be half told .

“ The organized workers are directing

their influence to establish the eight-hour

day on this continent , and at present hun

dreds of thousands of working men and

women are enjoying this blessing.

" Why are working men blamed with

being so neglectful of their spiritual duties

and obligations ? Why are the working

people so prone to stay away from church

on the Sabbath day ? Because long hours

of labor during the week has worn out the

physical and moral impulse, and the higher

motive of being lies strangled under this

physical exhaustion .

“ Again it is a man's duty to preserve

his body from decay. Long hours of labor,

especially with the attending strain of

street railway work , tends to speedily wear

out the frame and lessen the years of life .

So it is a question of solemn importance ; it

is a question of life itself to the street car

To the company it cannot but be

fruitful of beneficial results, too , because it

will tend to harmonize the relations be

tween the employes and the company, it

will elevate the general standing of its men ,

it will relieve them of a hard hour of toil

each day , and leave them more strong, more

cheerful , more energetic and more compe

tent to perform their duties to the com.

pany and to the public."

man .
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.

By W. D. Mahon ,

CHAPTER VIII ( Continued from August ) .

In taking up our duties as officers of the

Association at the close of the Cleveland

Convention, both Secretary Massey and the

writer were considerably surprised to find

that the Milwaukee Division , which was

among one of the largest organizations of

street railway employes in the country , was

not yet affiliated with the Association, al

though they had been reported in good

standing by President Law and their dele

gates were seated in the Cleveland Conven

tion . The records of the Association show

that the delegates from this Local had at.

tended the formation of the organization at

Indianapolis and had been given Charter

No. 15 , but that they had not paid any per

capita tax, and as yet were not a part of

the Association.

Among the other duties laid upon the

writer in connection with the work of the

Association was that of attending, as a dele

gate, the Convention of the American Fed

eration of Labor, which met in Chicago, in

December, 1893. The writer attended that

Convention until near the close, but because

of stringent financial conditions decided to

retire prior to the adjournment of the Con

vention and, leaving Chicago, made his way

to Milwaukee to see if it was not possible

to get that Division to affiliate and take up

their membership in the Association . After

a consultation with this Division it was

found that they were ready to take up their

membership if the Secretary-Treasurer

would be placed under bond This the

writer agreed to attempt to bring about,

and left Milwaukee to visit St. Paul on

Christmas Day.

I arrived in St. Paul on Christmas Day ,

and I assure the reader it was one of the

most gloomy Christmas days I had ever

experienced , for here I found a great num

ber of the men who had lost out in the

great strike . They were naturally in

gloomy condition , and the writer being un

able to financially assist them , it made a

Christmas long to be remembered .

I took up with Secretary Massey the

financial situation of the organization ,

which I found to be very discouraging.

Even the small organizations that were not

in line and in working shape were negligent

and indifferent about paying their per capita

tax, and the prospects for money to pr

mote the work of the organization was very

discouraging. However, I found that Secre

tary Massey had a number of warm per

sonal friends, and through them we soon

secured satisfactory financial bond .

After the execution of this bond I returned

to Milwaukee and succeeded in having Divi

sion No. 15 unite and become a part of the

general Association.

The first important work of the spring

of 1894 was that of securing the agreement

for Division No. 26 , of Detroit. This agree

ment was taken up and after some seven

teen days of hard work a splendid working

agreement was secured . This was a stimu

lant to the Association , and resulted in

encouraging the weaker organizations

throughout the country.

Following this, the Division at Milwaukee

was threatened with a reduction of wages.

The contention over this lasted for some

two weeks. During this time the public

sentiment was worked up to a fever pitch

and every one looked to see a strike at any

time , but after many conferences we suc

ceeded in maintaining the old wage and

establishing working conditions for the com

ing year.

The year 1894 will long be remembered ,

especially by the old workers of the trade

union movement, for it was in this year

that the great A. R. U. strike , commonly

known as the Pullman strike, of the steam

service of the country took place. The

strike broke out early in July and for some

days the situation throughout the entire

country was alarming. It looked as though

a universal strike of every organized work

er would take place . However, this passed

over and the great A. R. U. strike has gone

down into the history of our country, but

the effect of the excitement in some quar

ters was bad . For instance , in Youngstown ,

Ohio , Division No. 6 , believing, that a gen

eral strike was going to take place, pre

pared and presented to the company an

agreement which they demanded should be

signed in twenty-four hours . This the man

ager claimed that he could not sign with

out having instructions from the Board of

Directors , and asked for time, but was re

fused and a strike .took place . This strike

lasted for some four months, continuing into

the winter, when part of the men made an

agreement with the company and declared

the strike off, which resulted in disbanding

the organization ,

During the winter of 1893 and 1894 the

vestibule bill was passed in Minnesota and

Maryland , and a strong agitation for the

same was made in Indiana, but the passage

of it in that state did not result until a year

later.

During the year there were nine new

Divisions organized , viz .: Richmond, Ind .

( but this organization was never heard from

after it secured its charter ) . At Bridge

port , Conn . , the men struck and then organ

ized , but were never heard from afterwards .

At Sacramento , Cal., a charter was applied

for but no reports were heard from them

after that time. Louisville , Ky . , applied and

took out a charter, but after making a few

reports the organization went to pieces .

Denver, Col. , took out a charter. This

Division was composed of the men that

were known as the operatives of the tram

way or cable roads of Denver, and for sev.

eral years was one of our best Divisions .

After the consolidation in Denver, this Divi

sion went to pieces . Watertown , N. Y. , took

out a charter and remained in working .

shape . Providence, R. I. , applied for a char

ter, but soon went to pieces , as only a

portion of the men were organized , and due

а

a
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to company influence the work of organiza

tion was given up. Spokane, Wash . , also

appļied, as did San Antonio, Tex. , for char

ters, but no reports after their applications

were made to the office .

We succeeded, however, after that work ,

in getting the organizations that were yet

intact into working shape, and adopted a

system and policy for the direction of them,

which succeeded in preventing any reduc

tion of wage . So we had the consolation of

saying that the organizations that remained

intact and loyal to the policy of organiza

tion passed through the panic without suf

fering a reduction of wage.

This brings us up to the Milwaukee Con

vention , which was held in that city from

October 8th to October 12th.

( To be continued .)

INCREASED BENEFIT PROPOSITION.

Many of the divisions of this Association

have reported action upon the proposition

of President W. D. Mahon to increase death ,

disability and old age benefits. The action

of the locals upon the proposition is con

siderably varied . A few have directly op

posed the proposition and others have

passed upon the question , modifying accept

ance by certain regulations . A majority of

the locals that have submitted the action of

their membership upon the question votes

strongly for it .

In some instances there seems to be a

misunderstanding on part of the member

ship and a lack of consideration as to the

purport of the proposition . One local sub

mits that the members are unanimous

against the proposition inasmuch as it will

increase the dues 20 cents per month or

make the dues practically $1.00 per month,

which would be a burden to the members to

bear. Another local votes unanimously

against the proposition amplifying upon its

report that the local desires to retain as

much of the dues paid by the members in

its own treasury that it may be fortified

against unforeseen possibilities .

As was stated in the August issue of the

“ Motorman and Conductor, it is not the

desire of President Mahon that special ar

guments through the “ M , & C." should be

made to the members to prejudice their

action upon the question . It is his desire to

get a frank and unmodified disposition of

the membership upon the proposition . That

cannot be done by holding out alluring in

ducements in argument, but it is proper that

every member should thoroughly understand

the suggested arrangement.

First, let it be borne in mind that the

proposition as submitted by President Ma

hon is in its crude form a subject for mod

ification by the convention and its commit

tees. The proposition will very likely be

presented to the Convention through the

report of the International President. There

he expects that by prior action of the locals

the delegates and committees will be well

advised as to the nature of a death , dis

ability and old -age benefit that will meet the

approval of a vast majority and that such

shall be compiled into the law that will be

adopted governing the benefits of the Asso

ciation of that character.

It should be understocd by every member

-and it very likely is—that nothing can

come in a financial way from this Associa

tion in the shape of death , disability or long

service benefits only what is paid in by the

membership of the Association . If such

benefits are designated as will require a

greater per capita tax to carry than now is

paid by the members, the per capita tax

will necessarily have to be increased to

meet the additional expenses. There can be

no denying that. A solid assurance of the

financial ability of the Association to carry

out its present undertakings exists , but it

will not be a wise thing for the delegates

to overburden that income by increasing the

present benefits upon the present per capita

tax alloted to the benefit fund.

The crude proposition which will likely

be submitted by President Mahon is embod

ied in his letter to the divisions and is as

follows :

First-Death Benefits .

After the first year's membership .... $ 100

After the second year's membership .. 200

After the third year's membership ... 300

After the fourth year's membership .. 400

After the fifth year's membership ... 500

After the sixth year's membership ... 600

After the seventh year's membership . 700

After the eighth year's membership .. 800

After the ninth year's membership ... 900

After the tenth year's membership.i . 1,00

Second-Disability Benefits .

Where members, through accident or in

jury, are disabled from following the occu.

pation any longer, to pay the same disabil.

ity benefits as are paid in death benefits as

outlined above.

Third-Old Age Pension .

That when a member has been a contin

uous member of this association for fifteen

( 15 ) years , and reaches the age of 65 , he

shall be entitled to the sum of $400 , to be

paid from the death and disability claim.

Where a member has been a member of

this association for twenty ( 20 ) years and

reaches the age of 65, he shall receive the

sum of $600 .

Where a member has been a member

twenty - five ( 25 ) years and reaches the age

of 65 , he shall receive $ 800 .

Where a member has been a continuous

member for thirty ( 30 ) years and reaches

the age of 65, he shall receive $1,000 .

Now, as to the advantages and disadvan

tages of this proposition : First, the disad

vantage lies in the increased per capita tax

suggested . If the convention adopts the ar

rangement suggested above it will increase

the per capita tax to the International Asso.

ciation to 50 cents a month. It will natu

rally inspire the payment into the local

treasury of dues of not less than $1.00 per

month . However, that can only be pre

sumed . It depends upon the economy of the

local , or the necessary expenses of the local

and the amount required to meet those ex
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penses. But in the advanced per capita tax

lies the only objection and only disadvan

tage to the members there is in the propo

sition. Some organizations meet the death ,

disability and senior service benefits by

assessments and eliminate the expense from

the per capita tax. However it may be

done, the expense to the membership will

remain and the burden of the expense will

rest upon the membership.

Now as to the benefits. There is not an

insurance society, mutual or business cor

poration that offers insurance to the extent

embraced in the proposition of President

Mahon for anything like $3.12 a year. That

would be the expense of this proposition to

the membership— $3.12, or 26c per month

per member for per capita tax . The amount

of per capita tax now applying to that fund

is 6c per month, or 72c per year, per

member.

Here is the crude proposition of Presi.

dent Mahon . For the first year he provides

no benefits for the member. The first year

member pays $3.12 into the international

fund to support the death, disability and

old-age benefit. After one year in member

ship and for the full second year during

which he continues to pay 26c per month

should the member die or become disabled ,

his benefit would be $100 . After the second

year his benefit becomes $200 , and so on

until after the tenth year in membership

his benefit becomes $ 1,000 . He has, at that

time, paid into the fund $31.20, or ten times

$ 3.12 . He has reached a period of member

ship at which he is entitled to $ 1,000 death

benefit, or in the event of disability he

wculd get the same . After having reached

fifteen years' membership , if having at

tained the age of 65, he would receive the

sum of $400 as an old age endowment.

This , if accepted by the member, would

discharge all indebtedness to him on part

of the Association . But for this $400 he

will have paid into the Association the sum

of $3.12 per year for fifteen years , amount

ing to $46.80 . There is no known society

which subjects itself to such a benefit upon

payment by the member, or insured , of any

such small amount . The proposition con

tinues until a member 65 years of age who

has retained membership for 30 consecu

tive years will receive $ 1,000. This mem

ber will have paid into the Association bene

fit fund less than $100 ; yet he is to have

an endowment of $1,000 .

The question arises , how can this be

done ? May as well ask, how can the Asso

ciation pay the death and disability benefits

it has already paid during the last two years

upon 72c per year per member. It has been

done and the fund has been accumulated

and the risk will be no more presumptive

five, ten , fifteen or twenty years from to

day. There is no extra expense in main

taining the fund . It costs the Association

nothing to receive, investigate and adjust

claims . It costs the Association nothing to

secure membership to the benefit feature .

Lapses are numerous and they are clear

gain to the fund . The proposition has been

very closely figured by President Mahon ,

basing his figures, of course, upon the liabil

ity of the Association in the past. If this

benefit can inure to the membership as an

insurance , it would seem improbable that

any member would consider the disadvan

tage of the small payment of per capita tax

as of sufficient importance to bar him from

taking advantage of the proposition .

But the advantage to the Association does

not wholly lie within the above ; it affords

the Association the advantage of an invita

tion which it does not now possess, that of

holding out to the unorganized a substantial

benefit arrangement . It will prove an addi

tional organizer for the Association , an invi .

tation for the unorganized to join . It will ,

in its measure, defeat the purposes of non

union companies in enforcing the existence

of mutual aid societies to defeat the pur

poses of the Association . This particular

point is one for much consideration . When

a body of unorganized employes begin to

reach for organization and the company op

poses the organization , as a usual thing, the

argument by the prospective member is the

benefits to be derived from membership .

The employer immediately establishes, if

possible , a mutual relief association which

will exact from the wages of the employes

anywhere from 50 cents to $ 1 per month

for maintenance . When those employes

then are forced to pay 75 cents per month

for membership in this Association , it

makes their payment anywhere from $ 1.25

to $ 1.75 and sometimes $2 per month to

maintain both Associations . Of course , this

is a selfish argument of the Association .

The generous argument lies in the direct

benefit to the individual which exists in the

assurace that he will receive a substantial

death , disability or old age benefit as his

qualifications may require.

The employes of the Pressed Steel Car

Co. , McKees Rocks , Pa . , have won their

strike . The Pittsburg Dispatch gives the

terms of settlement to be immediate re

sumption of work by the striking employes ,

abandonment of the pooling system , 5 per

cent immediate increase in wage and an

other 5 per cent increase in 60 days . All

demands of the employes are agreed to by

verbal agreement , the company refusing to

sign a written agreement under the pretext

that it would be recognizing the organization

of its employes . The men have organized

since the strike began. The company was

forced to terms by a U. S. government in

vestigation , inspired by the American Fed

eration of Labor through Secretary Frank

Morrison .

The only union shoe manufacturer in

the State of Michigan is Adam Brandau of

Detroit. The Brandau factory has the dis

tinction of being the only one in the State

entitled to the stamp of the Boot and Shoe

Workers ' Union , Brandau is making a

special Elk shoe with leather soles that are

meeting with much favor with motormen

and conductors . His sales show that street

railway men appreciate the union product.
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The Pressed Steele Car Co. refused to

sign a written agreement in the strike set.

tlement because it would be an acknowledg.

ment of organization among the employes.

Evidently, with that concern , there is a so

lace in a sort of Christian Science non

unionism.

In spite of the hard times of the past two

years , and while workmen in other lines

have been idle, the reports to the coming

convention will show marked progress en

joyed by members of this Association. Wage

rates have been advanced and the standard

of conditions of employment have improved.

The Chicago street car companies are pro

fuse in arguments in behalf of the value of

experienced men. They fix the excess value

at 7 cents an hour. A test of their sin

cerity would be to have a few experienced

men apply for jobs . It is possible that it

would be discovered that they put up the

argument for argument's sake .

GLADESH COUNCE 44

BJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION .

It is not remarkable that long years of

service under tyranical non -unionism should

leave sore spots of ill -feeling against offi

cia's of employing companies that require

time and strong pal’iatives to heal under os .

ganization , and for the newly organized to

assimulate the fact that it is conditions, not

men, that the fight is against.Article 2 of Constitution ,

Section 1 . The objects of thig Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec . 2. To place our occupation upon , a
high plane of intelligence, efficiency and kill;

to encourage the formation in Division Asso

ciations of Sick Benefit Funds ; to establish

schools of instruction and examination for

Imparting a practical knowledge of modern

and improved methods and systems of trans
portation and trade matters generally . To

encourage the settlement of all disputes be

tween employes and employers by arbitra

tion , ' to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work : to reduce the hours of daily

labor. and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con

dition .

Bro. August Gersdorf of Div. No. 194 ,

New Orleans , La ., was an agreeable caller

at the general office, Detroit , Sept. 7. Bro.

Gersdorf is on vacation , during which he

is enjoying an extended visit in northern

cities and Canada. He expressed himself

well pleased with conditions as he finds

them among the organized railway men of

the north : “ I have seen enough," said Bro .

Gersdorf, “ to convince me that if we were

not organized in New Orleans we would be

working for 15 cents an hour. I have visited

unorganized cities and find wages way below

ours and conditions so bad our boys would

hate to work under. In every unorganized

city I've been in the men seem to want to

organize , but they appear to be afraid to try

it . ”

I'nsigned communications cannot be pub

lished . Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

2d of the month. and should be written only

on one side of the paper.

19
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Organization is a leveler. It levels up .

It places employer and employe upon the

same level as men and inspires mutual re

speci and good fellowship .

The U. S. Steel Trust continues its lock

out against members of the Steel and Tin

Workers ' Association . That is the way the

Steel Trust is paying higher wages to em

ployes in return for protective tariff . The

Steel Trust runs its own business except

when it wants protective tariff.

In this number appears the award ren

dered by the Scranton arbitration board

that fixed the wage rate for the member

ship of Division No. 108 of this Association .

The award embraces a commentary drawn

by Judge Gray, the fifth arbitrator, and

presents his views upon the matter of dis

criminating wage scales as applying to term

of service or experience. It is interesting,

in that it shows the conception of the out

sider relative to employment with street

railway companies . Theoretically, the ver

sion of Judge Gray is correct, but those

who are on the inside know very well that

practically the discriminating wage is any

thing but what , theoretically defined , it is

by the outsider conceived to be. Judge

Gray evidently takes it as a matter of fact

that the managements and operative offi

cials of street railroads are confined to

strict principles of integrity and strong

lines of sentiment in dealing with employes.

The call for the 11th convention of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway employes has been duly

issued by President W. D. Mahon and is now

in the hands of every local division . Every

Division Associa ion, however small. is en

titled to one delegate. Most delegates will

have been elected before this issue of the

M. & C. reaches its readers . It is important

that all locals should be represented.

President Mahon has secured reduced

rates over the following roads :

New England Pasenger Association grants

us a rate of a fare and three fifths, which is

over the following roads :

Bangor & Aroostook R. R.

Boston & Albany R. R.

Boston & Maine R. R.

Canadian Pacific Ry. , eastern lines .

Central Vermont Ry.

Grand Trunk Ry. System .

Maine Central R R.

New York , New Haven & Hartford R. R.

( including Sound lines of the N. E. N. Co.

Rutland R. R. ) .

The Trunk Line Association grants us

rates which will be a fare and three fifths

for the round trip on the following lines :

Baltimore & Ohio R. R. ( Pittsburgh , Bel

laire , Wheeling, Parkersburg, Kenova and

east thereof) .

Buffalo & Susquehanna Ry.

Buffalo , Rochester & Pittsburg Ry.

Central R. R. of New Jersey.

Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. ( Kenova, W. Va. ,

and east thereof. )

Cumberland Valley R. R.

Delaware & Hudson Co.

Delaware , Lackawanna & Western R R.

Erie R. R. ( Buffalo , Suspension Bridge,

Dunkirk , Salamanca , and east thereof. )

Fonda , Johnstown & Gloversville R. R.

Jamestown , Chautauqua & Lake Erie Ry.

Lehigh Valley R. R.

New York Central & Hudson River R. R.

New York , Philadelphia & Norfo k R. R.

Pennsylvania R. R.

Philadelphia & Reading Ry.

Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern R. R.

Western Maryland R. R.

West Shore R. R.

The arrangement over these roads is that

when getting your ticket to the convention ,

you will pay full fare, and ask and secure a

receipt from the agent, showing that you

have paid this fare coming to the conven

tion . These receipts are absolutely neces

sary in order to get the reduction on the re

turn fare .

Hotel arrangements have been announced

by Division No. 113 , Toronto, Ont. , relative

to accommodations for delegates and mem

bers attending the Eleventh Convention , as

follows :

Prince George Hotel , corner King and

York streets, $ 2.50 per day , American plan,

This hotel will be the Headquarters.

The Arlington , corner of King and John

streets, $ 2.00 per day.

Dalby House , Simcoe and Front streets ,

$2.00 per day.

Vendome Hotel , corner Yonge and Wilton

avenues , $1.50 per day.

Grand Central , corner Simcoe and Well

ington streets , $ 1.50 per day.

Com.nercial Hotel , Jarvis street , $1.50

per day.

The above hotels are complete in their

equipment for accommodations and all of

them are convenient to the Convention

Hall, which is the Assembly Hall , Labor

Temple, on Church street . Private arrange

ments for accommodations at these hotels

or at other places may be made by ad

dressing Joe Gibbons, Room 5 , Labor Tem

ple, Toronto, Ont. In fact , it would be

well for delegates to address a letter to Bro.

Gibbons that he may know something of the

time delegates will arrive in Toronto and

the character of accommodations they de

sire. Such information will be of great

advantage to the reception committee. The

headquarters of the committee will be at

Labor Temple.

NOTICE,

To Secretaries of Local Divisions :

Upon reading this notice, I wish you

would be kind enough to forward to the

General Office a copy of your local by -laws .

Thanking you beforehand for any favor

shown in this matter. I remain ,

Fraternally yours ,

W. D. MAHON,

International President .
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.
International Treasurer Rezin Orr, asso

ciated with G. E. B. Member Fred Fay, is

at present engaged in assisting Division No.

526, Kansas City, Mo. This local was re

cently instituted by Treasurer Orr and

Board Member Fay and at present gives

promise of becoming one of the large and

strong locals of the association . A mutual

understanding has been secured in the in

terest of the local with the officers of the

company by which the organization is es.

tablished without friction between the

membership and the company, and with

out prejudicing employment with the com

pany on account of membership in the lo

cal . Reports of the local are most gratify.

ing at this time.

Chairman C. 0. Pratt, whose success in

Philadelphia is established by the wonder

ful progress and development of Division

No. 477, visited Pittsburg, Kans. , where he

gave attention to the interests of Division

No. 497. He delivered the Labor Day ad

dress at the Pittsburg, Kans . , Labor Day

demonstration. From there he was dis

patched to Omaha and Lincoln , Neb. , to

associate with G. E. B. Member Ben Com

mons in the interest of Divisions No. 288

and 522 . The Lincoln Local, No. 522 , is

seeking an agreement with the employing

company in which it is hoped to secure an

increase in wage. A modification of the

working conditions in Omaha, Neb . , is also

being sought .

Late charters issued by President W. D.

Mahon are those for the institution of Divi.

sions No. 525 , Ashland, Wis . , and 526, Kan

sas City, Mo. On August 20th President

Mahon was called to Chicago to associate

with the local officers of Divisions 241 , 260

and 266 in conferences upon the proposed

new wage scale for the membership of those

locals . A proposition had been secured

from the company embracing a discrimin..

ate wage scale of from 23 to 30 cents per

hour. While this scale embraced the de.

sired 30 cents to some of the older men in

the service , there were rates ranging from

23 to 27 cents per hour which reduced wages

from the present scale . The proposition sub

mitted by the company was a slight ag .

gregate advance over the present wage , but

it was so shaped that for the most part

it took from junior service men to add to

senior service men and proved to be but

a fraction of the aggregate wage being

asked by the locals . This proposition was

rejected by a vote of the membership which

enforced further conferences , looking to a

more acceptable rate . This wage contro

versy embraces three Chicago systems and

the interests of the membership of three
different locals of this association . Subse

quent conferences held since the arrival of

President Mahon have resulted in modifica

tions of the original proposition made by

the companies , but no definite adjustment

has yet been reached . There are nine

thousand members of the association in

volved in this wage controveresy . The

situation as reported at the present writ

ing is one of progress .

Vice-President P. J. Shea , who was called

to Michigan upon an appeal from Division

No. 26 of Detroit , relative to organizing

work in the northwestern section of the

state , after a study of the situation and

some work , made a satisfactory report and

was dispatched to Pittsfield , Mass. , to re

spond to an appeal for an International rep

resentative there . Vice-President Shea dis

covered that the employing company was

endeavoring to evade the agreement exist

ing between it and Division No. 496 by

ignoring the representatives of the local in

dealing with a case of the dismissal of a

motorman . Conferences are on at the pres

ent writing in an effort to adjust the griev.

ance. Vice-President Shea will also visit

North Adams local while engaged in that

section .

Vice-President J. J. Thorpe, who has re

turned to Pittsburg from a trip through

Northern Ohio , reports much sentiment for

organization upon the Lake Shore Electric

Line with headquarters at Lorain , Ohio,

and extending east and west from that

city, with Toledo as one of its terminals.

He reports that at one time the fake

" Brotherhood of Interurban Trainmen " was

established upon this system , but that now

it has practically disappeared , and many of

the employes are appealing for bona -fide

organization

G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow reports

agreements secured for Division No. 228 ,

Joliet, Ill . , and No. 273 , Chicago, Ill . , which

embrace increased wages in both instances .

The Joliet agreement is a long-term agree

ment which provided that at this time the

wage question would be open for readjust.

ment. Board Member McMorrow and local

officers secured an increase of one cent per

hour. In the case of Division No. 273 , em

bracing the employes of the Chicago &

Southern Traction Company, in the final

conference, Board Member McMorrow had

associated with him President Mahon and

Attorney J. C. Lebosky, together with Local

Committeemen Frank Waters , W. W. Hil

ton and L. A. Melchor. In the agreement

secured , sub-station men receive an in

crease of $2.50 per month and two days off

each month with pay. The agreement con

tains an arbitration clause for the disposi

tion of grievances not adjusted between the

parties and a wage scale ranging from 21 to

28 cents per hour for motormen and con

ductors. The wage provision of the agree

ment is embraced in Section 3 , which reads :

" The wages of motormen and conductors

shall be as follows :

" All motormen and conductors who have

been in the employ of the company under

sixty days shall receive the sum of twenty

one ( 21 ) cents per hour from June 1 , 1909 ,

to June 1 , 1910 , and twenty-two (22) cents

per hour from June 1 , 1910, to June 1, 1911.

" All motormen and conductors working

on local runs who have been in the continu

ous employ of the company for sixty days
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In Omaha, Division No. 288 is seeking a

readjustment of working conditions . In

Lincoln the local is endeavoring to obtain

an agreement by which an increase in wage

will be secured . Board Member Commons

has now associated with him upon those

problems Chairman C. 0. Pratt.

or more, shall receive the sum of twenty

one (21) cents per hour from June 1 , 1909 ,

to June 1 , 1910, and twenty-six ( 26 ) cents

per hour from June 1 , 1910, to June 1 , 1911 .

" All motormen and conductors working

on interurban lines who have been in the

continuous employ of the company for sixty

days or more, shall receive the sum of twen

ty-seven ( 27 ) cents per hour from June 1 ,

1909 , to June 1 , 1910 , and twenty-eight ( 28 )

cents per hour from June 1 , 1910, to June 1 ,

1911 .

“ This wage rate shall apply to passenger

cars , express cars , baggage cars , freight

cars, sprinklers and line cars.

" Snowplow and sweeper work shall pay

the additional sum of five ( 5 ) cents per

hour over the regular rate of wages herein

provided .

“ When trainmen are required to operate

more than one car they shall receive the

sum of three ( 3 ) cents per hour over regu

lar rate of wages .

" All men breaking in students , in either

train service or sub-station service, shall

receive twenty - five ( 25 ) cents per hour in

addition to their regular pay."

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay, after the suc

cessful arbitration of wages and differences

in the interest of Division No. 519 , La

Crosse, Wis . , was sent to Kansas City, Mo. ,

to associate with International Treasurer

Rezin Orr in the work of the organization

of the street railway men of that city. Divi.

sion No. 526 has been instituted and the

work of organization is proceeding.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair , who

was last reported at Sidney , N. S. , where he

was advising with Division No. 514 , reports

that present conditions with that local were

accepted for the time being without further

effort at modification . From Sidney, Board

Member Sinclair visited Division No. 508 ,

Halifax, N. S. , from which local he reports

favorably. From Halifax he returned to

Montreal in response to appeals from em

ployes in that city for the presence of an

organizer. After a week of review of the

situation there , he was dispatched to Otta

wa, where he addressed two meetings of

Division No. 279. He submits a most grati

fying report upon the conditions prevailing

with the Ottawa Local.

Disbursements from the Death and Dis

ability Fund during the month of August,

1909 , were made to beneficiaries on death

claims as follows:

Mrs. Antoinette Beebe , benenciary,

death claim of H. H. Beebe , de.

ceased member of Division No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill .; cause, uraemia and

acute nephritis - $ 100.00

Mrs. Chas. E. Lugar, beneficiary ,

death claim of Chas . E. Lugar, de

ceased member of Division No. 308 ,

Chicago, Ill .; cause, uraemia, com

plicated by chronic malaria and

paralysis
100.00

Mrs. Ethel Oakfield , beneficiary,

death claim of B. Oakfield , deceased

member of Division No. 308 , Chi

cago, Ill.; cause, general paresis ... 100.00

Mrs. A. F. Groff , beneficiary, death

claim of A. F. Groff, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 85 , Pittsburg,

Pa.; cause , suicide . 100.00

Mrs. Mary Finn , beneficiary , death

claim of James Finn , deceased

member of Division No. 490, Yon

kers, N. Y.; cause , accident , being

run over by automobile .. 100.00

Mrs. Annie McCorkell , beneficiary,

death claim of Robert McCorkell ,

deceased member of Division No.

279 , Ottawa , Ont.; cause, strangula

tion 100.00

Joel F. Spriggs , beneficiary, death

claim of J. R. Spriggs , deceased

member of Division No. 266, Chi

cago , Ill .; cause , accident , collision

between his car and railroad train 100.00

Mrs. Sophia Kunze , beneficiary, death

claim of Chas . Heckerman, de

ceased member of Division No. 85 ,

Pittsburg, Pa.; cause, capillary

bronchitis 100.00

Allie B. Morgan , beneficiary , death

claim of N. T. Morgan , deceased

member of Division No. 128 , Ashe

ville , N. C.; cause , typhoid fever

and pneumonia 100.00

Mrs. Andrew Lavelle , beneficiary,

death claim of Andrew Lavelle , de.

ceased member of Division No. 168 ,

Scranton , Pa.; cause, cerebral

hemorrhage 100.00

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius , who

was assisting Division No. 276 , Stockton ,

Cal . , upon the work of securing an agree

ment to apply to the Interurban System ,

known as the Central California Traction

Company, reports success in his work at

that place. An agreement was secured with

conditions satisfactory to the membership

of Division No. 276.

G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald is at

present at Wheeling, W. Va. , where he was

dispatched to respond to a call from Divi

sion No. 103. The contention there is rela

tive to the dismissal of four members

whose reinstatement is being sought.

G. E. B. Member Ben Commons has been

successful in adjusting differences in the

interest of Division No. 236 , Alton, Ill . Con

tentions had long been in existence between

the local and the employing company, all

of which were mutually adjusted and a fav

orable understanding reached . From Alton

he was dispatched to Omaha, Neb . , in the

interest of Division No. 288 , and Lincoln ,

Neb. , in the interest of Division No. 522. Total.... . $1,000.00
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THE ARBITRATIONSCRANTON , PA . ,

AWARD.

as

The undersigned arbitrators , appointed

under the provisions of a certain agree.

ment, made and executed on the fifth day

of May, A. D. , 1906 , between the Scranton

Railway Company, of the first part, and the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America, Di.

vision No. 168 , of Scranton , Pa . , of the sec

ond part , to decide as to differences which

have arisen between said parties , and, hav

ing heard all testimony offered on either

side of the controversy , and the arguments

of counsel of the respective parties thereto,

and having fully considered the same , sub

mit their report and awards as follows :

The agreement referred to of May 5 , 1906 ,

was the outcome of the commendable desire

of both the company and its employes to

arrive at an amicable understanding as to

their mutual relations , in accordance with

which a practicable modus vivendi could be

established, both as to conditions under

which the services of the employes might

be rendered and the rates of compensation

for such services be determined . Accord

ingly the written agreement as executed

by the parties established rates of compen

sation for the various employments neces.

sary in the conduct of an electric street

railway service , regulated the hours of work

required of employes , whether by day or

by night , and various conditions pertaining

to the performance of the service touching

the comfort of the employes and the con

venience and interests of the railway com

pany.

As the stipulation of this written instru

ment evidenced the mutual agreement of

the parties thereto, the railway company,

on the one hand , and the employes, on the

other, it must be taken that its terms were

satisfactory to both parties as fair and just

in the premises , as regards the rates of

compensation , working hours , and the other

conditions named therein . This agreement ,

by its own terms , was to continue in force

from the date of its execution until the first

day of April , 1906 ; and it was provided that ,

“ during that time there should be no strike

or lockout , provided , however, that on the

first dav of April , 1909 , and on the first day

of April , 1912 , the question of wages and

any other grievance that may be in conten

tion , shall be taken up for adjustment.” It

then provides , if , after an earnest effort

for amicable adjustment on the part of

both parties, these efforts fail , the matters

in controversy shall be referred to arbitra

tion . Stipulations follow , in accordance

with which the undersigned have been ap

pointed arbitrators , as above stated .

It is gratifying to the undersigned to be

able to state at the outset that during this

period of three years from the date of the

contract the parties thereto have faithfully

lived up to its requirements. The emploves ,

on the one hand , make no complaint that

these requirements have been in anywise

evaded or disregarded by the company or

its officers, and the company, on the other

hand, testifies to the good conduct and loyal

service of their employes. It would seem

that the endeavor on both sides was to live

up to the spirit of the preamble to their

agreement , which was as follows :

" Whereas, It is agreed by both the above

named parties , that it is for their mutual

interest, and the convenience of the public,

that there should be continuous and unin

terrupted street railway service, there being

no disposition on the part of the said Amal

gamated Association to make unjust or vexa

tious demands on the company , and it being

the desire of the company to treat its em

ployes fairly , justly and without prejudice

or discrimination , it is therefore mutually

understood and agreed ,” etc.

On the expiration of the first period , to

wit , April 1 , 1909, at which a readjustment

of compensation paid to employes could be

taken up , the differences between the par

ties have arisen , which have resulted in

their reference to the undersigned as arbi

trators under the agreement .

The employes, through their representa

tives and counsel , have formulated their de.

mands in writing in a statement and supple.

ment thereto, which , omitting the claims

withdrawn or not insisted upon , are

follows :

To the Honorable, the Board of

Arbitration :

Bill of Particulars.

The Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America,

Division 168 , Scranton , Pa. , hereby submits

for your consideration the following amend

ments and supplement to the agreement of

the Scranton Railway Company and the

Amalgamated Association aforesaid , bearing

date of May 5 , 1906 , as follows :

Wages.

All motormen and conductors shall re

ceive a flat rate of 25 cents per hour.

All other employes 20 per cent increase

on the present rate of wages .

Supplement .

1. Eight hours shall constitute a day's

work for all firemen employed by the first

party, and no fireman shall be compelled

to work more than eight hours for any one

day unless in cases of extreme necessity .

Time and one-half shall be paid for all over

time .

2. No fireman shall be compelled to fire

or attend more than his two regular boilers .

On every shift in the fire rooms a head fire

man shall be constantly employed, whose

duty it shall be to see that each boiler has

its proper quantity of water and is carry.

ing its proper amount of steam ; and that ,

in the event of the said head fireman being

off duty or discharged , then and in such

event his successor to be selected from the

firemen according to seniority of service ;

provided , however, that the fireman so se

lected shall be properly qualified to fill the

position. The person selected as aforesaid

shall receive the same pay as the head

fireman , without reference to the length of

time he serves instead of , or as successor

to , the said head fireman .
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3. That the same scale of wages shall

apply to the firemen employed by the first

party at their power plant located at May

field, Pennsylvania , as applies to the fire

men employed at the Scranton power plant.

4. The firemen employed at the Mayfield

plant shall not be compelled to remove the

soot from the boilers ; neither shall they

be compelled to leave the fire room in order

to obtain fuel for the boilers which they

attend .

5. Ten hours shall constitute a day's

work for all firemen employed on coal and

ash cars running between the coal dumps

and the fire room, and between the fire

room and yard , except on Sunday , when

eight hours shall constitute a day's work .

6. The motormen on coal and ash cars

to receive motormen's wages as regulated

by the articles of agreement. Time and

one-half to be paid for all overtime.

7. Ten hours shall constituie a day's

work for trolley tenders on coal cars and

ash hoists, except on Sundays , when eight

hours shall constitute a day's work . They

shall receive 19 4-5 cents per hour. Time

and one-half shall be paid for all over

time.

8. The men employed upon these cars

as motormen and trolley tenders shall work

straight day and straight night shifts.

9. Promotion and day work to be given

to men according to length of service and

ability.

10. Ten hours shall constitute a day's

work for all men employed as laborers and

charge men at the various dumps, except

on Sunday, when eight hours shall consti

tute a day's work . The men employed as

laborers shall receive 19 4-5 cents per hour

and the charge men 20 cents per hour . Time

and one-half to be paid for all overtime.

11. Ten hours shall constitute a day's

work for power-house and boiler-house men

and their helpers, except on Sunday, when

eight hours shall constitute a day's work .

They shall receive 20 per cent increase on

their present scale of wages . Time and one

half shall be paid for all overtime.

12. Eight hours shall constitute a day's

work for all engineers and oilers . All engi

neers and oilers to receive an increase of

20 per cent on present wages .

• 13. When becomes necessary , through

lack of employment , for the first party to

dispense with the services of any men , the

services of the men last employed shall be

first dispensed with ; and in re -employing of

men , those whose services have been dis

pensed with shall be given the preference,

and according to seniority of service.

Ten hours shall constitute a day's work

for all track men , except on Sunday, when

eight hours shall constitute a day's work .

Time and one-half shall be paid for all over

time.

The railway company contended, on its

part, that there was no grievance in con

tention between the company and the Amal

gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America , and earn

estly opposed the demand of its employes

for an increase of the wages and rates of

compensation as fixed by the agreement of

May 6 , 1906. It also made the following

demands for certain changes as to the con

ditions and payments of wages provided for

under the agreement :

Conductors and Mo rmen .

1. For all men who lost more than 10

per cent of their time during 1908 , rate of

pay to be, from April 1 , 1909 , to January

1 , 1910 :

Grade A.-Eighteen cents per hour for

the first year of service ; 19 cents per hour

for the second year of service ; 20 cents

per hour for the third year of service or

more .

For all men who lost from 6 per cent to

10 per cent, inclusive, of their time during

1908 , rate of wages to be , from April 1 ,

1909 , to January 1 , 1910 :

Grade B - Nineteen cents per hour for the

first year of service ; 20 cents per hour for

the second year of service ; 21 cents per

hour for the third year of service or more.

For all men who lost less than 6 per cent

of their time during 1908 , rate of pay to

be, from April 1 , 1909, to January 1 , 1910 :

Grade C - Twenty cents per hour for the

first year of service ; 21 cents per hour for

the second year of service ; 22 cents per

hour for the third year of service or more.

The same rates shall prevail for the years

1910 , 1911 and to April 1 , 1912 , excepting

that time lost in 1909 shall be taken as a

basis for 1910 wages and time lost in 1910

shall be taken as a basis for 1911 wages ,

and time lost in 1911 shall be taken as a

basis for wages up to April 1 , 1912 .

Shop Men and Others.

2. All shop men or other employes cov

ered by this agreement , who lost more than

6 per cent of their time during 1908 , to be

paid the same rate as provided in agree

ment previous to the one now in force , plus

amount which would be added , due to their

length of service or promotion . Employes

who lose less than 6 per cent of their time

to be paid same wages as covered by this

present agreement. An adjustment of all

employes' wages covered by this agreement

to take place January 1 , 1910 , January 1 ,

1911 , and January 1 , 1912 , in the same

method as described for conductors and

motormen.

3. The company respectfully requests

that Section 7 of this agreement, in so far

as it refers to wages , be amended in the

case of the Moosic and Pittston runs . In

view of the fact that these runs are bid

for, and men choose these runs at their

own option , the company does not consider

it fair or just that the association should

ask them to pay wages to men for time

consumed in going to and from work . The

company asks that this clause be ameaded

in such manner that men working on Moosic

and Pittston runs will report at Moosic

Crossing, and their pay start when they

commence to work and end when they leave

their car for the day.

4. The company does not consider the

section of contract which provides for the

payment of wages equal to time and one
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half for overtime fair or just , as it stands

at present. We respectfully ask that this

section be amended in such manner that

wages equal to time and one-half be allowed

to employes in cases where it is necessary

to work overtime, on account of exigencies

which arise from time to time, but not when

it is necessary to fill the place of an absent

employe. It does not seem fair or just for

the Association to ask the company to pay

time and a half to a man who takes the

place of one who stays away from work .

When the wage question is adjusted ,

there are some few matters in connection

with the contract which we would like to

discuss with you , if agreeable. We do not,

however, wish to do anything which will

invalidate the contract as it now exists be

tween this company and your Association.

After a careful consideration in the light

of the testimony and argument of the coun

sel on both sides , of these claims and

counter claims of the parties to this con

troversy, the undersigned adjudge and

award in regard to the same as follows :

Touching the first of these claims, that all

motormen and conductors shall receive a

flat rate of 25 cents per hour, the under

signed desire to state that , viewing it as

the most important demand made on behalf

of the employes , they have given it , as they

have all other matters at issue , the most

careful and conscientious consideration in

their power to bestow.

The condition under which this class of

men render their service has been scruti

nized in every detail , and we find that these

conditions are as favorable as are possible

to obtain , considering the necessary require.

ments of the work to be performed . The

different runs are selected by the men

themselves, a preference being given to

seniority of service . The runs are straight

runs , whether in the daytime or night, there

being a notable absence of the harrassing

" swing run ," the prolific source of complaint

and trouble wherever it exists . The pro

vision in the written agreement that the

regular runs shall average as near as pos

sible nine hours per day, and no runs shall

be shorter than eight hours per day or

longer than eleven hours per day , seems

to have been lived up to , and there has been

no complaint before the Board of Arbitra

tors that the overtime required of conduc

tors and motormen has been excessive or

that it has not been paid for according to

the agreement . Indeed , there is no com

plaint by any class of employes or by the

company that the agreement has not been

conformed to by the respective parties

thereto , and there is a gratifying absence

of any alleged grievance touching the rela

tions existing between the officers and the

men under their employ. The manly admis

sion on the part of the men that they have

been treated with justice and consideration

by the manager and his subordinate officers

should be stated to their credit .

There was much testimony presented to

the arbitrators tending to show the rates of

compensation paid to conductors and motor

men in other cities throughout the country .

An examination of this testimony , however ,

discloses the fact that the compensation

now paid to conductors and motormen , of

20 cents for the first year, 21 cents for the

second , and 22 for the third and thereafter ,

is somewhat above , rather than below the

average wages paid in the cities referred to .

Certainly this is true as regards the city

of Philadelphia . The high rates of 25 and

2542 cents , as in Pittsburg and some parts

of New England , should not furnish a stand

ard for other service any more than those

cases in which a decidedly lower rate of

compensation than exists in the present

case should furnish such a standard . We

cannot know with particularity requisite for

a just judgment what are the conditions of

living and of the service where the ex

tremely high or extremely low rates obtain .

The social and physical conditions of Scran

ton and suburbs , where the employes of the

railway company presumably reside , are

certainly not less desirable than those of

other towns about the same size , and we

hazard nothing in the assertion that they

are very much more desirable than those

conditions are in many of them . The

healthfulness of its situation and the abun

dance and high character of its educational

facilities ( the latter being exceptional) , to

gether with the intelligence and enterprise

of the people generally, render Scranton an

attractive place for residence and for the

bringing up of a family .

To accede to the demand for a flat rate

of 25 cents per hour for motormen and con

ductors would , in our opinion , be an arbi

trary imposition on the employing company

and the establishment of a rate of wages

out of all relation to that existing in other

employments requiring equal skill and

equal time for the requisite instruction , and

place the Scranton Railway service in a

class by itself. Moreover, the demand for

a flat rate ignores entirely the necessary

result of experience in any employment .

It must , of course , be admitted that the

occupation of either a motorman or conduc

tor is one involving a high degree of re

sponsibility and of a fair degree of skill .

It requires measurable time and experience

the motorman to acquire that CO

ordination of nerve power and quick mental

perception to enable him to carry his car

safely through crowded thoroughfares or

to meet the emergencies that must occa

sionally arise in the conduct of his business .

The conductor, too , has much to learn by

experience in the handling of large crowds,

and in the collection of fares . In safeguard

ing the passengers under his charge his du

ties require a cultivated courtesy, restraint

of temper, and quick intelligence. The tes

timony shows very clearly to the under

signed that these qualities are developed by

experience, and that men become more valu .

able as their service lengthens . Again , it

is in the natural order of human experience

that young men in any employment, while

recognizing the necessity of a novitiate,

should be entitled to look forward to some

thing in the way of increased compensation

by reason of lengthened service and in

for
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creasing maturity of their physical and in

tellectual powers . The fidelity to the serv

ice in which one is engaged as evidenced

by lengthened employment , is valuable to

the employer, and is properly recognized by

an increase in compensation . All these con

siderations are ignored in the demand for

a flat rate of payment.

We cannot , however, ignore the fact borne

out by the testimony and by our own com

mon experience that in the past three years

there has been a gradual and measurable

increase in the cost of living. We cannot

shut our eyes to this fact , and we feel that

it justly enters into our consideration of

the case before us . Food , clothing and

house rent cost more than they did three

years ago. It is true that the advance is

not a great one , but it is substantial and ,

so far as we can see , depends largely on

causes that are likely to render it per

manent .

Moved by this consideration , the under

signed are of opinion that a moderate in

crease should be made in the wage scale

which was established by the agreement

three years ago, and which at that time ,

and under the conditions then obtaining,

was thought to be fair and reasonable by

the employes as well as by the company .

We therefore adjudge and award from the

first of April , 1909 , all motormen and con

ductors of the Scranton Railway Company

shall receive 20 cents an hour during the

first year of their employment, 22 cents per

hour during the second year of their em

ployment , 23 cents an hour during the third,

fourth and fifth years of their employment,

and 24 cents an hour after the sixth year

of their employment.

The other claims of the original bill of

particulars have either been withdrawn or

are covered by awards made with reference

to other claims .

The first of the supplementary claims is

that " Eight hours shall constitute a day's

work for all firemen employed by the first

party, and no fireman shall be compelled

to work more than eight hours for any one

day unless in cases of extreme necessity .

Time and one-half shall be paid for all over

time." It is admitted that this is the prac

tice and rule now adhered to by the com

pany, and we see no objection to so award

ing, and we so do .

The second supplementary claim is as

follows: " No fireman shall be compelled to

fire or attend more than his two regular

boilers. On every shift in the fire rooms

a head fireman shall be constantly em

ployed, whose duty it shall be to see that

each boiler has its proper quantity of water

and is carrying its proper amount of steam ; '

and that in the event of the said head fire .

man being off duty, or discharged , then , and

in such event, his successor to be selected

from the firemen according to seniority of

service ; provided , however, that the fire

man so selected shall be properly qualified

to fill the position . The person selected as

aforesaid shall receive the same pay as the

head fireman , without reference to the

time he serves instead of, or as successor

to, the said head fireman ." The allowance

of this class would be an undue and unwise

interference with the discretion of the man

aging officers of the company , and so inter

fere seriously with the proper administra

tion of the service to the detriment of all

concerned . The claim is therefore dis .

allowed.

The third supplementary claim is that

" The same scale of wages shall apply to

the firemen employed by the first party

at their power plant located at Mayfield ,

Pennsylvania, as applies to the firemen em

ployed at the Scranton power plant.” As

this is also now the practice of the com

pany , we see no reason against so awarding,
and we do so.

The fourth supplementary claim is that

“ The firemen employed at the Mayfield

plant shall not be compelled to remove the

soot from the boilers ; neither shall they be

compelled to leave the fire room in order

to obtain fuel for the boilers which they

attend." For the same reason that this is

not the practice we so adjudge and award .

The fifth supplementary claim is that

" Ten hours shall constitute a day's work

for all motormen employed on coal and ash

cars running between the coal dumps and

the fire room and between the fire room

and the yard , except on Sunday, when eight

hours shall constitute a day work ." This

is , for the same reason of its being the

present practice, is allowed , and it is so

adjudged and awarded .

The sixth supplementary claim is that

“ The motormen on coal and ash cars to

receive motormen's wages as regulated by

the articles of agreement. Time and one

half to be paid for all overtime.” This

claim is allowed, except as to time and one

half to be paid for all overtime , and it is

so awarded .

The seventh supplementary claim is that

" Ten hours shall constitute a day's work

for trolley tenders on coal cars and ash

hoists , except on Sunday, when eight hours

shall constitute a day's work . They shall

receive 19 4-5 cents per hour. Time and

one-half shall be paid for all overtime . "

Touching the hours of work called for in

this claim , it agrees with the present prac

tice of the company and is so awarded . That

portion relating to compensation, but not

as to overtime, is disallowed , as it will be

covered by other section of the award.

The eighth supplementary claim is that

“ The men employed upon these cars as mo

tormen and trolley tenders shall work

straight day and night shifts .” This is the

present practice and is so awarded.

The ninth supplementary claim is that

"Promotion and day work will be given to

men according to length of service and

ability.” This we think would be an undue

and unwise interference with the discretion

of the managing officers of the company ,

especially as there is no complaint made

by the men in this regard. The claim is

therefore disallowed .

The tenth supplementary claim is that

" Ten hours shall constitute a day's work

for all men employed as laborers and charge
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men at the various dumps , except on Sun

day, when eight hours shall constitute a

day's work . The men emp.oyed as laborers

shall receive 19 4-5 cents per hour and the

charge men 20 cents per hour. Time and

one-half to be paid for all overtime.” For

the reasons stated above this claim is al

lowed except as to the rate of compensa

tion to be paid.

The eleventh supplementary claim is that

" Ten hours shall constitute a day's work

for power house and boiler house, repair

men and their helpers , except on Sunday,

when eight hours shall constitute a day's

work .” This portion of the claim , as it

conforms to the present practice of the

company, is allowed , and it is so awarded .

The latter portion of the claim , to wit ,

" They shall receive 20 per cent increase on

their present scale of wages is disallowed ;

it not being the intention , however, to

change here or elsewhere the agreement

or practice as to paying time and a half for

overtime.

The twelfth supplementary claim is that

" Eight hours shall constitute a day's work

for all engineers and oilers." As this is

the rule now in force , it is so awarded. The

latter part of the claim , to wit , " All engi

neers and oilers to receive an increase of

20 per cent on present wages,” is disal.

lowed.

The thirteenth supplementary claim is

that, “ When it becomes necessary , through

lack of employment , for the first party to

dispense with the services of any men, the

services of the men last employed shall be

first dispensed with ; and in the re-employ

ing of men , those whose services have been

dispensed with shall be given the prefer

ence , and according to seniority of service."

As has been before said , this claim would

unduly and unwisely interfere with the dis

cretion of the manager, and is therefore

disallowed.

The fourteenth and last of the supple.

mental claims is that " Ten hours shall con

stitute a day's work for all track men , ex

cept on Sunday, when eight hours shall con

stitue a day's work. Time and one-half

shall be paid for all overtime." This is

the practice now in vogue, and it is so

awarded.

We come now to the second paragraph

of the original claims , which is that all

employes other than motormen and conduc

tors, shall receive 20 per cent increase on

the present rate of wages . This class of

employes includes all those who are em

ployed in the power house as engineers,

firemen , pit men and their helpers , machin

ists and their helpers , wire men , carpenters ,

cleaners, and some others not necessary to

enumerate , including motormen on coal and

ash cars , as to whose wages award has been

made above

The evideuce has not disclosed any seri

ous disparity between the wages paid to

the men under the agreement to which they

were parties and the wages paid to the same

class of workmen , skilled and unskilled , in

outside employment ; but , for the reasons

already stated in making the award as to

conductors and motormen , it is thought that

an increase of one cent an hour in the

wages should be paid to the employes as

above classified . This is not to apply to

those receiving a stipulated monthly salary.

It is therefore adjudged and awarded that

an increase of one cent per hour on the

scale of wages established by the agree

ment of May 5, 1906, be paid to all employes

of the company other than those included

in the award to conductors and motormen ,

excepting as above stated . The said in

crease to date from April 1 , 1909 .

The undersigned have carefully consid

ered the four demands formulated by the

railway company and have disallowed the

same .

As to the first and second demands , the

evidence does not disclose a condition of

dereliction on the part of the men so seri

ous as to demand that their loss of time

during the preceding year be penalized by

a reduction in wages according to the per

centage of such loss . There is an absence

of any testimony tending to show collusion

between two or more men in bringing about

a loss of time for the sake of getting com

pensation for overtime or for any other

reason . If such collusion has been shown,

we think that properly some award might

have been made that would have a tend

ency to correct such a practice, but , as un.

der the evidence we find no such condition

prevailing , we disallow the first and second

demands.

The third demand , referring to the

Moosic and Pittston runs, does not com

mend itself, for the following reasons :

The number of men affected by this de

mand is only six or seven at the outside ,

and they would be, generally speaking, the

senior men in service. It is true that a

little advantage is given to them by the pay

received in riding between the office and

Moosic. We regard it , however, as one of

those incidents of service , the enjoyment

of which it is hardly fair to take away from

the older men in the service. The demand

is therefore disallowed .

As to the fourth demand , which relates

to the time and one-half for overtime al.

lowed to employes other than the conduc

tors and motormen , we think that, as the

character of the work which it effects is

physically exhausting, after a regular day's

work its continuance becomes more than

proportionately exhausting . The demand is

therefore disallowed .

As we have said in reference to the first

and second demands , there is no evidence

of any collusion between the men in ab

senting themselves so as to give opportun

ity for earning overtime wages by those who

take the place of the ones who are absent.

If there is no such condition , there seems

to be no reason why the absence of one

man , requiring ano ; her to work overtime ,

should not be regarded as one of the ordi

nary incidents of the service just entitling

the one who works overtime in consequence

to the stipulated overtime pay. If at any

time it should be proved that collusion had

been practiced , the management of the com
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or these resolutions 'be entered upon the

records of this local , one copy sent to the

sorrowing, family and a copy be sent to the

Motorman and Conductor for publication.

Aug. 14 .

W. E. HERRINGTON,

Secretary.

a

pany would be justified in disciplining in

their discretion those guilty thereof.

Nothing contained in the awards here

made is to be construed as in any way

invalidating the existing agreement of May

5 , 1906 , or as changing its provisions, ex

cept in the matters referred to in the

awards.

Before closing this statement of our

awards and the reasons therefor, we feel

that it is due to both parties to the contro

versy to again refer to the gratifying exhi

bition of good will and mutual respect and

consideration that during the last three

years has characterized the conduct of both

employer and employe. We also refer with

gratification to the courtesy , decorum and

self -respect manifested by the representa

tives of both parties in conducting the case

before the arbitrators . We cannot but

think that good citizenship as well as the

cause of arbitration is advanced by such an

exhibition.

P. E. KILCULLEN,

GEO . GRAY,

H. E. PAINE ,

WM. E. CORLESS ,

D. B. ATHERTON.

Scranton, Pa. , June 12 , 1909 .

By Div. No. 128, Asheville, N. C.

Whereas, Almighty God in His infinite

wisdom has deemed it wise to take from his

earthly home to his mansion above, where

all is rest and quiet , the soul of our beloved

friend and brother, Nat. T. Morgan, who was

a sincere and loyal member of Div. No. 1-28,

and true , steadfast and ardent friend to

his association ; and

Whereas, We realize that by the death of

Bro. Morgan , we have lost a devoted and sin .

cere friend ; one who was pleasant and cour

teous to all, ever thoughtful to do his fellow
brother a kindness , and we found him at

all times to be a true friend, a devoted hus

band and a loving father ; therefore be it

Resolved , That we extend to the sorrow

ing family , our deepest sympathy in this

their darkest hour of adversity : and let us

sincerely hope that what is our loss is His

gain ; and be it further.

Resolved , That our charter be draped in

mourning for the period of 30 days, that a

copy of these resolutions be sent to the be

reaved family , and also published in the

Motorman and Conductor.

C. J. Roberts,

T. F. MIDDLETON,

H. E. COOK,

Aug. 14. Committee.

FORMER ORGANIZER FREDDILCHER

PASSES AWAY.
By Div. 163, Meriden , Conn .

Whereas, In kis infinite wisdom our heav

enly Father has taken from among us our

esteemed and beloved brother, Albert Zes

cherp, and

Whereas, We realize that by the death of

Bro. Zescherp we lose a true and faithful

friend and a loyal co -worker, and member

of Div . 163 ; therefore be it

Resolved, That we, in regular session as

sembled , express our sincere and heartful

sympathy for the bereaved family, and that

we drape charter for thirty days in

memory of our deceased brother, and be it

further

Resolved . That these resolutions be sent

to the family , to the Motorman and Conduc

tor's Journal, and recorded on our minutes.

Fraternally, C. M. LANE, President.

S. T. MESKEL , Secretary .

T. F. HOPKIN, correspondent to Motorman

and Conductor, Committee.

Advice comes to the International office

of the death of Fred Dilcher at his home

in Nelsonville, 0. Fred Dilcher was for

merly an organizer of the Miners' Union

and was well known to President W. D.

Mahon and other officers and members of

the A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , who will

hear of his death with much feeling and

with sympathy for his family . Dilcher

organized the Scranton street ralway men,

and did much organizing work among wage

earners in the Scranton , Pa. , anthracite

coal district , as well as in West Virginia

and other bituminous regions . He associ

ated with President Mahon, years ago, in

organizing work in West Virginia. His

death occurred August 8. He leave a wife

and ten children.

our

IN MEMORIAM ,

By Div. 125, East St. Louis, ill .

By Div. No. 381 , Butte, Mont.

Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty God

in His infinite wisdom to call from our ranks

Bro. P. W. Padden , and

Whereas, In the death of Bro. Padden we

have suffered an irretrievable loss ; there

fore be it

Resolved, that we extend our sincere sym

pathy and condolence to his family in their

deep bereavement; and be it further

Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions

be sent to his bereaved family ; and a copy of

same be published in our Journal .

Committee on resolutions, Div. No. 381 .

Whereas, the Supreme Ruler of the uni
verse has in infinite wisdom and love,

through the never changing law of nature of
birth, life and death ; removed from our

midst, by calling to a higher life our worthy,

esteemed and much loved brother, Frank B.

Mutto , whose ever faithful discharge of his

duties in this local makes it fitting that we,

Div. 125, Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employees of America,
record our appreciation of him .

Whereas, the removal of such a life from

our midst leaves a vacancy that will be

deeply realized by all the members of this

local and community : therefore be it

Resolved , that with love and deepest sym

pathy to his family in this their sad bereave

ment, we express our hope that the loss to

us of his life has proven his eternal gain to

the Higher, ruled by Him in infinite love.

Resolved , that this local drape its charter

for a period of thirty days and that a copy

By Div. No. 272, Youngstown, O.

Whereas , It has pleased the Heavenly

Father to take from the home of Bro . Lestine

Biery his precious child Lucile, and

Whereas. The brothers of Div . No. 272. A.

A. of S. & E. R E. of A. , feel the pang of

sorrow that prevails in the bereaved home:

therefore be it

Resolved . That we hereby extend an ex

pression of our sympathy and condolence to

Bro . Biery and family by publication of these
resolutions in the Motorman and Conductor

and transmitting a copy of the same to him.
J. E. LONGSHORE.

Res. Secy. Div. No. 272 .
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THE CAR MAN HAS TO STAY ON THE JOB SO LONG THAT ...
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THE LOVED ONES AT HOME NEALLY.EQRSET HOY SELOOKS

PREPARING FOR THE CONVENTION .

By Frank Vert.

There's parcels scattered all around ,

Too numerous to mention ,

Since Mother's fixing Daddy up

To go to that Convention .

She's bought him half a dozen shirts,

Some collars and some ties

New -fangled things unlike the ones

That father always buys.

He takes a lesson every day
In learning how to tie 'em,

He groans and swears, and says to Ma,

" What made you go and buy 'em ?"

With handkerchiefs and underwear

His grip is tightly packed ;

There'smany things that he can use ,

But more he can't, in fact.

She tells him not to clean his feet

Upon the hotel floor,

And not to sleep upon his back

Because it makes him snore.

She tells him not to wear his pants

' Till he removes the label ,

And , “ When you eat be sure and keep

Your elbows off the table ."

He prances up and down the room,

He stumbles over chairs ;

He says , " The thing is choking me, "

As at his throat he tears.

He stands before the looking - glass ,

He twists this way, and that,

Then settles in the rocking chair

Upon his Derby hat.

She tells him not to make a noise

When supping tea or broth,

And not to wipe his greasy hands

Upon the table cloth.

" Don't use the sugar-spoon," she says

" To stir your coffee, Jack,

And when you use the butter-knife

Be sure to put it back . "

And thus she tells him what to do

To make a proper showing,

And I believe she's got him where

He's sorry , now, he's going.
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BEAUTIFUL LAKE CONTRARY.

resort. Nature seems to have taken her

utmost pains to add every advantage and

equipment within her power. It contributes

not a little to the idealism of St. Joseph as

a convention city .

RICHARD JOHNSON, Cor.

ITEMS FROM DIV. 312.

.

St. Joseph , Mo.-Upon this page I am re

questing that there be placed a picture of

Lake Contrary, perhaps the only lake in the

world supplied by a stream flowing up hill .

It is one of the attractions of St. Joseph , Mo.

The lake crowns an immense and beautiful

pleasure grounds. It is the place where Div.

326 gave her first annual ball June 6, 1908 ,

and had the largest attendance of any ever

held in this city. It was a grand success

from every standpoint. Beautiful Lake Con

trary derives its very name from unusual

circumstances — from Contrary Creek, which

flows into it and seeming to flow up-hill, as

all other creeks in the entire country flow

in the opposite direction. The lake proper

is about five miles in length and varies from

one-half to one mile in width , attached to

which are numerous smaller lakes and

bayous.

The lake proper and all of the surrounding

waters are heavily stocked with varieties of

game fish, such as black bass, crappie, pike,

sun perch , etc. The lake is surrounded en

tirely by heavy groves of oak, elm , birch ,

walnut, linn, sycamore, hickory, maple, and

willows, giving it a warm protection in the

winter months and harbor much wild fowl

and make it a veritable hunter's paradise .

Many of the trees are more than a hundred

feet in height - clear of branches for 40 , 50

and 60 feet, which form the most ideal pic

nic and camping grounds one could wish .

Under the trees is a beautiful green carpet

of Kentucky blue grass and white clover.

The finest of drinking water is abundant

everywhere. The length of the lake is to

the south from which expanse blows a con

tinuous cooling breeze, both day and night,

most healthful and refreshing. Surely

fatigue cannot last long at this renowned

Davenport, la . — Bros. McCauley and Bur:

leigh spent several days camping last month

and report a very enjoyable time.

Bro. Lowman, onthe sick list for several

days, is improving at present and is expect

ing to be at work in a few days.

Bro . Norwood has been sick for several
days.

Bro. McDonald had quite a serious acci

dent last circus day, being caught between

two cars. Although able to be around again

he is not well enough to work .

Bro. Treft has been on the sick list for a

few days but is at work again.

Bro. Lagoni served a few days on the sick

list but is at work again.

Bro. Bowker is on the sick list at present

with symptoms of typhoid fever.

Bros. McMillan and Boxwell have been

taking several days off lately but as they

have a line of their own called " Fejeway

Park " they can work as they please and no

body would know the difference.

It is almost time for the Government

bridge to be closed to refloor it and the

trainmen on the bridge line are expecting

a vacation.

Bro . Ensign has been laid up for a few

days, having caught a bad cold during the

damp weather.

Bro . Hinckley was in town the other day

shaking hands with the boys and reports

everything lovely at Colfax.

Bro. George W. Brenneman was assigned

toa daylight run the first of this month and

says it was hard for him to get used to

working without the lights after working

nearly four years on a night run.

Bro. Townsend has resigned his position

as conductor and gone to Colfax, Ia ., to help

Dad Hinckley in the street car business .

T. A. P.
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QUAKER CITY NEWS.
Lose your temper when your wife hands it

to you for staying at the lodge late. Stand

pat. You can get even by reporting the mo

torman or conductor.

Expect the car to wait for you . Be in the

proper place to get on, as there are others who

are in a hurry .
Tell the crew that the president and general

manager are your personal friends . By your

actions, imaginary ownership is shown.

Pay fare for anyone under ten years of age.

The conductor will believe you .

Shoulder the loss of smooth , mutilated or

counterfeit money. Keep it until you get a
chance to pass it on the conductor. He can

stand it better than you can. He is a million

aire. THE QUAKER .

SINCLAIR AT OTTAWA.

Philadelphia , Pa.--Well , here we are again .

It is surprising to see the effect that our

effort has had on the working class through

out the entire city . The laboring men and

women have begun to realize that organization

is the only open door of opportunity for them

to remedy the condition of the great mass of

people who are the producers of all the great

wealth of this country.

It is now about time for our people to give
some attention to their condition . if they can

not see that their efforts of trying to combat

the great organization of employers, as indi

viduals are in vain, they are in fact like the

poor fool goat who, after seeing a locomotive

go down the track said , " I will get you coming

back ." So when he saw the engine coming

back he proceeded to give battle with head
lowered and feet set . The goat was tossed

about one hundred feet in the air. An Irish

man who witnessed the affair said to the goat

as he was coming down , " Well, old boy , I ad

mire your nerve, but you are using damn poor

judgment." So it is with the person who has

not the protection of an organization.

The situation in this city is now becoming

one of peace and harmony. Where new sched

ules have been put on the lines there has been

great satisfaction, notwithstanding the sched

ules have not been in accordance with the

agreement.

The general manager has given assurance

to the committee that the P. R. T. Co. in

tends to live up to our agreement to the letter

and that all of the schedules will be arranged

satisfactory to the men employed on the sys

tem . Now all asked of the men of our local

division is that they show the manager by

their action in living up to the rules of the

company, that the man with the button which

stands for trade unionism bears the insignia

of manhood, good fellowship, best workman

and integrity.

Second International Vice-President P. J.

Shea , the man who made it possible for the

street car men in Philadelphia to have a union,

paid a visit to our city during the forepart of

the month and saw the results of the effort of

the A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. He was de

lighted . The boys were very much pleased to

see Bro. Shea, and expect to see him more

often in the future . As one of the brothers

remarked, " Shea , the pathfinder, who rightly

begun what we won."
We hope that our brothers in Frankford will

make a success of the benefit to be held on

the second Monday in September. Get busy ,
you hustlers, and get the tickets out and the

money in . Success to the new club.

Div. No. 477 sends 26 delegates to the To

ronto convention . Those elected to go are :

Bros. M. Brennan, Wm. Roehner, John Lav

ery, Harry Buckley, Leonard F. Blue , L. A.

Ward, Edw . Mahlin , Robt. Davidson , Cole

man O'Loughlin , John Kiker , Wm . Moyer,

Joseph Howell, J. Monaghan, C. A. Abbott,
Thos , Yeager . John Shiffler , H. Ficka , R.

Knox, Chas. Miller, Thomas Garvey, F. Mc

Fadden , C. Braungart. James Reilly. H. Bar

ron. J. Duffy , A. Chambers . Alternates are :

G. C. Backman , E. A. Morgan, E. Mink , Thos.

Wells, Louis Teal,

Some Don't .

Get on a car and growl at the conductor

because you are late getting to your place of

business. Start earlier.

Hand the conductor a five - dollar bill when

you have small change.

Wait until you are about to board the car

before you bid good -bye to your friends, or

you may have to wait for the next car.

Say good morning to the motorman or con

ductor, as they hardly expect it. The shock

might be serious.

Forget to swear at the motorman when he

refuses to stop at your door, as he expects it ;

so do not disappoint him .

Try to get on or off the car while it is in

motion , as there is many a trip between the

track and curb.

Get on a car without telling the motorman

or conductor what you think of the whole

system .

Ottawa, Ont.—Div. No. 279 has got down

to business and there will be something doing

very soon in the way of increasing our mem

bership. They are coming in fine and we

hope it will keep that way till all motormen

and conductors are union men.

The Sick Benefit Committee hope that hy

October 1st we will have a good strong mem

bership in that fund. They are gaining fast.

It is a good thing and it was agitated a long

time before it was started. So get busy and

join .
We have elected our genial president to

represent us at the convention to be held

in Toronto next month . In the selection the

brothers certainly made a good one, as he

will certainly look after our interests as they

should be. So here's wishing him all suc

cess at the coming convention .

Since last report we have been honored

by a visit from an International officer, Bro .

Magnus Sinclair . He dropped in on us and

addressed two largely attended meetings of

Div. No. 279 . And by his side we had the

pleasure of having Mr. Thomas Izzard, Inter

national officer of the Bricklayers and Stone .

masons Association . Bro . Izzard was the

first to address the boys. He dwelt chiefly

on the present labor movement and strongly

urged the boys to stick together and do

their best to bring those in that have not

joined our union , and if they do So ,

would be able to say then that our union

was progressive and doing all that was re

quired of them . Bro . Izzard was loudly

applauded and a hearty vote of thanks was

tendered him , and he will always be a wel

come visitor at any time. Then Bro. Sin

clair opened up, and what he did not tell
us was not worth knowing. In his first

address he dwelt on the infancy of the Labor

movement and told the boys of the torture

and punishment given to the men that first

tried to organize a labor union , but still they

came back and did organize , and we owe it

to them if today we have such a strong labor
movement. In the evening's address he

dwelt altogether on the present Labor move

ment, but he chiefly dwelt on the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America, and showed

the members the work of the organization
since it started in 1892, the many points of

advantage gained by the many different Local

Divisions , and the good derived by members'

wives and children , etc. , which was all taken

into consideration by the members, and tak

ing it all around, we learned a great deal

about the Labor movement we never knew

before. It is to be hoped that the Associa

tion may
its way clear to let us have

more frequent visits from our International

officers.
After the meeting a pleasant time was

spent in songs and recitations, and alto

gether it certainly was a treat to members

of Div . No. 279 . A hearty vote of thanks was

tendered Bro . Sinclair by the members of

Div. No. 279 , and all expressed the hope that

he would soon visit us again . After the

usual closing formalities the members all

joined in and sang the favorite songs, for
" They Are Jolly Good Fellows," and the

" ay it was rendered showed it was from the

heart out.

COR. DIV . NO. 279 .

see
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FIRST-CLASS AGREEMENT SECURED,

Newburgh, N. Y .-- Div . 388 has signed a

new three -year agreement with the Orange

County Traction Co. We found it was only

necessary to hold one conference with the

president, ex -Governor B. B. Odell , Jr. , to

settle all things satisfactorily . We found

the management ready to treat with the

employes in a very fair manner and the

representatives of this union were received

with appreciative courtesy. Such meetings

few locals could boast of having with the

president of a railway company . Mr. F. S.

Berry, general manager, was also on hand

He was very fair on every proposition pre .

sented by the Union , and thereby gained

every man's good - will and respect . We have

a good agreement - advance in wages , union

road, and better working conditions all

around.
Now, members of 388 , what are you going

to do in return ? Take heed to the rules and

regulations of the company. Try and do

what is pretty nearly right. Don't miss your

run six times a week, when the extra men

are scarce and several extra cars to go out

at 9 a . m. Don't all try to be the boss, Any

member who would like to go to hear a
temperance lecture should ask off the day

before. The dispatcher will let you off all

right if he thinks you should go to such

places.
We are very sorry we can't parade on

Labor Day, but we will have a showing of

some kind in line.

We are having some trouble with our city

timetable lately. What is the cause of it ?
Well , it's street improvements. It's awful

at times to get through .
Bro . Fred Mellick is around again after a

long spell of sickness.

Bro. Charles Brown says he will be ready

to handle one of the sightseeing cars this

fall during the celebration week . But

Charlie is seeing things in advance.

Bro. Bill Hyatt has been living at Orange

Lake in his summer cottage . Bill is much

improved by the country air and early bed

time . Hope his habits will continue when

he returns to city life .

Bro. Charles Groth can be seen up early

every morning to get the air. Charlie can't

sleep , he has so much business on his mind .

Cheer up , old man , your hair is turning gray .

Don't forget that the last Saturday night

of each month is meeting night. Remember

what you got on the 24th day of August,
1909 , a good, clean , businesslike deal . Don't

you all agree ?
DIV. COR. 388 .

When General Manager Punderford went

to inspect the cars, Bro . Horton was the

only man on the job. ( Some people are

lucky. Don't you think so , Horton ?)

Our office force attended and if looks count

for anything they had a good time .

There are a number of incidents which

happened on that trolley ride, but space will
not permit me to mention all of them at this

time.

Div. No. 469 wishes to thank everyone

who in any way assisted them in making

the trolley ride the success that it was.

Our baseball team played its first game
of the season with the Clerks , one of the

strongest teams in this section. We were

beaten by a small margin but not disgraced,

and considering that some of our men had

not played baseball in fifteen years the

showing we made was entirely satisfactory.

New Haven will please take notice and

watch out for their crack team .

I see that Div. No. 281 as lost an opera

singer, and that he is wanted in Derby.

Yes, the chief of police would be glad to see

him .

At our last meeting President R. J. Leahy

was elected delegate to the National conven

tion, which will be held in Toronto during

the first week in October.

Bro . Ryan is a great lover of Aunt Mary's

doughnuts . Keep an eye on the driver ,

brother, he may fool you.

COR.

EXPELLED FOR ROBBING COMPANY.

SUCCESSFUL TROLLEY PARTY.

а

Derby, Conn.-The second annual trolley

ride given by Division No. 469 to Savin Rock ,

on August 20 , was a grand success in spite

of the threatening attitude of Jupiter Pluv

ius. About 6:30 o'clock it began to pour

and continued for about an hour. Then even

Jupiter had compassion , for it ceased to rain

and the skies became brighter .

At 7:30 o'clock , when all the cars arrived

in East Derby, some_coming from Shelton,
Ansonia, and West Derby, we found that

we had seven carloads . or eight hundred

people, which showed that the local union

was 0. K. with the people . The trip to the

Rock was made in due time and everybody

proceeded to enjoy themselves .

The return trip was begun at 11:15 and

we all arrived home shortly after midnight.

tired but happy. The committee in charge

were Bros. R. J. Leahy, chairman , Joseph

Brown , Walter Lodge, Francis Kennaugh,

Steward Hinman, Cornelius Ryan , Edward

Laborie, Charles King and George Doherty .

Here are a few things I noticed during the

ride :
Joe Brown has it on us all when it comes

to eating shore dinners ,

W. L. had better keep his eye on No. 5 .

You should see Hinman ride the horses.

New Orleans, La ., Aug. 30. -Div. 194 on

Monday 16th inst , held an election for nine

delegates who will attend the Toronto con

vention ,

The polls were open at headquarters from

9 a . m . to 8 p . m . There were sixty candi

dates on the ticket, and the count of the

ballots , with seven men counting. lasted

from 8 p. m . Monday till well into the after .

noon on Tuesday. The vote was the largest

ever taken by the organization .
The proposed increase in the death and

old age benefit was submitted to a vote of

the membership at the same time, and was

carried by a majority of 4 to 1 and this

means that our nine delegates will be in

structed to vote in the convention solid for

this proposition .
The delegates elected are : President John

Standler, Secretary L. Gauthier, Fred Stad

ler, Sid Ashley . Charles Gonzales, Eugene

Harris, John Renton , John Williamson and

Joseph Bourdreaux.
One little unfortunate oversight occurred

at this election , and that was that a few

days after the election it was found from

the secretary's books that Bro. Joe Bou

dreaux had not been member for two

years and consequently was disqualified to

serve as a delegate . As we have no provis

ions in our bylaws as to who alternate dele

gates shall be this necessitated another elec

tion to be held for one delegate to serve in

Bro . Boudreaux's place and this election will

shortly take place.
At our recent meeting we expelled as dis

honorable two of our members, something

that rarely occurs in our local . These mem

bers were Conductors Milburn M. Ducoti of

Carrollton Station and L. T. Travasor of

Arabella Station . These men were caught

robbing the company by swapping transfers.

They admitted their guilt providing they

would not be prosecuted and when Acting

Supt. Winters telephoned to our president to

come to the office, one of these men was still

in the hall and told President Stadler and

Mr. Winters how the scheme had been work

ed and how they had disguised their punch

marks by punching twice in the same place.

Of course both these men lost their jobs, and

shook the dust of New Orleans from off their

bodies at once. It is possible that they will

apply for admission into some other local of

this association , so remember, brothers, that

they are expelled members of Div. 194 .

COR
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eyes , teeth good, slightly crooked ; little

lame, scar on lame foot. Wore when he left

here, dark mixed gray suit, soft straw hat,

pulled down in front ; russet oxford ties.

Plunkett is wanted for running over and

killing a trolley car motorman by the name

of James Finn , in this city while he was

operatingan automobile on the morning of

Tuesday , July 21 , 1909.

If found arrest at once and wire

DANIEL WOLFE,

Yonkers , N. Y. Chief of Police.

We trust our organization may be of ser

vice in discovering Plunkett and be the

means of serving a warning to other high

speeding lunatics who go joy riding in

machine without the owner's consent, as was

the fact in this instance . Fraternally yours,

GEORGE HOLDEN ,

President Div. 490 .

a

DO THEY COUNT THEMSELVES FAITH.

FUL?

JAMES PLUNKETT.

Yonkers Police Want Him.

Yonkers , N. Y.-"Arrest for Homicide," is

the heading of a police circular being sent

out by Chief of Police Daniel Wolf of this

city , who is anxious to get into custody one

James Plunkett , alias Joseph Schroeder, oc

cupation chauffeur. I am submitting to our

members a picture of the much wanted man ,

James Plunkett, alias Joseph Schroeder,

hopeful that in that way a trace of him may

be obtained.

It is the opinion here that James Plunkett

is responsible for the death of the late Bro.

James Finn , who, at the time he was killed

was a member of Div. 490 , of this city , and

the boys are interested in the capture and

punishment of the one who criminally

caused the death of our late member. If

vou see the man whose picture appears

above, please notify Bro. George Holden ,

president Div. 490, Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway employes,

Yonkers , N. Y. , or wire Daniel Wolf, chief

of police of this city, and notify the police

of your own city.

On the morning of July 21st James Finn ,

a motorman in the employ of the Yonkers

R. R. Co. and a member of Div 490 , was

struck by an automobile driven at a high

rate of speed and dragged 70 feet . Then the

machine struck a trolley pole, the impact of

which turned it over, the unfortunate man ,

terribly mangled, being buried under it . To

add to the horror of the tragedy the gaso

line tank of the machine exploded and the

blazing fluid covered and set fire to Bro.
Finn's clothing. Officer Schall and Bro .

Courtney, conductor, at great risk , rescued

the dying man by releasing him and strip

ping him of the burning clothing and ren

dered the best assistance possible, but he

was so terribly injured that he died before

the arrival of the ambulance.

During the excitement the two occupants

of the auto, J. C. Collins of the Bronx and

James Plunkett , under cover of darkness,

took to the woods. Later , Collins was cap

tured , claiming to have left Plunkett in New

Haven . He has thus far escaped .

The police description of Plunkett is as
follows :

James Plunkett, alias Josepke Schroeder,

occupation chauffeur.

Age 19 years : height 5 feet , 8 inches ;

weight 130 pounds. Brown hair , large blue

Bartonville, III.-- Div. No. 513 has a small

membership, but the local is as important

to them as though the members were nu
merous. We have 17 members and 10 is a

pretty good percentage for attendance at our

meetings, but 12 or 15 , or all, would be a

better percentage. I trust the brothers will

see their way clear to make themselves more

numerous at meetings hereafter. This union .

ism means something. We have seen that it

does . We have a good agreement and some

time we expect a better one. We will get it

by being faithful members. Do those who

keep away from meetings count themselves

as faithful as they can be ? They have taken

an obligation to be good members. How long

would they remain members if we should

abandon meetings altogether ? Yet that is

what would be done if the 10 faithful ones

would do as those who stay away do. Have

those brothers who stay away an excuse for

doing so ? Now I am hitting upon a plan .

Let the financial secretary ask each man

who remains away from the next meeting

his excuse for doing so , report the reply and

I will enter the name of the stayaway and

his excuse in my next letter. It may be in

structive .

Our meetings are held on the second and

third Tuesdays of each month and in the

future I expect to see some new faces pres

ent .

Bro. Claude Booker has bought a motor

cycle. Don't look very good for the girl

whom he is keeping awake night in two dif
ferent ways. One way, he can stay an hour

longer and still get back home in time to
take his run . The other is that if he keeps

spending his money in that fashion , well,

vou know how it is . But I do hope that

Bro. Booker will be at the next meeting.

Bro . Luther Winslow is confined at home

with malaria .

Bro . Wm .' Thompson wouldn't give up his

mamma for a million . He's the candy .

Bro . Frank Pierce and wife and company

went fishing last week and caught quite a

nice mess of bass .

Bro. Leonard Richter has put his button

back where it belongs.

Bro. Wm. Pullin's wife has gone to the

country .
Bro. Charles Clafftin was overcome with

the heat and has now been sick for three

weeks from the effects of it .

Bro . Wm . Bowker attends meetings quite

regular now, which is quite a satisfaction.

Bro. Wm. Eden has the correspondent's

run for a week while he is sick with ma

laria , but not too sick to write.

Bro . John Morrissey feels this hot weather

considerably, so he spends as much time as

possible up on the bluff in the Hull neigh

borhood.

Pres. Thomas Foley reports having had a

fine time on his vacation of two weeks.

Bro. Fred Briggs is always after money.

BISMARK
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MANAGER ASSISTS RELIEF FUND .

by

Akron, Ohio . - I missed last month , but

will get in line in the interest of Division

No. 98 for this issue .

Last meeting was of the old style , a good

attendance was noted and several new mem

bers were taken in . That meeting should

be the standard for all meetings in the fu

ture . Our members should strive to get

there . Get in the habit and it is easy, I

am glad to report that there are those of our

organization who look forward with much

satisfaction to meeting night and really en

joy the meetings. There would be more of

this kind if they would get in the habit .

General Manager Currie of the N. 0. T. & L.

Co. , on August 19th gave to Division No. 98

the receipts of the Park Casino to add to the
sick and death benefit fund of the local .

This compliment on the part of the general

managerwas sincerely appreciated.

Bro . Milton Wise fell and hurt his shoul

der while throwing a switch on North Hill
line . He is recovering.

Bro. Claud Smith came in contact with a

trolley pole while conducting on a running

board car recently on the North Hill line. He

was knocked from the running - board and

sustained severe injuries .

Conductor Reid met with a painful accident

similar to that which befell Bro . Smith ,

Trolley poles stand very close to the track

on the North Hill line , which requires con

stant vigilance on part of conductors to keep

from getting hurt.
The death of the wife of Bro. Walker,

which occurred recently . is sincerely re

gretted , and he has the symapthy of our

membership in_his bereavement.

Bro. Erwin Fenton and wife are both on

the sick list , which makes a very unfor

tunate situation in which they have our full

est sympathy.

Bro. Jno . Irving is suffering. as usual at

this time of year with him. from hay fever.

Bro. Beldon fell from his car on August

29th and broke a shoulder. He is recovering .

Several of our members are at present on

the sick list .

Division No. 98 has elected as delegate to

the coming International Convention Bro. A.

A. Laudenslager. Bro. J. P. Lennon was

elected alternate . R. J.

The effect of the Leader's article is to

engender hatred, not for the curse of capi
talism ( which is the cause of it all ) , but for

the foreigner who is innocent of any wrong

intention , and ignorant of the situation . The
result is hatred of the foreigner by the na

tive - the foreigner told by the employer that

the American is against him . The real issue
is lost sight of and capital keeps labor

fighting itself. The writer knows of the

Pole and Hungarians from personal experi

ence , having " picked slate" in the hard coal

regions before the foreigners went as far as

Pittsburg.

After all the Leader's protests , it does not

offer a way of redress. It is like the doctor
who says. " The patient is sick ," but does

not_prescribe. Congress turned down the
· A. F. of L. committee ; laws for labor were

declared unconstitutional the Supreme

Court; the right of free press was denied and
editors sentenced to jail . Brothers , capital

ism is back of all this and knows no lines ,

political or otherwise.

In
the “ solid democratic South ." in Ala

bama, the miners were evicted from their

homes , had the guy ropes of their tents cut ,
and gatling guns trained on them. The

child slavery in Alabama is worse than any
where else . Republican Pennsylvania ! Look

at it - boys picking slate and eating dust

in the hard coal regions at 10 years, when

they ought to be at school , troops and

Cossacks outat the slightest pretext; in the

soft coal region the companies offering men

$ 100 to marry the widows of men killed .

Their interests and ours are opposite and

our remedy is to unite in a party that will

not compromise in any way, shape or form
with capitalism ; through the ballot box get

control of the reins of government and, tak
ing possession of all necessities, usher in an
era of co -operation and banish capitalism

and all its attendant evils for all time to
come. " PETER PAN ."

NET PROCEEDS $150.

Thompsonville, Ct. The regular monthly

meeting of Division No. 452 was held

August 5 and was well attended ; but

it goes without saying , it could have been

better. The cool evenings are approaching.

and we hope they will have some effect on

the stayaways, and when the next meeting
night arrives we will find every member

present if it is for nothing only to say

" How do ?" and sing "My Wife's Gone to

the Country . '

Our annual assembly was held at Piney

Ridge, August 20th , and was led by General

Manager H. S. Newton and wife, followed
by the representatives of the different

towns along the trolley lines , and the off
cers of the division . About 200 couples in

all participated . The net proceeds were about
$ 150 . CORR . 452 .

PEORIA POINTERS.

Peoria, Ill.-- Div . No. 416 is holding an elec

tion today to elect a delegate to the Con

vention at Toronto. Bro. Jerry Burnette , our

financial secretary and treasurer, is declared

elected by a majority of 52 over Bro . Wm .

Whalen , who, by previous arrangement, be
comes alternate . Bro. Burnette is well fitted

for this trust reposed in him , as he has been

a hard and willing worker since the incep

tion of this Division , has served four terms

continuously in his present office , and ably

assisted the International officers in organiz

ing several smaller Divisions in this section .

In fact , Bro . Burnette is hard to beat .

This division has decided to send her_full
quota of delegates (three ) to the State Fed

eration of Labor Convention at Belleville in

October . The motion prevailed that Presi

dent Dan Gorman shall go and shall appoint

two other delegates to accompany him . The

appointments have not yet been announced .

The entire membership here are watching

the Chicago situation with much interest ,

but find the stories published in the daily

papers so contradictory that it is hard to get

at the truth . We certainly wish our Chicago

brothers success.

Bro . Alex . McFadden , one of our charter

members , who has been away farming for

two or three years , is back with us , as genial

and earnest as ever . We believe he will , if

possible , be a better member than ever for

he is married now and has a satisfied look

on his countenance which we never observed

before.

The company here has ordered ten of the

much -talked -of P. A. Y. E. cars , to be here

about the 1st of October , and we will soon

be discussing their merits and demerits with

the rest of the brothers .

Extensive preparations have been made to

celebrate Labor Day here, and several neigh

boring cities are coming here almost

masse for the occasion , we expect

record -breaker of a celebration.

Things are running so smoothly with us

that this is all we know of for this time.

" THE DEACON ,"

THINKS EDITORIAL EVADES THE

ISSUE.

Oakland, Cal.-The editorial reproduced

in the August number from the Pittsburg

Leader shows an awful condition of affairs.

but simply calls attention to an incident in
the war between capital and labor. The bur

den of the cry is more, that the American

as an American has been insulted rather than

at the cause of labor has been assailed.

Had the ad. simply read : “Men wanted,” it

is not likely the Leader would have made

such an objection ; or if the places had been

filed by American scabs it would have

evoked little or no protest.

The foreigner coming to our shores sees
in any position an elevation higher than he

has been accustomed to . but the American
scab knows that he is scabbing. The ones

who scab on street cars are nearly all native

horn Americans ,

en

aSO
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SINCLAIR AT SIDNEY.

as

a

since we have had our cars all equipped with

air brakes and stools I don't think we have

any kick in that line. We have , at present,

three pay -as - you -enter cars working so

to get the public used to that style of car.

We hope they will prove a success .

Regarding our meetings I must say that
the boys are not quite as enthusiastic as

they ought to be. They mostly find some

excuse to stay away as they have business

to do with some fair friend.

Div . 101 has formed an athletic associa

tion , and I tell you , did fine last season. The

football team won the Trades and Labor cup

and the B. C. E. Boys , also won the silver

shield for first aid to the injured . So you

must not think we are too slow because you

receive no correspondence
.

I am sorry to say that Bro. J. Campbell,

of Div. 101 , met with a very bad accident.

He got his leg cut off and I can assure you

that this Division is going to do everything

in their power to help him get better. He

is one of the whitest boys on the road.

I might say that the Steveston boys are

pretty well rushed at present, as the horse

races are on at Minoru Park . I guess some
of the boys are losing some of their dough
on the nags .

Well, I will not bother you any more at

present, hoping you will not forget that we

believe in unity . I remain ,

Yours fraternally,

“ DRY BELT. "

TIME TO MOVE UP.

Sidney, N. S.-Div. 514 continues to do

business at the old stand, Greenwell block ,
Charlotte street, and it has been a pretty

busy month . No less than five meetings were

held in August-four in Sydney and one in
Glace Bay. We had the honor of a visit

from General Executive Board Member Mag

nus Sinclair and while here things took

pretty lively gait.

Bro . Magnus Sinclair is a very able speak

er, and those of the brothers unfortunate

enough not to be present at those meetings

and hear Bro. Sinclair speak on the merits

of trades unionism certainly missed the treat

of their lives.

I am very sorry that those brothers show
ed such lack of spirit in not availing them

selves of the opportunity of meeting such

an amiable gentleman as Bro. Magnus Sin

clair, to saynothing of the honor bestowed

upon our little Division by our International
President in sending Bro . Sinclair to visit

us. Let us hope if we should have the same

honor of seeing him again you will all get

busy and make it as lively as possible and

show that you are wholly a union man and

fighting for your rights and for your brother
members' rights.

Owing to the lateness of the season, the

members of our Division thought it would

be a wise move to lay over further requests

upon the company until next spring.

Don't forget that you can buy union made

boots and shoes at V. Mullen's shoe store.

He is the first one to introduce union made

shoes in Sydney. He is entitled to your

patronage.

Bro. Hughie MacDonald is spending a well

earned vacation at his old home. Hope you

will have a good time, brother, and don't

get married before you come back.

Bro. Mike is back at his post again , after

spending two weeks vacation his old

home. Bro. Mike is valued member of

Div. 514 and the brothers all join in extend

ing him a cordial welcome home.

Bro. J. Domphy, after two years of faith

ful service as extra man, has been promoted

to a regular run as motorman . Jack is a

jolly good fellow and we wish him many,

many years of success.

Bro . Angus McDonald is on a visit to
friends in Mira .

I wonder if Bro. Chant is keeping batch

elar's hall yet .. Perhaps some of the brothers

on the main line could tell us.

Bro. William Doucett, they say, positively
refused to shake hands with a strikebreaker

in Glace Bay the other day . Good boy, Billie.
Who is the brother that is too lazy to

attend the meetings but has so much fault

to find with the brothers that transact the

business of the Division . A word to the wise

Say, Lafan , try and get home a little
earlier nights. You will be missing some

of these fine mornings and then

Say , Peter, stop that rubbering: You may

chafe that sore spot on your neck.

Bros. Sheppard and Marks are taking a

larger house.

Well, I guess I will let up a hit or Jim

will take to the tall timbers. But a word

in parting : Our next regular meeting is

booked for August 30 , and don't forget the

place. Jim will be there and those stay

aways may look out for their names in the

next issue of the M. and C. Couldn't we get

the freight car and run Curry up to the
hall ? Guess it will hold him. That's about

the only plan I can suggest .

Aug. 27.
"NORMAN ."

at

a

Menominee, Mich .. and Marinette, Wis .

Division 302 ' held her regular meeting Sept.

1st . About two - thirds of the members were

present. Refreshments were served and

cigars . We all went home about 3 o'clock

in the morning, all well pleased.

The knocker has made its appearance

again . We expected to initiate five mem

bers, but the retired ex -member, Carl San

dine, told the proposed members not to join ,
that our organization was not any good ,

that they would be sorry for joining it, and

they were simple enough to listen to him .
This same knocker the union has given a

dance for his benefit. He realized the sum

of one hundred dollars , gave him all the sick

benefits he was entitled to , put up a collec
tion among the members for him because

he was sick and had to be operated on . We

took pity on him and now he is running us
down and the union .

I am sorry that I have to mention that

some members of Division 302 are always
satisfied with the present condition . "Oh,

our wages are good enough as it is ." The

highest wages paid is 20 cents an hour. It

ought to be at least 22 to 24 cents an hour.

We have the same wages as six years ago.

It is up to us to make a move.

As it was said in a letter from this local

once before, we were watching the arbitra

tion at La Crosse . That has been completed

and LaCrosse now has 23 cents. Why can't

We get it ? COM.

THIRD MAN NOT YET CHOSEN.

Kalamazoo, Mich . -On August 25 Div. 343

expected a visit from President W. D. Ma

hon , but he was evidently held up in Chicago

and didn't get here. However , we held a

good meeting, which was attended by Sec'y

McFee, of the Jackson local and a represen

tative from the general office .

Lew Paige was elected delegate to the in

ternational convention , and the question of

sending a delegate to the state F. of L.

convention was referred to the executive

committee .

The matter of our wage arbitration was

discussed . A list of names for third arbitra

tor was submitted by the company arbitrator,

Attorney Ladd, but it was reported that it
had not been thoroughly investigated. It

seems to be a slow matter to select a com

plete board as arbitrators. But the cause

is a good one, and the longer it runs the

more back pay will be coming.

COR.

WON SILVER SHIELD.

Vancouver, B. C.-I think it is about time

that this Div. 101 occupied a small space in

our monthly magazine. Now , pioneer Div.

101 is growing fast. We have a membership

of over 400 and still they are coming in .

I am very pleased to state that our rela
tions with the company are splendid, and
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AVERTS FATAL ACCIDENT.

Salt Lake City, Utah.-Quite a number of

our mentbers have been sick lately , owing

partly to the extremely hot weather we have

had.

Sixteen new members were initiated dur

ing the past month, amongst them one who

saw fit to stay at work during our troubles

of two years ago. We are pleased that the

start has been made to get these men in .

Our brothers should welcome them and not

treat them coldly. We want to see them

all proud to wear a union button , and as

long as they evince a desire to be one with

us, we should show a forgiving, and a fra

ternal spirit. " For while the lamp holds out

to burn

The greatest sinner may return . "

From reliable sources we learn that one

of our very smart officials will leave the

service at the end of this month. While his

term of service has been short , it has been

long enough to suit the most of the men , so

there will be no sad farewells, or tokens of

esteem.

There is considerable feeling amongst the

men, as to how many witnesses it takes to

clear one from charges made by one inspec

tor. We hope this matter will be amicably

arranged.
Owing to the good work of Motorman B.

Sperry on Wandamere car 459, M. McDonald

of this city is indebted for his life. McDon

ald was crossing the west intersection of

Second south and Main streets , Wednesday,

Aug. 11 . Extra car No. 16 , in charge of Mo

torman B. F. Walker and Conductor R. E.

Palmer, was going west on Second South

street. The car struck McDonald and knock

ed him under the car of which Sperry was
in charge, and which was going east. The

car was brought to a stop when the front

trucks were within two feet of McDonald's

body. The man , who was intoxicated , was

taken from under the car and later taken to

the emergency Hospital at the city jail. He

was attended by Dr. F. B. Steele and later

was removed to the L. D. S. hospital. Other

than a bad shaking up, McDonald received

no injuries.

Tom Hayes was arrested by Joe Neve , a

conductor on the Poplar Grove car, Friday

night, Aug. 13 , for picking the pockets of

a veteran. Neve saw the man go into the

veteran's pocket and, grabbing him , asked

what he did that for: The man replied he

was looking for a match. In a few minutes

he moved to the side of the car jumped off

and ran. Neve took after him , and after

a chase of two blocks caught him . He was

then taken to the police station . Neve will

swear to a complaint, charging the man

with robbery. Although a street car man ,

Bro. Neve has done some good work for the

police department. In July he caught a man

on West Temple and Seventh South street ,

attempting to enter a store. He took him

to the police station, where the man pleaded

guilty and was given a sentence of six

months in the county jail.
When Royal and Nutter, the two Rio

Grande_special agents, held up Nick Dallas

in the Rio Grande yards on July it was Neve

who kept the two men until the arrival of

the police.
J. H. Lamont and A. H. Burt were elected

delegates to attend the international conven

tion , and we hope they will be able to con

vince the delegates that Salt Lake City is

the only appropriate place for our next con .

vention . " NO 7. "

of August for one of their missing brothers.

Wehave a very good fleet kere now , ex
cept one old side wheeler that tries to land

all immigrants and new meli un the north

pier . But with very few exceptions they all

insist on being landed on pier No. 7 , which

is located on Central Row. Brother motor

men , look out for stop sign when you turn

her onto Park street .

Bros. Price and Adams, who have a run on

the Southington division , hau ihe experience

of a holdup in true western style, Sunday

evening, Aug. 22 , about 8:30 p. m .

On their way to Lake Coompound , a sum
mer resort, finding a pile of tier on the track

and while in the act of removing it they

were confronted by two masked men with

shooting irons and compelled to hold up

hands and turn over money and watches.

The bandits secured $ 42 in money. They had

the nerve to take the motorman's cap to car

ry off the goods in . These were only two

lady passengers on the car at the time and

they were very courageous . They never

even fainted, but stepped quietly from the

car and walked away from the scene of the
action . As in most such cases no clue to the

robbers has been discovered .

On Aug. 7th, Hibernian field day here, a

game of Gaeli cfootball was played between

New Britain and Hartford teams. The Hart

ford team was made up principally of mem

bers of Div. 425 , of which Bro. Thomas Pen

dergast is secretary . Hartford team was led

on to victory by our worth Bro. Capt. Dan

McCauliffe by a score of two and one point

against one point.

The house of representatives passed a law

for stools for motormen on Suburban runs,

but when it arrived at the senate it was

amended , leaving it to the discretion of the

railroad commissioner. This will mean more
red tape before the motormen can rest their

weary limbs outside the city limits .

According to the daily papers that little

independent line ( Farmington Street rail

way ) that I spoke about in my last letter,

will be operated by the Conn. Co. on and

after Sept. 1 .
All the brothers are pleased to see Bro.

Joseph Horan back home and on his car af

ter a year's sojourn at the Hot Springs in

Arkansas on account of rheumatism.

The brothers are all hustling to see who

they can send to Toronto.

Bro. E. P. Lawton has been elected finan

cial secretary.
Bro . Pendergast, better known on the

diamond as " C.," has been elected to fill a

vacancy on the executive board ; also Bro.

Fred Barrett the best ticket seller in Hart

ford when there is anything on for 425 .

Bro . Wm. Doyle is under the doctor's care,
but at last accounts we expect to see him

back on his car as soon as the cool weather
sets in .

During the last month three conductors

have fallen from the running board of open

cars and were laid up with cuts and bruises.

How would some of those non - unionists

down in West Virginia like some of this

after going before their legislature and say

ing they did not want the running board

done away with and did not want center

aisles nor vestibules ?

Aug. 0 425 .

NEW LOCAL STARTS WELL.

VICTIMS OF HOLDUP.

Hartford , Conn. - Very interesting sessions

of regular meeting held Tuesday , Aug. 3 ,

were experienced . Twenty- two presented

applications and were admitted into the

union .
Brothers, attend the meetings that we may

know where you are and save us the trouble

of advertising for you if we want you. As

our sister Div. 281 had to do in the M. & C

Oskaloosa, 10. - Div . No. 524 , organized by

President Daniels and members of the Ot

tumwa local , starts life under the direction

of the following officers : President. Charles

Stringfellow : Vice President, F. C. Gearhart ;

Financial Secretary, B. C. Palmgreen ; Re

cording Secretary. John Scudder : Treasurer,

James Oliverson : Conductor, S. A. Fox : War

den , R. M. Winchell: Sentinel , A. Shenofield ;
Executive Board . Charles Stringfellow . E.

E. Edwards , J. W Springer, W. A. Friend,

W. W. Ratcliffe and Oakley Little .

With a good set of officers the new local

is well launched and can be relied upon to

make good . J. A. L.
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GRADUALLY INCREASING.

Fall River, Mass.—Div. No. 174 is gradually

increasing and we can now boast of 215 mem

bers who are wearing the union button.

Are we going to send a man to Toronto to

the International Convention ? Sure thing !

Every up- to - date Local will have to pass out

a few rusty dollars in order to keep abreast
with the times , and have their little votes on

the great questions that are to come up.

Some of our ablest members have been

seeking the honor of going to Toronto, among

them Bro. Powers, who is president of the

Fall River C. L. U. , and ex-President Keefe ,

who was in office at the time of our recent

wage adjustment, and also President Kirby.

After a lot of good - natured rivalry , we held

an election on August 24, using the Austral

ian ballot system , and after the ballots were

counted , President Kirby was found to be
the choice of the men ,

The Mighty Moffatt has resigned his posi

tion as conductor and has aspirations for a
naval career. He is going in to become an

able seaman . Imagine that 5 feet 244 inches

under a flat- topped cap and the conventional
suit . It's a picture no artist can paint.

Avast there , mate, hard a -port !

Bro. Cauldfield has left the rank and file,

and is going into the grafting business .

Nothing to do with politics whatever ; he has

accepted a position with some fruit growers

in Auburn , Me.

Bro . Fred Malone , the wizard of the " Main

Line ," has been working very steady this

summer, and we expected something to hap

pen . Sure enough it did . On Tuesday, Au
gust 31, he was united in marriage to Miss
Emily Frances Duffy, of 451 Beach street .

The happy pair took the New York boat

that night, and are now spending their

honeymoon in the metropolis.

On the same day Bro. John Rogers, an

other well known railroad man , was united

in marriage to Miss Laura M. Russell , of 300

Almond street .

A new paint shop is being built at Stafford

Road Station , and the company has a habit

of doing the thing up handsome on occa

sions of that kind. and the dedication of

new buildings are accompanied by clam

bakes for the employes. Everyone who lives

east of Harlem river knows the world - wide

reputation of New England clam bakes , and

here is hoping the business of the company

will so increase that they will need a lot of

new buildings in the near future. It is good

for all concerned.

At the recent election , besides voting on

our delegate to the National Convention, the

Local voted, by a big majority . in favor of

President Mahon's new insurance plan , and
also for the " nine-hour" bill that is now

before the Massachusetts Legislature .

SPARE MAN.

sented as the proposition could be made to
provide for the payment of $ 1.000 to a

member after a term of membership which

would cost not one - tenth of that amount.

The untimely death of late Bro . Chas. A.

Lidtke comes as sad reminder of the

dangers of the running board on summer

cars. Bro. Lidtke, on the 1st of September,

om the running board of the car he

was conducting and sustained injuries

which resulted in his death almost instantly .

Who is responsible? Bro . Chas. W. Austin ,

conductor on Third avenue, this city , and

who is a member of the House of Repre

sentatives of the Michigan State Legisla

ture, introduced a bill prepared by Bro . W.

D. Mahon , which , had it become a law, would

have saved the life of Bro. Lidtke , and in

jury to others. Bro . Austin succeeded in get .

ting the bill through the House, but unfor

tunately, we had no Austins in the Senate

and it was held up there. In his plea for

the enactment of the bill before the labor

committee of the House , Bro. Austin said

to them : " If you do not report the bill fay

orably you will be morally guilty of murder

upon the next death occasioned by the run

ning board ." Then is not the Michigan Sen

ate somewhat morally guilty of the death of

Bro . Lidtke ? The committee that held this

bill up in the Senate was composed of Sena

tors Wm . H. Bradley. Greenville ; Wm. J. G.

Bolt, Ravenna ; Newton O. Ward , Stanwood ;

Chas. E. White, Niles, and Walter R. Taylor,

Kalamazoo. They constituted the labor com

mittee of the Senate . Would it not be well

to get at least one labor man in the Senate ?

It can be done right here in Detroit .

FORMER MEMBERS RETURNING.

Lawrence , Mass . - The last meeting of Div.

261 was well attended . One of the features

of interest was the receiving of 10 applica

tions for membership . Some former mem

bers are applying for reinstatement which

will be given consideration at the next meet

ing.

Bro . John Anderson has returned to work,

having sufficiently recovered from his recent

accident to do so .

'Bro . Coffey , who returned to Ireland to

improve his health, has been reported dead.

It is the loss of a good and faithful mem

ber.

Bro. Hugł.es went away last April to get

married and kept the secret from the boys

till this week when it happened to leak out .

Everybody is congratulating him , as he is

one of the most popular conductors on the
road .

Bro. Edwin R. Lydick was successful in

getting the second prize with a silver cup

for the fattest baby in the show at Glen

Forest. Bro. Frank O. Mussey also obtained

a second prize at the same show for a pair

of twin babies.

DETROIT DIGEST.

FULL CONVENTION ARRANGEMENTS.

is

Delegates elected by Div. No. 26 to the

Toronto convention are Bros. Sam Jossman ,

Chas. Fysh, Thos. Daley, H. A. Peck , Frank

Vert, E. A. Carr and Garrett Burns .

Perhaps , among the members of Div. No. 26

best known to delegates who will attend

the convention from other locals our

poet. Bro. Frank Vert. He has a way of

making himself known that few of us can

immitate. He , also, applies the same talent

in exposing others , so it will be wise for

other delegates to either stand in with Bro.

Vert or take the consequences. Delegate

Jossman has had the experience of the last

convention, which renders our delegation

not wholly inexperienced .

At an early meeting those of the mem
bers who were enabled to attend at that

hour voted against the proposed increase in
death and disability benefits. It would seem

that this is a pretty good proposition , and

should have been supported if understood .
One or two of our own members would have

received $ 1.000 on this proposition within
the last year had it been the law of the

association . Besides , it would prove the

cheapest endowment policy plan ever pre

Toronto, Ont.-All arrangements are now

complete for the Eleventh Convention which

will open in our city on Monday, October 4 .
The headquarters will be at the Prince

George Hotel, corner of King and York

streets . A rate of $2.50 per day has been
secured at this hotel , which is one of the

best equipped hotels on the Continent. A

rate of $ 2.00 has been secured at the Arling
ton , corner of King and John streets , and
Dalby House, Simcoe and Front ; $ 1.50 at

Vendome , corner of Yonge and Wilton avenue,

one of the best locations in the city : also at

the Grand Central. Simcoe and Wellington ,

and the Commercial Hotel, Jarvis street . The

Convention will be held in Asembly Hall ,

Labor Temple, on Church street .
The annual picnic , like everything Div.

No. 113 undertakes, was success. Thirty

thousand tickets were sold .

The few employes who did not wear badges

on Labor Day just looked what they are-o .
The open meeting on October 4 will be for

members and their wives . We hope the

ladies will be present in large numbers.

DIV. NO. 113 , Toronto.

а
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" PASS DE HAT."
Bro . Greenfel has just returned from a

two weeks' vacation trip in Sonoma Valley .

Bro. Breslin is spending a two weeks' lay

off in San Francisco.

Bro. Hannagan is on a hunting trip to the

Sierras , for bear and deer. It seemed that

he had more than the limit of the latter an

imals the evening before he left .

Aug. 8th a number of the boys took a trip

to Sacramento to witness the two " outlaw "

teams of Sacramento and Stockton struggle

for the championship.

The condition of the street car employees

were deplorable prior to the organization of

our union . The men were discharged for

trivial offenses or without reasons being

given therefore . Day men received $ 1.80 and

those on the night end $ 1.40 per day. The

men decided , during the summer of 1902 , to

organize. With the help of International

President W. D. Mahon and Bro. Richard

Cornelius of San Francisco Div. 276 of Stock

ton was organized and a charter granted.

Although meeting with opposition from the

Electric company Div. 276 flourished and the

company's hostility soon changed to a

hearty good will for the union and union

men . During the summer of 1902 an inde

pendent company built a city line . All went

well until an interurban line was built by

the same compay and a change in the man .

agement brought a change in the dealings

with the union . The new interurban road

was purely a non - union affair and the city

lines were rapidly falling into the same con

dition when the matter was take up by Local

276 and put to the attention of the Inter

national president . He instructed Interna

tional Officer Richard Cornelius to come to

our assistance. Conferences were held be

tween the officials of Local 276 and the com

pany manager, but all came to nothing .

Then the matter was taken before the

directors of the company and through the ef

forts of our sincere and loyal Bro. Cornelius

and the Central Labor Council of Stockton

the trouble was amicably adjusted and

agreements signed insuring the hiring of

union men only, on both city and interurban

lines. Wages are now 250 per hour and 30c

per hour overtime per diem of 914 hours on

the city lines and 27c per hour and 32c per

hour overtime on the interurban lines .

BILL JONES.

Lynn , Mass ,—The 19th day of August, 1909 ,

will long be a memorial day to the members

of Local 238, for on that day the annual ex

cursion took place. The party numbered

about 52 and consisted of a number of active

members from the West Lynn barns with their

mothers, wives and sweethearts. The day was

ideal and passed without any disagreeable

incident. In the charge of an efficient crew ,
Brothers Ira Plummer, motorman, and

Brother Eddie Stone, conductor, who, by the

way , are both old timers, the ride from Lynn

to Uncanoas Mt. was most enjoyable.

Leaving Lynn at 7:15 a. m. we arrived at

the mountain at noon, where we did justice

10 the many course dinner that was served

to us . After dinner a few hours' social in

tercourse was enjoyed by the members of

the party, old friends greeted and new ones

made, we left for Synn , where we arrived at

9 p . m.

At this writing the members are voting on

the new insurance proposition . The matter

has been thoroughly thrashed out in debates

at our meetings and at first nearly everyone

was hostile to the proposition , but judging
by the sentiments of the members prior to

voting a complete change seems have

taken place . While we are on the subject

of insurance I wish to call attention to the

excellent showing of the Mutual Aid in Lynn .

Their report shows all bills paid and a bal

ance of $ 856.00 in the treasury.

Congratulations to the Salem brothers and

to Supt. Chalmers of the Salem Division for

the efficient manner in which they handled

the thousands of visitors to Salem during

Old Home week. When we consider the per

plexing conditions that prevail in Lynn,

single rail , narrow streets ( cow paths ), etc. ,

it required a man of more than ordinary

ability to keep things moving and no one

could have done the job better than did

Supt. Chalmers.

While wehave 97 per cent of motormen

and conductors organized in Lynn there are

a few who do not think it worth while to

oin us. They seem to think that we would

enjoy our present conditions if we were not

organized and they refuse to pay 75 cents

a month to the union . To them I would re

late the following story :

"The colored parson had just concluded a

powerful sermon on " Salvation Am Free, ”

and was announcing that a collection would

be taken for the benefit of the parson and

his family . Up jumped an acutely brunette

brother in the back of the church .

" 'L00 - a - year, parson , ' he interrupted , 'yo

ain't no sooner done tellin ' us dat salvation

am free dan yo' go askin ' us fo' money. If

salvation am free what's de use in pavin ' fo '

Dat's what I want to know. An ' I tell

yo ' p'intedly dat I ain't goin ' to gib you '

nothin ' until I find out . Now

“ 'Patience, brudder, patience ,' said the

parson . 'I'll 'lucidate. S'pose yo' was thisty

an ' come to a river, Yo' could kneel right
down an ' drink yo’ fill, coul'n't you ? An ' it

wouldn't cost yo' nothin ' , would it ? '

" 'Ob course not . Dat's what I- '

" ' Dat water would be free , ' continued the

parson . 'But s'posin ' yo' was to hab dat

water piped to yo' house. Yo'd have to pay ,

wouldn't you .'
“ Yas, suh , but

" 'Wal , brudder, so it is wid salvation . De

salvation am free, but it's de havin ' it piped

to yo' dat yo' got to pay fo ' . Pass de kat,

deacon , pass de hat. "

" THE HARP." .

to

WILL WATCH FURTHER GRANTS.

it ?

Pittsburg , Pa . — Div , No. 85 has elected 11

delegates to attend the international conven

tion at Toronto . Those elected are : Bus.

Agt. J. J. Thorpe. Pres. E. B. Schaefer,

Sec. Edw . J. Baldauf, Chester A. Quinn, P.

J. Ward , George Bannan , R. Stentz . Wm. T.

Hanna George W. Evans, Charles Gallagher,

D. S. Cousart, Charles Hensell, Harry McMil

lan and John Kirsch .

The purchase and conversion of the Castle

Shannon Ry. to electricity by the Pittsburg

Ry. Co. and the placement of the steam road

men as electric car operators has brought

forth a contention relative to seniority be

tween our members at the Hill Top station .

The principle , of course , involves the priority

rights of all. Our agreement provides for

barn or station seniority . The desire is to

solve this problem to protect all in their

rights , and what is right is what must be

determined.
Bus. Agt . Thorpe has returned to his office

after a short sojourn in northwestern Ohio.

He reports a sentiment for organizing among

railway men at Lorain and Sandusky, sec

tions of a system operated by the Lake Shore

Electric .
As a general proposition street railway af

fairs of Pittsburg and vicinity are very

agreeable so far as the employes are con

cerned . There is some subway talk here .

It is the determination to protest the grant

ing of any further rights or franchises to

the present or any other company without

provisions guarding the interests of em :

ployes .
SIGNET.

ORGANIZATION BROUGHT ADVANCE

MENT.

Stockton , Cal.-Div. 278 extends her con

solation to Bro. Williams in his late bereave

ment.

At the last regular meeting, Aug. 12th ,

eleven applications for membership and one

withdrawal from Div. 192 were acted upull.
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Our duty, after taking the obligation, was
to nominate and elect officers. The follow

ing were chosen :

President, Chas. Fetterman ; vice - president,

Wm . Zimmerman ; financial secretary, J. M.

Leffler ; recording secretary , C. C. Kulp ;
treasurer, W. D. Gable ; sentinel, Chas.

Schlegle ; conductor, M. H. Kulp ; warden , J.
E. Henninger.

Brother Schlegel has resigned his position

as a trolly " con" to accept a more lucrative
one.

Brother Clarence Perry was seriously in

jured in a mine accident recently , but is

gradually recovering.

Brother B. A. Brande is taking his vaca
tion before returning to his studies as

medico at Chicago.

" Pop” Zuern is spending his vacation at
Atlantic City , which is his usual custom.

“ Pop " always has a good time, and every

summer sends each member in our division a

comic postcard .

Brothers Neri Heartline and R. W. Brown

were recently married. We have good

promises from them as to being loyal to the
happy crowd . CLAR.

WON MANY GAMES.

a

HAS BEEN ACTIVE.

MERIDEN, Conn .-Div. 163 has been silent

for a while , but she has been active, just
the same. We are steadily increasing our

ranks. We took in four new members last

meeting and expect to get some more soon .

We lost our brother member, Albert Zer

cherp, a good and faithful worker for the

cause of organized labor. He died the 11th

of June and will be greatly missed by the

members of Div. 163 .

Brother Fred Penfield has retired from the

road . Fred has been in the business ever

since the horse cars were here . He is the

oldest conductor in the business and held the

office of treasurer for a long time. Although

he is to retire from the service he still will

remain in the local .

There have been several changes in the

last two months. Some of the boys have

heen telling what they will do at the next

" bid in ." Now, fellows, don't be too sure .

Wait until the time comes then duck right

in and get what you want. If you stand on

the street corners and tell your business to
some one else you will get left. When the

bidding in time comes the other fellow has

your run and you get what is left . So, do

not be a badder. Play the silent hand and

then you will be better satisfied .

Brother Hopkins has retired from financial

secretary. He has done his best to round up

the boys, making them come up to time, but

decides that he will give Bro . Meskel

chance to see what he can do with those fel

lows who are always going to pay tomorrow,

but tomorrow never comes. When it does

it is always today , so si says he will try a

new scheme on them and make them ante

up.

We gave our annual dance at Hanova park

and although we did not make as much as

in previous years we realized a hundred or
two, Everything was against us, both

weather and a circus in town . But in spite

of all we were thanful to those members

who gave their assistance and lost good val

uble time in trying to make the dance a suc
cess .

Bro . Burr has had a new arrival at home

and by Bro. Penfield getting through he has
a new run . Ain't it wonderful how some

people prosper ? Tickled to death, fellows,

tickled to death .

Bro. O'Brien says if he don't get run

soon he will go back to New York. More

power to you Jack.

Bro. Griffin says if the road don't soon go
down Cook avenue he will get a job on an

ocean liner. Good by , Mike .

Bro. Newton had clams for dinner yester

dav and he is talking in his sleep.
Isn't it wonderful how Bro . . McWeeney

holds down the Wallingford line . The other

day a man on East Main street line said to

me , “ Where is Mull now ? Is he dead or has

he got through ? Tell him when you see

him , that we want him back from the woods

to civilization again ."

Don't be odd , get a button .

a

New Haven, Conn .-- Baseball season is

drawing to its close and the team of Division

No. 281 can Soon rest upon their laurels.

They have won many and great games dur

ing the season and they have a few more

scheduled. Chas . Morris, the manager, is

arranging for a southern trip for the winter.
Wm . Baker, the crack pitcher on the

Stony Creek team , has signed with us for the
rest of the season . He has had great

record . five hits being the highest made of

him at any one game. Frank Tiernan will

play second base . Frank Faughner leads

the team in batting at 314. He managed the

Woodmount nine from 1905 to 1908. Johnnie

Knight and Tom Knott , formerly the bat

ters for the Muddy River, will take part in

all the gamse while down South .

August 17th the Springħeld baseball team
of Division No. 448 came to New Haven to

cross bats, The game was called off on

account of rain . The brothers were enter

tained at Lighthouse Point by a banquet, and
greatly enjoyed their visit. Bro. Holmes of

Sprinfield added to the occasion with songs

and Bro. Flynn supplied funny stories.

Bros. Potter of Springfield , Wright and Egan

added to the event. A return game is sched

uled and will be played , after Labor Day, at

Springfield .

On September 1st . Division No. 281 held

a meeting at which there were elected two

delegates to attend the International Con

vention to be held October 4th in Toronto .
Bros. Chas . Minnix and Stephen Coleman

were elected . They are both popular and

will make good delegates. KRANK

a

THIRTY MEMBERS FOR AUGUST.

COULDN'T STAY DOWN .

Brooklyn , N. Y. - Members of Div. No. 283

were somewhat disappointed that our whole

agreement did not appear in the last issue of
the Motorman and Conductor. But I suppose

there are many agreements going to the gen
eral office and not all of them can appear, and

some must be disappointed .

During August, through the good work of

Bros. John Cunningham and Geo. Gould, 30

new members were initiated .

Bro. Carter is hustling night and day for

our annual ball , which is to be held at Sae

guehurd Hall, October 28 .

Our old reliable C. L. U. delegate , James

T. Bnland , has been promoted assistant

timekeener to James Jewell , in the office.

Bro . Clark remains on the sick list .

Bro. Al . Hickey has returned to work , but

still has a very sore eye .

One thing is quite proper, and that is that

all brothers should display the union button
on the lapel of their coats . Some seem to

forget about it . If you haven't one you would

do well to look up the financial secretary im

mediately or you may be mistaken for one

who is opposed to us.

Shamokin , Pa .-- With Division 162 of

Shamokin , Pa ., all is sweetest harmony

again . We are again traveling on the right

road, a fact which is proven by the success

of our brothers of different divisions.
We actually disbanded last February ,

which left us in a bad state of affairs, grad

ually becoming worse . until we took a brace.
The brace was a consultation of our Own

minds . The result was that we were all in

clined to think that reorganization was

great necessity .

Our charter still hung in the hall , because

none of us took enough interest in it to re

turn it to headquarters.

John Leffler , the hardest working uninn

man in our division , and nossibly one of the

most loyal that ever read a union puhlica

tinn , was annointed local organizer hv Pres
ident W D. Mahon . He called a meeting on

the night nf July 22nd for the purpose

renrganizing. Every one present was in

favor .

a

to
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REMEMBER THE GOLDEN RULE. and by the time Christmas comes there will

be something doing. But I shall have to buy
the peas.

All main line cars will pass the door on

the 14th of September, 1909 . Don't forget .

Bro. Davis got a few copies of the “ East
ern Labor News," which he handed round. If

any brother would like to become a sub

scriber he can get information from Bro.

Davis . The price is $ 1.00 per year of 52

publications.
OCEAN LIMITED.

CHAIRMAN PRATT WILL ADDRESS

LABOR DAY.

Springfield, Mass . - It was announced in

last issue that we had invited the manage

ment to be with us to give us a talk in open

meeting after our regular business session .

General Manager Page and Superintendent

Reed were on hand an stayed to the late

meeting at 1 a , m . , and both gave us inter

esting addresses . Mr. Reed spoke in regard

to rules and regulations and their proper ob

servance. The manager followed with pleas

ing remarks of good will towards the men

and the organization .

A successful trolley ride was given to

Pequoit Park , where dancing was enjoyed

July 20 . We are holding only one meeting

through July and August, so no report has

been made as yet as to the financial out

come of the occasion , but at next meeting

we may expect to hear a good report , as the

Westfield boys do themselves proud in mat
ters of entertainments for the sick benefit

fund .

The executive board has had some import
ant cases to handle the last month , all of

which have been most satisfactory in their

outcome.

Three men put back to work goes to show

that we have cause for existence and that

General Manager Page is trying to give us
a square deal .

The vagaries of promotion here are at least

interesting. Bro. John Lambert is the latest

one to be struck by it . Now , John, don't

burst with pride or effect to look down on

us poor ones of the dust. In his new posi

tion as acting inspector we trust Bro. Lam

bert will still retain the same good will and

respect of all the boys.

Well, boys. remember the superintendent's

little talk about rules and regulations. Try

and live up to them a bit better, if possible,
day by day. Remember the golden rule

when the passenger has nearly got your goat

and that the job requires that you be a gen

tleman if the passenger doesn't pass it up

to you in that way . Do ye these things and
observe the 210 commandments laid down

in the what- to -do book and you ought to

get by.
BILL DEMPSEY

Pittsburg, Kan .-- Div. No. 497 is still on

the boom , having secured four new members

since our last issue .

Our business agent secured a nice roller

top writing desk, of which he was much in
need .

We have los three members since our last

writing Bro. Chas. Ingle has returned to

his old position driving one of Hull & Dillon

Packing Co.'s large teams . Bro. A. J. Smith

is breaking on the Missouri Pacific out of

Pittsburg, and Bro. Burke for the Missouri
Pacific out of Joplin .

Mr. H. T. Tate. who was at one time a
member in our Local, has returned from

Seattle , where he worked for a while at

street car work . Street car men in Seattle

are not united and he found that the way

the men were worked there was very unsat

isfactory , considering the way we work here

where we have a union. Therefore he decid

ed to come back to Kansas. When he came

back here he secured a position from the

Pittsburg & Kansas City Street Car line , but

before he could go to work he had to secure

a clearance card from our Div. No. 497 .

After quite a discussion among the members

of our Local, they decided to try him again,

and therefore gave him a clearance card,

which took his name off the unfair list .

We are making great preparations for La

bor Day here . One of the main features of

Labor Day will be the painters and decor

ators' display . They have decided to paint

the picture of Bro. C. 0. Pratt on a large

canvas out at Lincoln Park . Div. No. 497

has the promise of getting this picture after

it has served for Labor Day .

Bro. Geo. McKee , who was elected dele

gate to the State Labor Convention at Leav

enworth , Kan . , has returned home, and gave

us à fine report of the Convention, but what

pleased Div . No. 497 the most was that Bro.
McKee was elected third vice president of

the State Federation of Labor.

DIV. NO. 497 .

SINCLAIR AT HALIFAX.

TOOK PART IN LABOR DAY.

Halifax, N. S.-G. E. B. Member Magnus

Sinclair, of Toronto , recently paid Div. No.

508 a flying visit . We pressed him to stay

over a couple of days and sent a cordial invi

tation to those outside of the local to attend

a meeting to hear him . I regret that so few

took advantage of the invitation . At the

special meeting a few items were broached ,

but on the advice of Bro , Sinclair they were

laid over till a later date , as the time is not

ripe for those things to be brought to an

issue.

Now . brothers, Labor Day is upon us, and

the indications are that we shall take part

in its celebration . Negotiations are being

held with the manager to arrange to have as

many as we can in the parade.

Congratulations to Bro. and Mrs. Horne ,

who are blessed with the appearance of a

little dish washer, and the smokes were or

the Union Label brand. Next year we hope

to smoke again .

Bro. Joe Griffiths says he is a total abstain

er. His seal of office makes no impression .

Bro. Bartlow , did I hear someone say your
button is in a state of total eclipse ? Stick

it on .

Say , boys, wouldn't you like to run the

“Ocean Limited ?" Twenty minutes jay-off on

the first trip to get your nerves braced up

with the salt sea breeze .

Bro. Murray has been elected as delegate

to the convention , and when he returns we

hope to hear that he has had a good time ,

also that he will have some grand news to

tell us .

The Esplanade and Park seems to have an

attraction for some of our brothers during

their leisure hours . Some one of the feminine

gender must be the drawing card , at least
we believe so ,

Those ducks are getting in great shape ,

Butler, Pa.--Ths Local is moving along

slowly, not much doing, but everything satis

factory.

Our Local held their annual dance on Au

gust 21 . It was very successful. We cleared

the sum of $ 70 , which I think was very goud

but it might have been better if some of our

brothers had taken more interest in selling

tickets .

Butler union men will have a big time at

Alameda Park on Labor Day. There will be

a parade of all Locals of organized labor in

the morning , including Local No. 223. A. A.

of S. & E. R. E. of A. Our superintendent

is a union man and he always stops the cars

on that day long enough to allow us to join
in the parade .

We now have all the P. & B. men in our

Local except three . I think we will soon get

them . This is a line running from Butler to

Pittsburg .

Bro. Snyder thinks it pays to sleep in and

have the barn foreman come after you in the

general manager's auto . Beware . brother ,

maybe the next time he won't come.

On September 8 Almeda Park will close for
the season . Then we will settle down to our

winter's work . No more extra work for the

early men .

COR .
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ALL MATTERS ADJUSTED. WOULD CLASSIFY MEMBERSHIP.

Alton , Ill. - 1 submit a report of a recent

conference held between the Executive

Board of Division No. 236 , Alton , 111., and

General Superintendent C. F. Hewitt of the

Alton Granite and St. Louis Traction Co. The
conference was held in Alton and too late to

report the results in the August number of

the "M. & C." Associated with the Executive
Board of Division 236 was G. E. B. Member
Ben Commons of New Orleans.

The general conditions here had grown

irksome to our membership and we had tried

various methods through our local to have
them adjusted but were unsuccessful . We

then appealed to President W. D. Mahon ,

who sent Board Member Commons to assist

us . He came to Alton Thursday, August 5th,

and we later secured an appointment with
the General Manager. On August 9th we

met General Superintendent Hewitt and after

a very pleasing conference results were at

tained which established a thorough under

standing in all things that were not satis

factory. Every one of our members are well
pleased with the outcome and we trust

that it may not be necessary for us to again
call upon the International for assistance.

In commenting upon the adjustment here

I wish to state that the good judgment and

tactful argument of Board Member Commons

was a principal factor in bringing about sat

isfactory results and our membership desire

to express their gratitude to the Internation

al for assistance rendered by him . His work

here gained for him a high regard on the

part of our members and we believe that

tiis fair attitude and ability gained the re
spect and favorable consideration of the

management of the employing company . We

will always feel safe if our troubles can be

placed in his hands as he is both fair and

fearless .

0. T. CAMPBELL,

Sec'y . Executive Board .

Division 236 .

Philadelphia, Pa .-- Through the Motorman

and Conductor I would request that all local

divisions of the Amalgamated Association ,

before they send delegates to the Toronto

convention will consider the question, " Why

should we not have the new proposed insur

ance , disability and old age pension fund
scheme classified into two classes - A and

B ?"

Let class A pay 75 cents per month and

participate in the present benefits. This

would satisfy all members who do not wish
to pay the extra 20 cents per month per

capita. Class B would include all who care

to pay the extra amount and derive the ex

tra benefit which are set forth in the new

proposition .

All members of the association wl.o have

been members for two years or more could

be given a limited time in which to class
themselves in class B. After such limited

time expires they would have to commence

in class B as new members of that class .

Div . 477 of Philadelphia is newly organ

ized with about 6,000 members and our

working hours have been cut down to about

nine hours a day, which also cuts down our

pay considerably at present, but which we

hope to raise in the near future. I think

most of the members of this division will

think kindly of the proposition in the nea !

future, although they have voted it down , a :

it stands , for the present .

I hope this suggestion can be carried out

at the convention so that every member will

be satisfied that they are getting what they
want .

I am sincerely yours,

E. W. PATTERSON ,

Div. 477 , Philadelphia , Pa.

GOOD ATTENDANCE.

TREASURER WALLS SUSTAINS

BROKEN LEG.

New Castle, Pa.–Our president , C. C.

Coulthard , was elected delegate to the Na

tional Convention at Toronto by an almost

unanimous vote.

Bro. Roy Smith , who has been sick nearly

all summer is now able to work .

Bro . F. G. Hayden has a new boy at his

home, and Bro. John Miller reports the ar

rival of a new girl at his place .
Bro . Bert Peet has recovered from his

illness and is now working at his old run
on the East Side.

Bro. McCullough and family attended the

fair at Butler, Pa.

Bro. John McKibbon is taking his vaca

tion . He expects to visit Detroit and other

places of interest .

Bro. Robt. Peeples and wife paid a visit

to his old home at Wellsville , O. , one day

last month.

C. W. Newell has resigned his position as

motorman and has accepted a better job at
the steel mill .

Yetserday was " colored day " at Cascade

Park , it being the occasion of the annual

convention of colored Baptist Sunday Schools
of Western Pennsylvania . The boys report

them as well behaved and apparently devout
followers of their chosen Leader.

Next week the company expects to begin

the working of laying new rails the entire
length of Mill street .

Our treasurer, W. W. Walls , had the mis

fortune to break his leg while on duty.

Though still able to sign checks, it will be

many weeks before he is able to resume his

position on the front end .

Bro. John Cunning visited the home of his

uncle at Youngstown , O. , one evening last
week . He was accompanied by a well known

conductor. Uncle's clock being slow , they
missed the last car home . The conductor

refused to stay all night, and borrowing a

lantern he walked home, a distance of 20
miles.

September 1 . " 89."

Pottsville, Pa .-- Div. No. 118 is in good

shape. A good attendance was noted at our

last meeting . Bro. Wm . Lynough , president ,

appointed the following executive comittee :

Wm . Lynaugh, chairman : Michael_Grimmes.
Frank Zimmerman , Ruben H. Bensinger,

Thomas McGovern, Clayton W. Donne. He

has picked out a good one. Now let's work

in harmony and give them the best of sup
port in their efforts.

There were nominated for delegates , Bros.

0. Biecht , Thomas McGovern and Frank Zim
merman .

Bro . P. Myres is back at the controller ,

after a long siege of sickness . Bro. Myres

suffered with stomach troubles . He says he

feels fine.

Bro. Harry Quinter met with a serious ac

cident . While he was drifting his car over

a curb the first truck was derailed , throwing

him off his chair down to the ground and h '

broke his arm in two places . Bro. Quinte

is a heavy man , weighing over 230 pounds.

Glad to say he is getting along very nicely.

The “ Bum shop" and families, as they call

themselves , had a very nice time at their

picnic at Adamsdale Park. Features were

baseball and other sports, dancing, music

and singing . Bro . Bull was the hero of the

day with his fine singing, and Bro. Harry

Zimmerman had his usual comical stunts

which everyone enjoyed very much . Super

intendent Palmer sent his respects with a

fine box of cigars . At a late hour all left by

special car, hoping for the same committee

to have charge of the next .

In our last issue of the Motorman and
Conductor, we promised to have the new

agreement published , and it is done for the

benefit of all . Now let every one read it and

take good care of this one particular issue

for future references, so that all may live

up to it to the letter. Don't let this issue

of the Motorman and Conductor lay around

the barn , and when you are in want of a

copy of the agreement say you didn't know

the agreement was in it.

COR .
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PACIFIC COAST NOTES, He was covered with signs announcing his

clownish pranks. In " Crazy Land” Hartshorn
fainted and had to be carried out. He did

the Katzenjammers, rode the Ferris wheel

until he became so ill the wheel was stopped

and he was lifted out, and other innumerable

stunts, all to the amusement of hundreds of

people.

Lucile Biery , the three -year-old daughter of

Motorman Lestine Biery, died August 13, after

several weeks' sickness. She seemed to be

the bright light of the family . Few there

are that had such pleasant and loving ways of

making friends. Her pathway here on earth

was full of promise and many there are who

will miss her shining face.

The future outlookamong the brothers is

good, everybody working and enjoying life .

The strike in the Mahoning Valley, among

the American Sheet and TinWorkers, seems

to be very much in their favor at present .

Step by step they are steadily fighting for

their rights, and it is to the interest of every

brother in organized labor to help them win

the battle .

J. E. L.

Oakland, Cal—Div. No. 192 held a midnight

meeting in Castle Hall on August 24 . About

800 of the boys were present. Speeches were

made by President Smart, of the Division,

and President Thompson , of the State Feder
ation of Labor. A number of other able

speakers also addressed the meeting. A

number of very important subjects were dis

cussed and voted upon. The boys decided to

parade on Labor Day.

The very important communication relat

ing to increasing the benefits of the Amal
gamated Association was read. The boys

voted unanimously against the communica
tion. It was the opinion of everyone present

that we were paying a high enough per capi

ta tax at the present time, and that we had

better keep a little money in our own local

treasury so that we could keep up the good
work at home that we have been doing ever

since the Division was organized .
Motorman Lenardi is the proud father of

a 17 -pound baby boy.

Conductors Robert Benham and Buck Pul

lins , with a number of other boys, leave on

the 10th of the month for a hunting expedi

tion in the far north . The party will be in

charge of Capt. Robert Benham , as he has

had a long and varied experience hunting in

the jungles of West Africa-I mean West

Oakland — where he has a record rounding up

dears.

A rumor is very strong that one of our

popular conductors is soon to withdraw from
our Batchelor Club. Look out, Dave. Be

careful, and good luck.
Conductor Otto Murbach has just returned

from a month's outing at Duncans Springs ,

Mendocino county .

Financial Treasurer T. 0. Davis spent a

couple of days at his old home in Sacramento

last week.

At an election held on August 17th , at Cas

the Hall , President J. W.Smart and J. W.

Kelley were elected delegates to the Interna

tional Convention at Toronto, Canada, with

Bros. Fred Kern and T. Sawayer as alter

nates.

Vice President O. H. Furman and W. Hoop

er were elected delegates to the convention
of the State Federation of Labor which con
venes in October at Vallejo , Cal . Bro. Tom

Duncan and Bro. Straub were elected alter

nates.

September 4th has been chosen Tag Day

for the benefit of the Union Man's Orphanage.

The mayors of Oakland, Berkley and Almeda

are doing all they can to aid this grand

cause. Bro. McMillan, the Carmen's

Union , is the founder of the institution .

Much credit is due him and his wife for the

able manner in which they have conducted

the orphanage since it was started .

MASS. WILL BE WELL REPRESENTED.

Campllo , Mass.—News items from Div. No.
235 for this month are scarce . But we can

report progress, which is not at all unsatis
factory.

As Delegate to the Toronto convention we

have elected Bro. C. A. Stiles , with Frank

A. Wood as alternate .

It is believed that Massachusetts will be

well represented at the convention.

COR

of

STEEL AND TIN WORKERS WINNING.

BROTHER J. A. FENNIMORE,

Member of Division No. 497, Pittsburg, Kas.

Youngstown, 0. — Div. No. 272 met in regu

lar session August 25th . and after the usual

order of business had been dispensed with ,

R. A. Sauce was unanimously elected as dele

gate to the International Convention to be

held at Toronto, Canada ; C. C. Winter, alter
nate. The state delegates elected to the

Convention at Toledo, O. , were Thomas Ban

non and J. A. Harvey ; alternates, H. Stom

bock and E. E. Grimm .

Carl Fetter, a former motorman on the

Mahoning Valley lines, has secured a lucra

tive position with the Simon Packing Co.

Bro . H. T. Jones was passing the cigars

among the brothers. August 25 an 11 - pound

girl had gained admission to his home, and

it was up to him to show that he was a man.

The local extends congratulations.

Conductor Hans Weaver , on the Elm street

line, attended the Home Week celebration at

Niles, O., and purchased a false mustache.

He thought it made him look more like a
man , so he wore it while at work the next

Monday. It is too bad that he can't grow a

permanent one.

Alva Hartshorn, known as the Niles clown ,

was also seen at the Home Week Carnival .

Above is given a picture of Bro. J. A.

Fennimore who was recently elected dele

gate to the 11th International Convention

of this Association to he held in Toronto,

beginning October 4th . Bro, Fennimore is

reported to be the second oldest conductor

in the employ of he Pittsburg, Kansas Com

pany, and now holds a day run on the air

line division. He is a charter member of

Division No. 497, and has been one of her

active supporters and advisors.
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POTTSVILLE, PA . , AGREEMENT. distribution of regular runs shall be in ac

cordance with what is known as one week

early and one week late shift.

Section 6. Regular men shall not be called

upon to perform extra work when extra men

are available, except for special work.
Section 7 . The preference of the runs

shall be given to the men in accordance with
their seniority in the Company's service .

Any run that is vacant, or a new run cre

ated , shall be advertised for three ( 3 ) days,

and the oldest appiicant for same shall be

given the run . Any motorman or conductor

off duty shall be notified of the advertised
run .

Section 8.-The Railways Companies shall
furnish a clerk whose duty it shall be to

receive the money, tickets and reports, count
in presence of conductor and 0. K." the

same if found correct. relieving the con

ductor of all responsibility. Clerk to be at

Centre street office to wait on conductors as

they are relieved from the early run and at

the barn as they come in on the night run .
Section 9 . The Companies agree they will

not oppose any of their employes in belong
ing to the Association ,

Section 10. This agreement shall be in full

force and effect beginning July 1st 1909.

and continuing to be binding upon both

parties hereto until and including June 30th ,

1911 .

In Witness Whereof, the Pottsville Union

Traction Company, Eastern Pennsylvania

Railway Company have caused this agree

ment to be signed by their Presidents and

attested by their Secretaries and Treasurers

under their corporate seal , and the Amal
gamated Association of Street and Elctric

Railway Employes of America , Division No.

118 of Pottsville, Pennsylvania, have caused

this agreement to be signed by the Executive
Committee of the Divison aforesaid, as

members of the Amalgamated Association ,

and by its President under authority of the

Amalgamated Association with its seal at

tached .

Signed this ...... day of...... 1909.

President of Railway Company.

Pres. Div. 118 , A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A.

Executive Committee.

Sec'y of Railway Company.

( Above is copy of signed agreement, with
date of execution evidently inadvertently

omitted by the correspondent. ) .

Memorandum of Agreement made and en
tered into by and between The Pottsville

Union 1 raction Company , The Eastern

Pennsylvania Railway Company, their heirs,

lessees or assigns, party of the first part,
and hereinafter for convenience calied

the “ Companies," and the Amaigamated As

sociation of Street and Electric Railway Em

ployees of America , Div . 118, of Pottsville,

Pa., party of the second part, and here -
after for convenience called the “ Associa

tion ."

Whereas, It is agreed by both of the abve

named parties that it is for their mutual

interest, and the convenience of the public

that there should be continuous and unin

terrupted street railway service, and there

being no disposition on the part of the said

Association to make unjust or vexatious de
mands on the Railway Company, and it

being the desire of the Company to treat its

employes fairly, justly and without preju

dice or discrimination, it is hereby mutually

understood and agreed :

Section 1 . That in the operation of the

cars of the parties of the first part, both

parties herein do mutually agree that the

Company, through their properly authorized

officers, will at all times meet and treat with

the properly authorized officers and commit
tees of the Association upon any questions

or grievances that may arise during the life

of this contract.

Section 2. – Upon failure to reach a mu

tually satisfactory adjustment of any ques

tion or grievance. the same shall, upon the

written request of either party herein . be

submitted to a temporary board of arbitra

tion consisting of three members. The Com

panies shall select one arbitrator ; the Asso

ciation shall select one arbitrator, and the

two thus chosen shall select the third arbi

trator. Each party hereto shall name its

arbitrator within five days after written

notice is given by either party to the other

that arbitration is desired; the party failing

so to do shall forfeit its case. The two ar

bitrators shall meet without delay to select
a third arbitrator. The three arbitrators

thus chosen shall then receive all of the
evidence to be submitted by both parties

hereto, and after all of the testimony and

evidence have been submitted in the case , the

said board of arbitrators shall submit their

findings in writing to both parties hereto .

and the decision of a majority of said board

shall be final and binding upon the same

during the life of this agreement. Each

party hereto shall bear the expense of their

own arbitrator and both parties shall share

equally in paying the expense of the third

arbitrator. The above said board of arbi

trators shall meet and decide all questions

brought before them at Pottsville, Pennsyl

vania .

Section 3. - When any member of the Asso

ciation has been suspended or discharged

and after an investigation he is found to

have been unjustly suspended or discharged

he shall be reinstated by the Companies and
paid for all time lost on account of such

suspension or discharge.

Section 4. - The wages for motormen and

conductors shall be nineteen ( 19 ) cents per

hour for the first year and twenty -two ( 22 )

cents per hour for all motormen and con
ductors employed over one year. All time

over regular scheduled run shall be paid for

at the rate of one ( 1 ) cent advance upon

the above said rates ; namely the first rate

to be twenty ( 20 ) cents per hour, and the
second rate to be twenty -three ( 23 ) cents

per hour. All dead - head time to be paid

for, whether to or returning from trip .

is further mutually understood and agreed

that all employes affected by this agrerment
shall have free transportation at all times

by badge properly displayed while on car.

Section 5 . Nine hours, as near as practi

cable to be completed within eleven ( 11 )

consecutive hours, shall constitute a day's

work for platform men . Any motorman or

conductor called unon to report for extra

work shall be paid from the time they report
at car barn and until released. No report to

pay for less than one hour's time , whether
called upon to take a car out or not . The

A

STREET RAILWAY EMPLOYES JOIN

SWEDISH STRIKE.

The Swedish street railway men have

joined in the general strike now in progress

in that country. Under the industrial de

pression that finally reach Sweden as an

effect from this country, the employers en

deavored , by a concerted move , to break up

the last semblance of unionism. They locked

out of employment all union employes and

declared " open shop." The act resulted in

so'idifying the labor movement in Sweden

as never before . Secretary H. Jochade, in

the Weekly Report of the I. T. F., from

Hamburg , says : “ The intentions of the Swe

dish employers are clearly indicated by the

following request of the Society of Swedish

Tramways ( street railways ) to foreign

tramway ( street railway ) companies . The

document reads as follows :

“ Norrkoping, Aug. 14th , 1909 .

Society of Swedish Tramways:

As you will have learned through the

papers we have in Sweden a permanent hard

struggle between the laborers and the em

p'oyers , which has now finally developed

into a general stoppage of work. The labor.

ers who belong to the trade unions do every

thing in their power to disturb the regular

It
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and strongly affiliated with a like element

in the United States, is banded together

with a prime purpose to obstruct and defeat

the interests of labor, and particularly to

destroy the solidarity of unionism by dis

couraging, and , if possible, destroying the

possibility of international unionism . The

Trades and Labor Congress is the institu.

tion that has defeated every attempt on

the part of the union smashers to gain

desired legislation to the disadvantage of

the organization of labor, and it is the only

institution that can hold that element in

abeyance in Canada. To no organization is

the Canadian labor movement more impor

tant than to the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes ;

thus the importance of full representation

in the Congress . The call is issued by Sec

retary P. M. Draper, Drawer 515, Ottawa,

Ont .

work in the industrial concerns and they

have consequently involved in this struggle

laborers, who were really in the beginning

not interested in the dispute, but who have

only been compelled by compulsion and

threats to partake in the struggle. This is

also the case with most of the tramway sery

ants in Sweden, who have also been com

pelled to stop work, as the greatest part of

them belongs to trade unions and they have

therefore, in spite of written contracts, vio

lated their agreements with their employers .

Now , in order to prevent similar occur

rances in the future, we intend to establisa

other conditions for the engagement and the

'employ of the staff and to perhaps defend

altogether their membership with any trade

union. We should feel greatly obliged to

you if you would inform us what conditions

youhave established in this direction .

When introducing a new agreement with

the staff, which shall be the same on all the

Swedish tramways , we intend to eventally

make a personal agreement with every em

ploye according to which the latter has , on

his engagement, to deposit a certain amount,

which will , as conventional fine, become the

property of the employer if the employe

joins or partakes in any traffic, transporta

tion or other organization. We also intend

to fix by agreement the wage increases or

the annual premiums according to the years

of service, to which then have be added the

usual conditions, such as free medicine,

medical attendance, uniforms and other ad

vantages and perhaps later on also pensions .

Through the granting of such favors it

might perhaps be possible to put an end to

the eternal strikes which we have in this

country.

You would do us a great favor if you

would tell us how you have settled these

matters . Perhaps you are kind enough to

send us a copy of the working agreement if

you have any at all .

Thanking you in anticipation and always

at your disposal we remain

Yours truly ,

SVENSKA SPORVAGSFORENINGEN ,

For A. HULTQUIST, Secretary . "

Take note of the cause that inspires the

contemplated welfare work of the Tramways

Society ( managers association ) . But the

Swedish strike will not be settled on a basis

of humiliation to employes if proper support

is received by the workers .

EX-FIN , SECY. F. E. BERNHARD.

The call for the convention of the Trades

and Labor Congress of Canada has been

issued , and the convention will be called to

order in the Provincial Legislative building,

city of Quebec , Monday morning, at 10

o'clock , September 20 , 1909. This will be

the twenty - fifth annual convention of the

Congress. Reasonable accommodations have

been secured for delegates , and arrange

ments have been made for the standard

certificate plan of railroad transportation .

It is important that Canadian locals of this

association should be represented at the

Canadian Trades and Labor Congress Con

vention . A certain element in the Doniinion ,

Div. No. 425, Hartford , Conn.

· Bro . F. E. Bernhard, whose picture is

given above, has resigned his position and

entered a business life at Plantsville, Conn. ,

with his brother. Bro . Bernhard has been a

local officer of the A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of

A. ever since the institution of Div. No, 425 ,

of Hartford. As much of the health of an

organization depends upon its financial

agent , not too much credit can be bestowed

upon Bro . Bernhard for the fact that 425 is

one of the leading and most progressive

locals of the association . It is the wish of

a host of friends, and among them are the

international officers, that Bro. Bern

hard's labors in his new field will be abund.

ent in success. He was for a long time

financial secretary of the big Hartford local,
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THE OPEN SHOP.

Ed Trent Contemplates on Christmas.

re

" It's all right enough for Johnson to talk

like that," reiterated Tim Pierce. “ He's

got money and makes big wages . He

wouldn't dare talk so loud, I say, if he

worked for the street car company ” as he

cast a cautious look in the direction of the

departing form of the machinist .

“ Well, he'd never have much money or

get much wages by working for our com

pany," Barry resumed . “ Neither will we

until we organize."

" Better be cautious," warned Tim, “ or the

company'll tie the can to you . "

Ed . Trent observed Tim Pierce wink one

eye at Barry and toss a knowing nod in the

direction of Bill Hally. He had also ob

served that Hally had been significantally

silent and indifferent during the whole con

versation , but had managed to linger inter

estedly at his meal to the last.

Hally quietly followed Pierce and Barry

from the table , but went directly to his

room . Trent remained behind , from power

of habit now , as well as inclination , until

the girls and their mother should appear for

their own suppers. He hadn't long to wait ,

as , possibly, from an affinity inclination, at

least Ed . Trent tried to make himself so

believe, Jennie was always prompt in get

ting to the table whenever he was there as

the last of the regular boarders . Her moth

er and sister soon followed . Ed . was

warded by a pleasant look and kindly word .

Even Mrs. Meyers was a bit more than

courteous to Trent. This was remarkable .

from the fact that many extras who boarded

with her had left the service, and likewise

her boarding house, without even an explan

ation for final payment of board . They had

to do it . They didn't have money enough

to encourage them to " square up." But she

had never been the least stiff with Ed .

Trent, as she knew the story of his life .

She knew Ed. had a mother, sister and lit.

were entered in the newspapers througb

tle brother back on the old mortgaged farm

whom he hoped to some day install in city

life . Perhaps this pathos inspired her kind

ly treatment of him . It sympathy.

She didn't even suspicion that he loved her

daughter. He had never given her any

thing, and had never taken her anywhere .

" I'm awful sorry for Pat Ward,” were the

words of Mrs. Sarah J. as she addressed

Trent when he was about to retire from

the room . She had regained any lost com

posure the information upon Ward's dis

missal had caused , and her voice had the

ring of true sympathy.

" It's just as Max Johnson says,” indig

nantly broke in Jennie. “ The machinists

and others organize , and if I were the street

car men I'd organize, too ."

“ Mrs. Meyers said nothing if she noted

the remark of her daughter. Her thoughts

were with Pat Ward , the old friend of her

husband and one who had turned over to

hor many a boarding house patron from

among the newcomers upon the road .

But Ed . Trent carried the remark of Jen

nie Meyers with him. There were really

about three reasons for it : First,

Ed . Trent, during his service with the

Guardian Street Railway Co. had observed

many things that taught of the palpable de

pendence of labor. Back on the farm he

had grown accustomed to the complaints

about the overshadowing mortgage, the

cankerous interest , burdensome rentals and

excessive taxes. These , with extortionous

freight rates and commission house tariffs

were the walls of poverty's channels through

which he had witnessed the passing of the

ceaseless procession of specter -chased coun

try folk on their way from hopeful youth

into the yawning abyss of galling despond.

ency. It was to get out of that torturing

current that he had come to the city, where

he had been led to believe was enjoyed the

great harvest of wealth those hardy hus

bandmen and their families wrought from

the soil . Here he found even a more seri.

ous situation . Here were countless num

bers begging for the privilege of support

ing the system that was drawing the life

current from those he had left behind. They

were a part of the great aimless procession

he had hoped to escape. But being yet one

of them , he was learning that he could not

hope to escape alone. The nickles he col

lected went somewhere. He had begun to

question where ? The wornout men went

somewhere. Where ? None of them were

upon easy street . Pat Ward , although al

leged to have been dismissed for being

short , was about to lose the little home he

had been years endeavoring to pay for. The

system was wrong . How could it be cor

rected and when ? What was to be done in

the meantime ? Who was to do it ? Surely,

not those exuberant in luxury from the sys

tem ; not those to whose special advantages

the system conformed ; not those enjoying

special privilege or living from the abund

ance of it .

Second , Jennie said that if she were the

street car men, she would organize. What

did she know about organization ? What

was there in the organization of labor that

would interest her ? Her father had dodged

organization . Her father's associates had

dodged organization . Her father died a poor

man. Pat Ward and others who were her

father's associates were in poverty.

Third , Max Johnson was a union man,

and Max Johnson had given Jennie Meyers

more than theater tickets. Max Johnson

had only what he had paid for from what

he had saved of his wages until property

he bought with those savings began to pay

a return . But Max Johnson believed in or

ganized labor. Seemingly , so did Jennie

Meyers . What was pleasing to Jennie Mey

ers in Max Johnson would also be pleasing

to her in Ed . Trent . What was Max John

son to Jennie Meyers anyhow ?. They were

seemingly only friends . Ed . Trént had no

objections to that. He liked Max Johnson

himself.

" Thought you were going home Christ

mas , Jack ."

“ I wanted to,” replied the other, "but I

was
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can't afford it . I'd be obliged to borrow

money to get back with , and I'm ashamed

to do that."

That was all of the conversation over

heard by Trent as two men passed while

he stood leaning against the post that sup

ported Mrs. Meyers' inviting boarding house

sign .

Pierce and Jack Barry parted at the gate ,

Barry going toward the car barn and Pierce

went in the opposite direction .

But what had that to do with Ed . Trent ?

For the moment it drew his attention from

Jennie Meyers to his own country home

and Christmas . At no time since he had

left home had he contemplated a Christ

mas visit, but he had hoped to substan

tially remember those he had left behind .

$3.06 was his store of ready money. He

counted it over, but could make no more

of it. It was all in small change . But to

morrow morning he would have a regular

run . It was a swing run, extending from

5:50 o'clock a. m . and 10:50 p. m . , and en

abled him to get in 11 pay hours at 18

cents per hour, would be every day . bar.

ring possible sickness, providing he should

be lucky enough to evade suspensions . And

there was one full pay of one-half month

before Christmas . It was a 15 -day pay and

pay , day came on the 20th of December.

The possibility of that pay was $29.70. His

experience on the extra list had taught him

to estimate $1.00 a day for living expenses ,

barring renewal of wardrobe. He needed

clothes , but right there he determined to

deny himself and send at least $ 10.00 home

to his mother for Christmas . It was

happy thought, and forced him to return to

the boarding house with a determination to

get to bed early that he might not miss out

on the first day of his promotion . All

thought of organization was crowded from

his mind .

( To be continued )

about the organization of these knitting

mills and persuaded the concern to pay the

union scale of wage and use the label . He

accomplished this by gaining the confi

dence of Manager Sprowles of the mills in

his assurance that organized workmen

would patronize the union label, and the

members of this Association are not only

anxious to patronize the union label, but

we are anxious to show Mr. Sprowles that

his confidence in our chairman is not mis

placed . The membership of this Associa .

tion is behind his assurances,

Second , as a part of the labor movement

it is our business to support the organiza

tions of other crafts. We are interested in

the textile workers' organization . They

helped our Philadelphia brothers to estab

lish themselves.

Third , these stockings are a high grade,

and it is saving money to buy them at the

price offered .

Address Columbia Knitting Mills , 2427

North Mascher street, Philadelphia, Pa. , and

inclose postoffice order for 75 cents, stating

size and color of hosiery desired , together

with name and address of sender, and the

stockings will be promptly forwarded direct

from the mills . In clubs of ten, the com

pany agrees to make the price at 70 cents

per half dozen pairs.

a

ANOTHER VICTORY FOR PRATT.

Above is the caption under which eastern

papers announced the organization of the

Columbia Knitting Mills employes by Chair

man C. 0. Pratt of this Association . Not

only did Chairman Pratt organize the em

ployes of the concern and gather them into

the ranks of the Textile Workers' Union ,

but he prevailed upon the company to use

the Union Label.

Upon receipt of 75 cents the company

will send to any member of this Associa

tion , six pairs of union labeled socks, the

retail market value of which is 25 cents

per pair. This grade of stocking is made

of two - ply long staple combed yarn , 36

gauge, and weighs about 24 ounces per

dozen . Heel and toes are doubly rein

forced , dye is absolutely fast. The colors

are black, dark blue, brown or balbriggan .

The above is not a paid advertisement

and it would be 0. K. if it was . But this

mention of an oportunity for our members

to purchase and wear union made hoşiery

is for a three-fold purpose. First, our own

International G. E. B. Chairman brought

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade — not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We can not only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

von money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Mado Uniform ( mod . weight) $ 11.00

Union Made Uniform ( hry. weight) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men — regulation style– depend

able quality - and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes . The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price .

The lomo of Boot Clothes for bu x Boy.

Cla
yto

n's

53-61 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp. Cadillac Botol

Union -made gars.

green
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By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

WORKERS UNION

Stamp Shoes

UNION STAMP You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money.

faciory Na You help your own Labor Position ,

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : " This shoe does not bear the stamp, but is

made under Unlon Conditions. This Is false-- No shoe is union made unless it bears

the Union Stamp.
BOOT & SHOEWORKERS ' UNCON

John F. Tobin , Pres.
246 Summer St. , BOSTON , MASS .Chas. L. Blaine, Sec. - Treas.

DUEBER -HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MICHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor . Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP .

PLIES.

Omcial seal .... . $ 3.50
Member Div . 280

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 ..... .50
Manufacturer of

Rituals, each .. .25

Withdrawal cards, each .

.06 Union ButtonsTraveling cards, each ... .05

Division financial book, 100 pages ..... 1.50
BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

Division financial book, 200 pages ..... 2.50

Division financial book, 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicate report books, each. 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more, 108 E. Washington Sl.

per 100 .. 4.00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each .... .05 CHICAGO, ILL.

Financial secretary's order book on

treasurer, each ... .25

Treasurer's receipt book ... .25

Association Badges, rolled gold , each .. .50

FLOUR
GROUND

PACKED BEARS
A.ADA

MADE BY
AND

UNION HANDLED (LABEL THIS

ILAUSGEMEA FAIR
UNION

LABEL

EMPLOYERS LABOR
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Association Badges, solid gold, each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each .30

Gilt seals, per 100 ... .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted.

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .

THE UNION LABEL

of the

Bakery Workers

Stands for falr and sanitary could

- thus to the latest where it sunod DOR
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THE NEW ROYAL

Mr. Secretary:

Is where you can drop

in and be at home. : :

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By -laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don't you think it would

pay to have it done for yotir Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton- Jacobson

Printing Co.

81-88 Jeferson Aro. DETROIT, MICH. IT IS SPRINGER'S STYLE

Live and Let Live

138 Royal Street, NEW ORLEANS, LA .
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TOBAZO WORKERS INTERNATIONAL

UNION .

MADE

and
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This

Label

UNION |

BUTTONS and BADGES

The International Assoclotion

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

Springs for

Motormen's Stools

50c per set, deliv

ered free . Send

stamps or money.

A great comfort and

protection from jar

on Kidneys.

Thousands in use.

The Toledo Chair

Spring Co.

417 Belalpan B.

TOLEDO , ..

Our Label b No. 88 .

QERAQHTY & CO.

1 La Gato Mng Ohlasgo .
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Thank you , old man, for telling me about the BLOCHUNI

FORMofQUALITY. This is the best fitting, best made,and best

wearing, unionmadeUniform I ever had. Iam going to tell all

my friends to buy this kind and take Cutout and
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THE BLOCH COMPANY
City

Wholesale Manufacturer
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CONVENTION
PROCEEDINGS

Official Report of the Proceedings of the Eleventh Con

vention of the Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America,

Held at Toronto, Ont. , October

4 to 9, inclusive, 1909

FIRST DAY.

Morning Session .

Labor Temple, Toronto, Ont . , Oct. 4 , 1909 .

Called to order by President Wm. Mur.

ray , of Division No. 113 , Toronto, Ont .

The eleventh convention of the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America was called

to order in Labor Temple , No. 167 Church

street , Toronto , Ont . , at 10 o'clock a. m . ,

October 4th , 1909 , by President Wm. Mur

ray , of Division No. 113 , Toronto , Ont .

In calling the Convention to order, Presi

dent Murray addressed the gathering in

part as follows :

" Ladies and Gentlemen , Delegates to the

Eleventh Convention of the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America, Guests and Friends :

You will please come to order.

It devolves upon me to call this assem

blage to order, and to tender to you a hearty

welcome and God-speed on behalf of Di

vision No. 113 , of this city, and our friends,

who will also welcome you .

" At the last Convention of this Associa

tion , held in New Orleans , the delegates

enjoyed themselves by the reception and

entertainment tendered them by Division

No. 194 . We promised you then to give

you a good time if you would select Toron

to for your next Convention city . We prom

ised at that time to make your visit as

pleasant as possible . Delegates , we hope

when you return to your homes after the

sessions of this Convention , you will have

found that Toronto has made good that

promise.

" The Mayor of this city is absent , but he

has sent as his representative to us , Con

troller Hocken to represent his honor, May.

or Oliver, to address you at this time , and

I take pleasure in introducing to you Con

troller Hocken ."

Toronto's Welcome.

Controller Hocken , upon being introduced

by the Chairman , extended to the Conven

tion , delegates and visitors a most cordial

civic welcome. After paying a high tribute

to unionism and to the standard of union

ism in Toronto and its extent, Mr. Hocken

said in part :

" There is no body of men in this city that

you come in contact with who are more

highly thought of than the men of the

Street Railway System. You are public

servants in the highest degree ; your posi

tion calls for the highest qualification for

duty, honesty and capability, and these are

qualities that not only command respect

of our citizenship, but should command a

higher recompense for work of the kind

required of street and electric railway men .

" I hope that this Convention in Toronto

will set a new mark for even higher attain

ments for your Association to reach in the

interest of the street railway men in gen

eral .

" I trust that you will enjoy your stay

here, and I am sure that if there is any

thing that the Mayor, in his position, can

give you, it is only necessary to state just

what is desired , and it will be had. The

key to the city is yours, and we trust you

to use it to your own enjoyment.

" Let me predict that should it be your

pleasure to again return to Toronto in the

course of time , you will find a condition of

municipal ownership and operation of the

street and electric railways of this city .

Then we will be able to accord to you free

transportation during your stay with us. We

believe that with that will come better

wages and conditions to these men who

work upon the cars , and who are held ac

countable for their service and for the

safety of those who come into their hands

by patronage of the street railways . We

hope then to be able to show you what
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municipal operation of street railways can

bring to the city and her citizens in the

way of good service and cheap transporta

tion.

" Again , I assure you of a most generous

welcome to our city . "

Address of Alderman J. J. Graham,

At the conclusion of the address of Con

troller Hocken Chairman Murray introduced

Alderman J. J. Graham, of Toronto, who

supplemented the welcome extended by the

Mayor through his representative. Alder

man Graham said in part :

" It is always a pleasure to welcome dele

gates of conventions to our city upon im

portant gatherings , such as we have here

this morning. Conventions of this kind

demonstrate and stand for the principle

that man is of more importance than money .

I may say advisedly that the Street Rail

way men of our own country and of the

United States are a class of men who stand

high . The rank and file, whose representa

tives are gathered in this Convention , as

sure us a gathering constituting a conven

tion who are above the ordinary in makeup

and manhood . On our own Street Railway

in the city of Toronto , the employes are a

class of men who command the highest re

spect of the people in general .

" Conventions of this kind aid a great deal

in uniting nations and breaking down preju

dices that may exist between peoples of

different countries. You know no creeds

of politics or religion . You are bound to

gether for your own good and the good of

the communities in which you reside . A

man cannot have any higher aim than to

serve his fellow being to the very best of

his ability . We believe that is your aim ,

and your highest hope in holding this con

vention is to promote that object . We

must admit also , that the need for organ

ized labor never was so important to the

wage-earner as it is today. The very fact

that so much money and so many of the

industries of this country , as well as of the

United States , is controlled by trusts and

combines, makes it necessary and important

that the individual , in whatever industrial

calling he may be engaged, must be a mem

ber of the respective organization of his

employment or calling. It is of the highest

importance that he should stand for the

principle and demonstrate to the world that

man is of more importance than money.

" Now I will not take up your time . We

will endeavor to make your stay as pleas

ant as possible the short time you are with

us ; we will do so to the extent of our

power. The committee have made their

arrangements for your entertainment and

their effort will be to make your stay one

to be remembered . We wish the conven

tion every success , and we wish your Asso

ciation God-speed and prosperity.

" Let me call your attention to the fact

that the municipal contracts in this city

provide for the employment of labor and

embrace a proposition requiring the em

ployment of union men, and the paying of

the union scale of wages to employes . This

is significant of the standing of unionism in

this city . We believe it is right. We be

lieve it brings the best results to labor.

You, as members of organized labor, are

with your friends , even to the city govern

ment. Again in supporting the welcome

already extended you , I wish you God-speed

and success in your convention .”

Address of President Glockling, Dominion

Trades and Labor Congress.

Chairman Murray, at the conclusion of

the address of Alderman Graham, intro

duced to the convention , President Glock

ling, of the Dominion Trades and Labor

Congress of Canada, who, on behalf of the

Dominion Trades and Labor Congress and

the Central Labor Union of Toronto , ex

tended fraternal greetings and a hearty

welcome to the officers and delegates of the

Association and the visitors : In part Pres.

ident Glockling said :

" It was expected that two representatives

from labor would have the privilege of per

forming the test devolving upon me. So

it comes to me as a two-fold duty, and it is

a pleasant one. I shall endeavor to com

bine the two positions in one . I wish on

this occasion to welcome the delegates and

their friends to Toronto. The Labor Coun

cil has the highest respect for Street Rail

way men . The delegates of your Toronto

local have always been active in the work

of organized labor in this country . The

Council earnestly welcomes you, and will

do all in its power to assist in carrying out

arrangements necessary for your happiness ,

convenience and comfort during your stay

here ; and to assist in the program outlined

by your local division in the way of enter

tainment.

" I am not totally a stranger to the Street

Railway Employes organization. I remem

ber some twenty-two years ago, before you

had an international organization of street

railway employes , that the men here organ.

ized under the Knights of Labor. Charac

teristic of like meetings of that time, after

little or no discussion , they decided to

strike. They did strike , and it almost caus

ed a riot in this city . The strike failed, but

we believe that in pressing its object it had

the effect of showing to the management at

that time that there were men of thought

and purpose connected with the street rail

way system as employes . These were

horse-car days and we are pleased now that

the smoke of battle has cleared away, that

you have been enabled to build upon your

union principles this magnificent organiza

tion which has brought to you better wages

and conditions . I believe that you will fol.

low your principles so that through your

organization you will bring about even bet

ter results than have yet been attained .

“ The Dominion Trades Congress , which I

also represent at this time , is something

similar to your A. F. of L. , in the United

States. It is a legislative body; it has for

its object the securing and carrying into

effect of laws which will permit of wage.

earners of Canada to keep pace with the

movement all over the continent, the com
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Labor Congress and the Toronto Central

Labor Council welcome you in the spirit of

fraternity, and we wish you , your conven

tion and organization every success.”

Chairman Murray, at the close of the ad

dress of President Glockling, introduced

President W. D. Mahon, and on behalf of

the Amalgamated Association of Wood

Workers of Chicago, presented him with a

beautiful union label gavel with which to

preside over the convention . He also, on

behalf of Joe Lynch, of Chicago, presented

him with an appropriately designed badge,

for which President Mahon responded ,

thanking the Amalgamated Association of

Wood Workers and Bro. Lynch , Division

260, for this token of their xi wishes .

munities in which we live and our citizens,

whether they belong to a labor organization

or not . We enact such measures as we be

lieve promotive to the interests of the wage

earners and to the citizens in our various

congresses, and then we convey them to

our government legislature, pointing out to

the members of that body the necessity of

these laws and the importance of putting

them into effect.

"Now, we have a certain amount of oppo

sition in connection with our congress. Our

congress is composed of delegates from the

Atlantic to the Pacific. Those of you who

have read anything of the geographical ex

tent of Canada know it is a very large

place, and it costs considerable to send del

egates from remote places to that congress.

The congress is doing good work , and we

want everybody with us , and it is our de

sire that we may enlarge our scope of al

legiance . We cannot accomplish the fullest

good that organized labor can accomplish

in this country until we have all wage

earners with us .

“ We have an element in this country

known as the Canadian Federation of Labor,

It is solely and purely a national organiza

tion . We appreciate very much the fact

that a national organization cannot have

successful organization in the Dominion of

Canada. It is a stumbling block to the In

ternational movement . Our affiliations

should extend to Europe and other coun

tries in order to bring about better condi

tions . But this national movement is in

existence. It is here and we have got to

meet it. We are going to ask for affiliations

from every national and international body,

and I hope that our request will not be

asked in vain. Our wants are your wants,

to see prosperity on this entire continent.

" This great labor movement, international

as it is , which we represent here today , is

the greatest pacifier of differences in na

tionalities. It brings us of all nations

closer together in fraternal bondage . The

friction between French and English is be

ing wiped away by this American labor

movement. Our international movement

tends to a solidarity that cannot be encour

aged by an organization that stands upon

selfishness such as the Canadian Federation

of Labor. No national organization can

lead to such solidarity as is necessary to get

the best for the workers of all classes .

“ Let me assure you that I lay especial

emphasis upon the success of labor, and

shall endeavor to promote the interests of

the Ama gamated Association right here in

Canada . I shall use my best efforts to see

that every Canadian city in which there are

street railway men, are , organized and

brought into your fold . I assure you that

you have the support of the entire Canadian

Trades and Labor Congress ; in fact, we

are a part of the American Federation of

Labor, and our cause is common with yours .

" Allow me to again thank you for the

privilege of addressing your meeting and to

say to you that the Dominion Trades and

Address of President Mahon.

Upon being introduced, President Mahon

said in part :

" To those who have extended their

hearty welcome and to those whom they

represent , we respond with the assurance

of our sincere gratitude . To the welcome

so heartily tendered to us by the representa

tives of this city, the respresentatives of the

Dominion Trades and Labor Congress and

the Central Body of this city , to them we

assure we appreciate this most kindly

welcome. We appreciate the welcome to

this most beautiful city on the part of its

municipal officers. I believe it has come to

us as a genuine expression . In my years

of work I have visited this city on a num.

ber of occasions ; always have I found from

the representatives of the local city gov

ernment a warm welcome to the represen

tatives of labor, something we do not find in

all cities of Canada nor in all cities of the

United States. I appreciate upon the part

of this organization the welcome that has

been extended to us from his honor, the

Mayor, and by other representatives of the

city council , and in turning over the city to

this organization they have nothing to fear.

This assemblage of delegates and their

friends are familiar with municipal life , and

come from various sections in the United

States and Canada. I presume we could

find, if necessary and the occasion required

it , 200 men competent to act as mayor, or in

other municipal official capacity. I say to

those representatives they have nothing

to fear in turning over the city to this or

ganization of men so fairly familiar with

the duties and requirements imposed upon

representatives by a municipal government.

" To you of the Trades Congress and rep

resentatives of the City Central Labor Coun.

cil , I assure you we appreciate your hearty

welcome. I want to congratulate you that in

extending this welcome this morning, you

did not extend it as though you were wel

coming a convention of men from the United

States . In my experience on several occa

sions I have listened to welcome of this

kind as though they were welcoming men

from abroad , but we are here this morning

in Canada, not as though coming from

abroad , but all united in one common fra

ternity.
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“ In coming into this city I heard some

one singing, 'We're Here Because We're

Here. ' We are here because we are work

ing men of the American continent. This

is just as much an organization of Canada

as it is of the United States. As Brother

Glockling said a moment ago , the trade

union organization is a movement that rec

ognizes no imaginary boundary lines . A

movement of men and women ; a movement

to establish better conditions for them

selves , their children and the communities

in which they live . Meeting here in your

beautiful Canadian city, we come as trade

unionists , trade union men and women from

Canada and the United States , and we feel

as much at home under the Union Jack as

we do under the Stars and Stripes .

I am pleased at the welcome that has

been given. Politicians and statesmen (so

called ) may rear their walls of tariff, and

may divide us by imaginary, political bound

ary lines, but they cannot displace or de

stroy the international organization charac

ter of our united crafts . We have learned

by experience that it makes no difference to

capitalists in what field they may operate.

We learn that commercialism has no flag

and worships no god but gold. Labor will

be divided no longer.

“ Education and organization are having

their effect, and are doing the work, and we

are beginning to realize that whether flags

be red or striped , our prejudices must not be

raised to the interest of the other fellow

and to our detriment. We have a pride in

our flag and of our country , but we will not

be led falsely by that pride to be carried

into prejudice and led into battle , where

nothing results but injury to our good cause,

and no benefits attained but only sectional

commercialism . We do not believe in war

fare. We do not believe in being split by

tariff walls . We believe in the fraternity

of organized labor, and we believe that all

questions, whether international or of indus

trial character, should be settled by some

means other than warfare . We believe in

arbitration , a principle that has resulted in

a higher standard of justice than has the

settling of disputes by destructive warfare

and international strife .

Arbitration is one of the basic principles

of this Association . We have found it to

be good and it has generally resulted in jus

ice in the settlement of industrial conten

tions, and should be resorted to in times of

strife between nations . It has come to be

adopted and advocated as the true principle

for the solution of contentions . It is now

advocated by the best men giving attention

to economic affairs .

" The first men who brought forth the

idea of international arbitration as a means

of wiping out warfare were two British

trade unionists , who, years ago, carried it

into the congress and conventions of labor

in the United States , and there enlisted the

support of the American labor movement .

It was supported by the trade unionists of

Great Britain and the United States , and

resulted in its being adopted as the policy

of nations in dealing with international dis

putes . It is a great work that trade union

ists did , and are still doing along that line.

I know that I need give no explanation of

our spirit toward members of the unions in

Canada. Bro. Glockling and his colleagues

know the spirit of our organization . We

are with them heart and soul.

" It has been my pleasure in the years

that I have served this organization to meet

the Canadian organizations and to work

with them shoulder to shoulder for the

shortening of hours and increasing of wages ,

and fighting for labor legislation . I say to

them this morning it is the sameas it has

been in the past, no different. Wherever

it may be you will find the Amalgamated

Association not wanting in any effort to

promote our common interests and the in

terests of the Canadian wage-earners . We

will be found shoulder to shoulder in the

struggle working for the best interests of

the trade union movement at all times,

whether in Canada or in the United States.

We know something of the struggles in this

country ; something of the conditions you

must contend with . We know because we

are represented here . We have men repre

sented in this convention here from Halifax

to Victoria , who know of the conditions of

Canada, and something of the conditions in

the United States . You must realize there

fore , that whatever is desired on the part

of the organization in Canada, that will pro

mote your interests you will have our hearty

cooperation and assistance in the struggle

for its attainment.

To
local people I want to ex

tend the thanks of this organization ;

to you , Mr. President of Division No.

113, in the name of these delegates and

their visiting friends , I wish to thank you

sincerely from the bottom of our hearts for

the kind welcome you have extended to us

at this convention , and for the arrange

ments you have made for our reception and

entertainment. The convention marks

again ( as I said at New Orleans) the work

of this organization , showing the advance

ment it has made , and the high esteem in

which the Association is maintained .

" I remember my first visit many years

ago to this city. I remember the first meet

ing of street railway men nere. We met on

Sunday afternoon , probably some of the old

members here will remember—we did not

run cars on Sunday then in this city.

" I only wish I could prevail upon the

various labor organizations of the American

continent to see that condition for us once

again , not only here , but all over the United

States and Canada when no cars should be

operated on Sunday . In that first meeting

there was a little struggling organization

marking the first year of the birth of the

Amalgamated . It went down. The em

ployes here had a beneficial association .

Something that is known by the majority

of our members, but when it came to con

ditions the benefits were on the other end

of the proposition .

our
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The Chair directed that Delegates Wm.

Roehner, Jno. J. Lavery and M. Brennan

appear before the Credentials Committee at

their first meeting.

The Chair announced that the Credentials

Committee would meet at Parlor B, Prince

George Hotel , immediately upon adjourn

ment of the convention at the noon hour.

Moved and seconded by Delegates M. C.

Buckley, Division No. 260, Chicago, Ill . , and

Richard Johnson, Division No. 326 St. Jo

seph, Mo. , to adjourn until 2 o'clock p . m .

The Chair announced that Chairman Mur

ray, of the Credential Committee, would re

ceive credentials from the platform imme

diately upon adjournment .

The Buckley motion to adjourn until 2

o'clock p . m. , was carried and the con

vention adjourned accordingly at 11:35 a. m .

" One night at one of the meetings of this

beneficial association the members decided

to discuss their grievances . The superin

tendent and officials of the company came

to all meetings, as they were members . The

meeting placed a big brother at the door

to keep the company officials from this par.

ticular meeting. The superintendent in

sisted upon coming in, demanding his rights

as a member. The big brother at the door

objected , and was finally compelled to throw

him down stairs . That meant war, and the

doors were locked and members took charge

of the beneficial society and its affairs, and

applied for a charter to the Amalgamated

Association. Bro. Law was then Interna

tional President, and granted the charter

to the little bunch of men , who were the

pioneers of this Association and also the

founders of Division No. 113 .

“ The first Sunday I met them there were

fifteen men in the hall . We discussed or

ganization, and from that little organization

we kept on the fight in this city. There

was a strong religious prejudice to over

come . Men believing they could not be

Christians and belong to the union, but

these men have made the best of union

men. From that little body of men has

grown up the magnificent organization of

men that you have here today. They were

headed by Magnus Sinclair and other men

associated with the movement , and today

we see the results. Were we to examine

the conditions we would find the same ad

vancement here that the records of our

organization show in the United States . It

is a pleasure to us after having battled for

years in this city to find the same condi

tions that are found in the United States .

" To the delegates assembled here , I con

gratulate you upon the work of your or

ganization in the past years and I welcome

you here in the name of our Association

and to convey to you that there is much

work to be done at this time. It will be

necessary work, hard work, all of the week.

We will be well cared for and well looked

after, and now to commence the work be

fore this Association in accordance with our

laws, I formally call the Eleventh conven

tion of this Association to order."

At 11 o'clock a. m . President W. D. Mahon

took the chair and formally called the con

vention to order.

The Chair appointed as temporary secre

taries of the convention Secretary R. L.

Reeves of the G. E. B. and Delegate John

Reardon , of Division No. 22 , Worcester,

Mass.

The Chair appointed as Committee on

Credentials delegates as follows : W. Mur

ray , Division No. 113 , Toronto , Ont.; Fred

Stadler, Division No. 194, New Orleans , La.;

Dan. Daly , Division No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .;

Alex. Smyth , Division No. 249 , Wakefield ,

Mass.; Geo. Evans , Division No. 85 , Pitts

burg, Pa.; Tom Jordan , Division No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill. ;' Stephen Cullinan, Division No.

281, New Haven , Conn.; Wm . Kelly, Di

vision No. 379 , Niles , Ohio ; F. N. Placke,

Division No. 484 , Kewanee , Ill .

Afternoon Session.

Chairman W. D. Mahon called the con

vention to order at 2 o'clock p. m.

The Chair declared in order the roll call

of International officers .

There were present upon roll call of offi

cers :

President , W. D. Mahon , Detroit , Mich .

Vice-Presidents P. J. Shea , Div. 168 , Scran

ton, Pa.; J. J. Thorpe, Div. 85, Pittsburg,

Pa.; A. H. Burt, Div. 382 , Salt Lake City,

Utah ; George Keenan, Div. 282 , Roches

ter, N. Y.

Treasurer Rezin Orr, Detroit Mich .

G. E. B. Members R. L. Reeves , Div. 85 ,

Pittsburg, Pa.; Edw. McMorrow, Div. 260,

Chicago, Ill .; Magnus Sinclair, Div. 113 ,

Toronto , Ont.; Richard Cornelius , Div.

518 , San Francisco , Cal .; Wm . B. Fitzger

ald, Div. 132 , Troy, N. Y.; D. S. Fitzger

ald , Div . 281 , New Haven , Conn .

Absentees :

Vice Presidents A. L. Behner, Div. 380 ,

Elyria , Ohio ; W. C. Downing, Div . 308 ,

Chicago , Ill.; Wm. Jacobs, Div. 451 , Louis

ville, Ky.

G. E. B. Members C. 0. Pratt , Welshfield,

Ohio ; Ben . Commons, Div. 194 , New Or

leans , La.; Fred Fay, Div. 111 , Ypsilanti,

Mich.

The Chair declared in order the report of

the Credentials Committee.

The Credentials Committee reported by

committee's secretary, Alex . Smyth , as fol

lows :

" Toronto , Ont. , October 4 , 1909 .

To the Officers and Delegates of the Elev

enth Convention of the Amalgamated As

sociation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America :

We, your Committee on Credentials , beg

leave to report that after the adjournment

of the convention , your Committee went

into session at the Prince George Hotel ,

and carefully examined all credentials re

ferred to us up-to-date ; there having been

presented to us one hundred and eighty.

(Continued on page 11 )
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ly.

TSOFAMERIC

The ...
Some may say that in the manner of

entertaining the 11th Convention, Division

Motorman and Conductor No. 113 outclassedall precedent. However

that may be, all must agree that she showed

herself a most admirable host.

ATION OFSTAES
Entertainment and social features en

joyed by the delegates and their friends

during their stay in Toronto were as fol

lows :

Sunday, Oct. 3 , the delegates in charge

of the Entertainment Committee made a

tour of the city by private cars supplied by

the Toronto Railway Company, starting from

Oficial Journal of the Amalgamated A880 the Prince George Hotel.

ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .
Monday, Oct. 4 , a reception was tendered

the delegates and convention guests in Tem

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month ple Hall, Labor Temple, beginning at 8

W. D. MAHON , President. o'clock in the evening and continuing into

the morning hours. This event embraced &

Correspondents will pleaso address all com mass meeting of the members of Division

munications for publication to R, L , REEVES,

Dditor, Detroit, Mich ,

No. 113 , their wives and those locally inter

Subscriptions payable to W. D. Mahon, Pres.
ested in extending greetings to the guests

of the occasion . Refreshments were served ,

SUBSCRIPTION . speeches were listened to and music, reci

Per annum . $ 1.00 tations and other entertainment were prom

Single copy .10 cents inent features.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL .
At the noon hour, Tuesday, Oct. 5, a dele

W. D. MAHON ..... International President gation picture was taken from the steps of

A L BEHNER . .First Vice-President Toronto's magnificent City Hall. In the

J. J. THORPE . Second Vice-President

A. H. BURT . Third Vice -President
evening a theater party at Shea's Theater,

GEORGE KEENAN . Fourth Vice -President corner of King and Yonge streets, was a

B. A , CARTER . ... Fifth Vice - President

PATRICK E. HANLEY..Sixth Vice -President
pleasurable event.

T. H. DUNN ......... Seventh Vice -President On Wednesday, Oct. 6, in the afternoon,

REZIN ORR . .. International Treasurer a special train took the delegates and guests

General Executive Board upon a trip to Niagara Falls . This , to

C. 0. PRATT .. . Chairman

R. L. REEVES .

many, may be counted the most important

.. Secretary
PDWARD MCMORROW .

feature of the arrangements provided by

MAGNUS SINCLAIR . Division No. 113.

RICHARDCORNELIUS.

WM . B. FITZGERALD .
Thursday, Oct. 7, in the evening a ban .

P.J. SHEA .
quet was held at McConkey's, 29 King street

FRED FAY.

D.8.FITZGERALD.

west. Everybody voted it the banquet of

all banquets they had ever attended ,

Motored at the Detroit P. O. as Second -Class During the entire week of the convention,

Matter. through the courtesy of the Toronto Rail

way Company, the delegates and guests en

COS COC joyed free transportation upon the street

cars at any and all times.

Aside from the regular program , a Ladies'

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED Entertainment Committee provided special

ASSOCIATION.
social and entertainment features for the

benefit of the lady guests at the convention.

Article 2 of Constitution .
The many courtesies extended by the La

dies' Committee of Division No. 113 will be
Section 1. The objects of thig Association

shall be to organize Division Associations. long and heartily remembered by those who

Sec. 2. To place our occupation upon , a enjoyed their favor.

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and skill ;

to encourage the formation in Division Asso
The Ladies' Committee that assisted the

ciations of Sick Benefit Funds ; to establish Toronto local in caring for their guests was

schools of instruction and examination for

imparting a practical knowledge of modern
composed of :

and improved methods and systems of trans Mrs. D. Kelly, Secretary ; Mrs. J. W. Wil

portation and trade matters generally. To liamson, Treasurer ; Mrs. Sid Robinson,

encourage the settlement of all disputes be Mrs. George Palmer, Mrs. J. Tompkins , Mrs.
tween employes and employers by arbitra
tlon, to secure employment and adequate pay S. Madill, Mrs. R. B. Brown, Mrs. G. W.

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily Vines, Miss Coles .

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social con

The Management Committee of Division

dition.
No. 113 that looked after all details of the

convention, its entertainment and social

The 11th Convention is now a part of the features , was composed of :

historic records of the Association . It was Wm. Murray, President ; W. D. Robbins,

the largest convention the Association ever Fin . Sec .; Joe Gibbons, Business Agent.

held . Attendance numbered 195 officers Executive Board Members : Joseph Leonard,

and delegates.
Sam Madill and H. B. Oakley.
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Convention Proceedings - continued

from page 9

three ( 183 ) credentials from representa

tives of the local divisions herein enumer

ated with the names of the delegates repre

senting them . The Divisions and their

delegates are as follows:

Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass.
John H. Reardon

George A. MacGeachey

Division No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .

Hiram A. Peck

Charles Fysh

Garrett F. Burns

Ernest A. Carr

Sam . Jossman

Daniel Daly

J. A. Campbell

Division No. 52, East Liverpool , Ohio.

Hugh Thorn

Division No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa.

J. J. Thorpe

E. B. Schafer

Edw . J. Baldauf
Chester A. Quinn

Patrick J. Ward

George Bannan
Wm. T. Hanna

R. Stentz

Geo. W. Evans

Chas. F. Gallagher

Daniel S. Cousart

Charles Hensell
John Kirsch

Harry McMillen

Division No. 89 , New Castle , Pa.

C. C. Coulthard

Division No. 98 , Akron , Ohio.
Allen Laudenslager

Division No. 99, Winnipeg , Manitoba.
James Potter

T. H. Dunn

Division No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.

J. A. Aicken

Division No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va.
J. T. Moore

O. M. Smith

Division No. 107 , Hamilton, Ont.

George Armstrong

Division No. 111, Ypsilanti , Mich .

John W. McFee

Division No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.

S. Madill

W.Murray

J. Gibbons

J. Leonard

W. D. Robbins

H. B. Oakley

Division No. 118, Pottsville, Pa .

Frank Zimmerman

Division No. 125 ,Belleville, Ill .
W. G. Bradford

R. R. Aldridge

Division No. 164, Wilkesbarre , Pa .
Thomas Hatch

Diy sion No. 168, Scranton , Pa.

P. J. Shea

P. J. Keegan

Division No. 174, Fall River, Mass.

Wm. H. Kirby

Division No. 176 , Sharon , Pa.

Geo. C. Davis

Division No. 179 , Elmira, N. Y.

Charles M. Pratt

Division No. 192 , Oakland, Cal.
Joseph W. Smart

John B. Kelly

Division No. 194, New Orleans, La .

S. J. Ashby

Leonce Gauthier

Charles Gonzales

Eug. Harriss

John Renton

Fred Stadler

J. Stadler

JamesRogers

John A. Williamson

Division No. 215. Wheaton, Ill .

Wm. Frazer

Division No. 223 , Butler, Pa.

L. M. Convery

Division No. 228 , Joliet, Ill .

George E. Brereton

Division No. 235 , Brockton , Mass.
Curry Styles

Division No. 238. Lynn , Mass.

Wm. French

Division No. 240 , Chelsea, Mass.

Eric Phemister

Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

William Taber

John H. Larkin

Wm. Quinlan

M. C. O'Brien

Henry Durr

James A. Anderson

Ben White

Thomas Jordan

Peter Fleming

John Ernst

Patrick E.Hanley

Jeremiah O'Connor

Wm . J. Sturtz

Ole Olson

Thomas Greene

P. H. McManus

Denis Enright

James Powers

Henry Burgo

R. E. Kernan

D. J. Laughlin

John Johnson

Louis J. Blesch

Joseph Kessler

Joseph Colgan

Patrick Sullivan

Samuel Dugan

Wm . K. Skinner
Frank Gibbs

Division No. 246 , Salem , Mass.

Stewart A. Morgan

Division No. 249 , Wakefield , Mass.

Alex . Smyth

Division No. 253, Quincy, Mass .

John Fairclothe

Division No. 260. Chicago, Ill.
L, D. Bland

J. T. Mahoney

M. C. Buckley

C. E. Casper

James Horrigan

Cornelius Buttimer

J. T. Sullivan

Jno . Hood

Frank J. Conway

Herman Sieloff

James H. Keegan

Richard Parker

R. D. Johnston

Ed. Bechtloff

Division No. 266 , Chicago, Ill .

B. A. Carter

E. M. Deegan

Division No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio.

John Stampili.

JamesK.Farasey

Division No. 272 , Youngstown , Ohio.

R. A. Sauce

Division No. 279, Ottawa, Ont.

James O'Brien

Division No. 280 , Lowell, Mass.

Wm. E. Sproule

Division No. 281 , New Haven , Conn .

Stephen Cullinan

Charles Minnix

Division No. 282. Rochester, N. Y.

C. H. McCrossen

J. J. O'Sullivan
Geo. Keenan

Wm. T. Kelly

Division No. 308, Chicago, Ill .
T. F. O'Brien

W. D. Trickett

J. T. McIntosh

O. J. Leonard

A. Dempsey

L. S. Collins

J. E. Black

Robert Baxter

L. H. Parks

Division No. 312 , Davenport, Iowa.

Ira Hammond
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Division No. 313. Rock Island , Ill .

James C. Kinsley

Division No. 326 , St. Joseph , Mo.

Richard Johnson

Division No. 343. Kalamazoo, Mich.

Lewis W. Page

Division No. 379 , Niles, Ohio.

M. Kelly

Division No. 380. Elyria , Ohio.

Ben . Casson

Division No. 382 , Salt Lake City , Utah.

Allen H. Burt

J. H. Lamont

Division No. 416 , Peoria , Ill .

Jerry Burnette

Division No. 425 , Hartford, Conn.

Joseph E. Dunn

Wm . H. Millard

Division No. 433 , Lansford, Pa.

Orrin Smith

Division No. 441 , Des Moines , Iowa.

J. M. Leonard

Division No. 443 , Stamford, Conn.

Edwin M. Scott

Division No. 448 , Springfield , Mass .

Martin J. Hennessey

Patrick J. O'Brien

Division No. 452, Thompsonville , Conn .
John A. Frey

Division No. 469, Derby , Conn .

Roger J. Leahy

Division No. 476 , Norwalk , Conn .
Fred W. F.Andrews

Division No. 477 , Philadelphia , Pa.
Michael J. Brennan

Wm . Roehner

John J. Lavery

Harry Buckley

Leonard F. Blue

L. A. Ward

Edward Mahlin

Robert Davidson

Coleman O'Loughlin

John Kiker

Wm . Moyer

Joseph B. Howell

John Monaghan

C. A. Abbott

Thomas Yeager

John Shiffler

H. Ficka

R. Knox

Charles Miller
Thomas Garvey

Francis McFadden

Charles Braungart

James Reilly

Hugh Barron

J. Duffy

Archibald Chambers

Division No. 484. Kewanee, ill .

F. N. Placke

Division No. 490. Yonkers, N. Y.

James Hushion

Division No. 496 , Pittsfield , Mass.
Wm. J. Gleason

Division No. 497 , Pittsburg. Kansas.

J. A. Finnemore

Division No. 498 , Mt. Vernon and New Ro

chelle . N. Y.

Thomas Kinnery

Respectfully submitted,

COMMITTEE ON CREDENTIALS,

W. Murray,

Fred Stadler,

Dan . Daly ,

Alex . Smyth ,

Geo . Evans,

Tom Jordan ,

Stephen Cullinan ,

Michael Kelly ,

F. N. Placke ,

W. Murray ,

Chairman ,

Alex. Smyth ,

Secretary ."

During the reading of the Credentials

Committee report, delegate badges were dis

tributed by Treasurer Rezin Orr and Dele

gate Michael J. Brennan to delegates as

their names were read from the list upon

which the committee reported as recom

mended as entitled to seats in the conven.

tion .

Moved and seconded by Delegates Quin.

lan and Hanley, Div. 241 , that the report of

the Credentials Committee be accepted as

read and that the delegates recommended

as entitled to seats in the convention be

seated ; carried .

Supplemental to his written report, Sec

retary Smyth submitted that a telegram

before the committee protesting against the

seating of Delegates Wm. Roehner, M. J.

Brennan and John J. Lavery as delegates

representing Division No. 477 was passed

upon by the committee . The telegram was

signed by M. F. Hughes of the Division.

The Committee determined to ignore the

telegram . The protest stated that the dele

gates did not have the sanction of Div , No.

477, Philadelphia. In ignoring the telegram

upon its investigation , the Committee rec

ommended the seating of the delegates in

its general report.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Carter,

Div. 266 , and James H. Keagan , Div . 260,

to accept the supplemental report ; carried .

Committee on Rules and Order.

The Chair appointed as Committee on

Rules and Order : Delegates Richard John.

son , Div . No. 326 , St. Joseph , Mo. , Chairman ;

Michael J. Brennan, Div. No. 477 , Philadel

phia , Pa.; C. C. Coulthard , Div. No. 89 , New

Castle, Pa.; J. T. Sullivan , Div. No. 260 ,

Chicago, Ill .; F. A. Fennimore , Div . No. 497,

Pittsburg , Kans.; Edwin Scott, Div. No. 443 ,

Stamford, Conn .; George Armstrong, Div .

No. 107 , Hamilton , Ont.; James C. Kinsley,

Div. No. 313 , Rock Island, Ill .; Orrin Smith,

Div. No. 433 , Lansford , Pa.

The Chair announced in order the elec

tion of permanent secretaries of the con

vention .

Moved an seconded by Delegates Quin

lan , Div. 241 , and M. C. Buckley, Div. 260 ,

that the temporary secretaries be made the

permanent secretaries of the convention ;

carried .

By approval of the convention , the Chair

appointed as sergeant-at-arms, Members W.

B. Brown , of Div . No. 113 , Toronto, Ont. ,

and John Dooley, of Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg,

Pa.

Vice-President P. J. Shea in the Chair.

The Chair declared in order the presenta

tion of the president's report.

President W. D. Mahon presented the fol

lowing report :



International President's Report

ted , each six months , a detailed report of

the work of the Association to the Executive

Board , and as they in turn will have to sub

mit to you a report covering the workings

of the Association for the past two years, I

wil, therefore, under these circumstances,

make my report as brief as possible, only

touching upon the questions that are nec

essary and making such recommendations

pertaining to our laws and the workings of

the Association as I deem necessary for its

future success. This report will cover the

period from September 1st , 1907 , to August

31st , 1909 , the official period of two years ,

as provided for in the Constitution .

Comrades and Delegates :

As the representatives of the men and

women who know the benefits of organiza

tion and dare assert their rights to estab

lish the same, I bid you welcome to this,

the eleventh Convention of the Amalgam

ated Association of Street and Electric Rail

way Employes of America.

We meet here at this time in compliance

with the constitutional requirements and in

keeping with the policies of our Association .

We meet, not only to hear and pass upon

the reports of the past two years , but to

consider and legislate for the future suc

cess of our Association , which means the

elevation and improvement of the conditions

of the street and electrical railway workers

of North America.

There are many important questions that

you will be called upon to consider and

pass on - questions that call for careful and

calm consideration and our best judgment,

and I would impress upon you , at the very

outset, that the success of our Association

depends upon the unity exercised by our

Convention, and I would appeal to every

delegate to lay aside any local or other

questions of difference that in any way

would cause one mite of discontent and

unite upon harmonious lines . I would bid

you realize that when you reach this con

vention , you become a representative and

legislator, not alone of your own division ,

but of the thousands and thousands of mem

bers who belong to this Association , and

that in your hands is placed the destiny of

their organization for the future, an organ

ization which means so much to them when

we come to consider their wages and work .

ing conditions of the future . Yes, I would

remind you that the eyes of this vast army

of street and electrical railway men and

women are upon you while here in Conven

tion assembled, and that they will critic

ally analyze and follow your works , not

alone through this Convention , but out into

the future, and I would appeal to you , as

the chosen representatives of this grand

army of labor, to do your best . Let us give

to these struggling workers our united ef

forts, our best thought and best judgment

in order that our work here may promote

and advance their conditions and so estab

lish this Association that in the years to

come, it will reflect the honesty, integrity

and unity of purpose that animated the del

egates and pervaded this , the eleventh Con

vention of this Association ,

The Constitution and Laws of our Asso

ciation provide that the officers shall sub

mit to these Conventions a full report of the

work done during the past term , especially

the International President and Executive

Board. Now, inasmuch as I have submi

Organization .

In accordance with the laws and policies

of this Association , I have made every effort

to advance and extend the jurisdiction to

every system possible throughout the United

States and Canada . In promoting the work

of organization, I doubt if there is any or

ganization of labor on the American con

tinent that has the powerful and costly op

position to contend with that our Associa

tion has . With that opposition , the most of

you are fairly familiar, and it is unnecessary

to reiterate it to any great extent here.

The companies with which we must organ

ize and deal control the entire railways of

the city , town or community as the case may

be , holding an absolute monopoly on the

street and electric railway business and , in

many cases, controlling the political situa

tion as well . Then , in opposition to us,

they employ their spotters, detectives and

all other forms of opposition , which makes

our work of organization costly , hard and

slow.

In the past two years , in prosecuting the

work of organization , we have followed in

general the policy of selecting certain cities

and keeping up the work steadily until we

were either successfully organized or en

tirely defeated for the time being , for we

accept no defeat, only temporary set-backs

in those cities where we have been unsuc

cessful in the past two years . While this

has been costly , we believe it has been suc

cessful when you note the work that has

been done in the way of organization . True ,

in some of these undertakings, after hav.

ing expended enormous sums of money, we

have been temporarily defeated and had

to give up the work for the present, but

on the whole we have been steady gainers ,

as the records of the past two years will

show ; for in the past two years thi re

have been granted forty-three ( 43 ) chart is

to as many local divisions .

In promoting the work of organization

I have had the assistance of the Executive

Board Members. However, a great deal

of their time ; in fact, most of it, has been
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The following divisions, which had been

disbanded and had gone out of existence,

were reorganized and given their old

numbers :

taken up in the adjustment of disputes

belween the already organized divisions

and the companies , but such time as they

have had , after conducting this work , they

have assisted in the work of organiza

tion. In addition to the Executive Board,

during the past two years . I have the most

of the time bad the assistance of First

Vice -President Behner and Second Vice

President Shea. In addition to that, Vice

Presidents Downing and Thorpe, in addi

tion to the work of their divisions , have

given me such assistance from time to

time as they could spare from the work

in connection with their division associa.

tions. In conneciion with the work done

by the Executive Board Members and Vice

Presidents , there have been appointed.

from time to time , either as general or

special organizers , the following named

brothers of this Association : -J . C. Colgan ,

in Illinois ; C. J. Owen , in Cincinnati,

Ohio ; D. J. Gorman, in Galesburg, III .;

Jerry Burnette, in Illinois ; John F.

O'Reilly, in Providence , R. I .; 0. C. Scott,

in Cincinnati , Ohio ; J. V. Lynn , in the Gas

Belt in Indiana ; William J. Walsh , in

Massachusetts ; J. M. Miller, in Indian

apolis, Ind .; F. M. Haight , in Yonkers and

White Plains , N. Y., and John M. Leffler,

in Shamokin, Pa.

In addition to the work done by the

officers and special organizers , we have

had the assistance of the American Fed

eration of Labor in such places where we

have no organizers or special organizers

could not reach .

The following charters have been granted,

as specified below, during the term :

Division No. 367 , Vicksburg. Miss.

Division No. 358 , Cumberland. Md .

Division No. 460 , North Adams, Mass.

Division No. 371. St. John, N. B.

Division No. 159. Bridgeport, Conn.

Division No. 162 , Shamukin , Pa .

Divisions That Have Been Consolidated.

In carrying out the policies of this or .

ganization , and to keep our membership

united in as close a bond of union as pos

sible , it has been our policy to unite our

members as far as possible into one divi

sion, especially upon systems where the

men are all employed by the same com

pany, and during the past term the follow

ing divisions have been consolidated and

united, as follows :

Divisions No 264 and 266, of Chicago ,

consolidated under Division No. 266.

Division No. 105 , Beaver , Pa. , and Divi.

sion No. 154 , Washington , Pa. , with Divi

sion No. 85 , of Pitisburg , Pa.

Division No. 353 , of Galion , Ohio, con

solidated with Division No. 380, of Elyria,

Ohio.

Division No. 267, of Chicago, Ill . , consoli

dated with Division No. 260, of Chicago, Ill .

Division No. 484 , Kewanee. Ill.

Division No. 485 , Lorain. Ohio .

Division No. 486. St. Thomas, Ont.

Division No. 487 , Kansas City , Kans.

Division No. 488. Henderson , Ky.

Division No. 489 , Dalton, Pa .

Division No. 490 , Yonkers. N. Y.

Division No. 491. Boone, Iowa ,

Division No. 492. Tulsa , Okla .

Division No. 493. La Salle , 111 .

Division No. 494 , Kankakee. Ill .

Division No. 495, Helena , Mont.

Division No. 496. Pittsfield , Mass.

Division No. 497 , Pittsburg , kan .

Division No. 498 , Mt. Vernon and New Ro

chelle, N. Y.

Division No. 499 , Chicago, Ill.

Division No. 500 , Chester. Pa.

Division No. 501. Wilmington , Del.

Division No. 502. White Plains, N. Y.

Division No. 503. Haverhill, Mass .

Division No. 504. Providence . R. I.

Division No. 505. Cincinnati, O ).

Division No. 506 , Rensselaer, N. Y.

Division No. 507 , Marengo . III.

Division No. 508 , Halifax. N. S.

Division No, 509 , Staunton, Ill .

Division No. 510 , Girard . Kan.

Division No. 511. Decatur. lll .

Division No. 512. Danville, Ill.

Division No. 513. Bartonville, Ill.

Division No. 514. Syilney , N. S.

Division No. 515. Galesburg. Ill .

Division No. 516. Middletown, N. Y.

Division No. 517 , Gary . Ind .

Division No. 518 , San Francisco , Cal.

Division No. 519. La Crosse. Wis.

Division No. 520. Erle. Pa .

Division No. 521. Port Arthur , Ont.

Division No. 522. Lincoln , Neb .

Division No. 523. Columbia , S. C.

Division No. 524. Oskaloosa , Iowa.

Division No. 525. Ashland . Il'is ,

Division No. 526 , Kansas City, Mo.

Assistance to Local Divisions.

During the past term I have made every

effort possible to assist and aid the local

divisions in building up their organization

and securing and improving their condi

tions; especially have I aimed to have

officers visit the divisions and assist them

with their agreements and wage conten

tions . Owing to the limited number of

officers in the field , it has been impossible

to meet all the demands as rapidly as I

have desired . However, I have aimed to

cover every point where it was absolutely

necessary and have given the divisions

such assistance as was possible within the

power and scope of our organization . This

work has generally been performed by offi

cers of the Executive Board , but in addi

tion to that I have had to , from time to

tinie , call upon the Vice-Presidents and

other assistance, and during the term the

following representatives have visited the

divisions here accredited to them :

C. 0. Pratt has worked on the Phila

delphia , Pa . situation most of the time

from January 1 , 1909 , up to the time of

this report , and has also made 82 visits to

37 cives, as follows : Erie , Pittsburg 2 ,

Chester 8 , Allentown , Harrisburg 2, Potts

ville 7 , Mauch Chunk 2. Lansford 3. Scran

ton 4 , Wilkes -Barre, Easton , Pa.; Conneaut,

Columbus 2 , Cleveland 3 , Youngstown, Ohio ;

Beaumont, Wootan Wells 2. Galveston , Tex.;

Norfolk , Va . , Chicago 5. East St. Louis 3,

Marengo 2. Aurora , I .; Detroit , Mich . , 6 ;

San Francisco 2 , San Jose , Sacramento,

Stockton , Berkeley , Cal .; Portland , Ore , 2 ;

Pittsburg 2 , Girard . Kans.; New York

City 2 , Yonkers , N. Y ; Trenton and Mt.

Holly, N. J .; and Mobile, Ala .
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as

R. L. Reeves has made 50 visits to 20

cities, as follows: Hamilton , Ont . , 2 ; Cleve

land 3, Elyria 3 , Lorain , Ohio ; Kalamazoo 9 ,

Albion 3, Ypsilanti, Jackson 6, Battle

Creek 9, Mt. Clemens, Lansing, Mich .; Chi

cago, Ill.; Muncie, Bluffton , Lawrence , In

dianapolis, Evansville, Ind .; Vicksburg,

Miss.; Milwaukee and La Crosse , Wis .

Edward McMorrow worked on the situa

tion in Chicago from May , 1909 , up to the

time of this report, and in addition has

made 71 visits to 29 cities , as follows : Mil

waukee, Wis.; Pittsburg 3 , Butler 2 ,

Beaver 2 ; Muncie, Evansville, Ind .; La

Salle 4 , Kewanee 5 , Chicago 5 , Peoria 5 ,

Danville 4 , Champaign , Bloomington , De.

catur 5 , Staunton 3 , Springfield 5 , Barton

ville , Joliet 6, Aurora 2 , E. St. Louis, Alion ,

Streator, Wheaton , Ill . 4 ; E. Liverpool,

Elyria, Cleveland, Galion , Ohio ; Winnipeg,

Man.; and Des Moines , Iowa.

Magnus Sinclair has made 20 visits to

12 cities , as follows : Ottawa 4 , Kingston ,

Hamilton , St. Thomas, Port Arthur, Ont .;

Montreal, Que. 3 ; Halifax 3 , Sydney , N. S.,

2 ; St. John , N. B.; Winnipeg, Man .; Den

ver and Colorado Springs , Colo.

Richard Cornelius has worked on the San

Francisco situation and in addition made

23 visits to 10 cities , as follows : Stockton 7,

Sacramento 2 , San Jose 3 , Oakland , Rich

mond, Cal .; Portland , Ore . , 4 ; Spokane 2,

Seattle, Wash.; Ogden , Salt Lake City,

Utah .

Wm. B. Fitzgerald has made 72 visits

to 46 cities, as follows : Pittsfield 3 , No.

Adams, Boston 4 , Brockton 2 , Chelsea . Fall

River, Lowell, Lynn , Quincy 2 , Springfield ,

Worcester, Mass.; Binghamton 2 , White

Plains, Rensselaer, Troy 3 , New Rochelle 3 ,

New York City 3 ; Mt. Vernon 3, Middletown,

Albany 2, Syracuse , Yonkers 4 , Oswego,

Poughkeepsie, Glen Falls , N. Y.; Pittsburg 4 ,

Washington, Beaver 2, Wilkes-Barre , West

Hazleton , Pottsville, Mt. Carmel , Shamokin ,

Butler, Pa.; Mobile, Ala.; Memphis , Tenn .;

Louisville, Ky.; Waterbury , Middletown,

Norwalk, Stamford, Bridgeport 2, Hartford ,

New Haven, So. Norwalk and Kingston ,

Conn .

Ben Commons has made 36 visits to 24

cities, as follows: Mobile, Ala. 2 ; Memphis,

Nashville , Knoxville, Tenn .; Louisville , Ky.;

Macon, Rome, Ga.; Vicksburg, Miss. 2 ;

Shreveport, La.; Pensacola 4 , Jacksonville,

Fla .; Steubenville, Ohio , 2 ; Wheeling,

W. Va.; Evansville 2, Vincennes , Ind .;

Charleston 2, Columbia, S. C.; Asheville,

N. C. 3 ; Beaumont 3 , Austin, Tex.; Omaha,

Lincoln , Nebr.; Alton, Ill . , and Council

Bluffs, Iowa.

Fred Fay has made 39 visits to 35 cities ,

as follows : Des Moines 3 , Ottumwa, Boone,

Ames, lowa ; Cincinnati, Cleveland, Ohio ;

Jackson , Ypsilanti , Detroit, Mich .; Michigan

City, South Bend , Muncie , Anderson , Marion ,

Bluffton , Ind .; Alton , East St. Louis ,

O'Fallon, Chicago 2, Peoria, Galesburg 2 ,

Decatur, Danville, Springfield. Bloomington ,

Champaign , Ill.; Louisville, Ky.; San Fran

cisco, Stockton, San Jose , Cal .; Kansas

City, Kans.; St. Joseph , Mo.; Erie, Pa .; La

Crosse, W18.; and Kansas City, Mo.

D. S. Fitzgerald has made 77 visits to

54 cities , as follows : Greenfield , Puinam,

Willimantic, Middletown , Derby , Bridgeport

5 , New London 3, Waterbury, Stamford,

Norwalk , Hartford, Thompsonville, Meriden,

Norwich , Waterbury, Conn. 2 ; Mansfield,

Cleveland, Fremont, Elyria, Lorain , Ohio ;

Brooklyn 5 , Oswego, White Plains, Mt. Ver

non , N. Y .; Muncie, Anderson , Tipton ,

Marion , Indianapolis, Bluffton, Logansport,

Elwood, Ind .; Springfield , Decatur 2 , Dan

ville, Peoria , Champaign, Urbana, Peoria ,

Pekin , Galesburg, N .; Denver, Colo.; Cum

berland , Md . 2 ; Wilmington , Del . 2 ; Phila

delphia , Chester, Pa. 2 ; Springfield 2 , Piits.

field 3 , No. Adams, Mass . 2 ; Rutland , Bur

lington , Montpelier and Bellows Falls , Vt .

A. L. Behner has worked on the Cleve

land situation from May up until the pres

ent time , and in addition has made 36 vis

its to 22 cities , as follows : Mansfield 3,

Fremont, Lorain , Cleveland 6 , Elyria,

Galion 4 , Sieubenville, Ohio, 2 ; Muncie,

Anderson , Tipton , Marion , Indianapolis,

Bluffton , Logansport, Elwood , Evansville ,

Ind .; Syracuse, Rochester 4 , New York City,

N. Y.; Springfield , Mo.; Wheeling, W. Va.;

Meadville , Pa.

P, J. Shea has made 32 visits to 10 cities,

follows : Philadelphia 11 , Chester 6,

Allentown 5 , Shamokin 2 , Scranton 3,

Girardville , Mt. Carmel, Camden, Pa.; Wil.

mington , Del .; and Flint , Mich .

W. C. Downing has made 14 visits to

7 cities , as follows : Blue Island , Chicago,

Aurora 3, Kankakee 2 , Burnside 2 , Wheaton ,

Chicago 4 , Highwood , Ill .

J. J. Thorpe has made 6 visits to 5

cities , as follows : Tarentum , Beaver, Wash .

ington , Butler 2 , Charleroi , Pa.

A. H. Burt has made 3 visits , as follows :

Omaha, Neb.; Ogden , Utah ; Pueblo, Colo.

George Keenan has made 4 visits, as fol

lows : Canandaigua, Geneva, Oswego and

Syracuse , N. Y.

Rezin Orr has made 93 visits to 46 cities ,

as follows: Indianapolis, Ind.; Marine City,

Albion , Ypsilanti , Mich .; Philadelphia 5,

Beaver, Pa .; Yonkers 3 , New York City 3,

Elmira, Port Chester, Mt. Vernon , New

Rochelle, N. Y.; Bridgeport 4 , Danbury,

New Haven 4 , Norwich, New London,

Stamford , Hartford , Conn .; Staunton , De

catur 8 , Springfield 3 , Danville 7, Alton ,

East St. Louis 2 , Galesburg, Peoria 4 , Stre

ator 2 , Champaign , Chicago, Rockford, Ill . , 4 ;

Providence , R. I. , 8 ; Boston 2, No. Adams,

Brockton , Chelsea, Fall River, Springfield ,

Mass.; Washington , D. C.; Wichita, Kans.;

Dayton , Ohio , 2 ; Beloit , Wis.; Boone 2 ,

Des Moines, Iowa, 2 ; Kansas City, Mo.

us

Wages.

At the commencement of this term the

wage question caused considerable

alarm owing to the depressed industrial

conditions affecting the entire country and

threatening a general reduction of wages

to all classes of labor. However, I am

pleased to report that , while we were threat

ened with a number of reductions in wages ,

through the efforts of our Association we

have resented them , and , with the excep
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a

tions of two divisions , no reductions in

wages have been reported by any of our

membership ; while, on the other hand , we

have been enabled to successfully increase

and improve the wage conditions of

great number of our members . Our reports

show that fifty -eight ( 58 ) divisions have

secured an increase in wages, varying from

one-half a cent to four cents per hour, al

fecting twenty-three thousand , eight hun

dred and thirty-two ( 23,832 ) members, and

amounting yearly to an increase of about

nine hundred thousand dollars ( $ 900,000 )

per year, or an average of about thirty

seven dollars and seventy-six cents ( $37.76 )

per member to the members affected , while

the reduction in all affected two divisions

and its total membership of two thou

sand , four hundred and fifty -seven ( 2,457 ) ,

amounting to about thirty-six thousand

dollars ( $36,000 ) per year, or an average

of about fourteen dollars and sixty -five

cents ( $14.65 ) per member to those affected ,

and out of the number of divisions receiv.

ing an increase, eight ( 8 ) of them have

twice increased their wages during the

present term . Nineteen ( 19 ) of the wage

cases were adjusted by arbitration , one in

one contest that received a decrease, and

in all others an increase in pay.

a

Hours of Labor.

In reporting the hours of labor at this

time, I have to use the statistics gathered

from the Year Books and , therefore , have

not been able to get a report from every

division up to date upon the number of

hours worked , but the reports referred to

show that fifty - five ( 55 ) divisions are work

ing a nine-hour work day, or not to exceed

nine hours and thirty minutes ; fifty - four

(54 ) divisions are working ten -hour work

day ; twelve ( 12 ) divisions are working ten

hours and a half a day ; seventeen ( 17 ) divi.

nions are working eleven hours a day ; five

15 ) divisions are working from eight to

twelve hours a day ; one division from nine

to twelve hours ; one division from ten to

twelve hours ; one division from nine to

thirteen hours ; and three ( 3 ) divisions are

working from eleven to fourteen hours.

Our policy has been during this term ,

as in the past , to establish , wherever pos

sible, the nine-hour work day. There are

some of our people who feel that we should

contend for an eight-hour work day and

seek to establish that . While it is true

that eight hours is the demand of the Fed

eration and the other unions of our country

in general , however, I do not think it would

be wise for us , under the conditions that

now surround us, to attempt to establish

the eight-hour day, for the reason that on

the majority of systems the cars are oper

ated about eighteen hours a day on the

average , and by the adoption of the nine

hour work day we are enabled to make

an equal division of the time , and thus

avoid the many short -paid runs that would

naturally come about were we to adopt an

eight-hour system , and I feel assured our

fellow unionists are thoroughly familiar

with our conditions and fully approve of

the course we have taken in establishing

the nine -hour work day under the circum

stances and conditions that surround us,

and I would recommend that we continue

the same policy in the future of establish

ing and bringing about, wherever possible,

the nine -hour work day .

Agreements.

While a number of our local divisions

continue to work under verbal contracts,

the policy of securing written agreements

has been continued during this term as

in the past , and a number of divisions that

had not worked under written agreements

heretofore have been able to secure written

agreements. At the last Convention there

were 114 divisions working under written

contracts . At the present time there are

125 working under written contracts . There

were four divisions with written contracts

consolidated with other divisions, which

brought the total up to 129 prior to the

consolidation . Since that consolidation it

leaves at the present time 125 divisions

working under written agreements .

I would advise that the policy of secur

ing written agreements be continued, for,

in my opinion , it is a wise policy. It

settles for a specified time the question

of wages and other conditions . However,

I would advise that the divisions, in secur

ing agreements in the future, secure

clause similar to that which is now in a

number of our agreements, and which reads

as follows :

“ This agreement and the provisions

thereof shall continue in force and be bind

ing on the respective parties hereto until

the first day of May, 1910 , and from year

to year thereafter unless ' changed by the

parties hereunto, Either of the parties

hereunto desiring a change in any section

or sections of this agreement shall notify

the other party in writing of the desired

change thirty ( 30 ) days prior to the ending

of each year, which is the first day of May.

Under such notice , the agreement shall be

opened to consider the change or changes

desired."

Now, in an agreement of that kind, it

is only necessary to take up such changes

as are desired , and it is not necessary to

go over the entire agreement each year.

And then the majority of our agreements

have arbitration clauses, and any dispute

with this section to the agreement would

bring the question to arbitration under the

provisions of the existing contract.

Arbitration.

Our policy during the past term has been ,

as heretofore , of submitting to arbitration

such disputes as it was impossible for us

to settle through mediation and conciliation,

The results have been that twenty-nine ( 29 )

divisions have had their contentions, mostly

upon the question of wages , submitted to

arbitration . Twenty-seven ( 27 ) of the divi.

sions have received their verdict, and two

( 2 ) divisions still have their wage pending

in arbitration . Out of the entire contest

affecting this number of divisions, but one
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division has suffered a reduction through

arbitration . I hereby submit a brief state

ment of the results of the various divisions

and the questions that were determined by

the arbitration boards :

The cases have been referred to arbitra .

tion , but the two arbitrators have failed

to secure a third and the case is still

pending.

Cases Arbitrated.

Division No. 132 , Troy, N. Y. , and Divi

sion No. 148, Albany , N. Y. , had submitted

their cases jointly to arbitration . Their

cases came up during the preceding term ;

their agreements expiring on July 1 , 1907,

but the arbitration was not disposed of un

til the comencement of this term . Early

in October of 1907 the award of the arbi.

trators was given , and is thus recorded

within this term . The prevailing wage at

the time of arbitration affecting these two

divisions was twenty-two ( 22 ) cents

hour. The arbitrators, in their decisions,

established the wage for the coming two

years at twenty - five ( 25 ) cents per hour,

fiat rate . There was also a proportionate

increase of wage granted to the pitmen ,

pitmen's helpers, flagmen , sand men, jani

tors and teamsters .

Division No. 168, Scranton , Pa .-The

agreement of this division provided that

the agreement could be opened on the first

of May in the year of 1909. At that period

the division asked for an increase of wage

and that the wage be established at a flat

rate of 25 cents per hour for all motormen

and conductors , and that an increase of 20

per cent be granted to all other employes.

The old scale of wage prevailing at this

time was :

First year 20 cents per hour

Second year 21 cents per hour

Third year and thereafter .... 22 cents per hour

The arbitration board established the fol.

lowing scale :

First year 20 cents per hour

Second year 22 cents per hour

Third , fourth and fifth years . 23 cents per hour

Sixth year and thereafter .... 24 cents per hour

an

Division No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa .-At the

expiration of the agreement of Division No.

85 on the first of April , 1908, the company

offered a reduction of three cents an hour.

This was refused by the organization , and

after prolonged conferences it was finally

agreed to submit the wage question to arbi.

tration. The wages, prior to arbitration,

were :

First and second year . 25 cents per hour

Third year 26 cents per hour

Fourth year and thereafter ... 27 cents per hour

The arbitration board reduced the scale

of wage one-half a cent per hour for eleven

months from the date of the arbitration

in order to have it conform with the agree

ment, which left the rate as follows :

First and second year ..... 24 142 cents per hour

Third year .25 12 cents per hour

Fourth year and thereafter.26 42 cents per hour

Divisions No. 174 , Fall River, Mass.; 235 ,

Brockton , Mass.; 238, Lynn, Mass.; 240,

Chelsea, Mass.; 243 , Taunton , Mass.; 246,

Salem , Mass.; 249 , Wakefield , Mass.; 253 ,

Quincy, Mass.; 261 , Lawrence, Mass.; 270,

Gloucester, Mass.; 280 , Lowell, Mass.; 284 ,

Nashua, N. H .; 373 , Hyde Park, Mass.; 473 ,

Woburn, Mass ., and 503 , Haverhill, Mass.

The divisions here enumerated represent the

divisions on the old Colony and Boston &

Northern systems , and worked under a joint

contract. Under the provisions of their

contract, it opened to the consideration of

wages on the first of October, 1908. At

that time the Joint Committee took up the

question of wages and demanded an in.

crease , asking that a flat rate of wage of

28 cents per hour be established , instead

of the rate then prevailing, which was :

First six months ..20 cents per hour

Second six months .21 cents per hour

Second, third & fourth years . 22 cents per hour

Fifth , sixth & seventh years . 23 cents per hour

Eighth and ninth years .... 24 cents per hour

After nine years 25 cents per hour

The arbitration board raised the lower

scales and cut down the length of the scale

two years and established the wage as

follows :

First year .21 cents per hour

Second year 22 cents per hour

Third , fourth and fifth years . 23 cents per hour

Sixth and seventh years . .24 cents per hour

Eighth year and thereafter ...25 cents per hour

.

Division No. 99 , Winnipeg, Man .-This

division , at the close of its agreement in

April , demanded an increase of wage . This

was refused by the company and finally

arbitration was agreed upon . The old wage

was as follows :

First six months ... 21 cents per hour

Second six months .. .22 cents per hour

Second year .23 cents per hour

Third year and thereafter ... 26 cents per hour

The result of the arbitration was to in.

crease the wage one cent per hour, which

makes the scale at the present time as

follows :

First six months ... 21 cents per hour

Second six months cente per hour

Second year 24 cents per hour

Third year 26 42 cents per hour

Fourth year and thereafter . 27 cents per hour

23

Division No. 273 , Chicago, Ill . , in the lat.

ter part of February , 1909 , became involved

in a dispute with the employing company

over the discharge of one of their members

on the charge of irregularity in the collec

tion of fares . The division contended that

the discharge was unwarranted and finally

submitted the case to arbitration . After

a full hearing on the part of the arbitration

board, the discharged brother was adjudged

Division No. 111 , Ypsilanti , Mich.-- In

this division a coutention arose over the

discharge of a motorman and conductor.
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innocent and returned to his former posi

tion with full pay for the time he had lost

during suspension .

Ypsilanti , Mich . , sought to increase the

wage at the expiration of their agreement

in May of 1909. This the company refused

and finally the matter was submitted to

arbitration . The case is still pending, as

the two arbitrators have failed , up to the

present time, of selecting the third .

Division No. 279 , Ottawa, Ont . , made de

mands upon the company in May of 1908

for an increase of wage . They were unable

to secure a settlement with the company

and the matter was referred , under the

Industrial Disputes acts of Ontario , to arbi

tration , and the result of the arbitration

was that the division was granted a cent

an hour increase all around , with an addi

tional rate of two cents per hour for all

Sunday work , also free uniforms for all

employes in the service over one year.

Heretofore, men had been five years in the

service before getting free uniforms . The

established rate of wage now is as follows :

First year....Week days .1842 cents per hour

Sundays 20 42 cents per hour

Second year ..Week days 1942 cents per hour

Sundays ...... 2142 cents per hour

Third year...Week days 2042 cents per hour

Sundays 22 42 cents per hour

Division No. 441 , Des Moines , Iowa , had

a five -year agreement , but under this agree

ment the question of wages was to be taken

up in the year of 1908 , and when that period

came around the division demanded an in

crease of wage . This was refused by the

company, and , under the agreement, the

contest was submitted to arbitration . The

wage prevailing at the time was :

First six months .16 cents per hour
Second six months . 17 cents per hour

Third six months ..18 cents per hour

Fourth six months 19 cents per hour

Third and fourth years . ..20 cents per hour

Fifth , sixth & seventh years.21 cents per hour

Eighth year ... 22 cents per hour

Ninth year and thereafter .... 23 cents per hour

(With an additional 3 cents per hour

for overtime. )

The board of arbitration granted the fol.

lowing increase in wage :

First year 19 cents per hour

Second year 20 cents per hour
Third year 21 cents per hour
Fourth year 22 cents per hour

Fifth year 23 cents per hour

Sixth year and thereafter.... 24 cents per hour

The result of the arbitration was to reduce

the limit of the scale three years with the

increase here recorded.

Division No. 285 , Steubenville , Ohio, had

a disagreement with the company over the

question of wages as affecting their divi

sion , this being a system operating both

city and suburban service. The wage ques

tion was submitted to arbitration , and the

arbitration award raised the interurban

wage and left the city wage as it had been

heretofore. The rate of wage was :

First year 21 cents per hour

Second year 22 cents per hour

Third year 23 cents per hour

Fourth year and thereafter ... 24 cents per hour

The arbitration established the wage for

he suburban men as follows :

First year 21 cents per hour

second year 23 cents per hour

Chird year .24 cents per hour

. 3ourth year and thereafter ... 25 cents per hour

Division No. 310, Beaumont, Tex . , had a

lisagreement with the management over

che interpretation of their agreement. The

manager sought to take conductors from

their positions as conductors and transfer

chem to motormen's positions , giving them

Cheir priority in accordance with their age

in the service of the company and vice

versa with the motormen . This was ob

jected to by the division which contended

it was contrary to the spirit of their agree

ment . Before an International Officer could

get to their assistance , they struck over

the contest, but after being out but a short

period of time, agreed to submit the matter

to arbitration and returned to work . The

dispute was taken up by arbitration and the

arbitration board fully sustained the divi

sion in its contention , ruling in line with

the laws and rules of our Association , that

a man's priority existed in the position that

he held as a motorman or as a conductor

and not in both positions.

Division No. 313. La Crosse, Wis.-The

organization of this division was bitterly

opposed by the company and finally they

locked out all members of our Association,

which resulted in a strike for some days,

and on the settlement of the strike the

question of wages was referred to arbi.

tration . The old rate of wages was :

First year 17 cents per hour

Second and third years .... 19 cents per hour

Fourth year and thereafter ...21 cents per hour

The wage fixed by arbitration was as

follows :

First six months 19 cents per hour

Second six months . 20 cents per hour

First year and thereafter ....23 cents per hour

The result was an increase in wage of

2 cents per hour to the first six months

men , three cents for the second six months

men , and four cents per hour for the second

and third year men , and 2 cents per hour

for men over three years in the service.

The results during the past term, in my

opinion , speak volumes in favor of arbitra

tion . It demonstrates that the cornerstone

laid by the pioneers of this Association was

not a mistake, It is true that there are

some drawbacks and annoying conditions

surrounding the selection of a board of

arbitration . At other times employers take

advantage of the arbitration proposition

and seek to force us to unfair and unrea

sonable arbitration . These are conditions

Divisions Nos . 343 , Kalamazoo, Mich .; 362,

Albion, Mich. , and 111, Jackson , branch of
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that we will have to contend with and

meet in the future as we have met them

in the past , but they do not destroy the

principle of arbitration , for the benefits of

it are shown wherever boards of arbitration

have been perfected to hear and settle the

contentions upon a fair and honorable basis ,

and I would recommend that our policy in

the future be as it has been in the past,

always ready to arbitrate our case and

standing upon the principles of true arbi

tration , for past experience shows that we

can well afford to meet the annoying results

that may arise from time to time and deal

with them as they come up . But, on the

other hand , we can never afford , if we are

to successfully maintain and advance this

organization , situated as it is , on any other

basis than that of arbitration .

Strikes.

The report of our Association for the past

term shows that but twenty - five ( 25 ) strikes

have taken place during that time. While

there is a record of twenty -seven strikes

in the record submitted , two of these strikes

took place in the term preceding. This

shows a decided decrease in the number

of strikes . While the records of the New

Orleans Convention show but twenty-seven

strikes ; yet , when we consider that forty

five ( 45 ) new charters have been granted

during the past year, and , with this in

crease of divisions , the number of strikes

is diminishing, and when compared with

the Pittsburg Convention , where the num

ber of charters counted up to that time

were but three hundred and thirty -four

( 334 ) , yet the records of the year showed

twenty-seven strikes , and then compare with

the records of this year , it shows that

strikes are steadily diminishing within the

ranks of our organization , and this is due,

without any question , to our policy of arbi

tration , as the reports on arbitration show .

The strikes were as follows :

situation , and I came to the conclusion that

if the regular assessment of twenty - five

cents , which our laws provided for for the

month of December , would be levied and

contributed to the San Francisco men we

could meet the financial situation without

levying the one dollar per month assess.

ment.

I reported the results of my investigation

with this recommendation to the Executive

Board and was instructed by them to issue

notices to the local divisions informing them

of this course , and to urge them to imme

diately forward the December assessment,

which they did , and with which we were

able to meet the financial situation in San

Francisco until we suspended the payment

of strike benefits .

In the latter part of December I sent

Chairman Pratt to see what could be done

in the way of settling the San Francisco

strike. Brother Pratt , after going over the

situation , found it impossible to reach a

settlement. However, he arranged with the

local division to discontinue the strike

benefits upon the understanding that the

Executive Board wou'd endorse an appeal

to be sent to all the local divisions appeal

ing for voluntary contributions to assist

the division in the future . This course was

followed and the strike benefits were sus

pended . The future of the strike was left

in the hands of the local organization . They

continued to struggle for some time longer

and finally gave it up.

Since that time we have sought to re

organize the local. At the close of the

strike Executive Board Member Cornelius,

who was the President of this Division, with

his co -workers continued in their efforts to

reorganize the men . Later on I was ap

pealed to by Division No. 192 , of Oakland,

to make a further attempt in reorganizing

the San Francisco men . In accordance with

this appeal. I visiied San Francisco and

took up the question of reorganizing with

the Executive Board of Division No. 192 ,

of Oakland, and agreed with them to make

another attempt, and in accordance with

this agreement I sent Executive Board

Member Fay to San Francisco to attempt

the reorganization .

Brother Fay spent some time there , se

cured the assistance of other organizations ,

and made every effort within his power to

bring about the reorganization, but in this

work he was unsuccessful and finally gave

up the hope of reorganizing the city at

that time , and placed the situation in the

hands of the off cers of the local division

that were yet active in the work , and up

to the present time we have not been able

to reorganize the division . There was , ex

pended during this strike $98.860.

Division No. 421 , Mt. Carmel , Pa.- This

strike was on at the time of the last Con

vention . This was the second strike that

that division had been engaged in during

the last term . At the time of the seille

ment of the first strike the company agreed

to give the men shorter hours of labor, but

as soon as the men returned to work , ID

retaliation , the company took away the mo

San Francisco Strike.

The question of giving the members of

Division No. 205 , of San Francisco , Cal . ,

greater financial assistance was considered

by the New Orleans Convention , and a reso

lution was passed assessing the entire mem

bership of this Association one dollar ( $ 1.00 )

a month , the same to be contributed to the

San Francisco strike. Later by resolution

the Convention decided that before is

suing the call for the assessment of

$1.00 a month , that they would place

an immediate assessment of twenty -five

cents on each member, and then in

structed me to go to San Francisco at

the close of the Convention and make a

careful investigation of the situation and

report the same to the membership before

issuing the call for the assessment of one

dollar per month . In accordance with this

instruction ( issued the call for the twenty

five cent assessment at the close of the

Convention and went direct to San Fran

cisco . I carefully investigated the situation

there, and, in connection with my investi

gation carefully considered the financial
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tormen's stools . A protest was made at

that time, but the company would not re

turn the stools , and the union decided that

they would not further demand the return

of the stools at that time, inasmuch as they

were working shorter hours. The company

finally set a time in which they demanded

that th men would work longer hours ,

in order to accommodate what they called

extra traffic. When this time arrived the

men agreed that they would work the

longer hours required by the company if

the company would return to the motormen

their stools. This they refused . The com

mittee that took the matter before the

company were discharged . The result was

that the division suspended work on May

30, and this strike continued until Septem

ber 26 , 1907 , when the men returned to

work, the roads being sold to a new con

cern ; the new company agreeing to adjust

all grievances and returned all the old men

back to work in their former positions under

an agreement.

There was expended during the last term

on this strike $710 , and there was expended

during this term the amount of $345 .

Division No. 490, Yonkers , N. Y.-The

men on this system were in a strike before

they organized . Herman Robinson , Organ.

izer of the American Federation of Labor,

of New York City, took up their cause and

organized a division . They struck on Octo

ber 22nd and secured a settlement on the

28th . It was agreed that all men should

return to work without any discrimina

tion and that the wage question would

be taken up within three days and ad

justed . The settlement was brought about

by a committee of ministers and citizens of

the city. No money was evpended in this

strike.

Division No. 451, Louisville , Ky .-This

division had had more or less trouble with

the company from the time of its organiza

tion . The company was determined to de

stroy the organization and continued to dis

charge the active members of the union .

Officers were sent from time to time to

adjust matters , and would succeed in get

ting a settlement , but as soon as they

would leave the company would begin its

old tactics and finally the men were driven

into a strike. They struck on the morning

of November 15th . The strike continued to

November 26th , when the men themselves

decided to return to work and give up the

strike, Thus, the strike was declared off

on the 26th , 1907. No money was expended

in this strike.

Divisions Nos . 81 , Muncie, Ind .; 186. An

derson . Ind .; 394 , Tipion , Ind . , and 190 ,

Marion , Ind. These divisions worked under

a joint agreement and were known as the

Gas Belt Divisions . They went on strike

January 1st , 1908 . These divisions had

worked under an agreement with this com

pany for years. Upon December 31st the

old agreement expired , and on that date the

men sought a new one, asking for an in

crease of wage. This the company refused ,

and sought to divide the organization by

recognizing a proposed brotherhood upon

the suburban lines and were willing to

make an agreement with our members on

the city lines . The men finally agreed to

maintain the old scale of wage, but this the

company refused and insisted upon the de

struction of the organization . This led to

the strike of January 1st . A portion of the

men on the suburban roads out of Anderson,

Marion and Tipton refused to support this

strike, accepting the company's proposition

under the proposed brotherhood plan . The

strike continued until March 3rd , 1908 , when

it was declared off . There was expended

on this strike $ 4,733 .

Division No. 234 , Pensacola, Fla ., declared

a strike on April 5 , 1908 , over the discharge

of some of its members. This strike took

place without the indorsement of the In

ternational Organization. Executive Board

Member Commons was dispatched to the

scene of the strike and sought to bring

about a settlement between the men and

the company, but the company refused to

treat with them . The strike continued until

May 16th , when eighteen men broke rank

and returned to work . Inasmuch as this

strike was illegal and called contrary to the

Constituion, no strike benefits were paid.

Division No. 500 , Chester, Pa.—The com

pany in this city sought to reduce wages,

when the men organized and secured their

charter and struck against the reduction

of wages. The strike continued on from

April 13th to November 23rd , when an un

derstanding was reached , agreeing that the

old men should return to work in their for

mer positions . There was expended in this

strike $8,345 .

Division No. 358 , Cumberland , Md. — This

division had gone down and sought to re

organize when the company discharged the

secretary of the division . The division de

manded his reinstatement, which was re

fused , and upon April 18th the division sus

pended work . On April 20th the company

agreed to the reinstatement of the brother

and the demands of the organization and

the strike was declared off. There was no

money expended on this strike.

Division No. 499 , Tunnel Men, of Chicago.

-The men of this division were employed

in operating freight and mail cars in the

Tunnel. Upon the organization of this divi.

sion the company discharged a number of

the men . The organization demanded the

reinstatement of the men . The company

at first agreed to reinstate , and reinstated

a part of the men , and then refused to

reinstate the rest , and the result was that

the men declared a strike on May 9ih. This

strike continued until June 24th , when the

fight was given up and declared lost. There

was expended on this strike $1,125.

Division No. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio, de

clared a strike on May 16th , 1908. At this

date the Tom L. Johnson Municipal Com.

pany took charge of the entire street rail.

way system of the city of Cleveland . Divi.

sion 268 was working under a continuing

contract, and when the Johnson people as.

sumed control of the roads they refused to
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recognize or further deal with the division .

The Johnson people assumed control on

April 27th. They immediately repudiated the

contract, began to displace the old men

with new ones, and discharged many of the

old employes . This brought a protest from

the organization , and from this date until

May 16th they sought to reach an under

standing with the Johnson people, offering

to arbitrate the contest, but , being unable

to reach an understanding or to agree upon

arbitration, the strike was ordered on the

16th . On May 29th Chairman Pratt and

myself made a thorough investigation of

the situation and reported the entire mat

ter to the Executive Board , and , inasmuch

as there is a full report concerning this

strike to come from the Executive Board

in its report, I will not deal further with

the general situation . The strike continued

until November 12th , when , owing to the re

sults of the contention , the roads were

again returned into the hands of the courts,

and by an arrangement our membership

was again returned to work , but not in

their old positions , taking places on the foot

of the list and in line for promotion in the

future.

At the present time there are about 1,062

of our members at work upon the roads

and the roads are yet in the hands of the

courts. There was expended upon this

strike $10,440 .

Division No. 501 , Wilmington, Del . was

organized early in May. This system con

nected with the Chester system , which was

then on strike, and the men on this system

had been subjected to a reduction of wages,

They had been formerly getting 1842 cents

an hour and were reduced to 16 2-3 cents .

Bro. D. S. Fitzgerald succeeded in organiz

ing a number of the men , when the com

pany retaliated by discharging a part of

them, and then the strike was ordered .

The strike was continued for about two

weeks , when it was decided to give up the

struggle, owing to the fact that only a part

of the men had responded to the strike

order and the rest remained at work. There

was expended upon this strike $55 .

Division No. 497, Pittsburg, Kans . had

asked for recognition and agreement with

the company. This the company refused ,

and on June 13th the division suspended

operation . The tie -up was complete and con

tinued until June 21st, when the company

entered into an agreement with the division ,

fully recognizing the organization and mak

ing an agreement covering wages and work.

ing conditions. As the strike was under

the limit for strike benefits, none

paid .

Division No. 505 , Cincinnati , Ohio, was

organized during the early spring of 1908 .

As soon as the company learned of the

organization they began to discharge our

membership. Quite an enrollment of men

bad been secured and the members thus

organized finally decided to make demands

for reinstatement , and if this was not

granted to attempt to tie up the roads. The

company refused to recognize the demands,

and on June 12th the division ordered a

suspension. Only a few men responded to

the call of the strike, and the men ihat

were active in the organization were locked

out. The International Executive Board en

dorsed the position of the men and placed

them on lockout benefits , and they were

ordered to continue the struggle with the

hopes of establishing the division. The

struggle was continued for some time, when

it was finally decided best to give up the

effort. There was expended in this lockout

$ 1,925 .

Division No. 507, Marengo, Ill . was or

ganized early in July . The company re

fused to recognize the organization , and

on July 25th it suspended work. A settle

ment was secured on July 31st, after a strike

of six days, fully recognizing the division

and making an agreement covering wages

and working conditions .

Division No. 204 , Rome, Ga. was locked

out by the company on November 8th , 1908 ,

the company notifying the men that on and

after that date they would not employ any

member of the organization . The men re

fused to surrender their organization and

were locked out by the company on that

date. The strike continued until Decem

ber 24th , when the men decided to give up

the fight and go back to work as indi

viduals . There was expended on this strike

$710.

Divisions Nos . 511 , of Decatur, ill . and

512 , of Danville , Ill .-These two divisions

were working under a sixteen months' con

tract that had been made with President

McKinley, of the McKinley system, just

prior to the late contention . The company

immediately after the contention had sought

in every way to destroy these divisions ,

and finally retaliated by locking out the

members who were loyal to our Association,

Settlements were sought by International

Treasurer Orr and myself, but without any

results , and after a failure to reach a settle

ment a state of lockout was declared and

the assistance of organized labor in Decatur

and Danville was secured and the roads

placed on an unfair list . An appeal was

made to the men still on the system to

join with us in the contest , but this they

refused . The strength of the fight lay in

Decatur. The Central Body of this city

put up a good hard fight until June 14th,

when it was decided to give up the contest

and declare the fight off . There was

pended in this contest $650 .

Division No. 466 , Evansville, Ind . at the

expiration of their agreement in May

sought a new contract with the company.

This was refused , and after considerable

negotiations and an offer of arbitration , a

strike was ordered . The strike continued

from May 29th until August 6th when a

compromise was reached by the committees

and the company agreeing upon their rein.

statement of the old men without prejudice

within a period of two weeks , and that

the company would not object to the or

ganization . There was expended in this

contest $3,580 .

ex

were
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company's violating the agreement that had

been made in April and the discharging of

men without sufficient cause. The company

agreed to carry out all the agreement and

the reinstatement of the men, and the strike

was settled on June 28th.

Division No. 310 , Beaumont, Tex. went

on strike on July 4th over the company's

violation of agreement on the question of

seniori'y rights. On July 6th an agreement

was reached by which the matters in dis

pute were submitted to arbitration and the

division returned to work . The case was

later arbitrated and the contentions of the

division sustained .

Division No. 477, Philadelphia, Pa. or

dered a strike on May 29th . The company

had refused to recognize or deal with the

organization , or in any way answer the re

quests of their committees. This division

had been struggling for nearly two years

in organization. It had come up to some

thing like two thousand members at one

time and had then fallen back until it

was almost destroyed , and was again in a

reorganizing period when the company re

fused to deal with it and sought to crush

the organization entirely. So , after the

company's absolute refusal to recognize the

organization and through hostility toward

its members, the division decided on a

strike on May 29th , demanding recognition

and an increase in wage . The strike con

tinued until June 5 h , when a settlement

was secured , recognizing and treating with

the committees of the organization and a

rearrangement of the wage scale , agreeing

to at least one cent an hour increase. The

wage in the future to be based upon

the conditions of the road to pay after the

city auditor's report on the same.

Division No. 496, Pittsfield , Mass . went

on strike June 1st , after having made de.

mands upon the company for an increase

of wage . They settled on June 3rd, with

their wage increased from 22 142 to 25 cents

an hour.

Division No. 298 , Streator, Ill . went on

strike June 2nd on account of the company's

refusal to sign agreements or to further

deal with their organization. This was a

joint strike on part of the members of our

Association and those of the Electrical

Workers. On June 5th the agreement was

aigned , when the division returned to work .

Division No. 334 , Boone , Iowa , went on

strike June 21st , over the demands of wage

in their new agreement, which the com

pany had refused to grant or sign . On the

22nd the company agreed to the demands

of the men and the strike was declared off .

Division No. 519 , La Crosse , Wis . was

locked out on June 22nd. This division was

newly organized . The company retaliated

and sought to break up the organization

by the discharging of some of its commit

teemen . The division had sought to have

the committeemen reinstated and their or

ganization recognized . They had made

every attempt and had appealed to the

State Board of Arbitration , when the com

pany notified the members of the division

that on and after June 22nd no union men

would be employed, calling upon the men

to give up their union. This the men re

fused, and upon their refusal were locked

out. The strike continued uniil June 28th ,

when the company agreed to recognize the

committees and to return all men to work

and leave the wage question to arbitration,

with other arrangements for working condi.

tions in the future . This was agreed to

and the strike was called off . Arbitration

has since been held and gained the men

a substantial increase of pay .

Division No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa. declared

a strike on June 27th on account of the

Death and Disability Claims.

During the past term we have paid out

in death and disability benefits to our mem

bership , as follows : $35,900 ; in death bene

fits, $33,600 , and in disability benefits

$2,300 , to the following members :

Michael Romzick , Div. No. 26, Detroit,
Mich . $ 100.00

J. C. Smith, Div. No. 205, San Fran .

cisco, Cal. 100.00

A. Hedland, Div . No. 205 , San Fran
cisco, Cal. 100.00

H. R. Danielson , Div. No. 78, Galves
ton, Tex. 100.00

Thos. Havey , Div . No. 164, Wilkes

Barre, Pa. 100.00

Asa H. Gains, Div. No. 260. Chicago, Ill. 100.00
Fred Meyer , Div . No. 282 , Rochester,

N. Y. 100.00

John Duffey. Div . No. 148. Albany, N.Y. 100.00
Michael Birmingham , Div. No. 283 ,

Brooklyn, N. Y. 100.00

Ernest Adams, Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg,
Pa . 100.00

James Cockle , Div. No.241, Chicago, Ill. 100.00

Geo . Dwyer, Div. No. 241, Chicago , Ill. 100.00

E. Freer, Div . No. 308. Chicago, ni.... 100.00

John P. Doyle, Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg,
Pa . 100.00

John Calnan , Div. No. 260, Chicago, Ill. 100.00

J. P. Seidenstricker, Div . No. 194 , New
Orleans. La. 100.00

Wm . s. Montgomery, Div. 285 , Steuben
ville , Ohio 100.00

Morris Grandall disability ), Div. No.
2 + 1 , Chicago , II. 100.00

Harry Culp ( disability ), Div. No. 173,
Hazinton . Pa 100.00

John Ryan, Div . 'No. 312 , Davenport,
lowa 100.00

Charles Viner, Div. No. 125, Belleville,
ill . 100.00

Chas. E. Ellingsworth, Div. No. 113, To

ronto , Ont. 100.00

J. Simson , Div. No. 308. Chicago. Ili... 100.00

James Brew . Div. No. 280 , Lowell . Mass. 100.00

А Chlosmann, Div. No. 241 , Chicago,

Ill. 100.00

ET ne M. Miller, Div. No: 169, Easton,

Pa . 100.00

David Exel. Div . No. 26 , Detroit. Mich . 100.00

John Callahan . Div . No. 194 , New Or

leans , La . 100.00

Brinj, Patterson , Div. No. 168 , Scranton,
Pa. 100.00

Clemence, Div. No. 26, Detroit,
Mich . 100.00

Tom Tallyn . Div . No. 416 , Peoria . Ill . 100.00

J. H. Snyder. Div. No. 308. Chicago , 01. 100.00

A. Calvert, Div . No. 194 , New Orleans,
La . 100.00

Breil Cullerne. Diy, No. 99 , Winnipeg,
Man . 100.00

H. P. Hirnev.Div . N. 308. Chicago. iii. 100.00

Wilson (disability ) , Div. No, 260,

Chicago . 111 . 100.00

Aug. Hangst ( disabillty ), Div . No. 241,

Chicago . 1 . 100.00

Henry Hassel, Div . No: 241, Chicago,

111 . 100.00

Louis Mnvers. Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill. 100.00

Christ Peterson , Div. No. 241, Chicago,

111 . 100.00

J. J. Dowling, Div . 194, New Orleans,

La . 100.00

S. IT
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N. Y.

W. J. Freeman , Div. No. 113 , Toronto,

Or 100.00

Chr. H. Loud, Div, No. 253, Quincy,Mass. 100.00

RobertAnderson, Div. No. 308, Chicago,

m . 100.00

Thos. Keef, Div. No , 205 , San Francisco,
Cal. 100.00

Philip Coleman, Div. No. 205 , San Fran
cisco, Cal. 100.00

Wm . G. Burton , Div, No. 205 , San Fran

cisco, Cal .... 100.00

J. H. Roberts, Div. No. 98, Akron, Ohio . 100.00
J. E. Peterson, Div. No. 308 , Chicago,

III. 100.00

Thomas Doll , Div. No. 194, New Or

leans, La. 100.00

Wm. Birkimer, Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg,
Pa . 100.00

H. K. Selby, Div . No. 441, Des Moines,
Iowa 100.00

Reuben Ripley, Div. No. 280 , Lowell,
Mass. 100.00

John James Loughrey, Div. No. 276 ,

Stockton, Cal. 100.00

Jas. F. McInerney, Div. No. 260 , Chi
cago, II. 100.00

Peter Johnson, Div. No. 241, Chicago,
Il 100.00

David L. Henry (disability ) . Div . No.

85. Pittsburg , Pa ... 100.00

E. May, Div. No. 205 , San Francisco , Cal . 100.00

Nel -on E. Newhall, Div. No. 238 , Lynn,
Mass. 100.00

R. Burvant, Div. No. 194 , New Orleans,
La . 100.00

B. Seeman, Div. No. 194 , New Orleans ,

La . 100.00

Julius Toun, Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .. 100.00

Thomas Waldron , Div. No. 194 , New Or

leans , La . 100.00

W. S. Nordby, Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill . 100,00

Julius F. Kurth, Div. No. 308 , Chicago,

Ill. 100.00

Harry Meierdirks, Div. No. 260 , Chi
cago, ni. 100.00

C. H. Wilson , Div. No. 260, Chicago, Il. 100.00
Augustus L. Atkins, Div. No. 246 ,

Salem, Mass ... 100.00

John P. Kearney, Div. No. 164 , Wilkes

Barre, Pa . 100.00

Wm. Freeman, Div. No. 416 , Peoria , Ill . 100.00

S. A. Eads, Div . No. 241. Chicago, Ill.. 100.00

W. B. Everingham , Div. No. 308, Chi
cago, Ill . 100.00

P. F. Coughlin, Div. No. 260 , Chicago,
NII. 100.00

E.J. Hansen, Div . No. 382, Salt Lake
City, Utah 100.00

J. Boyle, Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill . 100.00

Wm. W. Flagg, Div. No. 241, Chicago,

III. 100.00

Charles Fletcher, Div. No. 241, Chicago,
Ill. 100.00

Richard Wade, Div . No. 148, Albany,
N. Y. 100.00

Edw . Kernaghan, Div. No: 260, Chicago,
111 . 100.00

Thomas F. Hickson ( disability ) , Div.

No. 280 , Lowell, Mass. 100.00

0. P. Eberwein, Div. No. 205 , San Fran

cisco, Cal. 100.00

Stephen Farrell, Div. No. 174, Fall

River , Mass. 100.00

Chris . Jensen, Div. No. 192, Oakland,

Cal. 100.00

James C. Jacobs, Div . No: 312, Daven.

port, Iowa ... 100.00

Phillip J. Meeks, Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg,
Pa. 100.00

J. J. Wilber. Div. No. 260. Chicago, 11 .. 100.00

Timothy Kennedy, Div. No. 285 , Steu

benville, Ohio 100.00

H. T. B. Grey, Div. No. 382, Salt Lake

City . Utah 100.no

B. Kelly. Div . No. 308, Chicago, Ill . 100.00

James E. Wall, Div. No. 425 , Hartford,

Conn. 100.00

H. Kurth, Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . 100.00

John Sweeney, Div . No. 241, Chicago, III . 100.00

J. F. Collins, Div . No. 241, Chicago. Mi. 100.no

John Cullen . Div. No. 148. Alhany. N.Y. 100.00

C. D. Smith, Div. No. 92. Oswego. N.Y.. 100.00

C. E. Leonard (disability ), Div. No. 192 ,

Oakland, Cal. 100.00

N. J. Hackett, Div. No. 308. Chicago, Ill. 100.00

Michael Fischer, Div. No. 132 , Troy,
N. Y. 100.00

Wm . J. Kuchenberg , Div . No. 302 , Mar
inette . Wi.. 100.00

Wm. Carson, Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg. Pan 100.00

John Steeb, Jr. , Div, No. 85, Pittsburg ,

Pa . 100.00

Silas Peters, Div. No. 205, San Fran .

cisco , Cal. 100.00

Thomas Phalen, Div . No. 380, Elyria, 0. 100.00

T. D. Whlity, Div. No. 260 , Chicago, 11. 100.00

H. E. Carlson, Div. No. 241, Chicago,
.00

John F. Ellsworth , Div. No. 132 , Troy,
100.00

W. H. Dunn, Div. No. 205 , San Fran

cisco , Cal . 100.00

Martin Sexton (disability ) , Div. No. 241,

Chicago, III . 100.00

J. E. Harmony (disability ) , Div . No.

199 , Ottumwa, lowa 100.00

Joseph H. Dillon ( disability ), Div. No.

26 , Detroit, Mich. 100.00

Sam Davis (disability ) , Div. No. 179,

Elmira , N. Y. 100.00

R. Makelin, Div. No.241 , Chicago, Ill .. 100.00

S. Raines, Div . No. 113, Toronto , Ont... 100.00

Thos. L. Lovram , Div . No. 266 , Chicago ,

11 . 100.00

George J. Eder, Div. No. 241, Chicago,

111 . 100.00

Frank Lipski, Div . No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . 100.00

Joseph Sexton, Div. No. 125 , Belleville,

Ill .
100.00

Jos . J. Kufner, Div . No. 85, Pittsburg,

Pa . 100.00

Alexander Liggett, Div . No. 132, Troy,

N. Y. 100.00

John Flannery, Div. No. 280 , Lowell,

Mass. 100.00

H. Menze, Div . No. 241, Chicago , Ill . 100.00

Robert E. Waller, Div. No. 425 , Hart

ford , Conn.
100.00

C. Whitenack . Div . No. 260, Chicago , Ill. 100.00

John O'Toole , Div . No. 260 , Chicago, 111. 100.00

George E. Keating, Div. No. 307, Still

100.00

John M. Sullivan, Div: No. 281, New

Haven , Conn . 100.00

Joseph Raday, Div . No. 268, Cleveland,

Ohio
100.00

Wm . E.Hazard, Div . No. 425, Hartford,

Conn .
100.00

Lawson Davis, Div. 113, Toronto , Ont.. 100.00

Robert Schmus, Div . No. 211 , Chicago,

Ill .
100.00

G. W. Smith , Div. No. 194, New Or.

leans , La.
100.00

J. Jones, Div. No. 205 , San Francisco,

Cal. 100.00

Elnier N. Rodgers, Div. No. 85, Pitts

burg , Pa.
100.00

Gus Lobert. Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill.. 100.00

Millard Campbell , Div. No. 148 , Albany,

N. Y.
100.00

Isa Fay, Div. No. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich.. 100.00

Richard F. Forrest , Div. No. 253. Quin

cy , Mass.
100.00

Benedict Wendle, Div. No. 241 , Chicago,

Ill .
100.00

F. Macaulay (disability) , Div. No. 85,

Pitt -burg , Pa .
100.00

A. J. Harris, Div . No. 308. Chicago, Ill . 100.00

J. N. Dumas, Div. No. 382 , Salt Lake

City . ( ' tah
100.00

F. Mallen . Div . No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa .. 100.00

Carl Knighton , Div. No. 272, Youngs

town , Ohio 100.00

J. Forauer, Div. No. 260 , Chicago, .. 100.00

W. H. Keish , Div. No. 425, Hartford,

Conn .
100.00

Lyman Heater, Div. No. 169, Easton,

Pa. 100.00

Wm . Broderick , Div. No. 113, Toronto,

Ont .
100.00

J. Landers, Div . No. 281 , New Haven,

Conn .
100.00

h . 1. Barrow , Div. No. 78, Galveston,

Texas
100.00

Demings N. Prior, Div. No. 425 , Hart:

ford , Conn. 100.00

Frederick White. Div. No. 132 , Troy,

N. Y. 100.00

Peter Bernard , Div. No. 241 , Chicago,

111 . 100.00

J. P. Carrigan , Div. No. 241 , Chicago,

Ill . 100.00

James A. Kane, Div . No. 192 , Oakland,

Cal .
100.00

St. Clair Johns ( disability ), Div. No.

194. New Orleans , La 100.00

T. T. Kinkade, Div. No. 288 , Omaha,

Neb . 100.00

Peter Schilling, Div. No. 125 , Bellevillo,
TU . 100.00
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R. Wulfe, Div. No. 260, Chicago, Ill ... 100,00
Geo. Lawrence, Div. No. 174 , Fall

River, Mass. 100.00

E. Williams, Div. No. 125 , Belleville, Ill. 100.00

John Dryer, Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill . 100.00

Michael Minogue, Div. No. 260, Chicago,

Ill . 100.00

Arthur F. Raypole, Div. No. 19, Colo

rado Springs, Colo .. 100.00

Frank St. Amand, Div. No, 194 , New Or

leans , La . 100.00

G. T. Horton , Div. No. 265 , San Jose,

Cal . 100.00

George Hook, Div. No. 288 , Omaha, Neb. 100.00

Elijah Drury, Div. No. 92, Oswego, N.Y. 100.00

James W. Dwelly, Div . No. 174, Rall

River, Mass. 100.00

Wm. D. Carroll, Div. No, 132, Troy , N.Y. 100.00

John Waldron , Div. No. 113 , Toronto,
Ont. 100.00

L. C. Coad , Div. No. 125 , Belleville , Ill . 100.00

John Higgins, Div. No. 22, Worcester,

Mass . 100.00

W. P. Gregory, Div . No. 78, Galveston ,

Texas 100.00

Charles s. Burke, Div. No. 242 , Montpe

lier, Vt. 100.00

J. Dugan, Div . No. 52, E. Liverpool,

Ohio 100.00

O. A. Johnson, Div. No. 308 , Chicago,

111 . 100.00

Thomas P. Burke, Div. No. 22 , Worces

ter, Mass. 100.00

J. Barker, Diy. No. 22 , Worcester, Mass . 100.00

F. L. Chanson, Div. No. 194 , New Or

leans , La. 100.00

George Lentz, Div. No, 194 , New Or

leans, La. 100.00

M. Schonacher, Div. No. 194 , New Or

leans , La. 100.00

Frederick E. Hopp, Div. No. 26, Detroit,
Mich . 100.00

Jos. F. McAdams, Div . No: 425, Hart

ford, Conn . 100.00

G. Mitchell , Div. No. 260 , Chicago, Ill ... 100.00

Wm. Bickley , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . 100.00

Adam Herder, Div. No. 455 , Ports

mouth , Ohio 100.00

J. F. Doyle, Div. No. 282 , Rochester,
N. Y. 100.00

W. H. Schneider, Div. No. 308, Chicago,
111 . 100.00

Frank J. Martin , Div . No. 425 , Hartford,

Conn. 100.00

William Meyer, Div. No. 241 , Chicago ,

111 . 100.00

Edgar E. Aubrey, Div. No. 304 , Glens
Falls , N. Y. 100.00

Wm. Kane (disability ), Div . No. 304 ,

Glens Falls , N. Y. 100.00

E. Leppla , Div. No. 282 , Rochester, N.Y. 100.00

S. M. Barrett, Div. No. 249, Wakefield ,

Mass. 100.00

P. Lee, Div. No. 260, Chicago , Ill . 100.00

H. L. Chisolm , Div. No. 241, Chicago,

III . 100.00

Severt Nelson , Div. No. 192 , Oakland ,

Cal . 100.00

D. H. Donahue, Div. No. 192 , Oakland ,
Cal. 100.00

John J. McDonald, Div . No. 283 , Brooks

lyn , N. Y. 100.00

Isaac Joyce , Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg. Pa. 100.00

John McMiniman, Div. No. 163 , Merlden ,
Conn . 100.00

S. A. Tucker, Div. No. 103 , Wheeling,
W. Va, 100.00

Patrick Mulcrone, Div . No. 260 , Chicago,
III . 100.00

Chas. F. Doll , Div. No. 241 , Chicago , Ill . 100.00

Henry T. Holles, Div. No. 476 , Norwalk,
Conn . 100.00

Jack Pol (Pilascewicz ), Div . No. 241,

Chicago, 111 . 100.00

G. J. Kirk, Div. No. 260. Chicago, Ill ... 100.00

J. J. Hassett, Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill . 100.00

Geo. W. Cole disability ) , Div. No. 261 ,

Lawrence, Mass. 100.00

W. L. Kinsell ( disability ) , Div. No. 260,

Chicago, II. 100.00

John O'Toole, Div. No. 441 , Des Moines,
Iowa 100.00

Peter Keating, Div. No. 113 , Toronto,
Ont. 100.00

Ed. J. iutenbacher, Div. No. 194 , New

Orleans , La . 100.00

J. U. La France, Div. No. 194 , New Or
leans , La . 100.00

William Hennessy, Div. No. 267, Chi
cago , III . 100.00

John J. Schimeck, Div. No. 260, Chicago ,
Ill . 100.00

Sabin Harris, Div. No. 192 , Oakland,
Cal . 100.00

W. Seckinger, Div. No. ' 194, New Or :

leans, La 100.00

John Cleveland, Div . No. 132 , Troy , N.Y. 100.00

W. D. Young, Div. No. 382, Salt Lake

City, Utah 100.00

J. L. McCracken, Div, No. 89, New Cas

tle , Pa . 100.00

John Murphy, Div. No. 235 , Brockton,

Mass. 100.00

Bert Sanjule (disability ), Div. No. 90,

Mt. Clemens, Mich . 100.00

A. Basel, Div . ' No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio . 100.00

Wm . Rice, Div. No. 379 , Niles, Ohio .... 100.00

Patrick J. Troy , Div. No. 241, Chicago,

Ill . 100.00

Henry Keiderling , Div . No. 125 , Belle

ville , Ill . 100.00

Edward Burnham , Div. No. 132 , Troy,

N. Y. 100.00

William R. Stremlow , Div. No. 312 , Da

venport, Iowa 100.00

Fred S. Gagnon, Div. No. 163, Meriden ,

Conn. 100.00

Wm . Ryan , Div. No. 179. Elmira, N. Y.. 100.00

Geo. J. Krebs, Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill. 100.00

Edward A. Kelley , Div. No. 194, New

Orleans, La .. 100.00

M. V. McMahan, Div. No. 78 , Galveston,

Texas 100.00

A. J. Penwell , Div. No, 260 , Chicago,

Ill . 100.00

R. A. Jameson , Div. No. 134 , New West

minster, B. C. 100.00

Dave Winkler ( disability ), Div . No. 266,

Chicago, Ill . 100.00

John J. Grady, Div. No. 388, Newburgh,
N. Y. 100.00

Dawson Ferguson, Div. No. 176 , Sharon,

Pa. 100.00

A. G. Rumpler, Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg,

Pa. 100.00

Joseph Kresl, Div. No. 241. Chicago, Ill . 100.00

T. W. Hilmers, Div . No. 312 , Davenport,

Iowa
100.00

John Wornti, Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill . 100.00

0. A. Jensen , Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill. 100.00

James Dwyer, Div. No. 267 , Chicago, Ill. 100.00

Frank Conners, Div. No. 125 , Belleville,

111 . 100.00

Richard Littleton, Div. No. 243, Taun

ton , Mass. 100.00

J. C. Berlin ( disability ), Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill . 100.00

John O'Connor, Div. No. 85 , Pitsburg ,

Pa . 100.00

Jacob Phillipp , Div. No. 194 , New Or

leans , La. 100.00

Peter Roelles, Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . 100.00

Frank Harter, Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . 100.00

W. C. Cox , Div. No. 194 , New Orleans,

La .
100.00

Joseph Bourke, Div. No. 194 , New Or :

leans , La. 100.00

Adam Pabst, Div . No. 455 , Portsmouth,

Ohio 100.00

William Cullen , Div. No. 283 , Brooklyn,

N. Y. 100.00

Thomas Riley , Div. No. 256 , Sacramento,

Cal . 100.00

W. S. Canning. Div . No. 215. Aurora, iii. 100.00

Thos . E. Smyth, Division No. 260, Chi

cago , Ill . 100.00

G. H. Bechtle, Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg ,

Pa. 100.00

c . 0. Peterson, Div . No. 260, Chicago,

Ill . 100.00

Thomas A. Connolly, Div . No. 473. Wo

burn , Mass. 100.00

Albert Willsea , Div . No. 490 , Yonkers,

N. Y.
100.00

J. Weldon. Div . No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .. 100.00

Wm . M. Makeford (disability ), Div. No.

240, Chelsea , Mass.
100.00

N. Walters, Div. No. 260. Chicago. Ili .. 100.00

W. R. Tracy , Div. No. 194, New Orleans,

La . 100.00

Michael Doran , Div. No. 164, Wilkes

Barre , Pa . 100.00

Fred Duff . Div. No. 379 , Niles, Ohio ... 100.00

Michael Mulhern , Div . No. 132 , Troy ,

N. Y.
100.00

R. Prior, Div . No. 241. Chicago , Ill . 100.00

Frank Czerwinski , Div. No. 241 , Chl

rago, TII .
100.00
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W. P. Magill , Div . No. 113, Toronto , Ont. 100.00

G. P. Stedman , Div. No. 260, Chicago,
Ill. 100.00

W.H. Meyers, Div . No. 98 , Akron, Ohio 100.00

Adalaski Warner, Div. No, 215 , Whea
ton , Ill . 100.00

James King. Div. No. 99, Winnipeg,

Man . 100.00

William J. Ferguson, Div. No. 85 , Pitts
burg, Pa . 100.00

H. C. Smith , Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa. 100.00

W. H. Cole, Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill . 100.00

F. M. Lehmann, Div. No. 241, Chicago,
Ill. 100.00

John M. McGibbney, Div. No. 85 , Pitts
burg, Pa . 100.00

C. Miller, Div. No. 260, Chicago , Ill.... 100.00

John Lyons, Div. No. 260, Chicago, Ill .. 100.00

Albert G. Sundin (disability ) , Div. No.

260, Chicago, Ill. 100.00

Myron Harton, Div . No. 132 , Troy, N.Y. 100.00

Albert Zscherp , Div. No. 163 , Meriden ,
Conn. 100.00

Geo. Blain, Div. No. 192, Oakland, Cal.. 100.00

J. J. Voigt, Div. No. 308, Chicago, Ill ... 100.00

Frank Joyce, Div . No. 380 , Elyria, Ohio 100.00

Henry Verdon, Div. No. 194, New Or

leans , La 100.00

P. Skaferkotter, Div. No. 194 , New Or

leans, La. 100.00

Dennis McAuliffe, Div. No. 281 New Ha

ven, Conn. 100.00

H. H. Beebe, Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill.. 100.00

Chas. E. Lugar, Div . No. 308 , Chicago,
Ill . 100.00

B. Oakfield ,Div. No, 308, Chicago, Ill.. 100.00

A. F. Groff, Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg , Pa. 100.00

James Finn, Div . No. 490, Yonkers, N.Y. 100.00 .

Robert McCorkell, Div. No. 279 , Ottawa,
Ont. 100.00

J. R. Spriggs, Div. No. 266, Chicago , Ill. 100.00

Chas. Heckerman, Div. No. 85, Pitts

burg , Pa. 100.00

N. T. Morgan , Div. No. 128 , Asheville,
N. C. 100.00

Andrew Lavelle, Div. No. 168, Scranton ,
Pa . 100.00

Total..... . $ 35,900.00

John J. Adamo, Div. No. 241 , Chicago,

11. 100.00

J. D. Connell, Div. No. 194 , New Or

leans, La . 100.00

Fritz Lee, Div. No. 194 , New Orleans ,
La. 100.00

J. Maguire, Div. No. 261 , Lawrence,
Mass. 100.00

Louis Wilkins, Div, No. 125 , Belleville,
Ill , 100.00

E. M. Correll, Div. No. 266, Chicago, Ill. 100.00

J. J. Robinson ( disability ), Div. No. 103,

Wheeling, W. Va ... 100.00

John Kagel, Div. No. 241,Chicago, Ill .. 100.00

C. L. Thayer, Div. No. 22, Worcester,
Mass. 100.00

JohnE. Spencer, Div . No. 243 , Taunton,
Mass. 100.00

Edward Querin, Div . No. 268 , Cleveland,
Ohio 100.00

John H. Kowalski, Div . No. 241, chi.

cago , Ill . 100.00

Richard Hadeler, Div. No. 241 , Chi

cago , III . 100.00

N. Stortz , Div. 194, New Orleans, La... 100.00

Robert Wright, Div. No. 113, Toronto ,
Ont. 100.00

Albert A. Heinman,Div. No. 85 , Pitts
burg, Pa . 100.00

Henry ' Blackier, Div. ' No.' 246 ," Salem,
Mass. 100.00

John B. Sheahan , Div. No. 380 , Eylria ,

Ohio 100.00

J. S. Rainey, Div. No. 134 , New West
minster, B. C. 100.00

Fred Wellman , Div. No. 111, Ypsilanti,

Mich. 100.00

B. D. Andrews, Div. No. 313 , Rock Is

land, Ill. 100.00

Geo. Lundgren , Div. No. 241 , Chicago,
Ill . 100.00

Wm. Baer ( disability ), 'Div. 'No. 379,

Niles, Ohio 100.00

John Bulger, Div. No. 498, Mt. Vernon

and New Rochelle, N. Y. 100.00

Peter Olson, Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill.. 100.00
Robert Dehlin, Div. No. 241 , Chicago,

Ill . 100.00

Arthur Gould , Div. No. 243 , Taunton ,
Mass. 100.00

John Getterman , Div. No, 194 , New Or
leans, La . 100.00

Thos. B. Kaber, Div. No. 260, Chicago,
Ill . 100.00

Manly H. Allgér, Div. No. 425 , Hart

ford, Conn . 100.00

Daniel Cavanaugh , Div . No. 260 , Chi
cago, Ill . 100.00

James' Cannon , Div. No. 113 , Toronto,
Ont. 100.00

Chas. O'Reilly , Div . No. 85 , Pittsburg,
Pa, 100.00

Michael Neill , Dlv. No. 282 , Rochester,

N. Y. 100.00

John Brennan , Div. No. 477, Philadel
phia , Pa. 100.00

Stephen A. Rogers, Div . No. 179, El
mira, N. Y. 100.00

J. N. Weber, Div , No. 308. Chicago, Ill . 100.00

Thos. Carter, Div. No. 329 , Dubuque,

Iowa 100.00

J. Burns , Div. No. 260 , Chicago , Ill .. 100.00

C. Sodeman, Div . No. 241, Chicago, Ill . 100.00

Thomas Oakes, Div . No. 194, New Or

ns, La. 100.00

O. Madsen, Div. No. 192, Oakland, Cal .. 100.00

Harley J. Melancon , Div . No, 270 , Glou

cester, Mass. 100.00

Jas. Whalen, Div. No. 168, Scranton , Pa . 100.00

Dan Chapman , Div. No. 283, Brooklyn,

N. Y. 100.00

Wm . J. Vaughn, Div . No. 260 , Chicago,
Ill . 100.00

H. F. McGibney, Div . No. 242, Montpe

lier, Vt. 100.00

John Russing, Div. No. 497, Pittsburg,
Kans. 100.00

Maurice Margolis, Div. No. 241, chi

cago , Ill . 100.00

Edward M. Thrall, Div. No. 425 , Hart

ford , Conn. 100.00

Jas. Dwyer, Div. No. 283 , Brooklyn,
N. Y. 100.00

J. Mente, Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa.... 100.00

Jesse B. Hill , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . 100.00

Thos. Molloy, Div. No. 241, Chicago, Ill . 100.00

H. Hermann, Div. No. 282, Rochester,

N. Y. 100.00

F. W. Myers, Div. No. 238, Lynn, Mass . 100.00

Sick and Death Benefits Paid by Local

Divisions.

In accordance with our past policies, I

have gathered the figures from the local

divisions each year as to the amount paid

out by them in sick and death benefits.

These figures of the sick and death benefits

from the local unions are the figures gath

ered from the Year Book and are from

January 1st , 1907, to January 1st, 1909 .

These reports show that sixty-two (62 )

divisions were paying a regular sick benefit

and that nine ( 9 ) divisions were donating

to their members in case of sickness. Re

ports further show that thirty (30 ) divi

sions pay death benefits from their local

treasury. The reports of the amounts paid

in sick benefits are as follows :

34 divisions pay $5.00 per week.

2 divisions pay $6.00 per week.

4 divisions pay $7.00 per week.

5 divisions pay $4.00 per week.

2 divisions pay $3.50 per week.

10 divisions pay $3.00 per week.

1 division pays $2,50 per week.

4 divisions pay $2.00 per week.

9 divisions donate in case of sickness.

In death benefits, the report shows that

thirty ( 30 ) divisions pay death benefits, as

follows :

9 divisions pay $100.

3 divisions pay $150 .

6 divisions pay $50.

1 division pays $125 .
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I division pays $110.

1 division pays $75 .

2 divisions pay $25 .

3 divisions assess their entire member

ship $ 1.00 apiece and pay that amount

in death benefits.

1 division assesses its members 50 cents

apiece and pays that amount to the

beneficiary .

1 division assesses its members 25 cents

apiece and pays that amount to the

beneficiary.

1 division assesses its members $1.00

apiece in case of the death of a mem

ber, 50 cents in case of the death

of a member's wife , and 25 cents

in case of the death of a member's

child .

1 division pays $25 in death benefits to

a member three months in good stand

ing ; $50 to a member six months in

good standing, and $ 100 to a member

in good standing for one year.

During the two years , the local divisions

have paid in sick benefits $30,186.34 ; and

in death benefits the local divisions have

paid $43.520.75 , making the amount paid

• in sick and death benefits by the local divi

sions $73.707.09 .

Then , there has been paid by the Inter

national during the term in death and dis

ability benefits the amount of $35,900, which

makes the total paid by the International

and local divisions in death and disability

benefits $ 79,420.75 ; and in sick , death and

disability benefits, the amount of $ 109,607.09 .

Now, while the question of sick benefits

is a matter that is left entirely to the local

divisions to arrange and regulate, I would

recommend that this convention outline

some plan to encourage and stimulate the

creation of sick benefits amongst all of our

local divisions in order that our member

ship may be properly cared for and looked

after during sickness .

Division No. 197 , Meadville, Pa .

Division No. 199, Ottumwa, Iowa

Division No. 212, Burlington, lowa .

Division No. 223, Butler , Pa..

Division No. 235 , Brockton , Mass

Division No. 238, Lynn. Mass .

Division No. 241. Chicago, Ill.

Division No. 242 , Montpelier, Vt.

Division No. 252. Steubenvile, Ohio .

Division No. 253 , Quincy, Mass .

Division No. 256, Sacramento, Cal .

Division No. 260, Chicago, Ill .

Division No. 264. So, Chicago, Ill.

Division No. 269. Danbury. Conn .

Division No. 281, New Haven , Conn .

Division No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.
Division No. 284 , Nashua , N. H.

Division No. 285. Steubenville , Ohio .

Division No. 288. Omaha, Neb .

Division No. 298 , Streator, ill ..

Division No. 302 , Marinette, Wis .

Division No. 304. Glens Falls, N. Y.

Division No. 307, Stillwater, N. Y.

Division No. 308. Chicago, Ill ..

Division No. 312. Davenport, Iowa .

Division No. 313. Rock Island , Ill .

Division No. 326 , St. Joseph , Mo.

Division No. 334. Boone, towa .

Division No. 313. Kalamazoo, Mich

Division No. 373 , Hyde Park , Mass .

Division No. 381. Biitte , Mont .

Division No. 382 , Salt Lake City, Utah .

Division No. 416. Peoria , ill ..

Division No. 430. Mauch Chunk , Pa .

Division No. 442 , Des Moines , Iowa .

Division No. 447 , Richmond , Cal .

Division No. 448. Springfield , Mass .

Division No. 452. Thompsonville, Conn .

Division No. 455. Portsmouth . Ohio ...

Division No. 469. Derhy, Conn .

Division No. 476. Norwalk , Conn .

Division No. 477 , Philadelphia, Pa .

Division No. 479 , Middletown. Conn .

Division No. 484. Kewanee, Ill ..

Division No. 490 , Yonkers , N. Y

Division No. 496, Pittsfield. Mass .

Division No. 498 , Mt, Vernon and New

Rochelle, N. Y ...

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

10.00

25.00

100.00

6.00

5.00

25.no

10.00

10.00

5.00

2.00

5.00

25.00

6.00

5.00

6.00

2.00

5.00

5.00

10.00

10.00

10.no

6.00

5.00

2.50

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

6.00

5.00

5.00

25.00

10.00

6.00

10.00

5.00

6.00

10.no

5.00

1.00

25.00

5.00

10.00

The Appeal Case in Behalf of the Chelsea

Fire Sufferers ,

After the terrible disaster of April 12th ,

1908, at Chelsea, Mass ., application was

made to the office for assistance , and , in

accordance with our rules, a circular letter

was sent to the local divisions asking them

to financially assist the men of Chelsea

who had lost their homes owing to the

fire.

The following divisions responded , and

this amount was forwarded to the division

to assist the members of the same:

Division No. 19, Colorado Springs, Colo$ 15.00

Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich 25.00

Division No. 52 , E. Liverpool, Ohio . 5.00

Division No. 78 , Galveston , Texas . 5.no

Division No. 89. New Castle , Pa . 10.00

Division No. 90 , Mt. Clemens, Mich . 10.00

Division No. 98. Akron , Ohio 10.00

Division No. 99. Winnipeg , Man . 20.00

Dirislon No. 105 , Beaver, Pa . 5.00

Division No. 107. Hamilton , Ont . 10.00

Division No. 113. Toronto , Ont . 25.00

Division No. 125. Belleville. III . 25.00

Division No. 128. Asheville, N. C. 5.00

Division No. 134. New Westminster, B.C. 5.00

Division No. 163 , Meriden , Conn . 5.00

Division No. 169 , Easton. Pa .. 5.00

Division No. 176 , Sharon . Pa . 15.00

Division No. 194, New Orleans . La . 60.00

Total ....
$747.50

Appeals to the Convention.

I hereby submit three appeals to this

Convention , as follows :

One from Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich. ,

appealing against the Board's decision in

connection with the disability claim of

Harry Ferris , the Board having decided

that he was not entitled to the claim.

Second , I submit the appeal of R. H.

Morgan, a member of Division No. 241 , Chi

cago , Ill . , who appeals against the ruling

of the Executive Board in a disability claim.

Third , I submit the appeal of Charles

Lake, of Division No. 266, Chicago, Ill , who

appeals against the ruling of the Executive

Board in connection with his appeal as to

priority rights in the service of the com

pany.

I would advise that a special committee

be appointed to hear the entire evidence in

connection with these claims and then sub

mit a full report of the same to this con

vention .

A Ruling Necessary in Disability Cases.

During the past term there has arisen

a question as to when a member is entitled

to disability benefits. Our laws specify

that a member suffering the loss of a hand

at or above the wrist-joint, or the loss

of a foot at or above the ankle - joint, is

entitled to disability benefits .

During the past term , Charles A. Black,

a member of Division No. 273, Chicago, Ill. ,

was injured in a head -on collision , losing
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as

both feet , and , in accordance with our laws,

he made application and was paid his dis

ability benefits. Later on be secured arti

ficial limbs and the company reinstated

him as a motorman . The division then

asked that Black should become a member

again. This I refused until there would be

a ruling from the International Executive

Board . I submitted the case to the Board

at its September meeting in 1908, and the

Board made the following ruling on the

same. The ruling of the Board was

follows :

" Whereas, There has come before this

Board the case of Charles Black , a mem

ber of Division 273, who lost both legs in

a head-on collision , and under the laws of

our Association made application and re

ceived his disability benefits. He has now,

after securing artificial limbs , been rein

stated by the company as a motorman .

The fact of his being reinstated and now

declared to be competent as a motorman

shows that he was not entitled to general

disability benefits. General disability bene

fits are only for those who are totally in

capacitated from ever following the occu

pation of a street and electric railway man ,

but

Whereas, There was a condition in con

nection with his case that at the time of

the accident had warranted the said Black

and his division in making application and

securing disability benefits, having no

thought or idea that he would ever again

become competent to operate a
car, but

now having been declared competent to

be put in charge of a car, is , therefore ,

under our laws, eligible to resume his mem

bership in this Association under these con

ditions, having once received his disability

benefits, he can never again lay claim to

either disability or death benefits, insomuch

as the claim has once been paid , but, out

side of this claim to death and disability

benefits, and such other claims as would

accrue under that provision , the said

Charles Black is entitled to again resume

his membership and to be entitled to such

other benefits as the local or international

laws provide. We would, therefore , recom

mend that the division reinstate Black into

membership under these conditions, fully

informing him of the same. "

Now, since the Black case has been

brought up there has arisen another case

almost similar in Division No. 379 , of Niles ,

Ohio, where a member has been paid his

benefits and now seeks to return to the

service and to membership in cur Associa

tion , but having offered to refund the dis

ability benefit. This I have refused until

the matter would be brought before this

Convention and the instructions of the Con

vention given upon the same .

While this raises a very difficult question ,

in my opinion there would be very few of

euch cases occur, and my recommendation

would be that the lines laid down by the

Executive Board should follow in the future

and that the laws be left as they now are .

Death and Disability Fund .

On June 21st of this year I submitted a

communicated to all divisions of this Asso

ciation calling their aitention to the various

requests that had reached the General Office

from a number of our organizations asking

an increase of our death and disability fund,

and in my communication to the divisions , I

advised the raising of this fund and of the

re-arranging of the old age pension benefits

so as to pay a cash instead of a monthly

benefit in cases of old age. I asked the or

ganizations to carefully consider this propo

sition and then to submit their replies so

that I could formulare and report upon the

same to this Convention . The response has

been alniost universally in favor of the

proposition of increasing the death and dis

ability benefits and the re-arrangement of

the pension fund .

But since taking up this question , I have

communicated with a number of the other

International Trade Unions upon this sub

ject . I find a strong sentiment in favor of

increasing the death and disability benefits

generally among the trade unions of the

country ; but I find that we are confronted

with serious opposition from the various

insurance companies, who are invoking laws

against the trade unions that already have

established benefits of this kind , and through

this action they are already handicapping

the organizations that have funds of that

kind established, and interfering with their

establishing and paying of the same to such

an extent that there is already a movement

on the part of the organizations through

the American Federation of Labor to bring

about a re- arrangement of the laws so as to

properly and thoroughly protect the trade

unions that establish funds of this kind , and

considering this , I would not recommend

that this Convention establish that fund ;

but would advise that our laws be left as

they are at present until the action of the

organizations in securing the proper pro

tection has been taken . But I would rec

ommend that you empower and instruct the

incoming Officers and Executive Board of

this Association to first take up this ques

tion with the American Federation of Labor

and those organizations that are now seek

ing to have the laws modified and changed

and co-operate with them in securing proper

laws to protect the death and disability

funds of the trade unions , and that after

such arrangements have been made , that

they be further instructed to again formu

late and outline a plan of benefits in line

with what has already been submitted and

then submit them through the referendum

to the entire membership of the organiza

tion and leave the same to a vote of the

entire membership as to their adoption.

In the meantime, I would also advise that

the local organizations continue to discuss

and consider this proposition and to ac

quaint their membership with the same , for

I believe that every thoughtful trade union

ist realizes the necessity of perfecting a

plan of this kind that will fully protect and

insure our entire membership , and when
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they do consider it they readily realize how

easily and how much cheaper they can es

tablish their own insurance and protection

through their trade union , where the funds

will always be within their hands to direct

as them deem best and with the assurance

that they will always be in their hands to

administrate.

Ritual.

There has come some complaints from

some of the divisions as to the workings

of our ritual and secret work In some of

our larger divisions, it is impossible to carry

out the ritual and secret work of the organ

ization . In the smaller divisions a more

perfect form of ritual work could be used ,

and I would advise that there be appointed

a committee to carefully consider the ritual

and secret work and bring the same before

this Convention , so that proper and satis

factory arrangements for this work can be

established for the future .

Official Journals.

The policy laid down by the New Orleans

Convention of subscribing for the official

journals, “ The Motorman and Conductor "

for the membership outside of Chicago , and

" The Union Leader , " within the city of Chi

cago , has been carried out, as instructed ,

and the results, I feel, have been very sat

isfactory.

“ Motorman and conductor."

The " Motorman and Conductor," under the

new arrangement, is now upon a sound

financial footing. Reports of the New Or

leans Convention showed that the " Motor

man and Conductor" was indebted to the

General Fund of the Association one thou

sand ninety-six dollars and forty-six cents

( $ 1,096.46 ) . The reports for this year will

show that it has paid off its indebtedness

and there is standing to the credit of the

"Motorman and Conductor ” at the end of

this term , two thousand , three hundred and

seventy-nine dollars and ninety-two cents

( $2,379.92 ) . While the Journal has been sent

to all the members , as the arrangements

provided for , and in addition to that thou

sands of copies have been sent out for agi

tation purposes, and if we were to consider

and take an account of the amount that

has been used for agitation purposes and

were able to estimate the actual amount of

work that the Journal has done in this way,

we would find that the profits are a great

deal greater than that enumerated in dol

lars and cents.

In connection with the new arrangement,

we also had heavy cost in arranging for

mailing machinery and other costs which

were necessary in order to place the Jour

nal in the hands of the entire membership,

and a cost which we will not have to meet

in the coming term and which guarantees

greater profits in the future .

In the arrangements for the publication

of the " Motorman and Conductor," the Ex

ecutive Board . at the close of the New Or

leans Convention , again selected Mr. R. L.

Reeves as its editor . As to his work, I

-ave the publication speak for itself. While

r. Reeves has not devoted all his time to

the Journal , he has given considerable time

in assisting me in the General Office and do

ing work upon the road at times when yo

other officer was available , and in this way

has been somewhat hindered in his work,

but with all of this, I feel that he has made

a success and has presented to the member

ship of this Association a very creditable

and ably edited publication,

" Union Leader . "

The reports of the New Orleans Conven

tion showed that there was at that time to

the credit of the “ Union Leader," two thou.

sand, two hundred and fifty -two dollars and

ten cenis ( $2,252.10 ) . There was one ac

count of one hundred and fifty -six dollars

( $ 156.00 ) for advertisement , of which we

later had to cancel as worthless, which

would have left the actual standing to the

credit of the “ Union Leader ” at that time of

two thousand , ninety-six dollars and ten

cents ( $2,096.10 ) . Now, the “ Union Leader"

has been furnished to the entire member.

ship of our organization within the city of

Chicago , there being supplied at the present

time over twelve thousand copies weekly

at a cost of forty - eight cents ( $0.48 ) a year

to the membership ; yet we have been

able to maintain the standing of the Leader

and it has to its credit at this audit, two

thousand , two hundred and seventy dollars

and twenty-seven cents ( $2,270.27 ) , and in

placing the Leader in shape to meet the in

creased circulation , there was naturally

some additional costs and expenses, which

will not occur in the coming term. Then

again , owing to the depressed industrial

conditions , the advertisements for the year

of 1908 and a part of 1909 fell off greatly,

but which now is again increasing, and

under the circumstances I feel that this

publication has been a success and its fu

ture success is guaranteed .

The Executive Board also selected, at the

opening of the official term, Mr. L. D. Bland

as the editor of the " Union Leader." As to

Mr. Bland's work , I feel , as in the case of

Mr. Reeves , the publication itself speaks for

his good , diligent and faithful work. Not

only has he edited and directed the busi

ness affairs of the “ Union Leader," but he

has also assisted and aided with his advice

and time the general movement, devoting

much time along this line.

As to the future policy of our publications,

I would advise that they be continued.

There are some who desire and advocate

that we publish but one weekly publication

for our entire membership. Under the pres

ent subscription arrangements that would

not be possible, and I would recommend

that for the coming term the same policy

as has been pursued in the past term be

continued for the future.

Legislation.

During the past term we have continued

our agitation for legislation to protect our

people throughout a number of the states.

We did not select any particular state , but
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gave our assistance to the locals in the dif

ferent states where they were seeking to

promote and secure legislation, and assist

ance has been given as follows :

In Texas we sent representatives to ap

pear before the state legislature where our

organizations were seeking protection in

the way of air brakes, center aisles to pro

tect conductors , and better protection in the

way of more complete vestibules. Our case

was fully presented to the legislature, but

without any result in the way of improved

laws.

In Connecticut assistance was given to

secure more perfect vestibule protection .

The measure was argued before the legis.

lature but referred to the railroad commis

sion of the state and up to the time of

making out this report, I have not received

a final information as to what the railroad

commission had decided to do in the way

of granting more full protection to the mo

tormen .

In California we secured the passage of

the eight-hour law for street and electrical

railway men through the state legislature,

but the same was vetoed by the governor

of the state .

In Massachusetts bills were presented to

the legislature asking for center aisles for

the protection of conductors on open cars.

The measure was urged before the legisla

ture , but we were unsuccessful .

In lowa bills were presented asking for

complete vestibules, air brakes and center

aisles. In this contention we were partly

successful . The legislature passed a bill

granting full protection in the way of ves

tibules to the motormen and another bill re

quiring all cars of thirty -seven feet or over

in length, weighing 35.000 pounds, to be

fully equipped with power brakes .

In Pennsylvania we submitted to the leg .

islature bills for center aisles protecting

conductors on open cars and more full pro

tection in the way of vestibules and power

brakes. The measures were argued before

the legislature. but up to the present time

the bills have not been passed .

To Michigan we presented and urged be

fore the legislature the passage of a bill

providing center aisles on open cars for the

protection of conductors. The bill was de

feared in the senate.

In niinois we also urged the legislation

for heated cars , air hrakes and center aisles,

but were unsuccessful.

In Ohio we urged strongly the bill for the

heating of vestibules to protect motormen.

While the bill was defeated in the legisla.

ture, most of the companies are now com

plying with the request and are providing

heat in the vestibules.

In West Virginia we had presented and

urged a passage of a vestibule bill protect

ing the motormen in the inclemency of the

weather. This bill was adopted .

As to the work of legislation , I would ad

vise that there be a more complete and

uniform system . That the different locals

seeking legislation in their respective states

to first have the bills on the legislation de

sired drafted and then submit the same to

the International Executive Board for their

approval or for suggestions and amend

ments , as the Board might deem wise and

beneficial. In this way we would establish

a uniform policy and could arrange to have

the laws uniform in the respective states .

Then this would also enable the Executive

Board to carefully map out a policy on the

legislative work , and to outline the work

in such shape as to be more successful than

it has been in the past.

Constitution and Laws.

Within our Constitution and Laws , there

are a number of conflicting sections and

other laws which are vague and indefinite.

Now, I have noted carefully the workings of

the laws during the past two years and I

have noted those sections which conflict and

hereby offer recommendations, which I be

lieve will remedy these defects and place

the laws clear and in a more concise condi.

tion . I will call attention to the defects of

the section and the recommendations as I

take them up.

Section 2 There should be added to this

section another abbreviation , that of the

" Motorman and Conductor."

Section 4. which defines the objects of

our Assnciatinn . is somewhat vague, and I

would recommend that that section be

amended to read as follows :

Section 4. To place our occupation upon

a higher plane of intelligence, eficiency and

skill ; to encourage the formation in divis

ion associations of sick and death benefit

funds in order that we may properly care

for our sick and bury our dead ; to estab

lish schools of instruction for imparting a

practical knowledge of modern and im

proved methods and systems of transporta

tion and trade matters generally ; to en

courage the settlement of all disputes be

tween emploves and employers by arbitra

tion ; to secure employment and adequate

pay for our work ; to reduce the hours of

labor and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral , intellectual and social

condition .

Section 8 should be amended so as to

sperify the actual time at which the divis.

ions ' delegates should he enumerated from ,

and I would therefore recommend that that

section be changed to read as follows :

Section 8. The basis of representation to

the Convention shall be one delegate for

each Division Association having two hun .

dred ( 200 ) members or less, and one dele

gate for each additional two hundred (200 )

members or major fraction thereol that are

in good standing in the Division for the

month of August preceding the Convention .

In case special Conventions are called. for

the membership in good standing for the

month in which the call for the Convention

is issued .

Section 10. This is a section which speci .

fies the rights of officers to delegateship to

the Conventions of this Association , but is

somewhat indefinite and not clear. I , there

fore, would recommend that Section 10 be

amended to read as follows ;
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Section 10 : All members in good stand

ing at the time of election who, by being

in the employ of the International organiza

tion as an officer, organizer or employe , or

in the employ of the Division Association as

a secretary, business agent or any other

office of ine Association , and thus being pre

verend from being in active railway service

are eligible, subject to the provisions of

Section 9 , as a delegate to the Conventions

of this Association .

Section 11 is one not needed. It applies

to managers , superintendents and foremen

as delegates to our Convention . Our laws

prohibit managers, superintendents and

foremen from becoming members of the As

sociation . Therefore , I would recomend

that Section 11 be stricken out of our Con

stitution and Laws ,

Section 20. This section provides as to

delegates being officers of the International

organization and it conflicts with Section 9 .

I would , therefore , recommend that that

section be amended to read as follows :

Section 20. Any member is eligible to

office in the International Association who

has been a member in good standing in the

Association for two vears , with the excep

tion of President , who shall have been a

member in good standing at least three

years preceding such election .

Section 21. This section applies to Inter

national Officers, who may be removed from

office. It gives them the right to an appeal

to the Division Associations , but not to the

International Convention , which , in my opin

ion , they should have, and I would , there

fore , recommend that Section 21 be amended

to read as follows :

Section 21. Any officer of the Interna

tional Organization may be removed from

office upon charge being preferred and sus

tained by the General Executive Board , with

an apneal to the Division Associations or

the regular Convention of this Organiza

tion .

In the sections providing for election , both

affecting the International Organization and

our local divisions , they are very defective

and I would recommend that these sections

be made specific, first those applving to the

International Organization and those apply.

ing to the local divisions, and that they be

made to read as follows :

Section 30. The election of International

officers shall be by ballot . It shall require

a majority of all votes cast to constitute an

election . When there are more than two

candidates for the same office, at every un

successful balloting, the one receiving the

least number of votes shall be dropped ; the

voting then to continue until one has se

cured an absolute majority over all .

Section 31 . The election of officers in

Division Associations where the maiority of

the membership can be assembled for elec

tion purposes , shall be held in the following

manner :

The nominations shall take place at the

regular meeting prior to the meeting for

the election of officers. No nominations

shall be allowed upon the night of election

with the exception of where there is an

office where the members nominated to it

have declined , or where there are no nomi

nees for the office . In this case, nomina.

tions shall take place on the night of elec

tion . The president or presiding officer shall

appoint two tellers , whose duty it shall be

to distribute , collect and read the ballots in

the presence of the meeting. The recording

secretary shall act as clerk of the election .

He shall keep a careful record of the bal.

lots cast and embody the full report of the

election in his minutes . He shall announce

the result of the count for each vote to the

presiding officer, who , in turn , shall declare

the results of the election . It shall require

a majority of the members voting to con

stitute an election , and where there are

more than two candidates for the office, the

lowest candidate in each unsuccessful bal

lot shall be dropped and the balloting con.

tinued until a majority has been cast for

one candidate. The balloting shall take

place as follows :

The presiding officer shall announce the

candidate for president . The members shall

then prepare and cast their votes separately

for president . After the election of presi

dent has been completed and announced, he

shall follow with that of vice-president, and

so on until the following officers have been

duly elected : President , vice-president, re .

cording secretary, financial secretary, treas .

urer . warden , sentinel , correspondent to the

" Motorman and Conductor." and executive

board members . In case there is but one

candidate for any office , the secretary shall

be instructed by the vote of the division to

cast the unanimous vote of the division for

the candidate. The president shall then

declare him duly elected.

Section 32. In divisions where it is im

possible to elect in regular meeting as pro

vided in Section 31 , they shall hold their

elections on a day set apart for that pur

pose and the election shall be by the Aus

tralian ballot system . The polls shall be

held open on such hours as will give each

and every member an opportunity to cost

his vote . The division must arrange a spe.

cial time for nominations , whether by hold

ing primary meetings or primary elections .

In order to carry on the regular election,

there shall be a sufficient number of inspec

tors and tellers appointed to see that the

election is fairly and honorably conducted .

The inspectors and tellers shall be appoint

ed by the president subject to the approval

of the regular meeting of the division . Bal

Jots for the election shall be printed and

the names of candidates inserted upon the

ballots in alphabetical order.

Section 33 . Elections in divisions shall

take place at the last meeting in December

and June, where the divisions hold semi

annual elections, and where the elections

are held annually the election shall be held

either at the last meeting in December or

at the last meeting in June, at whichever

day the regular vear expires . In divisions

that elect by ballot . the election must take

place on or before the 25th of the month,

either in June or December at the expira .

tion of the year, The installation of off .
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cers shall take place at the first meeting in

the next term . The retiring officers shall

see that all officers duly elected are installed

and placed in charge of their office before

they surrender or turn over the office, and

when an officer who has been elected fails

to attend the meetings or qualify within

three successive meetings , his office shall

be declared vacant and a new election to fill

the same shall be held in accordance with

the laws and provisions of this Constitu

tion.

I then recommend that Section 33 be

changed to take the place of Section 34 , and

that it read as follows :

Section 34 . It shall be the duty of the

local divisions to so arrange their laws on

election as to give the best results to the

membership of the division , and any local

division may be allowed to change the man

ner of holding an election , or other laws

bearing upon elections , with the permission

of the I. P. and the G. E. B.

Section 42 bears upon suspended or dis

banded divisions, and is not clear, and I

would recomend that that section be

amended to read as follows :

Section 42. The officers and members of

the said lapsed , dissolved or suspended lo

cal division will be held responsible for the

compliance with Section 41 within thirty

( 30 ) days after such dissolution or suspen

sion under penalty of being prosecuted by

law, and the forfeiture of membership and

benefits in this Association , and that the

officers under bond will not be relieved

thereby until these provisions are strictly

complied with.

Section 44 applies to the membership of

disbanded unions and is not clear, and I

would recommend that that be amended to

read as follows :

Section 44. The members of the lapsed ,

suspended or dissolved local unions . if in

good standing, can take a clearance card to

the nearest local division , or hold member

ship in the International Organization , by

paying their dues to the International Office

and complying with this constitution as

provided for in Section 129.

In Section 50 , there is an omission of the

word " Money order" after the word “ Ex

press. " This has been no doubt dropped in

the printing, and those words should be

added in that section .

Section 55 is one that prescribes that no

manager or superintendent can be a mem

ber of our Association . It also provides for

members who are promoted to these posi

tions , but is somewhat vague and indefinite,

and I would recommend that the section be

amended to read as follows:

Section 55. No manager, superintendent ,

foreman, or other officer or official having

the working rules and regulations of the

railway company to enforce over the em

ployes can become a member of this Asso

ciation , and in cases where members of this

Association are promoted to such official

positions, they shall withdraw from member.

sbin in this Association by taking out a

withdrawal card . Should they return to the

service again and desire to renew their mem

bership, they can do so by depositing their

cards subject to the provisions of this con

stitution and, with the consent of the local ,

become members again . In cases where

members are temporarily promoted to offi

cial positions , they shall not hold such tem

porary positions for a longer period than

three months without taking a withdrawal

card from the division , and while members

are filling temporary positions as officials of

the company, they shall not attend the

meetings or hold offices in the local di

visions .

Section 64 provides for the admission of

members , and , in my opinion , is too indefin

ite . Our laws upon the admission of mem

bers should , in my opinion , be more clear

and give to the local divisions more latitude

in the initiation and taking in of members,

for, in some cases , our membership is so

scattered over lung suburban and interurban

routes that it is necessary to obligate men

at different points . I would , therefore, rec

ommend that we extend our laws upon this

matter and amend this section to read as

follows :

Section 64. A three-fourths vote shall be

necessary to admit a member when the ap

plication is voted upon in the regular meet

ing of the division . In such divisions as it

is necessary to pass upon the application

of members by the executive board , it shall

require four - fifths of the members of the

executive board to admit an applicant to

membership . Should the vote of the execu

tive board be against the admission of a

member, his application shall then be re.

ferred to the first regular meeting of the

division with the executive board's report ,

for the vote of the division on his applica

tion . If the member is not present at the

meeting for initiation , the secretary shall

notify him of his election and instruct him

when to appear. In such divisions as main

tain regular headquarters, the local officer

or officers in charge of these headquarters

shall have the authority to initiate new

members whenever they appear at the head

quarters for such initiation , provided that

their membership has been properly passed

upon by either the local division or the ex

ecutive board of the division . The president

of the division , with the consent of the ex

ecutive board , shall also have the right to

empower members of the executive board

to obligate such member or members as it

is impossible to reach the headquarters at

such place or places as the executive board

member may determine. When the execu

tive board member obligates a member, he

shall make a report immediately to the sec

retary of the date of such obligation and

deliver to the member that is obligated his

constitution and other cards and information

as provided for in the Constitution and By.

Laws .

Section 66. I would recommend that this

section be changed to read as follows:

Section 66. When an applicant is rejected

his initiation fee shall be returned to him .

He may have the privilege of renewing his

application after a period of two months has

elapsed , and if rejected a second time, he
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shall be allowed to renew his application

after a period of six months.

I would recommend that Sections 67 , 68

and 69 , which apply to appeals and griev.

ances, shall beamended in order to make

them more clear and specific, and that the

heading be .

" Trials, Appeals and Grievances,”

and that they read as follows :

Section 67 . When charges are preferred

against any member or members, such

charges shall be in writing and brought be

fore the local division at the regular meet.

ing, and after the hearing of the charges, if

the division determines by a majority vote

that the charges are worthy of investigation ,

it shall by motion be referred to the execu

tive board or to a regular trial comınittee of

five ( 5 ) members , as the division may deter

mine . The trial board shall meet in three

days after the case has been referred to

them and take up the hearing and continue

as speedily as possible until the entire case

is disposed of. Full notice shall be given to

all parties as to the time and place where

the trial board shall meet to hear the case .

The accused member or members shall have

the right to be represented at the trial by

any member whom they may select as their

counsel , and in case of no selection by the

accused , the trial board shall appoint some

one of the members to represent him or

them . The accused shall have the right to

examine all evidence and witnesses testify

ing in the case and be permitted to pro

duce such witnesses and evidence as deemed

best in their own behalf. Upon the trial

board's assembling, if it be other than the

executive board , it shall organize by select

ing a chairman and secretary . The secre

tary of the trial board shall keep a careful

record of the entire trial and when the re

ports are submitted to the division , he shall

submit his report with all the evidence and

information to the secretary of the local

division , who shall file the same for future

reference. The trial board's decision shall

be submitted to the local division after its

first regular meeting after the trial has been

decided , without it be , in the opinion of the

trial board , necessary to call a special meet.

ing . In case of a special meeting . at least

three days ' notice shall be given . so that all

members are thoroughly informed as to the

time and place of meeting. The accused

shall have the right at the meeting of the

division to again defend himself and to pre

sent his case to the division if he desires .

The majority vote of the division shall de

cide the contest .

Section 68. Where charges are preferred

against an officer or officers of the local di

vision , they shall be brought before the reg.

ular meeting of the division in writing,

signed by at least ten ( 10 ) members in

good standing in the L. D. The charges

shall be considered by this meeting , and if

two-thirds of the members present at such

meeting decide, by their vote, that the

charges should be entertained and consid

ered , it shall then be referred by the divis

ion to the trial committee as provided for

in Section 67 of this Constitution, and the

trial shall be conducted in accordance with

those provisions . The trial board shall meet

within three days after the charges have

been passed upon by the division to ar

range for the taking up and conducting the

trial . They shall continue then from day

to day until the entire case has been heard

and their decision rendered . When their

decision is rendered , they shall call a spe

cial meeting of the local division and report

their findings to the same, which shall be

acted upon as provided in Section 67. Any

local officer or officers under charges will

be suspended from office from the time such

charges have been accepted by the local di

vision until they have been tried and the

decision of the division rendered. If ac

quitted by the division , after the trial he

shall then be reinstated into his former

position and properly reimbursed for such

time as he may have lost .

Section 69. In cases where appeals are

submitted to the International President, the

parties making the appeal must submit their

reasons in writing , with their evidence of

the same , and they shall also file a copy of

their appeal with the secretary of the local

division . Upon request from the Interna.

tional President , the recording secretary

shall forward all records of the trial , the

minutes of the meeting at which the case

was taken up and finally disposed of, and

such other evidence as the division may

have , to the International President. The

decision of the International President, if

approved by the G. E. B .. shall stand until

reversed by the regular Convention .

Following Section 71 , I would recommend

that a new section be inserted which will

clearly specify how grievances are taken up

and the limitation placed upon appeals. The

section to read as follows :

Section 72 . The grievances and com

plaints of members shall be taken up by

and through the local divisions of which

they are a member for adjustment in all

cases of grievances with the respective com

panies and can only be taken up by the In

ternational Association as a grievance upon

the request of the local division as specified

in these laws , except in cases of appeals .

Appeals can only be made by local mem

bers after their case has been disposed of

by the local division . Where a member is

dissatisfied with the action of the local di

vision in his case he then has a right, after

the division's final disposition , to appeal to

the International President and Executive

Board as provided in this Constitution . Ap.

peals of members to the International Asso

ciation shall be made within three (3)

months after the action upon which the

appeal is based has been taken . Otherwise

the appeal will not be considered.

Sections 75 and 83 , both bearing upon the

standing of the member and as to how his

dues shall be paid , but inasmuch as these

two sections conflict, I would recommend

that the laws as outlined in the two sections

be embodied as Section 75 and that section

be made clear and specific, and to read as

follows :
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subject to the rulings of the local division

of which he is a member.

Section 75. All dues and assessments are

paid on tbe first day of each month for that

month. They must be paid by the tenth of

the montb in order to continue the member

in good standing . The member, on paying

his dues, shall receive from the F. S. a

working card as a receipt , which is evidence

of his standing in the division . A member

in the arrears for his dues and assessments,

after the tenth day of the monih is not in

good standing and not entitled to sick , death

or disability benefits, or to the protection of

the Association in any manner whatsoever,

and where a member allows his arrearage

in dues and assessments to run into the

second month before paying the same, he

shall be debarred from benefits for one

month after the payment of his arrearage ,

and where a member allows himself to be.

come three months in arrears for dues and

assessments, he does thereby suspend him

self from membership to this Association .

Section 77 , which provides for a member

retaining his membership after having left

the service , is not clear. I would recom

mend that that section be changed to read

as follows :

Section 77. A member retiring from

street and electrical railway service shall

have the right to retain his membership

and be entitled to all benefits and privileges

of this Association as provided for in the

Constitution of the same, providing that he

does not enter employment that is detri

mental to the Association's interests . Where

members are not in active service, they

shall have a voice and vote on all matters

affecting the Division or Association , except

on the question of wages, hours of labor

and contentions that may arise between the

local division and the employing companies .

In the sections covering death and disa

bility benefits, there are a number of errors

and several sections that conflict. There

fore, would recommend that the sections

covering death and disability benefits be

amended to read as follows :

Section 78. A member, to be entitled to

death and disability benefits, shall be, when

joining this organization, in sound health

and not afflicted with any disease or sub

ject to complaints that are likely to injure

his health or cause death, and should a

member die within two years after becom

ing a member of this Association from any .

disease contracted before becoming a mem

ber, he shall not be entitled to any death

claims upon this Association.

Section 81 . The permanent disability

benefit shall be $100.00 to a member and

upon the payment of the same , the Associa

tion shall be relieved from any further

death or disability claims to the claimant.

When the disability claim is allowed to a

member at the General Office, he shall then

be recorded as having withdrawn on ac

count of disability, and when his claim is

paid by the financial secretary of the local

division of wbich he is a member, he shall

either be granted his withdrawal card and

he can only hold membership in the future

as an honorary member or a social member,

Disability Claim.

Section 87. A member legally in benefits

as spe ified in Section 76 of this Constitu

tion and suffering the loss of a haud at or

above the wrist , the loss of a fool at or

above the ankle joint , the loss of the sight

of both eyes, or who receives , through sud

den accident, while in service as a street

and electrical railway employe, injuries

that will totally disable him from ever fol

lowing the occupation as a street and elec

tric railway worker in the future , shall be

entitled to the disability benefits of this

association in accordance with his age as

provided in this constitution . The applicant

for disability claim shall submit, ihrough

the financial secretary of his Division , to ihe

International President, the application and

all proofs and evidence in connection with

the same, and if approved by the Interna

tional President, the claim shall be allowed

and paid . Should the International Presi.

dent question , or should there be a dispute

over a disability claim, the same shall be

referred to the International Executive

Board of this Association at their first regu

lar meeting after e claim has been filed .

The Board shall decide as to whether the

disabilities so claimed come under the pro

visions of the laws of this Association, and

as to whether the paiure of the disability is

such as lo incapacitate the claimant from

the performance of his duty in any depart

ment of street and electrical railway work

in the future. the claim is approved and

allowed by the Board , the claimant shall re

ceive the full amount of his claim in ac

cordance with his age in this Association .

The payment of disability claim releases

the Association from any further obligations

to such member. If the Board should dis

allow the disability claim , the claimant still

has an appeal to the regular Convention of

this Association.

Section 89 covers the same as is covered

in Secuon 87. I therefore would recom

mend that this section be stricken out en

tirely.

American Federation of Labor.

During the past term we have had the

support and assistance of the American

Federation of Labor in all of our conten

tions for wage and improved working con

ditions . During the arbitration of the Pitts

burg wage scale, we had the aid and as

sistance of Mr. Cal Wyatı , one of the regu

lar organizers of the American Federation

of Labor, who acted as our arbitrator and

gave us several weeks of his time in ad

justing this dispute . In addition to this ,

we have had the co-operation and assist

ance of the organizers of the American Fed

eration of Labor throughout the entire jur

isdiction of the Association , aiding us , not

only in building up and organizing new

unions , but in upholding and maintaining

the organizations we already had ; and would

recommend that this Convention return a

vote of thanks to the American Federation
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of Labor for their loyal support , and in con.

nection with that vote of thanks, send a

special vote of thanks to Organizer Wyatt

for the able assistance that he personally

rendered us.

I would also recomend in connection with

this, that this Convention take some action

to urge upon our respective local divisions

to become closer affiliated with the move.

ments of the American Federation of Labor

by having the respective divisions affiliated

with the various state branches of that As.

sociation.

Automobiles.

The automobiles which this Association

owns and which are a part of the assets of

the organization , are, at the present time ,

under the supervision of Executive Board

Member Fred Fay, and are stored at Ypsi.

lanti , Mich . There are three of these auto

mobiles in his charge , and are in good re

pair, ready to be used in any emergency

that the Executive Board may decide to use

them .

President's Road Work.

In connection with my work in the Gen

eral Office, I have aimed to take up and

assist with the road work as much as pos

sible . I have not been able, by any means,

to meet all the calls that have been made

for my personal attention , but did the best

I could under the circumstances , and in con

nection with my otfice work, I have visited

in person and addressed forty -five ( 45 ) di

vision associations , attended fifty ( 50 ) ex

ecutive board and committee meetings of

local divisions , held forty ( 40 ) conferences

with the various railway companies, and

addressed twenty ( 20 ) public mass meet

ings, traveling in connection with this work ,

forty-two thousand, three hundred and fifty

two ( 42,352 ) miles.

I regret that it has not been possible for

me to answer more of the calls that have

been made upon me in person , but this has

been impossible owing to the volume of

office work it is necessary for me to do be

fore it is possible to take up any work upon

the road.

In closing this report , I desire to return

my sincere thanks to the officers of the lo .

cal divisions for the prompt and faithful

manner in which they have carried out

their duties within their local divisions ,

and to thank the members of the Interna.

tional Executive Board for the loyal and un

tiring support they have given me and this

Association . In this connection I also de

sire to return my sincere thanks to the edi .

tors of the " Motorman and Conductor" and

the “ Union Leader” for the loyal support

they have given the Association , both in

their work and with their pen , for it is no

question but what their writings and loyal

work has gre ly aided the advancement of

this Association during its past term.

Yours fraternally,

W. D. MAHON,

International President. "

Moved by G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzger

ald , seconded by Delegate Jas . H. Keegan ,

carried , that the President's report be re

ceived and referred to the Committee on

President's report.

President W. D. Mahon announced that

his report would later be supplemented by a

financial report, which it is the custom to

submit to an audit and finance committee.

Chairman Johnson , of the Committee on

Rules and Order, announced that his com.

mittee would meet in Parlor C , St. George

hotel , immediately after adjournment.

Moved and seconded by Delegates James

H. Keegan and Smart to adjourn till 9

o'clock a . m . , October 5th . Carried .

Delegate Joe Gibbons announced that inas.

much as the adjournment hour had contin

ued until too late for the program of the

Entertainment Committee to be carried out

in the matter of securing a picture of the

delegates upon city hall steps, that , event

will take place at the noon hour, Oct. 5th .

He also announced that there would be held

in Labor Temple meetings of Division 113 ,

at which a reception would be tendered the

delegates and visiting friends ; that the

meetings were scheduled , one at 8 o'clock

p . m ., the other at midnight, and a cordial

invitation to attend was extended the dele .

gates.

Upon motion by Delegate Keegan to ad

journ , the Convention adjourned at 5:30

o'clock p. m.

Sessions of October 5th , 1909 .

The Convention was called to order at

910 o'clock a. m . , President W. D. Mahon

in the chair.

The Chair declared in order the roll call

of delegates.

One hundred and sixty -one delegates re

sponded to roll call ; 22 were absent.

The minutes of the sessions of the pre

vious day, October 4 , were read and ap

proved .

Greetings from the Tobacco Workers.

The Chair announced the presence of

President A. McAndrews, of the Tobacco

Workers ' International Union, and intro

duced him to the Convention.

President McAndrews extended to the

Convention the greetings and well wishes

of the International Tobacco Workers'

Union .

In the course of his remarks , he cited the

severe struggles of the tobacco workers

in their efforts to maintain their organiza .

tion and attain living wages and healthful

working conditions. He pictured the meth

ods of the tobacco trust in driving from

employment well paid men and women to

flood their factories with cheap child labor.

" This,” said the speaker, “ is the way the

trust is able to undersell fair employers and

crush them out of business. The remedy

lies in patronage of union labeled tobacco,

and you help to maintain good wages and

sanitary conditions of employment."

His remarks were well received .

The Chair responded to the address of

President McAndrews, thanking him for the

kindly greeting tendered and assured him

of the strong fraternity between the two

organizations .
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By Delegates M. C. Buckley and D. S. Cou

sart was submitted the following resolution :

“ The Tobacco Workers ' International

Union has been striving for the past fifteen

years to advance the interests of its mem

bership, and for shorter hours for the toilers

in the tobacco industry.

"Whereas, True and permanent advance

men is only secured by the mutual aid and

assistance rendered by the trade unionists

to each other ; and

Whereas, when we buy products that do

not bear the label, we are boycotting our

own label ; therefore, be it

Resolved , that we, the members of the A.

A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , in eleventh biennial

convention assembled, in the city of Toronto,

will reaffirm our endorsement of the blue

label of the Tobacco Workers ' International

Union. And be it further

Resolved, that the members of the vari

ous locals now in session do agree to buy

only such tobaccos as bear the blue label

of the Tobacco Workers ' International

Union.

Signed M. C. BUCKLEY,

Division 260, Chicago , Ill .

D. S. COUSART,

Division No. 85, Pittsburg, Pa . "

Moved and_seconded, Delegates M. C.

Buckley and Taber, carried, that the res.

olution be adopted .

Swedish Strikers' Appeal .

From the Swedish strikers was submitted

a telegram as follows :

" New York , N. Y. , Oct. 4 , 1909 .

Convention Amalgamated Association of

Street Ry. Employees of America, To

ronto, Ont.

Swedish general strike vitally important.

Working class of Sweden appeals for sup

port. Help us.

JOHN SANDGREN . "

By consent of the Convention the tele

gram was referred to the General Execu

tive Board.

Communications,

From the American Federation of Labor

was submitted a telegram as follows :

“ Washington , D. C. , Oct. 4 , 1909 .

W. D. Mahon, President Amalgamated Assn .

of St. Ry. Employees of America, in Con

vention Assembled , Toronto, Ont.

I beg to extend greetings of the American

Federation of Labor to the officers and del

egates in Convention assembled . Your Con

vention means that despite all obstacles

your organization undaunted has forged its

way to another milestone on the road of

humanity's cause. I sincerely hope that

each year will make your organization still

more powerful in the defense of the inter

ests of its membership and labor generally.

FRANK MORRISON ."

By consent of the Convention the tele

gram was received and recorded.

A communication from the Davenport,

Iowa, Commercial Club was received and

read. Its character was that of an invita.

tion to the association to hold the 1911

convention in Davenport. It was signed by

C. A. Steel , commissioner and secretary .

The communication was received and

noted upon the minutes .

A communication from his honor, Mayor

George W. Scott, of Davenport, Iowa, was

read . Its nature was that of an invitation

to the Association to hold the Convention

of 1911 in Davenport, Iowa.

The communication was received and or

dered noied upon the minutes.

A communication was read as follows :

" Colorado Springs , Colo . , Oct. 1 , 1909 .

W. D. Mahon, Int. nat. Pres . A. A. of S. and

E. R. E. of A.

Dear Sir and Bro . - Inasmuch as Divi

sion 19 has no delegate in the eleventh Con

vention , and as Salt Lake City has been

suggested as the meeting place of the next

Convention, it being to the interest of Divi.

sion 19 to have the next convention in the

west, I was instructed at our last regular

meeting to write and urge upon you and

the Convention the choice of Salt Lake

City as your next meeting place.

Fraternally yours,

JOHN T. KAVANAUGH,

Sec. Division 19. "

The communication was received.

Greetings from the Printers' Union.

The Chair introduced to the Convention

Organizer Hugb Stevenson, of Toronto, of

the Typographical union.

Organizer Stevenson extended to the

Convention fraternal greetings of the print

ers' union, and urged that mutual co -opera

tion of all organizations of labor is impor

tant in gaining general prosperity to wage

earners . “ There is no sectional or craft

distinction to be observed in promoting the

cause of labor," said the speaker. “ A strike

in Omaha arouses my sympathy and excites

my desire for the success of the strikers

just as much as though it were right here

in Toronto . If it is another craft , it makes

my blood just as warm as though it were a

strike of printers. That is the way we've

got to feel if we succeed .”

Organizer Stevenson called attention to

the unfair Butterick pattern publications ,

and stated that he would like a resolution

calling attention to the Butterick situation

passed.

G. E. B. Member Sinclair , supported by

Delegates T. H. Dunn, Division 99 , and J.

O'Brien , Division 279 , submitted the follow.

ing resolution :

"Whereas , the contention between Typo

graphical Union No. 6 , of New York city,

and the Butterick Publishing Company , have

ing reached a stage where it is clearly a

fight between all organized labor and organ

ized capital ; and ,

Whereas , the pattern trust , to bolster up

its dwindling profits, send out lying reports

that it has settled with the union, therefore

be it

Resolved , By the delegates to the Amal

gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America Convention

at Toronto, that when we reach our home
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cities, we will endeavor to spread the truth

about the differences between the Butterick

Publishing Company and Typographical

Union No. 6. That we advise the organized

workmen and women not to purchase the

Delineaior, the New Idea , or the Designer,

all fashion magazines, and to urge them not

to use the Standard , New Idea or Butterick

patterns ; and be it further

Resolved , That this resolution be pub

lished in the Motorman and Conductor, and

also forwarded to the Butterick Publishing

Company, of New York city ."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Gau

thier and Aldrich , carried, that the Sinclair

resolution be adopted .

Cigarmakers Represented.

Received by the Convention , and intro

duced by the Chair, was Bro. W. V. Todd,

an officer of the Cigarmakers Union .

Mr. Todd addressed the convention to

some length , seting forth the advantages

that had come to the cigarmakers through

their organization. He cited that the inter

ests of laboring people are so closely allied

that one craft, without the assistance and

sympathy of another, is as helpless as the

individual workman . He called attention

to the United Cigar stores as being trust

concerns, selling the product of cheap labor

and sweat shops . He pointed to the union

label as being the insignia of goods made

by fairly paid labor and made under san

itary conditions . He requested the dele

gates to help the cigarmakers by assisting

to gain patronage for the union cigar fac

tories .

The Chair responded to the speakers, and

on behalf of the delegates , extended a stand

ing invitation to them to aitend the sessions

of the Convention at their pleasure and con

venience.

Free Copies of New York Call ,

The Chair announced that the publishers

of the New York Call would voluntarily

contribute daily , to the Convention , suffi

cient copies of that publication that each

delegate might receive a copy. “ The Call is

supporting the cause of organized labor,

and was appreciated by our Phildelphia

members for the support it rendered during

their late strike, " was a com nient of the

Chair. He stated that it would be distrib.

uted by the sergeant-at-arms .

Report of the Committee on Rules and

Order.

The Chair declared in order the report of

the Committee on Rules and Order.

The Committee on Rules and Order, by

Secretary J. C. Kinsley of the committee,

reported as follows :

“ We, your Committee on Rules and Or

der, would submit the following rules to

govern the course of the Convention :

“ Rule 1. The Convention shall be called

to order regularly each day at 9 o'clock a .

m . , and shall remain in session until 12 noon,

when an adjournment shall be taken to re

assemble in the afternoon at such an hour

as may be appointed by the Convention ,

when the Convention shall continue in SOS

sion until adjournment for the evening.

“ Rule 2. When any member is about to

engage in debate, or present a motion or

resolution , such delegate shall rise from

his seat and respectfully address the Chair,

giving his name and number of his Division,

and confine himself to the subject intro

duced or under debate, and avoid personal.

ities . Any member seconding a motion

shall arise from bis seat, give his name and

the number of the Division which he repre

sents before offering the second to the mo

tion .

" Rule 3. Any delegate to this Convention

shall be entitled to the privilege of speak .

ing upon all questions ; speeches limited to

five minutes, and each delegate to speak but

twice upon a subject without unanimous

consent.

“ Rule 4. No resolution shall be received

after Wednesday evening's adjournment, un

less by unanimous consent of the delegates

of the Convention. All resolutions must be

presented to this Convention before being

referred to Committee on Resolutions.

" Rule 5. Every delegate shall vote upon

all questions, unless excused by the Chair.

" Rule 6. When the Convention is about

to adjourn, the members shall keep their

seats until the chair announces the adjourn

ment.

" Rule 7. When the Chair is putting the

question, or when a vote is being taken , no

member shall leave the hall , cross the floor,

hold any conversation , or pass between a

member speaking and the Chair.

“ Rule 8. Any niem ber of the A. A. of S.

& E. R. E. of A. , other than accredited dele

gates to the Convention , desiring to enter

the hall shall present a paid -up working

card , and shall also be recognized and

vouched for by the delegate from the Divi.

sion to which such member shall belong.

" Rule 9. All delegates will answer roll

call by depositing register card upon which

shall be written his name, with the Ser

geant-at-Arms . No card shall be given in

proxy . All cards received by the Sergeant

at -Arms shall be given to the Secretary of

the Convention at 9:30 a. m., to be recorded

as “members present."

“ Rule 10 . When the constitution or rules

of the convention do not govern, Roberts'

Rules or Order shall determine any points

in question ."

Fraternally submitted,

RICHARD JOHNSON, Chairman .

JAS. C. KINSLEY, Secretary.

GEORGE ARMSTRONG ,

ORRIN SMITH,

J. A. FENNIMORE ,

M. J. BRENNAN,

EDWIN M. SCOTT,

J. T. SULLIVAN,

Committee.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Gau

thier and Jas . H. Keegan , carried , that the

rules as reported be adopted as the rules to

govern the convention .

The Chair announced committees as fol.

lows :
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In accordance with the laws of this As

sociation , I have caused to be published

after each audit and forwarded to the sec

retaries of all divisions the financial state

ments of the organization , giving the re

ceipts and expenditures just as thev have

been received and paid out in the general

office. I have each one of these reports

with the books and bills of the general

organization for submission to this Conven

tion . These books and bills have all been

audited , as the constitution requires. by ex

pert accountants , and have also been in

spected and audited by your General Exec

utive Board , and I feel it would be a waste

of time to read each and every item here,

and I will refrain from that , unless the Con

vention desires that each and every item

shall be read .

I have, however, the general financial

statement prepared . taken from these re

ports , books and bills , which is as follows :

Balance on hand Sept. 1 , 1907 ... $ 21,621.12

Total receipts , Sept. 1 , 1907 , to

August 31 , 1909 . 273.449.00

$ 295,070.12

Total expenditures, Sept. 1 , 1907 ,

to Aug. 31 , 1909 .. . $223,477.90

Committee on Law.

M. C. Buckley, Div. No. 260, Chicago, Ill.;

Sam Jossman , Div . No. 26. Detroit, Mich .;

J. J. Thorpe, Div No. 85. Pittsburg, Pa.; Jos .

Gibbons . Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont.; Jos.

Smart , Div. No. 192. Oakland , Cal .; John

Stadler, Div . No. 194. New Orleans , La .; Wm.

Frazer, Div. No. 215 , Wheaton , Ill .; Wm.

Quinlan , Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .; L. H.

Parks , Div. No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; Lewis

Page. Div. No. 343 , Kalamazoo , Mich .;

George Keenan, Div. No. 282 , Rochester, N.

Y.

Committee on Inspection of Books.

Wm. Taber, Div . No. 241. Chicago, Ill .;

Leonce Gauthier, Div . No , 194 , New Orleans ,

La .; Martin J. Hennessey , Div. No. 448 ,

Srringfield . Mass.; J.T. Mahoney , Div. No.

260 , Chicago , Ill .; Wm. Roehner, Div. No.

477, Philadelphia, Pa.

Committee on President's Report.

Allen Laudenslager , Div . No. 98. Akron ,

Ohio ; R. R. Aldridge , Div . No. 125. Belleville ,

Ill .; George C. Davis , Div . No. 176. Sharon,

Pa.. Wm . French , Div . No. 238 , Lynn , Mass .;

Pat. Hanlev, Div. No. 241 , Chicago, T .;

John Stampfli, Div. No. 268. Cleveland , O .;

B. A. Carter . Div. No. 266. Chicago , Ill .;

Patrick J. O'Brien . Div . No. 448. Springfield ,

Mass .; George Murray, Div. No. 508, Hal

ifax, N. S.

Committee on Executive Board's Report,

Harry Buickley , Div. No. 477. Philadelphia,

Pa .: R. J. Leahv. Div . No. 469 , Derby . Conn .;

J. M. Leonard . Div . No. 441. Des Moines . la .;

J. H. Lamont . Div . No. 382 , Salt Lake City,

Utah : James O'Brien , Div. No. 279. Ottawa ,

Ont.; P. J. Shea , Div. No. 168. Scranton ,

Pa.; W. H. Kirby. Div . No. 174. Fall River,

Mass.; Harry Durr, Div. No. 241 , Chicago ,

I11.; Frank Andrews, Div. No. 476 , Norwalk,

Conn .

Committee on Resolutions,

O. M. Smith , Div. No. 103 , Wheeling, W.

Va.; Wm . Sproule, Div. No. 280. Lowell,

Mass.: Hugh Thorn . Div. No. 52. E. Liver

pool, Ohio ; E. B Schafer, Div . No. 85 , Pitts

burg. Pa.; J. A. Aicken . Div. No. 101. Van

couver. B. C.: John C. McFee , Div . No. 111 ,

Yrsilanti , Mich .: J. E. Black , Div . No. 308 ,

Chicago, Ill .; Joseph Colgan . Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill .: Stewart A. Morgan, Div. No.

246. Salem , Mass .

Vice-President P. J. Shea in the chair.

Financial Report.

The Chair declared in order the submis .

sion of the financial report of the general

office.

President W. D. Mahon presented the

financial report of the past term as follows :

" October 4 , 1909 .

To the Officers and Delegates of the Elev.

enth Convention of the Amalgamated As

sociation of Street & Electric Railway

Employes of America.

I hereby submit the financial reports of

this Association for the past two years , cov

ering the period from September 1 , 1907, to

August 31 , 1909, inclusive,

Balance on hand , Aug. 31 , 1909. $ 71.592.22

Now of the money on hand there is as

follows :

People's State Bank , in name of

A A. of S. & E. R. E. of A .... $ 64,592.22

People's State Bank, in name of

W. D. Mahon , contingent fund . 2,000.00

First National Bank Safety De

posit Vault . 5.000.00

$ 71.592.22

The total assets of the Association are as

follows :

Finances on hand .... $ 71.592.22

Automobiles 6,270.00

office furniture and supplies, in

cluding the Motorman & Con

ductor outfit .. 4,036.74

Union Leader outfit and assets ,

per statement rendered..... 2.270.27

Total $84.169.23

In the handling of the financial affairs of

the organization during the past term , we

have followed the policies as outlined in

Section 143 of your Constitution , and under

the direction of one of the best accounting

firms in the United States , and , in addition

to the reports and audits made by the ex

pert accountants , the Executive Board at

each of its meetings have carefully in

spected and audited the books as well , and

the reports of both have tabbed to the

penny. 7

Under the arrangement of the past term

we have been able to secure interest on our

money in the bank , something that we were

unable to secure in the past , and the inter

est secured during the past term , as the

report shows . has been over $ 1,500 .

We have kept, however, five thousand

dollars ( $5,000 ) deposited in the safety de
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we

posit vaults for immediate use should it be.

come necessary. This was deposited there

in accordance with the instruction of the

Executive Board . The Board believed that

it was wise to keep a certain amount of

money where we would have it at our dis

posal should the occasion require it , and

thus prevent us from being tied up finan .

cially as we were a couple of years ago

when the banks during the financial panic

tied up all of our funds and crippled us for

some days owing to our inability to secure

the money that was on deposit to the credit

of our Association .

Bonds.

All officers handling money have been

bonded subject to the instruction of the

Executive Board .

We have also carefully looked after the

local divisions and urged that everv finan

cial officer be bonded . We met with some

little trouble during the past year owing to

the Fraternal Societies Co -operative In

demnity Union , a company that many of

our divisions had been insured with , and

one we helieved was safe , until a case came

up in which they refused to pav, which led

to an investigation , and in the end

found that this companv was worthless .

The case was in connection with Division

No. 26. of Detroit Mich ., whose secretary

ahsconded with funds of the organization .

They were honded in the Fraternal Socie.

ties Co-operative Indemnitv Union for one

thousand dollars . ( $ 1.000 ) . When we sought

to get this amount we found the company

was worthless . This company was located

in Mamaroneck , N. Y. , and I at once took

up the matter with the Secretary of State

and other state officials , but was unable to

secure anv action . I was advisen bv them

to commence action in the county through

the prosecuting attorney. After a discuis.

sion of the matter with the Executive Board ,

we believed that it would he simply throw

ing good money awav after bad and gave

up the matter of prosecution , but notified

all of our divisions to cease bonding with

this company. This is one of the draw

backs affecting our bonding arrangements .

It is hard to secure bonds for officers of

labor organizations from the regular com

panies . However. have been able ,

through the American Federation of Labor,

to secure bonds for the smaller organiza

tions and have advised the larger organ

izations to make arrangements with com

panies within their own cities , which has

generally been carried out.

Financial Standing .

I called your attention at the New Or.

leans Convention to the fact that all de

partments of this Association were then

upon a naving basis with the exception of

that of the Motorman and conductor. The

action of the New Orleans Convention in its

re-arrangements of the financial affairs

placed the Motorman and conductor where,

as the renort shows , It is now unon more

than a self -sustaining hasis , and this brings

evesv department of this Association upon

a solid financial footing, and each and every

department is more than self-sustaining, and

from present indications there is no ques.

tion but what the financial side of our or

ganization is upon a sound footing and as

sures our financial success in the future.

Respectfully submitted ,

W. D. MAHON,

International President. "

The report was referred to the Committee

on Audit and Finance .

The Chair announced the distribution of

theater tickets to the delegates , on part of

the entertainment committee of Division

113.

President Mahon announced the presence

of Chairman C. 0. Pratt , as having arrived

from Omaha, Neb .

The Chair accorded Chiarman Pratt the

floor to address the Convention upon the

Omaha situation .

Chairman Pratt addressed the Conven

tion at some length upon the Omaha strike.

Report of the G. E. B.

The Chair declared in order the presenta

tion of the report of the General Executive

Board .

The General Executive Board reported by

Secretary Reeves as follows :

" Preliminary to the presentation of our

compiled report, we wish to submit to the

officers and delegates of this Convention

that on September 29th , under discussion of

the organizing work and course of negotia

tions at present in progress in Kansas City,

Mo. , and Kansas City , Kan . , the General Ex

ecutive Board recognized the menace to the

attainments already accomplished that

would result in withdrawing both interna

tional officers from that situation to attend

this Convention . It was directed that G. E.

B. ' Member Fred Fav should return and re

main in assistance of the Kansas City Lo

cal and relieve International Treasurer

Rezin Orr to attend the Convention . The

situation there is such that, in our opinion,

the local would be lost if Board Member

Fay should be withdrawn .

Closelv allied with our Kansas City inter

est is that of Omaha , Neb . In Omaha, Neb. ,

on the 18th of September a strike of Divi

sion No. 288 took place. We will not take

time to enter details leading to this strike ,

but it was approved by your General Execu

tive Board . The situation , prior to , and

since the date upon which the strike took

place , has been under the advisement of

Chairman C. 0. Pratt and G. E. B. Member

Ben Commons. The situation is serious ,

and the outcome marks either the establish.

ment or destruction of our Association in

that city .

On October 1st , while in session, your G.

E. B. received an appeal for the retention

of Board Members Pratt and Commons in

that city , setting forth that their withdrawal

at this time would be fatal to the cause of

the local . The appeal was on behalf of the

division . Your G. E. B. endorsed the posi.

tion of the Omaha men , pledging them the

united sunnort of this Association , and

wired to Chairman Pratt and Board Mem.

ber Commons to that effect, directed them

we
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to remain upon the situation until the con.

test is over, and that the G. E. B. would

explain their situation to this Convention.

We would ask early action of the Con

vention upon this course."

The Secretary suggested that this part of

the report be dealt with by a special com

mittee at an early date.

Moved and seconded by Delegates McCros

sen and Harry Buckley, that the part of the

G. E. B. report thus submitted be referred

to a special committee . Carried .

The G. E. B. report was continued by the

Secretary as follows :

" Toronto , Ont. , Oct. 4th , 1909.

Mr. Chairman , Officers and Delegates Com.

prising the Eleventh Convention of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America,

Assembled.

Brothers :

We, the undersigned , your General Execu

tive Board , in compliance with usage and

our duty, submit to you this , our report,

bearing upou the affairs of the Association

and such matters that have come to us in

our official capacity.

Applying to the work of the General Ex

ecutive Board as a body, it is appropriate at

this time to call attention to the fact that

reports of our meetings, official, have been

made periodically, consequent upon each

meeting, in the official journals, and by

audit statement to the local financial secre

taries. Again , much of our official work has

been consumated in association with the

International President and under his direc

tion, a narrative of which may be gleaned

from his report, and it is needless to enter

it here.

First Meeting.

The first meeting of the General Execu

tive Board was called to order in the As

sembly Hall of Division No. 194 , in New

Orleans , La. , October 13 , 1907 , subsequent

to the adjournment of the Tenth Conven.

tion.

General Executive Board Member Richard

Cornelius, of San Francisco , was absent

from this meeting, due to his engagement

as a director of the strike of Division No.

205–the San Francisco strike-which was

then actively on.

The Board was organized by the retention

of the officers of the expired term.

Under deferred business within the then

expiring term, the G. E. B. approved for pay

ment a disability claim of $ 100 filed in favor

of Member August Hengst , of Division No.

241 , Chicago, Ill . This claim has been held

for identification of the examining physician

by the secretary of Division No. 241 , that it

might be definitely determined that the phy.

sician's certificate of the character of dis

ability was made in compliance with section

88 of the constitution operative at that time.

The Board fixed the amount of bonds for

the International President and Treasurer

at $20,000 each .

„ The tenth convention legislated into effect

an assessment of $1.00 per month per mem.

ber for defense of Division No. 205 , for the

further prosecution of the San Francisco

strike. This assessment legislation was sub

sequently modified by convention resolution

instructing that an installment of the first

assessment be immediately levied . Upon

this latter resolution the G. E. B. issued the

25-cent assessment call by explanatory cir.

cular.

Delegates selected for the Norfolk , Va.

American Federation of Labor Convention

were President W. D. Mahon , Past Vice.

President J. C. Colgan and Chairman C. O.

Pratt, with G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald

as alternate. The Board determined upon

three delegates .

Editors for the Association publications

were re -elected .

An appeal submitted to the G. E. B. by

Bro. George Hoellen , of Division No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill . , was made under a former de

cision of the G. E. B. applying to seniority

rights upon the Lincoln avenue line . The

brother's claim set forth that he was being

denied his rights in the allotment of runs

upon Fullerton avenue. The decision under

which this appeal was filed was to govern

the local in the allotment of runs upon ap

peals of members to the officers of the local .

As the appeal embraced no alleged action of

the officers of the local in the case , it was

referred to Division No. 241 .

Delegates Wm. Jacobs and Ben Ratter

man, of Division No. 451. Louisville , Ky. ,

appeared before the meeting and entered a

series of complaints against the manage

ment of the Louisville Street Railway Com

pany. Their case embraced charges of dis

crimination against members of the local

and in direct violation of the agreement pre

vailing. The appeal was referred to the

International President .

A jurisdictional contention between the

Brewery Workers' and the Team Drivers'

organizations existed in New Orleans at the

time of the Tenth Convention . It is unnec

essary here to enter a discussion of that

lamentable controversy. It was brought be .

fore this G. E. B. meeting in the interest of

Division No. 194 , and presumably the inter

est of the general labor movement in that.

city . President John Stadler, of Division

No. 194 , and G. E. B. Member Ben . Com.

mong clearly defined the situation and its

occasion . Hopeful that the A. F. of L. might

render more immediate and active service

in conciliating the elements to the conten

tion , the G. E. B. directed an appeal to

President Samuel Gompers of A. F. of L. to

that end .

The minutes of the final day of the Tenth

Convention were read . approved and the

president and secretary were instructed to

compile and publish the revised Constitu

tion and General Laws , after which the G.

E. B. adjourned .

The activity which characterized the six

months audit period . from September 1 ,

1907 , to March 1 , 1908 relative to the work

of the International officers, embraced 130

official visits to Division Associations. the

institution of 14 new locals and the visiting

of several unorganized towns , in some of
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son

fulAllment of financial obligation on the part

of the International . This , alone, is justif

cation of the course of your officers in dis

continuing the Convention assessment.

An incident of the payment of benefits in

this strike during this term, though not un

common in the experience of the Associa

tion and others in financial affairs at the

time, may serve a purpose by appearing

here . A certified check drawn on funds in

a bank in Detroit, the reliability of which

was without question , was sent to the San

Francisco local . When it reached the local

officers, cash on it was not obtainable at

any bank in that city . This , of course, held

up the payment of strike benefits and our

members suffered proportionately. After

this experience , as a special favor, this

Michigan bank made arrangements so this

Association could make remittances without

loss to the members or to the funds . But

the incident serves to show that our mem

bers have an interest to conserve in the

formulation of banking methods and privi.

leges. You, as representatives of the Asso

ciation , are now in Canada, where , by per

sonal enquiry or by committee investigation,

you can learn something of Government

banking, at least , of Postal Savings banks.

which movements for organization were

either in progress or were incepted.

When it is borne in mind that these six

months are the Fall and Winter months , a

time when but few agreements or wage con

tentions arise, and that visits to locals on

part of International officers are in response

to appeals at times of trouble sufficiently

serious to warrant an appeal to the Inter

national President, something of the pecul

iarly unusual effect of the times is under

stood . Can it be denied that there is a rea

for suspicion that some employing

managements gauge their active antagonism

of organized labor in proportion to oppor

tune possibility ? Let us cite further that

the occasions for most of these visits to

locals were attempts at economy and dis

cipline on part of operative officials which

were most unusual in times of normal in.

dustrial prosperity. Men were dismissed

and suspended upon charges that would

have been unnoticed a year previous. The

burden of restricted service was scheduled

as extra burden for employes and protest

was interpreted as insubordination . Little

attempt was made by such company officials

to veil the perfidy of “ open shop " declara

tions . Illustrations embody the Louisville

Ky. , and Gas Belt , Ind . , strikes . Both of

these strikes were the culmination of obstin

ate and disruptive tactics the officials of the

respective companies would hardly have

sought to apply had not industrial condi

tions encouraged them .

In mention of these two strikes, it may

not be serious diversion to observe that

while this Association should expect no spe

cial favors from government authorities in

strike contests , the other fellow seeks spe

cial favor, and the Employers and Manu

facturers ' Associations are bending every

energy and asserting every available in

trigue to gain assurance of a strong ally in

government officials, municipal as well as

state and national . Political conditions, as

well as industrial, were unfavorable to the

Association in both of these strikes. In the

former, Division No. 451 went down and four

locals were lost in the Gas Belt strike.

Another matter of this interim was the

provision of the Tenth Convention relative

to continued financing of the San Francisco

strike . As provided by the convention reso

lution , President Mahon visited San Fran.

cisco and made a report to us . This strike,

involving some 2.400 members , had then

been on more than six months. Already one

assessment of 25 cents had been levied . A

condition had assumed that made it appear

imprudent to further continue the assess

ment. The president's report will naturally

deal with a later visit to San Francisco by

Chairman Pratt , when an arrangement was

made which honorably relieved the Inter

national from further financial obligation .

This permitted discontinuance of assess

ments without violation of the Convention

act. During the term , however, after the

New Orleans Convention , $ 27,000 was paid

to the San Francisco local , and whatever

short of complete victory attends that con

test , nothing can be charged to a lack of

THE SECOND MEETING OF THE G. E. B.,

MARCH 16-21, 1908 .

The second meeting of the G. E. B. con

vened at headquarters, Hodges Building,

Detroit , Mich . , March 16 , 1908 , at 10 o'clock

a. m . , Chairman Pratt presiding.

Early in this meeting consideration was

given a call for a meeting of representatives

of all A. F. of L. organizations to be held

in Washington . D. C. March 18, or the Wed

nesday following the convening of the

Board . The call was issued by President

Samuel Gompers , by order of the Executive

Council of the A. F. of L. , and was for the

purpose of convening with the A. F. of L.

Executive Council representatives of all or .

ganized labor to determine upon and com

pile a policy to be pursued to secure relief

from laws , the objectionable nature of which

was indicated by recent decisions of United

States courts , which decisions practically

classified labor unions as trusis , subject to

the provisions and penalties of the Sherman

Anti- Trust law , and the Inter- State Com

merce law ; also to formulate plans for pro

moting legislation sought by labor organiza

tions . Prominent decisions of the United

States courts entering into the inspiring of

the call were those of Leowe vs. the Hat

ters' Union and the U. S. vs. Gompers,

Mitchell and Morrison , in the Buck Stove &

Range case.

The G. E. B. determined upon representa

tion of this Association at the Washington

conference and selected as delegates Inter

national President W. D. Mahon and Treas.

urer Reziu Orr .

Your Board committed to the delegates

elected a resolution expressing lack of con

fidence for any remedial legislation by

either of the dominant political parties, and

urging the formation of a new party by
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convention of representatives of farmers There was no record or report of the

and wage earners' organizations. engagement of Mr. Rodgers upon those

The report of the President was received cases , or for any service, by or for the

and the financial accounts and records for International Association, and the bill was

the term were committed to your Board disallowed

for inspection and audit. In conuection with this , we would submit

The service of the MacPherson & Co., thai by authority of your Board , G. E. B.

chartered accountants, were secured upon Member Commons, on behalf of the local ,

the books. and under guaranty of payment by the Inter

Due to the experience of the office in con.
national, did engage the service of the firm

nection with the course of the banks of the of Edwards , Ogden & Peck to defend some

country in withholding ready money lem
100 members arrested upon a charge of con

porarily , much lo possible disvantage of the spiracy.

affairs of the Association, the Board in. Brought to the attention of the meeting

structed the President and Treasurer to were the deaths of the late Seventh Interna.

retain $5,000 in cash in a safely deposit tional Vice President H. T. B. Grey , of this

vault for emergency . Association, lale a meniber of Division No.

It being reported by the president that the
382 , Salt Lake City , Utah , and International

insurance upon the automobiles had expired President Henry Fischer, of the Tobacco

and that the companies had relused further Workers' Union . Appropriate resolutions

automobile insurance upon them , the Presi. recognizing the commendable service to the

dent was instrucied to lake ordinary poli labor movement by ihose two deceased

cies upon them , the rate being reporied at
brothers during their lifetime, and tendering

$25.00 per machine, and only while the ma
condolence to the bereaved families and to

chines were under cover. their respective organizations , were adopted

It was reported to the Board that the
by The Board on behalf of this Association ,

treasurer of Division No. 26, Detroit, ab engrossed , and copies sent each , to their

sconded in December, 1907 , with some $1,300 organizations and families respectively.

of the local's funds. Tbe treasurer was
Appropriations.

bonded in the sum of $1,000 with the Frater
Upon appeal of the Ohio State Federation

nal Societies Co-operative Indemnity Union
of Labor, aud in view of the fact that the

of Mamaronec, N. Y. The local and Interna
Ohio F. of L. Legislative Committee was

tional both endeavored to secure an adjust
the direct representative of this Association

ment of this claim . Being unable to do so,
in labor legislation matters affecting us and

President Mahon had an investigation made
the general labor movement in Ohio, an ap

which discovered the concern to be unre .
propriation of $ 100 to that body was made .

liable. Information indicated that it had

become defunct, undoubtedly by defective
Bonding of Conductors.

formation and management, After endeav. An appeal of a Division Association that

oring, by special message, to gain some the G. E. B. determine the policy of the

explanation from a Mr. Peck , who posed as
International Association ' relative to the

the chief director of the concern , and tailing bonding of conductors with a bonding com

in this, it was determined to apprise our pany responsible to employing railway com

various locals of the condition of the de panies for the acts and discipline of con

faulting bonding society and the President ductors , and placing of such employes sub

was instructed to make arrangements with ject to the wonding company in employment,

some reliable company that would bear was taken up .

recommendation, for the convenience of No record was before the Board tbat this

locais. It would seem , however, on account question was ever dealt with by a conven

of the excessive charges by bonding and tion . There were, however, instances of

trust companies, that some arrangement local protest against this procedure . In his

might be effected for co-operative bonding report to the Board the International Presi

of officers of various organizations upon a dent said upon this subject :

premium and assessment plan that would " From time to time this question of bond

prove a cheapening of expense and assure ing motormen and conductors has come up .

fuil security. It is a matter that might be In most cases the companies propose to pay

profitably discussed here, and later by some for the bonds, but in nearly all cases the

action of this Convention , be brought to members of our organization have refused

the attention of the A. F. of L. Convention . to submit to them . They ( the members )

look upon it as an attempt upon the part of
Claim of Attorney Delos B. Rodgers.

the companies to take advantage of the

There came before the Board a bill for bonds and place the bonded employe in such

balance due on attorney's fees presented by a position as to be dismissed from the ser

Attorney Delos B. Rodgers, Louisville , Ky., vice under the pretext of violation of the

in the sum of $165.00 . The statement rules of the Bonding Company. Again , many

showed a full charge of $355.00 . Upon this , members object to the many personal ques

payment of $190.00 was credited to the offi tions which they are required to answer in

cers of Division No. 451 , Louisville, Ky . , the application for the bond . I think that

leaving the balance of $165.00 . your Board should take this matter under

The statement of account was for services , consideration and decide upon a policy cov.

in defending 61 police court cases in connec ering it , for , as it is now, it is left to the

tion with and during and after the Louis locals to decide."

ville strike. This extract from the President's report
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shows that the question is one to meet at

times , and that the International is without

a defined policy along which to direct locals,

as in the case of the appeal before the

Board .

The regular application for the bond to

be execu.ed by the employe coniains a

c.ause which provides thai : “ In considera

tion for the issuing of said bond, applicant

hereby agrees to accept statements of bond

ing company agents as evidence conclusive

of guilt or innocence upon any and all

charges."

Where formidable protest was entered

against application, by employes, the form

of application has been known to have been

wiihdrawn and amended to not contain the

clause ciled. But even the modified form

provides a sacred guarantee on part of the

bonded to indemnify the bonding company

against all loss, including expense of attor

ney tees in proving claims for damage or

other loss.

Upon this subject the Board adopted a

policy embraced in a resolution, “ to oppose

this system of bonding by various compa

nies, and that such action be taken from

time to time , as local conditions may re

quire, to relieve our various Divisions from

such humiliating treatment, and the effort

be made, whenever possible , to eliminate

this obnoxious bonding system . Further,

that when members are presented with such

bonds by employing companies , the secre

taries of Division Associations must submit

the same to the International President be

fore any bonding system shall be entered

inio by the members."

The secretary of the Board was instructed

to notify the appealing local of the adopted

poiicy applying to the signing of applica

tions for indemnity company bonds .

International Federation of Transport

Workers.

The matter of affiliation with the Interna.

tional Federation of Transport Workers , as

referred to the G. E. B. by the Tenth Con.

vention , was given consideration. This is a

world- wide movement to solidify , in a close

ly sympathetic and material way, the force

of all transportation workers ' organizations

of all countries in the world . It appears to

be well established in Europe , with head

quarters at Hamburg. Bro . H. Jachade is

general secretary . It provides a commend.

able intelligence bureau and experience,

where it is organized , shows effectiveness as

a means of additional support in severe

struggles , by appeals for contributions . Per

capita tax to sustain membership is 6 pfen

nigs ( about 1 3-7 cents ) per member per

year, or about $715.00 on 50,000 members.

A resolution was adopted not to affiliate

with that organization at the time, due to

financial and other matters , and to so notify

Secretary Jochade .

East St. Louis Appeal .

From the Tenth Convention was referred

an appeal from members of Division No. 125

of St. Louis and Alton , Ill . , for a separate

charter. Upon this matter the International

President reported that he had heard noth

ing more of the situation that appealed for

special investigation .

It was ruled that the matter of dividing

the local be held in abeyance subject to

further developments.

Disbursements of Strike Benefits.

In his report to the Board , the President

submitted that in the disbursement of strike

benefits in cases of strikes it would be a

convenience , and facilitate matters as well

as aid and instruct local officers, for benefits

to be remitted to and disbursed by an Inter

nationai officer when such officer is present

and associated with a local in the direction

of a strike, providing authority to do so

existed .

The Board ruled, and so instructed the

President , that when an International officer

has charge of a strike , strike benefits shall

be paid through such International officer .

To cover the above ruling by law , we

would recommend that Section 110 of the

Constitution and General Laws be amended

by adding the words : “ When an Interna

tional officer is attendant upon the strike or

lockout , payment and disbursement may be

made through such International officer.”

Relief to Division No. 26.

A communication to the International

President from Secretary W. J. B. Sher

wood , of Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich. , by

order of the Executive Board of that local,

containing a request for relief from payment

of one-half of a bill of $864 due upon sub

scriptions for the Motorman and Conductor

accrued during the years 1906 and 1907, was

submitted to the meeting. The letter set

forth a statement of the financial affairs of

the local , showing a net indebtedness, due

to the absconding of the former treasurer,

who took with him all available funds of

the local and left the accounts payable un

paid . The bonding company with which the

absconding treasurer was bonded defaulted

in payment of $ 1,000 indemnity , and the

amount embezzled exceeded $ 1,300.

The Board directed that $432 of the in

debtedness be relinquished , thus meeting

the request of the Division .

An informal discussion of American

Transport Workers was indulged in by the

members of the Board relative to appeal

for mutual sympathy in an associated cause,

but no definite action was taken.

It was reported to the meeting by G. E. B.

Member Fay , that in the arbitration of the

wage rate in the interest of the Des Moines

Locals Nos . 441 and 442, President A. L.

Urick, of the Iowa State Federation of La

bor, rendered valuable service in support of

the contention of the members.

A vote of thanks to President Urick was

made a matter of record .

The 15th of each month was fixed as mail.

ing date for the Motorman and Conductor.

An appeal from Bro . E. W. Raycroft, of

Division No. 266 of Chicago, came before

the meeting through the report of the Presi

dent . This appeal was from the method of

allotment of runs to members of that local,

and for the application of seniority. The
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wasappeal referred to the International

President for further investigation .

A resolution was adopted as a matter of

record requesting the President to write and

publish a history of the Association ,

A clear report of the Union Leader was

presented to the meeting by Editor L. D.

Bland . Editor Bland attended the final ses

sions of the Board .

A synopsis of the financial report was :

Cash on hand Sept. 1 , 1907 . ..1,267.12

Receipts for the term . 4,375.47

Total

Disbursements

$5,642.59

4,917.19

Cash on hand Feb. 29 , 1908 ...... $ 725.40

Accounts receivable , advertising...$ 1,192.86

Subscriptions, estimated 800.00

Total assets 2,707.79

In regard to the affairs of the Union

Leader, the Board outlined and adopted a

plan providing that “ In order to maintain

and proper y direct the Union Leader, there

shall be established what shall be known as

the Union Leader Fund . There shall be

maintained in this fund $ 1,000 , which shall

be deposited in the name of the 'Union

Leader,' subject to the draft and direction

of the editor, in such bank as may be agreed

upon. All moneys due to the Union Leader

shall be deposited with this fund and all

checks and bills shall be paid from the same.

The arrangement for remitting moneys from

the International Office to the fund shall be

agreed upon between the editor and the

International President.

" The reports of the Union Leader to be

submitted to each regular G. E. B. meeting ;

the books and bills to be audited by an ac

countant and attested by him. These re

ports to be made the same as the Interna.

tional accounts are audited and made at the

close of each semi-annual term ."

It was determined and directed that ap

propriations necessary for the legal defense

of the cases growing out of the strikes of

Binghamton, N. Y. ( Eastman case ) , and

Louisville, Ky. ( Conspiracy case ) , be

charged to the defense fund .

Pertaining to this action , it is appropriate

to enlighten this Convention upon the East

man case . He was a member of the Bing.

hamton Local, on strike , and was arresied ,

and a piece of so -claimed dynamite was

taken from his pocket by the police. The

arrest was made at the instance of a Pinker

ton detective who was present and partici

pated in his arrest. It was at a time when

explosives were being placed upon the track

and some harmless but sensational explo

sions had occurred . Eastman protested , de

claring himself innocent. G. E. B. Member

Wm. B. Fitzgerald and Business Agent Ryan

of the Binghamton C. L. U. , investigated the

case, and it was evident to them that East.

man was a victim of the machinations of

the detective. He was about to be railroad

ed to prison , an innocent man . There was

a storm of public indignation against him.

The circumstance, in the opinion of your

Board, warranted the defense of this Asso

ciation to the end that Easiman should be

accorded justice. It required a most techni.

cal defense. Such a defense was secured,

and as a result Eastman was liberated and

his innocence established. The inference is

that he was the victim of a villianous con

spiracy to break the strike at the expense of

conviction of an innocent man at the hand

of a ruthless character assassin . Your

Board placed this Association behind the

case to the extent of a guaranty that the

expense of defense would be paid.

Now there is no other available fund from

which this Association can draw in such

cases. The Board has no authority to levy

an assessment for such a purpose and ap

peals are unreliable , inequitably responded

to and are a slow process upon which to

base assurances in such emergencies.

Your Board would recommend that this

Convention , in passing upon this act, either

approve or disapprove of it as a precedent

for like emergencies during the coming

term . These cases grow out of strikes and

appear under no other circumstances.

Broderick Disability Claim.

By the President's report there was sub

mitied to the meeting a claim for disability

benefit in the interest of Member Wm.

Broderick, Division No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.

Evidence before the Board in this case was

to the effect that claimant sustained injury

upon which claim was based, in the year

1892 . He became a member of this Asso

ciation July 20, 1903. Section 87 of the Con

stitution clearly contemplates disability

must have been sustained not less than one

year after becoming a member. Payment of

the claim was disallowed .

Finances,

A recapitulation of the audit of books and

accounts of the office and President's and

Treasurer's accounts for the audit term ap

pears as follows :

Balance on hand Sept. 1 , 1907.....$ 21,621.12

Receipts during the term . 71,664.78

Total .... $93,285.90

Disbursements during the term ... $71,576.05

Balance on hand Sept. 1, 1908 ... $21,710.85

Eighty-nine death benefits were paid dur.

ing the six months, and seven disability

benefits.

There were paid from the Defense Fund

6,357 weeks' strike benefits, which repre.

sents the force of resistance the Association

was called upon to assert against belligerant

opposition.

On the 20th President Mahon and Treas

urer Orr returned to the meeting from the

Washington , D. C. , conference and rendered

a report upon the same.

The report from the conference showed

that deliberations continued through two

days , March 18 and 19 , and was attended by

representatives from 118 National and Inter.

national A. F. of L. unions, representatives

from the Farmers' American Society of

Equity and the Railway Brotherhoods,
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The record report of the conference

reads : “ The representatives assembled

seemed to fully realize the conditions that

inspired the calling of the conference . Many

who were present represented organizations

that had sent appeals to the American Fed

eration of Labor, urging that something be

done to deler the disruptive course that

could be easily followed as marked out by

the recent Supreme Court decisions, by

those interested in destroying the labor

movement. Remedial suggestions were sub

mitted by various representatives, showing

that while not all had acted in one accord,

yet they had given the conditions serious

and earnest thought. All seemed to under

stand that the righis and liberties of labor

to organize aud conduct effective organiza

tions were menaced by the recent court

decisions. It was the concensus of opinion

that the power to restore to labor its rights

of organization rested with Congress .

" The Executive Council of the A. F. of L.

submitted as an amendment to the anti

trust law the following : " That nothing in

said act ( Sherman Anti- Trust law ) or in this

act, is intended, nor shall any provision

thereof hereafter be enforced so as to apply

to organizations or associations not for

profit and without capital stock, nor to the

members of such organizations or associa

tions."

" " That nothing in said act ( Sherman

Anti-Trust law ) , or in this act, is intended,

nor shall any provision thereof hereafter be

entorced so as to apply to any arrangemenis ,

agreements , or combinations among persons

engaged in agriculture or horticulture

made with a view to enhancing the price of

their own agricultural or horticultural prod

ucts .'

“ This proposed amendment was endorsed.

Other legislation considered was the Pearre

bill to limit the issuance of injunctions , pro

mote the employers ' liability bill , extending

the application of the eight -bour law to all

Government employes and those employed

upon work for the Governmeni, whether by

contractors or sub-contractors.

“ A memorial was prepared and delivered

to Speaker Capnon of the House and Vice

President Fairbanks, President of the Sen.

ate.

“ A program was mapped out by which

those interested in behalf of labor condi

tions will be given an opportunity of ex.

pressing themselves to the law- making

powers . The conference took the stand that

the voters who are responsible for the elec

tion of the controlling officers of the politi.

cal administrations , have it within their

power to see that such administrative and

legislative officers are elected who may be

in sympathy with the interests of the people.

" A call was issued to the Executive Coun.

cil of the A. F. of L. and all labor organiza

tions to use every effort possible that is

honorable to secure proper recognition for

the industrial classes and that the industrial

classes so assert themselves as to become

a potent factor in the widespread movement

to secure such political administration and

legislation as will prove beneficial and pro

motive to the interests of those who are

commonly termed the common people. '

Due to the seriousness of present condi.

tions, the conterence determined to absolve

itself into a committee to make special

effort to promote the legislation indicated in

the memorial presented to Congress, and

along the line of protective and promotive

legislation in the interest of the industrial

masses.

The program mapped out by the confer

ence was lo be later submitted by the Ex

ecutive Council of the A. F. of L. to the

industrial organizations and to the public in

general.

The report of the representatives of this

Association was received and the action of

the conference, as reported, was endorsed

by the G. E. B.

It was at ibis meeting of your G. E. B. that

Judge James Phean, of Detroit, appeared

and in an address used the since extensively

quoted expression that : " Labor expects

nothing from non-unionism but low wages

and servile conditions. Non-unionism is

without purpose and is possible only from a

too often to-be-disappointed hopefulness that

the necessity forcing work upon the indi

vidual may be transitory. So, nothing is

expected in the way of improving and pro

tecting labor's condition from the non -union

ist. He is helpless from the very nalure of

his non -unionism , no matter of how good in

tentions. I make this point to illustrate that

the political conditions that 80 seriously

menace the inierests of labor, like other

distressing influences that afflict labor's

prosperity, is severely up to organized labor

to seek a remedy and enforce it ."

Organization Work.

A general review of the records of this

audit period presented a history not wholly

discouraging. The first local established in

the term was Division No. 484 , Kewanee,

Ill . The last was Division No. 497 , Pitts

burg, Kan. There were 14 charters granted

during the six months. Of those chariered

locals six were successfully and thoroughly

established.

Five strikes, embracing eight local divi.

sions, enter the history of this six months.

of these , the San Francisco and Gas Belt

strikes continued into the following audit

period. The strike of Division No. 431,

Louisville , Ky., was lost. Those of Divisions

No. 441 , Mt. Carmel, Pa. , and No. 490, Yon.

kers, N. Y., were adjusted favorably to the

locals and appear on the credit side.

In spite of the heavy drain upon the funds

of the Association , there was a slight in

crease in the balance on hand .

But wages were being reduced to those of

other occupations on every hand and the

ranks of the idle were fast filling. Runs

had been taken off, and in many places our

members known as “ regulars , " in some num

ber were returned to the extra list . One

local alone reported the loss of 128 runs, or

the return of 256 regular men to the extra

list . It was not a rosy prospect. When

such a condition prevailed to organized rall
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the destruction of a bridge. Board Member

Commons and Central Labor Union officials

supported the plea of innocence made by

the members arrested. They were without

funds for defeuse. The G. E. B. at this

meeting approved an appropriation to de.

fend the arrested members, and so directed

the President.

а

way men , the opportunity to extend an invl.

tation to the yet unorganized may well be

understood to be quite limited .

Again , electric railway companies are no

different in the purpose of their business

than those engaged in any other gainful pur

buits . All of these maliers were considered

by your officers in this meeting. We deter

mined that the Association should be espec

ially directed to protect the membership in

what they had , rather than to encourage

aggressive effort. With this determination

the meeting adjourned at 6 o'clock p. m.,

March 21 , 1908."

At this point the Chair announced the

hour of adjournment.

President Wm. Murray , of Division 113,

requested delegates to assemble at city hall

to have their pictures taken.

Moved and Seconded by Delegates Gau

thier and French to adjourn till 2:30 o'clock

p. m.

Chairman Laudenslager announced

meeting of the Committee on President's

report.

The Gauthier motion to adjourn prevailed

and the Convention adjourned at 12 o'clock

p . m.

AFTERNOON SESSION,

The afternoon session convened at 2:30

o'clock p .m. W. D. Mahon in the Chair.

The G. E. B. report was continued by Sec

retary Reeves as follows :

" THIRD MEETING, SEPT. 8-12, 1908.

The third meeting of your G. E. B. was

called to order at headquarters, Detroit,

Mich. , Sept. 8 , 1908 , at 9:30 a. m . , Chair

man C. 0. Pratt presiding. G. E. B. Member

Richard Cornelius was absent. A leiler

announcing sickness and oiber matters as

an excuse for non -aiteudance was received

from Bro. Cornelius , accepted and recorded .

The service of MacPherson & Co. , ac

countants, were secured upon the books and

accounts of the othce . In fact , this tirm

was engaged upon the audit of accounts for

all audit periods during the official term of

this Buard .

Aside from the audit, matters coming be

fore the Board at this meeting , through the

President's report and otherwise, are re

poried to you as follows :

Defense of Members at Pensacola, Fla.

An unauthorized strike was entered into

by the members of Division No. 234 , Pensa

cola, Fla. The President, through Board

Member Commons, endeavored to adjust the

maiter by having the members to immedi.

ately retrun to work and follow their agree

ment in the adjusiment of the controversy .

The company , seemingly conceiving the

advantage the men had given them to de

stroy their organization , refused interven

tion on the part of . Bro . Commons and

ignored the International Association .

The strike was bitterly waged by the local

and local trades , and the International con

tributed such assistance as Board Member

Commons could render. During the course

of the strike , several members of the local

were arrested, charged with complicity in

Out of Work Assistance.

The President's report called attention to

many appeals of members who made per.

sonal appeals to him for assistance. The

cases to which he referred were those where

members were on strike for a long time and

out of employment, either dirctiy seeking

employment or wishing assistance to get to

other points where they hoped for employ

ment,

The unusually hard times rendered many

of these cases extremely pitiable and the

appeals worthy . Your Board directed the

President to render assistance in such cases

that appealed to him as warranting it at

the expense of the International.

Trade Agreement Department of the Civic

Federation.

Before the Board was a communication

from Mr. John Mitchell , chairman of the

Trade Agreement Department of the Na.

tional Civic Federation , requesting that this

Association become represented upon the

Trade Agreement Committee . Tbe appeal

for representation stated that in order to

make effective the purpose for which the

Trade Agreement Department in the Na

tional Civic Federation was instituted, it

had been decided to form a committee of

representatives of the various national and

international organizations of labor on the

one hand, and of gieat industrial concerns

on the other.

Upon this appeal from Chairman Mitchell,

the Executive Board selecied President W.

D. Mahon and General Executive Board

Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald , of Troy, N. Y.,

as representaiives upon the National Civic

Federation Trade Agreement Committee.

Instruct for Toronto.

A communication from the Toronto, Ont . ,

District Labor Council set forth that the

Toronio labor men wanied the support of

this Association to secure the 1909 conven.

tion of the American Federation of Labor.

A resolution was passed by the G. E. B.

instructing the delegates of this Association

to attend the next convention of the A. F.

of L. , to support Toronto as a Convention

City in accordance with the appeal of the

Toronto District Labor Council.

Reinstatement of Former Disabled Member.

Division No. 273 of Chicago, n ., appealed

for instructions in regard to member Chas.

Black. The case was one in which Bro.

Black was injured in a collision and lost both

feet . He submitted an application for dis

ability payment. The claim was regular and

his disability benefit was paid to him from

the Death and Disability Fund to the amount

of $ 100.00 . Upon his recovery he secured

artificial limbs and the company reinstated
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him as a motorman in the servico. The

Division asked if Black could become an

active member again , beneficially, socially

or both . The case was submitted to the

G. E. B. for ruling.

Upon this case the Board ruled that a

member having once received his disability

benefits can never lay claim to either dis

ability or death benefits, insomuch as that

claim has been once paid. But outside of

this claim to death and disability benefits

and such other claims as would accrue un

der that provision, the said Chas. B.ack is

entitled to again resume his membership

and to be entitled to such other benefits as

the local or International laws provide.

Upon this case your Board would suggest

that this brother received his benefit legally,

as provided in Section 87 of the Constitu

tion. Further, this section specifically pro

vides- “ This shall relieve this Association

from any further obligations to said mem

bers,” which is clearly in accord with the

ruling of your Board . However, we would

recommend that this section be changed to

specify, “ Death , Disability or Old Age Benefit

Payment Obligations.” Such a member, if

returning to the service , might be entitled

to strike or other benefit obligations from

the Association.

Death and Disability Claims.

Claims for death and disability benefits

before the meeting and action upon them

were as follows :

Upon the claim for disability benefit in

the interest of Andrew Phillip, member of

Division No. 283 , Brooklyn , N. Y., the rec

ords of the office showed that claimant be.

came a member of Division No. 283 , January

10th , 1906, and was disabled October 5th,

1906 , within seven months after he attained

membership. The claim was disallowed .

A disability claim submitted in the inter

est of Member W. L. Kinsel, Division No.

260, Chicago, Ill . , was given consideration .

Evidence upon this case was not satisíactory

to establish it at this time, and the case was

deferred for more specific evidence on part

of an examining physician.

A death claim filed upon the death of late

Bro. P. J. Conley , Division No. 85, Pittsburg ,

Pa.: Death ensued from consumption. The

record shows that deceased became a mem

ber of Division No. 85 , March 28th , 1907 ,

and died May 26th , 1908 , after an illness of

six months . The Board regarded that with

out more definite evidence it would naturally

be assumed that deceased was afflicted be

fore becoming a member of the Association .

Payment upon the claim was suspended sub

ject to introduction of further evidence.

Upon the claim for payment for death

benefit upon the death of late Brother Otto

L. Burris , Division No. 380 , Elyria, O. , evi

dence showed that deceased became a mem

ber of Division No. 330 , December 10th , 1906 ,

and died of consumption December 14th ,

1907. Examination of the doctor's report

showed that deceased had been afficted with

tuberculosis of the lungs for some two years

before his death , or fully a year prior to

membership in the Association . The claim

was disallowed.

Claim for disability benefit upon the part

of Brother Frank Burke, Division No. 282,

Rochester, N. Y.: The evidence showed that

Brother Burke became a member of Division

No 282 August 26th , 1902. His eyesight be.

came so afflicted that for the past two years

he has been unable to work on the cars. Phy

sician's certificate shows him to be afflicted

with ivitis , the vitreous being clouded , indi

cating a condition which will result in per

manent disability . However, the Board held

the case under suspension for further de

velopments or more definite evidence.

Claim for disability benefit in the interest

of Bro . R. H. Morgan , Division No. 241, Chi.

cago , ni. The evidence in the case showed

that Bro. Morgan became a member of Divi.

sion No. 241 October 5 , 1903. He became

afflicted with paresis , a chronic, progressive

mental and nervous disease, on April 6,

1908. The certification of Dr. W. E. Taylor

of the Illinois Western Hospital reads in

part :

" While Mr. Morgan has shown some im

provement since he has been with us, we

feel that this is only temporary and indi

cates that he will have a remission for a

time.”

Definite action upon the claim was de

ferred for further developments .

Disability claim of Bro. Wm. E. Ferguson,

formerly a member of Division No. 244 .

Claimant became a member of Division No.

244, New Philadelphia, Ohio, May 2 , 1904 ,

and received his last membership working

card for April , 1907 . Claim for disability

was filed July 20 , 1908 , but not in regular

form and was accompanied by no certificate.

Claim alleges that disability occurred while

in the employ of the P. C. C. and St. L. Ry.

at Coshocton, O. The claim was held for

more definite information,

Upon a claim for disability benefit pay.

ment of ex-Member John May, of Division

No. 26 , Detroit , Mich . , the evidence showed

that Applicant May became a member of

Division No. 26 May 2 , 1898, and that he

withdrew from the Division October 9, 1907 ,

filing a claim for disability benefit received

at the general office September 11 , 1908, one

year after withdrawing from the Associa

tion .

This case was disposed of by the applica.

tion of Section 8 of the Constitution , wbich

specifically states that “ A member petition.

ing for a disability claim shall keep himself

in good standing with the Association,

otherwise the beneficiary claim of said

member shall become null and void . " The

member having withdrawn in October, 1907,

eleven months prior to the filing of the

claim , the same would come under Section

88 without further consideration, and pay.

ment was disallowed.

The Hansen- Holloen et al . Appeal.

At the sessions of September 10, Bros. W.

E. Heron and Benny Hansen appeared be.

fore the Board upon the appeal of members

of Division No. 241 , of Chicago , Ill ., in the

matter of allotment of runs upon certain
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llnes within the jurisdiction of that local .

Specifically the appeal touched upon the

cases of Bros. W. Heron and Geo. Holloen .

However the decision was affective to sev.

eral more. The action of the International

President through which appeal was taken

was made in accordance with a former rul.

ing of the G. E. B. , and his ruling was a

decision upon a matter of fact. In the case

of Heron, it was a question as to whether

or not he had followed a natural shift of

runs or whether he had taken advantage of

others by seeking and obtaining special

favor. The placement of Holloen was upon

the same principle of determining a fact.

The decision of the International President

was confirmed

Approval of International President as Can

didate for Congress.

Upon the matter of petitions from citizens

of the First Congressional District of Michi.

gan and members of organized labor of the

district urging the candidacy of President

W. D. Mahon for Congress upon the Demo

cratic ticket, after due deliberation your

Board adopted resolutions setting forth the

occasion for the move and uniting in the

petition urging his candidacy . It was also

resolved to afford our entire membership an

opportunity to participate in his election,

and it was so recommended to the Mahon

Election Promotion Club.

The salary of the editor of the Motorman

and Conductor was fixed at $125 per month .

A. F. of L. Convention .

The calling for the Convention of the

American Federation of Labor to take place

in Denver Colo. , November 9 , 1909 , was given

consideration . In accordance with the pro

rata of delegates it was found that this

Association was entitled to five delegates,

but it was determined by the Board that in

order to economize in expense, but three

delegates should be elected . The three dele.

gates would have the same voting power in

the convention as would be possessed by

the five .

President W. D. Mahon and G. E. B. Mem.

bers Magnus Sinclair and D. S. Fitzgerald

were elected delegates to represent this

Association in the A. F. of L. Convention .

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America ,

Dear Sirs and Brothers :-We, your Inter

national General Executive Board, in re

sponse to many enquiries that have come

to us pertaining to the Cleveland situation

and the fact that the members of Division

No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio, which Division is

now on strike and has been since May 16,

this year, have had strike benefits discon

tinued to them, this explanation is given :

The causes of this strike have been set

forth repeatedly through the Motorman and

Conductor. It would seem that our mem

bers are fully familiar with them. However,

briefly, the causes were, the determined

purpose of the Municipal Traction Company ,

put into effect, to ignore the agreement

existing between Division No. 268 and the

Cleveland Electric Railway Company , and

to economize in labor expense beyond the

limit of the conditions of the agreement.

In order to accomplish the desired decrease

in wages, it was necessary for the company

to precipitate the strike, or force the Cleve

land Electric Railway employes out of em

ployment and re-employ them at the lowest

rate of wage, or 23 cents per hour.

The efforts to provoke the strike, briefly

repeated, consisted in, first, demanding a

repudiation of the wage provision of the

agreement. This the men accepted by ac

cepting a wage reduction of one cent per

hour from the agreement rate. When this

effort proved a failure, a large number of

the men were discharged, and the company

refused any mediation looking to a fair

hearing for their reinstatemen
t. This again

failed to provoke the strike. Then the com

pany placed some three hundred newly em

ployed men on the most choice early runs

and forced men from three to twelve years

in the service back on the late runs and

upon the extra list , destroying the seniority

rights provided by the common practice in

Cleveland and by the agreement.

This act implied that the company was

willing to go to any extreme in order to

force out of employment the old men and

establish a wage rate of 23 cents per hour,

which would be general, in consequence of

it applying to first year men, with whom, it

was satisfactorily established, the company

purposed to man the road, so the strike

came on , as before stated, on May 16.

The management of the Municipal Trac

tion Company was indirectly, if not directly,

Mayor Tom L. Johnson . He commanded

considerable support from the fact that he

was mayor and chief employer of all city

employes. Also, from the additional fact

that he had caused people in Cleveland to

believe that the city was an actual interest.

ed partner in the road , and that the citizens

were to receive transportation at no more

than actual cost based upon expense of

operation and 6 per cent income upon actual

investment . With these conditions prevail.

ing, the company was enabied from the start

to command considerable patronage.

The members of Division No. 268 wore

loyal to the extent of some fourteen hundred

of the membership, but they were unable

Cleveland Situation .

Pertaining to the Cleveland strike, there

had come to the attention of some of the

officers inquiries as to the extent of support

the membership of the Cleveland local re

ceived and are receiving in connection with

that contest.

In order to advise the general member

ship upon this matter the foliowing letter

was prepared and adopted by the Board ,

with instructions to submit the same to the

membership and officers of local divisions

for their general information . The letter

reads :

Detroit, Mich . , Sept. 11 , 1908.

To Mr. W. D. Mahon , International Presi

dent, Local Officers and General Member

ship of the Amalgamated Association of
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through ordinary efforts usual in the con.

duct of a strike , to destroy the effect of the

large patronage that the Municipal Traction

Company enjoyed, and paironage increased

almost from the first. In fact it was an

encouragement for the friends of the strik

ers to ride , and the most vigorous picketing

was of no avail against this increase in pa

tronage.

It is known that for the first week of a

strike no sirike benefits are payable, but the

membership seemed persistent, and to sup

port them in any further possible effort to

effect an industrial contest, strike benefits

were paid for the second week.

In the second week it was evident to Vice

President A. L. Benner thai , industrially ,

the strike was lost. That was conceded by

spme or the local officers and some of the

membership. Had there not been an abnor

mal coudiuon existing in Cleveland at the

time, and the policies of this Association

had been followed out , the strike would

have been declared off in the interest of our

membership under the best possible condi

tions that could have been secured from the

Municipal Traction Company. It is well

known that if a settlement at that time

cou.d have been effected, it would have re

placed a large number of the men in the

employment of the company , and it would

have created a condition by which the

others could have secured employment

elsewhere. However, they wou.d have been

forced to give up their union agreement.

The secretary of this Board visited Cleve

land in the second week of the strike , and

the fullest of service that the company was

putting into effect was patronized beyond

ilş capacity.

To ho.d fourteen hundred men in idleness

upon $5.00 a week 10 prosecute an industrial

contest of that character would have shown

the grossest mismanagement on the part of

the officials of this International Associa

tion . It would have been an injustice to the

members of Division No. 268 , and it would

have been a useless and tagrant waste of

the funds of this Association . It would

have jeopardized the interests of other Divi.

sions that might have been forced into an

industrial contest with any of their respec

tive emp.oying companies, as it would have

destroyed the possibility of the Association

contributing from the Defense Fund without

excessive assessments upon our member

ship.

For the reasons set forth , all of which are

fully familiar to the Board , we believed that

the situation demanded that we should re

lease our Cleveland membership from com

mitting themselves to a continuance of the

industrial end of the strike that they might

seek employment elsewhere .

The most favorable time of the year ex

isted , and to carry our membership on later

would have thrown them into a time when

the securing of employment by them would

have been less possible , so a second week's

strike benefits were paid with the under

standing that the industrial end of the con

test was at an end from natural causes, and

tbat our membership were released to go

forth and seek employment where it could

be fouud . Also Vice President A. L. Behner

and the local officers used their every en

deavor to place the membership in employ.

ment in various sections and in various oc

cupations . They secured the intercession

of others among the various labor organiza .

tions and otherwise, and it was but a short

time beiore a large number of our member

ship were well employed , which was far bet.

ter for them than to lie idle with no further

occupation than picketing the strike to car

ry on a useless industrial struggle.

But a situation existed by which a politi

cal and legal contest could be continued in

the interest of Division No. 268. This Gen

eral Executive Board , consequently , ruled to

discontinue strike benefits to the Cleveland

Local , but to 'continue to contribute to the

support of the local in conducting its politi

cal and legal campaign , and to assist the

local in detending its members and continu

ing the contest to re-establish their organi

zation.

Also, the International President was au

thorized to continue his assistance and

advice, personally or by deputy, to the full

est satisfaction of the local officers . We are

instructed that aside from giving his per

sonal attention to the affairs of the situation

he has constantly kept First Vice President

Behner in direct touch with and supervision

of the situation .

We wish further to say to our member.

ship, that the executive officers and the

majority of the membership of Division No.

268 recognize and fully appreciate the situa

tion . They also fully appreciate all assisc

ance that is being rendered by the general

membership through the International Asso

ciation at the present time.”

This letter briefly sets forth the Cleveland

situation and discloses the cause for the act

of your Board in discontinuing strike bene

fits while the strike was yet in progress .

Subsequent history of this strike seems,

to us, to justify the course taken.

Political policies.

A written declaration upon the candidacy

of W. D. Mahon for Congress was submitted

to the meeting by the Mahon Election Pro

motion Club . The declaration anuounced a

method by which the members of this Asso

ciation could participate financially and oth

erwise in the election . The compiled dec

laration was approved by the Board .

Pertaining to the program decided upon

by the Washington Convention of Labor and

the farmers ' representatives, relative to an

effort to secure relief from the Sherman

Anti-Trust Law and the court decisions

upon the Interstate Commerce Law as re

ported from the record of the second G. E.

B. meeting, and the pursuance of the course

followed by your Board , adopted the follow

ing preamble and resolutions :

" Whereas, For years have the wage earn

ers asserted their best thought and effort in

the formation of organizations to promoto

their best interests , looking to establishing

themselves in a position through which they

could exercise inalienable rights as altisans,
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and as free men, without menace in the ing working people as helpless in the matter

matter of the sale of their labor and of the of fixing their own wages and conditions as

fixing of working conditions . The building the most abjeci slave of slavery times . In

up of industrial organizations has been of fact , to permit a continuance of the dictator.

slow process , in consequence of the injustice ship of the courts of our land renders inac.

and illegal methods of black - list pursued by tive important functions of organized labor,

the opponents of organization . However, the only instrument by which labor can ex

through the continued forces of earnest and pect to assert its dignity and assume its

faithful effort, guided by the united intelli place as a progressive factor of civilization,

gence of wage- workers , ever increased by Courts have enjoined members of organ

the rapidly gathering throngs who were for ized labor from soliciting membership to

tuuate in escaping the vigilance of the oppo their organization , an exercise of power

sition , organized labor gained an ascendency never known to have been directed against

from which it was in a position to assert a any other factor of society . The courts

power which commanded a respect for all have issued injunctions against labor re

laboring men and women to the extent that straining working people from advising one

wey were largely considered as a factor in another of the unfairness of an employer

fixing the wages and conditions of employ . and at the same time protected, in the full

ment and elevating their own standard, est security , the right of the employer to

thereby advancing the standard of civiliza black - list employes for any cause for which

tion. they may see fit.

So strong and extensive did the labor The courts have issued injunctions prohib

movement become that it was effective iting wage earners from requesting others

against reduction of wages and disorganiz not to take their places while on strike .

ing influence sufficiently to demonstrate that The courts have issued injunctions restrain

by organization labor and wage-earners ing working people from entering a sympa

would ultimately emerge from the severity thetic strike. The courts have enjoined the

of oppressive dictation of employers and labor press of the country from publishing

employing corporations . an unfair list of employers and unfair prod

Organization became so extensive as to ucts , even as a matter of news, while they

fully threaten the annulment of dictatorial permit wage earners and agents who are

power on the part of employers who look sent forih from wage earners to organize ,

to labor for an unfair and unjust accumula to be slandered and villified by the public

tion of wealth. press and blacklisted by employers .

With this ascendancy and the gaining Whereas . The united voice of labor, repre

strength , the power of labor in the direction sented in conference by representatives of

of the fair distribution of wealth and the two millions of American wage earners who

destroying of the autocracy of wealth was assembled in Washington , D. C., on March

rapidly passing beyond the black- list power 18 , 1908, petitioned to the Federal Legisla

of the opposing force. ture to enact laws granting to wage earners

Employers in their unfair persecution of equal rights with all classes of citizens in

labor and to re-establish themselves in their the matter of injunctions and in the matter

unfair efforts have gradually sought to exer of black-listing and boycotting. This repre

cise political power with which they have sentative conference appealed directly to

so successfully entrenched themselves . the authorities for a modification of the

The courts of our land were then used as Sherman Anti -Trust law to confine it to its

a final weapon with which to discipline and first objective purposes and to define, speci.

coerce labor, in direct contravention to the fically , the rights of the courts in the matter

American Constitution . The courts have lis of the great injunction prerogative.

tened to the appeal of employers subservi. Whereas , The appeal was received with.

ent'y and have declared labor organizations out consideration by the Federal Legislature

to be illegal combinations for the restriction and no relief was granted to labor. Labor

of interstate commerce . ( See court's deci. then determined that the proper course to

sion in the famous Hatters ' case . ) pursile was to secure the introduction of

The courts have declared the functions of liberative principles in the platforms of the

labor organizations to be illegal as in direct dominant political parties and the American

violation of the Sherman Anti- Trust law , a Federation of Labor was instructed to ap

law specifically enacted to destroy the pos peal to the conventions of political parties

sibility of monopoly on the part of manufac for insertion of such principles in their plat

turers, transportation companies , etc. The forms , and

law has never been applied to the abuses Whereas, The course of the American

for which it was enacted , but has been ap Federation of Labor, in assuming political

plied with effective force against the wage activity to arouse the voters to the import

earners. ance of the situation , is in direct obedience

The courts have also been used against to the instructions of past conventions and

labor and in favor of the employer, with dis protest meetings of organized labor. Το

tinct and uncontradicted prejudice, to de. have acted otherwise , the President and

stroy the efforts of labor in securing better Executive Council of the A. F. of L. would

wages and working conditions . So flagrant have been disobedient to the mandates of

has been the violation of the injunction labor , and therefor , be it

perogative on the part of the courts that it Resolved , That we, the General Executive

has been exercised to enforce upon labor Board of the A. A. of 9. & E. R. of A., rep

the mandatos of employors , thereby rendor rosenting the said Association in mooting
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assembled, do hereby affirm that the policy

pursued by the A. F. of L. is in direct accord

with the mandates of and is the policy of

labor as having been heretofore designed .

Resolved , That we pledge our united sup

port to the policy being pursued to the end

that the unquestioned rights of labor to or .

ganize and conduct said organization in the

interests of labor, may be established and

that the right of injunction may be specified

by law to conform with the rights of citizens

as established and guaranteed by the Dec

laration of Independence and Federal Con

stitution of the United States, and that the

anti-trust laws may be so restricted as to

conform to their ogirinal designed purpose,

that the freedom of speech and of the press

shall in no way be curtailed or the constitu

tional rights of citizens to unite in promot

ing their own welfare and the welfare of

society shall in no way be abridged .

Resolved , That we express our unbounded

confidence in the integrity of President

Gompers of the American Federation of La

bor as being a true and faithful director of

the organized movement of the American

Wage Earners."

It was also directed that the same be pub

lished in the official organ of the Association

and that a request be ,made that the same

be published in the Federationist.

Information came to the Board . advising of

the very serious illness of Fourth Interna

tional Vice President J. J. Thorpe, of Pitts

burg, Pa. The sincere regret of the Board

at the serious illness of the brother Inter

national officer, member of Division No. 85 ,

and the best wishes of the Board for his

speedy recovery were dispatched to him .

Finances.

An audit report of the Union Leader was

received from Buchanan , Walton , Joplin &

Company, chartered accountants of Chicago ,

which showed a balance to the credit of the

Union Leader of $951.01 .

The result of the audit of the general

office accounts is presented by recapitula.

tion as follows :

Balance on hand , including ad

vanced credit , Feb. 29 , 1908 ..... $22,206.51

Receipts, March 1 to Aug. 31, 1908. 69,059.05

Columbus , Ohio, beginning the week of Sep

tember 14 , Chairman C. 0. Pratt was elected

as a fraternal delegate to bear greetings of

this Association to the B. of L. F. in their

convention .

Organization Work.

The six months embracing the period cov

ered by reports to this meeting were wholly

within the period of general depression .

Yet a review of the six months showed ac

tual progress .

The first local organized was Division No.

498 , Mt. Vernon and New Rochelle , N. Y.

The last charter granted was for the insti.

tution of Division No. 509 , Staunton, Ill . ,

which failed in substantial development.

However, six new locals were effectually

organized and two former lapsed locals

were reorganized , a gain of eight locals. To

offset a part of this work , charters of six

former locals were surrendered , four of

which were lost in the Gas Belt, Ind. , strike,

Aside from organizing work, your officers

responded to some one hundred and thirty

calls from local divisions .

The strikes that are a part of that audit

period were as follows :

The Gas Belt strike in Indiana, which ex

tended into the term, was lost . Locals at

Muncie, Tipton , Marion and Anderson, Ind . ,

were lost in this strike.

Strikes and lock-outs of newly chartered

locals which were lost to the Association

were those of Divisions No. 499. Tunnell

Workers of Chicago , Ill .; 501 , Wilmington,

Del . , and 505 , Cincinnati, Ohio.

Strikes successfully adjusted were those

of Divisions No. 358 , Cumberland , Md., 497,

Pittsburg, Kans . , and 507, Marengo, Ill.

Strikes and lock-outs in continuance at

the close of the term were those of Divisions

No. 500 , Chester, Pa. , and 268 , Cleveland , O.

It will be seen that four strikes and lock

outs terminating during the term were lost .

Aside from the Gas Belt strike they were

all of locals chartered within the term and

were the result of the vigorous opposition of

the employing companies .

The independent strike of Division No.

243 , Pensacola , Fla . , occurred during this

audit period . It was an evident failure at

the close of the term .

In the face of the depression this Associa

tion secured increases in wage rates to a

considerable number of the membership.

The significant feature of this is that it was

a time when wages were being generally re

duced to those of other industries and to

the unorganized of our own calling .

After a mutual discussion upon future

work and the general outlook, the Board

decided to continue the defensive policy,

and adjourned at noon, September 12 , 1908 .

Total $91,265.56

Expenditures, March 1 to Aug. 31 ,

1908 63,835.05

Balance

Union Leader balance .

$27,430.51

951.01

Total funds $28,381.52

Editor L. D. Bland attended a day at the

G. E. B. meeting and requested a change of

bookkeeping system for the office of that

publication to conform to the recommenda.

tions of the auditors . He was empowered

by the board to make the change requested .

Greetigs to the Steam Road Organizations.

In order to promote fraternal fellowship

with the various steam railway organiza.

tions , and as the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen were to hold their convention at

FOURTH MEETING - MARCH 15-19, 1909.

The fourth meeting of your General Ex.

ecutive Board convened at headquarters,

Detroit , Mich . , March 15 , 1909 , Chairman C.

0. Pratt presiding.

At the early sessions of this meeting there

appeared before the Board , Bro. Frank

Kadervek , striking member of Division No.
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268, Cleveland, O. Bro. Kadervek appealed

to the Association for a loan in the sum of

$50.00. His circumstance was that he had

come to Detroit for work, had obtained some

employment, that he was at the time out of

employment and out of money . His wife

had just recovered from a protracted sick

ness . If he could get back to Cleveland

there was an opening for him to return to

work , as a settlement of the strike had been

effected .

The case was one that appealed for con

sideration and his request was granted by

the Board , and the $50.00 was loaned him .

The President's report was received .

Action upon the report and other acts of

this meeting are reported as follows :

Assistance to Division No. 268, Cleveland , O.

One of the means of assisting the Cleve.

land Local had been the appropriation of the

amount of per capita tax due upon the mem .

bership. In November the road passed into

the hands of the court. Arrangements had

been effected by which our members were

privileged to return to work . Many re

turned to work , but due to the long struggle

and the conditions under which they worked

the local officers appealed for further relief.

Upon this appeal it was ruled that per cap

ita should be charged and retained from

May 1st following, and the President was so

instructed.

Death and Disability Benefit Claims.

A disability benefit claim of Member F.

Burke . Division No. 282, Rochester, N. Y.,

was held over from a former meeting. Dis.

ability was incurred by an attack of ivetis

due to a shock and resulting in approaching

blindness. It was ruled that in the event

there was no improvement in the brother's

condition, the claim should be paid .

There was a disability claim filed in the

interest of Member G. B. Hatfield , of Divi .

sion No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa. This claim was

based upon disability from tumor on the

brain , caused by catching cold while on duty

August 12. 1908. Certification of total dis

ability was sworn to by Dr. Geo . W. Ely

under date of October 10 , 1908. Claimant

became a member of Division No. 85 on

November 26 , 1907. Under Sections 80 and

81 of the General Laws payment of the claim

was disallowed. The law provides that dis

ability must have been incurred after no

less than one year in membership to be

beneficial.

Upon disability claim of Member J. J.

Robinson , proofs before the Board were that

claimant became a member of Division No.

103 , Wheeling, W. Va. , March 14 , 1906 , and

was disabled by accident October 30, 1907 .

The Board directed payment of this claim .

Upon disability claim of Membe Louis H.

Laing, Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . , the

record and evidence was to the effect that

the applicant became a member June 6 ,

1904. He sustained fracture of both legs by

being caught between the transfer table and

a wall , March 16 , 1908 , but that beneficial

disability as contemplated by the Associa

tion laws would not result. The claim was

disallowed

Disability claim of ex-Member Henry Fer.

ris , Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich . The rec

ord and evidence of this case is to the effect

that claimant became a member of Division

No. 26 November 28 , 1893 ; that on August

15 , 1906 , claimant fell from a running board

of a summer car, sustaining injuries result

ing in osteomelites of the left collar bone,

and ultimately resulted in disablement from

employment ; that while under treatment for

his disability claimant withdrew from Divi

sion No. 26 , June 30 , 1908 , and later exam.

ination , made September 23. 1908 , by Dr. M.

W. O'Connor, and by examination of Septem

her 26 , 1908. by Dr. H. O. Walker, it was

determined that the injury had resulted in

total disability of left arm . Application for

disabi'ity benefits was filed , attested Janu.

ary 11 , 1908 . The Board acted upon this

claim under Section 88 of the Constitution ,

which provides that a member petitioning

for a disability claim shall keep himself in

good standing without intermission , other.

wise the claim shall become null and void .

Payment of the claim was disallowed .

Disability claim of Member R. H. Morgan ,

Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . The record

and evidence in this case predicate that

claimant became a member of Division No.

241 October 25 , 1903. The claim is based

upon disability from paralysis of the brain

of a progressive nature , rendering insanity .

The evidence in no way indicated that the

disability resulted from accident as required

in Section 89 of the Constitution, and the

claim was disallowed . Upon this case a let

ter was received from Financial Secretary

Wm . Tabor enclosing an affidavit from Dr.

W. E. Taylor affirming total disability.

Upon the claims of Claimants Henry

Ferris and George McKenzie, Secretary

Sherwood , of the Detroit local , appeared be

fore the Board . However , the verbal evi.

dence furnished by Secretary. Sherwood

was corroborative of the evidence and rec

ords at hand bearing upon the cases .

It was provided that a transcript of the

action of the Board upon death and disabil.

ity claims should be made by the Secretary

to file with the claims .

Ruling on Priority.

Submitted by the President was a ques .

tion involved in an appeal relative to senior.

ity made by members of Div. 241 , Chicago ,

Ill .

In connection with this appeal was filed a

letter from Committeeman H. Burgo , of the

local .

The question submitted read : “ Where a

man has traded his run for another run

and the question of his seniority right

comes up. shall such right date in accord

ance with his age in the service , or from

the time he made the trade ?" In dealing

with this question your Board took into

consideration the ruling of the ninth , or Chi

cago , convention , which legislated that

" where, before organization , the penalty for

misses had been permanent loss of runs or

position upon the promotion list that al :
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priority of service should date from the

lagt miss." The Board ruled that the same

law should govern trades , and that the con.

ditions that were established and put into

operation by trades prior to the time of or.

ganizaiion and had been recognized and

were in force at the time of the organiza.

tion should continue and the members ' pri.

ority of service shall date from such estab.

lished rule .

his left leg and right foot in an accident.

Bro . Baer was ihus crippled , and had a tam

ily consisting of a wife and two small chil.

dren . The local is small in numbers. The

Board instructed the President to indorse

the proposed appeal.

Notification of an act of the American

Federation of Labor, in which that body

cited that the Executive Council had passed

upon the Electrical Workers' controversy

and determined to recognize Messrs . Frank

McNulty, Peter W. Collins and J. E. MC

Cadden as the bona fide officers of the In

ternational Brotherhood of Electrical Work.

ers, was received and filed .

a due

A. F. of L. Assessment.

The American Federation of Labor, pur

suant to the enactments governing that

body , levied an assessment of three cents

per member upon the entire A. F. of L.

membership . in support of the general strike

of The Hat Makers ' Union , which was in

progress at the time . Your Board in.

structed that the amount of the assessment

be forwarded at once from the general fund

of this association . to be refunded in due

course of the payment of the assessment by

the membership. The President was in

structed to place the assessment at once for

collection from the membership . This

course was pursued to avoid the delay nec.

essary in the payment direct upon the as.

sessment This was following a former

precedent in the case of the A. F. of L. as

sessment in the interest of the textile work

ers at the time of the general strike of that

organization .

Upon a direct appeal of the United Hat

lors of North America , setting forth the

magnitude of the strike involving that or

ganization and asking for help . The meeting

appropriated $200 from the funds of the in.

ternational treasury .

An appeal from Division No. 476. Nor

walk . Conn ., asked that the G. E. B. place

an assessment of 10 cents upon the general

membership of this Association , for the Hat

ters' Union . Upon this appeal the Board

ruled that , in its opinion , it has not the au

thority to levy an assessment to the benefit

of an outside organization upon the request

of any one division of the Association

An appeal issued by the Executive Coun

cil of the A F. of L. requesting a contribu

tion to aid in creating funds for appeal from

the decision of Judge Wright, U. S. Districi

Court, in which President Samuel Gompers ,

Vice -President. John Mitchell and Secretary

Frank Morrison were sentenced to impris .

onment for alleged violation of the Buck

Stove and Range Co. injunction , was
re

ceived . Due to the time at which this ap

peal was received it was held to await more

definite development in the case and funds ,

and the President was so instructed

Upon an appeal from the Lick Branch

Mine Relief Committee, Bluefield . W. Va . ,

for funds for the relief of families of the

117 victims of the mine explosion at Switch

back , the G. E. B. appropriated $ 10 .

A communication from Ex Secretary F. B.

Corey , of Div . No. 379. Niles, O. , secretary

of the “ Baer Relief Fund," asked for the in .

dorsement of an appeal for financial assist

ance to create a fund for the relief of Bro.

Wm . Baer, of the Niles local , who , while

working as conductor, sustained the loss of

Chester, Pa . , Strike and Results,

A letter by Attorney J.. Taylor, of Ches

ter, Pa . , bore a statement of account upon

the legal defense of Vice President Shea

and members of Div . 500 , who were ar

rested for conspiracy as referred to in

the record of the President's report. The

statement noted a balance unpaid of $4 300.

Upon this Chester case a letter was pre

sented from Attorney Maxwell Stevenson, of

Philadelphia , noting balance of

$4.850 . and virging an early settlement . This

letter inferred that the agreement alleged

upon which the balance was due had been

entered , as a party , by the international,

through President W. D. Mahon . Chairman

Prart reported a later interview with Mr.

Stevenson in which he ( Mr. Stevenson ) ad

mitted that President Mahon was not a

party to the arrangement.

No action upon the matter was regarded

as advisable at this time and the Board

took no action upon it as it was a purely

local affair .

It may be mentioned here that upon ap

peal to the G. E. B. , through the Interna

tional President , the Board , previous to the

meeting , and by communication , authorized

indorsement of the appeal circulated , also

appropriated $500 as a donation to the do

fense fund upon appeal of the officers of

Div . No. 477. Philadelphia.

Chairman Pratt reported that the Chester

Street Railway Company was avoiding the

terms of strike settlement . His report was

borne ont by corresnondence of the division

with the general office.

Chairman Pratt was empowered by act of

the Board to endeavor to secure from the

company compliance with the terms of the

strike settlement.

Legislation .

Proposed measures providing safety and

convenience in the operation of cars were

submitted to the Board as presented in dit

ferent state legislatures were before the

meeting In Michigan a measure was intro

duced in the Senate providing for 8 hours'

relief in 24 as a continuous rest . This meas

ure in no way limited the number of bourg

to be compelled to serve within the other

16 hours . It was introduced at the instanco

of a member of the Detroit local. A lettor

was compiled protesting to that local against
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were

this measure . It was also decided to have

a representative appear at Lansing to de

feat this.bill.

A cab heating bill was compiled for pres

entation in the Michigan legislature and a

center aisle bill was approved . These meas.
ures were placed under the direction of

Hon. C. W Austin , of the House of Repre

sentatives a member of Div . No. 26.

In Illinois , Hon . C. W. White , member

of Div . 125, East St. Louis , assisted by vari.

ous members throughout the state , made an

endeavor to secure legislation . In Pennsyl

vania bills urged by Vice- Presidents Thorpe

and Shea, Chairman Pratt and locals of the

state were introduced . In lowa the locals

inaugurated a concerted movement for legis.

lation . A joint legislative committee was

formed. A letter from Secretary J. N. Cole

man of that committee asking for financial

assistance was before the meeting. The

president was authorized to aid the effort

of the lowa locals financially . In this latter

State F. of L. officials assisted . Also assist

ance of state bodies was had in other

states.

Pertaining to the work of international

officers, the report of the President cited

that in many petty cases of arbitration in

ternational representatives being

called for . In responding, it was drawing

the officers from other and sometimes more

important work. Upon this matter the

Board directed that local Divisions be in.

structed :

“ That it is the policy of this Association

that once a local is thorougbly established,

it is regarded as the duty of the local Divi

sion , through its own organization and offi

cers, to conduct all minor affairs and nego .

tiations , even though it be arbitration , and

that it should be the policy that such locals

refrain from calling for international inter

vention only upon cases of threatened

strikes or upon wage or other vital ques

tions . This enactment was inspired by the

evident dependence of some locals and mem

bers demanding international intervention

in petty cases , response to which involves

expense and would deprive the general

Association on other important cases of the

advantage of the assistance of international

officers from the fact that they would be

engaged upon work that can well be con

ducted to the attainment of the same results

by the locals and their local officers them.

selves . In fact, some of the appeals are

of a nature indicating that the provisions

of the Constitution as embraced in Sections

102 and 103 are either overlooked or mis

understood by the local membership and

officers of locals making such appeals . "

on the situation of reorganizing the men

of that city . The move had been effective

in establishing a new charter. The course

of the President was approved .

Before the meeting came for a ruling the

question : " In the mailer of members in

arrears , and with whom, while in arrears,

grievances arise or develop , shall such mem.

bers , by paying arrearage, be entitled to

consideration of their grievances by the

Association ? " Upon this question the Board

ruled : “ Where a member is in arrears in

dues to the local Association to exceed one

month , as for instance , where, upon the

first day of any month a member has not

paid his dues to bis local Division for the

previous month . no grievance coming or de.

veloping lo said member at any time during

the period of arrearage upon or following

the first day of said month may be enter

tained by the local division or the officers

of said local division to whom such indebt.

edness is due , and no appeal from such

member upon such action of the local Divi.

sion shall be entertained by the Interna.

tional President. Further, such member

may receive no intervention or assistance

from the local Division or local officers upon

any grievance whatsoever until after all ar

rearage shall have been paid by any member

to whom the foregoing clause shall apply,

and then such grievance or cause for assist.

ance must bave developed or come to such

member after the payment of all such

arrearage."

We would recommend that the subject

matter of this ruling be made specific, either

as a new section or an amendment to Sec

tion 75 of the Constitution .

The report upon the Motorman and Con

ductor showed that more than 12,000 copies

had been placed in the hands of the unor .

ganized and that the publication was upon

a substantial financial basis . The work of

distribution among the unorganized was au

thorized to be extended .

Editor L. D. Brand of the Union Leader

was present at the final session of the

meeting and presented his report upon the

Union Leader. This report was a very sat

isfaciory showing of the affairs of the publi

cation . The editor was authorized to secure

more commodious quarters for a publication

office .

The audit of the accounts of the Union

Leader was made by Accountants Buchanan ,

Walton , Joplin & Co. This report showed

commendatory of the financial affairs of the

publication for the audit period . The audit

showed a balance to the credit of the Leader

of $915.65 .

A recapitulation of the audit of the finan.

cial affairs of the General Office was :

Balance on hand Aug. 1 , 1908 ... $ 27,266.12

Receipts for six months ending

Feb. 27 , 1909 ... 65.239.50

(

The Approval of the San Francisco Policy.

The report of the President set forth that

he had undertaken to restore Div . No. 205

in San Francisco through G. E. B. Member

Cornelius, but it had been strongly advanced

to him that the bitterness engendered by

the strike rendered the task apparently im.

possible. In consequence of this discour.

agement and to obviate this particular argu.

ment, he placed G. E. B. Member Fred Fay

Total amount ...... $92,518.71

Disbursements for six months end.

ing Feb. 7 , 1909 .... 42,889.34

Balance ending Feb. 27 , 1909. . $49,629.37
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as was

Complete audit statement and verified

statement of the F. H. MacPherson & Co.,

accountants, was authorized for publication

and distribution to the secretaries of the

locals.

Work of the Association .

Reports to this meeting showed that dur

ing the audit term expense credited to the

Strike Benefit Fund was greatly reduced .

But 921 weeks of strike benefits were paid .

Strikes which enter the history of this

period apply to Divisions as follows:

Div. No. 500 , Chester, Pa. , continued its

strike into the term . An adjustment was

brought about Nov. 23rd , 1908. The Chester

company had passed into the hands of a

receiver. Div . No. 268 , Cleveland , O. ,

cured an adjustment of her strike on Nov.

21st, after the Municipal Traction Co. passed

into the hands of receivers .

Div. No. 204 , Rome, Ga. , was locked out

by the employing company November 9th.

By receding from membership the members

were re-employed after December 28th . This

local was forced out of existence by the

company, but not without severe financial

loss to the company. Besides the company

was forced to increase the wage rate. This

was the only strike or lockout wholly within

the term .

During the term nine charters were

granted. The first was for the institution of

Div. No. 510 , Gerard, Kan . , and the last was

for the organizing of Div . No. 518 , San

Francisco, Cal . Two locals were reorgan

ized. Seven of these eleven locals were sub

stantially effected and one is yet in the

course of organizing.

Charters of three former locals were sur

rendered and one local was lost through the

Rome, Ga. , lockout .

$8,500 were paid from the Death and is

ability Benefit Fund . 78 death and 7 dis

ability claims were paid .

170 calls for visits of international officers

were responded to and 64 locals of the Asso

ciation were visited one or more times .

There had been a gain of three written

agreements.

Upon organizing work the President made

a comprehensive oral statement . He called

attention to the situations in the East and

particularly Eastern Pennsylvania , where he

had placed Chairman Pratt to assist in

Philadelphia and upon other situations. The

situation in Providence was not encourag .

ing . The panic situation had improved

much , but the situation was not such that

vigorous work for the coming six months

was anticipated . In fact , signs of a cam

paign of contests were at hand . In various

localities our movement was already threat

ened and progress menaced . Hardly has

there a contest arisen but what was antici.

pated by verbal report of our President at

the close of the fourth meeting of the Board .

But the Association was in better shape to

enter the work than at the close of any

former meeting .

The meeting completed its work and was

adjourned March 19 , at 4 o'clock P. M.

September 27, 1909.

The fifth meeting of the General Execu

tive Board convened at headquarters,

Hodges Building , Detroit, Mich. , at 9

o'clock, Sept. 271h, 1909 .

The meeting was called to order by the

Secretary, the Chairman being absent.

G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald was

elected Chairman pro, tem.

There was present at this meeting Presi.

dent W. D. Mahon, G. E. B. Members Ed

ward McMorrow, Magnus Sinclair, Wm. B.

Fitzgerald , Fred Fay, D. S. Fitzgerald and

R. L. Reeves.

Absentees were Chairman C. 0. Pratt,

Board Members Ben Commons, Richard Cor

nelius, and Treasurer Rezin Orr.

The President explained that Chairman

C. 0. Pratt and Board Member Commons

were unavoidably detained in Omaha, Nebr.,

where they were in charge of the strike of

Division 288. It was explained that Board

Member Richard Corne.ius was enroute to

the meeting from San Francisco , and that

Treasurer Orr was unavoidably detained in

Kansas City , Mo., assisting Division 526 in

organizing work.

The explanation upon the absence of those

not reporting at the Board meeting was

accepted & proper excuse and

recorded .

The Chair declared in order the compiling

of the report of the four previous sessions

of the Board as a part of the G. E. B. report

to the eleventh Convention, and this work

was taken up.

Following the disposition of the Conven

tion report covering the four previous meet

ings, the Board received the report of the

International President for the audit period,

March 1 , 1909, to September 1 , 1909.

The report was recorded upon the minutes

of the meeting and such matters as were

referred to the Board for action, together

with other acts of the meeting, are reported

as follows :

Upon appropriations to the Amalgamated

Association of Iron , Steel & Tin Workers

and the Tin Plate Workers' International

Protective Association of $100 each, as re

ferred to by the President's report, these

appropriations having been made by corre

spondence upon appeals of the respective

organizations on strike against the " Open

Shop" declaration of the U. S. Steel Co.

The matter was made a matter of record

of this meeting . It is presumably unneces

sary to dwell upon the Steel & Tin Workers'

strike . It is information current , no doubt,

with the entire membership of this Asso

ciation .

Some weeks previous to the convening of

the Board an appeal was received by Inter

national President in a communication from

Division 268 , Scranton , Pa. , requesting from

the International a loan of $500 . Explana.

tion is to the effect that the Scranton local

undertook an expensive arbitration of the

wage scale and , not having the funds at

hand to finance the proceeding, appealed

to the International for this loan , The
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President was instructed to make the loan .

He reported to this meeting as having com

plied with the instructions of the Board ,

and the act was made a record of the

minutes .

A communication from the American Fed .

eration of Labor Executive Council, signed

by the Secretary, Frank Morrison , was sub

mitted to the Board, informing this Asso

ciation that the charter of the Iowa State

Federation of Labor was revoked by the

A. F. of L. Executive Council , August 14th,

1909 , for the failure and refusal of that body

to suspend the seceding union of Electrical

Workers from membership , in accordance

with Sec. 1 , Art. 11 , of the A. F. of L. con

stitution, which states : “ That any Central

Labor Union or any other Central body of

delegates that admit to or retain delegates

from a seceding union shall have their char

ter revoked .”

Another like communication from the

A. F. of L. , per Sec’y . Frank Morrison , for

mally notified this Association that the

United Trades and Labor Council , Cleveland,

Ohio ; the Federation of Labor, Detroit ,

Mich .; the Central Labor Union , Toledo,

Ohio ; the Central Trades & Labor Council ,

Collinsville, Pa. , were suspended upon the

same charge made against the Iowa State

Federation of Labor. This notice contains

a mandate to our International Association

to, “ First: Notify the local unions in the

State of Iowa, also the local unions in the

various cities mentioned of the suspension

of the bodies named and the cause . Sec

ond : Notify our local unions to withdraw

from said Central bodies of Cleveland, De

troit, Toledo, Connellsville , Pa. , and the

state body of the state of Iowa.” These

notices are in accordance with the laws of

the A. F. of L. They were received and

filed and action taken upon them by resolu

tion adopted by your Board for the instruc

tion of the International President

follows :

" Whereas, The American Federation of

Labor has suspended certain State and Cen

tral bodies for the violation of the laws and

rules of the A. F. of L.; and ,

“ Whereas, The said A. F. of L. has notis

fied this Executive Board that certain of our

local Divisions are still maintaining their

affiliations with the aforesaid suspended or

ganizations ; Therefore, be it ,

" Resolved , That we , the Executive Board

of the A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , do this

27th day of September, 1909 , hereby instruct

all local Divisions of this Association to

immediately withdraw their affiliations from

such suspended State or Central bodies and

to refuse any further affiliations or connec

tions with these bodies until they comply

with the laws of the A. F. of L. and regain

their charters.”

Upon the matter of per capita tax upon

the membership of Division No. 268 , Cleve

land, Ohio, as submitted upon record page

255 in the report of the International Presi.

dent, we would submit that by communica .

tions through the President from the officers

of the Cleveland local, your Board instructed

as a further relief and assistance to this

local in maintaining and building up, that

the International should appropriate each

month, to the benefit of the local, an amount

equal to the per capita tax of all members

not employed upon the street railway lines

in Cleveland .

Action was taken to make this a matter

of record to be recorded in the minutes of

this meeting.

Death and Disability Claims.

Upon death and disability claims referred

to the Executive Board, action was taken

upon claims as follows:

Claim for disability benefit was filed in the

interest of Member Charles Ira Jones, Divi

sion No. 199 , Ottumwa , Iowa. The evidence

in this case is to the effect that claimant

became a member of Division No. 199,

March 9th , 1904 , and became disabled by

the loss of the sight of the left eye. The

cause of this disability is not revealed in

the evidence. The physician's certificate

of disability stated that the physician him.

self at present is unable to determine the

cause , There was no evidence that it was

caused by accident. Acting upon Section

87 of the Constitution , the claim was dis

allowed .

Death benefit claim was submitted to your

Board applying for benefit upon the death

of late Brother Richard J. Mee, of Division

No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . The evidence in this

case showed that deceased became a mem

ber of Division No. 241, May 1st, 1908 , and

died with consumption April 10th , 1909, be

ing twenty-one days short of one year a

member, as provided by the Constitution

for qualification for benefit. The claim was

disallowed .

A claim for disability benefit in the inter

est of Member J. H. Rhiemenschneider, of

Division No. 98, Akron, Ohio, came before

the Board. The evidence upon this case

shows that claimant became a member of

Division No. 98 , October 19th , 1898, and is

disabled by hypertrophy of the heart, with

liver and kidney complications and incipient

paresis . Action upon this claim was de.

ferred for further evidence as to the char

acter of the disability as applying to its

permanency.

A claim for disability benefit in the inter

est of Member George Milne, of Division

No. 101, Vancouver, B. C. , came before the

meeting. The evidence in this case is to

the effect that claimant became a member

of Division No. 101 , December 19th , 1898 ,

and was disabled by collision of cars and

another accident to an extent of resultant

total disability . The Board authorized pay.

ment of this claim .

A claim for disability benefit was sub

mitted in the interest of Member Delphas

Drouillard , of Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich.

The evidence in this case was to the effect

that disability occurred from accident , claim

ant having been caught between two cars ,

sustaining injury to the muscles of the left

leg to the extent of incapacitating claimant

from further employment in railway service .

Claimant became a member of Division No.

26 , May 10 , 1900, and was disabled Sept. 8,

as
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1908. Proper certifications of examining

physicians were filed with the claim and

claimant personally appeared before the

Board. The claim was approved for pay

ment.

Upon the disability claim of Member Pat.

rick Roach , of Division No. 266 , Chicago ,

Ill ., there was submitted to the meeting a

communication requesting the reopening of

this claim. This claim was disaliowed on

account of constitutional authority to grant

it at a previous session of the G. E. B.,

after having once been deferred for con

sideration. The communication received

submitted new testimony upon the case.

The communication was from Sec’y . 0. P.

Moe, of Division No. 266.

The additional evidence submitted em

braced a certification from Dr. Jno . L.

Sweeney to the effect that claimant is now

totally incapacilaled from stomach trouble.

A letter from Claimant Roach bimself stated

that he believed his disability came about

through an accident in which he sustained

the rupture of a blood vessel . The accident

is alleged to have occurred on September

15th, 1905.

Another letter bearing upon this claim

was from Bro. E. M. Deegan, stating the

inability of claimant to work and requesting

the granting of the clajm.

The Board regarded that the additional

testimony bearing upon the Roach claim was

not sufficient to establish evidence warrant

ing a reopening of the case, and so ruled .

A recapitulation of the audit of the books

and accounts of the General Office for the

past six months is shown by statement as

follows :

Balance on hand , Feb. 27, 1909.. $ 48,849.66

Receipts, March 1st to August 31,

1909 66,631.45

Interest on Deposits of Assn , ac

count, March 1 to Aug. 31, 1909 . 841.13

We also wish to again assure our general

membership that the system of book-keeping

in operation in our office is the most mod .

ern , as is evidenced by the even progress

maintained and the accuracy and efficiency

of the clerical force,

In addition to this we are greatly en.

couraged by our enhanced financial condi.

tion , which makes for the uprift of our Asso

ciation in general in our efforis for increased

wages, conditious and efficient workmanship.

At the closing session of this meeting of

the Board held in Detroit, the International

President submitted to the meeting a report

upon the work of organization at present

being conducted in hansas City , Mo. He

ciled that conditions at the present time

were such that it was in prudent lo with.

draw ail luernational orucers from that

situation , and advised that Board Member

Fay be instrucitd to return to Kansas City,

to continue in charge until it is so that he

can be relieved or other arrangements may

be made. It was evident to your Board

that it was important to return Board Mem

ber Fay to Kansas City, and action was

taken to that end .

At the early session of the meeting on

September 29th , G. E. B. Member Richard

Cornelius reporied present.

Afier approving the records of the pro

ceediugs of the sessions of the Fifth Meet

ing of the General Executive Board beld

al headquarters, on October 1st, the Board

adjourned further sessions of the meeting

to be held in Toronto at the call of the

Chairman on and after the date of the con

vening of the E.eventh Convention .

This completes a report upon the records

of the acts of your General Executive Board,

embracing all weetings held at the time of

the opening of this Convention,

CONCLUSION.

Upon taking up the official work of this

Association your otticers did not anticipate

two years ago that they would be able to

report to this Convention the same propor

tionale development of the Association in

its accomplishments and in the organizing

work that was submitted to the tenth Con

vention in New Orleans. So we are not dis

appointed that we have not been able to do

so , but to be frank , we did not anticipate tae

possibility of submitting to you here the

progress that the reports afford for your en .

lightenment. We were in the beginning of

what gave evidence to be a most disastrous

depression of industrial affairs. We were

not warranted in having high hope of any

material advancement; we felt that if we

could bring to this Convention out of the

chaos that surrounded us , and as being

characteristic of the term , an unimpaired

organization , we would have done all that

could be expected of us and of the Associa

tion .

You will bear in mind that there was noth

ing of a nature encouraging to expansion or

development in the organized field of labor.

No one appreciated this more thoroughly

than did your officers. It was brought home

Total . $116,322.24

Expenditures, March 1 to August

31, 1909 ..... 44,623.75

Balance on hand Aug. 31 , '09 . $ 71,698.49

Advance Cr. (officers ) .... 106.27

A recapitu.ation of the entire term is :

Balance on hand Sept. 1 , 1907 .... $ 21,621.12

Receipts , Sept. 1 , 1907 , to August

31 , 1909 ... 273,602.63

Total

Less Suspense ( division ) .

$295,223.75

153.63

$295,070.12

Expenditures , Sept. 1, 1907, to

August 31 , 1909 ... 223,477.90

Balance . $ 71,592.22

This shows a net increase of $49,971.10

for the two years above mentioned .

Relative to the audit report we wish to

commend the loyalty and determination of

purpose of our membership to promote the

general interests of our Association , and for

the manner in which they have encouraged

the General Officers in the performance of

the duties imposed on them .
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to them from the very positions they held .

How much more gratilying , then , it is , to be

able to report the progress, information of

which comes to us as a membership in this

Convention .

Significant, indeed . it is that this Associa

tion has passed through two years of serious

industrial depression and in a review of

our work can look upon a term of actual

progress .

True, organizing work in ordinary times

is met with vigorous opposition on part of

many employing concerns . In fact , this As

sociation could not present its present mag

nitude and really would be an insignificant

affair were we to embrace only such locals

as are established by privilege of the man

agements of our employing corporations.

Then , how much more difficult the work of

organizing when the advantage is wholly on

the side of the opposing force ?

We have passed through a period . when .

from the very outset, the army of idle

wage earners increased with most alarming

rapidity . Competition was upon every hand .

Files of earnest men swarmed about the

doors of employing concerns , and with the

exception of perhaps a few localities, want ,

actual want, drove many to the very verge

of desperation.

May we be criticized if we hold that there

was sufficient warrant for at least a suspi

cion of the truthfulness of an alleged inter

view published in Europe , in which one of

the prominent financiers of this country is

quoted as saying that relief from the indus

trial conditions would not come until organ

ized labor had been taught, “ Who's boss ?"

Has been the course of employing manage

ments in Employers ' Association in their

conventions such as to discourage one in the

belief that that published utterance was a

truthful quotation ? Let us bear in mind

the enactment of the Employers ' Associa

tion in New York city providing that institu

tion with an " educational" fund of $ 1.500,

000. Has not organized labor been forced

to meet the repulsing influences of that

" educational" fund ? It was directly speci.

fied in the enactment by which thar fund

was created that it was created to educate

the people upon the abuses of organized la

bor. Has It been applied in that direction ?

The work of the Employers' Association in

applying that giant fund has not missed the

observation of the American labor move

ment. Publications have sprung from it , the

character of the writings in which has been

to poison the mind of public opinion against

our labor movement.

In the Convention proceedings of one Em

ployers' Association in the report of a joint

committee, we quote : “ At the time of the

organization of this joint committee, each

Association possessed its own independent

publication , having the same common pur

pose, namely : Properly placing before the

employes the true position of the employer

in his relation to labor. But with

an abiding faith in the future , we believe

we can strike a happy medium which will

bring about the result for which all are

striving, namely : A disappearance of at

least a portion of the radicalism so dom

inant in the labor unions of the past."

Is not that significant of the purpose of

the publications of the Employers ' Associa

tion ? From this same report we quote :

" The question of legislation , both state and

national , bearing upon labor matters is a

subject that must receive our most earnest

attention . In all matters of legislation . It

is , we believe , our attitude to be more than

mere obstructionists ."

We call your attention to these quota

tions to show you what organized labor and

its officials have to meet in the way of thor

oughly disciplined and forcefully directed

organized opposition on part of employing

managements . Do those quotations indicate

that the opposition to organized labor is

idle ? Can we see the publications that have

sprung from out of that $ 1.500.000 labor

crusher fund and look upon it as a farce ?

The Employers' Associations have con

verted it into a reality and it is one of the

elements with which we have had to con

tend during our past term . It expresses the

opposition in the face of which this Associa.

tion has had to work in its progress in

placing 43 charters during the period of the

terin closing. Fortified by an ever-increas.

ing army of idle , men clamoring for the op

portunity of gaining a bare sustenance,

opposing managements have proclaimed

most vigorously their " open shop " propa

ganda.

In concluding our report we feel that we

can point to the history of the past two

years of our Association with extreme pride.

The records with which this convention will

have to deal show a progress most exalting,

attained during a period when such accom

plishments stand for nothing less than ad

mirable courage and strenous effort on part

of our entire membership . It also signifies

a gratifying comprehension of the purposes

and possibilities of the trade union move

ment .

What other industrial organization , may

we ask , has come through the past two

years with such gratifying advancement ?

What other body of organized wage earners

have so much for self-congratulation ? And

is it because we are especially favored with

a class of employers peculiar from their

philanthrophy toward their employes , and

particularly toward the organization of their

employes ? We cannot acknowledge that as

the cause . But there is a cause. Things

don't come by chance . If they did , we

would have no more occasion for self-con

gratulation than have the unorganized of

our craft who are yet working for from 12

to 15 cents per hour and under most humili.

ating subjection .

What your officers are able to present to

you in this convention is the result of the

advised application of the concentrated in

telligence of our entire membership . It is

the result of an unyielding fidelity to pur

pose . It has come from an admirably high

standard of membership. It has come to us

from an unwavering fealty of our members
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to the principles and objects of our organl is “ patriotism , " and whose perfidy lurks

zation. It is brought about by what em beneath their motto and whose battle -cry

braces unceasing study and intelligent unit is nauseous from the fetid duplicity of the

ed effort. And we, the members, of your very breath that bears its utterance.

Executive Board , feel that we have an un
Look to them for the cause of the panic

questioned right to proclaim our pride in and you find its source. Look to their pur

being members of this type of organization. pose and you have the cause. Look to

But the delegates in this convention , and their $ 1,500,000 “ educational" fund and you

those we represent, who have come to the observe their strong implement of war

understanding of the meaning of our move fare . Look down the bread lines , entertain

ment, enjoy that same pride . a suggestion of the soup houses , enter the

Let us see. We are emerging from a most hovels of poverty and review the solemn

heart-crushing industrial depression . And march of the unemployed as they crowd

it was handed to labor for a purpose . No along the gauntlet of destitution , listen to

one else suffered. None but idle wage earn the lament of the starving and the despair

ers , men and women on their knees in sup ing wail of the suicide and you behold their

plication for the privilege of working, were handiwork . There is their “ open shop " in

in the bread lines of our great idle indus dustrial picture of the last two years.

trial centers . Counted among them were no But the unions are not smashed . They

employing managements , no employing cor have weathered the storm . Their policy

poration stockholders . Was this all chance ? was firmly maintained .

Was there no one in want of anything that And may not the Amalgamated Associ

people could make ? ation justly hold the rank as vanguard ?

Right here is the place for us to proclaim She has safely borne the banner, “ Excel

that we , of organized labor, have abandoned sior," and her record shows the onward and

the idea that chance rules . Things are upward march .

made what they are , and times are made Let us review for a moment.

what they are. The galling depression Forty-three charters were granted .

through which we have passed was skillfully Six former lapsed locals were reorgan

planned. It was planned for purpose . ized

Neither was it planned or invited by wage Fifty-eight locals , embracing 24,000 menu

earners . Labor, even unorganized , could bers , have received an increase in wage

not be accused of conniving for the advent ranging from 3 to 20 per cent.

of soup houses . Eleven more written agreements exist tu

Knowledge of these facts had been ter- - day than two years ago.

ribly impressed upon the mind of labor in Of twenty-one strikes wholly within the

prior panics and organized labor term . thirteen , or 62 per cent were satis

aroused to the emergency. It had wrought factorily adjusted.

out a solution and formed a compact. Or. The tendency to shorten the workday

ganized Labor had issued a manifesto : “ We has been strongly characteristic, and jobs

will fight to the last ditch before we yield have been thus opened to others who would

what we've gained . We'll strike before we otherwise have yet remained in the ranks

will submit to a reduction of wage and addi. of the idle . Such has been the contribu

tional hours for a service day . " Then there tion of this Association to the direction of

stood forth that carefully formulated decla destroying competition in the labor mar

ration , “ Organized labor stands for better ket.

wages , more liberal working conditions and Many are they who are able to testify to

the protection of all wage earners in their personal benefits.

employment. " Then , the vanguard of or We come forth with substantial funds in

ganization with that emblazoned motto , every department.

" Excelsior . " We have increased our strength and re

" That which is back of labors' manifesto
sources.

must be tested . That motto of the van We have spread abroad among the unor

guard must come down . That accumulated ganized of our craft 60,000 copies of the

host of organized wage earners must be Motorman and Conductor, thus acquainting

scattered . Labor must be taught " who is
them of our movement, its magnitude and

boss." The labor unions are creating too
its advantages , which the appeals to our

much anxiety by persistent attempts to
general office for assistance in organizing

meddle with Congress and the governinent . speaks the invitation we have thus extended

We are losing our power of dictation in to them to join with us.

all things industrial. The people must be Never before has this Association had

educated. We will stop until we fell that before her better prospects , never was she

giant , Organization , and again place our better fortified for the work, and never

heel upon the neck of labor." Those are could she have higher anticipation, than

the declarations of managers , stock and now.

bond holders of employing concerns and Relative to the nublications of this Asso

finance controllers who are banded to ciation . the " Motorman and Conductor"

gether in " open shop " alliances , calling and “ Union Leader , " their policies have

themselves employers' associations , and been directed along the line of organiza.

managers , manufacturers or business men's tion work . The editors have united with

associations , as the case may be, whose us in ably supporting the administration

motto is the “ open shop ,” whose battle-cry of the affairs of the Association. The

was
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as

" Motorman and Conductor " has been an

organizing agency of untold value. Locals

have been instituted which stand

tributes to its usefulness and advantage.

The “ Union Leader" has served a purpose

within its round of circulation that has aid

ed in bringing gratifying results to the

membership. The advantage of these pub

lications are incalculable , and their finan .

cial affairs are upon a firm and encourag.

ing basis .

To the members of our Association and

our many local officers we extend , through

the delegates , our hearty congratulations .

We also extend our sincere ihanks for the

unity of support and encouragement we

have received in the course of our official

career. It seems that all have been em

bued with that same spirit of unity and

mutual fraternal sympathy that has marked

our own associations as international offi

cers. It all points to a standard of mem

bership that can be depended upon for the

future welfare of the Association .

We also unite with our entire member

ship in acknowledgement of the admirable

guidance of our chief director. No lauda.

tions of his eminent service to our cause

and to our membership is necessary in our

utterances here. He has became known,

world-wide. He has directed the policies

of this Association from its infancy . This

Asscociation , today, is a monumental mas

terpiece that stands an acknowledged trib

ute to a man of well deserved fame , a man

whose record bids for the admiration of

the entire industrial world , and whose life

service in the great uplift work for humani.

ty cannot go unappreciated , our own In

ternational President, W. D. Mahon .

With best wishes for the future , we are

Fraternally yours,

C. 0. Pratt, Chairman ,

EDW. McMORROW,

MAGNUS SINCLAIR,

RICHARD CORNELIUS,

BEN. COMMONS,

FRED FAY,

D. S. FITZGERALD,

WM. B. FITZGERALD,

Chairman pro tem ,

Per R. L. REEVES, Secretary .”

The report was referred to the Commit

tee on G. E. B. report.

By consent of the convention the prelim

inary report of the G. E. B. upon the Omaha

strike and the Kansas City situation was

referred to the regular G. E. B. report com

mittee under the proposition of the former

prevailing motion.

Introduction of Resolutions.

The Chair declared in order the introduc

tion of resolutions.

Vice-President J. J. Thorpe in the Chair.

Resolutions were received, numbered and

referred as follows :

Resolution No. 1 : By Delegate J. A. Aic

ken , Division No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C .:

"Whereas, the Dominion Trades Congress

of Canada is the legislative mouthpiece of

the workers in Canada, and

"Whereas, it is the manifest interest of

all international bodies to maintain and

support an organization whose central effort

is given to the work of securing legislative

enactment in the best interests of all the

workers in Canada. Therefore , be it

" Resolved , By this Convention of the A.

A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , that we, as an

international Organization , affiliate our

selves with the Dominion Trades and Labor

Congress of Canada , and that the incoming

executive board give effect to this resolu

tion ."

The resolution was referred to the Com

mittee on Resolutions .

Resolution No. 2 : By Delegate J. A. Aic

kin .

" Resolved, That it be a matter of instruc

tion to the delegates from this Association

to the coming convention of the A. F. of L.

to press to the utmost of their ability for

the adoption of a universal label , and so do

away with the absurdity of expecting, not

only union men , but also those members of

the public who approve of the movement, to

remember some sixty or so odd labels and

their many counterfeits."

Resolution No. 2 was referred to the Com

mittee on Resolutions .

Resolution No. 3 : By Delegates Joseph

Smart and J. B. Kelly, Division 192 , Oakland ,

Cal .

" Resolved , That section No. 9 of the con.

stitution and general laws be amended by

striking out the words 'sixty -five' on the

fourth line , and inserting in lieu thereof,

the word 'sixty .'."

Resolution No. 3 was referred to the Com

mittee on Constitution and Laws .

Resolution No. 4 : By Delegates Joseph

Smart and J. B. Kelly.

" To amend the constitution and general

laws by adding a new section to be known

as 77A , or by any number that may seem fit

upon a reprint of the amended copv of said

constitution and general laws . After sec

tion 77 insert the following :

" Sec. 77A.-'Any member who has actu

ally left the service of the employing com

pany and engaged in any other business ex

cept for the Amalgamated Association ,

and who is holding office in his local divi.

sion , shall continue to hold said office only

at the pleasure of his local division .' '

Resolution No. 4 was referred to the Com

mittee on Constitution and Laws.

Res. No. 5 ,-by delegates Jos. Smart and

J. B. Kelly.

“ To amend Section No. 80 of the consti

tution and general laws by striking out the

figures '100' and inserting in lieu thereof

the figures 6200. ' Also to amend Section 96

of the constitution and general laws by

striking out the words 'one dollar and the

figures , ( $ 1.00 ' and inserting in lieu thereof

the words 'two dollars ' and figures , ' $ 2.00 . '

Also to amend Sections 97-8 & 99 of the

constitution and general laws ,-To amend

Section 97 by striking out the words 'one

dollar and fifty cents ' and the figures ' $ 1.50 '

and inserting in lieu thereof the words

'three dollars' and the figures $ 3.00 .' Amend

Section 98 by striking out the words two
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dollars' and the figures '$2.00' and insert in

lieu thereof the words 'four dollars ' and the

figures ' $4.00 . ' To amend Section 99 by

striking out the words ' three dollars' and

the figures ' $ 3.00 ' and insert in lieu thereof

the words ' six dollars ' and the figures ' $ 6.00 . '

Introduced under instructions from Division

No. 192."

Resolution No. 5 was referred to the com

mittee on constitution and laws .

Resolution No. 6 , by Delegate W. E.

Sproule. of Division No. 280 , Lowell , Mass.

Resolution No. 6 came as a request to the

convention as follows :

“ As the street car men of the State of

Massachusetts have voted for a nine-hour

day and are to present the bill to the in

coming legislature, the delegates from Mas.

sachusetts ask the indorsement of this con

vention ."

Resolution No. 6 was referred to the com

mittee on resolutions.

Resolution No. 7, by Delegate W. E.

Sproule:

" Whereas. The American Federation of

Labor has indorsed women's suffrage, and

its many state branches having done like.

wise, and as there are six millions of women

wage workers in the United States and Can

ada who are practically without protection ;

therefore be it

" Resolved , That we, the International

Street Car Men of the United States and

Canada , do hereby place ourselves on record

as favoring women's suffrage as a means to

their emancipation."

Resolution No. 7 was referred to the com

mittee on resolutions .

Resolution No. 8 , by Delegate Charles M.

Pratt , of Division No. 179 , Elmira , N. Y .:

" Resolved, That 'Providing such mem

bers have been in good standing for the pe

riod of six months' be stricken from Section

123 of the general constitution ."

Referred to the committee on laws.

Resolution No. 9 , by Del . C. C. Coulthard :

The following resolutions were adopted

by Div . 89 , A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , and

ordered presented to the National Conven

tion at Toronto, Canada, by Delegate C. C'

Coulthard :

“ Resolved. That the present system of

sectional trade unionism is incapable of com

bating effectively the capitalist system under

which the civilized world is now suffering,

and such modifications and alterations

should be made in the existing unions as

will admit of genuine federation of all or

ganizations, with power to act unitedly for

industrial purposes.

" Resolved , That a provisional committee

be formed in each state to direct organizing

activities until the movement attains such

dimensions as will warrant the holding of

an Inter- State Congress ; the members com

posing such provisional councils or commit

tees to be drawn from members of unions

agreeing to the previous proposals.

" Resolved , That no dispute be entered

into, and no encouragement given to any

section to formulate grievances ( unless com

pelled by action of employers ) until the

movement shall have attained a high stan

dard of organization approved by the pro

posed Congress .

" Resolved , that in order to guard against

dissensions it be declared from the outset

that this movement is neither anti-political

nor pro -political, but industrial and econom

ic , and that members may belong to what

ever political organization they please, pro

viding they do not oppose the industrial or.

ganization of all the workers.

" Resolved . We believe that the minds of

many are prepared to co-operate in such ef

forts as are herein set forth . To remain in

the present forcibly enfeebled condition

would be to stamp ourselves as incapables,

and would admit of an indefinite prolonga

tion of capitalist tyranny.

“ Resolved. We know that through the

ages men have died by millions before the

naturally alloted span of life because they

have not been able to produce life's require .

ments in necessary abundance, but never

before did the anomaly we now witness ob

tain , viz . , that people die of hunger because

they have produced so much as to glut the

markets and fill the warehouses, and are

deprived of the opportunity of work, there

fore of incomes .

" Resolved . That in spite of these condi

tions there is too much intelligence and

genuine courage to acquiesce in such class

dominancy and exploitation as brings such

results in its train ."

Resolution No. 9 was referred to the Com

mittee on Resolutions.

Resolution No. 10 , by Delegate Barron,

Div . 477 :

" Whereas, at the recent International La

bor Congress , held at Paris , France, the

American Federation of Labor was unable

to become affiliated because of the lack of

authority of our representative and presi.

dent , Brother Samuel Gompers, to make

application and accept affiliation , and

" Whereas, the boundaries of capitalist ac.

tivity have long since ceased to be con

fined to national lines , but have spread in

ternationally and are rapidly penetrating

into the darkest and most backward re

cesses of the earth , thereby making capital

owned by residents of one country employ.

ing the lahor of another . totally obliterating

national lines , therefore , be it

“ Resolved. That we , the delegates in In.

ternational Convention assembled of the

A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A., declare our .

selves in favor of affiliation with the Inter

national Labor Congress , and be it further

" Resolved , that our delegates to the Am.

erican Federation of Labor Convention be

instructed to introduce and vote for a reso

lution instructing the Executive Council of

the American Federation of Labor to affil

iate with the International Labor Con

gress.”

Resolutions No. 10 was referred to the

Committee on Resolutions.

Resolution No. 11 , by Delegate Buttiner :

" Whereas, the present system of bond.

ing local officers of various divisions has

proved to be an expensive item , especially

in large locals of our Association. And

under the present system the bonding of
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local officers is spread to many concerns,

thereby causing a heavy expense to the

Association in general and no assurance

that all are reliable, therefore be it

“ Resolved, That all delegates representing

Division 260, A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A.

at the Toronto Convention of the Associa

tion be hereby instructed to endeavor to

have the International Officers secure some

reliable bond company to bond all local

officers as fast as the present bonds expire,

thereby through concentration of all the

patronage of the entire Association , reduc

ing the cost of bonding to local divisions

and at the same time increasing the se

curity . "

Resolution No. 11 was referred to the

Committee on Laws .

President W. D. Mahon in the chair.

Resolution No. 12 , by Delegate H. Burgo :

“ Resolved, Section 103 , strike out the

words " And in no case will," and substitute

the words, “ He may endorse a strike."

Resolution No. 12 was referred to the

Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 13 , by Delegate Colgan :

" Whereas, the question of municipal own

ership and operation of street railways is

one that is being agitated throughout the

United States and Canada, and as this ques

tion is one that vitally affects the wages,

hours of labor and general occupation of

every member of this Association , there

fore, be it

" Resolved , That the incoming Interna

tional President and Executive Board of

this Association are hereby instructed to

make a thorough investigation as to the re

sults and effects of such municipal owner

ship and operation , and as to how it has

affected the employees where such opera

tion' has taken place in the way of hours,

wages and working conditions, and .as to

its effect on organization and how such or

ganizations , any exist, are treated and

dealt with by said municipality. This re

port, as soon as gathered, to be submitted

to the Divisions through an official report

to each division , or to the next Convention

of this Association ."

Resolution No. 13 was referred to the

Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 14 , by Delegate Colgan :

“ Whereas, our laws are not specific

enough in the protecting of the funds of

of Local Divisions , therefore, be it

“ Resolved, that the following section be

added unto the same :

“ Section No local division shall

loan or invest any of the funds of the Di

vision in any way without the consent of

two -thirds of the membership of the Di

vision approving the same by their vote.

Any proposition requiring money for a loan

or investment must be submitted and dis

cussed at two regular meetings of the Di

vision before a final vote can be taken upon

the same."

Resolution No. 14 was referred to the

Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 15 , by Delegate Colgan :

“ Whereas, The laws of our Association

are not specific enough concerning the

workings of agreements, therefore, be it

" Resolved , That the following section be

added to our laws :

“ Section ... Local Divisions seeking

new agreements with the Employing Com.

pany shall, before presenting said agree

ment to the Company, submit the same to

the International President to secure his

approval, and when a final agreement has

been made between a Division and the Com.

pany, the full text of the agreement must

be forwarded to the International President

for his signature, as the approval of the In

ternational Association . In case the Inter

national President is carrying on negotia

tions by deputy , said deputy shall be em

powered , after having secured the agree

ment, to sign the same in the name of the

Association , the same then to become bind

ing upon the Association. Agreement not so

underwritten and signed by the Interna

tional Officers shall not be considered bind

ing by this Association ."

Resolution No. 15 was referred to the

Committee on Laws,

Resolution No. 16, by Delegate Colgan :

“ To change Section No. 24 as follows :

“ Strike out - $ 2,500..00 ' and substitute

therefore ' $ 5,000.00.00. '

“ To change Section No. 29 as follows :

" Strike out ' $ 6.00' and substitute there

fore ' $ 7.00.' "

Resolution No. 16 was referred to the

Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 17 , by Delegate Duffy, Div.

477 :

" Providing for the election of convention

delegates by Barn districts.”

Resolution No. 17 was referred to the

Committee on Laws.

Delegate Thorpe, on behalf of the Pitts

burg, Pa . , Div. No. 85 delegation , announced

that Delegate P. J. Ward had been called

from the Convention on account of serious

illness of his mother, and asked that Dele

gate Ward be excused from further sessions

of the Convention and that the delegation

of Div . No. 85 be filled by seating to fill the

vacancy John Dooley, of Div. No. 85. for

the remaining sessions of the Convention.

Moved and seconded by Delegates P. J.

Keegan and James H. Keegan , that the re

quest of the Pittsburg, Pa . , delegation be

granted and that John Dooley be seated as

a delegate to the Convention .-Carried .

Delegate M. C. Buckley, chairman of the

Committee on Constitution and Laws, an

nounced that his committee would meet at

8 o'clock p . m . in the committee room of

the Temple.

The hour for adjournment having arrived ,

the Convention adjourned at 5 o'clock p. m.

to 9 o'clock a. m . , October 6th, 1909.

Upon the Convention floor , Delegate Zim

merman , on behalf of Div. No. 118 , Potts

ville, Pa . , presented to Chairman C. O.

Pratt, of the G. E. B. , a beautiful clock ,

carved from a block of anthracite coal .

The presentation was made as a testimonial

of the appreciation of the service of Chair.

man Pratt in the recent wage adjustment
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favorable to the members of the Division.

Chairman Pratt responded , - thanking the

local , through its representative , and ex

pressed his hope for future advances in

wages to the members.

SESSIONS OF OCT. 6 ( WEDNESDAY ) .

The Convention was called to at

9:12 o'clock a. m . , Chairman W. D. Mahon

presiding.

The chair declared in order the reading

of the minutes of the sessions of October

5th , the previous day.

The minutes of the previous day were

read and approved as read .

A telegram from First Vice-President

James Duncan, of the A. F. of L. , was sub

mitted to the Convention , as follows :

“ Quincy, Mass., October 5 , 1909 .

" Wm . Mahon , President,

“ Carmen's Convention ,

" Prince George Hotel, Toronto , Ont.:

“Leave Boston Thursday afternoon via

Buffalo , arriving Toronto eleven Friday

forenoon . Will address Convention any

time suitable after arrival. Trust that

meeting is harmonious, progressive and

hopeful .

" JAMES DUNCAN . "

Moved and second by G. E. B. Member

McMorrow and Delegate Colgan that the

telegram be received , entered upon the rec

ords of the Convention and a committee of

three be appointed by the chair to receive

and entertain Vice President Duncan upon

his arrival and during his stay in the city.

-Carried.

Communication from the Commercial

Club , of St. Joseph , Mo., was read as fol.

lows :

" St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 4th , 1909 .

“ To the Officers and Members of the Amal

gamated Association of Street & Electric

Railway Employes of America , Interna

tional Convention in Session at Toronto,

Canada.

Mr. R. L. Reeves , Secretary.

“ Gentlemen :—We wish to extend to your

Association a cordial invitation to hold your

1911 cónvention in St. Joseph , Missouri.

We feel that our facilities for entertain

ment are amply sufficient to take care of

the meeting to the best possible advantage.

I am sure you will be most hospitably re

ceived and that your visit here will prove

most satisfactory in every respect.

“ Trusting that we will receive your fa

vorable consideration .

“ Very truly yours ,

“ THE COMMERCIAL CLUB,

“ By F. W. Maxwell,

" Commissioner . ”

By consent of the Convention the chair

directed that the communication be received

and recorded .

Upon the McMorrow motion the chair

appointed upon the Duncan Entertainment

Committee Delegates John Stadler, Wm .

Taber and Wm . French .

The chair announced the appointment of

additional committees as follows :

Committee on Appeals and Grievances.

Wm . Hanna . , Div . No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa.

Frank Zimmerman, Div. No. 118, Potts

ville , Pa.

Joseph E. Dunn , Div . No. 425, Hartford,

Conn .

Jerry Burnette, Div . No. 416, Peoria, Ill .

James Hushion , Div . 490 , Yonkers, N. Y.

Ira Hammond, Div . No. 312 , Davenport, Ia.

George A. MacGeachey, Div . No. 22, Wor.

cester , Mass.

C. H. McCrossen , Div. No. 282, Roches.

ter , N. Y.

Charles Minnix , Div. No. 281 , New Haven,

Conn.

Committee on Ritual.

John Williamson , Div. No. 194 , New Or

leans, La.

Thomas Kinnery, Div. No. 498 , Mt. Ver

non and New Rochelle.

Wm . J. Gleason , Div . No. 496, Pittsfield ,

Mass.

P. J. Keegan , Div. No. 168 , Scranton , Pa.

Curry Styles, Div . No. 235, Brockton,

Mass .

George Brereton , Div. No. 228 , Joliet, ill .

R. A. Sauce, Div . No. 272 , Youngstown ,

Obio .

Frank Watters, Div. No. 273 , Chicago , Ill .

W. S. Poien , Div . No. 288 , Omaha, web .

Report of Committee on President's Report.

The chair announced in readiness and

declared in order the presentation of the

report of the Committee on President's Re

port .

The Committee on President's Report

submitted in writing a report as follows :

" Toronto, Ont . , October 5 , 1909 .

" To the Officers and Delegates of the Elev.

enth Biennial Convention .

" Brothers :-We, the Committee on the

President's Report, beg leave to report the

following :

“ Having carefully read and discussed the

report, we wish to concur in the same as

a whole and ask the Convention to carry

out the recommendations of our Interna

tional President.

" A. LAUDENSLAGER , Chairman ,

" R. R. ALDRIDGE , Secretary,

“ PATRICK J. O'BRIEN,

“ GEO . C. DAVIS,

" PATRICK E. HANLEY,

“ JOHN STAIPFLI,

“ B. A. CARTER,

“ WILLIAM FRENCH,

" Committee."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Gauth .

ier and Burns, that the report be concurred

in , and that such matters as apply to laws

and changes of laws be referred to the Com.

mittee on Laws .-Carried .

Report of Committee on Resolutions.

The Committee on Resolutions, by Secre

tary J. C. Colgan , announced its readiness

to report in part .

The Chair declared in order the report

of the Committee on Resolutions.

Committee Secretary Colgan : "Your

Resolutions Committee submits its report

on resolutions as follows, and I will present

our recommendations upon each resolution

in their order."
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In writing Secretary Colgan submitted

the following :

“ October 6th , 1909 .

“ Mr. Chairman : We, your Committee on

Resolutions, beg to submit the following

report as our recommendations on the Reso

lutions submitted to us.

" O. SMITH , Chairman,

“ J. E. BLACK,

“ H. THORN,

" J. W. McFEE ,

" J. A. AICKIN ,

“ W. E. SPROULE,

" J. C. COLGAN, Secretary ."

Secretary Colgan : Your Committee upon

Resolutions, acting upon Resolution No. 1 ,

presented by Delegate J. A. Aickins, rec

ommends the adoption of the resolution .”

The resolution provides : “ That we as an

organization affiliate ourselves with the Do

minion Trades & Labor Congress of Can

ada, and that the incoming Executive Board

give effect to this resolution .”

Moved and seconded by Delegates Harry

Buckley, Div. 477, and Dunn , of Div. 99,

that the Convention concur in the recom

mendation of the Committee .

Moved and seconded by Delegates Shea

and Minnix to amend to refer the resolu

tion to the incoming G. E. B.

Delegate Aickin spoke upon the motion

to amend , urging the adoption of the Com

mittee's report.

Delegate Shea : - "My purpose to refer the

resolution to the incoming G. E. B. is that

I do not believe the delegates here thor

oughly understand the nature of the reso

lution . ”

Delegate Sproule : " The president of the

Dominion Labor Congress told us that it

is a movement identical with the A. F.

of L."

Delegate Enright opposed the Commit

tee's report.

Delegate Burgo supported the Shea

amendment to refer the resolution to the

G. E. B., stating that it was the logical

course .

Vice-President A. H. Burt in the chair.

Secretary Colgan stated that the Com.

mittee had considered all phases of the

resolution and that the Convention should

deal with it.

Delegate O'Brien, Div. 279 , urged that the

Dominion Labor Congress is the represen

tative labor body of Canadian workers. He

supported the Committee's report , He

stated that the Labor Congress was com

posed of nothing but A. F. of L. organiza

tions . That it was the Congress that se

cured the Industrial Act and all beneficial

labor legislation.

President Mahon : " To adopt the reso

lution will open the way for 48 State F.

of L. organizations to appeal for the same

thing. It would cost too much to meet the

demand for affiliation with so many bodies.”

He opposed the resolution .

Moved and seconded by Delegates Rear

don and P. J. O'Brien to refer the resolu

tion back to the Committee, with instruc

tions to amend that it refer to locals in the

Dominion only .

Delegate Dunn, of Div. 99 , urged that

there should be no hesitation in adopting

the resolution.

Delegate Larkin supported the amend

ment to refer to the G. E. B.

Delegate Dunn , Div . 99 , urged that Can

adian locals paid per capita to both the

A. F. of L. through the general office and

direct to the Dominion Congress.

Delegate Shea urged that locals in the

States paid per capita to state branches

direct and to the A. F. of 6. through the

International . That they also sustained

local central bodies,

Upon vote of the Convention , the Rear

don motion to refer back to the Commit

tee prevailed .

Under the motion Resolution No. 1 was

returned to the Committee.

Secretary Colgan : “ Your Committee rec

ommends the adoption of Resolution No. 2 .

Resolution No. 2 provides:

" That it be a matter of instruction to the

delegates from the Association to the com

ing Convention of the A. F. of L. to press

to the utmost of their ability for the adop

tion of a universal union label."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Sturtz

and Baldauf to concur in the report of the

Committee and adopt the resolution . - Car

ried .

Secretary Colgan : “ Your Committee rec

ommends the adoption of Resolution No. 6."

Resolution No. 6 provides that the Con

vention endorse the nine-hour bill about to

be presented to the Massachusetts State

Legislature by the street car men of Massa

chusetts.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Gauth

ier and Trickett, that the recommendations

of the Committee be concurred in . - Car

ried .

Secretary Colgan : " Your Committee

recommends the adoption of Resolution

No. 7. "

Resolution No. 7 provides that the Asso

ciation endorse woman suffrage .

Moved and second by Delegates Jordan

and Stentz , that the recommendation of the

Committee be concurred in .

Delegate Sproule supported the resolu

tion , urging that women should have equal

rights at the ballot with men . The whole

race would then be emancipated .

President Mahon stated that he was not

opposed to the resolution, but that the wo

men should organize and show more interest

in the interest of the workers.

Delegate Burgo : " The women have been

well cared for by men . To give them the

ballot and its power would fill the courts of

Chicago so full of divorce cases that they

would have no time to try the criminals . "

He opposed the adoption of the resolution .

G. E. B. Member Sinclair : " You deny

the right of the freedom of the home when

you deny women the right to vote." He

supported the Committee's report.

G. E. B. Member McMorrow : " Can we

go back to our homes and sit down by our

own firesides and say to our mothers and

wives that we voted to bind them in con
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tinued slavery ? I favor the adoption of

the Committee's report."

Delegate Jordan favored the resolution .

Vice-President Behner urged that churches

were the guides of women and that for the

most part church ideals diverge from the

interests of wage earners. That the ballot

should be retained in the control of trade

unionists and that the preacher -taught wo

men do not yet sympathize with the work

ingmen in their struggles of life .

G. E. B. Member Cornelius cited New

Zealand as a land of woman suffrage and

that it was an advance in freedom .

Delegate Barron , of Div . 477 , opposed the

adoption of the resolution until women un

derstand and sympathize with the trade

union movement.

Delegate Harry Buckley: “ The woman

who directs successfully our homes should

have equal rights with the men who are

brought into manhood under their guid

ance.” He supported the motion to concur.

Delegate Smart urged that the adoption

of the resolution would add moral strength

to the organization .

Upon a vote of the Convention , the Jor

dan motion to concur was carried .

Delegate McIntosh called for a division

vote upon the Jordan motion,

Division vote was taken by uplifted hand .

The vote stood 101 for and 34 against the

motion .

President Mahon in the chair.

Secretary Colgan : “Resolution No. 9 is

multiple in its composition. It contains

seven distinct resolutions , Your Commit

tee will report upon them separately . "

Chairman C. 0. Pratt, of the G. E. B.,

announced that there would be a meeting

of the G. E. B, at the Prince George Hotel

at 6 o'clock p. m.

Secretary Colgan, of the Resolutions Com.

mittee, further reported upon Resolution

No. 9 .

Secretary Coglan : " Upon part 1 of Reso

lution No. 9 , your Committee recommends

to non-concur." It provides for united rath

er than alleged sectional industrial organ

ization as at present.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Bland

and Burgo to concur in the report of the

Committee .-Carried .

Secretary Colgan : " Upon the second

proposition , your Committee recommends to

non -concur . ” The second proposition pro

vides for a provisional committee to organ.

ize under the purpose of part 1.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Sturtz

and Dunn , Div . 99 , to concur in the report

of the Committee .-Carried .

Secretary Colgan : “ Upon the third part,

your Committee recommends to non-con

cur .” It provides for completing the pro

posed industrial organization .

Moved and seconded by Delegates Gauth.

ier and Sauce to concur in the report of

the Committee. - Carried .

Secretary Colgan : “ Upon the fourth part

your Committee recommends to non-con

cur ." It provides against political dis

sension .

Moved and seconded by Delegates J. H.

Keegan and Burgo to concur in the Com

mittee's report. - Carried.

Secretary Colgan : " Your Committee, up

on part 5, recommends to non-concur." It

is only commentary .

Moved and seconded by Delegates Hanley

and McIntosh to concur in the recommenda

tion of the Committee .-Carried.

Secretary Colgan : “ Upon part 6, your

Committee recomiends its adoption." It

is only commentary upon a condition .

Moved and seconded by Delegates J. H.

Keegan and Dunn, of Div. 99, to concur in

the report of the Committee. - Carried .

Secretary Colgan : “ Your committee rec

ommends concurrence in part 7.” It is only

commentary upon an alleged condition .

Moved and seconded by Delegates Carter

and Kelly, 282 , to refer the resolution back

to the Committee carried - and resolution

No. 9 was referred.

Secretary Colgan : “ Upon Resolution No.

10 , your committee recommends its adop

tion.” Resolution No. 10 provides that our

delegates to the A. F. of L. Convention be

instructed to introduce and support a reso

lution in that Convention instructing the

Executive Council of the A. F. of L. to affil.

iate with the International Labor Congress .

Moved and seconded by Delegates Niles

and Parker to concur in the recommenda

tion of the Committee.

Delegate Enright opposed the motion,

Moved and seconded by Delegates Kelly,

282 , and Burgo to refer the resolution to the

G. E. B.

Secretary Colgan : “ All that is asked by

the resolution is that the A. F. of L. dele

gates of this Association vote for such a

resolution ."

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald pro

tested against affiliation with the Dominion

Trades Congress.

Delegate Aickin made a point of order

that it was not a question dealing with the

Dominion Trades Congress.

The chair declared the point well taken .

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald contin

ued and opposed the motion to affiliate .

Delegate Barron urged that the resolu

tion conveyed the authority that President

Samuel Gompers had declared wanting.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Rear

don and Colgan to amend the report by

amending the resolution by substituting the

word "authorizing" for the word “ instruct.

ing."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Aickin

and Sauce, as a substitute for the whole,

that the resolution be referred back to the

Resolutions Committee. - Carried, and Reso

lution No. 10 was referred back to the

Resolutions Committee.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Fenni

more and Burgo to adjourn to 9 o'clock a .

m . , October 7 ,-carried , and the Convention

adjourned at 11:45 a. m.

SESSIONS OF OCT. 7TH , (THURSDAY) .

The Convention was called to order at

9:00 o'clock a. m . , by W. D. Mahon .

The minutes of the record of proceedings
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of the sessions of Oct. 6th were read and way Employes of America , International

approved as read . Convention , Toronto , Canada.

The chair declared in order the reading " Care Mr. R. L. Reeves, Secretary,

of communications. " Prince George Hotel,

A telegram from the Hartford , Conn . , " Toronto, Ont .

Central Labor Union was read as follows : "Gentlemen : -Supplementing an invita

" Hartford, Conn . , October 6 , 1909 .
tion which will be extended to your Asso

" W. D. Mahon, ciation by delegates from this city, to hold

" International President , your 1911 session in St. Joseph , we beg to

" Convention Hall , Toronto, Ont. add a most cordial invitation on behalf of

" To the Officers and Members of the Elev. the allied commercial and industrial inter

enth Convention of the Amalgamated As. ests.

sociation of Street and Electric Railway " Should St. Joseph be selected for such

Employes of America. meeting, we beg to say to you that you , one

"Greeting : We, the officers and dele and all , will receive a most hospitable wel.

gates of the Hartford C. L. U., in meeting come, and we believe that your visit here

assembled , extend to you our heartiest and will prove a most pleasant and profitable

best wishes that your deliberations may
occasion .

bring success and prosperity to your grand " Very respectfully yours,

organization. " BUSINESS MEN'S LEAGUE,

“ JAMES T. MANCE, Secretary .” " By H. G. Drake ,

The telegram was received and made a " Commissioner.”

matter of the Convention records. The communication was received and filed.

Communication from Div. 313, Rock Isl The chair announced substitutions in the

and, Ill . , was read as follows : construction of the “ Committee on Ritual,"

" Rock Island , Ill . , Oct. 4th , 1909 . by naming Delegate Jas . H. Keegan , Div .

" International Convention , No. 260, in the place of Delegate Frank

" A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , Watters, of Div. 273 , absent, and the ap

“ Convention Hall, pointment of Delegate Hugh Barron, Div.

" Toronto , Ont. 477 , Philadelphia , Pa . , in the place of W. I.

" Brothers :-Division 313 , assembled in Boien , of Div . No. 288 , Omaha , Neb ., absent .

regular monthly meeting sends its greeting
The Secretary requests that delegates

and best wishes to the officers and dele hand in their railroad receipts .

gates of the Convention . Report of Committee on Resolutions .

" We desire to extend you a cordial invi. ( Continued . )

tation to hold your next convention in the
The Chair declared in order the report of

Tri-Cities, the homes of Divisions 312 and
the Committee on Resolutions .

313, 'Where the old Mississippi flows.'

“ We have excellent convention halls , un .
Delegate Colgan , Secretary of the Com

excelled accommodations , and the best rail

mittee on Resolutions, reported as follows :

Secretary Colgan : " Your Committee re

road and steamboat facilities .
ports upon Resolution No. 1 that the reso

" No American city can excell us in enter
lution be changed or amended and adopted

tainment and points of interest , a few of
to read :

which are, the United States Arsenal , the
“ Be it resolved , That we recommend that

largest arsenal in the world , Black Hawk's
all Canadian Local Divisions amliate them

Watch Tower, the noted point of interest in
selves with the Dominion Trades & Labor

the Black Hawk war ; the largest plow shops
Congress . And be it further

and agricultural implement factories in the
" Resolved , That all Local Divisions in

world ; the great Rock Island Railroad shops ,
the United States affiliate themselves with

employing over 5,000 men , numerous parks,
their respective state organizations.

boating on the Mississippi, etc. , all of which
( Signed )

tend to make the Tri- Cities, ( Rock Island ,
“ O. M. SMITH , Chairman ,

Moline and Davenport) the best convention

cities in the United States .
“ W. SPROULE ,

“ H. THORN,
" Consider the low railroad rates , the cen

" E. B. SCHAFER ,

tral location , and advantages we offer and
" J. A. AICKIN ,

you will meet with us in 1911 .
" J. E. BLACK ,

" Fraternally yours ,
“ STEWART A. MORGAN,

" ARCHIE HART,
" J. C. Colgan , Secretary . "

“ President Div . 313 .
Moved and seconded by Delegates J. H.

' E. C. CLEVENSTINE, Keegan and O'Sullivan that the report of

" Secretary, Div. 313. " the Committee be concurred in and the reso

The communication was received and en lution as recommended by the Committee be

tered upon the record . adopted .

A communication from the Business G. E. B. Member Sinclair opposed the

Men's League of St. Joseph , Mo., was read resolution and consumed the allotted time

as follows : in urging the original resolution.

“ St. Joseph , Mo. , October 3 , 1909 . Time being called , it was moved and sec.

"To the Officers and Delegates of the Dit onded by Delegates Colgan and Hanley to

ferent Divisions of the Amalgamated extend the time of the speaker.-- Carried .

Association of Street and Electric Rail G. E. B. Member Sinclair : “ Other Inter.
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national Unions have affiliated and this As

sociation should not be the last."

Delegate Gibbon : " While attending the

Congress , I was asked why we had not affil

iated . I was surprised to see some 60 dele

gates there representing International

Unions. "

Delegate O'Brien , of Div . 279 : “ It is the

A. F. of L. movement of Canada. Laws

secured in the states by state organizations

do us no good in Canada . They stop at the

boundary line . "

The Chair : " Would ask Delegate Gib.

bons who would elect the delegates ? "

Delegate Gibbons: “ The Canadian Locals

would elect the delegates."

The Chair : " That caused the Revolution

ary War. "

Delegate Burgo supported the report of

the Committee.

G. E. B. Member Sinclair : “ The per cap

ita is 112c per month per member.”

The chair suggested that the resolution

be referred to the incoming G. E. B.

Delegate O'Brien , Div . 279 : “ Does the

International pay per capita to State

bodies ? "

The Chair : " The International does not

pay per capita to the state bodies. The

Canadian delegates have the wrong idea of

the A. F. of L. It is an international or

ganization comprising the entire American

continent."

Delegate Enright supported the original

resolution .

Delegate Sproule : " The proposition is

so great that I think it should go to the

A. F. of L. convention for advisement."

Moved and seconded by Delegate O'Brien,

Div . 241 , and Sproule, that the resolution be

referred to the incoming G. E. B.

G. E. B. Member McMorrow : “ The ques.

tion of the affiliation of state organizations

will come before the A. F. of L. convention ."

Delegate Duffy opposed the original reso.

lution .

Upon vote of the Convention the O'Brien

motion to refer to the G. E. B. was carried .

Secretary Colgan : “ Your Committee on

Resolutions reports upon the 7th paragraph

of Resolution No. 9. which was referred back

to the Committee."

That part of Resolution No. 9 reads :

“ Resolved, That in spite of these condl

tions there is too much intelligence and

genuine courage to acquiesce in such class

dominancy and exploitation as brings such

results in its train .

“ Your Committee recommends for a sub

stitute the adoption of the resolution to

read :

" And your committee further believes

that the A. F. of L. as at present constituted

meets all the requirements as specified in

the resolution read .

Signed , O. M. SMITH, Chairman ,

W. SPROULE ,

H. THORV,

E. B. SCHAFER ,

J. A. AICKIN,

J. E. BLACK ,

S. A. MORGAN ,

J. C. COLGAN , Secretary."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Dunn,

of Div. 99 , and French to concur in the

committee's report.

Delegate Coulthard : “ The resolution was

proposed here by resolution of the local I

represent . It was there adopted in a spirit

of earnestness by those who look upon it

seriously . They live in a town where now

there are 4,000 steel workers struggling to

maintain their organization . The work they

would be doing if they would submit to the

dictation of the company is being done else.

where by non-union men . The sense of the

resolution is to push the trade union move

ment a little farther along in the way those

who sent it here think best. I don't like to

have it the butt of jest.” .

Delegate Duffy spoke upon the motion.

The secretary of the G. E. B. explained

the nature of the resolution as being in line

with the present trend of the labor move

ment.

G. E. B. Member Sinclair : “ I recognize

in the resolution something that looks like

the Industrial Workers of the World. We

don't want it . I am surprised that the

secretary should defend its introduction

here ."

Delegate Barron : " There is a principle

in the resolution that I favor, but don't

believe it policy to adopt it. I shall vote to

sustain the committee's report.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Hensel

and Horrigan that the whole resolution be

again reviewed . Motion declared lost.

Division vote called for upon the Hensel

motion . The vote upon the motion stood 51

for and 72 against.

The Dunn motion to concur in the report

of the committee was carried.

Secretary Colgan : " Your committee re

commend that Resolution No. 10 be amend

ed and adopted to read :

“ Resolved, That our delegates to the

American Federation of Labor Convention

be instructed to introduce and vote for a

resolution authorizing the Executive Coun

cil of the American Federation of Labor to

affiliate with the International Labor Con.

gress. ”

Moved and seconded by Delegates Baldauf

and J. H. Keegan to concur in the report of

the committee: Carried.

Cloth Hat and Cap Makers' Representative

Heard ,

The Chair introduced to the Convention

Organizer Julius Freedman of the Cloth Hat

and Cap Makers' Union.

Organizer Julius Freedman addressed the

Convention upon the fraternity of the trade

union movement, and asked the moral assist

ance of the delegates to invoke patronage of

union labeled caps.

Vice-President Behner in the Chair.

President Mahon on behalf of the Con

vention , assured Organizer Freedman of the

good will of the Association toward the Cap

Makers' Union .

Delegate Burt asked if there were union.

made straw caps.

Organizer Freedman : "Straw hat and

can makers work at their trade but three
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months in the year and follow other voca

tions during the rest of the year. Now they

have been organized with consent to do so.

It is a recent organization . "

Delegate Leonard, Div . 441 : “ We have

union-labeled straw caps in Des Moines .

When I return I will endeavor to learn

where they are made, and notify Delegate

Burt."

President Mahon in the Chair.

Delegate Johnson was granted the privil

ege to distribute souvenir packages from St.

Joseph to the Convention . He advised that

they were contributed as greetings from

Div. 326.

Introduction of Resolutions.

The Chair declared in order the intro

duction of resolutions.

Resolutions were introduced as follows :

Resolution No. 18, by Delegate Conway,

reads :

" To the Officers and Delegates of the 11th

Convention of the A. A. of S. & E. R. E.

of A.

Dear Sirs and Brothers :

Whereas, The union button worn by our

members throughout the jurisdiction of our

Association represents a decent wage, good

working conditions for our fellow brothers,

and

Whereas, Certain manufacturers produce

said union buttons under non -union and un

fair conditions , therefore be it

Resolved , that this, the 11th Convention

of the A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , recom

mends that all locals demand the labels of

the Allied Printing Trades and the Sheet

Metal Workers on all monthly working but

tons , thereby insuring a union-made button

for union men .”

Resolution No. 18 was referred to the

Committee on Resolutions.

Resolution No. 19 , by Delegates Collins

and McIntosh , reads :

" Amend Sec . 110 to provide :

The striking members subject to the pro

vision of Sections 113 and 114 shall be paid

at the rate of Five Dollars ( $ 5.00 ) per week ,

payable weekly , be changed to read Five

Dollars ( $5.00 ) per week to a single man ,

and Seven Dollars ( $7.00 ) per week to a

married man.' "

Resolution No. 19 was referred to the

Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 20 , by Delegates Wm . Mur

ray and T. H. Dunn reads :

" Be it resolved , that this Convention go

on record as strongly condemning the run

ning board on all open cars on this contin

ent."

Resolution No. 20 was referred to the

Committee on Resolutions .

Resolution No. 21 , by Delegate Horrigan ,

reads :

" To amend Section 20 to read as follows :

" Any member seeking office must have

the endorsement of the Division to which he

belongs and who must have been a member

of the Association for one year, with the

exception of the President , who shall have

been a member in good standing for at least

two years preceding said election ."

Resolution No. 21 was referred to the

Committee on Laws:

Resolution No. 22 , by Delegates Burgo

and Greene, reads :

" That in Divisions of 1,000 members or

more the members of each station shall

nominate and elect their delegates to the

semi-annual convention , each station to be

allowed one delegate for every two hundred

( 200 ) members, and when a station does not

have the required 200 members they shall

be allowed one delegate. If the division

should send more delegates to the Conven

tion than the two and one from each station ,

then they shall be termed delegates at large

and shall be nominated at a regular mass

meeting and elected by the entire member

ship of the Division , those from station to

be placed on ballot under the different sta

tions . The election sections to be changed

to conform to the above."

Resolution No. 22 was referred to the

Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 23 , by Delegate Greene,

reads :

" Resolved , That on systems where a miss

caused the loss of a run and placed the man

who missed at the bottom of the extra list,

depriving him of his seniority right, that all

such men be placed on the promotion list

according to the length of service.”

Resolution No. 23 was referred to the

Committee on Laws.

Resolution No. 24 , by Delegates Aldridge

and Pradford , reads :

“ Whereas, It frequently occurs that efforts

are made to undermind the organization at

such times as when strikes are threatened ,

therefore, be it

Resolved. That Section 103 be so changed

as to permit an international officer, when

in charge of the situation , to exercise his

judgment as to whether a secret ballot is

necessary or not by striking out the words

'secret ballot ,' in the sixth line of Section

103 and following the word 'membership , ' in

the seventh line of Section 103 add these

words, 'a secret ballot may be ordered at

the discretion of the international officer in

charge of the situation .'

Resolution No. 24 was referred to the

Committee on Laws .

Resolution No. 25 , by Delegates Mcintosh

and Collins , reads :

" Members desiring to submit their with

drawal cards and become members of any

local divisions of this Association shall do

so by submitting the withdrawal card as an

application . Members holding withdrawal

cards and depositing them at any tinie after

the date of issuance of the same by the

local division , shall be enrolled as a new

member. Such members, if they so desire,

may ray up all back dues and reinstate

himself to all the rights and privileges of

the Association . The Secretary in report

ing such members to the International Office

will report the name and division from

which the withdrawn member has come, so

that the change in the enrollment in the

International Office may be properly made.

The Secretary of the local division on re .
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ceiving a withdrawal card , shall communi Resolution No. 29 was referred to the

cate with the Secretary of the local division Committee on Laws.

from which applicant came and secure the Resolution No. 30 , by Delegates, Smart,

applicant's reputation . If after 30 days , no Kelly , No. 192 , Burt and Lamont, reads :

reply is received the division may pass " To amend Sec . 20 , Constitution and Gen

upon the application ." eral Laws to read as follows :

Resolution No. 25 was referred to the Any member is eligible to office who has

Committee on Laws. been a member of the Association for two

Resolution No. 26, by Delegates McIntosh years, providing that such member is fol

and Collins, reads : lowing the occupation of a Street or Rail

“ To amend Section 67. way Employee, or is in the service of the

" When charges are preferred against any association . But no member shall be elig.

member or members, said charges shall be ible to office who is conducting any other

in writing and brought before the local business, or is holding a political office,

division , and after hearing, if the division either elective or appointive, and further,

determines that the charges are worthy of no member shall be eligible to the office of

investigation , it shall , by motion , refer them
International President , who has not been

to the Executive Board , or elect a regular a member in good standing for at least

trial board of five ( 5 ) members . The Trial
three years."

Board shall appoint a time and place for
Resolution No. 30 was referred to the

hearing, and a copy of the charges shall
Committee on Laws.

be given the accused at least three ( 3 ) days
Chairman C. 0. Pratt announced that the

before the time set for hearing. The ac G. E. B. would meet at the Prince George

cused member or members shall have the
Hotel at the noon hour.

right to be represented at the trial by any
Chairman Smith , of the Committee on

member of the local division , whom he or Resolutions, announced that his committee

they may select, and in case of no selection would meet at 8 o'clock a. m . , Friday, Oct.

by the accused , the trial board shall appoint
8th .

some member of the local division to repre. Chairman Hanna of the Committee on

sent said member or members. The mem appeals announced a meeting of his com

ber or members making charges shall have mittee to take place immediately upon ad

the same rights as the accused member or
journment.

members. The rest of the section to remain
Moved and seconded by Gauthier and J.

unchanged ."
H. Keegan to adjourn till 2 o'clock P. M.

Carried . In accordance with the motion the
Resolution No. 26 was referred to the

Committee on Laws.
Convention adjourned at 12:20 o'clock p. m.

P. M. Session .
Resolution No. 27, by Delegates McIntosh

and Collins, reads :
The Convention was called to order at 2

“ To amend Sec. 103 . o'clock P. M., Vice - President A. L. Behner

After the word 'Dispute, ' line 18 , add : presiding.

'Should the International President receive Presentation of Resolutions.

what he deems reliable information , that a The Chair declared in order the presenta

local division is conducting its affairs in a tion of resolutions.

manner harmful to the welfare of the Asso Resolution No. 31 , by Delegate Enright,

ciation , he shall , if he so desires , have the reads :

power to assume charge of said Local Di “ Whereas, The A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of

vision affairs, and conduct them for the A. , through its affiliation with the A. F. of

best interests of the Association . ' ' L. , sends three delegates to the A. F. of L.

Resolution No. 27 was referred to the Convention.

Committee on Laws . Whereas , There is no provision in the

Resolution No. 28 , by Delegates McIntosh Constitution how those delegates be elect

and Collins , reads : ed , be it

“ To amend Sec . 69 . Resolved , that the delegates to the A. F.

In case where appeals are submitted to of L. Convention be elected from the floor

the International President, parties making of the Convention and that it be the last

the appeal must submit their reasons with act of the Convention ."

their evidence in the same, a copy of which Resolution No. 21 was referred to the

must first be submitted to the Local Divis Committee on Laws.

ion . The rest of the section to remain un The Chair called for reports of Commit

changed ." tees.

Resolution No. 28 was referred to the Representatives of Committees present

Committee on Laws. reported that they were yet unprepared to

Resolution No. 29 . report.

By Delegates Burt. Lamont, Smart and Moved and seconded by Delegates Mil

Kelly , 192 , reads : " To amend Sec . 5 of the lard and Sturtz to adjourn till 9 o'clock a .

constitution and general laws to read as m . , Oct. 8th .

follows : The Chair announced that a banquet was

Resolved , that the A. A. of S. & E. R. E. to take place under the auspices of the en

of A. shall meet in General Convention bien tertainment Committee of Div. 113 , at 8

nially on the second Monday of September, o'clock r . m .

at such place as shall have been designated The motion to adjourn prevailed and ad

by the preceding convention . " journment was taken at 3 o'clock p. m .
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SESSIONS OF OCT 8 (FRIDAY ) .

The convention was called to order at 9

o'clock a. m. President W. D. Mahon in the

Chair.

The minutes of the sessions of Oct. 7 were

read and approved.

Report of Com . on Res. ( Continued ) .

The Chair declared in order the report of

the Committee on Resolutions.

The Committee on Resolutions, by Sec'y

Colgan , reported as follows

Sec'y Colgan , “ Your Committee reports

upon Resolution No. 18 that it be concurred

in.

The resolution provides that the 11th Con.

vention of the A. A, of S. & E. R. E. of A.

recommends that all locals demand the

labels of the Allied Printing Trades and the

Sheet Metal Workers on all monthly work

ing buttons."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Ficka

and Hensel that the report of the committee

be concurred in. Carried.

Secretary Colgan : “ Your committee upon

resolution No. 20 recommends its adoption ."

Resolution No. 20 provides that the Con

vention go on record as strongly condemning

the running board on all open cars on the

continent.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Sturtz

and Dunn that the recommendation of the

committee be concurred in. Carried.

Ritual Committee Report.

The Chair declared in order the report of

the Committee on Ritual.

The Ritual Committee, by Chairman John

Williamson of the committee, reported as

follows :

" To the 11th Biennial Convention of the A.

A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. Assembled :

We, the members of the Ritual Committee,

after due deliberation and consideration ,

recommend that the present form of ritual

be continued and in addition to the present

ritual, we recommend including the follow

ing provisions :

"That the President of Local Divisions

shall have the power to deputize local sec

retaries, business agents and members of

executive boards, to administer the obliga

tion and secret work of the Association to

candidates where candidates are isolated

and to facilitate the business of local meet

ings. '

Signed :

JOHN WILLIAMSON,

Chairman Ritual Committee ,

Div. No. 194 , New Orleans, La.

GEO . E. BRERETON ,

Secretary,

Div . 229 , Joliet, Ill .

THOS. KINNERY ,

Div . No. 498 , Mt. Vernon and

New Rochelle, N. Y.

WM. GLEASON ,

Div. No. 496 , Pittsfield , Mass.

P. J. KEEGAN,

Div . No. 168 , Scranton , Pa.

CURRY STYLES,

Div . No. 236. Brockton , Mass.

R. A. SAUCE ,

Div. No. 272. Youngstown , Ohio.

JAS . KEEGAN ,

Div . No. 260 , Chicago, Ill .

HUGH BARRON ,

Div. No. 477 , Philadelphia, Pa. ,

Committee."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Gau

thier and Farasey that the report of the

Ritual Committee be received and the

recommendation adopted . Carried .

Report of Committee on Audit and Finance.

The Chair declared in order the report of

the Committee on Audit and Finance,

The Committee on Audit and Finance, by

Secretary Gauthier, reported as follows:

" Toronto , Ont. , October 8 , 1909 .

To the Officers and Delegates to the Elev

enth Biennial Convention of the A. A. of

S. & E. R. E. of A.:

Your Committee on the Inspection of

Audits of the General Office begs leave to

submit the following report :

We find that, in accordance with the laws

of the Association , the books and bills of

the General Office have been audited by J.

H. MacPherson & Co. , chartered account

ants, of Detroit , Mich .

Their reports show that there was on

hand September 1 , 1907 , $21,621.12 . There

has been received during the past term

$273,449.00 , as follows :

General Receipts $ 135,709.65

Per Capita Tax Benefit Fund . 48,454.32

Per Capita Tax Defense Fund . 58,739.22

Returned on Pay-rolls . 1,479.75

Donations 1,230.30

Assessments 27,988.44

$273,601.68

Deduct Suspense Account ( amounts

to credit of Local Divisions re

ceived last term , used this term

and included in above amount ) . 152.68

Total Receipts $273,449.00

There has been expended during the past

term $223,477.90, as follows :

General Fund .. $116,088.90

Strikes and Lockouts . 65,521.75

Strike Expenses 4,745.67

Death Claims 33,600.00

Disability Claims 2,300.00

Legal Expense , in connection

with disallowed claims ..... 88.50

Legal Expense, account Eastman

case, Div. No. 463 , Binghamton,

N. Y 1,000.00

Loans by Officers repaid them ... 133.08

Total Expenditures $223,477.90

Total Receipts , September 1, 1907,

to August 31st , 1909 .... . $273,449.00

Balance on hand August 31, 1907. 21,621.12

Total $295,070.12

Total Expenditures, September 1 ,

1907 , to August 31 , 1909 ....... 223,477.90

Balance on hand August 31 , '09 . $ 71,592.22

Deposited in the People's State

Bank $64,592.22

Deposited in the People's State

Bank, in name of W. D. Mahon 2,000.00

First National Bank ( Safety De

posit Vault ) 5.000.00

Total $ 71,592.22
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We, your committee , were pleased with Moved and seconded by Delegates Burgo

the simplicity of the manner in which the and Sauce to concur in the committee's re

books and accounts of the General Office port.

are kept. The method of book -keeping fa Delegate Burns pleaded for consideration

cilitates audit work and makes the accounts of the claim of Bro. Ferris, setting forth the

and the various funds easy of access , The
nature of the disability .

records are carefully compiled . The ar
Delegate McCrossen of the committee ex

rangement under which the office work is
plained that it was not a matter of the

conducted appears to be as economic as can

be designed . The manner in which the
nature of the disability , but that the coin

mitee was satisfied that it had been dealt
office work is executed speaks commendable

with according to the law of the Association.

credit for clerks engaged in keeping the
The law would not permit the payment of

records of the financial affairs of the Asso
the claim , he said.

ciation . The system is perfect and guar

antees accuracy. The policy in vogue in re
Delegate Burns endeavored to amend the

ceiving and disbursing the funds provides
motion to concur with a provision that the

full security and involves no intermingling
International donate the $ 100.

of the various departments. The result of The Burgo motion prevailed and the com

our inspection provides us with an under mittee's report was concurred in.

standing of the financial affairs of the Asso Chairman Hanna : “ We, the Committee

ciation upon which we can give confident on Appeals and Grievances recommend that

assurance of its completeness , the decision of the G. E. B. be upheld in the

Respectfully submitted, case of Geo. McKenzie of Division No. 26,

WM . TABER , Chairman, Detroit. It is an appeal for disability

W. N. ROEHNER , claim ."

LEONCE GAUTHIER, Secretary, Moved and seconded by Delegates Aldrich

M. J. HENNESSEY, and Bauldauf that the report of the com

J. T. MAHONEY, mittee be concurred in .

Committee." Delegate Burns explained the disability

Moved and seconded by Delegates Jordon
of the McKenzie claim and the nature of

and Coulthard that the report of the com his present employment.

mittee be concurred in. Carried. Delegate Burgo supported the report of

Delegate Sproule asked permission to pre the committee .

sent a resolution.
Delegate McCrossen explained that pay

Delegates Burgo et al . objected .
ment of the claim was barred by the law

The Chair requested the nature of the applying to it .

resolution . Delegate Peck urged that the present em

Delegate Sproule explained the resolution ployment of claimant was less paid than

and its purpose . that of conductor .

Delegate Sproule read the resolution as Delegate Millard urged that the G. E. B.

follows : is governed by the laws, and that the board

" Toronto , Ont . , Oct. 8 , 1909 .
is expected to comply with the law.

By Delegate Sproule, Local No. 280 , Low
Delegate Colgan suggested that the law

ell , Mass .
should not be so rigidly enforced as to not

Resolved , That we , the Street Car Men
permit it to be tempered with sympathy.

of America in National Convention , do here
Delegate Carter supported the report.

The Aldrich motion to concur in the re
by indorse the label of the United Cloth ,

Hat and Cap Makers of North America . Be
port was carried .

Chairman Hanna : " In the case of R. H.
it further

Resolved. That each delegate to the Con
Morgan , of Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . ,

vention carry this resolution back to his
we recommend that the Constitution and

local and have the same placed on their
General Laws be adhered to, and the G. E.

records."
B. sustained in their action .

Moved and seconded by Delegates Jordan
WM , T. HANNA,

and Burgo that the Sproule resolution be
FRANK ZIMMERMAN,

adopted . Carried .
CHAS. W. MIXNIX ,

GEO . A. MCGEACHEY,

Report of Committee on Appeals and JOSEPH E. DUXX,

Grievances.
C. H. MCCROSSEN,

Chairman Hanna of the Committee upon JERRY BURVETTE,

Appeals and Grievances announced that the IRA HAMMOND,

committee was ready to report. Committee."

The Chair declared in order the report of President Mahon in the Chair.

the Committee upon Appeals and Griev Moved and seconded by Delegates Bland

ances.
and Jordon that the Morgan claim be held

By Chairman Hanna : The Committee on to await the presence of Delegate Taber,

Appeals and Grievances reported as follows : who is on the Laws Committee .

“ In the appeal of H. Ferris, of Division Delegate Bland explained that Delegate

No. 26 , Detroit, Mich ., we recommend that Taber is Secretary of Division 241 , and that

we be governed by the laws of the Inter he understood he could afford some infor

national Association. We recommend that mation on the case.

the position of the G. E. B. be sustained." The motion to defer was adopted .
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Report of Committee on Constitution and

Laws,

Chairman Buckley of the Committee on

Constitution and Laws announced that his

committee was ready to report.

The Chair declared in order the report of

the Committee on Constitution and Law .

The Committee on Constitution and Law ,

by Committee Secretary Smart, reported as

follows :

Secretary Smart : " Resolution No. 3 pro

vides to amend Section 96 by striking out

the words 'sixty -five' on the fourth line and

inserting in lieu thereof the words 'sixty.'

Your committee recommends the same for

adoption."

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Burgo

and Jordon, to concur in the report of the

committee. Carried.

Secretary Smart : " Resolution No. 4 pro

vides for a new section to read :

'Any member who has actually quit the

service of an employing company, to en

gage in any other business, except for the

Amalgamated Association, and who is hold

ing office in his local division , shall con

tinue to hold said office only at the pleasure

of his local division.'

Your committee recommends the same

for adoption ."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Burgo

and Farasey to concur.

Delegate Kelley, J. B., explained that the

resolution was prompted by a case arising

in his local.

The motion to concur in the report of the

committee was carried.

Secretary Smart: “ Resolution No. 5 pro

vides ;

To amend Section 80 by striking out the

figures '$100' and inserting in lieu thereof

the figures ' $200, ' and to amend

Section 96 by striking out the words 'one

dollar' and the figures ( $ 1.00 , ' and inserting

in lieu thereof 'two dollars, ' ' $ 2.00 , ' and to

Amend Section 97 by striking out the

words 'One Dollar and Fifty Cents' and the

figures ' $1.50 ' and inserting in lieu thereof

'Three Dollars' '$3.00.'

Amend Section 98 by striking out the

words 'Two Dollars' and the figures $ 2.00'

and inserting in lieu thereof ' Four Dol

lars ,' '$ 4.00.

Amend Section 99 by striking out the

words "Three Dollars' and the figures ( $3.00'

and inserting in lieu thereof ' Six Dollars, '

' $6.00.' ”

Secretary Smart ; “ The committee non

concurs in the proposed amendment to

Section No. 80."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Gau

thier and Farasey to concur in the report.

Carried.

Secretary Smart : " Your committee rec

ommends to non -concur in the proposed

amendment to Section 96."

Moved and seconded, Delegates J. H.

Keegan and Stampfli to concur in the re

port. Carried .

Secretary Smart : "We recommend to con.

cur in proposed amendment to Section 97.”

Moved and seconded by Delegates Sturtz

and Jordan to concur. Carried .

Secretary Smart: " We recommend to con

cur in the proposed amendment to Section

98."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Evans

and Seiloff to concur. Carried .

Secretary Smart : " We recommend to con

cur in proposed amendment to Section 99."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Burgo

and Jordan to concur. Carried .

Secretary Smart : " Resolution No. 8 pro

vides that the words, 'Providing such mem

bers have been in good standing for a per

iod of six months , ' be stricken from Section

123 of the constitution ."

" Your committee recommends that the

same be not concurred in ."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Gau

thier and Evans to concur in the report.

Delegate Pratt urged the adoption of the

resolution .

The Chair explained the law as it now

stands,

The motion to concur in the report was

adopted .

Secretary Smart : " Resolution No. 12 pro

vides to strike out the words , and in no

case will , ' and substitute the words, 'He

may endorse a strike, ' in Section 103 .

" Your committee recommends that the

same be not concurred in ."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Gau

thier and Evans to adopt the report. Car

ried .

Secretary Smart : “ We recommend that

Resolution No. 13 be referred to the Reso

lution Committee." It was so ordered .

Secretary Smart : " Resolution No. 14

provides to amend the constitution by add

ing a new section . Your committee amends

the resolution and recommends that the res.

olution be adopted as amended to read : “ No

local division shall loan or invest any of

the funds of the division in any way with

out the consent of two-thirds of the mem

bers present. Any proposition requiring

money for a loan or investment must be

submitted and discussed at two regular

meetings of the division , before a final vote

can be taken on the same."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Gau

thier and Sauce to concur . Carried .

Secretary Smart : “ Resolution No. 15 pro

vides for amendment of the constitution by

adding a new section to read :

' Section Local Divisions seeking new

agreements with the employing company

shall , before presenting said agreement to

the company, submit the same to the Inter

national President to secure his approval,

and when a final agreement has been made

between a Division and the Company , the

full text of the agreement must be for

warded to the International President for

his signature, as the approval of the Inter

national Association . In case the Interna

tional President is carrying on negotiations

by deputy , said deputy shall be empowered ,

after having secured the agreement , to sign

the same in the name of the Association ,

the same then to become binding upon the
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Association . Agreements not so under -writ.

ten and signed by the International officers

shall not be considered binding by this As

sociation."

" Your Committee recommends that the

same be not concurred in ."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Burgo

and Sauce to concur in report. Carried .

Secretary Smart : " Resolution 16 provides

to amend Section No. 24 , to strike out

* 2,500.00 ' and substitute therefor, ' $5,000.00.

To amend Section No. 29 to strike out

' $ 6.00 ' and substitute therefor $ 7.50.'

" Your committee recommends as applying

to Section 29 that the resolution be

amended to strike out the figures ' $7.50 '

and insert in lieu thereof ($ 7.00 , ' and adopt

as amended ."

Moved and seconded , by Dels. Harry

Buckley and Ficka, to concur in the report.

Carried.

Secretary Smart : " Your committee con

curs in the resolution to amend Section 24

to fix the salary of the President at $5,000

per year. "

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Ma

honey and Stampfli, to concur in the report.

Vice - President Behner in the chair.

Delegates Sauce and Duffy of Division 477

opposed the motion .

Delegates Harry Buckley, Bland , Ma

honey , McCrossen and Smart supported the

motion.

Delegate Larkin offered an amendment to

make the salary of president $ 3,000 . The

motion to amend was seconded by Delegate

Burgo .

Delegate Colgan supported the report of

the committee .

Vice- President Keenan in the chair.

Vice-President Behner supported the re

port of the committee.

Delegate Jordon supported the Larkin

amendment.

Upon vote of the convention the amend

ment was lost and the original motion pre

vailed .

Delegate Jordon called for a division vote.

Division vote taken and the vote stood

116 for and 37 against the motion to con

cur in the report of the committee .

Moved and seconded by Delegates Gau

thier and Sturtz to adjourn to 2:00 p. m.

Carried .

Upon the above motion the convention ad.

journed at 12:30 p. m .

P. M. SESSION .

The convention called to order at 2:05

p. m . Vice- President A. L. Behner in the

chair.

Report of Committee on Constitution and

Laws ( continued ).

The Chair declared in order the report

of the Committee on Constitution and Laws.

Report of the Committee on Constitution

and Laws continued by committee's Secre

tary Smart.

Secretary Smart : " Resolution No. 17 pro

vides to elect convention delegates by barn

districts . Your committee recommends that

the resolution be not concurred in .”

Moved and seconded by Delegates Farasey

and Dunn to adopt the report. Carried.

Secretary Smart : " Resolution No. 19 pro

vides that Sections 113 and 114 be amended

to fix strike benefits for single men to re

ceive $5.00 per week and married men $7.00

per week from the defense fund .

" Your committee recommends that we do

not concur . "

Moved and seconded by Delegates Dunn

and Larkin, to adopt committee's report.

Carried .

Secretary Smart : " Resolution No. 21 pro

vides to amend Section 20, providing " that

any member seeking office must have the

endorsement of the division to which he

belongs, a member of the Association for

one year, with the exception of the Presi:

dent, who shall have been a member in

good standing for at least two years pre

ceding his election ."

" Your Committee non-concurs ."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Bur

nette and Fysh to concur in the report, car

ried .

Secretary Smart : “ Resolution No. 22 pro

vides 'That in divisions of 1,000 members,

or more, the members of each station shall

nominate and elect their delegates to the

biennial convention,' etc.

" Your committee recommends that we do

not concur."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Bur

nette and Dunn, No. 99 , to adopt the re

port , carried .

Secretary Smart : " Resolution No. 23 pro

vides “That on systems where a miss caused

the loss of a run and placed the man who

missed at the bottom of the extra list, that

all such men be placed on the promotion

list according to the length of service. '

" Your committee recommends that we do

not concur."

President W. D. Mahon in the chair.

Moved and seconded , by Delegates J. H.

Keegan and Seiloff , to concur in the report ,

carried .

Women Suffrage Representatives Thank the

Convention ,

The Chair introduced to the convention

Mrs. Margaret Gordon , Toronto, and Mrs.

M. Craggie, Brooklyn , N. Y. The ladies,

respectively , thanked the convention for the

action taken supporting Woman's Suffrage .

A. F. of L. Vice- Pres. Duncan Addresses the

Convention .

The Chair announced the presence of Vice

President James Duncan , of the A. F. of L.

The Chair introduced Vice -President Dun

can to the convention.

First Vice- President James Duncan, rep

resenting the A. F. of L. , addressed the con

vention , extending the greetings of the A.

F. of L. and defining the labor movement.

President W. D. Mahon responded to the

address of Vice- President Duncan.

Treasurer Rezin Orr addressed the con

vention upon the Kansas City situation .

Moved and seconded by Delegates O'Brien ,

of Division 488 , and Colgan , to appoint a

special committee of three to compile a

resolution upon the Kansas City situation ,
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carried, and Treasurer Orr, Vice-President

Behner and Delegate O'Brien, Division No.

448, were appointed accordingly .

Report of Committee on Constitution and

Laws ( continued ) .

The Chair declared in order the continu

ance of the report of the Committee on

Constitution and Laws.

The report of the Committee on Constitu

tion and Laws (continued ) .

Secretary Smart : " Resolution No. 24 pro

vides that Section 103 be changed as to

permit an International Officer when in

charge of threatened strikes to use his

judgment as to whether a secret ballot upon

the question of strike is necessary or not. '

" Your committee recommends that we do

not concur."

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Sturtz

and Baldauf, to concur in the report of the

committee, carried.

Secretary Smart: " Resolution No. 25 pro

vides to 'amend Section 126 to provide that

a member desiring to submit their with

drawal cards and become members of any

local division may, if he so desires , pay up

all back dues and reinstate himself to all

rights and privileges of the Association. '

" Your committee recommends that we do

not concur."

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Gau

thier and Moore, to concur in the report.

Carried .

Secretary Smart : " Resolution No. 26 pro

vides an amendment to Section 67 to pro

vide that the member or members making

charges against a member or members shall

have the same rights to be represented at

the trial as the accused member. '

" Your committee recommends that we do

not concur."

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Harry

Buckley and Ficka, to concur in the report

of the committee, carried .

Secretary Smart : “ Resolution No. 27 is

a proposition to amend Section 103 , to

clothe the president with authority to as

sume chargt of a local division's affairs, and

conduct them to the best interests of the As

sociation.

" Your committee recommends that we do

not concur."

Moved and seconded by Delegates J. H.

Keegan and Sauce , to concur in the report ;

carried .

Secretary Smart : " Resolution No. 28 is a

proposition to amend Section 69 , to provide

that parties making appeals must submit

their reasons with their evidence in the

case , etc.

" Your committee recommends that we do

not concur . "

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Gau

thier and J. H. Keegan, to concur in the re

port ; carried.

Secretary Smart : “ Resolution No. 29 pro

vides an amendment to Section 5 , that the

Association shall meet in general conven

tion bi-ennially on the second Monday of

September, at such place designated by the

preceding convention .

" Your committee recommends to concur. "

Moved and seconded by Delegates Harry

Buckley and Dunn, Div . 99 , to concur in the

report ; carried .

The Chair announced that it is desired

that delegates assemble at City Hall for

their pictures to be taken immediately upon

adjournment.

The convention extended a rising vota of

thanks to Vice -President Jas . Duncan , of

the A. F. of L., for his presence and able

address .

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Hensel

and Colgan , to adjourn to 7 o'clock p . m.;

carried .

In accordance with the Hensel motion ,

the convention adjourned at 5 o'clock p . m .

EVENING SESSION .

The convention was called to order at

7:30 p. m.; President W. D. Mahon in the

chair.

Report of Committee on Constitution and

Laws-Continued .

The Chair declared in order the report of

the Committee on Constitution and Laws .

The Committee on Constitution and Laws,

by Secretary Smart , continued its report .

Secretary Smart : “ Resolution No. 30 pro

vides an amendment to Section 20 , that any

member is eligible to office who has been a

member for two years , providing he follows

the occupation of a street or electric railway

employe, or is in the service of the Associ

ation, but if conducting any other business

or holding a political office, he is not eligi

ble to office. No member shall be eligible

to the office of international president unless

he has been a member in good standing for

at least three years.

“ Your committee recommends concur

rence."

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Horri

gan and Burgo, to adopt the committee's

report.

Delegates debated this motion to some

length and previous question was called

upon motion of Delegate Baldauf. Upon a

vote of the convention, the motion to con

cur was lost.

Division being called, the vote counted

stood 78 to not concur in the report, and 55

to concur.

Secretary Smart: " Your committee con

curs in Resolution No. 31 , to provide for

election of A. F. of L. delegates by the con

vention , etc."

Committee's report on Resolution No. 31

was adopted .

Secretary Smart : “ Your committee rec

ommends that Resolution No. 11 be refer

red to the International President . It pro

vides that the convention instruct the in

ternational officers to endeavor to secure

some reliable bond company for conven

ience in bonding officers of local divisions

with a view of cheapening the rates . "

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Gal

thier and Burgo , to concur in the report ;

carried .

Secretary Smart : “ Upon the recom

mendation of the president's report, upon

change of laws , your committee recommends

Chat Section 2 be amended by adding abbre
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viation for the 'Motorman and Conductor. ' '

The convention concurred in the report

of the committee .

Secretary Smart : “ Your committee rec

ommends to concur in the recommendation

of the president's report to amend Section 4

to read :

“ Section 4. To place our occupation upon

a higher plane of intelligence , efficiency and

skill ; to encourage the formation in division

associations of sick and death benefit funds

in order that we may properly care for our

sick and bury our dead ; to establish schools

of instruction for imparting a practical

knowledge of modern and improved methods

and systems of transportation and trade

matters generally ; to encourage the settle

ment of all disputes between employes and

employers by arbitration ; to secure employ

ment and adequate pay for our work ; to

reduce the hours of labor and by all legal

and proper means to elevate our moral, in

tellectual and social condition."

The convention concurred in the report of

the committee .

Secretary Smart : “ Upon the recom

mendation of the president's report relative

to the amendment of Section 8 , your com

mittee amends the section as recommended

by the president , by striking out the words

'Two Hundred ' and substituting therefor the

words " Three Hundred,' and recommend the

adoption of the president's recommendation

so amended to read :

“ Section 8. The basis of representation

to the convention shall be one delegate for

each Division Association having three hun

dred ( 300 ) members or less, and one dele

gate for each additional three hundred ( 300)

members or major fraction thereof that are

in good standing in the Division for the

month of August preceding the Convention.

In case special Conventions are called , for

the membership in good standing for the

month in which the call for the Convention

is issued .

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Barron

and Aicken , to non -concur in the report of

the Committee; carried .

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Gau

thier and Evans, to amend the recommenda

tion of the Presidents Report by striking

out the word " August" and inserting there

for the word “ June,” and adopt the recom

mendation of the President so amended to

read :

" Section 8. The basis of representation

to the Convention shall be one delegate for

each Division Association having two hun

dred ( 200 ) members or less, and one dele

gate for each additional two hundred ( 200 )

members or major fraction thereof that are

in good standing in the Division for the

month of June preceding the Convention.

In case special Conventions are called , for

the membership in good standing for the

month in which the call for the Convention

is issued . "

The motion carried , and the President's

recommendation , as amended by the Gau

thier motion , was adopted .

Secretary Smart : " Your committee con

curs in the recommandation of the Presi.

dent to amend Section 10 to read :

" Section 10. All members in good stand

ing at the time of election who, by being

in the employ of the International organiza

tion as an officer, organizer or employe , or

in the employ of the Division Association as

a secretary , business agent or any other

office of the Association , and thus being

prevented from being in active railway serv

ice are eligible , subject to the provisions of

Section 9, as a delegate to the Conventions

of this Association ."

The Convention concurred in the recom

mendation of the Committee.

Secretary Smart : " Your committee rec

ommends to concur in the recommendation

of the President to amend the Constitution

by striking out Section 11 . The recom

mendation of the President reads :

" Section 11 is one not needed . It applies

to managers, superintendents and foremen

as delegates to our Convention . Our laws

prohibit managers , superintendents and fore

men from becoming members of the Associ

ation . Therefore, I would recommend that

Section 11 be stricken out of our Constitu

tion and Laws."

The Convention concurred in the recom

mendation of the Committee .

Secretary Smart : " Applying to the rec

ommendation of the President to amend Sec

tion 20 , your Committee would amend the

proposed amended Section to provide to

" Not to allow officers to hold political posi

tions."

Moved and seconded by Delegates Moore

and Keenan to non-concur in the Commit

tee's report.

Motion supported in debate by Keenan,

O'Sullivan, Evans , Moore, Dunn, McMor

row, Mahoney et al.

Motion was opposed by Delegates M. C..

Buckley , Burgo, Gordon, et al.

The motion prevailed and the recom.

mendation of the International President

was adopted to amend Section 20 to read :

“ Section 20. Any member is eligible to

office in the International Association who

has been a member in good standing in the

Association for two years , with the excep

tion of President, who shall have been a

member in good standing at least three

years preceding such election ."

Secretary Smart : “ Your Committee rec

ommends to concur in the recommendation

of the President's report to amend Section

21 to read :

“ Section 21. Any officer of the Interna .

tional organization may be removed from

office upon charge being preferred and sus

tained by the General Executive Board , with

an appeal to the Division Associations or the

regular Convention of this organization ."

The Convention concurred in the recom

mendation of the Committee.

Secretary Smart : “ Your Committee rec.

ommends to concur in the recommendation

of the President's report to amend Section

30 to read :

" Section 30. The election of International

officers shall be by ballot. It shall require ,

a majority of all votes cast to constitute an
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election. When there are more than two on such hours as will give each and every

candidates for the same office, at every un member an opportunity to cast his vote .

successful balloting the one receiving the The division must arrange a special time for

least number of votes shall be dropped ; the nominations , whether by holding primary

voting then to continue until one has se meetings or primary elections. In order to

cured an absolute majority over all." carry on the regular election, there shall be

The Convention concurred in the recom a sufficient number of inspectors and tellers

mendation of the Committee. appointed to see that the election is fairly

Secretary Smart : “ Your Committe rec and honorably conducted . The inspectors

ommends to concur in the recommendation and tellers shall be appointed by the presi

of the report of the President to amend dent subject to the approval of the regular

Section 31 to read : meeting of the division . Ballots for the

“ Section 31. The election of officers in election shall be printed and the names of

Division Associations where the majority of candidates inserted upon the ballots in

the membership can be assembled for elec alphabetical order."

tion purposes, shall be held in the following The recommendation of the Committee

manner : was adopted .

" The nominations shall take place at the Secretary Smart : “ Your committee rec

regular nieeting prior to the meeting for the ommends to concur in the recommendation

election of officers. No nomination shall of the President to amend Section 33 to

be allowed upon the night of election with read :

the exception of where there is an office “ Section 33. Elections in divisions shall

where the members nominated to it have take place at the last meeting in December

declined, or where there are no nominees and June, where the divisions hold semi

for the office. In this case , nominations annual elections, and where the elections

shall take place on the night of election . are held annually the election shall be held

The president or presiding officer shall ap either at the last meeting in December or

point two tellers , whose duty it shall be to at the last meeting in June , at whichever

distribute, collect and read the ballots in day the regular year expires. In divisions

the presence of the meeting. The recording that elect by ballot , the elction must take

secretary shall act as clerk of the election . place on or before the 25th of the month ,

He shall keep a careful record of the ballots either in June or December at the expiration

cast and embody the full report of the elec of the year. The installation of officers

tion in his minutes . He shall announce the shall take place at the first meeting in the

result of the count for each vote to the pre next term . The retiring officers shall see

siding officer, who, in turn , shall declare that all officers duly elected are installed

the result of the election. It shall require and placed in charge of their office before

a majority of the members voting to con they surrender or turn over the office, and

stitute an election , and where there are when an officer who has been elected fails

more than two candidates for the office, the to attend the meetings or qualify within

lowest candidate in each unsuccessful bal three successive meetings , his office shall

lot shall be dropped and the balloting con be declared vacant and a new election to

tinued until a majority has been cast for fill the same shall be held in accordance

one candidate. The balloting shall take with the laws and provisions of this Consti

place as follows : tution ."

“ The presiding officer shall announce the The Convention concurred in the recom

candidate for president. The members shall mendation of the Committee .

then prepare and cast their votes separately Secretary Smart: “ Your Committee rec

for president. After the election of presi ommends to concur in the recommendation

dent has been completed and announced, he of the President that Section 35 be changed

shall follow with that of vice-president, and to take the place of Section 34 , and that the

so on until the following officers have been section read as follows :

duly elected : President, vice -president, re " Section 34. It shall be the duty of the

cording secretary, financial secretary , treas local divisions to so arrange their laws on

urer, warden , sentinel , correspondent to the election as to give the best results to the

Motorman and Conductor, ' and executive membership of the division , and any local

board members. In case there is but one division may be allowed to change the man.

candidate for any office, the secretary shall ner of holding an election , or other laws

be insturcted by the vote of the Division to bearing upon elections, with the permission

cast the unanimous vote of the Division for of the I. P. and the G. E. B."

the candidate. The president shall then de The Convention concurred in the recom

clare him duly elected ." mendation of the Committee.

The recommendation of the Committee
Secretary Smart : “ Your committee rec

was concurred in , ommends to concur in the recomendation

Secretary Smart : " Your Committee con of the President to amend Section 42 to

curs in the recommendation of the Presi read :

dent's report to amend Section 32 to read : “ Section 42. The officers and members of

“ Section 32. In divisions where it is im the said lapsed, dissolved or suspended local

possible to elect in regular meeting as pro division will be held responsible for

vided in Section 31 , they shall hold their compliance with Section 41 within thirty

elections on a day set apart for that purpose ( 30 ) days after such dissolution or suspen

and the election shall be by the Australian sion under penalty of being prosecuted by

ballot system . The polls shall be held open law, and the forfeiture of membership and
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benefits in this Association, and that the

officers under bond will not be relieved

thereby until these provisions are strictly

complied with ."

The Conventon concurred in the report

of the Committee .

Secretary Smart : " Your committee rec

ommends to concur in the recommendation

of the President to amend Section 44 to

read :

" Section 44. The members of the lapsed ,

suspended or dissolved local unions , if in

good standing, can take a clearance card to

the nearest local division, or hold member

ship in the International Organization , by

paying their dues to the International Office

and complying with this Constitution as pro

vided for in Section 129.”

The report of the Committee was con

curred in .

Secretary Smart : " Your committee rec

ommends to concur in the recommendation

of the President's report to amend Section

50 by inserting the words ' Money Order '

after the word 'Express . ' '

The report of the Committee was con

curred in .

Secretary Smart : " Your committe rec

ommends to concur in the Presidents report

to amend Section 55 to read :

" Section 55. No manager , superintendent,

foreman , or other officer or official having the

working rules and regulations of the railway

company to enforce over the employes can

become a member of this Association , and in

cases where members of this - Association

are promoted to such official positions, they

shall withdraw from membership in this As

sociation by taking out a withdrawal card .

Should they return to the service again and

desire to renew their membership, they

can do so by depositing their cards subject

to the provisions of this Constitution and,

with the consent of the local , become mem

bers again . In cases where members are

temporarily promoted to official positions ,

they shall not hold such temporary positions

for a longer period than three months with

out taking a withdrawal card from the di

vision , and while members are filling tem

porary positions as officials of the company ,

they shall not attend the meetings or hold

office in the local divisions."

The eport of the Committe was concurred

in .

Secretary Smart : “ Your committee rec

ommands to concur in the recommendation

of the President's report to amend Section

64 to read :

“ Section 64. A three- fourths vote shall be

necessary to admit a member when the ap

plication is voted upon in the regular meet

ing of the division. In such divisions as it

is necessary to pass upon the application of

members by the executive board , it shall

require four -fifths the members of the

executive board to admit an applicant to

membership. Should the vote of the execu

tive board be against the admission of an

applicant, his application shall then be re

ferred to the first regular meeting of the

division with the executive board's report,

for the vote of the division on bis applica

tion . If the applicant is not present at the

meeting for initiation , the secretary shall

notify him of his election and instruct him

when to appear. In such divisions as main .

tain regular headquariers , the local officer

or officers in charge of these headquarters

shall have the authority to initiale new

members whenever they appear at the head

quarters for such initiation , provided that

their membership has been properly passed

upon by either the local division or the ex

ecutive board of the division. The president

of the division , with the consent of the ex

ecutive board , shall also have the right to

empower members of the executive board to

obligate such member or members as it is

impossible to reach the headquarters at such

place or places as the executive board mem

ber may determine. When the executive

board member obligates a member, he shall

make a report immediately to the secretary

of the date of such obligation and deliver

to the member that is obligated his constitu

tion and other cards and information as pro

vided for in the Constitution and By-Laws."

The Convention concurred in the report of

the Committee.

Secretary Smart : “ Your committee rec

ommends to concur in the recommendation

of the President, that Section 66 be changed

to read :

“ Section 66. When an applicant is reject

ed his initiation fee shall be returned to him.

He may have the privilege of renewing his

application after a period of two months has

elapsed , and if rejected a second time, he

shall be allowed to renew his application

after a period of six months. "

The report of the Committee was

curred in .

Secretary Smart : “ Your committee rec

ommends to concur in the recommendation

of the President, to amend Section 67 to

read :

“ Section 67. When charges are preferred

against any member or members, such

charges shall be in writing and brought be

fore the local division at the regular meet

ing , and after the hearing of the charges, if

the division determines by a majority vote

that the charges are worthy of investiga

tion , it shall by motion be referred to the

executive board or to a regular trial com

mittee of five ( 5 ) members, as the division

may determine. The trial board shall meet

in three days after the case has been re

ferred to them and take up the hearing and

continue as speedily as possible until the an

tire case is disposed of. Full notice shall

be given to all parties as to the time and

place where the trial board shall meet to

hear the case . The accused member or

members shall have the right to be repre

sented at the trial by any member whom

they may select as their counsel , and in

case of no selection by the accused, the trial

board shall appoint some one of the mem

bers to represent him or them. The accused

shall have the right to examine all evidence

and witnesses testifying in the case and be

permitted to produce such witnesses and evi

dence as deemed best in their own behalf.

Upon the trial board's assembling, if it be

con
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other than the executive board , it shall or.

ganize by selecting a chairman and secre

tary . The secretary of the trial board shall

keep a careful record of the entire trial and

when the reports are submitted to the di

vision, he shall submit his report with all

the evidence and information to the secre

tary of the local division , who shall file the

same for future reference . The trial board's

decision shall be submitted to the local di

vision after its first regular meeting after

the trial has been decided, without it be , in

the opinion of the trial board, necessary to

call a special meeting. In case of a special

meeting, at least three days' notice shall be

given , so that all members are thoroughly

informed as to the time and place of meet

ing. The accused shall have the right at the

meeting of the division to again defend him.

self and to present his case to the division

if he desires . The majority vote of the

division shall decide the contest."

The report of the Committee was con

curred in .

Secretary Smart : “ Your committee rec

ommends to concur in the recommendation

of the President to amend Section 68 to

read :

“Section 68. Where charges are pre

ferred against an officer or officers of the

local division , they shall be brought before

the regular meeting of the division in writ

ing, signed by at least ten ( 10 ) members in

good standing in the L. D. The charges shall

be considered by this meeting, and if two

thirds of the members present at such meet

ing decide, by their vote, that the charges

should be entertained and considered, it

shall then be referred by the division to the

trial committee as provided for in Section

67 of this Constitution , and the trial shall

be conducted in accordance with those pro

visions. The trial board shall meet within

three days after the charges have been

passed upon by the division to arrange for

the taking up and conducting the trial .

They shall continue then from day to day

until the entire case has been heard and

their decision randered . When their de

cision is rendered , they shall call a special

meeting of the local division and report

their findings to the same, which shall be

acted upon as provided in Section 67. Any

local officer or officers under charges will

be suspended from office from the time such

charges have been accepted by the local

division until they have been tried and the

decision of the division rendered . If ac

quitted by the division , after the trial he

shall then be reinstated into his former posi

tion and properly reimbursed for such time

as he may have lost."

The Convention concurred in the report

of the Committee .

Secretary Smart : “ Your committee rec

ommends to concur in the recommendation

of the President to amend Section 69 to

read :

" Section 69. In cases where appeals are

submitted to the International President the

parties making the appeal must submit their

reasons in writing, with their evidence of

the same , and they shall also file a copy of

their appeal with the secretary of the local

division. Upon request from the Interna

tional President, the recording secretary

shall forward all records of the trial , the

minutes of the meeting at which the case

was taken up and finally disposed of, and

such other evidence as the division may

hava , to the International President. The

decision of the International President, if

approved by the G. E. B. , shall stand until

reversed by the regular Convention ."

The report of the Committee was con

curred in .

Secretary Smart : " Your committee rec

ommends to concur in the recommendation

of the President to amend the Constitution

and Laws by adding a new section to follow

Section 71 , to read :

“ Section 72. The grievances and com

plaints of members shall be taken up by and

through the local divisions of which they are

a member for adjustment in all cases of

grievances with the respective companies ,

and can only be taken up by the Interna

tional Association as a grievance upon the

request of the local division as specified in

these laws, except in cases of appeals . Ap

peals can only be made by local members

after their case has been disposed of by the

local division . Where a member is dissat

isfied with the action of the local division

in his case he then has a right , after the

division's final disposition, to appeal to the

International President and Executive

Board as provided in this Constitution . Ap

peals of members to the International Asso

ciation shall be made within three ( 3 )

months after the action upon which the ap

peal is based has been taken . Otherwise

the appeal will not be considered .

The Convention concurred in the report

of the Committee.

Secretary Smart : " Your committee rec

ommends to concur in the recommendation

of the report of the President to amend the

Constitution to embody Sections 75 and 83

in Section 75 to read :

“ Section 75 . All dues and assessments

are paid on the first day of each month for

that month . They must be paid by the

tenth of the month in order to continue the

member in good standing . The member, on

paying his dues , shall receive from the F. S.

a working card as a receipt , which is evi

dence of his standing in the division A

member in arrears for his dues and as

sessments , after the tenth day of the month

is not in good standing and not entitled to

sick , death or disability benefits, or to the

protection of the Association in any manner

whatsoever, and where a member allows his

arrearage in dues and assessments to run

into the second month before paying the

same, he shall be debarred from benefits for

one month after the payment of his arrear

age, and where a member allows himself to

become three months in arrears for dues

and assessments , he does thereby suspend

himself from membership to this Associ

ation ."

Moved and seconded , by Delegates M. C.

Buckley and Casson , to amend to substi
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tute " Fifteenth " for the word " Tenth ,"

where appearing in the report , and to adopt

the report as so amended ; carried .

Secretary Smart : " Your committee rec

ommends to concur in the recommendation

of the President's report to amend Section

77 to read :

" Section 77. A member retiring from

street and electric railway service shall

have the right to retain his membership

and be entitled to all benefits and privileges

of this Association as provided for in the

Constitution of the same , providing that he

does not enter employment that is detri

mental to the Association's interests . Where

members are not in , active service, they

shall have a voice and vote on all matters

affecting the Division or Association , except

on the question of wages , hours of labor

and contentions that may arise between the

local division and the employing compa

nies."

The recommendation of the Committee

was concurred in .

Secretary Smart : " Your committee rec

ommends to non -concur in the recommenda.

tion of the President's report to amend Sec

tion 78 to read :

" Section 78. A member, to be entitled to

death and disability benefits, shall be , when

joining this organization , in sound health

and not afflicted with any disease or subject

to complaints that are likely to injure his

health or cause death , and should a member

die within two years after becoming a mem

ber of this Association from any disease con

tracted before becoming a member, he shall

not be entitled to any death claims upon

this Association . "

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Burgo

and Jordon , to concur in the report of the

Committee.

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Thorpe

and Gauthier, to adjourn .

Treasurer Orr, of the Special Committee

upon the Kansas City situation , announced

that his Committee was prepared to report.

Report of Committee on Kansas City Situ

ation .

The Chair declared in order the report of

the Special Committee upon the Kansas City

situation .

By Chairman Orr, the Committee on the

Kansas City situation submitted for adop

tion as their report, the following :

" Whereas, The International executive Of

ficers of this Association did arrange in line

with the policies of this Association to or

ganize the street and electric railway men

of Kansas City , Missouri and Kansas , during

the past six months, in accordance with the

policies of this Association , and

Whereas, The Metropolitan Street Rail

way Company, the employing company of

these cities , at first agreed that they would

in no way discriminate or interfere with the

employes who joined and became members

of our Association , and ,

Whereas , Later the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company has repudiated that agree

ment and understanding, and are now dis

charging employes who become members of

our Association and are setting claim that

the attempt to organize the street and elec

tric railway men of Kansas City is not an

honest trade unio cffort, but claiming that

it is one done for certain political purposes,

and at the instigation of certain newspapers ,

and in this way are now inisleading or at

tempting to mislead , not only the employes

of this system , but the public of these cities

as well ; therefore be it

Resolved, that this, the Eleventh Con

vention of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America, does hereby declare that, first, the

efforts to organize the men of Kansas City

and vicinity was an honest effort, following

clearly the laws and policies of this Associ

ation ; second , be it

Resolved , That we do hereby denounce

the said Metropolitan Street Railway Com

pany for the position that they have taken

in repudiating their agreement, and that we

declare that the employes should have the

right to organize.

Further, Be It Resolved, That we do here

by instruct the incoming Executive Board

and International President of this Associ

ation to prosecute a vigorous campaign

against this company ; that in the carrying

on of their campaign against this company

they are hereby instructed to at once get in

touch with the officers of the American Fed

eration of Labor, and get their co -operation

and support ; to ask of them that they join

with us in instructing their organizers in

this field to immediately take up this work

and carry on this campaign , and that the

campaign be turned against the franchises

now sought by the Metropolitan Street Rail.

way Company, and that this campaign be

vigorously carried on by appealing to the

voters and by organizing the entire city , if

necessary, in such a manner as to appeal to

the voters at the polls and defeating the un

fair Metropolitan Street Railway Company.

REZIN ORR,

A. L. BEHNER,

P. J. O'BRIEN.

Committee."

Moved and seconded by Delegates En

right and Minnix, to adopt the Special Com

mittee's report and wire the action of the

Convention to the A. F. of L, and G. E. B.

Member Fred Fay , in Kansas City , Mo.; car.

ried .

Upon the Thorpe motion to adjourn, sug

gestion was accepted to adjourn until 9:30

a. m . , October 9th , and the motion prevailed .

In accordance with the above motion, the

Convention adjourned at 10:20 o'clock p. m .

SESSIONS OF OCTOBER 9TH .

The Cnnvention was called to order at 10

o'clock a . m . President W. D. Mahon in

the chair.

The minutes of the sessions of October 8

were read and approved as read , with in

structions to note correction by substituting

for the word " August " the word " June" in

adopted Section No. 8 , record page 150.

The Chair declared in order the reading

of communications.

Communication from St. Joseph , Mo. , from
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the St. Joseph C. L. U. , asking for the Con

vention of 1911 for that city , was read .

The Chair, by consent , directed the com

munication to be filed, and also a communi

cation from Detroit of like character fol

lowed the same course , by the consent of

the Convention .

Report of the Committee on Constitution

and Laws Continued.

The Chair declared in order the report

of the Committee on Constitution and Laws .

The Committee on Constitution and Laws

continued its report, by Committee Secre

tary Smart, as follows :

Secretary Smart : " Your committee con

tinues its report from the former session by

taking up Section 78 and our recommenda

tion upon the same.”

Secretary Smart read the proposed

amended section.

The report of the Committee was to non

concur in the recommendation of the Presi

dent .

The motion open for discussion was to

concur in the report of the Committee . The

motion , upon vote of the Convention , was

carried .

The Chair called the attention of the

Convention to the appointment of a com

mittee on resolutions of thanks to the vari

ous elements of Toronto , Ont. , that had con

tributed to the entertainment of the dele.

gates.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Barron ,

and Hensel that a special committee of three

on resolutions be appointed to draft resolu

tions of thanks in accordance with the an.

nouncement of the Chair ; carried .

The Chair appointed as Committee on Res.

olutions of Thanks, Delegates Barron , Cas

son and Aicken.

The report of the Law Committee was con .

tinued .

Secretary Smart, of the Law Committee :

" Upon Section 81, we concur in the recom

mendation of the President, which reads :

" Section 81. The permanent disability

benefit shall be $100.00 to a member, and

upon the payment of the same, the Associ

ation shall be relieved from any further

death or disability claims to the claimant.

When the disability claim is allowed to a

member at the General Office, he shall then

be recorded as having withdrawn on account

of disability, and when his claim is paid by

the financial secretary of the local division

of which he is a member, he shall either ba

granted his withdrawal card or he can only

hold membership in the future as an hon

orary member or a social member, subject

to the rulings of the local division of which

he is a member.”

The report of the Committee was adopted .

Secretary Smart : “ Section 87 reads, from

the recommendation of the President, as fol

lows :

" Section 87. A member legally in benefits

as specified in Section 76 of the Constitu

tion and suffering the loss of a hand at or

above the wrist, the loss of a foot at or

above the ankle joint , the loss of the sight

of both eyes , or who receives, through sud

den accident, while in service as a street and

electric railway employe, injuries that will

totally disable him from ever following the

occupation as a street and electric railway

worker in the future, shall be entitled to the

disability benefit of this association in ac

cordance with his age as provided in this

Constitution . The applicant for disability

claim shall submit, through the financial sec

retary of his division , to the International

President , the application and all proofs and

evidence in connection with the same, and if

approved by the International President, the

claim shall be allowed and paid . Should the

International President question, or should

there be a dispute over a disability claim,

the same shall be referred to the Interna

tional Executive Board of this Association at

their first regular meeting after the claim

has been filed . The Board shall decide as to

whether the disabilities so claimed come un

der the provisions of the laws of this Associ

ation , and as to whether the nature of the

disability is such as to incapacitate the

claimant from the performance of his duty

in any department of street and electric

railway work in the future. If the claim is

approved and allowed by the Board , the

claimant shall receive the full amount of his

claim in accordance with his age in this As

sociation . The payment of disability claim

releases the Association from any further

obligations to such member. If the Board

should disallow the disability claim, the

claimant still has an appeal to the regular

Convention of this Association ."

“ We concur."

The report of the Committee was adopted .

Secretary Smart : “ Your committee con

curs in the recommendation of the Presi

dent upon Section 89. The recommendation

reads :

“ Section 89 covers the same as is covered

in Section 87. I therefore would recom

mend that this section be stricken out en

tirely. "

The report of the Committee was con

curred in .

Secretary Smart : " This completes the

report of your Committee on Constitution

and Laws."

Moved and seconded by Delegates M. C.

Buckley and Sturtz that the report of the

Committee on Constitution and Law as

concurred in by the convention, be adopted

as a whole, and go into effect Jan. 1st , 1910 ;

carried .

Report of the Committee on G. E. B. Report.

The Chair declared in order the report of

the Committee on the General Executive

Board Report.

The Committee on G. E. B. Report re

ported as follows :

" October 8th , 1909 .

We, your Committee on General Execu

tive Board Report , during the period from

October 13th , 1907 up to October 1st , 1909 ,

after carefully examining said report , would

recommend that the report be adopted as

read.
HARRY BUCKLEY, Chairman,

FRED W. F. ANDREWS,

JAMES H. LAMONT,
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HARRY DURR ,

J. M. LEONARD,

R. J. LEAHY,

P. J. SHEA,

WM. H. KIRBY,

JAMES O'RRIEN , Secretary . "

Moved and seconded by Delegates Sturtz

and Stampili, that the report of the Com.

mittee be adopted ; carried .

Upon the supplemental report of the G.

E. B., the Committee on G. E. B. Report

reported as follows :

" We, your Committee on Supplementary

Report, dealing with the Omaha situation

and Kansas City, would recommend that the

course of the G. E. B. be approved as read .

HARRY BUCKLEY, Chairman,

JAMES H. LAMONT,

FRED W. F. ANDREWS,

WM. H. KIRBY,

R. J. LEAHY,

P. J. SHEA,

H. DURR,

J. M. LEONARD,

J. O'BRIEN. Secretary."

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Evans

and Seiloff, that the report of the Committee

on G. E. B. Report upon the supplemental

report, be adopted ; carried .

The Chair declared in order the report

of Committee on Resolutions .

The Committee on Resolutions , by Secre

tary Colgan, reported as follows :

Secretary Colgan : “ Resolution No. 13

reads :

“ Whereas, The question of municipal own.

ership and operation of street railways is

one that is being agitated throughout the

United States and Canada, and as this ques

tion is one that vitally affects the wages ,

hours of labor and general occupation of

every member of this Assocition ; therefore

be it

Resolved , That the incoming International

President and Executive Board of this Asso .

ciation are hereby instructed to make a thor

ough investigation as to the results and ef

fects of such municipal ownership and oper

ation , and as to how it has affected the em

ployes where such operation has taken place

in the way of hours , wages and working con

ditions , and as to its affect on organization,

and how such organizations , if any exist ,

are treated and dealt with by said munici.

pality. This report , as soon as gathered, to

be submitted to the divisions through an

official report to each division or to the

next Convention of this Association .

" Upon Resolution No. 13, your committee

recommend the adoption of the resolution.”

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Fara .

sey and MacGeachey that the report be con

curred in ; carried.

Delegate Smart asked for the privilege of

the floor.

There were objections by several dele

gates.

Moved and seconded , by Delegates J. H.

Keegan and Jordon, that Delegate Smart be

given the privilege of the floor,

The Chair : " For what reason does the

delegate wish the floor ?”

Delegate Smart : " There have been insin

uations that I introduced a resolution here

for ulterior purposes. It is upon that. "

The Chair : " It is too late."

Delegate Smart stated that he did not de

termine upon presenting the matter until

after he was attacked .

The Chair held that there was no occasion

at this time to open debate upon a matter

that had been passed upon in its regular

order by the Convention .

Delegate Smart stated that it was an

other matter than the resolution in question .

The Chair asked if it applied to his own

local .

Delegate Smart : “ It does ."

· The Chair put the Keegan motion, and it

was carried .

Delegate Smart : " I have placed in the

hands of a delegate documents containing

charges that he can hand to Convention

if he wishes . I have told him to do what

he thinks best with them . They are sworn

statements."

Delegate Jordon called for the charges.

Delegate McIntosh protested that the

bringing of such documents before the Con

vention at this time was out of order.

The Chair did not sustain the point of

order.

Moved and seconded, by Delegates Carter

and Dunn, that the documents be referrad

to the G. E. B.

Delegate Smart protested that he feared

that the G. E. B. would suppress them ; that

he knew that the G. E. B. had suppressed

matters of importance during and be

fore the San Francisco strike concerning

that situation.

Moved and seconded , by Delegates Casper

and Jordon, to amend to read the documents

to the Convention .

Delegate Harry Buckley suggested that

the matter be submitted to the G. E. B.

Moved and seconded Delegates Evans

and Cullinan , to throw the whole thing out

of the convention .

Vice -President Behner held that a special

committee should be appointed to imme.

diately investigate the charges. He de

nounced the act of bringing such charges

before the convention at this time and man

ner as cowardly.

Chairman Pratt demanded that a commit

tee be appointed to investigate.

G. E. B. Member McMorrow denounced

the presentation of such matters at this

time, charging that it was for ulterior pur

poses.

Moved and seconded by Dels. Casper and

Casson that there be appointed a special in

vestigation committee to whom shall be

submitted the documents and charges, and

that the committee make an immediate in .

vestigation and report to the convention at

the earliest hour possible. Carried .

Upon the above motion the chair appoint.

ed as committee of investigation, Delegates

Casper, P. J. Keegan, J. H. Lamont, John

Williamson and E. Scott .

Moved and seconded by Dels. Burgo and

Carter to adjourn until 2 o'clock p. m. Car

ried , and the convention adjourned accord

ingly, at 12:10 o'clock p. m.
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P. M. SESSION.

Convention called to order at 2 p. m. Pres

ident W. D. Mahon in the chair.

Committee on letter of thanks reported by

Chairman Barron, thanking Div . 113, the

A. F. of L. , and the City of Toronto for their

contributions to the entertainment of the

convention, socially and otherwise .

Moved and seconded by Dels . Gauthier

and Stampfli to adopt the resolutions . Car

ried .

The Chair called for a report of the Spe

cial Investigating Committee upon the

Smart charges .

The Sargeant-at-Arms reported that the

committee would make a partial report with

in ten minutes .

Delegate Casper, Secretary of Committee,

appeared and announced that the committee

had read but 32 pages of the documents

placed in their hands as matter bearing upon

the subject for investigation . That the com

mittee had yet 74 pages to read , which

would consume some two or three hours , be.

sides statements to be taken , and then much

of the evidence necessary to make a definite

report was in San Francisco and it would

be necessary to go there to get it . That in

their opinion there could be no definite re

port made to this Convention .

Secy Casper retired to the committee

room .

Chairman Pratt asked for the floor, was

granted it , and urged patronage of union

labeled hose . That such are made by the

Columbia Knitting Mills, Philadelphia, Pa .

Delegate Johnson by privilege of the Con.

vention, passed souvenirs .

The Chair directed that as Delega'e Ta .

bor, Secy Div. 241, Chicago, Ill . , was pres

ent , that he be heard upon the Morgan ap

peal .

Delegate Taber stated to the Convention

that as he had learned that the claim was

disallowed by the Association laws he would

not be able to afford any evidence to sus

tain the appeal .

The report of the Committee on Appeals

and Grievances bearing upon the Morgan

claim was concurred in .

It was announced that the Special Com

mittee would make a partial report.

Members of the Special Investigating

Committee appeared.

Upon the Special Investigating Commit

tee partial report , it was moved and sec

onded by Delegates Harry Buckley and

Evans to refer the documents to the G. E. B.

Moved and seconded to amend by Dele

gates Kelly and Burns to send the Com

mittee to San Francisco to investigate .

Delegate Keegan of the committea stated

that it would take a day or two to bring in

any kind of a report upon what evidence is

available here.

Vice-President Behner in the Chair.

President Mahon questioned the Investi

gating Committee as to the names of those

who were upon the statements and affida

vits .

Delegate Smart stated that he had no

charges to file and had made He

could make charges against the G. E. B.

that it had suppressed matters that should

be reported .

Hensel wants to know from whom the

charges come.

Moved and seconded by Delegates O'Sul

livan and Evans that the names be brought

in by the committee . Carried .

Sec'y Casper brings in the documents

bearing the names of those on alleged state

ments charging responsibility to G. E. B.

Member Cornelius for the San Francisco

strike.

Name of J. H. Bowling, ex-Sec'y Div. 205 ,

San Francisco, Cal., was submitted to the

Convention as one of those attesting to the

alleged statements.

President W. D. Mahon asked Delegate

Smart if he knew that it had been shown

that Bowling had been for four months , or

is on the pay roll of Mr. Calhoun , or the

United Railways of San Francisco.

Smart said he didn't know .

President Mahon asked Delegate Smart if

he had ever heard or read that such was

the case.

Delegate Smart : " No, sir."

President Mahon stated that he so under

stood and it had been testified to and pub

lished in the papers of San Francisco.

G. E. B. Member Cornelius stated that it

appeared in all San Francisco papers .

President Mahon : “ Let us hear another

name."

Sec'y Casper : " W. C. Leffingwell.”

President Mahon : “ Leffingwell was Vice

President of the union and when I was in

San Francisco he was one of the radical

men in favor of the strike.” To Cornelius :

" Is he a member of the union ?”

Cornelius : “ No, he has not been a mem

ber of the Association for nearly two years."

The name of T. P. Cooper was read as

alleged to have made one of the statements .

President Mahon : " Is he a member of the

local?”

Cornelius : “ Cooper is not a member of

the local and has not been for over a year

and a half. He was one of the most radical

men who was on the Board from Geary

street. He urged on the strike and was ab

solutely opposed to granting any conces

sions for a settlement . He deserted the

union the second week of the strike, ap

pearing, as I remember, at only one meet

ing of the Board after the strike. He de

serted the Board ."

The name of Geo. Lane was read as hav.

ing made one of the alleged statements.

President Mahon : " Is he a member of the

union ? "

Cornelius : "He is not, nor has he been for

nearly two years. As Bowling styled him ,

he was but " an animated suit of clothes."

The name of Chas . Heck was read from

the list as making one of the alleged state

ments .

President Mahon : " Is Heck a member ?"

Cornelius : " No, nor has not been for over

a year and a half . He was one of the most

radical men in encouraging a strike . He

made vigorous speeches urging the strike."

To Delegate Smart : " Do you not remember

him at the first mass meeting of the local ,

none .
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Bro. Smart ? You were there when he said

he would whip the man who opposed a 3

and 8 settlement."

Delegate Smart : " I remember that."

Cornelius : " I am informed that he bought

teams prior to the strike . It appeared that

he was inspired to urge the strike for one

reason , to make money with his teams , at

least , he only attended a few meetings of

the Executive Board and devoted the rest

of his time to operating his teams. He gave

but little help in conducting the strike. He

is teaming yet.”

The name of T. Wilslow was next read

from the list as making one of the alleged

statements .

President Mahon : " Is he a member ?”

Cornelius : " He is not . I am surprised that

Wilslow's name should appear, but his son

has been working for the United Railways

for several months and perhaps that ac

counts for it."

The name of W. H. Buckley was read

from the list as having made one of the al

leged statements .

President Mahon : “ I remember Buckley

myself. He defended the strike when I was

there."

Cornelius : “ He was the only member of

the board that want scabbing."

Delegate M. C. Buckley : "He was no rela

tive of mine . I think you will find the Buck

leys of Chicago and Philadelphia on the

right side and good union men ."

The name of M. Montgomery was read

from the list of those as making one of the

alleged statements.

President Mahon : " Is Montgomery a mem

ber of the Association ?”

Cornelius : " No."

The name of T. J. Rigney was read from

the list of those as making one of the al

leged statements.

Cornelius " I don't believe Rigney ever

made that statement . I know Rigney and

know that he knows those statements are

not true in their character and I have confi

dence in him as a man . I should hate to

believe he ever made the statement . Many

of those statements that appear, I am satis

fied were never signed by the men they

claim made them . I know that some state

ments were the result of interviews with

the men who made no written statements ,

but whose alleged verbal statements were

afterwards reduced to writing and claimed

to have been made by them ."

Delegates from the floor asked for the

nature of the statements.

The Chair : “ The delegates want to know

the nature of the statements . I think they

are entitled to know . "

President Mahon : “ I would ask the Chair

to have some of the statements read and

let us see what they are ."

The Chair : “ Read some of the state

ments."

President Mahon : “ I will read this state

ment of Rigney."

In the alleged statement of Rigney , as

read by President Mahon, he alleged that

he was a member of the Executive Commit.

tee of Div. No. 205 , in June and July of 1907 .

Was present at the meeting of May 5th

when the men voted to strike. That he feels

positive that if a secret ballot had been

taken instead of a standing vote, there

would have been no strike . He stated that

he heard Cornelius say that as sure as his

name was Cornelius , Langdon would put

Calhoun in jail .

Other statements were read from the

book of statements which were all of about

the same nature . It was announced that

the statements were not signed by those

alleged to have made them , but the names

were placed to the alleged statements by

typewriter.

G. E. B. Member Cornelius gave in de

tail the causes for the strike .

Moved and seconded by Delegates MC

Intosh and Baldauf, that the charges of

Delegate Smart be ignored .

Delegate Smart stated that he had made

no charges , but had brought the documents

to the Convention upon request of members

of Div. 205 of San Francisco, who were

loyal to the Association and who went

through the San Francisco strike. But that

he could make charges in writing against

the G. E. B.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Harry

Buckley and Burns that the documents sub

mitted by Delegate Smart to the Conven.

tion be turned over to the G. E. B. and re

tained at General Headquarters and that the

Committee on Investigation be discharged.

Delegate Larkin urged that he presumed

Delegate Smart was expected to return the

documents to the party from whom he got

them in San Francisco, and requested that

they be returned to him .

Delegates Evans and others objected to

returning the documents to Delegate Smart ,

that now they were the property of the As

sociation . The Chair so ruled .

Delegate Smart stated that he didnt want

them .

Upon vote of the Convention the Buck

ley motion prevailed and the documents

were directed to be taken to headquarters

and there kept and the case dismissed .

Delegate Smart submitted charges against

the G. E. B. as follows :

That the G. E. B. suppressed information

or had not reported in its New Orleans

Convention report, upon the San Francisco

strike of 1906 and that there was no report

or mention made in the G. E. B. report rela

tive to organizing work in San Francisco

during the months of January , February

and March , 1909 .

President W. D. Mahon explained the rea

son why reports were not made as charged

by Delegate Smart. That he had so instruct.

ed the Sec'y of the G. E. B. for the pro

tection of the interests of the San Fran

cisco men and their movement .

Upon the charges filed by Delegate Smart,

moved and seconded by Delegates Harry

Buckley and Kelly of Div. 282, that the

Convention endorse the G. E. B. upon their

action and reports relative to the San Fran

cisco strike situation and approve of the

course followed by the International Presi.

dent and G. E. B. relative thereto.
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Delegate Larkin urged that his criticism

of the G. E. B. at New Orleans for the

omission of an account of some three visits

of Mr. Calhoun to the G. E. B. meetings had

resulted in a report complete in its every

act in detail to this Convention and that

criticism results in good .

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald stated

that Calhoun had never been before the G.

E. B. three times as insinuated by Delegate

Larkin .

The Buckley motion to approve of the

course of the I. P. and G. E. B. , upon vote

of the Convention was carried without a

dissenting vote.

President W. D. Mahon in the Chair.

The Chair declared in order the election

of officers.

Vice-President A. L. Behner in the Chair .

The Chair appointed as election tellers ,

Delegates Stampfli and O'Connor, and as

Election Clerks the Convention Secretaries .

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion for President .

Delegate Mahoney , Div. 260 , Chicago ,

placed in nomination for International Pres

ident, the name of W. D. Mahon , of Detroit .

Delegate Jno. Stadler, Div. 194 , New Or

leans , La. , seconded the nomination of W.

D. Mahon,

Moved and seconded by Delegates Han

ley and Quinn, that the nominee be unani

mously elected . Carried.

W. D. Mahon was duly elected Interna

tional President and the Chair so declared .

President W. D. Mahon cordially thanked

the Convention for this renewal of confi.

dence and for the consideration the Con

vention had accorded him .

W. D. Mahon in the Chair.

A. F. of L. Vice-President Duncan ad

dressed the Convention and retired from

the hall .

The Chair declared in order the nom

ination and election of First Vice-President.

Delegate J. K. Farasey , Div. 268 , Cleve.

land , O. , placed in nomination for First

Vice-President , the name of A. L. Behner

of Div. No. 380, Elyria, O.

Moved and seconded by Delegates P. J.

O'Brien and Sproule that the Secretary cast

the ballot of the Convention where there is

no opposition.

The Secretary cast, the vote of the Con

vention for First Vice-President for A. L.

Behner,

A. L. Behner having received the vote

of the Convention was declared by the

Chair elected First Vice-President .

A. L. Behner thanked the Convention for

his election.

The chair declared in order the election

of Second Vice - President.

G. E. B. Member R. L. Reeves of Div. 85 ,

Pittsburg, Pa., placed in nomination the

name of J. J. Thorpe of Div. No. 85 , Pitts

burg, Pa.

Delegate Moore, of Div. 103 , Wheeling, W.

Va ., seconded the nomination of J. J. Thorpe .

The Secretary cast the vote of the Con

vention for J. J. Thorpe. .

J. J. Thorpe having received the vote of

the Convention was declared duly elected

Second Vice-President .

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion and election of Third Vice-President .

Delegate Jno . Stadler, Div. 194 , New Or

leans , La. , placed in nomination the name of

A. H. Burt, Div. No. 382, Salt Lake City,

Utah .

Delegate Jordan , Div . 241 , Chicago, Ill . ,

placed in nomination the name of M. C.

Buckley, Div .. 260, Chicago, Ill .

Delegate Quinn , Div. No. 85 , placed in

nomination T. H. Dunn of Div. No. 99, Win

nipeg, Man.

Thos . H. Dunn declined .

Nominations were closed upon the names

of Burt and Buckley.

Upon vote of the Convention :

A. H. Burt received 95 votes .

M. C. Buckley received 86 votes .

A. H. Burt having received a majority of

all votes cast , was declared by the Chair

duly elected Third Vice-President .

Moved and Seconded by Delegates M. C.

Buckley and McMorrow, to make the elec

tion of A. H. Burt unanimous . Carried .

The Chair declared in order the nomin.

ation and election of Fourth Vice-President .

Delegate McCrossen of Rochester, N. Y. ,

Div. 282 , nominated Geo. Keenan of Div. No.

282 , Rochester, N. Y., for Fourth Vice -Presi

dent.

Nominations closed and the Secy cast the

vote of the Convention for George Keenan

for Fourth Vice-President.

Geo. Keenan having received the vote of

the Convention was declared duly elected .

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion and election of Fifth Vice-President.

Delegate J. H. Keegan placed in nomina

tion B. A. Carter, Div. 266 , Chicago, Ill .

Nominations closed .

Sec'y cast the vote of the Convention for

B. A. Carter for Fifth Vice -President.

B. A. Carter receiving the vote of the Con

vention was declared elected Fifth Vice

President .

The Chair declared in order nomination

and election of Sixth Vice-President.

Delegate Hari , Buckley, Div. No. 477,

Philadelphia , Pa. , numinated Pat. Hanley ,

Div. 241 , Chicago , Ill . , for Sixth Vice-Presi.

dent.

Delegate Aldrich seconded the nomination

of Patrick Hanley .

The Sec'y cast the ballot of the Conven

tion for Pat Hanley for Sixth Vice-President .

Pat Hanley having received the vote of

the Convention was declared elected Sixth

Vice-President.

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion and election of Seventh Vice-President.

Delegate Quinn of Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg,

Pa . , nominated T. H. Dunn, of Div. No. 99 ,

Winnipeg, Man . , for Seventh Vice- President,

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair second

ed the nomination of T. H. Dunn.

Delegate P. J. O'Brien of Div. No. 448 ,

Springfield , Mass . , nominated Wm . H. Kirby

of Div. No. 174 , Fall River, Mass.

Delegate Geo. A. McGeachey seconded the

nomination of Wm . H. Kirby.
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Delegate Duffy, Div. No. 477, Philadelphia,

Pa. , nominated M. J. Brennan of Div. 477 ,

Philadelphia , Pa .

M. J. Brennan declined .

Upon vote of the convention :

T. H. Dunn received 121 votes .

Wm. H. Kirby received 56 votes .

T. H. Dunn having received a majority

of all votes cast , was declared elected Sev.

enth Vice-President . Upon motion of Dele

gate Kirby, seconded by Delegate O'Brien ,

carried , the election was made unanimous .

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion and election of International Treasurer.

Delegate P. J. Shea , Div. No. 168 , Scranton ,

Pa. , placed in nomination Rezin Orr, of De

troit, Mich.

Delegate P. J. O'Brien seconded the nom

ination of Rezin Orr.

The Sec'y cast the vote of the convention

for Rezin Orr for Treasurer.

Rezin Orr having received the vote of the

Convention was declared elected Interna

tional Treasurer.

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion and election of Chairman of the G. E.

B.

Delegate Barron , Div. 477 , Philadelphia,

Pa. , placed in nomination the name of C. 0 .

Pratt, Welshfield , Ohio .

Delegates J. Potter and Fennimore sec

onded the nomination of C. 0. Pratt.

Nominations closed and the Sec'y cast the

vote of the Convention for C. 0. Pratt for

Chairman of the G. E. B.

C. 0. Pratt having received the vote of

the Convention was declared duly elected

Chairman of the G. E. B.

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion and election for Second G. E. B. Mem

ber.

Delegate Wm . T. Hanna , Div . No. 85 , Pitts

burg, Pa . , nominated R. L. Reeves , Div . 85 ,

Pittsburg, Pa.

Delegates Stampfli and Quinn seconded

the nomination .

Sec'y Reardon cast the vote of the Con

vention for R. L. Reeves for Second G. E.

B. Member.

R. L. Reeves having received the vote of

the Convention was declared elected Second

Member of the G. E. B.

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion and election of Third Member of the

G. E. B.

Delegate L. D. Bland , Div. 260 , Chicago,

Ill . , nominated Edw. McMorrow of Div . 260 ,

Chicago, Ill .

Sec'y J. H. Reardon , Div. 22 , Worcester,

Mass ., seconded the nomination .

The Sec'y cast the ballot of the Conven

tion for Edw . McMorrow for Third Member

of the G. E. B.

Edw . McMorrow having received the vote

of the convention was declared duly elect

ed Third G. E. B. Member.

The Chair declared in order the election

of Fourth Member of the G. E. B.

Sec'y R. L. Reeves , of Div. No. 85 , Pitts

burg , Pa. , placed in nomination for Fourth

Member of the G. E. B. , Magnus Sinclair,

Div . 113 , Toronto, Ont .

Delegate T. H. Dunn seconded the nom.

ination,

The Sec'y cast the vote of the Convention

for Magnus Sinclair.

Magnus Sinclair having received the vote

of the Convention was declared elected

Fourth Member of the G. E. B.

The Chair declared in order the nomina.

tion and election of Fifth Member of the

G. E. B.

Delegate Jno. H. Reardon placed in nom

ination the name of R. Cornelius, San Fran

cisco, Cal.

Delegate Dunn, Div . 99 , seconded the nom

ination .

The Sec'y cast the vote of the Convention

for R. Cornelius for Fifth Member of the

G. E. B.

R. Cornelius receiving the vote of the

Convention , was declared duly elected Fifth

Member of the G. E. B.

The Chair declared in order the nomina.

tion and election of Sixth Member of the

G. E. B.

Delegate Geo. Keenan , Div. No. 282 , Roch.

ester, N. Y. , nominated Wm. B. Fitzgerald,

Div . No. 132 , Troy, N. Y.

Seconded by Cornelius and Huison .

The Sec'y cast the vote of the Convention

for Wm. B. Fitzgerald .

Wm. B. Fitzgerald having received the

vote of the convention was declared duly

elected Sixth Member of the G. E. B.

The Chair declared in order the nomina.

tion and election of Seventh Member of the

G. E. B.

Delegate Gauthier, Div. No. 194 , New Or

leans , La. , placed in nomination Ben Com

mons of Div . No. 194 ,

Delegate Jno . Stadler seconded the nom

ination ,

Delegate Joe Colgan , Div. No. 241 , Chi

cago, Ill . , nominated P. J. Shea of Div, 168,

Scranton , Pa.

Seconded by Delegate Buckley, Div . 477,

and Bland of Div. 260 .

Upon vote of the convention .

P. J. Shea received 126 votes.

Ben Commons received 54 votes.

P. J. Shea having received a majority of

all votes cast was declared elected Seventh

member of the G. E. B.

President Mahon : “ I regret that the name

of Bro . Commons was presented to this con

vention as a candidate for re-election . He

notified the officers and his own delegation

that he would not accept a re-election. I

make this explanation that it may not be

taken that the vote shows the defeat of Bro.

Commons . It does not. It shows the defeat

only of the persistency of those who present

ed his name against his protest."

Del Shea : “ I would not allow my name to

appear against Bro. Commons. I knew my

name was before the convention as the only

candidate. It was after I was assured that

Bro . Commons would not accept re-election

that I became a candidate for the place .

However, I thank the convention for this

expression of confidence, and will endeavor

to serve the interests of the Association

with credit."
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The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion and election of Eighth Member of the

G. E. B.

Delegata A. H. Burt nominated Fred Fay,

of Div. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich.

Secretary cast the vote of the Convention

for Fred Fay.

Fred Fay having received the vote of the

Convention was declared duly elected

Eighth Member of the G. E. B.

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion and election of Ninth Member of the

G. E. B.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair nomin

ated D. S. Fitzgerald, Div. No. 281 , New

Haven, Conn.

Delegate J. T. Mahoney seconded the

nomination.

Delegate Wm. Taber, Div. No. 241, Chi

cago, Ill. , nominated M. C. O'Brien, Div . No.

241 , Chicago, Ill.

Delegate Sproule seconded the nomina

tion ,

Upon vote of the Convention :

D. S. Fitzgerald received 105 votes .

M. C. O'Brien received 73 votes.

D. S. Fitzgerald having received a major

ity vote of the Convention was declared

duly elected Ninth Member of the G. E. B.

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion and election of Headquarters City.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Kee

nan and Colgan that Detroit, Mich. , be elect

ed as the city for International Association

Headquarters. Carried ; and Detroit was de

clared duly elected.

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion and election of Convention City .

Delegate Jordon placed in nomination St.

Joseph, Mo.

Delegates Hanley, John Stadler and Col

gan seconded the nomination of St. Joseph .

Sec'y R. L. Reeves nominated Detroit.

Delegates Burns and Fysh seconded the

nomination .

Delegate A. H. Burt nominated Salt Lake

City, Utah,

Vice - President A. L. Behner seconded the

nomination of Salt Lake City.

Delegate Jossman withdrew the name of

Detroit and gave notice that Detroit would

two years hence ask for the 1913 Conven

tion.

Delegate Burt withdrew Salt Lake City

and St. Joseph was duly elected Convention

City for 1911 .

Moved and seconded by Delegates Bland

and Mahoney to pay the Asst. Sec'y and

Doorkeepers the same as at previous Con

ventions. Carried..

Delegate Johnson thanked Detroit and

Salt Lake City for withdrawals .

The Chair declared in order the nomina

.tion and election of Delegates to the A. F.

of L. Convention.

Delegate Aldrich nominated W. D. Ma.

hon as first delegate.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Taber

and J. H. Keegan to elect W. D. Mahon

unanimously ; carried ; and W. D. Mahon

was elected first delegate to the A. F. of

L. Convention.

The Chair declared in order the nomina

tion and election of Second Delegate to the

A. F. of L.

G. E. B. Member Wm . B. Fitzgerald nomi

nated Ben Commons.

There being no further nominations, Ben

Commons was unanimously elected Second

Delegate to the A. F. of L. Convention .

The chair declared in order the nomina

tion and election of Third Member of the

A. F. of L. elegation.

Delegate L. D. Bland nominated Joseph

Colgan of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Delegate Aldrich nominated C. 0. Pratt .

Delegate O'Brien of Ottawa nominated

Joe Gibbons.

Upon vote of the Convention :

Colgan received 61 votes.

Pratt received 71 votes .

Gibbons received 25 votes .

No candidate having received a majority

of all votes cast the Chair directed that the

low candidate be dropped and that a sec

ond vote be taken .

Upon second ballot :

Pratt received 77 votes .

Colgan received 58 votes .

C. 0. Pratt having received a majority

of all votes cast was declared duly elected

Third Delegate to the A. F. of L. Convention.

President Mahon announced that the Ca

nadian locals would be affiliated with the

Canadian Trades and Labor Congress.

Moved and seconded by Delegates Burgo

and Farasey that the G. E. B. be instructed

to approve of the proceedings of the con

vention for the sessions of Oct. 9th . Car.

ried .

Moved and seconded by Delegates Bur

go and Williamson that the International

President be instructed to install the newly

elected officers. Carried .

At 8 o'clock p . m . the Convention ad

journed sine die.

W. D. MAHON,

Chairman .

JOHN H. REARDON,

R. L. REEVES,

Secretaries.

Alphabetical roll of officers and delegates

in attendance at the 11th Convention , and

resident cities :

Abbott, C. A. , Philadelphia, Pa.

Aicken , J. A. Vancouver, B. C.

Aldridge, R. R., East St. Louis, Ill .

Anderson, James A., Chicago , Ill .

Andrews, Fred . T. , Norwalk , Conn .

Armstrong, George, Hamilton , Ont.

Ashby, 6. J. , New Orleans , LA
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.

Baldauf, Edw. J. , Pittsburg , Pa.

Bannon ,George, Pittsburg , Pa.

Barron , Hugh, Philadelphia, Pa .

Baxter, Robert. Chicago, Ill.

Bechtloff. Edw ., Chicago, Ill .

Behner, A. L., Cleveland, O.

Bland, L D., Chicago, Ill.

Black, J. E., Chicago, Ill.

Blesh, Louis J. , Chicago, Ill.
Blue, Leonard F. , Philadelphia , Pa.

Bradford, W. G., E. St. Louis, Ill.

Braungart, Charles, Philadelphia, Pa.

Brereton, George E. , Joliet, Ill.

Brown , W. B., Toronto, Ont.

Brennan, Michael J., Philadelphia, Pa.

Buckley, Harry , Philadelphia, Pa.

Buckley, M. C., Chicago, Ill .

Burgo, Henry. Chicago, Ill.

Burnette, Jerry, Peoria, Ill .
Burns, Garrett F., Detroit, Mich.

Burt, Allen H. , Salt Lake City , Utah,

Buttimer, Cornelius, Chicago, Ill.

Campbell, J. A., Detroit, Mich.

Carr, Ernest A., Detroit, Mich.

Carter, B. A., Hammond, Ind.

Casper, C. E., Chicago, Ill.
Casson, Ben ., Elyria, Ohio .

Chambers, Archibald, Philadelphia , Pa.
Colgan, Joseph, Chicago, Ill .

Collins, L. S.. Chicago, Ill .

Cousart, Daniel S., Pittsburg, Pa.
Convery, L. M., Butler, Pa .

Conway, Frank J., Chicago, Ill .

Cornelius, Richard . San Francisco, Cal.

Coulthard, C. C. , New Castle, Pa.

Cullinan, Stephen. New Haven, Conn.

Daly Daniel, Detroit, Mich.

Davidson, Robert, Philadelphia , Pa.

Davis, George C., Sharon , Pa.

Deegan, E. M., Chicago, Ill .

Dempsey , A., Chicago, Ill.

Dooley, John , Pittsburg. Pa.

Dufy, J., Philadelphia , Pa .

Dugan, Samuel,Chicago, Ill .

Dunn, Joseph E., Hartford, Conn .

Dunn, T. H., Winnipeg, Man.

Durr, Henry, Chicago, Ill .

Enright, Dennis, Chicago, Ill .
Ernst, John, Chicago, Ill.

Evans, Geo. W., Pittsburg , Pa.

Fairclothe, John , Quincy, Mass.

Farasey, James K., Cleveland, Ohio.

Ficka, H., Philadelphia, Pa.

Finnemore, J. A., Pittsburg. Kans.

Fitzgerald , D , S., New Haven , Conn.

Fitzgerald. Wm. B., Troy, N. Y.

Fleming , Peter, Chicago, Ill.

Frazer, Wm ., Wheaton, ill .

French, Wm., Lynn, Mass.

Frey, John A., Thompsonville , Conn .

Fysh , Charles, Detroit, Mich .

Gallagher, Chas. F. , Pittsburg. Pa .

Garvey, Thomas , Philadelphia , Pa .

Gauthier, Leonce, New Orleans, La .

Gibbons, J. , Toronto , Ont.

Gibbs, Frank, Chicago, Ill .

Gleason , Wm . J.. Pittsfield . Mass.

Gonzales. Chas., New Orleans, La .

Greene, Thomas, Chicago, Ill .

Hammond, Ira, Davenport, Iowa.

Hanley, Patrick E. , Chicago, Ill .

Hanna. Wm. T. , Pittsburg , Pa.

Harriss , Eugene. New Orleans, La.

Hatch, Thomas, wilkes - Barre , Pa.

Hennessey, Martin J., Springfield , Mass.

Hensell , Chas. , Pittsburg, Pa.

Hood, Jno. , Chicago, Ill .

Horrigan, Jas., Chicago , Ill .

Howell. Jos. B., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hushion , James, Yonkers, N. Y.

Johnson , John, Chicago , Ill .

Johnson , Richard , St. Joseph , Mo.

Johnston. R. D. , Chicago, Ill.

Jordon , Thos. , Chicago, Ill .

Jossman, Sam ., Detroit, Mich.

Keegan, James H., Chicago , Ill .

Keegan . P. J. , Scranton, Pa.
Keenan, George, Rochester, N. Y.

Kelly, John B., Oakland , Cal.
Kelly, M. , Niles, Ohio .

Kelly. W. T., Rochester, N. Y.

Kernan, R.E.,Chicago ,' 111.

Kessler, Joseph , Chicago, Ill .

Kikor, John, Philadelphia, Pa .

Kinnery, Thomas, New Rochelle, N. Y.

Kinsley, James C. , Rock Island, ill.

Kirby, Wm . H., Fall River, Mass .

Kirsch, John , Pittsburg . Pa.

Knox, R. , Philadelphia, Pa.

Lamont, J. H., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Laudenslager. Allen , Akron , Ohio.

Larkin, John H., Chicago, Ill.

Laughlin, D. J., Chicago, 111.

Lavery, John J., Philadelphia , Pa .

Leahy. Roger j., Derby, Conn.
Leonard, J., Toronto, Ont.

Leonard. J. M., Des Moines , Iowa.

Leonard, O. J., Chicago , Ill.

MacGeachey , Geo. A., Worcester, Mass.
McCrossen , C. H. , Rochester , N. Y.

McFadden , Francis, Philadelphia , Pa.
McFee , John W., Jackson , Mich .

McIntosh, J. T., Chicago, 111 .

McManus, P. H., Chicago, Ill .

McMilen . H. , Beaver, Pa .

McMorrow , Edw . , Chicago, Ill .

Madill, S. , Toronto , Ont.

Mahlin, Edw ., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mahon, Wm. D. , Detroit, Mich .

Mahoney, J. T., Chicago, Ill .

Millard , Wm. H., Hartford , Conn.

Miller, Chas. , Philadelphia , Pa.

Minnix, Chas ., New Haven , Conn .

Monaghan, John, Philadelphia, Pa.

Moore, J. T., Wheeling. W. Va .

Morgan, Stewart A., Danvers, Mass.

Moyer, Wm. , Philadelphia, Pa.

Murray, W., Toronto , Ont.

Oakley, H. B. , Toronto, Ont.
O'Brien, James, Ottawa, Ont.

O'Brien, M. C., Chicago, Ill.

O'Brien, Patrick J., Springfield, Mass.

O'Brien , T. F. , Chicago, Ill .

O'Connor, Jeremiah , Chicago, Ill.

O'Loughlin , Coleman , Philadelphia, Pa.

Olson , Ole, Chicago, Ill .

Orr, Řezin, Detroit, Mich..

O'Sullivan , J. J. , Rochester , N. Y.

Page, Lewis W. , Kalamazoo , Mich .

Parker, Richard , Chicago, Ilí .

Parks, L. H. , Chicago , Ill.

Peck , Hiram A. , Detroit, Mich .

Phemister, Eric, Chelsea , Mass.

Placke, F. N. , Kewanee, Ill .

Potter , James, Winnipeg , Man .

Powers, James , Chicago, Ill.

Pratt , Chas . M., Elmira, N. Y.

Pratt, C. O. , Welshfield, Ohio .

Quinlan . Wm ., Chicago, Ill.

Quinn , Chester A. , Pittsburg , Pa .

Reardon, John H. , Worcester, Mass.

Reeves, R. L. , Pittsburg, Pa .

Reilly, James, Philadelphia, Pa.

Renton , John, New Orleans , La.

Robbin , W. D. , Toronto , Ont.

Rodgers, James, New Orleans, La .

Roehner, Wm ., Philadelphia , Pa.

Sauce, R. A., Youngstown . Ohio.

Schafer , E. B., Pittsburg. Pa.

Scott, Edwin M., Stanford, Conn.

Scott, Orin , Lansford , Pa.

Shea, P. J. , Scranton , Pa .

Shiffier. John , Philadelphia , Pa.

Sieloff, Herman, Chicago, Ill.

Sinclair, Magnus, Toronto, Ont.

Skinner, Wm . K., Chicago, Ill .
Smart, Jos. W. Oakland, Cal.

Smith' o . M., Wheeling, ' w . Va.

Smyth , Alex. , Reading. Masg.

Sproule, Wm . E., Lowell , Mass.

Stadler. Fred , New Orleans, La.

Stadler , J. , New Orleans, La .

Stampfii. Jno . , Cleveland, Ohio.

Stenz, R. , Pittsburg , Pa .

Sturtz, Wm . J. , Chicago, Ill .

Styles , Curry , Brockton, Mass.

Sullivan, J. T. , Chicago, Ill .

Sullivan , Patrick , Chicago, Ill .

Taber, Wm. , Chicago, Ill .

Thorn, Hugh, E. Liverpool, Ohio.

Thorpe, J. J. , Pittsburg, Pa.

Trickett , W. D., Chicago , Ill .

Ward , L. A.. Philadelphia , Pa .

Ward Patrick J., Pittsburg , Pa.

White. Ben. , Chicago . Ill .

Williamson , Jno, A., New Orleans, La .

Yeager, Thos., Philadelphia, Pa .

Zimmerman , Frank , Pottsville, Pa



Headquarters, City of Detroit, Michigan.

Convention City for 1911, St. Joseph , Mis

souri.

Election Result.

The Board of Officers elected by the

Convention for the ensuing term is :

International President

W. D. Mahon ...... Detroit, Mich .

First Vice-President

A. L. Behner ...... Cleveland , Ohio.

Second Vice -President

J. J. Thorpe......Pittsburg, Pa.

Third Vice-President

A. H. Burt........ Salt Lake City, Utah .

Fourth Vice-President

George Keenan ....Rochester, N.Y.

Fifth Vice-President

B. A. Carter.......Hammond, Ind.

Sixth Vice-President

Patrick E. Hanley..Chicago, Ill .

Seventh Vice-President

T. H. Dunn........Winnipeg, Man .

International Treasurer

Rezin Orr..........Detroit, Mich .

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade — not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We cannot only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Made Uniform (mod . volght) $ 11.00

Union Made Uniform (hry. might) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men— regulation style- depend

able quality , and to be had in a11

regular, stout and slim sizes . The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

Tho lomo of Good Clothes for war ar Boy.

Executive Board .

C. 0. Pratt, Chairman ......... Welshfield, Ohio

R. L. Reeves, Secretary . .Pittsburg, Pa.

Edward McMorrow . ... Chicago, Ill.

Magnus Sinclair .. .. Toronto , Ont.

Richard Cornelius. .San Francisco, Cal.

Wm. B. Fitzgerald . ... Troy, N. Y.

P. J. Shea ... .Scranton , Pa.

Fred Fay .. .Ypsilanti, Mich.

D. S. Fitzgerald ... .New Haven , Conn.

The Delegates to the A. F. of L. Conven.

tion were :

..W. D. Mahon, Detroit, Mich . , 1st Delegate.

Ben Commons, New Orleans, La. , 2nd

Delegate.

c. 0. Pratt, Welshfield , Ohio, 3rd Delegate.

Cla
yto

n's

53-81 WICHIDAN AVE. Opp . Catillas Hotel

Mr.

Motorman

If you are not using

one of

TAYLOR'S

Watch Holding Cases

YOU SHOULD

One motorman writes, that his worst accident

was caused by stooping to pick up his watch

which had fallen from his pocket. Avoid acci

dents and be on time by using one of our hard

rubber cases . Air tight -- non -conductor --holds

any size watch -- springs and padding prevent jar

HERE IS OUR PROPOSITION

Send us $ 1.65 and receive one of these cases by return

registered mail. If, after you have used this 10 days you

would be withoutit for three times its cost, return it and

your money will be cheerfullyrefunded .

TAYLOR BROS ., Solo Manufacturers

021-923 Vest Superior Avo. CLEVELAND , O.

Reference, my Cleveland Bank or Mercantile House. Agents Wanted

YOU CAN OWN THE DIAMOND OR

WATCH YOU WANT

Simplest thing in the world to gratify any

fancy you may have in this line if you take advan

tage ofour credit plan. The cost will probably bo

only a dollar or two a week - too little to figure

seriouslyin your expenses.

Pay 60c weekly on a $ 10.00 purchase.

Pay 76c weeklyon • $ 15.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.00 weekly on a $25.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.50 weekly on • $ 50.00 purchase.
Pay $ 2.00 weekly on & $ 75.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.50 weekly OD a $ 100.00 purchase.

Jost • Little Casb .

Aloe Clock ), Jewelry , sllverware, Ete

ALL OR CASH OR CREDIT

43

Arcade
CLIEVER AND 」

F.B. STRAWN & BRO. 43



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT , MICH.

OFFICERS OFFICERS

George H.Russel,

President

A. E. Wing ,

Cashier

STATE SAYISBAR
M. W. O'Brien ,

Vice-President

and Chairman

of Board

H. P. Borgman ,

Cashier Sav.

Dept.

R. W. Smylie ,

Mgr. Credit

Dept.

- J. R. Bodde,

Asst . Cashier

Geo. E. Lawson ,

Vice -President

R. S. Mason,

Vice - President R. T. Cudmore ,
Asst . Cashier

F. A. Schulte,

Vice -President

Geo . T. Courtney ,

Auditor

CAPITAL,

SURPLUS

$ 1,500,000.00

1,600.000.00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS . ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY MAIL .

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS " HOW "

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

2ປີ

W FOR ...

UniformClothing

1999
We also carry the Largest

Stock ofUZRASH BR DIRICK&

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

VRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF-MEASUREMENT GUIDE

113 KING ST.WE ST.

Frank Broderick

& Company

THE LARGEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA
115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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“ Society can have no respect for the

intelligence of working men who take

no interest in the organization of labor.

In proportion to their weakness in the

spirit of unionism they lose the confi

dence and support of the public. It is the

spirit of the times. It should not re

quire argument to so convince wage

earners . To maintain strong organiza

tion in the true spirit of unionism is the

only way for labor to be prepared for a

crisis . ” - From a recent address of Judge

Alfred J. Murphy, Detroit, Mich.

NOVEMBER 1909



SRE.REBA
MIL

EMPLOYEES

BOOT&SHOE By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

WORKERS UNION

Stamp Shoes

UNION You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money .

factoryNa You help your own Labor Position .

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : " Thisshoe does not bear the stamp, but is

made under Union Conditions , This is false -- No -shoe is union made unless it bears

the Union Stamıp .
BOOT & SHOE WORKERS' UNCON

John F. Tobin , Pres .

Chas. L. Blaine, Sec . - Treas .
246 Summer St. , BOSTON, MASS.

DUEBER-HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them
12

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MICHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor . Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUP .

PLIES.

Oncial seal... . $3.50
Mamber Div . 280

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 ... .80 Manufacturer of

Rituals, each .. .25

Withdrawal cards, each . .06

Union ButtonsTraveling cards, each .... .05

Division financial book, 100 pages, 1.50

Division financial book , 200 pages.....
BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

2.50

Division financial book, 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicato report books, each ... 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more, 108 E. Washington Sl.

per 100 ...
4.00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100 ,

each .... .06 CHICAGO, ILL.

Financial secretary's order book on

treasurer, each ... .25

Treasurer's receipt book ..

Association Badges, rolled gold, each .. .50

FLOUR
BEARS

R.A.ON
MADE BY

(UNION HANDLED (LABEL THIS
AASBEREA TXD FAIR

UNION
LABEL

EMPLOYERS LABOR

J. L. LYNCH

.25
LUNION OF

LT
ER
NA
T

GROUND

PACKED

AND

F
L
O
U
R

A
N
D

C
E
R
E
A
L

Association Badges, solid gold, each ... 1.00

Cuts of offieial seal for uso on printed

matter, each .30

Gilt seals, por 100.. .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press , postoffico money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postage, accepted.

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded .

O
n
i
o
n

THE UNION LABEL

of the

Bakery Workers

Stands for fair and sanitary could

tous le the batuestros hereis
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Mr. Secretary:

Is where you can drop

in and be at home. ::

Some Local Divisions are having

their Local By - laws and Constitu

tion and General Laws of the In

ternational Association bound in

one book . You can readily see

the advantage of this arrange

ment. Don't you think it would

pay to have it done for your Lo

cal at once ?

Send for sample copy

and price.

Houghton
- Jacobson

Printing Co.
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Live and Let Live
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The International Assoclotion

has arranged to supply the Emblem ,

at lowest possible cost.
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BUTTONS and BADGES

Springs for

Motormen's Stools

50c per set, deliv

cred free. Send

stamps or money.

A great comfort and

protection from ju

on Kidneys.

Thousands in un .

The Toledo Chair

Spring Co.
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Thank you, old man, for telling meabout the BLOCH / UNI

FORMof QUALITY. This is the best fitting, best made, and best

wearing, unionmade Uniform I ever had. I am going to tell all

my friends to buy this kind and take Cutout and

NÓ SUBSTITUTẾ. Mail.

THE BLOCH COMPANY
City

Wholesale Manufacturer,Cleveland, Ohio

THE

BLOCH

COMPANY

Please send 1910

Style Book and
samples ofuniforms

Name

Address

Dealers name
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PITTSBURG, PA. DELEGATES TO ELEVENTH CONVENTION.

The above picture was taken from the steps of the Toronto City Building.

The City Building of Toronto is one of the finest, if not the finest municipal

building upon the American continent. In the picture are, reading from left to

right : :

Front row-Int. Vice-Pres . J. J. Thorpe and President E. B. Schafer, Div . 85 .

Second row - G . E. B. Sec . R. L. Reeves, Rec . Sec. Ed. J. Baldauf, Executive

Board Members Harry McMillen and George W. Evans, Div. No. 85 .

Third row - Local Vice -Pres. Chas . Hensell, Div . No. 85 ; Pres . P. J. Keegan ,

Div . No. 168, Scranton, Pa.; Ex-Pres. John Dooley, Div. No. 85 ; Pres. Hugh Thorn,

Div. 52 , East Liverpool, Ohio ; Executive Board Member R. Stentz , Div . No. 85 .

Fourth row - Sergeant-at-Arms W. B. Brown, Div. 113, Toronto, Ont.; Executive

Board Member D. S. Cousart, Div. 85 ; Sec . L. M. Convery, Div. 223, Butler, Pa.;

Executive Board Members Geo. Bannan and Wm. T. Hanna of Div. 85.

A CONVENTION RETROSPECT.

The 11th Convention is now a part of the

history of the Amalgamated Association . It

is a marking point the same as all other

Conventions have been .

But the 11th Convention was an inspira

tion for greater things than have yet been

accomplished by the Association . One in at.

tendance at it was impressed by the charac

ter of men the street and electric railway

men had sent to represent them . Of course,

one must take it that they were samples

selected because of their peculiar fitness,

but it must not be accepted that they were

the only ones. They were selected from

the numbers of the membership of the va

rious locals, and as I associated with them ,

I was forced to confess to myself that those

they were there representing were men of

mind and metal as themselves .

The entertainment of the delegates by the

Toronto St. Railway men would almost im- '

press one that conventions are for the pur

pose of giving some one an outing, and that

it is the duty, and apparently a pleasurable

one , for the town in which the Convention

is held, and particularly the Conventionists
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who represent that town, to act as a sort of

preparing and pleasure steering committee .

The Toronto St. Railway men had a com

mittee appointed both from their Ladies '

Auxiliary , which they seemed to have in

that town, and from their Association .

Those committees were guided by fixed ar

rangements upon which the Toronto St.

Railway men had worked for the purpose of

making a holiday event for the delegates .

In their effort the Toronto St. Railway men

proved themselves a wonderful success in

handling such events . They had the entire

city with them . Wherever one went with a

badge of identification , you found those

whom were met to assume the duties of

host and nothing was too good for the visi.

tors . The city was wide open to them ; it

was their bigpleasure park, and everybody

there contributed . As I noted this part of

the Convention it impressed me that those

who had never seen ' such a thing could

hardly comprehend the courtesies and high

regard that it brings to one to be a member

of the Amalgamated Association. You could

not be connected with that Convention and

be long a stranger in Toronto.

But to commingle with the delegates and

enter their Convention Hall, their commit.

tee sessions, etc., one could see readily that

their selection as representatives was for a

purpose and that they had not come to To

ronto for a holiday. They were there to

work. Every delegate had ideas of what

he regarded would be promotive of his As

sociation. He was intensely interested in

what was for the good of the Association .

He gave his ideas to his associates, listened

to their, arguments upon them and tried to

convince them of his position , but he found

that they had ideas to exchange with him.

It was their study. For the most part I

found that upon a great many points they

nearly all agreed , and their study of the

questions that came before the Convention

seemed to lead to one point-that which

would be the betterment of their organiza

tion - and they had all come generally to

the same conclusion.

In getting in touch with the delegates and

getting acquainted with them and by talk

ing with them about their Association and

about their purposes in the Convention, one

quickly lost sight of the social functions as

features of any great importance . There

would have been that same spirit of union.

ism and desire to do something in line with

the betterment of labor, for the street rail.

way men especially, had there been no so

cial functions for entertainment. In fact , I

found several of the delegates almost criti

cising as encroachments the announcements

of the entertainment committee of the local

railway men . They did not have the time

to spare ; they appreciated the hospitality,

but they wanted to work-and they did

work. The Convention was divided up into

committees at first and then those who

were not on the committees were eager for

the reports . The questions submitted to

the various committees were studied almost

equally as well by those who were not on

the committees as by the committeemen

themselves who were in session and with

that especial work. Every one seemed to

have formed an opinion upon every question

that went to the committee. As singular as

it may seem that opinion seemed generally

to be unanimous with the action of the com

mittee as was shown when the reports and

recommendations were made.

But one thing peculiar, and strikingly so,

was the general impression, and you may

call it a conclusion , that prevailed among

the delegates to the effect that they wanted

to maintain in entirety the old policies and

purposes under which the organization had

worked for the past two years. This was

not so singular when one became acquaint.

ed , through the reports to the Convention ,

with the actual progress made by the As

sociation in its affairs during the past two

years.

As was noted in one of the reports, the

officers, backed by the membership, at the

beginning of the hard times determined to

maintain a strong defense against the influ .

ences of the panic, and it appears that the

Association determined upon a peculiar

kind of defense, which they called an " ag

gressive" defense or " progressive" defense,

and instead of defending themselves within

the limits of the Association of two years

ago, the membership had so aggressively or

progressively defended themselves that the

Association was extended both in benefits

to the membership and in acquisition of

membership. It had passed through the fire

of the depression and come out stronger

and better in every way than at the be

ginning. It had some $50,000 more money

in the treasury ; it had acquired new locals ;

it had increased wages to a large number

of the membership ; it had cut down the

time of a work day and extended employ.

ment to more men ; in other words it had

opened jobs to men who would have other.

wise been thrown out of employment and

been among those seeking work. It had

cared for those who had fallen by the way.

side ; it had paid thousands of dollars in

death and disability benefits ; it had given

sustenance to those out of employment by

strike and otherwise. It had met a big or

ganizing expense ;
it had conducted its

work for two years upon business princi

ples and it had come into the Toronto Con

vention stronger than ever before and with:

broader views for the future.

When I come to look over the reports, I

am not surprised at the spirit of satisfac

tion that existed and the confidence that;

was displayed in the policies that had pre

vailed with the Association for the past two

yars. It made me think that the delegates:

in past Conventions had wisely arranged

things and that the officers to whom had

been committed the conduct of affairs and

the membership they represented had

stepped closely to those arrangements and

the arrangements had proved a success.

I was further impressed, as I sized up the

Convention, with the mutual confidence

which marked the delegation and the con :
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G. E. B. MEMBER P. J. SHEA,

A. F. OF L. DELEGATE BEN COMMONS.

Above is given the picture of A. F. of L.

Delegate Ben Commons. Bro. Commons

served the Association four years as a

member of the G. E. B. He positively de

clined re-election to the Board by the To

ronto convention, but, upon agreeing to

serve as an A. F. of L. Delegate, was unan

imously elected to that position. Bro. Com

mons gave ill health as his reason for not

accepting another term upon the G. E. B.

His record as G. E. B. member is current

information to the membership. His work

has been largely in the South, where is

found the most bitter antagonism to organ

ized labor, and most particularly , to our

Association. Yet in every place visited by

Bro. Commons an increase in wages and

modification of working conditions fol.

lowed, and the standard of employment has

materially advanced through his efforts. It

is well known by those close to Bro . Com.

mons that his once vigorous health has been

seriously impaired by the strenuous work

he has put in for the Association . Prior to

his election to the G. E. B. , he served one

term as Second Vice- President, a position

to which he was elected at the Pittsburg

convention . He will yet serve the Associa

tion two years as delegate to A. F. of L.

conventions.

General Executive Board Member P. J.

Shea, whose picture is given above, was

elected by the eleventh convention to suc

ceed G. E. B. Member Ben Commons.
Board Member Shea is not an unknown

quantity to the Association . He has had

several years of experience in organization

work as an organizer and local and interna

tional officer. At the New Orleans conven

tion two years ago he was elected Second

Vice-President. Prior to that time, for

some five years, he held an organizer's com

mission and did much successful field work.

He is a member of Div. 168 , Sranton, Pa .,

and served that local several terms as pres

ident. He was one of the leading spirits,

locally, that established the Scranton Divi.

sion . Prior to entering the railway service,

Board Member Shea operated a canal boat

upon the Lackawanna Canal, engaged in the

transportation of anthracite coal .

was not surprised at the remark of the City

Controller when he said that the Conven

tion , in order of intelligence, was above the

average of conventions of industrial organi.

zations . Perhaps that is due to the charac

ter of men selected by street and electric

railway companies as motormen and con

ductors.

of one act in particular do I wish to

speak. It struck me most forcefully as

characteristic of the Amalgamated Associa

tion , which I look upon as the most progres .

sive of the industrial organizations.

There must be a source of satisfaction to

the membership that the Amalgamated As

sociation has succeeded in reaching, in mag .

nitude, a financial condition so that it was

enabled to express a substantal apprecia

tion of her International President through

the delegates to the Convention . He has

duct of the delegates towards one another.

It expressed a confidential loyalty to a pur

pose, and it seemed that each expected of

the other that he was there for the good of

the cause he represented. Perhaps that

came from the fact that many of those in

attendance, if not all of them , were officers

of their locals and were familiar with the

affairs touching their common interest. I
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are

sacrificed the best part of a busy lifetime

in the interest of the street and electric

railevay men of the American continent . It

is true that almost a wilful determination

is one of the characteristics of W. D. Ma

hon . He is one of those few men

marked as specialists from this one per

sonal characteristics . It is without ques

tion that had he pursued any other occupa

tion than that of building up a labor organ .

ization and devoting his time to the up -lift

of his fellow workmen, he would have pur

sued that vocaton with the same singleness

of purpose and with the same tenacity that

has marked his course as an officer of the

Association . But he happened to be a street

railway man who saw service on a horse

car and later as motorman upon an electric

car and whose natural affections led him to

sympathize with his fellow workmen in the

matter of the conditions and wages imposed

upon them at the time he was engaged in

the service.

He committed himself to the work of al .

leviating the conditions and bringing about

better wages and more livable opportuni

ties to a body of men whom he knew by

close association and by actual experience

in service side by side with them . He took

up the fight against practical slavery con

ditions when there was but little to en.

courage him outside of his own resolute pur

pose and the sympathy of his own nature .

There were no emoluments in sight aside

from the satisfaction of doing a work for

his fellowmen , unless it was a firm convic

tion in the fealty and gratitude of true hu

manity and the belief that the best of hu

manity exists among those whose lot as

wage earners and working men seems to be

their only heritage. If he was moved by the

latter conception , the course of the member

ship of this Association ultimately has not

been a disappointment to him . If the spirit

of gratitude and the desire to reward ex

pressed by the delegates in the Convention

is representative of the membership of this

Association , that expression must be an ap

preciable reward for the past sacrifice and

service by the International President. The

sentiment of this Association in that Con

vention was to show the world that the men

of organized labor, if it lies within their

power , will shield and care for their advo

cates .

The act of the Conventon in increasing

the salary of the President is a credit to

this Association , most particularly from two

viewpoints . First , it shows that the Amal

gamated Association is one of the highest

order among industrial organizations. It

has become a strong and powerful organiza

tion, able to bid for the services of men to

serve it , and it is in a position to exact a

high grade of servce .

True , the salary fixed does not compare

wth the salary of the men whose business

ability and intelligence is paid for by street

railway companies in engaging managers of

their affairs. Theodore Shonts left the ser.

vice of the U , S. upon the Panama canal to

accept a position as manager of the Metro

politan St. Railway Company, at a salary of

$ 100,000 per year .

From $ 25,000 and upward per year as a

salary is not an exception for the service of

managers of street railways and a multitude

of them are receiving from $ 10,000 and up

wards per year. Today all of these giant

minds must be met and vied with by the

President of this Association in directing af

fairs to attain what organized labor expects

-a constant upward movement in wages

and working conditions. This Association

needs a $5,000 man to manage its affairs. As

it was put by the delegates in the Conven

tion , as a purely business proposition the

Association is getting a $ 10,000 man at half

price when paying him $5,000 per year.

From a business standpoint they expect him

to be able to meet managers in the various

large cities whose salaries are from $ 25,000

to $ 100,000 and meet them in a way that it

will bring results to our membership and to

the Association .

However, it was not all business senti

ment that actuated the delegates . It was a

desire , as well , to show W. D. Mahon that

this Association appreciates the fealty, fidel

ity and the loyalty that has marked his

course as its chief executive officer . He

has put in fifteen years of his best life in a

sacrifice of his own interests . His friends

know that. The representatives of this As

sociation in the Convention felt that the

entire membership knows it , and the act of

the Convention was , secondly, a meritorious

one in bestowing a mark of appreciation for

his service. The salary was fixed more as

a mark of appreciation and part payment of

back service rather than as a salary to fix

the rate of pay for the service of President

for the two years to come .

I personally know that it is appreciated

by the President as coming from the great,

warm -hearted , appreciative membership of

this Association . I personally know that he

feels that it has come to him more as an

expression of appreciation than any

mark to fix a salary .

In a recent conversation President Sam

uel Gompers stated " That the records of

the American Federation of Labor show

that the Amalgamated Association is the

only one of the industrial organizations that

passed through the recent panic materially

increasing in numbers and bringing advan

tages to its membership in the way of bet

ter wages and working conditions ; that

the Association had as its officers men

whose purpose was one of progress and who

were so absorbed in that purpose that they

appeared to have no thought of retrogres .

sion . That he was personally acquainted

with the International President of this As

sociation and that the success the Associa

tion had met with under his personal direc

tion is marvelous and forces the conclusion

that the expression of appreciation of the

recent Convention was most happily and

well anplied in the act of increasing the

salary .”

as
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But the Convention is over . Now , it is up

to the officers and members to get to work

and make the ensuing term record

breaker.

As I heard President Mahon say in a talk

in this city some years ago , “ We are no

longer looking for a 20-cent hour. We have

that . Let us make the standard 25 cents."

Now, I say , we are no longer looking for a

25-cent hour, through the work of our Asso

ciation we have that. Let us look for a

higher standard .

In the high hope of continued success and

with an unwavering confidence in the mem

bership of the Amalgamated Association ,

I am, Fraternally yours ,

A. L. BEHNER,

Cleveland, O.

HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY

EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.

By W. D. Mahon.

CHAPTER IX.

( Continued from September . )

The third convention convened in Milwau

kee on October 8th , 1894 . This was with

out question the most gloomy convention

nver held by our Association , coming as it

tid at a time when the effects of the panic

of 1893 had reached its high tide , and was

being most sorely felt by the entire coun

try.

An item from the President's report will

give the reader an idea of the feeling of the

officers at this time . Among other things

the President said : “ When we last met we

were full of hope and expectancy, as the

future appeared bright with promise and

prosperity to our organization and the in .

dustrial interests of the country in general ;

but alas , we have in one short year been

forcefully reminded of the old saying that

“There is many a slip

'Twixt the cup and the lip , '

and the promised prosperity to our craft

and the country have alike gone glimmer

ing, and both are now clouded with uncer

tainty and fear as to whać the future holds

in store for us in an industrial way . "

Despite the dark and gloomy industrial

conditions there was assembled at this

gathering a small band of determined dele.

gates. Some of them had already felt the

wrath of the antagonizing railway compan

ies, who had adopted a policy of destroying

the organization while the panic was on ;

but these delegates had come with the de

termination of establishing an organization

that would in the future give protection to

our occupation,

Secretary- Treasurer Massey, in his re

port, without question voiced the senti

ments of this determined band when he

said our policy was to :

" Mark well the course and keep well within

that path

Illumined by the rays of righteous flame;

Guard well the post, and buckle on the

sword,

To fight for right, success — but not for

fame."

The report of the Credentials Committee

showed twelve delegates and five officers

representing eight locals present. The lo

cals represented were Division 8 of Toledo,

O. , represented by Winfield S. Heininger ;

Division 14 of Fort Wayne, Ind . , represented

by Rezin Orr ; Division 15 of Milwaukee ,

Wis . , represented by James Flint, R. K.

Curtis and J. A. Nickerson ; Division 18 of

Cleveland , O. , represented by Owen Evans;

Division 26 of Detroit, Mich . , represented by

M. G. Moore, Samuel Lee, D. L. Dilworth

and James G. Grant ; Division 31 of Duluth ,

Minn ., represented by Chas . M. Thomas ;

Division 32 of Saginaw, Mich . , represented

by Fred Fay. The officers present were : W.

D. Mahon , International President ; S. M.

Massey, International Secretary - Treasurer;

J. W. Kennedy, First Vice-President ; George

Delisle , Trustee ; E. S. Ingraham , Trustee ,

and C. C. Reeves, Trustee.

The President's report showed that five

strikes had taken place during the year ;

that the vestibule law had been passed in

three states , viz . , Ohio, Minnesota and

Maryland . In his report he recommended

the establishing of an official journal. How

ever, this recommendation was defeated

and the Street Railway Times of Cleveland ,

a privately owned paper, was indorsed as

the official organ of the Association .

Secretary-Treasurer Massey opened his

report along the same lines as that of the

President, calling attention to the indus

trial depression that was then on in the

country . In referring to this condition , he

stated : “ During the year just past and

gone our country has experienced one of

the most distressing periods of financial

depression that has befallep it since it

sprang into existence . We have watched

with pain and anxiety the frightful havoc

it has created in labor circles . We have

seen millions of men thrown out of employ

ment. We have gazed on the emaciated

form , the pinched and wasted features, the

starved expression of the men seeking em.

ployment . We have gazed on with no little

concern , the various instances in which the

employers themselves have taken advan

tage of this demoralizing state of affairs,

and have cut deeply and cruelly into the

wages paid their employes . In many cases

this was done when there was no just rea

son or excuse for such action . Large arm

ies of unemployed men have marched from

the uttermost portions of our nation to the

fountain head of our general government,

endeavoring to attract the attention of the

Congress of our country and persuade them

to do something-to enact some laws that

would relieve the country of the dreadful

state of convulsions from which it was

suffering. Terrible strikes have taken

place , covering vast areas of territory and

involving thousands of men , women and

children . Nearly every strike, if not all ,

have been fought on the lines of justice and

as a protest against unjust oppression . Men

have stood out in the face of hunger and

want fighting nobly for those rights which
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were too prejudiced to admit it. I think

that too much stress cannot be placed upon

the fact that this is strictly a business en

terprise, with the object in view of better .

ing your conditions ; that you , as a business

partner, must co-operate and work with all

the other members in the firm in advancing

its interests and enhancing its profits; that

it does not make any difference what your

partner's religious belief is, so long as he

is true to the interests of the firm , and

when, if ever, a person is found to be un

trustworthy, do not condemn him on ac

count of his religion, but condemn him

because of his course of action . When we

consider that the source of all these dis

sensions sprang from the ideas advanced

by a great railroad corporation attorney,

we must naturally draw the concluson that

they were bred, not to better the condition

of our country or of the laboring man , but

to be the means of increasing the income

of this fat and greedy employer. We have

a business to perform . This is a business

organization . Let us perform that business,

Let us not combine with business affairs

disputes about the most sacred jewel the

body contains — the human soul. Let us im.

bue our actions with enough charity to grant

to our fellow men the privilege of worship

ping the Deity in such manner as his reason

dictates to be right. Let us practice religion ,

Quarreling about creed is not religion .”

heaven approves and hell sneers at. They

have called loudly and repeatedly on the

administrators of law within our land to

come to their assistance by interpreting the

laws in accordance with their reading and

on the basis of justice and reason. They

have sought the judicial ermine in their

time of need. What was the result? Jus

tice slumbered, but the fitting tools of the

grasping corporations that disgrace our ju

dicial benches issued arbitrary and unjust

injunctions, obstructed the flow of clear

rivers of legal decisions, and contaminated

and polluted even the pure waters within

the judicial pool.

Through all these severe storms of politi

cal and financial disaster we have bravely

held our ground, and today, emerging from

the second year of our labor, we find that

the faith in the outcome of our organization

is growing ; that the number of our local

divisions and membership is increasing ;

that the good work which we are doing and

the soundness of the policies and principles

which we advocate are more forcibly felt,

and that the ultimate success of the Asso

ciation is already assured ; that the bright

sun of prosperity is now appearing in the

horizon , that justice is not dead, but sleep

ing. This report would prove most incom

plete without calling your attention to the

great and generous aid continually rendered

to us by Samuel Gompers, President of the

American Federation of Labor. His untir

ing efforts in our behalf, his wise counsel,

crystalized by years of actual work and

experience, have done much to assist us in

maintaining our strength and perfecting

the systems of our Association. He knows

that he has my unbounded thanks and grati

tude for the valuable assistance so cheer

fully given , and is deserving of the full

commendation of our entire order."

The delegates' attention was also called

by the Secretary - Treasurer to another

question that was dividing and assisting in

the destruction of the unions. That was

the dispute over religious differences, for

at this time the A. P. A. movement was at

its height, and during the past year several

divisions had been divided and practically

destroyed because of this contention . Sec

retary - Treasurer Massey, in his report,

called attention to this condition as follows :

“ There have, in several of the divisions,

discussions , ill-feelings ana dissensions

arisen, emanating from sources entirely

foreign to the objects and aims of this As

sociation . In most cases they are from a

difference in creed or religious belief. Each

sect entertained a prejudice against the

other ; each was suspicious and distrustful

of the other ; each assumed an attitude

antagonistic to the other ; each refused to

co -operate and work in harmony with the

other ; each party seemed blinded to the

fact that what injured one must necessarily

injure the other ; each sank his business

interests in the Association and devoted his

time to quarreling about matters which in

jured not only the union, but also the cause

about which they were disputing, and each

felt themselves to be acting unwisely, but

POINTS THAT ALL PRESIDENTS AND

PRESIDING OFFICERS OF DIVIS .

IONS SHOULD KNOW.

By W. D. Mahon,

First, No motion shall be put, debated or

voted upon unless the same is seconded by

at least one member.

2nd. When any regular motion is pend

ing, no other motion can be put or re

ceived except privileged motions or sub

sidiary motions .

Privileged Motions

(a) For adjournment.

( b ) To lay on table.

(c ) For the previous question.

( d ) Postpone indefinitely .

These motions are not subject to debate,

and shall be in order at all times, and shall

take precedence of each other in the above

order.

( e ) Permission to withdraw a motion.

( f) Temporary suspension of rules.

( g) Motion to commit.

(h ) To refer .

( i) To postpone to a definite time.

( 1 ) Point of order.

(k ) Divide the question.

These and all other motions arising out

of the main question must be decided be

fore the main issue is put.

3rd. Any member may participate in de

bate. The presiding officer, however, mst

first call some other member to the chir

before he can move or debate any questin.

4th . The chair will accord the floor to

the member whom he recognizes as irst

demanding same, but if two members -rise
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at the same time, the chair shall decide

which is entitled to the floor ; but he shall

not permit any member to speak oftener

than twice on the same question except by

permission of the division .

5th . The chairman of a committee sub

mitting a report shall have the closing de

bate touching such report, and the mover

of any question on any proposition touch

ing that proposition shall have the closing

debate.

6th. If upon any motion there is a tie ,

vote, the chairman shall cast the deciding

vote.

7th. Any member having voted with a

side which prevails , in such vote, may move

for a reconsideration of the same.

8th. . Any member declaring on his word

that it is impossible for him to perform any

office as nominated to, or to do duties upon

a committee, shall be excused, but said ex

cuses shall be made only upon the appoint

ment or election .

9th . While it is customary that the first

member of a committee is the Chairman , it

is not so according to parliamentary rules .

Each committee has the right to elect its

own Chairman.

10th . The Chairman of each committee

shall submit its report. A majority of a

committee shall constitute a quorum of the

same.

in our hour of distress, we appeal to you

to assist us financially in the struggle we

are waging in behalf of the rights of or

ganization .

Whatever financial assistance you send,

send it at once to International President

W. D. Mahon, and notify Secretary P. J.

Lenihan, No. 4023 North 25th Ave., Omaha,

Nebr.

Fraternally yours ,

P. J. LENIHAN, Secretary,

CHARLES LEAR , President,

Division No. 288 .

This appeal has been endorsed by the In

ternational Organization , and any assist

ance you can give these brothers will be

appreciated by all.

Yours fraternally,

WM. D. MAHON ,

International President.

OFFICIAL' NOTICE.

APPEAL.

a

Omaha, Nebr. , October 18th, 1909.

To the Officers and Members of the Local

Divisions of the Amalgamated Associa

tion of Street and Electric Railway Em.

ployes of America :

Brothers — We take this means of sub

mitting to you our appeal for financial as

sistance. Our Division was forced on

strike in order to maintain its existence in

this city . The reports of this strike have no

doubt reached you through our Official Jour

nal and other channels , and we will not,

therefore, take up the space here to reiter

ate its causes.

The strike has been fully endorsed by

the International Executive Board , and our

local strike benefits of $5.00 a week are be

ing owed , but owir to the high cost of

living and conditions surrounding us, it is

not sufficient to properly support our mem

bership in this struggle, and we, therefore,

appeal to you, our fellow members, to as

sist us in this , our hour of trouble. Over

two hundred and fifty of our men have

stood loyally by their Organization , and

are determined to win their rights and

maintain and uphold the principles of the

Amalgamated Association , the principles

that are dear to all of us.

This Division has struggled for many

years in its attempt to maintain and up

hold the standard of this Association, and

during all of its struggle it has never

turned a deaf ear to any other organiza

tion in trouble or distress. During the past

our treasury has been open to aid and as

sist all of them in their contentions . Now,

To the Officers and Members of the Local

Divisions, Greeting :

Brothers — In accordance with the in

structions of the Eleventh Convention of

our Association, held in Toronto, Ont. , from

October 4th to the 9th, your Division is

hereby notified of the changes made in the

constitution and laws of the Association .

The arrangements made by this Conven

tion are that all new laws will go into ef

fect on and after January 1st, 1910.

Copies of the revised constitution will be

forwarded you in a few days , and you are

requested to carefully read the constitution

so as to be familiar with all changes that

have been made in our laws, and be pre

pared to put the new laws in operation in

your Division on and after January 1st,

1910.

Among the laws amended and changed is

that of elections; admission of members ;

trials, appeals and grievances; members re

tiring from service; death and disability.

The old age pension has been increased by

the new amendments, and the law on with

drawal cards has been changed to specify

that a member must have been six months

in the Association before а withdrawal

card will be granted him. A number of

other changes have been made, which you

will note in carefully reading the constitu

tion, and your Division will take note of

these changes and be prepared to put them

in operation on January 1st, 1910, as spe

cified and directed by the Convention .

Fraternally yours ,

W. D. MAHON,

International President .

P. S.-As our laws require that each

member shall be provided with a constitu

tion, arrangements have been made to sup

ply the Divisions with constitutions at the

following cost :

In lots under 100, 50 each .

In lots of 100 or over $4.00 per hundred .

In lots of 1,000 or more, $35.00 per thou.

sand.
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- THE The membership of Division No. 125, by

,

per hour. About 400 employes are affected .

The agreement carries with it an aggregate

annual increase in the wage rate to the

membership of $ 15,000. The new rate is

25 cents per hour.
0000000
AA. SEREA

The members will be pleased to learn

that G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow has.

sufficiently recovered from his illness to be

returned to his home in Chicago. Bro. Mc

Morrow was afflicted with a severe attackOfficial Journal of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway of typhoid fever the final day of the Con

Employes of America. vention and lay in Toronto for several days

at deaths ' door. His full recovery seems

PUBLISHED BY THEASSOCIATION , Month now assured .

ly. W. D. MAHON, President.

President Taft needs no “ Labor Advisor"Correspondents will please address all com
munications for publication to R. L. REEVES, to be qualified to honestly say, as he did
Editor, Detroit, Mich.

in his Chicago speech, “ I know there is an
Subscriptions payable to W. D. Mahon , Pres.

element among employers * utterly

SUBSCRIPTION. opposed to the organization of labor.” He

Per annum
. $ 1.00 can get the information himself by consult

Single copy 10 cents ing the pages of Employers' Association

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL. publications. They are rife with confirma

tory statements upon the fact. Yet they
W. D. MAHON . International President

A. L. BEHNER . First Vice - President ask , “ Who is the President's Labor Ad

J. J. THORPE . Second Vice- President visor ?” in a way to infer that his statement

A. H. BURT . . Third Vice - President is absurd.

GEORGE KEENAN .Fourth Vice - President

B. A. CARTER . ..Fifth Vice- President

PATRICK E. HANLEY..Sixth Vice -President Division No. 199 , Ottumwa, Iowa, by vir

T. H. DUNN .. Seventh Vice - President
REZIN ORR . .International Treasurer tue of renewal of agreement has secured a

General Executive Board material increase in the wage rate. The

C. 0. PRATT .
Chairman local comprises a membership of 45, all of

R. L. REEVES .
. Secretary whom are affected favorably by the inEDWARD MCMORROW ,

crease. The new scale is 18 cents for thoseMAGNUS SINCLAIR,

RICHARD CORNELIUS, of the first six months service, 19 cents

WM. B. FITZGERALD,
for the second six months, 21 cents for the

P. J. SHEA,

FRED FAY, second year and for the third year and

thereafter 24 cents per hour. The wage in

crease will aggregate $3,000 per year. TheEntered at the Detroit P. O. as Second -Class

Matter. agreement also provides for reduction in

discrimination of one year of time in reach

ing the maximum rate.

Ciclo Couns 44

A writer states in this issue that the

members of the local he represents as cor
OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

respondent are disappointed that the bene
ASSOCIATION ,

fit feature of the Association was not modi.

fied to comply with the president's pre

Article 2 of Constitution.
convention suggestion . Upon this question,

Section 1 . The objects of this Association attention may be called to the fact that in

shall be to organize Division Associations.
the report of the Committee on the Presi.Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and dent's Report, at the convention the recom

skill ; to encourage the formation in Division mendation was adopted to instruct the G. E.
Associations of Sick Benefit Funds ; to estab

lish schools of instruction and examination B. to practically bring the proposition, with

for imparting a practical knowledge of mod details , before the membership for referen .

ern and improved methods and systems of dum vote for advice for the 1911 conven

transportation and trade matters generally;

to encourage the settlement of all disputes tion to act upon in accordance therewith .

between employes and employers by arbitra As a matter of fact, upon the vote taken
tion ; to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily at the request of the president prior to the

labor, and by all legal and proper means to convention , while a majority of the locals
elevate our moral, intellectual and social favored increasing the benefits, a majority

condition.
of members voting was against it . The

vote was too close for guidance as instruc
Unsigned communications cannot be pub tion to a convention . It may well be pre

lished . Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless by special dicted that the 1911 convention will be well

permission of the correspondent. Matter for prepared with the fullest information upon
publication should be in not later than the

2d of the month, and should be written only the subject, and be qualified to act unani

on one side of the paper. mously upon it .

BER. FÅTZGERALD
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By the recent wage adjustment in the in

terest of the membership of Division No.

236, Alton , Ill . , an increase in the wage rate

of 1 1-2 cents per hour was attained . The

aggregate wage to the employes upon the

Alton System is closely estimated at $ 1,500

per year. The wage rate fixed by the new

adjustment is 25 cents per hour straight .

President Dick Johnson of Division No.

326 attended the convention with the evi

dent purpose of securing the convention for

St. Joseph for 1911. Whether the getting

qualities of Bro. Johnson were questioned

by Division 326 or not, as a matter of fact,

that local showered the delegates and

guests with St. Joe souvenirs as a supple

ment to what he might do individually. To

prompt him , lest he should forget his mis

sion, the St. Joe local sent along their Re.

cording Secretary .

Secretary Wm . Taber , of Div . 241 , is re

ported confined with an attack of typhoid

fever at his home in Chicago . He was af

flicted almost immediately upon his return

from the Toronto Convention . His recovery

is hoped for at this writing. There is no

man outside of international officers better

known to the membership generally than

the big, kind-hearted and genial secretary

and business agent of the big Chicago local .

He has been a moving spirit in the last four

Conventions , and all who know him will

gladly greet the tidings that it is hopeful

will soon come of his early restoration to

health.

The American Federation of Labor Con

vention convened in Toronto , Ont . , on the

8th inst . Delegates to represent this Asso

ciation in the Convention are President W.

D. Mahon , Detroit, Mich .; Ex- G . E. B. Mem

ber Ben Commons of New Orleans, La ., and

Chairman C. 0. Pratt of Welshfield , Ohio .

It is doubtful whether Delegates Pratt and

Commons will be able to attend . It is very

likely that the readers of the " M. & C.”

will be furnished with a report upon the

proceedings of that Convention in the De

cember issue. It is reported that it is

'he largest convention ever held by the

American Federation of Lavor.

The Court of Appeals has decided to sus

tain the imprisonment penalty inflicted by

Judge Wright, of the District Court of Dis

trict of Columbia upon President Samuel

Gompers, Vice- President John Mitchell and

Secretary Frank Morrison of the Amer

ican Federation of Labor . This sentence

was imposed for alleged violation of an in ..

junction granted by Judge Gould to restrain

the labor officials from publishing the name

of the Buck Stove and Range Co., St. Louis,

Mo. , as being that of an unfair firm and to

restrain the defendants from in any way

making mention of the Buck Stove and

Range Co. The sentence , it is held by the

best of authority, is in direct violation of

constitutional rights guaranteed to provide

for free speech and the freedom of the

press . This decision , if permitted to stand

by the Supreme Court , establishes a prece

dent by which any judge can issue an in

junction restraining any or all newspapers

of the land from publishing any item of

news or procedure upon any question what

soever in which the applicant for the in

junction may be interested directly or in

directly. Under it public officials will be

enabled to commit any offense against the

government and the people and by writ of

injunction prohibit the public from gaining

any knowledge of the crime . In fact , it es

tablishes a precedent upon which any news.

paper in the land can be suppressed and

put out of business. Of course, there has

been a division of opinion among the jus.

tices of the Court of Appeals , but the ma

jority rules . It now remains to be seen

whether the Supreme Court of the United

States will entertain the case . If the de

cision is allowed to stand it affords the

most striking example possible for the ne

cessity of restricting what appears to be

an assumed authority unwarranted on part

of the courts . If the decision stands it

places the courts of this land in the posi.

tion of rulers of the people with absolute

despotic authority, an authority not enter

tained in the purpose of the formation of

this government and a power which , it is

very clear, was contemplated to be elim

inated by the prime principles of the gos.

ernment . It establishes the courts as

oligarchy and equips them with more of.

fensive authority and less limited power

than rests with the Czar of Russia . To get

away from the semblance of such rule was

what prompted the Revolutionary war .

There should be such a cry of protest go

forth that it may not be misunderstood or

ignored . The menace is by no means con

fined to labor organizations . It enters the

vitals of the whole democracy .

an

Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich . , is the

first local of the Association to secure an

increase in wage since the closing of the

old term reports . The increase took effect

October 1st and applies to all men one or

more years in the service. The new wage

rate is 23 cents per hour for first year

men, 25 cents per hour for second year

men and 27 cents per hour for those more

than two years in the service . This is a

2 -cent-per-hour increase for all more than

two years in the service and a 1 -cent-per

hour increase for those of the second year

of service. It affects 1,200 men and is an

aggregate increase to those receiving it of

approximately $60,000 per year. The in

crease is the culmination of agitation started

some six months ago and whch resulted

mutually.

An interesting feature of organizing work

during the two years covered by the Con

vention reports is the amount of work done

by officers and members of local divisions .

Ten of the charters granted were for the

institution of locals organized by officers

and members of other locals.
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. Vice -President J. J. Thorpe, since the

Toronto Convention , has organized Division

No. 528, Tarentum, Pa. , upon which he re

ports most favorably. He is now advising

with Division No. 223 , Butler, Pa. , in nego

tiation for an agreement to apply between

the employes and management of the Butler

and Pittsburg.line.

Upon the convening of the 11th Conven

tion, International Treasurer Rezin Orr was

withdrawn from Kansas City , Mo., to attend

the same. After the adjournment of the

Convention he was dispatched to Port Ches

ter, N. Y. , in the interest of Division No.

481, and from there to Eastern Pennsylva

nia to aid in advisement upon matters af

fecting Division No. 477, Philadelphia, Pa. ,

where he is now engaged.

The first charters issued under the new

term dating from Sept. 1st are those for the

institution of Divisions No. 527, report upon

which will be made in a later issue, and No.

528, Tarentum, Pa. Prior to the conven

tion , President W. D. Mahon assisted the

Chicago locals in bringing about an adjust

ment of the wage scale in the interest of

Divisions No. 241, 260 and 266. An agree

ment for three years was secured. Upon

adjournment of the 11th Convention the

President had hardly returned to the Gen

eral Office before he was called west to

associate with other officers in the interests

of the Kansas City, Mo., and Omaha, Nebr. ,

locals. In Omaha the situation was found

to be one of a question of endurance and in

which the President at the time could be of

but little service . He left this situation in

the hands of Bro. Commons. In Kansas

City he found the situation to have been

well covered by reports to the recent con

vention . In compliance with instructions

of the convention to the International Of.

ficers, President Mahon arranged a cam

paign which he placed under the direction

of G. E. B. Member Fred Fay and State F.

of L. President Sim Bramlette for prosecu

tion. The controversy in that city will like

ly continue until amicable relations are

guaranteed by the company between the

management and this Association. Upon

his return to the General Office, the Presi

dent stopped in Chicago, where various

communications
were awaiting him, and

from this point he returned to Detroit. Upon

a previous appeal from Division No. 26 he

took up with the local officers the matter

of the organization of the Flint and Sagi

naw employes. The Flint and Saginaw line

is one recently placed in operation , the cars

of which have some one and one-half miles

to operate over the D. U. R. Flint division

into the city of Flint. The agreement of

Div. 26 provides that all cars operated over

the Flint division shall be members of the

Detroit local. However, before he could

secure conferences between the local and

the management of the Detroit company,

he was required to be in attendance at the

A. F. of L. Convention in Toronto, which

convened November 8th and will likely

continue in session until the 20th . There

are several matters under the advisement

of the President, some of which will no

doubt receive his personal attention im

mediately upon the adjournment of the A.

F. of L. Convention and upon which he is

at present directing the efforts of other

International Officers and Organizers .

Chairman C. 0. Pratt, at last report,

was assisting in an endeavor to secure a

working agreement with improved condi

tions in the interest of members of Division

No. 288, Omaha, Nebr. Being unable to

bring about an adjustment a strike was de- .

clared on September 18th . The strike con

tinued without hope for an adjustment and

of a nature requiring the retaining of Chair

man Pratt upon the situation, where he re

mained until the opening of the 11th Con

vention. He had associated with him upon

this strike G. E. B. Member Ben Commons,

with whom the situation was left. Immedi

ately after the Convention, Chairman Pratt

returned to Omaha, but there being no

change which needed his further attention

there, he was dispatched to Philadelphia,

Pa. , to assist in looking after the affairs of

the Philadelphia Local, Division No. 477,

where he is engaged at the present writing .

G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow attend

ed the recent Board Meeting and later the

Convention at Toronto, where he was taken

sick upon the final day of the Convention ,

Medical attendance was summoned and the

doctor reported him to be afflicted with a

sever attack of typhoid fever . He was con

fined to his bed in Prince George Hotel.

The physicians attending him instructed the

General Executive Board that to attempt to

move Bro. McMorrow from his room would

mean his immediate death . Arrangements

were made for his care and treatment. The

sickness has been most severe and at times

his life was despaired of. However, through

effective medical treatment and skillful

nursing, he has passed the danger line and

now is reported improving, and it is hopeful

that he will soon be in a condition to re

move to his home in Chicago.

Vice-President A. L. Behner, after the

convention and upon appeal of G. E. B.

Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald , was dispatched

to East St. Louis, ill . , to assist in securing

an adjustment of affairs in that city. A new

agreement was secured obtaining to the

membership of Division No. 125 an increase

in wage and an adjustment of all differences,

between the company and employes ,

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair of To

ronto, has been in immediate supervision of

the care of Board Member McMorrow since

the Convention and has lent such effort as

was in his power to be of value in the treat.

ment and care of our afflicted brother.

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornellus, since

attending the recent Board Meeting and
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Convention , returned to his home in San

Francisco, from whence he was dispatched

to attend a meeting of Division No. 265, San

Jose, Calif. He rendered advice upon the

local affairs of that Division. Board Mem

ber Cornelius reports progres relative to

the San Jose Local.

out contest. However, the strong element

of the membership of the Omaha local is

standing firmly in an effort to effect a rea

sonable and acceptable adjustment with the

company and will evidently not yield until

a settlement favorable to the future main

tenance and upbuilding of the local is estab

lished.

G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald , after

adjusting matters in Wheeling, W. Va ., in

the interest of Division No. 103, visited Div.

No. 85, Pittsburg, Pa. , where a contention

existed relative to seniority of service upon

one of the lines. After an amicable adjust

ment of affairs there, he attended the recent

G. E. B. Meeting, where, in the absence of

Chairman C. D. Pratt, he officiated as Chair.

man pro tem over the sessions of the

Board, and later attended the Convention

in Toronto. After the close of the Conven

tion, Board Member Fitzgerald was dis

patched to East St. Louis and Alton , Ill .,

where he was directed to assist Divisions

No. 125 and No. 236 in the adjustment of

the matters that had arisen in their affairs .

An application for increased wage had been

determined upon by the membership of the

E. St. Louis and Alton Locals. There was

a disposition to divide the interurban men

and men into separate locals. When

Board Member Fitzgerald reached the situ

ation he discovered that there had been

made an incursion on the interurban lines

by a disorganizing element. He found that

about the first thing for him to do to assist

the membership in attaining any advan

tages was to wipe out this disorganizing

effort. On account of the extent covered

by the systems operated by the members

of our E. St. Louis and Alton Locals, he

found it slow progress and appealed for as

sistance, when Vice - President Behner was

sent to respond. The two were successful

in bringing about an adjustment by which

all matters were settled satisfactory to all

concerned . The wage question was taken

up with the company and adjusted by the

establishment of a 25 -cent rate straight per

hour upon all lines. After adjusting the

situation , Board Member Fitzgerald re

turned to his home to take up further work

of the Association in the east.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea, who at the

11th Convention was elected to succeed G.

E. B. Member Ben Commons, immediately

upon the adjournment of the Convention

was dispatched to Girard and Pittsburg,

Kans. , in the interest of Divisions No. 510

and 497. With Division No. 510 was a con

tention between members which led to the

summary expulsion of two members with

out proper trial. Board Member Shea suc

ceeded in securing their reinstatement and

in adjusting the difference to the satisfac

tion of all concerned. He then took up the

matter of a proposition to consolidate the

two locals, Nos. 497 and 510. Upon thor

ough investigation, however, he found such

a move was inopportune and reached an

arrangement by which the locals will defer

further efforts in that direction until more

definite conditions develop warranting the

same, From Pittsburg, Kans., Board Mem

ber Shea was dispatched to Ottumwa, Iowa,

where a new agreement was in course of

negotiation ; all things having been agreed

upon with the exception of the wage scale.

Board Member Shea was enabled to bring

about a settlement upon the wage scale

which completed the agreement and by

which a substantial increase in wage was

secured to the membership of Division No.

199. From Ottumwa he returned to Flint,

Mich . , where he investigated the situation

upon the Flint and Saginaw Line. Upon

this system his report indicated that a situ

ation exists not wholly inviting to the em

ployes of that system to at this time affiliate

with the Association without some assur

ance from the company that their positions

will not be at stake. After such a report

was made by G. E. B. Member Shea upon

that situation, he was then dispatched to

East Liverpool, Ohio, to assist the member

ship of Division No. 52 in organizing work.

Reports upon his efforts in E. Liverpool will

likely be made in the next issue.
G. E. B. Member Ben Commons has been

forced by circumstances to continue his

official work into the new term He de

clined to accept a re- election upon the

Board, but at the time of the Convention

he was engaged upon the Omaha strike sit.

uation and conditions there were such that

it was impossible to withdraw him without

serious effect detrimental to the Omana

Local. Board Member Commons is still

in charge of the Omaha strike situation.

He has also under his advisement an ad

justment of wages and working conditions

in the interest of Division No. 522 , Lincoln ,

Nebr. Upon that situation he reports with

much favor. The situation in Omaha, how

ever, is one, at the present time, which pre

sents but litle encouragement for an early

adjustment and it looks like a long drawn

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay returned from

Kansas City, Mo. , where he was engaged

in organizing work in the interest of Divi

sion No. 526 , and attended the meeting of

the General Executive Board in Detroit.

With him in his work in Kansas City was

associated International Treasurer Orr. In

order that the International Treasurer

should be in attendance at the Eleventh

Convention and also that there might come

no disparagement to the situation in Kan

sas City, Board Member Fay was returned

there to relieve International Treasurer Orr.

During and since the Eleventh Convention ,

Board Member Fay has been upon the work

in Kansas City. Prior to the convention he

secured an arrangement by which the com
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pany agreed that there should be no perse

cution of employes for becoming members

of this Association ; that the fact of mem

bership in the Association would not be

taken into consideration as a cause or part

of a cause for dismissal of employes . Imme

diately upon making this assurance , the com

pany advanced the wage of a few old em

ployes one cent an hour and the under offi

cials , knowing that a large number of the

employes were entering the new local , be

gan to demonstrate against it and carried

the opposition ultimately to the dismissal of

several of the members. This course was a

direct repudiation of the understanding

reached by and between the President of the

company and the Association . Statement

was made on behalf of the company that the

organizers of the Association had entered

Kansas City at the instigation of a local ele

ment in the hope of defeating the company

in attaining a desired renewal of franchise .

This statement was evidently put forth with

the purpose of enlisting all elements op

posed to organized labor in the interest of

the company in securing the desired fran

chise grant. It was accepted by the Asso

ciation as a challenge to enter contention

with the company for the right of organiza

tion on part this Association . The whole

matter was placed before the recent con

vention , where resolutions were adopted

instructing the International officers to

take up and prosecute a campaign as out

lined in the resolutions . Board Member

Fay now has associated with him Organ

izers of the A. F. of L. , State Federation

President Sim Bramlette and the entire la

bor element of Kansas City, both in Mis

souri and Kansas.

assistance rendered by the trade unionists

to each other ; and

" Whereas, When we buy products that do

not bear the label , we are boycotting our

own label ; therefore , be it

“ Resolved , That we, the members of the

A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. , in eleventh bi

ennial convention assembled , in the city of

Toronto , will reaffirm our endorsement of

the blue label of the Tobacco Workers' In

ternational Union ; and be it further

" Resolved, That the members of the vari.

ous locals now in session do agree to buy

only such tobaccos as bear the blue label of

the Tobacco Workers ' International Union . "

( Eleventh Convention act. )

Will Help Printers' Union .

“ Whereas, The contention between Typo

graphical Union No. 6 , of New York City ,

and the Buttercik Publishing Company , hav

ing reached a stage where it is clearly a

fight between all organized labor and organ

ized capital; and ,

“ Whereas, The pattern trust , to bolster

up its dwindling profits, send out lying re

ports that it has settled with the union ;

therefore be it

“ Resolved , By the delegates to the Amal.

gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America Convention

at Toronto , that when we reach our home

cities , we will endeavor to spread the truth

about the differences between the Butterick

Publishing Company and Typographical

Union No. 6. That we advise the organized

workmen and women not to purchase the

Delineator, the New Idea, or the Designer,

all fashion magazines , aud to urge them not

to use the Standard , New Idea or Butterick

patterns ; and be it further

" Resolved , That this resolution be pub

lished in the Motorman and Conductor, and

also forwarded to the Butterick Publishing

Company of New York city.” ( Eleventh

Convention act . )

Would Adopt Universal Label .

Resolution No. 2 , adopted by the 11th Con

vention , provides :
" That it be a matter of instruction to the

delegates from the Association to the com

ing Convention of the A. F. of L. to press to

the utmost of their ability for the adoption

of a universal union label."

Endorse Massachusetts Nine- Hour Bill .

Resolution No. 6 , adopted by the 11th Con

vention , provides :

“ That the Convention endorse the nine

hour bill about to be presented to the

Massachusetts State Legislature by the

street car men of Massachusetts."

Would Grant Women Right to Vote .

Resolution No. 7 , adopted by the 11th Con

vention , provides : " That the Association en

dorse woman suffrage.”

Referred to G. E. B.

Resolution No. 1 was referred by the Con

vention to the G. E. B. without recommen

dation . The resolution reads :

" Resolved , That we , as an internatonal

organization , affiliate ourselves with the Do.

minion Trades and Labor Congress of Can

ada, and that the incoming Executive Board

give effect to the resolution ."

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald , who

attended the recent Board meeting at De

troit and the convention at Toronto , upon

adjournment of the convention was de

spatched east , where he associated with

International Treasurer Rezin Orr in at

tendance at a meeting of Division No. 490 ,

Yonkers, N. Y. , from which favorable re

ports were received . From Yonkers Board

Member Fitzgerald returned to his home in

New Haven .

CONVENTION ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS

Acts and resolutions of the 11th Conven

tion not embraced in revision of and amend

ments to the Constitution and General

Laws are herein scheduled . These acts and

resolutions are the adopted policy of the

Association bearing upon their respective

subject-matter. It is the policy that the

Convention directs the officers and mem

bers to observe and make effective .

Reaffirm Endorsement of Tobacco Workers'

Union Label .

" Whereas, The Tobacco Workers ' Inter

national Union has been striving for the

past fifteen years to advance the interests

of its membership , and for shorter hours

for the toilers in the tobacco industry.

“ Whereas, True and permanent advance

ment is only secured by the mutual aid and
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venience of large Divisions, or those of re

motely scattered membership.

GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD REPORT.

To Promote International Unionism.

Resolution No. 10 was adopted by the

11th Convention . The resolution as adopt

ed reads :

" Resolved , That our delegates to the A.

F. of L. Convention be instructed to intro

duce and vote for a resolution authorizing

the A. F. of L. Executive Council to affiliate

the American Federation of Labor with the

International Labor Congress."

To Unionize Monthly Buttons.

Resolution No. 18 was adopted by the

Convention . Resolution No. 18 provides

that all locals demand the labels of the Al

lied Printing Trades and the Sheet Metal

Workers upon all monthly buttons pur

chased .

Condemn the Running - Board .

Resolution No. 20 was adopted by the

11th Convention . It provides “ that the Con

vention go on record as strongly condemn

ing the running -board on all summer cars."

To Buy Union Labeled Caps,

A resolution adopted by the 11th Conven

tion provides “ to endorse the union label of

the Cloth Hat and Cap Makers and directs

the delegates to introduce a like resolution

in each L. D."

Will Investigate Municipal Ownership.

Resolution No. 13 was adopted by the

11th Convention . Resolution No. 13 -

structs the International President and Gen

eral Executive Board to : “ Make a thorough

investigation as to the results and effects

of municipal ownership and operation , its

effect upon employes in the way of hours,

wages and working conditions and its effect

upon the organization of employes ; how

such organizations , if any , exist , are treated

and dealt with by municipal ownership

municipalities. This report , as

gathered , to be submitted to the Divisions

or to the next Convention ."

To Minimize Bonding Expense.

Resolution No. 11 was referred to the

International President. The resolution pro

vides- to instruct the international officers

to endeavor to secure some reliable bond

company for convenience in bonding officers

of local Divisions with a view of cheapen

ing rates . Resolution No. 11 was in accord

with a recommendation in the G. E. B. re

port that the question of bonding officers

be brought to the attention of the A. F.

of L. with the same purpose in view . The

G. E. B. report was concurred in as em

bracing the recommendation and the matter

will go to the A. F. of L. convention as di

rected by the international officers.

Convention Confirmed Past Policies.

As a matter of fact , the few resolutions

adopted was the result of the disposition

of the Convention to confirm the past poli

cies of the Association . The change in

election laws and laws providing for initia

tion of applicants was the logical result of

the ever -increasing magnitude of the Asso

ciation . The laws provided by former con

ventions upon these questions became awk

ward and cumbersome as the work of Di

visions has increased . There was not suf

ficient consideration in them for the con

Meeting Held October 10th and 11th , 1909.

The first meeting of the General Execu

tive Board elected from the 11th Convention

was called by President W. D. Mahon to

meet in Parlor B, Prince George Hotel , To

ronto , Ont., at 10 o'clock a. m . , October 10th ,

1909 .

The meeting was called to order by Chair

man C. 0. Pratt of the retiring General

Executive Board .

There were present President W. D.

Mahon , Detroit, Mich .; Vice-Presidents, J. J.

Thorpe, Div. No. 85, Pittsburg,Pa.; A. H.

Burt, Div. No. 382 , Salt Lake City, Utah ;

Thos . H. Dunn , Div. No. 99 , Winnipeg, Man .;

Treasurer Rezin Orr, Detroit, Mich . , and G.

E. B. Members, C. 0. Pratt , Welshfield, O .;

R. L. Reeves , Div . No. 85 , Pittsburg , Pa.;

Magnus Sinclair, Div. No. 113 , Toronto ,

Ont.; Richard Cornelius , Div . No. 518 , San

Francisco, Cal .; Wm . B. Fitzgerald , Div . No.

132 , Troy, N. Y.; P. J. Shea, Div . No. 168 ,

Scranton , Pa. , and D. S. Fitzgerald , Div . No.

281 , New Haven , Conn .

There were also present Convention Sec

retaries J. H. Reardon and R. L. Reeves

International President W. D. Mahon ob.

ligated the officers - elect who were present .

The retiring G. E. B. surrendered the rec

ords of the expiring term , together with

recommendations upon all unfinished busi

ness to the newly constituted Board of Offi

cers .

Reported from the record of the previous

term was the following:

" To the 11th Convention G. E. B.-elect :

" Brothers : —There is matter submitted to

you , together with the recommendations

thereon , from the G. E. B. record of the ex

piring term , as follows :

" 1st . An appeal from Division No. 103 ,

Wheeling, W. Va. , entered by Delegates J.

T. Moore and O. M. Smith , setting forth

that through the efforts and at considerable

expense of that local a proposed bill was

submitted to the West Virginia legislature

of recent session to provide for vestibules ,

center aisles and other protective legisla

tion . The vestibule protection was secured

by legislative enactments; the center aisle

and other measures were defeated in the

Senate . To further prosecute these meas .

ures before the next legislature is the wish

of the Wheeling local . It was also stated

that of some three thousand electric car

men of the State , only those of Wheeling

and vicinity are organized, and the burden

of expense in seeking legislation is severe .

The appeal is for financial assistance from

the International Association .

“ A second proposition is that the G. E. B.

intercede to have a special effort made to

organize the unorganized street and elec

tric railway systems of West Virginia .

" The G. E. B. of the expiring term adopt

ed a resolution to refer the appeal for finan

cial assistance to aid the Wheeling Division

in an attempt to secure further legislation

soon as
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in the interest of the street and electric be assured that the International Associa

railway men of West Virginia to the in tion will assume any loss to them in the

coming G. E. B. , with the recommendation settlement of the claim .

that such financial assistance be granted .
" (Signed ) R. L. REEVES,

Further, that the part of the appeal apply. “ Secretary G. E. B."

ing to organizing work be referred to the The matter of unfinished business from

International President for investigation. the former G. E. B. was received and the

“ 2d. An appeal rests upon the records matters upon which the meeting was able

of the closing term , submitted by Delegate to act were passed upon as follows :

Thomas Kinnery of Division No. 498, Mt. Upon the appeal of members of Division

Vernon and New Rochelle, N. Y., in the al No. 477, Philadelphia, Pa. , for relief of lia

leged interest of the membership of that bility fromthe claim of Attorneys Steven

local . Upon this appeal it develops that son , J. C. Taylor and others resulting from

documentary evidence upon the case is in the defense of the Chester, Pa ., conspiracy

existence and upon it the action of the re cases , the recommendation of the G. E. B.

tiring G. E. B. is embraced in a motion in of the previous term was concurred in and

which Delegate Kinnery acquiesced , direct the case was referred to the International

ing that the parties interested and with President with instructions to protect mem

whom it is possible, submit at an early date bers of Division No. 477 against any per

this documentary matter. sonal loss in the settlement of the claims of

“This case is handed in from the G. E. B. Attorneys Stevenson of Philadelphia and J.

of the expiring term for deliberation and C. Taylor and others of Chester.

disposal by the incoming G. E. B. upon re Upon the appeal from delegates of Divis

ceipt of the documents awaited. It is hand ion No. 103, Wheeling, W.Va., as coming

ed over as unfinished business.
from the previous term , Delegates Smith

“ 3d . Upon certain claims for attorneys' and Moore appeared at the meeting. In

fees on part of Attorneys Stevenson, Phila. support of the recommendation of the out

delphia, Pa. , and J. C. Taylor and others of going G. E. B., Delegate Smith submitted

Chester, Pa. , for fees charged against mem that Division No. 103 gave the delegates in

bers of Division No. 477, Philadelphia , Pa. , structions to intercede with the Interna

upon an agreement for defense of certain tional Association to take up organizing

members of Division No. 500 , Chester, Pa ., work in the unorganized sections of West

and Vice-President P. J. Shea, against pros Virginia and to assist the local in securing

ecution upon charges of conspiracy arising , running -board legislation .

from the Chester strike, there came before Delegate Moore urged the extensive de

a meeting of the G. E. B. of the expiring velopment in railway construction and ex

term, delegates representative of Division tension in West Virginia and that the se

No. 477. The statements of these delegates curing of legislative protection by the As.

in the essential is to the effect that in April , sociation has encouraged a spirit of organ

1908, Division No. 500, Chester, Pa. , went ization . He further urged that a special

on strike to recover a reduction in wages. session of the State Legislature was soon

The strike continued until into November . expected and if encouraged by support from

During the latter part of the strike, upon the International, Division No. 103 will send

alleged disclosures by a Pinkerton detec representatives before the legislature in the

tive, Vice -President Shea and some thirteen interest of the running -board bill .

members of Division No. 500 were arrested The meeting concurred in the recommen

upon the charge of conspiracy. Members dation of the outgoing Board relative to

of Division No. 477 interceded in behalf of financial assistance to Division No. 103 in

those arrested and under agreement en an effort to secure legislation in the inter

gaged attorneys for their defense. est of the street and electric railway men

" To liquidate the indebtedness occasioned of West Virginia, and so instructed the In

by the employment of the attorneys, the ternational President.

officers of Division No. 477 placed an appeal The matter referring to organizing work

before organized labor in general. There was referred to the International President.

was presented a statement of account show A resolution was adopted directing that

ing that the officers of Division No. 477 during the current term no officer or offi

have raised from the appeal, including do cers of the Association be permitted to en

nation of the International Association of gage attorneys by contracts or agreement

$500, $1,905.60. Of this there has been paid in any way involving the International As

to the attorneys $1,819.12. A balance re sociation without first gaining the consent

mains in the hands of Secretary Roehmer of the International President and G. E. B.

of Division No. 477 in the sum of $86.48 . In organizing the newly installed G. E. B. ,

There yet remains due as charged by the R. L. Reeves was duly elected G. E. B.

attorneys some $ 3,700. Secretary for the ensuing term .

"Upon this it is submitted that individual For Association publication editors the

members of Division No. 477 are held re meeting re - elected as editor of the " Motor

sponsible and are threatened with action
man and Conductor, " R. L. Reeves, Div. No.

in court for settlement. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa ., and as editor of the

“ It is the appeal that the International “ Union Leader," L. D. Bland, Div . No. 260 ,

Association assume the debt. Chicago, Ill .

" This case is submitted with the recom There was submitted to the meeting

mendation of the G. E. B. of the outgoing through the International President an ap

term that the members of Division No. 477 peal from Division No. 288, Omaha, Neb.,
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General Executive Board Member McMor

row during his sickness and until he should

be in a condition to be removed to his

home in Chicago .

The Convention Secretaries read the min

utes of the proceedings of the final day of

the 11tb Convention and the same were cor

rected and approved as corrected.

The work of the first meeting of the Gen

eral Executive Board having been com

pleted, an adjournment was taken at 5:20

o'clock p. m., October 11th , 1909.

C. 0. PRATT, Chairman .

Per R. L. Reeves, Secretary.

for the endorsement of a general appeal for

financial assistance to further support the

strike against the Omaha Company. The

letter set forth that the Business Men's As

sociation is backing the company and that

further financial assistance than that ob

tained from the defense fund would be ma

terial in continuing the struggle to a suc

cessful end. The appeal was signed by

Fin . Sec.-Treas P. J. Lenihan and Cor. Sec .

O. J. Randall.

Bearing upon the Omaha strike situation ,

there was also submitted a letter from G.

E. B. Member Ben Commons very clearly

setting forth the conditions at the time.

Chairman Pratt explained the situation as

it existed at the time he left Omaha, stating

that he felt that everything was being done

to promote the interest of the members of

Division No. 288 that could be done outside

of financial assistance .

The appeal was referred to the Interna

tional President with instructions to per

sonally investigate the present status of the

strike and authorizing him to render such

assistance to the local as his investigation

might warrant in line with the appeal.

The Secretary reported that, referred to

the General Executive Board from the 11th

Convention was an appeal for financial as.

sistance in the interest of the Swedish

strikers. The appeal before the Convention

set forth that by the oppressive purpose of

the employers of Sweden, the industrial

organizations were compelled to enter a

general strike that embraced practically

the entire organized crafts of that country ;

that conditions compelled, the general offi

cers in charge of the strike to make an

international appeal for financial assist

ance.

The present condition in Sweden is known

to have been brought about by employers

in resumption of work after a period of de

pression , the same as prevailed in the

United States. The employers took advan

tage of the situation in an effort to re

employ the workers at reduced wages and

unacceptable working conditions. So intol

erable was the aggression of the employers

that the employes refused to yield and a

general strike ensued .

The G. E. B.: appropriated $100 to the as

sistance of the Swedish strikers and di.

rected advice to that effect to be forwarded

to Herman Lindquist, “Landssekretariat,”

Stockholm , Sweden.

President W. D. Mahon reported upon the

condition of G. E. B. Member Edw. Mc

Morrow , setting forth that he had been

taken seriously ill after the adjournment

of the Convention ; that a physician had

been summoned to attend him, but that the

physician reported it a serious attack of

typhoid fever and that the stage of the af

Aiction was such that the patient must not

be removed from his room ; that it would be

perilous to his life to attempt tomove him

and that nurses had been engaged to attend

him .

The meeting instructed the International

President to provide, at the expense of the

Association, for the care and treatment of

In Kansas City this Association has come

up against a like situation that was con

fronted in Cleveland, O. On the eve of a

franchise election the street car company

has fired and boycotted members of this As

sociation. In its position, the Kansas City

company is saying to the people and the

working men who are to vote upon its pro

posed franchise : “Give us the franchise

and we will guarantee to you that we will

be unfair to organized labor and hold our.

selves in readiness to quell any effort of

our employes to organize if we are obliged

to interrupt the service by precipitating a

strike. We will employ men to work for us

who must accept our discipline and terms of

employment, and who must at all times, not

only work for our interest, but must vote for

our interest also . That will be our labor

policy . " That is a pretty good proposition

for the company. It requires the city to

bundle up its streets, load them onto the

backs of her citizens, with halters about.

their necks, for delivery to the master. But

this Association will protest on behalf of

the interests of employes until such a prop

osition is withdrawn. Mr. Johnson, of Cleve

land , has said that he was sorry that the

Municipal Traction company, of Cleveland,

was not fair to union men . It may be that

the Kansas City company would be just as

appreciable if it were fair.

CARD TO THE LADIES OF TORONTO.

The ladies of Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa. ,

who attended the eleventh convention, de

sire through the " M. & C.” to extend their

compliments to the committee of the La

dies' Auxiliary of Div. 113 , and thank the

ladies of the committee for the genial at

tentions and many courtesies which so ma

terially contributed to the convenience and

enjoyment of their visit in Toronto during

their stay in that city. They wish to as

sure the ladies of the Auxiliary that their

admirable hospitality will be held in grate

ful remembrance with the occasion and ſts

many delights to which were so cheerfully

and agreeably contributed .

(Signed ) MRS. J. J. THORPE,

MRS . E. B. SCHAFER ,

MRS. ED. J. BALDOUF,

MRS. WM. T , HANNA,

MRS. DIRUP.ME ,

MRS. IRMA REEVES.

Pittsburg, Pa. , Nov. 1 , 1909 .
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The untimely death of the late Bros. ,

Peter S. McCourty and W'm . Kizer, of Div .

441 , Des Moines, Ia . , robbed this Association

of two most highly estemeed members. Bro.

McCourty was an officer of the local , whose

live counsel contributed much to the marked

improvement of wage in Des Moines and

conditions throughout the state . The fatal

accident was that of a collision with a large

interurban car in a heavy fog on the morn

ing of September 25 .

Disabilities .

G. W. Milne , member of Div. No. 101 ,

Vancouver, B. C .; cause, collision

which disabled him to such an ex

tent that he could no longer perform

his duties ; worry and the shaking

up caused insanity

Delphis Drouillard , member of Div .

No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.; cause , being

caught between two cars , causing

the severing of muscles of left leg
to the bone...

100 00

100 00

Disbursements from the death and disabil

ity fund during the month of September,

1909, were made to beneficiaries on death and

disability claims as follows :

Deaths.

Mrs. Herbert C. Van Slambrooke , benefi

ciary , death claim of Herbert Van
Slambrooke, deceased member of

Div. No. 90 , Mt. Clemens, Mich .;

cause, acute consumption of lungs . . $ 100 00

Lillian J. Hutchinson , beneficiary,

death claim of C. C. Hutchinson , de

ceased member of Div . No. 235 ,

Brockton , Mass .; cause , hypertrophy

and dilation of heart . 100 00

Mrs. C. F. Schwartz , beneficiary , death

claim of C. F. Schwartz, deceased

member of Div. No. 268 , Cleveland,
Ohio ; cause, diabetes ... 100 00

Michael Powers, beneficiary , death

claim of John Powers, deceased

member of Div. No. 490, Yonkers, N.

Y.; cause, pulmonary tuberculosis.. 100 00

Mrs. Ann Landers, beneficiary , death

claim of H. 0. Landers , deceased

member of Div. No. 260 , Chicago ,

nl.; cause, accident .. 100 00

Mrs. Bertha Seymour, beneficiary,

death claim of A. Wendt, deceased

member of Div . No. 308. Chicago,

Il .; cause, tuberculosis of bladder

and kidneys 100 00

Mrs. Alice Kurtz, beneficiary, death

claim of Frank A. Kurtz, deceased

member of Div. No. 241, Chicago,
Ill .; cause, accident , being crushed

between cars 100 00

Mrs. Johanna Olson , beneficiary, death

claim of Nels Olson , deceased mem

ber of Diy. No. 241 , Chicago , 111.;

cause, apoplexy, acute gastritis ... 100 00

Mrs. Lena Tobelķe, beneficiary, death

claim of John Polbaclo ( Lawrence

Tobelke ) , decea ,ed member of Div.

No , 241 , Chicago, Ill.; cause, supl

phrenic abscess, chronic interstitial

nephritis 100 00

Mrs. Carrie Schneider, beneficiary ,

claim of . John Schneider, deceased

member of Div. No, 241. Chicago,

Ill .; cause, paraplegia, multiple

neuritis 100 00

Mrs. Sadie Hays , beneficiary, death

claim of Arthur Hays , deceased

member of Div . No. 89 , New Castle,

Pa.; cause, accident, concussion of

brain 100 00

Mrs. Walter S. Fritts, beneficiary ,

death claim of Walter S. Fritts , de

ceased member of Div. No. 169 , Eas

ton , Pa .; cause , acute eucephatitis .. 100 00

Edward T. Prendergast , beneficiary ,

death claim of Thomas H. Prender

gast, deceased member of Div . No.

425 , Hartford, Conn.; cause , typhoid

fever 100 00

Mrs. Hugh Roberts, beneficiary. death
claim of Hugh Roberts, deceased

member of Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg,

Pa.; cause , cancer of stomach . 100 00

Mrs. v . Poujade, beneficiary , death

claim of V. Poujade, deceased mem

ber of Div. No. 194 , New Orleans ,

La .; cause, electrocution through ac
cident 100 00

Mrs. Wm . Garrittson, beneficiary,

death claim of Wm. Garrittson , de

ceased member of Div, No. 194 , New

Orleans , La.; cause, accidental elec

trocution 100 00

Total .. • $ 1,800 00

Disbursements from the death and disabil

ity fund during the month of October , 1909 ,

were made to beneficiaries on death claims

as follows:

Emma S. Padden, beneficiary, death
claim of P. W. Padden , deceased

member of Div . No. 381 , Butte ,

Mont.; cause , dilatation of heart or

myocarditis · $ 100 00

Mrs. P. S. McCourty , beneficiary, death

claim of P. S. McCourty , deceased

member of Div. No. 441 , Des Moines,

Iowa ; cause , accident. 100 00

Mrs. J. W. Kizer, beneficiary, death

claim of J. W. Kizer, deceased mem

ber of Div . No, 441 , Des Moines,

Iowa ; cause , accident ..
100 00

Mrs. Geo. Troutner, beneficiary, death

claim of Geo . Troutner, deceased

member of Div . No. 85 , Pittsburg .

Pa.; cause, pulmonary tuberculosis. 100 00

Wm. D. Robbins , Fin . Secy, of Div . No.

113 , death claim of Ed. Cowan, de

ceaesed member of Div. No. 113 , To

ronto, Ont.; cause, severing of arter

ies of the neck , self - inflicted ... 100 00

Mrs. Joseph Potter, beneficiary , death
claim of Joseph Potter, deceased

member of Div . No. 308 , Chicago,

Ill.; cause , hypertrophied prostrate

cystitis , nephritis
100 00

Avice W. Belanger, beneficiary, death

claim of Philip Belanger. deceased

member of Div. No. 174 , Fall River,

Mass.; cause, tuberculosis .... ..... 100 00

Margaret K. Smart, beneficiary, death

claim of Harry K. Smart, deceased

member of Div . No. 269. Danbury,

Conn.; cause , accident , electric shock 100 00

Miss Minnie Van Zandt, beneficiary,

death claim of Mrs. Ella Van Zandt,
deceased member of Div. No. 308 ,

Chicago, Ill .; cause, acute nephritis. 100 00

Mrs. Cora R. Shirley, beneficiary ,

death claim of J. R. Shirley, de

ceased member of Div . No. 260, Chi

cago, Ill .; cause , pulmonary tuber
culosis 100 00

Mrs. Harry R. Hayden , beneficiary,

death claim of Harry R. Hayden , de

ceased member of Div. No. 304, Glens

Falls , N. Y .; cause, infection of the

kidneys 100 00

Mortimer Quinn , beneficiary , death
claim of Martin Quinn, deceased

member of Div . No. 261. Lawrence,

Mass.; cause , typhoid fever...
100 00

Total ... $ 1,200 00

IN MEMORIAM .

BY DIV. NO. 272, YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

Whereas, The Divine Providence has seen
fit to enter into the home of William Wad

dell and take from them their infant son ,

Roy Denton ; and

Whereas. Realizing death has left sorrow .

ing hearts ;

Resolved. That we freely give our heart

felt sympathy to the bereaved parents ; there
fore be it

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions

be spread upon the minutes, a copy be given

to the family and a copy sent to the Motor

man and Conductor for publication .

J. E. LONGSHORE,

Recording Secretary.
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By Div. No. 313 , Rock Island, ill .

Resolutions adopted by Div. No. 313 on the
death of Bro, Charles Berquist :

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father in His di

vine wisdom has deemed it best to remove

by death our beloved and esteemed brother,

Charles Berquist; and,

Whereas. In the departure of our brother

we recognize the loss of one always faithful

to the interests of our Association ; and ,

Whereas , We , the members of Div. No. 313 ,

wish to express our sympathy to the sorrow

ing family for the loss of a loving husband

and father ; therefore , be it

Resolved . That we, the members of this

Association, express to the bereaved family

of our deceased brother our heartfelt sym

pathy.

Resolved , That as a tribute of respect to
his memory , we drape our charter for a

period of thirty days, that these resolutions

be entered upon our minutes, that a copy be

sent to the bereaved family, and that they

be published in The Motorman and Conductor.

JAS. C. KINSLEY.

E. C. CLEVENSTINE,

JAS. S. HAYS.

will of Him " who doeth all things well," we
desire to express to his family and loved
ones our sympathy in the hour of their sad
bereavement, and our assurance that each

and every one of his associates will treasure
the memory of Bro . P. S. McCourty as long
as life lasts ;

Whereas. Div. 441 keenly feels the loss of

a faithful friend of our organization , and we

also recognize that the bereaved wife has

lost a most devoted husband, his fellow work

men a genial and pleasant comrade, the pub

lic a faithful citizen and servant and Div . 441

an efficient member; therefore be it

Resolved , That we tender our sincere sym -

pathy and as a tribute to the memory of our

late brother, a copy of these resolutions be

sent to the widow , and that they be entered

on our records, and that they be published in

our official journal, THE MOTORMAN AND
CONDUCTOR, and that our charter be draped

for a period of thirty days.
October 6 .

W. ROBERTS,

President ,

GEO G. UETZ,

Recording Secretary.

a

By Div. 169, Easton, Pa.

Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty
Ruler, in His infinite wisdom , to remove

from our midst our beloved and esteemed

friend and brother, Walter S. Fritts, and has
taken him to his heavenly home. there to

await his loved ones ;

Whereas , By the death of Bro. Fritts the

members of Div. 169 realize the loss of a

most kind , sincere and loyal friend, and his

wife a most devoted and loving husband ;

that he was ever willing and ready to do his

fellow man a kindly act ; therefore be it

Resolved. That we extend to the hereaved

family our heartfelt sympathy, and in honor

of the departed brother, we drape our char .

ter for a period of thirty days : and be it

Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions

be presented to the sorrowing family and
published in the MOTORMAN AND CON

DUCTOR, and entered upon the minutes of

our local .

WM. O. SMITH ,

WM. A. LEHR.

ASHER KNOBLE ,

Committee.

By Div. No. 441, Des Moines , Ia.

Whereas, Our Omnipotent Father, in His
wisdom and providence, has called to

higher life , our dear brother and friend, W. J.

Kizer, and our hearts are torn with sorrow

at the thought of his early departure and the

knowledge that we shall daily feel the loss

of his presence and association ; therefore be
it

Resolved . That while we bow in humble

submission to the will of Him " who doeth all

things well." we express to his family and

loved ones our sympathy in the hour of their
sad bereavement and an assurance that each

and every one of his associates will treasure

the memory of Bro, W. J. Kizer as long as

life shall last ; and be it further

Resolved . That as a tribute to the memory

of our brother, a copy of these resolutions be
sent to the widow and that they be spread

on our records, and that they be published in

our official journal, THE MOTORMAN AND

CONDUCTOR, and our charter be draped for

a period of thirty days .

October 6.

W. ROBERTS .
President,

GEO . G. UETZ.

Recording Secretary .
By Div. 304, Glens Falls , N..Y.

Whereas , Almighty God . in His infinite

wisdom , has deemed it wise to take from his

earthly home to His mansion above, where
all is rest and quiet, the soul of our beloved

friend and brother, Harry Haden , who was a

sincere and loyal member of Div, 304 , and a

true, steadfast and ardent friend to his asso

ciation ; and

Whereas, We realize that by the death of
Bro. Haden , we have lost a devoted and sin

cere friend ; one who was pleasant and cour
teous to all, ever thoughtful to do his fellow

brother a kindness, and we found him at all

times to be a true friend, a devoted husband ;
and therefore be it

Resolved , That we extend to the sorrowing

family. our deepest sympathy in this. their

darkest hour of adversity ; and let us sin

cerely hone what is our loss is his gain ; and
be it further

Resolved . That our charter be draped in

mourning for the period of thirty days, that
a copy of these resolutions be sent to the be

reaved family, and also published in THE

MOTORMAN AND CONDUCTOR .

October 22 . H. C. EMMES,

Secretary.

By Div. No. 269, Danbury , Conn.

Wheeras. Almighty God , in His infinite

wisdom . has called from his earthly labors,

our esteemed brother, Harry K. Smart , who

met his death on September 22 , 1909, while in
the faithful performance of his duty . by

being instantly killed by receiving 2.200

volts of electricity through a broken span

wire that was pulled across an electric light

wire ;

Whereas, We deplore the loss of a member
who has always been faithful in the dis

charge of his duties, courteous, kind and

good at home and abroad ; and

Whereas . We bow in humble submission to

the will of our Heavenly Father who, for

reasons unknown to us, permitted death to

take from us one so much needed by his wife

and two children and our Association ; there
for be it

Resolved . That our charter be draped in
mourning for a period of thirty days as a

mark of respect ; and

Resolved . That we extend to the bereaved

and sorrowing family our deepest sympathy

and sincere regret of this Association ; and
be it

Resolved. That these resolutions be entered

upon our minutes and a copy be sent to the

bereaved family , and that they be printed in

our officialjournal , THE MOTORMAN AND

CONDUCTOR.

October 12.

JOHN J. CARRICK

SAMUEL H. EVERETT.

FRANK R. MORGAN .

Committee.

By Div. No. 441, Des Moines , Ia .

Whereas , Our Omnipotent Father, in His
wisdom and providence . has called to a

higher life our dear brother and friend. P. S.

McCourty, and our hearts are torn with sor

row at the thought of his early departure
and the knowledge that we shall daily feel
the loss of his presence and association ; and ,

while we bow in humble submission to the
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organization . At one time he served as first

vice - president of the International Associ

ation. Bro. McCloud showed that he was at

home at the meeting. He counselled those

present to revive regular semi- monthly meet

ings to be held at times when there could be

no excuse for either the old or younger ele

ment to attend at least one meeting in a

month. He appealed that the meetingswould

prove educational and that light attendance

should not be a discouragement. " Hold reg

ular meetings,” he said . “ In that way you

will reach the newly initiated ; keep your

membership educated up to the principles and

purposes of unionism ; if not, the spirit of

your organization will languish . Don't be

discouraged by small attendance. Let it ever

be a study as to how to get your membership

out and there will come a time when you

will need no persuasion to fill your hall, your

members willbecome enthused withthe right

spirit and your Association will again be

come a recognized leading element in the

industrial affairs of this city. That is where

I want the street car men to get to and

maintain. There is no reason why you men ,

unionists as you are, should not get together

in a mutual fraternal spirit, stand shoulder

to shoulder and build up the industrial labo

movement among all classes of working mei

in this city. If you do that you can not fail

to be an inspiration and you will be proud

of yourselves. The people will then take

their hats off to you. I know that that

spirit is amongyou,and allit needsis re

kindling. To do that you must take the

younger element in your Association by the

hand and bring them shoulder to shoulder

with you . Settle your own quarrels and dif

ferences in your lodge room , and when you

get out let it be with theunderstanding that

a firm front and rank shall maintain to repel

any menace to the interests of the least of

you . Stand by one another and again I

appeal to you to hold these meetings more
often ."

The next speaker introduced was Deputy
Labor Commissioner C. H. Johnson. Bro .

Johnson had not been so long absent from

his close association with the membership.

He gave a heart to heart talk in which he

called attention to the advancement attained

through the organization to the member

ship. He cited the vestibule law , the air

brake law and other measures that had been

enacted in the interest of the Association

and through its efforts, and expressed regret
that the center aisle legislation, championed

by Bro. Austin , in the last legislature, died

in the senate. "Keep strong, boys" was the

charge of Bro. Johnson. "Stick together ;

there is much more for you to gain ; you have

not got it all . Don't lose sight of your or

ganization . Keep it working. It is up to

you to do it. "

The speeches were interspersed by enter:
tainment of song and music. The son and

daughter of Assistant Assessor Dilworth , a
member of Div. No. 26 , were among those

who rendered instrumental music. Conductor

Hart , of the Fort street line, was one of

those who entertained with song . With all

those who were present, the occasion was one

to be appreciated. Business Agent Halleen

assures us that he will endeavor to establish

the bi - monthly meetings. His idea is to hold

them alternately to give the late men

equal opportunity with the early men.

Division No. 26 holds its nomination and

election November 22nd . The local holds two

elections, the first is a primary or nomination

election, at which all candidates for offices,

where there are more than two candidates,
are voted upon. The two highest become the

nominees. The election proper is held later,

when the nominees are voted upon. Those

having no opposition are elected by nomina
tion.

was a

On Saturday evening, November 6th, Div.

No. 26held a most interesting generalmeet.
ing. Business Agent Wm. J. Halleen pre

sided.

The occasion was rather of a social event.

Sandwiches and coffee were enjoyed . Several
members who have drifted from the service

and entered public life were present, and it
seemed like are -union of old -time forces.

The meeting was well attended. An address

was madeby Hon. Alfred Murphy, one of the
prominent jurists of Michigan and who yet

maintains honorary membership in the local.

Judge Murphy is among the most eloquent
speakers in Michigan and his address, pro
foundly in earnest, showed that his interest

in wage workers has in no sense impaired

by his prosperity and well -earned eminence .

He recognized many of the old faces present

as those in sessions of the local in days long
gone by when he regular

attendant at the meeting. He spoke of the

fealty which then pervaded the membership,

and made Division 26 one of the most effect

ive powers in the labor movement in the

city of Detroit. He warned the membership

present that by the measure of the loss of

the spirit of unionism the power of the Asso

ciation would be weakened , and that in that

same measure they would lose the respect,

the confidence and support of the public in

any crisis that might comeupon them . " Il

you are short of that old -time loyalty ; that

old -time spirit of trade unionism that estab

lished the better conditions that you are at

present enjoying," said the speaker, " you

are unprepared to meet any crisis that may

come upon you."

It is regrettable that more were not pres

ent to listen to the arguments of this emi

nent scholar and jurist, whose heart rings

with the old - time spirit , of which he spoke

to his hearers , and in whom the street rail

way men of Detroit have no more staunch

and reliable friend.

The next speaker introduced by the Chair

was Hon . Malcolm J. McCloud, one time busi

agent of Division 26 , and at present

United States revenue collector in Detroit.

From the time that Bro . McCloud entered

the service up to the present, he hag been

an ardent supporter and expounder of the

principles of trade unionism . He was one

of the most effective business agents who

ever served the local, and he is remembered

with sincere appreciation by those whowere

members during his official career with the

more

an

ness
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Nominees whose election is assured by a

lack of opposition are : For vice -president,

Hamilton Shirley , Michigan west ; board

members , A. D. McCloud, Brush street line ;

Wesley Brock, Fort street west, John Sano

ders, Michigan east; John Gillies , Harper

line; C. Ferguson , Jefferson line; Wm. E.

Shea, Michigan west ; A. H. Peck, Third street

line; Wm. H. Jones, Trumbull, and Garrett

F. Burns, Wyandotte.
Other nominees are as follows :

President - Albert Garnsey, Fort street

east ; Charles Mackey. Sherman east ; R. O.
Starkey, Jefferson ; Wm. N. Walsh , Four

teenth avenue.

Sergeant-at-Arms — Wm . Leitch, Sherman

west; Geo. W. Macauley, Baker.

Secretary - Treasurer Jas. Bartholomew,

Fourteenth avenue ; E. M. Rippon, Wood

ward ; Wm. J. B. Sherwood, Baker.

Business Agent - C . Foster, Fourteenth ave

nue ; John Fraser, Jefferson ; Wm. J.Halleen,

Michigan east ; A. A. MacManamy, Harper.

Board Members :

Baker - Wm . A. Green , John J. Malloy.

X-Town East-Robert Cadger , Jas. F.

Hughes, Wm . D. Sullivan and M. C. Warren.

X - Town West - Thos. McGowan and Ralph

E. Edwards.

Flint - Geo. Miller and P. W. Walker.

Fort East - Joseph Bauman and Alfred H.

Kay.

Fourteenth Conductors-Ernest A. Carr,

Wm. McPharlin and Joseph King.

Fourteenth Motormen-Wm. Engel, Charles

Fysh, Joseph Glazier and John W. Harrison .

Michigan East - John Sanders.

Harper - John Gillies.

Jefferson Conductors—C. Ferguson ,

Jefferson Motormen - Jos. Bertram , Herbert

Gee, Joseph Justin, Edw. Prager and Jod. F.

Ryder,

Orchard Lake - Lee Canfield and Harve

Davis.

Pontiac - E . L. Bailey. C. G. Brown and S.
L. Clark .

Sherman East - Austin O. Brown and

Archie Campbell.

Sherman West - Clyde C. Brooks, Samuel

Hall, James Havens,Geo. H. Koehler, Wm.

Lorenz and Fred D. Squires.

Woodward - Alex. Cruickshank, Ray Green,

John Schmitt and Herman Seidler.

in the same position as the Association.

Neither can declare for a principle and main .

tain it and ignore the question as to whether

the people are behind the principle. If we

can bear this in mind, we will have less trou

ble over this booze proposition.

I admit there is another side to the com

pany's rule. When employing men, is it not

the duty of the company to know or find out

whether the habits of the applicant are suffi

ciently consistent with the rule A Does not

the company owe that precaution to the pub

lic ? Then, cannot it be accepted as granted

that the employe's habits are satisfactory

and that he should not be dismissed for in

dulging them ? Is it not true that the very

fact of his being employed is assurance that

the rule is elastic enough to embrace his

habits ? Surely , the company cannot assume

that the service is a sanaroium for the treat
ment of objectionable habits . Then there

should be some middle ground for this ques
tion to mark the line of overindulgence. It

seems no more than fair that the manage

ment should point out where the victim has

exceeded the line ofhis known and accepted

habits before inflicting the extreme penalty

of the rule. QUILL .

GET THEM ALL IN .

SHOULD POINT OUT THE LINE.

Pittsburg , Pa . - Delegates to the Toronto

convention returned safely home and have
resumed their usual pursuits. All are hearty

in their praise of the treatment received at

the hands of Div. 113. Our Toronto brothers

showed themselves to be royal entertainers.
There is not much wonder at the strong

organization they have when it is composed

of such public -spirited and hospitable mem

bers. Our experience in Toronto makes us

tremble a little for a hamlet which came to

the surface at the convention , and which is

evidently located among, or somewhere near

the Ozark Mountains out West, the name of

which, according to Dick Johnson , is St.

Joseph. However, an unknown country calls

for the spirit of exploration and we will hope

that the next convention will be bigger and

better than any before it.

Traction affairs in Pittsburg and vicinity

are quiet and of usual progress.

Our business agent , although for a time

afflicted with a severe cold, has done some
outside work in organizing Tarentum . He

reports that a progressive little local has

been established there.

I wish to again call attention to the booze

question, I know that when a man has the

price he has a right to buy a drink with it ,

or several of them , as he may want. It is a

free country and saloons are licensed to do

business. I know . also, that the best of good

fellows touch the bowl once in a while, and

infrequently twice. But there is no denying

the right of the company to refuse employ
ment to those who can't or won't observe its

rules relative to the booze question . The

comapny has the people behind it upon this

question. In respect to this, the company is

Rutland, Vt. - Now , brothers, let us stop

and think for a moment, and see if we are
progressing as we should . I say, No ! We

are not ! Why ?

Because we are depending too much on our

officers to do the work and attend lodge

meetings, while we go to the show or some

other place of amusement. If every one of us

could only realize the importance of our
presence in the lodge room and our duty as

members, I am surewe would rise up as one
man and claim that which is ours by right

and see that every man who has been a mo

torman or a conductor for a period of six

months becomes member of our organiza
tion.

Brothers, let us get busy. We have got a

goodlodge and plenty of food for our goat,
and he is always looking for someone to

work on. We have two or three boys here

who are eligible to membership, but for

some cause are still eating “ wild oats.'

Some of our members , I regret to say, are

allowing themselves to become delinquent.

It seems that they do not realize where they

are standing. They are on a good foundation

as long as they keep their dues paid up , but

as soon as they fall to pay they are standing

on slippery rock. Wake up, boys, and never

allow your financial secretary to turn you in
for non -payment of dues. Always hunt him

up ; do not wait for him to ask you for them ,

for it is more to your interest than his . If

you are a single man, remember your gray

haired mother; keep up your dues for her

sake if not for your own . Should you have a

loving wife depending on you, keep them up

for her sake. We know not the hour when

the death angel will call us. Remember your

obligation and never go astray, for the hun

gry wolves will soon come and devour the
sheep that stray from their flock .

Division 247 admitted another brother to

the Association at the last meeting, October
30. Bro. Wm Wallett was initiated and we

voted favorably on another application .

Bro. H. L. Morgan is still confined to the

hospital, recovering from typhoid fever.

Bro . E. W. Pilan has been confined to the

house for a few days with an injured knee

received by a fall while closing the pavilion
for the winter at Bomaseen Park . He is

able at this writing to work the front end of
his car.

Bro. Charles Earle has accepted a position

as brakeman on the Rutland Railroad and

has taken a withdrawal card .

Bro . John Carroll has resigned his position

as conductor and accepted a position with
the Columbian Marble Co. He has taken a

withdrawal card . We wish him success.

Bro. Martin Traverse failed to show up for

an early run October 31 I wonder why ? Be

on the watch, Martin . You know the con

sequence. P. H. H.
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NEWS OF DIV . 313.

Rock Island, Ill. With sorrow we report

the death of our late brother, Charles Bera

quist, which occurred October 26th . Bro .

Berquist had been ailing for several years,

but until April of the present year was able

to work his run . Since April he was con

fined to his home most of the time until his

death . Brain tumor was the cause of his

death .

Bro . Wm. Mahoney has embarked in busi

ness . He has a wagon near the Interurban

waiting room and reports a good business in
hot lunches .

Bro . Kinsley returned from Toronto all 0.

K. , where he represented No. 313 at the con
vention .

Most of our members are dissatisfied with

the way the insurance feature was handled at

the convention. They say other union organ

izations have insurance now , on these lines .

why can't we ?

Bro . Bracy Turnbaugh is again at work

after an illness lasting about four months.

Bro. H. W. Gerlach has bought the stand

at the corner of Third avenue and Twentieth

street and is now running the same. It is

the duty of our boys of 313 to patronize Bro .
Gerlach whenever they can . Bro . Gerlach has

ben ailing for over a year, and unable to

perform street car work . But he has re

mained loyal to the cause and is still a good

brother of 313 .

Work has begun on the relaying of track
on Fourth avenue, Moline. The franchise

question has been settled and double track

will replace the old single track , at least to

Fifteenth street .

Several of our poultrymen are figuring on

exhibiting some of their fine stock at the

coming poultry show .

Bro. Ĝeorge Railing has been spending a
few weeks with his parents in Whiteside

county.

Bros. Russell and Sundeen spent several

days duck hunting down along the Illinois
river.

A few of our old members are again back

to street car work . Among them is Glawe,

Ves Turner, Smart , Cobert and Johannsen ,

The December meeting will be held on Sat

urday night, December 4 , at 12 p . m . , at which

time officers will be nominated for the annual

election .

Bro. Leonard Washburn will be laid up for

some time, having had the misfortune to fall

from the roof of his car while oiling the trol

ley stand , and broke several bones and the

heel of his left foot .

Bro . Chris Hildebrandt has been on the sick

list for several weeks .

NO . 313 .

stitute a stumbling block to some of our

younger brothers. You saw the test ; remem

ber who came through it gloriously or other
wise .

Bro. Jones has won first prize for an essay

on " Magnetic Shields." We congratulate the

brother .

Bro. Sheridan looks seriously into Ding

wall's window at times, or is it a coninci
dence when he visits the auburn cook at

Deer Lodge ?
Bros. Platt and Thornton are acquiring

suites for the winter. Get busy, boys. I

saw you last Sunday. Frank , don't get an

gry : I was eavesdropping.

Bro. Edward Bennett anticipates forming

a pugilistic class for our members . He will

be ably assisted by Bros. N. C. Reid and D.

McKay. Dan says Bannerman is conducive

to obesity and he wants to counteract it.

Bro. McCutcheon is being congratulated on

his luck in connection with the Taintyon
strong mine.

The brothers getting imbued with matri

mony are W. Martin , J. Henry, R. Bremner,

W. Marshall and G. Morley .

Bro. B. Harrison doesn't know which one
to take .. It's a toss -up between Winnipeg

and Brandon . I saw you , Bertie ; no use, the

bluff won't work .

We had 44 initiations during the past two

meetings, which is an eloquent tribute to

the Division's progress.

During the month we said good -bye to

good old Bill Cunningham . Best luck, Willie ,
old man ! You were the straight goods.

We sent Bro . Hayward for a country trip

in an effort to mitigate his sufferings.

We welcome Bro . Hume back after his

protracted illness . We are also pleased to

hear of his wife's convalescence.

Halley comet next .

Yours fraternally ,
BOREAL

IS
.

DIV , 26 A GOOD ENTERTAINER .

LONG LIFE TO CORNELIUS.

Winnipeg , Man.-We turned out en masse

at our last regular meeting. It was one of

the liveliest of the year. The brothers got

down to debate with a fervor born of a de

termination to stand by their guns during

any probable adversity . The president's place
was ably filled by Bro. W. Marshall.

On Sunday we held a midnight mass meet

ing to hear the reports of our delegates who
attended the Toronto convention . President

Potter made us forget all our local troubles

for a while by his interesting review of what
had transpired at the convention . Our mem

bership were delighted to hear of some of

our old - time acquaintances being at the con
vention and especially were we delighted

when we heard ofBros. Cornelius traveling

all the way from ' Frisco. We hope that Bro.

Cornelius will be long spared to help the ad

vance of unionism amongst the car men of

the great continent.

Events are transpiring among us lately

which show some of our milk and water

members up in their true Iscariotal garb .

Staunch and true members of Division 99 , pay

them off in their own coin . You need not be

in the possession of cosmenthal communica

tion to identify them . Leave them severely

alone . Let the brand of the leper be on them .

Remember, if you treat them as white men

their audaciousness will grow apace and con

New Orleans, La.-Our nine delegates to
the International Convention at Toronto,

Ont . , returned home on October 22nd after an

absence of more than three weeks. They

visited Chicago and Detroit on their way

north . On the return trip they stopped at

Montreal, Canada; Cleveland, Ohio; Cincin
nati, Ohio ; Washington, D. C.; New York

City, Norfolk , Va. , and several other places.

In New York they spent five days and " took

in " the town pretty thoroughly . They praise

loudly the entertainment extended to all of
the delegates by the Toronto local. But for

real entertainment our boys say that Detroit

cannot be surpassed. During their stay at

Detroit our boys say they were the guests

of the local division and not only were they
called on to enjoy an automobile ride to

Belle Isle Park , but also a boat ride on the

Detroit river to Lake St. Clair where a

sumptuous banquet was served.

Our delegates, after visiting most of the

street railway centers of the United States

and Canada have returned home firmly con

vinced that as to efficiency of service, main
tenance of schedules. superior equipment ,

harmony and good fellowship among em

ployes , and last but not by any means least.

a complete union of employes with a closed

shop contract with the company that New

Orleans, the Queen City of the south , stands

second to none on this continent.

Brother Henry Pinero , of the Annunciation
Station acted as secretary and business

agent during the absence of Secretary Gau

thier at the convention . He discharged the

arduous duties in a manner to be commended

by our members . Brother Pinero is very

actively engaged in organizing the Annun
ciation Relief Association . It is a good

thing and we wish him success .

The majority of our members are a little
sore because the convention . on Brother

Mahon's recommendation , did not take action

on the proposed sick and disability benefit ;

a referendum vote was taken by our mem

hership in this matter and resulted 4 to 1 in

favor of some such legislation .

Fraternally .
NO. 194 .
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PEORIA POINTERS.

It

Peoria , Ill .-Div. 416 has just been shocked

by the horrible manner in which one of her

charter members has met his death by being

literally burned to a cinder while in the dis

charge of his duties . Leonard Kohler was an

employe of the company here for about fif
teen years and , as stated , was a charter

member of this division and a regular at

tendant of the meetings . About a year or

more ago he changed and went to work for

the short interurban line running from here

to Pekin , ten miles south of here , and be
came night foreman at the barn of that

company at South Bartonville . October 24th

( Sunday ) night the car barn at which he

was working took fire, and there being vir

tually no fire. protection , he attempted to get
the cars out. He had successfully run one

car to safety and went back for another, but
never came out . His body was found after

the fire , burned almost beyond recognition .

Bro. Kohler had become dissatisfied with his
position , and had made arrangements to

return to the city lines here and , of course,
to Div. 416 . He was to go to work here the

next day, and had the fire been twenty - four
hours later, he would not have met with

the horrible death he did . Bro. Kohler's

family have the sympathy the entire

division.

Bro. Ed . Eberle's wife, who was very low,

following an operation , is steadily gaining

strength .

Bro, Joe Wiles is on the sick list .

Bro. Jerry Burnett returned from the con

vention at Toronto full of the details of the

convention , and made a very able report of
the same. He also reports having had an

elegant time. Bro. Burnett is hard to beat .

Our three delegates to the Illinois State
Federation of Laborare back from Belle

ville , and report a good time and much work

accomplished. Pres. Dan Gorman and Bros.

Henry Culver and Elmer Collier were the

delegates . Pres . Gorman was elected as one

of the vice-presidents of the State Federation

of Labor. President Gorman is certainly a

worker.

Bro. Henry Culver can only lay claim to
being " half a man " now , as it now takes

two of them to make one . He was quietly

married to Miss Eva Potts just before going

to the Belleville convention . As Bro. Tom
Burk says : “ He has my heartfelt sympathy."

If this matrimonial epidemic keeps up,

Bro. Walter Brown may yet become affected.

The members of this division are sorry to

learn of the serious illness of Board Member

Edw. McMorrow , who organized this division ,

and in whom we always feel a deep interest .

We hope for his speedy recovery.

THE DEACON.

of

changed compliments with blows. and Bro.

Goodfellow has been relieved from service ,

with little prospect of getting back .

Bro. C. 0. Erickson is reported on the sick
list .

Eleven new members have been installed

during the past month .

We are not having the attendance at meet

ings that we should have . A good union

man will attend his meetings as often as

possible. A good union man will take part

in the discussions that may arise in a meet

ing. If he does not gain his point, he will

not feel sore or disgusted and stay away ,

saying, " as long as I pay my dollar every
month , I am as good as any of them ." . He

will submit gracefully to defeat , and if he

is sure he is in the right and the majority

is wrong, he will do more good attending his

meetings and trying to educate the members

to his ideas, than going about complaining

and criticising, or staying away sulking.

is our duty to do all we can for our union by

attending our meetings , offering our ideas .
and do all we can to assist our officers . If

our officers are not satisfactory to us, let us

use every legitimate means at election time
to defeat them and put others in . But, re

member. while you may hurt a good cause

by unjust criticism , you can never defeat it .

So , brothers, let us do all the good we can ,

and as little harm as possible. Encourage

our officers in their duties , and we will be

all right.

Our delegates have returned from the In

ternational convention . We have not re

ceived their report yet, but We regret to

learn that they withdrew their claims for

the convention of 1911 in favor of St. Joseph ,

Mo. Perhaps it is for the best , but we are

all greatly disappointed, for we want to let

those who attend the conventions know what

a grand and glorious country we have here

in the mountains. We want to show that we
are second to none as entertainers . We

.therefore, give notice now , that we want the

convention of 1913 , and we don't intend to

take a back seat for anyone. It is a long

time to look forward to, but time flies, so

paste this in your hat : " International con

vention 1913 , Salt Lake City, Utah ." NO. 7 .

NOTES FROM DIV. 467.

A TIMELY NOTICE.

Tampa , Fla . - Our new president, G. L. Mid

daugh, is bringing the boys to time. Although
we meet every Tuesday night, we have a

pretty good attendance.

We had our second annual picnic in June

at Sulphur Springs. It was a success, clear

ing $ 180 . Pretty good for a small local .

In the last two months we have initiated

22 new members .

Bro , A. D. Fogle had the misfortune to fall
from a car and split his knee open , requir

ing eight stitches to be taken in it . He is

still on the sick list, but is improving.

Bro . P. C. Colson is at present on the sick

list , but hopes to be at work again in a few

days.

Bro. F. S. Prior has returned to work after

being sick five weeks , caused by the bursting
of a vein in his leg .

Bro. Joe Matthews has returned to work .

having been laid up four weeks with gall

stones.

The boys are looking for Bro. J. E. Jones

to become a benedict shortly .

Bro . John Muench , our recordig secretary ,

has the honor of being vice- president of the
C. T. & L. Assembly of Tampa . Bro. H. L

Howell is secretary of the same body.
Bro . John Muench , our recording secretary,

has been off his run for the last six weeks
filling the position of bookkeeper in the

office .

Bro. Horn has left us to take a position

with Pierce Bros. , electricians of our city

doing inside wiring .

A number of our members complain of not

receiving their M. and C. One who has been

a member for nine months has received no

paper up to the present time.

F. S. P. NO. 467 .

Salt Lake City, Utah--Conductor Dick lur

phy , while on his way home from the barns,
at 2 o'clock a . m ., was held up , brutally

beaten and robbed of his watch and about

$ 10 by two masked men . No clue to the per

petrators has been found .

Bro. Voules went to the Holy Cross hospi

tal , suffering with rupture, where he under
went successful operation , He received

the injury in a very peculiar manner, while

sitting on his stool, with his feet resting on

the sandpipe, he reached for the bell -rope

to notify his conductor that a passenger had
got on the front end. His feet suddenly

slipped to the floor, causing the injury . He is

now at work again .

Bro. Hooper is back to work after a long

spell of sickness .

Bro. Davis is suffering with a bad eye .

Bro . Goodfellow became involved in a quar

rel with an angry " M. D.," who, it seems, Ire

carried past his destination. The doctor says
he told him to stop . Bro , Goodfellow says

he did not hear him . The doctor smashed

him in the face with his medicine case , caus

ing a large swelling on his nose. They ex

a
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NOTES FROM 163.

Merlden , Conn . - Div . No. 163 is doing nice

ly. We are adding to the ranks continually ,

having taken in four new members at our

last meeting.

Brother Jack McDonnough has gone to

work on a laundry wagon . Jack says, " no

more transfers." Now it is " no checkey no

cuffey."
Bro. Si Meskel has given up the road. Si

says that he cannot work on the cars and

run marathons too. He worked so hard col

lecting dues that he broke his rist.

Bro. Tom Kinney has gone on the farm .

Bro. Bud Leary has procured a new Inger
soll .

Bro, Kane, of the Wallingford line, is get

ting so fat' that the Wallingford boys are

thinking of running him for alderman. Good

luck to you , Frank .

Bro. Daley has returned from an extended

visit from the country. John has a nice little

place up state somewhere , and when he re

tires from railroading he intends to spend

the rest of his days there. He has been with

the company a long time, and can tell the

boys a thing or two about railroading.

Bro . Collett is as young as ever, and Bill

says that it is about time they gave him a

car big enough to carry the people up the

hill . Never mind, Bill, we will let you work

the air when we get the big ones.

The division is going to give a dance and

social , November 23 . It would be well for

everybody to try and make this little affair a

success, as it is for everybody's interest to

build up the local. So, come on, boys, and

sell all the tickets you can.

Bro. Charles Lane is working hard for the

boys every minute, and if we had a few more

like him we would not fear anything. When

he takes hold you can safely bet that some

thing is going to happen . He makes a fine

president. More power to you , Charlie.

Best wishes to our International officers,

and success to district organizers, and good

will to all is the voice of 163.

DON'T BE ODD ; GET A BUTTON.

America, Div. 326 , Thursday evening. Decem

ber 2, 1909 , at Prinz's Dancing academy,

Tenth and Robidoux streets , St. Joseph, Mo.

Admission $ 1.00 a couple ; extra lady 25c.

One of these tickets has been mailed to

each of our members. The tickets are all

numbered and have been charged out to each

member. Bro. Dad Fredricks has been very

busy receiving the money. This is the best

spent $ 1 we have ever paid, and wetrust that

those who haven't come up will call at their

earliest convenience. It is true that we do

not all dance , but we owe this to our organ

ization , which has done so much for us, and

is still here to do more. Remember what it

is for. There will be hundreds of friends

who will take tickets and never think of

going - business men and labor men. So

boost for the big 1911 convention . We would

like to remind you again to call early at the
club room at the car barns. This will be

the best way to boost. The committee has

a big job before them , and they have all

taken tickets as well . We trust that you

will consider this your first work in the way

of boosting, and then continue with us. We

are, Fraternally yours,

RICHARD JOHNSON .
Chairman,

W. H. WESTFALL ,

Treasurer,

CHARLESFREDERICKS,

Financial Secretary ,

NIC. CARTER,

R. H. McCOMBS.

D. F. CRAVIN,

G. A. BUCKNER,

D. V. JOHNSON.

JOHN MCCOMS,

W. M. CONWAY,

JOHN RISSEL,

J. D. CHAPELL ,

BUD SMITH,

V. D. HAWKINS,

ERNEST EDEN,

THOMAS SMITH,

TOM HARRIS,

ED. MULLER ,

CHUB DEFORD.

Your Committee.

We are very sorry to report the death of

our late beloved Bro. C. W. McKamey, who

died at the St. Joseph hospital, October 31st,

at 5:30 a. m. with typhoid fever. Bro. Mc

Kamey was taken sick October 9th, and was

removed to the hospital by Div. 326. The

division ordered that every attention be

given him, medical and otherwise. It was

decided by the local board that a special

nurse take charge of him. The nurse worked

day and night by his bedside, but it seemed

in spite of all medical aid, that he grew
worse until death made its appearance. Our

brother leaves a bereaved wife and three

small children ; ages six two and one years .
Bro. McKamey was thirty - three years of

age , and had worked as motorman for five

years, and was well liked among his many

fellow employes. He had been a member of

the organization five years. His home was

in Ewing, Mo., where the remains were

shipped . The organization sent Bro. G. A.

Buckner with the corpse . Rev. J. B. Kettle

officiated at the funeral held at H. O. Sad

denfaden chapel. There were about sixty

five car men present and about fifteen lady
friends . The only member of the family

present was the little six- year- old daughter.

The wife lay at the hospital very sick . The
entire funeral was in charge of the Car

Men's union , and expense was borne by the
same . So, brother, you may see the benefits

derived by belonging to our organization.

Bro. McKamey was laid away very nicely.

One hundred dollars will be paid his family

by the International and $ 65 by the local

Bro.j. B. Kettle lectured on " Church and

Labor, " at our hall , Tuesday evening, Novem

ber 2 . It was one of the grandest talks ever

given to our members, and was enjoyed by

all present. Mrs. O. G. Gleeves sang a song

which was enjoyed by all , DIV . 326 ,

CHELSEA, MASS. , ITEMS.

So.

We are still alive and doing business, even

If we do not write more frequently. How

ever we will try hard to be Johnny-on -the

spot in the future.

Remember, April 12th, 1908, we were wiped

completely off the map, and have been clam

oring ever since to regain our position . We

have done Now, Local No. 240 has a

membership of about 400 out of a possible

450 , and some of those we do not want. How

ever, there are quite a few old ones from

Melrose and Maplewood who can't or don't

want to see the good qualities of our local

or any other. It seems to be a question of

money with them. We knock the nuts down

while they sit and eat them . But we expect

to get a big bunch of them at our next meet

ing, as two of our brothers are going to

spend one day at each stable.

Now, boys, it's up to you to push a good
thing along. Give us credit for what we

have done, and the future probably depends

greatly with you. Remember, in union there

is strength . So , get together , pass in your

name to some one of the brothers. The ini

tiation is only $ 1.00 , and dues 75 cents a

month . Why, any one of us would pay out

more money to see a burlesque snow.

Now, just a few words about our Broadway

bowling team. We have one of the fastest

railroad teams in the state. We have won

every game played so far this season , and

would like to add a few more scalps to our

collection . What say ye ?

CORRESPONDENT.

HAVE STARTED THE BALL.

St. Joseph, Mo. - Street Railway Employes'

second annual ball, Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of
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SPLIT RUNS SEVERE. our local by bringing into our ranks those

who have been in the employ of the com

pany for a number of years and haven't yet

joined us.

On the night of September 21st Bro. Em

mett Serfass received a severe shock while

in the act of stepping from the running

board to the floor of his car, the car being

charged. Taking hold of two brass grab

handles and stepping on a bolt head in the

floor , he received a shock which might have

proven fatal. He couldn't release his hold,

and before the motorman . had pulled him

from his perilous position both his hands

were burned deep into the flesh . So much

for the running board .

Bro. James Carr, who was elected presi

dent at our last regular election , is at Mt.

Alto , Pa. , for his health. We sincerely hope

for his speedy recovery.

Bro. Howard Gruner, who was successfully

operated on at St. Luke's hospital, Bethle

hem , Pa ., for a double hernia, is home and

doing fine.

But for five of our boys to get hooked up

in four months' time is going some- a regº
ular matrimonial epidemic. On November

15th we hold a banquet in honor of these

five events. We wish Bros. Siegel , Bougher,

Brower, Strause and Hoffman much joy .

At a meeting held October 18th, Bro. Wm.

Lehr was elected president in place of Bro.

Carr. The new president asks for the hearty

co - operation of every member to aid in the

welfore of Div. 169. COR .

HOW MUCH BETTER ORGANIZED.

Brockton , Mass.- At the regular ' monthly

meeting of Div. 235 , held Monday evening,

October 25th , four candidates were initiated ,

and the regular order of business was gone

through. President. C. H. Hunt presided the

first of the meeting and Bro. E. W. Hayward
the last part. Bro . C. H. Hunt had to leave

for home on the last car at 10:30 o'clock . The

large amount of business which has accumu

lated in the last two months kept the meet

ing on until near midnight .

Bro. P. F. Sheehan , who was a delegate to

the state branch, A. F. of L. convention, held

in Holyoke the week of October 11th, made

a very interesting report.

Bro. C. A. Stiles , who was a delegate to

the Toronto convention of the Amalgamated

association the first week of October, made

a full and satisfactory report of the business
transacted in Labor temple.

The greatest interest of the members

seemed to be in the report of the special

committee, appointed at the last regular

meeting, to look up the matter of runs and

see if something could be done to obtain a

more desirabledivision of the serviceinto

regular car - runs. The agitation has brought

out the bad features of the present runs, to

which the men mostly object. They are

swing runs, or the so -called split runs - and

long last halves on night car runs. Many of

the men claim changes could be made that

would greatly improve the working condi

tions.

There is a report that the running schedule

of regular cars is to be rerouted , and the
men sincerely hope when this is done an

effort will be made to improve the runs , if

possible .

The amendments to the local by -laws ,

which were offered at the last meeting, were

laid over until we can obtain the amended

general laws of the Amalgamated Associ

ation , as revised at the Toronto convention .

The division voted to give a ball some time

in January, 1910, and a committee of six was

appointed from the foor, to be known as the

ball committee of 1909-10 . This committee

are to appoint one from each of the outside
barns to assist them in their work. Let

every member do his part to assist the com

mittee in every way, that the ball may be a

still greater success than ever before.

The auditing committee were instructed by

the body at the last regular meeting to audit
the books of the financial secretary and

treasurer at once and ascertain if their rec

ords and balance of cash on hand all agree

with those of the auditing committee records;

and also to ascertain if the money orders

drawn by the financial secretary on treasurer

are all correct and properly signed . The cor

respondent has just got word from the audit .

ing committee that they have finished their

work , and have found that the books and

cash balance all agree with the records of

the auditing committee, and also the money

orders on file are all correct and properly

signed . All kinds of stories are put into cir

culation recently todo harm to the member

ship of Division 235 , but it is best that all

such things should be considered with " a

grain of salt ."

Next regular meeting Monday evening at 8

o'clock . November 29th . Nomination of can

didates for officers for the ensuing year will

be in order. Let every member turn out and

help to see to it that men with the most

ability obtainable are put on the ballots for

this election. Local 235 wants men in office

whose desire to serve the membership and

organization is above their ambition for per

sonal glory . DIV . 235 .

Galesburg , 111. - Meetings of Div. No. 515

get better ; each one better than the last . Ag

a result , we understand each other better.

We are drawn closer together in true union

feeling. We see and undestand why it is

that in union there is strength ; we see how

it is that fifty standing shoulder to shoulder

can and will succeed where the same number

unorganized would , each in his turn , be in

formed that if he did not like it to step down

and out.

When the man standing outside the organ .

ization falls , he falls alone. There is no one

to help him ; no one to aid him to prove his
rights : one cares ; his fall makes room

for another of the same class . Not so with

a brother ; when he falls the whole division

arises , and as one man , demands that the

brother receive his rights. They see that

justice is done him. Then , how much better

it is to be one of a band of organized broth

ers, knowing that you are a help to them,

and they to you . In peace and in trouble

you are not alone. Hands that are willing ,

and minds that are strong. gather around

you; and you know and feel that nothing

but justice will be accepted.

I feel very sorry for the scab and the

knocker. How small they must feel , all by

their little lonesome selves, with no trust in

any one, and no one that can trust them .

or all the small things, the knocker is the

smallest. I doubt if you could find him with

an X -ray -- and then all you could find would

be his mouth .

We held a splendid meeting on the night

of the 9th , and added eight new members .

We still keep up the rule of getting them as

soon as they are ready for duty.

By the way, the monthly union button is

worn by all our members on their coats in

plain sight ; not on the vest , with the coat

buttoned up , like they do in some places .

All of our brothers who were away on

vacation trips are back on the cars.

The company is going to build an addition

to the side car barn , and put in another

track , on which all the open cars will be

placed for the winter.

Bro . Hough lost about all his household

goods by fire one night last week . Bad luck

seems to stand by Bro. Hough . He has been

sick most all summer, and now, this loss

coming at this time, makes the load hard to

bear, CLARK ST.

CONDUCTOR GETS SEVERE SHOCK .

Easton, Pa . - While we have lost several

members of late by resignation and one by

death-Bro. Walter S. Fritts-we continue

to enroll new members, and so hold our own .

But we would very much like to strengthen
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WILL HOLD FAIR . Patrick Clark , John Premeau, Thomas Sherry,

William H. Conroy , James Donlon , George

Emsly, Cornelius Griffin, Geo. McWilliams ,

Patrick Rourke, Thomas Donaldson, Thomas

Dennehy, Bernard Judge, Michael Donlon ,

William Mooney, William McKenzie, J. P.

Cullen , Patrick Fells , Maurice Lyons; recep

tion commi ee, Hennessy, chairman ; Melvin

Sweet , Harry Willard , Edwin Erickson ,

Charles Keegan , Henry Bent, George La

chance , William Kelley, John T. Lorigan and

William J. Mitchell. E. L. M.

SUPPORT THE UNION MAN .

Pittsfield , Mass . - At our last regular meet

ing we listened , with interest , to the report

of President Gleason upon the Toronto con

vention . After reporting the many impor

tant features of the convention, a good time

and an enoyable trip , Bro. Gleason expressed

his satisfaction at the business policies of
our grand organization and the interest

taken by the different divisions in sending

their delegates.

It was a pleasure to see at our meeting

Bro . Martin Savage , of the North Adams di

vision , but it was with regret we heard his

remarks in regard to the very deplorable

condition of the local in our neighbor city.

Bro. Savage expressed great regret that his

local should be in such a condition .

All is well in our little local , No. 496 , and

there are no signs of weakening here. We

are feeling very proud since we came out

victorious in our short fight for an increase

in wages last June, and now we have all the

car operators in our division , with the excep
tion of two. These two insist on remaining

on the outside, thinking they are going to

get something from the " boss," but it is very

noticeable that they get a " lemon ," and ac
cept it without an objection. When an op

portunity affects itself. Public opinion does

not class these two as men among men, and
where principle might score it counts for

nothing with them . Ordinary intelligence is

sufficient to direct a person toward re

spectable living, and if a person can profit

by this Association and accept teh profits

and still refuse to come on the inside, there

indeed , ack of intelligence. there

a yellow streak in him that is worth the

price to know.

Members are all very busy making prep

arations for our fair to be held on November
23 to 27 . Any brother member from other

divisions who might chance to be in this city

during that week , will be given a hearty
welcome at the fair .

Bro . Wm . ord is a generous fellow , and

he is expected to furnish one of his " famous"

wild duck suppers at the fair.

It grieves us to see Bro . John Powers aris

ing so early in the morning.

It is said that Bro. Shea expects to bring

a life partner in from “ York " state . Might

as well , Jim . How about you, Duffey ?

CONN.

а

Lansford , Pa.-Well, here we are again.

Colors flying, although things seem quiet.

According to the preparations some of the

brothers are making there will be some big

game killed this season .

Rumor has it that there is going to be

some changes very soon . We wonder what

it will be ?

Bro. Lobein has moved to the Hill .

We were sorry, indeed, to hear Bro. Moser's

resignation read at our last meeting. Bro.

Moser was financial secretary of our local
for some time and a good one, too. He is a

charter member of this local , and has been

in some office ever since it was organized ,

being at present a member of the executive

committee, and we hope he will not resign
from it .

What is the matter that there are not more

of the brothers come to the meetings. There

are also some who forget to pay their dues.

They will be given until next meeting night.

Pay your dues and attend the meetings and

be a union man. After you call yourself a
union man . demand the union label on

everything you purchase, You can get the
uniforms with the label in them and in a

few days you can go to Fleck's Korner and

get caps with the label in also. After you

have union made clothes on don't put a

package of scab tobacco in your pocket for
that will scent your clothes. Think it over ,

brother union man, and support the union

man , and let the fellow who thinks he can

get along without a union support himself.

President Lewis , of the U. M. W. of A. ,

made an excellent speech in the opera house
on Mitchell Day. I saw but few of the

trolley men present . When you get a chance

to hear those speeches you should try and
get there. It might do you good .

The new office at Lansford is very handy,

and it seems to be used quite a bit of late .

Someone said we would have more extra

men soon . Perhaps they are needed. 536 .
BRILLIANT AFFAIR .

SUCCESSFUL EVENT.
Lowell, Mass.-- The fourth annual ball heid

uy Div. 280 was held November 5 , 1909 , in

Association hall, and the event proved to be

a great success . The attendance was very

large, the decorations were artistic, and those
who attended had a thoroughly good time .

Red and white were the predominating col

ors in the decorations of the hall . The stage

was set with potted plants and greenery,

while the background was a mass of white
bunting. Along the sides and front were

streamers of bunting, the white alternating

with the read , while they were festooned at

different places. A bank of white hid the

gallery front from view. and the windows

were also prettily decorated . Streamers sus

pended from the centre of the ceiling , radi

ated to various points of the sides of the hall.

During the early part of the evening an ex
cellent musical and literary program was

carried out . Dancing begun at 9 o'clock , and

there was no let up until supper was served

at 10:30 . Dancing was resumed after sup

per. and was continued till long after mid

night.

The officers of the evening were : General

manager, Wm . C. Sproule ; assistant general

manager Robert Aitken ; floor director, Jo

seph P. Meehan : first assistant . John J. Duffy ;

second assistant. John Fanning, aides ,

John J. Kelley, Timothy A. Mack , Michael J.

Sheehan. Thomas Maroney, John Gill , Arthur

F. Clancy , William Neville, Thomas McCor

mack , John Conly . Patrick Regan , John Mc

Elroy, George McKenna, Patrick Gallagher,

Brooklyn , N. Y.- The seventh annual ball ,

given by Div. 283 , at Saengerbund hall , Oc

tober 28. was a grand success in spite of all
the affairs being held in the same week . At

8 o'clock the crowd began to come, and didn't

stop till 5 o'clock the next morning .

The grand march was led by Herbert

Deuba, the floor manager, followed by Pres

ident John Cunningham . Vice - President Jos .

Ryan, Recording Secretary John Meehan ,

Financial Secretary E. Carter, Warden Jere

Coamey, Executive Committee ( Richard

Hughes. John O'Donnell , Walter Worth and

Philip Glennon .

We were honored by the presence of Mr.
Huff , president of the road . and D. W. Sulli

van, superintendent ; also M. J. H. McCorey ,

candidate for Borough president; Mr. Malloy .
candidate for county cleark , and an old re

liable friend, the Hon . Oscar L. Thonet, the

father of our vestibule law.
Division 283 wishes to thank every one

who assisted in making the ball a success.
I see that Div. 283 has found out they have

some talent in Bro. John Feeney, the silver

tongued singer.

Bro. Jas. McElroy has returned to work

after eight weeks' sickness .

Bros. Jas . Morris , who was sick for some

time, is again at work,
J. M.
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BRO, DUNN MEETS PAINFUL ACCIDENT. Bro. Coger had the misfortune to have a

rear end collision , in which a number of per

sons were injured . It is claimed that the ac

cident was due to a slippery rail . COR.

GATHERING TIME.

Hartford , Conn .-Div. 425 on October 5,

1900 , held her regular meeting in afternoon

and evening sessions . Twenty - five appli

cants were admitted to membership.

Several of our brother motormen all over

the state are wearing a smile that won't
come off, on account of a notice that was

posted in all the car barns September 30th ,

that stools would be placed on all air -brake

cars, and same could be used outside of all
territorial limits of cities and boroughs. This

is in compliance with a law placed on the
statute books at the meeting of the last

general assembly, which shows, as the old
saying goes, " That in union there is

strength ."

Bro. Joseph E. Dunn , our business man

ager, who has just returned from Toronto

as one of our delegates, had the misfortune

to be in a trolley accident on his car shortly

after resuming duty. When he saw that the

accident could not be avoided he repeatedly

requested his passengers to keep their seats,

and in preventing a lady passenger from

jumping when the cars came together, he

was thrown violently against the rear door,

receiving a compound fracture of one of his

arms. The accident was caused by the car

running out of the switch . It could not be

stopped on account of fallen leaves on the

track. Bro. Robert Waller is laid up with

bruises. He was motorman on the opposing

car.

Bro. Newton B. Heines has turned in his

badge and gone into business for himself as

a piano teacher. He can be found at room

16. 943 Main street , where he has opened a

studio.

The Hartford Central Labor union drafted

and adopted a very appropriate message at
its regular meeting, and had it transmitted

by wire to President Mahon , while the con
vention was in session in recognition of the

good work that he and the A. A. of S. & E.
R. E. of A. have done and what they are

trying to do, especially for the motormen and
conductors throughout the country, in regard

to working conditions , hours of labor and
wages, and general protection . COR. 425.

Colorado Springs, Col.-Division No. 19 is

still in good working condition .

Bro. Meiser is back in Missouri enjoying

himself hunting, fishing , etc.

Bro. Allen is operating the city electric

sprinkler and Bro. Brown has taken his place

in the passenger service again.

Mrs. Stark , wife of Motorman Stark, de

parted this life October 17 after a lingering
illness of several months. Bro. Stark has

the sympathy of the entire membership of

this Division .

Bro . Barrett is rusticating at his old home

in Illinois after a hard summer's work .

The winter schedule on the Interuban took

effect October 27 . The worst feature of our

winter schedule is that it places more men

on the extra list and consequently they get
less work . We have a good extra list and

they deserve good treatment,

Conductor Osborn, former president of this

Division, and family will spend the winter
in California .

Motorman Smithline is in California for

the winter. It is said he is in the restaurant

business.

Those members of this Division who are

close observers have noticed some queer ac
tions in the life and habits of Bro, Ira Shafer

for some months past. It was all explained

when it was announced recently that he had
taken a partner for life . May they have all

the happiness through life that they are en

titled to is our wish .

Conductor Galion has been on the sick list

for several months .
This is the time of the year when we

gather into the union all extra men who are
not already members. 174 .

AROUSED BROTHERS TO THINK .

WILL MAKE IT BIG EVENT.

Derby, Conn . - Division No. 469. of Derby,

Conn . , held a large and interesting meeting

on October 28th . Pres. R. J. Leahy, delegate

to the International convention, which was

held in the city of Toronto during the week

of October 4th, made his report, which was

received with satisfaction . He also reported

the doings of the state conference board

meeting, which was held in Springfield, Mass . ,

September 27th .

I am sorry that more of our members were

not present to hear something that would
interest them . It seems to be the opinion of

some members that if they pay their dues,

their duty ends there. That is a mistake,
for any man who joins an organization

should be interested enough in it to attend

the meetings . This is the only way a man

can keep posted on what is going on . A

man may have the interest of his organiza

tion at heart, but if he would attend the

meetings he would be encouraging the offi
cers in their work. There is nothing that

will discourage an officer more than a slim

attendance at a meeting.

A committee was appointed to make ar

rangements for our annual ball, which will
be held about the middle of January , 1910 .

It is our intention to make this ball a bigger

success than the one last year, and if we do

we will be going some.

Bro. Blakely , who was very sick , is on the

road to recovery .

Bro. Trudell is holding his own .

Bro. Cahill has resigned his position , and

returned to his home in Norwalk .

Bro, Hinman has resigned his position to

accept one with the Ansonia Mfg . Co.

Bro . Munson has moved from Shelton to

Derby to be nearer to his work.

Youngstown, 0.--At the last regular meet

ing. October 27 , reports from the delegates

at the different conventions consumed most

of the evening and Labor Organizers Fleet

andWyatt were there to tell of their la bors

in the Mahoning and Shenango Valley among

the trade unionists . Seldom has there been

any one before who could arouse the brothers

to thinking what unionism meant like those

men did . After Mr. Wyatt had told of the

conditions existing among the Iron, Sheet

and Tin Workers, he proceeded to praise our

worthy president, W. D. Mahon in words that

would be an honor, know difference what

high position a person held in this life .

Motorman J. W. Miller, of Girard . O. , has

been granted a patent on an air -brake, that

when one end of the car becomes useless

the other end can be used .

E. E. Grimm ( like Job of old ) . has been

nursing boils the last month . He is able

to be at work again .

Cutter Hartshorn , the mimic motorman .

has secured a heavy overcoat . and the

brothers say that is a sure sign of a cold

winter.

A new order was recently issued by the

company, which forbids motormen from talk .

ing while operating the car, and some of the

brothers suggest that they be muzzled, but

I think that is too harsh a treatment.

On Sunday, October 31st , the infant son of

William Waddell passed away to that world

unknown. It's days of happiness while liv

ing were few. having been sick nearly all

of it's life . The brothers of the local desire

to say through the Motorman and Conductor

that they sympathize with the parents in

their sad bereavement.

Sleeping sweetly near the willow ,
Hidden from all wistful eyes .

With the cold earth for a pillow

There is where our Roy lies .

Yet the flowers are blooming brightly

Around his rude and lonely bed :
Ard the birds are singing lightly,

Just as if no one was dead .
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WOULD FORM TWO CLASSES. Bro. Holdorf has taken another vacation,

and is going to spend a few days on the
farm.

Bro. Schroeder was passing around the

cigars the other day, having recently got
married .

Bro. Henry Hartman was assigned to a

daylight run the first of the month, and he

has a smile on his face all the time now.

Bros. Brown and Fox are some fishermen .

They went down to the river the other day

and caught Afty - four fish . I guess that is

pretty good. T. A. P.

STEUBENVILLE, O., AGREEMENT.

Thompsonville, Conn.-Div. 452 was rep

Tesented by President Frey at the Interna

tional convention, and as our regular meet

ing will not take place until the 4th , he has
been unable to file a report. However, it is

gratifying to members of Div. 452 that the

monthly dues remain just as they are at
present. If in the future, should the Amal

gamated Association take up the insurance
question , I think it would be wise to form

two classes in every local division, namely ,
associate and insurance members . The asso

ciate members could pay the same rates as
we are now paying and enjoy the same

privileges and protection we have at
this

time. The insurance members would have

the same privilege, but would have to in

crease rates so as to make the death benefit

$ 500 or $ 1,000, if they so desired, and then

you will satisfy every individual member of

our organization.

The winter schedule of the Hartford &

Springfield Street Railway company went

into effect November 1st, which will mean a

lay - off for some , but remember, brothers, we

meet in the same old place, and expect you

there when meeting night arrives.

Seventeen of the boys attended a turkey

supper at Ellington Inn, on the eve of the

27th. Through the courtesy of General Man

ager H. S. Newton, a special car was run .

The supper was good, and if you don't be

lieve me, ask Bro. Chilson or Van Wagner.

Bro. Chilson was master of ceremonies, Bro.

Lewis presided at the piano, while some more

of us passed around the lemonade. The party

enjoyed themselves immensely. Story - telling,

speech -making, recitations, etc. , was the or
der. We all arrived at Warehouse Point

safely, under the personal supervision of

Archie Dimmock. COR 452.

NOTES FROM 113 .

Toronto , Ont. - Now that the Eleventh con

vention is over, Division 113 has settled down

to its routine work.

The regular meeting on Monday evening,

November 1st, was well attended . Still there

is room for improvement.

The Ladies' auxiliary held their second

meeting on Thursday afternoon , October 28,

and listened to an address from Mr. McDou

gal, president of the Typographical union .

Mrs. McDougal has kindly consented to at

tend the next meeting, which will be held

Thursday afternoon , November 25th, and the

last Thursday in each month, at 2:30 p . m.,

in Labor temple. We hope to see the wives

and daughters of every member present at

the next meeting.

There is considerable sickness among the

members.

Ed . Leonard is still confined to his house.

R. J. Thompson is very weak , and will not

be able to resume work this winter.

W. J. Coleman is on the sick list.

J. J. Padden has been ordered to the coun

try by the doctor.

Walter Long has taken a trip across the

ocean on his doctor's advice, and many other

members are off duty with less serious com

plaints. " FARMER ."

Articles of Agreement.

Entered into by and between THE STEU

BENVILLE & EAST LIVERPOOL RAILWAY

& LIGHT COMPANY, thelr_successors and

assigns, party of the First Part, hereinafter

called the Company, and THE AMALGAMAT

ED ASSOCIATION OF STREET AND ELEC

TRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA ,
DIVISION NO 285 , of Steubenville, Ohio ,

trainmen, employes of said Company, party

of the Second Part, hereinafter called the
Association .

WITNESSETH :-That in the operation of

the lines of the party of the First Part, both

parties hereunto mutually agree to the cove

nants and agreements hereinafter stated, as

follows :

SECTION 1-That the Company through

its properly accredited officers will continue

to treat with its trainmen , employes, Mem

bers of the Association , through the properly

accredited officers and Committees of the

Association upon all matters covered by this

agreement.

SECTION 2-That the properly accredited

omcers of the Association shall have full

power to adjust all differences that may

arise between the parties hereto with the

properly accredited officers of the Company.

All differences shall be submitted to tke

Superintendent of the Company, or other

officers designated by the Company, by the

properly accredited officers of the Associa

tion, and if an agreement cannot be reached,

the entire matter shall be submitted to the

General Manager of the Company. Should

he unable to adjust the difference at is

sue , the same shall be submitted to Arbitra

tion. It is a condition of this agreement

that in case said Company and Its employes

are unable to amicably settle without strike

or other interference with Public Rights,

any controversy or difference which may

arise between them , then at the request of

either the Company or its employes, or if

they refuse at the request of the Mayor or

President of Council , such controversy shall

be submitted to a Board of Arbitration of

five (5 ) disinterested persons, one of whom

shall be selected by said Company, one by

the employes, and three of whom shall be

appointed by the Judge of the Court of Com

mon Pleas .

The finding of a majority of this Board

shall be final and binding upon all of the

parties to the controversy .

The expense of the arbitration shall be

borne equally by the Company and its em

ployes , one-half ( 12 ) by each.

This Section shall apply to any other com

pany which may hereafter operate cars over

the lines of this Company.

SECTION 3 - When a case is submitted to

arbitration , each party shall name
Its ar

bitrators within five ( 5) days. Said arbitrat

ors thus chosen shall meet within five ( 5 )

days thereafter , and continue to meet daily

until such time as a decision is reached, un

less otherwise mutually agreed by the party

of the First Part and the party of the Sec

ond Part, namely the Company and its em

ployes . All differences will be settled as

above stated .

Pending the adjustment of any difference

there shall be no lockout, strike or cessation

of work by either party.

SECTION 4-That any member or members

of this Association by act of word interfer

NOTES FROM 312.

Davenport, la .-- Bro. Jno. Audre, who was

taken to the hospital the first of this month

to be operated upon for appendicitis , is re

ported as getting along nicely at present.

Bro. Cannon is reported as improving from

his sickness, and is expected to be back at

work again in the near future .

Bro . Bowker is able to sit up at present ,

and is expected to be at work again in a
week or so.

Bro . Timothy is able to be out , and is

thinking of going to work again next week,

after being on the sick list for several weeks.

What's the matter " Rosy " ? Don't you like

that " Cork Hill" run ?
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use

ing with, or disturbing the course of nego

tiation between the properly accredited off

cers of the Company, and the Association

respectively upon any subject whatsoever,

or interfering with, or disturbing the service

in any way contrary to the conditions and

spirit of this agreement, shall, upon satis

factory proof of same, be dismissed from
the service.

SECTION 5. - When any member of the

Association is discharged or suspended by

the Company, the nature of the charges

shall, upon request, be furnished the Asso

ciation , but under no circumstances, shall

any member of the Association be suspended

or discharged witłout first being notified

of the charges or cause.

All trainmen , employes of the Company,

in service in this city, Steubenville, Ohio,

shall be entitled to free transportation on

all regular cars operated over all lines of

this Company, under such regulations as the

Companymay from time to time adopt.

SECTION 6 - Motormen or Conductors shall

be promoted to the runs in accordance with

their seniority in the service of the Com
pany.

SECTION 7 - Motormen shall rank on the

list as motormen from the time they are

turned in as such , and conductors shall rank

on the list as conductors from the time they

are turned in as such, and under no cir

cumstances shall any motorman or conduc

tor be placed on the opposite list except at

the foot of same. This Section is not in

tended to prohibit motormen from conduct

ing a run when necessity demands, or vice
versa.

SECTION 8 - Any motorman or conductor

placed temporarily in any other employment

of the Company shall be entitled to his run

at the expiration of said other employment.

SECTION 9-Any motorman or conductor,

member of the Association, who shall be

elected to office, or assigned to any duties

by the Association , which requires his tem

porary absence from his run , shall be grant
ed leave of absence without pay, and upon

his return he shall be entitled to his run or
respective place upon the board.

SECTION 10 – When åny regular motorman

or conductor is given a leave of absence

from one to thirty days, extra men shall be
equally entitled to the run until new

schedule is made or the regular man

ports.

SECTION 11 - When regular or extra

motorman or conductor fails to report on

time, he shall serve one day at foot of ex

tra list for first offense, two days for second,

and three days for third, inside of thirty

days. Four misses within thirty days may

be sufficient cause for an immediate dis

charge .

SECTION 12—That all motormen and con

ductors in the employ of the Company may

become members of the Association, and the

Company will encourage such membership .

SECTION 13 - A day's work shall be made,

when possible within twelve bours (12 ) , in

cluding time for meals. No regular run

shall be less than eight ( 8 ) hours, except by

mutual consent.

SECTION 14 - No regular trainmen , after

finishing his run shall be required to do

extra work , if there are competent extra

men available, and the Company will

deavor at all times to provide sufficient ex

tra men , so that regular men will not be re

quired to do extra work , except when it is

absolutely necessary .

SECTION 15—During the continuance of

this agreement, the wages of motormen and

conductors shall be as follows :

For the first year twenty - one ( 210 ) cents

per hour for trainmen whose term of ser

vice shall be less than one ( 1 ) year ; twenty

three ( 23c ) per hour for trainmen whose

term of service is over one ( 1 ) year and less

than two ( 2 ) years ; twenty -four ( 24c ) cents

per hour for trainmen whose term of service

is over two ( 2 ) years and less than three ( 3 )

years; and twenty - five ( 250) cents per hour

for trainmen whose term of service is over

three ( 3 ) years.

SECTION 16 - It is further understood and

agreed between the party, of the First Part,

and the party of the Second Part, that in

consideration of the foregoing, said employes

shall work at all times for the best interests

of the Company, that they will strictly ob

serve all rules and regulations of the said

Company, and cheerfully obey all orders of

the officers of the same.

They further agree at all times to pro

tect the property of the Company from in

jury at their hands, or at the hands of

others, when in their power to do so, and

every effort to prevent injury to the

property and persons of the traveling pub
lic .

SECTION 17—That this agreement shall be

binding and in force from the time of sign

ing to the first day of August , 1912, inclusive,

and to remain in full effect thereafter until

thirty ( 30 ) days' notice shall be given by

either party to the other for a discontinu

ance or modification of the terms herein

specified.

SECTION 18-Should it be desirous to

change the terms or service at the termina

tion of the period indicated, as the terms for

which , this understanding shall be regarded

as continuous, notification of such change,

or changes, must be given by the party so

desiring thirty ( 30 ) days before the expira

tion of this agreement, otherwise tl.is

agreement shall continue in full force for

another year.

Signed , August 9th, 1909.

THE STEUBENVILLE & EAST LIVERPOOL

RAILWAY &LIGHT COMPANY.

By J. C. Rothery ,

General Manager.

WITNESSES:

Elizabeth R. Call.

THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM

PLOYES OF AMERICA , DIVISION NO 285,

Steubenville, Ohio.

By Joseph Maley,
President.

W. C. Bendure,

Secretary

A. L Jackman,

Pole Bucey,

W. H. Ralston ,

David Starr,

E. G.Mushrush,

Executive Committee.

Witnesses : Elizabeth H. Call,

H. Armstrong.

а
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The W. L. Douglas Shoe Co. has given

up its fight against the Shoe Workers'

Union, and again extends the right hand

of fellowship to organized labor. It has

opened every factory it owns to members

of the Shoe Workers' Union and will hence

forth place upon the market nothing but

the union -made product.

.
en

Mrs. Ella McKamey, widow of late Bro.

C. W. McKamey, through the Motorman

and Conductor, wishes to extend thanks to

Div. No. 326 for the thoughtful assistance

of the Association and the sympathetic in.

terest taken by the members in behalf of

her late husband and herself and family

during his illness and at the time of his

death.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railway Co. has

declared war to extermination against the

International Association of Machinists. In

this declaration the B. & O. Co. gives out

that it doesn't want any more patronage of

union men and women. It is not likely

that union men will patronize that com.

pany more than they are obliged to until it

withdraws from its present position of black

listing union machinists.
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REVISION AND AMENDMENTS OF ASSO.

CIATION LAWS.

Renumbering of many old sections of the

Constitution and General Laws of the Asso

ciation resulted from the revision and

amendments made by the Eleventh Conven

tion . Aside from renumbering, all old sec

tions not noted below remain as they read

in the Constitution revised by the Tenth , or

New Orleans Convention .

Amended sections and amendments which

bear changes in the Constituion and General

Laws go into effect January 1 , and are quot

ed as follows :

Sec. 2 . Amended by inserting the abbre.

viation , " M. & C.,” for “ The Motorman and

Conductor."

Sec . 4 amended to read :

" Sec. 4 . To place our occupation upon

a higher plane of intelligence, efficiency and

skill ; to encourage the formation in Division

Associations of sick and death benefit funds

in order that we may properly care for our

sick and bury our dead; to establish schools

of instruction for imparting a practical

knowledge of modern and improved methods

and systems of transportation and trade

matters generally ; to encourage the settle

ment of all disputes between employes and

employers by arbitration ; to secure employ

ment and adequate pay for our work ; to

reduce the hours of labor and by all legal

and proper means to elevate our moral , in

tellectual and social condition ."

Sec . 5 . Amended by changing the time

for holding biennial conventions from “ the

first Monday of October," to " the second

Monday of September.”

Sec . 8 amended to read :

“Sec . 8 . The basis of representation to

the Convention shall be one delegate for

each L. D. having two hundred ( 200 ) mem

bers or less , and one delegate for each addi

tional two hundred ( 200 ) members or major

fraction thereof that are in good standing

in the L. D. for the month of June preceding

the Convention . In case special Conven

tions are called , the basis for representation

shall be the membership in good standing

for the month in which the call for the Con

vention is issued.”

“ Sec. 10. Amended to read : “ Any mem

ber in good standing at the time of election

who, by being in the employ of the Interna

tional Association as an officer, organizer or

employe, or in the employ of the L. D. as a

secretary , business agent or in any office of

the Association , and thus being prevented

from being in active railway service , is eligi

ble, subject to the provisions of Sec . 9 , as a

delegate to the conventions of this Associa

tion . "

Sec . 11 was stricken from the Constitu

tion .

Sec . 19 . Renumbered " Sec. 18," and

amended by adding to the list of "General

Officers," " Three delegates to the American

Federation of Labor Conventions.”

Sec. 20 . Renumbered " Sec. 19 ," and

amended to read :

“ Sec. 19. Any member is eligible to office

in the International Association who has

been a member in good standing in the Asso

ciation for two years , with the exception of

President , who shall have been a member

in good standing at least three years preced

ing such election ."

Sec . 21. Renumbered " Sec. 20," and

amended to read :

“ Sec . 20. Any officer of the International

Association may be removed from office

upon charge being preferred and sustained

by the G. E. B. , with an appeal to the Divi

sion Associations or the regular Convention

of this Association ."

Sec . 24 . Renumbered “ Sec. 23," and

amended by amendment of the final sentence

to read : “ For the faithful performance of

his duties he shall receive the sum of $ 5 ,

000.00 per year, and shall be granted 30

days ' leave of absence, to be taken wholly or

in part, as he himself may elect."

Sec . 29 . Renumbered " Sec . 28 , " and

amended to read :

" Sec . 28. In case of a vacancy on the G.

E. B. the Second Vice-President shall be.

come a member of said G. E. B. The mem

bers of the G. E. B. shall be paid $7.00 per

day while in the actual service of the A. A.

of S. and E. R. E. of A. , which shall be for

wages and hotel expenses . In addition to

this , they shall be allowed their traveling

expenses , for which itemized bills shall be

rendered ,

Amendment by new section, numbered

“ Sec . 29," to read :

" Sec . 29. The delegates to the American

Federation of Labor Conventions are the

duly authorized representatives of the Asso

ciation to A. F. of L. Conventions."

Sections 30, 31 , 32, 33 , 34 and 35, under

the heading, " Election of Officers,” and ap

plying thereto, were revised and amended

to read :

" ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

" Sec. 30. The election of International

officers shall be by ballot . It shall require

a majority of all votes cast to constitute an

election . When there are more than two

candidates for the same office, at every un

successful balloting the one receiving the

least number of votes shall be dropped ; the

voting then to continue until one has se

cured an absolute majority over all."

“ Sec . 31. The election of officers in Divi

sion Associations where the majority of the

membership can be assembled for election

purposes, shall be held in the following

manner :

“ The nominations shall take place at the

regular meeting prior to the meeting for the

election of officers . No nomination shall be

allowed upon the night of election with the

exception of where there is an office where

the members nominated to it have declined ,

or where there are no nominees for the of

fice. In this case , nominations shall take

place on the night of election . The presi

dent or presiding officer shall appoint two

tellers , whose duty it shall be to distribute ,

collect and read the ballots in the presence

of the meeting. The recording secretary

shall act as clerk of the election . He shall

keep a careful record of the ballots cast and
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embody the full report of the election in his

minutes. He shall announce the result of

the count for each vote to the presiding

officer, who, in turn, shall declare the result

of the election. It shall require a majority

of the members voting to constitute an elec

tion, and where there are more than two

candidates for the office, the lowest candi

date in each unsuccessful ballot shall be

dropped and the balloting continued until a

majority has been cast for one candidate.

The balloting shall take place as follows :

" The presiding officer shall announce the

candidate for president. The members shall

then prepare and cast their votes separately

for president. After the election of presi

dent has been completed and announced, he

shall follow with that of vice -president, and

so on until the following officers have been

duly elected : President, vice-president, re

cording secretary, financial secretary, treas

urer, warden , sentinel , correspondent to the

' M. & C., ' and executive board members. In

case there is but one candidate for any of

fice , the secretary shall be instructed by the

vote of the Division to cast the unanimous

vote of the Division for the candidate. The

president shall then declare him duly

elected."

" Sec. 32. In L. D.'s where it is impossible

to elect in regular meeting as provided in

Section 31 , elections shall be held on a day

set apart for that purpose and the election

shall be by the Australian ballot system .

The polls shall be held open on such hours

as will give each and every member an op

portunity to cast his vote. The L. D. must

arrange a special time for nominations ,

whether by holding primary metings or pri

mary elections. In order to carry on the

regular election, there shall be a sufficient

number of inspectors and tellers appointed

to see that the election is fairly and honor

ably conducted. The inspectors and tellers

shall be appointed by the president subject

to the approval of the regular meeting of the

L. D. Ballots for the election shall be print

ed and the names of candidates inserted

upon the ballots in alphabetical order .

“ Sec . 33. Elections in Divisions shall take

place at the last meeting in December and

June, where the Divisions hold semi-annual

elections , and where the elections are held

ann lly the election shall be held either at

the last meeting in December or at the last

meeting in June, as may be required to ap

proximate the expiration of the official year.

In Divisions that elect by ballot, the election

must take place on or before the 25th of the

month, either in June or December at the

expiration of the year. The installation of

officers shall take place at the first meeting

in the next term. The retiring officers shall

see that all officers duly elected are installed

and placed in charge of their office before

they surrender or urn over the office, and

when an 0.cer who has been elected fails

to attend ' the meetings or qualify within

three successive meetings , his office shall

be declared vacant and a new election to

fill the same shall be held in accordance

with the laws and provisions of this Consti

tution,

" Sec. 34. It shall be the duty of the Local

Divisions to so arrange their laws on elec

tion as to give the best results to the mem

bership of the Division, and any Local Divi

sion may be allowed to change the manner

of holding an election , or other laws bearing

upon elections , with the permission of the

I. P. and the G. E.B.

“ Sec. 35. Any member who has actually

quite the service of an employing company,

to engage in any other business, except for

the A. A. of S , and E. R. E. of A. , and who

is holding office in his L. D. , shall continue

to hold said office only at the pleasure of his

L. D."

Sec. 42. Amended to read :

“ Sec . 42. The officers and members of the

said lapsed , dissolved or suspended L. D.

will be held responsible for compliance with

Section 41 within thirty ( 30 ) days after such

dissolution or suspension under penalty of

being prosecuted by law , and the forfeiture

of membership and benefits in this Associa

tion , and that the officers under bond will

not be relieved thereby until these provi

sions are strictly complied with . "

Sec . 44. Amended to read :

" Sec . 44 . The members of lapsed , sus

pended or dissolved L. D.'s, if in good stand

ing, can take a clearance card to the nearest

L. D., or hold membership in the Interna

tional Association , by paying their dues to

the International Office and complying with

this Constitution as provided for in Section

130."

Sec. 50. Amended to read :

“ Sec. 50. The L. T. of the L. D. , through

the Financial Secretary of the L. D. shall

send per capita tax to the I. P. on the first of

each month for the month preceding. All

moneys shall be payable by postoffice order,

bank draft, or express money order to the I.

P. , who shall receipt for the same."

Sec . 54 . Amendment by section added

and numbered " Sec. 54," to read :

“ Sec . 54 . No L. D. shall loan or invest

any of the funds of the L. D. in any way

without the consent of two-thirds of the

members present . Any proposition requir

ing money for a loan or investment must be

submitted and discussed at two regular

meetings of the L. D. before a final vote can

be taken on the same."

Sec . 55 . Renumbered " Sec. 56 ," and

amended to read :

" Sec . 56 . No manager, superintendent ,

foreman, or other officer having the working

rules and regulations of the railway com

pany to enforce over the employes can be

come a mmeber of this Association , and in

cases where members of this Association

are promoted to such official positions , they

shall withdraw from membership in this As

sociation by taking out a withdrawal card .

Should they return to the service again and

desire to renew their membership, they can

do so by depositing their cards subject to

the provisions of this Constitution and ,

with the consent of the L. D. , become mem

bers again . In cases where members are

temporarily promoted to official positions,

they shall not hold such temporary positions

for a longer period than three months with .
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out taking a withdrawal card from the di

vision, and while members are filling tem

porary positions as officials of the company,

they shall not attend the metings or hold

office in the L. D."

Sec. 64. Renumbered " Sec . 65 , " and

amended to read :

“ Sec . 65 . A three-fourths vote shall be

necessary to admit a member when the ap

plication is voted upon in the regular meet

ing of the L. D. In such L. D. as it is neces

sary to pass upon the application of mem

bers by the executive board, it shall require

four- fifths of the members of the executive

board to admit an applicant to membership .

Should the vote of the executive board be

against the admission of an applicant, his

application, together with the executive

board's report, shall be referred to the first

regular meeting of the L. D. for a vote of

the L. D. upon the application . If the mem

ber is not present at the meeting for initia

tion , the secretary shall notify him of his

election and instruct him when to appear.

In such L. D. as maintain regular headquar

ters , the local officer or officers in charge

of these headquarters shall have the author

ity to initiate new members whenever they

appear at the headquarters for such initia

tion , provided that their membership has

been properly passed upon by either the L.

D. or the executive board of the L. D. The

president of the L. D. , with the consent of

the executive board , shall have the right to

empower members of the executive board to

obligate such applicants as with whom it is

impossible to reach the headquarters, at

such place or places as the executive board

member may determine. When the execu

tive board member obligates a member, he

shall make a report, immediately, to the

secretary , of the date of such obligation, and

deliver to the member obligated his consti

tution and other cards and information as

provided for in the Constituion and By

Laws.”

Sec . 66. Renumbered " Sec . 67," and

amended to read :

" Sec. 67. When an applicant is rejected

his initiation fee shall be returned to him.

He may have the provilege of renewing his

application after a period of two months has

elapsed, and if rejected a second time, he

shall be allowed to renew his application

after a period of six months . "

Under title , “ Appeals and Grievances, " Sec

tions 67, 68 and 69 are renumbered Sections

“ 68," "69" and “ 70 , " respectively, and re

vised under title amended to read, “ Trials,

Appeals and Grievances, " and amended to

read :

" Sec. 68. When charges are preferred

against any member or members, such

arges shall be in writing and brought be

2 the L. D. at the regular meeting. After

hearing of the charges , if the L. D. de.

es by a majority vote that the charges

" hy of investigation , they shall , by

7 referred to the executive board

qular trial committee of five ( 5 )

is the L. D. may determine. The

! shall meet in three days after

the case has been referred to them and take

up the hearing and continue as speedily as

possible until the entire case is disposed

of. Full notice shall be given to all parties

as to the time and place where the trial

board shall meet to hear the case. The ac

cused member or members shall have the

right to be represented at the trial by any

member whom they may select as their coun

sel, and in case of no selection by the ac

cused, the trial board shall appoint some

one of the members to represent him. The

accused shall have the right to examine all

evidence and witnesses testifying in the

case and be permitted to produce such wit

nesses and evidence as deemed best in their

own behalf. Upon the trial board's assem

bling, if it be other than the executive board,

it shall organize by selecting a chairman

and secretary . The secretary of the trial

board shall keep a careful record of the entire

trial and when the reports are submitted to

the L. D. he shall submit his report with all

the evidence and information to the secre

tary of the L. D., who shall file the same for

future reference. The trial board's decision

shall be submitted to the L. D. after its first

regular meeting after the trial has been de

cided , without it be, in the opinion of the

trial board, necessary to call a special meet

ing. In case of a special meeting, at least

three days' notice shall be given , so that all

members are thoroughly informed as to the

time and place of meeting. The accused

shall have the right at the meeting of the

L. D. to again defend himself and to present

his case to the L. D. if he desires. The ma

jority vote of the L , D. shall decide the con

test.

“ Sec. 69. Where charges are preferred

against an officer or officers of the L. D. ,

they shall be brought before the regular

meeting of the L. D. in writing, signed by

at least ten ( 10 ) members in good standing

in the L. D. The charges shall be consid

ered by this meeting, and if two-thirds of

the members present at such meeting decide,

by their vote, that the charges should be

entertained and considered, they shall then

be referred by the L, D. to the trial commit

tee as provided for in Section 68 of this Con

stitution , and the trial shall be conducted in

accordance with those provisions. The trial

board shall meet within three days after the

charges have been passed upon by the L.

D. to arrange for taking up and conducting

the trial . The trial shall continue, then,

from day to day, until the entire case has

been heard and a decision rendered . When

the decision is rendered, the trial board

shall call a special meeting of the L. D. and

report its findings to the same, which shall

be acted upon as provided in Section 68 .

Any local officer or officers under charges

will be suspended from office from the time

such charges have been accepted by the L.

D. until they have been tried and the deci.

sion of the L. D. rendered . If acquitted by

the L. D. , after the trial , such officer shall

then be reinstated into his former position

and properly reimbursed for such time as he

may have lost.
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" Sec. 70. in cases where appeals are sub

mitted to the I. P. the parties making the

appeal must submit their reasons in writing,

with their evidence of the same, and they

shall also file a copy of their appeal with

the secretary of the L. D. Upon request

from the I. P., the R. S. shall forward all

records of the trial, the minutes of the meet

ing at which the case was taken up and fin

ally disposed of, and such other evidence as

the L, D. may have, to the I. P. The deci

sion of the I. P., if approved by the G. E. B.,

shall stand until reversed by the regular

Convention."

Sec . 73. Amendment to the Constitution

by added section, numbered " Sec . 73 , " adopt

ed to read :

" Sec. 73. The grievances and complaints

of members shall be taken up by and

through the L. D. of which they are mem

bers for adjustment in all cases of griev

ances with the respective companies, and

can be taken up by the International Asso

ciation as a grievance only upon the request

of the L. D., as specified in these laws, ex

cept in cases of appeals. Appeals can be

made by local members after their case has

been disposed of by the L. D. Where a mem

ber is dissatisfied with the action of the L.

D. in his case he then has a right, after the

L. D.'s final disposition , to appeal to the I.

P. and G. E. B. as provided in this Constitu

tion. Appeals of members to the Interna

tional Association shall be made within

three ( 3 ) months after the action upon

which the appeal is based has been taken.

Otherwise the appeal will not be consid

ered.”

Sec. 75. Renumbered " Sec. 77," and

amended to read :

" Sec. 77. All dues and assessments are

payable on the first day of each month for

that month. They must be paid by the fir

teenth of the month in order to continue the

member in god standing. The member, on

paying his dues, shall receive from the F. S.

a working card as a receipt, which is evi

dence of his standing in the L. D. A mem

ber in arrears for his dues and assessments

after the fifteenth day of the month is not

in good standing and not entitled to sick,

death or disability benetfis, or to the pro

tection of the Asociation in any manner

whatsoever, and where a member allows his

arrearage in dues and assessments to run

into the second month before paying the

same, he shall be debarred from benefits for

one month after the payment of his arrear

age, and where a member allows himself to

become three months in arrears for dues

and assessments, he does thereby suspend

himself from membership in this Associa

tion."

Sec. 77. Renumbered " Sec. 79," and

amended to read :

" Sec . 79. A member retiring from street

and electric railway service shall have the

right to retain his membership and be en.

titled to all benefits and privileges of this

Association as provided for in the Constitu

tion of the same, providing that he does not

enter employment that is detrimental to the

Association's interests. Where members are

not in active service, they shall have a voice

and vote on all matters affecting the L. D. or

Association, except on the question of wages ,

hours of labor and contentions that may

arise between the L. D. and the employing

companies. "

Sec. 80. Amendment to the Constitution

by added section numbered "Sec . 80 ," to

read :

" Sec . 80. Any member who has actually

quit the service of an employing company

to engage in any other business, except for

the Amalgamated Association, and who is

holding office in his L. D., shall continue to

hold said office only at the pleasure of his

L. D."

Sec. 81. Renumbered " Sec . 84," and

amended to read :

“Sec. 84. The permanent disability benefit

shall be $100.00 to a member, and upon the

payment of the same, the Association shall

be relieved from any further death or dis

ability claims to the claimant. When the

disability claim is allowed to a memberat

the General Office, he shall then be recorded

as having withdrawn on account of disabil

ity, and when his claim is paid by the F. S.

of the L. D. of which he is a member, he

shall either be granted his withdrawal cardi

or he can only hold membership in the fu

ture as an honorary member or a sociall

member, subject to the rulings of the L. D.

of which he is a member."

Sec . 83. By revision, Sec. 83 is stricken'

from the Constitution .

Sec. 87. Renumbered " Sec . 89," and

amended to read :

" Sec . 89. A member legally in benefits as

specified by the Constituion, and suffering

the loss of a hand at or above the wrist, the

loss of a foot at or above the ankle joint,

the loss of the sight of both eyes, or who re

ceives through sudden accident, while in

service as a street or electric railway em

ploye, injuries that will totally disable him

from ever following the occupation as a

street and electric railway worker in the

future, shall be entitled to the disability

benefit of this Association in accordance

with his age as provided in this Constitu

tion. The applicant for disability claim shall

submit, through the F. S. of his L. D. , to the

I. P., the application and all proofs and evi

dence in connection with the same, and if

approved by the I. P. , the claim shall be

allowed and paid . Should the I. P. question,

or should there be a dispute over a disabil

ity claim, the same shall be referred to the

G. E. B. of this Association at their first

regular meting after the claim has been filed .

The G. E. B. shall decide as to whether the

disabilities so claimed come under the pro

visions of the laws of this Association, and

as to whether the nature of the disability is

such as to incapacitate the claimant from

the performance of his duty in any depart

ment of street and electric railway work in

the future. If the claim is approved and

allowed by the G. E. B. , the claimant shall

receive the full amount of his claim in ac

cordance with his age in this Association .

The payment of disability claim releases the

Association from any further obligations to
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em

such member . If the G. E. B. should dis

allow the disability claim , the claimant still

has an appeal to the regular Convention of

this Association ."

Under the title , “ old Age Pension ," Sec

tions 95 , 96 , 97, 98 , 99 , 100 and 101 are re

numbered respectively , 96 , 97 , 98 , 99 , 100 ,

101 and 102 , and amendments provide pen

sion rates of $6 per week upon continuous

membership of 25 years; $ 4 per week upon

15 years ' membership ; $ 3 per week upon

10 years' membership, and $ 1 per week upon

7 years' membership. Applicants for pen

sions must have attained the age of 60 years

and sustained debility, rendering it impossi

ble to follow the occupation of a street or

electric railway employe or other occupation

from which may de deriverd a living wage .

The amendments apply to age qualification

and pension rates. Otherwise, the pension

provisions are unaltered.

Under the title , “ Laws to Govern Local

Divisions, " due to the revision of the elec

tion laws as provided in the amended Con

stitution , Sections 2 and 3 are sbustituted by

a revised section numbered " Sec . 2 ," to

read :

“ Sec. 2. Nominations and elctions shall

' be conducted in accordance with and under

Sections 31 , 32 , 33 and 34 of the Constitution

and General Laws.”

THE OPEN SHOP

Ed. Trent Lost His Promotion

At 5:40 a. m . , after a good night's rest,.

Ed . Trent's name went down upon the re

port register for number 18 swing run on

the River Route line . He then reported to

the dispatcher for equipment for the day's

work .

“ You're to report to Manager Steffins be

fore you go to work, Trent," was the greet

ing in no apologetic voice .

" What's the trouble ? " asked Trent, as

soon as he had assimilated the full force of

his disappointment.

“ I don't know anything about it , sir,”

was the dry reply . “ I got orders to send

you to Mr. Steffins. Bailey , you take

Trent's run today."

Bailey, an extra , as instructed , and not

without some bearing expressive of good

luck , even at the expense of the contem

plated Christmas greeting to Trent's moth

er, took up his equipment and cheerfully

decamped to the awaiting car that was to

start the day as swing run No. 18 .

Dejected , and showing it to the satis

faction of the dispatcher, Trent turned

from the office . At 10 o'clock he was in

line with several others , awaiting an audi

ence before Mr. Steffins in the general office

building of the company. course of

time he was shown the way in by a young

man in livery attire .

In an awe- inspiring attitude , a small man

with dark , snapping eyes as the most dom

inant characteristic , sat at the head of a

long office table. At another table in one

corner of the room sat a young man evi

dently indifferent to his surroundings and

so deeply engaged that if he observed the

presence of Trent that gentleman didn't

know it . Upon the walls were suspended

maps of electric railway systems, a map

of the city, several pictures of cars and

railway scenes, pictures of railway mag

nates and not the least were pictures of

men in high political life and the president

of the United States .

" Mr. Trent, you are reported, sir, for

insubordination . When one of our

ployes is guilty of this charge, and we

know it, it is our duty to the company to

dismiss him from the service. You must

understand that we are a responsible com

pany and must run our own business. We

can tolerate no dictation from employes or

anyone else . In fact , we'll not have it,"

admonished Mr. Steffins, as he turned from

Trent with a manner intended to indicate

that the charge embodied the dismissal of

a petty annoyance from his mind and of

an objectionable employe from the service .

It expressed most definitely all the concern

Mr. Steffins had in the interest of an in

dividual employe .

But the charge was so absurdly without

warrant that it quelled all misgivings in

the mind of Trent and restored a sort of

faltering confidence .

" It is a serious matter to be dismissed

from employment, " he said .

" Not so serious , ” irritably responded Stef

fins. " If you don't want to work for this

company there is nothing serious in your

quitting. If we don't want you, and dismiss

you , it is the same thing."

" But I'm not guilty," said Trent .

" Then you think we make false charges .

You charge us with dishonesty. I shall

stand no such effrontery, sir, " sharply con

tended Steffins.

" I meant to be not in the least offensive.

sir, ” pleaded Trent. “ I wish only to assure

you that I can recall no instance where

I've been insubordinate to the orders or

rules of the company. In fact , it's not my

purpose to disobey rules or orders . I've

tried to do my work right."

“ You haven't a very good memory to for

get so soon,” sneered Steffins.

" I would not forget,” quietly replied

Trent. “ There must be some mistake. "

" Were you not marked for swing run 18 ,

River Route line , as regular, to take effect

this morning ?" asked Steffins.

“ Yes, sir," was the prompt reply.

“ Yesterday, when you learned of your

promotion to a regular run you demurred.

You not only criticized the company for the

dismissal of a certain employe for incom

petency when you addressed your superin

tendent and expressed your disfavor at

receiving your promotion when it came to

you by the dismissal of that employe, but

you again brought the subject to the supper

table of your boarding house. You there

questioned the course of the company by

defending the dismissed employe, where

your criticism could have no other influ

ence than to create discontent among em

ployes. You did this , ' knowing well that

one of the rules you are to obey is not to

In
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Cash or Easy Payments

discuss in public, or with outsiders, the

affairs of your employing company . Then

you come here and tell me that you have

not been insubordinate. Is not all this

true ?" asked Steffins.

" Not in intent as you construe it, Mr.

Steffins,” explained Trent, rather baffled at

the knowledge of the facts on the part of

Steffins. “ I like Pat Ward , and I suppose

I made remarks prompted by my sympathy

for him . I had no thought of disobedience

of company rules.”

Steffins was impressed with the candor

of Trent, and all he wished was to bring

him into line in complete subjection . He

flattered himself that he had accomplished

his purpose. " Pat Ward was nothing to

you," he continued , following up his vic

tory, and to complete the subjugation of

his victim : " You are not working for Pat

Ward. He doesn't pay you. We want men

who will work for us and for our interest.

We will take care of our honest employes .

I'm going to let you go back to Mr. Gram .

I will instruct him to place you on the list

as first extra. You have stated that you

don't want a regular run at the expense of

the dismissal of Pat Ward . I shall take

you at your word , as I want my men to be

honest. But the next time you get a pro

motion , let me advise you to accept it with

out asking questions about things that

don't concern you. Don't let me hear of

your discussing the affairs of this company

again , at your boarding house or anywhere

else, in public places or with outsiders.

You may go this time, but remember my

caution . You will find that if you do right

by this company we will treat you well."

( To be continued . )

Outfits for Men , Women, and

Children at Department

Stores or Wholesale Houses

on Easy Payments. Discount

for Cash ..

Keystone Trading Co.

Phone Court 4426

Fifth Street and Liberty Avenue

PITTSBURGH, PA .

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade — not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We cannot only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Made Uniform ( mod . might) $ 11.00

Union Made Uniform ( hry. weight ) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men- regulation style- depend

able quality and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Mono of Buod Clothes for was a boy .

YOU CAN OWN THE DIAMOND OR

WATCH YOU WANT

Simplest thing in the world to gratify any

fancyyou may have in this line if you take advan

tageof our credit plan. The cost will probably be

only a dollar or two a week - too little to figure

seriously in your expenses .

Pay 50c weekly on a $ 10.00 purchase.

Pay 75c weekly on • $ 15.00 purchase.
Pay $ 1.00 weekly on a $ 25.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.50 Weekly on • $ 50.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.00 weekly on & $ 75.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.50 weekly OD a $ 100.00 purchase.

Jo • Little Casb .

Aloe Clock , Jewelry , Silverware. Ete .

ALI O SISP OR CREDIT

43

Arcade

CLEVELAND , O.

Cl
ay
to
n'
s

F.B. STRAWN & BRO .

63-81 WICHIDAN AVE . Opp . Cadillac Hotel
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therefore Motormen and Conductors

must carry Reliable Watches

We're here to tell you about our

TROLLEY SPECIAL

O

GO

11 12127

$ 9.00

$4.00
NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.

TROLLEY SPECIAL.
&

P
r
i
d$ 10

9 3

4

Cuts Actual

Size

P
I
L
S

An Absolutely High -Grade Watch

at a Moderate Price

Fitted with our B. B. “ Alden ” Lever Movement. Having Double

Roller Escapement, 7 Jewels, Pendant Set, Cut . Expansion Balance, and

all other standard specifications.

Cases thin and convenient size for constant use .
Dials have neavy

black figures and hands, easily distinguished
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The Motormanand Conductor
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Members of Division No. 441, Des Moines, Ia . , are represented in the above

pictures in attendance at the funeral of the late Bro. P. S. McCourty, whose

untimely acidental death , together with the death of Bro. W. J. Kizer of the same

local, was noted in the November Motorman & Conductor. The upper picture

shows the line of members in waiting in a street of Des Moines , near the residence

from which the funeral took place. The lower picture was taken at the ceme

tery .
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IS IT A MORAL OBJECTION ?

In a recent conference between officials

of a local division of this association and

the general manager of the company the

object sought was the reinstatement of a

dismissed member . The manager refused

to consider reinstatement of the member

and the committee served notice that the

case would go to arbitration . " Very well,"

said the manager, " we will arbitrate the

case, but in pursuing that course is where

your organization makes a mistake . It is

in such cases as this where you insist upon

the reinstatement of a dismissed employe

that you make your association distastefui

to most railway officials , who are opposing

organization among their employes.”

It is the language of the general manager

that is taken as a text for this article .

A conductor was dismissed upon the re

port of a spotter, the report charging the

conductor with the conversion of fares col

lected that should have been, but were not,

registered. The conductor denied the charge

and appealed to the Division of which he

is a member. The officers of the local took

the case up with the superintendent, who

persisted that there were sufficient grounds

for the dismissal of the conductor, and re

fused to entertain the case for reinstate.

ment. It was reported to a meeting of the

Division and the officers were instructed to

request from the manager the reinstatement

of the conductor, and in the event that the

manager refused reinstatement, that the of

ficers should carry the case to arbitration .

The agreement existing between the local

and the company provides for the arbitra

tion of all differences, including cases of

the character of the one cited . So the final

course relative to the grievance of the dis

missed member is regular and likely the

case will be arbitrated , but that is not the

point that is carried to us by the text .

“ Does the association make itself dis

tasteful by insistence upon the reinstate

ment of dismissed members ?" That is the

question .

Now, it is not the purpose of this associa

tion to interfere with the business of the

employing company or its rules of economy

so long as such rules and acts comply with

the conditions of employment , or agree

ment, or usages that are fair to employes .

Neither is it the policy of the association ,

nor could it be, to dictate to the employing

company whom they shail employ and re

tain in employment , so long as the course

of the management does not interfere with

the rights of organization . Labor organiza

tions must be based upon that principle in

order to maintain . Otherwise, no public

sentiment could be inherited tolerant of or

ganized labor.

Then, is the Amalgamated Association

peculiar to itself in dealing with individual

grievances, and particularly, cases of dis

missal ? If so , may there not be a cause

for it ?

It is the desire of the association and the

loyal members that harmony shall prevail

between the management of employing com

panies and the employes. It is desired that

such a good feeling shall exist that both em

ployes and management may unite in the

interest of good and profitable service and

that there shall be a fairness maintained

on part of both , each to the other. It can

not be the desire of any body of men who

have the interest of their employment at

heart , to be in turmoil or contention with

the operative management. It makes an

unpleasant job and it does not bring the

best of results to the company in whose

employment are both the management and

employes. It does not bid for the highest

respect desired of the community for the

company, management or even employes to

be in constant contention and strife . The

average community desires to see harmony,

good fellowship and good feeling prevail in .

connection with industrial affairs as be

tween employer and employe. The object

of this association should be to work in

the direction of such a result.

Where there is recognized a mutuality of

interests that should characterize the asso

ciation and the management of the employ

ing company and the membership, it is

doubtful if a situation could arise where

the manager or any official of the company

would have occasion to give utterance to

the expression which is used as a text in

this article . Not but what there may be a

difference as to the right or wrong of the

dismissal of some individual employe be

tween some members of the organization

and the management, or even the associa .

tion and the management ; but with the

spirit of harmony, the contention would be

reconciled without unpleasantness . The as

sociation does not stand for the conversion

of fares collected by its members. It does

not desire to establish its credit as an or

ganization upon that class of work. It

would not long stand as an organization if

it did , because the honest element of its

own membership would desert it as an of

fensive proposition ; but it must stand for

fairness, both to employer and employe, and

upon that principle it must build its credit .

There are numerous locals of this asso

ciation working under the management of

various railroads where an occasion of the

kind cited never occurs, or has ever oc

curred . There are but few cases in the

entire history of the association where arbi

tration over the reinstatement of a member

has prevailed . There are but few instances

where the reinstatement of dismissed mem

ber has been insisted upon , unless it was a

case of flagrant prejudice against employes

being members of the association on part

of the company. Most all other cases are

mutually adjusted or reconciled, particular

ly if they have merit, and if they do not

have merit , they have been taken up mutal.

ly between the management and officers of

locals in such a way that both parties were

satisfied with the results , whether it was

reinstatement or final dismissal .
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But if this association is peculiar in this

particular case, it must be admitted that

railway employment is peculiar as an in

dustrial employment , and it must be admit

ted further that some operative manage

ments are peculiar in the affairs of employ

ment , and most particularly so when their

course is directed against membership of

employes in labor organizations.

The few contentions that develop between

locals of this association and employing

managements attract public attention and

they tend to impress the public that there

is an inherent bitterness between the asso

ciation and employing railway companies

on part of both . This is a mistake . Street

railway companies, the managements of

which desire to be fair in dealing with the

locals of the association , have no better

friend , no more sympathetic supporter than

the organization of its employes. There is

no greater influence that works along a de

termined policy to kill off the prejudice

against the service than the membership of

the association when it is known that the

management is fair and is working in har

mony to that end. The company has no

other element working more actively to pro

mote the service and make the operation

of cars successful and free from accident

than the Amalgamated Association . Illus

trations of this are at hand at all times

throughout the country in the many sec

tions where the association and manage

ment move along mutually and in harmony.

It is recognized also by this association

that even in the face of the extreme vigil

ance of employing managements , there oc

casionally creeps in the unworthy employe ,

one who is so selfishly inclined and so de

void of principle, that he will work the job

to what he conceives to be his personal in

terest , regardles of the interest of his fel

low workmen or the company.

Not long since, upon a system where the

employes are unorganized, a conductor was

approached by one of the organizers of this

association , who made himself known and

was asked to interest himself in an effort

to organize the employes .

" You can never organize these men ,” was

the reply. " Because too many of them

have got too good a thing of it now . We

may not be getting such a high rate of wage,

and it is small , but we are making more

money here , many of us , than we can make

on any of your union roads. The minute

we were organized we would be watched .

My job is good for $5 a day .” This was the

reply that the organizer of this association

met with from that conductor. There was

a text in that . Some of those men were

really getting good money by stealing it

from the company. He knew that to form

an organization meant to be honest or get

dismissed .

But to get back upon the question direct

ly. In the first place , this association does

not employ the men upon the street railway

system , that is left to the pleasure of the

company. The company takes on an em

ploye who comes well recommended, and

whose past is investigated before he gets

the job . He then sets to work and from

acceptance , passive or otherwise , if he con

tinues in employment it must be taken as

granted that he is satisfactory to the man.

agement . He becomes a member of the as

sociation ; then his interest is in common

with all members of the association . He is

entitled to rightful protection . In most in

stances , in every city , there is but one oper

ating company that has a monopoly on the

business . The management that is honest

to the interest of the company desires hon

est employes, and the official who will deal

with an employe from a personal prejudice

standpoint is an unfit official. He lowers

his job instead of trying to elevate it and

he would sacrifice the interest of the com

pany by the dismissal of a faithful employe

just because of some personal prejudice

against the employe . He is of the kind

who indulges in favoritism and in that way

creates contentions in the service detii.

mental to it . As there occasionally are bad

.employes so are there occasionally bad of

ficials , who drift into the service and be

come a part of the management. Usually

it is this class of officials what this associa

tion is up against in matters of grievances

which cannot be reconciled, but througu

whose acts must go to arbitration , or even

to a strike in order to maintain justice to

the membership . '

Dismissal of an individual employe from

the service affects not only that individual

employe , but our work is so peculiar that

it affects every employe engaged in the ser

vice . If a conductor is dismissed for being

dishonest it casts a reflection in a degree

upon his associate employes . If he is guilty

he deserves to be dismissed from the ser

vice and expelled from the association . If

he is innocent, it is to the interest of every

member that he be given an opportunity

to establish his innocence and that he be

reinstated in the service . If he is innocent

and is able to establish his innocence no

one should be more pleased than the man

aging official, who , on misapprehension or

false report, dismissed the employe . By

his reinstatement a wrong has been righted .

If a managing official refuses to aid the

officials of the organization in an investiga

tion of the charges against the employe and

those organization officials make such an in

vestigation as the evidence at hand will per

mit them , and they arrive at the conclusion

that the employe is unjustly dismissed and

that the charges are misrepresented , there

can be no just censure for reporting their

conclusion . They have evidence that leads

them to their conclusion. If the employing

manager will refuse to give ear to that evi

dence and refuses to act justly upon it , he

has no occasion to say that the association

makes itself distasteful by insisting that a

fair trial board or board of arbitration , dis

interested , shall have the privilege of re

ceiving the evidence that a just conclusion

may be arrived at by them . If the company
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ever

has evidence that warrants the managing

official to believe that such a board of arbi

tration wil still condemn the accused, what

reasonable excuse has he not to compare

his evidence with that furnished by the com

mittee and endeavor to arrive with them at

a final conclusion ? In the case cited there

is no official of the company who has any

personal evidence against the integrity oť

the conductor dismissed ; his dismissal is

based upon the charges of a secret spotter .

There is no evidence that anyone else in

all of the long years of the service of the

conductor saw him misappropriate

fares . On the other hand , there is abund

ance of evidence on part of the associates

of the conductor and on part, of the public

who have been in touch with him , or even

on part of the company officials, that estab

lishes his integrity and obtains for him , not

the character of a petty thief , but that of a

careful, prudent employe with a high repu

tation for honesty .

Now, let us observe the situation . In this

particular city a manager from another sec

tion was recently brought to take charge

of the lines . This new manager or superin.

tendent in the first conference with the

officials of the local upon other matters,

takes the occasion to advise the officials of

the local that he is bitterly opposed to or

ganized labor and that there are some of

the members that he is after , and when he

gets after a man he stays after him until

he gets him . Such an expression as that

has no tendency to breed concord between

the management and the employes . It im

mediately creates a suspicion that most

every act of that new superintendent will

be in the direction of the disruption of the

organization and to tantalize the employes

on account of their membership in the asso:

ciation . Neither was his opposition to the

association expressed casually or incidental

ly. It came out with a ring as though he

was very much delighted to hand out the

assurance to the officers of the association

that they now had an enemy to their or

ganization in the managing employer. The

conductor dismissed was of several years'

service and one who has been a staunch

advocate of the association ,

To his fellow workmen he is just the kind

of man who the company must eliminate to

establish the non -union labor policies of the

new superintendent . The evidence in the

possession of the committee is of the char

acter that the local does not wish to re

pudiate upon the adverse statement of an

unknown secret spy . To permit the dis

missal of such an employe to pass unnu

ticed without an effort for justice would be

to invite the same course to be applied to

others of the local until the ranks of the

association will be sufficiently filled with a

new class of employes , whose employment

would be based upon their proclivities to

yield to the company such a class of union

ism as would eventually disband the local

or destroy its effectiveness,

So , when we investigate these cases there

is really no occasion for the expression of

the general manager who suggests that the

association makes itself distasteful by in

sisting upon the arbitration of cases of dis

missal , but it is necessary that the facts

should be known to discredit such an ex

pression before the public and to maintain

a full knowledge of the fairness of the asso

ciation towards employing companies .

Of course the general manager of the en

tire system is not the man who showered

his disapproval of unions among the em

ployes, it is the new superintendent work

ing under him in that particular city, but

the manager naturally desires to defend the

acts of his own officials and particularly the

general superintendent. He accepts the

assurance of the general superintendent

that the secret spotter is right and that the

dismissed conductor is a thief, and through

the general superintendent, he refuses to give

consideration to the evidence the commit

tee has to present and states most definitely

that he will not reinstate the man, but will

accept of arbitration as the agreement pro

vides . In this case it remains to be seen

what will be established through arbitra

tion as to the guilt or innocence of the ac

cused conductor, but it does not tend to es

tablish the fact that the association is in

terfering with the company's business . It

is a question whether the members would

have arbitrated the case at all had it not

been for an arbitration agreement existing.

Backed by the expressions of the general

superintendent against their organization ,

they would likely have to accept it as a

challenge , and street railway service in that

particular city would have been suspended

until more agreeable assurances of the dis

position of the general superintendent tu .

wards the association were forthcoming or

until he was removed , and some one of not

quite so objectionable temperament would

be placed in his position , or perchance until

the general superintendent would be en

able to scab the road.

There can be no question as to the right

of the association to defend the integrity

of its membership , particularly against re

ports of secret spotters, when the character

of these spotters is unknown to the mem

bership and even to the community in which

they are employed .

If the accused is, innocent and he is given

no opportunity to prove himself innocent,

he goes forth from the employment of the

company a marked man. He is without a

job and can get none in any street railway

community. His record is against him . It

goes out that he is a thief, that he cannot

be trusted . The only position that this as

sociation takes is that the member should

be assured a fair hearing, unprejudiced , and

particularly in no way biased by the dis

position of an employing official who per

mits his attitude against organized labor to

influence him and who in the nature of a

threat , boastfully announces his prejudice.

It is such men who falsely make it appear

that there is a natural bitterness between

labor and the management of employing

capital .
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THE INJUNCTION AND RAILWAY EM.

PLOYES.

The highest court in the United States

will now review the Buck Stove & Range

injunction case. What does the admirable

fight being led by President Gompers, Vice

President Mitchell and Secretary Frank

Morrison of the A. F. of L. , against an un

rair injunction mean to railway men ?

This Association has not been without her

experience with injunctions . The last in

junction in which this Association figured

should be sufficient to arouse the interest

of electric railway men in the case in which

the A. F. of L, officers are involved . To

that injunction can be traced the cause of

the loss of a local to the Assoc ion and

the defeat of a body of street car men in

their effort to secure better wages and the

right of organization . It defended an exact

ing company in the violation of the laws of

the state, and in its policy of brutal sub

jection of labor and in the payment of star

vation wages. There being no legal cause

for the issuance of the decree, the court re

sorted to far fetched hypothesis . To obey

such an order was to end the strike. The

case in which this injunction was issued

was that of the Evansville, Ind . , strike . For

enlightenment upon wanton abuse of injunc

tion power in labor controversies the de

cree is given . It reads :

Decree by Justice C. A. Bouler, Evans

ville & Southern Indiana Traction Company

vs. Ben Commons et al . Motion for tempo.

rary injunction .

In this case, on the 29th day of May,

1909, the defendants, except the defendant

Commons, having been before that time in

the employment of the plaintiff company,

voluntarily left the service of the company,

or in familiar language went on a strike.

The circumstances leading up to the strike

are given with some detail, but these allega

tions really have nothing to do with the

question involved in this motion. Much

time was wasted in the argument of this

motion upon the question of the right of

these defendants to strike, and the impos

sibility of preventing their action in strik

ing by any decree of the court. It may be

conceded at once that the defendants had

a perfect right either individually or in a

body to voluntarily quit the service of the

plaintiff, without giving any reason what

ever for their action .

“ It is claimed , however, by the plaintiff

that the defendants and other persons un

known to the plaintiff, but who are desig

nated as sympathizers with the defendants

in the strike thus inaugurated have con

spired together to ruin the plaintiff finan

cially unless the plaintiff will agree to cer

tain terms demanded by the strikers, the

principal and perhaps only condition of any

consequence being that the plaintiff com

pany will agree to employ none but union

men in its service and will sign a contract

to that effect, with a body which may be

conveniently designated as the Car Men's

Union , which is a voluntary association of

individuals not incorporated and , therefore ,

having no legal standing whatever. It is

further alleged that in pursuance of this

conspiracy various acts of violence, some

of them serious in their character, have

been committed by the conspirators in the

effort to hinder and obstruct the operation

of the plaintiff's cars . These acts of vio

lence embrace amongst other things the

cutting down of poles carrying the trolley

wires, greasing the tracks so that the run

ning of cars on them was impossible, the

placing of heavy timbers and other ob

structions on the tracks of plaintiff, and

the stoning of cars . It is further al

leged that in pursuance of the same unlaw

ful conspiracy the defendants by intimida

tion and threats have endeavored to cause

the motormen and conductors who are now

operating the cars to leave the service of

the company and thereby seriously cripple

the company in its efforts to run the cars

as required by its franchise, granted by the

city of Evansville . It is further alleged that

in pursuance of the same unlawful conspir

acy the defendants have endeavored and

are endeavoring to prevent the public from

traveling on the cars with the avowed pur.

pose of so depleting the revenues of the

company as to force it into bankruptcy,

unless it complies with the demands of the

strikers . It is charged that this last pur

pose is attempted to be accomplished by

committees sent to the various railroad sta

tions of the city to warn incoming travelers

that a street car strike is in progress , and

that it is dangerous to ride on the cars, and

by circulating hand bills announcing that

a strike is in progress and appealing to the

public not to ride upon the cars .

" I have not attempted to state all the

allegations of the complaint in detail , but

only to give the substance of those that are

of vital importance in the consideration of

this motion. In arriving at a conclusion I

have considered the verified complaint ,

verified answer, the affidavits on both sides ,

and the oral testimony which was intro

duced on the hearing.

" As to the acts of violence , there is no

sort of doubt that they have been commit.

ted . It is true that there is not much testi

mony as to the actual commission of these

acts by the defendants who are named in

this action . It is equally true , however,

that these acts were well known to the de

fendants , and that they must have been

committed by persons who were in sympa

thy with them and who supposed that by

these unlawful acts they were advancing

the interests of the strikers. It does not

appear that these acts have ever been con

demned or repudiated , at least in any for

mal way, by the defendants . They have

been meeting every day in their hall , receiv.

ing reports of their various committees,

presumably reading the newspapers in

which these outrages were reported , and it

is sheer nonsense to say that they did not

know of their commission .

" On this subject two things must be kept

in view : First, that the unknown perpe

trators of these outrages can only be
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reached by injunction in a case where there

are known defendants , named in the rec

ord , and second , that no man can be injured

by an injunction which restrains him from

the commission of outrages of this charac

ter. The argument ; therefore , that because

it was not clearly shown that any of the

defendants named in this action had actual.

ly committed the outrages , they ought not

to be restrained from violating the criminal

law of the state does not appeal to me with

great force. A conclusive proof that the

perpetrators of these outrages were acting

in sympathy with the defendants , and that

the defendants must have known this fact,

is furnished by the well known and admit

ted fact that since the issuing of the re

straining order, in this case, none of these

outrages have been committed and there

has been practically no violence whatever.

" Now as to intimidation of the present

employes of the company. Very singularly,

as it seems to me, the defendants appar

ently assume that there can be no intimida

tion unless there are actual threats of vio

lence. Very much the same assumption

seems to prevail in some of the decided

cases . But this cannot be true. Intimida

tion can be most effectually exercised with

out the utterance of any threat whatever,

and even in cases where the mere language

employed might be perfectly peaceable and ,

indeed , conciliatory in tone. For example,

if an intoxicated man carrying an ice hook ,

when he was on his way to get ice and was

not engaged in delivering, should approach

a conductor or motorman, and say to him

" If your mother knew you were engaged in

this business she would turn over in her

grave , " the intimidation might be as effect

ual to a timid man as though he had been

directly threatened with bodily injury. If a

person who is in the company of one of the

defendants and apparently with his sanc

tion should toss a stone on the track , in

such a way as to cause the motorman of an

approaching car to seek police protection ,

the intimidation might be accomplished

without the stone thrower saying a word to

the motorman . In each particular case

much must depend upon the manner, ap

pearance and conduct of the person seeking

to intimidate, and these considerations may

characterize the act as intimidation without

much regard to what was said to the inti

midated employe.

" It must be remembered that these efforts

at intimidation were not resorted to for the

purpose of getting the new employe to

leave the service, in order that the striker

might get back his place usurped by the

new employe. None of the strikers claim

that he is trying to get his place back and

is persuading the new employe to get out

of the way so that he can get it back . They

all assert in the strongest terms that they

do not wish their places back , unless the

condition above named shall be acceeded to

by the plaintiff company.

" It remains to be considered whether the

various acts of the defendants in inducing

the public not to ride on the cars, which

have been established by the testimony,

and in good part admitted , and which have

been very effective, are unlawful and ought

to be enjoined. On this subject I cannot

at all agree with the authorities which

seem to hold that an act lawful in itself,

when considered independently and without

any relation to an unlawful purpose, cannot

become unlawful because of the unlawful

animus which inspires it. I believe it to

be true that where the object to be at

tained by a series of acts is distinctly un.

lawful , that all such acts are themselves

unlawful , although when separately consid.

ered as independent acts having no relation

to the unlawful purpose they may be entire

ly innocent . Now , in this case, the purpose

of the defendants in the performance of all

the acts complained of, by which in various

forms people are induced not to ride on the

cars, is not only not denied, but is boldly

and emphatically avowed . It is simply the

financial ruin of the plaintiff unless the

plaintiff will agree to certain conditions de.

manded by the defendants . That this pur

pose is distinctly unlawful , I cannot see

how any reasonable man can doubt. This

is not at all a case of legitimate competition

in trade. Within certain well defined lim

its a merchant may lawfully advertise that

he will sell his goods at a cheaper rate than

his rival in trade, and he may solicit the

public by any sort of legitimate argument

or persuasion not to trade with his competi.

tor, although he may know that his efforts

in this direction will result in the financial

ruin of the other person . Even in this case,

however, he may easily transgress the law

and render himself liable to an action. But

in this case there is no question of competi

tion . The defendants are not working in

the interests of any rival ra lroad line , but

are seeking, as they themselves proclaimed

from the witness stand to destroy the busi

ness of the plaintiff, which is as much prop

erty as houses or land , in order to force

the plaintiff to accept their terms of em.

ployment. It is claimed by the defendants

that this is the right of free speech ; in my

judgment it is an utter perversion of that

right. No rights are absolute, as every right,

including that of free speech , must be exer

cised within the limits that it does not in.

jure another. I am thoroughly satisfied

from the evidence, and from the avowals

of the defendants themselves , that they

have conspired to ruin the plaintiff's busi

ness by driving it by loss of revenue to

financial ruin , without legal excuse or jus.

tification , and that every act done in fur.

therance of that unlawful purpose is itself

unlawful because of the purpose which in

spires it , although the act itself, consid

ered independently and as unrelated to the

conspiracy, might be wholly innocent and

lawful.

“ It must not be forgotten that the plain.

tiff is a public service corporation , and that

it is bound by the franchise to run its cars

on schedule time, and that the public

ought to be allowed to travel on the cars

without fear of molestation . It must be re

membered also that even mere inducement

or persuasion not to travel on the cars may ,
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and usually does, convey veiled threats, or

an insinuation that it is not safe to do so.

" For these reasons I think that just ce

can be accomplished in this case by over

ruling defendants' motion to dissolve the

restraining order and sustaining the motion

for a temporary injunction in accordance

with the terms of the restraining order

without modification .

" It is so ordered . "

The above is a copy of the order handed

down by Judge C. A. De Bouler at the hear

ing upon the application to continue his

former preliminary order as appearing in

the June issue of the Motorman and Con.

ductor. Not an allegation set forth in the

application for the above order was proven

before the count against those to whom the

injunction was directed. The disposition of

the court is in no way disguised by the

language in which the order is couched.

For instance, " It is claimed , however, by

the plaintiff, that the defendants

have conspired together to ruin the plain

tiff financially unless the plaintiff will agree

to certain terms demanded by the strikers,

the principal and perhaps only condition of

any consequence being that the plaintiff

company will agree to employ none but

union men ,” etc. This quotation is taken

from one of the first and most prominent

utterances of the court. Yet this associ

ation never precipitated or prolonged a

strike upon such a proposition as the prin

cipal issue or the one of most consequence .

The fact relative to the Evansville strike

and its cause was that the company long

before took a decided stand not to employ

any person who was or would become a

member of the union . Men who were in

the employ of the plaintiff company and

who became members of the union were

discriminated against and the plaintiff com

pany was operating under an employment

policy of eliminating union men from the

service as convenience permitted , until

those who remained protested by striking. .

It is reasonable to presume that the court

knew the fact stated, and well knew the

purpose of the company as well as that of

the association . This injunction order

should serve to enliven an interest upon

part of our membership in general to the

fact that judicial elections and appoint

ments are of some concern to labor . The

standard of wage is low in Evansville, and

was lower when Div. 466 was instituted .

Prior to the organization of the local there

prevailed most abject conditions of employ

ment . There has been improvement through

the efforts of the union men , or the associ.

ation . But there was a strong appeal for

further improvement . The issues were wages ,

conditions of employment and the right of

employment without discrimination on ac

count of unionism. But this court order,

so far as its influence extended , was a pro

tection to a group of conspirators, who as

employing traction officials were in a con

spiracy to blacklist un on men. Their pol

icy would drive men to death from starva

tion . But that is nothing compared with

the " financial ruin " of the conspiring com

pany .

*

A SUMMER CAR IN ALBANY, N. Y.

Above is the picture of an Albany street car in waiting at the end of the

Kenwood Line near the city limits , Albany, N. Y. Brother William Burns , of

Division 148 , standing in the rear of the car, is motorman . He is one of the

oldest members of the Amalgamated Association and now pulls the beam at 368

pounds. On the seat is Brother Matt Clancy , a conductor, who is enjoying a day

off after having worked 342 days without intermission . In Albany is paid the

highest wage enjoyed by any surface railway men in the state of New York.

Motormen and conductors are paid 25 cents per hour, regardless of term of

service .
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THE

Motorman and Conductor

Correspondents of locals that elect officers

at the last of the year will kindly forward

lists of officers elected in time to be placed

in a roster of officers to appear in the Jan

uary issue.
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Six members of Div . 134 , New Westmin

ster, B. C. , recently met death in a singly

unavoidable acident. A work car broke

loose from the trolley towing it and backed

into another car on a grade with deplorably

fatal results.
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From the message of President Taft , it

would seem that he has an ear to the

appeal of organized labor. But what will

be the effect ? One thing, anyhow, is gratify.

ing. He acknowledges the rightfulness of

the organization of labor and recognizes it

as a promotive force.

The report rendered to the recent A. F. of

L. convention by Secy. Frank Morrison

showed that for the year ending Sept. 1 ,

1909 , 34 international and national unions

increased in membership 83,601 members.

In numbers increased , the Amalgamated

Association stands fourth.

.

L. DECOURS 14
OVATI

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION,

Statistics of various A. F. of L. organiza

tions upon strikes for the year ending Sept.

1 , 1909 , show that among locals of 98 na

tional and international organizations were

involved in 692 strikes, involving 87,031

members. Strikes were won attaining bene

fits in wage and working conditions to 53,

971 members. Strikes were lost to 9,432

members. At the close of the fiscal year

64 strikes were pending. There was paid by

all organizations to sustain members on

strike $2,068,276.94 .

Article 2 of Constitution.

Section 1 . The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.
Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and

skill; toencourage theformation in Division

Associations of Sick Benefit Funds ; to estab

lish schools of instruction and examination

for imparting a practical knowledge of mod

ern and improved methods and systems of

transportation and trade matters generally ;

to encourage the settlement of all disputes

between employes and employers by arbitra

tion ; to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work; to reduce the hours of daily
labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social
condition.

In a suit for damage sustained in a run

away car accident in Cincinnati by james

A. Hall , motorman , against the Cincinnati

Traction Co., judgment was rendered in

favor of the company by order of the court .

The decision adverse to the plaintiff was

based upon knowledge of the defective

brakes and empty sandbox by the plaintiff.

This decision establishes the point that if

a motorman operates a defective car which

he knows is defective he is responsible for

any damage. In other words , he is respon .

sible for the safe running of the car .

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished . Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

2d of the month , and should be written only

on one side of the paper.
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Bus. Agt. Wm. Taber of Div . No. 241 ,

Chicago, who has been several weeks con

fined with typhoid fever, is reported im

proving slowly.

When the workers gain control of the

labor market the competitors will be those

in control of capital investments . The bid

ding for labor wil take the place of bidding

for jobs. That is one of the objects in the

direction of which organization is working.

By th shorter service day employment

comes to a greater number, competition for

jobs is lessened and wages increase.

By some cause or inadvertance the name

of Secy. A. F. Bracelon of Taunton Div. No.

243 was omitted from the published list of

those recorded in attendance at the recent

convention,

In spite of the fact that the year 1909 is

characterized as part of a period of severe

industrial depression , a review of the his

tory of this association, which will apear in

the January, 1910, number of the Motorman

& Conductor will show it to have been un

equaled in prosperity to this association by

any former year.

The advantage in the labor market is with

the one who can ascend the auction block

with something upon which he is sure he

will receive rival bids. The most sharp

competition is for that which is in demand

by more than can participate in the supply .

Then is it not easily understood why the

employer prefers to receive bids rather

than to himself become the bidder. May not

that be the reason why the employer en

courages the long service day ?

The question of the imprisonment of our

A. F. of L , officials upon the Buck Stove &

Range injunction is now up to the U. S.

Supreme Court. That the Buck Stove &

Range Co. is unfair to labor is getting well

advertised in the case, there can be no

doubt . But what is of more interest is

whether the Supreme Court of the United

States will sanction the martyrdom of our

labor officials .

The Switchmen's Union is up against a

hard fight in the Northwestern strike, but

the railroads seem to have a more severe

proposition. The Switchmen's Union is de

serving of the strongest of support from

organized labor, and the entire A. F. of L.

should not be slow in getting behind that

organization . Already has the strike forced

concessions upon many lines for railway

men of other organizations . Yet will the

switchmen get the credit they deserve ?

The United Mine Workers of America

gained 52,000 in membership within the

last year. · It now has over 300,000 members

and embraces approximately one-seventh of

the entire membership of the American

Federation of Labor. It is the largest craft

organization in the world . It had 51,654

members involved in strikes during the year

ending Sept. 1 , winning 28 strikes at a cost

of more than $472.000.

When capital controls the labor market

the auctioneer strikes the job down to the

lowest bidder. Competition in bidding is in

spired by want. Rivalry is rife in the ranks

of labor. Labor loses its dignity, and its

product is at the disposal of capital. Only

enough is returned to the workers to main

tain them in a state of sharp competition .

Is not organization the only institution by

which labor can meet such a situation ?

President J. H. Lamont and Secretary A.

H. Burt, delegates to the recent Toronto

Convention , wish it to be placed before the

membership of the Association that the

name of Salt Lake City, as a candidate for

the 1911 convention , was withdrawn with

the understanding that she will be a most

determined candidate at the next conven

tion for the convention of 1913. It may be

added that notice was so served upon dele

gates at the Toronto convention when Dele

gate Burt withdrew his city from the con

test .

Because Chairman C. 0. Pratt encour

aged the investigation of the official acts of

certain officers of Div . 477, Philadelphia, Pa. ,

he was arrested upon an unfounded charge

through the instrumentality of those who

did not want the investigation, with the

evident purpose of driving him out of town .

Chairman Pratt is not made of the kind of

metal that easily yields to persecution , and

he is still on the job in Philadelphia . Be

sides , the " shock ” of his arrest in no way

shocked the loyalty to one another of the

Philadelphia members, nor their confidence

in the lovalty of the chairman to the inter

ests of the association. The mean conniv

ing resulting in the arest shows the ex

tremity to which union smashers will go to

accomplish their purpose . It also shows

what the labor official has to contend with

in promoting the purposes of organization .

Our members will note the increased size

of The Bloch Company" advertisement.

They are now occupying an entire page of

the M. & C. This concern when it first be

gan to get acquainted with the members of

our Association through advertising in the

M. & C. was a very small affair , located on

St. Clair St. The firm , from the beginning,

worked upon a principle of fairness to em

ployes, employing only members of the

Clothing Trades Organization and paying

highest prices for labor. It has continued

along this line until the present day and

has developed into one of the largest uni.

form manufacturing establishment in the

United States and has established a large

manufacturing plant at the corner of Sheriff

and Prospect, Cleveland . Not only is this

company fair to labor, but the purpose of

the Messrs. Bloch is to furnish a cloth

equal to the making.
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. tories of that state . Also it was desired

to give special consideration to the ques

tion of injunction and labor laws affecting

all classes of labor . This association was

represented in the convention by President

Mahon and delegates from various Pennsyl

vania locals. A report from this convention

will likely be at hand for publication in the

January issue of The Motorman and Con

ductor.

Vice President A. L. Behner is at present

engaged in assisting Division No. 268 , Cleve

land , Ohio, in the reorganizing work follow

ing the recent franchise campaigns in that

city . Reports show that Division No. 268

is fast gaining ground.

Vice President J. J. Thorpe , since organ

izing Division No. 528 at Tarentum , Pa . ,

has succeeded in organizing the employes

upon the Butler, Harmony and New Castle

system and has established among them

Division No. 529 , with headquarters at Evans

City , Pa . He reports that the new local

bids fair to become a progressive organiza

tion . In assisting Division No. 223 , Butler,

Pa . , upon a new agreement , Vice President

Thorpe reports an increase in wage to the

Butler employes of 112 cents per hour. The

new scale fixes the wage at from 20 to 23

cents per hour.

The International President , since last re

ported in these columns , has issued char

ters for the institution of locals at Evans

City, Pa . , and Leetonia , Ohio. The first was

for the institution of Division No. 529 , upon

Butler, Harmony and New Castle system ,

a road recently opened . Division No. 530

embraces the employes upon a road recent

ly put into operation between Youngstown

and East Liverpool . The A. F. of L. conven

tion , after two weeks of sessions, adjourned

on the 19th of October. President Mahon

was in attendance at the convention repre

senting this asociation . He presented there

the resolutions which the A. F. of L. dele

gates were instructed to present by the late

Toronto convention . One of the resolutions,

providing that the A. F. of L. executive

council be empowered to affiliate with the

International Trades Union Congress, was

adopted . At the close of the convention the

president was called to Philadelphia in the

interest of Division No. 477. A condition

had developed in this local which, when it

was apprehended, bid fair to destroy the

organization of the Philadelphia employes .

The financial affairs of the local were un

known to the membership and bad in

fluences were at work . The membership ,

under the leadership of Chairman Pratt , had

anticipated the movements of certain offi

cers of the local and, by committee, had

made an investigation, which had resulted

in the expulsion of eight of the officers of

the local . President Mahon took up the sit

uation and was enabled to recover several

thousand dollars of the funds of the local ,

which he deposited in the name of Divi

sion No. 477. Then , after consultation with

the newly elected officers, he left matters

in the hands of Chairman Pratt and re

turned to the office . Associated with him

in his work in Philadelphia were Chairman

Pratt and G. E. B. Member Wm . B. Fitzger

ald. He addressed meetings of the big

Philadelphia local while there . After caring

for the work in the office, which had ac

cumulated in his absence, and directing the

course of other officials upon work in vari

ous sections , he was called to Chicago and

Wheaton , Ill . , in the interest of Division

No. 215 , the membership of which embraces

the employes upon the Aurora, Elgin and

Chicago system . A controversy had devel

oped relative to an objectionable schedule .

From Chicago the international president

went to Harrisburg, Pa . , to be in attendance

at the special convention of the State Fed

eration of Labor, which convened December

9th . This convention was called by Presi

dent Greenawalt upon appeal of a recent

conference held in Pittsburg under which

the lockout of union men by the U. S. Steel

Company was under consideration . A con

dition of affairs has developed showing that

in manufacturing circles , particularly in

western Pennsylvania , a concerted effort is

on to defeat the purposes of the various

trade unions employed in shops and fac

International Treasurer Rezin Orr was

recently required to advise with Division

No. 283 , Brooklyn , N. Y. , relative to a con

troversy arising over a new schedule, which

was fixed in such a way as not to comply

with the agreement. He reports matters

satisfactorily adjusted . He has been asso

ciated with Chairman C. 0. Pratt upon the

situation in Philadelphia .

Chairman C. 0. Pratt continues in Phila

delphia in aiding the local officers in the

direction of the affairs of Division No. 477 .

Due to the methods pursued by certain of

the officers of the division , the suspicions

of members were aroused that all was not

going right . The result was that a commit

tee to invstigate the affairs of the local was

appointed by the membership, and , due to

their investigation , eight officers of the local

were expelled . New officers have been in

stalled and reports indicate that a general

spirit of confidence again prevails. During

the course of his work in Philadelphia

Chairman Pratt has had associated with him

Treasurer Orr and various officers of the

local . The situation became sufficiently

grave so that the international president

was called into conference. Insofar as the

safety of the association is concerned, it is

now reported that the crisis is over and

that Division No. 477 is stronger today than

she has ever been before .
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LEADERS WANTED.
G. E. B. Member Edward McMorrow is

reported as gaining strength from his recent

severe illness and his friends hope that he

will soon be able to take up the association

work again . He is now at his home in Chi.

cago .

G. E. B. Member Wm . B. Fitzgerald , after

securing an adjustment in East St. Louis

and Alton in the interest of Divisions No.

125 and 236, returned to the international

office and from there went to Toronto to

consult with the international president

upon the affairs that had been under his

advisement. From Toronto he accompanied

the president to Philadelphia , where he was

associated in the conference in the interest

of the local . From there he was despatched

to Brockton , Mass., where contentions had

arisen among the officers of Division No.

235. After adjusting matters in this divi

sion he was sent to Middletown, N. Y. ,

where matters required his attention . It

was of a nature speedily adjusted .

G. E. B. Member Ben Commons, who has

had charge of the strike in the interest of

Division No. 288 , Omaha, Neb . , has assisted

Division No. 522 , Lincoln , Neb . , in a recent

adjustment of the wage scale , by which an

increase was secured effecting a wage to

the employes in that city of from 19 to 26

cents per hour. Conditions arrived in the

affairs of Division No. 288, in connection

with the strike, to a point where his pres

ence there was no longer required. He

shaped the affairs of the local in a way to

place the strike in the hands of the local

officers and has returned to his home in

New Orleans . The Omaha strike continues

without material change . Those of the

members who remained loyal to the asso

ciation are as firm in their determination

to win as in the beginning.

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle.

It is said that every soldier in Napoleon's

army carried a marshal's baton in his knap

sack . This statement may be an exaggera

tion, but it is a suggestion which may well

become an inspiration to every worker.

I have no sympathy with the idea that the

workingman must of necessity always re

main in the position wihch he now occupies.

Of course , it is true that most workingmen

have come to the conclusion that they will

always work for wages, and that whatever

reward comes to them must come in that

form . But even if that is true , it does not

follow that there is nothing better ahead .

To be satisfied with one's position in life,

with no ambition to advance , is the blight

which curses many a toiler. " Meat, Malt

and Mattress ," seems to be the motto of

many a workingman .

I can hear the professional agitator or

even the humble worker himself insist that

it is impossible to advance under the pres

ent social system . I think that I know some

thing about this and other difficulties that

stand in the way of progress . The present

social system is not ideal , but if one is to

wait until we reach the millennium before

seeking better conditions, the millennium

will never come . The millennium will be

ushered in very largely because some en:

thusiastic individuals forged ahead in spite

of every obstacle , carrying with them even

those who were dismally howling that the

thing could not be done.

Something like four hundred years ago a

man became convinced that there was un

discovered land beyond the bounds of his

country, although they had erected a mon

ument on the shore and stamped their coins

with a motto which indicated that their

country was the end of the earth. But

Columbus found upon the shore strange

things which must have come from an un

familiar land . In spite of the ridicule of

scientists, philosophers, and nearly every.

body else that was supposed to amount to

anything in those days, he began his search

for the unknown shore, and the result is

America .

There is many an apprentice in the shop

and many a journeyman , too, who may be

come a Columbus . Not alone may he carve

out for himself a name that will bring honor

and fame , but in advancing himself, he may

prepare the way for those who are bound

to him by the ties of brotherhood . For the

best type of manhood is not that which

seeks power for power's sake, but that

which uses it for the good of others .

There is no greater field today for the ex

ercise of real talent than in the labor move

ment . There are few men outside the move

ment who can ever become the leaders of

labor. They may study out for us the sig

nificance of certain phenomena and offer

suggestions which may be helpful, but the

actual leaders must come from the people.

The workingman who has a vision of what

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea has succeeded

in organizing the employes upon the Y. &

O. system , a new line between Youngstown

and East Liverpool . In this work he had

associated with him President Thorn and

Secretaries Allison and Kontnier, of East

Liverpool . The new local was established

with headquarters at Leetonia , Ohio , and

bears the number 530. Board Member Shea

is at present aiding the membership upon

a proposed schedule of working conditions.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay remains in

charge of the Kansas City, Mo., situation ,

where a persistent lockout is being main

tained by the employing company against

the Amalgamated Association . Franchise

election will soon take place in that city in

which the company hopes to gain a fran

chise that will insure complete monopoly

without restrictions as to labor economy or

most anything else. Organized labor has

taken up the fight against the franchise,

and late reports indicate the defeat of the

policies of the company .
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LO, THE POOR TROLLEY MAN !

He Wants to Be Remembered at Christmas.

Editors " Intelligencer " :

Everybody likes prosperity , and prosperity
seems to have returned , to some extent at

least , since the panic that struck this country
about two years ago. The trolley men , too,

would like to see a little more prosperity.

It has been the custom for some years for

patrons of the road to encourage the men

some about the time of gift - giving.
For the last two years it was on the de

cline in keeping with the depression in busi

ness in general.

The newspapers have the credit for inaug
urating this movement. Now would the " In
telligencer " like to encourage the trolley

riders a little extra this coming Christmas to

chip in lively when the conductor comes along,

and whether the frown won't change to a

smile and his memory brighten up.

The trolley men are called upon to do many

extra little duties, and it goes all the easier

to do these if those who are benefited once in

a while show their appreciation in a substan
tial way. The papers are served to many

people along the way , and the men are quite

careful to do the work correctly .
We men serve the public all kinds of

weather, early and late. On days when

others have a day of recreation we are on

duty and our work all the more arduous be

cause it is a day off for others.

Let everybody think and think hard over

these things, and keep on thinking until they

do.

J. B. HEISEY,

A Conductor.
December 1 , 1909 .

- Daily Intelligencer, Lancaster, Pa.

The above was clipped from the Lancas

ter, Pa. , “ Daily Intelligencer . "

Lancaster, Pa. , is a town of considerable

population . Transportation facilities is sup

plied by the Conestago Traction Company,

which accommodates one hundred thousand

people in and about Lancaster. The wage

paid by that company to motormen and con

ductors is from 14 to 17 cents per hour.

No doubt many members of this associa.

tion will blush when they read the above.

True, it is a beggar's letter, and it is signed

by J. B. Heisey, a conductor. If there is

such a man as J. B. Heisey as a street car

conductor in Lancaster let us be generous ;

say he is an exceptional character and not

a sample of the Lancaster street railway

men . Even then , a generous defense of his

course in subscribing to such an appeal is

to presume that he wrote the letter to the

newspaper believing it would not be pub

lished , but that the paper and its editor

would take up the proposition he submits

and so bring it to the public that patronizes

the road , to resume their Christmas treat

to the street railway men of the city after

their lapse of two years . Of course the let

ter bears anything but credit for street rail

way men . They are not beggars , as this ap

peal would infer. It expresses an audacity

that causes one to regret that the writer,

if he is an electric railway man, ever drifted

to that occupation .

Does an explanation of this letter lie in

the fact that the Lancaster street railway

men are not organized ? We have a hope

that the average unorganized would strug.

gle hard before they would reach out in an

appeal so devoid of manliness. We know

that no such letter would ever enter the

office of any newspaper or any one else

from a member of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation .

But does the sequel lie in this ? In New

castle , a town much less than half the popu

lation of Lancaster ,street railway men are

organized and receive 24 cents per hour,

about a dollar a day more than that received

in Lancaster. I am inclined to believe that

should it come to the ears of the member

ship of our Newcastle local that they had

among them one who would enter such an

appeal as that subscribed to by J. B. Heisey

the local would pay the expense of his

treatment in some appropriate sanitarium .

One need not search seriously for the

cause of the letter being printed. It is a

commendable act on part of the editor of

the Lancaster paper to teach Heisey and

others afflicted with the same degree of dis

gusting selfishness a lesson .

“ We men serve the public in all kinds of

weather, early and late. On days when

others have a day of recreation we are on

duty and our work all the more arduous

because it is a day off for others." What a

plaintiff, passionate appeal .

" J. B. Heisey , a conductor," has thought

lessly furnished valuable organiaztion

text , when the non-union conditions of em

ployment and cheap wages to Lancaster

street railway men are known with the

text.

The alleged letter of Heisey's contem

plates audacity that one should hesitate to

apply to the general body of street car men

in Lancaster. But it does bespeak a condi

tion that appeals for organization . He has

given his associates excellent advice. “ Let

them think and think hard over these things

until they Do." And isn't it time they were

Doing something toward organizing to bet

ter their pay and conditions ? Does it not

occur to " Heisey, a conductor," that " we

men serve the company ?" and that it is the

company that is serving the public ?

The public is already liberal with the

company , and without the asking. Is the

company liberal with those who serve it ?

A reference to Heisey's letter and to the

records showing the conditions of employ.

ment and the rate of wage to motormen

and conductors in Lancaster will well ans

wer the question .

" The trolley men , too, would like to see

a little more prosperity. " . Sure . It is there

to be gotten . Organize and get it and you

won't have to beg for it by asking alms of

the public. “ Think, and think hard over

these things."

But let us try and believe some wag wrote

that letter and put the name “ J, B. Heisey,

a conductor , ” to it as a joke. And let us

hope that if there is a J. B. Heisey working

as conductor in Lancaster, Pa. , that he may

begin to think , and think hard , so that by

the time next Christmas rolls around he ,

with his associates, will have organized and

brought to themselves a wage and working

conditions out of which there will be no sus

picions of promotings of the character dis

played in the letter clipped from the Lan

caster daily paper .
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local membership in the contests . He spared

no opportunity to proclaim to his hearers

that A. L. Behner, who he ingeniously styled

the anarchist and dynamiter, was the di.

rector of the opposition against him , and

thus characterizing him , urged the voters

not to be lead by the representatives of this

Association . He was defeated.

Thus Mr. Johnson has met his final de.

feat. In each defeat it has been by a small

margin, which is overwhelming argument

that they were the result of the unfairness

of the Municipal Traction company against

the members of the Cleveland local of this

Association. No wonder that Mr. Johnson

attributes as the fatal mistake of his politi

cal career the unfairness of the management

of the Municipal Traction company toward

the members of the Amalgamated Associ.

ation .

JOHNSON'S FATAL MISTAKE.

The final defeat of a series of defeats was

the failure of Tom L. Johnson to secure his

re -election as mayor of Cleveland. Two

years ago this Association contemplated no

interference with the question of ownership

of street railways or politics in Cleveland .

As an organization , our political policies are

non-partisan . In politics we will lend a hand

to defeat our enemies . We will not take

sides in contests between our friends. As

an organization proposition , we are not par

ticular who owns the stock of a railroad ,

providing the management is honorable in

its attitude toward the membership of the

Association.

Two years ago two companies were striv.

ing for operative control of the Cleveland ,

O. , street railways . Both companies pro

fessed an honorable attitude toward the

Amalgamated Association. Full recognition

was assured to our membership by the man.

agements of both concerns . Why should we

interfere ? We did not . The International

and local officers of this Association de

manded strict neutrality on part of our

membership. By mutual agreement , stand

ing upon the integrity of both parties , this

Association was assured of rightful recogni.

tion . Mayor Johnson won out and secured

control of the lines under a twenty- five year

franchise , wholly to his own liking.

The Municipal Traction company had not

been in control forty -eight hours before it

changed its attitude and became bitterly

hostile toward the Association . We had a

right to exist in Cleveland. It was our duty

to combat. It was then the defeat of Tom

L. Johnson or the defeat of every union

street railway man in Cleveland. It was

then that the Amalgamated Association was

forced into the Cleveland street railway war

and into Cleveland politics.

In the estimation of Tom L. Johnson , we

were too inconsequential an element for his

consideration ,

The first attack this Association made

was upon his franchise. The preliminary

fight began in June, 1908. It ended in a

count by a small margin , favorable to refer

endum vote. Mr. Johnson must know that

had he not excited the endeavor of this As

sociation by his hostility against our mem

bership , that petition would not have at

tained sufficient proportions to be effective .

Next came the referendum vote in Octo

ber, 1908, when the franchise was defeated

by less than 700 votes . He has admitted

that had our Association been neutral in

that election he would have been an easy

victor.

In the battles that have been since waged

he has readily recognized the antagonism he

invited from the Amalgamated Association .

In his bond issue and the second franchise

referendum elections , as well as in his re

cent contest for mayor, he made no effort

to conceal his recognition of the effective

ness of this Association in the fights against

him . In his efforts to gain sympathy he

turned his campaign batteries directly upon

our International vice-president, whom the

Association was retaining there to assist our

CONDUCTOR CONVICTED.

Eastern Massachusetts papers report the

conviction of a conductor in the employ of

the Old Colony Street Railway Co. for steal

ing fares . The case was tried before Police

Judge Lane of Brockton , Mass . The charge

was the conversion of 15c on June 17th, 45c

on the 18th, 10c on the 25th , and 350 on the

27th . The conductor had been eleven years

in the employ of the company . Evidence

accepted by the court as sufficient for con

viction was supplied by spotters from a

New York " detective " agency . In the course

of the trial of this and another case it was

brought out that at least nine spotters from

the agency operated in the employ of the

company. Judge Lane, upon holding the

conductor guilty , imposed as a penalty a

sentence of imprisonment of one month in

the House of Correction . " The evidence,"

Judge Lane is quoted as saying, " satisfies

me that there has been a systematic pilfer

ing in small amounts from this company."

The character of men employed by street

railway companies who patronize the de.

tective agencies may be shown by the dis

position expressed by a communication so

liciting business from a certain street rail

way company. A copy of the letter, as it

came to this office through friendly inter

vention, excluding the names of the com

pany from which business was solicited , is

given below. The name of the company to

whom the solicitation is addressed is with

held by request, but the motive which in

spires private detective agencies to solicit

business and the little consideration they

have for wage earners in plying their busi

ness, together with the nature of the work

they solicit, somewhat exposes the charac

ter of the men engaged in the work . It

may be legitimate , and by some may be

called honorable work , but the methods of

working up business appear to verge very

closely upon criminal conspiracy . Yet this

concern assumes to be a corporation. If

this letter may be taken into consideration

in fixing upon the character of " spotters"

who report and give evidence against con

ductors , can the evidence from such a
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source compare in credence with the evi

dence of a conductor who has maintained

his standing for integrity with an employ

ing street railway company for eleven years

even though there should be the evidenc

of twenty such “ spotters ” ?

A copy of the letter lying in this office ,

which is an exact copy of that which

reached the office of the street railway com

pany , reads :

" Jas. A. Waddell , President and Secretary .

Jno. B. Coyle, First Vice-President.

Archibald Mahon , Treasurer.

WADDELL & MAHON CORPORATION ,

Special Agents .

Frank E. Hannan, General Manager.

Branches - Boston , Philadelphia, Baltimore ,

Chicago .

Always on Duty.

Jas. T. O'Donnell , Supt. Special Officers.

Telephones 4581-2 Madison Square .

1133 Broadway ,

Suite 422 , 423 , 424 , St. James Building,

New York.

Night Phones—364-J , Ridgewood , N. J.;

364-W, Ridgewood, N. J .; 1160

Morningside .

Some of the References :

-- , President ,

Interborough Rapid Transit Co. ,

21 Park Row , New York ,

for whom we have successfully handled la

bor troubles on the Interborough Rapid

Transit and other holdings of the New York

Interborough Co.

President ,

Yonkers Railroad Co. , Yonkers, N. Y. ,

for whom we broke a strike on their street

railway system , the conductors and motor

men returning to work six days after we

commenced operations, without gaining a

single point.

President ,

Birmingham Ray, Light & Power Co.,

Birmingham , Ala . ,

for which company we broke a strike in

volving 500 motormen and conductors , and

instituted the open shop in all departments .

Not one of the former employes were rein

stated.

President ,>

P. O. Box 35 , Madison Square Branch .

New York, 1909 .

Mr. President

Railway Co. ,

by whom we were retained to break the

strike of motormen and conductors. Within

24 hours we had ready for shipment 3,000

motormen and conductors , which fact un

doubtedly caused the men to accept the

company's ultimatum - arbitration ."

So runs the list of references reaching

into the dozens of street and steam road

companies and public utlity and private con

cerns by the score. Of course, instances are

given in references , like the Yonkers case

and others, that an investigation would not

bear out the assumption of usefulness of

the agency . But that is not the point. The

letter shows that character of the men upon

whose evidence conductors are convicted of

pilfering fares . What kind of a man would

engage with a detective agency the purpose

of which is shown in the letter quoted .

BECOME ONE OF THE CLICK.

By Edwin M. Scott,

Dear Sir - There is a persistent rumor

here that the employes of the

Ry. Co. are about to make demands upon

your company for shorter hours , more pay ,

etc. We do not know whether there is any

truth in this rumor or not, but we take this

opportunity of addressing you and assuring

you of the fact that if your men make any

demands upon you that you do not see fit

to grant, and they go out on strike , and you

cannot handle the situation yourself, we are

in a position to furnish you any number of

street railway employes to take the strikers '

places on the open shop basis ; also a guard

and commissary service which are of the

utmost completeness and effiicency .

We are unquestionably the largest con

cern of our kind in the world , and incom

parably the most successful. We have

broken several hundred strikes and in every

instance instituted the open shop . I will

not dwell upon our methods of handling an

operation , but call your attention to some

of our references enclosed . A few weeks

ago we were retained by Mr.

president Ry . Co. ,

and there is not the slightest

doubt in Mr. -'s mind or in our

mind of the fact that we were prepared to

take hold of the situation and cause the

men to accept the company's original offer

of arbitrating the differences.

If you care to go into this matter further,

we shall be pleased to call upon you for a

personal interview,

Yours very truly,

Waddell & Mahon Corporation .

By Frank E, Hannan , Morris.

FEH/MK

Snc

Nothin can be more discouraging to the

conscientious hard -working union man than

the lack of support that he gets from his

brother workmen, the " drones in the hive , ”

who think that if they pay their dues any

time they feel so disposed , are doing all

they should do toward the support of their

organization . When you go into the meet

ing and find only about ten per cent of the

members present , and those the faithful

few who believe in getting all the benefits

they are entitled to, what kind of an im

pression do you think this would have on

a candidate, one perhaps that you had been

coaxing for some time to join your organ

ization ? He would immediately say to him

self , “ This cannot amount to much if this

is all the interest the members take in the

meetings ."

Many think there is nothing to interest

them in the ordinary meetings of the di

vision . They are like the many people who

go through the world with their eyes shut,

and their ears deaf to the beauties of na
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ture. Did you ever listen with surprise to

some one who pointed out , and went into

raptures over some beautiful piece of land

scape, the delightful music of some feather

ed songster, or the merry ripple of some

mountain brook, something that you had

seen or heard day after day , yet it had

made no impression upon you ? You may

have lacked the artistic sense with which

to understand those things, yet when they

were pointed out , you were greatly amazed

that you had seen them before . Even the

dull monotonous questions that are argued

out at the business meetings of the organ

ization of which you are a member, may

prove a source of information to you if you

go to them with your ears open. The first

surprise may come to you when a member

gets up and vigorously protests against

something someother member wishes to

put through . His argument may not be

the finest of oratory, but he is vigorous and

in earnest. He shakes his fist at the chair

man and says , “ It ain't right, and should

not be . " If you are the right sort of mem

ber it will set you thinking. You will lis

ten to the other argument, then an idea will

strike you and you will find yourself jump

ing to your feet and speaking your little

piece. After it is all over and acted upon ,

you will be surprised at the number of

good ideas you have gained that would not

have occured to you if you had not listened

and taken your part in the argument .

The member who goes to the meetings

with his ears closed , and his brain asleep,

or does not go at all , is the one who is

always kicking about something that was

done at the meeting, or about the " click "

that is running things. You will find that

the member who attends all the metings ,

and vigorously approves or disapproves any

measure that is presented, is soon working

on the committees, and becomes a member

of the click. There is no extra charge , and

it helps take some of the burdens off the

shoulders of the other members of the click .

It is that same click that tries to keep you

out of trouble, and intercedes for you , and

tries to make your punishment lighter ,

when you get into trouble, and is also al

ways working to bring about better general

conditions .

The click that you are always kicking

about is the life of the organization , without

which you would have no support from

your brother workmen . United , we stand

firm ; divided, we have got to look out for

ourselves, and the individual stands a very

poor chance in this mighty battle for exist

ence . He is a stranger in a strange land ,

and all are his foes .

Organized labor has no apology to make to

organized capital . It claims no privilege it

is unwilling to concede . It begs for no

favors ; it simply asks justice .

The labor union is justified by modern

economic conditions . Without organization

the condition of laboring men at the present

time would be simply intolerable . Corpora

tions are soulless . They are utterly devoid

of sympathy or generosity. They acknowl

edge no law but necessity and no obligation

to society whatever. If no other cause for

organized labor could be found organized

capital would abundantly justify it .

The labor union is justified by social con

ditions . So far as modern society is con

cerned , democracy in this country is a howl.

ing farce. Someone will sneeringly reply,

“ Demagogue," , but that does not meet the

charge .

The terms " classes ” and “masses" do ap

ply to modern social conditions , and all the

gush about eqaulity ,in America cannot hide

the facts . These things being true , what

social advantages would the average labor

ing man possess without the co -operation

and encouragement of his fellow workmen ?

What would his family do ? What social

doors would be opened to them? Where

would their social favors spring from ?

Whence would come the fraternal ties that

cheer a man's heart with the thought that

his welfare is a matter of importance to

many of his brother men ?

Again , the labor union is justified on the

score of its benevolent features .

It repudiates the ugly doctrine of " the

survival of the strongest," by offering com

bined help to the fellow who is down - not

as charity, but as clear justice . This pro

vides an outlet for the highest impulses of

the human breast . It brings to the surface

the best we have in us . It distinguishes us

from brutes. The labor union is a firmly

established institution . It is a part of mod

ern life . It has abundantly demonstrated

its right to exist.

Mr. J. W. Van Cleave, President of the

Buck's Stove and Range Co. , of St. Louis,

Mo., is no longer President of the National

Association of Manufacturers . While Presi.

dent of the Manufacturers ' Association he

led the fight against President Gompers

and the A. F. of L. in injunction and con

tempt proceedings growing out of recogni.

tion of the unfairness of the Buck's Stove

and Range Co. to organized labor. Presi.

dent Gompers was re-elected President of

the A. F. of L. and his course in the fight

was thus endorsed by organized labor. Van

Cleave was not re - elected President of the

Manufacturers' Association , which can be

taken to mean that the Manufacturers' As

sociation does not approve of the course

of Mr. Van Cleave by again re-establishing

him as Chief Executive . However, Mr. Van

Cleave, the union fighter, is still President

of the Buck's Stove and Range Company,

which confirms the policy of that company.

LABOR UNIONS JUSTIFIED.

By J. A. Martin .

It is too late in the day to argue against

the labor union on principle . It has justi

fied its existence over and over again . It

is a product of modern conditions and the

inevitable effect of a combination of causes .
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Electric railway scene in Port Arthur, Ont. The System is under Municipal ownership.

CHAIRMAN C. 0. PRATT AND PRESI.

DENT GEORGE SAUDERS OF DIV. 430.

THANKSGIVING.

November's bright, crisp days are here,

Beautiful autumn will soon be past ;

Our hearts go up with thanks sincere,

For the seasons of harvest vast ;

For the autumn tints of red and gold,

Blended with brown and green,

A glorious woodland to behold,

To the eye a beautiful scene.

We mark the seasons as they pass,

Their fruitage and their flowers ,

And in God's mirror - heaven's glass

We marvel at his powers.

The season of the bluest sky,

Is when Jack Frost is near,

When little clouds are blown awry,

And comforts of home are dear.

When the mountain tops seem so high,

And the forest trees so plain,

November then is passing bay,

But passing not in vain ;

For quickly coming, in their turn ,

Is our winter and our spring,

Then fair sumer, with flowers and fern,

Upon her fragrant wing.

We try to look beyond the sky,

To pierce its blueness through,

But when we read God's book and try ,

With honest hearts and true ;

We're grateful then for the harvest day,

For the day of sowing, too,

And this dear tribute all can pay

We are thankful, Lord , to you .

J. A. MARCUM, Div. 265 .

By courtesy of Secretary Larry A. Mc

Ginley, of Div. 430, Mauch Chunk, Pa. , the

above picture of Chairman Pratt and Presi.

dent George Sauders of the Mauch Chunk

local appears. The picture was taken by

Bro . McGinley on the peak of Flagstaff

Mountain, overlooking the city of Mauch

Chunk. The city lies virtually enclosed by

mountains. Flagstaff, upon which the pic

ture was taken, is 1,600 feet above the sea

level . For miles in all directions from this

queen city of the mountains is some of the

most entrancing scenery in the world. This

part of Pennsylvania is known as the

Switzerland of America . Several locals of

this Association are located in Eastern

Pennsylvania, where are many important

cities grown up from anthracite coal

mining. The picture was taken while

Chairman Pratt was aiding the locals of

the vicinity in their late renewal of agree

ments.

9
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I also wish to extend my thanks to the A.

A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. for the death benefit

received from the Association.

Yours respectfully ,

MRS, LILLIAN J. HUTCHINSON.

IN MEMORIAM .

Disbursements from the Death and Disabil

Ity fund during the month of November, 1909 ,

were made to beneficiaries on death claims

as follows :

Samuel Stratton , beneficiary, death

claim of S. J. Stratton , deceased

member of Divison No. 85 , Pitts

burg . Pa. , cause, pulmonary tuber

culosis . $ 100.00

Mrs. Charles Berquist , beneficiary,

death claim of C. Berquist, deceased

member 0 ? Division No. 313 , Rock

Island , Ill . , cause , brain tumor ... 100.00

Mrs. Ed. Manion , beneficiary , death

claim of Ed. Manion , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 194 , New Or .

leans, La. , cause, cerebral hemorr

hage 100.00

Mrs. C. W. McKamey , beneficiary,

death claim of C. W McKamey, de

ceased member of Division No. 326 ,

St. Joseph , Mo. , cause , typhoid

fever 100.00

Mrs. M. Ingram beneficiary, death

claim of T. Hunter , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 308, Chicago ,

Ill . , cause , cardiac failure . ... 100.00

Estate of Paul J. Ulrich , administra ,

tor, death claim of Solomon Wid

rig, deceased member of Division

No. 90, Mt. Clemens . Mich ., cause,

accident .crushed in collision .. 100.00

Mrs. Margaret Regan , beneficiary,

death claim of Wm . egan , deceased

member of Division No. 481 , Port

Chester, · N. Y. , cause , abscess of

liver 100.00

Mrs. H. MacNamara , beneficiary,

death claim of H. MacNamara, de

ceased member of Division No. 85 ,

Pittsburg, Pa. , cause, pulmonic

phthisis 100.00

Mrs. P. H. Haney, beneficiary, death
claim of John Moran , deceased

member of Division No. 85. Pitts

burg Pa. , cause. pulmonary tuber

culosis
100.00

Mrs. Barbara Phillips, beneficiary ,

death claim of J. Thomas Phillips .

deceased member of Division No.

240. Chelsea, Mass. , cause, phthisis,

stomach and kidney trouble . 100.00

Daniel Hinesman , beneficiary, death
claim of Thomas Hinesman , de

ceased member of Division No. 168 ,

Scranton Pa. , cause , pulmonary tu

berculosis 100.00

Mrs. Nellie Weilert, beneficiary, death

claim of M. J. Egan , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 282, Rochester,

N. Y.. cause, nephritis, arterio.

sclerosis and chronic bronchitis ... 100.00

Mrs. Wm. J. Schaub, beneficiary,

death claim of Wm . J. Schaub , de

ceased member of Division No. 103 ,

Wheeling, W. Va. , cause, tubercu

losis 100.00

Mrs. Jennie L. Staples, beneficiary,

death claim of Samuel A. Staples,

deceased member of Division No.

246 Salem . Mass cause , acute in

digestion and apoplexy . 100.00

Total . $ 1,400.00

BY DIVISION NO. 89 , NEWCASTLE, PA.

Whereas . The Heavenly Father has seen
fit to enter the ranks of Div. No. 89 and

take from us our beloved brother, Arthur M.

Hayes ; and

Whereas. We realize that by the death of

Bro, Hayes we have lost a true and faithful

friend ; one who was always willing to do

his brother a favor and one who was always

honest and faithful in the discharge of his

duties, pleasant and courteous to all whom
he met; therefore be it

Resolved. That our charter be draped for

a period of thirty ( 30 ) days, and that we
extend to the sorrowing wife and mother

our deepest sympathy in their sad bereave
ment.

Resolved . That copies of these resolutions
be entered upon our minutes, sent to the

bereaved wife and published in The Motor

man and Conductor.
Oct. 30 . DIVISION 89.

H. E. Wright, Sec'y.

By Div. No. 481 , Port Chester, N. Y.

Whereas , Almighty God in His Divine

Providence has seen fit to remove from our

midst our beloved and efficient president ,

Bro . John William Regan ; and

Whereas, Realizing that by the death of

President Regan we lose a true and faithful

friend and a loyal co -workers and member

of Div. No. 481 .

Resolved , That we extend to his sorrowing
mother, sisters and brothers our

deepest
sympathy in this , their sad bereavement ; and ,
be it further

Resolved . That our charter be draped in
mourning for a period of thirty days and

tbal these resolutions be spread upon the

records and forward to the bereaved family ,

the Port Chester daily papers , and also pub
lished in The Motorman and Conductors'

Journal ,

WM. N. GRIMES, Sec'y.

By Div. No. 326, St. Joseph , Mo.

Whereas, It has pleased the Ruler and

Preserve of the Universe to remove from

ranks our brother. C. W. McKamey,

member of Div. 326, who died Oct. 31 , at

5:30 a. m . , at the St. Joseph hospital of this

city ; therefore be it

Resolved, that Div . 326. in regular meet

ing assembled , does hereby extend its sin

cere sympathy to his family in their be

reavement ; and be it further

Roselved. That copies of these resolutions

be sent to our deceased brother's widow and
children and to The Motorman and Conduc

tor for publication , and that our charter be

draped for the period of thirty days.
Nov. 27 . RICHARD JOHNSON,

JOHN MCCOMBS.

CHAS. FREDERICKS,

Committee.

By Division No. 111 , Ypsilanti, Mich.
Whereas Our Heavenly Father in His di

vine wisdom has deemed it wise to take

from our midst our esteemed brother, W. J.

Gillespie , in whose death we recognize the

loss of a faithful member of our association ;
and

Whereas , We , the members of Division 111 ,
wish to express our sympathy to the be

reaved wife and parents; therefore be it

Resolved , That as a tribute of respect to

our departed brother we drape our charter

for a period of thirty days ; that these resolu

tions be entered on our minutes, a copy be

sent to the bereaved wife and parents, and

that they be published in our official journal,

The Motorman and Conductor,

December 4th.

R. CURTISS ,

R. L. SOUTHARD ,

Committee.

our

A CARD.

Rochester, Pa . , Nov. 26 , 1909.

Editor of The Motorman and Conductor :

Dear Sir - Through the M. and C. I wish
to convey to the members of Division 85 ,

and especially to the members of Rochester

and Beaver Valley, my sincere thanks for

their kindness and assistance to my husband

and myself during his recent illness and at

the time of his death .

Very truly yours,

MRS. JOHN HILL.

Brockton , Mass. , Sept. 29 , 1909 .

To Division No. 235 , Brockton . Mass :

I hereby wish to extend my sincere thanks

to Division No. 235 , Brockton , Mass . , for the

sick and death benefits received during the

illness and upon the death of my husband ,

Mr. C. C. Hutchinson.
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents
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GROUP OF MEMBERS OF DIV. NO. 85 , MANCHESTER STA. , PITTSBURG, PA.

Reading from left to right.

Standing-J. Brosnau , O. Maguire, T. Conley, I. Allen , J. Hunter, J. Lucey ,

T. Foley, J. Skillen, Jos . Hurley , J. Conway, T. 'Esley, G. Paul , J. Nightingale.

Sitting - J. Fair, D. Cahill, J. Conroy , H. Mitchell, c . Scale.

GRATIFYING ANTICIPATION.

By Frank Vert.

I'm just a common working man ,

But I shall soon arise ;

For I will be a millionaire

When Uncle Daniel dies.

He says that he will hand me down

Ten million bucks or 80 ;

But that is not the reason why

I wish to see him go.

Of course I'll never need to work ,

Or worry over rent ,

And I can watch a dollar go

As easy as a cent.

I'll have a handsome motor car,

A man to drive the same,

And I shall be a gentleman

of great repute and fame ;
But that is not the reason why

I wish to see him go ;

It's just because I hate to see

My uncle suffer so .

I'll have a cosy little den ,

A maid to keep it neat,

A cupboard full of costly wine

And everything complete.

I'll never need to smoke a pipe,

The best cigars will be

The only thing in smoking line

That's good enough for me.

Society will take me in ,

And men throughout the land

Will boast around , where e'er they go,

How once they shook my hand ;

And as I walk along the street

The folks will stop and stare,

Or_step aside and let me pass

When I'm a millionaire.

But that is not the reason why

I wish to see him go ;

It's just because I hate to see

My uncle suffer so.

They say his stomach's out of whack,

His heart is out of place ,

· His health is failing day by day,

A cancer's on his face.

Consumption in a mild form,

I'm sure he must have got,

And hanging on the way he does

Is only Tommy-rot .

You see, I told the street car men

Of all this wealth amassed,

I boasted how I'd buy the lines

When uncle breathed his last ;

I told them how the registers

Would all be taken out ,

And they are anxious I secure

Control , beyond a doubt.

The men behind are jubilant,

And all the motor men

Are asking me if I will make

Conductors of 'em then .

So, why should uncle drag along

And cause me this delay ;

A man that's crippled up like him,

'Tis foolishness, I say.

He's just a burden to himself,

And when he's under ground

I do believe that we will find

It better all around.

Of course it's not so much his wealth

Why I would see him go,

It's mostly 'cause I hate to see

My uncle suffer so .
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$ 40,000 in two years to the entire member
ship.

The same was obtained for Local No. 236 ,

of Alton , Ill . , which lines are owned by the

same interests—The Clark Bros., of Phila

delphia , Pa.

The membership of 125 presented Bro . Beh

ner with a handsome signet ring set with
two diamonds, and Bro. Fitzgerald a San

gamo watch with proper engravings.

The entire membership feel that it was a

feeble way to express our gratitude to these

two international officers for their good work

while here.

We feel that the relations existing between

the local and the company are more friendly

now than ever before and that such relations

will continue for the next two years at least .

This Local will give a ball Dec. 18th . The

proceeds will go to the Cherry mine suffer
ers. One conductor has already sold over

sixty tickets .

Success to the Amalgamated .

Respectfully, W. E. H.

Dec. 4 .

GOOD WILL PREVAILS.

Sabor

te
mp
le
r

Bros. Wm. Gersdorf and Joe Gibbons, Div. 113 ,

Toronto , Ont.

FAKE ORGANIZATION ROUTED.

East St. Louis, 111.-Several months ago an

individual representing himself to be of an

organization known as " B. I. T." came quiet
ly into our midst and while President R. R.

Aldridge and Financial Secretary W. G. Brad

ford were at Toronto, he made an attempt

to disrupt the " Amalgamated " by circulating

a petition among our interurban men obli

gating them to support his fake order. By

promising to secure more money and by

threats he soon had a number of names who

had pledged themselves to desert the “ Amal

gamated ."

Bro . C. A. White was instructed by wire to

take thesituation in hand and deal as he

thought best until Bro . Wm. B. Fitzgerald

and Bro. A. L. Belmer reached here.

After several days' work with the execu

tive committee our international officers re

ported to a joint meeting that no adjustment

could be reached. As a result a strike vote

was taken the result of which was not made

known at this meeting. It was afterwards

known to be 189 for and 36 against a strike.
The company had maintained a neutral

position , claiming no connection with the

movement and that as it had an agreement

with Local No. 125 , which would not expire

until May, 1910 , it could not take any other

position.

Yet it was proven that certain officials of

the company had advised new men to join

the " B. I. T." When this was brought to the

attention of Vice -President L. C. Haynes and

General Superointendent Hewitt and other

officials of the company they signified their

willingness to prove their good faith by re

newing the existing contract for two more

years.

This was accepted by Messrs . Behner and

Fitzgerald anda new agreement was made

to take effect May 1st, 1910, and continue in

force for two years.

This new agreement secures to every mem

ber an increase over the present scale of

wages . The uniformed men get 1212 cents

per daymore, or a flat rate of 25 cents per

hour. No day to consist of less_than nine

and one - half hours pay, or $ 2.37 . This means

$45 per year to each regular man, or about

Youngstown, 0.- In the closing days of

this year Div. 272 is on the road to prosper

ity . Harmony and good will exists between

the officials and the brothers. Many rein

statements the past year and the treasury

increased shows that the present officials of

the Division have done their duty, and with

few exceptions will be elected for another
year.

Many of the brothers observed hunting
season . Irá Witenberger, Frank Savin and

R. D. Fritts left for different parts of the

surrounding country and returned with much
game. But Pat Ross started out one morn

ing before the sun had risen and after trav

eling for several hours his feet became sore
andhe sat down upon a log to rest. After

some intense thinking of what was best to be

done , no rabbits or nothing to show for his )
many hours away , he went near a brush

heap and, after shaking it, a rabbit jumped

outand quickly aiming his gun he laid low
the innocent cottontail. Patthen started on

in pursuit of more game, leaving the rabbit

lay where he had shot it, but he did not go

far until he thought it best to go and get
the rabbit and return home. Pat slowly

moved back , but when he got there it had

gone . And many of the brothers think it

was only a " rarebit” dream of his.

C. C. Winter, the emergency fireman , had

an experience last month he will not soon

forget. It was one morning before daylight

had shown forth in its fullness that Bro.

Winter, while at work, discovered smoke

coming from the back part of a building,

and quickly giving the motorman a bell to

stop the car he jumped off and started for a

fire alarm box and would have succeeded

had he kept his feet, but it seems that the

part of his body above his limbs being so

much heavier, it caused him to fall down, and

in the meantime some one had discovered

what was the cause of the smoke, and it

proved to be a bakery. Next time , Bro. Win

ter , look before you leap .

Frank Robinson , a motorman , and James

Buckley, an inspector, have severed their

connection with the Mahoning Valley com

pany and have formed a partnership in the

coal business .

John Harvey, who has been a motorman

here for the past twelve years, has accepted

the position made vacant by Mr. Buckley.

George McKenie had the misfortune to fall

down stairs at home and will be laid up

from the effects of the bruises for several

weeks.

During the summer months, when it was

fertile growing weather, a growth of hair

appeared on the unner lip of 0. D. Allison,

on the Glenwood avenue line , but just as

soon as the frosts came it changed its color

and began to wither away, until one night

when it froze and the next morning the mus

tache was no more . This is a sad tale, but

nevertheless true . T. E. L.
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APPRECIABLE MANAGER TRANS.

FERRED

among the candidates for office is one Wil

liam Blythe, running for alderman -at-large.

He is a street car man and no stranger tu
us . He is one of those deluded mortals be

fore mentioned. Ere this is read it shall be
known how successful a run Mr. Blythe can

make as an enemy of organized labor. La

bor's motto , " Elect your friends, defeat your

enemy." will be upheld . I see him going

down the slide now, and there are slivers
in it .

All the country is now hearing of the

strike of the Polish operators of the Ludlow

mills against reductions of Ludlow manufac

turing associates. Polish families , about

thirty in number, have been evicted . Put

out in the streets with their household goods

by imported thugs. wharf rats and bums ,

armed with 30 - inch clubs , and several of

which have been arrested for carrying con

cealed weapons and proving to be some fine

specimens the police have been looking for.

We hope these Polish people , who , by their

good, orderly conduct in the face of trial

and hardships following the evictions, and

who are sticking, almost to a man and have

for two months, win out . It is a fight of

labor against the lowering of the American

standard of living.
Nomination of officers for the ensuing year,

14th . Election the 28th of December,

And remember the fourth annual ball of

the trolleymen . Let's clear a thousand.

M. J. Hennessey is doing a good stunt so

liciting ads. for the souvenir.

The last quarterly report showed sick

benefits paid the preceding nine months

amounted to $ 1,718 . So get busy with those

2,000 tickets for the ball. We needa th ' mon .

BILL DEMPSEY.

6,000 MEMBERS THWART DISRUPTIVE

INFLUENCES,

Springfield , Mass. It is three months since

your humble servant has made an attempt

at a report for Div. 448. and the query. “ why
don't we see something in The Motorman

and Conductor any more ?" is becoming too

frequent to be ignored longer. You must re

member, we have now a labor news medium

of weekly issue which has. we hope, quite

acceptably taken the place of news from

Div . 448. Truth is , I have got too many irons

in the fire . Perhaps it is just as well to

have a silent spell onoe in awhile and listen

to some correspondent from whom we hear
less frequently . If you don't happen to hear

from your own correspondent in any issue ,

remember, there's a whole lot of good read

ing in the magazine other than that from

correspondents.

I believe, however, that all correspondents

should make as much as possible out of this

opportunity to let other locals know how we

are getting along. what our locals are ac

complishing and furnish perhaps timely hints

to other locals who may be striving along

the way . While we would, of course , inter
est our Own membership particularly, we

should bear in mind that we are writing for

the good of the whole essentially .

I want to say a word in regard to the

labor paper published in Holyoke. Mass., for

which most of our members subscribe. It is
a paper that prints all the labor news .

Prints labor's side of questions affecting it .

“ The Artisan," it is called , We find it a

mighty nice little publication, and 1. for
one , am sanguine for its future, and hope

some day its subscription list will grow
from its already good local representation
to include names of hosts of labor men

throughout the country. It is published by

E. S. Alden , of Holyoke, who is president of

the Typographical Union , an ardent and

seemingly tireless worker. He is in the

movement heart and soul . The working

man's cause is to him as a religion . If any
of you fellows of Div. 448 are not taking

" The Artisan " you are missing a good thing

and something that every union man in the

state ought to have. Mr. Alden is making

a good effort to supply an up - to - date labor

paper ; such effort as merits our patronage

and the patronage of all crafts .
The summer days are gone and trolley

ride dances are no more for this season .

But Palmer has set the ball a rolling for

indoor winter dances by leading off with a

successful third annual concert and ball ,

which was held the 19th of November and

netted considerable over $100 for our treas

ury . Complete report will be made at next

meeting. Palmer's, Div. 448 , trolley ride and
dance of last season netted $ 115.40 . West
field also was then strong in one of those

pleasant affairs and realized for the Division

$ 100.55 . We have a ball committee out in

Springfield now arranging for our fourth an
naul concert and ball ; 2.000 tickets have

been printed and we must whoop it up for a
thousand - dollar event this year .. Chicopee

City hall will be the place , and Jan. 21st the
time.

The scabs here have rather a weary time

of it . Sept. 1st the Division gave a blow

out to retiring General Manager Page , who

was about to leave for Worcester , a larger

field , to act as manager. These poor, deluded

mortals didn't stand in .

That was one time they were not " there."

It was a pleasant occasion . We had a good

feed some fine speeches, and the manager

was taken all aback when " Our Bill" Healy

made a glowing presentation speech and

passed up a nice diamond stud as a token of

our regard Those feeling words of the

genial manager we will long remember and

appreciated , too.

Mr. E. J. Dickson , who succeeds Manager

Page , is a pleasant gentleman, with a good
face and one who inspires confidence. Не,
too , is democratic , and led the grand march

at the trolleymen's ball in Palmer, lingering
awhile to trip the light fantastic, also .

As I write it is the night before election

in the neighboring city of Chicopee, and

Philadelphia, Pa .- We regret to be com

pelled to report that in the recent past Divi

sion 477 has been suffering from a little in

ternal disorder, which had developed to such

extent and the symptoms were so pronounced

that we could no longer conceal the malady

that afflicted us. However, after liberal and

frequent applications of Dr. Pratt's liniment,
administered by the celebrated " C. 0." him

self , we are now on the road to complete

recovery . Our situation was so grave that

we called in consultation on our case the

council of renowned specialists: Internation

al President W. D. Mahon , International

Treasurer Resin Orr, General Executive

Board Members W. B. Fitzgerald and P. J.

Shea, who, with our fearless chairman, C. 0.

Pratt, rescued Division 477 from her perilous

position .

To be plain . at our second regular meeting

in October it was decided that a committee

of 95 , to be composed of five members from

each of the nineteen car barns , would inves

tigate the affairs of our division . Four days,

holding three sessions each day, were con

sumed with this investigation , and a most

astounding conspiracy to wreck a labor union

was revealed. We saw the deadly grasp of

this monster reaching out from the secret

service and other departments of the com

pany and clutching our organization by the

throat. We saw the hand of the city admin

istration and the dominant political party of

this city being played , with a view of making

our organization a pliant tool . Another arm

was connecting our union with the gambling,

disorderly , slum and thug element of this

city , dragging our standard down toward an

abyss of degredation .

Those 95 investigating committeemen sat

and listened as the dreadful story was told.

They were amazed ! They were shocked ! As

a result , charges were made against eight

officers of our division . The accused refused
to stand trial before our trial board and

they were all expelled from the A. A. of S. &
E. R. E of A. Through it all , 6.000 members

are sticking like glue, all unanimously deter

mined that no corruptive influence is going

to injure or destroy our organization .

" PHILLY."
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CHANGE IN MANAGEMENT.
rushing business at the Piers , taking in all

the sports . They report very bad roads in

the vicinity of East Bay lately due, no doubt ,

to the heavy rains prevailing in that part of

the country.
Jim is all smiles those days. Guess you

know the reason ? Promoted to a day car.
of course . Can't blame him after two years

and a half on night shift.
NORMAN.

COMPANY EXPRESSED APPRECIATION .

of

Sidney, N. S. - I suppose I will have to get

busy and report the doings of our little divi

sion way down east . I am pleased to state

that Div. 514 is in a most satisfactory con
dition , and with the exception of one the

brothers all line up and take their cards

regularly. Most of the brothers have a union

button, and, judging from the way they dis

play them both on and off duty, there is no

doubt but the union button has staunch and

true friends in the members of Local 514 .

So now . brothers, those of you who have not

ordered one of those buttons do so and show

the public that you are a union man and

stand for those rights which only can be

gained through that great and mighty or

ganization , the A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. ,

which stands for shorter hours, better wages

and better working conditions for all street

car men from the Atlantic to the Pacific .

Well , things have been pretty busy the

last month in the official capacity or

the C. B. E. company.
Both our manager

and general superintendent have resigned

their respective positions to take up their

duties in a new field of labor . While we

can't positively say we are sorry to loose

our manager,
Mr. Townsend , we do regret

the departure of our general superintendent,
Mr. W. G. Ross, for in him the boys of Div.

514 had a good and true friend, and no more
fitting proof is needed than the fact that on

the eve of his departure the employes met

Mr. Ross and presented him with two beauti

ful gifts, one from the trainmen and one

from the employes in general , accompanied

by two addresses . Mr. Ross responded in his

ever jaunty manner. He thanked the boys

for their tokens of esteem and promised to
always remember the hearty co -operation

shown him while superintendent of the C.

B. E. company by thetrainmen and employes
in general Mr. Ross has been promoted to

the management of one of the Stone & Web

ster railway branches out of Boston , and

the boys of the C. B. E. company division

wish him every success in his new field of
labor.

Mr. Foss succeeds Mr. Townsend as man

ager of the C. B. E. company and also of the

S. & G. B. company. Mr. Foss is fast earn

ing for himself the good will of the train

men by showing them that he has their in

terest at heart and has already assured us

that our request for full day's pay for Sun

day work will have his immediate attention ,

and further says that our requests are rea

sonable and cannot very well be ignored .

We are very sorry to lose our recording

secretary, Bro. Curtis, who resigned his con

ductorship to attend to his grocery store.

Bros. Curtis and MacDonald opened a gro

cery store about two months ago . They

have met with such a great measure of suc

cess that Bro. Curtis was compelled to give

up his job_on the cars to attend to their

business. Bro. MacDonald expects to leave

us soon , too ; and with those two brothers

lost to our ranks Div . 514 will sustain a

severe loss of two of her tried and trie

officers and loyal members . While we regret

Bros. Curtis ' departure, we cannot but wish

him and Bro. Mac much success in their new

venture.

Our new manager has recently furnished

the boys of the S. & G. B. division with a

very nifty cap and badge , and it certainly is

quite a change from the old ones, Let Us

hope that he won't forget the boys on the

C. B. E., for they are a proud lot and liable
to feel silghted .

Bro. " Jack " MacKay has lately served two

weeks in the official capacity of superintend

ent of the S. & G. B. in the absence of Supt.

Baxter. Bro. Jack is a trusted employe, and

if ever the opportunity should offer . there is

no doubt he will be the next superintendent

of that division . We hope it may be soon .

Promotion sounds good for , as Jim says . “ If

it is only to a day run it means something."

Election of officers will be held on the last

Tuesday of December. Let all be there .

Bros. Hager and Dunphy are still doing a

Winnipeg, Man.-Our Division held a very
important meeting on the 10th , when all

that was best in the debating powers of our
membership was brought out . One felt

something akin to pride on being present to

hear the shrewd , calm and businesslike man

ner in which the questions were threshed
out..

One thing that requires a little ventilating

is the fact that the members are so prone

to shirk the onus of standing for election to
office . They seem to be too despondent

when asked to stand for office. Yet when

they see anything akin to imperfection in
the actions of their officers they protest

with a vim which is sometimes born of that

failing so common to all mankind .

We have one or two members who are so
gifted with the " I am the whole push

pumps" that when they have a slight alter

cation with any of our officers they seem to

think that their membership is able to make
or mar our Division .

We are having an exceptionally strenuous

time just at present. Our employing com

pany's plant met with an unforeseen acci

dent which crippled the system for a few

days, but everyone is working with a zest to

accommodate the citizens in the way

transportation . In fact , nur directors gave

out a press statement acknowledging the sat

isfactory manner in which the crews were

handling the abnormal trafic resultant on

the meager service .

Bros. Edgett . McCutcheoan and Mason are
propagating an active union label movement
which should result in a good patronization

of union barbers. We thank the brothers

for their action .

Bro . A. Hume is back to work again . We

desire to express our sympathy to his family

on their recent very sad bereavement .

Bro. Collins is also back again . We felt

lonely at missing T. from his post and hope

he will enjoy good health again .

The brothers who reside in the west end

gave a very enjoyable entertainment recent

ly. Bro . Prout. on being moved to the chair,

paid a high tribute to the union men of West

Winnipeg . Bro . Allison also gave a very ap

propriate address, showing that the brother
possesses no small amount of oratorical abil .

ity . The proceeds were given to the very

laudable Home for Intending Benedicts.

When brothers are reporting sick members

on the sheet. please do not forget nutting

their address down . You know our sick com

mittee don't pose as cosmenthal communica
tors .

Our membership felt compensated for de

lay in arrival of our Journal by the splendid

report it contained of our convention . The

cry was, " Long live W. D. Mahon and G. E.

B. and delegates :" to which the writer de

sires to add his humble amen .

The stork has left in his usual modus op
erandi parcels for Bros. H Marks, Wm .

Stewart and J. Williamson . Anticipating a

similar bestowal of gifts are Bros. T. Dunn,

J. Duff. H. Dent, Matt . Shiers and W. Wood

ward

Sorry to hear of the commital of staunch

and faithful President Gompers and his col

leagues. We heard up here that Chairman

Pratt met with a similar fate , but hope the

report is not authentic.

Division 99 sends her cordial greetings to

all her sister divisions and to the Interna

tional as a whole that the entire membership

may have a very happy and enjoyable Xmas

time.
J. W. RUTTLE .
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DON'T ALWAYS PAY TO LIE . The robbers then offered them two cigars ,

which were accepted with thanks. A few

days after three masked highwaymen , with

levelled revolvers, held up and robbed Con

ductor F. H. Parrish and Motorman C. Finny

of 13.50 , mostly company money. The rob

bery took place at the end of the Waterloo

line . They were described as of youthful

appearance , not over 20 year of age . The

police believe the job to be the work of boys

of the neighborhood inspired by the ease

with which the Wandamere car was held up.

No trace of the robbers has been found .
Two new lines have been added to our

system , South Eighth West and Ninth avenue .

Bro. Sam Flinders has just returned from
a visit to his relatives in " Dear Old Eng

land . '' He brought his brother back with

him .

Bro. J. W. Hooper was quite seriously cut

on the face and hands by broken glass when

his car ran into a wagon loaded with lum

ber on the Murray line .
Bros. Hilton , Kelsey, Palmer and Haney

are on the sick list .

Bro. Basore is still in the hospital ,

We feel to sympathize with Bros. Mills

and Pritchard, whose mothers have died dur

ing the past month .

We listened to an interesting report from

Bros. Lamont and Secretary Burt at our last

meeting relative to the Toronto convention
and their journey there and back . Much dis

appointment is felt that our delegates with

drew our bid for the next convention , and

some rather uncharitable criticism of our

delegates has been made .

A committee from the Retail Clerks' Union

requested us to ask for the union card when

making purchases. We hope every union

man will attend to this , as it is what we have

obligated ourselves to do, " NO . 7."

PACIFIC COAST NOTES.

Marinette, Wis ., and Menominee, Mich .

Division 302 held her regular meeting Wed

nesday, Dec. 1 , at midnight. Most of the

members were present. Bro . Hesse presided

over the meeting . The committee on the

fourth annual dance made a satisfactory

report .
The committee that handled the dance

was : Frank Hesse. Chas. J. Wiederhold,

secretary ; Wm . Watkins, John Hyslop, Sam

B. Bennett and James Pavlat , Some of the

officials of the company were present at the

ball . Free cars were furnished by the com

pany to take people home after the dance .

All enjoyed a good time, besides we realized
the sum of $ 125 to add to our treasury . Bro .

Jacob Gaspar took the prize for selling tick

ets . He sold 120 ; James Pavlot, second , with

102 sold .

After the meeting luncheon was served

and cigars . All went home about 2:30 happy .

We congratulate the committee for their

good management,

James Olson , who has been very sick , is

back on his old car , No. 7 .

Bro . Wm. Watkins recently returned from

a deer hunt, bringing home a nice, big buck .
Bro . James Pavlot was out on a hunting

trip and shot a deer. He got stranded in the

Woods and lost his deer.

Joseph Kellner was also on a hunting trip ,

but reports deer very scarce .

Bro . Nester De Montigny got discharged

for tending bar and telling the superintend

ent he was sick . The L. E. B., after an inves

tigation of the matter, found that nothing

could be done for him . It doesn't always

pay to lie. Some may take this case as a
lesson .

If we could see things from all angles. If

we could grasp the whole situation , see some

thing of the other fellow's position as well

as our own, then much of trouble that holds

the world back could be avoided . Be sure

you are right and be sure you understand .

for if you make a fuss and it develops you

are wrong . it's mighty hard to make apology .

These principles apply to ruler and citizen ,
to heads of nations and to all , even to the

street railway man .

I wonder if it ever occurred to
anyone

that the street railway man, in order to be

successful, has got to be a thoroughly good

man , possess good morals and good habits.

Get a bunch of successful street car men to

gether and you have to show me if you

haven't got as good a lot of men as could

be rounded up in any walk of life .

It's the successful men who elevate the
calling It would seem the craft has always

been judged by the few rather than the ma

jority. but VOU must remember the public

is inclined to be more charry of its praise

than of its criticism .

In the light of some things which have

transpired of late it would seem that those

who should had best take notice .

Let me suggest a few don'ts :
Don't belittle your job . Elevate it by do

ing it right .

Don't haunt saloons and pool rooms think
ing to find good company .

Don't think no one can get wise to you .

Don't think a man isn't known by the com

pany he keeps.

Don't think your superiors do not know

about you .

Don't think your sign lights are not burn

ing or that people do not believe in signs .

Don't try to be a dead game sport.

Don't do it blind .

Don't put the coat on if it doesn't fit.

A P. C.

WESTERN BANDITS AT WORK .

Oakland, Cal .-Line Executive A. Schmid

is taking a much needed vacation. During

his abscence W. Athey is in charge at Cen

tral barn .

The boys are all pleased to see Bro. Church

once more able to resume his duties after a

long spell of sickness. Bro . Church speaks

very highly of his treatment at the Fabiola

hospital and also of the great consideration

the Carmen's Benevolent Society of Oakland

and Order of Redmen showed him .

The Oakland Traction company has been

doing a great deal of repair work of late ,

giving employment to hundreds of men .

Delegates J. W. Smar and J. P. Kelley

have returned from Toronto , Canada , where

they attended the International convention of
the Carmen's Union , As . Bros. Smart and

Kelley are held in such high esteem by the
boys of 192 their reports were received with

great interest. President Smart has at all

times shown he was the right man in the
right place , and I am sure when the election

takes place in December that he will be re
turned to the position he has so faithfully
filled .

We are pleased to note that Motorman

Schwartz , who has been on the sick list for
some time, is again able to resume his duties .

Conductor Jim Vallier , who recently be

came a great inventor, has resigned his posi

tion with the Traction company to look after

his business interests.
Bro . Wills was taken suddenly ill with

appendicitis on the first of the month and
had be operated on at once . We are

glad to note that the operation was success
ful and that he will recover .

Bro . Chas. Barron , better known as Prof.

Barron of Germany, is soon going to resign

his position with the Traction company to
attend school in that grand old German

school , Heidelberg .

Word has just been received that Bro. Tom

Sawyer, of Eastern division , has met with

a very severe accident. No man in Div. 192

is better known than Bro . Sawyer, and we

trust that he will meet with , a speedy recov
ery.

Well, brothers. I think I will have to close .

Wishing all the brothers of the Amalgamated

a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
192 .

to

Salt Lake City , Utah . - Two masked high
waymen boarded a Wandamere car at the

southern terminus after midnight short

time ago and at the point of a gun robbed

Conductor G. E. Richings of $ 20 belonging

to the company and $ 1.50 of his own money.

Motorman E. Richings was not molested, the

masked men merely searching him for a gun .
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A FEW GRIEVANCES TO ADJUST.

Scranton, Pa.-Div . 168 is still running,

but not going as fast as I would like it .

Our membership is on the increase, which , I

hope, is not of the spasmodic order.

I regret that a greatmany of our members

are leaving the job , some getting tired and
some getting fired . I don't think there is

another street car company in the country

that hires so many men in proportion to the

number employed. There must be something

wrong somewhere.

Our regular meting on Friday evening.

Sept. 22, was one that will be remembered
by the members present. After the routine

business was over Mr. W. Corless was in

vited to our meeting and our attorney , Mr.

James Powell, in behalf of Div. 168 , present

ed him with a set of resolutions for his earn

est effort in our behalf as one of our arbi

trators. He absolutely refused to accept any

remuneration for his services , and this was

the only way we could show our gratitude.

The resolutions are the finest work of the

penman's art in the country and are en

closed in a massive frame standing four feet

high and three feet wide, something that

President Taft would be proud of . The pre

sentation speech of Mr. Powell was a treat .

with a grand display of oratory that would
make William Jennings Bryan proud , and

made Mr. Corless feel one of the proudest
men this side of the North Pole . Mr. Corless

made a speech in which he said it was the

proudest moment of his life , that after many
years of hard labor in behalf of the trades

union principles and arbitration as the best
means of settling labor disputes at last his

efforts had borne fruit . President Keegan ,

L. F. Hart, J. T. McGrath and McKernan
also made short speeches, assuring him of

the support of Div. 168 in the coming cam

paign.

The attendance at the meetings has fallen

off. It is the same old faces present all the

time, and the way they do things is not satis
factory to those who do not attend. If the

business of this Division is not conducted

properly you have every right to come to
the meeting and enter your protest. It is

the proper place and don't be grouching on
the outside.

We are going to have another grand ball

in the near future and I hope the members

will get busy and make it a success ,

What a condition of affairs are here since

the controller inspector has been appointed.

Every motorman must now run right on the
dot or be severely disciplined . You must

not arrive at the end of your line only two

minutes before leaving time, to change your

trolley and fender , and it is common now to

see the poor motorman with his dinner pail

on the sand box eating a piece now and

again while his car is in motion . This is the

only way to eat his meals unless something
happens that would cause a delay of the

other car. There are no lavatories on any

part of the system , and if you go into a hotel

you are censured. It is time we should take

up this matter. Motormen and conductors

are only human , and to defy the laws of na

ture always has ended disastriously. I hate

to be always grumbling, but conditions of

this kind warrant it .

There is one more thing I wish to mention

in regard to the barn time allowed to cars

going to the barn . It is anything but fair ,

and it would be advisable to take this mat

ter up with the officials before the next as
signments of runs. I think it could be ad

justed satisfactorily to all . So , don't forget

to attend the meetings and you will find how

interesting they can be made for the winter,

Nuf ced . PICKLAS POSTAS.

of the members of Div . No. 477 , of Philadel

phia during the summer on the tri - weekly

excursions from that city. They are all very

proud of the success of their Division , and

speak in the highest terms of the work that

International Chairman C. 0. Pratt did for

them and the trades union movement in Phil

adelphia

Bro. Jerry Christman has been made glad

with the arrival of another pair of twin boys .

Bro . Christman was jealous of his conductor

so he thought he would go him one better,

but he still has to go some to catch up to

Bros. Friel and Sandheis.

Financial Secretary E. M. Hildebrand has
returned to work after a long lay -off , due to

a sprained hand. No doubt the vacation

did not prove very tiresome to Ed , as he had

his young bride at home to pet and nurse

the hand, so that it healed very quickly.

Bro. Alfred Nonnemacher is getting sore

eyes from watching the houses along the
line to see when the first " for rent” tag ap

pears. Now, Peewee , there is no use waiting

for a house in town . Why don't you get

Shorty Fenstermacher to make a flat out of

one of the old boxcars back of the barn ? He

could put three rooms in old 24 , and I am

sure they would be big enough for you and
your better half.

Bro. Charles Morrell had better do some

thing pretty soon or the lady will be telling
him that she would rather be a young man's

slave than an old man's darling, and she will

cast him on and look for somebody without
a vacant spot on the back of his head . Bet
ter use some Nelson's Sea Foam , Charlie ,

Billy Edwards recommends It.

Bros. Nelson Seip and Hugh Friel called
on old friends at Lehighton fair recently .

They are not exhibiting their famous dog
show this year . Bro . Friel's attention is

taken up too much by his stock of blue rib

bon chickens . Bro . Seip was afraid that he

could not show his new suit inside the tent ,
SO that is why they did not exhibit this

year.

Bro. John Kupfer has a new one now. A

grass widow this time. I wonder who will

be next ?

Bro. D. J. Wilkinson was sick last week .

Must be the effects of the Philadelphia visit .

Everytime a certain person visits here Dom

gets sick . Must like her for nurse.

We did not send anybody to the conven

tion , but hope to do so next time.

DIV. 430 .

CLEARED $600 .

St. Joseph , Mo.-On Thursday evening, Dec.

2 , Div. 326 entertained a host of friends at

her annual ball . We cleared over $ 600 . From

our daily paper I submit the following re
port :

Ninety couples were in the grand march

which led off the second annual ball of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec

tric Railway Employes of America, given by

the local union at the Prinz academy last

night. The grand march was led by Mayor

Clayton and Miss Dee Alsbaugh. President

Richard Johnson and Mrs. Clayton headed

the right wing of the promenaders on the

second march around the hall . More than

150 couples took part in the dancing.

The attendance was by far the largest yet

had at any of the balls given by the car men .

Nearly all the city officials and their wives

were present as well as General Manager

Van Brunt and Chief Electrician Swain , of

the street railway company, and many of the

prominent bankers and business and profes

sional men of the city .

The committees in charges of the ball

were : Arrangement committee, Richard John

son . C. Ferdericks, Thomas Smith , W. M.

Conway. John McCombs , R. H. McCombs, R.

N. Carter , J. D. Chappell , John Rissel , V. D.

Hawkins.

Floor committee. D. V. Johnson, Sam O.
King, W. A. Gibe . Ernest Eden , Thomas Har

ris , Bud Smith , Maro Robertson ,

Door committee , G. A. Bruckner, W. H.

Westfall , Ed. Muller , D. F. Craven .
SCRIBE.

430 IS PROSPERING.

Mauch Chunk, Pa.—Div. 430 is prospering
finely , and although there is the usual

amount of petty jealousies among the broth

ers every one of the brothers are true blue

and will stick by the Amalgamated to the
end .

We have had visits from quite a number
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A POINTER TO CONDUCTORS.

our

a

have a membership of fifty strong to start .

Now is your time to join. Hand in your

name to the secretary and he will do the

rest .

Now is the time to start to get busy to at

tend
meetings and see ir we cannot

make a start on new schedule for the

spring. There is sure to be something doing

for us . Better attendance at meetings is

required for business .
The officers and members of Div. 279 ex

tend their heartfelt sympathy to Bros. I.

Cote . H. Desgardine, E. Earle and A. Bert

rand' through their recent sad bereavements.

COR. DIV. 279 .

in

CORRESPONDENT AROUSED.

Hartford , Conn . - Division No. 425 had two

well attended sessions on regular meeting

day to hear the report of our delegates to

the Toronto convention . As one of our dele

gates , Bro. Joseph E. Dunn , was unable to

attend the meeting on account of an accident,

the task fell to Bro. W. H. Millard , who gave

a very satisfactory and interesting report,

giving the daily report and business done at

each session , also of the side issues that were

passed out to the visiting delegates while in

Toronto. There was nothing but a good word

for Division 113 the able manner the

brothers were taken care of while sailing

under the Union Jack .

Nominations for officers for the year 1910

were also made at this meeting, to be voted

for at our next regular meeting, Dec. 7th .

On January 19th , 1910, all lines will lead

to Foot Guard hall , where our fourth annual

concert and ball will be held . Everything

looks favorable for a good and jolly time.

Bro . D. E. Lynch , chairman of the dance

committee has his army in good working

trim and they are hustling . Bro . F. W. Bar

rett , our champion ticket seller, is out

the war path with a stock of tickets. So

let every brother get ready to buy and help

sell when you see him coming.

Brother Conductors, take this as a little

precaution : Don't make change for passen

gers just for accommodation while working

on your car if you can help it , unless you can

do so when you are collecting their fare, as

a money transaction on the car and no fare
registered will leave you liable to be re

ported as failing to register. Should an in

spector be on your car it would result in a
charge against you , and it does not take

many of those to send you looking for an

other position .

Our semi-annual "bid -in " took place Nov.
17 and 18, with a few changes. So we all

know where we will have to pound iron for

the winter. DIV. 425 .

on

Stamford, Conn .-- At a recent meeting of

Division 445 there was a loud protest be

cause there had been no items in The Motor

man and Conductor about the doings of the

Stamford members. The protest was so loud

and created such a disturbance that It

startled our champion sleeper, Brother Purdy,

but when he learned the cause of the com

motion he immediately had a relapse into

his usual somnolent condition . Threats of

dire vengeance was hurled at the head of

the scribe if he did not perform his duties in

the future.

Bro, Canfield was fortunate enough to se

cure a three days ' vacation . He said " he was

going to visit his brother in Ridgefield ," but

we were informed that when he returned he

was seen getting off a train that came from

an entirely different direction , We think

the call of the “ Great White Way," or Four

teenth Street," was too strong to be resisted.

Be that as it may, he came back smiling and

happy as if well pleased with the result of

his journey.

Bro, Bassitt has gained quite a reputation

for himself as a scrapper. The inspector was

a little careless in his way of addressing Bro.

Bassitt and each backed up their side of the

argument with their fists. As a result , they

each had to take a little vacation.

Officers elected for the ensuing term are :

President , Edwin M. Scott ; vice -president ,

Harry Larvie : recording secretary . Arthur

C. Wright; financial secretary, Samuel P.

Post ; treasurer, J. Henry Wubbenhorst ; con

ductor, Nicolas Foster ; warden - sentinel ,

Michael A. McDonald ; executive board . Er

nest Canfield , J. Henry Wubbenhorst, Samuel

P. Post , Arthur C. Wright , Harry Larvie,

Charles C. Sweet , Henry Allen, Nicholas Fos

ter ; delegates to Central Labor Union , Chas.

C. Sweet. George Lockwood John Morris ;

delegate to conference board, Edwin M. Scott.

December 4 . DE -A-CON.

DON'T FORGET DRAPER.

Ottawa, Ont. - Although it is two months
since Div. 279 was heard from it is still

climbing along smoothly .
The brothers have seemingly forgotten

when we meet. In case they have a slight

reminder it may help them along. Meetings

are held the first and third Fridays at 8 p.

m . and first Thursday at 3 p . m. Brothers

will kindly remember.

We are more than pleased by the manner

in which we were represented at the last

convention by our delegate, President James

O'Brien. He has proven to us that he knows

his little book when it comes down to con

vention matters. It was regetable there was

not a larger attendance at the meeting at

which he read his report , for it was most

complete in every way.

At a labor convention held recently it was

unanimously agreed that we should have a
labor candidate selected for the board of

control in Ottawa. So with this in view Mr.

P. M. Draper was the unanimous choice of

the convention . Now, brothers , we want a

labor man on the board of control. How are

we going to get him there ? By this way :

Let every man get down to work his best .

Take off your coat and get into the cam

paign with a heart and say. “ We will have a

labor man on the board of control." If we

see we cannot get him there by giving him a

vote and three others, which our privilege
is four votes, then leave out the three others
and vote our labor man a plumper. But at

any rate, let us start right away and get

busy with the slogan : " Draper for the board
of control first. " Now, brothers. let every

man put his shoulder to the wheel and keep
it going till we land P. M. Draper a seat on

the board of control and then stop. but not
until then do we stop . So remember your

man on election day.

Brothers how about social meetings this

coming winter ? It is time to get busy.

The sick benefit has been opened up. We

FIRST ANNUAL BALL.

Bridgeport, Conn . - The first annual ball of

Division 459 was held Friday evening. Nov.

19th . It was one of the best social events

of the season and the attendance was such

as to satisfy those who worked hard for its

success . The grand march was started at 9

o'clock and was led by Recording Secretary

Thomas McLean and Mrs. McLean, They

were followed by 100 couples, making a very

nice appearing line . The fact that this bail

was such a grand success was due to the

hard and concientious work of the commit

tee and their associates . It was one of the

occasions that will be long remembered by

our members. The committee were : Presi

dent A. Wolfe , Recording Secretary T. Mc

Lean , Financial Secretary W. J. Pixley and

Bros. W. Gillett , A. Cline , F. Koger and C.

B. Hall,

Motorman P. Sullivan lost his life in a

headon collision . Although not a member,

we had his application , He was a good man
and we regret exceedingly his untimely

death .

Bros. J. Mooney and H. Dant , who were on

the sick list for some time, are with us

again .
Our election of officers takes place next

meeting. So all try and be present to elect

the men who will serve you best .

SCRIBLER.
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Since my last article we have had a num

ber of brothers leave our ranks for various

causes. Among those was our recording sec

retary , Bro. Dallon , who proved an efficient

officer, and we more than deplore his loss.

Bro . Costigan , who had the misfortune to

break his leg while on duty as conductor

more than two years ago, has not been able

to work since and has been confined to his

home. Bro. Costigan has a large family of
small children , and we trust to hear more

encouraging news of his condition in the

near future.

Our sick benefit has been a great success

and has proved a drawing card as well as a

DETROIT DIGEST.

CENT, PER HOUR INCREASE.

Halifax, N. S.-Well , boys, the scare is

past and things did not pan out so bad after
all . One thing I would like to known is ,

who is going to get the credit for that l cent

per hour raise in wages ? Whoever gets the

credit it will still be acceptable to those

who do not. However, it means 20 cents per

hour to the top- rate men and the others ac

cording to service,

Say, we shall be sporty after awhile . Two

more P. A. T. E.'s will soon be in commission,

and built right here in this dirty old town

at that, which may mean more if they turn

out right. Let us hope that they will be

0. K. and the order given for fourteen more.

Two more of our brothers have given up

single blessedness to take on the yoke of

married cussedness. But we must all wish

them happiness. I think Bros. McNab and

Sampson might pass around the blue label
brand .

Bros. Brinton and Edwards have been on

the sick list, but are now twisting those
main strength and ignorance handles . Any

how some of them want the main strength

part of the business.

Puzzle - What's the difference between a

flat wagon and 28 ?

Notice-No backsliding allowed in this

bunch .

One of our brothers says he will not get

a glimpse of heaven . He moved a few days

ago and the air took on a bluish tint for

awhile.

Poor old Mac came out of that scrape 0.
K. Keep your weather eye open , Mac. But

anyway , there are others,

Bro. Sheils says your correspondent's eyes

have gone back on him , for he was not on

Barrington street the other night. Say , boys,

rake up the price and get a pair for me.

The stork has paid some of our brothers a

visit. In each instance ' everything is going

fine..

I may mention that our delegate to the

convention was debarred from going at the

eleventh hour as our exhibition was extended
two days, and therefore he would not be

able to get there in time .

Who's going to bite at the “ association "

bait ? Everyone I have spoken to so far has

decided to stay right where they are. May

we get more of the same opinion .

SCRIBE 508 .

Another annual election has passed with

Div . No. 26 , which resulted in some changes.
Officers elected were : President , Chas.

Mackey ; Vice -President, Hamilton Shirley ;

Secretary - Treasurer, Wm. J. B. Sherwood ;

Sergeant-at -Arms. Geo . W. McCauley : Execu-.
tive Board : A. Þ. McLeod, Brush ; Wesley

Brock , Fort West; John Sanders, Gratiot ;

John Ġillies. Harper; Wm . E. Shay, Michigan
West ; H. A. Peck , Third Ave .; Wm . H. Jones ,
Trumbull ; Garrett F. Burns , Wyandotte ;
Robt . Cadger, Crosstown East : Thos. Mc

Gowan , Crosstown West ; Geo. Miller, Flint ;

Jos. Bowman, Fort East; E. A. Carr , Four
teenth line ; Wm. Engel , Fourteenth line ; S.

Anderson, Jefferson line ; H. Gee, Jefferson

line ; L. Canfield, Orchard Lake ; S. L. Clark ,

Pontiac ; A. O. Brown, Sherman East ; Wm.

Lorenz, Sherman West ; Ray Green , Wood
ward ; Bus. Ag't . John Frazer.

Bro. Claude E. Bates, who has been off his

car nearly a year, died of consumption Dec.

4th . Also Alfred J. Foreman died of the

same ailment Nov. 4th .

Bro. Wm . A. Green was called to attend

the funeral of his father,

Bro. John Fitzpatrick has our sympathy in
the recent death of his father .

Bro . John Fysh is off sick ; was taken off
his car and taken to his home, where he has

been under the care of his physician .
Bro . Joseph Files lost his best and most

needed friend his wife. Our brother has

our sympathy.

An unfortunate accident happened to Bro .

Chas. Mitchell, who ran back of one car only

to be struck by another going in the opposite

direction . The wheels of the car ran over

one hand and he will probably lose all the
fingers of that hand. He also received two

bad cuts on the head . He was rushed to the

hospital in an automobile.

Bro . Jos. Glazier and Bro . Wilson have been

passing the cigars around and looking good

natured

Bro. Al . Butler is settled in his new home,

and says there is nothing like having a home
of your own .

But have you noticed the smile that Dan

Robinson carries with him ? The stork vis

ited his home Dec. 5th and left a big baby

boy . The stork also made a call at the home

of Bro. Ed Steir a short time ago .

WM . J. B.

LOSE ACTIVE SPIRIT BY DEATH .

CAR CARELESSLY LEFT.

Port Chester, N. Y.-Due to the death of

our president, John Wm . Reagan , which was

quite sudden , the A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of

A. has lost one of her most ardent and loyal

supporters. We , the members of Div. 481 ,

feel the loss most keenly. It was Bro. Rea

gan who first took the helm when we were

organized, and through his devotion and im

partial judgment Div .481 has prospered, so
much so that Bro. President Reagan was

twice unanimously re -elected to succeed him

self and held the post as president up to his

demise .

Bro. Reagan not only stood first in Div.

481, but various other organizations of which

he was an active member. In him his broth

er members knew they had a man with no

selfish motives , but one who studied the bet

terment of the organization he represented,

a wise thinker of impartial judgment and

one to put those thoughts in action . AS a

last tribute to our departed president you

will find a memoriam on page allotted to

same.

International Treasurer Rezin Orr paid us

a visit , which we appreciated very much, as

each and every one of us have a warm feel

ing for our international treasurer . It was

he who first got us in ranks , and the only

kick we have is that we do not see him
more often.

At our last meeting we nominated officers

for December election to fill the various posts

for the ensuing year. We hope the brothers

will turn out strong election night, as we

look for a spirited contest .

Pittsburg , Pa . - Div . No. 85 is moving along

very nicely. Of course we have our ups and
downs .

Since January 1 we have taken into mem

bership to date 1,476 applicants. There have

left the service in the same space of time

902 men , who likewise severed membership

from the local . Let it be understood that

this shows some work on the part of our

officers and members in the way of organ

izing.
Bro. Thos . Connolly , of the West End

division , met with an accident Dec. 8 which

rsulted fatally . While backing his car into

the West Park barn he stood upon the rear

bumper guiding the trolley . The car came

in contact with a sand car standing on the

same track . and in the impact both legs of

Bro. Connolly , who was caught between the

two cars, were severed . He died within five

hours from the time of the accident . He was
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President-elect Charles Mackey , Div . No. 26 ,

Detroit, Mich .

a single man. He was well liked by his

associates.

We are gradually introducing motormen's
stools and they are much appreciated . We

now have them on seven lines.

A most unfortunate accident recently oc

curred to one of our Washington motormen.

He left his car standing held by the air brake

on a grade and entered a restaurant to get a

lunch. The brake released and started down

the grade, jumping the track and bringing

up against a college building. Of course the
motorman was dismissed . Had he set his

hand -brake the accident would not have

occurred . 85 .

ty - five cents ( 250 ) per hour, it being under

stood and agreed, however, that no regular

runs shall be less than niné hours and thirty

minutes.

Overtime and all extra work, including

special and extra runs, the car known as the

"Miners' Extra ," and tripper runs shall be

paid at the regular established wage.

The minimum time allowed for special and

extra runs shall be two (2 ) hours for the

car known as the "Miners Extra, " which

operates between Maryville and French Vil

lage and return , three ( 3 ) hours ; for tripper

runs seven ( 7 ) hours.

Wages to be paid shop men as follows :

Per hour.

Carpenters 28.75

Carpenters' helpers 19.5

Strippers and varnishers (journeymen ) ..25.00

Rough painters .23.00

Truck painters and scribblers,
19.5

Motor, brake and truck repair helpers...20.00

Motorfi brake and truck repair helpers..20.00

Car scrubbers and cleaners .. .18.42

Nine and one - half hours to constitute a

day's work. Time and one - half for all over

time for classes mentioned .

In all other respects, except as said Sec

tion two is hereby modified , said contract

bearing date of May 1st, 1908, shall be ex

tended and remain in full force and effect

until May 1st , 1912 .

It is also understood and agreed by and

between the parties hereto that any and all

motormenand conductors now in the employ

of this company shall be given the privilege

and reasonable opportunity by the party of

the second part to retain or regain member

ship and good standing in said Local 125

without prejudice as to person .

The acceptance of this proposition shall

constitute the supplemental agreement as

herein specified.

In witness whereof, the parties of the first

part have hereunto caused their respective

corporate names to be signed by their re

spective executive officers this fourth day of

November, A. D. 1909.

EAST ST. LOUIS & SUBURBAN

RAILWAY CO.,

EAST ST. LOUISRAILWAY CO. ,

By C. F. HEWITT,

General Superintendent.

We, the undersigned . Local 125 , of the
Amalgamated Association of Street & Elec

tric Railway Employes of America, accept

the foregoing proposition the day and year
above written .

R. R. ALDRIDGE, President .

L. R. FRIEND,, Secretary Pro Tem .

Approval .

W. B. FITZGERALD ,

Member General Executive Board.

A. L. BEHNER ,

First Vice President.

EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL . , SUPPLEMENTAL

AGREEMENT.

1

In the recent East St. Louis and Alton ,

Ill . , settlement between Div. 125 of E. St.

Louis, and 236 of Alton, and the employing

company, supplemental agreements to the

agreements expiring May 1 , 1910, were

made which extend the old agreements two

years , with wage modifications and a clause

applying to such members as had been led

to desert the locals to affiliate with the

scab brotherhood at a time when they be.

lieved the scab concern to be a boni fide

labor organization . The Alton addenda is

the same as that of East St. Louis, which

is given as follows:

Memorandum of supplemental agreement

by and between East St. Louis & Suburban

Railway Company and the East St. Louis

Railway Company, party of the first part , and
Local 125 of the Amalgamated Association of
Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America, party of the second part :

WITNESSETH.

That, Whereas, The parties hereto believe

it to be to their mutual interest and benefit

to contiue and extend the working agree

ment now existing between them, said agree

ment bearing date of May 1st, 1908 ; and

Whereas, The party of the first part de

sires to substantially signify its desire to

continue such relations , the said party of the

first part does hereby voluntarily make the

following offer of supplemental contract to

the party of the second part for a period of

two years from May 1st, 1910 , to May 1st ,
1912 , viz :

It is hereby understood and agreed by both

parties herto that all of Section two ( 2 ) in

the present agreement as relating to the
rate or rates of pay to employes shall be

superseded on the first day of May, 1910, by

the following schedule of wages or pay :

Conductors or motormen shall be paid twen

Secretary W. J. B. Sherwood, Div . No. 26,

Detroit, Mich .
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or

MOUNTEBANK “ BROTHERHOOD " AGAIN common that the men from one service

APPEARS AND RETIRES . with but the slightest experience can per

form the work of the other, and the two

classes of men , interurban and city , are

" That thing which its exploiters call the absolutely interdependent in any advan

sociation . It is not entitled to even that , tage that may be gained to either , or both,

distinction ." through organization . Even though there

The above was an expression of G. E. B. should be a singleness in some of the in

Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald to the editor of terests of one class , it should be evident,

the " M. & C.” upon his return from his re and that without persuasive argument, that

cent experience in East St. Louis, Alton even that singleness of interest cannot be

and vicinity. promoted in the face of antagonism on part

Bro. Fitzgerald was right. It is not rec of the other class , if there may be classifica

ognized , never has been , nor cannot be tion . There must be a mutual sympathy

recognized as a rival of the Amalgamated between the interurban and city men or

Association . It is a mountebank , pure and nothing can be gained by organization. This

simple ; it is a false pretender, and that
must be the case even though they were

is the only term to which it is entitled from working under separate charters or through

its character as it is presented to street two different organizations . Experience is

and electric railway employes. Perhaps , to sufficient to bring this fact most forcefully

some employers, it is exactly what its ex home to those engaged in the service,

ploiters would explain it , a stumbling block Now, in the event that a body of inter

to true organization , an implement to en urban men would wish to conduct their

courage in the effort to disrupt or retard affairs as independently as possible from

organization . It is that, and nothing more. city railway men , it must be admitted that

Yet it has failed so numerably in compari they must be in some organization that

son with the number of times that it has would be respected by the city men and by

been effective, that it is a discouraging im the organized labor movement. There is no

plement for acceptance on part of even the organization in which interurban men

most antagonistic employer, further than city men can mutually organize and be re

as an auxiliary to more effective obstruc spected as an organization, one by the

tion . other, and by the general labor movement,

As stated above , it has again appeared only in the bonafide street and electric rail

to and retired from the affairs of this As way men's organization , and that happens

sociation , I believe that it had some effect to be the Amalgamated Association .

in line with what appears to be its pur There has come into existence, however ,

pose . It got a foothald upon the E. St. what its exploiters attempt to explain to

Louis lines just at a time when the mem be , now , the " Brotherhood of Interurban

bership of this Association could look for a Trainmen ." As Board Member Fitzgerald

readjustment of the wage scale with much is quoted above, it is not a rival organiza

encouragement for'a liberal increase. Due tion to the Amalgamated Association in any

to the influence which this much pretended respect. It has not the right to that signifi

" Brotherhood " developed, it is safe to as cance. Organized labor, from the American

sume that in the adjustment of the wage a Federation of Labor to the Central Bodies

grave advantage inured to the company and and various locals that are recognized as

to the financial disadvantage of the mem bonafide labor, unions, have repeatedly re

bers of our Association . The settlement pudiated this concern that travels under the

fixes the wage at 25 cents per hour. Con guise of “ Brotherhood," and pretends to be

ditions and the advantage that a solid front a labor organization .

would have brought warraints the pre It should be absolutely unnecessary to

sumption that at least one or two cents
characterize this pretended “ Brotherhood "

more per hour would have attained had it to members of the Amalgamated Associa

not been that this mountebank stumbling tion wherever found. To become a member

block was purposely in the way. the applicant takes an obligation to be a

Division No. 25 , the E. St. Louis local , is good member and to build up the Amalga

one of the old locals of the Association . It mated Association and make it effective in

was first instituted among the railway men getting wages and conditions to the very

of Belleville , Ill . , when they were few in utmost of the ability of the organization .

numbers. It gained advantages and be After becoming a member, it is expected

came one of the foremost locals of the As
that that member will follow the policies

sociation in the establishment of condi outlined by the principles he has endorsed

tions and wages to the membership . The and such effort he may assert ,

company developed , consolidated and ex he will assert in the direction of building

tended until Div . No. 125 is one of the large up and maintaining locals of the Amalga

locals of this Association. A wage had at mated , and most particularly the local to

tained of $2.25 per day for nine and one which he belongs . It should be apparent

half hours. Seemingly strange as it may to him that he cannot do so by encouraging

be , a disposition developed among a few division in the ranks of his organization or

upon the interurban lines that advantages reaching out for allegiance with some ob

could be attained if they were separated from structive or disorganizing element . His

the city employes . This, regardless of the attitude should be to assist in repelling the

fact that the two classes of service are so very first intrusion of such an element . So ,

as
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.

I again repeat, it seems almost ridiculous company to portray to them what the

for any one to be obliged to point out to " Brotherhood " movement would lead to if

members of the Amalgamated Association it was further encouraged by any of the

the true character of such a concern as under officials. He also found appreciable

the pretending “ Brotherhood.” listeners among those who had already

Yet it has a fascinating name. It en reached out to what appeared to them to

deavors to ride upon the credit of the be a new affinffiity as soon as he was able

Steam Road Brotherhoods , which have to show to them the nature of the scab

been , from their very beginning, admirable herding organization .

labor organizations and have the fullest of Here are a few pointers as to the true

respect as such from all organized labor . character of the " Mountebank Brother

So , without foreshadowing its true charac hood ." It first entered the affairs of the

ter, the pretended proposition creeps in on Amalgamated Association by heading off

the unsuspecting. Such is the excuse for the possibility of organizing a bonafide

those who are really honest who become union among the Lake Shore men operat.

members of the affair. So it is not proper ing between Cleveland and Toledo, with

to brand men as non-unionists at heart, and headquarters at Lorain . With the assist.

of vicious disposition against organized la ance of the management of that system the

bor simply because they are found to have Brotherhood was established and embraced

affiliated themselves with such a disgust practically every man upon the system . The

ing movement. But as soon as one finds move was successful in repelling bonafide

out the true character of the concern , it organization . However, inside of a year

should not take him long to get out of it those who had flocked to the formation of

and get again on the right road . this new movement perceived its character

In every instance where the mountebank and its inability for good and left it. To

" Brotherhood" has crept in among a body day it is questionable if there are twenty

of street and electric railway men it is not men upon the entire system , if there are

long before its true character is discov any , who are subscribing to it financially .

ered and the membership drop away from it However, the company has used every ef

as they would recede from the nauseating fort to maintain a semblance of the move

stench of decomposing carrion . Such has ment upon its lines for obvious reasons .

been its short history among the member It next moved against the Akron, Ohio,

ship of our E. St. Louis and Alton locals . local , and however regrettable it may be,

Undoubtedly the advent of this mischiev through the encouragement of the officials

ous proposition was occasioned by the suc of the A. B. C. , Line at one time , it had

cess of the McKinley Syndicate in using it considerable membership there. It has lost

to obstruct organization among the em that. While despatchers and under officials

‘Brotherhood of Interurban Trainmen ' is maintained their membership , there are but

in no sense a rival of the Amalgamated As few operative motormen and conductors

ployes of the Illinois Traction Company, paying tribute to it , but it was effective in

where, at the time an effort was being limiting the advantages to be gained to the

made to establish a bonafide organization ,
membership of the Akron local .

the would-be " Brotherhood was used with
It was next heard of in an effort to enter

telling effect in the interest of the antago
league with the officials of the Detroit Rall

nizing management of that company. way Company to establish itself in Detroit

Let it not be believed , however, that the
by accepting a reduction of the wage scale .

management of the E. St. Louis Company
The Detroit officials evidently had no con

had any great confidence in the effective
fidence that the " Brotherhood " exploiters

ness of the concern among its employes .
could deliver the goods and threw the prop

Manager C. F. Hewitt is too well advised of
osition overboard.

the true character of organized labor, its Its next introduction into the affairs of
methods and purposes. It would not be a

the Amalgamated Association was when the

profitable venture . Besides , Mr. Hewitt has
" Brotherhood ” officials made an agreement

never shown a disposition to encourage such with the Saginaw Valley Company, embrac

duplicity.
ing the street railway lines of Saginaw and

But it was anticipated, and much credit Bay City, to scab a strike that was threat

is due to President R. R. Aldridge and Sec ened by locals of this Association . The

retary W. G. Bradford , of the E. St. Louis strike came on and the “ Brotherhood" en

local , and undoubtedly to others , for the deavored to gather its membership from

prompt suppression of the dstroying move various sections to supply strike breakers.

ment and its influences. The presence of In this its exploiters were unsuccessful and

Board Member Fitzgerald at E. St. Louis the company was left to seek strike break

was invoked by a purpose to attain a bet ers from Chicago and other places. How

ter wage and to repulse the weakening in ever , the " grand chief" of the “ Brotherhood "

fluences of the advent of the so-called
and some of the henchman stayed in the

" Brotherhood .” Together with the local of barns and endeavored to organize the scabs

ficers he took hold of the situation and into the “ Brotherhood .” They were suc

later , with the assistance of Vice-President cessful in this, to some extent, while the

Behner, was enabled to bring about a set strike lasted . The movement was then re

tlement by which an increase of wage named , the “ Brotherhood of Interurban

amounting in the aggregate to some $20,000 Trainmen ." Prior to this it was called the

per year was attained to the membership . " Brotherhood of Interurban Motormen " and

Board Member Fitzgerald found it easy " Conductors," assuming to be two separate

upon reaching the higher officials of the organizations.
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA,

Its next effort of any importance was upon

the Aurora, Elgin and Chicago System ,

where it endeavored to defeat the efforts of

our membership at the time they secured

the 30 -cent wage rate. The " Brotherhood "

was then prepared to scab the line, or , at

least had led the management to believe

that it was able to do so. Circumstances,

however, developed which showed the man

agement of the company that the “ Brother

hood ” was unable to deliver the goods and

a settlement was reached very satisfactory

to our membership .

Its next appearance , and where it was most

effective up to that time, was upon the Gas

Belt System in Indiana, where the mem

bership was used to scab the Gas Belt

strike . There it was one of the elements

which made the management successful

against the Divisions of this Association .

From that time on up to the present its

most serious exploit was that of its recent

endeavor to eke into the ranks of Division

No. 125 .

Later it came to the surface as an instru

ment to be used upon lines of the Illinois

Traction Company to allay further devel

opment of organization . It can hardly be

accepted that it was of much use on those

lines , as it is doubtful if effective organiza

tion could have been established at the time,

due to other causes . But it was an ele

ment encouraged by officers of that com

pany.

It would be well for the membership gen.

crally to become conversant with this

mountebank “ Brotherhood” and the meth

ods of its so-called officials in their exploit.

ations . To be forewarned is to be fore

armed , and with proper information there

can be no question but what our members ,

wherever they may be, will be in able po.

sition to meet and repel any further ad

vents of this maliciously designed and un

savory creeper.

The new agreements by Division No. 308 ,

Chicago, Ill . , embracing employes upon the

elevated lines , secured an aggregate wage

increase affecting some 70 per cent of the

employes . The new agreement scale for

motormen upon the elevated system is 3012

cents per hour. This is an increase to mo

tormen upon some of the systems but not

all , as some of them were previously re

ceiving that rate . Increases attained to

nearly all other departments , including con

ductors , platform and tower men , ticket

sellers , etc. Figures for a proper estimate

of the aggregate increase are not at hand ,

but it amounts to several thousand dollars

per year.

Secretary W. D. Bover , of Division 252 ,

Steubenville , O. , has bought out the Steub

enville Stamp Works and is now engaged

in the manufacture of rubber stamps, inks,

stencils , seals , band daters , etc. Various

locals and members wishing anything in

his line would do well to see him before

purchasing elsewhere . Communications to

Brother Boyer should be addressed to Box

433 , Steubenville , O. , and they will re

ceive prompt attention .

By W. D, Mahon .

CHAPTER X.

(Continued from November) .

Secretary Massey's report to the Milwau

kee convention showed that there were

eleven Divisions in good standing and that

the amount of moneys received for per

capita tax and from all other sources dur

ing the preceding year amounted to $2,

369.78 . The report also showed that the

total amount paid in salaries to officers was

$774.25 . While the secretary had managed

to receive about $ 50 per month , the amount

for the others had been very small and in

significant. However , that fact did not dis

courage the officers or the majority of dele

gates , and I doubt if ever there was a body

of men that met together, with the excep

tion of one or two, that was more deter

mined in their work than was the small

band that assembled at the Milwaukee con

vention . They had met with the determin

ation to establish an organization for the

protection of the street railway workers of

America, and nothing was to deter or daunt

them . The four days ' work during which

the convention remained in session was

spent in hard and deteamined labor.

Among the questions discussed and legis.

lated upon was a more thorough organiza

tion , insurance , benefits of education, the

regulation of strikes , the establishing of a

headquarters , and the assistance and co

operation of the general trade union move

ment of the country . Resolutions were

passed thanking President Gompers , of the

American Federation of Labor, for the good

work and assistance that he had rendered

our association . Another resolution was

passed instructing our membership every

where to co-operate with the Retail Clerks '

Protective Association and assist them in

establishing their organization . Further

resolutions were passed instructing the

membership, and especially the local Divi

sions in every community , to co -operate

with the general trade union movement by

becoming connected with the central bod

ies and by co-operation with the American

Federation of Labor.

On the question of collecting dues and

assesments the stamp system was adopted

by this convention . It was arranged that

stamps would be issued to all Divisions

when paying their per capita tax ; these

stamps to be credited upon the due books

of the members when paying their dues .

The question of a headquarters was taken

up and determined . Prior to this time each

officer had made his headquarters at his

own home , but this convention decided

there should be a headquarters from which

to direct the work of the general associa

tion , and after careful consideration the

headquarters was located at Detroit, Mich .

The question of an official journal had

been recommended by the president, but

the convention thought best, for the time
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THE OPEN SHOP,being, to endorse the Street Railway Times ,

a weekly paper published in Cleveland , O. ,

as the official organ .

This convention decided to enlarge the

board of trustees , which then took the place

of the National executive board . Prior to

this convention the board of trustees had

consisted of three members, and the execu

tive counsel was composed of five vice -presi

dents . This convention enlarged the board

of trustees to four members and reduced the

international vice -presidents to that of first

and second vice-presidents .

The question of increasing the per capita

tax from 5 cents a month was thoroughly dis

cussed , but the convention decided not to

raise the per capita tax at this time because

of the weak condition of the general move

ment.

During the stay of the delegates in Mil

waukee a general mass meeting was held to

which the public were invited , and following

this there was a banquet and grand ball ,

given by Division No. 15 in honor of the del

egates.

The convention closed on the afternoon of

October 12th . Prior to closing the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year :

W. D. Mahon , president ; Rezin Orr , first

vice-president ; Charles M. Thomas , second

vice-president ; board of trustees , J. A. Nick

erson , chairman , Milwaukee ; E. S. Ingram ,

Indianapolis ; W. S. Heinniger, Toledo, and

R. K. Curtis , of Milwaukee. M. G. Moore,

of Detroit , was elected secretary-treasurer .

W. D. Mahon was elected delegate to the

American Federation of Labor, and Detroit

was chosen as the place for the holding of

the next convention . With the selection of

Detroit brought the close of , without uqes

tion , one of the most important conventions

ever held by the association .

As I stated in the preceding chapter, this

was without question the most gloomy and

darkest hour that ever confronted us . We

met when the effect of the great panic of

1893 had reached its high tide , and the or

ganized workers of the country were in a

disorganized condition . Yet amidst all these

surroundings this convention of a few de

termined men had first decided not to give

up the old ship of organization , but had out

lined their policies for an aggressive and

determined fight , and it was due to the pol

icies outlined at this convention that the

officers and members successfully main

tained and carried the Amalgamated Asso.

ciation through the darkest industrial period

that had ever confronted the nation . It is

to this little band of men that our member

ship today owe their thanks for the wages ,

hours and other conditions that organization

has established for them .

(To be continued . )

In previous chapters upon Ed. Trent's

experience as a conductor with the Guar

dian Street Railway Co. we have went with

him , in some part, in his work , thoughts

and observations, from the tim he en

gaged upon the extra list until the day he

left the office of Manager Steffins under

penalty for insubordination , but with the

assurance that " If you do right by this

company we will treat you well.”

Supplementing his assurance by a hearty

handshake Steffins escorted him to the

door and encouraged him by the admission

that his prior record was without a flaw .

When Trent returned to the car barn to

report to Superintendent Gram he was made

the butt of not a few jocular expressions ,

and some of them were unpleasantly point

ed . His interview with Gram was short

and to the point. He was placed on the

early "show -up" for the following day.

Joe Russ was taken from the extra list

and marked regular on swing run 18. Joe

sympathized with Trent , but was cautioned

to not be openly expresive or he , too, would

be returned to the extra list .

John Rae left the car barn in company

with Trent . Rae was a motorman of some

four years ' experience. It was his dinner

relief hour, and to go home to dinner his

course for a couple of squares was that of

his companion . To him Trent related the

story of his lost promotion , including refer

ence Steffins had made to the supper table

conversation at the boarding house , not

failing to mention the warning Tim Pierce

had served on Jack Barry as he significant

ly indicated the presence of Bill Hally.

“ Now , my boy , I am going to be a little

confidential with you , ” said Rae seriously.

“ I think I can trust you . Don't believe that

Bill Hally is the man who reported you. I

know Bill Hally . He is as square as any

man on the job . I shall say nothing of the

others you mention , only , you can trust

Max Johnson , the machinist. But this com

pany is desperately afraid the employes

will organize . The management has spies

on every line. Their business is to report

any man they hear making any complaints.

Steffins knew you to be from the country

and believes you know nothing of organiza

tion or he would have fired you . He thinks

now that he has you sufficiently frightened

so you won't dare to talk to any one about

your job or organization . Now, Bill Hally

can tell you who reported you , but he didn't

do it."

“ Why is the management so opposed to

having their men organize ?” asked Trent.

“ Because it would cost the company a mil

lion dollars ,' replied Rae . " The men would

demand 30 cents an hour and working con

ditions that would interfere with operating

expenses . If the company would refuse

there would be a strike . Even if the strike

should be lost by the men the management

would lose in patronage and would be

obliged to increase the wage to again get

under operation . They would at least

The strike of the Pressed Steele Car Co.

discovers how wages , reduced under the

pretense of hard times, are restored by non

union concerns when times liven up. The

company attempted a more severe reduction

and expected the employes to accept under

assurance of returned steady employment.
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be obliged to compromise , and on a big sys

tem like this 2 cents an hour would amount

to 100,000 a year or a million dollars in

ten years. So you see it is cheaper to pay

$ 10,000 a year extra for spy service than

to let the men organize. Some four years

ago we tried to organize here . It was when

I first came on the job . We got so far

along that the company, after dismissing

about fifty men whom they thought most

active , increased the wage to the old men

2 cents an hour. Before that the wage

was 18 cents for the first three years of

service and 20 cents per hour for those more

than three years in the service. They then

fixed the 22 cents for those over six years

in the service . It was a great scheme, and

the old men bit. It broke up the union all

right.”

" What did they do with the fifty men

they discharged ?" asked Trent, interest

edly.

"Well," replied Rae , " Max Johnson got a

committee of the central labor council to

confer with Manager Steffiens and the mayor

of the city. Steffins denied that he had dis

mised the men because they belonged to the

union . He said he didn't care what his

men belong to so long as they work for the

interest of the company. He stated that

the company runs an open shop . ' He

agreed to investigate the cases. Some of

them got back , but most of them got other

jobs. Max Johnson helped some of them

get jobs in union shops. But that was the

last of the union. Those who came back

were told by Gram to keep out of the union .

So you see that much of an attempt to or

ganize cost the company something, and

many of those who didn't join , it cost them

their jobs.”

“How's that ? ' ' asked Trent, with growing

interest.

" It is this way, ” explained Rae . “ The

management ‘fires' the old men .

will take notice whenever a bunch is ' fired'

proportionately they are two to one old

men. The company saves 4 cents an hour

the first three years after 'firing' a 22-cent

man. Many of them are fired just before

they reach the 22 cents. So the increase in

wage costs the company but little . There

aren't a third of as many old men here now

as there were four years ago. That kind

of economy extends also to the 20 -cent men .

After a man reaches the 20-cent rate his

chance of holding his job is reduced 50 per

cent."

" Why don't you organize ?' was the next

question . " If the company is running 'open

shop ', as I understand it, we won't get dis

missed for joining a union. '

“ Trent, if the company knew you made

that remark to me they would fire you.

And it shows you don't understand the

'open shop,,' ” cautioned Rae. " The 'open

shop' in theory, and the 'open shop' as it is

intended by open shop employers, are two

different propositions. Employes are not

permitted to interpret the open shop. The

employer gives his own version of it and

makes the definition just as strongly against

organization as circumstances will permit.

But all definitions mean one thing, and that

is that the employer won't treat with em

ployes as union men unless he's obliged

to, and here it means a little more than

that . It means that any employe who may

be suspected of union tendencies, or who is

suspected of courage enough to express dis

content will get the can."

“ Now , " argued Trent, " it seems to me

that if we could get together and organize

and every man stand for what's right, I

wouldn't have lost my run this morning.

Besides, we could get decent wages and

better runs. The work day is too long . "

“Well,” interposed Rae , “ I think you're

all right. But be careful who you talk to .

I've got to get home. You can take this

matter to Hally and see what he has to say.

Maybe your just the man to start the ball .

You can rely on me, so I'll go .”

" But before you go, Rae, let's start a

union right here. I'll stick by you if you

will stick with me, and maybe I can get

Hally. I'll talk with him and tell him we've

started the union . Then, if he acts as in

former we'll know it and I'll settle that

matter with him , and I'll tell him so . I've

come to the conclusion that unless we can

make this job better we better quit any.

how. What do you say ?" eagerly urged

Trent .

" I think I can trust you and I'll go you on

it , ” agreed Rae as he clasped his compan

ion's hand in confirmation . “ Remember,

however, that you have permision to men

tion my name to Hally and Max Johnson

only until I see you again . You don't know

the boys as well as I do. I think I know a

few good scouts and I'll see what they have

to say. Also remember this union is

formed ! "

Culminating experience was driving home

a few thoughts, and it was driving them

hard and fast . He would , at once, make a

confident of Max Johnson . There was

lingering suspicion of Bill Hally, even in

the face of the assurance of honest John

Rae. As he returned to his boarding house

Trent evolved the situation in his mind , over

and over, and analyzed every feature as it

came to him . He had learned enough of

the service to settle one important ques

tion . If he should make the attempt to or

ganize and fail he would have but little to

lose. He had lost his regular run and his

intended Christmas greeting was necessari

ly reduced from the hopeful $ 10 present to

a formal card remembrance. His finances

were at a low ebb . But had he not clearly

lost , financially, while working ? He thought

of Jennie Meyers and her remark that if

she were the street car men she would or

ganize . He would confide his purpose to

her. She was able to intercede with her

mother to bear him over until he could get

another job . He believed she would do it.

"How do you like your new run ?" asked

Jennie as Trent entered the Meyers board.

ing house too late for the regular dinner,

although the table was ready for meals at

al hours to accommodate just his class.

If you

a
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She was alone with him and he was able

to tell his story to her.

" It's a shame," was her laconic comment .

" I wouldn't stand for it . I'd get a job

somewhere else .”

" I'll try and make things better here be

fore I do,” was his buoyant reply .

“ How are you to do that ?" she asked .

“ Organize the men, ' replied Trent, with

positiveness.

“Good !” exclaimed the girl . “ You're the

right kind of a man . "

Trent was pleased with her expression of

confidence. There was a ring in her voice

that made him feel more like a man .

" I thank you for that," he said . “ It does

me good . It makes me think you are the

right kind of a girl and I may need your

help.”

“ You can trust me for that, ” she assured .

" Just let me know what I can do and I'll

do it .”

“ Remember that,” said Trent, as though

to clinch the promise.

“ I'll remember," was the reply as she

turned from the room to advise her mother

of his presence, that his dinner might be

prepared .

At 6 o'clock Max Johnson looked up with

some surprise as Trent walked into his

room . Not for four years had he received ,

as a caller, a stret car man .

“ Aren't you afraid to come to my room ?”

he asked , after the first recognition . “ There

is a company spy boarding here and if he

should see you come in' here it will be all

off with you. However , you're in now and

I'm glad to see you . Have a chair .”

Trent seated himself and had soon

folded to Johnson the purpose of his visit .

" You're up against a big job ," suggested

Johnson , “ but you show the right spirit and

I shall do what I can to help you . John

Rae is a good man , so is Bill Hally. Now,

what we want is to get three good men from

each of the other ten lines and you've got

the ground work of your organization . With

such a committee we can force the organ

ization . Now, from my knowledge of the

work before you I would suggest that as

soon as you get a representative upon each

line make up a schedule of conditions , in

cluding a request for 30 cents an hour and

enter them upon a petition addressed to the

committee to embrace instructions from the

signers to submit the same to the company

immediately and report the result to a meet.

ing ofthe employes to be called by the

committee at the earliest moment possible

after the meeting of the committee with

the management. Make a rapid canvass

of the men wherever they can be seen . If

you get the petition well signed , you are

safe and your organization is informally

effected .”

“ A good scheme," agreed Trent. “ Then ,

when the meeting is called , the men can

be formally organized .”

" Just so ," assured Johnson . " Perhaps it

would be well to hold a meeting upon every

line and make the same report at each

meeting . Then , follow that with a general

central meeting. I understand what you

want, and I'll draw up the papers tonight.

Then , tomorrow night we will hold a commit

tee meeting at some point, secret, at which

the four of us will meet. Such others can

come , upon whom we can depend . In the

meantime, you can explain the arrange

ment to Rae and Hally.

" You're lucky,” remarked Tim Pierce, at

the supper table that night, as Trent en

tered the dining room . “ I was afraid they

would fire you when I heard you had got

to see Steffins."

" I guess I am ,” replied Trent , as he cast

a glance at Bill Hally . That gentleman,

however, in no way indicated that he had

observed the presence of Trent .

“ What was the matter ? " asked Pierce.

" Mr. Stiffins is a gentleman," observed

Trent , and I pre'er to not talk any more of

the company's affairs or of my own case.

Undoubtedly, I deserved all I got , and let

that end it."

If the words reached Bill Hally, no one

else knew it . However, Pierce, Barry,

Trent and others about the table seemed

anxious to know if they would make any

impression upon him .

" Rather domesticated , Hally, don't you

think , after his visit with Steffins ? ” asked

Pierce , evidently persisting in drawing

Hally into the discussion .

" Caring as little as I know of what you

are talking, I would suggest that it is not

an unwise man who minds his own busi

ness," quietly observed Hally, without any

apparent lessening of interest in his sup

per, which seemed to be to him , the all

absorbing subject.

Pierce winked at Trent .

" Wonder if Pat Ward tried to get back ? "

continued Pierce, evidently directing the

question to no one in particular.

No one replied and further conversation

was commonplace.

" I had a counterfeit half-dollar shoved

onto me today," complained Henry Rich .

" You can't stand many of them in a day,

or you'll not have enough left to pay your

board ,' ' observed Barry.

Hally had no more than reached his

room than Trent came in ,

" Hello , boy, ” accosted Hally, " come in.

What's on your mind ? Think Steffins is

pretty good fellow ! Well , he's in the man

aging business and I guess outside of that

you're right when you say he's a gentleman.

He'll pass with the average. Sorry you

lost your run , old boy. Bad luck ."

“ Thank you for your sympathy, Hally , "

responded Trent. " But that isn't what I

came in here for. I came in to tell you

about the organization we've started, and

to see if you would join us . "

" Whew ! ” gasped Hally . " Organization !

Whose we ? What kind of an organization ?

Did Steffins put that into your head ? How

dare you come to me with such a proposi

tion . Now , don't play any tricks , boy, or

you lose ."

" No tricks at all . I have the privilege

un
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re

of telling you, in confidence , that John Rae

is in on the deal, and so am I,” began

Trent.

" John Rae ! exclaimed Hally. Well, you

can bank on Rae, but how he came to

start this thing without first coming to

me , I don't understand.

To Hally, Trent explained his confer

ences with both Rae and Johnson,

Good scheme , that of Johnson's. I'm in .

I'll be there tomorrow night, and I've a

reliable friend on the Red line, and some

others . "

The night of the following day 9 men met

at the residence of John Rae. Among them

were Trent , Hally and Johnson . Johnson

had the scheduled conditions to be pre

sented to the company, and the proposed

petition heading. It was modified , somewhat,

by those present and retained for submis

sion at another meeting upon the following

night. Those present each selected lines

from which to secure representation at the

following meeting, and the meeting was

adjourned.

At the third committee meeting a com

mittee of three men was selected , and there

were 10 men present more than necessary.

However, they were added to the committee

to aid in taking up the petition . Each

was to caution all men he approached not

to admit that they were members of the

union . In fact , none of them were , but the

inference left by this was that the petition

solicitor didn't know and didn't want to

be told.

The result was that inside of a week

after Ed. Trent lost his position to a run ,

he was one of a committee of 33 men who

laid the petition containing 80 per cent of

the names of the employes of the Guardian

Traction company upon the table of Man

ager Steffins.

" Are you organized ? " demanded

Steffins.

“ We are not here to talk organization . "

replied Bill Hally, who was chairman of the

committee . “ We are after a reply to the re

quests contained in that petition ."

" You must tell me whether or not you

are members of a union before I will even

recognize that petition ,” insisted Steffins.

“ What has that to do with it ?" asked

Hally.

" It has this to do with it , ” coolly replied

Steffins : " This company is running an

open shop and will receive no committees

or communications from any union .”

"For the sake of argument," suggested

Hally, “suppose we admit we belong to a

union , but say we are from the employes .

You know we are your employes."

" Our policy will not permit me to enter

tain any employes as a committee who

belong to a union," was the definite reply.

" Well, Mr. Steffins," said Hally , we as

sure you that we are no members of a

union . Now what is your position ? "

“That is better, but this company runs its

own business. When we can give you more

wages, we'll do it without your asking. You

boys have been very imprudent. But I'll be

generous with you. If you belong to no

organization you may return to your work.

If you are members of a union , you may as

well look for work elsewhere. I think you

an agitator. You !” and he pointed

direct to Trent.

“ You are making that a personal mat

ter, Mr. Steffins , ” replied Trent, quietly.

" It is to do with the propositions contained

in the petition that we are here. We want

30 cents an hour."

“ You'll never get it, " was the sharp

answer. “ I'll see you again. You, I mean ,"

as he again pointed to Trent. You've been

here less than six months and you've stirred

up all this trouble ."

“ When can you give us an answer upon

the propositions , Mr. Steffins ? " asked Hally.

" You have your answer, now ," firmly re

plied Steffins,

He then gave the committee a lecture on

the interest of the company in its employes

and incidentally a few pointers upon the

impudence of labor unions and their un.

patriotic despotism over employes, and the

conference adjourned.

The work of the committee had been so

well conducted upon the Johnson plan that

Steffins was in doubt, and believed that an

organization had already been formed. It

had.

That night there were meetings upon

every line and committeemen passed around

from one to the other. Max Johnson and

members of the Central Labor Council at.

tended every meeting. The committee re

ceived unanimous instructions to demand

the concessions requested . More than a

thousand men were obligated into the union.

A meeting was arranged for the follow

ing night , company officials and secret

agents were busy, but the men were deter

mined.

The following day the 33 men again vis

ited Manager Steffins. The mayor of the

city also entered the conference .

" We will run open shop ; that is the

policy of the company,” insisted Steffins.

“Very well," replied Bill Hally , " we know

nothing of the open shop. ' We are now

organized and we are union men . What we

want is 30 cents an hour, fair treatment and

the guaranteed right to maintain our

union ."

" That's open shop , " urged the mayor. “ I

think it should be granted . ”

" But the wage !” gasped Steffin . " I'll arbi

trate."

“ That's fair ," suggested the mayor.

" Boys, Mr. Steffins will sign an agreement

with you to deal with the officers of your

union on all grievances, and arbitrate the

wage and such questions as you can't agree

upon . I would advise you to accept that. "

Is that open shop ?” asked Steffins.

That's open shop , or union shop . Style it

whatever you like . The newspapers , for

pay , will report it an open shop agreement.

It doesn't interfere with your policy , urged

the pacifying mayor, and it averts a much

dreaded strike.

men



Street Car Men's

Uniforms

UNION MADE

Steffins knew it, and he signed the arti

cles of agreement.

That night, the meeting was one of jolli

cation. The agreement was read and ap

proved. The organization was completed

and officered . Bill Hally and Ed. Trent

were elected business agent and secretary,

respectively, at a suitable salary .

It was made known that Ed. Trent had

started the union . He was voted a Christ

mas vacation to visit his old home, and a

fund to pay his expense , as an expression of

appreciation for the benefits his efforts had

brought them.

Jennie Meyers had been true to her

promise. She had assured Trent of a home

in the event that his effort to organize

should fail . She was overjoyed at his suc

cess, and accompanied him upon his Christ

mas trip home, but not until she became

Mrs. Ed . Trent.

In bond selling circles, the Guardian Trac

tion company is yet reported as

union or open shop proposition. In labor

circles it is known as a union road. At least,

all employes belong to the union, are re

ceiving good wages and their grievances

are properly cared for by the officers of

the union.

Cash or Easy Payments
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Children at Department

Stores or Wholesale Houses

on Easy Payments. Discount

for Cashii

a non

Keystone Trading Co.,

Judge— “ You are a freeholder . ”

Talesman- " Yes , sir ; I am .

" Married or single ? ”

" Married three years last June.”

" Have you formed or expressed any opin

ion ? "

" Not for three years, your honor.” — Suc

cess Magazine.

Phone Court 4426

Fifth Street and Liberty Avenue

PITTSBURGH ,
PA .
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The New England " Trolley Special"

and the schedules will take care of themselves
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NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
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does not need watching, for it is an

Absolutely Reliable Watch

Correct to the second

designed especially for

Motormen and Conductors

3 High Grade Movement

Double Roller Lever Escapement - Jeweled - Breguet

Hairspring - Cut Expansion Balance- Tempered Steel

Safety Barrel - Pendant Set - and all other standard

specifications.

Solid Nickel Cases $4.00

Gold filled Cases, 20 years, Jointed 9.00
Cut actual size

Secured from your locai dealer or sent anywhere in the United States post paid, upon

receipt of price. Always name dealer through whom you want the order delivered .

4 .

New England Watch Co.

112 Dover Street Waterbury , Conn.

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade— not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We can not only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Mado Uniform ( mod . woight) $ 11.00

Union Made Uniform (hry. weight) $ 14.00
YOU CAN OWN THE DIAMOND OR

WATCH YOU WANT

Simplest thing in the world to gratify any
fancy you may have in this line if you take advan

tage of our credit plan . The cost will probably be

only a dollar or two a week - too little to figure
seriously in your expenses.

Pay 50c weekly on a $ 10.00 purchase.

Pay 750 weekly on • $ 15.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.00 weekly on a $ 25.00 purchase.

Pay $ 1.50 weekly on • $ 50.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.00 weekly on a $ 75.00 purchase.

Pay $ 2.50 weekly OD a $ 100.00 purchase.

Joo • Little Cab .

Also Clocks, Jewelry . Skverware, Etc.

AW ON CASH OR CREDIT .

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men- regulation style- depend

able quality - and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Row of Bood Clothes for Hai or Boy.
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F. B. STRAWN & BRO. 43

53-61 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp . Badillas Motel

Aregde
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DETROIT , MICH .

Offlcors Officers
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FRANK BRODERICK&C Stock of

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS
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IN CANADA
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Frank Broderick

& Company

THE LARGEST TAILORING

HOUSE IN CANADA
115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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BOOT&SHOE

WORKERS UNION

UNION STAMP You belp better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money .

faciory No You help your own Labor Position.

You abolish Child Labor.

D. Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : “ Thisshoe does not bear the stamp, but is

made under Unlog Conditions . This Is false..No shoe is union made unless it bears

the Union Stamp.
BOOT & SHOE WORKERS ' UNCON

JohnF. Tobin , Pres .

Chas. L. Blaine ,Sec .- Treas.
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Steere Jewelry Co.,
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REVIEW OF EVENTS OF 1909 .

Though the fiscal year of any institution

may not terminate with the thirty - first day

of December, yet that day marks the termi

nation of the year, the effect of which upon

human lives is most interesting to those

making comparisons. This is demonstrated

particularly when we recognize that imme

diately after the thirty - first of December,

there is a general inventory taking by all

commercial and industrial institutions . They

want to know what they start the new year

with . They want to know how it compares

with that upon which they started the old

year . They want to know wbat the year past

has attained or what has been lost. So it is

reasonably accepted that the membership of

a labor organization are anxious to know

what their movement has attained or lost

for them.

The carefully constructed labor organiza

tion has its various funds to meet its obliga .

tions. It has its death and other benefit

funds ; its defense fund ; it has an organiz

ing and maintenance fund , known as the

general fund ; and such properties as may

have come into its possession as necessary

to its progress . All this is capital, the capi.

tal of the organization . But that does not

include the important item of working capi.

tal of the active and vigorous labor organi

zation . It is embraced in its record of

events. The average labor organization, or

that one which its membership expects will

build and progress , must be able to show its

records, and the more inviting they are, the

more will be attained the purpose of the

members. So , we must admit that the im

portant working capital of the labor organi.

zation is that which recommends it to those

from whom it expects to gain membership

and support for further advances . Thus, we

see how important it is to be able to place

before the public or those interested this

particular capital stock in cyclical history of

events and facts . Hence, the more import.

ance for the presentation of this inventory

of events for the year 1909 ás applying to

the Amalgamated Association .

If progress - actual progress - in the pur

pose of the trade union is perceptible in the

records from which inventory is made for

the year 1909, then there stands a gratifica

tion to the membership and a strong invita

tion to others to join in the movement. If

there has been an improvement generally, a

general uplift of the standard of conditions

and wages, then that should serve as

strong conviction of the value of the Asso

ciation to the members and to society in

general . It guarantees that there is merit

in organisation .

FIFTH INTERNATIONAL VICE-PRESI

DENT B. A. CARTER.

Above is presented the picture of Inter

national Vice-President B. A. Carter. Bro.

Carter was elected at the recent Toronto

convention , and is one of the three members

newly added by that convention to the Inter

national official roster. He represented Di

vision No. 266 in the convention . Vice

President Carter is not by any means an

unknown figure in the general offices of the

Association. He has rendered capable ser

vice in past conventions, and has repeatedly

served his own local as president and in

other capacities. He has lent his assistance

to the general movement in the past, and

has aided the International in organizing

work. No mistake was made by the con

vention in the selection of fifth vice-presi.

dent. Not only is Bro. Carter a capable

man , but he is also of qualifying experience

in the affairs of the organization. He is a

resident of Hammond, Ind .

a
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If it is shown that the influence of the

Association has forced concessions to others

so unfortunate as not to avail themselves

of membership in the Association, then

there must come from those so affected a

sympathetio interest at least, in its future

success , with the hopefulness that they may

some time become effective units of its for

mation .

So we see this inventory should serve two

purposes . It enlightens the member upon

the capital in stock of his Association as

compiled in good results and it furnishes the

necessary encouragement with which to em

bellish invitation to the non-member to unite

with him . It also places before those yet

unorganized to whom the record may come,

substantial matter upon which can be form

ed a fair opinion of the prudence or impru

dence of affiliation . If, upon review of the

events of the past year, it should be found

that there is nothing inviting and all dis

couragement, then it would be a most un

wise thing to do to make the inventory pub

lic by producing it here, but such is not the

characteristic of the events touching this

Association , The year 1909 stands out in

lustre in accomplishments really beyond the

preceding years. It has been a hard year

upon labor organizations, as has been shown

by statistics submitted bearing upon the

crafts of a large number of the other organ

izations , but it has been a prosperous year

to the Amalgamated Association. If 1909

actually recorded progress, the year being

born in depression , then the record should

be much more strong encouragement for the

possibilities and attainments for years to

come and particularly for the year into

which we are now entering. The Associa

tion is rich in the events that have trans

pired of an encouraging nature. During the

past year, its capital stock , as thus apply.

ing, is greater in richness and magnitude

than ever before.

True, the organization started the year

1909 upon a most solid foundation . It had

for its base the accomplishment of years

gone by. It was so strong at that time that

failure was not contemplated ; in fact, it

was not thought of. So firmly was the con

struction of the Association that 1909 , even

in face of the depression of the times , was

entered with the determination to attain re

sults and with no thought of possible loss .

The record of the year shows that the posi

tion taken by our membership was well war

ranted . There have been gains - material

gains-in wages and conditions and in the

magnitude of the Association in numbers of

members and in actual expansion of the va

rious funds .

Without constant effort in the line of or

ganization and active service on part of the

officers and members in organizing work ,

this Association would soon begin to record

retrograding events, It would soon begin to

slide backwards and lose its force . ' So, a

most all-important purpose is to constantly

be on the watch for expansion that the jur

isdiction of the Association may extend and

that the volume of its membership may be

constantly increased . In all of these fea.

tures lies the force of command upon which

depends the respect those outside may have

for it . It is this which led to the associa

tion of all organizations of street and elec

tric railway men into one compact body, or

the formation of the organization as an in

ternational proposition . It is this purpose

in which is embraced the mandate to inter

national officers and organizers to devote

the most strenuous energy to the upbuilding

and extension of the Association , and unless

the membership , from the international offi

cers down, exercise effective energy along

this line , they fail in the purpose of com

bining to form the international movement.

So, from an international standpoint , there

is no function of more importance than the

organizing work and the accomplishments

along that line stand first as an asset .

Organizing Work.

During the year 1909 , there were granted

nineteen charters for the affiliation of new

locals . The first was for the formation of

Division No. 516 , Middletown , N. Y. The

last charter granted was that for the insti.

tution of Division No. 534. Of these nine

teen charters granted , in one instance the

local failed to materialize and has gone out

of existence. Eighteen survive to enter the

year 1910. Among them are several firmly

established locals , operating under working

agreements with the employing companies .

The fullest of encouragement exists as to

the ultimate success in development to ac

tive factors on behalf of the charters grant

ed to locals now in the organizing state.

There have been reorganized two former lo .

cals , making twenty-one division associa

tions to the credit of the past year. Of lo

cals existing at the beginning of the year,

three have been forced to disband through

lockouts and strikes . Four have failed ,

either through full development in organiz

ing or otherwise, and surrendered their

charters , making a loss of seven locals to

the Association . Deducting these seven 10

cals from the twenty -one instituted and re

organized , leaves a net gain in organization

work of fourteen division associations . This

number, however, may be reduced by deduc

tion of three locals that have consolidated

with others , leaving a net increase of eleven

in the number of live locals with which the

Association enters the year 1910 .

In the matter of acquisition of member

ship , there have been taken in during the

year 18,135 members . This represents the

activity of the International and local offi

cers and the membership in general in the

organizing work of building up the associ

ation . However, this does not indicate the

increase in membership at the end of the

year over that of the beginning. To be de

ducted from this number are those who

have left the Association from various

causes , such as withdrawing from the ser

vice , disbandment of locals , and the number

who have died , etc. A reduction of nearly

51 per cent , or leaving a net gain of ap

proximately one-half the above figures.
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It will be seen that the record of the year

in the work of organization and acquisition

of membership, which represents the expan

sion of the association , is far on the credit

side, and in this line , the capital stock far

exceeds that at the beginning of the year

just closed.

Death and Disability, and Benefits There

from,

One of the commendable features of the

Association is the death and disability bene

fits fund . This fund , in itself , stands as an

invitation for membership . Seventy-two

cents per year is paid into this fund through

the per capita tax by each member , as a

business proposition , upon which he is as

sured of a death or disability benefit in the

sum of $100.00. No insurance company of

fers this inducement upon any such small

sum. It means an unquestioned insurance

at the rate of $7.20 per year per $1,000.00 . In

other words , to increase the per capita tax

sufficient that the member should pay $7.20

per year into the death and disability bene

fit, he would have the expectancy of

$1,000.00 . Neither is this limited to member

ship during service as a street or electric

railway employe. It continues as long as

the member maintains his membership in

good standing in the Association , regardless

of whether he remains a street or electric

railway employe or not . However , the con

stitution limits the benefits to $ 100.00 , and

the proportion from the per capita tax to

72 cents per year per member or six cents

per month .

The many testimonials received by the As

sociation from the beneficiaries of those of

our members who have departed this life , or

those who have become disabled and re

ceived the benefits, are an assurance that

this feature is a most commendable and ap

preciable one. It voices the wisdom of the

street and electric railway employes in the

provisions they have arranged on the benefit

side of their organization . It also predicates

the advantage they may derive by extending

this feature of the Association in the future .

However, this is not the only benefit to be

attained from this fund created upon the

small sum of 72 cents per year per member.

From it is subject the payment of the old

age pension as provided in the constitution .

The year 1909 took from our ranks by

death , 211 members . These figures, of

course, embrace only those reported to the

general office up to January 1st . No doubt,

they would be increased if this summary

should wait until reports upon all deaths up

to the first of January were received .

of the 211 members reported upon , there

are nine claim for benefit, which now await

further certifications from the local divisions

before adjustment can be affected. This will

be done, however, in the due course of pro

cedure. Upon 175 deaths , benefit payments

were made during the year. Twenty-seven

were non -beneficial, not having been in mem

bership the required one year prior to death .

There were paid eight disability benefit

claims. During the year there were paid out

in death and disability benefits from the

death and disability benefits fund, $ 18,300.

00 , $ 17.500.00 being in death benefits alone.

An investigation of the cause of the death

of these 211 late members is interesting in

some respects . Forty-seven or 2242 per

cent, were victims of tuberculosis . Fifty

one met death violently . Of these , 36 were

occasioned while in service in the regular

occupation of the deceased . Thirty-four, or

1612 per cent of the total number of deaths,

were occasioned by accidents , two were mur

dered by highwaymen, having been shot and

their bodies robbed of the property of the

company in their possession and whatever

money and valuables of their own they had

on their persons . Six met accidental death

while not engaged at their occupation. Nine

were deaths from self -destruction . The total

disability and death benefit payments ex

ceded those of 1908 by $ 300 .

When it is comprehended that 17 out of

every hundred of our late members met

death by accident while in the service , it

would seem to serve as an incentive to study

the cause of these accidents . Remarkable

as it may seem , the records show that a

vast percentage of this class of fatalities

has occurred among the interurban member

ship upon single track systems , and in acci

dents in which interurban cars have been

involved . Another peculiarity is that the

majority of the total disability claims came

from the city service , which would indicate

that the accidents in city service are not so

violent and serious as those upon the inter

urban lines . The interurban service is far

more dangerous to the employe than city

service .

Another of the features of the total loss of

life is the large percentage taken away by

tuberculosis . Generally street and electrio

railway employes are selected as much from

a viewpoint of healthfulness as any other;

in fact , the large companies universally com

pel applicants to submit to rigid physical ex

aminations by qualified physicians. They

enter the service with certificates of physi

cal ability , and while, no doubt , the germs

of tuberculosis may be taken with some into

the service , with many of these members

the ailment must develop during the occupa

tion . From this , it would seem that that

which is conducive to tuberculosis could well

receive the attention of our members . For

ty -three death benefits in the sum of $4,300

were paid to beneficiaries of victims of

tuberculosis . Accidents in which members

were involved while on duty resulted in the

payment of $3,400 in death and disability

benefits.

The roll of members whose deaths enters

the record of the Association for the year

1909 , including beneficiaries to whom bene

fits were paid , is as follows :

Div. 22, Worcester, Mass,

Mrs. Etta L. Thayer, beneficiary : C.

L. Thayer, deceased member . $ 100.00

Mrs. Kathreen Green beneficiary : Pat

rick Green , deceased member , 100.00

Leroy C. Hinckley, deceased member ;

( non -beneficial) .

Div. 26, Detroit, Mich.

Wm. J. B. Sherwood, financial secre
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tary, for beneficiary : J. Weldon, de
ceased member.... . $ 100.00

Diy. 85 , Plttsburg , Pa .
Samuel Stratton . beneficiary ; S. J.

Stratton , deceased member . . $ 100.00
Mrs. H. McNamara, beneficiary : H.

McNamara, deceased member. 100.00

Mrs. P. H. Haney , beneficiary ; John

Moran, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Hugh Roberts, beneficiary ; Hugh

Roberts, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. George Troutner, beneficiary ; Geo.

Troutner, deceased member.. 100.00
Mrs. A. F Groff , beneficiary ; A. F.

Groff, deceased member.. 100.00

Mrs. Sophia Kunze, beneficiary ; Chas.

Heckerman, deceased member . 100.00
Mrs. John M. McGibney, beneficiary ;

John M. McGibney, deceased member 100.00

Mrs. Sophie Mente, beneficiary ;
J.

Mente . deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Laura C. Ferguson, beneficiary ;

William J. Ferguson , deceased mem

ber 100.00

Mrs. H. C. Smith, beneficiary ; H. C.

Smith , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Chas. O'Reilly , beneficiary ; Chas .

O'Reilly, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. A. Heinman , beneficiary : Albert

A. Heinman , deceased member . 100.00
Mrs. A. G. Rumpler, beneficiary ; A. G.

Rumpler, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. H. F. McCaslin, beneficiary ; H. F.

McCaslin, deceased member .. 100.00

Geo. Guenther, deceased member (non

beneficial) .

Thos. Jos. Connelly, deceased member

(non -beneficial) .

John Hill, deceased member (non -ben

eficial .

E. F. Portman, administrator ; John

O'Connor, deceased member .. 100.00

Mrs. Rebecca J. Bechtle , beneficiary ;

G. E. Bechtle, deceased member . 100.00

Div, 89 , New Castle, Pa.

Mrs. Sadie Hays, beneficiary ; Arthur

Hays, deceased member.. . $ 100.00

Div . 90 , Mt. Clemens , Mich.

Paul J. Ulrich administrator ; Solomon

Widrig. deceased member . $ 100.00

Mrs. Herbert C. Van Slambrooke, ben

eficiary ; Herbert Van Slambrooke,

deceased member ... 100.00

Div. 98 , Akron , Ohio .

Eva M.Myers, beneficiary ; W. H. My
ers , deceased member . $ 100.00

Div . 99 , Winnipeg . Man,

Alexander King. beneficiary : James

King, deceased member . $ 100.00

Div. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.

G. B. Nowers, deceased member (non

beneficial) .

Div , 103, Wheeling. W. Va .

Mrs. Wm. J. Schaub . beneficiary : Wm.
J. Schaub, deceased member.. . $ 100.00

Div. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich.
Hattie V. Gillespie, benenciary ; W. J.

Gillespie, deceased member.. $ 100.00

Mrs. Fred Wellman, beneficiary ; Fred

Wellman, deceased_member 100.00

Div. 113, Toronto, Ont.

Mrs. J. Bell , beneficiary ; James Bell,

deceased member . . $ 100.00

Wm. D. Robbins, secretary, for benefi

ciary ; Robert Wright, deceased

member 100.00

Mrs. W. P. Magill , beneficiary ; W. P.

Magili, deceased member.. 100.00

Mrs. James Connon , beneficiary : James
Connon. deceased member . 100.00

Wm . D. Robbins, secretary, for benefi

ciary ; Ed. Cowan , deceased member 100.00

C. Henshall, deceased member

( non - beneficial) .

Div . 125, Bellevlile, Ill .

Wm. Conners, beneficiary : Frank Con

ners . deceased member .. $ 100.00

Mrs. Georgia Anna Goudy, beneficiary ;

Eugene V. Goudy , deceased member 100.00
F B. Mutto , deceased member (non

beneficial)

Mamie Wilkins. beneficiary ; Louis

Wilkins. deceased member . . $ 100.00

Div . 128, Asheville, N. C.

Allie B. Morgan , beneficiary : N. T

Morgan , deceased member . $ 100.00

Div. 132 , Troy, N. Y.

Mrs. Carrie Horton beneficiary ; My

ron Horton. deceased member ...... $ 100.00

Mrs. Sarah Mulhern, beneficiary ; Mich

ael Mulhern, deceased member... 100.00
Obadiah Utz , beneficiary ; Theodore

Utz, deceased member... 100.00

Div. 134 , New Westminster , B, C.

Mrs. A. S. Wilkinson, beneficiary ; A.
S. Wilkinson, deceased member

(awaiting adjustment ) .

Mrs. Thos. Bowes, beneficiary : Thos.

Bowes, deceased member ( awaiting

adjustment) .

Mrs. Frank Pochin , beneficiary ; Frank

Pochin , deceased member ( awaiting

adjustment ) .

W. J. Harris , beneficiary; Wm. Thos.

Harris . deceased member ( awaiting

adjustment
Mrs. Grace J. Johnston , beneficiary :

Wm. Johnston , deceased member

( awaiting adjustment ) .

Mrs. Geo. Thorburn , beneficiary ; Geo.

Thorburn , deceased member (await

ing adjustment) .

Mrs. J. S. Rainey, beneficiary : J. S.
Rainey, deceased member. . $ 100.00

Div. 163, Meriden, Conn.
Gustave Zscherp . beneficiary : Albert

Zscherp , deceased member . . $ 100.00

Div. 164 , Wilkes Barre , Pa.

Catherine Doran, beneficiary ; Michael

Doran , deceased member . $ 100.00

Mrs. Harriet Moyer, beneficiary ; Will

iam Colligan , deceased member..... 100.00

Div, 168, Scranton , Pa.
Daniel Hinesman , beneficiary ; Thomas

Hinesman , deceased member .. $ 100.00

Mrs. Andrew Lavelle, beneficiary ; An

drew Lavelle , deceased member .. 100.00

Lawrence Hart, secretary , for benefi
ciary : Jas. Whalen, deceased mem

ber 100.00

Fred Bull, deceased member (non -ben

eficial) .

Div. 169, Easton , Pa.
Mrs. Walter S. Fritts , beneficiary ;

Walter S. Fritts, deceased member.. $ 100.00

DLv. 173, Hazelton , Pa.

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Ferguson , benefi

ciary; Dawson Ferguson , deceased

member $ 100.00

Div. 174, Fall River, Mass.

Avice W. Belanger , beneficiary ; Philip

Belanger. deceased_member .. $ 100.00

Div , 179 , Elmira, N. Y.

Mrs. Mary Rogers, beneficiary : Stephen

A. Rogers. deceased member . . $ 100.00

Div , 192, Oakland, Cal.

Jos. W. Smart, president, for benefi
ciary ; Geo . Blain , deceased mem

ber $100.00

Peter Madsden , beneficiary : O. Mads

den , deceased member . 100.00

Lena Olsen , beneficiary ; Conrad M.

Olsen , deceased member.. 100.00

Div , 194, New Orleans , La.

Mrs. Louis Miller, beneficiary ; Louis

Miller , deceased member . $ 100.00

Mrs. N. Lafuci, beneficiary ; N. Lafuci ,

deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. John H. Getterman, beneficiary ;

John Getterman , deceased member .. 100.00
Mrs. Thomas Oakes , beneficiary ;

Thomas Oakes, deceased member ... 100.00

Mrs. Henry Verdon , beneficiary ; Henry

Verdon , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. P. Schaferkotter, beneficiary : P.

Schaferkotter, deceased member . 100.00
Mrs. Ed . Manion. beneficiary : Ed.

Manion , deceased member... 100.00

Mrs. W. R. Tracy, beneficiary : W. R.

Tracy. deceased member 100.00

Mrs. Ellen Connell , beneficiary : J. D.

Connell . deceased member 100.00

Mrs. Fritz Lee , beneficiary ; Fritz Lee,

deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Jacob Phillipp. beneficiary : Jacob

Phillipp , deceased member 100.00

J. C. Cox. administrator ; W. C. Cox ,

deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Joseph Bourke, beneficiary : Jo

seph Bourke, deceased member .. 100.00

Mrs. N. Stortz , beneficiary ; N. Stortz,

deceased member .. 100.00

Mrs. V. Poujade, beneficiary : V. Pou

Jade . deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Wm. Garrittson, beneficiary : Wm.

Garrittson . deceased member 100.00

W. Kearney, deceased member (non

beneficial) ,
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Div. 215, Aurora , Ill.
Mrs. Serena Canning, beneficiary ; W.

8. Canning . deceased member . $ 100.00
Florence B. Warner, beneficiary : Adal

ski Warner, deceased member. 100.00

DLv . 235 , Brockton , Mass.

Lillian J. Hutchinson, beneficiary : C.

C. Hutchinson, deceased member . $ 100.00

Div. 238 , Lyon , Mass.

Mrs. Mary J. Myers, beneficiary ; F. W.

Myers, deceased member . . $ 100.00

Diy . 240 , Chelsea , Mass.

Mrs. Barbara Phillips, beneficiary ; J.

Thomas Phillips, deceased member .. $ 100.00

Div. 241 , Chicago , Ill.

Peter Margolis and Ida Margolis, ben
eficiaries ; Maurice Margolis. de

ceased member .. . $ 100.00

Mrs. Carrie Hill, beneficiary ; Jesse B.

Hill, deceased member . 100.00

John F. Devine, administrator ; Thomas

Molloy, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Alice Kurtz, beneficiary ; Frank
A. Kurtz, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Johanna Olsen . beneficiary ; Nels

Olsen, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Lena Tobelke, beneficiary : Law

rence Tobelke, deceased member.... 100.00
Mrs. Carrie Schneider. beneficiary ;

John Schneider, deceased member ... 100.00

Mrs. Mary Kresl, beneficiary ; Joseph

Kresl, deceased member . 100.00
Mrs. Anna Worntl, beneficiary ; John

Wornti, deceased member 100.00

Matilda P. Dahlgreen, administratrix ;

Jno. Kagel , deceased member , 100.00

Mrs. Anna Kowalski, beneficiary ; John

H. Kowalski, deceased member .. 100.00

John C. Eggers and Henry Tiedemann ,

executors ; Richard. Hadeler, de

ceased member... 100.00
Mrs. Ida Lundgren, beneficiary ; Geo.

Lundgren , deceased member. 100.00

Mrs. Antoinette Beebe, beneficiary ; H.

H, Beebe, deceased member . 100.00

Miss Emma Lehman, beneficiary ; F.

M. Lehman, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Antoine Handrietta Olson , ben

eficiary ; Peter Olsen , deceased mem
ber 100.00

John F. Devine, administrator ; Rob

ert Dehlin , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Anna Sodeman , beneficiary ; C.

Sodeman , deceased member . 100.00

Gertrude MacDougall and George D.
Stuart, administrators ; R. Urior,

deceased member .. 100.00

Mrs. Bertha Czerwinski , beneficiary ;

Frank Czedwinski, deceased member 100.00

Mrs. Mary Viola Adamo. beneficiary ;

John J. Adamo, deceased member . 100.00

John Roelles, beneficiary : Peter Roel

les, deceased member... 100.00

Carl Hartman , executor ; Frank Har

ter, deceased member . 100.00

Theresa Rosner, beneficiary : Louis

Rosner, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Sarah Martin, beneficiary : James

Martin, deceased member . 100.00

John Hruby, deceased member, ( non-.
beneficial)

Andrew Frey , deceased member (non
beneficial) .

Henry Cina , deceased member (non
beneficial .

Matt Williams, deceased member (non

beneficial) .

Joseph Memecek, deceased member

(non -beneficial).

Div. 242, Montpelier, Vt.

Mrs. Mabel McGibney, beneficiary; H.

F. McGibney , deceased member...... $ 100.00

Div . 243,Taunton, Mass.
Mrs. Arthur Gould , beneficiary ; Ar

thur Gould , deceased member . $ 100.00

Mrs. John Spencer, beneficiary ; John

E. Spencer, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Margaret Littleton , beneficiary ;

Ri ard Littleton , deceased member 100.00

Henry A. Tripp, deceased member

(non -beneficial) .

Div. 246 , Salem, Mass.

Mrs. Ellen Blackler, beneficiary ; Henry

Blackler, deceased member . $ 100.00

Mrs. Jennie L. Staples, beneficiary :

Samuel A. Staples, deceased member 100.00

Div, 253, Quincy , Mans.

Mrs. Joseph Daley. beneficiary :

John Daley . deceased member..... $ 100.00

Div, 250, Sacramento , Cal.

Mrs. Myra S. Riley, beneficiary : Thom

as Riley, deceased member .. $ 100.00

Div , 260 , Chicago, Ill.

Mrs. Margaret Walters, beneficiary :

N. Walters, deceased member. . $ 100.00
Michael J. Smyth, executor ; Thos. E.

Smyth , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. C. 0. Peterson , beneficiary ; C. 0 .

Peterson , deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Anna Landers, beneficiary ; H. O.

Landers. deceased member 100.00

Mrs. Cora R. Shirley, beneficiary : J.

R. Shirley, deceased member . 100.00
Mrs. Minnie Miller , beneficiary ;

Miller. deceased member . 100.00

Katherine Griffin , executrix ; John

Lyons, deceased member . 100.00

Harold G. Stedman , beneficiary ; G. P.

Stedman, deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Thos . B. Kaber, beneficiary : Thos.

B. Kaber, deceased member. 100.00

Mrs. Ellen Cavanaugh , beneficiary :

Daniel Cavanaugh, deceased mem

ber 100.00

Mrs. John Burns , beneficiary ; J. Burns,

deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. Mabel Vaughn , beneficiary ; Wm.

J. Vaughn, deceased member . 100.00

Albert A. Stuppe, deceased member

( non -beneficial) .

Div. 261, Lawrence , Mass.

Mortimer Quinn , beneficiary ; Martin

Quinn , deceased member . $100.00

John F. Maguire, beneficiary ; J. Ma

guire, deceased member . 100.00

Div. 266, Chicago, Ill .
Joel F. Spriggs, beneficiary ; J. R.

Spriggs, deceased member. $ 100.00

Margaret Crouch , beneficiary ; E. M.

Correll, deceased member . 100.00

D. P. Best, deceasedmember " (non

beneficial) .

Purdy Walter, deceased member (non

beneficial ) .

Div. 267, Chicago , m.

Mrs. Loretta Dwyer, beneficiary ; James

Dwyer, deceased member .. $ 100.00

Div . 268, Cleveland, Ohio .

Mrs. Edward Querin, beneficiary : Ed

ward Querin, deceased member . $ 100.00

Mrs. C. F. Schwartz, beneficiary; C. F.

Schwartz, deceased member . 100.00

Div . 269, Danbury , Conn .

Margaret K. Smart, beneficiary ; Harry

K. Smart, deceased member . $ 100.00

Div. 270, Gloucester, Mass .

G. B. Parks, secretary, for beneficiary :

Harley J. Melancon , deceased mem
ber $ 100 00

Diy . 279, Ottawa, Ont.

Annie McCorkell . beneficiary ;

Robert McCorkell, deceased member . $ 100.00

Div. 281, New Haven, Conn.

Mrs. Dennis McAuliffe, beneficiary ;

Dennis McAuliffe, deceased member $ 100.00

Div. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.

Mrs. Catherine Hermann , beneficiary ;

H , Hermann , deceased member . $ 100.00

Mrs. Winiford Neill , beneficiary ; Mich

ael Neill, deceased member .. 100.00

Mrs. Nellie Weilert, beneficiary : M. J.
Egan, deceased member . 100.00

Div . 283 , Brooklyn , N. Y.

Ellen Cullen , beneficiary : William

Cullen . deceased member . . $ 100.00

Agnes Chapman , beneficiary : Dan

Chapman , deceased member . 100.00

Maggie Dwyer, beneficiary : Jas . Dwyer,

deceased member , 100.00

Div. 304 , Glens Falls, N. Y.

Mrs. Harry R. Hayden , beneficiary :

Harry R. Hayden , deceased member $ 100.00

Div. 308, Chicago, Ill .
Mrs. Bertha Seymour, beneficiary : A.

Wendt , deceased member . $ 100.00

Mrs. Josenh Potter, beneficiary : Joseph

Potter, deceased member . 100.00

Miss Minnie Van Zandt. benefirinn

Mrs. Ella Van Zandt , deceased mem

ber 100.00

Mrs. J. N. Weber. beneficiary : J. N.

Weber. deceased member . 100.00

Mrs. M. Ingram , beneficiary : T. Hun

ter, deceased member , 100.00

Mary G. Cole , beneficiary : W. H. Cole,

deceased member .. 100.00

Mrs. J. J. Voigt , beneficiary : J. J.

Mrs.
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Div. 498, Mt. Vernon & New Rochelle, N. Y.

John Roche, beneficiary ; Patrick

Roche, deceased member ..
$ 100.00Patrick Sheridan, deceased member

(non -beneficial).

P. R. McQuade, beneficiary ; John Bul

ger, deceased member . 100.00

Total death benefits ..
$ 17,500.00

Disability benefits during the year were
paid as follows:

Div.

26 , Detroit, Mich . - Delphis Drouillard.$100.00

52 , E. Liverpool , 0 .-- S. Kerr .. 100.00
101 , Vancouver, B, C.-G. W. Milne . 100.00

103 , Wheeling, W. Va.-J. J. Robinson . 100.00

240 , Chelsea , Mass.-Wm. M. Wakeford 100.00

241, Chicago, Ill.-J. C. Berlin . 100.00
260 , Chicago, Ill.-Albert G. Sundin ... 100.00

379 , Niles, 0.-Wm. Baer .
100.00

Voigt, deceased member .
100.00Mrs. Chas. E. Lugar, beneficiary ; Chas.

E. Lugar, deceased member .
100.00Mrs. Ethel Oakfield , beneficiary ; B.

Oakfield, deceased member .
100.00

Mrs. O. A. Jensen, beneficiary ; O. A.

Jensen , deceased member .
100.00

H. V. Doerr, beneficiary ; R. J. Doerr,
deceased member .

100.00
Mrs. J. Clark, beneficiary ; R. J. Clark,

deceased member (awaiting adjust
ment

F. F Wolbrecht, deceased member

(non -beneficial) .

W. D. Rave, deceased member (non
beneficial)

Div. 312, Davenport, Iowa.
Mrs. Mary Hilmers, beneficiary ; T. W.

Hilmers , deceased member .
$ 100.00

Div. 313 , Rock Island, Ill.

Mrs. B. D. Andrews, beneficiary ; B. D.

Andrews, deceased member .
. $ 100.00

Mrs. Chas.. Berquist, beneficiary : C.

Berquist, deceased member .
100.00

Div. 326 , St. Joseph , Mo.
Mrs. C. W. McKamey, beneficiary : C.

W. McKamey, deceased member . $ 100.00

E. R. Snyder, deceased member (non

beneficial) .
Div. 329, Dubuque, la.

Carl Carter, beneficiary ; Thos. Carter,

deceased member ..
$ 100.00

Div . 379 , Niles, Ohto,
C. W. Duff , beneficiary ; Fred Duff

deceased member .
$ 100 00

Div. 380, Elyria , Ohio.
Mrs. J. B. Sheahan , beneficiary ; John

B. Sheahan, deceased member . $ 100.00
Mrs. Frank Joyce, beneficiary : Frank

Joyce, deceased member .
100.00

Div. 381, Butte , Mont.
Emma S. Padden , beneficiary ; P. W.

Padden , deceased member .
. $ 100.00

Div . 388, Newburg, N.Y.
Michael J. Grady, beneficiary ; John J.

Grady, deceased member ,
. $ 100.00

Div. 425 , Hartford, Conn.
Elmer G. Thrall, beneficiary ; Edward

M, Thrall, deceased member . . $ 100.00

Lester H. Coleman, administrator ;

Manly H. Allger, deceased member .. 100.00
Edward T. Prendergast, beneficiary :

Thomas H. Prendergast, deceased

member
100.00

Div . 441, Des Moines, Iowa.
Mrs. P. S. McCourty, beneficiary ;

P.
S. McCourty, deceased member $ 100.00

Mrs. J. W. Kizer, beneficiary ; J.
W.

Kizer, deceased member ..
100.00

Div. 442, Des Moines, Iowa.

B. H. Grace, deceased member (non

beneficial) .

Div. 448 , Springfield , Mass.
Patrick Lyons, beneficiary ; John J.

Lyons, deceased member ..
$ 100.00Edward W. Higgins, deceased member

( non -beneficial).

Div. 455 , Portsmouth , Ohio .
Mrs. Louise Pabst, beneficiary ; Adam

Pabst, deceased member .
$ 100.00

Div . 470, Franklin, Pa .
W. H. Beck, deceased member (non

beneficial).

Div. 473. Woburn , Mass.
B. J. Connolly , beneficiary; Thomas

A. Connolly, deceased member. . $ 100.00

Div . 477, Philadelphia , Pa.
Daniel Brennan, beneficiary ; John

Brennan , deceased member
$ 100.00

Div, 481 , Port Chester, N. Y.

Mrs. Margaret Regan, beneficiary; Wm.

Regan , deceased member .
$ 100.00

Div. 490, Yonkers, N. Y.
Mrs. Elizabeth Willsea, beneficiary ;

Albert Wallsea, deceased member ... $100.00
Michael Powers, beneficiary ; John

Powers, deceased member
100.00Mrs. Mary Finn, beneficiary ; James

Finn, deceased member .
100.00

Wm. Stelzle, deceased member (non

beneficial) ,

Div. 497, Pittsburg , Kans.
Irwin Coswell, deceased member (non

beneficial) .

Mrs. Martha Russing, beneficiary ; John

Russing, deceased member .
100.00

Total
$ 800.00

Wage Adjustments.

At the beginning of 1909 , with conditions

as they prevailed , the gratifying increases in

wage rates could not have been anticipated .

True, there were some locals newly insti

tuted , embracing members whose wage had

been established previous to organization,

who were working under very low rates.

Rates to such members were established by

the arbitrary dictation of employing manage

ments , and marked the impulses under

which wage rates are modified on non-union

roads . In those instances, the employes or

ganized with the purpose to increase wages

and the low rates that prevailed warranted

their movement and the expectation of an

increase. However, those instances embrace

a small percentage of those who actually

received advances during the year, although

in many instances the increase was of a

higher percentage than to those of long es

tablished organizations.

The record upon wage adjustments is 2

manifestation of the value of organization

in dollars and cents . Thirty thousand one

hundred sixty members were favorably ar

fected by these adjustments.

The menibership of sixty-six local di

visions received an increase in wage during

the year 1909. The enrolled membership of

those sixty-six divisions stands today at

30,160 . The increase in wage received aver

ages slightly above cent per hour.

The aggregate annual increase
approximates

much more than one million dollars. This

is the return of one year to the members

for the effort put forth by this Association,

Neither is the benefit within this limit. It

is the policy of the Association to, under

no circumstances, recede from wages attain

ed . Thus, this annual aggregate increase of

one million dollars is a perpetual proposi

tion , and shows that the work of the Associ

ation along this line , during the year 1909,

has brought to 30,160 members an annual

income of one million dollars per year for

years to come. The benefit of this work con

summated in the past year will also reach

out to those who attain employment in the

future upon the lines affected. As service

extends, the ranks of these more than thirty

thousand employes will be swelled by addi

tion to their numbers. So, the benefit of

the wage gains is incalculable. But, this is

not all.

one
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The increase being so extensive and reach

ing so many various systems and into so

many localities has effected the standard

and placed it higher. Through this influ

ence , the non -unionist will gain , as , there

will likely follow " voluntary ” increases on

part of non-union employing concerns . Al

ready there are three or four instances of

this character, where the officials of non

union employing companies have taken the

cue and advanced the wage of their men

upon the cars . Of course , there has been

no advance from that source above the

standard line of union wage . Association

membership enjoys far the highest wage

paid . The non-union , or those who are not

favored by organization , are left to the

caprice of employing managements and they

are getting the lowest wage of the day . Yet

the influence of this Association favorably

affects them .

Strikes,

Of course, the year 1909 recorded her

quota of strikes upon the records of the

Association .

A prominent writer upon labor matters

has said that it is only the active strike that

is brought to the notice of the public and

chronicled in statistics. He , as well , said

that an application for an increase in wage

on part of a body of employes is the result

of the strike germ or the force that lies

within the organization of labor . The active

strike is only a demonstration of defense of

the latent power of organization and the

strike element onl ycomes to the surface in

the active , actual cessation of work , where

it has been preciptated by an unreasonable

obstinacy on part of the employing manage

ment. This is true enough . So , in recount.

ing the strikes of the Amalgamated Associ

ation and noting the number of men in

volved and those who have lost , let us set

them up against the thousands of members

who have been successful in maintaining

their former satisfactory wage conditions

or who have made actual , desired gains .

During the year 1909, the association was

involved in eleven strikes and lockouts.

Three of these eleven contentions were un

disputed lockouts. Six were bona fide

strikes ; two can be reasonably classed as

lockouts , although they will enter statistics

as strikes . In fact, a lockout is a strike .

It is a strike on part of the employer . The

eleven strikes and lockouts involved :

Division No. 85 , Pittsburg , Pa .

Division No. 288 , Omaha, Neb .

Division No. 298 , Streator, Ill .

Division No. 310 , Beaumont, Texas .

Division No. 334 , Boone , Iowa.

Division No. 466 , Evansville, Ind .

Division No. 477 , Philadelphia, Pa.

Division No. 496, Pittsfield , Mass .

Division No. 511 , Decatur, ill .

Division No. 512 , Danville , Ill .

Division No. 519 , La Crosse, Wis.

The strikes and lockouts involved eleven

locals , the highest record membership in the

general office of which was in the aggre

gate 9,832 . This, without question , repre

sents the total number of employes involved

in the strikes . Some of these strikes OC

curred to locals that had not fully developed

in membership and involved employes who

had not yet become members , but it is no

ticeable in those instances that, either dur

ing the strike or immediately following it ,

in the event that the strike is won-such

employes become members . These figures

are given from the records with respect to

the observation made that the number may

be given most accurately.

Seven of these contests were favorably

adjusted and are entitled to credit in the

column of strikes won .

Three of the contests were lost to the

Association and are entitled to be placed

in the columns of strikes lost .

One contest still maintains to enter the

year 1910 .

There was paid from the defense fund in

maintenance of members on strike or lock

out, $13,775.00.

By reviewing a record of these strikes , il

will be noted that of those completed within

the year, the Association lost 186 members .

Now, let us weigh the result of these

strikes : Seven of these were tended as a

result with an increase of the wage rate.

Three of them involved no question of wage

and were contests in which a modification

of wage could in no way have any influence.

Two of these were altercations in regard to

compliance with agreements already exist.

ing. One was for the purpose of maintain

ing conditions they had previously enjoyed .

Of the 9,832 members involved , increase in

wage was brought to the membership of

locals representing over 7,000 members .

This increase in wage ranges from one cent

per hour td about 6,000 and an average of

three cents per hour to the balance . With

out the efforts of the Association , wages in

these cases would not have been modified .

Of the strikes lost to employes upon lines

on which two of the divisions existed , a con

siderable increase in wage was attained ,

averaging nearly two cents per hour. This

was a chief element that comprises which

the company desired to act as an incentive

to win the employes from the division Asso .

ciation . So, it will be seen that more than

80 per cent of the membership of the di

visions lost in strike attained one of the

important objects of the Association - an in

crease in wage . As a matter of fact, less

than twenty members can attribute loss of

position to membership in the Association

in the three strikes lost . These members

today have employment in better positions

than they would have enjoyed, had they

gone back to the company. So , the lost

strikes were really an advantage to those

involved in them . As a matter of fact, none

of the three locals were fully developed As

sociations and it is a matter of conjecture

whether they would have maintained as ele

ments of the Association or not , had there

been no strike or lockout.

Over $240,000.00 per year was secured in

increased wage to members on strike. As

has been stated before, this cost in strike

(Continued on page 32)

.
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Welcome to 1910, The New Year brings

high promise .

The year 1910 is welcomed by the Amalga

mated Association with gratifying prepara

tion for all opportunities for future advance

ment.

Organized labor is not yet down and out,

but much more in evidence than at the be

ginning of any previous year. It is the sign

of advancing intelligence among the work
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Don't try to intimidate non-union men to

organize . Appeal to them and try to arouse

their reasoning faculties . It is intimidation

that forces them to remain non-union. It is

the force of aroused reasoning that converts

them to unionisın .PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION . Month
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During the year 1909 the Association lost

more members from death than from the re

sult of strikes. Also, there were more killed

in accidents while actually engaged in the

service than there were of those who lost

their jobs through strikes .

The wage received by the members of the

Amalgamated Association during the year

1909 aggregated approximately forty -eight

millions of dollars . Increase in wage rates

during the year will advance this amount

more than 2 per cent in the aggregate to the

same membership for the year 1910.

When you approach men upon an unor

ganized system , always remember there is a

reason why they are not members of your

Association . But keep this in mind — they

would like to be with you . There are al.

ways some among every body of men who

can and will guide them to successful or.

ganization if you can show them how. It

is not difficult for men to organize if they

understand how to do it.

The president of the Omaha Street Rail.

way Company urges that the Managers' As

sociation should keep a standing army of

strikebreakers on hand by having them dis

tributed in lots of ten or more upon the lines

of each company, to be rushed to strike

centers. He complains that his strike.

breakers are dishonest and are robbing the

company. Evidently , the suggestion hasn't

occurred to him that the nature of the brute

won't change with its form . A scab is a

scab . What difference will it make where

he comes from ?'

Of nineteen charters granted during 1909

and two locals reorganized , nearly half are

to the credit of officers and members of

other local divisions , either through initi

ative or actual organizing work . Let every

member bear in mind that he is interested

in organizing the unorganized. Where a

member visits an unorganized town during

1910, it is up to him to take advantage of

any opportunity that comes to him to ex

plain to the unorganized the merits of his

Association and study out the most advis

able way a local can be established . Then

communicate the situation to International

President W. D. Mahon .

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1. The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.
Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and

skill ; to encourage the formation in Division

Associations of Sick Benefit Funds ; to estab

lish schools of instruction and examination

for imparting a practical knowledge of mod

ern and improved methods and systems of

transportation and trade matters generally ;

to encourage the settlement of all disputes

between employes and employers by arbitra

tion ; to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social

condition.

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

118hed . Names of corrospondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for
publication should be in not later than the

20 of the month, and should bo written only
on one side of tho papor .
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In the early history of the Street and Elec

tric Railway Employes' Association, when

there was no defense fund , the Iron , Steel

& Tin Workers contributed generously to

the support of the street railway men when

called upon. That organization is now in

want. Let's not turn a deaf ear to their call

at this time.

San Francisco is to vote upon the question

of municipal ownership and operation of

street railways . This will apply to the

Geary Street Railroad , the only line in the

city rot controlled by the United Railways .

There is not a particle of doubt but what

the project will carry and very likely San

Francisco will have the first important

municipally owned and operated street rail

way in the United States . The line is an im

portant one.

Pay-as-you -enter cars may have their ad.

vantages, but one of the disadvantages in

some that are in use is the lack of proper

protection for conductors. In the matter of

exposure, he is in the same position that he

would be to be compelled to stand all day

with his back to the most exposed side of a

building with the mercury lingering about

zero . The situation appeals for relief. It

is absurd to suggest that clothing supplies

proper protection .

Is there a man who cannot buy all the

farm products for which he has the money

to buy? Then why answer the problem of

high prices with the excuse that the country

is shy of farmers and farm help ? Trace

farm products from the farmer over the

railroad , 100 miles to the city , and through

the avenues of trade until they reach the

consumer, and see if there is not a reason.

able suspicion that there is some other

cause for high prices rather than a shortage

in production .

A table published by the Massachusetts

Board of Education supplies the information

that children leaving school at fourteen, be

gan work at $4 per week , and at the age of

twenty -five are earning $12.75 per week ,

total earnings of twelve years amounting to

$5,722.50, or an average of $476.87 per year.

Those leaving high school began work at

$10 per week, and at twenty -five years of

age receive $31 per week , earning in eight

years, $7,377.50 . The decided advantage of

advanced education readily appears.

Upon systems where employes are so sub

dued by officials of a company that they

fear to undertake to organize , there will

be found some who will attempt to justify

their non-unionism . Those men are of two

classes. The class most numerous and of

whom one is most apt to meet, are those

who are innately ashamed of what they ex

pect you to believe to be their cowardice .

They hope to convince you that you are mis

taken in them by endeavoring to point out

an excuse for criticism of your organization

that makes it reasonably repulsive to him

He will wax loud and strong along that line

because he feels it will please the boss .

He'll take pains to tell the boss , too, so he'll

know you're on the job .

Division No. 288 , Omaha, Neb. , declared

strike September 18th . The occasion for

this strike was a request for increase in

wage, upon which the company ignored the

committee and refused the request. This

contest continues into 1910 with indefinite

results.

The Amalgamated Association enters the

new year as one of the strongest industrial

organizations in existance . Its many ad

vantages and benefits are desirable to all

wage-earners . The door should not be closed

to any creditable employe . Remember that

if the car shifter is out, he is getting low

wages. It is the same with many other em

ployes . They need the aid of the car men .

If the higher-priced employe doesn't help

them up , their low wage will hold his stand

ard down . The proper way to help them is

to get them into the local .

Ex-International Vice -President Wm. L.

Jacobs , of this Association , was recently ap

pointed Superintendent of the City Work

House of Louisville , Ky. Brother Jacobs

has many friends in this Association , who

unite with the " Motorman and Conductor"

in congratulating him upon his appontment.

It comes to him from the Board of Public

Safety of Louisville through the nomination

of the Mayor. So much for a mayor who

discredits blacklists of union men . Bro .

Jacobs has withstood the gauntlet through

which the open shop advocate prods the

wage-earner of principle , and he can now

reap a reward that falls to the faithful .

Long live the Mayor of Louisville, who sees

the right and whose acts conform to his

conception of it .

Well , the Kansas City Street Railway

Company didn't increase its bonding value

at the recent rfanchise election in that city.

Organized labor happened to be on the job .

Was the demonstration sufficient ? If not,

it can be repeated . Of course , there was a

hidden secret in the value of that franchise .

But the company tread upon the tail of the

wrong lion . President W. D. Mahon and

the Amalgamated Association are in touch

with the street and electric railway business

and know something of the policies and

methods. He knows how to get them before

the people. He has an organization behind

him to back him up. If there was ever a

demonstration of the power and solidarity

of labor, it was in the Kansas City franchise

election . The management saw fit to fire its

employes because they had the audacity to

join this Association . The company wanted

an extension of franchise for manipulation

as a bonding power , and to inflate its capi

tal . Organized labor said no ! Not with

your temperament toward membership of

your employes in a branch of our movement .

The management of the company adopting

the " open shop" idea that the organization

of labor is a myth , and the Amalgamated

Association a mist , ignored the warning.

That's all . There will be no extended capi .

talization upon extended franchise in Kan

gas City as long as organized labor is com

pelled to keep her eye onthat company.
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It required just such an organization as

the Switchmen's Union to open the till to

iabor. They don't wear silk stockings, but

they keep an eye on the guage of oppor

tunity. The purpose of the Northwestern

strike has already been attained . Railway

managements are either favorably modify

ing wage rates all along the line, or else are

taking advantage of arbitration to get so

far under cover as possible .

An appeal will reach every local labor or

ganization for ten cents per member to as

sist the Iron and Steel Workers . If all re

spond , sufficient funds will be raised to

maintain the Iron , Steel and Tin Workers '

organization . It is important to the labor

movement that the appeal shall receive

prompt response . Send all donations to

John Williams , Secretary I. , S. & T. Work

ers, House Building, Pittsburg, Pa.

NOTICE.

Notice is hereby given to the Financial

Secretaries of all local divisions , that com

mencing with the New Year, there will be

published monthly in the official organs of

the Association, The Motorman and Con

ductor and the Union Leader, from month

to month a report showing any Division or

Divisions that are in arrears with their per

capita and monthly reports to the General

Office. In many cases where Divisions drop

into arrears, it is due to carelessness on

part of officials, and such carelessness de.

bars the entire membership of the Division

from benefits and they should know of the

same, and the only means we have of noti

fying the entire membership is through the

official journals, and hereafter Divisions in

arrears will be published in the Motorman

and Conductor in order to enlighten the en

tire membership of the same.

Fraternally yours,

W. D. MAHON ,

International President .

DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

The International President has granted

charters for the institution of Divisions Nos.

531 , 532, 533 and 534 ; four locals since the

appearance of the December Motorman and

Conductor . Division No. 532 is a new local

upon the Pacific Coast , organized upon an

interurban line of which San Jose is a ter

minal . Aside from being especially active

in directing organizing work in various sec

tions at this time, President Mahon has

given considerable personal attention to the

work of assisting other organizations in

whose interest he has been called . After at

tending the convention at Harrisburg, Pa. ,

of which was made mention in the last re

port, he attended a special conference of

national and international organizations

called by the A. F. of L. and held in Pitts

burg, December 13th and 14th . The result

of the work of this conference is chronicled

elsewhere. Later he visited Cleveland

where he held a special conference attended

by Chairman Pratt and Vice - President Beh.

ner, at which consideration was given to

work under the direct supervision of those

two officers. Returning to the office from

Cleveland , after caring for the accumulated

correspondence and directing the course of

other officers, he again visited Pittsburg in

the interest of the Steel Workers' strike.

From there he went to Columbus , Ohio . At

Columbus he has had taken up legislative

work in the interest of the street and elec

tric railway employeş of that State as apply.

ing to modifying the “ pay as you enter cars "

for the protection of conductors . Leaving

this work in the hands of Vice-President

Behner, he went to Chicago where had been

arranged a conference with the employing

company at which he was required to at

tend in the interest of Division No. 215 ,

Wheaton , Ill . Aside from these duties he

has undertaken the preliminary work for

the arbitration of the wage scale in the

interest of the membership of Divisions Nos.

111 , 343 and 362 , Jackson , Kalamazoo, Battle

Creek and Albion , Mich . This case of arbi.

tration has been pending and in progress

since June 1st of last year.

NOTICE.

To the Officers and Members of Local Di

visions :

I take this means of again calling your

attention to the fact that the Constitution ,

as amended at the Toronto convention ,

went into effect on January 1st , 1910 .

Now, inasmuch as there are a number of

changes in the laws with which all should

be familiar, it is advisable that copies of

this Constitution be placed in the hands of

each and every member of the Association ,

and arrangements have been made to fur

nish copies to the Local Divisions at the

actual cost of printing and distributing .

The cost in lots of less than one hundred,

five cents each ; in lots of one hundred and ,

less than one thousand , four cents each or

four dollars per hundred ; in lots of over

one thousand , thirty -five dollars per thou

sand .

Yours fraternally,

W. D. MAHON ,

International President.

Vice-President A. L. Behner is at present

before the Ohio State Legislature in the in

terest of legislation that will revise the

present vestibule law in that state, if en

acted to provide protection for conductors

upon certain classes of cars . Prior to tak

ing up this work he was associated with

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea in negotiating

for an agreement in the interest of Division

No. 530 on the Youngstown and Ohio Sys

tem , a line operating from Youngstown to

East Liverpool , Ohio, which was recently

organized .

Vice-President J. J. Thorpe assisted Di

vision No. 223 , Butler, Pa. , in securing a

renewal of agreement embracing an increase

in wage . The membership of this local upon

the Interurban Line between Butler and

Pittsburg, he reports, have also received an
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ported as having almost fully recovered

from his recent illness and will very likely

be able to soon take up the work of the

Association .

increase fixing the wage at 26 cents per

hour. In connection with his work in the

interest of Division No. 529 , Evans City, Pa . ,

in the organizing of which one of the mem

bers was dismissed causing contention ; it

is reported that the suspended member has

been reinstated and that harmonious rela

tions have been established between the

new local and the employing company with

a full and satisfactory understanding.

International Treasurer Rezin Orr is at

present occupied with the affairs of Division

No. 527, Camden , N. J. , and locals charter

ed upon the lines of the Publio Service Cor

poration in Northern New Jersey. The ef

forts of the Association upon these lines has

already prompted the company to post an

increase favorably affecting the employes .

However, it falls short of the representa

tions of the desires made by the employes .

The increase is regarded as too inconsider

able to satisfy the demands . Treasurer Orr

reports progress . He is being assisted by

G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald . The

new locals have become strongly developed

in membership and now giving promise of

becoming important factors of the Interna

tional Association .

G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald is

assooiated with International Treasurer

Rezin Orr in the advisement of the New

Jersey locals . Aside from this work he is

despatched to Albany , N. Y. , where a pro

test lies against the installation of the of

ficers of Division No. 148 , due to a contro

versy over election . From reports this mat

ter will likely be favorably adjusted . Board

Member Fitzgerald also visited Division No.

498 , Mt. Vernon and New Rochelle, N. Y. ,

where the question of the validity of con

ducting nominations for officers had arisen ,

the protest applying particularly to one or

two offices. As Division No. 498 has by.

laws directing the course of nomination, it

was not possible for the question to serious

ly involve the membership and the matter

has been straightened out.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea continues in

the assistance of Division No. 530 embrac

ing employes of the Y. & O. System in

Eastern Ohio . After the local was organ

ized negotiations for an agreement were

opened ; conferences upon which have con

tinued to demand the personal attention

of Board Member Shea . He has been as

sisted upon this work by Vice-President

Behner and late reports indicate that a

satisfactory agreement has been prepared

and now awaits execution .

a

Chairman C. 0. Pratt is at present assist

ing the Amalgamated Association of Iron ,

Steel and Tin Workers . This Association

is involved in a struggle that threatens it

with serious consequences unless it is aided

by sister organizations. The recent confer

ence held in Pittsburg under the auspices of

the A. F. of L. called upon national and in

ternational organizations for asistance, and

also that each organization shall supply a

special representative to aid in effective

work in the interest of the Steel Workers .

Chairman Pratt has been delegated as

special representative of this Association to

temporarily advise and assist the Steel

Workers' organization . Prior to taking up

this work the Chairman was associated with

the officers of Division No. 477, Philadelphia ,

Pa. , in aiding in the affairs of that local .

Anticipating a request for an increased wage

rate to 25 cents per hour on part of the em

ployes, the company recently published a

statement in which it is declared that a

new wage rate shall prevail to take effect

July 1st, 1910. This new rate will imme

diately increase the wage to 23 cents per

hour, but will put into effect a sliding scale

for the first year, or for the year ending

July 1st , 1911, a scal of 22 and 23 cents per

hour. In succeeding years other scales will

be added until at the end of a term of

years , the wage will become 22 , 23 , 24 and

and 25 cents per hour. It is reported that

this wage rate proposition is not at all

satisfactory to the membership of Division

No. 477. The matter will probably receive

fair and reasonable consideration and the

actual desires of the employes will later

likely be placed before the officials of the

company.

The pro

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay led the anti

franchise element to victory in the recent

franchise contention which took place upon

December 16th . This Association became

particularly interested in contesting the pro

posed franchise in consequence of the atti.

tude of the management of the company

toward the employes who were members of

the Kansas City Local and those who wish

ed to become members. In the franchise

there were no propositions of any advantage

to the employes and there was no provision

by which the citizens of Kansas City could

control or advise in any matters of differ

ence between the company and its em

ployes or any other elements.

posed franchise gave the company dic

tatorial power. In consequence of the un

generous attitude of the company towards

the employes , desiring to become members

of the Association , the Association became

interested in this proposed franchise and

by its efforts through Board Member Fay ,

President Bramlette of the State Federa

tion of Labor and other faithful representa

tives of labor, the situation was forcefully

brought before the public and an active

franchise campaign was inaugurated . This

compelled the company also to enter a

vigorous campaign in the interest of the

franchise. However, the rank and file of

organized labor in Kansas City, when

aroused to the situation , was overwhelming

in its defeat of the proposed franchise. TheG. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow is re
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contention resulted in a majority of 7,016

votes against the granting of the franchise .

while engaged in the west , Board Member

Fay visited Division No. 288 , Omaha, Nebr.

Upon that situation he reports that the

strike continues with unabated fervor on

part of our members. However , the com

pany seems equally persistent in its deter

mination not to yield to granting favorable

employment conditions .

STEEL TRUST MENACE TO THE REPUB

LIC.

By W. D. Mahon.

On December 13 and 14 , 1909 , there was

held one of the most important conferences

that has affected labor in America since the

conference of July , 1897 , in the interest of

the coal miners . A peculiar coincidence in

connection with these conferences is that

both of them were held in the Monongahela

Hotel , in the city of Pittsburg, Pa . , the dif

ference being that there were many more

organizations represented in this later con

ference than in that of 1897. The conference

of 1897 was held in order to discuss and out

line means and ways of assisting the bitumi.

nus coal miners in their great struggle for

a living wage and humane working condi

tions. The conference of December, 1909 ,

was held to consider ways and means of as

sisting the struggling Iron and Steel Work

ers , a majority of whom are in as pitiable a

condition as were the miners of '97 .

The facts laid before this conference

showed an alarming condition of affairs; not

only alarming so far as the wake and work

ing conditions of the Iron and Steel Workers

was concerned , but it was also shown that

they were not only being plundered of their

wage and working conditions , but were be

ing robbed of their constitutional rights as

American citizens . The evidence showed

that the Steel Trust is attempting to force a

condition of villenage and serfdom worse

than that which enslaved the workers of the

middle ages.

As to the wages , the evidence showed that

the majority of these workers employed by

this modern juggernaut, known as the Iron

and Steel Trust , receive less than Five Hun

dred Dollars ( $500.00 ) a year, and were

compelled to work eleven and twelve hours

per day, seven days in the week ; Sundays

unknown and holidays never dreamed of.

The evidence further showed that on the

first of last August this company, realizing

that the only opposition to its unbridled

greed was the organization of employes, de

clared war on the remnant of the Amalga

mated Association of Iron , Steel and Tin

Workers and their associated organization,

the Tin Plate Workers , and locked out every

organized worker , declaring that in the fu

ture no union men will be employed . Not

only is this declaration made against union

men , but by its policy and advertisements

for labor, the company declared against the

employment of American citizens . It adver

tises for non-English speaking, foreign labor ,

asking for Italians , Hungarians and Polish

to fill the places of the locked out American

Iron and Steel Workers.

The evidence further showed that the con

ditions surrounding the employes of this

concern are in line with that carried out by

the feudal lords of the middle ages , where

the workers were owned and considered as

belonging to the soil . The employes of this

Billion Dollar combine are compelled to buy

what the combine calls " homes." Of course ,

the Trust magnates assert that this is volun

tary on part of the workers , but the worker

well knows that in order to maintain his po

sition , it is best to buy the so-called home,

and thus seal the mortgage with this soul

less corporation on his labor for the future.

Once indebted for a home means serfdom

for the worker forever and ever, for out of

his meagre wages he can never hope to pay

for the home and will always remain the

serf of the combine .

One of the representatives of the Steel

Workers in explaining the conditions that

surround the worker, sald : “When the

worker enters the company's office on pay

day to receive his wages, he first goes to

the paymaster's window and there he finds

deducted from his wages his rent, or the

amount he is compelled to pay out upon the

so-called purchased home. Then he goes to

the next window and pays for his fuel ; then

the next for his water, which he is com

pelled to purchase from the Trust, and after

he has run the gauntlet of windows he

passes out of the door the same penniless

man that had entered a short time before

to receive his pay."

The conditions surrounding the comuni

ties where the Iron and Steel Workers live

are worse than the conditions that prevail

in the villages and industrial communities of

Russia. In the majority of cases a repre

sentative of the Trust, either a foreman or

some other official, is the chief official or

burgess of the community, holding dicta

torial authority over the village , and refus

ing to allow meetings of organizers of labor

or any other meetings or gatherings which

in any way displeases the Trust. A sample

of one of the edicts issued by one of these

burgesses which controlled one of the com

munities where the Iron and Steel Workers

exist was read to the conference . It was

shown that on last Labor Day the workers

had arranged to come from other communi.

ties and join with the workers of this com

munity and give a Labor Day parade, but

the burgess, who is an official of the Steel

Trust, forbade it and issued a proclamation

deolaring that no Labor Day parade would

be allowed . Not only did he forbid the

Labor Day parade, but he notified the people

that they must stay within their own homes

and not gather, even as families, at one an

other's houses or in any manner make any

display of any kind towards celebrating this,

the national and state holiday of labor, and

the order was carried out . Many other out

rages of this kind were shown to the repre

sentatives at the conference.

After a careful consideration of the entire

situation by the representatives of more
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than thirty International unions, headed by

President Samuel Gompers, of the American

Federation of Labor, the conference decided

to wager a determined war in behalf of the

Iron and Steel Workers. First, they de

cided to call upon every International union

to send organizers into these districts to as

sist in organizing the workers and aid them ,

not only to regain their wage and working

conditions, but to aid them also in upholding

their rights as American citizens .

Second : They decided to call upon the

president and congress of the United States

and demand of them that they make a thor

ough investigation as to the workings of this

Trust, and the treatment of its employes by

the same.

Third : They decided to appeal to the

organized workers of the country for finan

cial assistance to aid and assist the strug.

gling Iron, Steel and Tin Workers , who have

been on strike since the first of August. The

Iron, Steel and Tin Workers in turn have de

cided upon a new policy of organization that

in the future every man who works in and

about the steel plant, blast furnaces, or

other properties in connection with the iron

and steel industry is eligible and will be

taken into their organization and one united

organization established to protect the inter

ests of these workers in the future . This

battle is to be wagered determinedly with

this powerful combination .

It might be well for us now to inquire

just who the Steel Trust is ? And that is a

question easily answered. It is one of the

infant industries fostered, promoted and pro

tected through the protective tariff policies

of our United States government. The Steel

Trust was formed a few years ago on a cap

ital of Three Hundred and Sixty Millions of

dollars ($360,000,000 ) . It immediately capi

talized at One Billion , Six Hundred Millions

of Dollars ( $1,600,000,000) . Its gross sales

for the year 1906 were Six Hundred Ninety

Six Million Seven Hundred Fifty-Six Thou

sand Nine Hundred Twenty -Six Dollars (696 ,

756,926 ) . Its net profit was One Hundred

Fifty -Six Million Six Hundred Twenty-Four

Thousand Two Hundred Seventy-Three Dol

lars Eighteen Cents ( $156,624,273.18 ) . Pro

fits were over One Hundred per cent on the

labor of each and every man in its employ

ment. The labor did not receive Twenty

One per cent of the gross sales. The Trust

openly boasted that it earned over Six Hun

dred Dollars ( $600 ) per man employed. The

evidence shows , as presented to the confer.

ence in Pittsburg , that the great majority of

the employes receive less than Five Hun

drd Dollars ($500 ) a year. Senator Cum

mings of Iowa has told us that the Trust

could sell its iron at from Fourteen to Six

teen Dollars a ton less than it now sells it

and still make a profit. The great profit is

due to the protection that the American gov

ernment gives it.

This institution that has cried for protec

tion to the American industry and American

labor ! Oh , what a farce ! On the one hand

we see this giant combination controlling

sixty per cent of the iron and steel business

of the country before congress crying out

for protection, and we see congress granting

all of its demands. On the other hand,

where is the protection for labor ? The evi

dence shows that the Trust have been sys

tematically discharging and displacing the

American workman because he will insist

upon American conditions and a share of the

protection, and replacing him with the

cheapest labor of the old world. The Trust

don't go to the higher standards of Europe

for workmen, but it goes to the lowest con

ditions possible for them to be found, and

its advertisements at the present time are

for Italians , Hungarians and Polish labor to

replace these, our American citizens. This

is briefly the history of this combine and

the situation .

The appeals from this conference have

gone forth , not only to the International or

ganizations, but to every state, central and

federated organization of the American Fed

eration of Labor ; and not only to the organ

ized workers, but to every liberty-loving citi

zen of America appealing for assistance at

this time to resist the conditions that this

combine is now attempting to force upon

these, our fellow citizens . The conference

has called upon the organized workers to

contribute for the month of January at least

ten cents apiece . This is for the immediate

relief of the struggling Iron , Steel and Tin

Workers , who have ben wagering such a

noble battle in behalf of their rights and the

rights of our American citizenship ; for it is

a battle in behalf of American citizenship,

the same old battle for the rights to life, to

liberty and the pursuits of happiness . Every

one should be aroused . Not only should we

contribute financial assistance, but every or.

ganization should take up the appeal, pass

resolutions demanding the president of the

United States and the congress to at once

make a thorough investigation of the condi

tions that are now threatening this great

army of our fellow citizens and insist upon

a thorough investigation of this institution

that at the present time is threatening the

very foundations of our government itself.

The picture shows members of Div. 113,

Toronto, Ont. , and type of trailer cars used

in summer service in that city.
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MANIFESTO ISSUED BY PITTSBURG

CONFERENCE OF A, F, OF L,

Pittsburg, Pa . , Dec. 16 , 1909 .

To All Affiliated Organizations :

The following manifesto with attached

resolution was adopted by the conference of

representatives of the National and Inter

national organizations held at Pittsburg ,

Pa. , December 13th and 14th , 1909 , in ac

cordance with the direction of the Toronto

convention of the American Federation of

Labor, President Gompers presided ,

Manifesto .

A crisis in the affairs of labor has arisen.

The gigantic trust — the United States Steel

Corporation - has used and is using its

great wealth and power in an effort to rob

the toilers not only of a livelihood , but of

their right of American manhood and of

the opportunity to resist its further en

croachments. Grown rich and powerful by

the consent and good will of the people of

our country, this corporation in its mad

greed and lust for still greater riches and

power, sweeps aside , makes and unmakes

law , its enactors , interpreters and execu

tors and is now engaged in an effort to de

stroy the only factor - the organizations of

its employes-standing between it and un

limited , unchecked and unbridled indus.

trial, political, social and moral courage. If

there exists any virile power in our time

and life to check the absolute autocratic

domination of civic, industrial and political

life of our people and our Republic, it must

be found in the indomitable will and mis

sion of the much misunderstood and mis

represented organizations of Labor.

The United States Steel Corporation has

declared war on Labor. In its secret coun

cils, this corporation has decreed that the

only obstacle to its complete sway - organ

ized labor - shall be crushed . This soulless

corporation, represents nothing but dollars ,

knowing neither body nor soul . Its god is

the almighty dollar.

The labor organizations consist of its em

ployes, the workers ( their wives and little

ones ) , human flesh and blood . It is by

their labor that they live ; they have no

purpose other than safeguarding their lives,

their character, their future, the safety of

the Republic, and humanity.

These factors now confront each other.

By their purposes, attitude and actions

must they be judged.

On June 1 , 1909 , the United States Steel

Corporation proclaimed its decree of hos

tility toward labor. The right of the work

ers to associate for their common protec

tion was no longer to be recognized or tol

erated . Accompanying that decree was a

notice of a further reduction in the already

scant wages of the workers . The decree

went into effect July 1 , 1909 .

Under these circumstances , what was

left for the workers to do ? Could they be

expected to calmly submit to be bound hand

and foot to the tender mercies of this

molock of grinding greed, this juggernought

of modern monopoly ? The mere statement

based on common knowledge forbade. The

safety of the workers, their fellows, their

dependents, the hope for their future, and

the future of all the working people, and

all the people, compelled resistance. They

did resist and are resisting manfully, grand

ly , heroically.

This billion dollar steel trust controls

more than sixty per cent of the total ton

nage of the steel product of the country .

According to its recent financial report, it

has absorbed at the rate of $600 per year

profit on each of its employes on business

secured during a year of industrial depres

sion. The earnings of thousands of its em

ployes, working eleven hours per day,

amount to less than $500 per year each,

when working full time , seven days per

week , Sundays and holidays included. The

reports of the Corporation show that these

men receive in wages $100 per year less

for their labor than the average annual

profit per man to the Corporation .

Why should the United States Steel Cor

poration's annual average profit yield $600

from each of its employes, while thousands

of these workers receive less than $500 an

nually in wages. Where is the justice of

the system ? Why should the Steel Corpor

ation seek to still further impoverish the

men working in its plants ? It is engaged

in the industry that has received the great

est amount of protection from the Congress

of the United States, through the enact

ment of special laws in its behalf, this spe

cial legislation being enacted upon the

theory that American labor was to be pro

tected and an American standard of life

maintained.

It is through the power of combination ,

monopolizing the iron and steel industry of

the country, and while centralizing its pow .

ers , it proposes to individualize its em

ployes. It arrogates to itself the right of

combination, but denies this right to its

workers .

In view of these facts we urge that an

earnest, systematic effort be made to thor

oughly and completely organize allem

ployes in the iron, steel and tin plate indus

try, and subsidiary co-related trades. Owing

to immediate pressing necessity caused by

the present strike and the indefensible hos

tile attitude of the United States Steel Cor

poration, we earnestly call upon all na

tional and international unions of America

to send at least one organizer to assist in

this work ; that the A. F. of L. place as

many of its commissioned organizers as pos

sible at work in a like manner for the same

purpose. We further urge and recommend

that in all places where mills are located

the Central Labor organizations appoint

special committees with instructions to co

operate in this work . For educational pur

poses we recommend that this manifesto

be made a special order in all central labor

organizations at the first meeting in Janu

ary, 1910 .
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are

We further recommend that the circular

prepared and issued by this conference be

printed by each national and international

union and distributed to their affiliated

unions ; that it also be published in the

labor press ; That the American Federation

of Labor send a copy to every city central

and state organization of labor with a re

quest that it be printed and generally dis

tributed to the end that the unwarranted

and unholy war the steel trust is making

upon he workers of our country may be

fully understood and appreciated .

We recognize in this present condition of

affairs between the workers on one side and

the United States Steel Corporation on the

other, there are two transcendent factors ,

one the financial and moral support of the

workers engaged in the present contest , *o

the end that they may be aided to maintain

themselves , their wives and little ones , aye ,

even with the barest necessities of life , so

that their independence, character and

American conception of manhood may be

sustained , and the present contest brought

to an honorable conclusion , and the other

the further and complete organization of

every wage earner in the iron , steel and tin

plate industry.

We recommend that the Executive Coun

cil of the A. F. of L. prepare and issue at

stated periods , a circular to all Interna

tional , National , Central and Local Unions

of America, an appeal for financial contribu

tions to aid the striking Iron , Steel and Tin

plate Workers.

We further recommend that the first cir

cular calling for such financial contribu

tions be issued January 1st , 1910 , and that

the amount of such contribution should not

be less than ten ( 10 ) cents per member ,

and that an appeal be made to all sympa

thetic and liberty -loving Americans to give

their moral and financial support in this

great contest for justice , right and hu

manity .

We ask that all subscriptions be for

warded to John Williams, Secretary - Treas

urer of the Amalgamated Association of

I. S. and T. W. , 503 House Building, Pitts

burg, Pa .

Every dollar received will be used in sup

port of the men , their wives and children ,

engaged in this defensive and justified

strike against the aggresions of the United

States Steel Corporation .

In view of the great wrongs perpetrated

by the United States Steel Corporation, not

only against the workers, but the public

generally, we recommend that a committee

be appointed by this conference to wait

upon the President of the United States,

the President of the United States Senate ,

the Speaker of the House of Representatives ,

and such members of either House of Con

gress as may be deemed advisable for the

purpose of laying before them the griev

ances from which labor suffers at the hands

of this Corporation . And that the Com

mittee herein provided demand a thorough

investigation as to the legality of the ac

tions and the existence under the law , of

the United States Steel Corporation .

At the instance of the United States

Steel Corporation, officers of local, munici

pal and state governments have Unwar

rantably tyrannized over citizens , denying

them the ordinary rights of the use of

streets, public aid private meetings, invad.

ing the constitutionally guaranteed right of

free assemblage and free speech, the right

of protest and petition . Under the usurpa.

tion of power repugnant to the concept of

the liberty of the people in our Republic ,

numberless men have been subjugated and

imprisoned.

We, therefore, recommend that Commit

tees be appointed by this conference to

wait upon the Governors of States and such

other official representatives of counties

and municipalities as are in control where

the United States Steel Corporation has

plants located , for the purpose of present

ing to these officials the great wrongs in

flicted upon the people of these Committees ,

and that the Committees demand an inves

tigation of the complaints made and where

charges made are substantiated by evi

dence , the officers responsible therefor be

removed , and the wrongs immediately

righted .

With the full consciousness of the justice

of the cause of labor, and particularly the

cause for which the iron , steel and tin .

plate workers so nobly contending

against the aggressions of that giant trust,

the United States Steel Corporation , we

confidently appeal to our fellow workers

and all liberty -loving Americans for their

moral and financial support .

JAS , O'CONNELL , Chairman ,

T. L. LEWIS ,

W. D. MAHON,

GEO. W. PERKINS,

J. W. HAYS, Secretary ,

FRANK RYAN,

TIMOTHY HEALY,

SAMUEL GOMPERS,

P. J. MCARDLE,

CHAS. E. LAWYER,

Committee .

Your committee offers the following reso

Tutions:

Whereas, We are of the opinion that the

best interests of the workers in the Iron ,

Steel and Tinplate Industry can better be

protected in one compact , comprehensive

organization ; therefore be it

Resolved , by this conference of trade

union representatives that we recommend ,

that the Amalgamated Association of Iron ,

Steel and Tin Workers and the Tin Plate

Workers ' International Protective Associ

ation of America take under advisement the

question of amalgamation, and that some

plan be devised whereby all employes in

the Iron , Steel and Tin Industry may be or

ganized and given recognition , it being un

derstood that this proposed amalgamation

shall not interfere with jurisdictions al.

ready recognized by the American Federa

tion of Labor.
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A GLORIOUS VICTORY .

Amalgamated Association Deserves Special

Credit.

The defeat of the franchise of the Metro

politan Street Railway Company was one of

the greatest victories ever achieved by

organized labor in Kansas City. Organized

labor won that victory for the people , and

proved that it is capable and worthy in every

sense of the word.

It was the agitation, the honest efforts

made by organized labor in behalf of the

people that defeated the franchise , and that

same spirit that predominated in the fran

chise election will be found “ on the job " and

working for the good of the cause each and

every time that the same emergency de

mands it . The people of Kansas City owe

that franchise defeat to organized labor ;

they owe to organized labor the several mil

lions of dollars it saved to them December

16th, and we believe that even the most out

spoken enemy of labor unions in Kansas

City is now willing to admit that labor

wields a powerful influence and that the

aforesaid influence was on the side of jus

tice and the people . Labor started in to win

the victory and won more than seven

thousand votes .

While organized labor is entitled to the

credit, in this particular instance the Amal

gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes deserves especial credit

for its part in this victory, for it was the

interest , the agitation , the persistent work

of this international organization that was

responsible for the general awakening of

the local unions and getting them into the

fight. The representatives of the Amalga

mated Association did noble work in the

fight and to them is due at least a large

portion of the credit for having defeated the

franchise.

This victory proves the power, the possi.

bilities , of organized labor when it stands in

a united , unbroken body as it did in this in

stance ; it proves that money cannot influ

ence, control, the labor movement — that

while there may be an occasional traitor,

the larger per cent can be depended upon in

the struggle for the protection of the home

and the people .

All honor to labor and the men who car

ried this fight to a glorious victory.-Kansas

City Labor Record .

Mrs. Louis Miller, beneficiary, death

claim of Louis Miller, deceased

member of Division No. 194 , New

Orleans, La.; cause, typhitis ..... 100.00

H. V. Doerr, beneficiary, death

claim of R. J. Doerr, deceased

nisinber of Division No. 308 , Chi.

cago, Ill.; cause , accident, killed

in accidental discharge of gun ... 100.00

Hattie V. Gillespie , beneficiary,

death claim of W. J. Gillispie, de

ceased member of Division No.

111 , Ypsilanti , Mich.; cause,

goitre 100.00

Mrs. Josephine Daley, beneficiary,

death claim of John Daley, de

ceased member of Division No.

253, Quincy , Mass.; cause , urae

mic poisoning 100.00

Lena Olsen, beneficiary , death

claim of Conrad M. Olson , de

ceased member of Division No.

192 , Oakland, Cal.; cause, pulmon

ary tuberculosis 100.00

Obadiah Utz , beneficiary , death

claim of Theodore Utz , deceased

member of Division No. 132 , Troy,

N. Y.; cause, cirrhosis of liver ... 100.00

John Roche , beneficiary, death

claim of Patrick Roche, deceased

member of Division No. 498 , Mt.

Vernon & New Rochelle, N. Y.;

cause, typhoid fever 100.00

Patrick Lyons , beneficiary , death

claim of John J. Lyons, deceased

member of Division No. 448,

Springfield, Mass.; cause, carci

noma 100.00

Theresa Rosner, beneficiary, death

claim of Louis Rosner, deceased

member of Division No. 241, Chi

cago, Ill .; cause , carcinoma of

liver 100.00

Mrs. Sarah Martin , beneficiary,

death claim of James Martin , de

ceased member of Division No.

241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, intestinal

obstruction 100.00

Mrs. N. Lafauci, beneficiary, death

claim of N. Lafauci, deceased

member of Division No. 194 , New

Orleans , La.; cause, gastric fistula 100.00

Mrs. J. Bell , beneficiary, death claim

of James Bell , deceased member

of Division No. 113, Toronto, Ont.;

cause , apoplexy 100.00

Mrs. H. F. McCaslin, beneficiary ,

death claim of H. F. McCaslin ,

deceased member of Division No.

85 , Pittsburg, Pa.; cause, arterial

sclerosis 100.00

Mrs. Kathreen Greene , beneficiary,

death claim of Patrick Greene, de

ceased member of Division No. 22,

Worcester, Mass.; cause, pulmon

ary tuberculosis 100.00

Mrs. Georga Anna Goudy, benefici.

ary , death claim of Eugene V.

Goudy, deceased member of Di.

vision No. 125 , Belleville , Ill .;

cause, gunshot wound ... 100.00

Disbursements from the Death and Dis.

ability Fund during the month of December,

1909 , were made to beneficiaries on death

and disability claims as follows :

DEATHS.

Mrs. Harriet Moyer, beneficiary,

death claim of William Colligan,

deceased member of Division No.

164 , Wilkesbarre , Pa.; cause, ac

cident, coming in contact with a

live wire.... . $ 100.00
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Disability .

Samuel S. Kerr , member of Di.

vision No. 52 , East Liverpool,

Ohio.; cause , disabled in street

car wreck, causing fracture of

left acetabulum

Resolved , That as a tribute of respect to

the memory of our brother we drape our

charter for a period of 30 days ; that these

resolutions be entered upon our minutes ;

that a copy be sent to the bereaved wife

and family , and a copy sent to the official

journal , The Motorman and Conductor.

E. C. CLEVENSTINE,

J. T. HUSHMAN ,

HOWARD VINT.

100.00

Total . $1,700.00

IN MEMORIAM .

By Div. No, 448 , Springfield , Mass.

Whereas, The passing from this life of our

late Brother Alton E. Downer removes from

among us a true friend and brother, whose

long term of service with us , coupled with

his ever genial nature, created strong bonds

of friendship ; and ,

Whereas, our deceased brother was aloyal

member of Div. 448, A. A. of St. & E. Ry. E.

of A., it is fitting at this time that we should

place ourselves on record in appreciation of

his worth as a brother and friend and of his

qualities as a man ; therefore, be it

Resolved. That while we bow in humble

submission to the Will that calls all forth

from this life, we none the less mourn the

loss of the departed brother, whose warmth

of heart, cheery good nature, devotion to

family and high principles have added their

part to the world's good.

Resolved, That we extend to the sorrow

ing family of the deceased our sincere sym

pathy in their grief for the loss of the kind

and loving husband and father who was ever

mindful for their well - being and thoughtful

for their happiness ; and further be it

Resolved, That we drape our charter for a

period of thirty days and a copy of these

resolutions be sent to the family of the de

ceased, spread upon our records, and be pub

lished in the Motorman & Conductor.

M. J. HENNESSEY,

J. E.CONLIN ,

A. E. WILSON,

Dec. 28 . Res. Com.

By Division No. 442, Des Moines, Iowa.

Whreas, It has pleased the Almighty Ruler,
in His infinite wisdom , to remove from our

midst our beloved and esteemed friend and

brotoher, Bert H. Grace, and has taken him

to his heavenly home, there to await his

loved ones ;

Whereas. By the death of Brother Grace

the members of Division No. 442 realize the

loss of a most kind, sincere and loyal friend

and his wife and two children a most de

voted and loving husband and father ; that

he was ever willing and ready to do his fel

low man a kindly act; therefore be it

Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved

family our heartfelt sympathy, and in honor

of the departed brother, we drape our char

ter for a period of thirty days ; and be it

Resolved . That a copy of these resolutions

be presented to the sorrowing family and

published in the Motorman and Conductor,

and entered upon the minutes of our local .

P. E. CROKER ,

W. S. LANDERS,

Dec. 28. '09 . Committee.

By Dlv. No. 246 , Salem , Mask .

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father in his di

vine wisdom has deemed it wise to take

from our midst our esteemed brother, s. Al

bert Staples, in whose death we recognize

the loss of a faithful member of this asso

ciation ; and

Whereas, The members of Division No.

246 wish to express their sympathy to the

bereaved wife and children ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That as a tribute of respect to

our departed brother we drape our charter
for a period of 30 days. That these reso

lutions be entered on our minutes. a copy

be sent to the bereaved wife and children ,

and that they be published in the Motorman

and Conductor.

H, E. BRIGGS,

R. S. GILCHRIST,

MARCUS SHEA ,

November 13.

By Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass .

Whereas, It has pleased the Ruler of the

universe to remove from this earthly sphere

our late Brother John Lyons , who died at his

home in Hampden, Mass., Dec. 12th ; and,

Whereas, He was an earnest member and

an employe among us for a long time; pos

sessed of such sterling characteristics as to

endear himself in the hearts of his fellows

as a true man and brother, it is most fitting

that we should place ourselves on record in

appreciation of his worth ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we of Div. 448 , in regular

meeting assembled , do hereby extend our

heartfelt sympathy to the relatives and aged

parents of our late brother in this their time

of great sorrow ; and further be it

Resolved , That our charter be draped for

a period of thirty days, and copies of these

resolutions be mailed to the family of the de

ceased, spread upon our records, and be pub

lished in the Motorman & Conductor.

M. J. HENNESSEY,

JOHN E. CONLIN,

A, E. WILSON,

Dec. 28. Res. Com.

BY DIV. NO. 125 , EAST ST. LOUIS, MO .

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father in His Di

vine wisdom has deemed it wise to take

from our midst our esteemed brother , E. V.

Goudy, in whose death we recognize the

loss of a faithful member of our association.

Whereas, We, the members of Div. 125 ,
wishto express Qur sympathy to the be

reaved wife and children ; therefore, be it

Resolved , That as a tribute of respect to

our departed brother we drape our charter

for a period of thirty days ; that these resp

lutions be entered on our minutes, a copy

be sent to the bereaved wife and chidren,

and that they be published in our official

journal , The Motorman and Conductor.

January 1 . W.E. HERRINGTON,

Recording Secretary.

By Div. No, 313, Rock Island, Ill .

Whereas , The Divine Creator in His great

wisdom has removed by death our beloved

and esteemed brothed, James S. Hays ; and

Whereas, While we know that mere words

cannot speak away the great grief of the
bereaved wife and family . nor can words

of praise for him whom they so deeply

mourn soothe their sorrowing hearts , yet

feel that it will be a consolation for

them to know that faithful friends wish to

express their sympathy; therefore, be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Di

vision 313 of A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. ,

extend to the bereaved wife and family our

heartfelt sympathy in their dark hour of af

fliction , and commend them with respectful

reverence to the solace of our Father, who

doeth all things wisely ; and be it

we

By Div. No, 134 , New Westminster, B. C.

Whereas, This division has suffered a sad
and heavy loss by the taking away of

Brothers T. Bowes, F. Pochin , William John

stone, G. Thorburne, William Harris , A. S.

Wilkinson and T. Farmer, caused by a lam

entable collision on the morning of Novem

ber 10, 1909 ; therefore , be it

Resolved, That we ress our sincere

sorrow at the loss of our brothers ; that we

extend our heartfelt sympathy to the sor

rowing relatives ; that we drape our char

ter for a period of 60 days ; that we send a

copy of this reslution to the bereaved fami

lies and also to our monthly journal, the

Motorman and Conductor, for insertion .

EDWIN DICKINSON, Cor.

December 14, 1909.
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The above is a picture of the Executive Board of Div. No. 199, who negotiated the

new Ottumwa, la. , agreement. G. E. B. Member Shea appears in the picture.

EVENTS THAT MARK THE INCEPTION ,

DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTE

NANCE OF A SUCCESSFUL

ORGANIZATION .

Organization Among Railway Men In Spring

field , Mass., and Its Advantage to

Employes and Company .

( By B. Dempsey.)

A NEW DEPARTURE,

Central Labor Union building and listened to

an address by Rezin Orr, an organizer of the

Amalgamated Association of street car men,

and W. E. Terry, an organizer from the A.

F. of L., after which they pledged themselves

to become members of the new organization.

of the number pledged there were two who

got cold feet and quit, we presume, to their

regret-at least it was to their discredit.

As we look back it is rather amusing to

recall how seriously the men turned the mat.

ter of joining the union over in their minds

after the first few had taken this initial

plunge. It was supposed that the manage

ment of the street railway would strenuously

oppose any such movement. It was only nat

ural they should think twice. The manage

ment put forth no serious opposition. To

many who recall the timid feeling that pre

vailed among the majority at that time, It

must now appear as only a bad dream.

Beginning Not All Roses.

But our path was not strewn with roses

from the first, and there were sacrifices to

our cause, and many of them. It took good

courage and tact to steer our ship straight

and right in the uncertain first year.

J. J. Gleason was our first president .
was followed after four months by W. G.

Wiseman . Three months later Bro. Wise

man was succeeded by our present president,
P. J. O'Brien, who first presided over the

meeting of August 13th , 1907. His prede

cessors had resigned their positions to take

up other lines of work , and credit is due

these early leaders for their earnest work

when the organization was young.

The Inevitable Fake Organization ,

Interest began to assert itself early in the

fall of 1907, and things took on definite

shape. By reason of the efforts of a man

who went out against us in an effort to form

an association antagonistic to us we received

at one meeting nearly a hundred new mem

bers, together with the president of the rival

organization. It was clearer sailing after

this, and we have accomplished things.

Springfield, Mass. - Div . 448 is making a

new departure this year regarding the souve

nir program issued in connection with our

Fourth Annual Ball to be held in Chicopee

City Hall , Jan. 21. Our souvenir program ap

pears bound with the regular issue of the

Motorman & Conductor. We feel sure this

arrangement will be pleasing to both our

regular readers of the magazine in Spring

field as well as the hundreds of friends who

will attend our annual hop and receive our

best - ever souvenir, plus the January issue of

our official organ . It will give them a good

idea of what our local is a part of. Great

credit is due our Financial Secretary, M , J.

Henessey, in soliciting and arranging for the

pleasing souvenir which greets us and our

friends and patrons.
We trust our readers will indulge us this

opportunity to say a word for our organiza

tion in which we take much pride. We are

organized for self-protection and the eleva

tion of our social, moral and mental condi

tion. We have grown from a few members

to one of the largest, if not the largest, body

of organized labor men in the city of Spring

field . This is particularly gratifying when

we consider that less than three years ago

the street car men were sort of an unknown

quantity in this city.

Small Group at First.

January 10th , 1907, a small group of motor

men and conductors gathered in a hall of the

He
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A New Order of Thing " .

After the preliminary sparring for open:
ings, our executive board got acquainted

with the then General Manager Page, and

Mr. Page got acquainted with the commit

tee, and a new order of things was estab
lished. The right to a hearing when ac

cused was one privilege accorded us. The

manager declared his office open at all times

for the committee to discuss any grievance
which might arise. Of course this was far

reaching in its good effects. Substantial in

crease of wages we have gained, and feeling
of fellowship. A feeling that we are all

working for the good of a common cause.

Working with the management, not against

it, because we feel they who manage are

with us to the extent of a square deal.

The square deal spirit which prevails and
is dominant at our conferences with the

manager is a mighty good asset for the man

agement and equally good for the men.
As I said, we cameto know Mr. Page, but

not to have our opinion confirmed which we

first formed, from his dignified bearing and,

perhaps, cold look . We had to go behind the

exterior to find him as he really is—a genial ,

courteous, warm- hearted gentleman , ready to

hear your troubles, pass upon them and do
all he can for you. Evidence of the high

esteem in which he came to be held here,
was amply shown on his retirement to as

sume a larger position in Worcester the first

of last September. The boys gave him such

a send - offas might gladden the heart of any
man.

At the time of bidding Mr. Page Godspeed

we were afforded the opportunity to greet

our new manager, Mr. E. J. Dickson , As we

have seen more of him since, we believe him

to be a man after our own heart and desirous
of giving us fair and square deal. It

seems the longer he stays with us the more

we can swear by him,

I suppose some people are inclined to hold

that our relations should be that of slave

and driver. To such we assert they are out

of date, in wrong and clinging to a past era.

To any such we submit such relations as de

scribed are easy to bring about. If employ

ers , it will repay them many fold in better

service.

A spirit of fair play means much to a body

of men at their work on the job and to their
relation with the world at large. A man can

not do his best for his employer while he has

a feeling of dissatisfaction in his heart, or

be the same towards the world in general if
he feels ' disgruntled. So we think that in

this sort of brotherhood of man , live and let

live policy there are lessons to be drawn for

many employers in all crafts .

Outside of our relations to the employing

companywe have accomplished things as an

organized body which we could not have

hoped to otherwise. Notable among these,

we have helped ourselves and the employing

company by going to team owners, truck

men, and unions controlling teaming busi

ness with requests that drivers aid us in

cutting down accidents by the exercise of

care on their part. It was surprising what a

good effect this had in decreased number of
accidents . It means less trouble for our

selves, and saved the company many thou

sands of dollars.

The Car Man and the Public.

Now I must have a word with the public,

the people who patronize our cars, and then

a word with the men who operate the cars .

We all know that the public expects a great

deal from a public service corporation and as

agents of the corporation we must see that

the public gets what it expects, within the

bounds of reason .

We all agree that the street car patrons
are mostly pretty good people to meet, and it

is only a few who would provoke a saint.
Misunderstanding is the basis of nine

tenths of all the trouble that ever happens

in the world . So when you, dear patrons,

feel your temper rising, try and assign a

reason for that cause which is having a bad

effect on your state of mind. If you are

standing under the wrong pole and your car

goes by you to the next, just figure out, while

you are getting to where you should have

been in the first place, the reason why the

car did not stop rather than what you are

going to heap on the conductor when you

catch that car. Just say there's a reason

and when you have it figured out you will be

good-natured.

A conductor's frame of mind is often a re

flection of the public's attitude toward him.

It is not pleasant for two crusty ones to

meet, so don't be a party to any unpleasant
ness.

It is the street car man's duty to overlook
and overcome. Pleasant thoughts are an

adjunct to good service, and so, please, Mr.
Conductor, bring your smile . It's almost

as essential as your punch and transfers.

Maintain a happy frame of mind and you

help yourself and those you meet.
If you

will try and sense the other fellow's posi

tion in an argument, and give him the soft,

mild answer, with that smile you can open

the way for an understanding
of almost any

misunderstanding
-ding ! ding !

Benevolent Feature.

To return to the subject of our organiza

tion , one feature of it I must not fail to

mention. That is the benevolent feature.

Our Division pays for sickness after the first

seven days' illness, one dollar per day for

thirteen weeks in any one year of twelve

consecutive months following the first week's

sickness, to any who have been a member 3
months . Our sick benefits are an important

item in our expense account , costing us near
ly $ 2,000 per year to maintain . As must be

expected, such a benefit can not be supported

from our revenue derived from dues , so it is

necessary to devise ways and means to meet

such obligation . Accordingly , we have rides

and entertainments, socials and lawn parties,
in the summer time. In the winter three an

nual balls are given by the three centers of

our Division, viz. , Palmer, Westfield and

Springfield .

So, dear friend, as our patrons, you have

contributed to a worthy cause and we hope

we have given good value.
Our International headquarters pays

death benefit of $ 100 on the death of any

member belonging to the Association for one
year or over. It also pays on the loss of

eyes, arms or legs substantial sums to these

thus unfortunate. It also pays an old age

pension .
We have enrolled in our membership 99

per cent of the motormen and conductors em

ployed by the Springfield Street Railway in

Palms, Westfield and Springfield. None are

so blind as those who won't see , but we ex

pect the remaining 1 per cent will some time

see the light.

Our last meeting was held December 28th,

1909 – the meeting for the annual election of

officers. The officers elected are practically

the same as those elected on the two pre

vious elections, which speaks plainly as to

the value of their services.

Within the last month our members have

been saddened by the death of two of our

brothers who were among the oldest em

ployesin the service of the company. Bro.

John Lyons passed away at his home in

Hampden, December 12th. He had suffered

for two years, and though patient and cheer

ful , fighting the good fight, he finally had to
succumb. His many friends among us will

long cherish his memory.

Bro. Alton E. Downer passed from this life

December 24th. Few were aware of his ill

ness, and his death came as a shock to us.

We shall miss the genial smile and cheery

good nature of " Casey," as we always called

him . He leaves a wife and two children .

Resolutions on the death of these two broth

ers will be found in another column.

Well , boys, we are beginning another year.

Make the new year resolutions go as far as

you can, or rather keep them as long as you

can. If you didn't , make a new one every

day or so . It won't harm , providing it's a

good one and you live up to it . Be a success

in your work , do your work right, and ele

vate your calling and position.

Come to our ball next year.

a
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BRUTAL MURDER OF W, A. GOUDY. A few members quietly passed a subscription

among the East St. Louis city menand se

cured enough to purchase a gold watch and
chain, which was presented to Shed Foreman

Thompson as evidence of the high respect the

men have for him and the fair treatment he

has always shown to all alike.

We congratulate ourselvesfor having a man
like " Bob " -as the boys cax .m - to act as

boss at the city sheds. His decisions are final

as far as the men are concerned. This cond

dence and respect has been gained by his

“square deal" methods to all employes under

his direct supervision.

We are pleased to state that so far as we

as a body of union men are concerned, we are

moving along nicely . Since Bros. Fitzgerald

and Behner stayed with us several daysthere

seems to be a better feeling among our mem

bership. It takes a little shaking up now and

then to put men to thinking.

W. E. H.

RULES FOR MOTORMEN .

East St. Louis , Mo.-As was announced in

the December issue of the M. & C., this local
gave a ball Saturday evening, Dec. 18th . Our

committee secured the best hall - Donahue's

and had the largest attendance ever at one ball

in a single hall in this city. When the opening

waltz started there were so many couples on

the floor it was with difficulty that they moved

along. The committee reported net proceeds
of $ 250 to $ 300 . Not all the tickets are yet

heard from . Bros. McNutt, Shuster and Brad

ford composed the committee and it is need

less to state that the local feels proud of a
trio like these brothers, who have proven

themselves to be in this, our first effort to

give a ball.

The ball had hardly began when the news

came that two of our men had been shot while

on their car and left for dead.

Out near the terminus ofthe Alta Sita Une

a negro boarded a car in charge of Conductor

M. O'Brien and Motorman E. A. Goudy, rode
to the end of the line and when the ctar

started on return trip Conductor O'Brien went

to the negro for his fare. In reply he pulled

a gun and fired on the conductor. The ball

took effect in the face, lodging near the base
of the brain. When Motorman Goudy heard

the noise inside he opened the door and was

also shot in the face, killing him instantly . It

developed at the coroner's inquest that Bro.

Goudy was shot a second time, the last shot

taking effect in the back of the head, evidently

while he was down and already dying.

After robbing the crew the murderer jumped
off he car and let it go on its way into town.

After running about two miles on five points,

a former employe caught the car and brought

it to a stop just as another car was meeting it

with a relief crew and police aboard. The

company had been notified by phone by parties

who had seen the car pass and fail to stop.

The quickest way to the hospital was to pro

ceed with the car on which the men were shot.

Bro. O'Brien was left to be cared for by the

hospital and the remains of Bro. Goudy were
taken to the morgue.

The police and sheriff at bnce put forth

every effort to find the guilty party. Anumber
of suspects were arrested and carried before

Bro. O'Brien. Each time he would shake his

head and say " no." Finally a paroled negro

convict was found spending his money freely

Sunday afternoon, after having been broke Sat

urday . He was arrested and taken to the bed

side of Bro. O'Brienand positively identified as

the guilty party. Hehas since confessed, and

will be tried at the next term of court.

The employing company offered $500 and

Local 125 offered $ 200 for the apprehension
and conviction of the murderer. The arrest

was made by two negro detectives, who will

receive the greater part of the reward.

The saddest part of this tragedy was when

the writer was sent to tell the widow that

her five little boys and infant baby no longer

had a father. Bro. Goudy's family consisted

of five boys from 13 years to 2 years of age

and a 4 -day - old baby girl.

The funeral took place the following Tues

day, Dec. 21st. The pallbearers were made up

from Local 125 and the Order of Owls, three

of each. As is our custom when a brother is

buried , we had a beautiful floral design, be

sides a number of others furnished by friends.

The Amalgamated paid all funeral expenses,

which was $ 140.

We are pleased to state that Bro. O'Brien

will soon be out. His recovery has been a sur

prise to his physicians owing to the wound's

dangerous location .

Our widows and orphans' Christmas relief

committee secured a wagon load of present
besides $ 18.05 in cash , which was divided

among five widows of the local and their chil

dren . The company was very kind to furnish

the committee with a wagon and driver for the

entire day. After distributing the presents

and cash to the several families the committee

called on a florist and secured a beautiful bou

quet to be sent to Bro. O'Brien's room at the

hospital Christmas morn .

Youngstown, 0. - President R. A. Sauce

had thepleasure of meeting the present pres

ident of Local 343 at the Toronto convention

and commented upon the excellent character

of Bro. Page. The local has the best wishes

of this division , and we feel like thanking

them for the eight men that we have received

from their local.

There has seldom been an issue of the Mo

torman and Conductor where there was as

many comments upon as the one printed in
December. The articles in it contained

enough thought to set the brothers thinking

all through the coming year, but that is not
all . The front page, with pictures showing

the different types of street cars , shows

plainly the modern method of electric locomo

tion, and the advantage the street car em

ploys has over his past craftsman .

D. O'Hara, conductor on the Glenwood ave

nue line, spent the holidays in New York city,

and Cyrus Sowell, the genial, good -natured

motorman, went to his home in Sandusky, O.,

and will not be back until the weather gets

warmer.

Joseph Staron , Poland avenue motorman ,

has a smile that won't wear off , and the cause

of it is the arrival of a girl at his home
Christmas . Joe said Santa Claus brought it,

but the brothers think he was joking.

J. W. Miller, who was appointed last month
to teach the motormen on the Sharon line

how to use automatic air , is back with us

again.

The writer has been informed that Cutter

Hartshorn , who takes the part of clown at

shows, and D. D. Fitzgerală, the coal house

inspector, have formed a partnership and will

in the spring start a vaudeville show .
Our superintendent of transportation

showed their good spirit toward the brothers

one night during the latter part of December

when the thermometer registered zero. He

ordered coffee, hot from the stove, and had it

served free to the brothers working.

Here are some of the rules adopted by the

Syracuse Rapid Transit Co., which would be

well for all motormen to observe :

1 . Don't think that you own the street.

2 . Don't hit the rig if it stays on the track

all day.

3 . Don't be careless at cross streets , schools

or engine houses.

4 . Don't drag your car ; either stop or go
ahead.

5 . Don't get too near the car ahead.

6 . Don't start your car with a Jerk or take

curves too quickly .

7 . Don't start your car until you have looked

back for the safety of your passengers.

8 . Don't take chances with anything or any

body. Be sure you are right before go

ing ahead.

9 . Don't forget your duty at railroad cross

ings.

10 . Don't pay attention to passengers on the

front seat.

11 . Don't lose your head after tho accident

happened. Get busy and helpthe con

ductor. J. E. L
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SOME OFFICIAL CHANGES.
are made of. They have got to do good

work or they won't get the opportunity to

retire.

Our foot ball team is doing good work

under the instruction of Jack Le Grand with

Tommy Nott as head coach. Nott has had a

college team under his charge and much is

being expected of him .

A Gaelic foot ball team , made up of motor

men, under charge of. Tom Crawford, leads

in a new game started in this section . Bro .

Crawford is an expert at Gaelic foot ball ,

and he hopes to make good with his team .
He has games scheduled with Meriden ,

Derby, Wallingford, Shelton , Hartford ,

Springfield, Bridgeport and Norwalk. The

team is prepared to meet any team of trolley
unions . Any wishing to accept this chal

lenge can address the Secretary , New Haven ,
Conn. P. C.

Lansford , Pa . - Wish everyone a Happy

New Year. Let's make the year 1910 a banner

year. Let everyone put his shoulder to the

wheel and push along the trades union move

ment. You cannot do this by staying away

from the meetings or by being in arrears with

your dues. It is every man's duty to help his

Local Division , but is it not true that many

have failed to do this in the past ? Do not let

the officers do all the work, but help to do it

and see that it is done right.

There have been changes made in the official

circle of the E. P. Ry. Co. Div. Supt. Jos. C.

Bell has been promoted to superintendent of

railways, succeeding Mr. Palmer, who resigned

to accept a positionon some western road.

Trainmaster Geo. Williams succeeds Mr. Bell

as division superintendent, and rumor has it

that Dispatcher W. James will be promoted to

train master. We are glad to note that the

company is promoting its employees instead of

bringing in strangers . The men who were pro

moted have worked hard for the company and

thoroughly understand the work. They have

well earned their promotions. May they have

success in their new positions.

The recent snow storm caused the cars to

run a little late , but everything went nicely

considering .
We saw Bro. W. I. Davis talking quite seri.

ously to a couple of pretty ladies the other

day . Which will it be ?

We heard that the president of Div. 118 , Bro .

W. R. Lynagh, had proposed to a beautiful

young lady of near Port Carbon , and she ac

cepted , and well - he will be married before

you read this.

We had a splendid meeting on Dec. 16. Why

could we not have a meeting like that once

every month ? Bro. C. C. Boner, sub-district

president of the U. M. W. A., was there, and

the boys presented him with a handsome pipe.

Bro . Boner responded with a short address.

The gift was an expression of appreciation of
the service which Bro. Boner has rendered to

this Division at different times. The members

can congratulate themselves that they have

such a warm friend as Bro. Boner.

The executive board seems to have disband

ed.. It is about time they got awake.

And don't be without a button, as they are

likely, to be noticed . Any member who is paid

up gets one. Don't be without one.

" 5360."

NOTES FROM 281 .

SOCIALIST THE MOST CONSIDERATE.

New Castle, Pa .-Div. 89 held its regular

meeting on Dec. 13 . It was largely attended.

We hold our meeting so that it gives each and

every member a chance to be present - the

early turn at 3:20 p. m. and late turn at 9
a . m . Every member should make an earnest

effort to be present and familiarize himself

with the inside work of our grand association .

I consider it one of our most essential duties
to the labor movement to attend meetings.

The one who pays his dues and takes no fur
ther interest in the proceedings of our organ

ization does not seem to realize its benefits.

He is depriving himself of much, morally, in
tellectually and otherwise. So, Mr. Stayaway,

select another forenoon and afternoon aside

from meeting days for social pleasure.
We

need your co -operation in our work.

Bro. McWilliams got a leave of absence for

a period of three months and has gone to the

lumber camps in the State of Washington for
his health. Bro. Williams has been suffering

with weak lungs for a number of years . The

boys will be very glad to see him back the

1st of March to take his choice run in perfect

health.

Bro. Strayer, who was elected delegate to

the convention of the A. F. of L. recently

held at Harrisburg, Pa. , made us a lengthy

and interesting report at our last meeting .

Our Bro. Bill Walls bought a $10 hog . He

cut Mr. Hog up and set him on the back

porch to freeze and then came to a midnight

meeting. On return home he found someone

had stolen his hog-all but one ham. Bro.

Bill thinks a socialist stole his hog, for they

believe in dividing up, and this fellow left

him one ham. Had it been a democrat or a

republican he would have taken the whole

hog.

During the sunny months of summer when

it was fine growing weather a growth of sandy

hair appeared on the upper lip of John Mc

Kibben, on the Cascade Park line. As soon as

the frost came it changed in color and started
to wilt away, until one night it froze, and

the next morning the mustache was no more.

This is a very sad tale, but nevertheless ' tis

true.

One of the boys, staying out till 3 o'clock in

the morning, playing cards at the office, went

home the first night and made the excuse to

his wife it was raining. The next night he
went home at the same time and told his wife

it was raining. She told him, hereafter, to

take a gum coat and umbrella . He stays out

late at night no more.
Bro. Galigher is again back at the handles .

He was confined to his home with rheuma

tism.

Bro. Ramsey, who has been off six weeks

with stomach trouble, is again able to take

his run.

The members of Div. 89 presented to Div.

Supt. W. C. Smith a silk umbrella On the

handle, which was made of gold , was engraved

the words, " Presented to W. C. Smith, by

Div. 89." This was a Christmas present, not

to gain his friendship , for we have that, but

it was just a little reminder that he has ours .

Bro. C. C. Coulthard wishes to thank the

members of Div. 89 for the kindness manifest

ed upon the death of his mother. DIV. 89 .

New Haven , Conn . - Div. No. 281 held her

election meeting Dec. 16th . Officers for 1910

were elected. For president, Bro. Thomas

Deskin was re - elected unanimously. This

shows the high appreciation of his services

for the past year. For vice-president, Bro.
Wm. Booyle was elected . We are confident

he will_make a good assistant to the presi

dent. Financial Secretary James F. Lynch

was re - elected . He has already served five

years in this capacity. We expect to keep

him there five years more. He does good

work. For recording secretary, Bro. Thos.
Reilly was re - elected. Secretary Reilly is

entitled to much credit for the way in which

he keeps the records of Div. No. 281 .
Div. No. 281 will give a grand ball Jan.

20th, at Music hall. The committee is work

ing hard to make this event a success .

There are many of our members who are

and have been sick , and the funds have gone

pretty fast , so we will all get to work, sports

and all , and show what can be done. It is

largely up to the single fellows. Quite a

number of those who were single a year

ago are not thus favored this time, and we

must not expect too much of them , but we

have plenty who are yet in the market who

can handle tickets, and it is up to them to

get to work and show they are equal to

their predecessors . Perhaps some of them

will be retired to the ranks of married men

by the time the next ball season rolls

around. With them , this will be the only

opportunity to show what kind of metal they
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FARED WELL CHRISTMAS.

Colorado Springs, Col.-Div. No. 19 is

more prosperous than it hasbeen for several

years.

Conductor Blunt has just returned from a

visit with relatives and friends in Missouri.

President Ross, of Division No. 19 , and fam

ily spent the holidays in southern Kansas and
Oklahoma.

Brother J. E. Burnes, who has been sick

since October, we are glad to see is able to be
around again .

D. F. McGarry says he will have to have

the lapel of his coat extended in order to hold

all the good stars due him.

A man overloaded with Christmas barley

corn juice, boarded the car operated by Motor

man Triem and Conductor Murphy and pro

ceeded, as he thought, to run the car, but he
was taken to town and handed over to the

police. Verdict, $ 15 and trimmings .

brother Gallion , who has been sick for sev

eral months, became worse last week and was

taken to the hospital for treatment.

Conductor Easley's family have been visit

ing with " home folks" back in Kansas for sev.

eral months.

We are pleased to see in the annual report

of President Mahon that he strenuously urges

arbitration as a settlement of all disputes be

tween employers and employes. We believe

this is right, for every big man of the day

advocates arbitration for all manner of dis

putes, but more particularly those involving

labor and capital.

If the members of any Division have fared

better at the hands of their employing com

pany during the Christmas holidays than the

members of this Division , we would be pleased

to hear from them. First, all the employes

were called into the office and given a bright,

new five- dollar gold piece. Second, we were

notified that , beginning with the first of the

year, each regular man would be marked off

two days in each month , receiving full pay for

the same, and while this does not apply to the

extra men , yet when they get this extra work

they also will be benefited by the order.
We

were further notified that for each five years'

service with the company we would be fur

nished with a gold star to be worn on the

lapel of the coat, indicating the same. Nor

was this all. Those of us who had been in

the service of the company ten years or more

received a letter from the superintendnt
, in

forming us that we would be furnished each

year hereafter one new uniform at the ex

pense of the company. This, coming as it did,

unasked and wholly unexpected , makes it the

more gratifying to all concerned . The fact

was all developed that 55 per cent of the men
had been with the company more than five

years and that more than 20 per cent had been
with them to exceed ten years .

Brother Bryan , who has been rusticating in
the eastern part of the state for several

months, returned the first day of the year,

ready for duty. IRIS.

urging them on in pursuit of their God -given

rights of peace, happiness and prosperity.

One reason you have not heard oftener from

the correspondent of " 282" is simply that The

Doctor had nothing of interest to relate to the

numerous readers of the M.& C. except local

welfare news, and that kind , for perusal by

our many distant brothers, in our opinion is

oftentimes grating on the nerves of those who
look to an official organ for useful and in

structive information .

On Dec. 17 was held the annual election of

officers for the ensuing year. President C. H.

McCrossen and Business Agent George Kee

nan were both re -elected without opposition .

Brother C. C. O'Mealia was elected by a large

majority in a three - cornered contest as Re

cording Secretary and Correspondent, defeat

ing your humble servant, who has held that

office for upwards of six years.

Nothing daunted, however, The Doctor will

continue an active member both in and out of

meetings, his voice and vote will ever be given

in the cause that has lifted so many street car

men from a life of drudgery and seeks to bet

ter their conditions from day to day.

On separate paper we give a complete list

of the officers of " 282, " the result of the an

nual election .

A new system of transfers was inaugurated

in Rochester Dec. 1st, 1909. Theyare in four

colors - red, white, blue and yellow - all of

which are used every hour in accordance with

the schedule of the car at the junction points.

The colors designate the life of the transfer

or the time limit, outside of which it is void.

The system has many good features . One is

that it has effectually done away with the

matter of late transfers. It is much slower

to issue than the old system was and holds a

conductor keyed to a high tension all the time

to avoid mistakes, but we are getting used
to it now.

The management have ordered 25 new P. A.

Y. E. cars and the employes are looking for

ward to their arrival with many a curious eye.

They were to have arrived by Jan. 1st, 1910,

but have for some reason been delayed.

The Division will hold a smoker on the date

of the installation of officers Friday, Jan. 7.

We all look forward for a good time.

Yours fraternally ,

THE DOCTOR .

CANDIDATE FOR CITY AUDITOR.

NEW TRANSFER SYSTEM .

Rochester, N, Y - Division 282 extends to

the editor and staff, to our International off
cers , to all affiliated local divisions of the

Amalgamated, down along the line of your
many readers , to the rank and file of our

grand organization , many, many happy returns

of the New Year. May its dawn bring to each
and every individual member health , wealth

and prosperity .

May our noble organization continue to dif

fuse the fruits of its beneficent work and wax

strong for humanity's sake.

May the spirit of the Good Samaritan, which

has actuated the very life of our International

President, from his boyhood up , be imbued in

the hearts of all whose lot it is to turn a con

troller or gather in a nickel.

These are the greetings of " 282" to its fel

low-workers on this January morn , at this

time of good resolutions , this time when the

fraternal spirit of brotherly love is aroused

and flushes the hearts of our fellow-workers,

St. Joseph , Mo.-Members and friends of

Div. 326 are urging Charles Fredrichs to

make a race for the office of city auditor in

the coming spring election . Bro . Fredrichs

is better knownas " Dad " Fredrichs among

the street railway boys, and is an ideal man
for the office . He is qualified in every re

spect and has been a life long democrat.

Previous to his work with the street railway

company he served as conductor for many

years on the old Kansas City, St. Joseph &

Council Bluffs Railway, and left the service

of the company in sympathy with the Broth

erhood of Locomotive Engineers during the

big C. , B. & Q. strike some years ago and

has since been in the employ of the street

railway company, for the past 19 years in

the capacity of conductor. Every man on

the road has a warm spot in his heart for
Bro. Fredrichs. He has been active in the

organization since it was installed and has

always held an office . Bro . Fredrichs has a

wide acquaintance among his old railroad

coleagues.

It is with regret that we report that Bros.

B. F. Karns and E. L. Thomas have left the

service . Bro. Karns was a charter member

of this Division and was a faithful worker in

the organization . Both will continue their

membership with the local. The boys all

wish them success in their new positions.

Bro . C. B. Smith has returned from Oregon.

where he went with his wife, hopeful that
her heath might improve. We are very

sorry to say that after an illness of some

time she died and was brought back here

for burial. Bro . Smith has the sympathy of

all his fellow workers in his hours of need

and sorrow. 326 .
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LADIES' AUXILIARY ELECTS OFFICERS.
protect the motormen on the local cars,

which adds some to their comfort.
Bro. C. Denney enjoys his position as

financial secretary, as on pay day he gets a

chance to see all the boys at the barn .

We had a flying schedule in force recently,

owing to some repair work being done on

the track , but the benefits we derive from

the new track are sufficiently gratifying to

overbalance our temporary inconvenience

during the period of repair. DIV. 528 .

Toronto, Ont. - A social evening of Div. 113

was held on Monday evening, Jan. 3 , when

all our brothers and their wives and families

were invited to spend a pleasant evening. It
was a surprise to everyone to know how

much talent there is amongst our own boys ,

and it was expressed that we would not need

to hire outsiders to put on a first - class con

cert in Massey hall . We regret that more

of our brothers and their families were not

there to enjoy the following program :

The meeting was regularly opened

by President W. Murray .

The installation of the local officers by

General Board Member M. Sinclair.

Solo..
Mr. Percy David

Duet. Messrs. McEvan and Edwards

Solo .. By the President of the Ladies' Aux

iliary, Mrs. J. Tompkins , who

was repeatedly encored

Recitation ..
.By Bro. Dunham

Encored.

Solo .
By Master Rich

Encore by Master Rich and Miss Rich.

Comic Solo and Chorus by Audience .

By Harvey Lloyd

The Watermelon Kid and

The Court House Goat

Instrumental . ,
.By Bros. Geo. Sheirlan

and Harry Newth

Encored.

Solo .....
By Bro . R. A. Peglar

Music composed by himself.

Repeatedly encored,

Ex- Bro . Woodrow, accompanist.

Bro. Sinclair gave a lengthy speech in

tracing the labor movement from the year

Queen Victoria was crowned to the present.

This is not the last of these concerts or

social evenings, and I would advise every

brother who can to come and bring his fam

ily and get acquainted . You will enjoy it.

The Ladies' Auxiliary elected their officers

as follows :
President-Mrs. Jos. Tompkins.

Vice - President--Mrs. T. E. Murphy.

Sec . - Treas .—Mrs. Geo . Sheirlan .

Sentinel-Mrs. J. P. Pallin .
Meetings are held on the last Thursday in

each month , and we urge every car man's

wife , sister or daughter to attend.

Jan. 3 .
FARMER.

1/2 CENTS PER HOUR INCREASE.

Butler, Pa . - Div . 223 has secured an agree

ment with the B. P. Ry . Co. for next year,
with an increase of 142 cents per hour. Our

scale now is 20 cents first six months, 21

cents second six months, and 23 cents per
hour after the first year of service. Here
tofore we had to work two years before

getting the highest rate . Our membership

on the P. and B. interurban line also have
gained an increase of 112 cents, which

makes them 2612 cents per hour, flat rate .

During our conference with the company
we had associated with Us International

Vice - President J. J. Thorpe. Bro . Thorpe is

surely there with the goods alright.

We are much pleased to hear that G. E. B.
Member McMorrow is recovering from his

recent illness .

Monday evening, Jan. 3 , 1910 , we will elect

and install our officers for the ensuing year.

Bro. S. L. Irvine is to be a candidate for

city council in the second ward. We hope

to see him elected .

I think Conductor J. B. Heisey, of Lan

caster, Pa. , had better ask Brother W. D.

Mahon for a little prosperity. He is the

man that can show him how to get it.

Wishing the entire A. A, of S. and E. R.

E. of A. a prosperous new year, we are .

Fraternally, 223 .

а

ALL ARE MEMBERS.

Tarentum , Pa . – Our meeting of Thursday

morning. Dec. 9th , 1909, at 3 o'clock a . m . ,

was attended by all the late and extra men .

There were eight early men also present.

Every third month we have general

meeting with the point in view of getting

the men all together , but it seems too early

for the early straights .
We have changed our meeting place from

the Smith hall to the K. O. T. M. hall .

At our meeting, Dec. 9th. Bro . William
Grinder was initiated . Now all motormen

and conductors are members, 48 in all . We

think that is a good record, as we were only

organized in November last .

Bro. Frank Cotter took his annual hunt

this fall , but had his pleasure blighted by

the sudden death of his sister.

Bro. John Hazlett had a delightful hunting

trip - got 52 rabbits.

Bro. C. Ellerman took a few days hunting,

but says he is about disgusted .

Bros. France and McQuaid had a week of

very successful hunting in Butler county.

Bro. Widdowson filled the dispatcher's

place for ten days while the dispatcher was

hunting at Meadville, Pa.
Bro. G. Stauffer has taken a month's vaca

tion to visit his parents and old friends in

Ohio.
We hear the doctor had calls at the homes

of Bros. Law , Zigler and Grinder, but we

have failed to see the cigars .

Bro. John Baurer has been on the sick list

for a long time . We hear he is improving.

and hope to see him marked up for work

Jan. 1st , 1910 .
Bro. H. Glasjon is on the sick list .

Our company has provided curtains to

FIVE-YEAR AGREEMENT EXPIRES THIS

YEAR.

New Orleans, La.-Division No. 194 has

been undergoing a long and unusual siege

of quietness. In fact it was impossibe to

hold the general meeting of Dec. 22 on ac
count of the absence of a quorum. Only

eight or ten men showed up. Perhaps it is

because everyone is working so hard during
the holidays, but even before the holiday

season matters were for a long time un

usually quiet . We can attribute this only

to harmony and good fellowship, and unex

ceptional good and careful management on

the part of our officers.

Our annual election came and went with

hardly a ripple of excitement. There were

two tickets in the feld as usual, and the

polls were open from 9 a. m . to 8 p . m. A

very large and representative vote was cast ,

and no disagreeable electioneering was done

on either side . Election day passed off in

harmony and left the organization as bright

and peaceful as a May- day moving. With a

few exceptions nearly all of the old officers

were re -elected .

Bro . Fred Stader is at present president of

the central body, and at the coming election

in that assembly we trust to see him re

elected . as his administration has been

crowned with much success .

The nominations for Executive Board mem

bers , of which we have quite a few . was

held Dec. 30 at the various barns , and the

election for these board members will be

held all day on pay day. Jan. 6 . We are all

anxious to see the personnel of this new

board , as
these brothers are the men who

will negotiate and arrange with the com

pany the making of a new agreement, as

our present contract which has gone on SO

successfully for five years will expire June

30. 1910 .
The death of Brother Victor Daix was

not unexpected. He was 63 years of age and

had been in the street car service for a

number of years but not for the past two

years . His funeral was largely attended

194 .
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NEEDS NO INVESTIGATION.

Norwalk , Conn . - Another year is gliding

down the rails on the “ second series," far,

far out to the horizon of time.

The dear old car " 1909" leaves the barn

about midnight tomorrow on its last trip.

1909 is no more ; its failures and disap

pointments should be forgotten . while its

events of happiness and success we should

commit to memory to inspire us on to greater
conquests during the coming twelve months .

Get after those “ weaker brothers," boys ,

and get after them during the first weeks of

the new year. Clean your division up for

the new year just as the bookkeeper puts

his books straight; and no division is im

maculate till we have doused those weaker

boys in the baths of unionism .

Surround them with a few members who

can intelligently show them where they are

" in " wrong just as long as they stay " out."

and who can convince them that it is to their

every interest , moral , social and financial. to

join their brother workers in the struggle

against unjust capitalistic combinations with

their attending evils of wage and child

slavery . extortionate rents and food prices.
Prices of necessities have reached such

abnormal figures as to attract the attention

of the business and professional man.

To quote a large daily of New York City :
“ The poor cry loudest because they are

hardest pinched, yet there is much volume

to the complaint of the well - to -do, and even

therich are whimpering."

" Czar' Joe the 1st at the capitol is going

to appoint a committee to investigate and
take statistics.

Do you need any statistical investigation

to convince you that you have been monkey

ing around the beehive of trust prices and

have been stung ! stung ! stung ?
Now, my dear weaker brother, if food

prices are too high for business, profes
sional and political men . whose salaries

range from $1,000 to $ 50 000 per year, how

in the name of common sense can you stand

the present and rising cost of bare necessi .
ties on your $ 2.00 or $2.50 per dav ?

Think . man . think , and after thinking then
ACT !

Bro . Barker leaves the ranks of the

" single" file and becomes a benedict on New
Year's Day. Good boy. Bob ! you are start

ing the new vear right . The sincere wishes

of all go with you .

We raised about $ 100.00 for our sick fund

at a benefit vaudeville performance tendered

us by the manager of the South Norwalk

Music Hall .

Ours for a grand ball before long. Other

divisions tell of $ 500.00 and $600.00 realized

on a ball. and they won't be permitted to
have anything on us . Besides, we like to

dance.

Bro . Lockyer . who received a terrific elec

trical charge some weeks ago, is able to sit

un and tell the hoys how it feels to come

near to the Reaper.

Bro. John Hannigan is around after some

weeks' conAnment with plero - pnuemonia, and

savs he's feeling fine.

We are digging our way out of the worst

blizzard New England has suffered since 1888 .

I love my snow, but oh , you California !

Enthusiasm when charged with truth ,

hantherhood and benevolence is contagious

and irresistible .

Good - hve , boys . A happy and prosperous

1910 to you all .

EDW. M. GAFFNEY.

clutches of the officers of the law, has again

shown remarkable cool nerve, when an at
tempt was made by two desperate men to

hold him up at the end of the Warm Springs
line. When he was arranging his trolley he

saw man pulling a gun on him . Bro.

Neve was too quick for him and shot at the

man's feet , at the same time telling him to
throw up his hands. The motorman had

the other man , but let him go when he

heard the report of the pistol, fearing that
Bro. Neve had been hurt . They delivered

their prisoner to the police authorities, who

claim he is an old -time desperado.

Bro . David H. Brown, who has been em

ployed here for 19 years in street railway

work has resigned , and is now serving

Uncle Sam in the capacity of mail carrier .

We wish Davie every success .

Whether the cold weather made them feel

that it was not good to be alone, or they

had been studying over the scriptural ad

monition , “ It is not good for man to be

alone," quite a number of our popular young

conductors, have been joined in the bonds

of wedlock . Some of those who have made

the venture are E. N. Stone Frank Hogan ,

Frank Kent. Robert Maw and E. W. Jensen .

We wish for them and their brides a long.

handy and prosperous journey through life.

Bros. J. A. Reeder, E. E. Cropper, Ray

Gulver. C. F. Hopper were named as dele

gates to the Salt Lake Federation of Labor.

In retiring from the position of corre

spondent through the election of our suc

cessor , we do it without regret and with

best wishes for the success of the incoming

officers, and hope that our membership will
attend our meetings more regular and as

sist and encourage our offifficers in their ef

forts to strengthen our organizatinn.

"NO. 7."

NINTH ANNIVERSARY OF DIV. 169.

Easton , Pa . — The ninth anniversary of Div.

No. 169 was held on Dec. 6th , '09 , which was

largely attended at the early and midnight

meetings . All had a good time. Some re

marks were made by the brothers ; four new

candidates were admitted to membership.

The refreshment committee is to be congrat

ulated for their work . All were hungry and

did justice accordingly. The doughnuts

fried in nutol and furnished by Bro. Řaben

old , were in demand .

There is a chanace to get "Nutol" which

bears the label and let your good wife try

it. Bro . Rabenold will fill your order.

The new order in effect to conductors to

start to collect fares from the rear end of

the car. is worth while inspecting to see

some conductor moving backwards through

the car towards the front end and accident

ally tramp on the feet of passengers stand

ing in the aisle . Any conductor that can

improve on this should attend the meeting

and give the plan .

Bro. Jas. Carr , who was at Mt. Alto, Pa. ,

for his health . has returned , as it did not

benefit him there.

Bro. M. Kocher is still off duty . but im
proving. Bro . J. S. Houseman , who was

sick for a long time, has opened a place
of business on D. 12th street . near Ferry

street . Brothers who need cigars , candy,

etc.. should give him a call .

The new constitutions containing the re

vised laws as adopted at the eleventh con

vention , are on hand, and every brother

should call or send for his and read it over

carefully. particularly sections 71 to 81 , and

secure their working card and button

promptly : also wear the button and be union

men .

On Xmas we got a taste of that beautiful

snow which tied up nearly all the lines, and

many brothers were out (snow bound ) from

to 40 hours. Bros. Rodenbaugh and

Woodruf were tied up in the cement region

for 40 hours . Bros. Nichols and Grogg were

out 50 hours, and stopped at Hotel de Farm

House, out of town , good board , country

sausage and hot coffee. Bro . Nichols said the

main thing was tobacco . which he got at

different time without being short . Now

come to the meeting and give us your exper

lence .

THIRD HOLD -UP .

36

Salt Lake City, Utah - Another hold - up

of a street car occurred Dec. 7th about 9:30

p . m . , when Wandamere car, 432. in charge

of Conductor E. E. Miller and Motorman Bert

Hendricksen , was held up by two shabbily

dressed men , who seemed to be experts at

the business. They secured $ 14.50 of the

comnany's money, and $ 2.80 belonging to the

conductor While several susperts have been
arrested . there is no direct proof against

any of them .

Bro . Jos . C. Neve, who , on several осса

sions in the past , brought evildoers into the
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NOTES FROM 508.

a

We

Hallfax, N. S. - Well, boys, Christmas has
come and gone, and we have entered into a

new year, so we must all try and make 1910

a record breaker inthe history of the Amal

gamated, by trying out utmost to get new

members to swell the ranks of our Associa

tion.

At our last meeting the election of officers

took place. Our meeting was not largely

patronized, probably owing to the day being

very wet and miserable, but we managed to

get along very well.

Bro. Coolen is busy just now baking fancy
cakes for Christmas. Good for you , Bill , but

don't make leaden ones .
Say, Chesley, get into yourself, or an "af

filiation " order may be the next order on the

table.
Bro. McDougall would do a wise thing to

keep his eyes open. Don't be caught napping.

Any brother who would like to start

breeding bull dogs can be furnished with all

information by applying at 101 Agricola

street.
Bro. Gardner and better half have taken a

few holidays. They have gone to Bro. Gard

ner's home in England. We wish they are

both proof to mal- de -mer.

Bro. Townsend has returned to his old

boarding house , No. 18 Dresden Row. It is

under new management, but he seems quite

satisfied .
Bro . Sheils, see above note to Chesley.

Two more P. A. Y. E.'s in commission .

What will the next order be ?

This company will soon be in the hands of

the receiver if many more wheels are flat

tened .
As your humble servant has been deposed

of the office of scribe to the M, & C. , I must

wish you all good - bye , as this is my last

letter .
Scribe 508 .

The Granite Cutters are still locked out ,

but they are sure to win , as they have a

full treasury, right on their side, and

sympathetic public,

Bro. Siliowayhas our deep sympathy in

the loss of his mother.

We are glad business is increasing .

We nowhave an assistant superintendent .

We trust he will give the boys a fair deal
and drop every sucker and squealer that

comes near him , as we have no use for such .

Don't throw stones at the windows hence

forth ; they will cost you something .

The petition worked all right. Now we

know who is who.

are getting Vermont weather now

10 and 20 below zero .

Oh, would some power the giftie gae us

To see ourselves as others see us.

The president of the road gave the old

men a great compliment when he said : “ I

would rather have one of the old men than

two of your new ones." He knows whereof

he speaks. He was a poor boy and by hard

work worked himself up to president of a

railroad. Three times he was elected mayor

of this city and last fall was elected senator

of Washington county, and is now mentioned

for lieutenant -governor of this state. In

each campaign he was supported by the

workingmen. And is known as the work

ingman's friend. How many railroads have
such a president ? I trust many.

Wishing you all a Happy New Year.

COR . 242 .

LOOKING FOR A SHARE.

Akron, Ohio . — The Northern Ohio Traction

Company is having the largest run of busi

ness this fall of any time in the history of

the the corporation . It would seem that

there should be something this coming spring

in this prosperity for the men who are doing

the work . Undoubtedly an increase in wage

may be brought about upon harmonious

lines ; at least , we hope so. Conditions war

rant it .
Bro . Frank Harrington has been on the

sick list since October 18th with stomach

trouble .

Bro. Milton has left the service to accept

a position as night watchman for the B. F.

Goodrich Co.
Would call the attention of Bro . Geese to

the fact that we are still holding meetings.

Trust he may give up other attractions suf
ficiently to permit himself to be in attend

ance in the future .

Bro. Bollway says that railroading beats

working in the rubber factory, and that here

after he will stick to the controller.
Would report that our superintendent likes

to see the monthly button on all the boys .

We trust that the legislature now in ses
sion in Columbus may take some action

upon the running board , or at least enact

alaw which will enforce center aisles . There

are divisions enough in Ohio to bring to

bear the power of organized labor upon the

various senators and assembly men to secure

this enactment.

Bro . Laudenslager, one of our prominent

members , is now collector for the Akron Gas

Company.

Conductor Jackson is running a laundry.

We wonder how many union men are work

ing for him. He is not a member of Div. No.

98. R , J.

RETURN OLD OFFICERS.

Hartford , Conn . - Div.425 held her annual

election of officers on Dec. 7th . the regular

meeting day, for the year 1910 ; also added

15 new members to her ranks. Bros. Clem

ents and Longdon acted as tellers from 10

a . m . to 8:30 p. m. , as these were the hours

that the polls were open for voting. The

returns were not in until 11:30 p . m. , making

a very long run for the brothers without
any relief for meals. But there was no

kicking. as the work was for the division .

and itwas well done.

The only change the brothers of 425 made

was in electing Bro. Ambrose Danneker for

Recording Secretary, Bro. M. J. Morkan ,

who held the office for several terms, re

fused the nomination to run again .

Bro. Frank Burke, who has been with us

fo several years, has left the employ of the

Conn . Co. and is going to learn tile setting ,
with the best wishes of 425 .

Bro . Frank Matthewsisslightly indisposed

and unable to work on account of working

too hard election day electioneering in mak

ing a run for recording secretary. We think

we can have him O. K. by the night of the

concert and ball which takes place January

19, 1910 . 425 .

PEORIA POINTERS.

Peoria , 1. Division No. 416 held the an

nual election of officers on the 15th of De

cember and re - elected nearly all of the old

officers and turned down a sick and death

benefit proposition which was placed on the

ballot, and which your correspondent hoped

would carry onaccount of the unsatisfactory

method now in vogue of circulating a sub

scription paper for any brother who is " down

and out. " The only reason for defeating

the proposition was the necessary raise in

dues.

A numbr of amendments to the by-laws

were made, however. including a change in

the date of meeting from the first and third

Wednesdays to the second and fourth Tues
days of each month . It also was decided

to hold a smoker the first meeting day of
the year , and the boys look for some good

speaking and a good time generally.
Our president, Brother Dan Gorman , was

taken suddenly ill at the foot of the stair

way after the last meeting, and some of the
brothers who were with him called a cab

from a near -by stand and took him home.

He is all right again now, and everybody

hopes that there will never be a recurrence
of the attack , for if Brother Gorman were

eve compelled to forego his duties as pres
ident it would leave a gap that would be

almost impossible to all .

VERMONT WEATHER.

SOMontpelier, Vt. - It's a pleasure to see

many of Div. 242_out at the meetings. It

encourages the officers and helps the new
members.

Bro. Slack is back with us again .
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GAIN FIVE DAYS OFF WITH PAY. church , interment being made in Riverside

cemetery, after which we returned home to

mourn the loss of our dear comrades and
friends . We will all miss " Little Markee"

and “ Beard ."

The floral tributes were many and beau
tiful, and showed in a measure the popu

larity of both men .

Supt. F. L. Beardsley attended both fu

nerals and praised both men very highly.

Themembers of Division No. 469 are wearing

a badge of mouring out of respect to the

memory of their departed brothers.

Division No. 469 wishes to thank the mo

tormen and conductors as well as Division

No. 281. of New Haven , who sent beautiful

floral pieces and attended the funerals, and

I am sure that Division No. 469 will ever re

member their kindness.

R. J. A. COR .

Helena, Mont.-- Division 495 is getting

along nicely . At our last session the of

ficers for the ensuing year were chosen, and

the following selected : President. A. Lyle ;

vice -president, George Farnham ; treasurer,

E. Smith ; recording secretary, Bert Gray;
warden , Lou Brainerd ; conductor, H. E.

Washburn ; delegate to trades council, Ed

Majors ; trustees, Bob Barnes, George Woods

and Dan Hawkes ; correspondent, A. Hahn.

On November 1 , 1909 , our agreement with

the company expired, and we decided to ask
for a raise , which our manager failed to

grant, the company feeling unable to do so
at this time. However, according to our new

agreement entered into for one year, each

man is allowed five days lay - off with pay .
and the indications are that after the ex

piration of this agreement matters may be

adjusted more favorably for the boys.

Business is lively on the Capitol line , a

special session of the legislature having been

called by the governor.

The Broadwater cars have also been kept
busy, carrying passengers to the skating

rink owned by the company. Our superin

tendent, Mr. Church , did good work during

the autumn getting the pond in shape, and

now has placed Brother Leslie Lyle in charge,
whose efficient services are appreciated by

all who visit the rink ,

Brother Nicholls was laid up in the hos

pital for two weeks , caused by some knife

wounds inflicted by a colored man who was

in the habit of stealing rides . Fortunately

the cuts were not as serious as at first an

ticipated , and Brother Nicholls is back on

his car again.

495 .

BRO. FENNIMORE BECOMES CLAIM AGENT

Pittsburg , Kan.-Pittsburg is holding her

own, and every motorman and conductor on

the J. & P. system belongs to local No. 497.

We have lost some of our active members

temporarily from active work , as some of

them have moved away, while others have

taken up company work for an indfinite

time .

Brother J. A. Fennimore, one of our most

active members, who was sent to Toronto

to the 11th_annual convention of the A. A.

of S. & E. R. C. of A. , has accepted a com

pany position as claim agent for the J. & P.
and P. & K. C. street railroad companies,

and is having good success.

Brother George Payton, who was internally

injured in a wreck between a Frisco freight

train and a J. & P. street car, has accepted

a position in the dispatcher's office of the

J. & P. R. R. Co. until he is able to resume

his work as conductor on the car.

Brother Harry Morning has resigned his

office as secretary of our local , as he took

a night run . Brother Tom Langston was

elected to finish his term of office ,

On Tuesday night . November 16, it was

voted unonimously that we issue a special

assessment of ten cents on each member

for the month of December for the benefit

of the Omaha strikers , and on Tuesday, De

cember 7 , it was voted unanimously that we

issue a special assessment of ten cents on

every member for the benefit of the Omaha

strikers , to be called each month till the

strike is settled.

Brother Charles Crocker. next to the old
est motorman on the J. & P. system has

been promoted to car inspector , to take ef

fect January 1 . NICKEL PICKER.

A SAD AND UNAVOIDABLE ACCIDENT.

a

HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC

RAILWAY EMPLOYES OF

AMERICA.at

Derby, Ct.-In contributing the news from

Div .469 of Derby, Ct., to this month's issue
of The Motorman and Conductor, I expected

to give you an account of our annual meet

ing and smoker, and also our annual ball,
which was to be held on January 14 , 1910 ;

but unfortunately both were postponed on

account of the sad accident which happened

on Sunday morning , December 26, in which
Motorman Fred H. Beard and Conductor Mark

Donovan , bothmembers of our division , lost
their lives . The accident was one of the
saddest which has taken place here in

number of years becaues the men were one

of the most popular crews on the Derby di

vision, and because they lost their lives in
the performance of their duty. The cause

of the accident was the_derailing of the car.
Brothers Beard and Donovan left the car

harn in Derby to make a trip to Nangatuck

during a severe snow storm . On the return

trip they arrived at which is known as

Rummond Pond switch , in the town of Sey

mours , about 10:45 a . m . While ascending

the steep curve the south end of the

switch the car left the rails and plunged

down a 40 - foot embankment and into the

Naugatuck river , covering all the car ex

cept the last two windows and vestibule .

Five passengers went down with it, but all

excaped except the motorman and conduc

tor, who were crushed to death in the ves -

tibule when the car smashed through the

ice into the rived. The bodies were recovered

at 3 o'clock Monday morning.

Brother Donovan's funeral took place from

his late home on Platt street, Ansonia, on

Wednesday morning, and the remains were

followed by a large crowd of sympathizing

friends to the Church of the Assumption ,

where a high mass of requiem was cele

'brated by Rev. Fr. Hennessy. About one

half of our division attended in a body, and

a delegation from Division No. 281, of New
Haven. Interment was in St. Mary's cem

etery.

In the afternoon we returned to the sad

duty of attending the funeral of Brother

Fred Beard, which took place from his late
home in Shelton . About the same number

turned out to Brother Beard's funeral , in
cluding delegations from New Haven and

Bridgeport. The services were conducted by

the Rev. W. G. Lathrop, of the Congregational

By W. D. Mahon.

CHAPTER XI .

( Continued from December. )

The Milwaukee convention had decided

that a permanent headquarters for the As

sociation should be located in the City of

Detroit , and in following out this instruction ,

the writer, at the close of the convention ,

visited Detroit for the purpose of making ar

rangements for the location of the headquar

ters . On arriving in that city he was wel.

comed by the officers and members of Di.

vision No , 26 , and an arrangement was made

by which joint headquarters were opened

with the Division at Room 14 , Kanter Build

ing. Joint headquarters were maintained

for several years , until the International or

ganization became so large that more room

was required , and then they were separated .

During all the years that the headquarters
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of the International and the local were to heard in Madison , the capital of the state

gether, perfect harmony prevailed , and the So much interest was displayed in the hear

aid and assistance given to the International ing that the members of both the house and

officers by the members and officers of Di senate left their seats and came to the com

vision No. 26 aided greatly in advancing the mittee room to hear the arguments . Both

work and establishing the International sides presented lengthy arguments before

movement. the committee, and after its adjournment

The first important work of the term was the fight was carried to the house and sen

to take up and push the vestibule law in the ate. The battle continued for something like

states outlined by the convention , it having six weeks . In this contest we were greatly

been decided that the bill should be intro assisted by the State Federation of Labor

duced , and if possible , pushed through the and the various labor organizations through

legislature of Michigan , Wisconsin and In out the entire state . Resolutions , letters and

diana. In accordance with these instruc petitions were forwarded from the various

tions the measures were prepared and ar organizations to the legislature, and in the

rangements made to push the work . different cities committees were appointed

International Secretary Miller G. Moore , by the Central Bodies to wait upon the sen

who was also at that time Secretary of Di ators and representatives whenever they re

vision 26 , was selected to push the work in turned home and urge them to vote for the

Michigan, and it was decided by the officers measure.

of Division 26 to, if possible , have Moore It was without question one of the coldest

elected to the state legislature , and in this winters ever experienced in Wisconsin , and

they were successful . They first secured the in the midst of the battle for the vestibule ,
nomination on the labor ticket, and later he Second Vice-President John Kennedy, of Mil .

secured the endorsement of the Republican waukee, ran through one of the draw -bridges

convention , and was elected a member of with his car, killing himself and three pas

the state legislature from the city of De sengers . The investigation of the coroner's

troit. In pushing the work of securing the jury pronounced that the man was frozen at

vestibule bill , Moore was ably assisted by his post of duty , and that had he been pro
the officers and executive committee of DI tected by the vestibule the accident would

vision 26 , and early in the session secured not have occurred . This accident had great

the passage of the law in Michigan , effect upon the legislature . However, it was

The work of securing the passage of this made light of by the other side, who claimed

law in Indiana was left in the hands of First
that it was an accident , and no one could

Vice -President Rezin Orr. Orr was assisted tell what caused it . It had the effect, never

by the Fort Wayne local and the other labor

organizations of the state , and after a hard

theless, and the writer firmly believes that

the decision of the coroner's jury was cor

campaign, succeeded in having the measure rect. It was something like eighteen de

passed in the state of Indiana. grees below zero upon the morning. Ken

The writer took up the work in Wiscori nedy was sick when he reported for work,

sin , and here the companies put up a hard but there was no relief and he had to go

contest to prevent the vestibule legislation . ahead. When he was found , he was at the

The companies' forces were iid by the late bottom of his car, several feet under water,
Postmaster General Henry C. Payne, who yet his face and hands were frozen , and in

was at that time president of the Milwaukee the opinion of experts they were frozen be

Street Railway Company. Payne was
fore he went into the water, claiming that it

skilled lobbyist, having won iis political rep could not have happened afterwards .
utation, and it is said his wealth , as a lob

byist. He organized the companies' forces
This sad accident, while it cost us the life

of the state and took the field against us.

of one of the most valuable and ardent

The writer first took up the work in the
workers that our Association ever had , had

city of Milwaukee. Aided by a committee
its effect in assisting us in securing the pro

from Division No. 15 , we interviewed the
tection for other men in that state since that

ditferent political leaders and finally secured
day. After six weeks of hard fighting the

the support and co-operation of Governor
measure was passed , and the Association

Upman and his administration . We had the
was victorious in each of its contests that

measure introduced by one of the leading
had been outlined by the convention.

administration men, Mr. Stilman , of Mil. In pushing the work during this winter we

waukee. The measure once introduced bc were greatly handicapped for the lack of

fore the legislature, the battle opened. funds . The organizations that were in good

Payne rallied his forces , and every street standing at this time were indifferent about

railway in the state came to his assistance, making their reports, and many times we

and it is needless to say they fought the
were forced to borrow from our friends or

measure with all the power at their com go without , as the case might be . Neverthe

mand.
less the work was pushed with determina

The writer represented the organizations tion , and I doubt if ever since, in the history

before the legislative committee, assisted by of the organization more has been accom

Ex-Commanding General of the Grand Army plished than was accomplished during thai

of the Republic, General Wiesart. The first memorable winter. The result of that battle

hearing before the legislative committee for vestibules has been the protection of the

brought forth every force in the state thousands of street car men in those three

against us. It is said that this hearing was states from that day on.

one of the most interesting that was ever (To be continued . )

&
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REVIEW OF EVENTS OF 1909.

( Continued from page 11. )

benefits to the International Association ,

$13,675.00, representing 2,755 weeks . This

is equal to the maintenance of 50 members

for the entire year to attain the results ac

complished.

The moral effect of these strikes is incal

culable. What influence they have had as

an illustration of effect upon others not in

volved, it is unnecessary to comment upon

here. One thing is sure . They exemplify

that the strike resistance of the labor or

ganization must be calclulated upon in deal

ing with questions arising between employ.

ers and employes,

Not one of these strikes would have de

veloped had the management of the various

companies submitted to fair arbitration , or

even had they been considerate in dealing

with the committees representing their em

ployes. The Association is bound by its

own laws to accept of arbitration of any

and all matters of difference that cannot be

otherwise adjusted . This places the re

sponsibility of strikes upon the employing

company.

Reviewing the record of strikes for 1909 ,

and giving reasonable consideration to the

results, it cannot be said that fate dealt

unkindly with this Association in these con

tests . Those who were involved and stood

manfully by their purpose, accomplished re

sults . They were upon the firing line and

they have lent much to the uplift of the

standard of working conditions to street and

electric railway employes and , incidentally ,

to labor in general.

Arbitration ,

The record of the year 1909 contains five

wage arbitration cases, involving the mem

bership of fifteen locals . The first instance

was that of the arbitration of wage for the

eastern Massachusetts locals . This arbitra

tion was started in the last of the year 1908 ,

and the proceedings continued until Janu

ary, and a decision was reached in that

month ,so the case is given credit to the

record for the year 1909. This arbitration

was conducted on part of the Association

by President W. D. Mahon and G. E. B.

Member W. B. Fitzgerald , and the officers

of the Joint Advisory Board of the various

locals involved . The result was an advance

in the standard of wage to the employes ,

although it was a compromise. It reduced

the wage discrimination and added an in

crease to several of the term classes of mo

tormen and conductors. In the aggregate ,

it increased the pay-roll about $40,000.00 per

year ; this, to the credit of the Association .

This arbitration was in accordance with a

provision of the existing working agreemenu

between the division associations and the

employing companies . The maximum wage

was fixed at 25 cents per hour for those of

seven or more years in employment.

The arbitration of the wage scale in the

interest of the membership of Division No.

99 , Winnipeg, Man . , resulted in an aggre

gate increase of nearly $20,000.00 per year.

It fixes the maximum rate at 26 cents per

hour. This applies to those more than three

years in the service. The arbitration was

conducted under the Dominion Industrials

Act,” which provides for a government in

vestigation in the matter of all differences,

where a strike is threatened between the

employer and employes . G. E. B. Member

Magnus Sinclair associated in the conduct

of this case .

Arbitration of the wage scale in the inter

est of Division No. 524 , Oskaloosa, Iowa, re

sulted in an average 12 per cent increase in

the wage rate. All employes were favorably

affected. This was a new local , the member

ship of which were working for a wage

much below the standard, which very likely

accounts for the liberal increase obtained

at the time. However, the result of the ar

bitration is gratifying, as favorable to the

employes, The local was assisted by Organ

izer J. N. Coleman, of Division No. 312 , Dav

enport, Iowa.

Arbitration in behalf of Div. No. 168 .

Scranton , Pa. , was conducted by the officers

of that local . An approximate 7 per cent in

crease was secured .

Perhaps the case of arbitration which was

equally important as any, if not more so ,

was that of Division No. 519, of La Crosse ,

Wis . This case was conducted in behalf of

the Association by G. E. B. Member Fred

Fay. The important feature of this case is

that through arbitration was affected the

highest wage rate existing to the street and

electric railway employes in the state of

Wisconsin. The award fixed the rate at 23

cents per hour for those men one year or

more in the service. There is not another

system, even in the large city of Milwaukee,

where employes of one year in service re

ceive 23 cents per hour. The average in

crease attained by this arbitration was near

ly 20 per cent, when the number of men in

various classes that prevailed is taken into

consideration . The Board ignored the ap

peal of the company for a discriminating

wage rate , and applied it only to first and

second six months' men. A most interesting

feature of the award was that in which the

arbitrators set forth that, " whether advan

tage is taken of the discriminating wage

the led scale-the opportunity exists for

such advantage , and it is imprudent for

those fixing the scale of wage to permit any

incentive to remain for discrimination

against older employes . " This decision was

drawn by Arbitrator John Humphrey, of the

State Board of Arbitration . It is a common

sense fact and shows that the arbitrator

well understands the various influences

which affect employment. Disregarding the

wage, the commentary was the best ever

drawn by any Board of Arbitration in the

history of this Association. Neither was it

unfair to the employing company .

It comes to light, through this arbitration

proceedings in the interest of the La Crosse

employes, that one of the officials of the

company would regard it honorable in the

event that employes should attempt to or

ganize to use as a most effective weapon to
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keep them from organization, the preroga

tive of modifying the wage scale. In this

case, it is alleged that a prominent official

of the company said that, in order to dis

courage the employes in organizing he would

have increased the wage as soon as he

found out that the movement was on , and,

in that way, would endeavor to show the em

ployes that organizati
on was of no conse

quence to them . However, the opportunit
y

prevailed for this company to increase the

wage rate before and during the period of

organizing. It failed to do so. The employes

wanted 25 cents per hour. An opportunit
y

exists for this official of the manageme
nt to

grant the 25 -cent per hour rate to show the

employes that his generosity is more to

their interest than their own organizati
on ,

but there has not been any favorable modi

fication of the wage scale in La Crosse since

the establishm
ent of the award of the arbi

trators, which was obtained through their

organizati
on. Mention is made of this on

account of the glaring admission that such

tactics are used and considered honorable

to impress a body of men that it is to their

interest to give up their organizati
on from

the fact that it is of no consequen
ce to them

to be organized .

Undoubtedly the terror of organization

has disappeared between 519 and the em

ploying company, as amicable relations have

existed ever since. Neither may it be pre

sumed that in order to destroy the local ,

the management will yet give the employes

the straight 25 cents per hour which they

desire.

This has been the experience of the Asso

ciation in cases of arbitration . There have

been other arbitration cases over matters of

a less general importance , but the above are

ne cases in which wage rates were in

volved. Thus, it can be said that 1909 , in

matters or arbitration , has not dealt un

fairly to all parties concerned . While the

members have not attained in any instance

what was requested , yet there has been an

advance in the standard of wage through

this method ; perhaps, however, not in keep

ing with the increased cost in living.

However, 70 per cent of cases of increase

in wage, as applying to both the number of

locals and members , were amicably settied

outside of either strikes or arbitration and

in every instance, better results attained

than in either strike or arbitration . As a

matter of fact, it may be argued that the

arbitration provision of the Association is

fairly in the interest of the employing com

pany. It acts as a modifier and in many

Instances, rather than arbitration, have the

membership of our Association accepted of

the results of meditation or conference,

when, had it not been for the arbitration

provision of the constitution , strikes, with :

out question, would have resulted. This

provision creates assumption with some that

the arbitration provision of the Association

reverts not wholly to the interest of the en ) .

ployes. However, it is the principle sup

ported by public opinion and it is not wise

for either the employing company or em

ployes to defy the people, particularly in af

fairs touching public utilities. It is the man

date of the people that arbitration shall

stand. From this fact alone, it is likely that

as time progresses , arbitration will become

more in favor until it provokes an opinion

that it is more likely to lead to injustice

than to right.

Invitation to the Unorganized.

As a general proposition, the work of 1909

can be reviewed with much satisfaction .

The record bears with it a strong invitation

to the yet unorganized to become members.

It testifies to the various benefits to be

derived from membership . Membership cre

ates a mutual respect. It makes for the

independence of the man . It brings to him

a forceful and friendly power. It installs

him in high esteem of others . It attains for

him a gratifying sell-respect. He remains

no longer the cringing dependent, but be.

comes an active unit in the progress of soci

ety.

In concluding this review, and in adding

to the invitation to the unorganized , liberty

is taken to quote the words of Judge Mur

phy, an eminent jurist of Michigan , deliv.

ered in a recent address to a body of wage .

earners : " Society," said his Honor, " can

have no respect for the intelligence of work

ing men who take no interest in the organ

ization of labor. In proportion to their

weakness in the spirit of unionism they

lose the confidence and support of the pub

lic.”

The words are too true. The man who is

most strongly fortified against adverse ele.

ments is the man who commands the high

est degree of respect from those about him .

To the workman, there is a protective force

in organization that provides the desired

fortification .

Withal , the year 1909 proved a benefactor

to the Amalgamated Association. The year

added capital stock to the asseis . The plant

has been extended . It has more workmen

than ever before . Now, no New Year ever

greeted the Association with higuer promise

than does 1910. The membership has had

occasion to enter no new year with higher

aspirations. But let us remember that to

help ourselves we must stick together, help

one another and advance in a solid , ccm

past body. If we do that, there will be

abundant capital in the record of events that

will bear the history of this Association for

1910.

THE GENEROSITY OF THE PHILADEL

PHIA R. T. co.

“ Rapid Transit to Pension Its Men . Fine

New Year Present which comes as Big Sur

prise to Men ." Such are the prominent head

lines announcing the course of the Rapid

Transit Co. , of Philadelphia , in an effort, in

which there seems a reasonable suspicion ,

to forestall the attaining of a fair wage rate

by its employes .

It is not right to question the sincerity of

any man or body of men in any act that con

fers a favor or gratuity to others. A volun

teered increase in wage , when it comes with .
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out the asking, to a body of employes, should

naturally be accepted as an expression of

good will , and an appreciable mark of inter

est on part of the man or group of men con

trolling employment. To provide for the

future welfare of employes gratuitously and

without cost to them can be accepted as a

mark of good faith and an expression of

special interest and appreciation . But when

the acts of men are up for analysis and

these acts are discovered to be not disinter

ested, but prompted from self- interest, it

robs them of the candid appreciation that

positive disinterestedness should invite.

Why are we advised that the Rapid Tran

sit Company is to “ pension” its men and in

crease their wage rate ? If we solve that

problem or bring forth a reasonable answer

and it is found that the act is prompted by

self-interest, it reflects upon the men or

group of men responsible for the course of

the employing company. It robs the com

pany of the credit that would otherwise be

due.

It is not a creditable position for this mag

azine to take or for this Association to take ,

to discredit the increase of wage on part of

the employing company ; in fact , such an act

should be commended by the Association

and its magazine. In it , the Association

should see an unselfishness of interest in

line with the laudable purpose of organized

labor. So, any comment that may be made

upon the announced generosity of the Phila

delphia Rapid Transit Company should be

made advisedly and with the understanding

that it is correct.

Knowing the circumstances as they exist

as applying to employment with the P. R. T. ,

a correct analysis of the act of the company

can be made and comment upon it is justi

fied . Let us see :

In Philadelphia , the present wage rate is

22 cents per hour. In Pittsburg , the wage

rate is 2442 cents, 2542 cents and 2612 cents

per hour. In New Castle, Pa . , the wage rate

is 22 cents per hour for the first six months ;

23 cents per hour for the second six months ,

and after the first year of service , 24 cents

per hour. It is the same in Sharon , Pa.

Other cities of Pennsylvania can be cited

where the wage rate is in advance of that

enjoyed by the Philadelphia men. It was

only last July that the rate was fixed at 22

cents per hour in Philadelphia. No one dare

question but what at that time the inorease

of one cent per hour was the result of agi

tation on part of the employes , through their

organization , to attain a 25-cent rate . We

will not comment upon the purpose of the

company in establishing the 22-cent rate.

It is a miserably low rate of wage , and Phil

adelphia is the largest city in Pennsylvania ,

and the third largest in the United States .

It is a city in which 25 cents per hour

should be looked upon as not at all inviting .

The employes in Philadelphia are now thor

ougly organized . They have demonstrated

that to the employing company . They have

demonstrated to the employing company

that there exists within their organization a

forcefully inviting power for consideration

of their welfare . There is no question but

what if those employes , one or two years

ago , looked upon 25 cents per hour as a mod

erate wage rate and made it understood that

that was the lowest wage rate with which

they could be satisfied, they are yet inter

ested in securing at least that 25-cent rate.

They want it, and if they remain in a com

pact body, so that the company sees dem

onstrated a power that enlists the respect

of the company officials, the employes will

get 25 cents per hour. Then , is not the

recent " voluntary" action of the company in

increasing the wage rate and proposing an

old age pension an act in which the em

ployes can be justified in regarding as one

of pure selfish self-interest and one tinc

tured with ulterior motive ?

Will the employes be satisfied with it ?

It stands to reason that if they wanted 25

cents per hour one and two years ago, they

want it now and they will not be satisfied

with this sort of a cracker. They had asked

only for a cracker , and they are receiving a

much smaller one than they have asked for

and they will not be satisfied . They will see

through the whole scheme , and the employes

in Philadelphia will still insist on not a

fraction less than 25 cents per hour. It

must come ; “ pension ” propositions notwith

standing. It is not a question that needs to

be bolstered by any outside influence. It is

a question that involves the interest of

every employe and every woman and child

in which the employes are interested. The

action of the company is dictatorial; it is

supercilious . It will be so accepted by every

employe within its service, and it will be

resented from a standpoint of self - interest

if from no other standpoint.

Here are the propositions as they are

placed before the public under the caption

“ New Year's Greeting to Employes. "

1. Insurance .

To provide for an insurance of five hundred

dollars ( $ 500 ) for each employe in the trans

portation ( motormen and conductors ), shop,

power house and lines and cables departments

—not including officers or clerks. This pro

vision is to take effect immediately with re

spect to men now in the employ of the com

pany ; but with respect to men employed af

ter January 1 , 1910, it is not to take effect

until they have been in the continuous em

ploy of the company for two years.
II. Pensions.

To provide for pensions of twenty dollars

( $ 20 ) a month to all employes who have ar

rived at 65 years of age and have been con

tinuously in the service of the company and

its subsidiary companies for twenty - five

years.

III. Increased Wages, July 1, 1910 .

That motormen and conductors now in the

employ of the company, and who remain con

tinuously therein , will receive an increase of

1 cent an hour on July 1 , 1910 ; another cent

an hour on July 1 , 1912 , and another cent an

hour on July 1 , 1914, making a maximum rate

at that date of 25 cents per hour.

Motormen and conductors entering the ser

vice after January 1 , 1910, will receive the

present rate of wages, namely, 22 cents an

hour, until they have ser the company

continuously for two years, and if they re

main in the service of the company, they will

then receive the increase of i cent an tour

each two years thereafter, until the maxi

mum of 25 cents an hour is reached.

IV. For Elevated Employes ,

Motormen and conductors in the elevated

service will likewise receive an increase of 1

cent an hour on July 1, 1910, and further in
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sufficiently less than what should be paid ,

so that after taking the pension out an ac

tual sum will remain to the advantage of the

company.

Why didn't the Philadelphia Rapid Tran

sit Company post a notice as a Christmas

present to its employes that on and after

July 1st, 1910, the wage rate shall be 25

cents per hour ? The management could

then be accused of only reasonable impulses .

It would show that they had given ear to the

appeal of their employes for a reasonable

wage rate .

However may be the result , this action of

the company was prompted by the demon

strative power that lies in the organization

of the employes . If the purpose was to de

moralize that organization , the management

will likely learn to its regret that the bait is

not sufficiently inviting.

The newspapers put it : “ Fine New Year's

present which comes as big surprise to em

ployes." No doubt . But was it a happy

surprise ?

WHO WANTS THESE JOBS?

creases of 1 cent an hour at the end of each

two-year period, until the maximums of 28

cents an hour for motormen and 25 cents an

hour for conductors are reached.

New men entering the elevated service will

be likewise increased after each two years

of continuous service .

Station and train men now in the elevated

service will receive 19 cents an hour after

July 1, 1910, with a further increase to 20

cents at the expiration of two years.

New employes entering this branch of the

service will receive 18 12 cents an hour until

they complete two years of service, when

they will be paid 19 cents , and after two

years' further service, 20 cents .

Arrangements will be made to give the

benefit of the above insurance and pension

features to certain employes of the roadway

department.

A committee of the officials of the company

has been instructed by the board of directors

to work out the details of the insurance and

pension plans.

PHILADELPHIA RAPID TRANSIT CO.

The publication of the proposition fol

lowed a special meeting of the board of di .

rectors of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit

Company, held on the afternoon of Decem

ber 31st, " to consider the welfare of the em

ployes of the company."

Space prevents the reproduction here at

this time of a letter contributed to the read

ers of the " Motorman and Conductor" some

time ago by International Vice-President

John Thorpe, bearing upon this pension

proposition . He pointed out that not one

in several thousand would ever reach the

pension service limit.

Let the employes of the Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Company comprehend the

number of men employed in the course of

twenty - five years by the Rapid Transit Com

pany who will not retain employment with

that company for twenty - five years , and then

comprehend the number who will remain

with the company the full twenty -five years

and become so conditioned that they would

prefer the $20.00 per month pension in pref

erance to continued employment. Divide

the largest number by the small and it will

show the number of thousands of men who

will have contributed to the pension fund to

provide for the infinitely small few who may

enjoy a pension of $20.00 per month after

they have been with the company twenty

five years . It would seem an incentive for

the men to settle down upon an underpaid

job in Philadelphia with the determination

to stay upon it for twenty - five years . How

many are there at present in the employ of

the company who hope to attain , some time ,

that twenty - five years of service and secure

as the fruit of it the $20.00 per month pen

sion ? The average service life of the street

and electric railway employe is much less

than ten years. The employe only has to

compare notes to convince himself of that .

How does the company expect to create

the fund for the payment of the pensions

that may possibly accrue ? They will not

take the fund out of the profits of operation .

They will take it out of the earnings of the

employes , either direct or through the pay

men of low wages . There is no argument

against the suggestion that this pension

shall serve as an incentive through which

employes can be secured at a wage rate

The Department of Commerce and Labor,

Bureau of Census, gives out the following :

Washington , D. C. , January 4.–Census Di

rector Durand stated today that , as a result

of his conferences with the supervisors of

census throughout the country he finds that

in many sections, especially in the larger

cities , there have not been as yet sufficient

applications for positions of enumerators .

It looks , he thinks, as if the country is so

prosperous that people are not as anxious

to get these responsible places as had been

expected .

The scarcity is giving the director some

concern, as only a few weeks remain before

the date for closing the consideration of ap

plications. It will be impossible generally

to extend the application time limit, as to

examine the " test " papers , with the neces

sary care to insure the designation of quali

fied persons , will consume every moment

of the time allowed for this phase of the

work of selecting the enumerators , leaving

nothing for an extension of the date for

shutting down on applications .

The director therefore urges persons

desiring places as enumerators to make ap

plication as quickly as possible , and he

hopes that , in order to help get a perfect

census , public -spirited and energetic people

throughout the country will offer themselves

for these positions , even though they may

not care for them from the standpoint of

the pay involved . He also trusts that em

ployers will deem it their duty to give leave

of absence to their employes who may de

sire to act as enumerators. Some slight sac

rifice of this sort will be amply repaid by

the improved quality of the census returns .

Continuing, the director said :

“ Although the actual work of taking the

census will not begin until April 15 , it is es

sential that those who wish to act as enum

erators should apply immediately. Except

under unusual circumstances , no application
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as was

received after January 25 will be consid

ered. About 68,000 enumerators will be re

quired. Each will work in his own locality.

Any competent person is entitled to apply

for this position , and will be fairly consid

ered for appointment.

“ Political recommendations are not neces

sary. The supervisors , to whom application

must be made , have been instructed to con

sider all candidates and to select solely on

the basis of efficiency . For the purpose of

aiding the supervisors in determining the

competence of the candidates , a written test

will be prescribed , and any person between

the ages of 18 and 70 who is a citizen of

the United States will be permitted to take

it .

" The test will be of a strictly practical

character, substantially the same

used in 1900. It will consist of filling out a

sample schedule of population , and , in the

case of rural districts , filling out also a

sample schedule of agriculture, these sched

ules being precisely the same as will actu

ally be used by the enumerators in their

work later on. In order to assist candi

dates in preparing for the test , copies of

the blank schedules and general instructions

regarding the manner of filling them will

be furnished to each ca date in advance .

Any person of ordinary common-school edu

cation and good judgment should have no

difficulty in passing.

“ This test is not a civil-service examina

tion . It will be conducted under the direc

tion of the supervisors of the census , and

the papers will be examined only by the

supervisors and by the Census Bureau. In

order that convenient examination places

may be provided for all candidates , local

civil -service examining boards and post

masters will be called upon to preside at

the actual taking of the test in certain cases ,

but in this respect they will act merely as

the representatives of the supervisors of the

census.

" It is impossible to exaggerate the import

ance of obtaining a correct census of the

population and agriculture of the country .

The correctness of the returns depends

wholly upon the competence of the enumer

ators."

The enumerators will earn about $60 eacn .

Those in the rural districts must complete

their work within thirty days , and those in

cities of 5,000 and more population at the

preceding census within two weeks , from

April 15 , 1910 .

or

Articles of Agreement.

Entered into by and between The Ottumwa

Railway & Light Company, its successors or

assigns hereinafter called the Company, and

the Amalgamated Association of Street &

Electric Railway Employes of America, Di

vision 199, of Ottumwa, Iowa, hereinafter

called the Employees, witnesseth :
Section 1.

This Agreement shall constitute the condi

tions under which the employees shall work

during the period from October 1st, 1909, to
October 1st , 1911 .

Section 2.

The wages for all motormen and conduc

tors shall be a sfollows for the year ending

October 1st , 1910 :

First 6 months . 17c

Second 6 months . 18c
Second year ..... 20c

Third year and over . 23c

excepting that motormen and conductors

running on Court Hill, Jefferson Street and

Sheridan Avenue lines shall receive one cent

more than the rate per hour for their re

spective age in service .

The wages for all motormen and conduc

tors shall be as follows for the year ending

October 1st , 1911 :

First 6 months 18c

Second 6 months . 19c

Second year ... 210

Third year and over . 240

excepting that motormen and conductors

running on Court Hill , Jefferson Street and

Sheridan Avenue lines shall receive one cent

more than the rate per hour for their re

spective age in service.
Section 3.

The age of service of an employe shall be

computed from the date of his entering the

service of the Company or any other Com

pany Companies previously controlling

this system provided he has been continu
ously in the service of this system. The

Company, in hiring experienced nien for reg

ular employment, shall allow them 50 per
cent of their experience. This, however,

shall not apply to men serving on the sub
extra list.

Section 4 .

All trainmen shall be paid for actual time

of each respective car run for each day, ex

cept on Sundays when they shall be paid the

same as on a week day and the starting time

shall be two hours later.

Section 5.

All vacancies shall be filled on the first and

sixteenth days of each month after occur

rence of such vacancies. All vacancies to be

posted at least three days before filling and

preference of runs shall be given the oldest

men in filling vacancies in accordance with

their seniority with the Company, provided,

he is capable of filling the vacancy. In case

a vacancy occurs within a less time than the

prescribed three days before the 16th or 1st

of the month , for posting such vacancy, said

vacancy will not be filled until the next ist

or 16th of the month as the case may be.

Section 6.

In case a car is put on for a period of

thirty days or more on trial, it shall be con

sidered as an open run and a set up regu

larly made, and in case the car is taken ofr,

the men thus set up shall be set back to

their original positions .
Section 7 .

It is mutually agreed that the said Com

pany shall have the right to employ such

persons as it may desire , but should any

motorman or conductor prove unsatisfactory

to either party after a trial of thirty days,

the said motorman or conductor shall be dis

missed from the service of the Company .

Section 8.

In case where the Company suspends or

discharges a member, and if on immediate

investigation by the officers of the Company

and the Association , it is found that the

member is not guilty of the charges pre

ferred against him , he shall be reinstated and

paid for all time lost.

It has been generally published that the

Steel Workers ' strike has been lost in the

Wheeling district , and that the American

Steel and Tin Plant Company at Bridge

port, O. , has resumed operations with old

employes . There is no truth in this state

ment and , as the Wheeling Weekly Ma

jority puts it , “ So far as the Wheeling dis

trict is concerned , the Trust has been abso

lutely whipped . " The Bridgeport Mill of

the Trust has not resumed operations and

is unable to secure help to open up .
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Section 19.

The lay - offs for all men shall be granted

in order as their names appear on the lay - off
record which shall be placed in the head

quarters of the motormen and conductors .

No names shall appear more than seven days

in advance.

THE OTTUMWA RAILWAY &

LIGHT COMPANY,

By W. F. RABER ,

General Manager.

DIVISION NO. 199 , AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION OF STREET &

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES

OF AMERICA,
By HARRY DANIELS,

President .

J. A. LUKENS.

Secretary.

Approved by P. J. SHEA , for the Amalga

mated Association,

ECONOMY AND TUBERCULOSIS.

One time there lived a farmer lad

As healthy as could be ;

of all diseases known to man

No fear indeed had he.

He'd often faced the Reaper, grim ,

While he was on the farm ;

But he was such a hardy chap

It caused him no alarm .

His team had often ran away,

And thrown him in the street ;

He'd whipped a hundred pugilists ,

And never known defeat.

Section 9 .

Motormen shall be allowed to use stools on

certain parts of their runs, such places to be

designated by the Manager of the Company,

the stools to be furnished by the Company.
Section 10.

No motorman shall be required to take a

car from the barns with doors or with win

dows broken in the vestibules between No

vember 1st and April 1st.

Section 11.

All bulletins issued by the Company rela

tive to the duties of motormen and conduc

tors shall be posted at the motormen's and

conductors' headquarters or each man noti

fied personally .

Section 12.

All runs for extra men shall be marked up

as follows : All morning regular runs shal

be marked up not later than 12:00 o'clock on

the preceding day ; and evening runs not

later than 5:00 o'clock of the preceding day.

All runs shall be divided into two equal

shifts as near as possible.

Section 13.

Any regular man missing his run shall be

placed on the extra list for three days for

each miss , and no man shall be given more

than seven days for any other one offense,

unless the offense ve sufficient for a dismis
sal . A man serving on the extra list shall

have the same rights of a regular extra , ex

cept as noted in Section 14 of this contract .
Section 14.

No man shall be taken off his regular run

for some other run if there is an extra man

available who is competent of filling the run ,

nor for more than one day if there is an extra

man the next day who is competent of filling
the run . However, a man who has been

given days for any cause and his run filled

by swinging a man from someother run , will

not be permitted to resume his run , in case

he is the only competent man on the extra

list , in order to let the man who is holding

the place temporarily to return to his own
run .

Section 15.

All trainmen requested to report for extra

work at time other than regular relief time,

shall be paid from the time of reporting un

til they are released and no sub -extra shall

be assigned work until all regular and extra

men desiring work are supplied.

Section 16.

All officers and committees doing work for

the Association shall have preference over

all other men in securing lay - offs, but only

for the performing ofsuch duties as shall be

imposed upon them by the Association . The

Company agrees that it will not discriminate

against any member of the Association by

reason of his performing such duties as may

be imposed upon him by the Association dur

ing his hours off duty . The Employees agret

that there shall be no sympathetic strike for
any cause or grievance not arising from the

grievance of a member of the above men

tioned local. There shall be no strike pend

ing any matter submitted for arbitration ex .

cept by order of the International President

or the International Executive Board .

Section 17.

Should any difficulties arise between the

parties hereto that cannot be satisfactorily

adjusted by the voluntary agreement of the

parties hereto within five days, the matter of

dispute shall be submitted to a board of ar
bitration consisting of three disinterested

parties, and the finding of a majority of the

board shall be binding on all parties hereto,
the board to be selected as follows : The

Company to select one member, the Employes
to select one member, and the two thus

chosen to choose the third member. The cost

and expense to be paid by each of th eparties

to its own arbitrator and both parties jointly

pay the third arbitrator.

Section 18 .

All regular men desiring to lay off at barns

in the morning shall be granted as long as

there are sufficient extra men to fill their

places, but the Company may reserve three
extra men . Such regular men must be sub

ject to call for all extra work unless ex

cused by the Superintendent.

His boat had sank a dozen times ,

A bullet grazed his head ,

And though he lived through all of these ,

At last the man is dead.

For he gave up the rural life ,

He sold his sheep and swine ;

And started out collecting fares

Upon a trolley line.

He hired to the Y. Z. R. ,

The signal bells to pull ;

And then began consuming germs ,

Of which their cars are full .

In dinky cars of quaint design

That's never ventilated ;

He shivered over dingy stoves ,

B. C. , I think they're dated .

And as they bumped along the line

With seats and aisles jammed ,

With frightened people all around

And every corner crammed.

Up through the crowd of sick and well

He used to twist and squirm ,

Inhaling microbes and disease

With every kind of germ .

They gathered in his throat and lungs ,

They settled in his nose ;

They gamboled in and out his ears,

As germs do, I suppose .

- At last they laid their victim low ,

His friends we now console ;

And all to save the Y. Z. R.,

A scuttle full of coal.

-Frank Vert .
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"LOI THE POOR TROLLEY MANI"

Editor M. & C. - It was with some interest that I read the letter quoted from the

Lancaster, Pa., Intelligencer, written by J. B.Heisey,aconductor. Your comment

upon the letter advises us of the low wage the Lancasterelectric railway men recelve

for their service. It is pitiful, indeed , that men - and I say “men ” in the fullest sense

of the term - are compelled to eke out an existence in a Pennsylvania city within the

restrictions of 14 to 17 cents perhour.Itis distressing to learn that even upon an

unorganized system , in a State of the industrial reputation of Pennsylvania, men of

the necessary ability for the work are accepting so little in consideration for their

service, and that a public utility corporation management can restin peaceful con

scienceand inflict suchinjustice. Knowing the circumstances as you related them

in the December issue, I am not at all surprised that Conductor J. B. Helsey made

his pitiable appeal to the citizens of Lancasterto " chip in lively,”. on Christmas, to

help the poorLancaster trolley man . Rather, it excitesmy sympathy ,and I am con

tributing a little energy in the rearrangement of the wording of his appeal, and he

is perfectly at liberty to usemy reproduction to the bestadvantage possible for next

Christmas, and I only regretthat his circumstance came to my knowledge too late

for me to be of any assistance at the recent giving time.

As I am inspired , the letter next Christmas may read :

" Come, pity the pauper ! ”

Oh ! that is my cry ;

" Don't let a poor beggar

lay down here and die ;

You know we are nearing

The end of the year,

And Christmas is coming

With holiday cheer.

So, open your heart

When you're paying your fare ,

And hand out a mite

As the trolley man's share.

“ You know that we labor

Each day of the week ;

We wait on you cheerfully,

Humbly, and meek

And never a day

Of the year rolls around,

But some aged person

We help to the ground ;

So , viewing the fact,

Do you think it is right

To cling to your pocketbook

Overly tight ?

“ Our wages are small,

(Tough I have to confess

We could organize

And do better, I guess ;

But some are afraid

Their position they'd lose,

While others, like me,

Are afraid of the dues ) ;

So, I have to resort

To this beggarly plan

Of asking the public

To give what they can .

" It isn't a dollar

I'm pleading of you ;

A nickel's enough,

Or a penny will do.

No matter how small

The amount that you give ,

Remember you're helping

A beggar to live.

So , now, when the spirit

Of giving is here,

When shopping and buying

For those that are dear,

Christmas on the Union Road On boarding the car Christmas on the other road

Won't you give what you can ,

If it's only a oent,

To the poor trolley man ?"

Fraternally yours ,

FRANK VERT,

A Motorman ,

1
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Watch the Watches

The New England "Trolley Special"

and the schedules will take care of themselves

NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
TROLLEY SPECIAL .

does not need watching, for it is an

Absolutely Reliable Watch

Correct to the second

designed especially for

10

Motormen and Conductors

9 3 High Grade Movement

Double Roller Lever Escapement - Jeweled — Breguet

Hairspring - Cut Expansion Balance - Tempered Steel

Safety Barrel-Pendant Set - and all other standard

specifications.

Solid Nickel Cases $4.00

Gold Filled Cases, 20 years, Jointed 9.00

Cut actual size

Secured from your loca, dealer or sent anywhere in the United States post paid , upon

receipt of price. Always name dealer through whom you want the order delivered.

2
0

New England Watch Co.

112 Dover Street Waterbury , Cono.

Street Car Men's

Uniforms

UNION MADE

Cash or Easy Payments

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade — not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We cannot only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Mado Uniform ( mod . woight) $ 11.00

Union Made Uniform ( hry, weight) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men— regulation style — depend

able quality — and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes . The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Roms of Good Clothus for War or Boy .

Outfits for Men, Women , and

Children at Department

Stores or Wholesale Houses

on Easy Payments. Discount

for Cash ii .

Keystone Trading Co.,

bone Court 4426

Fifth Street and Liberty Avenue Cla
yto

n's

53-81 WICHIBAN AVE. Opp. Badillac Botol

PITTSBURGH , PA .



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT , MICH .

Ofilcors Oficers

George H. Russel,

President

A. E. Wing,

Cashier

STATE SAVINGS BUK
M. W. O'Brien ,

Vice- President

and Chairman

of Board

H. P. Borgman ,

Cusbier Sav .

Dept.

R. W. Smylio,

Mgr. Credit

Dept.

J. R. Bodde,

Asst . Cashier

Geo E. Lawion,

Vice -President

R. S.Mason ,

Vice -President
R. T. Cudmore,

Asst. Cashier

Geo . T.Courtney .

Auditor

P. A.Schulte,

Vice -President

CAPITAL,

SURPLUS,

$1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY MAIL

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS “ HOW ."

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

UniformClothing

1 AAA
Wo also carry tho Largost

TRANK BREDERICK & C Stock of

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF-MEASUREMENT GUIDE

113.KING ST.WEST.

Frank Broderick

& Company

THE LARGEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA
115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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BOOT& SHOE

WORKERS UNION

By Insisting Upon Purchasing Unlon

Stamp Shoes

UNION STAMP You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money .

factory Na
You help your own Labor Position ,

You abolish Child Labor .

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : " This shoedoes not bear the stamp, but is

made under Union Conditions. This Is false.-No shoe is union made unless it beans

the Union Stamp. BOOT & SHOEWORKERS' UNLON

John F. Tobin , Pres.
246 Summer St., BOSTON , MASS .

Chas. L. Blaine, Sec. -Treas.

DUÉBER -HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MICHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor . Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST SUPOF ASSOCIATION

PLIE8. J. L. LYNCH

Union Buttons

Oficial seal . . $8.50
Member Div. 200

Propositions for membership blanka,

.50per 100 .....
Manufacturer of

Rituals , each .. .26

Withdrawal cards, each .. .05

Traveling cards, each .
.05

Division inancial book , 100 pages . 1.50

BADGES BANNERS
Division inancial book , 200 pages . 2.50

FLAGS

Division financial book , 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicato report books, each.. 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more , 108 E. Washington St.

per 100 .... 4.00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each . .05 CHICAGO, ILL.

Financial secretary's order book on

treasuror, each ..... .85

Treasurer's receipt book ...
.25

Association Badges, rolled gold, each .. .50

FLOUR
GROUND

PACKED BEARS

MADE BY
(UNION HANDLED (LABEL THIS

FAIR
UNION LABEL

EMPLOYERS LABOR

Association Badges, solid gold, each ... 1.00

Cuts of ofeial soal for uso on priatod

matter, sach .30

Gilt seals , por 100 .. .80 THE UNION LABEL

Allorders must be accompanied with on of the

pross, postotice monoy orders, or draft. No Bakery Workers

personal, local checks,or postage, accepted. Stande har fake and saltary coolt

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded . Hans le the batean whore i med

UNION
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THE NEW ROYAL

Is where you can drop

in and be at home. : :

Houghton

Jacobson

Printing

Company

81-83 Jefferson Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

IT IS SPRINGER'S STYLE

Live and Let Live

138 Royal Street, NEW ORLEANS, LA

PINS, CHARMS and LOCKETS

VINTERNZ UNION
Collares

Union

Made

F
a
r
t
y

N
o
.
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TOLATO WORKERSJolos

Made

Tobacco My Blog

Nordning of the com

INTERNATIONAL

UNION ,

OMADES

Bears

This

Lobel

UNIN..

The International Assoclotion

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

U NION

BUTTONS and BADGES

SPRINGS

for Motormen's Stools

50c Per Set

Delivered Anywhere

Our Laboll No. 88 .

They fit any stool, and
are a great comfort to

the back and kidneys.

There are many thous

ands inuse .Send stamps

for a set today.

Toledo Chair Spring Co.

1417 Michigan St.

TOLEDO, OHIO

CERACHTY & 00 .

ON LA MO OL , Onboago .
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" Thank you, old man, for telling meabout the BLOCH UNI

FORM of QUALITY. This is the best fitting , best made, and best

wearing, unionmadeUniform I ever had I am going to tell all

my friends to buy this kind and take Cut out and

NÓ SUBSTITUTĚ .” Mail.

THE BLOCH COMPANY

Wholesale Manufacturer, Cleveland, Ohio

THE

BLOCH

COMPANY
Please send1910

Style Book and

samples ofuniforms

Name

Address

City

Dealers name
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PRESIDENT C. C. COULTHARD,

Division No. 89, New Castle, Pa .

The re -election of President C. C. Coulthard, of Div . No. 89 , by the members

of that local, is a well merited compliment. President Coulthard, whose picture

is given above, was a delegate at the Eleventh Convention at Toronto. His past

work in the interest of the organization accords him creditable efficiency as chief

executive of one of the strongest and most loyal locals of the Association

WAGE ARBITRATION ON MICHIGAN

UNITED RAILWAYS.

The arbitration of the wage scale for

motormen and conductors employed upon

the Michigan United lines in the cities of

Kalamazoo, Battle Creek and Jackson , Mich . ,

and those upon the interurban service be

tween Jackson and Kalamazoo is now in

progress. The case has not sufficiently

developed for anything like a complete re

port to be made . However, the methods pur

sued by the arbitrators and the fact that the

case has been long pending introduces it

as one of special interest . The proceedings

from present indications will be voluminous

and a partial report is at this time quite

proper and may be instructive in the mat.

ter of such proceedings to the membership

in general ,
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Agreement to arbitrate the wage scale

was entered to fix a wage scale to prevail

for the year beginning June, 1909 , and to

be so entered in the working agreement

made between the company and the associa.

tion at that time,

As arbitrators, the company selected At

torney Sanford W. Ladd , of Detroit , and

the association selected Attorney Francis C.

Kulp , President of the City Council of Battle

Creek . After considerable time and effort

upon the part of these two arbitrators,

they agreed upon the Hon . Russel C. Os

trander , Justice of the Supreme Court of

the State of Michigan , of Lansing, Mich . ,

as third or presiding arbitrator .

The board was completed late in 1909 or

after some six months of the term of the

agreement had expired . The work of the

arbitrators was taken up, however, in Janu

ary of this year as the proceedings will

show and the case is now in progress .

The presentation of the case to the arbi

trators in the interest of the employes is

being done under the supervision and ad

visement of International President W. D.

Mahon .

A record of the proceedings up to the

present time is contained in documents

quoted as follows :

First appears the arbitration agreement

which was entered into immediately upon

the signing of the working agreement some

seven months ago . This instrument reads :

Special Agreement.

"MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT for

the arbitration of the wage question of

Motormen and Conductors, known as Train

men , employed upon the lines of the Michi.

gan United Railways Company as follows :

Interurban Line between Kalamazoo and

Jackson and the Kalamazoo City lines .

It is hereby mutually agreed by and be.

tween the Michigan United Railways Com

pany and the Employes Association cover

ing the lines hereunto set forth as fol.

lows :

That the wage scale contained in Sec .

12 of the agreement entered into the 29th

day of May, A. D. 1908 , by and between

the Michigan United Railways Company,

party of the first part and the Association

of Employes , party of the second part , shall

be the subject of arbitration to be taken

up by Arbitrators who are to be appointed

in accordance with the method set forth

in Section 1 of the agreement of May 29,

1908 , hereuntofore referred to . It being ex

pressly understood that the arbitration of

the wage question at this time in no way

amends any portion of the agreement of

May 29 , 1908 , except Sec . 12 and that the

wage question is not subject to arbitration

except by special agreement.

It is further agreed that the rates of

wage fixed by the Arbitrators both for Mot

ormen and Conductors shall date from June

1 , 1909 .

It is further agreed and understood that

the arbitration of the wage schedule shall

be immediately entered upon and conducted

without unreasonable delay and that Francis

C. Kulp has been appointed by the Em

ployes Association as their Arbitrator and

that Sanford W. Ladd has been appointed

by the Railway Cmpany as their Arbitrator

and that the two shall follow the method

of procedure set forth in Sec. I of the agree

ment of May 29, 1908 .

( Signed . )

MICHIGAN UNITED RAILWAYS CO .

By J. L. Millspaugh,

Gen. Supt .

EMPLOYES ASSOCIATION,

By, Geo. Hoyt,

Chairman .

G. F. Currier ,

L. W. Page,

Walter Wedel ,

A. Eckman, Secy. Com ."

Following this agreement was the selec

tion of the arbitrators as above given .

The arbitrators first met in Lansing on

December 22nd , organized and drafted and

agreed upon a procedure of arbitration read

ing :

Mode of Arbitration .

“ Pursuant to the provisions of section one

of a memorandum of agreement, made and

entered into May 29 , 1908 , by and between

the Michigan United Railways Company of

the one part and the Employes' Association

of the other part, it has been mutually

agreed that the wage scale set out in sec.

tion twelve of the said agreement shall be

the subject of arbitration so far as it af

fects the members of said association em

ployed upon the lines of the Michigan

United Railways Company on the interurban

line between Kalamazoo and Jackson and

those employed upon the Kalamazoo city

lines , and the said Michigan United Rail.

ways Company pursuant to said agreement

has named as its arbitrator Mr. Sanford

W. Ladd and the association aforesaid has

named as its arbitrator Mr. Francis A. Kulp,

as is evidenced by a further memorandum

of agreement executed by the said parties,

a copy of which is heretor attached, and

said arbitrators so chosen having chosen

Mr. Russell C. Ostrander as the third arbi

trator ; said arbitrators having agreed to

act in the capacity indicated, they have for

mulated and do hereby formulate for the

purposes of said arbitration the procedure

hereinafter indicated :

1. The association , which is demandant

for increased wages , is treated as plaintiff,

having the duty to present in the first in

stance the demands of the men in detail ,

with such statement of facts in support of

the demand as they shall deem advisable .

This shall be done by way of typewritten

documents, a copy to be furnished to each

of the arbitrators on or before January

15 , 1910 .

2. Within twenty days after said demand

is so served upon the arbitrators the Michi

gan United Railways Company shall like

wise in a typewritten document present its

case in answer to that of said association

and a copy of said case shall be within

like time served upon the representative

of the association .
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3. Thereafter, and within five days , such

issues of fact as shall appear to be raised

by the cases so made and presented will be

stated by said arbitrators , and with respect

to such issues , upon dates to be hereafter

fixed , said arbitrators will receive either

oral or documentary evidence, in present.

ing which the said association shall first

produce its evidence.

4. Each of said parties may be repre

sented by counsel , who will be expected to

add to , eliminate , or present suggestions

concerning, the matters actually at issue

and to present arguments .

5. It is suggested that in stating the cases

as herein provided both parties, in the in

terest of a speedy finding , state their respec

tive claims and the facts upon which such

claims are based as concisely as possible .

At Lansing, December 22 , 1909."

Copies of this agreement were submitted

to both parties to the arbitration . It will

be noted in the above instrument, Section

1 , that the employes were designated as

the plaintiff in the case and directed to pre

sent their demands on or before January ,

1910 . Pursuant to the instructions of the

Board of Arbitrators , there were submitted

in the nature of a complaint or specification

to the Board a sch and commentary

reading :

Employes' Complaint and commentary.

“ Kalamazoo, Mich . , Jan. 6 , 1910 .

To the Honorable Board of Arbitrators,

Hon . Russell C. Ostrander, and

Messrs . Sanford W. Ladd and Francis A.

Kulp .

Gentlemen :

Pursuant to the provisions of instruments

bearing upon the arbitration of the wage

scale as set forth in an agreement between

the Association of Employes of the Michi

gan United Railways Company on the Inter.

urban Line between Kalamazoo and Jackson

and the Kalamazgo City Lines , copies of

which instruments are hereto appended pro

viding for the selection of a Board of Arbi .

trators under which provision you Gentle

men have been selected to constitute said

Board , and in compliance with the instru

ment by which the said Board of Arbitration

has made provisions for the conduct of said

arbitration , we hereby submit on part of

said Association , as demandant :

First, That the rate of wage shall be

fixed at 28 cents per hour for motormen and

conductors upon the Interurban System , and

26 cents per hour for motormen and con

ductors upon the city lines .

Second , That such a rate shall be effected

that will provide a day wage that shall be

not less than $2.50 per day upon the Inter

urban System and not less than $ 2.30 per

day upon the city lines to motormen and

conductors.

Third , That overtime shall be paid for

at the rate of time and one -half , such over

time served to be time in excess of the

regular scheduled work-day.

Fourth , That in fixing the wage rate to

prevail, the rate shall be the same to all

employes regardless of term of service .

In support of the above demand and as

causes for the same being made, we submit

the following :

First , The present wage rate is 19 cents

per hour for first year service men ; 21 cents

per hour for second year service men and

23 cents per hour for those of more than

two years in the service upon the city

lines ; 23 cents per hour for the first year

service men ; 24 cents per hour for the

second year service men and 25 cents per

hour for those more than two years in

the service upon the Interurban lines .

These rates were fixed by agreement to take

effect two years prior to the date of the

egect of the recent agreement , June 1st,

1909. The agreement fixing said rates was

brought about by a compromise in which

the employes receded from what they had

reason to regard as a fair rate . The wage

then asked was 25 cents per hour for city

service men and 27 cents per hour upon

the Interurban system , a rate not at all

excessive and quite necessary at the time

from the nature of the demands resulting

from living expenses . Within the two years

during which the said agreement rate pre

vailed the expense of living has increased

until at the present time we are in pos

session of abundant evidence to show that

a 25 per cent to 40 per cent increase in

wage is necessary to meet the present de

mands for living expenses in excess of what

the expense was at the time the present

rates were fixed . In that all earnings under

the rates provided by the previous agree

ment are necessarily expended in living

expenses, we insist that the increase in

wage should be not less than 25 per cent,

and we are of the opinion that your in

vestigation will prove that it should be at

least 40 per cent . Upon this one proposition

alone we are warranted in our demand for

increased wage and we add the suggestion

that the increase requested is very mod

erate .

Second , The wage paid for the service

of motormen and conductors is not equal

to the wage paid for services in other lines

of industry in which skill and nerve taxa

tion can in any way compare with that

required of motormen and conductors in the

communities in which these employes live .

An adjustment of wage upon this basis

clearly accords to the motormen and con.

ductors an increase in the wage rate of

some 40 per cent to 50 per cent.

Third , Another feature which warrants

to our occupation an increase in the wage

rate is that the amount of work per hour

has increased to the employes , and employ.

ment has thus become more exhaustive,

taxing and exacting upon employes . This

is due, as we are able to show , to extended

economy in operation on part of the com

pany and to the accumulating volume of

traffic, participation in the profits of which

the employes have entered in no other way

than by contributing additional energy and

labor for which no remuneration has been

received .

Fourth , We require a rate to apply to all
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employes alike regardless of term of service

with the company. From the fact that there

already exists a serious discrimination in

favor of long-term service employes , a dis

crimination in the wage rate adds to this

burden to those who have not attained the

term service for the maximum rate , many

of whom who are thus affected have become

thoroughly proficient and deserve from that

viewpoint the consideration here asked .

Those who are on the extra list and those

of the more newly employed men , we are

prepared to show are compelled by our sys

tem to accept limited employment in con

sequence of the term of service which

brings to them an additional reduction in

aggregate time wage upon which we are

confident we are able to place before you

facts to substantiate , showing that without

a graded or discriminating wage that class

of men are seriously discriminated against

from the misfortune of being short term

service men and this discrimination prevails

to a period when there can be no question

as to the proficiency in the service of the

employe .

Again , we insist that the graded scale

paid subject to term service is a menace to

tenure of employment with the company

in that it affords both the privilege and

incentive to eliminate old service men to

be replaced by more newly employed men

at a lesser rate of wage. We insist upon

employment under conditions that will in

vite the least discrimination possible . It is

not consistent with such conditions to per

mit to exist an incentive to destroy this

principle. The present grade or discrimina.

tion extends over two years , at the end of

which the maximum wage is reached . That

a two-year apprenticeship is necessary to

qualify as a 'street or electric railway oper:

ative cannot be maintained by the company;

in fact, in from three to six months the

most dull of those retained in employment

become fully efficient. There can be no

excuse offered for the continuance of the

discriminating or graded scale other than

it is an incentive to inspire retention of

employment with the company until the

maximum is reached . The absurdity of this

argument is shown in that the grade is not

continued as an incentive to those who fin

ally reach the maximum . Upon this question

it will be submitted without doubt that it

is the purpose of the present management

to maintain in employment experienced men

by affording them a higher wage than those

of a lesser term in the employment of the

company. Granted that this may be true of

the present management, managements of

companies change and the next to follow

would have within their power the applica

tion of economy by dismissing high-priced

men to replace them with those of a lower

rate. The possibility of discrimination ex

ists , the incentive for it also exists , which

creates a self -interest that leads to question

the sincerity of the professions of the em

ploying agency of a company that an ad

vantage is gained by the discriminating or

graded scale of wage through approving an

agency of retention in employment of skill

and experience . On the other hand, it

provides the newly employed and those of

a term of service short of a maximum rate

with a reasonable argument that they are

unjustly discriminated against and results

in the best of the underpaid leaving the

service partly in consequence of such dis

crimination . In this question the public

is seriously concerned , as it is important

that the very best and safest of service

may be conserved , and that the policy of

employment shall be such that it shall not

discourage such conservation . In support

of this proposition, we submit that of newly

employed men their privilege of work is

limited to two or more hours per day and

at times no work at all during the day upon

which they are required to report from

two to three times , destroying the possibil.

ity of earning elsewhere . Thus , we demand

a non -discriminating and non-graded wage

rate under which each and every employe

shall be paid alike per hour, regardless of

term of service .

Fifth , We ask for a rate of time and one

half for overtime , meaning all time in ex

cess of regular schedule time or in excess

of the time specified for a service day in

the existing agreement. This is customary

in other industries . It is right from the

fact that such service is over-taxing and

interferes with the regular arrangements of

employes and sometimes requires sacrifice

on their part. Again, the character of work

which usually calls for overtime is exces

sive beyond the normal of the regular ser

vice day.

Sixth , We would request that such a rate

be provided by the decision of your Honor

able Board which shall establish a minimum

day wage at $2.50 per day on Interurban

Lines and $ 2.30 per day upon City Lines.

This will not interfere with short hour runs

scheduled short as a matter of economy

on the part of the company. It means a

reasonable day wage rate to employes which

is demanded from the causes set forth in

the previous paragraphs as applying to the

request for an increase in wage. Upon this

we can show that it is accepted as profit

able on part of the company to fix the run

ning time for some runs at eight hours or

less and without this provision with a sep

arate hour rate it reduces the day wage.

Seventh , We contend that the company is

in able position to meet the demands herein

set forth .

We submit that due to the lateness of this

arbitration proceedings and it being result

ant from an agreement to fix the wage rate

of June 1st , 1909 , that proper consideration

should be made to effect a wage rate that

may prove acceptable for at least another

year. In doing this , we would request that

your Honorable Body take into considera.

tion the advancing prices of necessities, as

it is evident that the increased cost in

living will be greater for the year to come

than for the current agreement year for

which your Board was called into existence
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to determine the wage .

Very truly yours ,

Committee.

GEO. HOYT, Chairman ,

A. A. ECKMAN, Secy .”
ac

as

The above was placed in the hands of the

Arbitrators about the tents of aJnuary. It

explains the position of the employes rela

tive to the wage rate and sets forth condi

tions applying to wages of a most reason

able character . It is marked by its expres

sions of concern in the affairs of the em

ploying company and in the convenience

of the public as well as the most equitable

and consistent arrangement upon which the

distribution of wage or earnings may be

made to all employes concerned . As the

above schedule is read by street and elec

tric railway employes, the readers will fully

recognize the spirit of equity under which

the conditions were prepared . It will be

recognized that to refute the justice of the

appeal in its various items is a most difficult

proposition for one to undertake . Yet the

company has struggled with this question

and has returned to the arbitrators an argu

mentative refusal to comply with any of

the specifications submitted by the em

ployes .

An interesting feature of the reply of the

reply of the company is its reference to

the present newspaper talk relative to high

prices of living which it styles as a matter

" generally under discussion at the present

time by all classes of people," and follows

" that the temporary increased cost of liv

ing has no bearing upon the rate of wage

which the railways campany can afford to

pay its men .” In these expressions, the

company shows to what use employers will

delight in making of the meat boycott and

other agitations that may spring up against

the high price of living . Is it possible that

in this may be seen the source of the at

tempted agitation over high prices of liv

ing ?

The company's reply to the complaint of

its employes, reads :

COMPANY'S REPLY AND REASONS FOR

DENIAL.

Second . The Railways Company denies

that a flat rate per day should be fixed for

motormen and conductors , and alleges that

the only suitable basis is the fixing of a

specified rate per hour graduated in

cordance with the length of service.

Third ., The Railways Company denies that

an extra rate should be paid for overtime ,

as in the operation of street railways and

railroads generally there is no such thing

as additional rate paid for overtime to

trainmen such as motormen and conduc

tors .

Fourth . Answering the fourth paragraph ,

the Railways Company denies that the rate

of wage should be flat rate to all trainmen ,

namely motormen and conductors, irrespec

tive of length of service ; but avers that

such is not generally the custom in the

operation of street railways and that it is

necessary to have a graduated rate in order

to secure the best results from trainmen,

such motormen and conductors , to

adequately and safely serve the public .

Fifth . The Railways Company further

shows that on June 1st, 1907, an increase

of wages was granted the men. The then

existing scale of 18 cents per hour for the

first year, 19 cents for the second year and

twenty cents for the third year for city

men was increased to 19 cents for the first

year, 21 cents for the second year and 23

cents for the third year ; and an increase to

interurban men from 21 cents for the first

year and 23 cents thereafter to 23 cents

for the first year, 24 cents for the second

year and 25 cents for the third year ; or

an increase of approximately ten per cent

at that time.

1. Further answering the allegations

under the heads set forth on page two of

the demands filed, and especially answering

paragraph one , this defendant alleges that

the rate of wage stated by the agreement

of June 1st , 1907 , of 19 cents per hour

for the first year , 21 cents for the second

year and 23 cents for the third year to

city men , and 23 cents per hour for the

first year, 24 cents for the second year and

25 cents for the third year to interurban

men was an amount per hour in excess of

that paid by any other street railway oper

ating in a city the size of Kalamazoo , and

in excess of that of any interurban railway

operating between cities the size of Kalama

200 , Battle Creek and Jackson and serving

a like population ! and said rate is in excess

of the average rate now prevailing ; and

said increase given June 1st , 1907 , is in

excess of the wage earned by the average

workmen in Michigan.

That the operating expense of street rail

ways has increased , the cost of maintenance

of street railways has increased , and the

percent of the cost of operating expenses

in relation to gross earnings has increased

while the rate of fare per carriage has re

maired constant.

Further answering said paragraph the

Railways Company alleges that the cost of

living expenses has increased , but the cost

of living expenses in the territory served

Jackson, Michigan , February 1 , 1910 .

To the Honorable Board of Arbitrators ,

Hon Russell C. Ostrander, and

Messrs. Francis C. Kulp and

Sanford W. Ladd ,

ANSWER OF THE MICHIGAN UNITED

RAILWAY COMPANY .

First. Answering paragraph one , the

Railways Company denies that the rate of

wages for motormen and conductors should

be at the rate per hour set forth in said

paragraph , but on the contrary thereof al

leges that the present rate of wage paid

by the Railways Company to its motormen

and conductors on its respective lines is

higher than that paid by other street rail

ways on lines running in cities , townships

and villages and serving a like popula

tion .
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by the Railways Company has not increased

in the same proportion it has in the great

centers of population , and that in no voca

tion of life has the price of labor increased

in proportion to the cost of living ; that the

increased cost of living is generally under

discussion at the present time by all classes

of people and that the temporary increased

cost of living has no bearing upon the rate

of wage which the Railways Company can

afford to pay its men .

That on June 1st , 1907 , when the Railways

Company gave an increase of approximately

ten per cent to its trainmen , the cost of liv

ing was on the decrease and did materially

decrease in the last half of 1907 and the

first half of 1908 .

The Railways Company further alleges

that the increase demanded is absolutely

unreasonable and the rate of wage de

manded is not being paid by any other

street railway operating cars under like

circumstances and conditions and with a

like population .

The Railways Company further alleges

that it has no difficulty in securing men at

the present wages paid , and that there is

a large list of applicants waiting for a

chance to be employed .

2. The Railways Company denies that the

wage paid for the services of trainmen is

not equal to the wage paid for services in

other lines of industry for men of similar

skill , and further alleges that the wage paid

in other lines of industry has no bearing

upon the particular vocation involved in

this arbitration .

The Railways Company further alleges

that the employment given to trainmen who

are regularly in the service is regular em

ployment from day to day , for seven days in

the week and twelve months in the year,

and that the amount of pay received month

ly by trainmen is far in excess of that re

ceived for the twelve months in the year

by men employed in other industries of like

skill .

The Railways Company further denies

that an adjustment upon the so-called basis

set forth in this second paragraph on pages

two and three of the demands would afford

the increase claimed and alleges , that the

increased percentage named , i . e . 40 to 50

per cent is absolutely unreasonable and

prohibitive.

3. Answering paragraph three, the Rail

ways Company denies that any increased

rate of wage should be granted due to the

increased amount of work and that the

amount of work has increased , but alleges

that there has been an increased number

of cars in operation upon the said lines to

take care of the increased traffic, and that

the traffic on the interurban lines is not so

heavy and dense as to become exhaustive

to employes, and would in no way affect the

motorman , and the duties of the conductors

are not burdensome or exhaustive as com

pared with the duties of a conductor in large

centers of population .

The Railways Company denies that there

have been additional profits as compared

with investments, and alleges that any ad

ditional earnings have been due to the ad

ditional capital invested .

4. Answering paragraph four the Rail

ways Company denies that there should be

a flat rate to all employes and alleges that

men older in the service are more valuable

to the Company and are entitled to greater

consideration than men entering the employ

of the Company; that men entering the

employ of the Company do so with their

eyes open , knowing the condition upon

which they enter such employment. That ,

if there is any injustice at all it would be

an injustice to allow new men to come in

on an equal footing with men who had been

long years in the employ of the Company.

That the Railways Company denies abso

lutely that there is any discrimination in

favor of the long term service employes

other than that to which said long term

service employes are justly entitled ; that

there is no compulsion placed upon any

man to enter the service of the company ,

and that he does so of his own free will .

Further answering paragraph four, the

Railways Company denies that the graded

scale paid to trainmen, based upon the

length of service, is a menace to the tenure

of employment with the Company, and

denies that it affords an incentive to elim.

inate old service men , but on the contrary

it alleges that the purpose of graded ser.

vice is to make an incentive to the men to

remain in the employment of the Company

and is for the best interests of the service

which the company gives to the public .

The Railways Company further alleges

that the particular working out of the

graded wage scale as shown on the inter

urban lines involved in this arbitration

shows that upwards of eighty per cent of

the men employed on said interurban lines

are men who have been in the employ of

the company for three years and upwards,

and are drawing at the rate of twenty -five

cents per hour or the maximum rate. And

the Railways Company further alleges that

on the said lines in Kalamazoo upwards of

fifty per cent of the men have been in the

employ of the Company for such a period

of time that they are drawing the maximum

rate of wage , namely , 23 cents per hour.

The Railways Company further alleges

that this is the practice in the operation

of street railways to have a graded scale

and the Railways Company gives notice that

it will insist upon a graded scale in the

settlement of any wage question .

Further answering paragraph four, the

Railways Company denies that the facts

alleged in this paragraph in reference to

any change of management of the Company

referring to graded scale are pertinent to

the issue, and that under the agreement

to arbitrate the findings of the Arbitration

Board are only binding upon the respective

parties for one year and are then subject

to change.

The Railways Company denies the argu

ment set up in said paragraph four in refer

ence to the safety of the public being served
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only by a flat rate to all employes , but on

the contrary thereof alleges that the safety

of the public is served by having old and

experienced men in the employ of the Rail

ways Company , and under the demand and

claim made by the employes ' association

a man in the employ of the company for

one week would stand on an equal basis

with a man who had been in the employ.

ment of the Company for ten years.

5. Answering paragraph five, the Rail

ways Company refuses to recognize a rate

of one and one-half for overtime, and al

leges that such is not the custom in the

operation of street railway and railroads ,

and that the custom in other industries is

not pertinent to the custom which exists

in the operation of street railways .

The Railways Company denies that ex

cept in cases of emergency men are over.

taxed and required to work long hours .

6. Answering paragraph six, the Railways

Company refuses to establish a flat rate per

day and alleges that in the operation of

street railways the only equitable basis is

a rate based upon a rate per hour, and in

the operation of street railway lines siml.

lar to the interurban and city lines involved

in this arbitration , such is the manner

of payment for trainmen , such as motor

men and conductors , and that the motor

men and conductors on the Railways Com

pany lines involved in this arbitration are

now receiving during the year a higher wage

than men in like capacities in other lines

of similar character operating under like

conditions , and also higher gross returns

than men of like experience in other lines

of industry, although the Railways Company

alleges that the rate received in other lines

of industry is not pertinent to this con

troversy.

The Railways Company further alleges

that upon taking new men they are placed

upon the extra list and are put on runs to

fill in vacancies by old men in the operation

of the street railway, and that in the oper.

ation of a street railway it is impossible

to determine upon a minimum rate per day

to be paid to trainmen ; that trainmen are

entitled only to a rate per hour depending

upon the time they put in on the lines of

the Railways Company , and that the Rail

ways Company has no difficulty in securing

all the men it desires in the operation of

its street railway under the conditions now

existing.

7. Answering paragraph seven , the Rail

ways Company denies the same .

Answering the last paragraph of defen

dant's claim the Railways Company shows

that there is no agreement which would be

binding upon either party hereto for the

Board of Arbitration to effect a wage rate

other or beyond the year in question , and

the assumption therein set forth that the

cost of living will be greater in the year

to come is without proof and on the con

trary thereof it is more than probable that

the cost of living will be reduced . The

Railways Company denies that the cost of

living has any bearing upon the rate the

Railways Company should pay its men or

can afford to pay its men .

Respectfully submitted ,

MICHIGAN UNITED RAILWAYS CO. ,

By J. P. Clark ,

General Mgr. and Vice-Pres ."

In the above instrument, street railway

employes can learn much of the position

of employing managements relative to fixing

wage rates and relative to applications for

increased wages . There is no question but

what the above instrument is a studied

document advisably published and arranged

to embrace the basis of discussion in the

interest of employing street railway corpor

ations relative to wages and requested wage

increases. Experience and intelligence is at

the command of the Michigan United Rail

ways . Its officials are old and experienced

in their dealings with employes and well

able in their inventions for argument to

make use of the most inviting and plausible

argument. In the company's belief may be

detected the strongest points up against

which employes must pit themselves with

any hope of securing concessions .

The situation shows the importance of

intelligent organization and the intelligent

application of the forces of organization . It

shows the importance of employes and the

officers of employes' organizations to keep

posted upon the detail affairs of the employ.

ing company in every matter that may be

brought into argument in the adjustment of

wages .

In one place the company avers " that the

amount of pay received monthly by train.

men is far in excess of that received for the

twelve months in the year by men employed

in other industries of like skill." The ques

tion occurs, how many officials or members

of locals of this association are in a position

to refute that statement without consulting

the records of employing companies . Yet

every local in the association can be in pos

session of the necessary argument if the

proper effort in that direction is made, but

records must be kept .

Sufficient of further proceedings of this

arbitration will likely appear in the next

issue of the “ Motorman and Conductor,"

which , taken with what is given here, will

be of much advantage in matters of this

kind , as they are of interest to employes

and to our membership.

Don't forget that there is a bitter war

on against the union label . It is one of the

many efforts being made to destroy the

organization of labor . The object can be

defeated by demanding the union label

on all purchases .

A minister was horrified one Sunday to

see a boy in the gallery of the church pelt

ing the hearers in the pews below with horse

chestnuts. As the good man looked up, the

boy cried out : “ You tend to your preach

ing, Mister. I'll keep 'em awake."

Coopers' Journal
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THE The measure of interest of members in

metings , much depends upon the presiding

officer .

An important attribute of an interesting

meeting is the promptitude with which it is

handled and with which the order of busi

ness is directed .

By call of Chairman C. 0. Pratt, the Gen

eral Executive Board of the association will

meet at headquarters, Detroit, Mich . , at 10
omclal Journal of the Amalgamated Asso o'clock a. m . , Monday, March 21st, 1910 .

clation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America.

The U. S. Steel Trust continues its lock
PUBLISHED BY THEASSOCIATION, Month out against the iron , steel and tin workers.

ly. W. D. MAHON, President.

The Tin Workers' organization is in the

throes of a desperate struggle and deservesCorrespondents will please address all com

munications for publication to R. L. REEVES, liberal assistance in response to appeal for

Editor, Detroit, Mich.
help.Subscriptions payable to W. D. Mahon, Pres.

SUBSCRIPTION .
A great many grievances that annoy offi

Per annum
. $ 1.00 cers of local divisions and sometimes create

single copy
10 cents serious contentions might be avoided if

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL . the member aggrieved were familiar with

W. D. MAHON . .International President the position of the company upon his par

A. L. BEHNER . First Vice-President ticular grievance.J. J. THORPE .
. Second Vice - President

A. H. BURT .
Third Vice-President

GEORGEKEENAN .. Fourth Vice-President

B. A. CARTER . ..Fifth Vice - President Every local can promote its interest byPATRICK E. HÄNLEY..Sixth Vice- President having provided proper by-laws, embracing
T. H. DUNN ..

Seventh Vice-President
REZIN ORR . a liberal order of business to be rigidly

......... International Treasurer

complied with . It fixes a system by whichGeneral Executive Board

C. 0. PRATT . a meeting may be conducted in a way that
Chairman

R. L REEVES .
. SecretaryEDWARD MCMORROW ,

will inspire the membership in attendance.

MAGNUS SINCLAIR,

RICHARD CORNÉLIUS,

The conductor who does not have a sysWM. B. FITZGERALD,

P. J. SHEA, tem for handling his business must be ex
FRED FAY,

D.8. FITZGERALD.
ceptionally clever and able, or else he is

liable to call upon the grievance committee

Entered at tho Detroit P. O. as Second - Class with a complaint against the management
Matter.

of the company. He is sure to come to

grief sooner or later.

ICO COUR
H

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION,

It is a source of pride to a motorman or

conductor who has instructed a student

and made him into a motorman or con

ductor to have reason to know and under

stand that the student is making an A No. 1

man in the position to which he has been

employed.

Article 2 of Constitution.

Section 1. The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2. To place our occupation upon a

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and

skill ; to encourage the formation in Division

Associations of Sick Benefit Funds; to estab

lish schools of instruction and examination

for imparting a practical knowledge of mod

ern and improved methods and systems of

transportation and trade matters generally ;

to encourage the settlement of all disputes

between employes and employers by arbitra

tion ; to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social

condition .

It develops that the Standard Oil mag .

nates form a material part of the Meat

Trust. There is nothing surprising in that.

A concern from which the stockholders re

ceive millions of dollars in dividends in

a year affords the necessity of investment

of those millions. The money cannot be

put back into oil ; it must be invested-if in

vested at all-in holdings in other indus

tries . Consequently, Standard Oil Stock

holders, or the few who own the large por .

tion of the stock , become material in the

control of other industries. Not only in

the Meat Trust is Standard Oll money in

vested but it is found in the Steel Trust

and in every other combination of wealth .

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

118hed. Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unlessby special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should bo in not later than the

3d of the month, and should bo written only

on one side of the papor.
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A meeting conducted without system and

in a haphazard way will offer a serious ex

cuse for non-attendance upon part of the

members .

Brother M. V. O'Brien, of Division No.

125 , East St. Louis, Ill . , who was shot at

the time of the killing of Motorman Goudey,

is reported upon the road to recovery . At

first his life, too , was despaired of, but

through surgical and medical skill , his re .

covery is now assured .
The member in attendance at a meeting

who makes it a point to answer each argu

ment upon a question as it comes from

various members is a confusing spirit to

others and often a bore to the president .

Sometimes it is well to frankly advise such

members of their attitude as it appears to

others.

One great annoyance in meetings is the

repetition speaker. A presiding officer can

soon learn if there are any of that class in

his flock , and it is important to the success

of the meeting that such speakers should

be limited to the rules of debate. This

brings all under the same rule , and those

who are fatigued by the perpetual talker

will welcome and encourage an order or

rule of limitation .

It is the desire of the average presiding

officer to be fair and liberal with all mem

bers upon all questions, but to accord an

unreasonable amount of time of a meeting

to a repeating speaker wearies the average

attendant and unfairly, although perhaps un

consciously, misappropriates the time of the

meeting.

Ten thousand shirt waist strikers in Phil.

adelphia who went on strike on the 26th

day of December have returned to work

again ; and as a concession every demand

made upon the employing manufacturers

was gained . The settlement carries with

it an increase of 15 per cent in wages and

a 52-hour week .

A conductor who puts in much of his time

visiting with passengers is one of excep

tional ability or over - confidence. If he is

of the latter class , he is liable to come to

grief sooner or later for failure to collect

the revenue -- a very important branch of

street railroading to the company, and a

very important function for which he is

employed . That conductor is honest, no

doubt, and collects every fare with the ex

ception of those he has forgotten , and he

can't understand why the company or com

pany official complains of the service he is

rendering.

reThe presidents of locals are more

sponsible for their success or failure than

some seem to realize . New members and

those of lax interest in meetings may often

be inspired by the vigor and activity of the

presiding officer . With them , the president

determines the spirit of the meeting. He

is the barometer by which they measure the

importance of the occasion .

It may be said that members of the asso

ciation would do well to bear in mind that

the official of a railway company is human,

and is influenced by the emotions that gov

ern the acts of the average motorman or

conductor. If we bear this in mind , it will

save a great deal of friction between the

operative management and the membership

of the organization . There will be less

grievances and less imposition upon the

grievance committee of local divisions.

President A. A. Aldridge, of Division No.

125 , East St. Louis , Ill . , was asked by the

sheriff of St. Clair County, in which Belle

ville and East St. Louis are located , to

name twelve members of the local to wit

ness the execution of the negro , Willis

Clark , who has been sentenced to be hang.

ed February 18th , for the murder of late

Brother Eugene Goudey. Advice has not

been received as to whether President

Aldridge will comply with the request. It

is not every man who wishes to witness a

killing, even if it is in compliance with the

law. The courtesy of the sheriff is not an

unappreciable one.

The murderer of late Brother Eugene

Goudey has been given a trial . The culprit

is Willis Clark , a negro , who boarded

Brother Goudey's car in the outskirts of

East St. Louis , Ill . , on December 18th , last,

and as he was approached for his fare by

Conductor M. V. O'Brien, he deliberately

shot Brother O'Brien in the face. Motor

man Goudey went to the assistance of Con

ductor O'Brien , and was shot down and

killed. The negro robbed Conductor O'Brien

of $90 and escaped. He was later cap

tured, and was twice rescued from being

lynched. On January 13th the case came

before Judge Crow, of the Belleville Circuit

Court. Clark pleaded guilty and the case

was held over until the following Satur

day , when evidence was taken and the

prisoner was formally tried , convicted and

has now been sentenced to be hanged Feb

ruary 18th , just sixty days from the crime.

Brother Goudey was a member of Division

No. 125 .

The death of Ben Hansford , of New York,

has taken from the ranks of the trade union

ists one of its most progressive spirits . Hans

ford , up to the time of his death , was for

years a member of the Typographical Union ,

formerly of Chicago, and later, a member

of the Big Six of New York City. He was

twice a candidate for Vice-President upon

the Socialist ticket. Although a foremost

Socialist, his interest in the trade union

movement and his effectiveness as an advo

cate were in no way overshadowed by his

political affiliations. The passing away of

such men leaves a vacancy in the line of

progressive work in the interest of wage

earners .
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An authorized statement has been issued From present indications , the year 1910

that “ Popular Mechanics” should not be will be a record breaker in many ways in

patronized by union labor ; that it is printed the history of the Amalgamated Association.

in a non-union office, notorious for its an . There seems to have awakened among those

tagonism to union labor. It is a technical yet unorganized in various sections through

publication, and has heretofore been almost out the country a spirit of acknowledgment

exclusively patronized by trade unionists. of the benefits of organization. To such an

extent is this demonstrated at the present

time that it gives assurance that the associ.

Rules of a company are made with a view
ation will be drawn upon for strenuous ef

to promote safety , convenience and econo
fort in extending its jurisdiction by way of

my in the operation of cars . It is unrea
taking in much of the yet unorganized terri.

sonable to presume that officials of a rail
tory .

way company whose duty and authority it

is to make rules, make them for the ex

press and special inconvenience of some The appeal of the American Federation of

particular employe. They are made to gov Labor, submitted in the interest of the

ern all employes .
Amalgamated Association of Iron , Steel and

Tin Workers now locked out by the United

It is not creditable for an employe to per States Steel Corporation, is being gratify

sistently and continuously speak in dis ingly responded to by locals of this assocl

creditable terms of his fellow workmen or ation . Response has ben sufficiently prompt

of the officials of the company . If an offi up to the present writing that thirty-two

cial is discreditable in his conduct towards locals have reported appropriations to the

an employe or employes, the proper way to Steel Workers' Union . Locals at this time

deal with the matter is through the associ having reported that have forwarded their

ation grievance committee in a frank and donations to Secretary Williams , of the

honest conference. Nothing can be lost by
Steel Workers , are as follows :

such a course and usually it results in an Div. No , 107, Hamilton , Ont ... $ 8.00

agreeable understanding. Div. No. 416 , Peoria , Ill .... 25,30

Div . No. 90 , Port Huron , Mich . 11.40

Div . No. 515 , Galesburg, ill . 5.30

Rules governing the operation of cars are
Div. No. 197 , Meadville , Pa .. 2.60

made to be observed , and by observing
Div. No. 113, Toronto, Ont .. 50.00

them no employe will get into any trouble
Div . No. 125 , East St. Louis , Ill . 34.10

that the officers of his local cannot easily
Div. No. 288 , Omaha, Neb ... 10.00

adjust. If a rule is objectionable, the

Div. No. 530 , Leetonia, Ohio .
5.00

proper course to pursue is to have it taken
Div. No. 513 , Bartonville , Ill . 1.50

up through the proper channels in an agree
Div. No. 238 , Lynn, Mass ... 24.00

able manner and secure its annulment or

Div. No. 476 , Norwalk , Conn .. 6.10

modification . That would appear to be the
Div . No. 506 , Rennselaer, N. Y. 2.00

sensible way to deal with it , and when a
Div. No. 304 , Glens Falls , N. Y. 8.00

rule is sensibly regarded or dealt with, it
Div . No. 247, Rutland, Vt ... 2.60

leads to no serious friction between the
6.00

local association and the company .
Div . No. 285, Steubenville, Ohio .

Div. No. 326 , St. Joseph , Mo ..
22.50

Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill ... 600.00

Much has been published of the interest Div . No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa . 280.00

taken in the Shirt Waist strikers of New Div. No. 334 , Boone, Iowa . 1.10

York by the daughter of J. Pierpont Mor Div . No. 165 , Girardville, Pa . 5.00

gan . How much of this is true is , of course , Div . No. 489 , Dalton , Pa ...
3.10

left to conjecture on the part of the readers Div . No. 470 , Oil City, Pa . 6.70

of the newspapers . It has been published Div . No. 479 , Middletown , Conn . 4.40

that Miss Morgan has so studied the ques. Div. No. 194, New Orleans , La . 172.80

tion in the interest of the striking shirt Div. No. 98 , Akron , Ohio .. 7.50

waist makers that she is of the opinion that Div. No. 164 , Wilkes Barre , Pa . 19.70

she can improve upon the present trade Div . No. 460 , No. Adams, Mass . 2.00

union methods. No one has yet read about Div. No. 442 , Des Moines, Iowa . 4.00

Miss Morgan interestingly herself in behalf Div . No. 228 , Joliet , Ill .... 14.50

of the striking Steel and Tin Workers Div . No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y. 80.00

against whom her father is at present wag. Div. No. 425 , Hartford, Conn ..
46.80

ing a war of extermination and is applying Div . No. 256 , Sacramento , Cal .
10.00

with vigorous severity the starvation fight Div. No. 99 , Winnipeg, Man . 46.90

ing policy of the Employers' Association . Div . No. 260 , Chicago , Ill ... 332,20

It is well understood by the American Div . No. 452 , Thompsonville , Conn .. 5.00

people that Mr. Morgan controls the policies Div . No. 498 , Mt. Vernon and New

of the United States Steel Trust . If Miss Rochelle, N. Y ...... 19.80

Morgan is sincere in alleged demonstrations Div . No. 273 , Chicago, Ill ... 9.00

in the interest of the working people , her Div . No. 52 , East Liverpool , Ohio .. 11.00

father is creating a large field in which for Div . No. 265 , San Jose, Cal ... 13.20

her to labor, and where her demonstra. Further donations of other locals should

tions of benevolence and good will can be be forwarded to John Williams , Secretary

so effective as to become generally known I. S. & T. Workers , House Building , Pitts

and uncontradicted . burg , Pa. , and reported to the general office .
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In his late message to congress , President

Taft calls attention to the post office de

partment deficit and points to the increasing

of postage on second class mail matter as

a remedy . This question has heretofore

been before Congress , and arguments now

are mostly a repetition of those then pre

sented . To increase the postage on second

class matter would be a serious burden for

publishing concerns and many would be

forced out of existence. Publishers' prices

would also be advanced . Much of the poor

man's library would disappear and upon the

balance ,, the price would be proportionately

increased . So much for the effect of the

adoption of the proposition in that direc

tion . But would it prove a remedy for the

deficit ? Railway companies receive, for

carrying mail , an exhorbitant fee when com

pared with express and freight rates, and

the increase accumulating to the post office

funds by the means proposed , would be an

inspiration for the railway companies to in

crease the already exhorbitant rates . If

government officials in control of mail car

rying contracts can be prevailed upon to

pay the already exhorbitant rates , they may

also be prevailed upon to increase those

rates . It would seem that an impartial in

vestigation of the mail service would un

fold a remedy for much of the deficit by

lessening the excessive prices paid railway

companies . Any proposition that distresses

or limits publications is equally distressing

and limiting upon intellectual development.

However, in a former investigation it was

shown that even under the present general

rates and receipts of the post office depart

ment, the government is yet ahead from

the fact that free mailing privileges exist

to every department. This , if paid for , at

the rate at which postage is paid by the

people would cost the government far in

excess of the post office deficit.

by giving her the privilege of voting equal.

ly with himself. In the trade union is

where the universal suffragettes know they

have the most sympathetic, intellectual

friends . The intelligent trades unionist is

not afraid that his wife , mother, daughter

or sister will abuse the privilege of voting.

It is the capitalistic element and the man

who gathers easy money who is afraid of

the women's vote and will fight to keep

from her that privilege . He is afraid of the

deep sense of right and wrong of the

thoughtful woman who would avail herself

of the privilege of voting . Mrs. Belmont and

her associates interested in universal suf

frage recognize the advantage that will

come to them through the fairness of the

trade union movement. We have yet to

learn of a convention of the Employers ' As

sociation that ever passed resolutions pledg.

ing the membership to work in the interest

of universal Suffrage.

a

It is not remarkable that several of the

society ladies have taken such an active

part in behalf of the shirtwaist strikers

of New York City. Prominent among those

has been Mrs. 0. H. P. Belmont , renowned

for her aggressive leadership in the inter

est of universal suffrage. There is no

question but what Mrs. Belmont and those

who have associated under her in the in

terest of the union shirtwaist workers has

been of material assistance in the success

of the strike . Mrs. Belmont has appeared

in the police courts to provide bail for ar

rested pickets and she has contributed time

and money that has been material in the

interest of labor. No one can question her

sincerity. Those who are seeking to bring

about the legal right for women to vote on

equal terms with men know well that of all

of the thoughtful elements of society , mem

bers of the trade union movement are those

who feel a perfect safety in indulging in

the counsel of their wives , mothers and

daughters. The trade unionist has sufficient

confidence in the intelligence of his mother

to feel that nothing can be lost to society

In the suit of Loewe & Co. , against the

United Hatters , judgment has been

awarded against the Hatters' Union in the

sum of $74,000 . It will be remembered

that this action was brought against the

Hatters ' union under the Sherman Anti

Trust Law for damages sustained on ac

count of the Hatters placing Loewe & Com

pany , hat manufacturers, upon the “un

fair list.” The case was previously tried

in the lower courts where judgment was

rendered in favor of the hatters' union upon

a ruling of the court that the case did not

come under the Sherman Anti-Trust Law .

Appeal was taken from this decision to the

Supreme Court , where it was decided that

the case was subject to the Sherman Anti

Trust Law and it was ordered back for

trial . The case recently came up before

the United States Circuit Court at Hart.

ford , Conn . , and the jury awarded a ver

dict in the sum above stated . According

to the Sherman Anti- Trust Law , this ver

dict can be trebled or made three times

the amount of the damage fixed by the jury ,

which amounts to $ 222,000 . This , if al

lowed to stand , is a precedent governing

boycotts in the future and provides that

labor organizations are financially respon

sible for any boycott established against

any firm or concern doing an interstate

business. This is the first instance of the

definite application of the Sherman Anti

Trust Law in an Interstate Commerce case .

Capitalistic trusts have successfully defied

the law in all matters of Interstate Com

merce . When the law was enacted, labor

was assured that it was not intended to

apply to combinations of labor, but in the

way that it has been applied to trusts , it

appears that the sole use of the law is to

be directed against organized labor or com

binations of wage earners . It may be a

good thing in the long run that this dis

crimination against wage earners has de

veloped . Nothing was ever gained in the

interest of the common people only through

great sacrifices and victimization .
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It is not often that the president of an

organization has occasion to complain in

respect to the non-attendance at meetings

providing that in the conduct of meetings ,

he will strictly follow an agreeable and

fixed order of business as it appears , with

promptitude . The members will soon learn

at what point in the meeting certain lines

of business can be taken up and a business

spirit will manifest itself in meetings SO

conducted that it will not only please the

president and officers, but every member

present . It will enthuse those present to

act as a voluntary committee to get others

to come to the meeting.

This country is now witnessing singu.

lar spectacle of a lockout of the members of

the Iron , Steel and Tin Workers' Union

by the United States Steel Trust , with An

drew Carnegie a champion of industrial

peace and active as a member of the peace

promoting National Civic Federation . The

Civic Federation embraces within its mem

bership those whose profits from the Steel

Trust indicate a controlling voice in its

affairs. The revenue or income derived

by Mr. Carnegie from the United States

Steel Corporation is about one and one

quarter millions of dollars per month . Why

doesn't Mr. Carnegie invoke the good ofices

of the Civic Federation .

It is dangerous to leave the qualifications

of one learning the job of conductor or mo

torman to the learner. The average mau

employed by a company too often looks upon

the job as an easy proposition . He thinks

it a snap and judges his ability accordingly .

He gets anxious to be turned in . As soon

as he can walk or stand in the car without

the assistant of a strap or support, he

imagines he can discount the qualifica

tions of his instructor. Yet he should be

kept learning until his instructor is satisfied

that he has changed his mind about the im

portance and responsibility of the position

and seriously concedes it. Then , the

chances are that he will be the making of

an employe of whom the instructor will

have reason for pride in his work of in

structing, and one who , from his work , will

be no discredit to the association .

people whatever product a boycott may be

pitted against until such time as it can again

be safely placed upon the market at a price

to be fixed by the Trusts . It will require

only one or two such demonstrations as

the present before the people awaken to

the fact that they must try some more

strenuous plan than voluntary starvation

or self denial . The store houses will then

be opened as in the days of old and the

palaces of grasping wealth will reek and

quake under the vengeance of the people .

The present control will obtain, very likely,

to the utmost tension when it is possible

that a political revolution will place the

people in possession of their own rather

than wait the distress that is sure to come

unless the warning is heeded in time . Of

course, this is not a trade union boycott.

If it were, the Beef Trust would take ad

vantage of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law.

As it is , it will take advantage of the frailty

of human endurance and cold storage. It is

not a matter of empty stomachs against

exhausted supply ; it is rather a question

of insufficient wages against cold storage

and “ noblemen's " greed .

A wage increase has been granted to the

Boston street railway men. It is a " volun

tary ” increase of one-half a cent per hour to

all grades . The new schedule shows what

is meant by the word “ grade" in Boston,

and to whom applies the various wage

rates . The new rate fixes the maximum

rate at 23 cents per hour for surface mo

tormen and conductors and 28 1-2 cents per

hour for elevated motormen and conduc

tors . Wage agitations are kept alive in

Boston by the proximity of the association,

and the Boston men have been benefiated

from time to time by organizing agitation .

However, it appears to them , in accordance

with the reports coming to this office that

that would be getting a far better rate of

wage and less discrimination if they could

succeed in again organizing. The wage

rate is below organized cities of the class

of Boston . The new scale put into effect

and its comparison with the old is shown

in a table reading as follows :

Increased Present

wage per wage per

hour, hour,

cents . cents .

Elevated motormen , highest

grade .. : 28.5 27.5

Elevated guards, highest

grade 24.5 23.5

Elevated brakemen , highest

grade
.22 21

Surface conductors and

motormen :

Highest grade ( 15 years '

service ) .26 25

Next grade ( 11 to 15 yrs . ) .. 25.3 24.5

Next grade ( 6 to 10 yrs . ) ... 24.7 24

Next grade ( 3 , 4 and 5 yrs . ) . 24.1
23.5

Next grade ( 1 and 2 yrs . ) ... 23.5 23

Carhouse station masters,

highest grade
.30 29

Inspectors and starters ,

highest grade .28.5 27.5

The general boycott of meat has its sig.

nificance in the event that it may amount

to no more than a political disturbance . It

shows that the people can be stirred to

resentment in the interest of common

cause . It recalls ancient history by which

we are told of the times of famine when

grasping noblemen withheld their grain

against the starvation of the common

people to enforce plunder prices. Through

dire distress , from a condition of actual

starvation, the common people arose and

broke open the grain and corn storage

houses and they were distributed without

price . The meat and food barons of the

present day have their storage vaults where

they can withhold from the wrath of the
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. sociated with President Mahon in the pres

entation of a proposed new vestibule bill

before the Ohio State Legislature at Colum
International President W. D. Mahon while

bus, Ohio, was dispatched to Chicago in con
in Chicago in the interest of Division No.

nection with an election contest developing
215, Wheaton , Ill . , attended and addressed

a meeting of Division No. 260, the second
in the recent election of officers of Division

No. 308 . He is also directed to visit Divi
largest Chicago Local. His report upon the

sion No. 228 , of Joliet , Ill . Reports upon his

affairs of that local , based upon his obser
visits to these two locals are not at hand

vations while there and in attendance at the
at this writing.

meeting is one of gratifying progress . Rela

tive to the matter of difference involving the

membership of Division No. 215 , the contro
Vice-President J. J. Thorpe is at present

versy was occasioned by the installing of a
associating with the officers of Division No.

new schedule on part of the company con 529 , Evans City , Pa . , in mediation for a new

taining features not consistent with the agreement. Late reports from this situation

agreement and objectionable to the mem
are to the effect that the company has sub

bers working under them . A conference
mitted a proposition upon the wage that the

with the officials of the company and local ,
rate be fixed at 27 cents per hour.

in which President Mahon took part, re

sulted in referring further mediation upon
International Treasurer Rezin Orr con

the disputed points to G. E. B. Member Mc
tinues with the situation in the interest of

Morrow and Senator Hopkins for final ad
the membership employed by the Public ser

justment. From Chicago President Mahon vice corporation in Northern New Jersey .

returned to the office, where he disposed of
He makes a favorable report upon the prog

the work that had accumulated for his per
ress of this situation .

sonal direction and engaged in the arbitra

tion proceedings relative to the controversy
Chairman C. 0. Pratt, due to new conten

between Division No. 111 upon the Detroit, tions arising in Philadelphia, Pa . , relative to

Jackson and Chicago Line and the company.
the interests of Division No. 477 , wae re

This arbitration was of long standing ; two quired to return to that city where later he

cases of the dismissal of employes was re
has been associated with the International

ferred to arbitration by the Local Division
President in an endeavor to effect an ad

in April, 1909. Attorneys Thomas Dalton
justment hopeful that a permanent settle

and Alex . Brown were selected as arbitra.
ment may be brought about.

tors by the local and company respectively .

Considerable time was consumed in the se
G. E. B. Member Edward McMorrow re.

lection of a third arbitrator, who was finally ports an adjustment of the differences ex

determined upon in the person of Mr. Geo. isting between the membership of Division

T. Bader. This completed the board and No. 215 , Wheaton , Ill . , and the employing

the cases came up for hearing about the
company . A contention arose over a sched

20th of January, about nine months after
ule prepared by the management of the road

they were referred for arbitration . Presi that did not comply with the provisions of

dent Mahon, in behalf of the Division Asso
the agreement and added burdens to the

ciation , had charge of the presentation of
employes . The matter was taken up through

the cases. The company was represented conference at which President Mahon was

by Attorney Stoneman . Some three days in attendance and was referred to Board

were taken up in the conduct of the pro
Member Edward McMorrow and Mr. Hop

ceedings ; deliberation on part of the arbi kins of the company . From this situation,

trators upon the evidence presented was de .
Brother McMorrow was dispatched to Oma

ferred to give the stenographer an oppor ha to advise and aid Division No. 288 in the

tunity to compile the testimony . The presi strike at present in progress in Omaha . Re

dent was then called to Philadelphia, Pa . , in
ports from him indicate that the situation

the interest of Division No. 477. In Phila. in Omaha is unchanged and that the strike

delphia it was reported that the company will continue for some time . There is but

had developed a movement through which
slight evidence that an agreement can soon

the company officials , it was alleged , de be reached , as both parties to the contro

signed to make ineffective the efforts of the versy seem determined .

division officials in the interest of the mem

bership The situation had assumed G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair is at

threatening attitude as the action of the present looking to the interests of Division

company resulted in a protest on part of No. 279 , Ottawa, Ont . The local has asked

the membership of the Association against the company for lavatory conveniences,

an independent or company organization of which have been thus far withheld . The

employes. At the present time the Presi. matter has been called to the attention of

dent continues to be engaged upon this situ Board Member Cinclair, with a request that

ation, together with other situations that he intercede with the Ontario Railway Com

have developed in connection with the new mission the interest of the Ontario mem

locals instituted in New Jersey , in the af bers . The controversy appears to be of a

fairs of which he is associated in advise character that should be readily adjusted .

ment.

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius has

Vice-President A. L. Behner, who was as- visited San Jose , Cal . , where he assisted in

a
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-

the institution of Division No. 532. He re

ports conditions with the San Jose locals as

progressive.

HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.

By W. D. Mahon .
G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald was

associated with Treasurer Rezin Orr in as

sisting the New Jersey locals . Progress is

reported from that situation . These locals

comprise employes of the Northern New

Jersey Public Service Corporation . They are

meeting with some opposition on part of the

management of the company. The manage .

ment has resorted to an increase in wage in

the hope of checking the growth of the lo

cals . However, this has not been effective.

The employes seem to have determined

upon a more reasonable rate of wage than

that which has been fixed by the manage

ment of the company. Board Member Fitz

gerald is at present advising with the Con

necticut locals relative to a joint universal

working arrangement.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea is at present

assisting Division No. 177 , Roanoke , Va . , in

negotiating for a new agreement. This local

has never before requested a written agree

ment to cover conditions of employment.

From late reports , there are indications that

an adjustment will be brought about satis

factory to both the company and employes

through mediation . Prior to being dis.

patched to Roanoke , Board Member Shea

succeeded in bringing about an agreement

settlement in the interest of the new Lee

tonia, Ohio , Local .

OUR ASSOCIATION FIRST TO THE AS.

SISTANCE OF THE IRON AND

STEEL WORKERS.

While the vestibule agitation during the

winter of 1894 and 1895 was on , matters

between our organization and the various

companies were quiet , with the exception of

Fort Wayne, Ind . , where a strike took place

on the 11th of January . The company at

this point had consolidated their barns , dis

charged one foreman and several of the

members, and placed all of the men under

a foreman who was very tyrannical and

opposed to the organization . The griev

ances were taken up by a committee of the

Division , headed by Vice-President Orr, who,

in several conferences with the board of

directors , attempted to have matters ad

justed and the members reinstated , but the

board of directors refused , and in turn dis

charged Vice -President Orr and another

member of the Executive Committee for

their efforts . This brought matters to a

crisis , and on the 11th of January, 1895 , a

strike was declared. Some forty-two men

responded to the strike order and the bal

ance remained at work , thus causing a

division in the ranks of the organization .

The strike was fought out by the men, as

sisted by the Trades and Labor Council,

and carried on into the early summer, when

the contest was given up.

Early in January, Secretary Moore, be

cause of his legislative work , resigned as

International Secretary , and James G. Grant,

acting secretary of Division No. 26, was

appointed by the Executive Board to act in

his place. Grant served some three months,

when he resigned to accept a position as

foreman of the Detroit Railway Co. , and

Vice-President Rezin Orr was appointed by

the Board to fill the unexpired term.

One of the important acts of this year

was the establishing of the " Motorman &

Conductor." The Milwaukee convention had

endorsed the Street Railway Times, a

weekly publication at Cleveland, Ohio,

which was owned by the members of the

association . A number of subscriptions had

ben secured from different divisions, when

the management of the paper announced

that they were unable to continue, and sus

pended publication of the paper. Imme.

diately upon the suspension of the publica

tion of that paper, the writer decided it was

time for the organization to adopt and pub

lish an organ of its own, and acting upon

that decision immediately placed in the

field the " Motorman & Conductor.” The

first issue of the paper was a twelve-page

pamphlet form . After the issue of the first

copy, the matter was submitted to the Inter

national Executive Board , who endorsed the

president's position , and the "Motorman &

Conductor " has since been continued as the

official organ of the association.

Early in the spring we again took up the

matter of organization , and Philadelphia

was decided upon as the city to make the

Our Association bears the proud record

of being the first to answer the call of the

American Federation of Labor to forward

the Ten Cents applied for from each mem

ber to assist the Iron and Steel Workers

in their strike. Communication was sent

out of the General Office to the Local

Unions on January 14th ; by January 17th

four Divisions had answered and forwarded

the assessment.

The first Division to answer the call was

Division No. 107, of Hamilton, Ont.

The second Division in line was No. 90

of Port Huron, Mich .

The third to reply was Division No. 416

of Peoria, Ill . , and the fourth Division No.

515 of Galesburg, ill .

Within four days after the call going

out, four Divisions had already answered

and forwarded their money to the striking

Iron and Steel Workers, thus, leading all

the organizations , not only in our own As

sociation , but within the entire labor move.

ment of America, in response to the call

of their brothers in distress.

Pedestrian-How far is it to Aldershot ?

Let me see. Well , as the crow flies

Footsore Tommy-Never mind 'ow the

beggar flies; 'ow far is it as the beggar 'ops ?

--Punch .
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agitation , and copies of it were forwarded ,

through organizers of the American Federa

tion of Labor, to the street and electric car

workers throughout the entire United

States and Canada, and the results were

beneficial. There is no question but what

the “ Motorman & Conductor " in those days

did as much to agitate the question and to

bring about the organization of the street

and electric railway workers of the country

as any other medium , if not more . As soon

as the paper began to be distributed and the

workers realized that there was a move

ment of this kind, communications began

to roll into the general office from the re

mote parts of the country , and from that

time on an agitation was continued through

the medium of the journal and by com

munications which brought a number of or

ganizations into the fold .

The conditions of labor during this year

were not very encouraging to the formation

of organizations . The panic of 1893 had not

yet passed away . However, there were im

provements in the industrial conditions of

the country, and as those improvements

showed themselves , the spirit of organiza

tion followed in line and the general labor

movement began to improve and build up .

This had its beneficial results upon our or

ganization , well upon all other

branches of labor, and by the time our con

vention met in the fall of 1895 there was a

considerable spirit of organization through

out the entire country .

( To be Continued . )

as as

first attempt. This decision was due to the

fact that there was a spirit of organization

in that city . During the winter the street

railway men of Philadelphia had attempted

to get together and form an organization .

They were ignorant, however, as to the

mode of procedure, which was shown by the

manner in which they proceeded . They had

called an open meeting and had present a

notary public for the purpose of swearing

the men into membership . The result of

the meeting was to form a temporary organ

ization with Charles N. Smith , a motorman ,

as president. A number of the men were

discharged for attending the meeting, and

this had a demoralizing effect upon the rest .

However, those who had interested them

selves communicated with the general office,

and the writer went on to take up the work

of organizing. After getting the men who

had been discharged at the first meting to

gether, Terrence E. Clark, a conductor of

Philadelphia, was selected to act as secre.

tary and organizer, and the organization

was chartered as Division No. 45. A num

ber of meetings were held throughout the

city, and quite a few men were interested

and brought into the organization. While

the writer remained in the field , active in

the work, there was no hostility shown by

the company, but as soon as he was out of

the field the company would show hostility

by discharging some of the active members.

This condition of affairs continued through

out the entire summer, the writer from time

to time visiting the city , encouraging and

getting a number of them in line , and as

soon as away the company would attack

them . However, Clark and a few of the

braver spirits held together and kept the

movement alive, and the work continued

and was still in progress when the next

convention met in Detroit , where the Phila

delphia men were represented by Bro . Clark

as their delegate, and the situation of that

city was brought before the convention , a

further account of which will be given later.

The first Division to take up their agree

ment for the coming year was Division No.

26 , of Detroit, Mich . The agreement this

year was negotiated by representatives of

the local division ; Mr. Alex. Dill , president

of the Division , and James G. Grant, secre

tary-treasurer. After considerable negoti

ations the agreement was agreed upon and

accepted by the Division .

At Milwaukee the Division again took up

their yearly agreement, assisted by the

writer. After a number of days of serious

contention , agreement finally

reached . The company had at first declared

that they would not make any further agree

ments , and began to hire new men , but after

a conference agreed to cease their hostili

ties and conferred with the committee look

ing to a settlement, and after several days

of negotiation a settlement covering the

wage conditions for the coming year was

reached and signed by the representatives

of the company and the committee .

The agitation was carried on in other

parts of the country as well . The "Motor

man & Conductor " was made a medium of

CARD OF THANKS.

To the Editor of the "Motorman & Con .

ductor."

Dear Sir and Bro.: During my late ill

ness , which for many days immediately fol.

lowing the recent Eleventh convention, re

sulted in my confinement to my bed in To

ronto , I received the very best of medical

attention and care. I wish to acknowledge

this through the columns of the " Motorman

& Conductor , ” and acknowledge that it was

at the hand of the A. A. of S. & E. R. E.

of A. that I received this advantage. I also

received social advantages , coming through

the kindness of our members of the Toronto

division , and mention the invaluable atten

tion of G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair.

I am now again at work , which fact I am

sure I owe much to the consideration I have

mentioned . I recognize the feebleness of

words , but it is my desire now to express

my sincere thanks to all of those agencies

that so contributed to my recovery . I feel

that I have special reason to say , " Long

live the Amalgamated Association , and may

her membership prosper and grow strong !”

I now know by an experience coming to few

of the eminent value and supporting sympa

thy of the association to her individual

members . Trusting you may convey these

expressions of my sentiment to by brothers

in our movement , and with best wishes ,

I am , Fraternally yours,

EDWARD MCMORROW .

February 1st , 1910 .

an was
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EAST ST. LOUIS COMPANY SECURES

BLOODHOUND.

Much prejudice has been engendered in

the minds of school teachers for reasons al

ready referred to, but with the beggarly

wages paid the pedagogue, coupled with the

ever increasing cost of the necessities of

life, there is a growing unrest among the

teachers.

As the Colorado school teachers have de

termined to give ear to the arguments of

union labor, there can be no good reason ad

vanced why labor officials of other states

should not bestir themselves in interesting

the school teachers of their particular sec

tion .

The aggregate number of teachers would

be difficult to determine, but a conservative

estimate places the figures at approximately

1,000,000 employed in the public schools of

the United States . The field certainly pre

sents an area sufficiently broad and attrac

tive to lend interest to those who are anx

ious to assist in the great common work of

uplift.

It is confidently to be expected that within

the coming few years this class of wage

earners will have awoke to the possibilities

of concerted and collective effort. Legisla

tion is needed, but legal enactment guarding

the best interests of the teachers , can never

be accomplished until they perfect an organ

ization among themselves, based upon the

material interests of its members. A higher

education is to be invited, but an equally

higher standard of living must of necessity

be co -ordinate.

As a result of the death of Brother

Eugene Goudey, motorman , and the shoot

ing of Conductor Michael O'Brien, the East

St. Louis & Suburban Railway Company

has purchased a thoroughbred man-hunting

bloodhound, for future cases of like charac

ter. The management of the East St. Louis

company used every endeavor to run down

the negro who shot Brothers Goudey and

O'Brien. They stimulated the efforts of

the officers of the law by offering a re

ward, which was increased by an additional

reward offered by Division No. 125 . The

activity of the company and the local re

sulted in the early capture of the Negro

who did the shooting. Upon the purchase

of the bloodhound, an East St. Louis paper

comments as follows : " The need of

hound was demonstarated a few weeks ago

when E. V. Goudey, a motorman , was kill

ed; and Michael O'Brien, a conductor, was

shot while they were on their car on the

Atla Sita division,

" There were no witnesses to the shoot.

ing, and until O'Brien regained conscious

ness there were no clews. With blood

hounds, the company's officers believe, they

would have been able to have captured the

murderer in a short time. Willis Clark, in

jail in Belleville, charged with the murder,

was arrested two days later.

“ The bloodhound comes from the Ver

mont kennels of J. H. Winchell, and is

numbered 135,093 in the kennel book of

the American Kennel Club of New York.

He is one year old , and weighs 110 pounds.

The company has also ordered another dog ."

a

SCHOOL TEACHERS NEXT.

( By M. Grant Hamilton . )

.

The Colorado Teachers' Association, com

prising a membership of 7,000 , in session in

Denver the latter part of last December, by

an unanimous vote decided to send fraternal

delegates to chartered central bodies of the

American Federation of Labor. The State

Labor Commissioner, Edwin V. Brake , was

elected a member of the Educational Coun

cil of the Association .

An address was delivered by Labor Com

missioner Brake before the Association , urg

ing the school teachers to inform themselves

as to the objects of union labor . That much

interest was evinced is evidenced by the

action taken by the Association as noted .

Apparently it would not be a difficult mat.

ter to convince the great majority of school

teachers throughout the country that they

are “ wage earners.” Unfortunately , many

of them , unwittingly , however, regard them

selves as in the " professional" category.

While school teaching may technically be

assigned to be a " professional” vocation , yet

the fact that “ salary " or " wages ” is re

ceived for services performed unerringly

blends the “ professional” with the “ wage

earner ."

Disbursements from the Death and Disa

bility Fund during the month of January,

1910, were made to beneficiaries on death

elaims as follows:

Mrs. A. E. Downer, beneficiary , death

claim of Alton E. Downer, deceased

member of Div . No. 448, Spring

field , Mass.; cause , heart disease . . $ 100.00

E. Bengston , beneficiary, death claim

of F.M. Bengston, deceased mem

ber of Div. No. 260. Chicago, Ill.;

cause, lobar pneumonia . 100.00

Mrs. Victor Daix , beneficiary, death

claim of Victor Daix, deceased

member of Diy, No. 194 , New Or

leans, La.; cause, cancer of stom

ach 100.00

Mrs. Margaret Schnell, beneficiary,

death claim of John Schnell, de

ceased member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill.; cause, double lobar

pneumonia and myocarditis acut

pulmonal 100.00

Mrs. Sophie Peterson, beneficiary,

death claim of H. Zerell , deceased

member of Div. No. 241. Chicago,

Ill .; cause. tuberculosis acuta pul

monal 100.00

Ransom Thrall, beneficiary , death

claim of Chas. L. Thrall, deceased

member of Div . No. 241 , Chicago,

11l .; cause, phthisis pulmonalis . 100.00
Mrs. Wm. Aikin , beneficiary, death
claim of Hugh Hart, deceased

member of Div . No. 241. Chicago,
cause, accident, internal in .

juries by being crushed between

two cars .. 100.00

Allivere Atwood, beneficiary, death

claim of Frank Atwood . deceased

member of Div. No. 268, Cleve

land , Ohio ; cause, heart failure .. 100,00

Mrs. Bessie Hayes, beneficiary, death

claim of James St. L. Hayes, de
ceased member of Div. No. 313 ,

Rock Island, 111 .; cause, accident ,

being crushed in rear - end collision 100.00

ill.;

.
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Resolved , That these resolutions be pub

lished in the Motorman and Conductor, a
copy sent to the family of deceased, and re

corded on the minutes of our Union .

( Signed ) GEO . LENHART, Pres.

S. C. MARTIN , Sec.

Jan. 29 , 1910 .1

Sr. ,

By Div. No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn.

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father, in His di

vine wisdom , has deemed it best to take by

death from our midst our beloved and es

teemed brother, Wm. Jackson , and ,
Whereas, By the death of Bro. Jackson

the members of Div. 459 realize the loss of a

most loyal and sincere friend. Therefore,

be it

Resolved, That we tender our sincere sym

pathy to the family, and as a tribute to the

memory of our late brother , a copy of these

resolutions be sent to the widow, and one to

the official Journal, and our charter draped

for a period of thirty days.

THOMAS MCLEAN ,

P. BURNS,

M. HENNESSEY,

Jan. 26. Committee.

Mrs. James T. Carr, beneficiary .

death claim of James T. Carr, de
ceased member of Div . No. 169 ,

Easton , Pa.; cause, diabetes melli

tus 100.00

Mark
Donavan. beneficiary,

death claim of Mark Donavan , de

ceased member of Div. No. 469 ,

Derby, Conn.; cause, accident, car
going over bank . 100.00

Minnie Roberta Beard, beneficiary,
death claim of Fred H. Beard , de

ceased member of Div. No. 469 ,

Derby, Conn.; cause, accident, car

going over bank . 100.00

Lula M. Ezeli , guardian, death claim

of Geo. J. Becker, deceased mem

ber of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.;

cause, pulmonary tuberculosis... 100.00

Mrs. W. Kay, beneficiary. death

claim of W. Kay,deceased member
of Div. No. 260, Chicago, Ill .;

cause, suicide, while insane over

ill - health 100.00

M. McWalters, beneficiary , death

claim of Patrick McWalters , de

ceased member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill .; cause, shock and

hemorrhage, due to bullet wound

self - inflicted 100.00

Mrs. John P. Salter , beneficiary,

death claim of John P. Salter, de

ceased member of Div. No. 241 ,

Chicago, Ill.; cause, cerebral hem

orrhage 100.00

Mrs. Geo . Tucker, beneficiary, death

claim of Geo . Tucker, deceased

member of Div. No. 113 , Toronto,

Ont.; cause. acute pneumonia ... 100.00

Anny G. Carney, beneficiary, death
claim of Wm. Carney. deceased

member of Div. No. 283 , Brooklyn ,

N. Y.; cause, lobar pneumonia ... 100.00

Park H. Kelso, beneficiary, death

claim of J. H. Kelso, deceased

member of Div . No. 85, Pittsburg,

Pa.; cause, pneumonia . 100.00

William Witterborn, guardian, death
claim of U. Hartman , deceased

member of Div. No. 260. Chicago ,

Ill.; cause, suicide .. 100.00

Mrs. Mary Alcock , beneficiary . death

claim of John Alcock, deceased

member of Div. No. 260 , Chicago,

Ill .; cause, pneumonia . 100.00

Total . . $ 2,100.00

By Div. 169 , Easton , Pa.

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father, in His

omnipotent love and wisdom , deemed it best

to call from earth and from our ranks our

highly esteemed brother , James T. Carr, and
has ushered him to his Heavenly abode,

there to await his loved ones.

Whereas, by the death of Bro. Carr the

members of Div. 169 realize the loss of a

most faithful and ardent worker for their

cause ; that in the capacity of President, in

which he long served, he was ever ready

to serve them to the best of his ability;

therefore, be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Div.

169 , extend to his bereaved wife and child

ren, whom he always held near and dear,

our heartfelt sympathy ; and,
Resolved , That as a tribute of respect to

our departed brother we drape our charter

in mourning for a period of thirty days, and
that these resolutions be entered upon the

minutes of our Local , that a copy be pre

sented to the sorrowing family , and that

they be published in our journal, the Motor
man and Conductor.

WM. A. LEHR ,

OWEN F. MURRAY,

THOS. F. RABENOLD ,

Jan , 24 , 1910. Committee.
IN MEMORIAM.

By Div, 283 , Brooklyn , N. Y.

Whereas, It has pleased the Ruler of the

world to take from us our late brother , Wm.

Carney, who died after a short illness, Jan

uary 10 , 1910.

Whereas, He was a good member and em

ploye among us for a ling time. Therefore,
be it

Resolved, That we, Div, 283 , in regular

meeting assembled , do hereby extend our

heartfelt sympathy to the wife and children

of our late brother.

Resolved, That in due respect for our late

brother, our charter be draped for a period

of thirty days, that these resolutions be en

tered upon our minutes, and that they be

published in our official journal.

Adopted this 4th day of February, 1910 .
Attest : JOHN MEEHAN ,

Rec. Sec. Div. No. 283 .

By Div. No. 381, Butte, Mont.

Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty

Ruler in His infinite wisdom to remove from

our midst our beloved and esteemed friend

and brother, Harry M. Paxson, and has

taken him to His heavenly home, there to

await his loved ones, and,

Whereas, By the death of Brother Paxson

the members of Div. No. 381 realize the loss

of the most kind and sincere friend, and

his wife and children a most devoted and
loving husband and father, that he was

ever willing and ready to do his fellowman

a kindly act ; therefore , be it

Resolved, That while we bow in humble

submission to the will that calls all forth

from this life , we none the less mourn the

loss of the departed brother whose warmth

of heart, cheery good nature, devotion to

family and high principles have added their

part to the world's good .

Resolved , That we extend to the sor

rowing family of the deceased our sincere

sympathy in their grief for the loss of the

kind and loving husband and father who

was ever mindful for their well being , and

thoughtful for their happiness ; and, be it

further

Resolved , That we drape our charter for

a period of thirty days. that these resolu

tions be entered on our minutes , a copy be

sent to the bereaved family , and that they

be published in the Motorman and Conductor.

R. W. FOLTZ ,

D. G. DUFFY .

M. M. TRUDGEN.

Feb. 5 , 1910. Committee on Resolutions .

By Div. No. 389 , Mansfield , Ohio.

Whereas, God has deemed it wise to en

ter into our midst and take from our fra

ternal family our beloved brother, Chas. C.

Gates, causing us to deplore the lossof a
member who has always been honest, cour

teous and good to employer and fellow

worker allke, ever polite and patient in the

discharge of his duty, never forgetting to

be kind at home and abroad . Therefore, be it

Resolved, That we bow in humble sub

mission to the Divine . Who. for some un

known reason , permitted death , the home

and family destroyer, to strike down one so

much needed and appreciated by this Union ,

his family and the public.
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Group Picture of Members of Div. No. 514, Sydney, N. S.

WILL CONSTRUCT LABOR TEMPLE. ings of the age . It is building an aqueduct

consisting of a vast undergroundtube which

will carry a large volume of water from the

Newburgh, N. Y.-In this citywe are hav Catskill mountains to New York City, a dis

ing a very strenuous winter. Not in many tance of about one hundred miles, and will

years has the snow been piled in such high cost two hundred million dollars. The sec

and numerous banks. It began snowing on tion of country through which the great

Christmas day at noon , and since that time conduit will run is very difficult for aqueduct

we have had our share of trouble. Our cars construction. A section of the great tube

are nearly all modern build and provided passes through Orange county, and very

with complete vestíbules , which gives near our city , and it will cross one of our

very good protection from the elements. suburban lines . As usual with all great un

The company gave all motormen and con dertakings. the loss of human life is already
ductors an exceptionally fine turkey on very considerable .

Christmas day, and we returned the kindness Bro . Gilbert Halsted is still on the sick

by giving the President of our road, ex list , but we are glad to report he is con

Governor B. B. Odell , Jr. , a gold - headed cane. valescing.

In a few well chosen words the presentation Bro.L. A. Ward's beautiful, new, ten thou

speech was made by the President of our sand dollar home on Gidney avenue stands

union , Mr. Samuel Vredenburgh . Mr. Odell as a monument to his energy, economyand

was very much surprised and pleased with refined taste.

the present, and replied with a very kind Bro . Adolph Abel has a well equipped hat

and friendly speech . We also gave a very renovating and re -shaping shop on Third

handsome pipe to our General Manager. street.

The Central Labor Union of our city has Bro. James McVeigh still holds his posi

purchased a very valuable and desirable tion as special officer at theAcademy ofMu

building lot on Liberty street , and plans are sic, evenings. He looks fine in his new

advancing rapidly to erect a suitable and uniform.

commodious home for labor . The new labor Bro. James Torry has a well arranged

hall will stand just across .Liberty street stock farm near Orange Lake. He has just

from the historical Washington's headquar sold three well matched teams at fancy

ters , the spot where the army of the revolu prices.

tionary war was disbanded , and where the Bro. J. Donlin , the old veteran of the

great George Washington refused to be Walden line, has taken a run in the city.

crowned King of the United States. Bro. A. K. Dickson is the greatest nimrod

It is some consolation amid the violence in the bunch. He is sure death to any game

of ambition and criminal thirst for wealth bird or animal that dare appear in sight.

and power, of which so many instances oc Bros. F. C. Mack and Samuel Haslett each

cur around us, to find a character like Wash have a neat and well stocked little store

ington whom it is honorable to admire and from which each receive a nice income.

virtuous to imitate . A conqueror for free The stork called at the home of Bro. Fred

dom of his country, a legislator for its se Melick and left a little daughter. Of course

curity, a magistrate for its happiness, his she can never be president of the United

glories and virtues were exempt and never States, however she may become the wife of

sullied or displayed such sulfishness as we one some day.

find in J. W. Van Cleve, of St. Louis, or C. On Sunday evening, not long ago. one of

W. Post, of Battle Creek , and some other our brother's coppers got somewhat over

captains of industry . Unlike such people, heated. He rushed and tried to break down

Washington's fame is bounded by no coun the back door of a merchant that sells his

try and will be confined to no age, because goods in liquid form. He only wanted a

he was great , noble , wise and unselfish . little oil to moisten the gasket of his speak
New York City is at present engaged in ing valve. Nothing doing—the Law and Or

one of the greatest engineering undertak der League are on their job . 388 .
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INSPIRED BY OBSERVATIONS OF AN

EX-FIN . SEC'Y .

Now, brothers, I would ask of you a spe

cial favor. Please help out our new Finan

cial Secretary all you can . You must know

that he has the burden of the work of the

Division on his shoulders. He practically

has all the work to do , and he does it gratis

and with a good heart. Now, is it too much

to ask . of you brothers to pay your dues

promptly when the Secretary presents you

with your card ? I think not. If you want

to help the Secretary , help yourself. help

the Division , and help the Amalgamated As
sociation . You can do so by the prompt

payment of your dues. Pay up and , brother,

let me give you a pointer. For shame , don't

share in concessions fought for and obtained

by your brothers in good standing in the

Division while you were two or three months

in arrears or perhaps suspended or with

drawn . This is a good thought for you to

sleep on, and I hope you will arise in the

morning with a proper sense of the course

you are pursuing. viz ., living on the fruits

of the hard work of your fellow - worker.

Brothers, I am sorry I am not still a rail

road man, sorry just in one way, and that is

I can't be in contact with you quite as much

as I have been in the past, but I take pride

in being still a member of Div . 514, and will
continue to be a member so long as I am

eligible .
I have to thank you , brothers, for the

honor and confidence you have given me in

electing me without opposition to the most

trustworthy position in our Division - that of
Treasurer. I tried to do my best in the

past, and will continue the same in the fu
ture .

I can't close without thanking the broth

ers of the S. & G. B. Ry. for their prompt

ness and assistance to me during the past

year. Bro. A. J. MacDonald , I have to thank

you especially for collecting dues on your

line since March last, and that Div. 514 will

prosper under your presidency is the ardent
wish of Yours fraternally ,

M. H.MACDONALD,
Ex- Financial Secretary.

A YEAR'S GRATIFYING RECORD .

Sydney, N. S. - To the Bros. of Div . 514 : 1
hope you will pardon me if I say a few

words in parting with you as Financial Sec

retary, an office which I had the honor of
holding by your voice and vote since the

inception of our Division , in October, 1908.

You know that my duties as Financial Sec

retary brought me in close contact with

each and every individual member of our

Local, and I hope you won't think me pre
sumptuous when I tell you that I think I

am in a position to know who of you are

good union men and who are not.

I would say from my knowledge of union

ism that the member who takes his working

card and pays his dues when the card is

presented to him , and who does not grumble

or growl about it, is a member whom any
organization could well be proud of . But

the brother who puts off paying his dues

from one day to another, and who abuses

the Secretary and the Organization in gen

eral, is a member who cannot at all be con

scious of the good he has already derived

from the Amalgamated Association . since we

became a Local Division of that grand Or

ganization.
It was not an uncommon occurrence for

me to have to listen to the following and

other epithets when asking some of the

brothers for their dues . I would hold the

card in my hand and ask , “ Do you want

your card today. Bro. So and So ? " * The re

ply would be, “ Go andstick that in the fire,”,
1. What the h is the good of it to me,"

“ This is the last 75c I am going to pay out

for nothing ."
Now , brothers, this is a very pessimistic

view to take of our Organization , and that

in face of the fact that the Amalgamated

Association has taken the street car men of

Sydney out of bondage.
Before 1909, you were paying full price

for uniforms. Now the company pays one

half for you .
Before 1909, you were working for 25 per

cent less on Sundays than during the week .

Now you are getting full week - day pay for

Sunday work.
Before 1909, if any of you brothers were

laid up sick or sore for any length of time

you would have to depend upon the rest of

your fellow workmen to help you out . Very

often this was done, for our boys, as a rule ,

are generous. But let me tell you it was

no obligation on their part. Now if you are
sick or sore from one to thirteen weeks , you

have your sick benefit fund to help you out ,
and I am sure you will agree with me that

this is one of the greatest blessings, and

you should appreciate it fully and keep your

dues paid , so you will be eligible for your

weekly indemnity.
Before 1909, if any of you had a grievance

you would have to go individually to the

superintendent or manager, and nine times

out often you would not get a hearing

Now you have your local Executive Board

and the superintendent or manager will and

must listen to the Executive Board.
We

could cite instances where our committee

took up grievance matters with the com

pany, serious matters at that, and had things

adjusted to our entire satisfactio
n

.

Now, can you say with seriousness, " What

the h - is the good of it ? "

Just a word to you lukewarm brothers .

Don't you think for a moment if at any time
you have a just grievance that you are

alone in this world. There are from 60,000

to 100.000 brothers on this broad American

continent of ours who are always ready and

willing to lend you the helping hand of

brotherly love and justice and won't see you

wronged. Just imagine yourself standing in

an army of 100,000 men ! Well, that is the

army ( no less ) you are standing in today ,

the army of the Amalgamated Association,

the army which is trying every hour in the

day, every day in the week , and every week

in the year to better the conditions of its

mmbers from Cape Briton to California.

Stick to the Amalgamated Association , broth

ers.

st

Toronto , Ont.-Div. 113 has every reason

to be proud of the progress made during

the year 1909 . Our membership has in

creased by over one hundred. We have paid

over one thousand dollars in sick benefits to

our members . Entertained the largest con

vention ever held of the Amalgamated Asso
ciation: Contributed by far the largest
amount of any organization for the enter

tainment of the delegates to the convention

of the A. F. of L. Were represented at the

Dominion Trades Congress in Quebec, and

have a handsome surplus over and above all
expenses for the year. This was not ac

complished without considerable hard work

on the part of our membership . but what

the boys of Div. 113 cannot do there is no

use in anyone else trying.

We have a flourishing Ladies' Auxiliary

which will render valuable assistance in fu

ture in organizing and spreading the gospel

of Trades Unionism throughout the land .

What is the use of organizing and earning

union wages if your wife spends the money

on scab products. Be consistent . Send your
wife or daughter to the next meeting of

the Auxiliary, on Thursday afternoon. Feb.

24th , at 2:30 p . m . , in Labor Temple.

There is work to do for everyone in the

Labor Movement, and if everyone does not

do their share, we will become a nation of

millionaires and beggars ,

By the way, a great many of the members

seem to have forgotten when and where the

Division meets. I would say for their bene

fit that the meetings are held in Room 2.

Labor Temple, on the first Monday night in

the month ,at 8 p. m ., and the third Sunday,
at 2 p. m .

It has been reported that some of the
members in King East barns are patronizing

a scab barber shop , on Queen street . Cut it

out. boys, or your name will appear in the

next issue of the Motorman & Conductor.

FARMER

ile

re
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SAD FAITHFULENDING REWARDS

SERVICE.

with his picture . and as he had used only

well known pigments he soon realized that

the strange quality of his picture was be
yond his power to explain . He was so pro

foundly impressed that he refused to finish

it, and the picture remains unfinished to
this day . The owner of the picture is Dr.
Wright , of Washington , D. C. , who pur

chased it from Artist Ahl. This picture is

now being taken back east, just returning
from the Seattle exposition . It has also

been shown at the St. Louis Fair. The pro

ceeds of the picture are always given to

charitable societies , and one day's proceeds,

that of last Sunday, when nearly 1,000 peo

ple went to view this wonder of the age,

were turned over to our departed brother's
family. The neat sum of $ 250 was realized .

We regret very much the pitiable conditions

through which this family have had to pass,

but we sympathize with them and the mem

bership have shown that they are always

willing to aid their fellow brothers and their

bereaved. May Heaven see fit to cheer them

up in their affliction .

The Association has started with a pros

perous New Year, having a membership of

300 . New men in the service join us as soon
as they can . We have no trouble in getting

them into line .

Some changes have occurred in the official
roster. are sorry to see Bro. Reeder

down among the lay members - he deserves

something better for his past services.

During the winter we have had a lot of

sickness. At present we have Bro. Thomas

Armstrong sick with rheumatism since Nov.

28th , Bro. Bassore has been in the hospital

since last May with a bad foot , having some

toes cut off , and all are not yet well . These

are the worst cases we have at present,

while several other members are off duty

with other ailments.

The hold - ups still single out the carmen
for their prey . Only a couple of weeks ago

Bros. Phil Kunkel was held up and robbed of

money and a gold watch , and a few days
later Bros. Watking and Marsh were also

touched at the end of the line and robbed

of gold watch and money. That same night

a couple of hold -ups were arrested and Bro .

Kunkel identified them and his watch, but

evidently they were not the ones who held

up Watkins and Marsh. We trust Bro . Wat

kins will get his watch back, as it was a
first - class gold watch , and the robbers

placed behind bars.

Boys, come to meeting, find out what is

going on, and pay your dues . Every one

shouldbear Şec. 77 of the International By

Laws in mind. 703 .

Salt Lake City, Utah . - In the history of

Div. 382 will be recorded the most sorrowful

catastrophe that has yet befallen its mem

bership . Not only were the carmen of Salt

Lake startled on Sunday morning. Jan. 23,
1910 , when the sad news was heralded

through the peaceful streets that Motorman

A. E. Davis had gone violently insane, but

the public was also generally upset as well ,

and a feeling of extreme sympathy was felt

when the still further intelligence came that

he had died the following Tuesday, the 25th

inst .

There are numerous reasons assigned for
this terrible ending of our friend and

brother. Some few years ago Bro . Davis was

in a collision , the other motorman losing his
life. It is thought that it preyed heavily

upon his mind, although no blame was at

tached to him . Later his wife died, leaving

him with four small children . Still later one

of these children had spinal meningitis , and

is still suffering with a spinal weakness.

Bro. Davis later married again and has two

other children. At the time he lost his mind

he was living away from home , two of his

children being in quarantine with scarlet
fever. It is said that worried him, which

we all know it would do.

It is thought that the climax came to un

hinge his mind whenhe was informed that

his services for the company were no longer

needed. On Sunday morning he, it is said ,

was reading in the newspaper of an acci

dent which had happened the night before,
that of a car striking a woman . This com

pletely undone the poor fellow . At any rate ,

one may see that he had his share of trou

ble , yes, seemingly more than he could any

longer endure. The company had to take
the course they did, for the safety of the

public, for he had acted strange on his car
and passengers had reported him. Those

that knew him four or five years ago no

ticed him failing. At one time he was ro

bust , healthy and strong, but of late he

looked worried, thin , and in fact not the

same jolly Davis of old ,

Heartfelt sympathy is ' extended to his

wife and the six children. The family was

released from quarantine on the following

Friday, Jan. 28 , and the funeral of our late

brother held at 11 a. m . Mrs. Davis turned

the matter of funeral arrangements over to

the officers of the Division. As many as

could go of our members paid their last re

spects to the departed brother. The Rev.

Mr. Simpkins, of Phillips Congregational

Church , and Elder Ben, R. Eldredge, of the

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter - Day Saints ,

were ine speakers. each making appropriate

remarks and offering words of consolation

to the bereaved wife and children .

Financially. the family was destitute, so

the Division got busy. Bros. A. T. Murphy

and A , T , Nodle gave their services in taking

up a subscription which brought $ 175 ,

The Mutual Aid, of which we are members,

pays a death benefit of $ 400, and the $ 100

from the International Office will also help

swell the benefit for the family . Then , be

sides this, a benefit was given for the Davis

family by an exhibition of the Picture Com
pany who are at present in our city. The

picture is called " In the Shadow of the

Cross ." The picture is a life - size picture of

the Saviour painted by Artist Henry Ham
mond Ahl, of eastern fame. This artist

worked on and off on this picture for a

year or more . It is the best painting known

of the Saviour, His countenance being more
natural than anything ever seen before .

When the artist entered his studio one night

for some sheet music he was astounded to

discover on entering that the picture could
be distinctly seen in the dark , and that

Christ appeared to be walking in pale moon

light , while above and behind could be seen

a cross. His first impression was that the

moon was shining through an open window

upon the picture and that the cross was a

shadow. He soon discovered that a strange

phenomena had taken place in connection

We

THE CITY'S LARGEST DANCE.

East Liverpool, 0.–At the regular meeting

of Div. 52 of Saturday, Jan. 23, the election

of officers was held for the coming year.

The second annual dance of Div . 52 was

held Jan. 27, at BruntHall , and it proved

to be one of the largest dances ever held
in the city . Every one had a good time.

The features of the evening were the prize

waltz and the moon dance. A large figure

of a moon with a light behind it was placed

on the stage, and the hall was darkened, just
one light , and the dance was great fun. A

neat sum was made. The committee which

directed the dance was composed of Bros.

Cole Dicetz, H. Allison , J. Wice, J. Malone
and W. Leighton .

The members of Div. 52 extend their

heartfelt sympathy to Bro. Fridlay and

wife in their sad bereavement of the death

of twins, a boy and a girl , aged six months,

both dying about two days apart.

Bro . H. McMahon, who has been sick for

the past month , is still confined to his home.

Bro. J. W. Galloway is able to be out

again .

Bro. C. Pierce is on the sick list. -

Bro . “ Mandy " Grimes is wearing a size
larger cap. It's Papa Grimes now - it's a
boy. Those smokes were fine, "Mandy."

Bro. Harry Eans has accepted a place in

the office as receiver. SUN -RISE .
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NOT TO EXERCISE TYRANNY. got no balm there for violence to his per

son or mortification to his sensibilities.

Scabby Johnson, who claims membership

in the B. I. T.— “ Whatever that is " -left for

parts unknown .

Bro. Peter Johnson is building a new ad

dition to his baby chair factory . " Oh , you
stork !"

We are pleased to see Bro. Crandall back

on his car after an illness of almost three

months.

Bros. Kanter and Etzell got so enthused
election they awoke Bro. Bateman.

Boys, you must be more careful. Div. 519 .

over

WILL HAVE AIR BRAKES.

La Crosse, Wis., Jan. 24.—Local 519 , the

infant prodigy of the Carmen's Association,

is proving as docile in peace as it was truc
culent in war. Born to do battle before it

graduated from the cradle , it might have
been expected that the new union would

seek to go through life with a chip on its

shoulder . Not so ; from the moment that

victory perched upon its banners it has de

voted itself to the ways of peace and to

genuine public service. The meetings are

well attended and public spirit prevails in

them ; the good feeling among the men ex

tends to the company, and with the advent
of Peter Valier as manager, the mutual

friendliness between employers and carmen

following so bitter a struggle seems mar

velous.

In this connection , reverting to the recent

strike, the men here deeply appreciate the

services of bro . Fred Fay, national officer,

as they do those of Local Organizer John

Rae, who has since organized two other lo

cals and is progressing with a third one .

While the status of membership is unus

ually satisfactory. Local 519 is not without

those minor troubles which come to pester

every organization . For instance , three of

our boys are in arrears on their dues, and

their assessments to defray the expenses of

the strike. The pro rata share of the strike

expenses is $ 8.50 .

First - personal -pronoun Shaw , late super
intendent of the La Crosse City Railway

Company, cannot be blamed for having left

its employ one month before the expiration

of his contract . He did just what any other

man would have done when his pay stopped .

He came here to take hold of what he called

" a run-down company" to " put it on its

feet. ” Had the company hired him as under

taker instead of as superintendent, it could

not have come nearer burying its property .

This man's conceit and arrogance was of

fensive to employees and public alike, and

to the wise policy of conciliation he was an

utter stranger. Hosts of people in La

Crosse wish him well-on his way . If per

chance his eye should fall upon this article ,

he may find ground for doubt as to his
boasted omnipotence in the fact that the

line is still running on regular schedule, al

though not more than three of his old lieu

tenants drop around to the office for pay

envelopes now.

The members of 519 have adopted one

policy that should be followed by all union

organizations: They won their strike with

the help of the public ; now it is their chief

purpose to give the public the best service

posible, and to give the company value re

ceived for the increase in wages.

The Association defends its members

against encroachment upon their rights by

the company, but it does not countenance

infractions of the company's reasonable rules

upon the part of its members . Its theory

is that the purpose of organization is to

compel justice , not to exercise tyranny, and

there are indications that both the company

and the public appreciate the conduct of

the men .

It is sometimes difficult to draw the line

between infractions of a rule having serious

consequences, and a deviation from rules

where the employe must rely upon his own

discretion .

Now , there's the case of Bro . " Bill." Lov

able fellow, but inclined to sacrifice the

spirit to the letter of the law. A three
hundred-pound woman carrying a lap dog

goton the car.

No dogs allowed,” said Bill , interjecting

himself between the woman and the door.

Mrs. Avoirdupois spread a ham - like hand

over Bill's face and deposited his puny 170

pounds in the corner. Bill crawled out and

submitted respectfully from a respectful dis

tance that the dog had no transfer, and all

this and that, but she of the Taftonian build

was deaf. even to his argument that as she

occupied two seats she was lucky to travel

for five cents without a dog.

Our superintendent is said to have told
Bill to use his noodle , that lay dogs occupy

ing no seat room should be passed , and he

Meriden , Conn.-At our regular meeting on

Jan. 9th , 1910. the newly elected officers were

installed. There was a large attendance at

both the early and late meetings.

Bro. Burr, while turning his trolley at

South Meriden , slipped on the ice and, in try

ing to catch his balance , put his hand

through the headlight of the car, which cut

a gash that the doctor took five stitches to

close . He is now able to attend to his duty

again .

Bro. Allen , who has been laid up some time
with rheumatism , is back on his car. Bro.
Allen has had a lot of hard luck of late.

Bro . Semler, who has been reported sick,

is now able to be out . No doubt the Wall
ingford Line is rather swift for him.

Bro. White is on his run , after being sick

a few weeks with an abscess , quinsy and sore

throat .

The amusement committee reported on our

last dance, given on Nov. 26th, 1909 , at the

Palace Block Hall , that a neat little sum

was cleared . Brothers selling tickets should

remember that it is just as important to set

tle for them , as it is to settle with the Com

pany every day .

Bro. Brecklyn, who was a relief man ani.
left the road three months ago to take a Do

sition in the factory, is back again on the
extra list-said indoor work didn't agree

with him .

Brothers , there's one thing to remind you

of, don't fail to report any defects on your
car. Do not leave it for the next man to do.

It would be a good idea for the men who

belong to the union to have less to say to

those who do not wear the button. They

are willing to take all advantages that the

union can give to them , but are not men

enough to help support it .
AU new men employed on the road are

promptly taken in the Local . There are bul

four old men now that do not wear a button.
The Cigar Makers of Meriden have sent

an appeal to all the merchants asking them
to use more cigars made in this town. There

are now 75 different brands made here, and

there is no reason why they cannot educate
the people to use cigars made and sold by

the local makers. The trolley men should

remember when purchasing cigars to not
fail to ask for the local brands.

The local papers have given us a great

boom in regard to the way we handled the

last snow storm . The tracks were kept in

good shape, the cars nearly all on time most

of the evening, and by noon the following

day everything was in fine condition again

Great credit is due our President , Chas. M.

Lane, for the condition our local is in today .

He is one great hustler.

Bro. Stevens has purchased a new ulster,

but , Stevie, do not get chisty , or good-by ul.

ster.

Bro. H. Trask says there's nothing like the

Wallingford Line-always something to oc
cupy the mind. He has gained 25 pounds in

the last three months on that run-that's go

ing some.

Warning - Brothers. put your foot on the
soft, soft pedal and don't talk so loud or.

the street corners about the affairs of the

Local.

The equipments are all here for our new

air brake cars on the Wallingford Line. We

are all anxious to see the new cars in opera

tion in the near future . DIV. 163
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DETROIT DIGEST. Street Line ; H. A. Meeker, of the Fourteenth

Street Line; Garret Burns, Wyandotte ; Ray

Green , of the Woodward Line , and Stanley

Anderson, of the Jefferson line. This com

mittee is under instructions to report at an

other meeting which will be held after they

have finished their work of compiling

amendments which will be submitted for ac

tion of the Local .

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay was present and
addressed the meeting. He urged that the

question of franchise should not be taken

into consideration in the matter of fixing

wages. The meeting adjourned at 3:30 in

the morning.

On Jan. 28th. Div. No. 26 gave her annual
ball at Clark's Academy. The affair was a

most agreeable one for those present. Ex

Business Agent J. V. Cunningham was pres

ent and , with Mrs. Cunningham , led the

Grand March. The reception generally ten

dered by the members to Bro . Cunningham

showed that he has lost none of his former

popularity among the street railway men of
Detroit.

HAVE PASSED HARDEST PERIOD.

On the night of February 5th , Div . No. 26

held one of the most enthusiastic meetings

experienced in several months. Over eight

hundred members filled Knights of Colum

bus Hall to overflowing. The occasion was

the calling of a meeting to take up for con

sideration the course of the company rela

tive to some of the conditions of the exist

ing agreement and to consider the wage

question

Pres. Chas. Mackey called the meeting to

order a half hour after midnight. Business

Agent John Frazier was absent on account

of sickness, and the presentation ofhis re

port was made by Secretary W. J. B. Sher

wood. who also reported upon the finances

of the Association .

The report submitted by the Secretary

showed that the Local was handed over in

No. 1 condition by Retiring Business Agent

Wm. J. Halleen at the beginning of the year.

The report of the Business Agent showed

dismissals and suspensions of members :

One for failing to wear the regulation cap ;

One for running car off the track ;
One for a collision with a milk wagon ;

One for having an altercation with the Di

vision Superintendent ;

One for unnecessarily blocking the line ;

One for not making a report of an acci

dent ;

One for head -end collision ;

One for colliding with a coal wagon ;

One for being short on the register.

of the above cases , those whose reinstate

ments were not secured are yet pending.

However, the report shows causes for which

the Company makes dismissals and suspen
sions .

Executive Board Member Peck , of the

Third Line, presented an amendment to the

By- Laws to provide that the death benefit of

the Local shall be fixed at $ 1.000.00 and sup

ported , as at present . by assessments. The

amendment, being up for first reading, was

deferred to the next meeting for final action .

It extends the benefit to those retiring from

the service, providing they continue inmem

bership .

In the cases of Bros. Mitchell and Drouil

lard disabilities, assessments of 50 cents per
member were ordered benefit to those

members in each case.

The report of the Financial Secretary

showed that 231 permits to newly employed

motormen and conductorse were granted

during the month of January.

Appeals were listened to from representa

tives of the Cigar Makers' Union asking that

the union label be observed by the member

ship in the purchase of cigars.
A resolution was adopted assuring the

Cigar Makers' Union of compliance with

their request, and that the members of Div.

No. 26 will take an active part in promoting

the union label and union store cards in the

City of Detroit .

Attention was called to the larke bakeries

of Detroit as endeavoring to crush out the

Bakers' Union and bread bearing the Bakers'

union label was recommended to be pur

chased by those of the members who pur

chase bread in the future ,

Bro. L. D. Redding , of the Union Butchers

and Meat Workers appealed for the assist

ance of the street railway men in promoting

the organization of the butchers working in

the various butcher shons of Detroit.

A resolution was adopted instructing the

officers of the Association to submit to the

Company officials that it is desired that the

agreement, as applying to the operation of

trippers, be complied with . It was held uni

versally that this provision is being violated

without very good cause upon the various

lines .

A resolution was unanimously adopted to

appoint a committee to modify the condi

tions of the agreement, such committee be

ing instructed to amend the wage clause to

provide for 30 cents per hour fiat rate for

the motormen and conductors , and double

pay for overtime.

The Chair appointed upon the above com

mittee Members Sam Jossman , of the Third

as

Halifax, N. S. - The annual meeting of Div .

508 was held in C. M. B. A. hall , in January .

The following are the executive officers for

the ensuing year : J. Malone, President; F.

Davis, Vice - President; Wm. Furzey, Re

cording Secretary ; Wm . Rutt, Financial
Secretary ; Robt. Kennedy, Treasurer.

Although the membership is not very

large , the financial affairs of the Division

are in a sound condition. I think the Divis

ion has passed through its hardest degree

during the past year, although we lost a

few members through " cold feet, " contracted
from a scare emanating from some of the

" knockers" outside of the union.

The " knockers " went so far as to solicit

the aid of the manager to break the Di

vision up, and invented all kinds of reports

about the Union and individual members,

who would have had the manager taken

their stories serious - lost their jobs.

But now the storm has subsided , and the

faithful ones who proved themselves men of

union calibre and stuck to their guns with
a grim determination not to be made a

catspaw of such poor, blind individuals, who

are willing to stand in their own light, can

congratulate themselves on the fact that

they can still look their brother workers in

the face with a union smile.

Now , brothers, one word for the good of

the Local . Give the new officers all the as

sistance you can give . Treat the non - union

man on the job with kindness, for some day

in the near future he will be one of us , and,

above all , have your seventy - five cents

ready after the first pay in the month for
Wm . R. Don't wait until Wm . seeks you ,

but you seek Wm. , for when you have your
dues paid up you will feel like a prisoner
who has had his life sentence commuted to

a government job . Always remember it is

easier to pay one month's dues than it is
two . Then , again , you are not a recognized

member until you are able to show a paid - up
card .

Brother McDougal met with a very serious
accident on Saturday, Jan. 22d. He had just

finished his work and was crossing the

street to board a west-bound car, when a

northbound automobile suddenly shot across

the street and struck "Mac" and threw him

down . the front passing over him. He was

dragged by the undergear for a considera

ble distance before the machine was stopped .
He is now at the General Hospital with

four ribs broken , his head fractured and his

arm badly cut and bruised, and is reported

in a very critical condition . "Mac" is the
senior con . ( No. 1 ) of the road and is

known to every patron , both old and young,

with whom he is very popular. He is . also ,

a staunch member of this Division , and you

may depend we will look out for his in

terest.

One thing more, brothers, don't forget to
have your name on the voters ' list which

is now being revised , as you are aware , the

labor party is placing a candidate in the

field next election . G. M.
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MAXIMUM WAGE 27 CENTS. contained therein , confident that when this

is done I shall have removed from my poor

head the onus that now rests thereon .

We congratulate the crew of the Pembina

Highway Limited on their laudable action

in connection with the bear incident, and
trust that the injured brother will be

amongst us soon .

In the December issue of the M. & C. , un
der the review of the past year's work ,

there appears a paragraph dealing with the

result of our Arbitration , which states that

the maximum wage is 26c per hour. This is

not So. Our maximum wage is 27c per hour.

I notice that all Locals are now approving

of conciliation and arbitration . We in Can

ada have to approve, owing to Dominion leg
islation .

We anticipate holding a ball during the

month , and it is up to every member to put

his shoulder to the wheel and show to the

public that a street man is a hustler

when social assertion recognition de

mands it . Help out your energetic commit

tee when you can with unstinted and loyal

support. Remember it is a proposition that
will redound to your credit as an organiza

tion and to the city where we abide .

Our membership heartily appreciate the

splendid stand made by the U. S. Steel Work

ers against that tyrannical oppressionist, the
Steel Trust, which encroaches on the liber

ties of fredom - loving citizens , confident that
right will conquer might. BOREALIS .

car

or

AGREEMENT TIME APPROACHING.

Winnipeg, Man . - Our Division is starting

the year with a very progressive spirit , com

bined with a directness in its methods which

will give it a prominent place in the eyes
of all local labor organizations . We purpose

establishing a Sick Benefit Fund to help

members when incapacitated by sickness or

injury. We intend holding two meetings to
deliberate conditions governing same, an 1

while it is premature to anticipate the re

sults of those meetings, yet we arevery op

timistic of seeing the scheme carried into ef

fect ere we realize the pleasure of an April

shower.

During the past 12 months we have raised

by voluntary subscription from our member.

ship the sum of $ 1,000, which was devoted

to helping members when ill. Knowing this,

and prompted by a keen desire to be well

to the fore in unionism in its fraternal prin

cuples, has stimulated us into taking ener

getic and concerted action , the result of

which wė sincerely hope will make us look

back on the year when it comes to a close

with a feeling of pride in our Division for

the work she will have done in helping to

ameliorate the conditions surrounding a sick
or injured brother. The anticipation of such

a happy retrospect, when the time comes , is

shared by all of our members.

Our members are watching anxiously the

Provincial Government's action on the report

of the Commission appointed to inquire into

the necessity of providing a Workmen's Com

pensation Act, which will mean so much to

every worker . Bro. Porter has taken a keen

interest in its progress . and we heartily

thank him for keeping us well posted on its

progress.

Looking over the year 1909 from a view

point of a unionman, it has been peaceful

in our city, with the exception of the Car

penters' and Electrical Workers' strikes ,

which were both won by our fellow union

ists, nothing of an untoward nature occur

ing in either dispute .

It was the writer's earnest desire to thank

the Convention Delegates most heartily for

electing Bro. T. H. Dunn to the position of

an International Officer. thereby conferring

on our Division a compliment which is sin

cerely appreciated, and the writer desires to
apologize for not having done so ere this ,

owing to illness and lack of the retentive

power of memory, assuring the Convention

a whole that though the expression is

somewhat belated , it is none the less sincere

and genuine.

Bro. Gammock was instrumental in saving
the lives of two ladies on the 9th inst . On

approaching Main street bridge he noticed a
rig containing two ladies being whirled

along at a furious pace by a runaway horse.

He sized the situation up in a second and

took prompt action , necessitating the risk of

fatal consequences to himself , but happily

saving the ladies and coming out without a

scratch . Bro. Grammock is deserving of our

best thanks for the portrayal of chivalry
which always asserts itself in the action of

union men .

Death has snatched loved ones from the

homes of Bros. H. Luker, H. Sharples, L.
Smith , and H. Gill , and our membership's

sympathy goes out to them in their bereave

ments.

We welcome back to work , after illness ,

Bros. B. Waller.W. Skinner, J. Phillipson , D.

Low , and J. Duff.

Bro. Y. Thornton is hereby awarded the

honor of being the best Sick Committee man

the Division has ever been blessed with . His

systematic visiting of the members who were

ill is well worthy of emulation, and we hope

sincerely that the newly appointed Commit

tee will profit by his example .

Bro. J. Egerton is progressing slowly. The

brother deserves all our sympathy, practical

and otherwise .

Some of the members who took umbrage

at a recent sentence in the letter from this

Division are hereby requested to accept the

writer's regret at being the means of dis

turbing anyone unduly, at the same time re

questing the injured to analyze the English

as

Des Moines, Ia.-Meeting night , the first

and third Monday of each month ; time, 8

P. m . Each and every member of Div. 441

should make an effort to get to the next

meeting, as our contract expires next month

and the big question comes up , " Will the

company cut the runs in two ?" If so , will

they raise the rate per hour, or , if the runs

are left as they are, is the present rate high

enough to meet the high cost of living ?'

especially to those men who as yet have not
reached the top rate .

Yes , the most of us men have quit eating
meat. a long time ago. not because we

really wanted to boycott the meat trust,

rather because we did not have the price .
How easy it is to boycott some things at

certain times, or when we cannot afford to
eat .

The most humane thing the company has

done since they permitted the motormen to

sit on stools, is the removing of the gates.

Many an aching arm of the past, aches no

more - that is if the brake inspector is on

the job . Also great joy to the conductor, the

rookes are a thing of the past , or soon will

bs . The conductors are only sorry because

those little registers at the end cannot be

sent to a place in the hereafter , which the

Lord has prepared for those humane souls

which in life had broken His laws .

At the present time it looks very much as

though the big question as to whether the

company has a right to the city streets or

not , would not be settled until after the city

election is over. Well , one nice thing about

the franchise , we don't care who the men

are, if they do the right thing by everybody.

President Roberts has a copy of the proposed
franchise , that will be read at the next

meeting . This copy positively will not be

read in the back room , or will it be posted

back there. One more reason why you

should come up to the meeting .

Our Division is honored by the fact that

Bro. J. D. Seaman has been elected President

of the Labor League. He will give a report

of the various candidates in the field , and

their attitude toward trade unionists. Bro .

Seaman is right at home when it comes to

politics . He is a good talker , and do come

and hear him talk at most any of our meet
ings .

An ex - conductor , at present an undertaker,

and who has never parted from his paid -up

working card in Div . 441, is a candidate for

coroner " and should have the support of all
members of trades unions and their friends.

SADIE
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THE SCAB AGENCY AND THE YONKERS

STRIKE.

another strike, and every day our care are

in touch with that great Railroad System

of New York City . whom if we cannot bring

over by moral persuasion , we will at least

command their respect by the example we
are setting for the railroads of this vicinity .

Hoping Waddell & Mahon will realize the

value of this communication to the Motor

man and Conductor, and will make all the

use they possibly can to put their business

on a truthful basis . I am,

Yours sincerely ,

WILLIAM COLLINS.

AIDED SHIRT-WAIST STRIKERS.

a

Yonkers, N. Y.-In the M. & C. of Decem

ber there is published for the benefit of its

readers an advertising prospectus of Wad

dell & Mahon , " Strike- Breakers ," which may

be of great value to some Railroad Corpo

rations , but of no use or value when they

come to cities whose citizens will not allow

such low-bred hired thugs to demonstrate

the seeming greatness of Street Railroad

Corporations in enforcing bad conditions

and poor pay upon their employees and de

mand from a traveling public a submission
not justified.

The reason I am asking for this space is

to place before the readers the true facts

of the Yonkers strike . in which Waddell &

Mahon claim they were successful.

The men of the Yonkers Railroad went

on strike unorganized on account of unfair

conditions. The Company immediately en

gaged Waddell & Mahon to operate their

cars and break the strike . When I tell you

that they never succeeded in operating

single car over any of the company's lines ,

and the strike - breakers begged for carfare

back to New York City after several of these

gentlemen of strike -breaking capacity had

been arrested for carrying concealed wea

pons, it will give you an idea of how suc
cessful they were. Incidentally , the Presi

dent of the Corporation was arrested and

fined for housing the strike -breakers in

the car barn under unsanitary conditions.

In the meantime an appeal had been sent

to the International Association for an Or

ganizer, and Bro. W. B. Fitzgerald arrived .

who immediately put the men in shape for

a systematic fight under organized condi

tions , and a committee comprising four of

the best citizens of Yonkers who had been

working in conjunction with the Local ef

fected a meeting with the directors of the

Company, who promised to take the

wage question and render a decision in two
weeks, because admittedly. the Company

was in a bad financial condition , owing to

stock watering and margin manipulations .

This citizens' committee came before the

Local and said that if the Local resumed

work they would guarantee that everything
would be granted . In justice to this com

mittee they were sincere , although subse

quent events will prove to show that they

were not initiated in the wily policies of
Street Railway Corporations. Understand,

in the meantime not a wheel had turned on

the Company's system . The public was loval

to the men and this was the 7th day of the
strike. After the citizens committee had

departed a very lively discussion ensued

with the result that in accordance with our

loyalty to the public . who had stood by us

so well, we would go back to work under
the condition the citizens ' committee would

make good their statement in two weeks.

After two weeks ' work the committee ren

dered a printed statement of the Company's

financial condition , a copy having been given

to every man on the system . This statement
was stigmatized with a very appropriate

name at that “ Breach of Promise Suit Com
pany vs. Employees." The majority of the

Local wanted to carry out the strike vote

at once , but the counsel and policy of the

International Office. which has been so Suc
cessful all over the country and Canada,

was placed in the very able hands of G, E.
B. Member W. B. Fitzgerald , who made us

realize that we had evoluted from an unor

ganized crowd to a systematic, business

body, and that for the future we were going

to fight the devil with fire.

Upon the success of that policy I can tell

the readers of the M. & C. that in six months

we had raised our wages from 20 cents and

22 4 cents an hour with grade of five

years to 21 cents an hour the first vear and

flat rate of 24 cents an hour afterward .

From personal experience I can sav no het

ter conditions exist east of the Alleghenies.

Mind . I said condition . The wages will

he further cared for as the Local will testify
later. Now all this was accomplished by a

little body of men not 240 strong. without

Stamford , Conn . - Bro . Duane Wooledge

does not stay at the barn any more after

his day's work is done to swap stories or
incidents that happened during the day.

Neither is he seen any more in Casey's lunch

wagon . " He is married now ." and has no

further use for his former companions .

A small delegation of the brothers visited

the Norwalk division and were royally en

tertained, the occasion being the annual in

stallation of the officers of that Division .

Bro . Ernest Canfield took particular pains

at this time to publicly abuse and otherwise
attempt to defame the good character of the

scribe in revenge for a certain article that

appeared in a recent issue of the Motorman

and Conductor. We defended ourself to the

best of our ability, but as there seemed to

be a pre -arranged conspiracy against us we

stood no show. However, we are willing to

forgive and forget, being fully aware that

it all came from the promptings of a guilty

conscience.

There has been a mysterious correspondent
sending letters and cards to some of the

brothers. Bros. Shipman and Martin were
the first to receive them . Since then others

have been added to the list. The letters

were writtn in cipher and were something

of a puzzle until Bro. Post, our expert on

such matters, solved the problem . There

was no name signed to these letters, but we

have heard suggestions of “Crackers and

Cheese," whichprobably fully explains mat
ters to the “ wise ones."

Bro. Henry Allen has resigned from pulling

the bell cord and taken a position with the

Stollwerk Company, in the chewing-gum de

partment.

The second ball , given January 19th . by
Div, No. 443. proved a social and financial
success. During the evening songs were

rendered by Mr.W. Gaffney , also piano se
lections by Mr. Chas. Kilborn , both of Nor

walk. During intermission Mr. E. Collins,

President of the Central Labor Union, intro

duced Mrs. Rose Pastor Stokes, who gave a
brief outline of the struggles of the shirt

waist strikers of New York City, after which

girls representing the strikers passed around
and offered for sale a strike issue of “ The

Call," a paper published in New York , and

devoted to the interests of the working class.
There were also visiting brothers present

from Norwalk and Port Chester, N. Y.

DE - A - CON.

up

FROM OLD 114.

Youngstown , 0. - It has been many moons

since Local 114 has beenheard from, but we

are prospering .

We held an interesting meeting on Jan.

13th , and installed officers.

Bros. Post and Detwiler were called to

their homes on account of the illness of

their mothers, the former to Akron, O. , the

latter to Ashtabula , O.

Bro . Thomas has been confined to his home

on account of measles.

Bro. Frame is back on his run after a

visit with his parents in Charleston , W. Va.

Bro . Whittenburger is becoming quite a

violinist . Maybe yes , and maybe no.

A number of our members are attending

Rev. W. A. Sunday's revival meetings.

All the brothers have sore eyes looking
for the new cars we were to have four

sonths ago. L. M. G.

а

a
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SEASON OF GOOD TIMES. Bro. M. Morgan takes an evening car quite
often for the West Side. “ I wonder why?' '

Bro . H. L. Morgan is recovering very

slowly from his long sickness, being ill since
last September.

We wish to thank all those who assisted

the paper gotten up for Bro. Morgan's
benefit .

Bro . J. Canty has been on the sick list for

a few days , but is now back in the front

end at the handles . P. H. H.

on

A MUTUAL NEED.

Rutland, Va .-- This month the new officers

will assume their stations. Each officer is

equally responsible for the success or failure

of the work, and no office of the Division is

unimportant . A failure in one brings dis

credit to all.

The officers are the leaders for the year

they serve , and they should show their ap

preciation of their preferment for these im

portant offices by faithful service and regular
attendance at every meeting possible. No

part of the work should be considered too

trivial to give careful thought and attention .

And again , the officers are to serve at each

meeting. It is not unusual to have an officer

say. " Is there work ? " And if the reply be

in the negative the response, if not in words,

in action is, “ Well, I need not go tonight."

Officers of the new year . 1910 , start right.

Remember in your obligation you promise to

do all in your power to make yourself useful .

to take active part in all meetings, and to do

all you can to promote unionism , also to

work in harmony and peace with all , and

never say aught against a member.

To fulfill this promise other than your

best is unworthy of you.

To the members of the Division : You have

all exercised your free choice , and the ex

pressed will of the majority should be ac
cepted without criticism. If you honestly

believe a mistake has been made in the

selection of this or the other officer, why

make it harder for that one to do his duty

by slighting remarks or cutting criticism?

If you really think an officer incapable or

inexperienced , there is more need that you
support him by word and deed , that de

ficiency may not operate to the injury of the
division . I am of the opinion that good ,

conscientious and willing officers have been

elected in all our divisions. If these are

supported as they should be and ought to be ,

a record far beyonod all previous endeavors
will be the result . Give the best you have

to make this a banner year for your division .

We hold our meetings regularly, and I am

sorry that all do not find time to attend or

take the interest they should in the work of

the division . I hope they do not think it is

quite enough to pay their dues and be

member in good standing. We all have a
part to do , and let us all do that part

willingly . and not leave all of the responsi

bility for the faithful few . Gladden your

president's heart regular attendance,

helping to make the meetings a success and

interesting. Don't come to the meeting look

ing for trouble , or to growl over everything

that is done or that does not go to suit you.

One member does not have it all to say ;

yield up cheerfully your point of preference

if the majority sees it differently, and the

meetings will be more pleasant. Bring a

pleasant face to meeting and when you

shake hands, do it as if you meant that you

were really glad to see that brother again .
Often those in trouble or sorrow find their

burdens lightened bv looking at a smiling

face and by a friendly grip of the hand ;

then let us speak kindly. cheering words

while they are with us and can hear them ,

and their hearts be made happier by them .

In the future let us be faithful in all the

duties of life , and may our hearts be

strengthened by the spirit of fraternal love .

I believe in the blessings of true friendship

and those which come from helping others;

in daily doing as I would be done by , and

in living for the good I can do .

As we intend to have a season of good

times. we will let you hear about them at

some future time.

Bro. James Stewart had the misfortune to

lose a sister- in -law, who lived in Brooklyn ,
N. Y.

Bro. Martin Travers and Bro . Ray Holland ,
while coming from the car barn with a car

to go out on their extra run Jan. 6. had the
misfortune to have their car go across the
highway almost into Carpenter's bakery .
caused by running onto ice . Brothers, you

must be more careful and eat your dough

nuts before coming to work.
Bro. James Whitmore's two children have

been having the measles.

Colorado Springs, Col. - Bro. Gallion, who
has been sick several months and was oper

ated upon recently, we are glad to say is

able to be out again.

Brothers Kavanagh and Rogers should re

sign from the sprinkler long enough to get

a new uniform at the expense of the

company.

Conductor Collins , who has been visiting

in the south for several weeks . has returned
home.

" Of course there is room at the top, but

before reaching that point it is necessary to

have good men at the bottom ."

The extra mencomplain of being short on

work during this fine weather.

Bro. Hagedorn missed the new uniform by

three days , being short that much of the

ten years' service required by the company.

All right , Phil , it will be good next year.

Some of our motormen have added consid

erable to the income of Rockefeller by the

use of oil stoves during the severe weather

this winter.

When a party to any dispute, more par

ticularly one involving capital and labor,

says he has nothing to arbitrate, he virtually
acknowledges that he is in the wrong.

At the last regular meeting of Division No.

19 Bro. Binks entertained the members with

many selections from his graphophone, and

at our next meeting we are to have
an

oyster supper.

Have you joined the meat strike yet ?
Conductor Rosette is taking a few weeks'

vacation , and in the meantime is working
insurance.

Bro. Kellogg, of the Nob Hill line , is look

ing after some business interests at Lake
George. He in connection with Bros. Walton

and Kendrick operates the Nob Hill line ,
which has terminal facilities in the city

over the Interurban .

There seems to be more interest taken in

matters pertaining to the Union than for

some time , especially in a financial way. We

are glad to see this , as it takes money to

carry on anything properly.

There are yet a few extra men who have

not joined us. Come in , boys ; we need you
and you need us. IRIS.

a

by

HARMONIOUS RELATIONS.

Middletown, N. Y. - Election over, new cor

respondent elected . Strange business to a
new and poor scribe ; difficult to say any

thing of interest . Am unable to praise our

President , because he and your humble ser

vant are one and the same. But would say

in the world.

Our company employs only forty -two ( 42 )

men , including the Manager and Superinten

dent , and we have thirty- six members in

good standing, and organized but a little

over a year. Wish all Locals could say as

much. Our motto is , “Go after them and

keep after them ."

It gives me great pleasure to state that

one of our new members , Bro. John Clark,

took a trolley ride down to Goshen ( the

county seat) . yesterday, on the writer's car ,

and beside him sat a stranger, a pretty girl ,

imported , we learn from Harrisburg. Pa.

We learn , also, that they were married the

same day. We all congratulate him.

We have several brothers here who should

wake up and take notice of some of our

fair ones.

Well, we are still , and hope to remain , in

perfect harmony with our company. General

Manager is fine, and Superintendent just as

fine . We like them so far . 516 .
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FORMER UP INPRESIDENT , TAKES

SURANCE .

year. General good feeling on the part of

all speaks for the continued prosperity of
Div . 416 .

Adams Street cars are soon to be over
hauled and made into Pay -as -you - enter,

which are fast becoming popular with the

people of Peoria.

There is talk that the Sixth Street cars

will soon be routed out . Oak , and the East

Bluff cars will be routed in to the Union

Depot.

We have had quite a number of our mem

bers on the sick list the past month , but we

learn they are all on the road to good health
again .

Two new motormen have put in an ap

pearance in Peoria and have applied for

membership in Div . 416 , via of a son born
to Bro . Dunn and wife , of the Prospect

Heights line, and one born to Bro. Terry and

wife , of the Adams Street line .

The majority of the members have taken

the pledge to abstain from the use of all
kinds of meat for the period of 30 days. A

paper lately remarked that the richest wo
man in the world turned down a fine and

lucious steak the other day on account of
the price . 'Vell, if Hetty Green can not af

ford to eat meat at the present prices, how

can the working man afford to ?

Our next regular meeting promises to be
very entertaining one. Several of the

members are to give us a few_remarks, and
we would like to see all of Div. 416 there

to listen to their words of wisdom .

President Dan Gorman has stated there is

a movement on foot to organize a new po

litical party for the laboring class of peo
ple . From what your Correspondent can

learn , if it proves a success it should be

supported by all friends of organized labor .
T.

Steubenville , Ohio .-- Div . No. 285 held her
election of officers, Dec. 22d , for the year

1910. Pres. Bro . David Starr was elected by

a good majority . We know he can fill the

chair. Vice - Pres., C. H. Rothrock ; Fin . Sec . ,

Wm . Burchfield ; Rec. Sec . , Bro . Haug ; Treas.,

A. B. Ramsey: Warden, Clyde Skipper ; Sen

tinel . Harry Barr ; Cond . , Dave McClelland;

Ex . Board . Bros. Wm . Ralston , Thos. Dow

ling , D. McClelland. Pole Bucey, Albert Jack
man ; Bus. Agent, Chas. Stenger ; Cor. Sec. ,

Bro. Tipton ; Trustees. Bros. Tipton . Eley

and Byers . With these officers to the front,

we look for success in Div . 285 in 1910.

Bro . Clyde Bendure, who has been with

us several years, and recently filled the chair

as President in our Division , has left the

employ of the company to take up the in

surance business . No. 285 wishes him much

success along that line.

Bro. John McClain , who got somewhat

tired of pulling the bell rope and grabbing

the nickies , has accepted a position with

the Star Laundry and is pulling the lines
these days . It promoted Bro. Mike Sullivan

to the Pea Nut Run on Faybelle View. Mike

says he expects to work every day now.

Conductor Dan Martin has been on the

sick list for the past week , with a severe
cold , from the effects of our last snow bliz

zard .

We are glad to see Bro . Maley's smiling
face on the rear end again after a short

period on the sick list.

If all reports be true, and by what we can
see , about all the boys have come to the
conclusion that our efficient motorman and
watchmaker, W. Coleman . is thinking of

taking a side partner . If so , we are sure

there will be more watches and clocks re

paired .

Bro. W. E. Stull is wearing a long smile
these days. It isn't a girl this time, or a

boy, either, but an early run on the Faybelle
View & P. H. Division . There's nothing like

sticking . The early's will come in time , if

we only have the nerve to hang long enough .

Members of Div. No. 285 are glad to wel

come back in their midst Bro . Jake Devoe,

after being away since last fall . He has

returned to take up the duties of a conduc

tor again , and we are glad to say he also

brought with him a life companion to help

share the trials and tribulations of a street

car conductor.

Who said that Motorman H Saulters had

marked off sick again ? He surely wouldn't

want to play 'possum on the boys again , as

he did some time recently , by marking off

sick and after about a week's time, to the

surprise of the boys , one day when entering

the barn at reporting time they found a box

of the long smokers sitting there with the

notice on the lid- " Take one on me." Then

we got next.

Some of the boys aren't stuck on the good

old winter time, as on last meeting night

there was such a blizzard a good many of

them had to work all night in order to keep

the road open , and couldn't attend the meet

ing, so it made the attendance rather small .

We desire a good turn - out on next meeting

night . GET NEXT.

a

DOUBLE SHIFT IS FINE.

men

Ottumwa, la . — The members of Local 199

are now enjoying the short work day. The

" double shift" is fine. Nine hours is the

longest run -- eight -thirty the shortest.

Last meeting night saw a good attendance .

Oysters were served in tip -top shape. The

morning were kind enough to have

everything ready for the evening men when

they came in off their runs. It being a very

cold night, this was much appreciated by

the night men . After lunch the annual elec

tion took place and everything is starting

off nicely for the new year.

I notice in the Journal that Local No. 19

speaks of their Christmas surprise. We also

enjoyed a surprise , which was entirely unex

pected , since we had gotten a raise in wages

and the shorter work day. Nevertheless each

member was presented with a fine large tur .

key , accompanied by a card which we con

sider gave much credit to our membership.

The card read : " On behalf of the Chicago

and local management we extend to you a

Christmas Greeting, in acknowledgment of
your faithful services and loyalty during

the past year.

“ The Ottumwa Railway & Light Co."

Since the inauguration of the double shift

we are going to try the advantages of a

morning and afternoon meeting, commenc

ing with the next regular meeting.

What might have been a serious accident

was luckily prevented , thanks to the good

judgment of Motorman Lukins, on the Sheri

dan Avenue line . A small boy coasted from

terrace on to the track about 40 feet

ahead of the car, which was running at full

speed , an a very bad rail . When Bro . Lu

kins saw the boy start towards the track

he reversed his car and used the sand. In

spite of all this the boy and sled went un

der the car , but the backward motion of

the wheels pushed the child from the rails .

and very little damage was done, excepting

a few cuts about the face. In this will be

seen two advantages - first, the backward

motion of the wheels prevented the boy from

being run over by the wheels ; second , keep

ing the sander in good working order, allow

ing a quick stop.

wishing the Journal and its many readers

a successful 1910 , we are, LOCAL 199 .

PERORIA POINTERS.

аPeoria , 111.-- Following the usual custom ,

which has been in vogue since Div . 416 has

been organized , a smoker and open meeting

was held on the first meeting night of the

year. A general good time was indulged in

by all . Among the speakers of prominence

were National Board Member Edward Mc

Morrow ; Mr. R. W. Bailey, General Superin
tendent Railway Coinpany; Peter Brady .

Superintendent Railway Company ; Clyde

Stone , Assistant States Attorney ; Bro . MC

Gee, Judge Eagerton , Walter Bush , Bro .

Peirce, Bro. McCaslin, President Dempsey ,
district workers, and our own President,

Daniel Gorman. The meeting was a great

success , and will go down on the annals as

one of the best and biggest meetings of the
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NOT PINKERTONA SUPPORT FOR

APES.

Glens Falls, N. Y.-It is not very often

that the brothers hear from Div . 304 , but

the Division thought it best to have the

correspondent get busy before we got adver

tised as running a branch of the Pinkerton

or Private Detective and Spying Bureau.
Four of our members last spring con

ceived the idea that if they were detectives,

untold wealth would flow into the treasury

of their agency. The older members of our

Division did all they could to have them
give it up. We also had one very warm

meeting over the affair , but all to no pur
pose. They seemed to think as long as they

did not report our members they were doing
right . They told us at that meeting that

their main work would be to secure evi

dence in divorce cases, also to watch clerks

in the stores of our city . They also in

formed us that they would wear a uniform

with G. F. D. on the cap But the uniform

has not yet appeared,

This winter they became affected with a

feeling for the welfare of the public and

started in arresting saloonkeepers for Sun

day selling . Stepping over the head of the

Mayor. Board of Public Safety and the po
lice, they proceeded to put down the lid . It

gave the public the idea that all of the

motormen and conductors on the Hudson

Valley Railway were associated with this

detective agency.

The first place they selected was a hotel

at Sandy Hill, N. Y. , about four miles from

here , called the Peoples' Hotel, and run by
a Mr. Neuman . Now Mr. Newman was very

dear to all of our old members, as he gave

us $ 50_during our strike of 1902, came to

Glens Falls in the middle of the night to

bail one of our members who had been ar

rested, and also paid for having 500

walk " badges made . But this made no dif

ference to our detectives .

They did not obtain their drinks through

their ability as detectives, but as motormen

and conductors . Mr. Neuman knew them to

be such , and supposed they were his friends
until the next morning, when he was ar

rested .

The effect of their work was terrible on

our men . Every one was sure we were all

in the “ big ." , Our cars were hissed at going
through Sandy Hill .

The detectives dared us to expel them ,
saying they had the entire U. S. behind

them , as they were incorporated by the

State of New York and bonded . Our Execu

tive Board got together and decided to

have the secretary write President Mahon
for help. He at once sent Bro. Wm . B.

Fitzgerald to us , and I wish you all could

have heard him roast those miserable crea

tures of humanity.

We suspended them pending an investiga
tion by the General Executive Board . by an

overwhelming majority. After their sen

tence two turned yellow , but it was too late.
It was out of our hands. We want it under

stood that we don't uphold that kind of

business . The pubiic has an official depart

ment sufficient for the safety and protection

of the people. COR ,

there will be, this summer, the best street

car service within its history.
Conductor Wakefield , on the Red Line ,

announces the birth of a daughter at
his

home. Congratulatio
ns and cigars are in

order .

Much has been said and written about the

price of meat being so high , and through

many parts of the country people seem to

think that they have solved the problem by
refusing to eat meat. That may do all

right, but how long can a laboring man

live on weak food ? It seems to me that

without material to build up the system and
produce muscle and blood. a man can not

stand to do hard work very long. I be

lieve that the best way to knock out high

prices, would be for a Labor Congress to

buy meat and other necessary articles of

food at wholesale prices , and have a man
to manage the store (on the same principle

as the Grange is to the farmer ) , and sell at

wholesale prices to the members of the va
rious Locals connected with the Central

body.

Hans Weaver has rented a steamer and

will in the near future set sail on the con

nubial ocean. whereman and wife can row

together through life .

John Harvey has again resumed his place
back on the road , and Fred Reitzel has

taken his place as inspector.

Some questions for conductors :

Why don't you keep your hand off the bell

rope until you are ready to give the signal?

Why don't you look around before giving

four bells ?

Why don't you make sure that old people

and passengers carrying babies are in a safe

place before giving two bells ?

Vhy don't you stop lengthy conversations

with passengers ?

Why don't you keep passengers off the

running board and steps of your car?

Why don't you shout in a loud voice ,

" Wait until the car stops ?"

Why don't you try your best to prevent

accidents ?
Why don't you try and follow out the Gol

den Rule. “ Do unto others as you would have

them do to you ?" J. E. L.

“ We

THIRD ANNUAL CONCERT.

POINTED FORQUESTIONS

TORS.

CONDUC

Middletown, Conn.-Div. No. 479 held her

third annual concert and ball in Armory Hall

Thursday evening . Jan. 13, 1910 . Tuttle's

orchestra furnished the music and Prof. B.

L. Deming was master of ceremonies. The

hall was tastily decorated for the occasion

and the committee spared no time in making

it a remembrance for the patrons and guests.

Bros. Daley and McGrath were the publishers

of our souvenir program , which was a good

advertisement for_the merchants and a great

help to our Sick Benefit Fund . Through the

kindness of our superintendent cars were

run over the lines after the ball .

The membership of the division is growing

rapidly nearly all of the " stay -aways"

are with us.

Bros. Kidney and Green were heard in the
latest song at our last meeting, entitled

" Ironing Them Out."

Bros. Colbert and Hunter, who have won

great fame in clog dancing. will appear in

public for the first time Saturday, Feb. 12 ,
1910 .

Bro. Bill Daley is nursing a sprained

wrist on account of being thrown out of a

sleigh in Rose Hill district .

Bro. Tibbetts, who has been on the sick

list . is able to be about.

Bros. Hear and Quirk have returned from

a rabbit hunt in the hills of Portland .

We are all looking forward for the series

of whist parties to be given by Bros. Sulli

van and McGrath .

Chas. Johnson , the night watchman , has

purchased a handsome Boston bull, which

follows him to the barns . So this is why

the boys in the block sleep with a rope

around their ankles and let it hand out of

the window. They think it best to have the

rope chewed instead of their uniform .

Youngstown, 0. - The past month has been

a very trying one, for the company, on ac

count of so much sickness among the em

ployes . J. E. Longshore has been off most

of the month, suffering from blood poison
ing. but is now at work again . Charles

Rosser and J. R. Smith were injured in a

street car wreck and it will be some time

before they can work . J. Ripoly and J. F.

Moore were injured while going home , but

are now able to work , and there were many

other minor cases of sickness which caused

trouble on the company's part to keep the

cars running.

The first street car ( of the eighteen new

ones ordered ) has arrived , and Manager G.

J. A. Paul has promised the city council that
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SAN SANFRANCISCO STRIKE RESULTS

IN MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP.

San Francisco, Cal.-On Thursday , Nov.

30th , 1909. the people of San Francisco voted

two million and twenty thousand dollars to

rebuild and operate the Geary Street Rail

way as a municipal railroad .

This is the first time in the history of

America, I believe , that a city the size of San

Francisco ever went on record as being in

favor of running its own street railways.

And there's no doubt about the people as

against public service corporations .

Theresultof thisactionof the people is
bound to be far- reaching in its results.

There can be no doubt that it will mean bet
ter car service for the public, and will

lighten the burdens of the taxpayers and af

ford shorter hours of labor for the men who
operate the cars and better wages. The em

ployes will work only eight hours per day

under the city management, and receive, at
the very least three dollars per day . I say

this because the lowest paid employes of San
Francisco, namely the street cleaners , re

ceive that amount. Surely the men who op

erate the cars will be considered as essential

to the welfare of the city as the men who
clean our streets .

In considering the elements that operated

in bringing about the result of last Thurs

day , there can be no question that the strike

of Div . No. 205, in 1907, if not the determin

ing agency. was a very large factor. Three

times before the people voted on the propo

sition , and each time failed to register the

necessary two- thirds majority . This time it

carried by a vote of three to one. The union

men and women have not forgotten the

struggle of 1907. and they were practically

unanimous in favor of the proposition this
time. In none of the former elections did

they manifest the same interest. Joined

with them on this occasion were all the re

form elements of the city. For since the

strike the street car companies have given

the very worst kind of service.

To me it is a great victory for organized
labor, and should be a lesson to ponder over

for those companies who are inclined to fol

low the example of the United Railroads of
this city . What have they gained in dis

rupting Div. No. 205? They added several
millions to their already highly inflated

bonded indebtedness. They stirred up bitter
ness of feeling that they will never com

pletely eradicate. True, they have reduced

wages, which partially reimburses them for
their loss. but how long will they keep down

the wages of their employes after the city

begins to operate the Geary Street line ?

There is already talk of a " voluntary” raise
of wages for the street car men .

The Amalgamated Association has shown

that if it can't gain its object by one method,

it will find another. The Kansas City , Cleve

land and San Francisco Street Railway Com

panies know what it means to go up against
it.

I sincerely hope the experiment will be

successful, so that other cities that are now

suffering under conditions imposed by selfish

private companies will take back the streets

and use them for the benefit of every body.

Fraternally yours,

R. CORNELIUS ,

Member G. E. B.

will treat you to a turkey supper at the

Quincy House . Remember that old proverb,
" United we stand . divided we fall," and I

hope you don't consider it necessary to need

the assistance of a derrick . So get together,

boys , fill out an application blank and give

it to some of the members.
Now, just a few words about the collation

and smoke talk which we held Dec. 28th ,

1909 . There were about 250 of us . Seventy

five of the Lynn Local came up in a special

car, also quite a few of the Reading Local.

We had officers from the Central Labor

Bodies of Greater Boston , also Bros. Crozier

and Wall from the State Branch , of whom

we had contemplated joining . After supper

the Parkway Quartette, consisting of Bros.

Hanagan , Watson, Staples and Winsor elec

trified everybody with their up -to-date songs ,

while Dinah Shannon excelled John Fee in

a sword dance, and concluded with Mike

O'Brien singing Auld Lang Syne. All in all ,

a good time was enjoyed by everybody.

Now for the benefit of those members that

can't see any good derived from paying 750

a month dues , I might add a few simple re

marks. First, our purpose in organizing was

defense and self - protection—not as a sick

benefit association ; by trying to better our

conditions, both financially and physically ;

shorter hours, etc. You say you don't get

anything for your money ? What do you get

for your tax bill ?. A receipt, that's all , and

no kick coming. By paying 750 a month to

your Local, you are helping to maintain bet

ter working conditions for us all . Supposing

you or the rest of us were not paying that

75c. Let me tell you that you , today , would

be working for less money than by paying

that same amount, because we would be

working single -handed and would have noth

ing to back us up. Take, for instance, in

this hard time scare a few years ago, when

all corporations were asking for a reduction

in wages. Where would we stand if we

were not organized ? Ask this question to

some one of our non - union fellow employes

and he will go crawl in a hole somewhere

out of sight. Now, brothers, 75C is not so

much when we meet some of our friends or

have them call on us, and again you say we
are not up- to -date, the same as other Locals .
Well , perhaps we are a little easy, but I

think just as much enlightened. Why, they

tell us street car men are more intellectual

than any other , simply because it is taught

us in every day life. Our slogan is , "Be an

active member instead of a hindrance."

LOCAL 240.

BE AN ACTIVE MEMBER.

Chelsea, Mass .-- This has been a very busy

winter with us, as we had to postpone a cou

ple of our meetings on account of the broth

ers being unableto get off . Thanks to the

Company for hiring new men . we now feel
more at ease ; also it means more new mem

bers for Local 240 . That reminds me. we are

having a battle royal with our Brother Local

238, of Lynn . Bro . French states they were

beginning to feel jealous of us , as I believe

we now lead them by about three members

394 to 397 . That's going some, boys . Keep

up the good work .

" Hello !" " Hello ! " I just received a tele

phone call from Melrose stating they and

Maplewood were coming down twenty - five

strong next meeting night to join our Local.

I can assure you, boys, if you do Local 240

THINGS BEGINNING TO HUM.

Bridgeport, Conn . - Things with Div. 459

are beginning to hum . We had a special

meeting which was well attended, and four

teen were initiated .
Since our last writing we have lost one of

our old ex-board members, Bro. Wm. Jack

son , a man who had a good word for all,

and one who was well liked by his fellow

workman . He will be missed in the meting

room of Div. 459 . Bro. Jackson was injured,

then when pneumonia set in he lived only a

short time .

Bro. C. Baker lost a son of three years by
preumonia. The boys extend their heartfelt

sympathy to the parents .

Bro. Geer, who was laid up in the hospital

from injuries received in a fall, is out, and

we hope to soon see him on the front end

again .
Our President has had his hands full at

tending Joint Conference board meetings out

of town. so, boys, attend the meting, do your

share, and in this way help him along.

Several brothers are back in their dues.

Don't be caught napping. You can't tell

what may happen to you . Don't wait for

our Financial Secretary to ask you-hunt

him up. You won't find it half so hard to

keep paid up as you will if you have to dig

down for two or three months dues at once.

Two or three men are wearing broad

smiles since the last picking - they got

earlies .

Don't forget the monthly buttons are seen

better on the lapel of your coat than they

are on your vest or on your cap.

Jan. 29 . CENTRAL AVE,
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NEWS OF DIV, 313. WILL MAKE 1910 A BANNER YEAR.

a

Rock Island. Ill.–Again the hand of death

has descended among our number and taken

from us Bro . James S. Hayes , whose tragic

death has filled the heart of every brother
with sorrow. Bro. Hayes came to his death

while on duty on Car No. 8 , of the Moline,
E. Moline & Watertown Railway . The trol

ley of his car had come off the wire , and
while in the act of replacing it he was

crushed between his car and Car No. 6 ,

which was following and killed instantly.

By his death Div. 313 loses a faithful mem

ber. a good worker for the cause of right ,

and a brother for whom nothing but words
of praise can be said . Bro. Hayes was a

member of our entertainment committee,

where he was doing such good work . The

remaining members of the committee, with

whom he had worked so faithfully, attended

the funeral in a body and acted as pall

bearers to the deceased brother.
Our entertainment committee has SUC

ceeded in getting for our annual entertain

ment the famous Ellis Brooks Military and

Concert Band , which will give two concerts

for us, one at the Moline Theatre , Wednes
day evening, Jan. 26th , and one at Rock

Island , Thursday evening. Jan. 27th . This

is the highest class attraction ever offered

by any organization in this vicinity . and

the committee in charge is to be compli

mented on the stand they have taken to ele

vate the standing of our organization and go

before the public with a business proposi

tion to those who advertise in our Souvenir

Program, and an entertainment which merits

the appr val of the public .
Our members, while attending the last

sad rites of our late Bro. Hayes, at Musca

tine, Iowa, had the pleasure of meeting Mr.

Wm. Stackfield, Superintendent of the Citi

zens Railway &Light Company of that city .

For Mr. Stackfield and his employees
we

have but words of praise. His generosity
in extending our boys the use of his lines

while in the city speak for itself, and shows
the brotherly feeling for members of our
craft. We hope we may meet Mr. Stackfield

often, not to impose on his generosity , but
as friend meets friend . Such gentlemen are

a credit and honor to the business.

Mt. Carmel, Pa.-Let's hope this letter is

not consigned to the waste basket, like our
former letters .

Our Division meetings are held regularly

on the first Thursday of each month and our

present officers are determined to make 1910
banner year. The Secretary makes an

earnest plea for all members to take their

monthly cards when due, and in case of sick

ness he would rather write out a check for

four dollars than to report - not beneficial.

Go to the meetings . boys. Me thinks I see

visions of a banquet at our next meeting,

March 3d.

Our worthy President was presented with

an elegantly carved gavel at our last meet

ing We are all pleased to learn that our

President had a political plum fall into his

mitt . James is a good political worker, and

a few words from him usually carries the

fourth ward his way. All right, Jimmie, we
won't vote until we see you .

Bro. Colohan was slightly injured about

the lower limbs by an axle breaking on the

car which he was conducting. This was the

third accident of a like nature within a very
short period of time. No comments.

Bro . Metz is ready at any time to enter as
a museum feature, Ask him about it . He

certainly would be a good drawing card .

It has been proposed by our Secretary that

we suggest to the other Divisions that a
movement be started to have our official

journal print a column or SO each month

treating on motors, helps in operating cars,

etc. , for the benefit of our members in per

forming their daily tasks . Almost all other

union journals have a department set aside

for the education and instruction of their

members along their special line of work.

Don't knock and pass along injurious

stories of brother members . Boost , brothers,

boost, and let us work together this year so

that we may look back on this term as an

era of good feeling as well as a successful

financiol year. CRITIC, 421 .

MANAGER GOES TO YOUNGSTOWN.

OLD OFFICERS RE-ELECTED.

We

Menominee, Mich., and Marinette, Wis.

Div . 302 held her hegular meeting in De

cember, 1909, for the annual election of off

cers. The officers elected are practically the

same as those elected in 1908 , which speaks

plainly as to the value of_their services.

congratulate President Frank Hesse upon

his efficient work during the last year.
I consider it one of our most essential

duties to the labor movement to attend

meetings. The one who pays his dues and

takes no further interest in the proceedings

of our organization does not seem to realize
its benefits . We have members amongst us

who say the union is responsible for our

having to pay such an immense price for

everything. I sympathize with these poor

fellows.

Bro . Albert Rick, Wabash ave. motorman ,

has a smile that won't wear off and the

cause of it is the arrival of a baby boy at

his home. Albert was passing around cigars.

Bro. Wm. Watkins is again back collect
ing fares . He was confined to his home

with kidney trouble.

Bro. Ernest Thiriault is back at the han

dles after a long illness of tonsilitis .

Bro. Will Bellmore is again at the ding

ding, after a week's illness.
Bro . Edward C. White and his wife ex

pect to leave soon for an extended visit

through the western states .

Bro. G. Eck has been promoted to foreman

of the snow shovelers ' brigade .

Bro. John Hyslop will be a candidate for

assessor for the city of Marinette . No doubt

he will be nominated and elected . He is

very popular, and we wish him success,
Bro . Chas. J. Wiederbold was transacting

business in Green Bay last week . L. N. P.

Hartford, Conn.-Regular meeting of Div.

425 , held Jan. 4th . Two sessions , at 2 and 8

p. m . Not muchbusiness, only 12 new mem

bers taken in .

On the 19th , our fourth annual concert and

ball was held, at Foot Guard Hall . Every

thing passed off nicely, and everybody had

a good time, the weather being fine for the
occasion , The Grand March was led by

President F. H , Kelley and wife . Aomng the

guests were Manager W. P. Bristol, Mr. F.

W. Millerr, Superintendent, and Superinten

dent Henry Nettleton , from Manchester , and

the foremen from all the different depart

ments, also several brothers from nearby

Divisions. We had one guest who said he

enjoyed himself very much , and that was

Rep. Chandler, who was one of the men who

helped the trolley menget their stools . Bro.
R. Brault, who is a supernumerary police

officer, was engaged to keep peace amongst

the crowd, but he had very little to do. Af
ter the ball, extra late cars were run to

take the crowd home .

Bro. Ambrose Danaker, a motorman on

the Hartford system for 15 years, and Bro.

Chas. Johnson , a motorman for nine years,

have left the employ of the Company and

gone into partnership in business , having

bought out a store just around the corner

from the State Street barn on Market Street .

The Farmington Street Railway has finally

been taken over by the Conn . Company. It

is a small line running out of Hartford . If

you want to get out of Hartford now you

will have to ride out with men of Div . 425 .
Manager Hubbard, who had charge of

this line , has gone to Youngstown , Ohio , to

take up railroad business. Should any of

the brothers in that locality have any occa

sion to do business with Mr. Hubbard, they

will find they are dealing with a gentleman .

Bro . Motormen . do not stop your car di

rectly in front of a fire engine station if

you can possibly avoid it. DIV. 425 .
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WILL INCREASE FUNDS. dust filled his manly bosom so that on Fri

day, Jan. 7. he forgot to salute the Vice

President , after being excused by the Presi

Yonkers, N. Y .-- The newly elected officers dent .

of Div. 490 have determined to give this Lo Bro . Bahringer has undergone an operation

cal a strictly business administration this for appendicitis, and his condition is very

term , and try to occomplish much for the niuch improved .

advancement of its membership. Many of our brothers are on the sick list .
The Yonkers Railroad , on which the mem Everybody is ready to put their shoulder

bership of Div. No. 490 works . has been in to the wheel and make Div. 282 one of the

the hands of a receiver commencing on its best organizations on the electric railway

third year. during which time we have ac map. C. 0. M.
complished much - secured an increase of

wages in May. 1908 , and have improved SECURES BERTH IN CUSTOMS SERVICE .

working conditions in a general way.

Last fall we tried again for a further in

crease, but were unsuccessful, after having
Victoria , B. C.-Well, Mr. Editor, once

unprecedented opportunity through an more it falls to my lot to be on the list of

order of a Supreme Court Justice of West scribes to your valuable magazine, the M.
chester county to have the railroad books & C.

examined . This we did by employing two I shall not be able to shake much out of

expert accountants , Bull and Dunderdale, my sleeve at this sitting. Suffice to note

carrying union cards and doing business in that things are moving along nicely with us

New York City. Their workwas very thor. all here, although shortly we expect to get
ough and efficient, but it showed that the busy, and you shall be kept posted as time

railroad was not making money. This ex advances .

pert work was costly but not discouraging, Bro . David Dewar, who has been a faith

as we have determined to try again . fui and highly respected member of this

Yonkers is a very expensive city , and the
Division since its inception , has left the em

large increase in the prices of livinf com ploy of the local Tram. Co. after 14 years

modities compels us to make every effort of continuous service to take up a perma

to get what we are duly entitled to . Taking nent position in the Dominion Customs De

the reduction in the number of accidents and partment. Of course it is needless to say

the daily increase in the receipts of the road ,
that Bro . Dewar takes with him the best

goes far to convince the men, and must also
wishes of every member of Div. 109 .

the general management that the efficiency
Sorry to report brothers still on the sick

of the men has been fully established .
list-J . Ritch , W. H. Gibson, Sr. , G. McCal

We are going to have our
lum , and W. J. Goode.third annual “ 37."

ball on the 28th inst . , and trust to make a

big financial success of it , as we need some MAYOR AND COUNCILMEN AS GUESTS.

. money in the treasury . It has had great de

mands on it for the past six months , the

large number of sick benefits and other gen Butte, Mont. — On the night of Dec. 15. 1909,

eral expenses having dug quite a hole in our
Div. 381 , of Butte, Mont. , met for their an

funds. But we will build it up again and
nual election of officers and general good

show the world once more what an or time, which they surely had. The tables
ganized body of men can do when their ef were spread for forty members at a time,

forts are united and directed toward im and while they were devouring everything

proving their every condition . DIV . 490 . before them , the street car men's orchestra

was handing out music that was certainly

rich and enjoyed by all.
PRES. McCROSSEN GETS GOLD WATCH.

The drummer, a jolly good fellow , got

mixed up with three or four high balls be
Rochester, N. Y.-Div . No. 282 held a fore entering the hall. Of course , we all

smoker at their rooms on Friday, Jan , 7th , know the brother was forced to drink them ,

after the installation of officers . There were and the way he handled those drums was

over 400 present and an excellent program nobody's business. Fatty Fetterman said it

was carried out. Good music, dancing, box was the best meal since leaving Pennsylva

ing . wrestling . and Bro .. Burke with his nia . He was one hour at the table . The

trained dogs, made it an evening which was brother weighs 265 pounds - he surely would

thoroughly enoyed. During the festivities balance the scales at 275 after eating.

Supt. W. C. Callaghan , Gen. Supt. W. R. W. Bro . J. J. Connors, alderman of the Sev

Griffin, and Joseph Hicks were escorted to enth ward, sat at the head of the first table .

the platform amid applause. Messrs . Hicks Mayor Nevin and the council members were

and Griffin were obliged to make speeches, present and enjoyed the good time with the

which were excellent . Mr. Callaghan told of boys . R. W. F.
his experience with Div . 282 , and commented

on the battery being turned upon him. How
NEW INTERURBAN LOCAL.

ever , he did excellently, and showed remark
able cleverness even under " fire ." The

smoker was continued until the "wee hours." San Jose, Cal. - Div . No , 532 launched into

"Mac" says : “ If Salt Lake City is to get existence on Monday evening, Jan. 3d, 1910 ,
the 1913 convention , she will have use in a most amicable manner. The object in

something better than the St. Joe persua forming Local 532_is to establish an “ Inter

sive." urban Trammers' Division " in order to cope

Pres. C. H. McCrossen was presented an with standard rules and regulations that do

excellent gold watch as a small token of ap not pertain to city street car service .

preciation , by the members, after he was in It being a sister Division to San Jose Local

stalled as President for the fourth succes No. 265 , invitations were extended to her

sive term on Jan. 7th , He was so taken by members to honor the new Division with

surprise that he could not find words for their presence . Bros. Byers , J. Heckman , M.

the moment to say anything. But like all T. Murray, and F. Wright were visitors from

good things that are worth waiting for . , 265 . We all enjoyed their presence, and their

when he did thank the brothers, it was in a words of encouragement did us good .

speech that was one that would rouse Bro. Richard Cornelius, of San Francisco,

much larger gathering . We claim we have was with us and gave his able advice and

as good men enrolled in our official list as assistance to the organizing work .

any Division in the world , and members who Bro . J. R. Hillis , to whom much credit is

appreciate the same. due for his energy and interest taken , was
Bro . Joseph O'Sullivan , a delegate to the elected chairman of the meeting.

Toronto convention , is carrying a side line Officers elected are : President. A. J. Camp
of " clay pipe" talk . He smokes cigars him vell ; Vice - President. W. A. Salisbury : FY
self , but advises others to use clay pipes. nancial Secretary, A. Russell ; Recording

Our financial report shows how fourishing and Corresponding Secretary, J. A. Marcum;

our Division is at the present time. Far Treasurer, V. Hollinbeck ; Warden , C. W.

different than the reports of former years. Bryan ; Conductor, H. Dornley; Sentinel, D.

We are moving fast in the right direction. C. Parker ; Executive Officers , W. A. Salis

Bro . Chas. Cole has become a full fledged bury, J. R. Hillis , D. C. Parker, J. A. Mar.
haymaker. While threshing Thursday , the cum . 532 .

to

a
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lic cemetery. A large number of the broth

ers attended the funeral in a body in full

uniform . The members of 169 are wearing

the emblemof mourning on their leftarm ,

and the charter is draped for 30 days . The

Local has lost a good member , the company

a faithful employe, the family a dutiful hus

band and father. His younger days were

passed in South Bethlehem, Pa. From there

he came to Easton, and has followed the

street car business as a conductor and mo
torman for nearly 14 years. He was

brother that was not afraid to ask for

labeled goods, also the union clerk .

Bro . Hatch is breaking in as a motorman .

He will find it good exercise. Success to

Bro. H.

a

CONNECTICUT JOINT CONFERENCE

BOARD REPORT.

The regular quarterly meeting of the Con

ference Board representing Divisions on the

lines of the Connecticut Company was held

in Bridgeport, Conn . , January 30, 1910. Dele

gates representing the following Divisions

were present : C. W. Minnix, Thos. Deskin ,

281 , New Haven ; J. H. Reardon,J.F. Roo

ney, 22 , Worcester, Mass.; Jos. E. Dunn, E.

P. Lawton , 425, Hartford ; P. J. O'Brien , M.J.
Hennessey, 448, Springfield. Mass .; E. S.

Holmes, 479, Middletown ; A. Woll. 459 .

Bridgeport ; F. W. F. Andrews, 476 , Nor

walk ; G. W. Leonard , 262 , Norwich ; C. M.

Lane, 163, Meriden ; W. A. Lewis, 482, New

London ; R. J. Leahy, 469 , Derby ; J. Leow ,

481 Port Chester, N. Y.; E M. Scott, 443

Stamford.

Officers elected for the ensuing year are:

President. C. M. Minnix ; Vice - President, J.

H. Reardon ; Secretary , C. M. Lane ; Treas

urer. M. J. Hennessey; Correspondent to M.
& C., E. M. Scott. J. C. B.

LATE PRESIDENT JAS. T. CARR,

DIVISION No. 169.

VALUED OFFICIAL SUCCUMBS.

IN FLOURISHING CONDITION.

at

Easton , Pa . - Bro, Minnich , of North Main

Division , had a thrilling experience while

operating a car, when the brake became dis

abled on a down grade near a sharp curve,
The car left the track the curve and

passed between two telegraph poles, leaving

only a few inches to spare on both sides of

the car and the poles, and landed in a frame

residence, cutting a hole the shape of the

car, and disturbing the furniture on the sec

ond floor bedrooms, as well as the first floor

rooms ,and awakening the inhabitants from

their sleep. The car was badly damaged , as

well as the building . No one was injured,

except a good shaking up. Bro. Minnich

says he would not like to duplicate it.

Bro, R. Serfass, who has bought a place of

business. will dispense cigars, candy and ice

cream, with quick lunch added . The broth

ers wish him success, and are looking for

that event, for they know he needs a wife.

(Candy is sweet . )
Bro. Geo. Brower's car was run into by a

large coaster sled and five injured and sent

to the hospital , one of them severely. All

are doing well . Bro. B. was not to blame

for the accident . Coasting has been pro

hibited since by the mayor, and is a great

relief to motormen .

Bro. C. M. Houser, who hurt his hand in

letting down a fender, and was off duty for

sometime, is working again .

bro. S. Kuhl has been promoted to night

foreman at the barn of the Phillipsburg . N.

J. , Div ., and the brothers expect to have

cars in better condition . Success to Bro. K.

Brothers on the sick list, Frank G. Hag

gerty, of Tatamy, Pa. , and Bros. Woodruff

and Haney, are all improving.

Bro. James T. Carr, a charter member and

President of Div . 169 for almost five terms .

who was taken sick about five months ago

and went to Mt. Alto , Pa. , for his health , re
turned without getting relief there. Re

cently he grew worse , and on Jan, 4th , 1910 .

died with diabetes, aged 40 years. Bro .

Carr's funeral took place on Friday, the 7th ,

a. m. , and the remains were followed by a
large concourse of sympathizing friends to

the St. Bernard's church , where a High Mass

of Requiem was celebrated by Rev. Father

Hayes. Interment was in St. Joseph Cathe

San Jose, Cal. - It has beensome time since

Div. 265 held a session . The last session

preceding that of the 14th of January would
have fallen on Christmas Eve., and as you

can guess how the boys would leave their
homes and little ones to come to meeting, the

session was postponed . Hence our silence.

We are very much alive and in a flourishing

condition . Our meetings are well attended

by wide awake men who seem to have the

good of our Local at heart and direct her

course along the best lines . In spite of the

constant drain answering appeals for help,

our treasury is fat and healthy. All out

standing bills have been cleared away and

we had quite a snug sum to put in the bank

from our last month's collections.

Last Friday night we elected officers :

Pres ., P. T. Bayard ; Fin . Sec., J. E. Byers;

Cor. Sec. and Correspondent, S. W. Smith ;

Conductor, N. M. Williams; Warden , Wm .
Kevan ; Sentinel, John Mulally : Ex . Com . ,

Frank Spinnelli, F. T. Wright, P. T. Bayard,

J. E. Byers, J. W. Tronsdell, S. W. Smith .

Everyone seemed to be satisfied with pres

ent conditions , and our meeting was well at
tended and orderly . We attended to

month's accumulation of business in a hurry
and then proceeded to the election of offi
cers .

Our old friend, Charley Barner, has been
quite sick, but is now up and around. Bro .

Verke posted daily bulletins of his condition

and we all read them . It pays a carman to

get sick , just to find out how much the boys

think of him . Anyway . I would rather be

left to the tender mercies of a lot of carmen

than to the care of a lot of people I know of.

265 .

a

An investigation has shown that the em

ployes of the U. S. Steel Trust have been

receiving an average annual wage of $500

per year. The occasion for the present

strike was largely the determination of the

company to reduce this average .
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Y. & O. R. AGREEMENT.

This agreement, made and entered into this

8th day of January. 1910, by and between
The Youngstown Ohio River Railroad

Company , their Successors , Heirs or Assigns .

party of the first part, here and after for
convenience sake called the " Company," and

the Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employees of America , Di

vision No. 530 , of Leetonia. Ohio, Employes

of the said Company, party of the second

part, and here and after for convenience

sake called the Association ,"

Witnesseth : That in the operation of the

lines of the party of the first part. both par

ties hereto do mutually agree as follows:

Section No. 1 . The Company, through its

properly accredited officers, agrees to meet

and conter with the properly accredited offl
cers and committees of the association upon

any and a questions which may from time

to time arise between them.

Section No. 2. Should any differences arise
which cannot be mutually adjusted through

conferences between the officers of the Com
pany and the Association , the question in

dispute shall be submitted to a Board of Ar

bitration to be composed of three disinter

ested persons, one of which shall be chosen

by the Company, one by the Association , and
the two thus selected shall choose the third.

The party demanding the arbitration must
make the same in writing. giving the name,

address , the occupation of the arbitrator of

its selection. The party receiving the notice

of arbitration shall make reply in writing:

giving the name, address and occupation of
its arbitrator within five days thereafter.

The two arbitrators thus named shall meet

the following day after their selection , and
from day to day thereafter, for the purpose

of agreeing upon a third arbitrator. Should
they fail to thus agree within a period of
five days, then the officers of the company

and the officers of the Association , with the

two arbitrators selected, shall meet and see

if it is not possible to agree upon a third
arbitrator or make such arrangements con

cerning the arbitration as they deem advis

able. Should this conference fail to result

in the selection of a third arbitrator, then

the third arbitrator shall, within five days

thereafter, be selected by the Judge_of the
United States Circuit Court for the District

in which Leetonia , Ohio , is located . Upon

the completion of the arbitration board they

shall immediately proceed to hear the case ,

which is to be submitted, and render their

decision within a period of ten days follow

ing their first meeting . The finding of a

majority of the Board of Arbitration shall

be final and binding upon both parties here
to. Each party hereto shall bear the expense

of the arbitrator of its selection , and the

parties hereto shall jointly pay the expense

of the third arbitrator, one -hall by each .

Pending the adjustment of any difference
thus submitted to the Arbitration Board ,

there shall be no lockout . strike or cessa

tion of work by either party.

Section No. 3. Motormen and conductors
shall be promoted to the runs in accord

ance with their seniority in the service of
the Company. The men longest in continu

ous service are to have first choice of runs,
and so on down the list until all runs are
filled.

Section No. 4 . Motormen shall rank on the

list as motormen from the time they are

turned in as such . Conductors shall rankon

the list as conductors from the time they

are turned in as such , and under no cir

cumstances shall any motorman or conduc

tor be placed on the opposite list except at

the foot of same.

Section No. 5 . Any member of the Asso

ciation placed temporarily in any other em

ployment by the Company shall be entitled

to his run or standing on the list at the ex

piration of said other employment providing

that he does not remain away from his run

longer than sixty days. No motorman or

conductor can be required to work in any

other capacity than his regular employment

except by mutual consent, and in no case

will he be asked to work for less money

than his regular position pays him , it being

understood , however, that the part of this

section , which refers to the length of time a
man can remain away from his regular posi

tion and still hold his standing upon the list,

shall not apply to motormen and conductors

employed by the Company as engineers, fire
men and conductors in he freight service.

Section No. 6 . All motormen and conduc

tors who are now members of the Association

shall remain members in good standing in

the Association so long as they remain in

the service of the Company. Also those who

have made application for membership in

the Association on or before the date of the

signing of the Agreement shall become and

remain members in good standing of the As

sociation so long as they remain in the ser

vice of the Company, and all new men com

ing into the service of the Company as mo

tormen and conductors in the future, after a

probationary period of sixty days, and they

are retained in the service of the Company .

shall become members of the Association

and subject to the above provisions. It is

further agreed that in case any man is sus

pended or expelled by the Association for

the violation of its laws, upon the presenta

tion of proof of the same he shall be dis

missed from the service of the Company.

Section No. 7. From the date of the sign

ing of this agreement to the first day of

January. 1911 , the wages for motormen and

conductors shall be twenty - three and a half

( 2342 ) cents per hour.

Section No. 8 . The work day for motor

men and conductors shall be nine hours and

thirty minutes, or as near thereto as possi
ble . All runs shall be completed within

twelve and a half consecutive hours, and all

runs shall start and finish at the same point.

and all cars, of any class whatsoever, shall

be manned by a full crew consisting of a
motorman and conductor, who are herein

recognized as such,

Section No. 9 . In consideration of the fore

going, the Association agrees that its mem

bership shall use its influence and best en

deavors to promote and advance the pros

perity of the Company.

Section No. 10 . This Agreement, and the

provisions thereof, shall continue in force

and be binding upon the respective parties

hereto until the first day of January, 1911 ,

and from year to year thereafter, unless

changed by the parties hereto. Either of

the parties hereto desiring a change in any

section or sections of this Agreement, shall

notify the other party in writing of the de

sired change or changes thirty days prior to

the ending of each year, which is the first

day of January. Under such notice the

Agreement shall be opened and the change

or changes desired shall be considered. Upon
a failure to mutually agree upon the change

or changes desired the same shall be sub

mitted to a Board of Arbitration , as provided

for in this Agreement, and shall then be en

tered into and become a part of this Agree

ment. On the part of

THE YOUNGSTOWN & OHIO RIVER

RAILROAD COMPANY,

R. F. DENISON,

President.

F. S. WHITCOMB,

Secretary.
On the part of

THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION

OF STREET & ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA,

DIVISION NO. 530, OF LEETONIA,

OHIO.

By E. W. HOFFMAN .

President.

A. J. AVERY,

Secretary

By Frank Vert.

She wore a waist so pure and bright ,

Of spotless silk , ' twas clean and white ;

And when the Con . stepped to her side,

" Don't touch me , sir, " this maiden cried.

" From helping dirty folks, you know,

Your hands become a perfect show ;

And I , your finger ends have seen

When they , to me, looked quite unclean ."

" You're very thoughtful, " he replied,

“ To think of me ; but when you ride

I'll help you to your seat and then,

With soap , I'll clean my hands again .
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THE UNEMPLOYED IN OUR GREAT

CITIES.

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle.

" If city authorities were to put the unem

ployed on labor farms and shut up the cheap

lodging houses and the Mills hotels , they

would be doing both the loafers and their

municipalities a good turn ." So said a semi

society journal, published in New York , re

cently, in discussing the unwillingness of

the unemployed to go to the country.

The editor of this paper probably knows

something about fashions in pink teas , but

the problem of the unemployed is quite an.

other proposition. He marvels because the

out-of-works on the east side of New York

and the down -town districts of other cities

cannot be induced to go to the Hawaiian

Islands, the home of songs and siestas , for

getting that the laborer on the plantation

doesn't stand a ghost of a chance of getting

anywhere near his shaded hammock and

cherried lemonade .

There are several important considera

tions which are usually overlooķed in the

average discussion of this question . There

are factors both economic and social which

persist in asserting themselves in spite of

the dilettante effort to send the imigrant

and the city laborer " back to the soil," un

mindful of the fact that very few of them

came from the soil .

If the present tendencies continue , and

there is little doubt that they will , we may

as well make up our minds that the city will

be compelled to solve the problem of the un.

employed , without any thought as to receiv

ing aid from the country, excepting, per

haps , in extraordinary circumstances and

for a limited period.

Malthus, the great economist of former

days , used to say that the time would come

when we could not supply the people with

necessary food because, he asserted, while

the population was growing in geometrical

proportions, food supply could be produced

only in arithmetical ratios . That is , while

the population increased in ratios of 1 , 2 , 4 ,

8 , 16 , etc. , food could be produced only in

ratios of 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , and so forth . There

fore , he prophesied starvation for most of

the human race, and he welcomed wars and

pestilence as visitations of Divine Provi

dence . But his theory hasn't worked out.

Whereas, in former days , it required two

thirds of the population to raise the farm

products necessary to supply the country

with food , today, on account of the use of

agricultural machinery , it requires only one

third . But while the introduction of labor.

saving machinery multiplies the efficiency

of those who remain on the farm , there has

been as yet no machine invented which will

increase the eating capacity of the rest of

the world .

Whatever may be the condition in some

parts of the country , and whatever the tem

porary demand for men on the farm during

certain seasons , the fact remains that eco

nomic laws have decreed that eventually

most men must live in the city and there

work out their salvation .

How can it be expected that those who

have tasted the life of the city which the

countryman longs for , could be induced to

forsake it for the loneliness of the field from

which the farmer is fleeing.

But , it may be said , granted that the effort

to colonize be futile , in view of the factors

which are driving men to the city-what is

there to prevent the people of the city from

accepting temporary work on the farm dur.

ing a period of business depression ?

There are two classes of men who would

be concerned in such a proposition ; first,

the skilled artisan , who is out of a job for

the time being ; and , second, the unskilled

laborer, who earns small wages even when

he is employed . I can imagine the expert

workman coming back to the city at the

end of the harvest season , and attempting

to get another job at his trade . " Where did

you work last,” the foreman will inquire .

" Oh , I was out on a farm ," the mechanic

will answer-if he wants to tell the truth .

" On a farm ? We're not hiring Rubes ; we

want skilled men." And no amount of per

suasion can make the average foreman be.

lieve that the fact that the man before him

went to work on a farm rather than loaf in

the city is really to his credit. He cares

nothing about the finer points in the mat

ter ; he wants men who can do the work de

manded of them , and he must judge of their

ability on purely surface grounds . To some ,

this may seem like a trivial barrier, but it

is a very real one, not only as far as the

foreman is concerned, but the shopman as

well , for they have a feeling of contempt for

the “ hayseed , ” be he the original article , or

merely one who became such as a make

shift. And so the workingman tramps the

streets , with all the pride of the skilled

American workingman-some of it foolish ,

but some of it most commendable - hoping

that tomorrow will find him at work at his

trade.

The unskilled laborer hasn't this obstacle

to contend with-at least , not to so great a

degree. He could accept a job in the coun

try without the sacrifice of very much pride.

But there are even more serious reasons as

to why he cannot go from the city to the

country to help the farmer get in his hay .

Anyone who knows the man of the poorer

tenement districts is familiar with a pale ,

narrow-chested individual , who simply could

not stand a day in a hot August sun , using

a pitchfork or even driving a team . It

would be physically impossible for him to

make good in a task which would be abso

lutely new and which would require more

muscle than he ever possessed . With hini ,

it would be a matter of endurance , aside

from the social questions which are bound

to influence him to a considerable degree ,

and he is not equal to the job .
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James O. Murfin , Circuit Court Judge of

Wayne County, Mich ., in a recent address

before the Manufacturers' Association , took

occasion to warn employers against making

agreements with working men. " Working

men are irresponsible," said Judge Murfin .

It is well for Wayne County working men

to remember this . The warning was against

non-union as well as union workmen .

After all , this whole matter is principally

a question of human nature . We may find

fault with it, and persuade ourselves that

the city's poor and unemployed are fools,

but whatever else they may be, they are

human , and somehow they can't very well

help that. What, then , is the remedy? Cer

tainly not the labor colony, excepting for a

peculiar class and for peculiar times . The

labor colony probably has its place in our

economic life under the present system. Nor

yet shall it be found in the wholesale trans

fer of the city's poor to farm colonies . Many

will , undoubtedly find their way to the coun

try, and there discover life and joy in the

open air . . But the vast majority will remain

in the city. And since they are to remain

there , they must be dealt with as citizens

of our municipalities . If their lives are un

real , they must be trained to learn the true

values . If they are living under conditions

which debase and degrade , morally and phy.

sically , those conditions must be removed,

so the even life in a tenement may be made

sweet and wholesome . If they are in their

present situation because of inefficiency,

they should be made more competent. In

any case, the fight will be lost or won in the

city. We cannot shift the responsibility .

The problem is ours, whether we accep : it

or not, for the weal or the woe of every

man in the city helps to constitute the life

and the thought of the world .

Appeal for the benefit of the Iron , Steel

& Tin Workers is now out . Donations

should be sent to John Williams , secretary

treasurer of A. A. of I. , S. & T. Workers ,

House Building, Pittsburg, Pa .

$3.50 Receipt Cures

Weak Kidneys, Free

Relieves Urinary and Kidney

Troubles, Backache, Straining,

Swelling, Etc.

Stops Pain in the Bladder,

Kidneys and Back MR. JOHN LORCH .

Formerly of Philadelphia.

Wouldn't it be nice within a week or so to begin to say

goodbye forever to the scalding, dribbling, straining or
too frequent passage of urine; the forehead andtheback

of-the -head aches; the stitches and pains in the back ; the

growing muscle weakness; spots before the eyes; yellow

skin ; sluggish bowels ; swollen eyelids or ankles; leg

cramps; unnatural short breath ; sleeplessness and the

despondency ?

I have a receipt for these troubles that you can depend

on, and if you want to make a quick recovery, you
ought to write and geta copy oi it. Many a doctor would

charge you $ 3.50 just for writing this prescription, but I

haveit and will be glad to send it to youentirely free.

Just drop me a line like this : Dr. A. E.Robinson. K 1893

Luck Building Detroit, Mich. , and I will sendit by return

mail in a plain envelope. As you will see when you get

it ,this receipt contains only pure, harmless remedies, but

ithas great healing and pain -conquering power.

I twill quickly show itspowerodce youuse it, so I think

you had better see what it is without delay. I will send

you a copy free - you can use it and cure yourself athome

The above is a picture of Motorman John

Lorch, formerly in the service of the Phila

delphia Rapid Transit Co. His family wish

him to communicate with them . Mr. Lorch

is six feet high , weighs 240 pounds, has

dark hair and brown eyes. Any brother

knowing his present address will do a great

favor by communicating it to Mrs. Lena

Taylor, 201 N. Fifth St., Philadelphia, Pa.



Watch the Watches

The New England " Trolley Special”

and the schedules will take care of themselves

60

11 12

NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO .
TROLLEY SPECIAL .

1
5,

does not need watching, for it is an

Absolutely Reliable Watch

Correct to the second

designed especially for

10

Motormen and Conductors

9 High Grade Movement

8

Double Roller Lever Escapement- Jeweled — Breguet

Hairspring - Cut Expansion Balance - Tempered Steel

Safety Barrel - Pendant Set -- and all other standard

specifications.

Solid Nickel Cases $4.00

Gold Filled Cases, 20 years, Jointed 9.00

Cut actual size

Secured from your locai dealer or sent anywhere in the United States post paid, upon

receipt of price. Always name dealer through whom you want the order delivered.

GO

New England Watch Co.

112 Dover Street Waterbury , Copp.

To Pittsburg's Street Car Men

THANKS

You kept us so busy in the past year, that we

have had to takeadditional space. We are pleased

to announce that in addition to selling

Union Made Uniforms

We are now showing

Union Made Guaranteed Dress Clothes

Theyhave all thestyle of custom made clothes at

popular prices . Orders for purchases at depart

ment stores our specialty . Cash or easy payments.

Keystone Trading Company

301-2-3-8-9 Empire Building

Fifth and Liberty Sts . , Pittsburg

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your tradepot only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We cannot only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Made Uniform ( mod . roight) $ 11.00

Valon Mado Uniform ( hvy. weight) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men— regulation style— depend

able quality — and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Run of Boot Clothes for bu ar Roy.

Headquarters For

Motormen's and Conductors' Uniforms

REUTER & MADER

Agents for the BLOCK

Uniforms and Caps, Packard Shoos, Bell

Collars, Elgin Shirts , Graef Hats

Eagle Susponders and

Garters

The store thathas union clerks and every

thing in the line of union made goods

REUTER & MADER

125.127 So , 4th St.

LA CROSS, WISCONSIN

Cla
yto

n's

53-81 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp. Cadillac letal



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT , MICH.

O floors O floors

George H. Russel,
President

STATE SAVINGS BANKM. W. O'Brien ,

VicoPresident

and Chairman

of Board

A. E. Wing.

Cashier

H. P. Borgman ,

Casbier Sav.

Dept.

R. W. Smylie ,

Mgr. Credit

Dopt.

J. R. Boddo,

Asst . Cashier

R. T. Cudmore,

Asst.Cashier

GooE. Lawson,

Vice -President

Н
а
р
н
ы

R. S. Mason,

Vice - President

P. A.Schulte ,

Vice- President
Geo . T. Courtney,

Auditor

CAPITAL ,

SURPLUS ,

$1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY MAIL

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS “ HOW ."

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

UniformClothing

FOR

a

21 21
Wo also carry the Largest

Y TRANK BREDERICK & C
Stook of

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF -MEASUREMENT GUIDE

113.KING ST.WEST.

Frank Broderick

& Company

THE LARGEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA 115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

WORKERS UNION

Stamp Shoes

UNION STAMP You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money .

factory Na You help your own Labor Position .

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : “ Thisshoe does not bear the stamp, but lo

made under Unlon Conditions . This is false-- No shoe is union made unless it beans

the Union Stamp. BOOT & SHOE WORKERS' UNION

John F. Tobin , Pres.
246 Summer St., BOSTON, MASS.

Chas. L. Blaine, Sec. - Treas.

DUEBER -HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them
12

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MICHIGAN AGENTS

08 Woodward Ave. cor. Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUPPIES.

Official seal . . $ 3.50
Member Div. 200

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 .... .50
- Manufacturer of

Rituals , each . .25

Withdrawal cards , each .. . $5

Traveling cards , each ..
. $5 Union Buttons

Division financial book, 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book , 200 pages . 2.50
BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

Division financial book, 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicate report books, each . 2.00

Constitutions , in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 .. 4.00 108 E. Washington St.

Constitutions , in lots of less than 100 ,

each .05

Financial secretarys order book
CHICAGO, ILL .on

treasurer, each .... .25

Treasurer's receipt book ...

Association Badges, rolled gold, each .. .50

AA ON FLOUR
GROUND

PACKED BEARS

MADE BY
ALTSBELE TW (UNION HANDLED ( LABEL THIS

FAIR

HRERES UNION
LABEL

EMPLOYERS LABOR

Association Badges , solid gold , each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each ...... .30

Gilt seals, per 100 .. .50
THE UNION LABEL

All orders must be accompanied with ex of the

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No Bakery Workers

personal, local checks , or postake, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded . ton h the better where mod
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This $3.00 FOUNTAIN

PEN $ 165

Complete with Filler and

directions, postage paid .

Houghton

Jacobson

Printing

Company

81-83 Jefferson Ave.

DETROIT, MICH .

This Fountain Pen is , without ex

ception , the biggest value ever offered

in the country .

It is all hard rubber, new improved ,

both holder and cap mounted with

finest grade sterling silver filigree,

richly designed, as illustrated . It is

fitted with 14K solid gold pen - a high

grade pen in every particular.

In buying it , you pay the lowest

price you ever paid for a good foun

tain pen . You also run no risk . If

you do not consider it worth all we

claim it is, after you have received it,

return it and we will refund your

money.

The Wm. Doerflinger Co.,

La Crosse, Wis.
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TDBALLO WORKERS INTERNATIONAL

UNION ,
Bears

TI
N . EMADE This

Tobuce . Since Label
The International Assoclotion

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

SPRINGS

for Motormen's Stools

50c Per Set

Delivered Anywhere

Our Label Is No. 38 .

They fit any stool, and

are a great comfort to

the back and kidneys.

There are many thous

ands inuse.Sendstampe

for a set today .

Toledo Chair Spring Co.

(417 Michigan St.

OTOLEDO, OHIO

GERAGHRY & CO.

81 La, Sallo St. , Chicago.
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" Thank you , old man , for telling me about the BLOCA UNI. BLOCH

FORM of QUALITY. This is the best fitting, best made, and best
COMPANY

wearing, unionmadeUniform I ever had Iam going to tell all
Please send1910

Style Book and

my friends to buy this kind and take Cut outand samples ofuniforms

NÓ SUBSTITUTÉ." Mail. Name

THE BLOCH COMPANY
Address

Wholesale Manufacturer, Cleveland , Ohio

City
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and direction of its affairs. At the time of

his death he represented his local in the C.

L. U. where he was appreciated as one of

the ablest upon the Advisory Committee of

that body. He was also instrumental in the

formation of the Louisiana State F. of L.

Brother Cooney was born in Boston , Mass. ,

but has lived in New Orleans since six years

of age. He is survived by his idow , son

and daughter, to whom is extended the sin

cere sympathy of a large circle of friends

including the membership of this associa

tion , to all of whom he had endeared him

self during his active life as a worker in

the interest of promotive agencies .

THE LATE EX-PRESIDENT T. M.

COONEY.

Div . 194, New Orleans, La .

Above is given a picture of the late Broth

er Thos. M. Cooney, who died at his home

on Short street , New Orleans, recently. Due

to his activity in the affairs of this associa

tion and his ability as an adviser, Brother

Cooney was well regarded as an Internation

al figure of this association . He served Div .

No. 194 as president for several terms and

was president five years ago, when the pres

ent existing agreement attained to the mem

bership of that local. He was among the

first active spirits in the movement in or

ganizing and establishing Div. No. 194 , and

has been officially connected with the local

ever since. For the last two years, he has

served as correspondent to the " Motorman &

Conductor," and in that position kept the

organization generally advised upon the af

fairs of electric railroading in his city . He

was one of the most able writers that con

tributed to the International magazine . He

served the local as a delegate in the Chicago

convention , where he was recognized as one

of the leading spirits of the convention .

For some time past , Brother Cooney was

a clerk in the Mailing Department of the

Postoffice in New Orleans. However, he

kept up his membership in the association

and maintained his activity in the advice

“ PUBLIC RIGHTS ARE OF PRIMARY

CONSIDERATION ."

In the “ Philadelphia Record,” February

23rd , appears two short editorials which ,

when coupled together , read :

“ The question is to what degree the cor

cupt municipal administration of Philadel.

phia and its supporters are responsible for

the riotous scenes that are witnessed in

our streets ? Anarchy must be put down

by every legitimate agency that society can

bring to bear against it . The public rights

and interests involved in this strike are of

primary consideration. The interests of the

strikers and of the Rapid Transit Company

are of secondary concern ."

The columns of the same issue of the

" Record” teem with sensational matter un

der display headings like : “ Blood Flows in

Strike Row ," " Strike Fury Grows Hotter ,"

" Rapid Transit Has More Strike Breakers,”

etc.

This is not the first street railway strike

with which Philadelphia has been convulsed .

Undoubtedly it is the first strike in which

many of the strikers were ever involved ,

although not more than eight months ago,

the employes were on strike . It is not a

remarkable statement when it is considered

that the management of the company gives

out for publication that in the employment

of motormen and conductors , there is a

standing pro rata of more than one-third of

less than a year's service of the entire num

ber employed . The company further con

tends that of the some one thousand who

have remained on the cars , and the number

is given out as being 2,400 , are men who

were with the company at the time of the

other strike. Taking this into consideration ,

it is evident that to say one-half of the pres

ent striking car men were involved in a

former strike is getting strongly within the

limit . But Philadelphia is there , every time,

with all of her people , in every strike , and

the rights and interests of the Philadelphia
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public are involved as of " primary considera

tion ."

The street railway history of Philadelphia

shows that the city has been vigorously

volcanic in strike eruptions . Only a few

years ago, a strike occurred in which the

parties to the contest were as actively bel

ligerant as in the present strike and per

haps it was one of the most severe strikes

in which any community was ever involved .

Not long before that , the record shows an

other strike equally as vigorous as any that

can overtake any community, and so on ,

back into history it goes. If a just settle

ment of the present strike is not brought

about , Philadelphia will again be the seeth

ing battle ground upon which will be fought

out, repeatedly, the battles between dom

ineering capitalism and its too pinched wage

slaves . The public will then be there with

those same primary rights and interests that

will have to suffer.

Then, the question occurs , What about the

" public rights and interests involved in the

strike that are of primary consideration ?"

Now, as a matter of fact , the traction

company and strikers are making their

rights and interests those of primary consid

eration , in spite of the rights and interests

of the public. By granting franchise rights ,

by virtue of which has been conferred upon

individuals full and unrestricted control of

the ownership and operation of street cars ,

the public of Philadelphia has departed from

the possibility of any control over its rights

and interests .

The city has forfeited or abandoned any

control of the primary rights and interests

of the public so far as street railway strikes

are concerned . She has put that control

into the hands of individuals who are moved

by self-interest. Those individuals forming

the company are in the business for profit

and they are going to run their business in

accord with their ideals of getting the big

gest profit possible, regardless of “ the pri

mary rights and interests of the public .”

Then the question occurs : In whose safe

keeping are the public rights and interests

of Philadelphia, insofar as the street rail

way service and accommodation
is con

cerned ? Must it not be admitted that the

protection of its rights and interests is in

the hands and under the guardianship of the

company composed of individuals working

all of their privileges to the promotion of

self- interest ? It seems naturally so .

Manipulation of franchises and franchise

privileges by individuals , which they have

secured gratis , and in the granting of which

the public forfeited their rights and inter

ests , or at least the right to protect their

rights and interests, has made many a multi

millionaire. The vast fortunes of these men

have been constructed by what has been

drawn from the public of Philadelphia and

the employes who were forced to work un

der terms dictated by the management. All

of this is undeniable. The public has stood

by and , without dissent , or at least without

effective dissent , witnessed the develop

ments . The people have been inconveni

enced not only by successive strikes but by

the arbitrary processes of the company to

whom the city surrendered its rights.

In this strike , as well as in all other

strikes , the public proclaims that it has the

right to protection which rests in arbitra

tion . The public point to arbitration and

say to the company and employes : “ Arbi

trate and do not interrupt the service."

The reply to this on part of the company is,

" The company has a right to run its own

business in its own way and there is noth

ing to arbitrate . The rights and interests

of the public are secondary to the rights and

interests of the company ."

That is the situation, and how does it

sound ? Where do “ the public rights and

interests" come in ? How are they con

served ?

Insofar as employes are concerned , if

they are members of this association, they

are compelled to arbitrate by virtue of the

laws of the association, to which laws they

are obligated when they become members.

If the striking car men are members of this

association- and they are — they must say

to the public : “We stand ready to arbi

trate . " That must be their reply if they

are faithful members and loyal to their ob

ligations in this association.

If the rights and interests of the public

rest in any way with the members of the

Amalgamated Association and there is any

such thing as conserving the rights and in

terests of the public through arbitrartion ,

then it must be admitted that employes are

the ones who are anxious to conserve the

rights and interests of the public. From

this may be drawn the conclusion that the

rights and interests of the public are better

conserved under the guardianship of or

ganized wage earners than under the guar

dianship of the street railway company that

claims exclusive and dictatorial jurisdiction ,

and demands the protection of the public

in carrying out and maintaining its dictator

ship to the sole advantage and promotion of

the self-interests of the stock and bond

holders .

Then , where lies the cause for this indus

trial strife that is going on in Philadelphia ?

Can the stock and bond holders of the Phil

adelphia Rapid Transit Company be con

demned for working to the end of extracting

the limit of profit from the opportunity their

business gives them ? The company took

over the privilege with no other purpose ,

and the public , had it been awake to that

purpose, could have so understood , if it did

not. The public went into the deal with its

eyes open . The public turned over its right

of self -protection and the protection of its

interests with its eyes open .

The employes are less an instance to the

business of the street railway company than

are the rails, cars and most particularly

the franchise , the instrument which conveys

to the company all rights it possesses.

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company

has long worked its profits from every direc

tion . It has applied an economy bordering

on intrigue . It has made money both ways,

by drawing from the public through revenue

from operation and manipulation of stocks
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and bonds , and by drawing from employes

by dictating the most abject terms of servi

tude. It has paid the least wage of any

corporation operating street railways in any

community anywhere near the size of Phila

delphia upon the American continent . It

has never advanced the wage rate only as

compelled to do so by convulsions of resent

ment within the ranks of employes. It has

exercised the most tyrannical management

of labor of any street railway upon the

American continent . Not that it desired to

particularly array itself against working peo

ple as working people, but it is in line with

its policy of economy. It has been in line

with the method of the management in get

ting the utmost out of labor . The company

tells the public that its application of labor

economy is a matter between itself and its

workmen , that the public has no right to

intervene or interfere with the company's

purpose to run its business , that the com

pany's rights must be protected regardless

of the rights and interests of the public .

The public never denies that until the pub

lic is pinched . Then it turns to the com

pany and insists that the public's rights and

interests are primary . The company very

curtly tells the public to get out of the way,

that the only rights and interests they have

is protecting the rights and interests of the

company as the company sees its rights and

interests . Then the public turns to the em.

ployes and says to the employes . “ The pub

lic rights and interests are primary.”

Now , as an answer from the employes , can

they not say to the public, in granting rights

to this concern , that is created for self-in

terest , that the public shall conserve its

rights and interests by entering into fran

chises such sections as will protect the pub

lic rights and interests as of primary consid

eration ?

So far as the Amalgamated Association

and its membership is concerned , a clause

in the franchise compelling arbitration of

labor disputes would amply conserve the

rights and interests of the public as a first

consideration , so far as any suspension of

service is concerned . Under such an

rangement , there could be no such thing as

now convulses the city of Philadelphia .

Philadelphia is a striking example of the

necessity of the arbitration clause in any

franchise granted to any public utility con

cern by any municipality . The Philadelphia

situation is at hand , but it is only one of

many illustrations showing the advantage of

such an arrangement . The public has had

in its power to make agreements with pub

lic utility corporations such as street railway

companies and others , by which all matters

of difference between the company and em

ployes shall be arbitrated rather than ad

justed through suspension of service. Some

communities have come to understand this

and there are cities now where no grant is

given to a public service corporation without

embracing the particular clause which em

bodies into the agreement that contentions

with labor must be arbitrated . It becomes

an agreement between the municipality and

the company or corporation doing business .

It becomes compulsory upon the part of the

company and it conserves the rights and in

terests of the public so far as labor disputes

are concerned

True, such clauses do not compelem

ployes to refrain from strike. It would

be impossible for two parties to an

agreement to enforce compliance with the

agreement upon third, distinterested

party , but no body of men would venture

to strike against such a public arrange

ment and against the public sentiment that

supports such an arrangement,

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company

will be asking for more grants and privi.

leges from the city of Philadelphia . The

company will want all privileges by which

its revenue and its possibilities of manipula

tions of stocks and bonds can be promoted .

Philadelphia will then have the opportunity

to enforce a condition upon the company

by which all matters of difference between

the company and labor shall be arbitrated

and the possibility of strike be eliminated .

Let the Philadelphia public, that is now

appealing through its press as is shown by

the editorials of The Record, keep in mind

that its right and interests are primary and

entitled to first consideration after this

strike is over . But how long will they bear

that in mind ? Or will they permit it to

lapse as soon as normal conditions again

obtain , and wait until the next strike , and

then cry out that the rights and interests

of the public are primary and entitled to

first consideration ? If the city of Phila

delphia does the latter and the manage .

ment retains its present economic ideas as

applying to labor , it will not be many moons

before again the cry will be put forth, and

the good public of Philadelphia will be able

to discover several opportunities that have

been allowed to pass for securing this same

protection of enforced arbitration , so far

as the city and company are concerned .

If , however, the public of Philadelphia

keep awake to their rights and interests ,

the next grant or privilege bestowed upon

the Philadelphia company will be when it

will incorporate in it an agreement between

the company and city by which all differ

ences between the company and labor shall

be arbitrated and thus strikes will be at an

end in that city.

So far as the rights of employes are con

cerned , undoubtedly they have as many

rights and as many privileges as the direc

tors , stock and bond holders of the company,

or any other citizen of Philadelphia. They

have the right under the law to strike .

They have the right to cease work until they

can get a proper renumeration , and anyone

with ordinary common sense will agree that

25 cents per hour is little enough for motor

men and conductors in such a city as Phila

delphia, whether they are organized or not.

So far as the company is concerned , it

has no rights only what are conferred upon

it by the conditions of the franchise it holds ,

which are questionable rights at most, and

held only by consent and tollerance of the

people.

But the Philadelphia strike affords a les

ar
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son for other municipalities. The people's

rights and interests are of primary consid

eration . Not a franchise or privilege is

granted or extension of franchise or privi

lege, but that may embrace an arbitration

clause that will serve and conserve the

rights and interests of the public. True,

companies and corporations will object.

They object to anything that conserves the

rights and interests of the public. They

object to anything that will restrict absolute

dictation of terms to labor . They object to

the organization of employes. But cities

where city councils have told representatives

of public utility investment seeking capi

talists that the arbitration clause must be

agreed to or no business, the public of such

cities have discovered that the capital rep

resentatives come back , waive the objection

and do business .

But it seems to be up to organized labor

to conserve the rights and interests of the

public. It can be hoped , however, that the

Philadelphia strike will make it easier for

organized labor to point the way .

BY

HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.

W. D. MAHON .

CHAPTER XIII .

(Continued from February . )

The fourth annual convention of the or

ganization opened in Detroit on October 14 ,

1895. While industrial conditions had

somewhat improved , the divisions were

rather timid about sending delegates to

the convention . The only cities represented

at this convention were Milwaukee, Phila.

delphia , Toledo , Worcester, Saginaw and

Detroit . A number of the other divisions

in responding to the call for the convention

had notified the General Office that they

either feared , or were too poor , to send

their delegates , but would abide by the ac

tions of those who were present.

At this convention there was represented

the Ladies ' Auxiliary. The wives , daugh

ters , sisters and mothers of the street car

men of Saginaw , Mich ., had formed an

auxiliary and were desirous of extending the

jurisdiction of the auxiliary, bringing in

the wives , daughters and sisters of the

members throughout the entire continent,

and in accordance with that desire , the

Ladies ' Auxiliary sent Mrs. Willard and

Mrs. Cline of that city, as representatives ,

to the convention to appeal for an endorse

ment and ask the organization to assist in

extending the Auxiliary to the other cities .

Their requests were complied with and a

general constitution and laws for the Aux

iliary were outlined and adopted, and the

two ladies were given seats in the conven

tion during the entire proceedings.

The reports of the officers for this year

showed that there had been charters grant

ed for the formation of Division 45 , at Phil

adelphia ; Division 47 , at Hartford , Conn .;

Division 48 , at New Britain , Conn .; Division

49 , at Toledo, Ohio ; Division 50, at Scran

ton , Pa.; and Division 51 , at Dayton , Ohio .

Of this number, 47 and 48 had failed to per

fect their organizations and had gone to

pieces , and Division 50 had not reported

after formation . The other divisions were

in good working order.

There was but one strike reported for this

year , an occount of which was given in the

last chapter, being the strike at Fort Wayne,

Ind .

The secretary's report showed that the

financial income had been something like

$3,000.

The reports also showed that every ef

fort had been made to extend the jurisdic

tion of the Association with the limited

finances which the organization had to go

upon

This convention made a great number of

changes in the constitution, cut down the

sick and death benefit fund and put it in

a more practicable position , and spent a

great portion of the time discussing plans

for extending the jurisdiction of the organ

ization . Among the cities discussed was

that of Philadelphia. The delegate from

that city had reported the conditions of the

street car men to be in a deplorable state,

and appealed for assistance in perfecting the

organization . The convention strongly rec

ommended the incoming Executive Board to

make every effort to perfect the organiza

tion at Philadelphia , and the board , follow

ing this instruction, arranged for and placed

a man in Philadelphia to continue the work

of building up and perfecting the organiza

tion in that city , a further report of which

will be given in a later chapter.

Among other things brought before the

convention was the action of the officers in

establishing The Motorman & Conductor, the

official journal. This act was endorsed and

the incoming officers were instructed to

make every effort to build up and enlarge

the size of The Motorman & Conductor, as

well as to extend its circulation ,

The reports of the officers also showed

that the vestibule law had been enacted by

the legislatures of Wisconsin , Indiana and

Michigan.

There had come up during the year past

to interfere with and impede the progress

of the organization the religious question,

reference to which was made in former

chapters. This contention was known as the

A. P. A. movement, and during the time that

it was before the country it did more to

disrupt and disturb the harmony of the trade

unions than any other question that ever

effected them . Upon this subject, the presi

dent in his report to the convention said :

" There have, in several of the divisions, dis

cussions , ill - feelings and dissensions arisen ,

emanating from sources entirely foreign to

the objects and aims of this Association . In

most cases they arose from a difference in

creed or religious belief . Each sect enter

tained a prejudice against the other ; each

was suspicious of the other ; each assumed

an attitude antagonistic to the other ; each

refused to co -operate and work in harmony

with the other ; each party seemed blinded

to the fact that what injured one must in

jure the other ; each sank his business in .
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VICTIM OF THE NAGGING BOSS .

The man arose at four o'clock ,

'Twas a dreary, winter morn '.

He thought of the trials he endured ,

And the future looked forlorn .

He thought of the cold and cheerless cars ,

Worn out so long ago ,

Then brushed the frost from the window

pane

And gazed at the whirling snow .

He thought of the boss he had to face

At nine o'clock that day

For throwing a bully off the car

When the man refused to pay .

For the bum declared he'd paid his fare

That he had a right to ride,

And the superintendent believed in him ,

Of course , that the carman lied .

So back and forth in his lonely room

He paced with a solemn tread,

And a street car future looked so blue

He envied the silent dead .

Then , slowly taking a fountain pen

From his worn and soiled coat ,

With a tearful eye and a trembling hand ,

The following lines he wrote :

terests in the Association and devoted his

time to quarrelnig about matters which in

jured not only the Association but also the

cause and each felt themselves to be acting

unwisely, but were too prejudiced against

each other to admit it . I think too much

stress cannot be placed upon the fact that

this is strictly a business enterprise, with

the objects in view of bettering your condi

tions . I would remind you that true union

ists care nothing about the color of the blood

which courses through the veins of the

child's ancestors , nor do they seek to part

the veil of the future and peer into unseen

places beyond the portals of the tomb .

Their mission is to better the conditions un

der which unionists have no time to study

heraldry. They are too busy to speculate,

like Socrates, upon what man suffers in this

sphere, with its short span of life ; but it

is the unionist's mission to drive care from

the brow of toil ; to keep burning the light in

the eye of hope ; to curtain with a smile

the features of dispair ; to feed the hunger

of the mind and stomach ; to quench the

thirst for knowledge and love ; to whip

wants from this land of poverty ; to destroy

despotism and place liberty above greed , to

make the world what nature intended it to

be -- an abiding place for man , that man,

himself , may be the brother of his fellow

man-to have hopes, of which fruition lies

this side of the grave, and aspirations whose

day of success looms high above the clouds ;

to enjoy the beautiful gifts of our common

mother earth without paying usury to those

whose only claim is possession, and whose

possessions are maintained by a purchase

able law. And to accomplish this we must

know no creed , no color, no nationality, but

the brotherhood of man ."

The convention sent a telegram of con

gratulation to Eugene V. Debs , who was at

that time serving sentence in the Woodstock

jail because of his connection with the

American Railway Union's strike.

The convention remained in session some

four days , a careful consideration being giv

en to every question coming before it , and

at the end of that time elected as officers

for the ensuing year : W. D. Mahon , Inter

national President; Rezin Orr , Secretary

Treasurer ; R. K. Curtis of Milwaukee, First

Vice -President; J. H. Karn , of Toledo , Sec

ond Vice- President; Daniel McQuarrie, of

Milwaukee , Wis .; John Murphy of Worces

ter, Mass ., and S. L. Clark , of Detroit, as

members of the General Executive Board .

The convention decided to change the time

of the meeting from October to May, and

decided that the next convention should take

place in Worcester, Mass ., on the first Mon

day in May , 1897. The headquarters were

again located in Detroit. Following this the

convention adjourned sine die, and the Ex

ecutive Board members arranged to meet

upon the following day to take up such mat

ters as the convention had referred to them

and outline their plans for the future.

(To be continued . )

" I'm going to start on a journey long,

I'm going to go today ;

It's better than being a street car man ,

And I must be on my way .

I'm going to leave this worthless world ,

It holds no charm for me,

I'm going to enter the great beyond

And the world that is to be .

" I'm going to satisfy myself

Beyond a possible doubt ,

What the future has in store for me

When at last my light is out.

I see before me a chasm wide ,

Its sides are dark and steep ,

I know not what I will find below ,

And I'm most afraid to leap.

" Maybe I'll find a beautiful place

Where God and the angels dwell ,

And maybe I'll find the burning pits

And the raging flames of hell .

But it really matters not to me

Whether God or Devil I face

Whether I land in Heaven or Hell

I have friends in either place.

“ I laugh aloud at this ghastly joke,

I must be going insane-

I press the vial against my lips

And half of the contents drain .

How quickly the drug has taken effect ;

It's doing its work , I die,

I've gripped the hand of the Reaper grim ,

Good -bye, my friends, good -bye.”

Now, some may blame this wretched man,

Who thus did overthrow

The plans that God Almighty made

And cheated nature so ;

But as I gazed upon his form

Devoid of life and breath ,

I held the boss responsible ,

Who nagged the man to death .

--- Frank Vert.
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The arrest of Chairman Pratt by the

P. R. T. and Philadelphia's mayor hasn't
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They are the motormen and conductors

who confront the dangers in the service .

It is not the official in the office. It is

the man on the car who gets killed if

anyone connected with the service is to

get killed . Then has not the man on the

car some interest in the safety of his em

ployment ?
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if it is denied that men have no right to

self-preservation ; and if it is to be deter

mined that a street or electric railway man

must be regarded as of less consequence

than a braying jackass, then the “ open

shop" argument of the non-union company ,

of " interference with the right to employ

and dismiss men ," is some argument.
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As a matter of fact, has not a body of

men who are obliged to take risks of death

and personal injury a real moral and legal

right to select with whom they shall or

shall not work when it comes to passing

upon the competency of men ? And are they

not better qualified to pass upon the merit

of the man than someone who has but little

if any personal knowledge of him ?

WEB COUNC 14
TOTA :1146

man .OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION .

The verdict of a coroner's jury recently

rendered upon the death of a passenger

killed in an accident blamed the company

for entrusting the operation of the car to

an inexperienced and incompetent motor

The motorman had been in the serv

ice about ten days . If the verdict was

correct, and it was borne out by the cir:

cumstance of the accident, the lives of

every car crew upon the road were im

periled while the incompetent motorman

was operating a car . Had they not some

interest in the question of employing that

man?

Article 2 of Constitution ,

Section 1 . The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec . 2 . To place our occupation upon a

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and

skill ; to encourage the formation in Division

Associations of Sick Benefit Funds; to estab

lish schools of instruction and examination

for imparting a practical knowledge of mod

ern and improved methods and systems of

transportation and trade matters generally;

to encourage the settlement of all disputes

between employes and employers by arbitra

tion ; to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate moral, intellectual and social

condition ,

our

There is no other public utility service

attended with so much danger to the people

of a city as the electric railway service .

It requires safe and trustworthy men . The

people want the cars manned by that class

of men. Then what can the public think

of a company that employs a class of men

that cannot be trusted by the company ;

that the manager dare not allow to meet

together or organize; from whom the man

ager will refuse to receive a representative

committee ; or whose judgment upon the

question of efficiency of men in the service

the management must ignore ?

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished . Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

2d of the month, and should be written only

one one side of the paper.
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The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. seems Let it be suggested to the criticis of the

to be paying dearly for its lessons, It Philadelphia sympathetic strike that the

seems to take repeated doses to teach the Philadelphia, street car company is not

directorate of that company that street car fighting altogether its own battle , but has

men are not a part of the mechanical equip been bolstered up by the sympathetic lock

ment, but thinking men of flesh and blood , out that has been for a long time universal

who desire to be counted a little higher with the employers' association . Some of

than the scale of dumb brutes . the largest interests of Philadelphia have

been encouraging the company , and there

If an employing official of a railway em exists a conspiracy of long standing to de.

ploys a body of men to operate a road , and stroy the organization of labor, and the

those men are of a character upon whose Philadelphia strike is occasioned by it.

judgment the company can place no reliance

and cannot trust them to assemble together What is there to the objection to organiza

for the discussion of their affairs, and dare tion of employes when that objection is

not entertain a committee of their own based upon interference with the right to

choosing from among their number-does it employ and dismiss men ? Has the manager

reflect creditably upon the qualification of really the moral right , or even the legal

the employing official ?
right to exclusively pass upon whom shall

or shall not be employed ? Are there any

On March 3 it was reported from Grand better judges of the competency or incompe

Rapids, Mich . , that in taking a curve too tency of a motorman than the combined

fast a trolley car left the track and tipped judgment of the men with whom he is work

on its side . The conductor was caught be. ing and whose very lives are at stake in

neath the wreckage and his life was his employment ?

crushed out . There is not a week passes

that does not have written upon it a fatality It is true that the company has to stand

or serious injury to some motorman or the monetary damage of all' accidents pri

conductor . Then has not the car man some marily. But , as a matter of fact , it comes

interest in the employment of other men ? from the earnings of the road , and when

the men ask an increase in wage their atten

First Vice President J. J. Thorpe recently tion is called to the accident expense . In

organized Div . No. 529 at Harmony, Pa. wage arbitrations that same accident ex

He followed this work by assisting the new pense item is demanded to be considered .

local in securing an agreement. The agree Managers repeatedly tell committees that if

ment appears in another column of this they will reduce the accident expense the

issue of the M. & C. It embraces a wage wage will be raised accordingly . Then who

clause of 27 cents per hour. To show their finally meets the accident expense ?

appreciation of the service of Bro . Thorpe
the members presented him with a beautiful " I shall allow no interference with my

and valuable gold watch . The presentation absolute authority to employ and discharge

took place at a meeting of the local on the employes,” is the stock- in- trade of the non

night of March 1. The only reason Bro . union manager.
“ I shall allow no union

Thorpe's heart contains more gratitude to committee to dictate to me about whom I

ward the Harmony boys than might the am to employ or discharge . I am respon

heart of some others is because he has the sible to the people for their safety . " Yet

advantage in size and his heart is likewise there is not a case on record of any man

proportioned . The wage rate secured by ager or superintendent having been prose

the agreement is higher than that paid by cuted, fined or sent to prison for an acci

any other street or electric railway com dent. As a matter of fact , it is the man

pany in the state of Pennsylvania.
on the car who is held criminally respon

sible, if anyone .

The instructing of new men by motormen

and conductors is a most responsible fea It is repeatedly published that the Cliy

ture of their duties . No student under in of Philadelphia is in partnership with the

struction should be turned over to the com Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. The fact

pany as qualified to operate either end of a is that the city doesn't own a cent's worth

car until the instructor is himself in full of the stock or bonds of the company .

knowledge of the fact that the man he has . Neither has it any control over its affairs.

instructed is properly qualified . If it be a Its representation on the board of directors

motorman who is turned in and he meets is only advisory and in no way authorita

with an accident of a nature that shows his tive. However , an authoritative element of

incompetence, the motorman who instructed the city officials are stockholders. The

him is liable to feel that he did not do a city's directors are on the board only as a

good job, and that there is a slight touch of part of the arrangement under which the

moral responsibility upon him in his student city is to receive a part of the receipts of

meeting with the accident ; if a conductor the company over all expenses, dividends

turns a student over before he is ripe with and interest , and the controling element

instruction , and that student proves ineffi of the city officials have a self interest in

cient or makes a failure as a conductor, the the company by being stockholders, and it

instructor who made a conductor out of is men of such self interests that the peu

that man has reason to feel that he did not ple of Philadelphia have repeatedly elected

do a very good job.
to office to conserve their interests ,
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There are some communications written

on both sides of the paper coming in to

the “ Motorman and Conductor" for publi

cation . Would suggest to the local repre

sentatives who are supplying this kind of

preparation that the matter is very likely

to be overlooked in compiling letter for

publication and that to insure appearance

of their contributions they should use only

one side of the paper.

If a man is known by his fellow workmen

to be above the average in reliability and

competency , have not his fellow workmen,

for their own safety and the safety they

owe the public, a moral right to request

his retention' in the service rather than have

him displaced by a green hand whose re

liability must be tested at the danger of life ?

How does it look ? What is the reply of the

people to such a question ?

Rubber Workers' Union , No. 12420 , A. F.

of L., of Lambertville, N. J. , continues to

be boycotted by the Lambertville Rubber

company. The Lambertville Rubber Co.

pays its compliments to organized labor by

the employment of non -union help at the

most miserably low wages of any rubber

company in the country and expects well

paid labor to patronize product consisting

of Snagg, Proof Rubber Duck Boots and

Shoes , E. E. Stout Patent, Light and Heavy

Overshoes, Rubber Bands, Jar Rings, Um .

brella Rings , Balls, Rattles , Dolls and other

toys , Syringes, Vents and Valves; these are

mostly labeled “ Goodyear Brothers.”

As a general proposition, the business of

a conductor is to operate his car under fixed

rules . These rules are consistent with du

ties of collecting the revenue or fares and

obliging the passengers or patrons who ride

the cars . The right to operate cars is

granted to the employing company for the

purpose of accommodating the people who

live in a community , and whose business or

pleasure requires the use of the cars . Did

this purpose not exist , there would be no

jobs for motormen and conductors, so it is

up to the conductor, as a duty, to accommo

date the public to his fullest convenience

and opportunity.

The altitude and contempi of the city

officials of Philadelphia and their persecu

tion of members of organized labor ultimate

ly led to the declaration of a general strike .

Whether this general strike occurs or

proves effective or not, it should be of

merit in showing the interest that organ

ized labor should take in politics . The sit

uation is also demonstrative of the confi

dence of the politicians in Philadelphia, at

least, that tenure to their position is better

promoted and their interests as politicians

better conserved by aligning themselves in

the cause of fighting organized labor. In

other words , it demonstrates that they are

convinced that they will have a stronger

assurance of continued political privilege

and patronage with the employers of un

organized labor than by respecting the

popular admission that men have a right to

organize.

Battle Creek , Mich ., the home of Mr. C.

W. Post , president of the Employers' assu

ciation , has just had the experience of a

strike and one in which organized labor

was eminently successful . The employes

of the Advance Threshing Machine Co. , a

concern that employs some 100 men in vari .

ous mechanical departments, determined to

organize. They did organize and the com

pany dismissed several who were regarded

as leaders in the movement to organize.

The committee of the new organization de

manded of the management that the dis

missed men be reinstated . This was re

fused ; in fact the management refused to

recognize the appeal of the newly formed

Machinists' local . A strike was declared

which proved successful within three days,

the company making every concession , in

cluding the reinstatement of the dismissed

The fact is that Battle Creek wage

earners are generally organizing and they

are not finding serious objection in most

instances . It shows that Battle Creek is

not entirely a Post town ; or else that Mr.

Post is losing his grasp upon the business

element of the town . Those who are fa

miliar with the situation claim the latter

to be the case . Battle Creek business men

have become disgusted with Mr. Post and

his proclaimed labor methods. They do not

purpose to longer permit their city to suffer

by a man who is endeavoring to lead an

onslaught against wage earners for mere

advertising purposes .

In the recent death of late Ex - President

A. A. Mac Manamy of the Detroit local , Div .

No. 26 has lost one of her most representa

tive and able members. Brother Mac Ma

namy died after a protracted illness from

nephritis. He served the association for

some years upon the Executive Board and

in other official capacities. He was for two

years president of the local and was regarded

as one of the most able local officers in the

association . He represented the Detroit lo.

cal in the New Orleans convention where he

served upon the Constitution and Laws Com

mittee . The family has the sympathy of a

large circle of friends and the membership

of this association in their bereavement.

The Wm . Doerflinger Company, of La

Crosse , Wis . , whose advertisement is seen

in another column of the Motorman & Con

ductor, is among the most worthy friends

of labor in that city and among the most

reliable business concerns of the country .

During the suspension of street railway

service, when the car men were struggling

to maintain their organization , Mr. Doer

flinger, at the time of the settlement, was

making arrangements to install a complete

automobile service to accommodate the

people of the city , absolutely at his own

expense . There is no question but what

his purpose contributed to a speedy settle

ment. A letter, accompanied by a post office

money order, will secure to any of our

members one of the best fountain pens to

be boug ? t for the price, just as advertised .

men .
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Let it be understood that South Bethle

hem is considerable of a city, where it

costs just as much to live for a laborer as

it costs in Detroit, Chicago or any other

city . Whether the striking mill men win

the strike or not , it is quite evident that in

order to get the mill into operation again

Mr. Schwab will have to pay more wages

than he is at present paying or else he will

have to introduce a sort of Chinese bill of

fare and educate his men to live upon it .

The attempt made to accuse Chairman

Pratt of inciting the Philadelphia strike, or

in being a factor in any way by which it

was promoted is a weak attempt in line

with the usual strike breaking cry relative

to “ outside influence.” There is no " out

side influence" that is responsible for tue

strike . If it had not been for " outside in

fluences" Chairman Pratt and others who

did not live in Philadelphia, the strike

would have been precipitated long before

it was . Chairman Pratt endeavored to

evade the strike . No one knows that bet

ter than Mayor Reyburn and his associate

representatives of the company. Chairman

Pratt is only an incident to the strike , the

same as any other international officer

would have been had he been on the

ground . The company and city adminis

tration are absolutely responsible for the

Philadelphia strike . The company has in

its employ men working anywhere from

$ 1.25 a day to $2.00 per day . From a fair

calculation of the wage rates and the num

ber of employes employed it is found that

over 75 per cent of the employes of the

Philadelphia Traction Co. receive less than

$600 per year and more than 50 per cent

of them receive less than $ 500 per year . In

that lies the principal cause of the strike.

Another cause is that the managing offi

cials of the P. R. T. have been trained nul

to respect street railway men as men on

an equal plane with themselves. On the

contrary, they have been trained to regard

employes with suspicion , which leads to a

constant nagging of them that makes lite

burdensome to any one who works for the

company beneath an official position . The

present strike will undoubtedly be settled

some time, in some way . If it is not set

tled honorably upon conditions that will ac

cord to the employes due respect, it will

be sooner or later followed by another

strike, regardless of C. 0. Pratt .

A car man was recently dismissed from

the service of a company by a superintend

ent who testified in court that he never saw

the man to know him until he came to the

office and was dismissed. The man was

dismissed upon the report of a spotter. In

this case the superintendent, it seems , dele.

gated to the spotter the right to pass judg

ment upon the efficiency of his men . From

the character of spotters that have been

shown up it would appear that the super

intendent was not seriously guarding his

authority.

as

Donations of locals of Electric Railway

men to the support of the striking Iron ,

Steel and Tinworkers, as reported to this

office to date of going to press , are

follows :

Reported in February M. & C. $ 1,919.10

Div. No. 470 , Franklin , Pa . 6.70

Div . No. 489 , Dalton , Pa . 3.10

Div . No. 467 , Tampa, Fla . 5.00

Div . No. 469, Derby, Conn . 5.50

Div . No. 19, Colorado Springs , Col. 11.80

Div. No. 312 , Davenport, Ia .. 15.80

Div. No. 477, Richmond, Cal . 3.30

Div . No. 174, Fall River, Mass . 16.90

Div. No. 78 , Galveston , Tex .. 10.00

Div . No. 481, Port Chester, N. Y. 7.00

Div . No. 111 , Ypsilanti , Mich ... 14.80

Div. No. 519 , La Crosse, Wis . 6.50

Div . No. 532, San Jose , Cal . 3.20

Div. No. 128 , Asheville , N. C .. 6.80

Div . No. 421 , Mt. Carme!, Pa . 5.00

Div . No. 269 , Danbury, Conn . 5.00

Div . No. 280 , Lowell, Mass.. 21.00

Div . No. 223 , Butler, Pa ...
6.70

Div . No. 373 , Hyde Park , Mass . 6.30

Div. No. 497 , Pittsburg, Kans .. 8.80

Div . No. 473 , Woburn, Mass..
4.70

Div . No. 433 , Lansford , Pa . 4.70

Div . No. 441 , Des Moines , Ia .
5.00

Div . No. 163, Meriden , Conn . 5.00

Div . No. 176 , Sharon , Pa .. 8.80

Div . No. 22 , Worcester, Mass . 39.00

Div . No. 382 , Salt Lake City, Utah 20.70

Div. No. 26, Detroit , Mich .... 145.00

Div. No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va .
30.50

Div. No. 379 , Niles , 0 .. 5.00

Div. No. 380 , Elyria, 0 . 14.60

Div. No. 107 , Hamilton , Ont . , direct 5.00

The strike now in progress in South

Bethlehem, Pa. , seems to have come from

a too severe pinching in labor economy.

The strike is being vigorously waged and

the company has been forced to call in the

Pennsylvania State Cossacks. They have

already succeeded in slaughtering one of

the strikers. This Bethlehem Steel Co.

mill is owned principally by Mr. Charles

M. Schwab , who was quoted some time ago

as threatening to take important manufac

tories away from San Francisco on account

of labor troubles , A statement formed on

the cause of the strike shows that wage

rates prevailing in the South Bethlehern

plant to those who are now on strike aver

age as follows:

Patternmakers .270

Molders and coremakers . ..210

Machinists ..210

Blacksmiths , hammermen and helpers..19c

Polishers and buffers .. .170

Electrical workers and cranemen . .17c

Steamfitters .16c

Riggers and iron workers . .1712C

Laborers .12120

Total .... $2,376.30

Late reports are to the effect that, with

the general support the members of the

Steel Workers are receiving from other

crafts, they are successfully prosecuting the

strike against the Steel Trust.
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A set of proposed local by-laws ' was re

cently submitted to President Mahon for

approval. One of the sections provides that

any member under the influence of liquor

entering a meeting, or any member bring

ing intoxicants into the meeting hall , shall

be expelled from the local . The penalty

may be rather severe , but it is a good law

It compares favorablywith the usual rule

of employing companies against the use of

intoxicants .

This month our La Crosse representative

tells us how the C. L. U. of that city in

troduced union made flour , and incidentally

organized a large flour mill of that city.

This same method can be taken advantage

of by Central Labor Unions , and it is a

proper subject for our local delegates to in

troduce.

The action of the C. L. U. in Philadel

phia should be a lesson to the membership

of our association and to organized labor

in general of the importance of maintain

ing and supporting central labor unions

throughout the country. A sympathy and

force comes through the C. L. U. that can

not naturally materialize without such an

institution . The C. L. U. is a creature of

the present system of organization , but

they are often supported in too lax a man

ner by the locals of the community. The

C. L. U. is the fortification of the general

labor movement and it is formidable as a

protection only in the measure of support

that it receives from local unions.

If a body of motormen and conductors

haven't sense enough to understand that,

so far as criminal responsibility for acci.

dents is concerned , they are held personally

responsible, and , so far as their own safety

is concerned , they only are responsible ; and,

so far as improvement in employment is

concerned , in the matter of wage and work

ing conditions, that organization is the

means to such improvement, then the man

ager's argument of “ I alone am responsible

to the people " is good . The men are not

accountable and shouldn't be trusted to

organize.

Recently upon leaving a meeting hall , a

visitor was heard to remark to a member

that it was one of the best meetings he had

ever attended . “ That is the kind of meet

ing we have," replied the member. " I

think we have one of the best presiding

officers I ever saw in the chair ,” he con

tinued. “ Since he has been president our

meetings have never wanted for attendance.

He keeps things moving, and allows no one

man to monopolize the meeting. It has be

come now so that we get through with the

routine business of our meetings so early

that we often have time for debates upon

various questions." This same expression

can be applied to nearly every local in this

association , in the event that promptitude

and despatch and a systematic order in

dealing with the business that comes up

characterizes the meeting.

Three important strikes that are at pres

ent engaging the attention of organized

labor in general serve to demonstrate the

conspiracy that exists on the part of " open

shop" or non -union employers to entirely

wipe out the labor movement . The three

strikes are practical lockouts in which the

employers are the aggressors. The first is

that of the Lake Seamen's lockout by the

Lake Carriers' Association . This contest

waged entirely through last season . It re

sulted in untold loss to the Lake Carriers'

Association by the loss of vessels and car

goes through the operation of vessels by

inexperienced men . It also limited their

carrying facilities, greatly lessening their

profits . The Lake Seamen's Union will con

tinue the contest into the coming season

until the Lake Carriers' Association are

willing to respect the rights of the seamen .

This contest is over one of the most con

temptible blacklist schemes that was ever

installed by an employing concern . The

second is the lockout of the members of the

Iron , Steel and Tin Workers' Union by the

United States Steel Trust, with which the

readers of the " Motorman and Conductor "

are more familiar than with the lockout of

the seamen . The third , and more recent,

is the Philadelphia strike, which has elicited

expressions from some employing street

and electric railway companies that there is

a general conspiracy on by the managers'

association to crush out the Amalgamated

Association of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America. Such an admission

is not in the least terrorizing from the fact

that the same conspiracy has existed by

non-union companies ever since the insti.

tution of the Amalgamated Association , and

very likely the viciousness with which those

non -union employers have carried on their

warfare has contributed much more than

any other element to the success of the

association and will continue so to con

tribute so long as street railway companies

are forced to employ men of a liberal de

gree of intelligence .

Any fair -minded man or woman will admit

that a body of car men have a right to

protest against the operating of a car by

an incompetent motorman or the directing

of a car by an incompetent conductor. It

would seem that it must be admitted that

they have a right to demand that such a

man should be eliminated from the service .

The safety of the public demands that they

shall have that right . But the non-union

employer insists that he must have the

absolute and only right to deal with the

question . Is not the dismissal of a man for

incompetency an acknowledgment on the

part of the company official that he was

compelling other employes to risk the dan

gers of working with an incompetent man ,

at least until the time of his dismissal ?

Who would be held responsible for the death

of a competent motorman resulting from

a collision through the incompetency of the

incompetent man ? Not the company or its

manager, by any means . Such cases cccur .
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. siderable of a task upon the officers of

Division No. 268, involving various trials

of men to determine both their rights of

employment as well as their places in em

ployment .

Vice -President J. J. Thorpe was success

ful in securing an agreement for Division

No. 529, Evans City, Pa. The agreement

appears in another column of this issue .

International Treasurer Rezin Orr is as

sociated with Chairman Pratt in the con

duct of the Philadelphia strike .

International President W. D. Mahon , be

ing unable to effect any reasonable settle

ment of the Philadelphia trouble returned

to the general office, leaving the conten

tion in the hands of Chairman Pratt and

Treasurer Orr and the local committee to

pursue further effort to avert a threatened

lockout . Upon returning to the office, he

counselled with the officers of Division No.

26 upon the proposed modifications of the

Detroit agreement . On February 26th , he

attended a general meeting the the Detroit

local . No sooner had he returned from

Philadelphia than did the Philadelphia

Rapid Transit company proceed to institute

a rigi dboycott against members of the

Philadelphia local . Three hundred

summarily dismissed and indications were

made to appear that this program would

be continued until the entire 6,000 mem

bers should either get out of the organiza

tion or be dismissed from the service. The

company boldly repudiated the former

strike settlement and the lockout came on

in full force . Appeals were made for the

President to return to Philadelphia , which

he complied with as soon as he could shape

up other general office work , reaching there

February 28th . He has remained to the

present writing, giving personal supervision

to that contest.

were

Chairman Pratt, who , with Treasurer Orr,

was left in Philadelphia by President Ma

hon upon further effort to adjust the differ

ences existing between Division No. 477 and

the employing company were unsuccessful

in further promoting the settlement. While

endeavors were going on to adjust the dif

ferences , the company suddenly abandoned

further negotiations and precipitated a rigid

boycott against the local. Chairman Pratt

is yet upon the situation , which has become

one of the most serious struggles in the

history of the association , if not in the en

tire labor movement .

G. E. B. Member Edward McMorrow , who

was investigating the status of the Omaha

strike, was despatched to Denver, Colo .,

from where an appeal had been made by

several of the car men for an organizer

to aid in establishing a local in that city .

Shortly after reaching Denver, Board Mer

ber McMorrow, appreciating the magnitude

of the work , and by request , was assisted

by Board Member Fay . Later, however .

Board Member Fay was withdrawn and

Board Member McMorrow continued the

work with the assistance of local men untii

the company, in order to defeat the pur

pose of the men in organizing, increased the

wage rate three cents per hour. From

Denver, Board Member McMorrow was di

rected to respond to an appeal from Divi

sion No. 441 , Des Moines , Iowa. This local

is seeking a readjustment of the wage

scale.

Vice-President A. L. Bebner, after leav

ing Chicago , where he dealt with the elec

tion contest of Division No. 308 , returned

to Columbus , Ohio, where he appeared be

fore the Legislative Committee , with whom

the proposed new vestibule bill was pend

ing. From Columbus , he was despatched

to St. Joseph , Mo., where a contention had

arisen which the manager referred to the

local division relative to the replacement

upon his former run of a member who had

been absent from the service for several

months in consequence of the sickness of

his wife. Division No. 326 had taken action

to reinstate the brother and protest against

this action was made by several of the

members who did not attend the meeting.

After adjustment of this situation , the Vice

President returned to Cleveland, where re

sumption of employment under the agree

ment was taking place. In Cleveland , the

situation is peculiar in that in the operation

of the system prior to the appointment of a

receiver, the Municipal Traction Company

employed non-union and men who

worked as strike breakers in the early part

of the strike . Many of these men were

continued in the service during the receiver

ship . Now, that the agreement again pre

vails, members of Division No. 268 are tak

ing their former places upon the board at

the various barns, and thus the non -union

element is being forced to abandon the

rights they held over those who went on

strike against the Municipal Traction Com

pany. Also , the agreement provides that

those employed in the service shall be mem

bers of the association . It imposes con

G. E. B. Member Mangus Sinclair is at

present assisting Division No. 113 , Toronto ,

Ont. , in the preparation of a new schedule

of working conditions.

men

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius has

visited Division No. 256 , Sacramento , and

276 at Stockton, Cal . A full report upon his

visits to these locals is not at hand at this

writing.

G. E. B. Member William B. Fitzgerald .

who has assisted the eastern Massachusetts

and Connecticut locals , upon the applica

tion for modified working conditions and an

increase in wage , was required to give at

tention to Division No. 388, Newburg, N. Y.,

where a member of the local was dismissed

from the service . Conference upon this

case with the management of the company

was deferred and Board Member Fitzgerald
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returned to Connecticut. While working from any newly acquired lines where this

among the locals of that section , with the association existed . In all of this they have

assistance of President O'Brien and Secre played their hand in Cincinnati, Indianapo

tary Hennessey of the Springfield local , he lis , Baltimore, Washington and various oth

organized Division No. 537 at Holyoke , er sections that have come under their con

Mass ., and reports the new local in good trol . The Gas Belt , Ind ., strike was an in

working condition . stance to this representation of capital. Ft .

Wayne, Ind . , is another property under this

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea , who was same control . It was primarily known as

assisting Division No. 177 , Roanoke , Va . , in the Whitney -Widener -Elkins Syndicate. One

an attempt to prevail upon the company to of its moving spirits is Mr. J. Kelsey Schoeff,

form a mutual agreement with the local , president and general manager of the Cin

aided in effecting conditions that were ac cinnati Traction Co. In most instances the

cepted by the local , after which he visited combination has acquired long term fran

Lynchburg and Norfolk , Va . , in the interest chises , some of which are perpetual. Such

of organizing work . From there , he was is the capitalistic element against which the

despatched to Wheeling, W. Va . , where con Philadelphia members of this association

tentions had arisen from the dismissal of are struggling.

three members and the reinstatement in the But for what are they struggling ?

operating service, as motorman , of one of Three years ago those men were working

the despatchers who had served as dispatch for 20 cents an hour. Perhaps not many of

er for some four years and was returned to the 6,000 now on strike, as it is not the pol

his run by the company. The latter conten icy of the controllers of this combination to

tion has been adjusted with the understand keep many men three years. They make the

ing that a mutual arrangement for such job too disagreeable for men to stay that

cases will be effected with the management. long. But the motormen and conductors

Board Member Shea is at present working working three years ago in Philadelphia

upon the cases of dismissal. were working for 20 cents per hour. There

were no less than fifteen locals of this asso

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay , who was des. " ciation in the state at that time, and the

patched to assist Board Member McMorrow smallest of them was getting more pay.

in organizing work in the interest of Den Pittsburg was getting 25 , 26 and 27 cents

ver, Colo . , street railway employes, from an hour. The men of Philadelphia wanted

there was returned to Portsmouth , Ohio , better wages and better conditions. They

where an altercation had arisen within the proceeded to organize. The company resort

ranks of Division No. 455 . Board Member ed to its former tactics and increased the

Fay reports an adjustment of the internal wage rate to 21 cents.

differences of this local . So the present struggle began three years

ago. The one cent salve didn't prove a pre

PHILADELPHIA LOCKOUT CULMINA ventive. The men wanted more and contin .

TION OF LONG-STANDING CON ued to organize. Later the company im.

TENTION . ported a band of 2,000 scabs and threatened

the members with dismissal . But the or

Again is Philadelphia the scene of a street ganization had developed to considerable

car strike, if strike it may be called . By proportions and conditions were unfavor

those engaged in it , it is termed a lockout . able for the company to carry out its de

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, signs. President W. D. Mahon succeeded in

to precipitate the present conditions, per bringing about intercession that effected a

emptorily dismissed 300 union men . It is temporary settlement . No doubt that this

not assumed that the management expected settlement was effected through the presump

it was inviting just the present situation . tion on the part of the company that before

It appears that it was another case of mis another demonstration should be made by

led judgment. The company went upon the the employes their spirit for organization

presumption that by the dismissal of the could be otherwise suppressed. Hard times

300 men there would be no strike material were at hand -- " effected ," as one of the chief

left in the service . There is where the mis financiers had put it , " to show labor who is

take was made. boss.”

The management of the P. R. T. Co. had But the Philadelphia organization didn't

planned a coup to do away with the Amal lose its spirit. The men kept their eye on

gamated members from among its employes, a better wage. They wanted 25 cents an

there is no room for doubt. Also , the offi hour. It meant a quarter of a million of

cers of the company planned well . But de dollars per year to the company . The man

velopments show , not well enough .
agement was seriously disturbed , and finally

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company took a decided stand to apprehend the ad

is a concern embracing as those of its larg. vance of the organization . In the previous

est stock and bond holders , capitalists who settlement agreement was made that a com

have grown to be multimillionaires by sin mittee of employes would be heard on griev

gularly evading any responsibilities to the ances. There was no other representative

communities in which they have operated, committee, only the one selected by the mem

and by absolute dictation of terms to labor. bers of the organization . Under the pre

In past years they have skillfully defeated, tense that the repeated conferences on griev

all efforts of their employes to organize , and ances with this committee had become odious

have successfully eliminated organizations or tiresome, it was further refused audience .
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This was at a time when the committee was

instructed to make a further request for the

25 cent hour.

The code of proposed conditions had to be

mailed to the directors of the company .

The company refused to consider the propo

sition , but immediately posted another cent

increase, making the wage 22 cents an hour,

and gave the propositions to the press with

a statement designed to make the requests

of the employes appear ridiculous to the

public and at the same time to discourage

the organized movement of the employes.

It had the effect of arousing the indignation

of the employes and the contempt of the

public.

At about the same time of this procedure

the company took away from the patrons

the privilege of the use of transfers. This

figured to add to the receipts of the com

pany four times more than the cost of the

increase in the wage rate .

The company cared little for the effect of

this on the public, but trusted for a return

in the effect it would have in destroying the

organization . Again , the salve was without

healing power. The men wanted 25 cents

per hour , and demanded that their commit

tee should be received and that their pro

posed scheduled conditions should be con

sidered. When this was stubbornly refused

they struck.

The history of that strike is so recent as

to make a recital of it here unnecessary. It

was settled through the intercession of Sen

ator McNichols, a prominent political and

business personage of Philadelphia . Un

doubtedly the settlement was forced by him

on account of his leadership in the civic af

fairs of the city . An agreement was secured

by which the company agreed to deal upon

grievances with the committee and the wage

was left to conciliation upon the audit of

the receipts and expeditures of the company

as a basis.

For some months after this the manager

of the company complied with this agree

ment and conditions of employment rapidly

improved . Without doubt, had the manager

been left his own course, the present

strike would not have occurred .

But the powers behind - the chief capital

ists and directors - had incessantly planned

to root out any possibility of a further ap

peal for the 25 cent rate . They hit upon a

measure somewhat in line with their old

plan and again resorted to the salve box .

On January 1 , 1910 , the directors published

as a “ New Year's Greeting to Employes ” the

following :

" I. INSURANCE

To provide for an insurance of five hun

dred dollars ( $500 ) for each employe in

the transportation (motormen and conduc

tors ) , shop,, power house and lines and ca

bles departments -- not including officers or

clerks. This provision is to take effect im

mediately with respect to men now in the

employ of the company ; but with respect

to the men employed after January 1 , 1910 ,

it is not to take effect until they have been

in the continuous employ of the company

for two years.

II . - PENSIONS

To provide for pensions of twenty dollars

( $20 ) a month to all employes who have ar

rived at 65 years of age and have been con

tinuously in the service of the company for

twenty -five years .

III . INCREASED WAGES JULY 1 , 1910—

That motormen and conductors now in

the employ of the company , and who remain

continuously therein , will receive an in

crease of 1 cent an hour on July 1 , 1910 ; an

other cent an hour on July 1 , 1912, and na

other cent an hour on July 1 , 1914 , making

a maximum rate at that date of 25 cents per

hour.

Motormen and conductors entering the

service after January 1 , 1910 , will receive

the present rate of wages, namely, 22 cents

an hour, until they have served the com

pany continuously for two years, and if they

remain in the service of the company, they

will then receive the increase of 1 cent an

hour each two years thereafter, until the

maximum of 25 cents an hour is reached .

IV. FOR ELEVATED EMPLOYES

Motormen and conductors in the elevated

service will likewise receive an increase of

1 cent an hour on July 1 , 1910 , and further

increase of 1 cent an hour at the end of

each two-year period , until the maximums

of 28 cents an hour for motormen and 25

cents an hour for conductors are reached .

New men entering the elevated service

will be likewise increased after each two

years of continuous service.

Station and train men now in the elevated

service will receive 19 cents an hour after

July 1 , 1910 , with a further increase to 20

cents at the expiration of two years .

New employes entering this branch of the

service will receive 181,4 cents an hour until

they complete two years of service, when

they will be paid 19 cents, and after two

years' further service, 20 cents.

Arrangements will be made to give the

benefit of the above insurance and pension

features to certain employes of the roadway

department.

A committee of the officials of the com

pany has been instructed by the board of

directors to work out the details of the in

surance and pension plans.

Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co .: ”

In comparing the above with the financial

conditions that attain to Chicago men, and

then taking into consideration that which

prompted the above , can quite well

measure the generous impulse the Philadel

phia men are up against.

But this was not 25 cents an hour. Neith

er did it smack of wholesome good faith .

The organization didn't fall to pieces in

gratitude. But it did provide encourage.

ment for the company to inject elements of

discord into the ranks of the men . It in

spired the encouragement of a fake organ

ization . The company succeeded in build

ing up a secession movement, encouraging

one
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the institution of what they styled the " Key .

stone Association of Street Railway Em

ployes."

This new element attained a membership

of nearly a thousand men . The directors

immediately switched their recognition to

this new element , recognizing it as the rep

resentative of the employes. Encouraged ,

undoubtedly, that sufficient disaffection had

developed to render what they believed were

the few who remained loyal to the bona fide

organization helpless, the company again

turned a cold shoulder to the representatives

of the union men .

The company, thus fortified, and while

representatives of this association were be

seeching intercession for peace , dismissed

" for the good of the service" some 300 union

men in a bunch . It was a drastic dose, but

it broke the straw.

Again has the company been deceived in

the magnitude of the Philadelphia local .

Over 5,000 loyal unionists suspended work

with the determination to again resume only

when their duly authorized representatives

shall be respected .

In its course the company flagrantly vio

lated the agreement upon which the last

strike was settled .

The manager of the company can hardly

be charged with this breach of faith . Pres.

ident Mahon and his associates gained his

assent to an agreement that would have ad

justed the situation , but the directors turned

him down .

Let the blame lay where it belongs , upon

the shoulders of those whose voice dictates

to the manager, those who know that organ

ization has for its purpose better wages for

workmen and fight it on that account.

Upon the board of directors of the com

pany are Mayor Reyburn ; Mr. Earle, city

auditor, and Mr. Clay , the director of the

Department of Public Safety of Philadel.

phia .

THE ARREST OF CHAIRMAN PRATT.

The arrest of Chairman C. 0. Pratt, of

this Association , and President John J.

Murphy, of the Philadelphia Central Labor

Union for certain alleged crimes in connec

tion with the Philadelphia strike has been

given wide range of publioation through

Associated Press dispatches throughout the

entire country . It is well that the mem

bers should know the occasion and circum

stances of the arrest and persecution vi

these two men . They were not arrested

for the violation of any law or for the com

miting of any crime, even though such is

alleged by those interested in breaking the

street car strike . The offense of Chairman

Pratt, if offense it was , is embraced within

the following.

Chairman Pratt attended a meeting in a

hall upon one of the streets convenient for

the assemblage of a branch of the striking

members of the association . The meeting

was a branch affair attended by some 300

or more men from that particular district .

While the meeting was in session there

were no more than the ordinary movement

of people upon the street below . After ad

journment of the meeting he left the hall

to go to another place, where he had an

other appointment. The meeting disband

ed and the car men came out of the hall .

They left the hall under the same condi.

tions that an audience from a church or

theater might leave the respective place at

which they were in attendance, several of

the men going in the same direction that

Chairman Pratt took in order to reach his

destination . A car came along and expres

sions were made, undoubtedly, relative to

the strike . It is alleged by the officers

who were patroling that section that Chair

man Pratt took no part whatever ; neither

is it intimated that the car men from the

meeting took any part in any demonstra

tion . Really, there was no riot . Men mere

ly looked at the car and made remarks .

Chairman Pratt and his associates moved

right along the street, exciting no more

comment and no more disturbance than as

though there was no car in sight. Rioting

was unthought of . Men fell out of line as

their business engagements or home going

required, and soon disbanded and were en

tirely away from the point where the al

leged intent of rioting is charged to have

been made. Some hours later Chairman

Pratt was arrested , taken to jail and forced

to remain in a cell all night, although Pres

ident Driscoll , of the local car men's union ,

and President Murphy within a very short

time had prepared bail for his immediate

release . Had he been arrested for some

hideous crime and had there been attached

to his past one of the most vicious of po

lice records, he would have been given the

privilege of the bail which his friends en

deavored to supply for him , but it was

Pratt, the leader of the strike, and he was

under arrest by or of Mayor Reyburn ,

which one daily newspaper has described

" The creature of corrupt politicians

and the man who has been relied upon to

carry through much of the political skull

guggery of the traction trust, who never

misses an opportunity to show his relation

to the long -eared animal described as rode

by Balaam ."

Orders were to persecute him to the ut.

most. The purpose of it was to dishearten

and terrorize the local officers and members

of the striking street car men. Upon be

ing brought before the magistrate, another

"tool ' of the traction trust" -as described

by one of the daily papers—Chairman

Pratt was charged with “ riot, inciting to

riot and conspiracy . " The evidence before

the court was that "Chairman Pratt was

walking along the street at the head of

some 200 men and that there was a street

came along opposite them and that

there were expressions of resentment

against the company made in the crowd ;

that Chairman Pratt said nothing, but con

tinued passing along the street. " The

magistrate, who held him upon this evi

dence, showed his interest and partisan

ship by fixing bail at $1,000 on each count,

or $3,000 in all . And Chairman Pratt was

released

as :

oar
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people had expressed themserves at the

ballot box it revealed that organized labor

had won a notable victory .

The franchise was defeated by over 7,000

votes .

And there are those who minimize the

extent to which the influence of collective

effort among working men reach .

The granting of special privileges is fun

damentally opposed by the general move

ment , and the result in Kansas City should

be kept in view in other cities where like

circumstances prevai ) .

Following close upon this President John

J. Murphy was arrested for making inflam

matory utterances, the specific charge be

ing “ inciting to riot," although there has

been no riot in Philadelphia since the ex

pression quoted from Brother Murphy, ap

peared in the newspapers . President Mur

phy, in discussing the advent of the state

constabulary into Philadelphia , made the

remark that " If one man is shot in Ken

sington there will follow a carnival of riot

and bloodshed that will startle the entire

country. There are men in the northeası

who can shoot as straight as any trooper.”

It was an expression of opinion on part

of President Murphy as to what might take

place in the event that the state police

should create disturbance in the mill dis

trict . Just where the crime comes in it

requires the skill of Mayor Reyburn and

his associates who are prosecuting the

warfare against union labor in Philadei.

phia to determine . However, police magis

trates in Philadelphia are the creatures of

the mayor and Murphy was held on bail ,

although he was not sent to jail .

There will nothing come of these indict

ments further than the expense of litiga

tion . There was no crime committed . There

can be no crime proven to have been colue

mitted and the men will never be convicted .

Such is the substance of the arrest and

admitted persecution of the two men who

have stood in the front as leaders of the

Philadelphia strike .

NET EARNINGS OF THE STREET RAIL

WAY GREATER THAN GROSS EARN

INGS OF ONLY A FEW YEARS

AGO.

The report of the Port Arthur and Fort

William Electric Railway , for the thirteen

months ending December 31st , 1909 , is sub

mitted in statement as follows :

Operating statement for thirteen months

ending 31st December, 1909-Detailed earn

ings for ten months to 31st December, 1909 .

Passenger Earnings :

Cash fares .. $ 44,257.10

Ticket fares . 54,239.07

Special cars . 219.50

$ 98,715.67

Baggage Earnings :

Cash fares .. 1,46A.45

Ticket fares ( 824.33 )

less funds ( 76.85 ) . 747.48

2,216.93

Freight earnings for haul

ing rock 6,985.62

Advertising on cars .. 71.99

Power sold 779.59

Scrap sold 363.28

Interest on savings bal.

ances 410.19

Gross earnings, March to

December, inclusive .. $ 109,543.27

Detailed operating expenses for ten months

ending Dec. 31 , 1909 :

$ 7,435.65

12,522.16

WHAT UNION LABOR CAN DO.

( By M. Grant Hamilton . )

Last summer the Amalgamated Associa

tion of Street Railway Employes took up

the work of organization in Kansas City ,

Missouri . While the employes of the street

railway were anxious and enthusiastic for

organization , the company displayed a bitter

antagonism and victimized many of them ;

so many, in fact , that it became necessary

to relax the efforts being put forth for

organization .

However, the company was negotiating

with the city for an extension of its fran

chise . The franchise in existence does not

expire until 1925 , but with the usual eager

ness of public utility corporations, it desired

to extend its life until 1952 , or a period of

forty -two years .

The city council accommodated the com

pany by endorsement , only a few members

of that body voting against it . But fran

chises in that city have to be ratified by

the people , and accordingly December 16

was the date selected on which the voters

were to decide the question .

One of the active opponents of the grant

ing of the special privilege was a member

of the local Tailors' union, Isaac Taylor by

name, he being a member of the upper house

of the city council .

Taylor was supported in his position by

the Industrial Council, and a forceful cam

paign was inaugurated by the latter body.

Through the activity of the local unions a

thorough canvass was made, and when the

Maintenance of way and

structures

Equipment

Conducting transporta

tion

Power purchased

General expenses

22,915.66

10,797.58

4,650.04

Operating expenses, March

to December, inclusive $ 58,321.09

Net operating earnings ,

March to December

inclusive $ 51,222.18

$ 109.543.27

$ 51,222.18

Less , loss Dec. , 1908 , Jan

and Feb. , 1909 ... ... 1,433.31

Net earnings for 13

months from operat'n 49.788.87

Less accident fund .... 5,753.24
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Net earnings without de

ducting fixed charges . $ 44,035.63

Car mileage March December

inclusive .394,092

Dec. 1908 and Jan. and Feb. , 1909 . 88,478

to

Total car mileage..

Earnings per car mile ..

Operating cost per car mile .

472,570

.27533

.14820

Net earnings per car mile ....... .12713

The above system is owned and operated

by the Port Arthur municipality. In other

words, it is a municipally owned and oper

ated proposition .

Upon information under date of May, 1909 ,

a statement appears as follows :

ASSETS

Cost of road .. . $ 261,922.00

Cost of equipment. 17,296.00

Cost of lands and building . 18,000.00

. $ 297,218.00Total

LIABILITIES

Funded debt

Profit and loss ( surplus ) .

. $ 223,643.00

73,575.00

Ttotal . $ 297,218.00

At that time there were nine and a half

miles of track equipped with twelve motor

cars and four trail cars. There was in con

templation the construction of twenty miles

of new track for 1909 .

Disbursements from the Death and Dis .

ability Fund during the month of February ,

1910 , were made to beneficiaries on death

and disability c aims, as follows :

Deaths.

Annie Louisa Wilkinson , beneficiary,

death claim of A. S. Wilkinson, de

ceased member of Division No. 134 ,

New Westminster, B. C .; cause ,

accident $ 100.00

Agnes L. Bowes, beneficiary, death

claim of Thomas Bowes, deceased

member of Division No. 134 , New

Westminster, B. C .; cause , accident 100.00

Rosaiine Lydia Pochin , beneficiary ,

death claim of Frank Pochin , de

ceased member of Division No. 134 ,

New Westminster, B. C .; cause,

accident 100.00

Walter James Harris, beneficiary,

death claim of William Thomas

Harris, deceased member of Divi .

sion No. 134 , New Westminster,

B. C .; cause , accident ..... 100.00

Edwin Dickinson , Financial Secretary

of Division No. 134 , death claim of

Wm . Johnston , deceased member of

Division No. 134 , New Westminster,

B. C .; cause , accident...
100.00

Mrs. George Thorburn , beneficiary,

death claim of George Thorburn ,

deceased member of Division No.

134. New Westminster, B. C .; cause,

accident 100.00

Mrs. John Owens , beneficiary, death

claim of John Owens ,deceased

member of Division No. 134 , New

Westminster, B. C .; cause , acci .

dent .... 100.00

Mrs. John Owens, beneficiary , death

claim of John Owens, deceased

member of Division No. 518, San

Francisco, Cal.; cause , accident ;

crushed by cars .. 100.00

Mrs. Thomas McKee, beneficiary ,

death claim of Thos . J. McKee, de

ceased member of Division No. 85,

Pittsburg, Pa .; cause, cerebral

hemorrhage 100.00

Mrs. William Baker, beneficiary ,

death claim of William Baker, de

ceased member of Division No. 281 ,

New Haven , Conn .; cause, accident ,

head-on collision .. 100.00

Sadie C. Gates , beneficiary, death

claim of C. C. Gates , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 389 , Mansfield ,

Ohio ; cause, general tuberculosis . 100.00

Augusta Boese , beneficiary, death

claim of Gustav Boese, deceased

member of Division No. 228 , Joliet ,

Ill .; cause , muscular neuritis ...... 100.00

Mrs. John Livingstone, beneficiary,

death claim of John Livingstone,

deceased member of Division No.

26, Detroit, Mich .; cause , consump

tion 100.00

Daisy Coleman, beneficiary, death

claim of Arthur G. Coleman , de

ceased member of Division No. 490 ,

Yonkers, N. Y.; cause, scarletina

and lobar pneumonia ... 100.00

Borghild Peterson , beneficiary , death

claim of Edward Petersen

( Adolph ), deceased member of Divi

sion No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause,

pneumonia lobar , peritonitis, fol

lowing appendicitis...
100.00

Mrs. Thresia De'Baere , beneficiary,

death claim of August De'Baere , de

ceased member of Division No. 241 ,

Chicago , Il ! . ; cause, interstital ne

phritis 100.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Born , beneficiary ,

death claim of Charles Born , de

ceased member of Division No. 241 ,

Chicago , Ill .; cause , injury of the

head 100.00

Mrs. Otto Rentzech , beneficiary,

death claim of 0. Rentzech , de

ceased member of Division No.

241 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, acute myo

carditis 100.00

Margaret J. Long, beneficiary, death

claim of D. J. Long, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 241 , Chicago ,

Ill .; cause , organic heart disease .. 100.00

Adam C. Gilmore, beneficiary, death

claim of Kathryne M. Gilmour (Gil

more ) , deceased member of Divi

sion No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause ,

exhaustion following carcinoma of

uterus 100.00

Mrs. Lila V. Colver , beneficiary ,

death claim of H. A. Colver, de.

ceased member of Division No. 215 ,

Wheaton , Ill .; cause , paralysis of

bowels 100.00

Mrs. 0. H. Davies , beneficiary, death

claim of Orange H. Davies , de

ceased member of Division No. 382 ,

Salt Lake City, Utah ; cause , acuto

mania 100.00
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IN MEMORIAM .

Our

By Div . No. 215 , Wheaton , Ul.

Whereas, In His infinite wisdom ,

Heavenly Father has taken from among us

our esteemed and beloved brother, Mr. Henry

A. Culver; and

Whereas, by his death we realize the loss

of a true and faithful friend and co -worker

and member of this Association ; therefore

be it

Resolved , that we , in regular session as
sembled , express our sincere and heartfelt

sympathy for the bereaved family , and that

we drape our charter for a period of thirty

days in token of our sorrow .

H. W. WEBSTER,

Secy . Div. No. 215 .

Feb. 7 .

Mrs. Geo . Thompson, beneficiary,

death claim of Geo . Thompson , de

ceased member of Division No. 113 ,

Toronto , Ont .; cause, Bright's

disease 100.00

Miss H. Bergeron , beneficiary , death

claim of Jas . A. Bergeron , deceased

member of Division No. 194 , New

Orleans , La .; cause , syphlitic gu

mata of the viscera ... 100.00

Mrs. T. M. Cooney , beneficiary , death

claim of T. M. Cooney , deceased

member of Division No. 194 , New

Orleans , La .; cause, pulmonry tu

berculosis 100.00

Robt . E. Casey, Financial Secretary

of Division No. 308 , death claim of

S. McClenathan, deceased member

of Division No. 308, Chicago , Ill .;

cause , septic pyclonephritis and

chronic cystitis . 100.00

Mrs. Emma Bilton , beneficiary , death

claim of Robet C. Bilton , deceased

member of Division No. 260 , Chi

cago , Mi.; cause, brain tumor..... 100.00

Mrs. E. H. Whitmore , beneficiary ,

death claim of Chas . L. Whitmore,

deceased member of Division No.

425 , Hartford , Conn.; cause, lupis . 100.00

John Ra'ston , administrator, death

claim of Fritz J. Prellock (Proel

loch ), deceased member of Division

No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va.; cause,

typhoid fever .. 100.00

Mrs. Elbert Morrison , beneficiary ,

death claim of Elbert Morrison , de

ceased member of Division No. 103,

Wheeling, W. Va.; cause, organic

heart disease ... 100.00

George Keres , power of attorney ,

death claim of Andrew Petopoles

(Keres),deceased member of Divi

sion No. 241 , Chicago , Ill .; cause ,

shock and hemorrhage, due to

bullet wound.... 100.00

Mrs. izabeth Sachariahson , bene

ficiary, death claim of John Sakery

( Sachariahson ), deceased member

Division No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause, chronic nephritis and valvu

'lar heart disease ..
100.00

Disability .

Charles L. Mitchell , member of Divi

sion No. 26 , Deiroit, Mich .; cause,

hand injured by car passing over it 100.00

By Div . No. 425, Hartford , Conn .

WHEREAS, It has pleased the Almighty

God to take from this earth our loyal and

beloved brother , Chas , Whitmore, in whose
death we recognize the loss of a faithful

member of this association , and

WHEREAS, It is meet that we, the mem

bersofDivision No. 425, in regular session ,

should express our sympathy to the be

reaved family. Therefore be it

RESOLVED. That our charter be draped

for a period of thirty ( 30 ) days, a copy of

these resolutions be spread on our minutes ,

a copy be sent to the bereaved family, and

that they be published in the " Motorman

& Conductor," our official journal.

FRANCIS H. KELLEY.

JOSEPH E. DUNN .

JOHN H. WELCH .

Committee.

By Div , 249 , Wakefield , Mass.

Whereas, Our omnipotent Father in His

wisdom and providence has called to a higher
life our dear brother and friend, Harry

M. Mason , and our hearts are sorrowful at

the thought of his early departure and the

knowledge that we shall daily feel ihe loss

of his presence ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That we express to his family

and loved ones our sympathy in their hour

of bereavement , and an assurance that each

one of his associates will treasure the mem
ory of Brother Harry M. Mason as long

as life shall last .

Resolved , That, as a tribute to the memory

of our brother, a copy of these resolutions

be sent to his mother, and that they be

entered on our records and published in

The Motorman and Conductor, and our char

ter draped for a period of thirty days.

K M , SKIDMORE ,

President .

A. SMYTH ,

Secretary . Pro Tem .
March 1 .

was
îotal...... $3,200.00

CARD OF THANKS.

Davenport , Ia ., Feb , 21 , 1910 .

Editor, Motorman & Conductor:

We wish to sincerely thank the brothers

of Division No. 312 , and especially Mr, and

Mrs. Will Balcom , for their kindness and
many floral tributes in our late bereavement

of our infant son , Francis Edward Vrooman.
Yours sincerely ,

MR. AND MRS . GEO . E. VROOMAN .

In Canada it is a penal offense for a

motorman or conductor to partake of in

toxicants immediately before going to work

or while on duty. The railway official that

knowingly permits of the violation of that

law becomes equally guilty and is subject

to arrest and penalty.

By Div. No. 382, Salt Lake City , Utah .

Whereas , the Divine Ruler in His wisdom
has taken from our midst Brother Orange H.

Davies by the hand of death ; and , whereas ,

Brother Davies a faithful member of

this Division ; therefore, be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Local

Division No. 382 , A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A. ,

sympathize with his bereaved wife and child

dren and condone with them in this, their
great affliction , and recommend them for

comfort to Him who doeth all things well .

Be It Also Resolved, That this Division

feels greatly the loss of our beloved brother ,

and that a copy of these resolutions be sent

to the bereaved family , a copy to The Mo
torman and Conductor, and a copy to be

placed on the Minutes .

And It Is Also Resolved , That our Char

ter be draped for a period of thirty days .

Respectfully submitted

ROBERT STIRRAT,

VAN M. HIXSON ,

EDWARD N. STONE,

Com . on Resolutions.

A. H. BURT , Secretary .

February 4 ,
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents
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PHILADELPHIA STRIKE BREAKER, AS SEEN BY A NEW YORK CALL ARTIST ,

Longing for Spring

When de snow's all gone

And de robins are here,

And de buds come out
Andde blossoms appear ;

When de ice melts away,

When de ribber so bright

Am chuck full ob fish

Each anxious to bite :

And de small boy starts

Wid his tamarack pole

Makin ' barefoot tracks

For de ole fishin ' hole ;

When de grass gets green ,

And de dew drops fall ,

And de big fur coat

Hangs back in de hall;

When de organ -grinder

And de monkey's back ,

And de coon - skin cap,

Hangs up on de rack ;
When de frost ig gone

From de window -pane,

And de colts kick up

Dar heels in de lane ;

When de rooster crows

From de hen -house door

And de turkey roosts

In de tree once more ;

When de seats reappear

By de pond in de park ,

And de lubbers go dar

In de ebening to spark ;

When de sun shines on

Bof sides ob de fence,

Dis nigger won't work ;

He'sgot more sense,

He'll go to de ribber

And hunt up a spot

Whar de wind don't strike

And de sun beats hot,

And sit right dar

In de sunshine bright

And fish all day

If he don't get a bite.

Frank Vert .
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ARE WATCHING PHILADELPHIA.

Pittsburgh , Pa . - Div . No. 85 is watching
the movements of the Philadelphia strike

with tensiones interest . We believe a set

tlement will be reached soon . But if it must

be continued warfare and a general strike is

called , I feel safely within the assurance

that the members of old 85 will go down in

their pockets to the tune of more than $ 2,000

a week and will be able to make it much

more by outside collections here to cupport

the general strike. I am confident taht $ 25 ,

000 can be raised in this city alone to sup

port the action of the Philadelphia C. L. U.

if a general strike is called there. I know

this same sentiment exists in every populated

community throughout this whole country.

We may as well start the big fight in Phila

delphia as anywhere else . She,once before,

rocked the cradle of liberty, and it is quite

an appropriate place to do so again. As

nearly as I can understand , if there is a city

iri our land where the poltroon is eating the

last tegument of the vitality of liberty it is

the poor old Quaker city.

Division No. 85 was never more prosperous

than at present in the good, healthy spirit of

brotherhood . There are less dismissals from

the service than there has been for years.

There seems a greater encouragement for our

members to make for the good of the ser

vice . There is less of the spirit of " to the

dogs with the job.” Men seem more inter

ested in their work , as a general proposition ,
than in former times, There seems to be a

stronger sense of security in employment .

Of that which has contributed to this im

provement I attribute to the change in oper

ative management, When I note the bearing

of the present officials and compare it with

the attitude of P. J. Callaghan, our former

superintendent, in his conduct ' toward the

employes and his exactions from the minor

bosses, I must acknowledge that there is

much in the foregoing conclusion . Yet the

greater force is the solid structure of our

organization, It has brought us to a higher

respect for our employment. It has taught

us that our employment is worthy of our

protection and we think more of it and de

mand respect from others for our occupation .

We now have over 2,900 members — the larg

est number in active service ever bfore en

rolled.

We are advised that President E. B. Scha

fer contemplates cutting the forest from his

face - a sort of spring opening.
The advent of a fine, large boy at the

home of Bro. D. S. Consart is the latest .
Congratulations are appreciated . On the

other hand , cigars would be appreciated.
SIG.

we

SHORT RUNS NEED STOOLS.

Hyde Park , Mass. — Division No. 373 has had

nothing in the Motorman and Conductor in

a long time. As we are one of the smaller

Divisions perhaps it is etiquette to give the

large ones the floor . Since Sept. 4 , 1903 , we

have gradually increased in membership .

Although there are a few not in the fold

we give those Fellow - workers a cordial in

vitation to join us . We will use you right.

You cannot say Unionism is not a good
thing. If you were with us no doubt you

could be of great assistance to us . Then

send ins your application and be one of us .

We have taken in ten new members since

the first of the year. At our last meeting we

had installation of officers. President John J.

O'Neil was re -elected . He has served us sev

eral terms with satisfaction, and all officers

try to do their duties to the best of their

ability.

The last two meetings were business ones ,

and more business was transacted than the

whole preceding year.

Like many other locals we have many

members who seldom attend a meeting and

some who never atend. You ask them why ;

they " are too tired ," and others, " there is

nothing for me to do,” and “ they can get

along without me. " That is all very well ,

Brothers, but you must remember that there

is a certain amount of work to do and it

falls on them who do attend quite regular,

If you were there perhaps you would be just
the right one to serve on a Committee .

Perhaps would henefit by your wise

counsels, good suggestions, your vote or

perhaps some important question would be

changed . Now try and attend once in

while in the future. But if you cannot or

will not attend , then do not criticize the

actions of those who do attend .

Our new collector , Bro. Carpenter, will

be around the first Saturday of every month .

Try and remember it and have your dues

ready . But if you do not have it when he

comes, send it to him and not have him call

on you two or three times . If you should

have hard luck or cannot pay, allow the

local to know it . They, no doubt, will see

you through . Perhaps , most railroad

men , we have a rough and cold apeparance,

but you will find we have a warm heart.

The Company promised stools for the

motormen a long time ago. We understand

they are equipping the long runs with

them now, which is quite right, if they don't

altogether forget the short runs. For even

on a short run it seems good to sit down if

not more than five minutes. The company

is generally quite generous, So no doubt,

in time it wil be in this case .

At our last regular meeting a committee

was appointed to consider the advisability

of running a ball and report at our next

meeting, March 2nd . It is important that

every member attend, and it is voted to

hold a ball . If you cannot go perhaps you
would run a night run for some member

who would like to go, if you do not care to

go the least you can do it to take a ticket .

Bro. Frank Brown , one of our enthusias

tic fishermen who hies away to the Pine

Tree State every spring in quest of the

wiley salmon and brook trout, says he is

watching the cherry tree in his yard for

the first indication of good fishing .

Bro, Thomas Devine, manager of our

Local Base Ball Team, is already forming

his nine for the coming season . Send in

your names early if you want to be en

rolled .

Bro. Bob. Finn , we understand , is contem

plating the purchase of another brick block .

We are all looking forward to an enjoy
able time soon , as it is rumored that one

of our younger members, Bro , Dan Gass. is

taking a better half. Bro. Chamberlain is

to be master of ceremonies and Bro. G.

Long is best man.

A. R. W. , No. 373 .

a

as

a

CONGRATULATED ON DEATH OF

UNCLE,

Vancouver, B, C. - Well, we're still in the

swim , and are forging ahead some.

Metings are fairly well attended and the

boys are taking a greater interest than

ever in the welfare of our union , as they

understand that only by looking after its

welfare can they promote their own. There

are few, however, who are content ' to

let others do their duty for them , and they

seem to be afraid to be seen at a meeting,

but we hope to wake them up .

Bro, Chrisholm has left us and is going

to try his fortunes in sunny Alberta . We

wish him luck . He is a prince .

Conductors here are having quite a time
. enforcing the ' no smoking' rule. The Com

pany put up a notice to that effect some
time ago.

The defence and excuses one hears on the
benefit of smoking, especially on street

cars, would make the author of my Lady

Nicotine feel like thirty cents.

Bro, Pike is being congratulated on the

death of an uncle who died and left him
$ 150,000,000 . We all wish him luck, and very

nice he'll find it .

" 101."
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WILL HAVE BRASS BAND. class interests. They possess the necessary

voting power, but for some reason fail to

exercise it . In view of this it is most re

state wherein labor has asserted itself

freshing and most encouraging to find a

and its power is so well directed and so

fully appreciated as to assure it just and

fair recognition in the distribution of public

offices, both appointive and elective. That

state is Texas , " In the Lone Star State "

the real producers of wealth, viz. , the wage

earners and farmers of that common-wealth ,

have their say in public affairs and have

their claims to proper recognition and to a

right to have their say freely granted by

their fellow citizens in other walks of life .

From reliable information which has re

cently come to my attention , I gather that

in Texas, today, members of labor organiza

tions are to be found occupying some of the

most important public offices in that state.

No doubt thousands of our brothers have

read of the victory of the government of

Texas over the Waters- Pierce Oil Co. , that

concern having been in existence and doing

business as a trust in violation of the state

statutes . No doubt our membership gener

ally is aware of the fact that the State of

Texas has collected a cash fine of one mil

lion dollars from that corporation. The

public at large may not know, but neverthe

less it is a fact that the man who was

mainly responsible for the collection of that

fine from the Waters - Pierce Oil monopoly

a subsidiary of the Standard Oil Co.,-is

none other than Jewell P. Lightfoot, of the

Order of Railway Conductors, assistant

attorney -general of Texas.

The new staff of officers of Division 247 ,

were installed January 29. Oyster supper

and refreshments were served after the

meeting. All present apeared to have

enjoyable time . We initiated J. E. Mangan

into Div , No. 247 , who has been eating wild

oats, but the goat got hungry and eat the

straw away, now, he is a brother we are all

glad to see him one of us.

We are having the old fashion Vermont

winter, lots of snow and 30 degrees below.

Bro. H. L. Morgan has recovered from his

sickness and is again picking up nickels.

Bro's . Jas. Stewart and E. L. Crandall

are having some trouble lately on their

first trip in the morning with snow and

ice on the rails . - Hold your courage,

brothers, you are doing well. Never mind

being late if you don't get off the iron .

Bro. Fred Myrtle has been away for a

week visiting some of his friends in Sandy

Hill , N. Y.

Bro. P. F. Keenan has been enjoying

few dances at his home lately, quite

a few of the brothers attending.

P. H. H.

of a peaceful month for Div. 125. Aside from

having more members on the sick list than

usual. we have nothing to regret. Our sick

committee reported eleven members off duty

on_account of sickness .
Few Locals can boast of a sick committee

as faithful to look after the sick as this

one. To report to the shed foreman that a

member is not able to work means a call

within three days from either Bros. C. Bar

ner, Chas. McAuliff or J. W. Chandler, who

inquire as to the needs of the sick brother

and report at the next meeting. We have no

sick relief except , our treasury, and it is left

to the judgment of the Local what a sick

brother needs. This gives us the advantage

of being able to help those who actually

need help, and not waste our money on the

more fortunate members.

The return of prosperity is being felt

within our ranks. Bro . Jno . Elliott has pur

chased a store at Dongola, Ill . , and gave up

his place here. He returned to the city

this week to purchase goods and came out
to see the boys . We regret very much to

give up a faithful old member, but we are

pleased that he has a business of his own

and wish him much success .

Bro . L. E. Modglin , former ,Recording Sec

retary , reports a good business at Crowley,
La . Bro. Modglin will always have a warm

spot in the hearts of the older members here .

Bro. Virgil Endicot, another former Re

cording Secretary, is in Alpine, Tex . , for

his health . We are glad to note his im

proved health .

A large number of our newer members

have quit the service of the company during

the last six months to enter other lines of

work that pays more money per. To many

the street railway service is a fascinating
employment, but in many cases better wages
can be secured in other lines of work.

This Local will soon have a brass band
of its own . The committee purchased a

beautiful set of instruments and secured the

best teacher they could find. At this time

they are beginning to play tunes, and hope

to soon be able to entertain our friends at

all our public meetings.

The details of the murder of Bro , Goudy,

Dec. 18th , ult.. was told in the January num

ber of the M. & C. The grand jury met

Jan , 10th and indicted Willis Clark for mur

der in the first degree. To this indictment

he readily pleaded " guilty.” After hearing

the witnesses, Judge Crow sentenced him to

hang Feb. 18 , 1910.

Sheriff Chas. P. Cashel has selected twelve

street car men to serve on the jury to cer

tify to the execution . More than a hundred

members made application to the Sheriff to

be present, but owing to the small space in

the jail yard only a few will be able to at
tend. Immediately after Clark was sen

tnced President Aldridge paid over to Chief

of Police Purdy $ 200, the amount of reward

offered for the conviction of the murderer .
This money will be divided between two

Negro detectives and the acting Chief of

Detectives, Yowell ,

The employing company has purchased a

pair of blood hounds to be used in defense
of the employes. Assaults are too common

for the last few months. It is to be hoped

that this precaution will make the lives of

our men more safe. W. E. H.

THIRTY DEGREES BELOW ZERO.

Rutland, Vt., --- There is a growing disat

Isfaction in the ranks of organized labor,

and very naturally so , on acount of the

extent to which working men , as such , are

excluded from public office. Judging from

the extremely limited number of real work

ingmen -- men of bona fida wage -earners

at present occupying positions of public trust

in many of our states, one would imagine
that there exists on the statute books of

states a law making a man's identity as a

wage -earner a disability to his holding a

puhlic office. This is , of course , atrributed

ro no vrije: cause than that of indifference

on the part of wage- earners as a whole to
the protection and advancement of their

an

а

REPORTS PROGRESS.

Easton , Pa . — February 2nd, on Easton &

Washington Line, Bro. J. J. Powers, of the

first car in the morning, must have seen

the groundhog and may have chased it as

it made for the hole. After leaving Wash

ington , N, J. , Conductor Powers started to

collect fares . The car suddenly left the

track and nearly went over the embank

ment. Bro . Powers began fancy stunts and

passengers got a good shaking up. The line

was tied up about ten hours . As Bro. Pow

ers is the only union man on the line, he

has an idea that it he had had a union mot

orman he would have a partner to start up

an acrobatic show . At any rate, Bro. Pow

ers was on duty next day, as was a snow

storm as well.

One day after Washington's birthday, the

23rd, skidoo day , Bro. Strauss says it's a

girl , so he has to look for a motorman , and

the Brothers are looking for a good supper.

Had it been a motorman the Brothers would

have shown him a good time.

Progress is reported for Div. 169 .

L. F. R.
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for several weeks, but is now able to take

up his position on the Fourth avenue line .

Division 313 held their regular meeting
for February as a late meeting. Over 90

per cent of the membership was present

and a very interesting meeting was the re

sult ,

The Railway Company has adopted paying

by check , which will hardly prove very pop

ular, especially when paid on Saturday when

the banks are closed .
Bro. John Lempfest has quit street car

work and we understand will work in a local

cigar store,

Bro. Ed. Reynolds is still acting superin

tendent of the Moline , East Moline & Water

town Railway , but expects to be back

his old run by April ist .

on

OLDEST LOCAL OF ASSOCIATION .

Colorado Springs , Col.-Bro. Kent has been

on the sick list for some time.

Motorman Conover , who has been in Cali

fornia for several months, returned to work

March 1 .

Bro. Misner, who has been in Old Mis

souri all winter, has returned to his post .

He reports plenty to eat and drink , and a

good time generally while away.

A meat strike is altogether unnecessary

here, with hogs at $ 10 per hundred , whole
sale .

And now Conductor Tim Mahoney comes

back to the Pike's Peak region again from

Columbus, O., where he went last fall, pre
sumably to make his future home . Tim

thinks he would not live to be over 80 years

old if he had to stay in Ohio .

It is not surprising that the Traction Com

pany of Philadelphia has “ nothing to arbi

trate . " This threadbare argument is only

one way of admitting that they are in the

wrong.

Bros. McMorrow and Fay , members of the

General Executive Boaid of the International

Organization, were in Colorado Springs Feb

ruary 12 and were present at a special meet

ing of Division No. 19 . We presume the

members of No. 19 are somewhat like the

membership of many local divisions all over

the country . No better than many of them

and possibly no worse than some of them .

We were complimented on the fact that No.

19 was the only local division in Colorado,

and while this may be a compliment to this

division , it certainly is not complimentary
to the state, for there should be several

others . Division No. 19 is also one of the
oldest , if not the oldest , division in the

Amalgamated Association . ' The attendance

at the meeting was not what it should have

been , but those who were present enjoyed

a treat and those who were absent missed

something.

" He that is without name , without friends ,

without coin , is still at least a man, and he

that has all of these , is no more . '

Bro. Smithline is another of the absent

ones all winter, who drifted back again the

front part of this month .

According to newspaper reports , the Den

ver street car men have experienced a raise
in wages.

Bro. Kittrege is at work again , after sev

eral weeks' vacation , IRIS.

NOTES FROM 118.

Pottsville, Pa.-It is some time since you

have heard from me . It is about time the

brothers get together and try to attend the

meetings . We only have twelve meetings a

year, brothers, and the admission is free ,

SO let us get together and help swell the

crowd .

We regret to lose our Financial Secretary ,

Bro. Berger, who was appointed Dispatcher.

He was the right man in the right place .

Past President Wm . Lynagh has taken to
himself a bride . Many happy days , Bill ,

but the cigars went the wrong way.
The recent drawing held by the local

shows the good work on the part of the

committee and others, but had all the mem
bers put their shoulder to the wheel it

would have been a greater success , Five

hundred and six dollars was the amount

cleared by the drawing.

Roundy still has that longing for home

and mother.

For goodness sake , Spider , get awake

and go to work .

Bro. John McTurk is an altogether differ

ent man since he is on Tamaqua Division .
We regret to hear that Bro. Heiser is

dangerously ill , and hope for his speedy

recovery.

Bro. Connelly is very much improved and

will soon be among us again .

Conductor Heartter has resigned his posi

tion on the road and has taken up another

position at Pittston , Pa . Success, George .

Conductor Wm . Ziegler was presented

with a new alarm clock by his wife, Mother

and son are doing well .

Officers were elected at the first meeting
in the year. They are :

President, Bro . John Cooney.

Vice -President, Brother O. G. Snyder.

Treasurer, Bro . C. W. Donne .

Financial Secretary , Bro . John W. Dodds.

Recording Secretary, Bro. Alex, Zim

merman .

Warden , Bro. R. D. Bensinger.

Conductor. Bro .F. Zimmerman .

Special Officer, Bro. Chas. Omlor.

Executive Committee: Bros. John Cooney,

Frank Zimmerman, Charles Omlor, Charles

Haverty , Thomas Cain .

Delegates to Central Body : Bros. Charles

Tucker, Frank Zimmerman. Charles Omlor,

Charles Haverty , 0. G. Snyder.
EAGLE EYE .

NEWS OF DIV . 313.

Rock Island, Ill . - Gur grand concerts by

Ellis Brook's Military and Concert Band was

carried through with good success, both as

an entertainment and from a financial stand

point .

Edw. Blankenfelt and E. S. Roys, two ex
members of Division 313 , who have been

homesteading in South Dakota for several
years, are here shaking hands with old

friends .

The boys are all interested in the out

come of the Philadelphia strike .

Bro. Ben Fetterman is at work again , after

a short vacation .
Bro. Henrichs is able to resume work

again after being laid up by sickness for

over two months .

Bro. A. L. Armour has tired of living alone

and taken a partner . We haven't seen any

cigars yet.

Bro. Geo. Railing has been investing in

real estate. He must be figuring on taking

in a partner soon .

The most important question before us

now is our new agreement, to take the place
of the one that expires in June.

A great many improvements will be made

on our lines the coming season , in the way
of new doubletrack the Fourth avenue

line in Moline, extensions to Third and

Fourth avenue lines , the looping of the Long

View line , etc.
The burning question : " Who drew the

suits ?"

Bro, Charles Robinson has been laid up

ABANDON SWING RUNS.

Youngstown , 0. - A very important point
was gained by Local 114. Through thie

efforts of our president we were given

three early and three late runs . This did

away with swing runs .

Bro . Haney has resigned and moved to

McKeesport , Pa .
Bros. Warren and Johnson are confined

to their homes on account of sickness .

Bro. Mularkey is bereaved over the

death of his father which occurred Feb.

3 .

At the last meeting five applications for

membership were received .

L. M. S.

on
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JOINT COMMITTEE AT WORK.

Youngstown, 0.—The joint board of five
locals is hard at work on the new agree

ment for the coming year. Whatever may

be accomplished by the committee , we, as

brothers, working for the betterment of or

ganized labor, feel proud that we have men

who possess the ability and experience they

do, and it would be hard to find men in any

other local who are as well qualified to

the work . The principal points at issue to

be considered are : Higher rate of wages ,

miore runs and less hour trippers , and time

and one - half to be paid ,for all time worked

over the regular schedule runs .

There seems to be some class to Motorman

C. Ruhl. Not long ago he was awarded a

new hat by one of the passengers on his

car. The story is that one of those cold

mornings in February, when the thermom

eter registered zo, Motorman Ruhl was run

ning the limited . Being late , the car went

through space at a rapid rate . Onward it

went in its mad flight , until it rounded a

curve and the motorman noticed a dog on

trestle ( some four hundred feet long ) start
ing across the bridge. With a heart as

tender as a piece of Armour's beef, he quick

ly applied the brakes and gave the poor

bow -wow time to get across. For such an

act of kindness he was given a vote of

thanks and a new hat by the passengers

on the car.

H. Hahn, the curio collector, asks the as
sistance of the brothers of this local in

securing all of the tobacco coupons and

cigar bands they can for him.

George Mincher wishes it to be made

knownamong the brothers that he has dis

solved partnership with Cutter Hartshorn ,

to take effect April 1, 1910.

What might have been a serious accident

happened to Bro. D. D. Fitzgerald when he

fell into a pit some twenty feet deep at

the car barn . He lay unconscious for a long

time and when rescued by the barn men

it was found no bones were broken and only

slight bruises, Bro . Fitzgerald is now shak

ing hands with himself when he thinks how

lucky he was.

The brothers extend their sympathy for

Motorman S. Davis, whose wife has been

an invalid for a long time, and there seems

to be no hope entertained for her recovery .

Samuel Finch , formerly an engineer for

the Mahoning & Shenango Light Co., has

secured a like position at Spokane, Wash .

He has left many friends among the broth

ers in this local , and we all wish him suc

cess in his new field of work ,

Bro . Charles Sedore, who has been sick for

several weeks, is now able to be on duty.
272 .

wth many more encores. In fact , those

present were imbued with the dancing fever

and the hours sped away as though on
wings.

The following was the program :

1 . High Ball Waltz .

2 . Broken Trolley Two Step .

3 . Flat Wheel Quadrille.

4 . Behind Time Bellfield.

5 . Derail Waltz.

6 . Head On Four Step .

7 . Circuit Breaker Jersey.

8 . Back - up Three Step .
9 . Hand Brake Two- Step.

10 . Rock Car Waltz.

11 . West Fort Loop Waltz.
12 . Air Brake Two Step.
13 . Run Extra Lancers.

14 . Greasy Rail Four Step.

15 . Car Barn Waltz.

16 . Cross Over Bellfield .

17 . Stop Quick Quadrille.
18 . Loose Wheel Waltz,

19 . Side Track Jersey .

20 . Twenty - Three Skidoo Two Step.

21 . Port Arthur Home Sweet Home.

The large hall was tastefully decorated

with flags and bunting.

Mr. B. Bennett was floor manager, and

under his able supervision the dance went

along with a great swing.

At 12 o'clock supper was announced , and

again the large crowd received an agreeable
surprise. The railway men had spared

neither pains nor money to make this a

feature of the dance. The tables were all

handsomely decorated with candles, etc. , and
were loaded with edibles .

a

BENEFIT NOT SUBJECT AS ESTATE.

Oakland , Cal. - An accident occurred here
recently , which it be well to remember,

From injuries sustained one of our Brothers

died . The public administrator took charge

of his estate and made a demand on Bro .

Smart for the $ 100 due from the Amalga

mated. The demand was refused and after
some contention the matter was brought

before the District Attorney, who decided

that the Constitution and By -laws covered

the case and that money was for the heirs

and not a part of the estate.
The Company is substituting ratchet

gongs for the old style pin , and the change
is appreciated .

Brothers, remember, you must register if
you wish to vote at the fall elections.

Don't fail to register and vote ; then if

things are not as you would like, you will

know whether you voted for or against them .

If it is legal to boycott the meat trust,

would it be legal to boycott breakfast foods ?

There would be several reasons.

A motion at Central Labor Council to bind

members to forego meat, butter and eggs for

30 days was lost. Wouldn't it be more to

the point to get busy and, by the people

getting control of the supplies, have plenty
instead of abstinence ?

Professor Lucile Eaves, of the University

of Nebraska, in summingup after an address

said : “ We've got our whole reform system

backwards -- we must quit dealing with
the effects and set about removing the

causes. ' Oh ! What a world of meaning

is conveyed in those words ! And, having
the means to effect a cure in our hands ,

what responsibility is ours when we fail to

properly use it .

A resolution on the proposed postage in

crease was referred to Central Labor Coun

cil , who in turn instructed the secretary

to communicate with the congressman from

this district. It is really a blow at the

press that is exposing wrongs and trying to

arouse the people to action and should be

defeated

Brothers of Philadelphia , we are watching

and sympathizing with you on this coast .

knowing the kind of people ye are opposing

there and the particular servile press of

your city, you certainly deserve the sym

pathy and support of all people. When we

consider that treatment accorded by the

companies there , it is small wonder that

the average car- man's tenure is so short .

" PETER PAN."

IT WAS A HUMMER.

Port Arthur, Ont. - Division No. 521 , which

embraces the employes of the Port Arthur
and Fort William Traction Company, re

cently held their first dance . G'ur local daily

paper , in speaking of the dance, is quoted

as follows :

It was a “hummer," and , in fact , it was

one of the finest dances that has ever been

held in the Orpheum . That was the general

opinion of the large number of ladies and

gentlemen
that attended

the first annual

dance of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes .

There was a large crowd present, almost
every person who had been fortunate

enoough to receive an invitation turning out

to help the railway employes spend a pleas

ant evening. And it was a pleasant even

ing . Every person present enjoyed the

dance thoroughly, and, although it did not

break up until the wee sma' hours, almost

every party remained at the Orpheum until
all was over .

The railway men had spared no pains to

make the dance a great success. for days

they had been arranging the details, so that

last night everything passed oft with

harmony.

The Goodier orchestra rendered the music

and there were twenty - one fine numbers,

on
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calves that rounded out his conventional co

lonial hose.

But in this particular Roy was not there

with the goods. He was a gay deceiver , and

when as the dance progressed a mischievous

young woman piped in a shrill soprano, “Oh

Girls, pipe the stilts !" everybody " piped" and

everybody laughed.

You see one of the bulging calves had

slipped downward around toward the front

of Roy's rather slim limb, so that if one

looked straight at it one couldn't tell wheth

er it was the south lobe of a leg going north
or the north lobe of a leg going south . It

wasn't a permanent injury , and soon the

dashing General Washington returned from

the dressing room with his pads in normal

condition , but the knowing smile of some of

the young women wouldn't wear off .

on

HOW THE FLOUR MILL WAS ORGAN

IZED

La Crosse, Wis ., March 2. There never

was a better infant in arms than La Crosse

Local No. 519, Amalgamated Association of
Street and Electric Railway Employes. Not

only is the new union well-behaved , but it is
a thrifty child , for following its second

dance, given January 29 in Linker it

" looked the whole world in the face, for it

owes not any man ." The ball netted a fine

profit, and was decidedly a social success ,

the happy outcome of the affair being large

ly due to Chairman Charles Kanter, of the

amusement committee, and to his associates .

The success of the dance was all the more

noted when it is considered that on the same

night three popular aid societies, the Govern
or's Guards, The Norwegian Aid and the

Polish Aid , gave rival dancing parties , not

to speak of several of lesser importance in

the outskirts of the city .

A recent enterprise in which Local No. 519

has been interested in the introduction here
by importation of union made flour. Patron

age heretofore has been given to a local

mill, but during many years attempts to

unionize it have failed , and at last giving up

hope the Trades and Labor Council secured

the shipment here of a car of " Best of All . "

So ready was the sale that the carload was
sold out in a day and there was no means

of filling the orders. A second carload ar

rived and disappeared with equal speed ,

whereupon I. Schilling, a local jobber, accept
ed the agency for the brand and it is

sale in all the stores .

Talk about quick action ! The second car

load had hardly been reduced to pastry be

fore Manager Yeo of the City Milling Com

pany sent a written proposal to the Trades

and Labor Council that he would unionize his

city mills provided agreeable relations could

be established with the laboring public. Ap

parently the time when big business con

cerns dare to scoff at unionism has passed .

La Crosse people are much_interested in

plans of the La Crosse City Railway com

pany to extend their lines and expand busi

ness in general during 1910 . The improve

ment contemplates the expenditure of $ 30,000

in local work , and General Manager Peter
Valier has just returned from St. Louis

where he has purchased a number of up -to

date cars for the South Side lines. Evidently

the company has adopted the modern theory

that the way to be prosperous is not to wait

for communities to be built up but to extend

the lines first in order to encourage subur

ban building.

Deportment of the men in No. 519 , attend

ance at meetings and payment of dues are in

the main highly satisfactory . Discipline is

good, probably more due to the fact that the

Union refuses to defend unworkmanlike con

duct on the part of its members than to any

effort of the company. which has showed

itself ready, at least when it comes to the

finish , to accept the judgment of the Union

officials and committee as to the capacity

and conduct of the employes.

Now boys, the lobby at the power house is

a fine place for you to keep your mouths
shut. Just look around and you will notice

how eagerly certain parties are watching

you , looking for information, which , later on,
is used against you , Also stories find their

way into newspapers explaining the com
pany's business to the public. We would

also like to call your attention to the first

Saturday night of each month when Division

519 meets. Watch the bulletin board ,

A friend of ours who is very ambitious at

times, " doing things," will please remember

that the meeting point for the 10:50 and 11

o'clock South is Green Bay street switch and
not on Market street . Get wise , Bill . Drop

that hammer.

It takes a girl to discover a misplaced pad .

At the Carmen's masque ball Bro . Roy

Berthong was there with the goods as George

Washington . and there was not a murmur

of protest when the judges awarded the be

wigged hero of the Revolution first prize.

The girls admired him , too-particularly his

well rounded person and the plump, plump

DETROIT DIGEST.

On the night of Saturday , February 26 , Di

vision No. 26 met in general meeting to re

ceive the report of the agreement commit
tee. The meeting was held in Knights of

Columbus Hall and standing room was at a

premium .

President Charles Mackey deferred all rou
tine business and declared in order the

presentation of the report of the committee .

Committeeman Ray Green read the report
and the agreement with the proposed

changes was taken up by sections, Secretary

W. J. B. Sherwood noting the changes and

the action of the meeting on each section .

The chief modification made in the report

by the meeting was an amendment substi

tuting time and one-half for overtime in

stead of double time as the former meeting

had instructed .

International President W. D. Mahon was

present at the meeting.

The committee was instructed to recon

struct the sections changed .

The ruling of President Mackey to make

the report the first order of business proved

to be timely, as . had that course not been

followed the work on the agreement could

not have been completed . It held the meet

ing until a late adjournment time.

The recent death of our late ex -President

A. A. MacManama is deeply deplored. His

family have the sympathy of our full mem
bership . The entire executive board and

President W. D. Mahon attended the funeral,

LINES BEING EXTENDED .

Asheville, N. C. - Our division here is get

ting along finely . Interest in our organ

ization is growing and the attendance at
our meetings is better than ever before .

The last monthly meeting was held on Jan.

29th , 1910 . After the regular installation

of officers took place, Bro . Chas. M. Thomp

son having been elected President : Bro. C.

J. Roberts, Recording Secretary ; Bro. H. E.

Thompson , Financial Secretary : and Bro. 0 .

P. Lyda, Treasurer. Several of the elected
officers made very pleasing addresses of

thanks for the honor conferred upon them .

Bro. H. E. Thompson , who has been ill
for some time has resumed work .

Bros. P. W. Wolf and L. F. Smith left

last Tuesday for Jacksonville. Fla. , with the

best wishes of the boys for an enjoyable

trip .

We have had the coldest weather here

in eight years and the sand leavers have

been working overtime.

A fine bridge is being built across the

French Brood River, which, when completed ,
wil enable Us to extend a line from or

five miles out in the country ,
We expect to add the on the nine

mile Weaverville line to our organization ,

this spring .

This town is a summer resort and it is

no trouble to get off at this time of year,
but when the days are sizzling hot the

shady woods along the outer ends of the

car -lines call to us in vain .

me
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Brother Erwin Fenton has been sick for

some six weeks.

Brother John Failor slipped on the ice on

February 3rd and sustained injuries to his

right shoulder and wrist sufficient to keep

him from work for some three weeks.

Several of the brothers are now sick .

We are all interested in the Philadelphia

strike and hope the boys win out there.

R. J.

NEW RUNS WILL ABSORB EXTRAS.

Gary, Ind. The meeting of Div. 517, held

February 21st , at 12 o'clock midnight, was

well attended by all early men . There being

a few late men absent. Bro . Spencer was

initiated .

All motormen and conductors here are now

members-eighteen in all . We think this is

a good record , as we were organized only a

year ago

At our meeting previous to February 24th
the officers for the ensuing year were chosen

and the following selected: President, H.

M. Nichols; vice - president , L. F. May baum ;
financial secretary and treasurer, C. Metsker;

recording secretary, Mr. Weber ; warden, Mr.

Linton ; conductor, A. West ; delegates to

Trades Council, H. M. Nichols and C. Metsker ;

correspondent. James H. Malo ; executive

board , H. M. Nichols, C. Metsker, Mr. Weber,
more by outside collections here to support

officers Div. No. 517 hope to do good work .

All members are hearty in there support of

the newly elected officers.
We have just received two new cars to

be used on the Hammond extension of our

lines soon as they can be loosened up

ready for service, This will give the men

now on the extra list regular runs and add
to our number an extra list of

We want those now on the extra list to be

replaced by men as good as those we now

have, then we will keep our line intact as a
union road . 517 .

as

new men .

THE THREE KINDS,

Akron, Ohio . — Division No. 98 recently in
stalled as officers for the ensuing year:

President, Lee J. Ish ; Vice- President, Jasper

Stewart ; Recording Secretary , Frank Good
enberger ; Financial Secretary. R. H. Wil
liams; Treasurer, John Failor; Warden ,

W. Ř . Beldon : Sentinel, S. Loudenslager.

Executive Board, Lee J. Ish , A. L, Kauf

man , S. S. Hertzler, Charles ' Wise , Joseph

Krupp and Frank Goodenberger.

Brother Geese will hereafter be more

prompt in attendance at meetings . He has

cut out this running around at nights. We

wish him and Mrs. Geese a bright and happy

future .

There seems to be no lack of interest in

the association here. There are, however,

several men employed here who might find

it profitable to be members. For various
reasons . some have never become members ,

and others are of long standing in arrears .

Of course, there is no veil over the reasons

for this. No man can give a sensible excuse

for not being a member of the labor or
ganization of his craft when there is an

opportunity. Yet there is a sense of fear

and an appearance of alarm that frightens
most of those who keep out . Others are

so short - sighted that they think they stand

in better with the boss by being identified

as non -members or as non -unionists, and in

this way gain special favor that is not to

be enjoyed by those who are members.
OC

casionally there are those who refrain from

taking part on account of the dues. They
want the benefits and are not far - sighted

enough to know that more benefits can

come to them if they would strengthen the

organization by their presence to make it

more powerful in getting benefits. So , it

is the weakness of the individual that must

be overcome in some way or wiped out be

fore it can be expected that he will volun

tarily become a member of the organization ,
no matter to which of these classes he

belongs.

It is quite a difficult problem to put spine
into a man . Those who remain out through

fear , it seems to have been the experience ,

must be brought in through fear. If the as

sociation can make itself appear more fear

ful to them than does their assumed menace

of membership , they will come in and it

cannot be expected that they will come in be

fore they arrive at that conclusion because,

as I stated before, you cannot put spine into

such fellows , They are weak and that is all

there is to it . Things must appear more

threatening to them outside of the organiza

tion than in the organization or they will
not come in . That disposes of that class.

The class who are seeking favor and ex

pect favor at the hands of the management

on account of their being non -unionists must
come to the understanding that there is

equally as much . if not more. benefit, directly
to them through the organization than out

of it before they will come in . Usually, such

are narrow -minded , as their conception of

the situation shows, and it is rather difficult
to persuade such minds. Those who are

capable of mind development or forceful

thought will sooner or later become mem

bers.

Those others , the other fellow who does

not want to pay his share in supporting the

organization but is willing to take the all

vantages that are brought to him through it ,

usually that class of men are not on the job

as a permanent proposition : at least, in their

minds. They want to get rich quick and get

out of the business or are looking to take

advantage of the first better paid job that

comes along. Usually these jobs do not come

to such men and sometimes they remain in

the service a long time, but they are like

the Indian : they want their pay every night

and do not want to spend any of it only to

treat themselves. In fact, they are Indians

to the labor movement and leeches to society.

We are pleased to see the Cleveland local
back in line again and in control of the

Cleveland situation . It has been a long fight

and those who have taken part in it and car.
ried it through are entitled to the credit

they will receive.

was

PEORIA POINTERS.

Your correspondent is glad to note the in

terest taken in the meetings lately. That's
right, boys . Turn out and let the old hall

ring with enthusiasm .

Dan Godby , an Adams street conductor,

is at the pesthouse with smallpox. At last

accounts he doing nicely . However,

Sick Committeeman Beck of that division

does not seem to visit him .

As the spring approaches, the rails are

getting slick and the thump, thump of the

flat wheels makes music for the train crews.

Division No. 416 has purchased an Oliver

typewriter.

As there is a bulletin up to purchase new

uniforms by April 1 , by those who need
them , do not overlook the fact that Salzin

stein & Co., carry a line of clothing made by
The Block Co.. of Cleveland , and while there

other houses who carry union made

goods we should remember that Block & Co.
advertise in our Motorman and Conductor

and deserve a liberal share of your patron

age .

are

N.

148 IN GOOD CONDITION .

Albany, Y-Division No. 148 is in

pretty good condition . President Jack Law
lor is the new man at the wheel and he

seems to be giving satisfaction . While

President Lawlor is new as president , he

has almost successively, since the institution

of the local, served the association in some

office and several terms upon the executive
committee, so he is not a novice at the

business.

Former President Wm. Kavanaugh , of

this local is now enjoving a berth in the

State Department. Brother Kavanaugh

served this local for several years as an

officer.

Everything seems to be moving in har .

mony between the management of the

company and the members of Division No.

148 . We hope that condition of peace and

good - will will continue.
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Division 425 has a great deal of sickness

anangst its members this winter, mostly all

of short duration except Bros. Jordan and
Farley .

Bro, Frank O'Donnell is laid up with a

cut head by being thrown against the glass
in his car door.

Do not stop your car to block intersecting

streets .

can

same

ACCOMPLISH MORE THAN UNOR

GANIZED

The last two meetings of Division 89

was attended fairly good, but still there

are a few members who think , “Well , I

attended the last meeting and saved my

fifty cents , and I will not go to this one,

there will be enough there without me, " and

there are quite a few thinking and doing

this .

Why don't you all come and get to under

stand each other better and be drawn closer

together in true union feeling . We

readily see how it is that seventy - five

Brothers , standing shoulder to shoulder, can ,

and will accomplish more than the

rumbr of uunorganized would .
Bro . Coulthard, thinking that a little

Christianity would not do any harm , but

a whole lot of good at the present time,

secured a private car from Youngstown and

took about 50 in number of the motormen

and conductors and families to Youngstown

to Rev. Billy Sunday , on Thursday evening,

Feb. 3 . I wish to say that they were very
deeply impressed with the sermon , and

number claimed they never heard his equal .

I did not hear of any converts from among

them, but I think it will cause a few to try

and live a better life and be prepared for

the next world.
Bro . Shipe , who has been confined to his

home with Bright's Disease , is not recover

ing very fast and it was best to remove

him to a hospital, which was done on Feb.

27.

Bro . Ramsey has sustained the second

operation at the hospital after having the

fever about one year ago.

Brothers of Division 89 heard that Chair

man C. 0. Pratt is under arrest at Phila

delphia. confident he is innocent

of any crime and are sure that at the time

of trial he will so prove himself.

Bros. Hall and McQuistion , who were off

three days last week and received pay for

the time, say it was easy money, McQuistion

says it made him lazy .

a

WILL HOLD ALTERNATE MEETINGS.

Butler, Pa . - We have experienced here one

of the hardest winters in the history of

our road . But we are now looking for some

nice weather , as spring is about due.

Some of our Brothers have been quite

sick this winter, but all are on the road to

recovery

Bro . McMeekin , who had his shoulder

fractured by falling from his car, some

weks ago, is not improving very fast and
it will be some time before he is back to

work .

We are glad to note that our old Brother ,

Sam . P. Callender , is on the job again .

Nothing like it , Sam .

I notice by the letters in the M, and C. that

some of the Financial Secretarys seem to

have some trouble in the collection of dues .

Boys, if you only knew what a bore it is

on the secretary to have to ask you if

you want your card, you would have your

money ready when he comes with your

card.
By arrangements made at our last meet

ing , our secretary will be in the employees

room at the office on the 27th day of each

month , where the Brothers can secure their

cards and buttons for the next month . So

there will be no excuse if you do not have

your dues and buttons up to date , and

please wear your button where it will be

seen .

We have adopted a new plan for our meet

irgs. Instead of holding them at midnight,

we have one meeting at 8 p . m ., first Monday
of the month , for early men and on first

Tuesday at 9 p . m . for late men ,
We are all very sorry to hear of the

trouble of our Brothers in Philadelphia ,

but hope that they may win their struggle
for their rights. Long live the Amalga

matted and C. 0. Pratt . COR .

We are

LOCAL CARED FOR WORTHY BROTHER

Hartford , Conn . - Regular session of Feb

ruary meeting of Division 425, was held in
C. L. U. Hall and must say it was the best

attended held for some time. The Brothers
are all very interested at present. Hope

they will keep up the good work .

Division 425' once more has been visited

by the grim hand of death , that took from
our ranks a most loyal and respected

Brother, Chas. Whitmore, employed on the

cars here as a motorman since Dec. 1896 .

A cancer developed on the Bro.'s face and
he continued to work for years until it

became so bad and painful that he finally

had to give up work entirely.

During the winter of 1907 , the doctor told

him if he took a month off he might help

him. So the Bros. took the case in hand

and at one of the regular meetings we col
lected about $ 100.00 and gave it to him

so he had a month ofl . Returning to his

car he worked until the following winter,

1908 , and had to give up again until death

relieved his sufferings. As soon as it was
seen that the Bfother could not work ,

members of Division 425 got busy to take
care of him . A relief sick committee was

formed and a member was appointed for

every line in the city to collect five cents
each week from every man on the lines

wearing a button and this netted him from

ten dollars to fifteen dollars per week for

the two years he was unable to work and
with his sick benefits from the Division

made the nice sum of about fifteen hundred
dollars, with which we were able to help

him along. We don't think they do this

kind of work amongst trolleymen in places
where they are unorganized . At least , we

have not heard of it . Who can say truth

fully, that organized labor is not a benefit ?

bro. Joseph E. Dunn has recovered from

his injuries sufficient to resume his duties
on his car.

PROVIDED WITH SEATS.

Lawrence, Mass.-Division No. 261 is to

day stronged numerically and in spirit than

she has been for years and we have others

waiting for admission. This shows effective

work on part of our officers and members

and that we have gained an understanding

of the spirit of unionism

Affairs with this local are moving along

very smoothly. There is no friction with

the company, and our boys seem to be , as a

whole , very well satisfied . Of course , we

can stand an increase of wages most any

time, but that is something for future con

sideration ,

The management is now providing seats

for motormen . This is being appreciated as

a great benefit; especially on long runs.

Many new men are coming among us just

now , both for front and back end service.

However, they are needed .

Several of our boys have been laid off

for three days through the dirty work of

a spotter. One has been working on the

cars here for years. He is not a member of

the association .

Brother Alex Champion has had the mis

fortune of losing his oldest boy who was

recently drowned . Brother Champion has

our sympathy in his bereavement.

Brother Burt Wools has entered the ex

press business , which takes him from ser

vice the road .

C'ur Ball Committee is making reports

of success in selling tickets . There is in

dication that we will have a big crowd.

The committee is getting up a souvenir book

which will be a credit to the local. It will

contain a program of the ball , Advertise

ments for the souvenir are being solicited

by Bro . M. J. Haggarty.

on
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NOTES FROM DIV . 22.

Worcester, Mass . We are still on top, al

though the weather man tried hard to bury

us with snow this winter.

Business is booming and some very impor

tant changes are taking place here.

There was a very good attendance at the

last meeting. Eight new ones were initiated

and about twenty applications received.

Our annual ball was a great success and

everybody had a fine time. Mechanics Hall,

which is the largest in the city, was well

filled . The committee say about $ 700 is to go

into our treasury . Everybody get busy and

make returns for tickets, so we can have a

final report at the next meeting.

I notice plenty of members stay home on

meeting night, but they like to ask some

body about it the next day. Why don't you

all come ? There is plenty of room and

plenty of business now .

The old board of officers were most all re
elected , which shows their work is well

done. Peter J. Rooney would not stand for

re - election , although the members tried hard

to have him. He was given a vote of thanks

for the good work he did while in office of

recording secretary . A good man succeeds

him . Bro. Geo. Gardiner. For the next year :

President, John H. Reardon ; vice -president,

Patrick Shea ; treasurer, John Broderick ;

financial secretary, Geo. A. MacGeachy ; re

cording secretary , Geo . Gardiner; sentinel ,

Daniel Rawson; conductor, M. J. Mahoney ;
executive board, P. J. Rooney, F. Parent, J.

O'Brien , H. H. Bailey ; delegate to joint con

ference board , John H. Reardon and P. J.

Rooney.

Frank said he likes the seats. Who is

next ? The link slips ; the motorman talks

( nuf sed ) ; no one hears him in the vestibule ;
bum seat.

The next meeting will be a hummer. All

come. L. C. , Div. 22 .

organizing work . Bro. J. E. Byers, financial

secretary of 265. gave us a very good talk

and encouraged us greatly in stating that

our financial condition had been talkd over

and they intended to assist us in this matter

in as much as their treasury would permit ;

that a pro rata of the treasury would be en

dowed 532, which is evident of the good

spirit of fraternity that is most essential to

labor organization,

Each of our visitors in their turn gave us

speches of encouragement. Bro. M. T. Mur

ray emphasized the importance of support

ing the Japanese and Corean league ; this or

ganization has our affliation . We were all

pleased with their advice and assistance ,

Bro. J. R. Hillis , to whom much credit is

due for his energy and interest taken , was

elected chairmanof the meeting. The of

ficers elected were : President, A. J. Camp

bell ; vice - president , W. A. Salisbury ; finan

cial' secretary , A. Russell; recording secre

tary and correspondent, J. A. Marcum ; treas

urer, V. Hollinbeck ; warden, C. W. Bryan ;

conductor, H. Darnley; sentinel, D. C. Parker;
executive officers, W. A. Salisbury, J. A.

Marcum , J. R.Hillis, D. C. Parker . COR .

NOTES FROM 452.

Thompsonville, Conn . - Div . 452 held her

regular monthly sessions Thursday, March

3rd . Owing to the fact that the attendance

was so small at the afternoon session , no

business was done. The night session was

well attended , and we had a very interesting

meeting.

Our West Side members of late are display .

ing a decided lack of interest in the doings

atour Division meetings, The members on

the East Side divisions are in hopes that the

West Side boys will soon awaken to the

fact that they are union men, and that it is

their duty to attend all of the Division

meetings.

Our regular annual assembly and dance,

held in Franklin hall, Thompsonville, Feb

ruary 6th , was a grand success socially and

financially . Much credit is due to our dance

committee for the success of our dance,

owing to the fact that they had only a very

short time to complete arrangements and a

lot of hard work was necessary.

Albert Keyes, an ex -member of our union

who , with his motorman, Sylvester, made a

spectacular arrest one night last December,

has passed the civil service examination and

expects to receive a permanent position on

the Springfield fire department, P. F. S.

TWENTY MILES OF NEW LINE.

Ogden, Utah ,-- Newly elected officers of

Division No. 418 are : A , Ramsden , President;

J. Maddock, Vice-President; O. Crittenden ,

Financial Secretary - Treasurer, and 0. Ward

leigh , Recording Secretary.

It seems the boys know a good thing when

they have it and stick to Bro . A. Ramsden

for president. He has served us in that
capacity for three years, and we expect

to keep him there for three years longer.

Brother Crittenden , our financial secretary,

has been appointed general storekeeper and

clerk to the master mechanic for the

company .
brother McClure, who has been sick for

a long time, seems to be holding his own,

but is compelled to sleep in the open air.

The Division wishes him a speedy recovery.
Brother Arthur Nelson has had his wing

clipped . He thought he would fly a little

higher than Ogden and went to Spokane ,

Wash ., where he worked as motorman for

the Spokane Traction Company. He soon

got tired of his high flying and is again

back in Ogden , which he says is good enough

for him .
The company will extend its road to

Brigham City , a distance of about twenty

miles through a beautiful farming country.

This will make additional work and addi

tions to our local . We are now connected
with Plain City in one direction and Ogden
Canyon in another. This new line will add

considerably to railway facilities in this

section,

Our meetings are well attended and we

have no trouble in getting newly employed

men to become members. 418 .

PROCEEDS WILL GO TO WIDOW OF

LATE BROTHER.

New Haven, Conn.-Our late Brother Wm .

Baker, who was killed in a trolley accident

at Branford, a suburb of New Haven, was
buried on January 21 . He had run a car

for twenty -four years, and the people be

came acquainted with him and his habits,

he being of the genial kind . He left

wife and five children . Among those who

sent tokens of flowers to the home of the

later brother were the pupils of Branford ,

the trolley men of Derby, his relieving

crew , his conductor, Thomas King, and Divi

sion No. 281 . Some 300 of our members at

tended the funeral in a body.
The grand ball that was to be given

January 20 was postponed to March 30 on
account of the death of Brother Baker. All

of the proceeds of the ball will now go

to the benefit of Mrs. Baker. The boys

are doing all they can to make it a success .

The committee having this event in charge,

who will look after the interests of those

left behind by Brother Baker, are : Thomas
Deskin , chairman ; Frank Maher, secretary,

Dan McKay, James Lynch , Joseph Redmond,

Charles Morris, Wm . Boylan, Thomas Reilly,

James McDonald, Samuel Meiks, John Menns,
Joseph Callahan , Thomas Knott, George

Skelly, John Knight , William Kenney,

Philip Dwyer and William Healy.

a

NEW LOCAL LAUNCHED.

San Jose, Cal.-- Division No. 532 launched

into existence on Monday evening, January
3rd , 1910, in a most amicable manner. The

object of Local 532 is to establish an inter

urban trainmen division , in order to cope

with standard rules and regulations in gen

eral that do not pertain to city street car
service .

Division 532 being a sister division to San

Jose local No. 265 , invitations were extended

to her members to honor the new division

with their presence. Bros. J. E. Byers, J.

Hickman , M. T. Murray and F E. Wright
were visitors from 265 . Bro . Richard Cor

nelius, of San Francisco, was with us , and

gave his able advice and assistance to the
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P. H. B. & N. C. AGREEMENT.

Memorandum of
Agreement.

Made and entered into by and between

the Pittsburg Harmony, Butler & Newcas

tle Railways Company, their successors ,

heirs or assigns, party of the first part,

hereinafter designated the Company, and

the Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employees of America,

Division No. 529 , of Harmany, Pennsyl

vania, party of the second part, hereinafter,

for convenience called the Association .

Witnesseth :

Section No. 1 . The Company agrees to

recognize and treat with the duly authorized

and accredited representatives and Com

mittees of the Association , to adjust all

questions and differences that may arise

during the life of this agreement.

Section No. 2 . The Employees declare it

Galley 2 Motorman and Conductor,

to be their intention to render faithful

service in their respective positions to

which they may be asigned, and , generally,

to co - operate with the Company in making

relations mutually agreeable and profitable.
Section No. 3 . ANI runs shall be so

scheduled as to permit of the two turn sys

tem , “ straight earlies" and " straight lates"

not less than nine or more than ten hours

straight time shall constitute a day's

work. When necessary to operate a swing

run , in order to complete a schedule, the

same shall be completed within fifteen con

secutive hours .

Section No. 4 . In the train service, em

ployees shall be paid from the time they

are required to report for work until they

are relieved from duty at the schedule start
ing point, except when called upon

for the time required to reach such start
to report at other than regular start

ing point . The time of crews of both reg

ular and extra runs to start and stop from

same place , and in case any run does not do

so time shall be allowed crews to starting

place.
Section No. 5 . The Company shall en

deavor at all times to maintain an adequate

extra list . No regular man shall be re

quired to do any extra work when an extra

man is available . It is further agreed that

all extra work shall be done by extra men ,

when extra men are avallable.

Section No. 6 . The working board of the

following day to be marked up no later

than 4 o'clock p. m. each day. Said list

to be posted in the crews room , So that

all men will be able to see it .

Section No. 7. At any time the Company

wishes to change the schedule, it is agreed

that there shall be a list of runs posted

on all bulletin boards for a period not

less than three ( 3 ) days previous to such

change, and all employees shall have their

respective places in acordance with their
continuous age in the passenger service

of the department to which he is assigned,

priority shall always determine an employ

ees rights on the division on which he is

employed , it being understood that the old

est employee shall have the first choice of

runs, and so one down through the entire
list . A member's seniority to start when he

first signs time.

Section No. 8 . All men taken off their

run to work other runs with less working

hours, shall be paid time called for on

his own run .

Section No. 9. Sharking time shall be

ten ( 10 ) minutes, and all men shall serve

two days in missing their regular run .
Section No. 10 . General orders governing

employees shall take effect as soon as they

are issued , and the employees affected shall

have time to sign an acknowledgement of

the same, not to exceed twelve ( 12 ) hours.

Time tables shall be given trainmen at least

twenty-four ( 24 ) hours before they go into
effect.

Section No. 11 . Pay day for the employees

shall be on the 5th and 20th of each month

with two days grace , and should a Sunday

or holiday fall on either of these pay days,

the following day shall be the regular pay

day.

Section No. 12 . All passenger runs shall

be thrown open for selection at least four
( 4 ) days before the expiration of each

month , to permit the seniority rights of the

men to take effect upon the 1st day of each

month .

Section No. 13 . The wages for all motor

men and conductors shall be twenty - seven

( 270 ) cents per hour.

Section No. 14 . All trippers working less

than five ( 5 ) hours per day, shall be paid

$ 1.20 , when worked by an extra man who

has not worked any that day. When any

man is called upon to make car changes,

he shall remain at barn for balance of five

( 5 ) hours to receive $ 1.20 . After expiration

of five hours if the man is called upon to

take a run , they shall be paid for contin

uous time of said run , with the additional

$ 1.20 added .

Section No. 15 . The extra list to be run

as follows :-First man in to be first man

out , providing all other men have been out .

Section No. 16 . When employees are laid

off, to look up evidence in case of accidents ,

or attending courts or inquests, they shall

be paid the regular wages for such time.

Section No. 17 . In cases where the Com

pany discharges or suspends a member,

and if such member or the Association de

sires information concerning the reason for

such suspension , or discharge, it shall be

given them by the Company within forty

eight ( 48 ) hours after such request has

been made.

Section No. 18 . Where any motorman or

conductor has been suspended or discharged

from the service of the Company , and after

investigation or arbitration as per section

No. 19 has been found not guilty, he shall

be reinstated in his former position and

paid for all lost time .

Section No. 19 . In the event of failure

to reach a mutual satisfactory adjustment

on any question or grievance that may arise ,

the same shall , upon written request to

either party hereto, be submitted to a tem

porary Board of Arbitration to be selected

as follows : The Company shall choose one

arbitrator, The Association shall choose one

arbitrator, and the two arbitrators thus

selected shall meet with the parties inter

ested , and attempt to bring about a settle

ment of the question or grievance in dis

pute. In case they are unable to bring

about a satisfactory adjustment the two

arbitrators thus chosen shall then select

the third arbitrator . Each party shall name

its arbitrator within five ( 5 ) days from

time written notice has been given by

either party to the other party that arbitra

tion is desired . After the two arbitrators

have failed in securing adjustment of the

matter, they shall meet daily for the pur

pose of selecting the third arbitrator , and

after the third arbitrator has been chosen ,

it shall be the duty of the arbitration

board to meet without delay and to hear all

the evidence and testimony that the parties

hereunto desire to submit regarding the

case or cases , and after all the facts have

been presented , then the Board of Arbitra

tors shall render their decision . They shall

submit a copy of their decision in writing

to each party hereunto which shall be final

and binding upon both parties. Each party

hereunto shall pay the expenses of their

own arbitrator and both shal jointly pay the

expenses of the third arbitrator , and such

other expenses as may be incurred in con

nection with the said arbitration case.

Section No. 20. The Company shall refuse

after sixty days trial , to keep in their em

ploy any motorman or conductor who may
prove unsatisfactory to the Company, or

the Association ; also , that no person be

allowde to act either as motorman or con

ductor after sixty days who has not become

a member of this Association or a recog

nized student.

In case of expulsion of any of its mem

bers by said Association , the Company
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or
a total valuation of $ 1,000,000. The average

number of residents is 150, the average cost

per resident being $30 a month. Practically

every cent which has been spent in build

ings and maintenance has been raised by

a monthly percapita assessment. Of late

years the management has devoted increas

ing attention to the treatment of tubercu

losis and has met with splendid results in

the Colorado climate ."

agrees to dismiss from its service such

member members, upon satisfactory

proof of the misconduct alleged , or conduct

contrary to the spirit and conditions of

this agreement.

Section No. 21. No motorman or con

ductor after securing employment as motor

man or conductor shall go upon the car for

service without first securing a permit card

from the Executive Board of this Associa

tion .

Section No. 22. Employees shall have the

right to purchase their uniforms in the open
market.

Section No. 23 . All motormen's vestibules

shall be heated and made as comfortable as

possible.

Section No. 24. This argreement and the

provision thereof shall continue in force and

be binding upon the representative parties

hereto from the first day of February, 1910.

and from year to year thereafter unless

mutually changed by the parties hereunto.

Either of the parties hereunto desiring a

change in any section or sections of this

agreement shall notify the other party , in

writing , of the desired change , thirty ( 30 )
days prior the ending of each year,

which is the first day of August. Under

such notice , the agreement shall be open to

consider the change or changes desired.

IN WITNESS THEREOF, we have here

unto set our hands and affixed our seals

this first day of February , A. D. , 1910 .

THE PITTSBURG , MARMONY, BUTLER

AND NEW CASTLE RAILWAYS COMPANY.

By R. H. Boggs , President.

By Mark G. Hibbs, Secretary .

( Seal )

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employees of America ,

Division No. 529, of Harmony, Pennsyl

vania .

By James L. Colhopp, President.

By C. N. Shannon , Secretary.

( Seal )

Approved by J. J. Thorpe, 2nd Internat

ional Vice -President.

to

PRINTERS' HOME LIBRARY DEDICATED. FINANCIAL SECRETARY JOHN STAMP.

FLI .

Division No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio.
In Colorado Springs, Colo . , is erected and

maintained by the International Typographi

cal Union a printers ' home. On February 15

a library addition , at the cost of $30,000 ,

was dedicated . It was a splendid event and

participated in by many of the most public

spirited citizens of the city . President

James Lynch , of the Typographical Union,

delivered a most remarkable address , in

which he cited that the home alone justified

the existence of the printers' organization.

Of the newly added library and the home,

the publicity bureau of the Chamber of Com

merce of Colorado Springs makes a descrip

tive statement, as follows :

" The new library addition is one of the

handsomest buildings at the institution .

Although erected primarily for the purpose

of housing the splendid library of 11,000

volumes , it also contains a spacious dining

room , kitchen , serving-room and other culi

nary departments. Later, two additional

stories wil be added to provide dormitory

accommodations for forty residents . It cost

$30,000 , and the funds were raised entirely

by voluntary contributions from members of

the union.

" The main building of the Printers' Home

was dedicated in 1892 , and since that time

more than $ 850,000 has been expended , and

the property east of Colorado Springs has

Above is reproduced a picture of Secre

tary John Stampili of Division No. 268 ,

Cleveland, Ohio. Secretary Stampfli has

held his present position since the re-estab

lishment of the local some years ago. He

went through the trials experienced by the

Cleveland local during the last two years

shoulder to shoulder with President J. K.

Farasey. Due to his position as the finan

cial officer of the organization and the add

ed responsibilities of that position and the

manner in which he has handled the affairs

of the association , he is entitled to the

admiration he has enlisted from the mem

bers of his association , and those who have

associated with him and know of the work

that has been upon him and for him to per

form during the struggle that has recently

been crowned with complete victory in the

full re-establishment of the organization and

its membership in employment upon the

Cleveland Electric Railways . Brother

Stampfli is regarded as one of the most

able local officers in the association . He

has represented his local in the last two

conventions of the Initernational Organiza

tion and at the last served the convention

upon the finance committee.
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event it should be unable to carry out its

ideal economic labor policy , the large Cleve

land local would be hard hit. Succeeding

events showed that those of this opinion

were correct. The Municipal Company suc

ceeded in getting temporary control of the

lines . No sooner had the change in man

agement taken place , than did the antagon

ism begin_against Division No. 268 and

President Farasey found himself subject to

the test . There has no other local ever ex

isted within the history of this association

that ever pssed through the peculiar strug.

gle which has been experienced by the

Cleveland local , and perhaps no officer of

any of our locals has been put more severe

ly to the test than have President Farasey

and his associates . But they have won the

victory and it is today complete . Division

No. 268 of Cleveland takes her place among

the strongest locals of the association ,

working under one of the best agreements

which is fully acknowledged by the man

agement of the company, and now, that

she has emerged from her trials , no Di

vision of the association has greater prom

ise of continued peace , tranquility and

prosperity than has she . But it required

men of persistent determination to lead and

participate in such an accomplishment , and

men , not only of intelligence , but of patience

and tollerating forebearance .

PRESIDENT J. K. FARASEY.

Division No. 268, Cleveland , Ohio .

In aiding Conductor Moorehead , of De

troit , in ejecting an unruly passenger,

Motorman Havelburg lost a valuable watch .

Later the party was found by an officer

and is being held for trial . This man

seems to have invented a new method of

robbing street car men . The incident oc

curred on the Woodward avenue line in De

troit on May 3 .

President James K. Farasey of Division

No. 268 , Cleveland ,Ohio, whose picture ap

pears above, is now entering his third term

as president of the Cleveland local . When

President Farasey was first elected some

two years ago, by courtesy of the corres

pondent of the Cleveland local his picture

was given to the readers of the " Motorman

and Conductor. ” In the commentary accom

panying it , it was then stated that he was

entering upon a period of history making

for that local and that the division would

have a stormy time , which would test his

qualities as an executive officer in a way

that but few men have their qualities test

ed . The storm was arising . It was known

to be coming. At the beginning of Presi

dent Farasey's first term , the Cleveland lo

cal was working under an agreement , the

wage clause of which was a provisional

one, in which the company had pledged it

self, successors, lessees or assigns to in

crease the wage to 25 , 26 and 27 cents per

hour immediately upon the granting of a

franchise to take the place of the then ex

piring franchises of the company . In the

meantime, the wage was to continue at 22 ,

23 and 24 cents , with a secondary provision

for a two -cent increase in the event that

certain rights should be recovered by the

company. At the time , the Forest City

Company and the lessees thereof, known as

the Municipal Traction Company, were pro

selyting to secure operative control of all

of the lines . Grave concern was felt as

to what would be the attitude of this Mu

nicipal Traction Company towards Division

No. 268. It was apprehended by some that

the management of the Municipal Company

was not favorably inclined towards the or

ganization of employes and that in the

TREAS. CHRIS. FAHRNEY.

Div. No. 268, Cleveland , O.
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SPY SYSTEM DISCREDITED .

By P. Chizzlewit.

The morning papers made prominent the

intelligence that President Wm . Hartner , of

the City Traction Company, was assaulted

by a hold-up thug in the midst of the blind

ing snow -storm shortly after alighting from

a Main street car on the previous evening .

He was rescued by some person who fought

off the robber and took Mr. Hartner to the

office of Dr. Biggs . The story related that

before Mr. Hartner was able to thank his

benefactor, that gentleman had disappeared.

Dr. Biggs was quoted by the reporter as

stating that Mr. Hartner was brought in by

a man of no particularly marked appearance

other than that of an individual of very or

dinary circumstances.

Evening papers stated that Mr. Hartner

was seen at his home , and other than from

severe soreness from injuries, was resting

easily . Christmas festivities at the Hartner

home had been made only more joyous by

his fortunate escape. The family were buoy

ant in their expressions of thankfulness .

" I had reached the court , not a minute's

walk from the car," ran Mr. Hartner's state

ment, “ when I was struck on the head by

some blunt instrument. It knocked me down .

i endeavored to arise and was kicked in the

face, and only succeeded in rolling upon my

side. I then saw a man standing over me.

As I caught his eye , he seemed infuriated ,

and drawing a knife, he was about to stab

me, when help seemed to come right out of

the storm . I regret very much that I failed

to learn the name of my benefactor. Had

he not turned up as he did, there would

have been mourning in this home instead of

a merry Christmas today. Whoever he is ,

we hope he and his family are enjoying a

merry Christmas."

Gladys Hartner added her expressions of

gratitude to those of her father , and as she

toyed with a five hundred-dollar sparkler

she had received as a Christmas gift , she

suggested that their thanks and well wishes

might reach their hero through the news .

paper, even if he kept his identity secret .

came, and that he felt more at liberty to ask

a loan from that class than any other. He

seemed to bank on the good fellowship of

saloonkeepers. This kind of argument didn't

soften the ice with the proprietor, and he

fired him out. The street railway officials

will be called in tomorrow to see if they can

identify him . The police are confident they

have the man who tried to rob the street

railway president."

Following the case closely , the forenocn

extras of the day after Christmas notified

the public, under startling caption , that Su

perintendent Bramble had identified the man

arrested as a recent applicant for a job upon

the cars . The application was rejected .

" This gives encouragement to the police,

as it affords a theory. It adds revenge to

the cause for assault, and explains the se

crecy of the prisoner. He will be taken to

the residence of President Hartner early

this afternoon for further identification ."

As reported , early in the afternoon the

police automobile stopped in front of the

gorgeous Hartner mansion . It was occu

pied by three police officers and the pris:

oner. Another automobile followed , con

taining newspaper reporters . But the super

intendent of the company had preceded

them and gratified Mr. Hartner and the fam

ily with the confident assurance that the

police had made no mistake in their man .

Particular was he in expressions of self

congratulation upon his extraordinary abil.

ity in escaping the employment of such an

undesirable individual with the company of

which Mr. Hartner was president. Gladys

was present with her father, and her eyes

beamed with admiration for the expressed

sagacity of the railway superintendent.

A servant announced the presence of the

officers and prisoner.

Gladys took occasion to pass through the

hall and return to her father.

" He's a desperate looking character, and

I'm glad the police have got him ," she said?

to her father as he retired to inspect the

prisoner and add his identification to the

proof already in the hands of the authori

ties . She followed her father and Superin

tendent Bramble to a safe distance for fair

inspection of the man in custody.

" Captain ," said Mr. Hartner, at first

glance at the prisoner. “ You have the

wrong man . However, I am delighted to

meet this gentleman , and I would request

that you librate him from the handcuffs and

step into my library with him. Mr. Bramble

and my daughter may come with us."

With this arrangement , Captain Dodds

was the only one who showed any outward

satisfaction . He was pleased with the turn

of affairs, and didn't hesitate to show it .

“ I've not believed you guilty of this crime

at any time,” he said , as they proceeded to

follow Hartner.

Superintendent Bramble was sorely dis

appointed . It was to him , an unfortunate

exposure of an undue enthusiasm which he

felt would not be creditable to the mind of

" Suspect Arrested for the Hartner Assault

and Attempted Robbery "

ran the prominent headlines upon the front

page of an extra edition of the newspapers .

" A man who refuses to give his name or

any account of himself, was thrown out of

a Broad street saloon early in the day for

begging. He fell into the arms of an officer,

who took him to Central station , where he

is passing Christmas in a cell . Blood stains

were found upon his clothes and evidence

that he was recently in the employ of a

street car company have been found upon

his person . He claims to be a stranger here .

He had little money , and approached a sa

loonkeeper for a small loan . He was told to

get out, and began to argue the case . He

stated that he had been a good patron of

the saloons in the town from whence he
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his employer. He had condemned the pris

oner.

“ My friend , I sincerely regret that this

circumstance has caused you this unwar

ranted misfortune," said Hartner as they

were all seated in the spacious and well-ap

pointed library . " Yet I am pleased to find

you , even under an unfavorable circum

stance. My name, sir , is Hartner,” and he

arose and warmly grasped the hand of his

guest.

" I regret that my unfortunate introduction

to the police causes me to withhold my

name, " replied the prisoner . " On account of

your prominence the circumstance has been

broadly published , and I don't want my wife

and friends to know that I was the suspect."

“ But you are innocent, " insisted Hartner,

" and your connection with the affair is cred

itable ."

" Not wholly so," was the reply . “ It is the

saloon incident that would distress my

wife ."

" His name is Darcy - Joseph Darcy,” vol

unteered Superintendent Bramble, anxious

to be of some service, and in a confident

spirit , as though to re - establish any lost

prestige with his superior. “ You filed an ap

plication for motorman with me under that

name," he continued , addressing the pris

oner.

" You rejected my application , and I trust

ed you would spare mention of it here , sir ,

after you found it would serve you no pur

pose in confirming your accusation against

me.," he protested to Bramble . “My name

is Darcy, sir , ” he admitted , turning to Hart

ner.

" Well, Mr. Darcy, I'm glad to know you , "

said Hartner, again shaking his hand .

" Gladys, this is the man who saved my life .

I want you to know him ."

“ I am glad to know you , sir , ” said Gladys,

and she showed that she meant every word

of it . “We all feel so very grateful to you ,

and so sorry for your unpleasant experience .

I hope be may be able to serve you some

way that it will not prove so serious regret

to you in the end . It is unfortunate , and we

feel for you ."

" I'll reconsider your application for motor

man," interjected Bramble.

" I highly appreciate your expressions ,

Miss Hartner,” returned Darcy, and then ,

turning to Bramble , he continued , “ To you,

I assure you the most gratifying service you

can render me will be to forget that you

ever met me. I shall never take employ.

ment under you ."

“ But I am president of the company," per

sisted Mr. Hartner, “ and you may select em

ployment in any department of your liking,

and any position to which you are suited .

I owe you much more."

" I feel very grateful to you , sir , for that,"

explained Darcy. “ But with employment in

this town , soon or late, would come to my

wife and friends knowledge of my unfor.

tunate experience here . Rest assured that I

have profited by it. I have gained points of

wisdom that will well serve me in the fu

ture . One is that the saloonkeeper is in

the business for money. His professionsof

'friendship cease when you're broke. His

affections for mankind are in keeping with

the code of morals that encompasses his

business . His sympathy is all that can be

expected of the selfishness that prompts him

to engage in the pursuit . The business char

acterizes the man engaged in it as divested

of charity . Not another dime of mine will

ever go over the bar of a saloon again .

“ Another point is that the average railway

official is beyond the exercise of human sym.

pathy. Whether the business verges in

morals upon that of the saloonkeper, I hesi .

tate to discuss here . I was as unmercifully

kicked out of employment and branded a

thief by the management of the company

with which I was recently employed as I

was kicked out of the saloon into the hands

of the police. My application for employ

ment with your company received the same

consideration , I presume, in conformity with

a blacklisting compact as detestable in its

moral phase as it is traitorous and inhu .

man. "

" I can see why you look so seriously upon

your misfortunes , Mr. Darcy, " pleaded Mr.

Hartner. " But your misfortune has led you

into the hands of friends. Is there not

something in that ?"

“ You mistake, Mr. Hartner, " corrected

Darcy. " I am not without friends. The only

thing I regret is that I have not better un

derstood that friendship heretofore. But I

assure you my experience here will prompt

me to be more faithful in the future .

“ Let me add,” continued Darcy , “ that I am

not sure how much farther I could be pur

sued before I might lose my self- restraint

and become as desperate as the man whose

desire for relief , no doubt, led him to at

tempt to rob you . But I am , perhaps , more

fortunate than he . I belong to the most

active agency for the relief of struggling

humanity that there is in existance. I shall

now become a more active factor of that

agency . I assure you , however, that I ap

preciate your professions of gratitude to me .

I also appreciate the kindly interest your

daughter has acknowledged , even though I

overheard her remark to you that I am a

desperate looking character. Unfortunate

though I may be in appearance, I can assure

you I am not yet desperate . Neither am I a

thief or a crook . I was dismissed from the

service of one street car company for steal

ing fares. I never stole a fare. Later, I was

rejected as an applicant for employment by

your company because your association now

has my name upon the blacklist . I was

thrown out of a saloon because I was broke .

I was arrested for attempting to rob you,

and it is not the fault of your superintend

ent that I shall not be tried and convicted .

I shall now , as soon as released , get out of

your town , but I am not done with railroad

managements . I shall become one of the

most active to build up the movement with

which I am connected and help to emanci

pate the wage-earners."
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1“ May I ask to what promotive agency you

belong ?" urged Hartner .

" I am a member of the organized labor

movement, sir,” explained Darcy .

" I thought as much ," said Hartner, as his

brow shaded with concern .

" Well, you might , sir ,” responded Darcy.

" However, there is nothing in discussing

these things here . With your permission I

shall be pleased to be released from cus

tody and get on my way home. ”

" But I am anxious to do something for

you before you go,” persisted Hartner.

" All you can do, Mr. Hartner , " assured

Darcy , “ is to permit me to go and close the

incident and keep my name from the press .

My wife , I assure you , has not had so pleas

ant a Christmas time as I would have liked ,

and it will add none to her happiness to

know just how I spent the day.”

“ I trust she is provided for," suggested

Hartner, significantly, as though seeking

for an opportunity to interest Darcy in his

desire to help him . “ I trust that in your

absence her people may have made it pleas

ant for her.”

“ She will not suffer for necessities,” was

the reply . " The organization will look after

that . She has no people , aside from myself

and our two children . But she is well rec

onciled to her circumstances . She was early

left an orphan, and has long since ceased to

worry over that . Her father was a black

smith , and by the way , though I shouldn't

mention it here, her mother's name was

Gladys Hartner before she was married.”

“ Look out, young man , exclaimed Hartner,

as he jumped to his feet , in spite of his af

flictions. " Don't trifle with me," he con

tinued , excitedly . “ You evidently know of

my family and take advantage of this cir

cumstance to impose upon me. You know ,

Gladys Hartner was my sister , for whom I

named my daughter, and that I offered a

standing reward to find her daughter. You

are cruel and ungentlemanly to refer to that

here , and in that way , sir . You've no busi

ness with my family affairs, sir . I'll give

you anything for the service you've rendered

me , sir ; but have a care about flaunting my

family affairs in my face ."

" You are unduly excited , ” calmly charged

Darcy . “ I know nothing of your family af

fairs . I am not to be blamed if the maiden

name of the mother of my wife happened to

be Gladys Hartner . I cannot reconcile my

self to believe her to have been your sister .

I never saw her . She died when my wife

was a mere child , more than twenty years

ago. You see , it is impossible . Her father's

name was Wolfe. He was killed in an acci.

dent shortly after the death of his wife . ”

The old man sank into his chair. “ Darcy,"

he finally observed , “ if what you tell me is

true, you have twice served me. Your wife

is my sister's child . Twenty- eight years ago

my brother-in -law and I were in business

together. Over an invention of his upon

which I afterward made much money , we

had a contention and became estranged .

They went away , and I never could locate

them until some years after his death .

then endeavored to find the child and of

fered a thousand dollars reward . Sir, your

wife is that child . I wanted to make finan .

cial restitution to her for the wrong I did

her parents . I loved my sister, and I know

I shall love her child . Years ago I wanted

to get possession of her and educate her and

care for her as my own child . Now, I must

do the next best thing. I shall give her her

father's share of what I made from our bus

iness and from his invention . She must

have passed an unpleasant Christmas , but I

shall see that she enjoys a Happy New Year.

If you will not bring her to me , I shall go to

her."

" Mr. Hartner , I know nothing of this . It

seems too remarkable that this relation

should exist . That there was a serious cir

cumstance that severed the relations of Mr.

Wolfe from his wife's family , I have heard

mentioned . But Mrs. Darcy is not familiar

with the story , and never knew or sought to

know of her relatives,' cautiously replied

Darcy. " I shall not be disapponted if you

find you are mistaken . However, I shall

not stand in the way of your professions if

my wife should really prove to be your

niece. Neither will any sudden wealth on

her part interfere with my determined pur

pose to commit my future to the uplift of

humanity. I shall, henceforth, be a fighting

enemy to the elements that move to the

thraldom of labor.

" Darcy,” said Hartner, " we'll take that up

later. I must know more about it . It is evi

dent that you are a victim . I admit there

should be no innocent victims.“

Gladys Hartner was a most interested wit

ness to the relating of events. She knew the

story of the lost niece and the effort of her

father to find her. Now, she was found to

be the wife of a discredited street car con

ductor, at least discredited by the employing

officers of two companies . Mr. Bramble had

discredited him . But what of that ? Bram

ble was wrong. According to Darcy's state

ment, the official who discharged him for

stealing fares was wrong. To her, he no

longer looked the desperate character. She

was rather pleased with him .

But passing from the Hartner library ,

Darcy returned to his little home, where

anything but a Merry Christmas had been

passed. Yet it was a happy reunion of the

family. After exchange of greetings, he was

surprised to receive a call to come at once

to the office of Superintendent Marsh . Also,

an important letter was handed him , which

he read on his way to the office .

" Darcy , " began Superintendent Marsh ,

" I'm going to put you back to work. Now, I

hope you will keep out of trouble in the

future, and I would advise you not to be

quite so active in labor matters hereafter."

" You would not return an employe to work

whom you know is a thief, would yous " ask

ed Darcy . “ If so , you are not true to the

trust the company confides to you ."

" I'll tell you , Darcy," began Marsh, " there
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is a doubt, and after consideration , I am go

ing to give you the benefit of it . You were

dismissed upon the report of a secret agent .

While I have confidence in their reports,

there may have been a mistake and I am in

clined to give you another trial.”

You dismiss others upon the work of

those secret private detectives , do you not ?"

asked Darcy.

“ Assuredly," replied Marsh . “ We find it

the best means of obtaining knowledge of

the character of our employes.”

" But it is not reliable information ,” per.

sisted Darcy. “ The courts of our land dis

count the evidence of such men . It is held

that a verdict of guilty rendered by a jury

from the evidence of such men , unless the

jury has been charged upon the self interest

of the detectives, will be reversed by the

higher court. There must be strong circum

stance or actual facts corroborative or such

men have no standing before the courts of

our land. Yet you say you have confidence

in them . Then I say no man's integrity is

safe in your keeping. Sir , I have no confi

dence in your professions . You are allowing

your own self -interest to interfere with your

sense of right, then you resort to ingenious

machination for justification of your course .

You are of the opinion that to make yourself

offensive to organized labor will gain pres.

tige for you with the authorities that direct

the affairs of this company . It may be so.

You are a mere employe here , the same as I

was. My advice to you is that if you cannot

follow your honest conviction of what is

right and wrong and respect mankind and

do the right on this job, get another job. If

you do not, sir, conviction of the misery you

are causing by your relentless persecution

of your victims will follow you beyond the

grave."

" I cannot tolerate such criticism and

charges from one of my employes , sir,” de

clared Marsh .

" You would have me believe so ," crustily

retorted Darcy . " You have no employes.

They work for the company . I am done

with it . There, sir , is a letter enclosing a

commission as organizer in the employ of

the labor organization of which I am a mem

ber. Industriously do I purpose to take up

the work . What my efforts may attain in a

more equitable distribution of the wealth

produced by labor, you may look upon as

your contribution to the labor movement .

You, and you alone , are responsible for my

determination to enter this field of work .

Good day, sir,” and Joe Darcy abruptly re

tired from the office of the superintendent .

" But wait,” called Superintendent Marsh ,

" I have a request from Mr. Gartner . "

" Never mind your request from Mr. Gart

ner , ” called back Darcy. " I expected as

much ," was the parting rejoinder, and Su

perintendent Marsh was left discomfited . A

special request to return Joseph Darcy to

employment had been transmitted to him

through the president of the company from

Mr. Hartner, whom he knew to be president

of a railway in another city , a director and

the largest stock and bondholder in the com .

pany of which Marsh was superintendeni ,

and an important factor in a large public

utility syndicate. He reasoned that, without

question, Darcy was able to reach Hartner

through some friendly intervention, He

knew that Hartner's will was law with the

president and directorate over him . He

knew he had not presented the proposition

for reinstatement to Darcy in a creditable

manner. The incident was annoying.

New Years day the city was set agog by

the announcement that Mr. Hartner, wife

and daughter were guests of his niece at the

little cottage home of Joe Darcy. No one

ever knew of the relation of the great rail.

way magnate and the wife of Joe Darcy be

fore.

One of the objects of Mr. Hartner's visit

was to turn over a large amount of stocks

and securities to Mrs. Darcy he had volun

tarily held in trust for her as due as a

legacy from her parents .

What most seriously shocked Superintend

ent Marsh was the announcement that of the

wealth the Darcy family had so suddenly

become possessed was a majority holding of

the particular street railway properties over

which he was superintendent. However, he

was not molested in his position other than

that a new code of labor ethics were submit.

ted to him for his direction .

" I am delighted with the change," he said

to Darcy, on his first occasion . “ I know you

drafted these instructions . They give me a

chance to treat the men right . It will bring

better results and a better class of service .

I never had any confidence in those secret

detective agency spotters anyhow , and I'm

gald you are giving me a chance to re-em

ploy all men I dismissed through them ."

“ You are all right, Marsh," replied Darcy ,

" only you were a victim of the system . Had

I followed the course of my predecessors in

control , I would have fired you for personal

reasons and let you're family suffer the con .

sequences . But you are safe. The broad

principle of humanity shall govern employ.

ment hereafter on this system as long as I

control. You have signed the strictly union

shop agreement with the labor organization ,

haven't you ?”

" Signed it this morning, sir, and the boys

requested me to extend to you and Mrs.

Darcy an invitation to a banquet in honor of

the occasion ,” replied Marsh .

" We'll be there," was the reply.

And he was there . With him were his

wife , and Gladys Hartner, her cousin , the

mutuality between whom had become that

of sisters, and many of the notables of the

city as well as trade union representatives .

It is needless to add that the spotter de.

tective agency lost its revenue upon all lines

controlled by the Hartner-Darcy interests.

" Remember," Darcy would say , " we wish

to convict no conductors upon evidence that

the courts of our land are compelled to dis

count. "
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THE BOOSTER AND THE KNOCKER.

By Jere L. Sulivan in the Mixer and Server .

The BOOSTER loves home and good cheer.

The KNOCKER'S good cheer is redolent

with offal and sewers.

The BOOSTER works in the open.

The KNOCKER works under cover.
The BOOSTER is the noblest work of God .

The KNOCKER the finished task of the

Prince of Meanness and Darkness.The BOOSTER is a loving husband.

The KNOCKER is a wife beater.

The BOOSTER believes in men .

The KNOCKER'S slogan is distrust .

The BOOSTER supports the Gospel at

home.

The KNOCKER when he does give, insists

that it shall be for foreign missions.The BOOSTER is a home builder.

The KNOCKER is a home destroyer .

The BOOSTER'S greeting is inspiring.

The KNOCKER'S the forerunner of deceit .

The BOOSTER advocates education .

The KNOCKER abhors the little Red

School House.

The BOOSTER says—"Let us do it."

The KNOCKER— " Oh, what's the use." The BOOSTER is porterhouse on Human

ity's Bill of Fare.

The KNOCKER comes under the head of

Hash.

The BOOSTER loves and respects the aged .

The KNOCKER would Oslerize them .

The BOOSTER loves children .

The KNOCKER frowns at the smile of a

babe.

The BOOSTER patronizes the Cook with

the White Button .

The KNOCKER can be found at the Chi

nese Chili-Con-Carne dump.

The BOOSTER patronizes Home Industry.

The KNOCKER supports the Mail Order

Houses.
The BOOSTER prides himself on being al.

ways in good standing in his local.

The KNOCKER regards his suspension for

non-payment of dues as merit marks.tūros

Union -made Cigars

The BOOSTER insists on being served

by Union Green Button Waiters or Wait

resses.

The KNOCKER is the favorite patron of

Jap and Chink dumps.

Weak Kidneys, Free

The BOOSTER sympathizes with, and suc

cors the injured and disheartened.

The KNOCKER knows no delight equal to

making others suffer.

The BOOSTER writes himself as the

Relieves Urinary and Kidney friend of his fellow man.

Troubles, Backache, Straining,

The KNOCKER writes himself as an Ish

maelite of insufferable scope.

Swelling, Etc.

The BOOSTER'S Trinity is Faith , Love

and Charity.

Stops Pain in the Bladder, The KNOCKER contents himself with In

fidelity, Hate and Malevolence .

Kidneys and Back

The BOOSTER loves sunshine and happi

ness.
Wouldn't it be nice within a week or so to begin to say

goodbye forever to the scalding , dribbling straining or
The KNOCKER hates both and himself in

too frequent passage of urine; the forehead and the back the bargain .

of-the-head aches, the stitches and pains in the back ; the

growing muscle weakness: spots before the eyes ; yellow
The BOOSTER and prosperity go hand in

skin ; sluggish bowels; swollen eyelids or ankles; leg
hand .

çramps; unnatural short breath ; sleeplessness and the The KNOCKER and adversity are insep

despondency ?

I have a receipt for these troubles that you can depend
arable.

on , and if you want to make a quick recovery, you The BOOSTER is the result of centuries

ought to write and get a copy oi it . Many a doctorwould of clean manhood and womanhood.

charge you $ 3.50 just for writing this prescription, but I

have it and will be glad to send it to you entirely free.
The KNOCKER an evolution of four and

Just drop me a line like this : Dr A E Robinson. K 1893 twenty putrid skunks.

Luck Building Detroit , Mich . , and I will send it by return

mail in a plain envelope. As you will see when you get
itthis receipt contains only pure, harmless remedies, but

The BOOSTER supplicates Jehovah for

it has great healing and pain -conquering power. inspiration .

I twillquickly show its power odce youuse it, so I think

you had better see what it is without delay . I will send
The KNOCKER absorbs his among the

you a copy free - you can use it and cure yourself at home castles of the red light district .



Watch tbe Watches

The New England "Trolley Special”

and the schedules will take care of themselves

60

1
1

12

NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
TROLLEY SPECIAL .

9

does not need watching, for it is an

Absolutely Reliable Watch

Correct to the second

designed especially for

10

Motormen and Conductors

3 High Grado Movement

Double Roller Lever Escapement - Jeweled - Breguet

Hairspring - Cut Expansion Balance - Tempered Steel

Safety Barrel - Pendant Set - and all other standard

specifications.

Solid Nickel Cases $4.00

Gold filled Cases, 20 years, Jointed 9.00

Secured from your local dealer or sent anywhere in the United States post paid, upon

freceipt of price. Always name dealer through whom you want the order delivered.

Cut actual size

New England Watch Co.

112 Dover Street
Waterbury , Conn.

To Pittsburg's Street Car Men

THANKS

You kept us so busy in the past year, that we

have had to take additional space. We are pleased

to announce that in addition to selling

Union Made Uniforms

We are now showing

Union Made Guaranteed Dress Clothes

They have all thestyle of custom made clothes at

popular prices. Orders for purchases at depart

ment stores our specialty. Cash or easy payments.

Keystone Trading Company

30 1-2-3-8-9 Empire Building

Fifth and Liberty Sts . , Pittsburg

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade — not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We can not only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Valon Mado Vatform (mod . weight) $ 11.00

Valon Made Uniform ( hry. weight) $ 14.00

Headquarters For

Motormen's and Conductors' Uniforms

REUTER & MADER

Agents for the BLOCK

Uniforms and Caps, Packard Shoos, Bell

Collars, Elgin Shirts, Graef Hats

Eaglo Suspenders and

Garters

The store that has union clerks and every

thing in the line of union made goods

REUTER & MADER

123-127 So. 4th St.

LA CROSS, WISCONSIN

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men—regulation style — depend

able quality and to be hadin all

regular, stout and slim sizes . The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The demo of Bond Clothes for la or Boy.

C

layton'
s

53-81 WICHIOAN AVE. Opp . Badillas Hotel
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The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT , MICH.

Ofhoors Officers

George H. Russel,

President

A. E. Wing ,

Cashier

SETE SAYURCS BAR

M. W. O'Brien ,

Vico President

and Chairman

of Board

А
Н
Н
А
Н

Goo E. Lawson ,

Vice - President

H. P. Borgman ,

Cashier Sav.

Dept.

R. W. Smylie ,

Mgr. Credit

Dept.

J. R. Bodde,

Asst. Cashier

R. T. Cudmore ,

Asst. Cashier

R. S. Mason,

Vice -President

F. A. Schulte,

Vice - President

Geo . T. Courtsey,

Auditor

CAPITAL,

SURPLUS,

$1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY MAIL

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS “ HOW . "

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

ר
ם

FOR

UniformClothing

ความ
Wo also carry tho Largost

RANK BREDERICK Stock of

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF -MEASUREMENT GUIDE

113.KING ST.WEST.

Frank Broderick

& Company

THE LAROEST TAILORING

HOUSE IN (CANADA
115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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By Insisting Upon Purchasing Unlon

WORKERS UNION

Stamp Shoes

UNION STAM You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money .

factory Na You help your own Labor Position.

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : "Thisshoe does not bear the stamp, but la

made under Unlos Conditions. This is false- No shoe is union made unlessit bean

the Union Stamp. BOOT & SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

John F. Tobin , Pres. 246 Summer St. , BOSTON , MASS .

Chas . L. Blaine, Sec .- Treas .

DUEBER-HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MICHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor . Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUPPIES.

Official seal ... . $3.50
Member Div . 200

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 ...
.50

Manufacturer of

Rituals , each .
.25

Withdrawal cards, each . . $5

Traveling cards, each .. . $5 Union Buttons

Division financial book , 100 pages .
1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages . 2.50 BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

Division financial book, 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicate report books, each ... 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

4.00
per 100 ...

108 E. Washington St.

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each .05
CHICAGO,, ILL .

Financial secretarys order book

treasurer, each ..
.25

Treasurer's receipt book . .25

Association Badges, rolled gold, each .. .50

PLOUR GROUND

PACKED BEARS

AND
MADE BY

Humi
ARS.BERGA 0 (UNION HANDLED (LABEL THIS

FAIR
UNION

LABEL

EMPLOYERS LABOR

Association Badges , solid gold, each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each .... .30

Gilt seals, per 100 .. .50 THE UNION LABEL

All orders must be accompanied with ex
of the

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No Bakery Workers

personal, local checks, or postake, accepted . Sant le fair and sultan molto

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded . thous la the botes where is

on

HION OF

I
N
T
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R
N
A
T

A.A

IN
TE
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AT
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PREREUS
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$3.50 Receipt Cures

Weak Kidneys, Free

Relieves Urinary and Kidney

Troubles,Backache,Straining,

Swelling, Etc.

Houghton

Jacobson

Printing

Company

Stops Pain in the Bladder,

Kidneys and Back

81-83 Jefferson Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

Wouldn't it be nice within a week or so to begin to say

goodbye forever to the scalding, dribbling, straining, or
too frequent passage of urine; the forehead and the back

of-the-head aches; the stitches and pains in the back ; the

growing muscle weakness; spots before the eyes ; yellow
skin ; sluggish bowels; swollen eyelids or ankles; leg

cramps; unnatural short breath; sleeplessness and the
despondency ?

I have a receipt for these troubles that you can depend

on , and if you wanttomakea quick recovery, you

ought to write andgeta copy ofit. Many adoctorwould

chargeyou $3.50 just for writing this prescription, but I

have it and will be glad to send it to you entirely free.

Just drop me a line like this : Dr. A. E. Robinson. K 1893

Luck Building Detroit, Mich .,andI will send it by return

mail in a plain envelope. As you will see when you get

it, this receipt containsonly pure,harmless remedies, but

ithas great healing and pain -conquering power.

I twillquickly showitspowerodceyouuseit,soI think

youhad better seewhat it is without delay . I will send

you a copy free-- you can use it and cure yourself at homo

PINS, ONARMS and LOCKETI

INTERNZ UNION Shirts,
Collars i

Union

Made

F
a
e
t
'
y

N
o
.
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bor this
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lelon

Tojikisiyol the com

KARO WORERS INTERNATIONAL
UNION. Bo

Bears

This

Label

UNI
ON

OMADE

Tobacco, la may
The International Assoclotlon

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost .

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

SPRINGS

for Motormen's Stools

50c Per Set

Delivered Anywhere

Our Label le No. 38 .

They fit any stool, and

are a great comfort to

the back and kidneys.

There are many thous

ands in use. Send stampa

for a set today.

Toledo Chair Spring Co.

417 Michigan St.

TOLEDO , OHIO

GERAGHRY & CO.

81 La Sallo St. , Chicago.
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UNIFORMS

OFQUALITY

ےسسارواںیہ

" Thank you , old man, for telling me about the BLOCA UNI

FORMofQUALITY. This is thebest fitting, best made, and best

wearing, unionmadeUniform I ever had I am going to tell all

my friends to buy this kind and take Cutout and

NÓ SUBSTITUTĚ.”
Mail.

THE BLOCH COMPANY

Wholesale Manufacturer, Cleveland, Ohio

THE

IBLOCH

COMPANY

Pleasesend1910
Style Book and

samples ofuniforms

Name

Address

City

Dealers name
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SUPERINTENDENT A. L. BEHNER,

Cleveland , O.

VICE-PRES. J. J. THORPE,

Div . No. 85, Pittsburg , Pa . , Who Succeeds

A. L. Behner, as 1st Int. Vice-Pres.

Above is given the picture of Supt. A. L.

Behner of the Cleveland Railways Co. It

will be news to many of our readers to learn

that Brother Behner has resigned his posi

tion as First International Vice-President

of the Association and accepted the posi

tion of superintendent with the Cleveland

Railways Company. The change took effect

April 1st. It is unnecessary to announce

that his resignation as an officer of the Asso

ciation was received with sincere regret .

During his connection with the association

he was regarded as one of its most able In

ternational representatives . His work was

that of a conscientious unionist and its re

sult marked his ability and brought to light

the qualities which attracted the attention

of his present employers and resulted in

his appointment to his important position

with the Cleveland Railways Company. The

best wishes of his former associate officials

go with him in his new position.

Brother Behner is a member of Division

No. 380, Elyria, Ohio. He served for sev

eral terms as president of the Elyria Local,

in which position he attracted the attention

of President W. D. Mahon by the force of

his executive ability and his sincerity in the

movement. In 1904 , six years ago , he was

commissioned an organizer and did some

work as a representative of the Interna.

tional Association throughout the State of

Ohio. At the Chicago Convention, he was

elected Third International Vice-President .

Following this , was entrusted to him and

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay the work of

organizing Cleveland , Ohio. Board Member

Fay was soon recalled to take up work of

the Association in other sectoins , and Vice

President Behner was left to continue the

Cleveland work alone. The history of the

re-organization of Cleveland and the vicissi

tudes through which that local has passed

up to the present time are a part of the of.

ficial history of this Association , with which

Vice-President Behner is conspicuously

identified . The Cleveland victory marks the

successful finish of one of the most import

ant and perhaps most peculiar struggles in

the history of the Association , and it is a

most important accomplishment.

However, other work that fell under his

advisement and direction has been chroni

cled in the routine work of the association

and his efforts have been characterized by

advancements to the membership of the

various locals with which he has had to do.

He will be succeeded as First Vice-Presi

dent by Bro. J. J. Thorpe, of Division No.

85 , Pittsburg, Pa .
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WAGE RATE AS LEVER FOR FRAN

CHISE GRANT.

The citizens of Detroit , Cleveland or any

other city do not bid for 3-cent fares at the

expense of the employes of the operating

company. If a decent rate of wages depends

upon the rate of fare, there is not a com

munity served by a street or electric rail

way company but that would submit to a

rate of fare necessary to provide a substan

tial wage to employes.

There is not a court in the land that would

permit a forfeiture of an honest investment

in a public utility by reason of expense

necessary to meet a fair and reasonable

wage rate to employes. It is true that the

rate of street car fares is fixed by franchise

or contract between an operating company

and a municipality or the government au

thority competent to make such contract or

franchise . The contracts by which public

utilities are operated must be of such terms

as to continue to provide for the purpose

of the making of the contracts or franchise.

Conditions that come from unforeseen influ

ence will subject the terms of the contract

to modification to reasonably and morally

meet such conditions. Rights in franchises

to govern in the operation of street cars are

fixed upon present conditions and calcula.

tions upon anticipated future conditions as

a basis. Courts have so reasoned , and es

tablished rulings relative to the affairs of

public utility corporations accordingly.

In Detroit, two prominent newspapers

have been vigorously active in deprecating

an application for an increase in wage made

by the employes . Editorials have appeared

in the Detroit Free Press and the Detroit

Journal bitterly assailing , first the repre

sentatives of the employes and ultimately,

the association . In fact , the editorials and

articles that have appeared in those two pa

pers touching the affairs of the employes

and the employing company are of a nature

to appear as an influence to destroy the mu

tual relations existing between the employes

and the management of the company . No

greater influence could be asserted in that

direction and were the employes susceptible

of any influence that would embitter them

against the officials of the company, es

tranged relations would have developed .

But, fortunately, the employes of the D. U.

R. and the managing officials of the company

quite well understand one another and the

editorials appearing will in no way interfere

with their mutual relations .

The editorials to which are referred teem

with misrepresentations and statements that

are absolutely in error . They reſect upon

the intelligence of the street railway men of

Detroit. They reflect upon the integrity of

the management of the company. So mis

leading are they that it is well understood

by those with whom it would cause discord

that neither of the parties to which the com

ments are directed are in any way respon

sible . One charge is that Business Agent

John Fraser, in urging a strike, made the

statement to the meeting of the employes

that he had been elected upon a 30 -cent-hour

campaign , that he had promised the em

ployes that he would get 30 cents an hour.

Business Agent Fraser never made such a

statement at any meeting at which the wage

question was under discussion. The charge

is also made that the appeal for 30 cents an

hour is inspired by agitators. That is a re

flection upon the intelligence of the mem

bership of Division No. 26 and is absolutely

false. The charge is also niade that the

wage contention is inspirer by niunicipal

ownership leaders . That charge is false . In

fact, to trace fully the malignity and charges

against the street car men through the ut.

terances that have come from the Free

Press and Journal would require a voluine.

The question is , what has inspired these

publications to move so vigorously and with

such misrepresentation against an applica :

tion on part of the employes ior a reasona

ble wage rate ? That is the question .

At present, the Detroit United Failpays

Co., as is the case with some other con pan

ies throughout the country , is negotiating

for a renewal of franchise rights. Some of

the franchises have expired . It is a time

when the city and company are reaching

for a new agreement. The question has

been agitated for years . It will likely be

agitated for some time to come . The De

troit Free Press and Journal are publica

tions that are either subsidized by the in

terests or are controlled by the interests ,

and they are endeavoring to educate the

people of Detroit along a ' certain line of

contract with the company. There is a pop

ular clamor for cheap fares in Detroit, the

same as in other cities . The educational

work of the Detroit Free Press and Journal ,

no matter what the influence causing it , is

along the line of engaging with the company

in a contract which will submit to a test

relative to the rate of fares and providing

that fares shall be fixed in accordance with

the proposed test.

It is not the purpose here to discuss in

any way the proposed contract or franchise.

That is a matter which is left by this asso

ciation to the city and company and it is

one in which this association will not in

any way interefere further than looking to

the protection of the interests of the em

ployes and safety in the operation of cars.

It is a question naturally that, as an organ

ization , we have no right to interfere with

further than lies the interests of those the

association represents , but it solves the

problem relative to the influence that has

brought out the opposition of the Detroit

Free Press and Journal against an increase

in wage to the employes. The editorials are

based upon the presumption that the citi

zens of Detroit would ask a low rate of fare

at the expense of the employes . In this,

the two papers referred to are as much in

error as they are in their erratic utterances

about the Detroit local , its officials and

others who are brought under the lash as

promoters of the efforts to secure the de

sired wage increase.

Now , can it be denied that if the citizens

of Detroit should fix a rate of fare to be

entered into the agreement between the

company and city and that rate of fare

should be three cents and it was found neces .
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sary to increase that rate of fare a mill or

cent to pay to the employes 30 cents per

hour that the citizens would overwhelming

ly vote to increase the fare one mill or one

cent, whatever the case might be, to provide

the 30-cent rate of wage ? It would be to the

advantage of the business interests of De

troit. It is to the advantage of the business

interests of any community that employes

of any concern should be well paid. Wage

earners are vastly in the majority as pat

rons of the commercial interests of any

community. Why then , this unreasonable

position taken by the papers mentioned as

opposed to the increase in wage ?

True, there is what is called a franchise

war on in Detroit . Some are advocating

municipal ownership and some are seeking

three-cent fares . Others are seeking a set

tlement with the company of some kind to

be based upon investment and franchise

valuation. Whatever the settlement may be

in the end and whatever the arguments of

those interested in the various settlement

ideals, it rests as a fast that street cars

continue to be operated in Detroit and they

are operated for the convenience of the

people and under regulations, so far as the

company is enabled to apply them , to the

profit of the company. People are riding

and paying the exacted toll . The street

railway employes are doing the work . Cars

will continue to be run and people will con

tinue to ride, and this argument does not

apply alone to Detroit. Employes will con

tinue to work and operate cars and their

interest lies most materially in the wage

rate whether franchise wars are on or off .

Conditions that exact a certain earning

power are in no way modified by franchise

wars. Beef steak never fluctuates in price

on account of the rate of fare paid for

street railway rides . The same applies to

all other supplies necessary to working

men . The earning power limits the supplies

and whether it is in Detroit or any other

city, conditions have assumed relative to

the demands for the necessaries of life by

which wage earners with the wage they re

ceived five or ten years ago cannot now

eat liver only as a luxury.

Would there not be more merit in the ef

fort of public mentors to educate the people

upon the necessity of advancing with the

times in the matter of wages and in the

matter of prices to produce wages, than

there is in endeavoring to inspire the preju

dices of the public against the interests of

wage earners who constitute the great pil

lar of support upon which rests our com

mercial institution and who contribute most

to our industrial effects and products.

It is a foregone conclusion that if three

cent fare will not afford street railway ser

vice to communities of any considerable

size, the fare must be increased because the

people will not do without street railway

privileges .

Again we are living under a system of

government that engages to provide protec

tion to interests and fosters and encour

ages private investments in and private op

eration of public utilities . It is not an hon

est government that will invite men to in

vest money in a public utility and rob them

of their investment. Even the principle of

municipal or government ownership cannot

entertain such dishonorable intent. This

much goes without question , that street rail

way companies throughout this country are

absolutely safe in the security of their in

vestment as against the possibility of loss ,

only subject, of course , to possible misman.

agement or influence for which the public

is not responsible.

Where Mr. Johnson , in Cleveland , made

his mistake, and it has been reported that

he has so admitted, was by taking issue

against the interests of organized labor.

When he took over the street railway lines

in Cleveland , men were employed upon

these lines . They were associated together

in a division of this association . Mr. John

son and those associated with him , in their

ambition to make 3-cent fares a success ,

saw fit to ignore the interests of those men .

One of the things which they saw fit to

do which they believed woudl contribute to

their purpose was to reduce the wage cost

below the association agreement rate . In

order to effect this , not only was the wage

rate reduced , but hundreds of the old men

were crowded out of the service that their

places might be filled at the minimum rate

fixed by the 3-cent company . This was a

saving of 3 cents per hour upon all men so

crowded out. There is reason to believe

that the officials of the cheap fare company

had a purpose in provoking a strike. It

would be the old men who would strike and

it was believed that the strike would be

abortive. Thus, the men would be forced

to return to the service, such of them as

the company would accept, as new em

ployes at the minimum rate of wage. This

would be another saving. The strike was

provoked but Mr. Johnson and his associ

ates went down before it and the employes

maintained.

Now, the striking employes in Cleveland

could not have hoped to win out without the

sympathy of the majority of the people of

Cleveland . The people of Cleveland were

educated to the true issue and they sup

ported the striking street railway men to

the finish . The result is that in Cleveland

today there exists a franchise to the opera

tive company which must be conceded to

be one of the most reasonable agreements

ever made between a city and a public

utility corporation . Insofar as the patrons

of the company are concerned , they will re

ceive the same advantages that would inure

to them through municipal ownership in the

event that the present capitalization should

have been the amount paid by the city for

the concern . The agreemnt between the

company and city is of a character that per

mits adjustment of wages to employes with

out distress to the company . The employes

have been already advanced one cent per

hour above the rate paid by the cheap fare

company. They will get more.

ple will be willing to pay a better fare if

found necessary to increase the present rate

ofwage to the employes in Cleveland .

The course pursued by this association in

the Cleveland franchise forced

The peo

war was
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upon the association by the aggressiveness THE TRENTON STRIKE AND ITS AT.

of those who were seeking to demonstrate TENDANT EFFECTS.

the possibilities of the low rate fare. The

3 -cent people were taking the same position On March 10th , a strike took place in

against the association in Cleveland that Trenton , N. J. , embracing the membership

the Detroit Journal and Free Press are tak of Division No. 540, a newly organized local

ing against the employes in Detroit today. of this association . On March 11th , the fol

Insofar as the relations between the em lowing day , the strike was settled and on

ployes and the Detroit United Railways the 12th , service was resumed by the mem

Company is concerned , it is not the purpose bers of the association .

of this discussion to infer that they are in Just prior to the Phialdelphia strike and

the least strained. On the contrary, the while in Philadelphia , in an endeavor to

management of the Detroit United Railways
bring about a settlement in the interest of

is held in high esteem by the employes. Division No. 477 to avert the present strike,

The President of the Detroit Railways Com President Mahon gave some attention to the

pany is , without question , a considerate em conditions of employment under which the

ployer, and his reputation as such is thor
Trenton street railway men were working.

oughly established . There is no reason or As a result, he despatched organizers to

excuse for anything but mutual relations take up the work of organizing in that city.

between the employes and the company. The organization was completed after the

They have their own affairs to deal with
Philadelphia strike came on. Proposed con

and they have a code of procedure by which
ditions embracing an increase in wages

all matters are disposed of. Let it be
were compiled, and at a stated meeting,

added that the regard for the president of
adopted by the members and through a com

the Detroit company entertained by the em mittee , submitted to the management of

ployes is such that in the face of the arbi
the company . The management looked un .

tration clause in the agreement , matters
favorably upon the propositions, as well as

are actually adjusted before Mr. Hutchins
upon the fact that the employes were or

as a fair and impartial court. In fact , he
ganized . This precipitated the strike which

is the chosen arbitrator, and his decisions
took place, as stated, on March 10th , and .

have been of a character that the officials
which culminated in a settlement on the fol .

of the association have seldom carried a
lowing day.

case to arbitration . But that has nothing It is gratifying that an amicable settle

to do with the question of wages . The wage ment resulted , which has established mu

question is a matter to be dealt with upon tual relations between the employes and

its merits regardless of franchise, or low the company . The agreement upon which

or high fares , but it will be dealt with
a settlement was effected embraces a wage

fairly and honorably so far as the associa rate of 23 cents per hour, an arbitration

tion is concerned , without regard to news
clause providing against future strikes , and

paper malignity or invectives. It is a ques proper recognition of the association . To

tion that has nothing to do with municipal
understand the advantages gained by the

ownership or franchise and after it is set
members in this agreement, it is proper to

tled , it will leave no strained relations be
know something of the conditions of em

tween the employes and the management of ployment while the men were working in

the company . an unorganized state .

May as well say employes shall contribute
Trenton is a city comprising some 90,000

their service gratis during franchise agita inhabitants . It is the capital of the State

tion as to withhold from them the right to
of New Jersey. The electric railway which

appeal or even strike for a fair wage. One
supplies transportation facilities for the peo

would think patronage of cars is suspended
ple of the city embraces some 75 miles of

by listening to the protests of the two pa track with an equipment of about 100 motor

pers mentioned . cars. Motormen and conductors employed

The purpose is to touch upon the unjust
upon these cars prior to the making of the

and misleading influences with which a
recent agreement received 1812 cents per

body of employes have to contend and what
hour and were subject to the dictation of

such influences would inject as an element
the management of the company relative

for consideration in attaining a purpose. to the number of hours to constitute a ser

But the people of a community do not
vice day. It may be added here , as singular

want low fares at the expense of cheap
as it may seem , that even this rate of 1812

labor. Neither will the offer of low fares
cents per hour was brought to them indi

at the expense of employes influence
rectly through the efforts of the association

community to grant a franchise . as a consequence of the settlement of the

Chester, Pa. , strike . Prior to that time, they

Former Secretary T. F. Robbins, of Divi
were receiving 16 cents per hour. So, it

sion No. 99 , Winnipeg, Man ., is now located must be admitted that organization has

in Calgary , Alberta Province , Canada . Bro .
brought to these men 7 cents per hour in

Robbins still maintains himself as a mem crease in wage within the last two years.

ber of this Association , and in advising of The men were not without an illustration of

his new address and his withdrawal from the advantage of organization and its effect

street railway work , he submits to the office upon the unorganized , but the Ternton nen

information to the effect that Calgary , organized and their recent increase through

which is one of the new cities of the new their organized effort has brought to them

Northwest of Canada, has constructed and 442 cents per hour additional wages -- a most

is operating its own street railway service appreciable result to them . Not only that ,

a
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system of railways owned or operated by

the Interstate Railways Company. That ap

peal has been sounded by the splendid illus

tration of the Trenton men of the advantage

of organization in which they have carried

the advantage indirectly into the household

of every employe of the concern with which

they are employed.

but they have effected a lasting organiza

tion which will bring results to them at

various periods in the future and in ways

much more agreeable than that of their re

cent experience.

But it is more to show the effect of or

ganization upon the unorganized that atten

tion is particularly called to this successful

strike. The Trenton Street Railway Com

pany was chartered in 1898, twelve years

ago. It is a consolidation of underlying

companies and it is now controlled by the

United Power and Transportation Company

of Philadelphia , a concern of which almost

the entire stock is owned by the Interstate

Railway Company, and the Trenton street

railway service is only a factor. Other fac

tors are the street railway systems of Read

ing, Pa. ( unorganized ) , Wilkes Barre, Pa.

( organized ), Lebanon , Pa. ( unorganized ) ,

Norristown, Pa . ( unorganized ) , Chester , Pa.

( organized ) , and Wilmington , Del. (unor

ganized ) . Upon these various systems are

employed some 1,100 motormen and con

ductors , 600 of whom are yet unorganized.

Immediately upon the execution of the

agreement with the Trenton , N. J. , Local of

this Association, the company increased the

wage upon all systems to the wage rate

fixed in the Trenton agreemnt, which brings

to all an increase of 412 cents per hour, with

the bare exception of the employes upon

the Wilkes Barre street railway lines, who

were previously effectively organized , and

were receiving 22 cents per hour.

Now, there is not one of those employes

working anywhere upon the Interstate Rail

ways system but will agree they have re

ceived a most gratifying increase in wage.

What they are getting today is the direct

consequence of organization. Without ques

tion, the men upon those lines will acknowl

edge this , but the point is, what could the

men of these lines have gained had they all

been organized and made a concerted move.

ment upon the company ? It is quite pos

sible, and it should be probable, that the

men of Reading, Norristown and Lebanon

and other unorganized lines of this com

pany will take advantage of the example

of their Trenton brothers, and in the near
future organize and be with them. Their

various companies are consolidated, why

should not the employes be consolidated in

organization ?

In this case , the advantage of organiza

tion to the non -unionist is too apparent for

any open shop advocate to attempt to con

tradict. It would be silly for a man in

Reading or any one of them to attempt to

argue that they have received their increase

in wage gratuitously from the management

of the Interstate Railway Company. In fact,

there is no increase that ever accrues to

any body of men except that it comes di.

rectly or indirectly as a natural consequence

of organized effort. The moving up of the

standard by those organized brings along to

some extent the standard of wage too easily

to the unorganized .

If ever there was an appeal made to a

body of men to organize, it is the appeal

that is sent out by the Trenton men to

those of the other cities embraced in the

DR . ROBERT J. BLACK, McKEESPORT,

PA.

Above is given a picture of Dr. Robert J.

Black , who is a candidate for nomination

upon the Republican ticket for Congress in

the 30th Congressional District of Pennsyl

vania . This is the district now represented

by the Hon . John Dalzell . Dr. Black should

need no introduction to the voters of his

Congressional District. Union men know

him as a friend. Those who are opposed

to progressive wages and working condi

tions for wage earners know that he has

nothing in common with them. It is a fore.

gone conclusion that Dr. Robert J. Black

will get no votes through any instrumen

tality of labor crushers. On the contrary,

Mr. Dalzell , his opponent for the nomina

tion , is the direct representative of the

Steel Trust. He should need no introduc

tion to the voters of his district. He is

known to have nothing in common with

working people and he has been the ad

vance agent of those who have absorbed

their fortunes from the toil of others . The

30th Congressional District is one in which

Dr. Black should surely be elected . Even in

the Republican Party in the district there

are four workingmen qualified to vote to

each one of those whose interests Mr. Dal

zell represents. The primary will be held

on June 4th. The 30th Congressional Dis

trict comprises the 7th , 8th , 12th and 14th

Wards of the City of Pittsburg, the City of

McKeesport, the buroughs of Braddock , E.

McKeesport, E. Pittsburg, Edgewood, Eliza

beth, Glassport, N. Braddock, Oakmont, Pit

cairn , Portvue, Rankin , Swissvale, Turtle

Creek, Veronia, Versailles , Wall , Wilkins

burg, Wilmerding and 11 townships.
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perienced motorman on the job , will it re

Motorman and Conductor quire any less to hold a young ,experienced

motorman on the job ?
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An employing company endeavors to se

lect good men for employment. To assist

them in their selection , they have expe

rienced employers. They also have methods

that discover to them the peculiarities of the

applicant for employment and the possibili

ties of his qualifying. Employment gov

erned under such rigid rules should insure

the best talent obtainable from among those

who apply for the position .
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ciation of Street and Electric Rallway

Employes of America,
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munications for publication to R. L. REEVES.
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Subscriptions payable to W. D. Mahon, Pres .

When the manager of a company puts up

the argument that four out of five, or nine

out of ten employed as new men leave the

service within a few months, is he not mak.

ing a practical admission that the job has

but little inducement ? Is he not saying to

the public and to the employes that the job

is not of sufficient merit or inducement to

retain qualified men in employment? His

suggestion that old men stay on the job

only confirms the argument that the new

man would stay equally as well if they were

paid the same as the old man.
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Per annum $ 1.00
Single copy 10 cents
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Does it not apepar that those who seek

employment with a street and electric

railway company are prompted either by

the supposition that the job is well paid or

else they are prompted to apply for the job

as a temporary expedient? This latter

class are not satisfied with the wage rate

from the beginning and most of them are

fitted for occupations in which, when em

ployed , they receive more money than they

can receive from the position they have ac

cepted as an expedient to bear themselves

over an emergency. Such men, as a gen

eral proposition , are those most qualified

for the positions for which they apply, par

ticularly if the wage rate is a low one.

Naturally, they are the ones who are given

preferment in employment. They are also

of those employes who remain with the

company less than one year.

CIMADES COURC

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution ,

Section 1 . The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations .

Sec . 2 . To place our occupation upon a
high plane of intelligence, efficiency and

skill ; to encourage the formation in Division

Associations of Sick Benefit Funds; to estab

lish schools of instruction and examination

for imparting a practical knowledge of mod

ern and improved methods and systems of

transportation and trade matters generally ;

to encourage the settlement of all disputes

between employes and employers by arbitra

tion ; to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to
elevate our moral, intellectual and social

condition .

" From 21 to 40 years is the age limit,"

said an employing superintendent of a trac

tion company recently. The remark was

made in reply to a request of a gentleman

that a certain street railway man out of

employment be given a job as motorman .

The applicant for whom intercession was

madé was a man of several years ' experi .

ence and one who had a clear record as a

motorman. Yet his experience counted noth

ing. He was too old for re-employment. He

was over the 40-year mark , yet that same

employing superintendent is engaged upon

a system which pays men of two years or

more in the service 3 cents per hour more

than the first year service men, and his ar

gument is that the old man in the service is

worth much more to the company. Does

not the minimum rate he is paying deprive

his company of the benefit of more experi.

enced men ? And is the maximum rate paid

truly for the purpose of retaining old men

in the service ?

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished . Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

2d of the month , and should be written only

one one side of the paper.
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International President W. D. Mahon re

turned to the office on April 4 from Phil.

adelphia . He reports the strike situation

in that city unchanged further than the

natural time movement toward the period

when such struggles exhaust themselves by

forcing recession on the part of one or the

other of the parties. Conditions , he reports,

are more favorable to a fair adjustment

than at any time during the course of the

strike. There have been no desertions from

the ranks of the men and they are more firm

in determination , if possible, than at the be

ginning.

Emil Seidel will hereafter be Hon. Emil

Seidel , Mayor of Milwaukee, at least, for

two years. He has been elected to that posi

tion by a plurality of 7,000 votes , from the

Socialist party. The City Council will be

Socialist. The bank on which Milwaukee

sits has not fallen into the lake. Neither

have the industries of the city been dyna

mited . Really there will be no reason for

capitalism to mourn aside from the absence

of policemen's maces when in future strikes

it is desired that the skulls of union men

shall be cracked . Philadelphia is only a

short distance behind. She is having her

eductaional street car strike now at a period

when things move faster than they did im

mediately following the Milwaukee strike.

The General Executive Board will meet at

Headquarters, Detroit, Mich . , on April 15th .

The time of meeting, as stated in a former

call , was deferred in consequence of the en

gagements of Chairman C. 0. Pratt in Phila

delphia. The meeting will convene at ten

o'clock a. m . , upon the date above given , at

the Association rooms , 603 Hodges Bldg. ,

Detroit, Mich.

Figures are given showing a remarkable

reduction in the wage cost to the Detroit

Street Railway Company from the maximum

rate enjoyed by the few . It indicates the

advantage of the discriminating wage rate

to the employing company. It shows that

a majority of the hours paid for are at less

than the maximum rate , even when the

maximum is reached after only two years

of service.

Detroit motormen and conductors are

paid 23 , 25 and 27 cents per hour -- 23 cents

to first year service men , 25 cents to second

year service men , and 27 cents per hour to

those more than two years in the service.

This wage was not entered in the agree

ment. The agreement wage is 23 , 24 and 25

cents per hour. The increase noted in the

existing rate is naturally a voluntary con

cession on the part of the company and

went into effect Oct. 1 , 1909 .

If conditions of employment count in re

tention of employes, and it cannot be denied
that such is the case , for a company em

ploying 2,000 motormen and conductors the

Detroit United Railway has proportionately

more employes of long service than any

other like company in the country. This

shows the transitory character of employ .

ment in street railway service. If expe

rience is an advantage in safety of street

railway transportation
, wherein lies the neg

lect to safeguard the service by maintaining

experience and proficiency ? Does it not lie

with those who are responsible for the

transitory character of employment ?

A class of applicants for positions as mo

tormen and conductors are found to be those

seeking their first employment. Those of

this class who pass muster with the employ

ing company can be relied upon to be up to

the standard of the requirements. So far

as can be discovered by the employing agent

of the company , that young man has in his

makeup the qualities assuring his full qual

ification as a motorman or conductor. He

is getting his first job ; employment with

him is an experiment. He has before him

the lesson to learn of the vicissitudes and

requirements of life as a wage earner . As

a street railway employe , he is susceptible

of instructions two-fold . He must learn and

does learn relatively what is to his own

interest as an employe as a general propo

sition, and he must acquire knowledge of his

job and its relative standing in the world

of employment. He will retain his position

until a better job comes along, and he will

soon begin to study how he can make the

job he has even a better job to him than he

found it to be . The question of earnings

will be uppermost in any modification of

the job .

Secretary R. G. Copeland forwards to the

office a copy of the newly signed agreement

made between Local 114 and the Youngs

town , Park and Falls Street Railway Com

pany. The agreement embraces the same

rate of wage that appears in the agreement

of Division No. 272 in another column of

this issue of the " Motorman and Conduc

tor.” The wage increase is 2 cents per hour

for the first year term of the agreement,

made for three years. An increase of one

cent per hour for each of the remaining

years is also provided for. Diyision No.

114 is one of the oldest locals in the asso .

ciation . It was instituted at the beginning

of the operation of the Park and Falls Com

pany line in Youngstown, and this company

has operated as a strictly union concern

from its very beginning.

A statement recently issued by Secretary

J. W. Hays of the International Typo

graphical Union covering two years of 1908

and 1909 shows a reduction to printers in

the hours to constitute a day's service of

551,070 hours per year, an average of 234

hours or 2914 days of eight hours for each

member. The scale report shows that

wages have been increased $41,895 per week ,

a total of $ 2,178,540 per year. The scale re

port furnished in 1908 , the increase in wage

appeared approximately $ 2,000,000 per year

for three years or a total of $ 6,000,000 in all .

This means that during the last five years

that wages to the members of the Printers '

Union have increased more than $ 10,000,000 ,

or to put it in another way , by reason of

the union's efficacy, more than $ 10,000,000

in additional wages have gone in the pock

ets of union printers. The Printers ' Union

has materially increased in membership

during the last two years .
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What are the invitations that are extend

ed to workingemn who seek emloyment

with street and electric railway companies ?

The first thing that invites any man to seek

employment is the pay. It goes without

question that there would be but few appli

cants for any job were it not for the pay

that the job promises. There are but few

who would seek employment for the honor

and glory there is in it , or for the mere

purpose of being employed. Such seekers

for employment are naturally not found

around the employment agency of street or

electric railways. There are other voca

tions that afford greater satisfaction and

enjoyment to those who would work with

out monetary compensation ..

Division No. 176 , Sharon , Pa. , reports 2

cents per hour increase in wage in her re

newal of agreement. Heretofore the local

has opened the wage clause of the agree

ment every year. This year, the adjust

ment of the wage clause is for three years ,

the last year of which will be : For first six

months' service men , 251/2 cents per hour ;

for second six months' service men, 2614

cents per hour ; for those more than one

year in the service, 2712 cents per hour. A

section of the agreement provides that pay

shall extend through meal relief. This sec

tion so modifies the wage schedule that it

increases the actual wage rate by not less

than one-half cent per hour and in some

instances more than one cent per hour.

A long period of probation to reach a

maximum wage rate , like one, two or three

years of service , is not conducive to retain

ing in employment satisfactory employes.

The maximum wage may be highly satisfac.

tory to the men who receive it , but the min

imum wage rate would be equally as unsat

isfactory to those and there is no difference

in the disposition of the two classes of men.

If the maximum rate were paid to the new

man, he might be as well satisfied , and like

ly would be, as the old service man who

enjoys the high rate. If the high rate re

tains the older service men who are getting

it , it is natural that it would retain also

newly employed men and thus stimulate or

advance the standard of service rendered .

Is there not a moral obligation to the pub

lic that should assert itself in directing an

employing street or electric railway com

pany into the fixing of wage for employes ?

The confession that but few out of many

employes remain in the service is the con

fession that the service is constantly crip

pled or made unsafe by an unceasing in

flow and outflow of new , inexperienced men ;

men who remain from one to but a few

months in the service ; men with whom

naturally come a large percentage of the

accidents . Should there not be exercised

by the employing company the greatest cau

tion against discrimination of any kind , and

as wage is what inspires the applicant to

seek the job , is not discrimination in the

wage rate the most serious in breeding dis

content in the ranks of the employes ?

It is safe to make the statement that with

any street railway company employing 1,000

or more motormen and conductors and pay

ing a discriminating wage rate that 50 per

cent or more of the motormen and conduct

ors enrolled as employes with the company

are less than one year in the service. If so,

how few move along to the high rates. To

show how limited is the protection to the

public by experience of car operatives , let

it be said that not more than ten out of 100

of the employes upon the roster are two

year men . To get the full significance of

this statement, we will fix the full roster of

the employes to be 2,000 men ; 1,000 of these

operatives are less than one year in the

service and according to the employing su

perintendent are inexperienced men , or men

who are not valuable men to the company ;

200 are two-year service men who perhaps

receive a medium or less than medium rate

of wage, and 800 represent those of two

years or more in the service. Can such a

condition as that bear any other explanation

than that it is the influence wrought by

paying a low rate to the less term service

men ? The maximum wage rate is the rate

which the company confesses it is able to

pay by paying it to what it may classify as

third , fourth or fifth year men . Wherein

lies the virtue of the discriminating wage

rate ? Wherein does it inspire safety in

the operation of cars ? Wherein does it

invite experience or the retention of em

ployes in the service ? None but the high

est paid are getting satisfactory wage rate .

In a discussion upon the question of in

creasing the wage rate, at which a repre

sentative of this association was in attend

ance, the manager pointed to the fact that

upon the system under discussion 80 per

cent of the accident expense of the com

pany was upon accidents occurring to men

of less than one year in the service. He

was arguing in favor of the discriminate

wage rate to show that experienced men

are more valuable to the employing com

pany. It seems that this manager had no

confidence in the presumption that a better

wage rate to newly employed men would

encourage them to retain employment with

the company , while the discriminating wage

rate would immediately arouse a revolting

spirit that would inspire the employe to

look for another job , and take it at his earli

est oportunity, leaving the company to a

repetition of its experience in employing a

new man and breaking him in . It does not

require a year in the service for an employe

to reach the presumption that he is a well

qualified motorman or conductor, rendering

equally as efficient service as the man ten

years in employment. It does not matter

whether he becomes so proficient within

that time or not, the influence that asserts

with a man is his own conception of his

ability and his qualifications, and the mo

ment he assumes that he is rendering equal

service with another, that moment he rebels

against a condition of employment that dis

criminates against him in the matter of

the wage rate .
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Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich . , has sub

mitted to the employing company a prop

osition to increase the wake rate to 30 cents

per hour. Surely the Detroit street railway

employes will not be getting an excessive

monthly wage if the company grants their

request.

The wage rate to Detroit motormen and

conductors is 23, 25 and 27 cents per hour.

The service term classinfying the employes

as 23 , 25 and 27-cent men respectively is so

modified through the influence of employ

ment that the wage , divided by the number

of hours ' service by all classes , shows the

cost of an hour of employment of a motor

man or conductor to be to the copany upon

city lines 24.95 cents ; upon interurban lines ,

2534 cents ; and including the entire employ.

ment, 25.06 cents. If there are any getting

more than this , there are enough others

getting less to strike the stated average.

Four years ago, when the wage rate was

fixed as existing in the present agreement,

every employe in the service of the com

pany received 25 cents per hour. The av.

erage wage rate under the voluntary in

crease of the company is now practically

25 cents per hour. The question is , are the

conditions such at present as to warrant an

increase in the wage rate of four years ago ?

A man of six months' with an employing

company has demonstrated that he is an ac

ceptable employe. As a usual proposition ,

the company becomes acquainted with the

qualifications of an employe in much less

time than that, even in thirty or sixty days '

trial , but it cannot be denied that the man

who is six months in the service is an ac

ceptable employe , fully qualified and rend

ering safe and valuable service. The class

of work he is performing is the same class

he will be performing for the company if he

remains in employment, three , five or ten

years. He fills the bill . Then why not pay

him the maximum wage rate ? Then in the

next six months, would it not require a con

siderably better job to induce him to quit

the service of the company ? As long as

the company pays the man who is five years

in the service , 1 , 2 , 3 or 10 cents more per

hour than it pays him for the same work ,

he is of the opinion that the company is

withholding from him that which it demon

strates it can pay from the receipts of the

concern . He is dissatisfied and will take

the best job that comes along. Not only

that, he will seek the better job, using his

present employment only as an emergency

or convenience, which he will drop as soon

as the other job appears.

Division No. 538 , charter for which was

granted several weeks ago for the institu

tion of a local in Columbus, Ohio , has fully

materialized. G. E. B. Member Fred Fay

and A. F. of L. Organizer James Liddy have

rendered assistance in effecting the organ

ization. On April 1 the local presented to

the management of the company a schedule

of propositions embracing a request for an

increase in wage to 27 cents per hour. The

propositions were received by the manager

and will be given consideration by himself

and associates . A reply will be returned

to the new local at a later date , when con

ferences will be held looking to a mutual

understanding. It is not likely that any

serious friction will arise in establishing

relations between the division and the Co

lumbus company. The present wage rate

is 19 cents per hour for first three months '

men, 1942 cents per hour for the next nine

months ' men , and 2012 cents per hour for

those more than one year in the service. For

some time there has been a disposition on

the part of the Columbus railway men to

unite with this association , as evidenced by

several communications coming to the gen.

eral office from various employes. These

appeals ultimately resulted in the request

for the present charter which was granted

by the International President. It was in

Columbus that President W. D. Mahon of

the International Association first appeared

in the labor world as a street railway em

ploye . He was in active service as a driver

when the system was changed to electricity

in that city. He then became a motorman ,

which position he held until, while repre

senting his local in the second convention

of the association , he was elected Interna

tional President.

Andrew Carnegie , the multi-millionaire,

who is such as a product of Pittsburg and

Pittsburg financiering, is pained at the dis

closure of wholesale bribery and graft among

the councilmen and bankers of that city . He

is quoted as saying that he is ashamed of it

and that it annoys him . What has been the

example of Mr. Andrew Carnegie to the cit.

izens of Pittsburg ? How did thirty million

dollars in the hands of Andrew Carnegie

become three-hundred million dollars in a

night, as it were ? The only reason that

Pitssburgers have ever discovered to such a

question is that “ It was.” That is all . Does

the fact that the United States Steel Trust

is endeavoring to enslave its employes in

every department ever trouble the con

science of Mr. Carnegie ? Does it ever cause

him to blush , notwithstanding the fact that

he draws millions of dollars in profit from

that concern every year ? Millions with

which he endeavors to build a monument in

every city throughout the country upon which

will be engraved the name of Andrew Car

negie ? Is it not natural that the citizens of

Pittsburg should ask how it came about , the

transforming of thirty million dollars of cap

ital into three hundred million dollars by

the stroke of a pen ?

In another column appears the annually

executed joint agreement which carries

wage and working conditions to the mem

bers of the Newcastle , Youngstown , and

Niles locals in the states of Pennsyl.

vania and Ohio. The material change from

the former agreements of these locals is in

the matter of the wage rate and the fact

that the agreement is made to cover three

years . The arrangement applying to rates

of wage is progressive. It will be seen that

for the first year of the agreement the wage

rate will be : For first six months' service
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.
men , 24 cents per hour ; for second six

months' service men , 25 cents per hour ; for

those of more than one year in the service ,

26 cents per hour.

This is an increase of 2 cents per hour

over the former wage rate . The second year

of the agreement provides a wage rate of :

For first six months' service men , 25 cents

per hour ; for second six months' service

men , 26 cents per hour ; for those of more

than one year in the service, 27 cents per

hour.

The third year of the agreement provides

a wage rate of : For first six months' ser

vice men , 26 cents per hour ; for second six

months ' service men, 27 cents per hour ; for

those of more than one year in the service ,

28 cents per hour.

This latter year of the agreement carries

an increase in wage of 4 cents per hour over

the wage in effect prior to this agreement.

JOE MAHONEY VICTIM OF SHOCKING

ACCIDENT.

Brother Joe T. Mahoney, secretary and

busines agent of Division No. 260 , South

Side , Chicago, on April 7th met with a most

shocking accident which, it is reported , will

likely cripple him for life .

The report advises the office that while

Secretary Mahoney was riding upon the

front platform of a Halsted street car in

Chicago he was struck on the thigh by a

crowbar. The crowbar had been left laying

on the track by a gang of laborers and

when the car wheels passed over it , the

heavy iron bar was thrown through the

vestibule and struck Brother Mahoney in

the groin . He fell to the floor and was

unconscious for several hours after being

taken to his home , 217 W. Forty -third street.

Perhaps no other Chicago member of

this Association is better known to those

who have attended the last three conven

tions of the Association than is Joe Ma

honey. He'was the delegate who placed the

name of President Mahon before the To

ronto Convention for re- election . In the

conventions he has attended, he has been

recognized as one of the active delegates .

He has popularized himself as a devoted

worker in the field of organized labor as

well as in his own Association .

Brother Mahoney was recently put for

ward as a candidate for alderman in tne

Thirtieth ward in Chicago and he

elected on Tuesday, April 5 , by more than

1,000 majority. Close upon his victory at

the polls follows this unfortunate accident

of which his friends will learn with ueepest

regret and the fullest of sympathy.

The last charter granted by the Interna

tional President was for the institution of

Division No. 540 , Trenton , N. J. Aside from

other matters that have taken the attention

of the International President has been the

strike of Division No. 477 of Philadelphia ,

Pa . This contest is one of the most stub

bornly fought that has identified itself with

the association since that of the San Fran

cisco strike of 1907 , and it has maintained

in unabating activity. The Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Co. and the mayor of Phila

delphia can well be charged for the con

tinuation and resultant consequences of the

strike. There has been not a suggestion of

fairness or of recognition of right in any

act of the company or in any act of the

mayor since the day of the declaration of

the company that it would no longer coun

tenance the employment of union men . The

company's denial of the recognition of the

right of the employes to a modification of

wage to meet the advanced living expense

of the time has been persistently main

tained . This , in the face of the practically

general substantial increase in wage coming

almost voluntarily from the employers of

labor throughout the country. During this

entire contest, the company has put forth

every energy and effort to re -establish ser

vice, and has been unable to gather a suf

ficient army of workmen to operate its cars.

This, even, has not brought any considera

tion for the rights of the public to an effi

cient and well -appointed service . That it

is rigidly a money -for -blood contest has

been borne out by the fact that the question

of " closed shop " and " open shop ” has at no

time been an issue. The company took the

stand that its employes could work for

whatever wage rate should be dictated by

the company or get out of the service. It

pays the least wage of any street railway

concern even in the eastern sections of the

country. It is absolutely a hog -for -money

proposition, so far as the company is con

cerned . There is not a reasonable suppo

sition against the statement that had the

employes , as members of the Amalgamated

Association , assured the company that no

wage increase should ever be asked for ,

no opposition to organization would have

been thought of by the Philadelphia Rapid

Transit Co. owners . Even the appeal of the

citizenship, through their various demon

strations , that the company should pay a

reasonable rate of wage to its employes has

been given no heed or respect whatever.

How long the contest will continue it is dif

ficult at this time to predict. Like other

strikes , it will be continued and supported

with the same vigor and determination of

purpose now as at the begiuning until it does

end . There should be no relaxation due to

any expectancy or suggestion that the end

is near. Through the instrumentality of

President Mahon , various agencies have en

deavored to awaken the company to some

sense of right and justice and some respect

for the rights of others, but, evidently, thus

far they failed . The effort of Senator Pen

rose was that of a stockholder. Senator

was

TARA

Union -made Cigars
By
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looks for a mutual adjustment that will

bring a reasonable , substantial increase in

wage.

Chairman C. 0. Pratt continues upon the

Philadelphia strike situation , being associ

ated with the International President. A

unique feature of this strike , which has been

organized by Chairman Pratt and the effect

of which will be watched with some inter

est , is a parade of the wives and families of

the striking motormen and conductors to

take place April 2nd . This parade is plan

ned to appear in line of march from the

Base Ball Park to the City Hall .

Penrose is interested by virtue of being a

member of one of the underlying compan

ies that participate in the Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Co., is a part of the consoli

dation through the interchange of stock.

Whether his intervention may have been in

fluenced by self-interest must be left to the

conjecture of those who know that he failed

to secure concessions from the management

and that the extent of his effort was an in

vitation to the striking street railway men

to return to employment under former con

ditions and toil on under terms dictated by

the company. It seems that this invitation

was rejected, and thus ended the efforts for

a settlement by the senior Senator of Penn

sylvania. Aside from the Philadelphia

strike, the president has remained in touch

with the various situations under the direct

advisement of the other International offi

cers. As a feature of the strike , however,

he visited , with fellow associates from Phil.

adelphia, the State Federation of Labor

Convention at Newcastle , where he secured

the adoption of a resolution to place the

proposition of a state-wide strike before the

various organizations of Pennsylvania . This

last has proved one of the most effective in

spirations for organization that has awak

ened the wage earners of that state in long

years past.

Vice-President A. L. Behner attended a

meeting of Division No. 308 in Chicago on

March 26th . He reports from the Chicago

division that the meeting was one of grati

fying unity. Vice-President Behner returned

to Cleveland from Chicago , where he at

tended a meeting of Division No. 268 , re

porting it to be one of the most progressive

meetings of the local held for some time.

Relative to the situation with Division No.

268 , he reports that replacement of the old

members of the local has been established

and that full seniority rights in the allot

ment of runs will prevail after April 1st.

G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow brought

an adjustment of the wage controversy be

tween Division No. 441 and 442 , Des Moines,

Iowa. The settlement resulted in a substan

tial increase and fixes the wage for the fu

ture at :

For first year service men, 21 cents per

hour ;

For second year service men, 22 cents per

hour ;

For third year service men , 23 cents per

hour ;

For those more than three years in the

service, 26 cents per hour.

The former wage rate was 19 cents per

hour for first year service men and increased

one cent per hour until the maximum at 24

cents was reached , which prevailed to those

six or more years in the service . The ad

vantage of this wage adjustment readily

can be seen by comparison . From Des

Moines, Brother McMorrow visited Peoria ,

returning to Chicago , where he took up

matters of interest to Division No. 273. From

this situation , Board Member McMorrow as

sociated in the movement under the direc

tion of President A. L. Urich of the State

Federation of Labor of Iowa in an itinerate .

organizing campaign . His first appointment

was at Muscatine where he addressed a

large mass meeting, awakening an enthusi

asm which bespeaks a revival of organiza

tion in that city.

Vice-President J. J. Thorpe reports pro

gress in the matter of conferences leading

to the modification of the wage scale for

the Tarentum , Pa. , local . Board Member Magnus Sinclair is giving

attention to the difference that has arisen

between Division No. 107 , Hamilton , Ont. ,

and the employing company. The conten

tion is resultant from the adoption of a

schedule not in accordance with the agree.

ment between the employes and the com

pany.

International Treasurer Rezin Orr, who

for some days was associated with Presi.

dent Mahon, in connection with the Phila

delphia strike, assisted in the direction of

conferences in the interest of Division No.

540 of Trenton , N. J. , which led to a sub

stantial increase in wage to the membership

of that local and the full estamlishment and

recognition of the local . Later he gave at

tention to organizing movements in north

ern New Jersey, visiting Hoboken and other

cities. He was then called to Newburgh ,

N. Y. , to advise with the members of Divi

sion No. 388 relative to the result of con

ferences upon the reinstatement of a dis

missed member. From there he was dis

patched to Worcester and Springfield , Mass .,

wher the locals are approaching the com

pany for an increase in wage. From that

situation he reports that slight concessions

have been extended by the company not

wholly acceptable to the membership , but

G. E. Board Member Richard Cornelius ,

who has been assisting Divisions No. 256 ,

Sacramento , and 276 , Stockton , Cal., in work

upon proposed new agreements, reports an

agreement reached by the Sacramento local

upon the Central California lines . A copy

of the new agreement has not yet reached

the office.

G. E. B. Member Wm . B. Fitzgerald was

called from Connecticut, where he was aid

ing the joint committee of the locals of that

state in preparing conditions to be submit

ted to the company, and returned to Tren

ton , N. J. , where he associated with Treas
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urer Orr in work in the interest of Division

No. 540. From there, he visited Elizabeth,

N. J. , and Yonkers, N. Y. , returning to his

home in Troy on the 31st of March .

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea , upon complet

ing his work in Wheeling, W. Va. , was called

to Detroit , Mich ., where he attended a meet

ing of Division No. 26 and associated with

the agreement committee at present con

ducting conferences in the interest of the

wage adjustment for the Detroit local . After

addressing a large meeting in Detroit, he

returned to his home in Sranton, Pa.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay , upon appeals

from Columbus, Ohio, street railway men,

was despatched to that city to assist the

employes of the Columbus Railway and

Light Company in establishing an organiza

tion . Late reports from Board Member Fay

show that the employes of the Columbus

Company have instituted a new local and

that a large majority of those employed are

already members. It is believed that the

company will not seriously interpose the

movement and no trouble is looked for. An

increase in wage will be asked . The Colum

bus men long since determined to organize,

but it was only until recently that their ap

peal for the assistance of an International

officer could be complied with , in conse

quence of other pressing Association work.

THE PHILADELPHIA STRIKE .

There can be no special report made upon

the Philadelphia strike at this writing.

Division No. 477 is on strike in full mem

bership, the same as it was in the begin

ning. There are no outward indications of

settlement other than there was during the

first week . The efforts of the International

President and those associated with him to

bring about an adjustment have proved fu

tile up to the present writing, and President

Mahon returned to the office in Detroit,

April 4. The company is operating less than

one-half of the normal service. Upon some

lines no cars have been operated since the

strike began. On other lines cars are op

erated at intervals. On no line is there the

normal service afforded . Such is the situa

tion with the company . This is evidently

due to the fact that the company has not

been able to secure enough non-unionists to

man the cars , at least they have less than

one -half of the full quota of employes . An

other influence may be the fact that the

people will not ride on the cars .

The strike is as active on both sides at

this time as it has been at any time during

its continuance. There have been no deser

tions from the ranks of the strikers . They

are standing solid. There have been no

concessions offered by the company to in

duce a settlement, unless concession can

be seen in what has been practically a

standing offer to re-employ all men on strike

except those who were dismissed prior to

the strike, and these cases the company has

agreed to take up individually through the

president , for investigation and disposal .

The various reports that these cases would

be arbitrated before a disinterested board

of arbitration are without foundation . No

such offer has been made by the company.

Neither has the company offered to concede

the 25-cent rate. If the offer to take back

the men on strike without prejudice on ac

count of their participation in the strike

can be regarded as a concession , it has not

been accepted by the striking employes,

who at this time , as at the beginning, insist

upon 25 cents per hour as a wage rate , rec

ognition of officers and committees to be

selected from the ranks of Division No. 477 ,

and a hearing for those members who were

dismissed just prior to the strike. These

are the conditions demanded by the striking

employes and which are , up to the present

time, refused by the company. The em

ployes offered to arbitrate the question of

wage and reinstatement of dismissed men ,

and the company, as in the beginning, yet

refuses arbitration upon these points .

The general strike resulted in the exten

sion of organization in various crafts . It

continued for three weeks , when all results

obtainable , in the judgment of the central

body , had been gained. It was then declared

off and the members of the various unions

on strike returned to their employment un

der former conditions and with 30,000 re.

cruits added to their membership. Those

organizations returned to work pledged to

financial assistance of the street car strikers .

The city administration continues its ag.

gressive warfare against unionism , particu

larly against any influences that serve the

interests of the street car men . The au

thorities continue to arrest team drivers

and people riding in wagons on various pré.

texts . These moves are made to influence

and aggravate the team drivers and owners

of teams and also to discourage riding in

the wagons. It is nothing unusual to see

wagons held up which are loaded with peo

ple riding home from their work , the people

made to unload, and in some instances ar

rested themselves and the teams and wag.

ons driven to the police station , where they

are usually released under threat of further

arrest if they permit people to ride in their

wagons . However, wagon riding continues .

These actions have been carried to the ex

tent of holding up teams that were supplied

by merchants and factory owners to carry

their own employes , an absolutely legitimate

and proper act on the part of the employers

of labor and those with whom the teams are

engaged . The purpose of this act on the

part of the city officials is easily interpreted ,

but instead of aiding to break the strike, it

continues as an enlivenment of interest in

the contest and makes the situation one of

unceasing tension .

The strike will be continued until it is

honorably adjusted. Newspaper reports

should be given no credit whatever, as such

reports emanate from the sources available

to the street railway company and through

channels which are under the control and

dictation of the company by subsidy.

No strike in the history of this association

was ever attended with such an appalling

death rate resulting from the employment

of inexperienced men . Already eighteen

persons have been killed outright directly
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cars

through the inexperience and carelessness

of car operatives . These deaths were occa

sioned by no riots or labor demonstrations.

Most of them are children run down by the

An example of the character of these

killings is given in a newspaper report of

one of those of recent occurrence. The clip

ping reads :

“ A green motorman was bringing out a

car at the Forty-ninth and Woodland avenue

barn and ran it around the curve too rap

idly . The car jumped the track and jammed

Charles Shield , a watchman for the com

pany, against the side of the building, crush

ing him to death . "

Referring to this accident, the same daily

paper says : “ This makes eighteen fatalities

that have occurred since the strike began,

with green motormen . "

Who is responsible for these eighteen

deaths ? . They have occurred without the

slightest contribution on the part of the

strikers or strike sympathizers. They are

the direct result of endeavoring to run cars

by either inexperienced or without a proper

respect or understanding of the resposnibil

ity of such employment. Eighteen Philadel

phia homes have sacrificed the life of a

member each to the assumed “ property

rights " of the P. R. T. Co. , and still the

strike goes on .

Another quotation from a daily paper in

reference to the death rate reads :

" So numerous have the Philadelphia Rapid

Transit killings become that the items for

damage in this respect will probably figure

largely in the company's strike expense

bill . "

Some of the scab motormen have been

arrested for accidents that befell them and

are out on bail . But the mayor and trac

tion officials escape all legal responsibility ,

The mayor is busy arresting wagon drivers ,

strike sympathizers and the mothers who

protest against the slaughter of their chil

dren. The traction officials are busy fighting

against the organization of its employes and

mourning over lost receipts .

The strike will continue until the com

pany awakens to the fact that it is fighting

a losing game. In the meantime, the asso

ciation in general should regard the contest

as one of interest to every member and with

the determination to support it to the end.

year men, 22 cents per hour; second year

men, 2472 cents per hour ; third, fourth and

fifth year men, 2512 cents per hour ; and

thereafter, 27 cents per hour. It was stated

in one of the communications that but a

very small number of the employes remain

in the service to benefit by the 27 cent rate,

which accrued to only those more than five

years in the service.

In response to these appeals , G. E. B.

Member McMorrow was finally despatched

to Denver. He soon discovered considerable

sentiment for organization. However, he

discovered that the disposition of the com

pany was bitterly opposed to the organizing

of the employes and that a rigid espionage

over the men prevailed . Through his re

quest, G. E. B. Member Fred Fay was des

patched to his assistance. It was soon dis

covered that to be effective in organizing,

the work must be carried on secretly, yet

demonstration sufficient had been made to

cause the officials of the company to en

courage a certain element of the employes

that to withhold from organizing would be

rewarded by an increase in wage as soon as

the president of the company, who was at

the time absent, should return . Board Mem

ber Fay was despatched to another district

and Brother McMorrow was left to effect a

secret organizing movement. In his work,

he was assisted by local trade unionists , and

continued in personal direction of the work

until it developed considerable strength .

Some of the members were discovered to

the company and were immediately dis

missed from the service, and a condition de

veloped causing the president of the com

pany to cut his absence short and return .

Undoubtedly advice reached the officials of

the company of the magnitude of the move

ment, as an independent committee from

among the non-union element of the men

was encouraged and a wage increase was

posted. The new wage rate, which took

effect March 1st, is as follows : For first

year men, 24 cents per hour ; for second year

men, 2642 cents per hour ; for third , fourth

and fifth year men, 28 cents per hour ; for

those of six or more years of service, 30

cents per hour.

It will be seen by making a comparison of

the two rates that the effect of the associa

tion was most material in the interest of the

employes. The increase was : For first and

second year service men, 2 cents per hour ;

for third , fourth and fifth year service men ,

212 cents per hour ; for those six or more

years in the service, 3 cents per hour ; an

increase of approximately 10% .

This is the second increase of wage to the

advantage of the Denver railway men caused

practically by efforts of organizers .

Charter No. 536 was granted to the Denver

men . Shortly after the posting of the wage

increase Board Member McMorrow was

called to Des Moines , Iowa, being compelled

to leave the development of the local to the

local membership and officers. There has

since been reported some progress in the

development of the local , but as less than

one-half of the employes are enrolled , the

movement there will be forced to continue

under cover until it has developed sufficient

DENVER WAGE INCREASE .

The recent increase in wage granted by

the Denver City Tramway Co. , of Denver,

Colo. , is another illustration of the indirect

influence of organization. Some weeks ago,

several letters came to President W. D.

Mahon from motormen and conductors in

the employ of the Denver City Tramway Co.

requesting the assistance of an organizer

setting forth that the employes were gener

ally desirous of establishing a local of this

association preparatory to presenting propo

sitions to the company, modifying conditions

of employment and asking for an increase in

wage. The desired wage rate , as expressed

in these communications, was 30 cents per

hour.

Advice was to the effect that the wage

rate prevailing at that time was : for first
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strength to make itself effective in the pro

tection of its members in employment.

It should be remembered that Denver is

in the Eldorado of America, where wage

rates to common labor are vastly in advance

of that received by street car men . The

city is corporation ridden . The water supply

is owned by a company and water rates are

exorbitant. Nonunion workmen are driven

to the polls by their masters like cattle to

the shambles. The owners of the water sup

ply and street car lines control the political

situation and traffic in the votes of their

slaves .

As an evidence of conditions to street car

men , the company has issued a decree in

which it admits that it has come to the no

tice of the company officials that the em

ployes have fallen victims of loan sharks.

Their wage has been insufficient to meet the

demand for high rent and exorbitant living

expenses . The officers of the company keen

ly feel this disgrace and appeal to the em

ployes thus afllicted to report their circum

stances to the manager for relief. A report

comes from close to those in control that

no more married men are to be employed

and that those of families whom it is learned

are not able to live without incurring debt

are to be dismissed . In this way the man

agement hopes to establish a system of em

ployment that will maintain under the

meagre economy of cheap labor.

Figures submitted to this office place the

classes of employment of motormen and con

ductors including extras at : 24 cent per

hour men, 49% ; 2642 cent per hour men ,

12% ; 28 cent per hour men, 28% ; 30 cent

per hour men, 11%.

This strikes an average cost to the com

pany for motormen and conductors of 26 1/10

cents per hour. The 49 per cent. , of course,

according to our informant, who, by the

way, is a motorman who would like to be

known as a union man , includes the extra

list. However, when extras are working , it

lowers the percentage of the higher rate

men in active duty , and the more of them

working runs that pay regulars of the 30

cent class , so much more is the average rate

reduced. But the increase is gratifying, and

aids in advancing the standard . There is

plenty of room for other non-union concerns

to follow the example of the Denver Tram

way Company. The effort of the Association

in Denver has not been lost.

franchise or agreement to be made with the

company. Aside from the arbitration clause,

it is desired that the service day clause at

present in the Fourteenth Avenue franchise

providing for a ten -hour day shall also be

inserted . These proposed amendments were

introduced by Councilmen George Ellis and

Robert Rutter. They have been referred to

the franchise committee. The Committee

of Fifty took the position that the proposi

tions were class legislation for the benefit

of the street railway employes only, Busi

ness Agent Fraser's contention that they

were in the interest of the people, notwith

standing. The proposed arbitration clause

is as follows :

Section " It is a condition of the grant

ing of this franchise that in case said com

pany and its employes are unable to amic

ably settle without strike or other interfer

ence with public rights any controversy or

difference which may arise between them,

then , at the request of either the company

or its employes, or if they refuse to make

such request, at the request of the Mayor

or Council , such controversy shall be sub

mitted to a Board of Arbitration to consist

of three disinterested persons , one of whom

may be selected by the said company, one

by the employes, and one of whom may be

selected by the two thus appointed.

Upon the service of notice by either the

said company or its employes upon the

other of a request to arbitrate under the pro

visions of this franchise ordinance, the party

so serving said notice shall specify the case

or controversy upon which arbitration is

requested. Upon the date of service of said

notice a copy thereof shall be forwarded to

the office of the Mayor. Within ten days of

the date of said notice, both parties to the

controversy shall supply the Mayor with

the names and addresses of the arbitrators

respectively selected. After twenty days

from the date of said notice of request for

arbitration , should the said board of three

arbitrators remain incomplete, the Mayor

shall have authority to make immediate ap

pointment or appointments to fill any and

all vacancies .

In the event that the Council or Mayor

shall request of the company and its em

ployes to arbitrate any case or controversy,

default on the part of either or both the

company or its employes to comply with

such request by the appointment of a board

of arbitration as hereinbefore specified for

the appointment or selection of arbitrators ,

within ten days of the date of said request,

the Mayor shall proceed at once to appoint

such board of arbitration . In case any of

the arbitrators chosen shall refuse to act,

his place shall be filled by the Mayor of the

City of Detroit.

Immediately upon the appointment or se

lection of the complete board of arbitration ,

the board shall hold daily sessions for the

purpose of receiving the evidence and argu

ments bearing upon the case or cases sub

mitted for arbitration, and shall render a

decision in writing.

The finding of the majority of the board

of arbitration shall be final and binding

upon all the parties to the controversy.

PROPOSED DETROIT FRANCHISE ARBI

TRATION CLAUSE .

The officers of Division No. 26 , Detroit,

Mich . , are watching with deep interest the

progress of the franchise contention. The

Committee of Fifty has drafted a basis of

settlement embracing provisions for the

new franchise. President Mackey and the

agreement committee appeared before the

Committee of Fifty when the proposed fran

chise was adopted with the request that a

labor dispute arbitration clause be inserted.

The proposition was rejected . The officers

then sought the intercession of the City

Council and had two propositions submitted

to amend the proposed franchise, or any
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The expense of the arbitration shall be

borne by the company .

This section is a condition of this fran

chise ordinance, and shall apply to any

other company which may hereafter operate

any business under the rights granted by

the conditions of the same.'

and the sailor is forever blacklisted . Every

owner, shipping master and ship's officer has

the full authority under this " welfare plan ”

to at any time, for any or no reason , black

list any sailor , or marine fireman or cook .

Afloat or ashore constant restraint and es

pionage is to be applied to every seaman .

It was a deliberate attempt on the part of

the shipowners to establish serfdom on the

Great Lakes .

The Seamen are on strike to prevent this ,

and they have exhibited true manhood in

their determined stand. As patriotic Ameri

can citizens it is their duty to fight against

this attempt to inaugurate a modern feudal

ism . Born freemen, unless they surrender

their birthright, they can do nothing except

to continue the struggle until the slave sys

tem , which the shipowners have seen fit to

mask under the name of " welfare plan " has

been entirely abolished .

This the seamen of the Lakes have decid

ed to do and have publicly announced their

determination and their belief in their abil

ity to remain on strike, conducting them

selves law -abiding American citizens ,

until the Lake Carriers ' Association will

agree to recognize them as free men. The

seamen realize that real freedom , real lib

erty, will not be theirs unless they can rid

the Lakes of this vicious passport system

and again themselves exercise an effective

voice in nominating the conditions under

which they must live and work .

The American Federation of Labor has

endorsed the strike and has pledged moral

and , should it be needed, financial aid . But

at present the seamen are asking nothing

except the moral support and the active

sympathy of all workingmen . They make

this request of union men everywhere :

" Pass the word along, brother, there is a

strike on the Great Lakes ; advise all unem

ployed workers to keep away. " --Ex.

STRIKE ON THE GREAT LAKES.

The great Seamen's struggle for the main

tenance of human freedom on the Great

Lakes is still in progress. Ten thousand

seamen have been on strike against the

shipowners (known as the Lake Carriers'

Association ) since the month of May, 1909 ,

and the battle is still being waged as bitter

ly as in the beginning . The Lake Carriers,

by the way, are really controlled by the

Pittsburg Steamship Company, a subsidiary

of the Steel Trust .

In spite of the most vicious attacks from

the employers and persecutions from both

city and state authorities in many instances ,

especially by the police, public and private ,

the Unions of Seamen have been able to

present a solid front and can report few

deserters. By careful management and the

loyal support of seamen on both the At

lantic and Pacific coasts , the men on the

lakes have carried on the struggle for near

ly an entire year without assistance from

any source outside their own International

Union , and they are still in good condition ,

their Unions being sound both as to finances

and membership.

The strike was brought about by an at

tempt to compel the Union men to hand

over their Union books and cards to the

employers and to pledge themselves never

to again join a labor union “ as long as they

sailed for a living.” This the Lake Car

riers called “ open shop.”

This was followed by a further attempt on

the part of the Lake Carriers to inaugurate

an industrial passport system which they

had dignified by the name of " Welfare Plan ,"

but which was modeled upon the police sys

tem of Russia and the notorious English

Shipping Federation scheme which brought

about such havoc on the English merchant

marine , resulting in the employment of

Asiatic labor on over a third of the vessels

of that country ; 70,000 Asiatics had to be

employed because the Federation scheme

so lowered the wages and conditions that

white men could not longer be induced to

ship on those vessels .

The " welfare plan ” passports of the Lake

Carriers, obtained only after registration of

name, personal appearance , past history,

etc. , are intended to keep the seamen under

constant control of the shipowners, whether

the seaman is employed or not. While

ashore these passports must be exhibited to

the shipping masters of the Lake Carriers ,

the holder being required to frequent cer

tain places called “ Assembly Rooms” while

out of employment. Upon being given a job

the seaman must deposit his passport with

the ship's master, who will return it to him

when he leaves the vessel , provided the mas

ter has been satisfied with the services of

the seaman. Otherwise the passport is

taken up and returned to the Lake Carriers

as

VIGILANCE IS THE PRICE OF LIBERTY.

The union smasher is not idle during these

days of legislative turmoil in Canada. Var

ious intrigues are disclosed by the enact

ment of measures sought by the Employers '

Associations . One that would strike more

seriously than most any other enactment re

quested by the Union “busters" is couched

in a proposed amendment of the Criminal

Code relative to “ conspiracy in restriction

of trade ."

President R. M. Glockling , of the Canadian

Trades and Labor Congress, who ever has

his eye upon the movement of those who

would injure labor and trespass upon its lib

erties , in discovering this attempt of assass

ination of the American labor movement in

Canada, has submitted to the various trades

bearing upon this proposed amendment a

statement, as follows :

" The most wicked attack on trade unions

yet made in Canada has come from Senator

Belcourt, who , by a Bill ( C. C. C. ) introduced

in the Senate and read a first time on March

17th , 1910 , proposes to place trade unions in

the category of illegal associations .

By S. 496 of the Criminal Code, a con

spiracy in restraint of trade is defined as an
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' ( a ) to unduly limit facilities for trans

porting, manufacturing, supplying, storing or

dealing in any article of Trade or Com

merce, ' etc.

This would cover a strike or agreement

on a railroad , mine, or elsewhere."

Fresident Glockling appeals to the various

organizations to awaken an interest in the

defeat of this proposed legislation .

agreement between two or more persons to

do or procure to be done, any unlawful act

in restraint of trade.

But for a saving section ( No. 497 ) that

would reach trade unions , S. 497, however,

provides that :

“The purposes of a trade union are not, by

reason merely that they are in restraint of

trade, unlawful within the meaning of S.

496.'

Senator Belcourt's Bill , by S. 1 , proposes

to amend the saving section (No. 497 ) by

adding after tne word 'union, ' the words

'whose members are British subjects. ' The

section would then read :

“The purposes of a trade union , whose

members are British subjects , are not, by

reason merely that they are in restraint of

trade, unlawful , within the meaning of S.

496. '

If that becomes law, every trade unionist

in Canada practically becomes guilty of con

spiracy in restraint of trade, under S. 496 ,

because there is hardly one local union in

Canada whose members are all British sub

jects .

This would mean the instant disruption of

every trade union in Canada.

You might have members in your organi

zation who have lived here 50 years and are

citizens in every sense of the word ; but be

cause they are not naturalized , Senator Bel

court would make criminals out of them .

Parry and Van Cleave, the American

would -be -union -busters, never thought of go

ing so far as Senator Belcourt proposes to

go. Senator McMullen's Bill in past Ses

sions to exclude International Officers from

Canada was child's play to the present one.

A second section to Senator Belcourt's

Bill amends , in a similar way , the section of

the Code dealing with agreements :

Disbursements from the Death and Dis

ability Fund during the month of March ,

1910, were made to beneficiaries on death

and disability claims, as follows:

Mrs. Michael O'Connor beneficiary ,

death claim of Michael O'Connor,

deceased member of Division No.

281 , New Haven , Conn.; cause,

heart disease . $ 100.00

Mrs. S. E. Patchin beneficiary, death

claim of S. E. Patchin, deceased

member of Division No. 111 , Ypsi

lanti , Mich.; cause, tubercular men

ingitis 100.00

Mrs. Oranne Rounds beneficiary ,

death claim of Oranne Rounds , de

ceased member of Division No. 174 ,

Fall River, Mass.; cause, pulmonary

tuberculosis 100.00

Mrs. Dora Schaffner beneficiary ,

death claim of Aleck Schaffner,

deceased member of Division No.

260 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, pulmon

ary tuberculosis 100.00

Mary E. Campbell beneficiary , death

claim of Dan . Campbell , deceased

member of Division No. 389 , Mans

field, Ohio ; cause , Bright's disease . 100.00

Lydia A. Mason beneficiary, death

claim of Harry M. Mason , deceased

member of Division No. 249, Wake

field , Mass.; cause, mitral regurgi

tation and broken compensation ... 100.00

Mrs. Dan . C. Wootan beneficiary,

death claim of Dan. C. Wootan , de

ceased member of Division No. 194 ,

New Orleans, La.; cause, Bright's

disease .... 100.00

J. W. Harding beneficiary, death

claim of W. H. Harding, deceased

member of Division No. 125, Belle

ville , Ill .; cause, typhoid fever .... 100.00

Mrs. Maud Farmer beneficiary, death

claim of T. Farmer ( Thos. ) , de

ceased member of Division No. 101 ,

Vancouver, B. C .; cause, accident,

killed in head-on collision ..... 100.00

Mrs. C. F. Loescher beneficiary, death

claim of Christ. Loescher, deceased

member of Division No. 260 , Chica

go, Ill .; cause, pulmonary tubercu

losis ..

Mrs. Susan Reilley beneficiary , death

claim of George Reilley, deceased

member of Division No. 132, Troy,

N. Y.; cause, acute cerebro and

spinal meningitis 100.00

Olive Emma Stephens beneficiary ,

death claim of Mrs. Tillie stephens,

deceased member of Division No.

308 , Chicago, Ill .; cause, endocar

ditis 100.00

.... 100.00

LATE BRO. FRANK SIMON ,

Div . 194, New Orleans, La .
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Mrs. Martha Currie beneficiary, death

claim of A. Currie , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 308 , Chicago ,

Ill.; cause, accident 100.00

Mrs. John O'Connell beneficiary ,

death claim of John O'Connell , de

ceased member of Division No. 241,

Chicago, Ill .; cause, cerebral hem

orrhage 100.00

Mrs. Lillie O'Brien beneficiary, death

claim of D. O'Brien , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 241 , Chicago,

Ill.; cause, organic heart disease ... 100.00

Mrs. John T. Brown beneficiary,

death claim of John T. Brown , de.

ceased member of Division No. 272 ,

Youngstown, Ohio ; cause, diabetic

coma 100.00

Disability ,

John G. Campbell , member of Division

No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.; cause,

leg crushed causing amputation be

low knee 100.00

By Division No. 269, Danbury , Conn .

Whereas, God in His wisdom , has called

from his earthly labors our esteemed brother,

John Dinen , a loss which this Division deeply

deplores , therefore, be it
Resolved , That Division No. 269 , of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec

tric Railway Employes of America, extend to

the sorrowing wife our deepest sympathy in
her sad bereavement.

Resolved , That our charter be drared for a

period of thirty days, and that these resolu

tions be entered upon our minutes, and a copy

presented to the widow of the departed broth
er, and that a copy be sent to the Motorman

and Conductor for publication .

HOWARD A. JONES,

JOHN J. CARRICK

FRANK R. MORGAN ,

Committee on Resolutions.

March 8, 1910.

Total $ 1,700.00

IN MEMORIAM .

By Div. No. 272, Youngstown , Ohio .

Whereas, Almighty God has seen fit to en

ter into our local, and take from it our be

loved brother, John Brown, one who was sin

cere and loyal to the Division and always

ready when duty called him ; and

Whereas, We bow in humble submission to

the will of our Heavenly Father who , for rea

sons unknown to us, permitted to be taken

from us one so much needed by his wife and

three children and our Association ; therefore
be it

Resolved , That we extend to the bereaved

and sorrowing family our deepest sympathy

and sincere regret of this Association; and be
it further

Resolved. That the charter be draped in

mourning for thirty days, and a copy of the

resolutions be given to the family , and that

they appear in the Motorman and Conductor.

J. E. LONGSHORE,

March 29 , 1910.

By Division No. 99, Winnipeg , Mani .

Whereas, The Divine Ruler, in His infinite

wisdom , has taken from our midst, Brother

Wm. Allen Phillips, and

Whereas, Our late Brother Phillips was a

faithful member of this association and we

greatly feel the loss of our beloved brother and

recognize the sorrow of his beloved relatives ;
therefore , be it

Resolved , That the members of this Division

in meeting assembled, do hereby extend our

sincere sympathy to the bereaved family, and

that our charter be draped for a period of

thirty days in memory of the departed.

Resolved that a copy of these resolutions

be forwarded to the family of our late brother
a copy be placed upon the minutes of this

meeting, and that they be entered in our As

sociation Journal.

March 31st, 1910.

WM . MARSHALL ,

President.

J. W. RUTTLE,

RecordingSecretary.

By Division No. 194, New Orleans, La .

Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty Ruler
in His nifinite wisdom to remove from our

midst our beloved and esteemed friend and

brother T. M. Cooney, to his heavenly home,

there to await his loved ones, and ,

Whereas, By the death of Brother T. M.
Cooney the members of Div. No. 194 realize

the loss of a most faithful and ardent worker

for their cause ; that in the capacity of cor
responding secretary, in which he long served,

he was ever ready to serve them to the best of

his ability ; therefore, be it
Resolved , That we, the members of Division

No. 194 , extend to his bereaved wife and chil

dren, whom he always held near and dear, our
heartfelt sympathy ; and ,

Resolved, That as a tribute of respect to our
departed brother we drape our charter

mourning for a period of thirty days , and

that these resolutions be entered upon the

minutes of our Local , that a copy be pre

sente to the sorrowing family , and that they

be published in our journal, the Motorman and
Conductor.

JOHN RENTON

H. W. EASTMAN ,

H. CHAUFF ,

Committee on Resolutions.

Adopted March 9th , 1910 .

J. STADLER, President.

LEONCE GAUTHIER, Secretary.

By Divs . Nos. 590 and 417, Girard and Pitts

burg, Kan .

Wheheras, The passing from this life of our

late brother Milton H. Wetzel , removes from
among us a true friend and brother, and whose

short term of service with us gathered with

his ever good nature all the hearts and good

will of his fellow -workmen . While we know

that mere words cannot speak away the great

grief of the bereaved wife and family, nor can

words of praise for him whom they so deeply

mourn soothe their sorrowing hearts ; yet we

feel that it will be a consolation for them to

know that as faithful friends we wish to ex

press our sympathy ; therefore be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Divisions

510 and 497 , A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A , ex

tend to the bereaved wife and family our

heartfelt sympathy in their darkest hour of at

fliction , and commend them with respectful

reverence to the solace of Him who doeth all

things well.

Resolved, That as a tribue to the memory of

our late brother, we drape the charters of our

two locals for a period of thirty days, that

these resolutions be entered upon our records,

that a copy be sent to the family of our late

brother and to the Pittsburg Daily Headlight

and our official journal for publication.

Resolved , That we extend our thanks to Su

perintendent Robert Biles of the Jopin & Pitts

burg R. R. Co. for granting us the use of cars

for our convenience in attending the funeral of

our deceased brother.

( Signed ) :

CLYDE DAVIDSON ,

G. B. SIVIFT,

Div. No. 510 , Girard , Kan.

O. E. ANDERSON ,

JOE ROGERS,

Div. 497, Pittsburg, Kan.

in
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Edited by Local Division Correspondents

BRO. W. R. EDGETT.

Div. No. 99, Winnipeg, Man .

By courtesy of the Winnipeg, Man ., corre

spondent, the above picture of Bro. W. R. Ed

gett appears. With the brother is his child ,
already being trained in the lines of progress .

Bro. Edgett, like his associates, is a member

of the oldest local in the Dominion, Div. 99 , a

local that for her high standing has depended

upon the constant watchfulness and determina

tion of her members.

a hardship to the men, for instance, the stick

ing to the nine-hour day; that if the men

would work an eleven -hour day they would

get more money. Upon being asked if it would

eliminate the trippers and short- paid runs he

replied that we would be surprised at the in

creased number of full- paid runs it would
make. That in New York and Chicago the

men work longer hours and are well satisfied

with their pay. Mr. Brooks stated that condi

tions were unsettled relative to the franchises

and fares. That the fare rate in this city is

cheap, and thata 3 -cent care would necessitate

a reduction in wage. That if the company is

now paying 27 per cent of the receipts in wage,

that they could as well pay 27 per cent of the

receipts of a higher rate of fare.

" That it is up to the men to work in the

interest of a higher fare franchise. At this

time Mr. Brooks was asked to return to the

original question relative to opening the wage

clause of the agreement. Hereplied he would
not. That if the men were not satisfied he

would leave the making of an agreement to a

board of arbitration of three disinterested

parties. That they would throw the old agree

ment aside and let the arbitration board make

an entire new agreement, starting at the top

and finishing at the bottom, and let the arbi

tration board decide as to the future relations

of the motormen and conductors to the com

pany. That he wished to appear before the

board of arbitration as representing the com

pany in their arguments, and they would insist

upon standing upon their rights according to

the laws of the state and nation . Mr. Brooks

was asked if it would not be better for us to

take the old agreement and go over it , and

leave in it what was satisfactory to both par

ties, and other sections that we could not agree

upon we should submit to arbitration .

" He positively refused to consentto such an

arrangement. He was then asked if there was

any specific clause in the agreement that he

was dissatisfied with . He replied that he

would not permit himself to state.

" In this argument Mr. Boroks stated that he

thought the most of the men are now satisfied,

but that some had made political promises,

and the shoe nowpinches , and they are trying
to make good . He also stated that this was

the worst period to get men that they ever
experienced. That the auto factories were

sending agents to the car houses, stores and

factories to getmen on golden promises. That
the men they did secure were being discour

aged by the old men, who would advise them

to go to the auto works and get better jobs.
" After arguing the question a couple of

hours, and Mr. Brooksmaking the statement

that his decision was final, we retired."

It will be seen by this report that nothing

in line with the wish of the employes was

granted. Action was taken instructing the

committee to return to the management of the

company and further requested 30 cents per

hour and time and a half for overtime, or

arbitration ofthewage scale as an alternative,

and that in the event that a favorable reply

should not be received within forty - eight

hours, a referendum vote should be taken as

to whether the propositions for an increase or

arbitration should be supported.

On April 2nd, another general meeting was

called by the committee for the purpose of

explaining the conferences resulting from the

instruction of the previous meeting and to

submit that arrangements had been made to

take a referendum voteon Monday , April 4th.
At this meeting, the committee explained that

the company had refused absolutely to grant 30

cents per hour or arbitrate the wage question.

On the other hand, the company returned their

former proposition that they would arbitrate

as to what the relations of motorman and con

ductors should be with the company for the

future . Thepresentagreementspecifies that

those relations are the relations of an organ

ized body of men dealing with an employer,

and has really nothing to do with the question
at issue. The committee reported that aside

from the identity of the employes as an organ

DETROIT DIGEST.

Division No. 26 has been watching the prog

ress of conferences between the agreement
committee and the management of the Detroit

United Railways Company. The prime object
of these conferences is to secure a more reas

onable wage rate. Thirty cents per hour and

time and a half for overtime is the objective.

On March 19, a general meeting was held

in Light Guard Armory on Congress street,

attended by some 800 members,at which the

committee made a report upon the first confer

ence with General Manager Brooks of the com

pany. Committeeman Sam Jossman rendered

the report, which was in part as follows :

" Mr. Fraser introduced the committee to

Mr. Brooks, stating that we were the men that

were appointed by the General Body to de

mand an increase in wage. Mr. Brooks replied

that he was very much surprised to think that

we would ask for any increase in wage at this

time when the company had recently given us

a voluntary increase in wage, that the com

pany realized at that time the increased cost

of living and had gone the limit, in fact had

gone beyond the limit, and were really paying

more than the company could afford. That the

motorman and conductors were getting 27 per

cent of the receipts.

" When asked if he would open the agreement

on the wage clause he replied that he would

not open the agreement in spots. That he had

exhausted all efforts in adding to and patching

up the old agreement. That it had outlived

its usefulness, as it was made in horse - car

(lays and had been handed down ever since .

That there were things in it that were working
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ized body of men that they had offered to arbi

trate a new agreement or such conditions of a

new agreement as could not be agreed upon

between the company and the employes. This

proposition , it was reported , was rejected by
the general manager, and that he would arbi

trate nothing unless it embraced an opportun

ity to do away with the organization of the

employes entirely and would bring forth the
question of their right to organize. At the

time of the writing of this communication,

the referendum voteupon the question of sup
porting the requests is being counted. It is

predicted that it has been carried by a large

majority.

At the first meeting, G. E. B. Member P. J.

Shea was present and delivered an able ad

dress which was highly appreciated. At the

last meeting, Bro. John J. Scanell , of the Boot

and Shoe Workers, and ex -president of the De

. troit Federation of Labor, was present and

ably addressed the meeting.

The present average wage paid by the D. U.
R. is slightly less than 25 cents per hour.

This is due to the fact that there are a few

more men of the 23 -cent per hour class than
there are of the 27 cents per hour class. In

other words, a full car service day embraces
more 23 - cent hours than 27 - cent hours. There

are less than 200 25 -cent men among the entire
1,950 men employed . The 23 and 27 -cent

classes are about even in numbers. However,
the employment of extra men upon 27 - cent

men's runs converts those runs into 23 -cent

per hour runs for the time and reduces the

average rate of pay to the company. So the

requested 30 cents per hour, flat rate, suggests

an increase of an even 20 per cent, or 5 cents

per hour, to the present pay roll .

in the beginning was to break the endurance

of the strikers and force them, by starvation ,
to give up the contest and return to their work

upon the meager wage of 22 cents per hour.

With the large army of employes working for

the Philadelphia company, the 2 or 3 cents

difference between the proposed wage and the

wage offered by the company amounts to some

$ 400,000 per year. In five years, perhaps it

would amount to $ 2,000,000 , plus that which
would go to the extended service. Therein lies

the object of the company in defending itself

against the requested increase.

There is no question but what the Philadel

phia Rapid Transit Co. well considers that 25

cents is 5 cents per hour less than Philadel

phia employes should be receiving and that in

another year the men would bereaching out

for the 30 - cent hour, which would mean more

millions. So the company will be winners in

the long run even if it takes two million dol

lars or more to defeat the effort of the em

ployes to secure their 25 cents, providing

there should beno future aggressions on part

of the employes.

Now , in order to win a strike in Philadelphia ,

or anywhere else , it stands to reason that there

must be a commissary from which to supply

sufficient to the strikers so that the company

may understand that they have behind them a
power of endurance to make the strike more

costly than would be a reasonable settlement.

Now, our association is a strong one numer

ically , but, financially , it might be stronger .

We have 9 cents per month contributed to this
commissary or defense fund . From it is sup

posed to come the sinews of war --- that which

will support men on strike. Fixing the paying

membership at 60,000, which I presume is not

far out of the way, the provision to the de

fense fund will not exceed $ 5,400 per month

Thus, it requires six months' payment into the

strike benefit, such as is necessary to provide
for proper endurance, in the Philadelphia

strike. If the strike lasts ten weeks, it would

take from the defense fund all that would

accrue thereto for five years to fight that one

strike. In this is shown the necessity of the

appeals that have been made to us and the

necessity of our respone in this Philadelphia
strike.

Doesn't it occur to us, as members of the

association , that at some future convention , a

moresubstantial support should be provided

in the interest of the commissary or defense
fund ?

True enough , we can take care of the small

strike and run it indefinitely upon our 9-cent

provision , but when it comes to one of the

large cities, we have to rely upon the appeal

and generosity of our membership in response
to appeals for any length of endurance in such

contests , or else fall back upon the A. F of

L. assessment, which may become necessary

in the Philadelphia situation, although we hope
not. J. J.

DEFENSE FUND DISCUSSION .

HELD PLEASURABLE SOCIAL .

Pittsburg, Pa .- Conferences are now on be

tween representatives of Division No. 85 and

officers of the Pittsburg Railways Company

relative to the annual modification of working
conditions and wage. We are asking this year

for 28 , 29 and 30 cents per hour. It is a mod

est request and there is much reasonable hope

that the company will readily comply and

grant the wage embodied in our propositions.

The committee representing Division No. 85 is

composed of President E. B. Shafer, Business

Agent J. J. Thorpe and Committeemen B. S.

Cousart and Geo . Bannon , of Pittsburg, and

C. E. Smith , of Washington, Pa. Also confer

ences are being had in the interest of the

Beaver Valley membership relative to in

creased wages.

Our members lose no interest in the Phila
delphia strike situation . We feel that the

effect of the Philadelphia strike will prove an

advantage even though the members of that

local do not secure the 25 cents per hour for

which they are appealing. They are putting

up a game fight. We only regret that their

demand is not more closely in measure with

what should be the wage rate in times of high

living such as we are now experiencing and

from which there is promised no relief outside
of a corresponding wage rate. But Philadel

phia has never before been very thoroughly

organized and labor has been forced to accept

whatever wage the employer deemed profitable
to hand out. No consideration has been given

in the past to the living necessities of labor

in Philadelphia only in such crafts as have

maintained organization. The men have been

accustomed to living in Poverty Row on cheap

wages and it would seem as though that even

the 25 -cent rate was asked for with misgivings.

But does not the Philadelphia situation ap
peal to us to view with some concern

arsenal of supplies necessary for our defense ?

Let us give a little consideration to this ques

tion right now . In Philadelphia , there must
be nearly 6,000 of our members on strike. Our

defense fund provisions, as they have been

fixed by our association in conventions, em

braces the payment of $ 5.00 per week strike

benefits. This is perhaps enough to maintain

a considerable Local almost indefinitely on

strike, but here is a strike that has been on

some six weeks and seems to have early re

solved itself into a contest of endurance . The

only possible hope the company could have had

Helena, Mont.For some time Division 195

has had nothing particular to chronicle in the

M. & C. , but in February a few of the men's

wives got busy and planned a surprise for the

boys after the monthly union meeting. The

“ surprise" consisted of a delicious lunch served

after the business session , and was enjoyed by

the men , their wives and sweethearts. ( Tne

latter hope to be car -men's wives some day . )

Of course, it was an open secret days before

the event came off, but nevertheless the affair

was pleasing and a credit to the three ladies

who planned carried it out so successfully

namely, the Mesdames Grey, Barnes and O'Neil'

Our superintendent, Mr. Church , gave us the

pleasure of his company, and contributed cigars

for the men and some extremely toothsome

candy for the ladies. Through the kindness of

our manager, a special car conveyed the merry

makers to their respective homes in the wee

small hours of the morning.

The Local has decided to give its third an
nual ball April 20 , and committees have been

appointed to look after various details .
The stork visited the homes of Supt. Church ,

Bros. Hale and Robinson , in each instance leav

ing a daughter. We enjoy good cigars .

495 .

our
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NEW LOCAL FULLY ESTABLISHED . in the operation of this system the same as
the company has. This is where we must

assert our power, if we have any , to gain the

greatest earnings possible in an honorable way,

With the assistance of the mayor, the other

trades in Trenton and the fact that the street

railway men throughout the country have pro

moted an organization that lent its assistance,
we succeeded.

We went on strike but it did not last long.

When the company saw that we were deter

mined and saw the resistance with which they

were confronted , the management changed its

tactics and began to bargain with us for terms.
Settlement has been effected , as before

stated , and the employes are 4 12 cents per hour

better off than they were before. Besides, we
have formed an organization with which the

company will bargain in the future in all mat
ters which arise. Such is the history of Divi

sion No. 540 up to the present time. Oud ser

vice day will be ten hours within twelve con
secutive hours. All men who were discharged

for participation in the work of organizing
were reinstated. Brothers Wm . Collins and

Edw . Curry are the state organizers of the
Association whom President Mahon placed

among us. They did their work well and to

them is due much credit.

For all that has come to us, we return

thanks to those who have built up the Amal

gamated Association , an organization that is

carrying on a commendable work and with

which we invite all other unorganized systems

to get in line . We have to thank that Asso

ciation , which is now ours, Organizers Collins

and Curry, the mayor, the working people,

business men and citizens in general of our
city .

I do not think that the management of the

company contributed very much to our success

as an organization , but I do know that it is the

duty of the management to contribute to peace

ful relations that must mark an efficient ser

vice in this city in the future. We will co

operate to that end. We will endeavor to do

our part, and we trust the management of the

company will do its part, and we hpoe that

future bargainings will be rather more mutual
than that which characterized our entrance

into the labor world an organized body
of men .

Trenton, N. J.-After some half dozen un

successful attempts, the street railway em

ployes of this city are organized . We are not

only organized, but we are organized to stay.

Our Division is No. 540 .

Let me say that it was not wholly an easy
proposition for us to organize. Our company

did not take kindly to it. Had there been but

a few of us among the many to enlist in the

cause , we would not have been here today to
write this story as we are writing it now . We

would very likely have been out of a job, or

else we would have been compelled to renounce
our unionism ; but there was a unanimous

sentiment among the boys for organization,

and it was tempered only by the different de

• grees of confidence in our ability to establish

a union. I do not think there was any lack of

confidence in one another among us, yet we had

been defeated so many times that it looked
discouraging. Our disposition was made

known to the International President, who sent
among us two organizers. They blew into

town one bright day and met some of our men

with whom they went over the situation and

concluded to dothe work secretly. They went

at the business in a careful wayand protected

all applicants from discovery until they had

enough to issue a call and make known that

the organization was in good, healthful exist

ence.

Of course, the management of the company

got busy , as expected , and did more or less

proselyting, but it was of no avail . The men

were determined for the most part and the

Local was established .

While the company was busy, our new or

ganizations immediately got busy. We had a

purpose in organizing and we were not slow in

making our purpose known. We submitted

propositions to the company for an increase in

wage, the right of organization and some work

ing conditions. As anticipated, our approach

received the cold shoulder . The company be

lieved it could run its own business. The

management hesitated to admit that we were

a part of the business. Up to that time, we

had been machines to be used until we burned

out or became worn out, and then we were

thrown into the scrap pile and further human

equipment applied . We were not a part of the

brain motive power entering into the operation

of the system. That was all furnished by the

bosses. Our propositions appealed for an in

novation, as it were -a change in this idealism

--and it was not acceptable . We were soon
told so in a way that we could not misunder

stand, even as machines.

We suspended work . This was our second

assertion of the fact that we had faculty for

thinking. The company secured strike break

ers and set up in determination to starve us

backto work thesame asthey are endeavoring

to do over in Philadelphia .

We have a mayor here in Trenton who has

some conception of what is fair and has the

moral courage to back up his opinions. He

was a factor in bringing about a fair adjust

ment. He had his own ideas of his duty and

the duties he owed to the citizens of Trenton

as mayor. He had an aspersion against crack

ing union men's skulls with policemen's maces.

He rather respected the men who asserted the

right to think for themselves, and we found in

him rather of a natural friend to our move

ment. The mayor held some communication

with the management of the company . I think

he impressed the company with the fact of

the sort of man he is . They found in him

altogether a different sort of a mayor than

they have at present over in Philadelphia.

There they have a manufactured product.

Here, our mayor is elected by the people on his

merits and is competent. In Philadelphia , the

mayor is appointed by the interests and the

people have no choice in whom shall be their

ruler. This was the unfortunate situation

that confronted our management.

Now, we do not blame the management for
making the most out of any situation, We do

not blame them for endeavoring to operate

their system in a way that appeared to them

most economical. They cannot blame us for

insisting upon having something to do with
that operative economy. We have an interest

as

MANIPULATED TRANSFERS.

New Orleans, La.-At the meeting of Divi

sion No. 194, held on Wednesday, March 23,
W. O. Anderson , Leon J. Abadie, James R.

Decker and A. Nugon, conductors at the St.

Charles barn, were expelled from the Associa

tion for violating their obligations by manipu

lating transfers .

The arrangement committee is hard at work

preparing for our seventh grand picnic to be
given Sunday, May 8th , 1910, at the fair

grounds, for the benefit of our general fund.
By resolution of the committee they extend ,

through the Motorman and Conductor, an invi

tation to the International officers and mem

bers of the Amalgamated Association,
We forward a picture of the late Bro.

Frank Simon , who recently died at his home,

Elm and Dante streets . He was, since 1880 ,

with the Street Railway Company. For the

past eighteen years he served in the capacity
of motorman . He was most able and trust

worthy as an employe. Last summer he took

a vacation and visited his native home, where

he met surviving relatives. He was highly re

garded as a faithful member of our Associa

tion .

We also record the death of late Bro. Dan

C. Wootan , who worked in the pit department
of the Carrolton barn, While Bro . Wootan was

not in the service as long as Bro. Simon, he

was widely known among the boys and re
garded for his amiable disposition, At the

time of his atl he was holding a position in

the court under Judge Ctubs.

Our meetings are being attended fairly well ,

but if some of our around -the-barn orators

who can point out ways of improvement would

only come to the meetings to let off their gas

they would add to the number in attendance

and they would contribute equally as much as

now to light the wisdom of our ways.

NO. 194 .
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TWO CENTS AND 112 TIME .

Youngstown, 0. - On Tuesday morning,

March 29 , a special meeting was called for the

consideration of the wage scale for the com

ing year The company officials had given us

their terms and although it was not what we

asked for, it was a raise of two cents an hour

and time and one-half for all overtime worked

by the regular men, Never within the history

of the local was there such a harmonious

meeting. Each one present was given a chance

to express his opinion on the subject, and

when a standing vote was taken , it was unani

mous in favor of accepting the company's

proposition . Much credit is due the joint

board, for they had years of experience in the

work and could accomplish more than new
men .

John Brown, a conductor on the Main Line,

died on March 7th of diabetes, leaving a wife

and three small children , besides the brothers

of the Local and a host of friends to mourn

the loss . He had been a member of the Di

vision more than five years and had always

shown the spirit of brotherhood as exemplified

by the Saviour, and was always ready and

willing to do his part, no matter how difficult
the task . Although we cannot understand why

he should be called away from life's labors ;

being so young in years , we believe the Ruler

of the Universe, who knoweth and doeth all

things well, had a purpose in choosing Brother

Brown , and what is our loss is God's gain.

Mrs. Jessie Davis, wife of Samuel Davis,

motorman on the Elm street line , died March

20 , of tuberculosis . She had been an invalid

for several years . The deceased leaves a hus

band and one daughter, besides a host of lov

ing friends, who mourn the departure of one

who was a Christian and an ideal woman ,

Will Holliday, who has been in the hospital

for some time suffering with heart trouble, is

growing weaker.

Bro . Clyde Murphy, who has been off sick

for a month , is now at work again.

Car No. 76, in charge of Conductor Wilcox
and Motorman Hays, jumped off the track

Monday, March 28 , and ran into a saloon , com

pletely demolishing the front of the building.

The motorman was injured and taken to the

hospital, but is now able to be out. Several

passengers were injured , but none seriously.

The writer is at a loss to understand why in

days gone by that young men tried so hard

to raise a growth of hair on their upper lips,

and manyhad beards, while today it is dif
ferent. The past winter the genial, good

natured conductor, E. Harrington , who had

heretofore possessed a nicely twisted growth

of hair , which added beauty to his facial ap

pearance, came to work one morning with it

cut off , and he does not know why the fair

sex will not look at him any more. Then

there is our Kalamazoo brother, L. M. Starr,

who at first did not know why cats , dogs and

even children would run in front of his car

and be crushed by the wheels ; until one night

he had a dream , and it came to him then that

he had his mustache shaved off .

The brothers extend their sympathy to Local

No. 114 in the death of Motorman J. H. Stuck ,

who was formerly a member of our Division.

A mass meeting for the benefit of organized

labor and friends interested in the labor move

ment was held at the Park Theater, April 3rd .

Geo . W. Bope, vice-president of the Interna
tional Musicians' Union, gave an eloquent ad

dress, which will not soon be forgotten by

those who heard him ; also P. J. McArdle, Pres

ident of the A. A. of I. , S. and T. W. 'Union ,

was present, and made an appeal to those who
are interested in better conditions for the
workingman. Much interest was shown

throughout the meeting, and it is to be hoped

there will be many more such assemblages.

272 .

dent W. D. Mahon for aid in carrying on the

battle of our brothers in Philadelphia . It was

agreed to assess all regular men one dollar

and all extra men fifty cents , to be paid on

April 10 . Extra men are not getting much

work at present, hence the action of the Divi
sion . Two hundred dollars have previously

been sent out of the treasury. It shows our

sympathy for our brothers in a small degree,
at least . We trust we shall hear good news

from Div . No. 477 soon . It is said no news

is good news ; we have not had any news of
late, therefore we look for the old saying to

go into fulfillment. We sincerely hope that all

our Locals will rally around and help our
brothers in their fight for justice and human

rights. We wish you success , Div. No. 477 ,

Wm. H. Luick and J. A. Reeder were elected

to fill vacancies recently made, the former as

second vice president, and the latter as Execu

tive Board member. It may not be amiss to

mention having changed our meeting time and

place. The last Monday in each month , will

be held both afternoon and evening meetings,

in Room No. 6 , Federation of Labor hall . We

also have an office in the Hooper building,
Room 506, where you are welcome most any
time. Secretary Burt is ever ready to show

the members around. The organization
has

been in need of such a place for a long time.
We, before, have never had a comfortable
place to hold committee meetings or transact
business of importance. Books and parapher
nalia have accumulated

so much that it was

necessary to have a home for the secretary, as
well as for other officers . The room is neatly
furnished and it makes one realize the fact
that we are growing. Seven years ago, on

April 13 , our genial friend , C. 0. Pratt , organ
ized our Division. A committee is at work
preparing for big doings on that date. Condi

tions have been made considerably
better since

the birth of our Local . All union men can

testify to that. It is not the writer's purpose

at this time to go into details .

Now aword about a speech made by Presi

dent C. H. McCrossen , recorded on page 34 in

the Rochester, N. Y., news items in the Feb

ruary number of the Motorman and Conductor.

Will say that we hardly know what President

McCrossen means, but will state that we have

no distilleries in Utah , for just a few days

ago the United States deputy seized the only

mill that was known to exist in the state as

evidence against the owners. However we be

lieve we could at least give the delegates some

good, pure, clean candy , for we have a choco

late dippers' union made up of fifteen pretty
ladies in Salt Lake. These young ladies are

at present on strike, but strong pressure is

being brought to bear upon the J. G. McDonald

Candy Co. by the different organizations not

alone in Salt Lake, but of all Utah, that the

candy company had better settle their dispute

with those ladies and put them to work forth

with . So that by andby we will have union

made candy -- the label of course speaks for

itself. We are however prepared to show our

brothers that Salt Lake will put up a strong

plea for the next convention for reasons not
yet given .

Twoof our brothers have gone on the police

force, Bros. Joe Neve and J. E. Woodard hay

ing resigned as conductors to accept those

positions . We wish them well, for they are

good boys - good union men .

Brothers, if you don't want your name read

off in the Federation hall of your visits to

scab barbers you better amend your ways.

Union barbers are watching you. A hint to

the wise ought to be sufficient. It is also the

desire of the union clerks that you patronize

union stores , and it is your duty as union men

to go to the following places of business :

Rich & Son , Rowe, Kelly Co., Siegel Clothing

Co. , J. Aurer Co. Also Gardiner's, Mullet's

and the Dundee Woolen Mills put up union

uniforms. The Royal Shoe Co. sells union

made shoes.

Bros. Bassore and Armstrong are still sick.
Bro. Phil Sorenson has resigned to be a

Pullman conductor.

It is rumored that Supt. R. E. Hunt has re

signed . No doubt our whole meinbership will

be sorry to see Mr. Hunt go, for he has been

fair with us always, seemingly , to adjust any

difference that arose between the company and

the Association . More anon . “ 703. "

WILL AID PHILADELPHIA .

Salt Lake City, Utah . - On Monday, March
28 , two well attended meetings, one in the

afternoon and one in the evening, were held at

Room No. 6 , Federation of Labor hall. Consid

erable business was transacted . The most im

portant was the appeal of International Presi
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RIGHT FOR UNDERGROUND SYSTEM

SECURED

Toronto, Ont . - The regular meeting of Div.

No. 113 was held in Labor Temple April 4 and

was fairly well attended . Our agreement with

the company expires in June and the mem

bers are beginning to take a little more inter

est in the meetings.

It is up to every member to make an organ

izer of himself and see that all the new men

become members, and it might be well to ask

a few of the old fossils what they are going

to do about assisting to secure better condi
tions ? Surely they are not going to accept

agreement after agreement that this organi

zation gets for them and do nothing to assist .

Certainly not, if there is a spark of manhood

about them . Try them once more, anyway.
The city officials were not successful in

securing the right from the Legislature to ex
propriate the street railway system . What

could you expect when labor men help to elect

members of the employers' association and

corporation lawyers ? Those who were in

sympathy realized that if the right was se

cured it would be under conditions that the

company would welcome. What organized

labor was most interested in was the right of

the city to install an underground system .

This right they did secure, and it is up to

organized labor to see that no time is lost in

getting the system in operation .

The Cleveland Street Railway Company

found it very much to their advantage to

make friends of organized labor. The Toronto

Railway Company had the same opportunity
but did not take advantage of it . But we are

never too late to learn and they may yet find
it their advantage to see that the few who

are outside the organization , for no other rea

son than they are too miserable to pay dues ,

either get in or get off the system .

JOCOB.

though they seem , help the movement on to

wards the ultimate goal of brotherly love.

Are we individually doing our share in this

great struggle for better pay, better condi

tions , and , therefore, more real life and genu

ine happiness ? Not the happiness one gets for

pay at the theaters, but the happiness that

comes from the security of position , the fair

wage, the little home and the assurance of a

better chance for your boy and girl , and then

rest and comfort for the life partner who

fought the hard battle with you . That's the

happiness we want, and by continual effort
we can attain it. Peace is a beautiful thing ,

but to the winds with that particular brand

of peace that comes strutting along with that

cur “ Dishonor" hanging to her arm.

Col. Meagher, the old war horse of Irish

liberty and the American union, said : " When

launched in the cause of liberty the sword is
blessed of God."

Know of anything worth while in our civili

zation that was obtained wtihout a struggle ?

No ? Well, we shouldn't expect a Utopia un

less we're willing to sacrifice and fight for it .
Peace, yes peace at all times, but much rather

an honorable fight and overwhelming but glor

ious defeat than an ignoble and unprincipled
truce or victory .

Says Bro. Clancy, alias " Little Jeff” : “ Sure,

a duck has flat feet , but don't they give him

a good foundation ? "

A mutt still rules over the domestic tribula

tions of Disese Court.

Good maw'nin ', Marsa Ryan !

“ Sadie" was offered the position of official

complexion inspectorat the R & G corset

works but declined in favor of Bro. Arthur

Bushnell

EDW . M. GAFFNEY.

THE TONIC NEEDED.

STEAMFITTERS VERSUS EMPLOYERS'

ASSOCIATION .

Norwalk, Conn . - The Steamfitters' Local of

New York City is conducting a case against

the Employers' Association involving the com
bined building trades , for violation of the

anti -boycott and blacklist acts . The employers

were convicted in the court of general ses
sions, and now we hear that the supreme

court sustains the verdict of the lower court.

The steamfitters, on one job , struck for better
pay at the expiration of their agreement. The

Employers' Association ordered each of its

members, under forfeiture of $ 1,500 bonds, to

immediately discharge every member of the

Steamfitters' Association from their work , thus

depriving every man of the chance of employ

ment in the great city of New York. The

" safe, sane and conservative" Alton B. Parker,
late candidate of the Wall Street branch of

the Democracy for president, was the chief

counsel for the employers and fought as bit
terly as on many other occasions when law

less corporations wanted to steal a franchise

or rob the people through their gas meters or
railroad fares. Union labor should take off

its hat to the little man who fought this case

to its happy conclusion , with untiring efforts
and a soulful devotion . Splendid work ! Clar

ence J. Shearn, we thank you sincerely .

Smile again , boys, the conductors , trainmen

and yardmen of theNew Haven System asked

for a new agreement affecting wages and con

ditions. Company said no ! The men polled

a unanimous vote in favor of a strike . Com

pany concedes every vital point at issue.

The New York case teaches us that at last
the vicious boycott bulldog has turned on

those who were responsible for its birth , and

the victory of the New Haven men tells us

we can always get the rights that belong to

us, provided we really want them . So, boys,

be cheerful and feel perfectly confident of the

ultimate recognition of union labor and its
influence for right and justice.

Your loyalty to your Local, your personal

defense of union principles on all occasions ,

your individual devotion to the label and the

cause it represents . All these things , small

Springfield , Mass.-- To our friends we extend

most hearty greetings on the occasion of our

third annual concert and ball. The committee

in charge has made arrangements for issuing

the souvenir book in connection with this

always enjoyable event, together with the

April number of the Motorman and Conductor,

which journal is the official organ of the Trol

leymen's Association, We trust this will

prove a pleasing departure, one which will

be instructive and interesting, as it will give

our friends an insight into the object and

scope of our organization in which we take

much pride.
We have been organized about three years

and have accomplished results tending to nar

mony as regards our work with our employers ,

and secured protection in our rights as well
as against misfortune from accident or sick

ness . It has had the effect of creating a spirit

of responsibility and earnestness among us,

where a feeling of unity and equality exists,
all to the end that we have a satisfaction and

contentment which better fits us to serve em

ployers and the public well .
It has been the custom of this Division to

hold a concert and ball in each place where it

is represented , viz ., Palmer, Springfield and

Westfield . Westfield comes last , but is by no

means least in serving up a right good time

for members and friends, as those who have
attended past annuals will attest . The com

mitteehas spared no pains to make this event
the best ever, and good , honest effort is what
always accomplishes a desired result. After

we have tripped the light fantastic to our

heart's content and shall have forgotten the

trials and difficulties for a while , we can meet

them -- if we really have any—with more forti

tude, and the committee in charge of our third

annual ball will feel repaid for their worthy
efforts .

The receipts of dance and souvenir book go

to replenish the sick benefit fund . So all may

feel a satisfaction of contributing to a worthy

cause , plus the pleasure of an enjoyable dance,

the which we trust you will be impelled not to

forego next year. Take note if, after this ball,

and you attend it , the birds don't sing a little

sweeter, the world look a little brighter, your

wife or sweetheart smile more sweetly than

ever Just the tonic you needed .

COR
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CONFERENCE BOARD AT WORK.

New Haven, Conn . - Div . No. 281 of New

Haven have their hands full at present. The

jointconference board of the Connecticut Trol

ley Company employes are after more wages .

With Charles Minnix as chairman they know

they have a man who will do all in his power

to get the best wages possible.

The Benefit ball for Bro. William Baker

will be March 30 . The committee will wear

full dress suits. John Walker and Jack Le

grand both have worked with Bro. Baker for

the past 24 years. They have sold many

tickets.
Thomas Cook, Dan Kendall and Patrick Ker

rigan have been trying to get a reward for the

capture of Fluffy Raffles. They have been on

her track four days. They expect to capture

her before long. Patrick Cronan almost caught

her, only he stopped for something. That

stopping don't pay, Cronan. It cost you a ton

of coal. Tom Callahan says he had her riding

on his car. I don't see what she would want

on the George street line unless to talk to

handsome Tom . He almost got fifty dollars .

About six conductors from Philadelphia are

in New Haven with their hand -organs. They

are doing quite a business. Mr. Doherty and

five other brothers from Philadelphia attended

a special meeting March 22nd. Their playing
was greeted with great applause. Bro. Doher

ty's speechmaking was one of the grandest

ever heard at the Div. No. 281 meeting. After

he got through they voted to send $500 to the

strikers, and each member shall pay 25 cents

per week till the strike is over.

Bro. Tommie Horn, who has been sick most

of the winter, is about again.

Don't forget your blind brother, Mr. Pickett.

He is only getting $ 14 , where he should get

$18. Think of him every pay day.

Any ball team wanting dates for the summer

should send in their names. The team from

Div. No. 281 will go to any part of New Eng
land . Bill Skinner has the team under his

control . He is an old timer at the game.
C. P. COR.

$ 1,200,000 for damage cases to persons and

property. There is paid out annually to all
classes of employes $ 7,853,000. So that for

every $ 7 given in wages there is $ 1 expended

for accidents. A large per cent of these acci

dents were avoidable. He enjoined the em

ployes to take no chances, and illustrated a

case of a motorman whose rules called, when

taking out a car, to run the first mile with the

hand brake. But he disregarded this rule, and

the air gave out and his hand brake was

crippled , and the result was a collision with

another car. And another case where a crew

thought their signal was set right and went
ahead and resulted in a head -on collision .

First, “ be sure you are right, then go ahead,"

was his motto . Time is secondary to acci

dents. If the rail is slippery , run slow .

following another car, if the rail is bad, in

stead of keeping back two poles keep back

ten poles . You know where school houses are.

You know there are liable to be children there.

Run slowly. You see children playing in the

street near the tracks - run slowly by them .

And by using these precautions you will not

only save human suffering, but will save the
company many dollars. And the welfare of

the company means the welfare of the em

ploye.

Supt. Conway and Bro. Frank Brown ren
dered a song each . After supper , Division

Supt. Hayes passed around good union -made
cigars . Then came views , both ancient and

modern, of the advance of street railways from
the stage coach to the modern semi -convertible .

These views were shown by means of the

Reflectroscope. Officials of the road, from the
sturdy frame of Division Foreman Martell to

the diminuitive figure of Foreman Walsh ,

Little Billy , also officers of the union and the

future president were also shown. Although
we could not see any resemblance to his fath

er, Bro. Curtis' house lots at Sunnyside Park
were extensively advertised.

Bro. Geo. Hague rendered beautifully the

solo, " MeetMeTonight in the Gloaming." Bro .

Curtis a German song, " Who Eat the Bologna ?"

From Quincy. Bro . Hartnett was there with

the smile that won't come off except when
he gets a hard -breaking car. And all de

clared we had a bully good time, and near mid

night closed by all singing " Auld Lang Syne."

We understand Bro. Geo. Long is going to

raise ducks.

Did you ever notice Bro. Dan MacNamara ?

What a radiant smile illuminates his counte

nance when passing the Pond - Turnout.

A. R. W. , LOCAL NO. 373 .

FEW POINTERS ON ACCIDENTS.

CALL FOR UNION LABELED FLOUR.

Hyde Park , Mass . — More members coming in

at each meeting. There has not been as much

enthusiasm for a long time as has been shown

since the beginning of the year. Our meetings

are all business ones, and it is quite late when

wę adjourn .
At present our time is occupied mostly in

planning and discussing our first annual ball ,

to be held in Greenleaf hall , Dedham, Friday

evening, April 8th . The prospects thus far

are for a grand social and financial success.

Supt. Hayes is co-operating with us to make

it such. The company are giving us the cars

gratis to give patrons free transportation

home after the ball .
Our company, The Old Colony and Boston &

Northern , jointly known as the Massachusetts

Electric Co., whose lines extend from Concord,

N. H. , to Newport, R. I., a mileage of nearly

900 miles, and which I believe is the most

mileage of any company in the world, has

altogether a differentsystem of treating with

its employes than the Philadelphia Rapid

Transit Co. We have an agreement with the

company, and any question arising outside of

that, if the two parties cannot agree, is left to

arbitration ; and again , unlike the above com

pany , who discharged men for joining a union ,

our company offered us free cars the night we

were organized . On March 23rd , they gave the

employes of the Hyde Park Division a smoke

talk and banquet in Greenleaf hall , Dedham .

The object of the smoke talk was to bring

about a closer relationship between employer

and employes. A characteristic always shown

by the officials of our company , and wisely , I

think. The main object of the meeting was

to enlighten us on accidents, which are a great

and sometimes unnecessary expense . Mr.

Damon E. Hall, a lawyer connected with the

claim department, gave the discourse, which

was interesting as well as instructive . In

part he said the street railways of Massachu

setts pay out annually on an average of

Lawrence, Mass.- Some of the members
complain that they are not receiving the

Motorman and Conductor. I would suggest
that any one who fails to receive the journal

may hand their name and address, plainly

written , to the Financial Secretary , with in

structions to forward it to the General Of

fice .

Division 261 held a rousing meeting on Sat

urday, March 26 . President Simonson pre

sided. Eight were initiated . At the close

refreshments were served .

Fitty dollars was contributed to help sup

port the Philadelphia strike.
Our annual ball will be held April 7 . It

appears to be an assured success .

Through the generosity of the salesman of

the brand of flour named “ Best of All, " a

strictly union firm , we are going to give to
every 10th person that comes to our ball a

sack of flour as a present. We ask every one
to do their utmost to make known that there

is a union made flour in the market.

We have had Bro. Eastman on the sick list

for a time. He is improving very nicely and

expects_soon to be on the car again.

Bro. Frank Muzzy has been appointed as a

reserve on the police force .

We have several spare men here now and it

gives the regular men a much better chance

to get a day off now and they don't have to

run extras at night, which I think is a good

thing. The sooner we get a nine hour day

the better It will give work to more men .
J. R.
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MCMORROW VISITS COLORADO

SPRINGS.

men

Colorado Springs, Colo.--Bro . Osborn , who

spent the winter on the Pacific Coast, returned

home and is at his post again ,

Chas. Hillerman , of the Saddle Rock restaur

ant , demonstrated his ability to satisfy the

inner man at the last meeting of Div . No. 19 .
Bro . Ross, president of this Division , has

been awarded the contract by the company of

furnishing the uniforms to motormen and con

ductors . This, of itself, insures them to be

union -made.

Dro. Geo. Brown , in the hospital for several

weeks, able to be around again .

Another new time card took effect the front

part of this month .

Bro. Clyde Johnson, operated on for appendi

citis recently , is improving nicely.

From the number of applications it would

appear that there are plenty of who

would like street -caring.

The members of this Division have been

watching with much interest the struggle of

the union at Philadelphia . We are more than

ever convinced that there should be some way

of compelling both parties to a controversy
of this kind to arbitrate. Just how this should

be accomplished we are unable to say, but the

rights of the public should be looked after as

well as those of the P. R. T.

At the regular meeting of Division No. 19 ,

March 5, Bro. McMorrow , of the General Ex

ecutive Board , was present and made a very

interesing talk on the work being done by the

international organization, After satisfying

the inner man by doing justice to a lunch

spread for the occasion , we proceeded to the

business of the evening. In the course of his

address Bro . McMorrow ate that he consid

ered it an honor to belong to Division No. 19 ;

that it has a history of which the members

might well be proud ; that it maintained an or

ganization for twelve years, the only one in

the state , and that we had long been an " eye

sore" to Denver and Pueblo , He also tsated

that we enjoyed the distinction of having the

oldest member, in point of years, in the asso

ciation, Bro . Gordon , who is 88 years of age,

and who was present at the time.

This is the second visit of Bro. McMorrow

within a month . He expressed himself as hav
ing had a very pleasant trip to Colorado

Springs as well as an enjoyable evening at

the meetng. He left with the best wishes of

the members of this Division , all hoping that

he may pass this way again some time.

IRIS .

We are deeply conscious of the task that con

fronts them in their fight. We assure them

that we are with them , and although the cap

italistic press sends out detrimental reports

bearing the usual yellow tinge, we are keenly

following up the noble fight.

Congratulations to the brothers of Division
No. 521, Port Arthur. They are a very plucky

little bunch down there. We may have some

of them at our nex annual ball , provided the
double tracking is safe.

Bro. Allan Craigie has succumbed to Cupid's

darts . There has been a lull in Cupid's work

recently, but from what the writer noticed

during his strolls around the ballroom on the

25th we will soon be overwhelmed with his tac
tics .

Bro. Harry Rogers has written a very appro

priate song, entitled " There's no place like Yale ,
but it's a terror to come home in the dark ."

Bro. Arthur Riches watches the minutes

closely as his car approaches Osborne.

Bro. Bert Harrison never can tell the day,

but, Bertie , what were you doing last Sunday ?

Bro . Sheppard has been appointed the cigar

connoisseur for the Division. Bro. George

Reid was his next rival .

I regret to state that we said good-bye re

cently to Bro , Mathias, who was one of our

most energetic members and a thoroughly con
sistent union man . We wish him health ,

wealth and happiness in his new sphere, and

trust that he will long be spared to enjoy tsis

new pursuits.

Our membership would like to know through

some California brother if the climate is favor

able to the growth of auburn whiskers , as we

know of one who is going there. See the point,

boys ?

Our tug -of-war team , consisting of Bros. A.

T. Howard, J. Enright , F. Daintry , Geo. Morley,

Patrick Hounslow and J. Crochett, won the St.

Vital cup kindly given by A. Barby. We con

gratulate the brothers for their clean, straight
work .

Bro. J. Moore has been appointed captain of

the Sturgeon Creek Yacht Club.
Bro. W. Hall and the writer heard some one

singing, “Mamma, do you hear the angels ? "
We welcomeback to work , after illness ,

Bros. Webber, H. Ward, J. Turner, H .Marks

and F. Roberts. BOREALIS.

OPEN CARS AGAIN .

CONGRATULATE DIVISION 521 .

Winnipeg, Man.-Division No. 99 has resumed

her normal energetic condition after an un

usually strenuous period. We went out for a

social recognition and enjoyment, and scored

a decided hit with our first annual ball, the

friends of the brothers attending in large num

bers and thoroughly enjoying what undoubt

edly was one of the best functions of its class

held during the season . The Mayor and Mrs.

Evans honored US with their presence and

participated in the dances. Subsequently the

mayor eulogized our Division in a brief and

witty speech .

Our membership were very fortunate in se

curing Bro . Dunn's services in connection with

the souvenir , as he labored unceasingly for its

welfare, stimulated by his wonted zeal for the

betterment of our local, and for which we here
with tender our very best thanks.

Now we have come out triumphantly in this

our first venture, let us act with renewed vigor
when the time comes again ; then let every

brother be up and doing.

The musical part of the evening was very

well filleil. Amongst those who rendered vocal

and instrumental items were Bros. S. Ellis ,

James Allison, F. Lunney ( on the harp ), S.

Peters and John Mulberry. Bro . Lunney's se

lection on the harp was well received . The

brother was compelled to respond to an encore.

Bros. Davidson and R. D. Bremner were untir

ing as members of the committee .

Our members are keenly watching the gigan

tic struggle of our brothers in Philarielphia .

Meriden , Conn.-Motormen and conductors

on the Wallingford line are rejoicing over the

arrival of the three new air-brake cars.

It seems comical to see " Shorty Thomas

throwing off the overhead ; he's so short and

the overhead so high , that Tommy has to stand

on the stool to reach it.

Bro. Burr has left the road to take a posi

tion in the factory, which gives Bro. Semler

a day run .

Bro. Melvin has left the road for the farm .

The bidding period will soon be here. All

are anxious to see who will take the Walling
ford runs for the summer .

Bro. Gus Tittel wishes to state he has the

honor of having a larger collection of foreign

and domestic souvenir postal cards than any
man on the road. Gus is well remembered by

all his friends that leave town, If any broth

er wishes to view these postals Gus is home

every afternoon from 2 till 4 p. m.

Bro. Joe Molotke is getting well posted in
the furniture line . I wonder why ! Joe thinks

the best part of the city and location is on
Cook avenue .

Brothers, don't forget to report all defects

on your cars, the day men as well as the night
men .

One thing, we have a great many members

on the road that do not attend any of our

meetings. The excuse, when asked, is , " They

can get along without me," which does not

cover as an excuse at all . If you belong to the

local come up with your suggestions. Your

vote counts . If you have a kick to make, don't

stand on the street and speak your piece.

Our city runs have had open cars on and the

fresh spring air makes me feel like a new

person again.

Bro . Frank Gaffney returned , after spending

a few days in Springfield , Mass.
DIV. NO. 163 .
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514 REPORTS PROGRESS.
to

more money for the company the more they

can afford pay the employes, and then,

again , perhaps if business gets better they can

afford to put fronts on the summer cars and

those center aisles so often talked of.

The officers of Division No. 433 are as fol

lows: President, H. F. Boyle; vice president,

Wm . Malton ; secretary, Orin Smith ; treasurer,

Jas. F. Brobst; conductor, Harry Fegley ; war

den , Frank Aubrey ; sentinel, Ira Christman ;

executive committee, H. F. Boyle , Orin Smith,

William Walton , W. S. Williams, Elmer Wal

kins , Harry Fegley, Frank Aubrey, David Mon

roe, George Lobein , Aaron Moser.

There is one thing the brothers want to re

member : Don't dictate to the boss how to

run the road . When he issues an order, obey

it under all conditions. If he makes a mis

take he is big enough to carry it. Shut your

mouth and do as you are told . Nough sed .

Car No. 14 looks very nice since she came

from the Pottsville shop , where it was rebuilt

under the direction of Master Mechanic Lentz ,

and now so many are dying to get a ride in it .

John and Joe are looking over the matri
monial papers. The company wants all mar

ried men , as they understand how to handle

the ladies better.

THE OWL

NOTES FROM 280.

Sydney , N. S.-Well , I may say our little

Division is progressing along very satisfac

tory lines, and with the exception of a few

lukewarm members our membership is in very

good standing.

At our last regular meeting, the 22nd, the

main feature of the business was the installa
tion of officers for the ensuing term . Bro. A.

J. MacDonald, chosen for our President, was

duly installed . Brother Mac has had quite an

experience in association meetings. No doubt

but he will make himself worthy of his new

position . The Vice- President's chair will be

filled by Bro. M. Laflin . Bro. Mike tips the

scales at 200 lbs . There is but little doubt but

it will be well filled . Bro, Marks was chosen

for the second term as Recording Secretary.

Bro. H. J. MacDonald was elected to the re

sponsible position of Financial Secretary. So ,

brothers, don't forget to have your 75 cents
ready when Hughie comes around. Try and

spare him those trials and tribulations that
our ex-Financial Secretary had to undergo

while serving in that capacity . Bro. M. H.

MacDonald will look after the funds of the

Division, having been elected Treasurer with

out opposition. When it comes to looking af
ter the currency you can depend on Bro.

Mich.

Bro. A. H. MacLean has taken up his new
duties as conductor. Now Bro. Alex. is a

con, as well as a motorman , only he don't have
to collect any nickles . For Sentinel, Bro. J.

O'Hanley was chosen . Bro. John is an ex

policeman. There is no doubt but it is a case

of the right man in the right place . Bro. A.

Curtis is Warden and your humble servant
still Corresponding Secretary . So I think this

fully completes my report on election and

installation of officers for the ensuing term .

Our ex -President, Bro . McVicker, with the

assistance of our ex -Financial Secretary, Bro.

MacDonald, had our little Division organized

and shaped into good running order for their
successors . Let us hope that the new officers

will take the same interest in our welfare as

did our retiring officers. If they do, there is

no doubt but the good work will continue and

that Division 514 , Sydney, B. C. , will become a

credit to the A. A. of S. & E. R. E. of A.

Bro. John MacLeod is still on the sick list .

Bro. MacLeod has a very trying time of it

with blood poisoning in one of his hands. We

wish him a speedy recovery .

Bro. A. J. MacDonald has returned home

from a trip to New Glasco. Bro. Mac reports

a good trip, but he was sorely missed by some

of his dear friends in the big mining town.

Bro. Gallant has a great remedy for colds .

I am glad to say that the boys in North

Sydney have lined up with the exception of

two and are now good members of our Divi

sion.

Lowell, Mass.-- Division No. 230 held two

well attended meetings and we started this

month by taking in several new members. It

was voted to send $ 100 to the Philadelphia

strikers and also to tax each member 25 cents

a week as long as the strike lasts . It was also

voted to oppose the Luce bill on labor disputes,

and voted in favor of several labor measures

that are now before the National Congress.

We have several members who have been on

the sick list all winter who are now coming

out with the good weather . We are just

around now to the good weather and the boys

are starting to tog out in their new Easter

clothes. A few of the wise ones are still

wearing their overcoats.

Bro. Dave Curtin has gone from the Wolaern

line to the Nashua line in the hope of finding

better fishing grounds.

Our meetings are being well attended lately .

Looks as though the boys are becoming in

terested.

Bro. Edward Donelly has been elected dele

gate to the Central Labor Union,

Bro. Michael Regan , the popular motorman

on the Broadway and Andover streets line, has

a new addition to his family .

Bro. Arthur Clancy seems to be attending

meetings regularly. There are a few more

members that the correspondent will get after

if they do not attend their meetings.
NO. 280 .

MORE BUSINESS, MORE PAY .
SEEKING NEW CONDITIONS.

Lansford, Pa . - It is some time since the

scribe of Division No. 433 has let himself be
heard, but he is not dead by any means.

Neither is the Local .
Isn't it queer how the new men rush into

the Local. They know a good thing. We

wonder will they be like so many of the old

members — knock instead of boost ?

There is much speculation going on at pres

ent as to who is the crack shot. Blondy claims

he has them cinched . McKenna says they are

not in his class, and Malkin and Watkins say

they have easy marks,

Brothers Jones, Willey, McVan, D. J. Brown

and J. M. Brown were here soliciting aid for

Division No. 477 , and succeeded in getting

some very nice donations from the local unions

in this valley . We hope that by the time this

goes press the strike will be settled - before

Mayor Reyburn wakes up, for he seems to
think it's a dream . Oh, you voters ! What

will you do the next time you vote ? The bet

is 100 to 1 that you vote the same old way
for the gang. What do you say ?

It is rumored that Manila Grove will be the

place this summer. Look out, for someone said

a 15-minute headway would be run. Well,

business is what we want. Remember, the

Hartford, Conn.-Division 425 had well at

tended meetings of late. At the March meet

ing 20 new men presented applications for

membership and it was voted to admit them .

Plenty of business for 425 this month . Two

special meetings were called on account of a

committee that are working for a new wage

scale and working conditions. The first prop

osition presented to the company by the men

was turned down . Then the company present

ed one to the men and it was turned down .

Now it has been turned over to the General

Conference Board for final adjustment and we

think it will be satisfactorily settled in a short

time.

Bro. M. J. Morkan has been re-elected to fill

his former office of recording secretary . Bro .

A. Dannekee resigned the office and gave up

work on the cars to go into business for him

self.

Bro . M. Harrington has resigned his position

as motorman which he held for 12 years, and

accepted a position as head janitor of a library

building in New York , with a salary double

what he received on the cars.

Bro . Jordan has resumed work at his old

stand (motorman ) , after a serious illness of

four months' duration . 425 .
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POTTSVILLE NOTES. would have hurt a number of passengers. As

it was, no one was hurt outside of being

shaken up a little. The wreck wasn't cleared

until one o'clock in the morning. A car be
ing on both sides of the wreck , passengers

were transferred and kept traffic moving. Bro .
M. Morgan was telephone exchange.

Bro. J. Mangan has to toss up to see which
it will be, West Rutland or Hydeville.

At our last meeting , March 26th, we ex

tended the welcome hand to another new

brother, Henry Smart. We are all glad to see

him in with us, as he has been on the road
some time.

Bro . C. A. Dewey is expecting to go to work

on the Hudson Valley in Glens Falls . We hope

he will succeed and do well.

P. HH.

WHERE LIFE IS WORTH LIVING .

Pottsville , Pa . - Meetings of Division No. 118

are still held at the same place and at the

usual hour. Pay us a visit at the next meet

ing. Most all brothers have to pass the meet

ing room on their way home, and it would be

a pleasure to have all of you to get together

and do your talking at the meetings.

Bros. Heiser and Connelly are still on the
sick list.

Roundy was down to see mother again.

Bro. Haverty has been noticed in Pottsville

quite frequently .

Mr. Troutman , of Reading, Pa., has been

appointed to the position of supervisor of the

Roadway Department. We earnestly hope he

will spend a little of his valuable time on some

of those bad switches before the summer sea

son opens up.

Brothers, don't forget to demand the union
label on all your purchases.

Bro. Omlor is having a serious time tacking

carpets, outaround the mountain . Do you need

any help , Charlie ?
Rube , can't you surprise the boys by coming

down to the barn a minute ahead of time in

the morning ? Don't keep the extra men guess

ing.

Bro. Berger is making good in his new posi
tion,

Bro. Kelly is getting his baseball team

ready for the summer and is ready for chal
lenges from other Locals .

Bro . Grimes sports a new (stove ) pipe which

was presented to him by his conductor (nit ).

Come on, Billy, she won't miss you for one

night in a month . I know it is hard, but you

will get over that all right.

Peggy is thinking about taking some stock
in a botacco concern , Spit away, Peggy .

Brothers, let us work together and stop this

knocking one another .

Bro. Holden is thinking seriously of taking

partnership in a cough drop industry. Suc
cess , Bill .

A number of new men have been broken in
for the summer .

A costly accident occurred on the Tamaqua
Division at the Marydi railroad crossing, when

Bro. McGurk collided with Engine No. 33 of

the L. C. & N. Co. , hitting her broadside in
the fog. Bro . McGurk, who was badly shook

up and bruised, is able to be about again with
the use of a cane.

Bro. Scher has accepted the position of track
greaser.

EAGLE EYE.

San Jose, Cal. - Owing to a press of work we

have not told you of conditions around San

Jose for some time, and will try to briefly

sketch our state and actions as pertaining to
the A. A. S. & E. R. E. of A.

Div. 265 is very much awake and although

not having any " closed shop " clause in our

agreement, we practically maintain a closed
shop without interference from our employers.

We have a splendid company to work for and

a heavenly country to work in . Just think of
it. While the men back east were facing

weather far below zero, the lowest we had was

19 above, and that for only a few hours. Such

things as heated cars we do not have here.

Glass fronts are our only protection. We

saw a little snow on the Mt. Hamilton range

last winter, but not a flake fell all winter long
in San Jose. At any time we could have walk

ed from the cars to the house-yards and picked

some kind of flowers growing in the yards and

exposed to the weather. Rain falls here quite

bountifully , but comes down so slowly and

silently that it causes no annoyance.

We might fill several pages of your pleasant

magazine with a description of the delights of
railroading here, only we do not want a gen

eral stampede of railroad men here and thus
leave the eastern roads in a crippled condition.

We are to have a network of roads in this
valley . All of the great eastern roads are

building to this placeand several new electric

lines are commencing to extend their steel

rails in this direction . Our old president and

owner, T. E. Hanchett, has just paid $ 750,000

for the ancient First Street system and will

convert it into a modernand up-to-date affair ,

at an additional cost of $ 750,000.

The San Jose and Los Gatos interurban has

completed a line to Pala Alto and will build

from there to San Mateo, thus giving San Jose

and San Francisco direct electric connection.

All of these improvements help the cause of

the Amalgamated, as we are daily adding to

our membership and our local grows apace .

265 .

WILL WEAR UNION BUTTON .

DEATH TAKES VALUED OFFICER.

Rutland, Vt.-We are still in existence, not

doing much , it is true, but the faithful few , as

we should be called , have managed to keep

the work of loved order moving slowly.

We hope the members will take renewed in

terest in our union and attend meetings and

encourage the officers in their work.

I feel greatly indebted to the brothers of

my union for the very responsible office they

saw fit to give me, and I feel that the obli

gation taken is very binding. It is a serious

affair to take an obligation such as we take

and not live up to it truly in every respect.

I hope to be enabled to keep my obligation,

and trust that all will work together for the

good and welfare of our loved union . Let us

keep before us continually this year our beau

tiful motto, " Friendship and Charity.”

I am glad to say Division 247 has adopted

the monthly button, and we expect to be wear

ing them in the month of April . Also I am

more than pleased to say that every member

in our local is up to date with his card ; no

one in arrears .

There has been a spotter around after us

and some of the brothers got demerits for

breaking the rules . Be careful , brothers, and

live up to the rules .

Bros. W. Wands and H. Morgan had a mis

hap about 5 o'clock on the evening of March
5th. The motor on the hind trucks dropped

down and turned the trucks bottom upwards.

Only for the quick work of Bro. Wands in
reversing his car to stop it , the car would

have gone down an embankment and probably

Youngstown , 0.– Local 114 is bereaved by

the death of Bro. J. H. Stuck, which occurred
March 24 . He was sick but five days and his

death was a shock to all. He was a member

of the Executive Board and had been a mem

ber of this Local for three years. Formerly

he was a member of Locals 272 and 105 .

Bro. Ryder is the proud father of a baby

daughter. We all smoked fragrant Havanas

to her future health .

Bro. Weigand has left us and is breaking
on the railroad .

Bro. Bradley is confined to his home with
pneumonia .

Bro. Joachim is visiting his parents in

Pomeroy, 0.

Bro. Frame showed that he was some fighter

when a man created a disturbance on a car.

A number of brothers attended the funeral

of Bro. Brown, of Local 272 .

Bros. Davis and Copelandare working hard

on the wage committee. The reports so far

are favorable.

The brothers are all in sympathy with the

striking brothers in Philadelphia. Their cause

is a just one and we hope they win .
L. M. S.
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WAGE RATES ADVANCE. Brothers E. N. Leonard and I. N. Higgins

continue on the sick list .
Bro. Fred Dean is flagging at the East

Bridgewater railroad crossing nights .
Bro. Ralph Chase is on his car, after an ill

ness of pneumonia.
The company has several new semi-convert

ible cars on the road now . They are supplied

with seats for motormen , and the men who

have worked upon them report them to be all

right. Division No. 235 is getting ready to

participate in the Quincy ball to be held at

Quincy, April 8th .
F. M. W.

DUES PROMPTLY PAID.

LaCrosse, Wis ., April 4. - Yesterday the brew

ery workers' three -day strike in this city ter

minated by the men being given a 33 per cent

increase in wages, besides securing every other

concession asked for in their new articles .

The strike was notable for its lack of bitter

ness. The outcome, in one respect, may serve

to teach employers of union labor a lesson .

The controversy between the men and the

brewers was in a good way to settlement, when

in the first joint committee meeting the brew

ers introduced, on their own behalf, Attorney
Garretz, legal representative of the State

Brewers' Association . The men were not rep

resented by counsel, and the conflicts raised

by the eminent lawyer were no doubt respon

sible for failure to reach a settlement at that

first meeting. Later the men consented to a

reduction of 50 cents per week all round in

their schedule, but through the agency of the

lawyer this was rejected by the brewers, who
demanded a 75 cent reduction . Aroused by

this , the men wired for a national representa

tive of the Brewery Workers, and withdrew

their offered compromise, and in the end the

brewers had to accept the original proposition.

Thus, instead of helping them , their lawyer

cost them 50 cents per week per employe for

all time . Where relations as friendly as those

existing between the LaCrosse brewers and

their employes are enjoyed , there is no doubt

that the right way is to keep lawyers out of

conferences.

One of the finest displays of good citizenship

I have ever seen occurred when the brewery

workers ordered engineers, firemen and malt

ers to remain at work while the others walked

out, in order that perishable stock in process

of manufacture might not be lost by their em

ployers.

By the way, I would like to call the atten

tion of Local No. 519 to the fact that in the

strike vote of the brewery workers , out of 239

voting there were only two blank ballots.

The painters here have received 242 cents
per hour advance.

Who would have thought Bro. Ori Boardman
had the nerve ! Why, we regarded him as the

kindergarten of the system , so shy and mod
est . But he did it . All alone he did it. He

slipped away down into Iowa and brought back
a brand new Mrs. Boardman , a lady whose

graces might have awed a much bolder man .

The boys have mostly had a flash at her, and

so their congratulations are hearty and genu

ine, for Bro. Ori certainly found his way into

one of those Iowa peach orchards . But really ,

Bro. Ori, we didn't think we'd have to write a

letter to you through the Motorman and Con

ductor reminding you that there are on sale

here plenty of cigars bearing the union label .
NO . 519 .

Vancouver, B. C. Pioneer Division No. 101

is certainly going on in the most harmonious

manner possible. We are having several new

lines opened here, which means an increase in

the number of men employed and, naturally,

the same increase in the strength of our Divi

sion ,

We have been busy for the last couple of

months preparing our new form of agreement

-the present one expiring in June- and while

our company treats us with great fairness re

garding working conditions, still there are cer

tain modifications to be made.

We very much regret the loss of our late

Bro. Kinsella , who died suddenly a few weeks

ago, leaving a wife and three young children,

but Div. No. 101 has never left the bereaved

families of late brothers in immediate finan

cial distress . Bro. Kinsella, although not con

spicuous in the foremost ranks of the workers ,

was a staunch unionist.

One of our brothers had a nasty accident

last week , his car leaving the track on a curve

and crashing into a store. The body of the

car left the trucks and then overturned. The

brother is still confined to his bed , suffering

from severe cuts and shock .

Our meetings are being well attended and

some great discussions being engaged in . From

April 1st till the end of June, we are holding

a meeting every Wednesday evening, and also

afternoon meetings on the first and third Wed

nesdays of the month.

I see in reports from other Divisions that

they have to remind the brothers of their back

dues. Well, such is never the case with us .

The boys are just as anxious to get their

working cards as the financial secretary, is to

get the dues, and that is certainly a good sign,

considering the strength of our Division, which

is nearly 500 , and judging from the present

rate of increase it will be over 600 before the

close of the present year.
Our boys have just come to the close of a

very successful soccer football season , and

will be soon switching over to cricket and

baseball . Division No. 101 is the only union

in the whole of Vancouver who runs a league

football team , so we are living up to our repu

tation of being in the lead , and intend to stay

right with it .

NEW SEMI -CONVERTIBLES.

EASTON NOTES.

Brockton , Mass .--Officers installed by Div.

No. 235 for the ensuing term are : President,

P. F. Sheehan ; vice president, B. H. Gullifer;

financial secretary, A. L. Mather; recording
Secretary and correspondent, F. N. Wood ;
treasurer, H. F. Loring ; conductor, Chas.

Place ; warden , H. D. Bumpus; sentinel , M. M.

Blanchard ; Execntive Board members, P. F.

Sheehan, N. 0. McGowan , C. A. Stiles, F. C.

Kimball, Edw . Welch and F. H. Wilson of

Campello, E. P. Ames of Abington, H. W

Furman of Milton, and C. S. Miller of Lake

ville.

Division No. 235 ran her annual ball Janu

ary 21st. Snow storms kept our men busy

early and late, but for all the things with

which we had to contend , the ball committee
turned into the treasury $ 400.57. The total

amount taken in was $ 725.50; expenses, $ 324.93 ;

net profit, $ 400.57 . The ball committee was in

charge of Bro. E. N. Hayward . One hundred

and sixty-four employes were in the grand

march , which was led by Mayor Clifford. Bro .

Eugene Morrill sold 56 tickets, although in the

early part of the work he was crippled with

blood poisoning.

Several brothers have been quite sick this

winter. For the month of January,our sick

bills amounted to $ 144.25 , and for February,
$ 106.48 .

Easton, Pa .-Bro. Kuerr was elected Presi

dent at the recent meeting of Division 169 , in

place of Bro . Lehr, resigned.

Four candidates were admitted to member

ship , and there are more to follow soon, as

some of them are seeing results .

The last meetings, early and late , were both

well attended , and many strange brothers

from out of town were present. Call again ,

brothers, and often .

A few of the members should attend oftener

and get their new constitutions, and wear the

button in style at each meeting.

Brothers on the sick list : Donecker, Howey,

Stacer and Willhelm . All are improving.

liberal donation , besides a good collection

with the hat at the last meeting, was taken

for the benefit of Division 477 of Philadelphia ,

Pa.

A new motorman has arrived and we hope

he will wear the button . His name is Ritter,

Jr.

Bro. Wm . 0. Smith is promoted to night

despatcher.
169 .
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IMPROVING ON AGREEMENT. always in arrears with their dues. It would

be to their interest to keep themselves square.

If anything should happen to them , they will

receive no bentits from our Division. They

have been notified several times, so the finan
cial secretary says.

The news that labor is going to enter into

politics throughout the city is causing all
kinds of labor ader: to announce themselves

as candidates. I feel positive that there will

be no labor party in Scranton ; there is not

sufficient harmony among the labor leaders to

encourage it in this city. The crushing defeat

of Bro. Wm . Corliss is still fresh in the mind

of the consistent union man .

It is about time that we should start some

kind of a benefit to build up our treasury.

Two years hence we will likely have another

arbitration before us . It means another big

outlay of money. The members should bear

this in mind. It cost $ 1,700 for arbitration

last May, It will cost you that much again .

As my car is crossing the switch , I will
close.

PICKLAS POSTAS .

29 TO 32 CENTS PER HOUR .

Galesburg , Ill. - Everything is going along

very smoothly with Div. 515. Our present of

ficers are : Pres., E. J. Stucker ; Vice - Pres. , W.

S. Hughes; Fin . Secy. and Treas . , Fred Palm ;

Rec. Secy., F. J. Thurlby ; Cor. Secy ., H. H.
Hughes ; Cor J. B. Swinger ; Ward . , G. B.

Johnson ; Sen. , O. J. Jackson ; Executive Board ,

J. B. Swinger, Fred Roe, G. B. Johnson , O. J.
Jackson .

Bro. Fred Hough is still on the sick list.

Mr. R. Carley, our superintendent for the
last year, has been promoted. When it became

known that he was going to leave us on the

15th , a feeling of sincere sorrow passed over

this division, for in Supt. Carley this local

loses the best superintendent we ever had -- a

gentleman in word and action. We wish him

all the success in life that can come to one

that so justly deserves it . The division held

a banquet in our hall , March 8, in his honor,

and President Stucker, in behalf of the local ,

presented him with a signet ring , and in a

few well chosen words expressed our regards

for him . Mr. Carley told of the regret with

which he leaves us this time. Refreshments

were served and a good time had by all . The

whole division was present with the exception

of five members.

We are getting our new contract , and with

the passing of the old one we shall try to omit

the things that were not what they seemed to

be , and frame in the new one things that can

be read only one way. The committee is work

ing very hard these days to get up a contract

that will be just to both parties.

The company will install on this branch six

pay- as-you-enter cars in the near future, so

all the conductor will have to do is to stand

up straight and look wise.

Mr. Edward Nelson , our inspector, has been
promoted to superintendent, and Mr. Chas.

West night barn foreman , to be inspector. We
wish them success .

On the 21st all trainmen will appear in a
standard uniform cap with a new style of

badge. Verily , the rag-tag days have passed.

The season for the open car is not very far

away , and with it comes the thoughts of the

" running board ," the one thing that mars what

little pleasure there is for the poor nickel

catcher. What has been done in our state law

making hall to do away with them and give

us center aisles ? 515

Sacramento, Cal - Some time since our local
was mentioned in the locals ' column . But we

have taken on new life , having just signed an

agreement with our company for five years,
by the terms of which we get the highest

wage rate of any Local on the coast, namely

29 , 30 , 31 , 32 cents per hour, with transporta
tion privileges for the immediate members of

our families and a reduced rate on gas and
electric lighting . We have a " closed shop"

and arbitration clause.
Our meetings are well attended as the mem

bers are realizing what can be accomplished

by organization.

A great many of our members are large tax

payers and are interested in civic and political

matters. So much so that a local realty or

ganization complained that the car men bought

and sold real estate so much that it injured
their business .

We have sent two hundred dollars to aid of

the Philadelphia strikers, and will still fur

ther assist as much as possible.

Our city is coming to the front with leaps

and bounds. A new water system and the an

nexation of several suburbs are now occupy

ing the public attention, which means more

car line extensions and more double track , our

company having almost doubled their service

in the last two years to keep in pace with the

growth of our city.
DAN

SHOULD CHANGE SHORTAGE RULE .

CORNELIUS AT STOCKTON .

Scranton, Pa.- Division No. 168 is getting a

little stronger all the time. In fact, it is

stronger now than at any time since the birth

of the local , Let us hope she keeps moving

forward .

Philadelphia should be an object lesson to

every street car man in this country. " In time

of peace, prepare for war." To be prepared to

fight for our rights is the only way to insure

permanent peace .

Between the heavy fog and the rules of the

company in regard to signal lights, we have

lost several good members. Rules are rules,

and some of them are very hard. Some of

them the Executive Board should consider ,

Pay day, I understand, was to be satisfac

tory to all concerned . It seems to be getting

worse instead of getting better.

The rule regarding shortage and its payment
on a certain date should be abolished. It is

anything but convenient to the conductor, and

failure to pay as specified calls forth the wrath

of the paymaster. It seems to me it would be

better to change this rule and provide to de

duct each man's shortage from his pay envel

ope and place his shortage slip in the pay

envelope when he is paid . It would stop all
this hard feeling.

The fear of the state-wide strike has passed
away . Some are beginning to laugh . When

the order for the state-wide strike came, they

were willing to do anything but strike. They

would pay a day's wages a week to support

the strike, yes , almost anything; but just as
soon as the danger passed away , ye Gods !

what a change in sentiment. I will say no

more of this at present, but possibly later.

I am advised that some of our members are

Stockton, Cal.-It has been some time since

Division No. 276 has appeared in the columns
of the Motorman and Conductor. Our corres

pondent - elect takes more interest in nickel

odeons than in the welfare of the Division , so

I was requested by the president and members

to let the other Division know that we are still
in existence .

The new manager of the traction lines has

taken up his duties and the boys are all

pleased with him .

Bro. Henry Jackson has accepted the position

as assistant superintendent for the S. E. R. R.

Henry is a good man for the place and we all
wish him success.

By the improvements Bro. Groupner is mak

ing on his lots it looks as though he does not

intend to live alone much longer. The boys

say she lives in Lodi .

Bro. Kentz nearly passed to the land of the

unknown on Saturday, March 12 , but is able

to be on his run again.

Bro. Breslin is back at work after two weeks

of nursing a sprained ankle.

Bros. Davidson, MacKenzie and Moor is still
on the sick list.

Richard Cornelius, of the G. E. B. , was with

us at our last meeting. The boys are always

glad to see Dick , for he seems as one of Divi

sion No. 276 . He explained to the boys the

situation in Philadelphia.

BILL JONES.
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NEWSBOYS OF BOSTON DONATE. NEWS OF LOCAL 313.

Lynn , Mass . - Preparations are being made

to hold a joint banquet under the auspices of

Local No. 238 , of Lynn, and Local No. 240, of
Chelsea. It has not been decided at this writ

ing whether to hold the banquet in Chelsea or

Lynn , but whichever city is selected by the

joint committee will be agreeable to the entire

membership of both Locals. We are fortunate

in possessing among our membership talent

galore, and everything possible will be done

to make this affair eclipse all past efforts. To
accomplish this we must have the enthusiastic

support of every member. In order to spare

the treasuries of the Locals the expense of this

banquet a small fee of 25 cents will be charged

each member.
The Mutual Aid of the Lynn Division held

their Ninth Anniversary ball and prize dance

at Cosmo hall on the 8th of February. Over

1,500 people were in the hall and the local

papers said it was the largest crowd that any

organization has turned out this winter. While

all the returns are not yet in we can state

that over $400 has been netted . The commit

tee worked long and faithfully to make it a

success .

Our members are watching with interest the

developments in Philadelphia and are ready to

give all the financial assistance in our power

to our brothers on strike. We admire them

for the stand they have taken against the so

called Keystone Union, which is composed of

blacklegs and scabs . To recognize that or

ganization would be to lose the respect of all

decent union men of the entire country . The

committee sent here by the Philadelphia Union

have met with great success in Boston. The

newsboys of Boston gave their entire profits

of theirnewspapers for one day to the strikers.

Over $ 250 was realized . The committee is to

visit Lynn today and preparations have been

made to give them a hearty reception .

" THE HARP."

Rock Island , Ill. - Bro . Edw. McMorrow , of

the International Office, was a caller among

theboys for a few hours last week.

There is less sickness among our members

now than there has been at any time for over
a year.

Our chicken fanciers are raising their

young stock now. By all appearances some

of the boys expect to have some prize winners.

A large amount of changing runs was made

the 1st, owing to five conductors and two mo

tormen going out.

Jim McCabe is back on the old job and look

ing as happy as ever.

Brother Frank Widen has been taking quite

a vacation. At present writing he is spending

a couple of weeks in the wilds of Wisconsin.

Elmer Allen and E.C. Clevenstine have been

doing jury duty in the circuit court for the
past two weeks.

The East Moline Line boys are awaiting the

appointment of their new superintendent, Mr.
Wm. Gulley having resigned to take up an
other line of work.

The construction gang has begun work and

is now relaying track in East Moline prepar

ing the line for pavement.

The duck hunters took a three days' trip

up along Rock River, but report very little
success in securing game.
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LOOK OUT FOR HIM .

East St. Louis , 111. – At our last meeting in

February a coalminer, who said his name was

Emil Meier of West Bay City, Mich ., presented

a working card and asked permission to make
a personalappeal to our local for financial aid

to get to Peoria, Ill., where he had people who
would take care of him . He said he had a

wife in Madison, ill., about five miles from
here. Our boys thought he could go to some

miner and get help. Since then wehave found
that he is a fraud and has been making the

country, calling on labor organizations for
help . He gave as an excuse for not going to
the miner officials for aid instead of coming to

an outsied local, that all the officials of the

miners were in convention and that he could

be home before they would return . 125 .

SHORTER WORK DAY ADDS TO MEM

BERSHIP

OTTUMWA , IA . — Local 199 is still progress
ing, but several of the boys have been off on

account of sickness.

Bro. Palmer is recovering from a severe at

tack of pneumonia fever.

Bros. Daniels, Corrick Dean and Farminson

are on duty again after a siege of the mumps.

Motorman Fugate, who was injured by a

runaway team colliding with his car, is again

able to be out after three weeks under the doc

tor's care .

There have been several additions to our lo

cal since our last writing. All the new men

seem to be perfectly willing to join our ranks

in order to help the good work along.

Several new orders posted on the bulletin

board cause the boys to step lively in their

new uniforms. But Labor Day and Decoration

Day are approaching, and we expect to make

a good showing at each , so we need to limber

up our joints , after which we will expect to

have some more news. LOCAL 199 .

OLD MEMBERS RETURNING .

Joliet, I11. — Div. No. 228, although not often

appearing in the Motorman and Conductor, is

in a position to report progress . We have been

slow in holding meetings, especially during

the winter. We did not hold our annual elec

tion meeting until late. Overtime during the

snow storms taxed us to the utmost and it

was hard for us to get out at the meetings.

Some of our members have quit the service
and engaged in other callings.

Bro. Koch has returned to the farm .

Bro . Lotter has gone to Texas.

Bro. Keline has gone west.

Some of our former members are returning.

They are those who quit some time ago . They

are bringing smiling countenances with them .

We initiated sixteen applicants to member

ship at our last meeting.
February 3rd , Div. No. 228 gave a dance at

Armory hall , which was largely attended .

Bro. Hoban was off work for some time on
account of sickness of his wife . H. C. N.

MR. WALTER JOS. GILL.

The above is a picture of Mr. Walter Jos.

Gill . Any one knowing his whereabouts will

confer a favor upon his friends by forward

ing his present address to this office. In

formation is that he was formerly a motor

man in Pittsburg, Pa. He is described as

thirty years of age, five feet eight inches

tall , blue eyes , brown hair, weight 140 lbs . ,

slender and smooth shaven .
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PHILADELPHIA TRACTION OFFICIAL

JAILED.

Rochester, N. Y.- That Div. 282 were wide
awake to what the strike at Philadelphia

meant to all our Amalgamated boys, was evi

denced during the past month . The Philadel

phia Rapid Transit Co. sent three representa

tives to this city fot rhe purpose of hiring mo

tormen to take the strikers ' places. They rent

ed a store on South avenue and soon a sign ,

“ 200 Motormen Wanted ,” displayed. Geo. Kee

nan , our business agent, soon got two of our

brothers to do picket duty and sent a motor
man of our division to hire out. The motor

man went in and met Messrs. Taggart, Daly

and Harkins, who told him they were hiring

men for Philadelphia, and that the accounts of

which we read of the situation in Philadelphia

were exaggerated and asked him a few ques

tions regarding the operation of the car. The

questions being answered satisfactorily , he was

given a meal ticket and told to report later in
regards to time for leaving, etc. He came

back to Keenan , handed him the meal ticket

and put him wise to the questions.
Soon Keenan, Meisch and Cole opened

school in which carpenters cigarmakers,

plumbers and others were instructed how to

answer the questions to be proposed by the

Philadelphia examiners, and they applied for
jobs . Some of the boys knew as much about

motors as Cole does about the Hippodrome of

New York. They all got jobs and were soon

depositing their meal tickets .

The representatives took it for granted that

the reports which calssed Rochester as a union

city were misleading, and they even commented

upon the clean class of applicants for posi

tions . After two days' recreation the employ

ers told their men they were ready to depart

for Philadelphia at 7:30 in the evening. All of

the boys we sent to get positions were told to

report at the agency and continue the game as

mapped up to the time of reporting at the

train , As a result, some 34 men arrived at the

South avenue store with satchels.

Imagine the surprise of our Philadelphia

guests when a wholesale deserting of the men

took place when about to board the train . They

became the target of ridicule and when Mr.

Harkins, the main gazabo, was placed under

arrest for carrying a concealed weapon, a shout

rent the air. Three of the men hired left on

the train , but to offset this , we had the main

attraction riding in the patrol wagon toward

the Franklin street retention station . Upon

being searched a loaded billy was found upon

his person and a second charge preferred

against him . He registered on the prisoners'

roll and was led to his room without bail.

The next morning the boys went to police
court to witness the introduction of Harkins

to Judge Chadsey. Chadsey , after looking

Harkins over and interviewing him relative to

the revolver, did not have a very good impres
sion of the employment agent and sent him to

Supt. Craig of the Monroe county penitentiary

for sixty days. It was certainly a surprise to
the prisoner, for he thought a fine was the

best he would get and he immediately started

in to get out if possible .
The traction company of the city of Broth

erly Love was notified of their tool's predica

ment and a lawyer was sent to this city, and in

company with Lawyer Sanford of this city got

a writ on appeal from Judge Stephens on $ 250

bail. He, however, spent two days in jail and

we understand he again may be brought to

this city soon. It was certainly one of the big

gest hits ever pulled off in Rochester and no

sympathy was expressed for Harkins in any

way. Our division certainly made monkeys out

of the traction company's representatives

Youngstown, Ohio, and No. 379 of Niles, Ohio,

party of the second part, hereinafter called

the Association ;

Witnesseth , That in the operation of the

lines of the party of the first part both parties

mutually agree :

Section 1 . That the said companies, for and

in consideration of the Association continuing

the operation of the Companies' street railway

from the 1st day of April, 1910 , to the 1st day

of April , 1913, that the Companies, through

their properly accredited officers, will continue

to treat with similarly accredited officers of
the Association.

Section 2 That during the continuance of

this agreement the wagescale shall be as fol
lows : The Companies shall pay all motormen

and conductors who have been in their contin

uous employ for one year or more the sum of

twenty -six ( 26 ) cents per hour ; and all motor

men and conductors who have been in such

continuous employ for more than six months

and less than one year, the sum of twenty - five

( 25 ) cents per hour ; and all motormen and

conductors who have been in the continuous

employ of said Companies for less than six

months, the sum of twenty-four ( 24 ) cents
per hour. The above rates of wages to be in

force from April 1st, 1910, to April 1st, 1911 .

During the period from April 1st, 1911 , to

April 1st, 1912, the Companies shall pay all

motormen and conductors who have been in

their continuous employ for one year or more

the sum of twenty-seven ( 27 ) cents per hour ;

and all motormen and conductors who have

been in such continuous employ for more than

six months and less than one year, the sum

of twenty - six (26 ) cents per hour ; and all

motormen and conductors who have been in

the continuous employ of said Companies for

less than six months, the sum of twenty - five

( 25 ) cents per hour.

During the period from April 1st, 1912, to

April 1st, 1913, the Companies shall pay all

motormen and conductors who have been in

their continuous employ for one year or more

the sum of twenty -eight ( 28) cents per hour;

and all motormen and conductors who have

been in such continuous employ for more than

six months and less than one year, the sum

of twenty -seven ( 27 ) cents per hour; and all

motormer and conductors who have been in

the continuous employ of said Companies for

less than six months, the sum of twenty-six

( 26 ) cents per hour.

Section 3 . As regulated by the Companies

and the Association, all runs shall be made

early and late , known as the two-turn system .

and all runs to be divided as nearly equal as

possible. No runs are to be scheduled to ex

ceed ten hours and thirty minutes. All regu

lar men working time over and above their

regular run shall be paid time and one-half
time. All runs under eight hours to be known

as trippers and to be worked from the extra
list . No regular scheduled runshall pay less

than nine hours.

Section 4 . Regular scheduled runs on any

day, where trips are omitted , motormen and

conductors shall be paid same time as allowed

on the regular week -day schedule.
Section 5 . That no car, except emergency

cars, shall be operated by the said Companies

without a full crew , consisting of a motorman

and conductor, but freight cars shall be gov

erned by Article 14 of this agreement. Eleven

hours shall constitute a day's work on all

work cars, and time and one- sixth to be paid

on all work cars when scheduled or signed up .

and time and one -half shall be paid for all

time over and above eleven hours. When work

cars are engaged transporting material over

the lines of the said Companies, or when going

to or from the car barns, or from working

points , they shall be under the charge of the

operating department, and the crews shall

be subject to the rules governing the regular

service. At all other times when material is

being loaded and unloaded from the car, or

when the car is engaged in ' track work or

other construction or repair work, the crew

shall be under the orders of the superintendent

of construction , or his foreman, so far as the

operation of the car is concerned.

Section 6 . That the Companies shall refuge,

after thirty days' trial , to keep in their employ

any member of the Association who may prove

NEW CASTLE, PA. , AND YOUNGSTOWN ,

O., AGREEMENT.

Entered into by and between the Mahoning

and Shenango Railway and Light Company,

the Mahoning Valley Railway Company, and

the New Castle and Lowell Railway Company,

their successors, heirs and assigns, party of

the first part , hereinafter called Companies,

and the Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employees, of America ,

Division No. 89 of New Castle, Pa ., No. 272 of
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unsatisfactory to either party concerned in

this agreement ; also no person shall be al

lowed to act as either motorman or conductor

who has not become a member of one division

of the Association, or a recognized student.

In case of suspension or expulsion of any of

its members by the Association, the Companies

agree to suspend or dismiss from their service

such members upon satisfactory proof of the

misconduct alleged for which such suspension

or expulsion is made.

Section 7. That no person , after securing

employment as either motorman or conductor,

shall go on a car without first securing a per

mit from a member of a committee of one of

the divisions of the Association .

Section 8 . That it shall be optional with

regular motormen or conductors, whether they

work overtime or not, except in cases of mo

tormen and conductors reporting late for duty

and are serving time on extra list .

Section 9. That if any man thinks he is not

competent to operate the opposite end of the

car upon which he has been employed he shall

not be required to do so.

Section 10 . And it is further agreed that

the Association in using stools on the lines

of the Companies shall be governed by bul

letins agreed upon by both parties .

Section 11 . That any member of the Asso

ciation who shall be elected to any office there

in, which shall require his absence from the

employ of the Companies, leave shall be grant

ed him , and on his return he shall have his

place on said Companies' lines ; and if the
service of any member of the Association

shall be required in the office or operating

department of the said Companies for a period

not exceeding thirty days, leave shall be grant

ed , and at the expiration of said period he

shall take his place on said lines of the said

Companies, and in no case shall he be granted

second leave without the consent of his di
vision .

Section 12. Free transportation on all lines

of the said Companies shall be granted to all

employees covered by this agreement, upon

application for the same at the respective of

fices of the said Companies in Youngstown ,

Niles and New Castle.

Section 13 . Part 1 . Any member of the

Association who may be suspended for mis

conduct or any other cause, except reporting

late for duty , shall not be required to report

until the last regular report of the day pre

ceding the expiration of his suspension . Any

member of the Association who may be sus

pended for any cause whatever, and after in

vestigation is found not guilty of the offense

for which he was suspended , shall be rein

stated to his former position and be paid for

the time lost at the same rate that he would

have received had he been operating his car.

Part 2 . That all differences between the

Companies and the Association shall be ad
justed as follows :

All differences shall be submitted to the

general superintendent of the Companies ( in

writing when so requested) by the properly

accredited officers of the Association , and if

they cannot agree, the general manager shall

be called into conference. If, after such con

ference, there still remains a difference, the

case shall be submitted to a board of arbitra

tion as soon as possible. The board of arbi

tration shall be constituted as follows:

A temporary board of three disinterested

persons ; one to be selected by the Companies,

one by the Association , and the two so chosen

shall choose the third arbitrator. Each party

shall pay its own arbitrator, and the parties

hereto shall jointly pay the third arbitrator .

A decision of the board shall be final and bind

ing to both parties hereto .

Section 14. All freight car crews shall con

sist of a motorman and conductor. Time and

one-sixth shall be allowed all motormen and

conductors on freight cars. Eleven hours to

constitute a day's work . All time worked

over twelve hours shall be paid at the rate of

time and one-half.

Section 15. All regular men reporting extra

at any time except the regular reporting time

for theregular runs in the morning and after
noon , shall be paid one -half time for all time

held before being put to work or being excused
Extra lists shall be posted at all dispatchers'

offices where extra men report not later than

five ( 5 ) o'clock in the afternoon for the day

following.

Section 16. Part 1 . Each motorman and

conductor shall be entitled to and hold his

run in accordance with his age in the service

of the Companies at the barn from which he

is employed . The preference of all scheduled

runs shall always belong to the oldest man in

the continuous service, except where men are
considered incompetent to hold such run . In

such event, the Companies will take up the

case with the proper committee of the Asso

ciation and , after a mutual satisfactory under

standing has been reached, then the employee

next in line for promotion will take his place.

Part 2 . The oldest man in the continuous

service shall have the choice of runs in the

capacity in which he is employed . The list

to be signed in accordance with the length of

time of each man in the service. Should any

man not desire to sign, he shall be placed at

the foot of the extra list until the next regular

" sign up,” when he will be privileged to sign

if he so chooses.

Part 3 If a vacancy occurs after a "sign

up " has been made, the first extra man shall

be given such run until the next regular

" sign up " occurs, which shall take place on

the first day of June, September, December

and March of each year during the period of

this contract , or on the first day of any month

following a vacancy in the list of regular men ,

except where a change in schedule takes place

after the first of any month , then there shall

be a " sign up" after six day's' notice have been

given, and when the list is properly signed

and completed, to be posted one day before

going into effect.

Part 4 . A list giving run numbers, time

and route shall be furnished to an agent of

any one of the divisions of the organization,

whose duty will be to see each motorman and .

conductor in turn and request them to sign in
accordance with these rules. If a man is off

duty during a " sign up ,” the president of his

division shall make a choice for him , and he

shall work such run so chosen until the next

regular " sign up."
Part 5 . This section to apply only to divis

ion affected.

Section 17. It is further understood and

agreed between the Companies and the Asso

ciation that, in consideration of the forego

ing, said employees will , to the best of their

ability, conduct themselves as gentlemen ; be

courteous to passengers and the traveling pub

lic , and work at all times to the best interest

of the said Companies ; that they will keep a

strict compliance with all rules and regula

tions of the said Companies, and cheerfully

obey all orders of the same when not in con

flict with the rules and scale of wages entered

into in this agreement. They further agree

at all times to protect the property of the

said Companies from injury at their own

hands and at the hands of the others, when

in their power to do so ; that in handling of

cars of all kinds , to use their best judgment,

and to use every effort to prevent injury to the

property and persons of the traveling public.

MAHONING & SHENANGO RAILWAY &

LIGHT CO.

By Norman McD. Crawford , President.

THE MAHONING VALLEY RAILWAY COM

PANY.

By Norman McD, Crawford , President.

THE NEW CASTLE & LOWELL RAILWAY

COMPANY.

ByNorman MCD. Crawford , President.

THE AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EM

PLOYEES OF AMERICA , DIVISION NO. 89
OF NEW CASTLE PA. , NO. 272 OF

YOUNGSTOWN , OHIO , AND NO . 379 OF

NILES, OHIO.

DIVISION NO. 272 .

R. A. Sauce, President.

J. A. Haway, Secretary.

DIVISION NO. 89 .

C. C. Coulthard, President.

Fred E. Gere, Secretary .

NIVIBION NO. 879 .

Leon Wilson, President
John Garvin , Secretary
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.

By W. D.Mahon.

(Continued from March .)

CHAPTER XIV.

Immediately on the close of the Detroit

Convention the International Executive

Board met at the General Office to outline

their policies and work for the future. Little

did they think that they would be the of

ficers who should pilot the Association

through the most stormy year of its history .

Nevertheless, this was true , for this term ,

commencing in October, 1895 , and ending in

May, 1897 , was the most stormy period that

the Association has ever passed through. It

was during this term that the great strikes

of Philadelphia and Milwaukee took place ,

a struggle that will ever mark the pages of

the industrial history of America, and a

struggle that marks the turning point in the

working conditions of the street railway

employes of the country .

This battle put up by the determined men

of Philadelphia and Milwaukee was a pro

test , and one that rang around the country ,

and showed to the companies that in the

future they must give some consideration

to their employes and that the employes had

certain rights that must be respected .

While in these strikes the conditions

sought were not obtained on the spot, yet

in a short time they were obtained and still

better ones secured , and the Association that

inaugurated them still lives to see the men

who opposed them , and declared for the

destruction of their organization , pass away.

John Lober Welsh, the president and direc

tor of the Philadelphia Company at that

time, and Henry C. Payne, the director of

the Milwaukee situation , today sleep in their

almost forgotten graves, while the Amalga

mated Association , which they sought to

destroy, still lives to assist the street and

electric car workers of this country to

higher and better conditions.

The International Executive Board at this

meeting decided to make a special effort to

organize Philadelphia , and the International

President was instructed to secure the ser

vices of Jr. Frank Weber, of Milwaukee, as

an organizer and send him to Philadelphia

with instructions to remain on the ground

and push the work of organization . Bro .

Weber responded to the request and took

up the work in Philadelphia in the early

part of November. He found the situation

discouraging, for the men who had already

taken hold of the matter had either been

discharged or coerced into silence.

The following will show the attitude of

the company towards the organiztaion :

Philadelphia, October 14th , 1895 .

Mr. Thomas Kennedy, Division Supt., Fair

mount Av., Philadelphia :

Dear Sir- Conductor John Douglass is

hereby discharged for pretending to take an

interest in his work with the company and

in secretly exerting his influence and taking

an active interest in the affairs of the Amal

gamated Association of Street Railway Em

ployes. ( Signed ) J. R. BEDDAM ,

General Manager.

This notice was bulletined on the bulletin

board and had the effect, of course, of mak

ing the men timid and fearful . However,

Bro. Weber succeeded in securing the co

operation of some of the men upon each of

the various lines and pushed the work of

organization the best he could until the lat.

ter part of the month , when the writer was

called to Philadelphia to consult with them

over the situation .

It was decided at that time that they

would appoint a committee of the men al

ready organized and have them wait upon

Mr. Welsh , the president of the company , to

see if a better understanding could not be

secured .

As the American Federation of Labor was

then assembled in New York City , the

writer went on to New York to attend that

convention . The committee in Philadelphia

took up their work , waited upon President

Welsh, but without any results , he flatly

refusing to consider any of their requests .

So , before the close of the convention in

New York , the writer was called upon , and

returned to Philadelphia on Sunday morn

ing of December 15th , 1895 .

The committee was already assembled at

Bro . Weber's room and after a thorough dis

cussion of the situation it was decided to

again attempt to reach Mr. Welsh, the presi

dent of the company, and in accordance

with this decision a committee of two was

sent to Mr. Welsh with the following com

munication :

" Philadelphia , December 15th, 1895 .

“ Dear Sir : -I have just arrived in the city

and am informed by the Executive Com

mittee of Division 45 of the A. A. of S. & E.

R. E. of A. , of which body I have the honor

to be President, that they have presented

certain grievances to you. At that time you

positively refused to hear them. As the rep

resentative of the Association , I again ask

you to meet us and hear the grievances and

see if we cannot arrive at a satisfactory

conclusion . I assure on behalf of my Asso

ciation that we desire nothing but what is

just and right and upon receiving this com

munication I would ask you to answer me

immediately what position you will take.

Respectfully,

W. D. MAHON,

President.

N. B .--- Please answer by bearer."

This letter was carried by the members

of the committee to Mr. Welsh's house, but

he was not at home. Later, however, they

found him on the street and presented the

communication to him . He received the

letter, but made no reply.

On Monday morning a second communica

tion was sent to him , calling his attention to

the situation then prevailing and requesting

either a conference, or that the entire mat

ter in dispute be submitted to arbitration .

To this communication Mr. Welsh made the

reply , that " he had nothing to answer."
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After this reply on Monday morning, the

committee again took up the situation , de

cided to quietly take a poll of the sentiment

of the men by visiting the different cars

and also to call a general mass meeting to

take place in the evening.

There was no doubt but what the com

pany believed they knew the strength of

the organization . Through their opposition

they had reduced our membership to some

thing like 137 members in good standing,

and they had spotters and secret men who

were close to our officers and pretty well in

formed of the situation , there is no doubt,

but they failed to reckon with the fact that

during the year the work of organization

had been pushed from time to time , and

something over one thousand men had at

different times been obligated. While these

men had fallen away, their sympathy and

interests were still with the Association.

Again, there was a general dissatisfaction

because of the deplorable working condi

tions and insignificant wage that the men

were receiving that made all the men ready

to respond to any determined action that

would be taken. They feared to come out

openly and join the union , but had from

time to time assured us that they stood

ready when any action was called for to

take up and stand firmly with us. This fact

we knew. The company did not. Because

the men were remaining silent, the company

thought there were but a few of us and

that our effort would not amount to any .

thing. However, the committee, knowing

this condition of affairs, went on with the

work of polling the men upon the different

lines and getting their sentiment so as to

present it at the mass meeting upon Mon.

day evening.

Monday evening found us assembled at

the Academy of Music. The meeting was

an open one. The press and public were all

free to enter and there were many from the

outside who did enter. At about the time

the meeting was to open a committee of

citizens headed by ex-Gov. Pattison and Mr.

Thomas Martindale , one of the leading mer

chants of the city, waited upon us , repre

senting the Municipal League of that city,

to see if there was not some way to bring

about a settlement of the dispute, but they

had nothing to offer from the company , were

in the same position as our committee, be

cause the company would not grant any

concessions to them that they would not

grant to us . So, after presenting to them

our side of the case, the committee decided

to present the situation to the meeting with

the recommendation that a strike be or

dered, and in accordance with this senti

ment resolutions were offered to the meet

ing and the meeting by unanimous vote de

clared the strike to take place at 5 o'clock

the next morning.

In accordance with this arrangement, com

mittees were selected from each barn and

sent to inform the en that the strike

was ordered and ask them to put their cars

into the barn to remain there until a settle

ment satisfactory to the union could be se

cured . While there were hundreds of men

who had not been members of the union,

nor attended our meetings , yet their senti

ment was shown when the strike order

reached the different barns . It had been be

lieved by the committee that it would take

them at least the next twenty-four hours to

suspend the operation of the entire system,

but instead of that the men responded to the

call, and inside of three or four hours , the

entire system , with the exception of Willow

Grove, was suspended. The Willow Grove

men's barn was some eight or ten miles out

and they knew nothing of the strike order

and continued to operate their cars until

the delegation of the strikers reached their

barn and informed them of the situation,

when they suspended work and joined the

general suspension . The result was that

within less than eight hours the entire street

car service of Philadelphia was suspended

and the men were lined up.

Of course, it was no solid organization.

At some of the barns the men had no con

ception of an organization and matters were

in a chaotic state for some time. The com

mittee and writer were busy visiting the

different barns, addressing the men and out

lining the policies of the organization and

getting them in something like working

shape. As to the sentiment of the public

there was no question but what the great

mass of the citizens of Philadelphia were in

sympathy with the movements of the men,

for when the strike was undertaken there

was no money in the treasury either of the

Local or International Union , but quickly

arrangements were made , donations were

received , and on one Sunday nearly $10,000

were raised to assist the strikers in carry

ing on their fight. ( To be Continued . )

TO THE LITTLE TREE .

By Frank Vert .

Behold this slender little sprout,

Its fragrant leaves just branching out .

Its shadow, cast upon the sand ,

Is scarce enough to shade my hand ;

And as my fingers round it clasp,

Its life I hold within my grasp.

But tremble not, in mortal fear,

Oh , infant tree, I love thee dear ;

'Twas I that buried in its bed

The seed from which thy boughs are spread ;

And now I'll prune thee with my knife

And guard thee well and spare thy life .

No weeds, nor grass , nor creeping vine

Shall sap thy strength or round thee twine.

And should I on this world abide

In years to come ' twill be my pride

To sit with children on my knee,

And then unfold thy history.

Behold this branch so frail and slim

Some time 'twill be a monster limb.

This little twig, this slender thing,

May then support the children's swing ;

The winter winds shall on thee frown

And tempests seek to tear thee down,

But thou shalt stand erect and great

Defiant, when the storms abate.

The birds shall build their nests among

Thy fragrant leaves and rear their young,

While restless colts and sleepy cows

Shall seek the shelter of thy boughs.

The weary traveler, on his way,

Upon this spot his pack will lay ;

And generations yet to be

Will know the blessings of this tree.
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Chicago Wholesale Co.
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Chicago, m .
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FREIGHT PAID - ORDER TODAY

SEND NO MONEY I you twish us towewillship you any amount ofgoods toyour citywith the privilgee
of examining every package before paying one cent and if not found inevery way as

represented and a better quality than youšcan buy elsewhere returnthemandwewill payall charges .

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL OFFER Take the goods home, try them , and itat the end of 30 days you

make it right.

FREIGHT PAID When the full amount ofcash is sentwith the order we willpayfreightcharges to any, City

Sugar at the aboveprice withan order amounting to$ 17.50ofother grocerieswhichyou can order any amount you
wish . 50 lbs.Sugaror1-2bbl. Flour with an order or $ 10.75 . It you are not in a position to send us an order ofanysize

have your nelghbors or friendsfjoln Jyou. Free Catalogue giving ]wholesale prices on everything.

.75

.65

.75

.60

What) What What What
You Are You You Are You

Paying Pay Us Paying PayUs

100 lbs. Best Eastern Granulated Sugar. $6.00

1bbl. Best Gold Medal orour ownFlour.
$2.75 1 large pall Whitefish or Herring 1.50

6.75 2.75 4 oz. Lemon or Vanilla Extract, strictly pure . .60 .35
50 lbs. Best Granulated Sugar . 3.00 1.40 8 oz. Lemon or Vanilla Extract, strictly pure . 1.20

bbl. Best Flour, Gold Medal or our own. 3.00 1.40 15 bars Castile and Tar Soap .
10 lbs. Best Japan Rice

1.50 .98
1.20

10 lbs. Best Santa Clara Prunes
.75 15 bars]Ivory Soap, large size , and Coco Castlle

1.20 .75 Soap 1.20 .75

5lbs. Soda, Arm and Hammer Brand or our
25ibars best quality Laundry Soap . 1.50

own . 50 25 1 box Best Soda or Oyster Crackers 1.50 .98

5 lbs. Corn Starch , Best Quality . .50 .25 1 box Ginger Snaps or Wafers .. 2.00 1.05

10 pkgs.English Currants and Breakfast Food . 1.25 .75 1 lb.fpuretground Pepper ... .40 19

10 lbs . Barley , choice for soups . .60 .40 i lb. strictly pure Cinnamon , Mustard or Gin

5lbs. Taploca or Sago, Best Grade .50 .30 ger 29

10 lbs. Callfornia Peaches, Best (Evap. 1.50 : 98 10 cang finest Columbia River Salmon 1.70 1.10

8 lbs. Apricots, Choice , Best Evap .. 1.50 .98 1 large Choice Ham . 3.00 1.20

8 large cans Tomatoes or Sauerkraut, none i large plece FinestBacon 3.25 1.35

better :::..... 1.20 75 10 gpools Best Thread or 10 pkgs. Pins .50 .30

8 large cans Cholce Corn'orPeas 1.20 .72 6 palrs Men's Black Hose , good quality
22 cans Baked Beans or Mustard (Sardines . 1.20 .75 6 palrs Ladies ' Black Hose, good quality 1.50

.75

1 lbs. Chocolate , Best Quality, sweet or bitter 1.00 .60 12 Men's large White Hdkfs.,good quality 1.20 .65

2 lbs. Finest Shredded Cocoanut .80 .35 12 fancy Ladies' Hdkfs . 1.20 .60

10 lbs . Chicago Coffee, best quality, roasted :: 4.00 .70 1 pr . Men's Chicago Dress 'Shoes 3.00 1.85

10 pkgs. Rolled Oats and Yeast Foam 25 1 pr. Ladies Fancy Dress Shoes . 2.50 1.50

10 lbs. Rio No. 1 Coffee, roasted comp. 2.50 1.50 1 pr. Men's Good Working Shoes 2.00 .98

5 lbs, Chicago Coffee, best quality , roasted .. 2.00 1.401 pr. Men's All Wool Trousers 3.00 1.48

5 lbs. Rio Coffee , roasted comp. 1.25 .80 1 pr. Men's Overalls, or Working Shirt .75 .37

3 lbs. Finest G. P. or Japan Tea 2.55 1.48 1 pr. Nottingham Lace Curtains, 2 % yds. long
3 lbg. Finest English Breakfastor Oolong Blk . by 30 in. wide 1.00 45

Теа . 2.55 1.48 12 towels, fine quality
1.20 .60

3 119. Choice G. P., Japan'or Black Teal 1.50 : 98 i heavy Cotton Mop Head orlarge Scrubbing
5 lbg. Baking Powder, Price's'or our ownbrand 2.50 1.80 Brush 25 12
3 lbs. Baking Powder, Choice Chicago .75 45 1 large 'Shoe or fancy Clothes Brush .35 .15

1 gal. Finest Maple Flavor Syrup 1.50 .98 i package Rising Sun Stove Polish or i box

i large pall Mackerel 1.50 .75 Shoe Polish . 10 .04

.90 .45

.50

Chicago Wholesale Company

40-42 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO , ILLINOIS



Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade — not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We can not only supply you with

just what you want but we oan save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Mado Uniform ( mod . weight) $ 11.00

Union Mado Uniform (hry . weight) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men - regulation style - depend

able quality and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Bomo of Bood Clothes for Hai or Boy.

Special

for

Cla
yto

n's Motormen and Conductors

53-61 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp. Badillas botol

This Excellent Watch

A Perfect Time-keeper.

To Pittsburg's Street Car Men

THANKS

You kept us so busy in the past year, that we

have had to takeadditionalspace. Wearepleased

to announce that in addition to selling

Union Mado Uniforms

We are now showing

Union Made Guaranteed Dress Clothes

Theyhave all thestyle ofcustom made clothes at

popular pnces . Orders for purchases at depart

mentstoresour specialty. Cash or easy payments.

Keystone Trading Company

301-2-3-8-9 Empiro Building :

Fifth and Liberty Sts . , Pittsburg

Buy this watch , wear it thirty days,

and if it doesn't prove to be just as

we represent it to be, send it back,

and we will refund your money.

CASE 14K gold filled , guaran

teed for 20 years, beauti

fully hand engraved and dustproof , stem

wind and stem set, fitted with full nickled

movement.

WORKS 17. ruby jewels, patent

micrometer regulator,

patent center pinion, Breguet hair spring,

compensated balance. Double damask

eened plates, fine hard enameled dial, made

by the famous Dueber Hampden Watch

Co., either in double hunting case or open

face . This is a handsome watch , a per

fect time-keeper, one we can recommend

in every way. The price is only

$ 12.45

Guarantee Our guarantee is for five

years. If any part should

prove defective in that time, we will

replace it without any cost to you what

Headquarters For

Motormen's and Conductors' Uniforms

O REUTER & MADER

Agents for the BLOCK

Uniforms and Caps, Packard Shoos, '| Boll

Collars, Elgin Shirts , Graof Hats

Eaglo Suspenders and

Garters

The store that has union clerks and every

thing in the line of union made goods

REUTER & MADER

125-127 So, 4th St.

LA CROSS, WISCONSIN

ever .

TheWm. Doerflinger Co.,

LA CROSSE, WIS.



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT , MICH .

Omloors Oficors

George H. Russel,

President

STE SAYUR BAS
M. W. O'Brien ,

Vice President

and Chairman

of Board

Goo E. Lawion,

Vice-President

A. E. Wing.

Cashier

H. P. Borgman ,

Casbier Sav.

Dept.

R , W. Smylio ,

Mgr.Credit

Dopt.

J. R. Bodde,

Ant. Cashier

R. T. Cudmore,

Asst. Cashier

Geo . T.Courtney,

Auditor

R. S.Mason,

Vice -President

P. A.Schulte,

Vice- President

CAPITAL,

SURPLUS,

$1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

NTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ACCOUNTS"CAN BE OPENED, BY MAIL

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS “ HOW . "

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

UniformClothing

24

TRANK BREDERICK & C

W. a'so carry tho Largost

Stock of

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES JAND SELF -MEASUREMENT GUIDE

113.KING ST.WEST.

r

Frank? Broderick

& Company

THE LAROEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA 115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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STAGECOACH

HORSE- CARS

GROBC2 KUW

THEREis onlyoneway

by which unity of

any kind can obtain and

continuously hold rec

ognition demanded for

its protection , and that

way is to stand together

as a united force. Sen

timent may oppose a

plan decided on for the

production of needed

things, but the principle

of unity must be rigor

ously upheld , otherwise

progress is impossible.

- J. C. Buckley.
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M.J.MUNSON DETROIT



By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

Stamp Shoes
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You get better shoes for the money .

factory Na You help your own Labor Position .

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : “ Thisshoe does not bear the stamp, but la

made under Unlon Conditions , This Is false . No shoe is union made unles it bean

the Union Stamp. BOOT & SHOEWORKERS' UNCON

John F. Tobin , Pres. 246 Summer St., BOSTON , MASS .

Chas. L. Blaine, Sec - Treme.

DUEBER -HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MICHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor . Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUPPIES.

Official seal ..... . $3.50 Member Div. 400

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 ...
.50

Manufacturer of

Rituals , each ..
.25

Withdrawal cards, each ....
. $5

Traveling cards, each .
.$5 Union Buttons

Division financial book , 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages . 2.50 BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

Division financial book , 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicate report books, each .... 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

4.00
per 100 ..

108 E. Washington SL

Constitutions , in lots of less than 100,

each
.05

CHICAGO
,

ILL .

Financial secretarys order book OR

treasurer, each .....
.25

Treasurer's receipt book ... .25

Association Badges, rolled gold, each .. .50

FLOUR
GROUND

BAON DACKED BEARS

MADE BY

Onto (UNION HANDLED LABEL THIS

FAIR
UNION

LABEL
EMPLOYERS

LABOR

Association Badges , solid gold , each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each .... .30

Gilt seals , per 100 ... .50 HE UNION LABEL

All orders must be accompanied with ex
of the

press , postoffice money orders , or draft . No Bakery Workers

personal , local checks, or postake, accepted . Stones for late and sentton woolt 52

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded.
CITOZO Hess to the hotrebno where tosad

J. L. LYNCH

UND

FRERES

A
N
D

C
E
R
E
A
L

MILL

E
M
P
L
O
Y
E
E
S

U
B
I
A

M
a
c
i
e



To Pittsburg's Street Car Men

THANKS

You kopt us so busy in the past year, that wo
bavo had to take additionalspace. We are pleased

to announce that in addition to sellog

Union Made Uniforms

Wo and now showing

Union Made Guaranteed Dress Clothes

Theyhave all the style of custom made clotha at

popular prices. Orders for purchases at depart

mont stores our specialty. Casb or easy payments,

Keystone Trading Company

301-2-3-8-9 Empire Building

Fifth and Liberty Sts ., Pittsburg

Houghton

Jacobson

Printing

Company

81-83 Jefferson Ave.

DETROIT, MICH .

Headquarters For

Motormen's and Conductors' Uniforms

REUTER & MADER

Agents for tho BLOCK

talforms and Caps, Packard Shoos, Boll

Collars, Elgin Shirts, Graof Hats

Eaglo Suspondors and
Gartors

Tho store that has union clers and overy

thing in the line of union made goods

REUTER & MADER

125-127 So, 4th St.

LA CROSS , WISCONSIN

PINS, CHARMS and LOCKETS

INTERNZ UNIO
N

Shirts ,
Gollars &

Union

Made

F
e
e
t
'
y

N
o
.

3

S
H
I
R
T

Valsts
O
E
K
E
R
S

0

nual WORKERS

Aoin' of the

INTERNATIONAL

UNION .

EMADE

ai

Bears

This

Lobel

UNIO
N

.

Tobacco
The International Association

bas arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost

UN
IO
N

BUTTONS and BADGES

SPRINGS

for Motormen's Stools

50c Per Set

Delivered Anywhere

Our Label is No. 38.

They fit any stool, and

are a great comfortto

the back and kidneys.

There are many thoue

ands in use. Send stampa

for a set today.

Toledo Chair Spring Co.

417 Michigan St.

TOLEDO, ONIO

GERAGHRY & CO.

81 La Sallo St. , Chicago.



Blo
ch

GUNIFORMS

OF QUALITY

/

N
E
B
U

Thank you, old man, for telling me about the BLOCH UNI.

FORM of QUALITY._This is thebest fitting, best made, and bestº

wearing, unionmadeUniform I ever had I am going to tell all

my friends to buythis kind and take Cut out and

NỔ SUBSTITUTÉ.” Mail.

THE BLOCH COMPANY

Wholesale Manufacturer, Cleveland , Ohio

THE

BLOCH

COMPANY

Please send1910

Style Book and
samples ofuniforms

Name

Address

City

Dealers name
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ALDERMAN JOS . T. MAHONEY, Chicago, III .

The above excellent picture of Bro. Jos . It was refused , which was a practical re

T. Mahoney is supplied the readers of The quest that he continue in the service of the

Motorman and Conductor by the correspond local, with which he generously complied .

ent of Division No. 260. Bro. Mahoney was Bro. Mahoney is 28 years of age. He has

elected to the Chicago City Council on April been an active and progressive spirit in the

5th by a gratifying majority against one labor movement in Chicago for several years

of the strongest men available to the oppo as well as giving valuable service to this

sition. Our correspondent calls attention association . Mention was made in the April

to the election of Bro. Mahoney as a glowing issue of the unfortunate accident with which

tribute to one of the foremost of the locals he met immediately after his election as

of the association . Bro. Mahoney is finan alderman . It is gratifying to state that it

cial secretary and business agent of Division is reported that he is now quite well recov.

No. 260. Upon taking his position as alder ered from the effects of that misfortune.

man he tendered his resignation to the local .
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PROCEEDINGS OF G. E. B. MEETING.

The General Executive Board assembled

in meeting, April 15 , 1910 , at 10 o'clock a. m . ,

at headquarters, Hodges building, Detroit ,

Mich .

Those present at the G. E. B. meeting were

Members Edward McMorrow , Division No.

260 , Chicago, Ill .; Magnus Sinclair, Division

Nð. 113, Toronto , Ont.; Richard Cornelius,

Division No. 518 , San Francisco , Cal.; P. J.

Shea, Division No. 168 , Scranton , Pa.; Fred

Fay, Division No. 111 , Ypsilanti, Mich.; D.

S. Fitzgerald , Division No. 281 , New Haven ,

Conn.; R. L. Reeves , Division No. 85 , Pitts

burg, Pa.; also International President W.

D. Mahon , of Detroit, Mich .

Absentees noted were Chairman C. 0 .

Pratt , Welshfield , Ohio ; G. E. B. Member W.

B. Fitzgerald , Division No. 132 , Troy , N. Y. ,

and International Treasurer Rezin Orr, of

Detroit .

In the absence of Chairman C. 0. Pratt,

the Secretary called the meeting to order at

10 o'clock a. m . , and declared in order the

election of a Chairman pro tem .

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius was

elected Chairman pro tem .

The Chair declared in order the audit of

the financial books and accounts of the As

sociation , which work was immediately

taken up.

The G. E. B. had previously selected the

F. H. MacPherson Co. , Chartered Account

ants, to make the regular semi-annual audit,

which was for the term ending January 31st ,

1910 .

The F. H. Macpherson Co. submitted to

the G. E. B. a report of the audit made by

them . This audit period embraced the five

months from September 1st , 1909 , to Janu.

ary 31st, 1910 , inclusive.

Accompanying the books and accounts for

audit was also the audit report of the Bu

chanan , Walton , Joplin & Co., Chartered AC

countants , of Chicago, Ill . , being a report of

the audit of the “ Union Leader” accounts .

This company of accountants was previously

employed to audit the accounts of the Chi

cago publication .

The remaining sessions of April 15th were

occupied in audit .

At the morning session of April 16th , G.

E. B. Member W. B. Fitzgerald and Treas

urer Rezin Orr reported present.

Chairman C. 0. Pratt continued absent.

President W. D. Mahon reported to the

meeting that he had late advice from Chair

man C. 0. Pratt that conferences were on in

Philadelphia looking to the settlement of the

lockout against Division No. 477 of that city

by the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. Re

port was to the effect that conditions were

being compiled to present to a referendum

vote of the membership of the local division

for acceptance or rejection .

The Chair declared in order the presenta

tion of the report of the International Presi

dent.

The President submitted his report as fol

lows :

President's Report.

" Detroit, Mich. , Feb. 1 , 1910.

" To the Members of the General Executive

Board of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Empolyes of

America :

" Brothers : - In accordance with the laws

of this Association , I hereby submit the re

ports of my office for the past five months ,

from September 1st, 1909 , to the 31st day

of January, 1910 , inclusive.

“ On account of the change made at the

last Convention , which brings our Conven

tion date earlier, it is necessary, in order

that our reports may correspond , to make

this a five months ' report. Following this ,

the reports will be for six months.

Finances.

“ I have submitted to you all books and

bills , including the receipts and expendi

tures for the past five months for inspection

and audit.

Organizing Work.

“ During the past five months, the follow

ing divisions have been chartered in ac

cordance with our law :

Division No. 527, Camden, N. J.

Division No. 528 , Tarentum, Pa.

Division No. 529 , Evans City, Pa.

Division No. 530, Leetonia, Ohio.

Division No. 531 , Newark, N. J.

Division No. 532 , San Jose, Cal .

Division No. 533 , Hoboken , N. J.

Division No. 534 , New York City, N. Y.

Divisions Consolidated.

Division No. 266 of Chicago, Ill . , consoli.

dated with Division No. 260 of Chicago, Ill."

The President reports two locals in ar.

rears on January 31st. Relative to these two

locals, he states :

“ This is due to the negligence of the offi

cers . I expect, from arrangements that I

have now made that these divisions will be

in good standing within the next few days."

There is also reported that three locals

surrendered their charters during the re

ported period .

Work of international Officers.

Under this head, the International Presi .

dent reports in detail complete the work of

the various International officers and organ

izers. This part of the report is voluminous

and for publication quite necessary for

abridgement. The report shows as brieſly

as can be given as follows :

Chairman C. 0. Pratt.

Chairman C. 0. Pratt made 11 official vis

its , visiting six local divisions one or more

times, aside from attending the Convention .

His work embraced official visits to Pitts

burg, Kans. , Omaha and Lincoln, Nebr. Phil.

adelphia, Chester, Harrisburg and and Pitts

burg, Pa ., Toronto , Ont. , Cleveland , Ohio,

and Washington , D. C. In the Pittsburg dis .

trict, he was despatched to assist the Anal

gamated Association of Iron, Steel and lin

Workers in organizing work, from where he

was returned to Philadelphia , Pa.

Secretary R. L. Reeves.

G. E. B. Secretary R. L. Reeves made 13

official visits, visiting one or more times

four local divisions .
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Edward McMorrow.

At the close of the report of the last term ,

G. E. B. Member Edward McMorrow was as

sisting various locals in organizing and com

mittee work . During the term covered by

this report, he made 11 official visits , visiting

each one or more times 7 local divisions .

His work required him to visit Milwaukee,

Wis . , Chicago, Wheaton and Peoria , III . ,

Omaha, Nebr. , Denver, Colo. , Detroit, Mich .,

and Toronto, Ont.

Magnus Sinclair.

Aside from attending the previous Board

meeting and the Convention in Toronto , G.

E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair visited Mon

treal, Que. , upon organizing work . At the

close of the Convention , he devoted his time

to the care of G. E. B. Member Edward Mc.

Morrow during the latter's sickness in To

ronto.

Richard Cornelius.

The work of G. E. B. Member Richard Cor

nelius embraces one or more visits to 5 local

divisions and 8 different cities , being organ

izing work and the assistance of various !o

cals visited . He assisted in instituting Di

vision No. 532 , San Jose , Cal., embracing the

employes or railway men on the San Jose,

Los Gatos & Peninsular Railway Co.

W. B. Fitzgerald.

During the term embraced in the report,

G. E. B. Member W. B. Fitzgerald was re

ported to have visited one or more times i6

various locals of the Association . His work

has required him to visit one or more times

25 different cities in the work of organizing

and conciliation . He assisted in organizing

work in the interest of Divisions 527 , 531 ,

533 and 535 in Camden , Newark , Hoboken

and Paterson , N. J. , respectively. Aside

from his organizing work and the various

wage and agreement adjustments which en

gaged his attention , he attended the last

Board Meeting and Convention at Toronto,

Ont.

P. J. Shea .

The official work of G. E. B. Member P.

J. Shea embraced one or more visits to 10

different local divisions and the visitation to

15 different cities , his work having been that

of conciliation in matters of grievance, con

ferences upon agreements and organizing.

During the course of the term , Board Mem

ber Shea assisted in organizing Division No.

530, Leetonia, Ohio.

Fred Fay.

During the period covered by this report,

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay has visited one

or more times 2 local divisions and 5 differ

ent cities . Among the important events

transpiring during the period covered by

President Mahon's report is that of the Kan

sas City franchise contest , at which time Di.

vision No. 526 of Kansas City, Mo. , and Kan

sas City, Kans , was involved in a lockout

applied by the employing company. This

drew the Association into the franchise con

test which was being waged by the Kansas

City company in its endeavor to gain a new

agreement with the cities . G. E. B. Member

Fay was entrusted with the leadership of

the opposition to the granting of the

franchise due to the conditions asked for

by the company in the franchise sought,

which conditions embraced no protection to

the employes . In fact, the franchise granted

extended privileges to the company , the

management of which assumed a bitter op

position to the rights of the employes to or

ganize.

The political contest in which the Asso

ciation became thus interested in the inter

est of the Kansas City pubļic led through

several weeks. It was successfully prose

cuted and resulted in the complete over

throw of the management of the company

in its endeavor to gain exclusive rights by

which the company could withhold from its

employes the exercise of their inclination to

organize or not to organize.

Board Member Fay attended the last

Board meeting , but was unable to attend the

Toronto Convention in consequence of the

Kansas City situation .

D. S. Fitzgerald .

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald attended

the General Executive Board meting em

braced in the period of the report, also the

Convention, and officially visited one local

division .

Ben Commons.

G. E. B. Member Ben Commons, at the

time of the former report to the General

Executive Board , was associated with Chair

man C. 0. Pratt in directing the strike of

Division No. 288 , Omaha, Nebr. Aside from

this , he gave attention to Division No. 522 ,

Lincoln , Nebr. , in the adjustment of their

wage scale by which an increase was se

cured . He returned to Omaha in further as

sistance of Division No. 288 , where he con

tinued until he was convinced that his pres

ence there was no longer required , when he

retired from active work as a G. E. B. mem

ber of the Association and returned to his

home in New Orleans.

A. L. Behner.

First Vice-President A. L. Behner visited ,

one or more times , 6 local divisions, making

11 visits to 8 different cities in organizing

and conference work . He also promoted a

measure before the Ohio State Legislature

looking to revising the Vestibule Law in that

state for further protection to motormen and

conductors . He attended the Eleventh Con

vention at Toronto and associated in A. F.

of L. reorganizing work in Ohio.

J. J. Thorpe.

The work of Second Vice -President J. J.

Thorpe embraced 6 official visits to 4 differ

ent division associations and effective organ

izing work which required him to visit sev

eral towns upon the systems upon which he

was engaged . He organized Division No.

528 , Tarentum , Pa . , and Division 529 , Evans

City , Pa . He was also in attendance at the

Eleventh Convention at Toronto .

A. H. Burt .

Third Vice - President A. H. Burt, during

the period of the report attended the Toronto

Convention , where he was elected to his

present position from Fifth Vice -President.

Aside from attending the Convention, he
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made one official visit . He was called to

Pueblo , Colo. , to investigate reports of the

possibility of organizing among the Pueblo

railway employes . From his investigation

he regarded the time inopportune to effect

an organizing movement in that city .

Rezin Orr.

International Treasurer Rezin Orr, during

the five months covered by this report , made

33 official visits in which he visited 15 differ.

ent cities , and one or more times, 9 Divi

sion associations . His work consisted of

conferences in assistance of various local

divisions and organizing work in the estab .

lishment of new locals. He was instru

mental in instituting Divisions Nos . 527 ,

Camden ,N. J.; 531, Newark, N. J.; 533, Ho

boken , N. J. , and 535 , Paterson , N. J.

also did organizing work in Kansas City, Mo.

Bearing upon the work of Treasurer Orr in

New Jersey, as quoting from the Interna

tional Presidents ' report : “ While these or

ganizations (Camden, Newark, Hoboken and

Paterson ) have been instituted and give

promise of becoming large and strong locals

of the Association , they still require a great

deal of aid in serving them and Treasurer

Orr is still engaged in this work and en

deavoring to form locals at other New Jer

sey points .

Among A. F. of L. and Association organ

izers who assisted the Association in adjust

ments and organizing work during the five

months and whose work was completed with

in the time were A. F. of L. Organizers Sim

A. Bramlette, Columbus, Kans.; J. C. Col

gan, Chicago, Ill., and Chas. Kontnier, East

Liverpool , Ohio, and Association Organizers

D. J. Gorman , Peoria, ill .; Jas. N. Coleman ,

Davenport, Iowa ; Hugh Thorn and Hunter

Allison , East Liverpool , Ohio. Various other

organizers whose work is yet incomplete

were also mentioned .

Int. Pres . W. D. Mahon .

The work of the International President ,

aside from that of director of the affairs of

the Association in general and general of

fice work ; embraces 29 official visits during

the five months covered by the report. He

visited one or more times 10 local divisions

and his work called for his personal pres

ence in 13 different cities. He attended the

General Executive Board meeting held dur

ing the period of the report, the Association

Convention at Toronto, and the A. F. of L.

Convention at Toronto. He also attended

the Convention Extraordinary of the Penn

sylvania State Federation of Labor at Har

risburg. Later, in the interest of the Steel

Workers, he attended a general conference

of organization representatives under the

call of the American Federation of Labor

in the interest of the Steel Workers ' organ

ization , at Pittsburg , Pa. Embraced in his

work, was also the direction of an effort to

secure improved vestibule legislation be

fore the Ohio State legislature, which re

quired him to visit Columbus during the leg.

islative sessions.

Cities visited by the International Presi

dent during the five months of the report

were Chicago and Wheaton , Ill . , Toronto ,

Ont ., Kansas City, Mo., Omaha , Nebr., Buf

falo, N. Y., Philadelphia , Pittsburg and Har

risburg, Pa . , Cleveland , Akron and Colum

bus, Ohio. In the course of his work in this

period, he conducted one arbitration case in

the interest of Division No. 111 , Ypsilanti,

Mich .

He issued charters for the institution of 9

new Division associations.

Death and Disability Benefits Paid .

During the period covered by this report,

there have been paid to claimants death ben

efits upon the deaths of late members as

follows:

Div sion 22 , Worcester, Mass.

Patrick Green, deceased ;

Mrs. Kathreen Green , beneficiary ...$ 100.00

Division 85 , Pittsburg , Pa.

Hugh Roberts, deceased ;

Mrs. Hugh Roberts, beneficiary . 100.00

George Troutner, deceased ;

Mrs. George Troutner, beneficiary .. 100.00

S. J. Stratton, deceased ;

Samuel Stratton, beneficiary .. 100.00

H. McNamara , deceased ;

Mrs. H. McNamara , beneficiary . 100.00

John Moran , deceased ;

Mrs. P. H. Haney, beneficiary . 100.00

A. F. McCaslin, deceased ;

Mrs. A. F. McCaslin, beneficiary .... 100.00

J. H. Kelso, deceased ;

Park S. Kelso , beneficiary . 100.00

Division 89 , New Castle, Pa .

Arthur Hays, deceased ;

Mrs. Sadie Hays, beneficiary . 100.00

Division 90 , Mt. Clemens, Mich .

Herbert C. Van Slambrooke, deceased ;

Mrs. Herbert C. Van Slambrooke,
beneficiary 100.00

Soloman Widrig, deceased ;

Paul J. Ulrich , administrator . 100.00

Division 103 , Wheeling, W. Va.

Wm . J. Schaub , deceased ;

Mrs. Wm . J. Schaub, beneficiary .. 100.00

Division 111, Ypsilanti , Mich .

W. J. Gillespie, deceased ;

Hattie V. Gillespie , beneficiary . 100.00

Division 113, Toronto, Ont.

Ed. Cowan, deceased ;

Wm . D. Robbins, secretary for ben

eficiary 100.00

James Bell, deceased ;

Mrs. J. Bell , beneficiary . 100.00

George Tucker, deceased ;

Mrs. George Tucker, beneficiary : 100.00

Division 125, Be ille, Ill .

Eugene V. Goudy, deceased ;

Mrs. Georga A. Goudy, beneficiary .. 100.00

Division 132, Troy, N. Y.

Theodore Utz, deceased ;

Obadiah Utz, beneficiary . 100.00

Division 164 , Wilkes Barre, Pa.

Wm. Colligam , deceased ;

Mrs. Harriet Moyer, beneficiary .. 100.00

Division 168, Scranton , Pa.

Thos. Hinesman , deceased ;

Daniel Hinesman, beneficiary . 100.00

Division 169 , Easton, Pa.

Walter S. Fritts , deceased ;

Mrs. Walter S. Fritts, beneficiary ... 100.00

James T. Carr, deceased ;

Mrs. James T. Carr, beneficiary . 100.00

Division 174 , Fall River, Mass.

Philip Belanger, deceased ;

Avice W. Belanger, beneficiary : 100.00

Division 192, Oakland, Cal.

Conrad M. Olson , deceased ;

Lena Olson , beneficiary .. 100.00

Division 194 , New Orleans, La.

V. Poujade, deceased ;

Mrs. V.Poujade,beneficiary . 100.00

Wm . Garrittson , deceased ;

Mrs. Wm . Garrittson , beneficiary . 100.00

Louis Miller, deceased ;

Mrs. Louis Miller, beneficiary .. 100.00

N. Lafauci, deceased ;

Mrs. N. Lafauci, beneficiary .. 100.00

Victor Daix, deceased ;

Mrs. Victor Daix, beneficiary 100.00

Ed . Manion , deceased ;

Mrs. Ed . Manion, beneficiary . 100.00

Division 235 , Brockton, Mass.

C. C. Hutchinson , deceased ;

Lillian J. Hutchinson , beneficiary .. 100.00

Division 240, Chelsea , Mass.

J. Thos . Phillips, deceased ;

Mrs. Barbara Phillips , beneficiary .. 100.00
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100.00

100.00

100.00
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100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00
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100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

Division 241 , Chicago , Ill .

Frank A. Kurtz , deceased ;

Mrs. Alice Kurtz, beneficiary ...

Nels Olson, deceased ;

Mrs. Johanna Olson , beneficiary .

John Tolbaclo (Lawrence Tobelke),

deceased ;

Mrs. Lena Tobelke, beneficiary ....

John Schneider, deceased ;

Mrs. Carrie Schneider, beneficiary ..

Louis Rosner, deceased ;

Theresa Rosner, beneficiary ..

James Martin, deceased ;

Mrs. Sarah Martin , beneficiary .

John Schnell, deceased ;

Mrs. Margaret Schnell , beneficiary ..
H. Zerell , deceased ;

Mrs. Sophie Peterson , beneficiary ..

Chas. L. Thrall , dceased ;

Ransom Thrall, beneficiary ..

Hugh Hart, deceased ;

Mrs. Wm. Aikin , beneficiary

George J. Becker , deceased ;
Lula M. Ezell , beneficiary

Patrick McWalters, deceased ;

M. McWalters, beneficiary

John P. Salter, deceased ;

Mrs. John P. Salter , beneficiary .

Division 246 , Salem , Mass .

Samuel A. Staples, deceased ;

Mrs. Jennie L. Staples , beneficiary .

Division 253, Quincy, Mass.

John Daley, deceased ;

Mrs. Josephine Daley , beneficiary..

Division 260 , Chicago, nii .

H. D. Landers, deceased ;

Mrs. Anna Landers, beneficiary ....

J. R. Shirley, deceased ;

• Mrs. Cora R. Shirley, beneficiary...

F. M. Bengston , deceased ;

E. Bengston , beneficiary .

W. Kay, deceased ;

Mrs. W. Kay, beneficiary .

U. Hartman , deceased ;

Wm. Witterborn, beneficiary .

John Alcock, deceased ;

Mrs. Mary Alcock, beneficiary .

Division 261 , Lawrence, Mass.

Martin Quinn, deceased ;

Mortimer Quinn, beneficiary .

Division 268 , Cleveland, Ohio .

C. F. Schwartz, deceased ;

Mrs. C. F. Schwartz, beneficiary ..

Frank Atwood, deceased ;

Allivere Atwood, beneficiary .

Division 269, Danbury, Conn.

Harry K. Smart, deceased ;

Margaret K. Smart, beneficiary .
Division 282, Rochester , N. Y.

M. J. Egan , deceased ;

Mrs. Nellie Weibert, beneficiary .

Division 283, Brooklyn , N. Y.

Wm. Carney , deceased ;

Anna G. Carney, beneficiary .

Division 304, Glens Falls , N. Y.

Harry R. Hayden, deceased ;

Mrs. Harry R. Hayden , beneficiary ..

Division 308, Chicago, Ill .

A. Wendt, deceased ;

Mrs. Bertha Seymour, beneficiary ..

Jos. Potter, deceased ;

Mrs. Jos. Potter, beneficiary .

Mrs. Ella Van Zandt, deceased ;

Miss Minnie Van Zandt, beneficiary .

F. Hunter, deceased ;

Mrs. M. Ingram , beneficiary ...

R. J. Doerr, deceased ;

Mrs. H.V. Doerr, beneficiary .

Division 313, Rock Island , Ill .

C. Berquist, deceased ;

Mrs. Chas. Berquist, beneficiary ...

James St. L. Hayes, deceased ;

Mrs. Bessie Hayes, beneficiary .....

Division 326 , St. Joseph , Mo.

C. W. McKamey , deceased ;

Mrs. C. W. McKamey, beneficiary ...

Division 381, Butte, Mont.
P. W. Padden , deceased ;

E ma S. Padden, beneficiary .

Division 425 , Hartford , Conn .

Thos. H. Prendergast, deceased ;

Edw . R. Prendergast, beneficiary ...

Division 441 , Des Moines, la.

P. S. McCourty , deceased ;

Mrs. P. S. McCourty, beneficiary ...

J. W. Kizer, deceased ;

Mrs. J.W. Kizer, beneficiary .

100.00

Division 448, Springtield , Mass.

Jolin J. Lyons, deceased ;

Patrick Lyons, beneficiary . 100.00

Alton E. Downer, deceased ;

Mrs. A. E. Downer , beneficiary . 100.00

Division 469, Derby, Conn .

Mark Donavan , deceased ;

Mark Donavan , Sr. , beneficiary .... 100.00

Fred H. Beard , deceased ;

Minnie Roberta Beard beneficiary . 100.00

Division 481, Port Chester,N.Y.

Wm. Regan, deceased ;

Mrs. Margaret Regan, beneficiary .. 100.00

Division 490, Yonkers, N. Y.

John Powers, deceased ;

Michael Powers, beneficiary . 100.00

Division 498, Mt. Vernon and

New Rochelle, N. Y.

Patrick Roche, deceased ;

John Roche, beneficiary . 100.00

Total death benefits . $ 7,900.00

Disability benefits during the five months

covered by this report were paid as follows :

Division

26. Detroit, Mich., Delphis Drouillard ,
. $ 100.00

52. E. Liverpool, O., Samuel S. Kerr

( disabled ) 100.00

101. Vancouver, B. C. , G. W. Milne

( disabled ) 100.00

Total $ 300.00

Total death claims paid . 79

Total disability claims paid . 3

Total paid on death and disability

claims during the five months...... $ 8,200.00

Strike Benefits.

" During the period covered by this report,

strike benefits have been paid out as fol

lows :

Division No. 283, Omaha, Nebr. , $ 10,745 .

Enrollment of Members.

" During the period covered by this report,

6,368 members have been enrolled to whom

certificates of membership have been

granted.

Agreements.

" In the report of the previous six months ,

it was shown that we had 125 written agree

ments . The present reports show that we

have 122 written agreements , being a reduc

tion of 3 over the last report. This is ac

counted for by the loss to the Association

of two local divisions and by the consolida

tion of Division No. 266 with Division No.

260 of Chicago, Ill . The 3 locals to which

reference is made held written agreements .

Strikes .

" During the five months of this report, the

strike at Omaha, Nebr. , is the only one that

took place . Division No. 828 of that city

went on strike September 18th , 1909 , as a

result of the company refusing to grant de

sired modification of the working conditions.

The strike is still in progress at the close

of this report. Chairman C. 0. Pratt and G.

E. B. Member Ben Commons were in charge

of the situation for some time, but now it is

in the hands of the officers of the local di

vision ."

Death and Disability Claims for Adjustment .

Under the above head, the International

President submitted 5 death and disability

claims to be passed upon by the General

Executive Board .

Following this , was a report of decisions

on appeals together with claims which were

submitted to the Board for consideration and

which will come under the head of further

(Continued on page 30.)
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ized employes get better rates of wages is
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Failing to reach a mutual agreement upon

the new wage rate , Divisions No. Worces

ter, Mass . , and No. 448 , Springfield , Mass. ,

and their respective employing companies

have agreed upon arbitration .
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Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

A late despatch from Vice President B. A.

Carter reports that the strike of Division

No. 484 , Kewanee, Ill . , has been satisfac

torily settled. The terms of the settlement

have not, at this writing, reached the office.

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION, Month

ly. W. D. MAHON, President.

Correspondents will please address all com

munications for publication to R. L. REEVES,

Editor, Detroit, Mich.

Subscriptions payable to W. D. Mahon, Pres .

Can there be called to mind a case of a

street or electric railway company being

forced into bankruptcy on account of the

wage rate paid to the employes ? If not, this

Association cannot be charged with putting

railroads out of commission through enforc

ing impossible wage rates.SUBSCRIPTION.

Per annum

Single copy

$ 1.00

10 cents
If street and electric railway companies

employing organized street railway employes

are prosperous and enriching the bond and

stock holders, what must be the profit to the

systems employing unorganized employes

throughout the country ? This appears to be

a very good question for the unorganized em

ployes to consider.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.

W. D. MAHON International President

J. J. THORPE . ..First Vice-President

A. H. BURT . Second Vice-President

GEORGE KEENAN Third Vice-President
B. A. CARTER . Fourth Vice-President

PATRICK E. HANLEY...Fifth Vice-President

T. H. DUNN .. . Sixth Vice-President

JOHN H. REARDON..Seventh Vice-President
REZIN ORR ....... ..International Treasurer

General Executive Board

C. 0. PRATT . Chairman

R. L, REEVES . Secretary

EDWARD MCMORROW,

MAGNUS SINCLAIR,

RICHARD CORNELIUS,

WM. B. FITZGERALD ,

P. J. SHEA,

FRED FAY,

D. S. FITZGERALI

Eentered at the Detroit P. O. as Second-Class
Matter.

If organization inspires more vigorous ar

dor in support of the purpose to render the

very best service possible , does it not follow

that although organized employes receive

the higher wage rates, they are yet less ex

pensive employes than those who can see no

special purpose in promoting the class of

service they render ?
ALD.

MOEST COUNCA
14

Isn't there something about mutual affili

ation in a labor movement that inspires a

concord of interest in the promotion of the

character of service to be rendered by the

members ? At least, members of this Asso

ciation are able to command a better wage

rate than is being paid to those working

upon unorganized systems.

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution.

Section 1 . The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations ,

Sec . 2 . To place our occupation upon a

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and

skill; to encourage the formation in Division

Associations of Sick Benefit Funds ; to estab

lish schools of instruction and examination

for imparting a practical knowledge of mod

ern and improved methods and systems of

transportation and trade matters generally;

to encourage the settlement of all disputes

between employes and empioyers by arbitra

tion ; to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social

condition .

President Dan Gorman of Division No. 416,

Peoria, Ill . , is now a member of the Peoria

Board of Alderman . He was elected at the

recent election as representative from the

First Ward. He will still retain his position

as president of the Peoria local, a position

in which he has successfully and successive

ly served since the institution of that local ,

True, one of the essential purposes of or

ganization is to get better wages for the ser

vice rendered , but consistent with this pur

pose also is the purpose to render valuable

service. This organization should serve, and

it does serve, as an inspiration for an em

ploye to render the very best service pos

sible, and to constantly study how to make

his services more valuable to the employing

company. This, it would seem , is a proposi.

tion for serious consideration of organized

employes.

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished . Names of correspondents will not ap .

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent . Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

2d of the month , and should be written only
one one side of the paper ,
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Wage adjustments , reports of which have

come to the general office since January 1st ,

are most gratifying.

With Division No. 312, Davenport, Iowa,

the increase in wage is one cent per hour to

first and second year men , 2 cents per hour

for third year men , and 3 cents per hour for

those more than three years in the service .

The aggregate annual increase amounts to

$ 5,500 .

With Division No. 538, Columbus, Ohio,

there has been an increase of one cent per

hour, an aggregate annual increase of $ 10,

000.

With Division No. 540 , Trenton , N. J. ,

there has come an increase of 41/2 cents per

hour, an aggregate annual increase of $ 28 ,

500 per year.

With Division No. 313 , Rock Island, Ill . ,

the increase in wage is one cent per hour

for first and second year men , 2 cents per

hour for third year men , and 3 cents per

hour for those more than three years in the

service . The aggregate annual increase

amounts to $ 5,000 .With Division No. 528 , Tarentum , Pa . , the

wage increase is 2 cents per hour. The ag.

gregate annual increase is $ 2,000. The new

ly established wage rate is 25 cents per hour.

With the membership of Division No. 236 ,

Alton , Ill . , accrues an increase of 113 cents

per hour, fixing the wage rate at 25 cents

per hour. The aggregate annual increase is

$ 3,000.

With Division No. 223 , Butler, Pa . , the in

crease has been 112 cents, fixing the wage

rate at :

25 cents per hour for first six months men ;

26 cents per hour for second six months

men :

26 12 cents per hour for those more than

one year in the service .

The aggregate annual increase is $ 900.

With Division No. 529 , Evans City, Pa . ,

there has resulted a 2 cents per hour in

crease, fixing the wage rate at 27 cents per

hour. The annual aggregate increase is

$ 2,200.

With Division No. 477, Philadelphia , Pa. ,

there has come an increase of one cent per

hour, fixing the wage rate at 23 cents per

hour. The aggregate annual increase is

$ 180,000 .

With Division No. 379 , Niles , Ohio , there

has taken place an increase of 2 cents per

hour, fixing the wage at :

24 cents per hour for first six months men ;

25 cents per hour for second six months

men ;

26 cents per hour for those more than one

year in the service.

The aggregate annual increase is $ 2,700 .

With Division No. 125 , East St. Louis, Ill . ,

a wage increase is realized to take effect

May 1st , 1910, of 113 cents per hour, fixing

the wage rate at 25 cents per hour, an ag.

gregate annual increase of $ 16,000.

Division No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y. , has se

cured an increase of 112 cents per hour.

The aggregate annual increase is $ 27,000 .

The new wage rate is :

2112 cents pre hour for first six months

men ;

231/2 cents per hour for second six months

men ;

25 cents per hour for those more than one

year in the service .

With Division No. 52 , East Liverpool, O. ,

the wages were increased one cent per hour.

The aggregate annual increase is $ 2,500.00 .

The wage rate established is :

21 cents per hour for first year men ;

24 cents per hour for second year men ;

25 cents per hour for third year men ;

26 cents per hour to those more than

three years in the service.

The agreement is for two years and pro

vides for another one-cent per hour increase

to take place at the end of the first year.

With Division No. 279 , Ottawa, Ont.,

wages are increased to first two-year service

men, 12 cent per hour ; and to those more

than two years in the service , 112 cents per

hour. The aggregate annual increase is $ 7 ,

500. The new rate in Ottawa is :

19 cents per hour for first year men ;

20 cents per hour for second year men ;

22 cents per hour for those more than two

years in the service.

The Sunday rate is :

21 cents per hour for first year men ;

22 cents per hour for second year men ;

25 cents per hour for those more than two

years in the service.

Free uniforms are supplied by the com

pany.

With Division No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa,

the increase is 2 , 3 and 4 cents per hour, the

new rate being fixed at :

21 cents per hour for first year service

men ;

22 cents per hour for second year service

men ;

23 cents per hour for third year service

men ;

26 cents per hour for those more than

three years in the service .

The former wage rate was :

19 cents per hour for first year service

men ;

20 cents per hour for second year service

men ;

21 cents per hour for third year service

men ;

22 cents per hour for fourth year service

men ;

23 cents per hour for fifth year service

men ;

24 cents per hour for those more than five

years in the service.

The aggregate annual increase is $ 21,000 .
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With Division No. 114 , Youngstown, Ohio ,

the increase in wage is 2 cents per hour, the

rate being :

24 cents per hour for first six months men ;

25 cents per hour for second six months

men ;

26 cents per hour for ose more than one

year in the service.

The aggregate annual increase is $ 1,000.

With Division No. 176 , Sharon , Pa. , there

is an increase of 2 cents per hour. The new

wage rate is :

2312 cents per hour for first six months

men ;

2442 cents per hour for second six months

men ;

2512 cents per hour for those more than

one year in the service.

The annual aggregate increase amounts to

$4,500 . The agreement is for three years

and provides for an additional increase of

one cent for each succeeding year of the

agreement until the wage rate for the third

year of the agreement will be 2542 cents ,

2612 cents and 2712 cents per hour.

With Division No. 543 , Columbus, Ohio ,

there has come an increase of 2 cents per

hour, fixing the new wage rate at 27 cents

to motormen, and for conductors :

22 cents per hour for first six months men ;

23 cents per hour for second six months

men ;

24 cents per hour for second year men ;

25 cents per hour for those more than two

years in the service .

The brakemen's wage is 18 cents per hour ;

the former rate for brakemen was 15 cents

per hour. Upon this system , promotions are

made from conductors to motormen . The

aggregate annual increase is $ 2,400 .

With Division No. 272, Youngstown, Ohio,

the increase is 2 cents per hour, effecting a

wage rate of :

24 cents per hour for first six months men ;

25 cents per hour for second six months

men ;

26 cents per hour for those more than one

year in the service.

The aggregate annual income is $ 10,000 .

With this Division , there is a three-year

agreement, by which an additional increase

of one cent each year will prevail during the

last two years of the agreement, making m

the third year a wage rate of :

26 cents per hour for first six months men ;

27 cents per hour for second six months

men ;

28 cents per hour for those more than one

year in the service.

With Division No. 89 , New Castle , Pa. , the

increase is 2 cents per hour, effecting a wage

rate of :

24 cents per hour for the first six months

men ;

25 cents per hour for the second six

months men ;

26 cents per hour for those more than one

year in the service.

The aggregate annual increase is $5,000.

With this Division , there is a three-year

agreement, by which an additional increase

of one cent each year will prevail during the

last two years of the agreement, making in

the year a wage rate of :

26 cents per hour for first six months men ;

27 cents per hour for second six months

men ;

28 cents per hour for those of more than

one year in the service .

or

With Division No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa. , there

is recorded an increase of 2 cents per hour,

an annual aggregate increase of $ 180,000 .

The agreement provides for another in

crease in wage , making the maximum rate

at 2912 cents per hour, to take place at the

end of the first year. This , however, is not

embraced in the above aggregate statement.

It will be an increase that will come to the

members next year. The maximum rate for

the first year of the agreement is 2812 cents

per hour, ranging from 25 to 2812 cents per

hour. The maximum rate is attained to

those of more than three years in the ser

vice. The rate is :

25 cents per hour for first six months men ;

2512 cents per hour for second six months

men ;

26 12 cents per hour for second year men .

2712 cents per hour for third year men ;

2872 cents per hour for those more than

three years in the service .

A like rate of increase prevails to the

members employed in Washington , Pa ., and

Beaver Valley.

With Division No. 380 , Elyria, Ohio, a

wage rate is effected in the interest of all

but two-year men now in the employ of the

company. The new wage rate to men in the

employ of the company at the time of its

taking effect is :

22 cents per hour for first year men ;

24 cents per hour for second year men ;

26 cents per hour for those more than two

years in the service.

On January 1st, 1911 , another rate is fixed

which provides that those four years

more in the service shall receive 27 cents

per hour. The former rate was :

21 cents per hour for first year men ;

23 cents per hour for second year men ;

24 cents per hour for those more than two

years in the service.

While recently riding upon a car manned

by non-union men, the conductor was ob

served standing with one foot resting upon

the seat. He had just returned from throw.

ing a switch and had stepped in a deposit of

oil left by an automobile . Shortly after a

lady with a light skirt entered the car and

sat down where had rested the conductor's

foot. When she arose, she took the grease

with her. No conductor who is a member of

this Association would have been the cause

of irreparably soiling that garment. It is

possible that she was a poor man's wife or

daughter, and her best dress was ruined .

That conductor did not possess a full sense

of the responsibility of his position . He had

not the union incentive to promote the char.

acter of the service he was rendering .
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The United States Steel Trust has increas.

ed wages from 6 to 10 per cent. They call

it a " voluntary increase.”

The Stone Cutters of Cleveland, Ohio, in

a recent settlement of the strike, secured

an eight-hour day with an increase in wage

to $4.50 per day. The former day wage rate

was $4.00 for nine hours .

It is reasonable that there is created an

incentive by organization for an employe to

regard his employment as in line with his

special craft or calling and in line with this

special intent . In this , we see the incentive

which holds skilled men in the service , and

this insures to the employing company a

more extensive experience on part of em

ployes . If experience is valuable, then also

is organization valuable to the employing

company .John W. Foster, ex-Secretary of State, in

speaking at the commencement of the Au

burn Theological Seminary , Auburn , N. Y. ,

on May 4th , upon “ Peace and War," said :

“ We have reached a time in the world's

affairs when intelligent men are ignoring

the principles of right and justice and are

inclined to rest on brute force, but a new

force is come into the world to bring about

universal peace when the organized work

men of the world decide that they will no

longer go out to shoot down their fellow

workmen to satisfy the greed and ambition

of rulers.”

The members of Division No. 251 were

recently forced on strike by the arbitrary

position of the management of the com

pany. It is practically a lockout. The ex

ecutive committee of Division No. 251 pre

sented to the manager a proposition for a

new agreement providing for an increase

in wage. The directors of the company in

structed the management to notify the em

ployes that when they ceased to present

propositions as coming from the organiza

tion, the company would take up the propo.

sition of granting an increase in wage with

the assurance that an increase yould be

forthcoming. This humiliating proposition

was rightfully resented by immediate sus

pension of work and the strike is on . It is

very singular that if the company had favor

ably considered an increase in wage , it did

not permit the management to post the in

crease in wage before it was necessary for

the officers of Division No. 251 to call their

attention to it by a proposed renewal of

agreement. Late reports from the oflicers

of the local indicate that they will be suc

cessful and justice will triumph .

NOTICE.

Since January 1st , there has come to 14,

300 members of the Amalgamated Associa

tion an aggregate annual increase in wage

of $ 522,700 , an average of $36 per year per

employe. However, $ 522,700 by no means

represents the full increase in wage wrought

out by this Association for wage earners

since the first of January, 1910. There have

been “ voluntary " increases to the motormen

and conductors upon the public service cor

poration systems of New Jersey amounting

to thousands of dollars . These “ voluntary"

increases were not thought of until after the

movement for organization was well under

way. It is reasonable to credit the Associa

tion with whatever increase may accumulate

to the employes upon that system . It was

not what the employes were desiring , but it

acted as a modifier of the ardor for organiza

tion . But the organizations are planted upon

that system with a considerable membership

and they will undoubtedly develop so that in

the future the movement will be far more

effective in attaining better wages and work.

ing conditions than now prevail .

The same argument practically may be

applied to the recent increase to the street

railway men of Denver, Colo. There are

other slight " voluntary ” increases that have

come to men employed upon unorganized

lines in various sections that have been

granted indirectly by the force of the Asso

ciation. It is impossible to accurately esti

mate the aggregate increase that has come

to men of this class , as well also to those of

the Public Service Corporation in New Jer

sey, but it amounts to thousands of dollars .

Again, on many of the organized lines , in

creases have followed to other employes who

are not affiliated . The Association is entitled

to credit for all such advantages that have

come to those outside of the organization ,

and it amounts to thousands of dollars .

But it is a time of getting. It is a period

that appeals for increased wage. The show

ing should be most sufficient argument to

the unorganized of the advantage of being

prepared, through organization , to be able to

reap the harvest in its golden state .

To the Divisions of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation :

I take this means of calling the attention

of our Divisions and their membership to the

laws of our Association regarding the af

filiation and attendance by delegates to the

different Central Labor Bodies in the respec

tive towns and cities in which our Divisions

are located . Section 40 of the General Con

stitution reads as follows :

" Section 40. Local Divisions shall

send delegates to the nearest

Trades ' Council or Central Labor

Union, affiliated with the American

Federation of Labor, and should see

that such delegates attend the meet

ings of said body and report the

proceedings regularly to the meet

ing of their Local Division .”

Now, in some cases our Divisions are in

different about carrying out this law , which

is important to us and to the general labor

movement of our country, and I hereby call

attention to all of our members and ask

them all to make it their duty to see that

their Division is properly affiliated with the

Central Body, and that the delegates attend

and report the proceedings of the Central

Body in a proper manner to the regular

meetings of the Division .

Yours fraternally ,

W. D. MAHON ,

International President.

99
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. Behner, succeeds to the position of First

International Vice-President. In the matter

of wage modification in the interest of Di

vision No. 528 , Tarentum , Pa. , Vice-President

Thorpe reports a settlement, fixing the wage

rate for the Tarentum Street Railway Em

ployes at 25 cents per hour, which is a sub

stantial increase over the former wage. Fol .

lowing this wage adjustment, Vice-President

Thorpe was engaged in the interest of Di

vision No. 85 , of which he is business agent,

upon wage adjustments for the membership

of that local. When this work was com

pleted he was directed to assist Division No.

52 , of East Liverpool , Ohio. Recent report

from him is to the effect that the old agree.

ment prevailing in the interest of members

of Division No. 52 has been renewed for two

years, embracing a substantial increase in

wage .

The International President, since report

ed in the April Motorman and Conductor,

has granted charters for the institution of

Divisions Nos . 541 , Chelsea , Mass.; 542 , Wat

erloo, N. Y. , and 543 , Columbus, Ohio . Due

to activity in various sections of the juris

diction of the Association , President Mahon

returned from Philadelphia , leaving the sit

uation there in charge of Chairman C. 0 .

Pratt and the local committee . At the office

he took up the accumulated work and the

placement of various officers upon the sit.

uations calling for international interven

tion . The application for increase of wage

on the part of Division No. 26 , Detroit , Mich .,

having reached a stage to where it was re

ferred to the International President, this

question was immediately taken up by him

personally. Preliminary conference of the

local agreement committee of Division No.

26 had led to no concessions from the com

pany. Conferences were immediately taken

up and continued until the opening of the

‘ G. E. B. meeting at headquarters, April 15 ,

several conferences having been held . These ,

together with the preparation of reports to

be submitted to the G. E. B. meeting, en

gaged the attention of the International

President. The G. E. B. meeting sessions,

which required his presence, continued from

April 15th to the 19th , when conferences

were again resumed with the management

of the Detroit United Railways. These con

ferences resulted in a counter proposition

from the company to be submitted to the

membership of Division No. 26 for action

of the local . The counter wage proposition

offered as a matter of settlement is 23 cents

per hour for first six months men ; 26 cents

per hour for the second and third six months

men , and 28 cents per hour for those more

than eighteen months in the service. This

proposition is an increase of three cents per

hour for second six months service em

ployes ; one cent per hour for third six

months service employes ; three cents per

hour for fourth six months service employes ,

and one cent per hour increase for those

more than two years in the service. The

present rate is 23 cents for the first year

service employes, 25 cents for the second

year service employes, and 27 cents per

hour for those more than two years in the

service . The counter proposition of the

company is to be voted upon at this writing ,

the question being the acceptance of the

propositions of the company or arbitration .

The request of Division No. 26 was for 30

cents per hour.

Fourth Vice-President George Keenan , by

promotion resulting from the resignation of

First Vice -President A. L. Behner, becomes

Third Vice- President of the Association. He

associated with A. F. of L. Organizer M. F.

Tracy in organizing Division No. 542 , Wat

erloo , N. Y. He reports the new local to be

thoroughly established. Leaving further as

sistance in the direction of its affairs to Or

ganizer Tracy , Vice-President Keenan re

turned to his home in Rochester, N. Y.

Vice -President B. A. Carter , who becomes

Fourth International Vice-President by pro

motion , is at present engaged in directing a

strike of Division No. 484 , Kewanee, Ill . He

endeavored to secure a renewed agreement

in the interest of the membership of Division

No. 484 to embrace a desired increase in

wage . An agreement upon the wage rate

could not be effected acceptable to the mem

bership , and the proposition was submitted

to arbitration . The Board of Arbitration

was to be completed by the selection of

one each of the parties to the arbitration

and the third by these two. After endeavor

on the part of the two arbitrators to secure

a third arbitrator, the party selected by the

Division became convinced that the employ.

ing company was endeavoring to avoid the

selection of a third arbitration . He so re

ported to the local Division and refused to

further serve in what he regarded a futile

effort to complete the Arbitration Board .

Efforts to effect a selection of a third ar

bitrator proved unavailing, and on Mast 1st

the members of the local suspended work.

Reports from Vice - President Carter as late

as May 6th are in no way discouraging rela.

tive to the strike situation , and an early

settlement is being looked for .

First International Vice -President A. L.

Behner, after completing the work requiring

the immediate attention of an international

officer in connection with Division No. 268,

Cleveland, Ohio , tendered his resignation

an officer of this Association , to take

effect April 1st, which marks the discon

tinuance of his official work for this Asso

ciation .

as

International Treasurer Rezin Orr was

called from conference in the interest of

Divisions Nos . 22 and 448 , Worcester and

Springfield , Mass., to attend the sessions

of the G. E. B. meeting held April 15th -19th .

Immediately upon adjournment of the G. E.

B. meeting Treasurer Orr was returned to

Massachusetts, where the situation there

was again taken up in Worcester and Spring

field . Conferences failed in effecting a de

sirable wage scale , and the question , both

Second Vice -President J. J. Thorpe, by the

resignation of First Vice - President A. L.
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former, and No. 298, of the latter city, in

good shape. He then attended all the ses

sions of the meeting of the General Execu

tive Board , April 15th -19th .

in Worcester and Springfield , has been re.

ferred to arbitration by agreement between

the locals and the respective employing com

panies . After the securing of the arbitra

tion agreements in Worcester and Spring

field , Treasurer Orr, during the selection of

the arbitration board , will lend assistance to

the Connecticut locals now seeking renewal

of wage agreements.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair reports

the matter of schedule controversy between

Divison 107 , Hamilton , Ont. , and the em

ploying company as having been agreebly

adjusted . He then attended the sessions of

the recent G. E. B. meeting held in Detroit ,

from where he was dispatched to Ottawa ,

Ont. , to assist Division No. 279 in its en

deavor to secure a renewal of the working

agreement. Conferences in the interest of

Division No. 279 were immediately taken

up, and on May 5th Board Member Sinclair

reports an agreement having been reached

by which an increase from one-half to one

and one-half cents per hour in the wage rate

has been gained to the membership .

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius at

tended the meeting of the G. E. B. at De

troit , April 15th -19th , where, in the absence

of Chairman C. 0. Pratt from the early ses

sions of the meeting, Board Member Cor

nelius presided as chairman pro tem . Upon

the adjournment of the General Executive

Board he was dispatched to St. Joseph , Mo. ,

where Division No. 326 is negotiating for a

new agreement . Late reports upon that

situation are favorable for an early adjust

ment.

Chairman C. 0. Pratt continued in charge

of the Philadelphia strike situation until set

tlement propositions were compiled as

agreed to by the company to be submitted

to a vote of the membership of Division No.

477 . Due to this work he was unable to

attend only the sessions of the final day of

the recent G. E. B. meeting held on April

18th. Immediately upon the adjournment

of the General Executive Board , Chairman

Pratt returned to Philadelphia, from where

reports were received that the company had

entered the settlement agreement in evident

poor faith . The conditions of settlement

reported by Chairman Pratt , which were

submitted for ratification of the members

of Division 477 and recommended by him ,

were that the striking employes should re

turn to the employment of the company with

the understanding that they should be placed

upon regular runs as soon as re -arrange

ments in the service would permit, but that

all should be replaced within three months.

During this period those not replaced on the

regular runs should be placed upon the

company's pay- roll at $ 2 a day ; that here

after grievances would be taken up in ac

cordance with the agreement entered into

at settlement of the former strike ; that the

wage should be 23 cents per hour, and that

the matter of replacement of the 174 mem

bers of the Association dismissed prior to

the strike, whose dismissal was the imme

diate cause of the strike, should be mediated

by and between President Kruger of the

company and President Driscoll of Division

477 , and in the event of any of the cases

not being finally disposed of by these two

a thir darbitrator should be appointed , whose

decision should be final. Further details

of adjustment were to be worked out be

tween the president of the company and the

local committee . Chairman Pratt is now

engaged in assisting the local officers in the

affairs of the Division in adjustments re

quired resultant from the strike . Aside

from this work , he was required to visit

Division No. 540 , Trenton , N. J. , where an

altercation arose relative to the dismissal of

four members . It is reported that three of

the dismissed employes are reinstated and

that the situation is one that will be amic

ably adjusted .

G. E. B. Member Wm . B. Fitzgerald at

tended the sessions of the three final days

of the recent G. E. B. meeting. From Detroit

he was dispatched to Pittsburg , Pa. , to as

sist Division No. 85 upon the work of a new

agreement. Conferences with the manage

ment of the company were successful and

an agreement was ultimately reached fixing

new wage rates for the members of Division

No. 85 , embracing Washington and Beaver

Valley. Substantial increases in wages were

secured , and a two-year agreement was en

tered into. From Pittsburg, Board Member

Fitzgerald returned to Troy, N. Y. , where he

is now engaged in assisting Divisions Nos .

132 , Troy , and 148 , Albany, N. Y. , in confer

ences upon a proposed new wage agreement.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea was dispatched

to Vincennes , Ind . , upon appeal of Division

No. 251 , where he assisted the Division in

compiling a proposed new agreement to em

brace an increase in wage . The agreement

was compiled and submitted to the manager ,

who advised the committee that he would

be compelled to submit the same to the

Board of Directors in Louisville and reply

later. Another contention that had arisen

with the local was due to the dismissal of a

member for absenting himself a considerable

time from the service. This case , however ,

was dropped at the request of the member

himself. From Vincennes Board Member

Shea returned to the G. E. B. meeting in

Detroit , April 15th - 19th . After the adjourn

ment of the G. E. B. meeting he was dis

patched to Kalamazoo , Mich ., where he ad

dressed a meeting of Division 343, and held

a conference with the joint committee of

Prior to the recent meeting of the General

Executive Board , G. E. B. Member Edward

McMorrow , who was dispatched to assist

in an organizing campaign being conducted

by the Iowa State Federation of Labor, ad

dressed organizing meetings at Muscatine,

Davenport, Des Moines, Boone, Dubuque,

Marshalltown and Waterloo , Iowa . He also

visited Rock Island and Streator, N., from

where he reported Division No. 313 , of the
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Divisions Nos . 343 , 362 and 111 , of Kalama

zoo, Albion and Jackson , Mich ., advising with

them upon the matter of the pending wage

arbitration . From this situation he was dis

patched to Akron , Ohio, where Division No.

98 had presented a proposed new agreement

to the management of the company embrac

ing a desired increase in wage. He is at

present working upo nthis situation .

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay , after organ

izing Division No. 538 , in which work he

was associated with A. F. of L. Organizer

James T. Liddy , was enabled to secure an

agreement to avoid a threatened strike of

the local. This tense situation developed

from the antagonism of the management of

the company against the proposed wage

increase and organizing work by which the

local was effected . The company agreed to

return to employment men dismissed on ac

count of alleged activity in organizing work

and increase the wage one cent per hour.

Upon securing this arrangement Board Mem

ber Fay attended the meeting of the G. E. B.

in Detroit. Immediately after the meeting

he was returned to Columbus, where he or

ganized Division No. 543. Also, it developed

that the Columbus Railway and Light Com

pany was not complying with the agreement

entered into by which the previous settle

ment was effected . On the contrary , the

operative officials , by at least passive con

sent of the manager, were endeavoring to

coerce the employes from joining or main

taining membership in the local . Also , the

company had neglected to reinstate mem

bers formersly dismissed, who, it was under

stood by the terms of the agreement, should

be replaced . The company was persistent

in its determination to carry out its policies

in opposition to maintenance of the local

Division . This resulted in a strike which

took place April 29th , and which was prose

cuted with vigor. Report received at the

general office May 5th is to the effect that

the strike has been settled and the member

ship have returned to work . Full particulars

of the settlement are not at hand at this

writing, but will be given in a later issue.

It is assured, however, that the strike has

been settled agreeably to the parties con

cerned .

COLUMBUS STRIKE OFF.

The Columbus, Ohio , street car strike is

settled . The agreement upon which the

strike is settled is a supplementary agree

ment to that of April 6th . The agreement

of April 6th reads :

First - The employes of this company may

come at any reasonable time for conference

with the management upon any matter con

nected with their employment by this com

pany.

Second - There will be no discrimination

against employes because of membership

in any union , nor of their right to join any

such union .

Third — The wages of conductors and mo

tormen in effect April 1 , 1910 , will be in

creased by one cent per hour, to take effect

April 1 , 1910 , and one-half cent per hour,

to take effect Jan. 1 , 1911 .

Fourth - The following men may return to

the employment of the company : Messrs.

Toy , Orr, Parker, Hammerstein , Placier,

Nelson , Cavener, Wagner, Gill , Swesey, Hes

ton , Guess, Honnold , Stoltz , Walker, Mc

Daniels, Shapter, Palmer , Cradelbaugh ,

Eader, Cranmer, Schwartz, Rose, Smith ,

Demaris , Shelley, Brown , Sutton , Fife, Al

kire , Mohler, Baumgard, Dehays, Sellers and

Allen ; and take the positions occupied by

them respectively at the time of their dis

charge ; provided the men who were pro

moted to fill the vacancies so created will

assent thereto .

It was the violation of Sections 2 and 4

of this original agreement by the company

that caused the men to suspend work. Im

mediately upon making this agreement ,

there began a series of discriminations

against members of Division No. 538. When

the company was appealed to regarding this

discrimination , the management held that

it had the right to discriminate and insist

upon employes not belonging to the associa

tion .

The violation of Section 4 rested in the

refusal of the company to reinstate Brothers

Palmer, Sellers, Allen and Alkire. The

strike settlement which was brought about

by Mayor Marshall and Rev. Dr. Washing

ton Gladdin is upon an agreement supple

mentary to the above agreement on part of

the railway company as follows :

The company agrees to the following in

terpretation of Section 2 in the agreement

of April 6 , with the state board of arbitra

tion :

" Men are to be free to join or not to join

any organization without intimidation or

discrimination , and the company agrees

that when engaging employes the question

of unionism or non-unionism shall be elim

inated ."

Relating to the four men whose replace

ment is in dispute under Section 4 of the

agreement, the company agrees that those

men shall receive a compensation equiva

lent to that of their former positions, re

gardless of the runs assigned to them .

THE COLUMBUS RAILWAY AND LIGHT

( 'OMPANY,

( Signed ) Robert E. Sheldon , President.

( Signed ) E. K. Stewart, First Vice -Pres,

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald , after

attending the recent meeting of the G. E. B.

at Detroit , was dispatched to assist Inter

national Treasurer Rezin Orr in agreement

work in the interest of Divisions Nos. 22

and 448, Worcester and Springfield , Mass .

He also attended and addressed a meeting

of Division No. 238 , Lynn, Mass . Aside from

this work he attended a meeting of Division

No. 400, North Adams, Mass., and Division

No. 496 , Pittsfield , Mass . In bringing about

application for a revised wage rate in the in

terest of the Connecticut locals , it is re

ported that the company has proposed an

increase of from one-half to one cent per

hour, which is not agreeable to the mem

bership , by whom a more satisfactory wage

is being looked for .
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PHILADELPHIA STRIKE AN ADVANCE

AGENT .

The members of Division No. 538 ratified

this agreement at a meeting held in the

morning of May 5th . Following the strike

settlement, the members returned to work

and Columbus is again enjoying normal

street railway service.

The Columbus street railway employes

are entitled to congratulations upon the de

termined stand they took and the signal

battle they fought which has resulted in

thoroughly establishing their organization .

LAKE CARRIERS TRY NEW SCHEME.

The Seamen's Union has discovered a new

scheme whereby the lake ship owners have

been trying to import foreign seamen in vio

lation of the law . The foreigners were to

be used by the Lake Carriers' Association

in an attempt to break the strike of sailors ,

firemen and marine cooks now in progress

on the Great Lakes. Employment agents

in New York City have been boarding in

coming foreign ships for the purpose of in.

ducing the foreign seamen to desert. Such

men as could be enticed away from their

vessels were to be sent to various lake ports.

Four dollars " a head " was the price which

the employment agents claimed they were

receiving fromthe ship owners for each man

that could be brought to the lakes , besides

transportation for the sailors .

The matter was at once reported to the

immigration officials and steps have been

taken to put a stop to the illegal practice .

The number of alien seamen actually se

cured by the Lake Carriers is small. When

the few men they did get reached the lakes

and found they were required to join a ship

owners ' " welfare plan ," with its vicious dis

charge book system , the men at once recog

nized the notorious " British Federation "

scheme and very promptly refused to sail .

During the past month a number of Can

adian seamen and laborers have been de

ported by the U. S. Immigration Bureau be

cause they were found to have been prom

ised employment in violation of the alien

labor law . All were on their way to Amer

ican ports , where they were to have been

employed as strike-breakers by the Lake

Carriers.-Ex .

The Philadelphia strike has come to an

end. The general strike ended some weeks

ago. The street car strike ended with the

settlement that took effect April 19th . The

street car strike began February 19th . It

lasted two months. As a separate proposi

tion , it is now a part of the history of this

Association and a part of the history of

Philadelphia . The general strike is a part

of the history of the American labor move

ment and a part of the history of Philadel

phia.

So far as the end of the Philadelphia

strike is concerned , whether the result of

those acting in good or bad faith , the strike

is at an end . If another suspension of em

ployment occurs, it will be a new strike ,

developing from new causes and attended

with effects that will be characteristic of it

and its progress. How long Philadelphia

will remain now without interruption from

another street car strike depends upon the

integrity of the company in complying with

the conditions of the settlement. If the com

pany has entered the settlement for the pur

pose of directing its employes into a situa

tion in which it is hoped that there will be

less resistance in destroying their organiza

tion , the company will be the loser in the

long run , and Philadelphia has proportion

ately less assurance of uninterrupted street

railway service for the future . If the man

agement of the company has made the set

tlement or entered into it in good faith , it

will likely be many years before Philadel

phia will again be disturbed through any

extreme action, industrially, on the part of

the street railway employes .

As a strike , that of Philadelphia lines up

with other strikes in protest against inter

ference with the rights of workingmen or

wage earners by employers who would ar

rogate to themselves the sole privilege and

right to dictate to employes conditions and

circumstances under which they will be tol

erated in employment and as a factor of a

community. No matter upon what conditions

the strike has been settled , the parties to

the strike well understand its purpose, both

the employing company and the employes.

The public understands its purpose. The

company, the employes and the public well

understand that the purpose of the strike

must be well served in its settlement, or

another strike will soon follow , and there is

no reason to presume that it will not be

equally as disastrous to all interests as the

one that has just closed . If the liberating

purpose of the strike does not attain , it will

remain to prompt another. By some the re

sult of the strike has been termed a draw.

If good has come from it in the interest of

those who have participated , it has been a

success.

If the policy of the company in the matter

of employment and in the conduct of its

management towards its employes had been

right, no strike would have resulted. If the

company, in its employment and in the con

duct of the management towards the em

ployes , continues to be wrong, nothing has

It does not want to be forgotten during

this Base Ball season that the Cleveland

Base Ball Club is on the “ unfair list." The

management of the Cleveland Base Ball

Club is allied with the union smashing " open

shop .” It contracted with non-union con

cerns to build its grand stand and other

structures in the Base Ball Park at Cleve.

land. It did this knowingly and willfully as

a defiance to union labor. When the Cleve

land Base Ball Team comes to town , union

men, of course, will remember it and pass

the word along. " Open shop ” employers are

devoting considerable effort to overcome the

boycott of organized labor against the

Cleveland team. They buy tickets at re

duced rates and distribute them among non

union employes and in many instances , they

get the tickets for nothing in order to flood

the grounds and offset the efforts of labor

organizations.
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car

been gained by the strike . However, that

matter time only will unfold . It is not rea

sonable to believe that 5,000 union men ,

with the full understanding of the purpose

of unionism , can be returned to employment

after such a strike as that which has char

acterized Philadelphia without being suffi

ciently forceful in intelligence and other

wise to maintain their organization. That

being the case , it would seem folly for the

management of the company to again invite

or court another strike. It has set the peo

ple of Philadelphia to thinking. The full

results of the conflict in the affairs of that

community the people , of course , do not at

tain with the ending of the strike. What

ever those results for good may be , further

effects would be prompted by another strike.

Street car strikes in any community are

of such a nature, being at least quasi public

affairs, to inspire civic interest more than

any other industrial disturbance that can

arise . They set the people to thinking and

solving questions of general interest. Often ,

however, the results are long in attainment.

There is nothing that so foments antagon

ism to private corporation control of public

utilities and the interference with civic af

fairs and social life by the directorate of

public utility corporations. In all of this

the Philadelphia street strike is

no more an advance agent than the street

car strikes that have entered the history of

Milwaukee, Cleveland , Kansas City, San

Francisco and other places , where the ulti

mate effect may be seen either fully devel .

oped or in progress .

The cause of the Philadelphia strike was

that determination of the company which it

took deliberate precaution to make known ,

to absolutely rid itself of the street railway

employes' organization , even to the end of

dismissal of all employes who persisted in

maintaining their membership in the organ

ization . The settlement is withdraw

al the part of the company of

that disposition towards membership

of employes in their association . It

matters not what working conditions, wages

and so forth , grow out of the settlement, or

were characteristic of it ; that was the set

tlement. That is what has been agreed to

by the parties to the strike , or lockout as it

may better be termed . The company agreed

to withdraw the opposition to employes be

ing members of the organization . The em

ployes agreed to discontinue suspension of

employment and return to work in consid

eration thereof.

The striking feature, however , of the Phil

adelphia strike and of that which it is de

sired to mention more particularly in this

article , is the general strike which involved

other craft organizations. In this feature ,

the Philadelphia strike is in a class by it.

self. It is a demonstration to the toilers of

the possibility of a greater force than has

been applied in strikes heretofore. And it

is a demonstration of the safety to organ

ized wages earners in indulging in a general

strike .

True enough , the theory upon which is

based the general strike is not a new one.

Yet this instance is the first practical appli.

cation of the theory here in America. The

American Railway Union strike, organized

and directed by Eugene V. Debs , was a sym

pathetic strike, but it was confined to rail

way employes. Even that so succeeded

that it established a dignity and prestige

for steam railway workers. It illustrated a

power that managers of railroads have hesi

tated to provoke to activity from that time

on. Out of that strike grew the present-day

mediation . The mediation law , as it now

stands , is the product of the A. R. U. strike.

It forced the recognition of the right of rail

way employes to organize.

But the A. R. U. strike was only a sem

blance to the Philadelphia strike. Neither

was it up to the ideals of that great master

spirit that did so much for the railway men ,

Eugene V. Debs . Yet it laid the foundation

upon which the steam road Brotherhoods

have developed and led to the present-day

united movement of those bodies. It also

opened a wider range of thought on organ

ization , and there is a stronger sentiment

of true unionism among the general mem

bers of the steam road organizations and

the molding of better union idealism .

The movement for a general strike in

Philadelphia in support of the street railway

men was stimulated by sympathetic lockout

declarations of the employers' associations,

so pleasurably announced by the manage

ment of the street railway company. Let

those who would criticize the sympathetic

strike reflect upon the proclaimed conspir

acy of union -smashing employers ' associa

tions as a pillar of support, by those in

charge of the strike situation in the interest

of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. The

general strike was the adopting by labor of

the policies that supported the P. R. T. Co.

The press of the country endeavored to

belittle the general strike. The press of the

country endeavored to belittle the results of

the general tsrike , but the lesson has

reached the workers of the nation . Approx- i

imately 50,000 union men went on strike.

Every wage-earner in the country knows

that . The newspapers told that to the world

before they were muzzled by the powers

that control them . It was a daring step for

the unions, but it awakened an interest in

that kind of strike. The startling appeal of

President W. D. Mahon to the State Federa

tion of Labor at New Castle , 300 miles from

the battle-ground , bore a new inspiration to

the labor movement throughout the entire

state and called the attention of the entire

country to the struggle that was on in Phil.

adelphia .

Backed by the already active general

strike going on in Philadelphia , it appalled

the business interests of the entire country .

It was no longer an amusing matter. It be

came serious and it riveted attention to the

progress of the strike.

The general strike in Philadelphia at first

afforded a deal of satisfaction to the "Open

Shop” Employers ' Association throughout

the country. The prediction of the union

smashers was that it marked the beginning

of the end of organized labor. Sure, the

capitalistic press was allowed to tell of it.

It was to serve us as an illustration of the

a

on
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futility of organization. The union smashers

wanted to let the people know how 40,000

or 50,000 union men could be disciplined .

They proclaimed that their places would be

filled by non -unionists when they should re

turn and they would be disciplined by threat

ened starvation. We remember all of that.

And all at once we were told that the men

were breaking away from the non -union

shops to join the strike . Then , of a sudden ,

we were told no more. There were only

free editorial lectures directed against sym

pathetic strikes , and through them we were

told the strike was yet on . The fierce crit

icisms couched in terms of the old , stereo

typed attacks on organized labor predicted

to us that the union smasher was hoping

against fate ; that he was fighting a losing

battle .

Then came the announcement that the

unions of the state had voted against a

state-wide strike . A week later we were

told that the unions of Philadelphia had

voted the general strike at an end . We

were told more. We were told that the

unionists had returned to work under their

former conditions and agreements with the

understanding that they were to contribute

financially to prosecute the street car strike

to a successful finish . None lost their jobs

and none lost their membership in their re

spective unions.

But there was one thing that the muzzled

press did not tell us. It was not a tasty

morsel . Yet it has come to light. The

unions enlarged in membership by the ac

quisition of over 30,000 new and permanent

members. They entered the general strike

50,000 strong. They returned to work , after

three weeks , over 80,000 strong. It was a

campaign of effective organization . It has

placed Philadelphia on the road to the ranks

of well -organized cities . The protest had

been made. Had the state-wide strike come

on as effective as did the Philadelphia gen

eral strike, the story would have been much

better to write, but as it is , it is an illustri

ous lesson to labor of the practicability of

the well-organized general strike. It is an

illustration showing that it is not a danger

ous procedure. It is an illustration that

shows that an effectively organized and well

disciplined body of wage-earners have a

most effective weapon in their grasp in the

sympathetic or general strike .

Either ethically right or wrong , organized

labor in Philadelphia profited by the general

strike. If the organization of labor is pro

motive of good , and if it is right to uphold

and build up that from which good comes ,

the Philadelphia strikers have no apology

to make to critics . They have demonstrated

the practicability of an immense force . They

have opened a new era to organization . They

have tested the general strike and discov

ered to labor its availability. Thus, can we

not point to the Philadelphia strike as an

advance agent ?

recently informed the attorney -general, in

the course of an interview relating to the

Steel Trust, that the political party in power

has heretofore had to deal with a construc

tive labor movement, acting within conserv.

ative lines, but if the working people of this

country should find that their rights were

to be habitually ignored another movement

would surely make its appearance. It would

not hesitate at such destructiveness as its

advocates believed necessary to the advance

of their principles. The successive moves

of the different branches of the government

having as an object the suppression of

trades unionism would surely bear their

fruits with the masses. In Milwaukee, what

ever other influences brought about the re

sults of the election , one important factor

was the vote of protest. The indignation of

the man who works and is being flouted by

courts , neglected by congress, scorned by

the attorney -general's department, and

robbed by the trusts and other “ interests, "

is passing beyond bounds hitherto generally

observed . This man is not going to hesitate

at voting under the name of Socialist, though

he may reject Socialism's final principles ;

he wants a slap at the discredited party

machines . He would rather be for a time

with the crowd that declares it is for the

people than with the rings that have shown

themselves to be the paid servants of plun

derers as well as traitors to the general wel

fare.- Pres. Gompers , in American Federa

tionist.

The “ open shop " employer has for his pur

pose only the hope that some time, some

how , employes will lose confidence in them

selves to such an extent that they will vol

untarily desert their organization . There is

where the “ open shop " advocate makes his

mistake. That which the " open shop" advo .

cate would have the people believe he

means by “ open shop ” is , that employes

shall be free to join or not to join organiza

tions of their craft. He wants it to appear

that he is very liberal and desires to main

tain and protect a sacred privilege in the

interest of employes. That privilege which

he would have you believe he would protect

is the privilege of exercising the free and

unrestrained right to join or not to join a

labor organization . The fact is that where

such a principle is sacredly adhered to by

the employer and employe, and the true

“ open shop " as in the sense here designet

ed exists , there is greater, more effective

and more incessant effort put forth in pro

moting unionism than there is in what that

same employer desires to style the " closed

shop.”

The employes of the New York Central

Railroad have recently secured a substan

tial increase in wage , amounting to from

10 to 30 per cent . Other railroads , through .

out the country, that have not already in

creased wage rates , will fall in line with the

rates fixed upon the New York Central. 10

will result in hundreds of thousands of uol.

lars in increased pay to steam road em

ployes. The increase on the New York

Central was brought about by arbitration .

Each particular group of society in these

United States may be expected to put forth

its own interpretation of the Milwaukee elec

tion . For the present , we submit this point

to the administration at Washington : We
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LATE BRO. JOHN MCGUCKIN, DIV. NO .

477, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Disbursements from the Death and Disabil

ity Fund during the month of April, 1910 , were

made to beneficiaries on death claims, as fol
lows :

Mrs. Wm . Dunn, beneficiary, death

claim of Wm . Dunn, deceased member

of Division No. 148 , Albany N. Y.;

cause, pneumonia $ 100.00

Mrs. Wm. McHale, beneficiary , death

claim of Wm. McHale, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 148, Albany, N.
Y .; cause, acute tuberculosis . 100.00

Mrs. Frank Simon , beneficiary, death
claim of Frank Simon , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 194 , New Orleans,

La.; cause , stricture oesophagus .. 100.00

W. C. Wall,beneficiary, death claim of

Jas. A. Wall, deceased member of

Division No. 260 , Chicago Ill .; cause,

diabetic coma 100.00

Mrs. RobertGraham , beneficiary, death

claim of Robt. Graham , Jr. , deceased

member of Division No. 260, Chicago,

Ill.; cause, pernicious anemia .. 100.00

Mrs. Ellen Belden, beneficiary, death

claim of Wm . H. Belden , deceased

member of Division No. 174, Fall Riv

er, Mass.; cause, cerebral hemorrhage . 100.00

Caroline McDonald , beneficiary, death

claim of J. McDonald , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 125, Bellevile , Ill .;

cause, complication of diseases . 100.00

Geo. Keenan, Financial Secretary of

Division No. 282, death claim of W. T.

Davis , deceased member of Division

No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y.; cause, scar
let fever 100.00

Mrs. Fred Burtt, beneficiary, death

claim of Fred Burtt, deceased member

0 Division No. 85, Pi tsburg, Pa.;

cause, pneumonia 100.00

W. H. Durham , beneficiary, death claim

of J. P. Durham , deceased member of

Division No. 308, Chicago, Ill.; cause,
pneumonia 100.00

Mrs. O. W. Fouche, beneficiary , death

claim of 0. W. Fouche, deceased

member of Division No. 308 , Chicago,

Ill.; cause, uremia 100.00

Mrs.E. A. Guidry, beneficiary, death

claim of E. A. Guidry, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 194 , New Orleans,

La.; cause, internal hemorrhage..... 100.00

R.J. Copeland, Financial Secretary of

Division No. 114 , death claim of J. H.

Stuck , deceased member of Division

No. 114, Youngstown Ohio ; cause, lo

bar pneumonia 100.00

Mary L. Rhoads, beneficiary, death

claim of M.D. Rhoads, deceasedmem

ber of Division No. 125, Belleville ,

in.; cause, heart trouble . 100.00

Mrs. Hazel Bates, beneficiary, death

claim of Claude E. Bates, deceased

member of Division No. 26, Detroit,
Mich.; cause, phoblusis pulmonalis ... 100.00

Mrs. Mary MacManamy, beneficiary,

death claim of A. A. MacManamy, de

ceased member of Division No. 26 ,

Detroit, Mich .; cause, catarrhal jaun
dice 100.00

Lavina Chase, beneficiary, death claim

of Ernest Chase, deceased member of

Division No. 238, Lynn, Mass.; cause,

pneumonia 100.00

William Schilling, beneficiary,
death

claim of Adolph Schilling , deceased

member of Division No. 148, Albany,

N. Y.; cause, valvular heart disease.. 100.00

Miss Lucy A. Hope, beneficiary , death

claim of Arthur Hope, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 132 , Troy, N. Y .;

cause, tuberculosis 100.00

Mrs. Patrick St. Lawrence, beneficiary ,

death claim of P. St. Lawrence, de

ceased member of Division No. 260 ,

Chicago, Ill.; cause, Bright's Disease . 100.00

Mathew Christie, beneficiary , death

claim of William J. Christie, deceased

member of Division No. 425 , Hartford,

Conn.; cause, phthisis pulmonalis.... 100.00

Mrs. Norah Clifford , beneficiary , death

claim of Pat. Clifford, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.;

cause , organic heart disease . 100.00

Mrs. Margarette Hanson beneficiary,

death claim of Otto Hanson, deceased

member of Division No. 241, Chicago,

Above is presented the picture of late

Bro. John McGuckin . Bro. McGuckin was

shot down without provocation by an armed

strike breaker and his body was discovered

lying in a gutter on Frankford Ave. , Phila

delphia , at 1 o'clock in the morning of May

3rd. He was shot while on his way home

from work after leaving the Frankford and

Lehigh Valley car barn . A scab, giving his

name as Victor Farrel , of Baltimore, is be

ing held for the crime.

Since the settlement of the strike, in order

to place the old men back on the cars to

avoid paying them $2.00 per day for noth

ing, the company is eliminating the strike

breakers in droves. With some of them who

begin to realize where they are at , the union

men who are returning to work are held ac

countable. The desperate and irresponsible

strike-breaker is shown up in this dastardly

murder. Bro. McGuckin is described as 39

years of age. He leaves a widow and five

fatherless children . His children range

from 7 months to 10 years of age .

The BOOSTER speaks the name of Moth

er with love and reverence.

The KNOCKER despises Motherhood .

The BOOSTER is an advocate of good

things for all the people .

The KNOCKER would throw dust in their

eyes to prevent seeing and enjoying them .
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111.; cause, uremia , chronic interstrial

nephritis 100.00

Mrs. Harry Hogan, beneficiary, death

claim of Harry Hogan , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 194 , New Orleans ,

La .; cause , pulmonary tuberculosis . . 100.00

Total $ 2,400.00

the meeting and a copy be sent to The Motor

man and Conductor for publication .

JOSEPH E. DUNN ,

D. E. LYNCH ,

EDWARD P. LAWTON ,

Committee

IN MEMORIAM .
us

Us

By Div . No. 111 , Jackson and Ypsilanti , Mich .

Whereas , In His infinite wisdom our Heav

enly Father has taken from among our

esteemed and beloved brother Mr. Stephen

Patchin ; and ,

Whereas, By his death we realize the loss

of a true and faithful friend and co -worker

and member of this Association ; therefore,
be it

Resolved, That we, in regular session as

sembled, express sincere and heartfelt

sympathy for the bereaved family , and that

we drape our charter for a period of thirty

days in token of our sorrow .

S. L. CHAMBERLAIN ,

A. C. SMITH ,

Committee.

April 8th , 1910 .

By Division 168, Scranton , Pa .

Whereas, The Heavenly Father has seen fit

to enter the ranks of Division No. 168 , and

take from our beloved brother, Clarence

Atherton ; and ,

Whereas, We realize that by the death of
Brother Atherton we have lost a true and

faithful friend ; one who was always willing to

do his brother a favor, and one who was al

ways honest and faithful in the discharge of

his duties , pleasant and courteous to all whom

he_met; therefore be it

Resolved , That our charter be draped for a

period of thirty ( 30 ) days, and that we ex

tend to the sorrowing wife and family our

deepest sympathy in their sad bereavement;

Resolved, That copies of these resolutions

be entered upon our minutes, sent to the be

reaved wife and family and published in the

Motorman and Conductor.

DENNIS J. NEALON,

THOS, J. QUINN,

G. N. COLE,

Committee.

our

By Div . No. 238, Lynn , Mass.

Whereas, It has pleased the Ruler and Pre

server of the Universe to remove from Divis

ion 238 our esteemed brother, Ernest Chase,

who passed away on March 26 , 1910 ; there

fore, be it

Resolved, That Division 238 , in regular meet
ing assembled, does hereby extend our sincere

sympathies to the family in this their hour of

bereavement ; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of these resolutions

be sent to the family of our beloved brother

and to The Motorman and Conductor , our of

ficial journal , for publication , and that our

charter be draped for a period of thirty days .

FRED W. FELLOWS,

WILLIAM FRENCH,

LEE K. GRIFFIN,

Committee.

April 18 .

By Div . No. 114, Youngstown, Ohio.

Whereas, It has pleased God to remove from

our midst our dear brother, James J. Stuck ;

Whereas, The intimate relations, brotherly

love and esteem long held by our deceased

brother with the members of the Division ren

der fitting that we should record our apprecia

tion of him as a brother and his merits as a
man, and

Whereas The wisdom and ability which he

has exercised in the aid of our Association by

service and counsel will be held in grateful

remmbrance, therefore be it

Resolvd, That we, in regular meeting assem

bled, do extend to his bereaved mother and

relatives our sincere sympathy in this their

great sorrow; and be it further

Resolved, That our charter be draped for

thirty days, and a copy of this resolution be

sent to the bereaved mother, brother and sis

ter, to the Motorman and Conductor for publi

cation , and also be spread on our records.
JOSEPH DAVIS, Pres. ,

R. J. COPELAND, Secy . ,

L. H. RIDER,

Committee on Resolutions.

April 1 , 1910 .

By Div. No. 425, Hartford , Conn .

Whereas, It has pleased Almighty God, in

His infinite wisdom , to remove from our midst

our beloved and loyal brother, W. J. Christie,

to his heavenly home, there to await his be
loved ones ; and,

Whereas , Our late brother was a faithful

member of this Association , and we greatly

feel his loss and recognize the sorrow of his

bereaved relatives; therefore, be it

Resolved , That the members of Division 425 ,

in regular assembled meeting, do hereby ex
tend our sympathy to the bereaved family ;

that our charter be draped for a period of

thirty days inmemoryof our late brother;

that a copy of these resolutions be sent to the

bereaved family and published in our official

journal , The Motorman and Conductor.

JOHN H. WELCH,

T. F. DOWLING ,

THOMAS LEE ,

Committee.

By Div. No. 425, Hartford, Conn .

By Div. No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .

Whereas, It has pleased the will of Almighty

God to remove from our midst our dear broth

er , Martin P. Egan, and

Whereas, The intimate relations , brotherly

love and esteem long held by our deceased

brother with the members of this Division

render fitting that we should place on record

our appreciation of him as a brother and his

merits as a man ; that while we bow in hum

ble submission to the Ruler of the universe

we do not the less mourn for our brother who

has been called from his labors to rest ; and

Whereas, In the death of Bro. Martin P.

Egan the Division loses a member who was

zealous in his work and had the welfare of

the Division at heart, whose virtues endeared

him not only to the brethren of the Associa

tion , but to all his fellow citizens who knew

him well ; therefore be it
Resolved, That this Division tender its

heartfelt sympathy to the family and relatives

of our deceased brother in their loss of a

dutiful son and a loving brother in this their

hour of affliction ,

Resolved, That these resolutions be spread

upon the records of Division No. 26, be pub

lished in the Motorman and Conductor, and a

copy of them sent to the family of our de

ceased brother .

ALEX. D. MCLEOD ,

SIDNEY L. CLARK,

HERBERT GEE,

Committee

April 13 , 1910 .

Whereas, God , in His infinite wisdom , has
called from his earthly toils our esteemed

brother, Fred L. Webster, which this Division

deeply deplores, but we bow to our Heavenly

Father , who, for reasons unknown to us, has

taken from amongst our membership one so

much needed by his family ; therefore, be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Division

425 , extend to the bereaved family, whom he

always held near and dear, our heartfelt sym

pathy.

Resolved, That the charter of Division 425

be draped for a period of thirty days in mem

ory of our deceased brother ; that a copy of

these resolutions be spread on the minutes of



Edited by Local Division Correspondents

JOINT COMMITTEE OF DIVS. NOS. 312, DAVENPORT, 10., AND 313, ROCK

ISLAND, ILL .

Above are pictures of the joint committee of Divs . Nos. 312 and 313. They,

in behalf of the members of the locals , conducted the recent conferences upon

renewal of agreements which resulted in wage adjustments as seen in another

column.

Reading from left to right they are : Rear row-Bros. J. N. Coleman and

M. A. Lowman , Div . 312 . Front row-Bros . A. Hart and J. C. Kinsley, Div. 313 ,

and Oscar Carstens , Div. 312.

NOTES FROM 118 . MANY LONG TERM MEN .

Pottsville, Pa - Well, brothers, our last

meeting was fairly well attended but there
was still a lot of faces missing. Let every

brother take it unto himself and bring a

brother, and see if we cannot have an old time

meeting. We will try to make it interesting
for you .

Bro. Conway has taken unto himself a bride.

Best wishes, Tim .

Bro. Powers, who has been dangerously ill

for some time, is able to be about again.
Mr. Bradley, our general manager, is sport

ing a new auto.

Do not forget the union label on all your

purchases.

Smasher Werner is laying in a supply of

dandelion for next winter. Oh you Louie !

If you cannot boost , Paul L. , do not knock .

Bro. W. Lynagh has put Shylock Omlor on

the trail of those cigars. Let the guilty ones

beware .

The cigars will soon be in order again. Bro.

Allen was noticed reading furniture advertise
ments lately .

Bro. Grimes has decided not to enter into

the prize fighting arena as he claims it is bad

for the eyes .

Bro. Graeff, our genial storekeeper, is as

popular as ever among the boys.

Bro. Kelly spent a very pleasant day among

the Dutch at Reading, Pa.

Roy , please come back on Coal Castle . We

are so lonely without you .

Do not patronize non -union barber shops or

hotels, brothers.

Bros. Fegley and Webster are thinking

about going farming. If they are as good at

raising truck , etc. , as they are at raising an

argument they will do a big business .

Pay your dues, brother, and do not let your
self run behind.

EAGLE EYE.

Colorado Springs, Col. — The tourist will soon
be in our midst again .

Bro. Buchanan had a slight stroke of paraly

sis recently, but we are glad to see him at
work again .

We are having some of that beautiful

weather for which this Italian climate is

noted .

Bro. Gillian , who has been unable to work

since last September, left for Portland, Ore.,

recently, to try the benefits of a lower altitude.

Division No. 19 contributed $ 75 from the

general fund to the striking brothers in Phila

delphia, and also , through the efforts of the

Executive Board, each member who felt able
contributed one day's wages to the same,

which amounted to $ 149.10, making a total

$ 224.10 .

Bro. Blunt was called back to his old home

in St. Louis by the death of a sister.

Motorman Matkin , of the Manitou line, is

quite sick at the present writing.
April 1 was the date set by the Interurban

Company for receiving applications, hence we

see many new faces on the cars.

We have a new system of transfers begin

ning this month .

This Division lost two members, both of

them good men, since our last report, by rea
son of a head -on collision.

The Printers ' Home and Cemetery runs have

been combined , making one good run instead

of two poor ones .

Bro. Ogle leaves for PikeCounty,Mo., today
for a month's visit with " home folks."

From the list of motormen and conductors,

we notice that 63 have been with the Company

to exceed five years, 29 to exceed 10 years,

and five have been here 15 years or longer, and

almost all of them can show the same length

of service as members of Division No. 19.
IRIS
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TESTIMONIAL TO ORGANIZATION . for the great success of the Division when it

was young and unuseil to the battle against
those interests which were opposed to an or

ganization . As McMorrow has always said ,

his heart was always with No. 411. So it is

with No. 411, we wish him great success with

all his undertakings.

Also Fred Fay, who was here to help us two

years ago and with the aid of his great ex

perience we were able to get a raise of salary

in that year of all years , 1907 , when wages

were being cut all over the country.

And another good man is A. L.Urich, who

was a great factor in the success of Division

No. 441, who always was and is still willing

to give us all the help he can.

Another reason why we are a success is the

fact that we are a 100 per cent Division with

an " open shop ." That is to say , when you see

all the street car men wearing a button of the

A. A. of St. E. R. E. of A. , there must be a

reason , and the reason is because Division

No. 441 does things and will keep on doing
things to the end of time. And last but not

least , visit the sick , and go to meetings regu

larly, and keep doing all the time, or we will

be accused of lacking that great Des Moines
union spirit.

SADIE

BRICKMAKERS ON STRIKE.

Des Moines, Ia . Prior to September, 1906,

there har been two or three unsuccessful at

tempts to organize a union here . But the men

who had the matter in hand found themselves

without a job as a reward for their impudence.

But our general manager was wise enough to

see that some concessions were necessary to

prevent organization , so , at great intervals,

small increases in wages were granted. The

last one granted was in the month of August ,

1906. This was a sliding scale , starting at 160

per hour and ending at 23c per hour at the

beginning of the ninth year . This was most

unsatisfactory to the men . But the men who

were negotiating with the Company for a wage

increase were given to understand that if they

wanted to continue in the service of the Com

pany they had better get a majority of the

men to sign up for the scale to be effective

for a period of two years . The men refused

to sign an unsatisfactory scale for so long a

period, so the same was cut to one and a half

years, and we were told that a majority of

the men had signed up , and as we had no way

of knowing how many men signed , we could

not successfully dispute their claim .

Right here the Company dropped a little

lump of leaven that commenced to work and

kept working out until in less than two weeks

Division No. 441 of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation was organized and recognized . A work

ing contract was signed and ten men who had

been discharged because they had been agita

tors were reinstated and paid for all time lost.
The above is a short history of why and

how Division No. 441 was organized , and I

will try and show you a few of the things

that havecome to pass since this Division

became affiliated with the Trades Assembly of

Des Moines. As this city is pretty well known

all over the world , the car men took courage

with the fact that the Amalgamated Associa

tion was back of them and began to boost in

a way, too. Because when a visitor came to

our city, the first thing he would do would

be to take a trip on a street car, to look over

the city , as it were, and one of the things te

would see was the tired look on the faces of

the motorman and conductor. He would ask ,

“ How many hours do you street car men work

a day ? " We car men work all the way from

11 to 14 hours a day . Well then , rather than

have that get out to the world we had to

have a little change in the number of hours
we worked. So with a little persilasiin, we

were able to convince the company that shcrt

er hours were much better as far as we were

concerned.

At the present time we work only from 9

to 11 hours a day. Also , we have a stool for

every motorman ; a new state law which says
that every new double - truck car triat is

bought, or any old double -truck car that is

rebuilt, must have air brakes on them . And

I want to say right here, that Division No. 441

paid three -fourths of the money to have that

air brake law put on the books as well as a

few others which are of general interest to all

the street car men of the state of Iowa .

At the present time you get top wages at

the beginning of your fourth year. The old

way, you got to the top beginning your ninth
year. Nothing like boosting. That is , when

you boost right.

Five years ago, we worked 12 hours for

$ 2.40. Today we work 10 hours and get $ 2.60.
Also , when the conductor used to make his

turn-in , he put it in an envelope and dropped

it in a safe, and in three or four days he

would be called up and asked to pay 50c or

$1.00 shortage . How that money got out of

the envelope was too deep for the conductor,

but he had to pay nevertheless. Today your

turn- in is counted right before your very eyes

and you feel much better when it is that way,

because it's the way of the Amalgamated.

We had, during the month of April, a big

labor revival for all the union craft of the
city . We had some mighty good speakers.

One evening was set aside for the street car
men. Edward McMorrow spoke as well as

Mayor Hanna, and it was the best attended
meeting of the whole revival . And speaking

of Ed. McMorrow . too much cannot be said

of the maner in which he put forth such good
efforts in our behalf. We have to blame him

Galesburg, Ill. - Well, it is a case of love, for
Winter still lingers in the lap of Spring. You

that dusted the moth balls from your last

year's net underwear and shirtwaists, better

hang them up for a while.

We are having somevery interesting meet

ings at the present time. The contract still

hangs fire, and the committee is working very

hard, early and late , and I expect losing a

large amount of sleep safeguarding the inter
ests of the Local. And we as members should

stand solid, and show them that we will and

are ready to back them in the stand they may

take at any time, and it will help them to do
their work better.

Bros. Weaver and Miller have taken "Gree

ley's advice to young men " and have started

on a trip that will end at Portland, Ore. We

shall miss them, and the company loses two

nickel- catchers that will be hard to replace.

Bro . Ora McBride has taken a 30 - day lay -off

and has gone to see home folks, and the kids
on Late Clark and Sto kyards are very lone
some.

Bro. Harry Hughes was burned by a live

wire while on the Depot line, and is at his
home. He suffered several severe burns that

will lay him up for some time.

On the 7th a strike was inaugurated at the

brick yards east of the city . The men had

become dissatisfied with the way they were

treated and organized and then presented to

the company conditions of employment in the
shape of an agreement . The company refused

to consider the proposition or in any way to

enter into an agreement with the organized

employes or to reinstate those discharged for
taking part in organizing the Local . AS a

result over 400 men walked out and one of the

largest brick manufactories in the state is all

but shut down . A few are still staying with

the company in the hope that if the Local

loses its fight, they will get the fat jobs. Yes,
all right, but if the Local wins, " Mr. Scab,"
your name will be " mud." It will , anyhow .

It is a fact that if three - fourths of the men

upon any system or with any company are

determined to organize and will get together

and pledge to one another that they will stand

firm , and if their demands are just and right,

there is not power enough in any company to

destroy the movement.

Bro. Fred Hough is not very much improved
since our last paper . We all feel very sorry

for Bro. Fred and hope to see him on the road
to health .

Well , I must stop and reserve some of my

power so I can climb up that winding stair,

up, up, five stories high. It is higher than

most of us will be on the day of judgment.
But we will all try to be on the fifth floor

when the contract is read , unless it is the re

cording secretary - he may take a nap .

DIV , NO . 515 .
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THE “ VOLUNTARY" INCREASE. in the hands of loan sharks. The cause seems

to be that it is brought about by the daily
pay system . The manager has requested

those men to report to him . I would not

fancy the idea of reporting my financial con

dition to him if I was in that fix and wanted

to hold my job .

In a future number I will endeavor to give

you a further report of the method of dealing
with employes by this company as a result

of inspectors ' reports.

Fraternally yours ,

Cor. Division No. 536.

INCREASE OF V2 CENT NOT SATIS.

FACTORY.

em

Denver Colo. — Representing Division No.

536 , I would report that the effort to institute

this local and establish it as an organization

for the street railway employes of Denver

has resulted in a rather gratifying increase

in wage. The old wage scale prevailing here

prior to March 1st, 1910 for motormen and

conductors was :

22 cents for first year service men .

241/2 cents per hour for the second year ser

vice men.

2542 cents per hour for third, fourth and fifth

year service men, and

27 cents per hour for those more than five

years in the service, with one free uniform
or overcoat per year.

The new scale resulting from the agitation

to organize is :

24 cents per hour for first year service men.

2672 cents per hour for second year service
men .

28 cents per hour for third , fourth and fifth

year service men , and

30 cents per hour for those more than five

years in the service with the same prop

osition in regard to uniforms and overcoats .

This is the third increase in wage in ten

years and they were all made public in the

same way and under the same circumstances

as this was obtained. They were the result

of organization effort.
The Company runs what is called " The

Hospital Fund " . The employes pay 50 cents

per month into this fund and receive medical

attention (such as it is ) and medicine from

the Company physician, who does nothing

else but look after accident cases and

ployes. Should an employe have to enter a
hospital or undergo an operation, his ex

penses are paid out of this fund , The com

pany makes up any deficiency.
" The Mutual Aid ” is another side issue.

It is divided into two classes. Those who pay

$ 1.00 per month into this aid society are en

titled to sick benefits of $ 6.00 per week after

the first ten days' illness and $ 1,000.00 death

benefit. This fund also provides for a pension

of $ 25.00 per month after 25 years of service

or total disability. These benefits apply to

those of the first class , or those receiving

$ 75.00 per month or over in wages. Em

ployes of the second class are those who re

ceive less than $ 75.00 per month . They pay

50 cents per month into the Mutua Aid and

receive one -half of the benefits as described

for the first class . This class takes in the

track men , line men, pit men shop men and

girls in the telephone and Auditors' Depart

ment.

There are 900 men in the train service

here. 200 will receive the maximum rate of

wage ; 450 will receive the medium rate ; and

the balance of the men will receive the min

imum rate of 24 cents per hour.

In case of breaking trolley rope or pole ,

window glass, fender or side step , trainmen

are required to pay the damage unless they

can prove , by witnesses, that the accident was

unavoidable. The Ohmer or secret register is

in use here and settlement is made on the

basis of ten fares . That is, if less than ten

are over or short, no action is taken other

than to publish the list of errors, If ten or

more are over or short the conductor must

settle in full by the Auditors' report. There

are no receivers at the barns, but the con

ductors place the money after paying them

selves and the motormen, in the sack and de

posit the same in a safe at the barn, These

sacks are taken to the treasurer each morn

ing and the contents checked with the trip

sheets .

The motormen are allowed to sit on stools

outside of a certain zone . Our platform , or

pit, as it is called , is situated in the center of

the car instead of at the rear. The con

ductor must stand at the step at all times

when not collecting fares . He is allowed to

occupy a seat in the pit outside of a certain

zone . Only the first section , or one -half of

the car is heated, but the conductor is not al

lowed to stand inside. Only part of the vest

ibules are heated and that only by the head

light resistance .
During the effort to organize here, it was

discovered that over a hundred trainmen aro

Hartford, Conn .-Division No. 425 is having

a run of hard luck . Death has taken two

brother members during the month of April .

Bro. W. J. Christie, who was employed as
motorman , but unable to work for the last

year on account of prolonged illness , passed

away on April 18 , 1910. Bro. Fred L. Webster.

who has been working as a conductor amongst

us since November, 1907, was taken down with

typhoid fever and lasted only a few days,
when he left this earth of trouble and care.

Bro . Webster worked as a conductor for the

Farmington Street Railway before working on
the Hartford System . In addition to his du
ties as conductor, he worked for the Eastern

Advertising Co., placing ad cards in the cars

on the Hartford system . Both of these broth

ers were very popular and well liked by the
members of Division No. 425 .

All the new men coming to work are getting

in line and putting on the button. Fifteen or

twentynew members are taken in each meet

ing. We have a few old timers here whom

we have not been able to get in line as yet,

but they are very willing to acccpt everything

in wage raises and any better working condi

tions coming their way without any cost or

work on their part. They let the men with

the button do the work and pay the bills . Not

even a " thank you " for them for getting stools

for them.

The wage question is not settled as yet, al

though the company gave a voluntary raise of

one cent per hour to the six -year men or over,

and one-half cent per hour to all men below
the sixth year.

A few of the brothers must have forgotten

or have not seen the official notice that ap

peared in the Motorman and Conductor some
time ago, signed by our president, W. D.

Mahon , in regard to sick and death benefits

which may be found on page 24 , Sec. 77, of
the new Constitution . Would also call your

attention to Sec. 12 , on page 46 .

NO. 425 .

AGREEMENT SAME AS DIV. 272.

Youngstown, 0.-At the last meeting of

Division No. 114 our wage committee was

heartily thanked for their services in securing

the new agreement. President Joe Davis was

a hard worker for time and one-half all over

and above the regular run . Our agreement is

the same as Local No. 272.

Bro. Stiles met with a serious accident. In

in stepping up into his car he slipped and

sprained his ankle very badly , He was off

work about two weeks.

Bro. Warren has resigned and moved on a

farm near Warren, 0 . He quits about every

spring and comes back in the fall.

Bro. Brennan wascalled to his home in But

ler, Pa. , on account of the illness of his sister.

The stork visited the home of Bro. Harrofi

and left a young son .

Twenty One-M& C.

The brothers extend their sympathy to Local

No. 176 , over the death of Bro. Snyder. He

was caught between the freight platform and

his car here at Youngstown.

Bro. Whittenburger begins on an early run

May 1 .

Bro. Mulackey has returned and is working

his run after two weeks illness.
Bros. Zedaker, Kendall and Yocum have

started to raise chickens. Next winter eggs

will be at a reduced rate.

L. M. S.
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MATTER TO LOOK INTO .

or

a

us

Rutland, Vt. - Another mile -stone has been

passed in our career. One by one the years

are passing, taking with them our hopes, our
joys , our sorrows. It all depends on Us

whether there remain happy memories

melancholy regrets. What we have accom

plished as union in the years that have

passed is but another picture added to our

collection . How many of us have framed a

set of new resolutions ? How many of these

will be kept ? Let hope that the first

resolution on the list of each brother will be

to attend every meeting possible this year

the next to live up to the obligation taken at

our altar , and to take their working cards the

first of each month . Brothers, with these two

resolutions unanimously adopted by every Lo

cal in our union what more would be needed ?

and be a power for good in every community
We would thrive and grow as never before

where there is a local of our union. Let us all

take "Hope" for our guide. Hope never weeps

over our failures, but tells us our duty to each
other. Hope gives us a shoulder of steel to

turn to all discouragements and helps us to
See rays of sunshine through every cloud.

This is not fancy but a reality that fills our

lives with brightness and tells us to press on

and never give up .

Are you easing the load of overtaxed lifters

who toil down the road , or are you a leaner

who lets others bear your portion of labor and

worry and care ?

April 15th , Bros. Hawkins, Keenan, Kelley

and Holland, of Division No. 247, hired an auto

and visited Glens Falls, attending a meeting

of Division No. 304 in the evening and having
a very enjoyable time. We wish to thank the

brothers of Division No. 304 for the courtesy

shown the brothers from Division No. 247.

A new motorman has arrived and we hope

he will wear the button . His name is Wm .

Pitou.

Bro. P. Lavalley has resigned his position as
motorman, we understand.

Bro. Bowen has left us and is breaking on
the steam road . We all wish success and hap

piness to you, Ben.

Bro. H. J. Ingleston is getting a number of
telephone calls when on the Fair Haven end

of his run A number of the brothers wonder ,

why ? He doesn't have to look very sharp for

girls as he sees every one on the line .

Bro. H. Morgan has moved his family to

Maple street .

Why do we let our superintendent run some

of the extra runs and take the work from the

men when there are men he could get to work

them ? Brothers , I think we ought to look into

this matter.

DIV. 247.

fixed so long ago . Until the strike, the mem

bers were compelled to work for low wages

due to the provisional condition of the wage
clause. Then came the strike, during which

our old members enjoyed not a very lucrative
period . In the meantime, conditions have as

sumed that warrant the application for a wage

rate even in excess of the agreement wage .

The wage rate now prevailing is one under

which a majority of the motormen and con

ductors of Cleveland are working for 23 cents
per hour. Those who returned upon settle

ment of the strike are now receiving 26 cents
per hour, but they are in the minority. This

effects an average wage rate of less than 24

cents per hour . The proposition which the of

cers were instructed to carry to the company

was a 32 cents per hour rate..

It is understood that company is not favor

able to paying 32 cents per hour. The agree
ments provides for arbitration , It is very

evident that arbitration will bring a better

wage rate than now prevails and the employes

are entitled to more . It is quite likely that

the wage contention here will be subject to

arbitration .
The citizens of Cleveland and the street

railway company management are interested

in a test of three - cent fares. The franchise

provides for this test . Reports indicate that

it is meeting with some sucess and that there

is a good margin each month from this rate

of fare , so indications are that the test will
prove successful. However, that may be, it

has nothing to do with our wage rate. Divis

ion No. 268 and its members are not making
this test . They are working for the street

railway company for wages. The members

have an oportunity of testing the question as

to wheher the average wage here is a fair

one or not , before arbitration . The officers

are under instructions to proceed with the

wage test .

Wages are being increased all over the coun

try . In fact, concerns are making voluntary

in creases of from 6 to 10 and 15 % to men

who are getting now far better wages than is

being paid to street car men in Cleveland .

This , in itself, emphasizes the fact that better

wages are necessary to meet the demands of

the time.

There seems to be advanced, as an excuse

for the members to forego an application for

an increase in wage, that to work for the same

wage rate will contribute to make this three

cent fare test a success. To those , I might

suggest, that if they would cut the wages of
the street car men to 15 cents an hour the

test might prove that street car fare rate

could be fixed at two cents a ride , but I

hardly believe that it is a sensible position
to take that wages should be considered to
figure to the advantage of any street car

fare rate. The question of wages is one with

in itself.

Division No. 268 has removed to ney

quarters at Room 424 Columbia Bldg ., where

a commodious suite of rooms are occupied .

WANT 27/2 CENTS PER HOUR.

WILL INSIST ON WAGE INCREASE .

Cleveland , Ohio .- Division No. 268 has

changed officials . President and Business

AgentC. K. Farasey and Financial Secretary

John Srampfli are now ex - officials of the as

sociation . They have become Division Super

intendents. This required their resignation

as officers of the local .

At a meeting held in April, the Division

elected for president, Brother H. W. Ingersoll;

for financial secretary, W. G. Martin , and for

business agent, Chas. E. Koontz . These

officers were installed and took immediate

charge of the affairs of the association .

President Ingersoll was former Business

Agent, holding that position at the beginning

of the recent strike. Secretary Martin was

formerly recording secretary. Business Agent

Koontz formerly a member of the

local executive board. Thus , it can be seen

that our three newly elected officers are men

of some experience.

The local immediately gave the incoming

officers a job by directing them to open the

agreement for the purpose of substituting a

new wage rate for the present rate. The

presnt rate of wage is one that was estab

lished more than three years ago. However,

the adverse conditions under which the local

has striven from that time on has witheld

from the members the enjoyment of even

wage provision of the agreement which was

was

New Haven, Conn. The members of Divi

sion No. 281 are waiting patiently and ex

pectantly for returns from the Joint Execu

tive Board representing the various Locals in

Connecticut. We want 2714 cents per hour

here and we think we are earning it. We are

hopeful that we can make the company think
the same way . We are represented upon the

joint committee by President Thos. Diskin and

Past President Chas. Minnix . They enjoy the

confidence of those who selected them upon

this important work .

Of course, we have those here, as in every

other society who are a little delicate about

getting their shoulders to the wheel, but they

are few in number and will likely come along
in line. There are others who seem to forget

their obligations and let things out that would

better be kept inside .
There is a reason why Jack Carick and Jim

Mahoney are going to run a race July 10th
at 3 p . m . It will be an exciting contest.

Bros. TVm . Skinner and Jack Le Grand have

their ball team in first class shape and are now

open for dates. The boys look fine in their

new suits of blue and we expect great things

from them this summer .

a
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a

runs on

Vancouver, B. C .-- Since writing last to The

Motorman and Conductor we have lost by
death true and worthy brother, the late

motorman, G. Lenfesty, a firm unionist, and

one of the charter members of our Division .

Bro. Lenfesty had been sick for some time.

The large attendance of our members at the

funeral helped to show in what high esteem
he was held .

Applicants in numbers of from five to twelve

are presenting themselves at each of our reg
ular meetings for initiation, and as our pres

ent strength is over 500 it will be readily seen

how rapidly we are growing.

Last Wednesday evening we indulged in a

very interesting social, having as our guests

a large number of members' wives and wives

to - be , and also the members of Division 134 ,

of New Westminster, B. C. Our worthy presi

dent, Bro . Taylor, occupied the chair . A very

good program had been prepared, the items
being contributed by members, and refresh

ments provided by the ladies were served dur

ing the interval. The event was declared by

all to be a great success, which is most en

couraging.

To be a thorough unionist a man must get
his wife fully interested in the union principle,
and this can be done most successfully by

bringing her to social functions conducted by

the respective Divisions.
We have just experienced an unusually

heavy week's traffic, consequent upon the hold

ing of the Vancouver annual horse show , a

horse show which takes its place with the

best on the continent, and which, it is stated

by some authorities, is only excelled by the
exhibition of horseflesh in New York City.

Bro . T. D. Roberts, who has been spendin

a few months in England , is expected back in

a few days. We mssed very much the familiar

sight of his portly form .

Our recording secretary , Bro. Harris , suf

fered from a nasty abrased leg, the result of a

loaded wagon of lumber getting jammed be

tween his car and one of our freights, but as

the newspaper reports state that it is to the

coolness and promptitude of Bro. Harris , that

the teamster owes his life - that is suflicient

consolation for him ,

Several of our members have been struck
with the real estate agency craze , and armed

with a few signboards, and a large storage of

" hot air," have hit the trail and penetrated

far into the bush to discover a certain " lot,"

which they are going to try to convince peo

ple is a real " Eldorado .” We are far too wise

to have such yarns sprung on us, and naturally

these agents don't come within our " yard

limits . "

Bro . Jakes found a " stork ” in his house a

few weeks ago, and I must congratulate him

on his choice. The one I smoked was not too

bad, although the smell had a slight semblance

to cabbage.

G. B.

Tuesday evening, the night he takes his seat.

We of Division No. 416 feel proud of having as

a president a man who has been able to rise

from our ranks to the position he now holds,

and extend to him our best wishes for his

future advancement in all he may undertake,

together with his daily routine of work as

motorman on the Monroe street line.
Bro . Beck was in Chicago last week and

reports a very nice time. He says there are

some street cars in that city.

Adams street cars are soon to be pay -as

you - enter. The boys are wondering what kind

of time they will make when Al - Frisco opens

up , May 14th.

We are sorry we cannot report the number

of stops the stork has made, although it is

rumored he left a pair at the home of one of
our brothers.

The Monroe street have been

changed back to the old schedule, the time

having been too short and very hard to make

under the time table that was recently put in
force .

At the last regular meeting it was voted to

organize a degree team with a short initiation
ceremony .

We are sorry to learn that one of our broth

ers whom we had all confidence in has become

so angry as to throw away his button simply

because he lost a run that he wanted . N'е

trust he will see where he is in the wrong and

will hastily restore the button to its place on

the lapel of his coat, before it becomes gen

erally known, as we feel quite sure his rash

act was done in the heat of passion.

We would like to give every member per

sonal mention but the space is too short to
do so. However if you have anything you

wish publish kindly let your correspondent

know of it and he will be glad to put same

in print.

WELCOMING SPRING .

Menominee, Mich , and Marinette, Wis.

Division No. 302 is still in line and purposes
to continue so .

We have some members who are not en

couraging the progress of our local in a way

that might be expected of men who under

stand the full meaning of organigation . Per

haps they don't . I hope they will. However,

there never was an advancing cause but what

there were some who were opposed to it, but
there are none so blind as those who will not

see and none so deaf as those who will not
hear.

Some thirk that the attempt to make a
Success is discouraging when one-half will

pull one way and one-half another, but that

is just what should spur the half that is
right on to pull the most effective. Often , the

stubborn opposition inspires the most deter
mined effort to attainment. So we are not

discouraged.

We are welcoming spring time. We have

emerged from one of the most vigorous win

ters we have experienced for some time in

northern Michigan , but the snow is disappear

ing and the ice is receding from the lakes .

Everything here indicates that the summer

will be a most active one ; perhaps the best

ever experienced by our company .

Ax

PRESIDENT DAN GORMAN NOW ALDER

MAN .

SHOULD TAKE A TUMBLE.

Peoria, Ill. It is with pleasure your corres

non lent is able to report that our president,
D. J. Gorman , will take his seat with the city

dads on Tuesday evening, May 3rd , as alder

man from the First ward , and with the help

of Bro. Sauers, of the Distillery Workers as

alderman , there can be no doubt but the in
terest of the working class will be well

looked after. Alderman Gorman has shown

his good work already by having a bill intro

duced and passed bythe council, that all labor
trouble arising between employer and em

ployes be submitted to arbitration , on the

Galesburg and Peoria line, which company has

been granted a right of way into our city ,

Bro. Gorman has also had the honor of being

appointed by Gov. Joneen of this state as a

member of the board of Dinois in regard to
the labor commission form of government
Division No. 416 has, with the many friends

of Bro . Gorman, bad a very pretty floral de

sign made in the shape of a street car , with

the emblem of Division No. 416 in letters on

each side. It will be presented to him on

Nashua, N. H.- Division No. 284 is moving
along . We have had considerable sickness

among our members . La Grippe seems to have

heen the prevailing ailment. One of our meni

bers is yet sick .

One brother is undecided as to whether he

will return to farming or enter service as a

brakeman upon the steam road, He had bet

ter let " well enough " alone.

We sent $ 10.00 to our Philadelphia brothers
during their strike. We trust the result of

the strike will be permanent peace and success

to Division No. 477 .

I trust some of our boys will take a tumble

and smoke union made tobacca and also pat
ronize union barber shop's rather than the

other kind . It costs no more .

Cor. 281 .
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CLEVELAND, SOUTHWESTERN & CO.

LUMBUS AGREEMENT.

an

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT made

and entered into this 8th day of April, 1910, by

and between the Cleveland, Southwestern and

Columbus Railway Company, party of the first

part, hereinafter called the Company, and the

Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec

tric Railway Employes of America, Division

No. 380 Elyria, Ohio , party of the second part,

hereinafter called the Association.

WITNESSETH :

1st. The Company through its proper offi

cers agrees to treat with any committee au

thorized by the Association on any and all

questions of dispute , and failure to reach a

satisfactory settlement with the operating

officers of the Company, the Association has

the right to appeal the case to the Executive

Committee of the Company, who will treat
with the committee of the Association and

render a decision.

2nd. For trainmen, all runs shall conform to

as near a ten ( 10 ) hour work day as possible,

and there shall be no run exist that cannot
be completed inside of twelve ( 12 ) consecutive
hours, and any run that does not exceed eight

( 8 ) hours shall be placed as extra run ,

unless some regular trainman desires to choose

such run.

3rd . In the train service , employes shall be

paid from the time they are required to report

for work until they are relieved from duty at

the scheduled starting point, except in cases

where a run is completed at a point where it

is necessary for the crew to lay over for the

night. In such cases the crew will be allowed

the deadhead time only and trainmen when

required to deadhead shall receive full pay for

such deadhead time. It being understood that

when an extra man is compelled to deadhead

over the road to relieve a rgular man bfore he

has completed his run , the deadhead time shall

be allowed the extra man and deductd from

the time of the regular man so relieved .

4th . All members of the Association to be

given free transportation over the lines of the

Company, this transportation to be good on
any regularly scheduled local train and in

cases where they wish they may travel on

limited trains. Emlpoyes' wives and members

of their immediate family dependent on them

are to be given return trip passs good on all

regularly scheduled trains at any time; passes

to be issued at the dispatcher's office.

5th . All members to have the privilege of

living wherever they please so long as they

can reach their work on regularly scheduled

cars, it being understood that the residence

of the linemen shall be such that it will not

cause delay in taking care of emergency work.

6th. Employes who turn into the office of

the Company lost articles found in the cars

or on the Company's property , shall attach to
same a tag provided for that purpose . The

tag shall bear a brief description of the arti

cle and the time and place the article was

found. This tag to have a coupon bearing the
same number as the tag. On presentation of

this coupon after the expiration of sixty ( 60 )
days, the article found shall be returned to
the party finding the same, unless it shall have

been returned to the owner. When the article

is returned to the owner , the tag shall be

removed from same and a report made on the

back of the tag giving the owner's name and

address and the date the article was returned
to the owner.

7th . At any time the Company wishes to

change the schedule, it is agreed that there

shall be a list of runs posted on all bulletin
boards for a period of one week previous to

such change and all employes to have their
respective places in accordance with their

continuous age in the service of the depart
ment. Priority of service always to deterinine

an employe's rights on the Division on which

he is employed; it being understood that the

oldest employe ' has the first choice and the

others in the order of their seniority .
Sth . Any inember of the Association who

holds an office in the Association that requires

his absence from the Company's employ shall

be given such leave of absence as may be

necessary for him to have to fulfil the duties

of his office and he is to be placed in his regu

lar position with the Company on reporting

for duty the day before he desires to go to
work .

9th . All employes of the Company ' shall be

paid by the usual form of bank check, or in

cash or currency, if the Company desires to
do so .

10th . When an employe is reported for an

infraction of the Company's rules, he shall

be given a hearing by the proper officers of

the Company without delay, and if after a

thorough investigation under the provision of

this agreement he is found guilty of sufficient

cause to warrant discipline , it shall be given

without delay , but in case after investigation

it is found that he is not guilty of sufficient

cause to warrant such action, he shall be re

instated and paid for all lost time.
11th . Trainmen shall not be required to

sweep or grease cars .
12th . No employe is to be suspended or dis

charged without first being given a hearing

before the proper officer.
13th . It is further agreed that all extra

work shall b done by extra men when avail
able . The company to have the right to select

the motormen and conductors for oprating

work trains and line cars when they desire to

do so, providing the men selected are satisfied

and willing to take work train and line car

runs, it being understood that in case regular

men are selected and the work trains operated

regularly that the runs shall be moved up

during such period , but should the work trains

be off the road for a few days at a time, the

men shall be entitled to extra work as first on

the extra list . The men taking these runs are

to understand that they will not be moved

back on their run for any period less than ten

( 10 ) days. If work trains are not regularly

in service, but are only operated at short per
iods at a time, no move shall be made. During

such short periods, the runs of regular men

operating work trains shall be filled by extra
men .

14th . All trainmen entering employment of

the Company hereafter shall receive:

First year, 21 cents per hour.

Second year, 22 cents per hour.

Third year, 24 cents per hour.

Fourth year, 26 cents per hour.

Fifth year and over, 27 cents per hour.

Present first year men to be rated as second
year men .

Present second year men to be rated as third
year men.

Prsent third year men to be rated as fourth
year men.

Present fourth year men to be rated as fifth
year men.

The 27 cents to be effective January 1st ,
1911 .

This agreement shall be in force and effect

until January 1st , 1913 , and any change or

alteration desired by either party to this agree

ment must be submitted to the other at least

thirty ( 30 ) days previous to its expiration.

On the Part of the Cleveland, Southwestern &

Columbus Ry . Co.

By A. E. AKINS , Vice -President.

E. F. SCHREIVER , Secretary .

On the part of the Organization.

B. B. CASSON , President.

H. C. KNOPPENBERGER ,

Secretary and Treasurer.
S. C. SMITH .

E. R. MCKIBBEN ,

II . BREYLEY,

E. L. CARTER.

Signed in triplicate.

" Don't use too long words ," said F. Hop

kinson Smith , the author , at a luncheon in

Philadelphia . " I was once on the way to

Reading by train , and , at a town nestling

beside the river, I came out on the platform

and drew in deep breaths of the pure, de

licious air.

“ 'Isn't this invigorating ? I said to the

brakeman .

· No, sir ; it's Conshohocken ,' said he."

New York Telegram .
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WANT TO REORGANIZE. SIXTH ANNIVERSARY OBSERVED.

Mobile, Ala . -Some will undoubtedly be sur

prised to hear from Division No. 450. Really

the division has gone out of existence. The

charter was surrendered some time ago. Some

of the boys here think there was a mistake

made. In fact, there are a good many of

them who think so and it need not surprise

any one if the charter is again applied for and

asked to be restored. The principle of union

ism is still here and it is growing stronger

every day.

Wehave twelve inspectors with badges on
for 240 men. You can think for yourselfwhat

the men have to dodge or to put up with.

It makes the most of us think that we had

better get together and get our charter back.

Recently the company distributed $ 1,634.39
as a bonus for six months. It was adver

tised in our newspapers under big head lines.

One man is credited with receiving $ 23.56 as

his share, which would be an increase in

wage of nearly $ 4.00 per month , and if others

who received the bonus received as much as

this one man, there would have been 68 men

receiving the bonus, whereas there are 240 of

us. Dividing the $ 1,634 equally among us for

the six months would have amounted to

about $ 1.00 per month apiece or not to exceed

372 cents per day. Evidently some got noth
ing ; some got some; and some got more. I

think it would be better for all of us to get
better wages. It would give more even satis

faction.

If we get our charter back , I hope we will

have sense enough to pull together and treat

one another like men.

Salt Lake City, Utah . — Division No. 382 cele

brated her sixth anniversary the 15th inst. A

good program had been arranged consisting of

songs, recitations, piano and organ selections

and several numbers were played by a sex

tette made up of members of the Division's
band. An addressof welcome by International

Vice President A. H. Burt was a feature of the

entertainment. He dwelled at some length

upon the necessity ofasking for union labeled

goods, urging especially the ladies to usetheir
influence in the matter. He told of the good

unionism is doing and what organizationhad

accomplished for us car men. After the pro

gram had been rendered refreshments were

served and dancing was indulged in until
late hour. A royal good time was had by all

present, and those who remained away surely

missed a rare treat. About 170 people par

ticipated in the grand affair . Great credit is

due the amusement committee who had the

whole affair in charge. Everything within

their power was done to make things pleasant.

We do not have enough such good times .

It tends to foster better feelings and we get

better acquainted and learn todo things for
such occasions.

We are pleased to announce that our boys

paid up the dollar assessment with pleasure

to aid our Philadelphia brothers.

Bro . Bassore is still in the hospital , as is

also Bro. Chelton, who was recently operated

upon for appendicitis.

Bro. T. H. Armstrong is still confined to his

home with rheumatism . Bro. J. W. Hooper is

sick .

EXECUTIVE BOARD OF DIV. NO. 25, EAST LIVERPOOL, O.

Above is the picture of the agreement committee of Div. No. 52, East Liver

pool, O. With the assistance of First Vice President J. J. Thorpe they recently

secured for those they represent a substantial increase in wages.

Reading from left to right those in the picture are : Standing - Bros. J. C.

Conley, Wm. Nicholson , T. R. Williams and Walter McClain . Sitting -- Bros.

Hunter Allison , Hugh Thorn and Charles A. Allison .

In Bro. Chas . A. Allison is seen one of the pioneers of the Amalagamated

Association , as well as a pioneer railway man . Div. No. 52 is the first local that suc

cessfully led a campaign to enforce an arbitration provision for labor disputes as

a feature of public utility franchises . Since the adoption of the arbitration clause

franchise service to the public has never been interruptd by strike or lockout.
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.

By W. D. Mahon .

(Continued from April . )

CHAPTER XV.

The Philadelphia strike took place on the

morning of December 17th and continued

until December 24th , 1895. During that per

iod there were many attempts at settlement

by outside influences, and one that almost

proved disastrous to our cause. There were

many persons on the outside , some very in

fluential, that had interested themselves in

conferring with both sides trying to bring

about a settlement. Among the prominent

of these parties was the Rev. George D.

Baker, president of the Christian League of

Philadelphia, and Mr. George Griffeth , a

prominent manufacturer of the city and also

a director for the Christian League. These

two gentlemen had visited our headquarters

a number of times and had also waited upon

the company, seeking to bring about an un

derstanding between us , and on the evening

of the third day of the strike they appeared

at our headquarters with the text of an

agreement which they claimed they were

authorized to offer us by certain officials of

the company. After a discussion of the prop

ositions with our committee and our position

being expressed , they returned to consult

with the other side and came to us again ,

later in the night, with the basis of a settle

ment, which they claimed had the approval

of the company. The propositions were in

writing and they stated that they were au

thorized to sign on behalf of the company

and would guarantee the carrying out of the

contract.

Coming from two prominent men like this ,

knowing their standing in the community,

there was no question on the part of our

committee but what they had full authority

to act. The committee agreed to the propo

sitions and they were signed jointly upon

our part by the committee and upon the part

of the company by Messrs . Baker and Grif

feth . It was some time about midnight when

this proposed agreement was reached , and it

was decided to immediately notify the men

at the different barns to resume work . The

committee was divided up and sent to the

different barns , covering the entire system ,

to instruct the men to return to work in the

morning. The writer took the Germantown

barn , some eight or ten miles out, and ar

rived there about half past two or three in

the morning. I succeeded in getting the men

rallied and about five in the morning we re

ported at the Germantown barn and inform

ed the foreman that under the agreement

reached the night before the men were ready

to go to work.

He stated that there must be some mis

understanding, that he had been instructed

by the company that if the men returned to

work they could only do so as individuals

and that there was no agreement reached be

tween us. It is unnecessary to say that this

situation alarmed us , for everyone was ex

cited . We returned the men to their hall

and I hastened to the headquarters at Eighth

and Calihill streets, where I found the hall

filled with excited men clamoring to know

the reasons for their order to return to work

when the company would not recognize or

treat with them , and it took some time to

get this excited crowd cooled down. After

an explanation of matters it was decided to

send a committee to find Dr. Baker and Mr.

Griffeth and ask an explanation from them .

Inasmuch as there were none of the other of

ficers present a committee of three was

picked from among the men and instructed

to wait upon the gentlemen for the explana

tion sought. On their way to find these gen

tlemen , they met with several members of

their executive committee , and Organizer

Weber, whom had already held a conference

with Dr. Baker, and were returning with his

explantion . They stated that Dr. Baker felt

the situation very keenly. He claimed that

he and Mr. Griffeth had been authorized by

certain directors to make this settlement,

and later on , the settlement had been repudi

ated by President Welsh of the company.

Things were in a chaotic state after this, and

it took the committee and officers the entire

day and night to again get their men round

ed up and in line. The writer, accompanied

by different members of the committee , went

from barn to barn explaining the situation to

the men and getting matters straightened

out again . We spent the entire afternoon

and until five o'clock the next morning in

this work.

Returning again to headquarters at five

o'clock , where all the committees had been

instructed to report upon the situation , we

found that our members had again been put

in line and the situation , so far as the organ

ization was concerned , was safe. Dr. Baker

made a brief statement in the press regard

ing the proposed settlement, and stated that

after the strike was over and matters had

calmed down he intended to make a thor

ough exposure and name the directors who

had authorized him to proceed . Whether

such a statement was ever made or not, the

writer is unable to say, but there was no

blame to be attached to either Dr. Baker or

Mr. Griffeth . The committee was satisfied

that what they did was done in the best of

faith , and that they had been tricked by the

other side. On the other hand , while it was

a dear lesson , it taught us that in the future

any settlement that came to us must come

with the signatures of the officials of the

company instead of through a commission

of this kind .

The strike continued on until the morning

of the 24th of December, when a settlement

was reached . The final settlement

brought about between General Manager Be

tam of the company and the executive com

mittee , after several conferences. However,

during the entire strike, a number of influ

ential citizens interceded from time to time

with the hopes of bringing about a settle

ment. Among those interceding was Mr.

John Wanamaker, the merchant prince of

Philadelphia, and as much has been said con

cerning Mr. Wanamaker and his attitude in

connection with this strike , the writer feels

that a thorough explanation should be made

here, as an injustice has been done Mr. Wan

was
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amaker from time to time by his political its fight, attended the meeting. Mr. Wana

and other opponents. maker made some remarks to the men pres

Now the only connection Mr. Wanamaker ent. He told them that the matter of settle

had with the settlement of the strike was as ment was in their own hands, that they

follows : Mr. Wanamaker sent for the writer should be careful in considering it , and real

and the president of the local union , Mr. ize just what it meant before acceptance,

Lutz . He asked of us our demands and said but at no time did he urge the acceptance of

if we would place a copy of them in his the propositions, or in no way had he any

hands he would take them up with the com connection with the securing of the propo

pany and see what he could do towards sitions from the company, for the proposi

bringing about a settlement. He stated very tions were secured by the executive com

plainly to us at that time that he did not mittee of the men of Philadelphia them

own any amount of stock in the company , selves , carried by them to the meeting and

and was not influential from a financial ratified by a general meeting of all the men

standpoint, but that he believed he could use that could be gotten into session . The rati

his influence with certain of the directors to fication took place on the evening of De

bring about a peaceful settlement. So , in cember 23rd and on the morning of the 24th

accordance with his request, we returned to all men returned to work and all lines were

our headquarters and consulted with our soon in operation as though nothing had

committees and with friends of our organ ever taken place to interfere with them. The

ization . Among these were Mr. George result was that the organization was estab

Chance, president of the Printers ' Union ; lished and put in operation. There were

Mr. P. J. McGuire, then secretary of the some fourteen to sixteen divisions, as each

Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, and of the big barns was placed into a division ,

other citizens who had shown themselves and then a central committee was formed

friendly to our cause . We drafted out our with two delegates from each division to rep

propositions , and , with the full executive resent the organization as a whole.

committee, again met Mr. Wanamaker at his In the next chapter we will explain the re

store . We discussed the whole proposition sult of this work and the further history of

with him and he took the propositions that the Philadelphia organizations.

we gave him and sought a settlement. He (To be Continued. )

asked us to give him until the next day for

his reply, which we did , and on that day he

visited headquarters and informed us that he
PROCEEDINGS OF G. E. B. MEETING

was unable to bring about any settlement on
(Continued from page 9)

that basis , but that anything he could do

from time to time he would be pleased to do. report of the proceedings . Then , the Presi

The next time Mr. Wanamaker visited our dent continues :

headquarters was just after the proposition Tron , Steel and Tin Workers' Strike.

of a settlement had been brought back by " In accordance with the call of President

the executive committee, who had held a con Samuel Gompers of the A. F. of L. , I at

ference with Mr. Betam , and had the basis tended a meeting in Pittsburg, January 13th ,

of a settlement outlined between them , sub in behalf of the Iron , Steel and Tin Workers '

ject to the ratification of the executive com organizations. In accordance with the con

mittee, and later, the ratification of the clusions of that conference, Chairman C. 0.

meeting of the men . Mr. Wanamaker was Pratt spent some ten days there, but inas

in the room while the settlement conditions much as there were only some two or more

were discussed , as was a number of other organizers that responded , it was decided

citizens, and members of our committee. He not to take up the work until more organ

stated very plainly at that time that he izers could co-operate. However, the appeal

feared the basis outlined would not bring a in the interest of the Iron , Steel and Tin

settlement, but that he hoped that it might. Workers was sent out to our various locals .

However, it was the opinion of the majority $ 100.00 was contributed from the Interna

present that the basis outlined between the tional organization after corresponding with

committee and the general manager should the Board upon the same. There has been

be accepted , and the propositions were of reported to the office upon this appeal at the

fered to a meeting of the men. The com close of the report, January 31st, $ 1,320.70

mittee was instructed to return and meet as contributed direct by local divisions to

Mr. Betam and have the propositions signed , the support of the Steel Workers. Reports

subject to the ratification of the men at a indicate that this sum will be several times

meeting that night, and a meeting of the duplicated by appropriations which will yet

men was called . Mr. Wanamaker remained be reported .

for some little time after the committee had Omaha Appeal .

returned to headquarters and talked with " In accordance with the written instruc

the different ones who were there , and among tion of your Board I sent out appeals for

them the writer. He asked if there would financial assistance for the members of Di

be any objection to him attending our meet vision No. 288 , Omaha, Nebr. I find that the

ing that night. He was told by the commit Local Division had also sent out an appeal

tee and officers present that there would not , which was somewhat confusing to our mem

and that they would be pleased to have him bership and caused some of them to answer

visit the meeting. In accordance with this direct to the Omaha Division . The follow

understanding, Mr. Wanamaker, as well as ing are the Divisions that have answered

several other persons who had shown their and sent the amounts opposite their names

sympathy towards the organization during to this office for the Omaha Division :
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Division No. 228 , Joliet, II. 10.00

Division No. 125 , Belleville, III .. 5.00

Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .. 25.00

Division . No. 174, Fall River, Mass 5.00

Division No. 169, Easton , Pa .. 5.00

Division No. 517, Gary, Ind . 6.50

Division No. 326 , St. Joseph , Mo. 15.00

Division No. 484, Kewanee, 11 . 2.00

Division No. 481 , Port Chester, N. 5.00

Division No. 113 , Toronto , Ont. 25.00

Division No. 265, San Jose, Cal. 10.00

Division No. 276, Stockton, Cal. 20.00

Division No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y 80.00

Division No. 416 , Peoria , Ill. 5.00

Division No. 236 , Alton , Ill . 10.00

Division No. 107 , Hamilton, Ont. 5.00

Division No. 308, Chicago , Ill .. 25.00

Division No. 194, New Orleans, La . 100.00

Division No. 382 , Salt Lake City, Utah 25.00

Division No. 448, Springfield , Mass . 10.00

Division No. 495 , Helena , Mont . 5.00

Division No. 241 , Chicago, Il... 200.00

Division No. 477 , Philadelphia, Pa .. 100.00

Division No. 52, East Liverpool, O. 10.00

Division No. 256 , Sacramento , Cal . 20.00

Division No. 281 , New Haven , Conn . 5.00

Division No. 235, Brockton , Mass . 25.00

Division No. 514 , Sydney, N. S. 5.00

Division No. 197 , Meadville, Pa .. 3.00

Division No. 304 , Glens Falls, N. Y 10.00

Division No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va . 10.00

Division No. 334, Boone, lowa . 2.50

Division No. 490 , Yonkers, N. Y. 5.00

Division No. 19 , Colorado Springs , Col. 20.00

Division No. 312 , Davenport, Iowa .. 10.00

Division No. 459 , Bridgeport, Conn . 10.00
Division No. 517 , Gary, Ind . 6.50

Division No. 78, Galveston , Texas 5.00

Division No. 111 , Ypsilanti, Mich . 10.00

Division No. 302 , Marinette, Wis . 5.00

Division No. 519, La Crosse, Wis . 10.00

Division No. 433 , Lansford , Pa . 5.00

Division No. 498 , Mt. Vernon & New
Rochelle, N. Y 5.00

Division No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C. 25.00

Division No. 109 , Victoria, B. C. 25.00

Division No. 223 , Butler, Pa. 5.00

Division No. 448 , Springfield , Mass . 10.00
Division No. 476 , Norwalk , Conn . 10.00

Division No. 452 , Thompsonville, Conn. 5.00

Division No. 199 , Ottumwa, Iowa. 5.00

Division No. 525 , Ashland , Wis . 2.00

Division No. 447 , Richinond, Cal. 10.00

Division No. 89, New Castle, Pa . 10.00

Division No. 22 , Worcester, Mass . 10.00

Division No. 272 , Youngstown, Ohio . 10.00

Division No. 238 , Lynn , Mass . 10.00

Division No. 246, Salem , Mass . 10.00

Division No. 455 , Portsmouth , Ohio.. 5.00

Division No. 517, Gary, Ind . 6.50

Division No. 497, Pittsburg , Kans 8.90

Division No. 524 , Oskaloosa, Iowa . 8.00

Division No. 496 , Pittsfield , Mass. 10.00

Division No. 442 , Des Moines , Iowa . 5.00

Total . $ 1,090.90

The report signed by the International

President covering the five months embrac

ing the audit period , was received and filed

and the matters referred to the Board for

action were taken up in their order at later

sessions .

$ .72,000.00 in strike benefits to the members

of Division No. 477. Donations in response

to appeals have come to the General Office

from various local Divisions and organiza

tions and forwarded to the Philadelphia Di

vision the sum of $ 23,456.44, making a total

strike benefit expenditure from the Defense

Fund and response to appeal, of $ 75,456.44

to assist the striking members of Division

No. 477 .

Action upon the matters referred to the

Executive Board through reports from the

International President and matters that

were otherwise before the Board is given in

further record of the meeting as follows :

Death and Disability Claims.

Upon the claim for death benefit based

upon the death of the late Leonard Kohler,

former member of Division No. 513 , Barton

ville, Ill . , the evidence before the Board was

to the effect that the late deceased became a

member of Division No. 513, September 26th ,

1908 ; was suspended September 30th , 1909,

and died , as a victim of a car barn fire, Oc

tober 25th , 1909, and was, at the time of his

death , suspended from all rights and privi

leges of the association . This is one of the

unfortunate cases where members permit

themselves to become suspended at a time

most vital in consequence to themselves .

The claim wa disallowed for payment, ac

tion of the G. E. B. being governed by Sec

tion 90 of the Constitution and General

Laws .

Claim for disability benefit by Member

Benjamin Leibold , Division No. 26 , Detroit,

Mich ., was acted upon . The evidence in

this case is to the effect that claimant be

came a member of Division No. 26 , August

27th , 1909, and was disabled by having the

toes of one foot smashed by accident No

vember 3rd , 1909; claim received March

10th , 1910 . It was determined upon the

evidence submitted that disability was in

sufficient to comply with the requirements

of Section 89 of the Constitution and Gen

eral Laws . The claim was disallowed .

Claim for disability benefit by claimant

Wm . T. Lawlor, disabled member of Di

vision No. 241, Chicago, Ill . , was passed

upon by the meeting. Evidence in this

claim is to the effect that claimant is af

ficted with locomotor ataxia (paralysis )

and is totally disabled . The evidence of

examining physicians is that the affliction is

supposedly due to undue exposure. Claim

ant certifies that he is of the opinion that

it is due to an accident and electric shock

which happened in either November or De

cember , 1907 . The affliction came upon

claimant January 3rd , 1909. It was re

garded that the evidence is insufficient to

establish the cause of paralysis to be the

result of the accident as required by Sec

tion 89 of the Constitution and General

Laws and payment of the claim was disal

lowed.

In acting upon the disability claim filed

by Member Jas. Egerton , of Division No.

99, Winnipeg , Man., the evidence before the

Board is that the claim for disability bene

fit is based upon paralysis. Claimant be

came a member January 9th , 1908 , and

there is sufficient evidence of disability.

The International President submitted to

the Board a supplementary report bearing

upon the Philadelphia lockout, in which he

stated that the lockout was instituted Feb

ruary 19th , 1910 . Such a situation was ac

cepted upon a report that the company was

discharging union men by the hundreds “ for

the good of the service ." Others being

threatened with dismissal , suspended work ,

pulling in their cars until the entire service

was tied up. This strike or lockout, as it

may be termed , occurred within the present

audit term and record of it will be embraced

in the report to the next G. E. B. meeting.

The object of calling it to the attention of

the present Board meeting was for prepara

tion for continued prosecution of the strike .

There has been paid from the Defense Fund
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However, no evidence was at hand that

paralysis was the result of accident as re

quired by Section 89 to qualify the claim

for payment. This claim was deferred for

further evidence as to the cause of paralysis

upon which the claim is based .

Action of the Board upon claim for death

benefit upon the death of late Bro . R. J.

Clark was taken up . The evidence before

the Board is to the effect that deceased be.

came a member of Division No. 308, Chi

cago, Ill . , October 26th , 1908 , and died of

pulmonary tuberculosis November 5th , 1909 ,

in good standing at time of death . Before

the Board was a copy of the death certifi

cate of the Board of Health of Chicago , Ill . ,

bearing a certification of Dr. O. Eugene

Larkin, attending physician, that the dura

tion of the cause of death was two years .

This claim was disallowed for payment, ac

tion being based upon Section 81 of the

Constitution and General Laws.

Rulings, Claims and Appeals .

The G. E. B. reviewed an appeal of Mem

ber W. C. Downing, Division No. 308 , and

the decision of the International President

upon the same. The appeal was based upon

irregularities of a trial upon charges. The

decision of the President sustaining the ap

peal was based upon admissions contained

in the evidence bearing upon the case as

well as assertions in the appeal. The de.

cision of the I. P. was approved by act of

the G. E. B.

Division No. 500 , Chester, Pa. , under for

mer dispensation of the G. E. B. , was cred

ited with assistance from the general funds ,

the President having been instructed to so

assist the division from time to time in a

sum equal to the per capita tax chargeable

to the membership. This action was taken

as a matter of assistance in the conduct of

the affairs of the Chester Division at the

time and subsequent to the strike in which

it was involved immediately upon the insti

tution of the local . By act of the meeting,

the former act of the G. E. B. applying to

the credit of Division No. 500 was revoked

and the International President was so in

structed .

A bill was presented by Division No. 497 ,

Pittsburg , Kans . , for action of the Board .

The bill was for services rendered by Presi.

dent Sim A. Bramlette of the Kansas State

F. of L. in an arbitration case , designated

as the " Smith arbitration case between Di

vision No. 497 and the Joplin and Pittsburg

Railway Company.” The bill is in the sum

of $ 13.40 for services and expense upon the

case. Evidence before the Board was to

the effect that Pres. Bramlette was retained

by the local Division, the case being one of

local concern . The bill was disapproved

for payment by the International Associa

tion and the Secretary was instructed to re

fer the same back to the local Division .

Reports upon the strike situation apply.

ing to Division No. 288 , Omaha, Nebr., were

reviewed . This strike took place Septem

ber 18th , 1909 , and is still in progress . The

reports indicate , however, that the members

secured employment, for the most part , vari

ously ; thus mostly relieving the association

defense fund of responsibility. With the

reports was a certification of the local of

ficers embracing the names of twelve mem

bers yet subject to relief. This report was

verified by statements of G. E. B. Member

McMorrow , who recently investigated the

Omaha situation . By act of the meeting,

the International President was instructed

to continue relief to the members reported

subject to constitutional provision.

An appropriation of $ 25.00 to the Ohio

State F. of L. Legislative Committee was

approved. Vestibule legislation in which

this association is interested in connection

with the general legislative work in that

state , is being promoted by the State F. of

L. committee.

The New York Call .

From the New York Call was submitted

an appeal in the following language :

" 442 Pearl St. , New York .

" To the General Executive Board,

Street and Electric Railway Employes.

" The time is here for organized labor to

take a final step. You must know, from

your past experience, the value of public

opinion . This is molded by the press and

everything can be influenced in your favor

by a fair press . In other words, by a labor

paper..

" The New York Call is a labor paper. It

is being published as a daily newspaper in

New York City by an association of work

ing men ; it cannot live without the sup

port of the working people. Union men

and women should read the news that is

printed for their benefit. They should keep

in touch with their kind the world over and

for this , no better medium can be had than

the New York Call .

" We appeal to your Executive Board to

bring this matter to the attention of your

membership. The combined support of

thousands of working men would strengthen

this weapon for their defence and put into

their hands a power they do not otherwise

possess . If organized labor is to win its

future battles , it must have at its disposal

a daily press.

“ Will you give the Call your support ?

Please let us hear from you as to the steps

taken to enroll your membership in our be

half and theirs .

“ Anticipating your hearty co-operation ,

we are,

" Yours in Labor's Cause ,

“ The New York Call."

The appeal was supported by statements

of President W. D. Mahon , Treasurer Rezin

Orr and G. E. B. Members W. B. and D. S.

Fitzgerald , crediting the “ Call" with able

voluntary assistance of the cause of labor ,

and this association particularly, in various

eastern sections .

The Secretary was instructed to write

the “ New York Call," extending the thanks

of the Executive Board for the able assist

ance it has rendered the cause of this Asso

ciation and wage earners generally. The

Secretary was also instructed to notify the

various locals of the activity and value of

the paper in behalf of the trades union

movement and its importance as a daily

paper to be supported by subscription.

An appropriation of $100.00 was made to
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" The New York Call” in consideration of investigation and ruling by the General Ex

its services upon various situations in which ecutive Board upon appeal. In reply to a

this association has been involved in the communication to the Secretary of Division

past. No. 241 , it was learned that a copy of the

At one of the sessions of the Board held appeal had not been submitted to the local

April 17th , Secretary H. B. Barron of Di Division as provided in such cases . The

vision No. 477 , Philadelphia , Pa . , through Secretary was instructed to so notify the

the International President , by long distance appellants through Board Member Greene ,

telephone, reported that a referendum vote it being the position that in the case of such

of the membership of Division No. 477 had an appeal, the result of a thorough investi

been taken upon propositions for a settle gation should be placed before the G. E. B.

ment of the strike in which the Philadel by the officers of the local Division and also

phia local was involved ; that the vote stood by the appellants , such results to indicate

1,258 for accepting the propositions for set or point out the particular rules of the or

tlement and 1,265 against accepting the ganization and local Division alleged to be

propositions for settlement ; that the local violated in the premises and governing said

Executive Board of Division No. 477 was allotment of runs. Under these instructions

unanimous in favor of acceptance of the to the Secretary the case was held in abey

terms of settlement, and that the represen . ance that the appeal, with full information ,

tative of the proposed settlement demanded might be first review by the International

an answer by 9 o'clock p . m . as to whether President and follow the regular course of

the terms would be accepted or not . The appeals of this kind .

local Executive Board requested instruc Sorensen Appeal .

tions from the G. E. B. in time to make re
An appeal of Motorman Sam Sorensen

ply ; and stated that the terms of settlement
and others of the Armitage Station , mem

upon which the vote was taken were pre

viously approved and recommended by the
bers of Division No. 241 , was relative to

International representative in charge of
seniority rights and an appeal from the ac

tion of the local Division relative to allot
the strike.

ment of runs , applying to the consolidation

The G. E. B. regarded the majority vote
of Boards. Evidence in the appeal shows

against acceptance of the proposed terms of
that a copy of the appeal was not filed with

settlement as not sufficiently committing to
the local Division as required by the Gen

overrule the unanimous opinion of the local
eral Laws of the association . Action upon

Executive Board when their opinion was

sustained by the International representa
the appeal was withheld pending more def

inite information and to afford the local Di
tive. It was ruled to sustain the local Execu

vision an opportunity to file an answer to
tive Board in their position and direct that

the allegations of the appeal.
settlement be accepted upon the proposed

terms voted upon . The Secretary of the Glens Falls, N. Y., Case .

G. E. B. was instructed to so notify at once An appeal from Division No. 304 , Glens

Secretary Barron of Division No. 477 . Falls , N. Y. , was made for the disposition

of cases of former members of Division No.

Sessions of April 18th .
304 relative to their engagement in the

The sessions of April 18th were the final private detective agency enterprise . The

sessions of the General Executive Board « appeal set forth that the members charged

meeting. Chairman Pratt appeared at the with engaging in the detective enterprise

opening of the forenoon session , making full were indefinitely suspended and the case re

attendance of all members of the Board , in ferred to the International Association for

cluding the International President and In final disposition . The evidence in this case

ternational Treasurer.
is to the effect that certain members formed

At these sessions , aside from completing a detective agency in Glens Falls , alleging

the audit work , the meeting took up matters to the membership that their enterprise

for action , as follows :
would engage in such detective work as

A bill was presented through Division No. would not reflect upon the division associa

192, Oakland , Cal . , for the printing of 800 tion in its conduct. There was a protest

working cards , to the credit of Carruth & filed with Division No. 304 against this move

Carruth Co. , Oakland, Cal . , in the sum of
by members who should retain their mem

$3.25 . According to the evidence , the bill bership in the local Division .

was incurred by Division No. 192 without in
The appeal was supported by later con

structions from the International office . It
duct of the detective agency in a class of

was not approved for payment and the Sec work that reflected upon both the employes ,"

retary was instructed to so notify Division members of Division No. 304 , and the em

No. 192 .
ploying company in that their work imposed

Seniority Rights. upon freight and passenger traffice patrons

An appeal taken by members of Division of the company, causing a threat to be

No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . , at Devon Station , made to withdraw freight patronage from

through Local Board Member Thos . F. the service and thus cripple the business of

Greene , came before the meeting. The in the company, as well as lessen the opportu

ference of the appeal is that by consolida nity for employment.

tion of lines, thirteen crews of the Wells Upon such cases as this at hand, the law

Limited Line attained an undue advantage provides that it is within the province of

in the allotment of runs on the promotion local Divisions to deal with questions of

list at Devon Station not according to the suspension and expulsion of members and

rules of the organization , and asks for an that only appeals from the action of local
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municipal ownership investigation resolution

adopted by the Toronto Convention of this

association . The I. P. was empowered to

associate others with him in the work of

investigation that a report may be made of

the effect of municipal ownership upon or

ganizations of labor to the next Conven

tion .

G. E. B. Member Edward McMorrow re

quested to be recorded as extending his

heartfelt thanks and appreciation to the as

sociation for the kindly care , treatment and

assistance rendered to him during his ill

ness in Toronto following the late Conven

tion .

Audit.

The results of the audit of the books and

accounts of the International office show an

increase in the funds of the association at

the end of the audit period of $ 18,022 60. A

recapitulation of result of the audit is as

follows :

Treasurer's Accounts.

Balance on hand , Aug. 31st , 1909. . $ 64,592.22

Receipts , Sept. 1st , 1909 , to Janu

ary 31st , 1910 , inclusive.... 71,179.49

Divisions bring such cases before the Gen

eral Executive Board .

Again , the law provides that appeals must

be taken within ninety days from the date

of development of cause for appeal.

In this particular case , the Board ruled

that inasmuch as the members were sus

pended from membership of Division No.

304 and failed to appeal to the International

within the allotted ninety days, that such

suspended members are indefinitely sus

pended and indefinitely out of the associa

tion , and that they have accepted of the act

of the local Division as final in their cases ,

which would render any action on part of

the General Executive Board as unwarrant

ed and ineffective, the local Division's posi

tion being naturally sustained and upheld

by the laws of the association . The Secre

tary was instructed to so notify the local

Division .

Resignation of First V. P. Behner.

There was submitted to the meeting the

resignation of First International Vice Pres

ident A. L. Behner from his position as First

Vice President, due to engagement in a po

sition not consistent with his retention in

his official position with the association .

The resignation of First V. P. Behner was

received and the Secretary was instructed

to so notify him , tendering to him the well

wishes of his associate officers and the

thanks of the association for his past good

services .

Philadelphia Strike Off.

A telegram was received under date of

April 17th , 1910, from Secretary H. B. Bar

ron , Division No. 477 , Philadelphia , Pa. ,

which reads :

" Local Executive Board voted to

accept conditions of settlement and

ordered members on strike to return

to work ."

Chairman C. 0. Pratt explained the con

ditions of the settlement as follows:

That the striking street railway employes

were to return to employment with the Phil

adelphia Rapid Transit Co. and were to be

returned to regular runs at the earliest mo

ment possible that arrangement could be

made to that end ; that those not immedi

ately returned to regular runs, with the ex

ception of those who were extra at the time

of the strike, are to receive $2.00 per day

for idle time intervening ; that committees

are to be received upon grievances in the

future ; that the local association monthly

button may be worn upon the coat while in

employment, but that it is restricted to not

exceed 34 of an inch in diameter; that the

cases of 174 discharged members will be

waken up for conciliation and arbitration by

and between President Kruger of the com

pany and President Driscoll of Division No.

477 for final disposition ; that the cent in

crease in wage to establish the wage at 23

cents per hour shall prevail; that all other

matters of difference shall be taken up be

tween the committee and the president of

the company for amicable adjustment. This

marks the ending of the Philadelphia strike.

Municipal Ownership.

By act of the meeting, the International

President was instructed to carry out the

Total .. . $ 135,771.71

Disbursements, Sept. 1st , 1909, to

Jan. 31st , 1910 , inclusive.. $53,126.89

Bank balance Jan. 31st , 1910 .. 82,644.82

The above is deposited in the Peoples

State Bank in Detroit in the name of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America.

Emergency fund in safety deposit

vault . $5,000.00

Amount in contingent fund . 412.81

Petty cash 10.00

Total amount at general office,

January 31st, 1910 ..... . $88,067.63

The full financial statement, together with

the audit statement of the F. H. Macpherson

Co. , Public Accountants, will be forwarded ,

in published form , as soon as received from

the printers , in accordance with instructions

to the International President in compliance

with the laws of the association.

Organizing Work .

Much discussion upon the Board was en

tertained relative to organizing work . Re

ports were received from the various officers

and board members upon work now in

progress as well as also upon contemplated

work for the future. However, future organ

izing was left in the hands of the Interna

tional President for direction , with the ex

ception of two cities upon which he received

instructions from the meeting.

Audit Period Review.

A review of the work reported for the five

months embraced in the audit period sup

ports the active progress of the Association .

Aside from the work performed by A. F. of

L. and Association organizers , the Interna

tional officers have made 172 official visits,

embracing 82 visits to local Divisions. Of

Divisions to which charters were granted

during the term , International Treasurer Orr

and G. E. B. Member W. B. Fitzgerald , as

sociated with Association organizers ,
are
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credited with the institution of four local

divisions ; G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea with

the organizing of one local division ; G. E. B.

Member Richard Cornelius with one local

division ; and Vice-President J. J. Thorpe

with two. In addition to this , several organ

izing projects are passed over to the next

term . In fact , the outlook is most promising

for a report upon active organizing work for

the succeeding term .

In reviewing the record of strikes and

lockouts for the term , it will be noted that

the Association has been usually exempted.

We may say usually exempted , because in

the latter years the organization has not

been in volved in strikes and lockouts so

numerously as in former times . The only

strikes or lockouts that have developed en

tirely within the five months were those of

Divisions Nos . 288 , Omaha, Nebr. , and 526 ,

Kansas , City, Mo. Both of these may right

fully be termed lockouts , and most particu

larly the latter one . That of Omaha, Nebr. ,

continues at the end of the term as report

ed. That of Kansas City enters the history

of the Association as a special incident

of the time. In Kansas City , the company

took a decided stand against the organiza

tion and development of Division No. 526.

At the same time , the company was appeal

ing to the citizens of Kansas City for an ex

tension of franchise. The purpose of this

move on the part of the company was to se

cure greater bonding privileges and to be

able to further burden the system with in

debtedness. The alleged purpose of this

was for additional equipment and extension.

This Association met the defiance of the

company by a well-ordered campaign against

the granting of the desired franchise . This

was in compliance with the action of the

Toronto . Convention , before which a report

of the Kansas City situation was made. The

campaign against the franchise was person

ally directed by G. E. B. Member Fred Fay ,

A. F. of L. officials enlisted through the In

ternational President, and local labor rep

resentatives . It resulted in an overwhelm

ing defeat of the company and the purpose

of the Association in that respect was

gratifying success. The Kansas City fight,

following that of Division No. 268 , Cleveland,

Ohio, is the demonstration of the force avail

able to the Association experiments with

which in these two cities will likely lead to

its adoption in other cities where the inter

ests of street railway men and their rights

to organize are defied and opposed by em

ploying companies .

The Philadelphia strike , like that of Kan

sas City, was a lockout , in line with the pur

pose of the employing company to contest

the rights of its employes to organize . In

cidents which characterize that strike are

too fresh in the memory of the readers for

repetition . The strike terminated during the

sessions of this G. E. B. meeting, and, with

out question , the employes have gained the

purpose of their effort--the right to organ

ize . The local has succeeded in establishing

a foundation upon which its membership can

build at will and the Philadelphia employes

will likely make Division No. 477 one of the

strongest locals of the Association. How

ever the Philadelphia strike is not of the

audit period reported .

Division No. 288 , Omaha , Nebr. , is indi

cated, by its number, as being one of the

older organized locals ; yet it is a well -known

fact, to those who are familiar with its his

tory, that it was tolerated by the company

only to await the opportunity to drive out

organization completely. Its past efforts to

secure recognition have always been met by

a small increase in wage and the local was

never in full working order with the com

pany as a representative of any considerable

number of the employes. It , too , was really

an organizing effort. The opposition of the

company which inspired the Omaha strike

was in line with a disposition to defeat the

purpose of the employes to fully and thor

oughly organize.

Thus , it may be recorded again that an

other audit period has passed without in

volving old and fully effected organizations

in any serious controversy with their re

spective employing companies. It again

predicates past statements that there is but

little danger of strikes where employes

maintain thorough and active organizations .

It certifies that the danger of strikes rests

with the unorganized and companies that

persistently and ruthlessly endeavor to ob

struct organization among their employes ,

and thus hold them in a condition deprived

of their rights and the right to assert their

own lawful inclinations as working men and

as citizens .

Withal , the audit period shows a steady

advancement in the Association in every de

partment. Such progress must be accepted

as resultant of the united forces of the entire

membership. The International officers fully

recognize this and in extending thanks for

the unselfish co -operation of those to whom

we are responsible can go forth pledging our

hearty endeavor to continue t ' :e progress.

Our past experience teaches us that it is un

necessary to appeal for the continued loyal

co-operation of our membership. That has

come without appeal . It is exemplified in

the magnificent response shown in the loyal

support to the trades union movement in

general . It is that which makes us a pow

erful factor in the American labor move

ment.

( Signed ) GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD,

C. 0. dratt, Chairman ,

Edw. McMorrow ,

Magnus Sinclair,

Wm . B. Fitzgerald ,

P. J. Shea,

Fred Fay,

D. S. Fitzgerald ,

Richard Cornelius ,

Chairman pro tem .

Per R. L. Reeves , Secretary .

a

The strike of the miners of Nova Scotia

has been settled on terms favorable to the

strikers .

A BOOSTER is a clean hustler for Union

Labels, all of the time.

A KNOCKER is a hustler for his own la

bel, when someone is looking, but a laggard

when the grandstand play is impractical on

account of lack of audience.
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HARDSCRABLE TRANSFORMED BY rod wide dugway road that was given over to

ADVENT OF TROLLEY public travel.

However, there were a few plots and

nooks, here and there, of a productive na

Conductor Jim Harding yet had six min ture, and from these Jasper Milton had been

utes before starting the return run. The car well able to work out an abundant supply

lay on the Y at the end of the line. As he of foodstuffs for himself and family. He had

dropped leisurely into a seat to await the accomplished this , and had time left to ap

rapidly approaching starting time, his eye ply to outside occupations that came to him

rested upon a familiar landmark that chance, with each returning season , the earnings

perhaps as much as anything else , had pre from which supplied clothing, paid doctor

served for more than three-score years . It bills and for other necessities of which the

stood well into the mouth of the deep ravine soil was not productive. The fabric and

that terminated in a lap of flat land , through style of clothing thus supplied , as well as

which the designed extension of the trolley the abundance of other purchaseables, were

line was to continue in construction in the of a standard and measure within these out.

early spring, and upon which lay the tem side earnings , yet sufficient to dispel want

porary “ Y ” that served as the present ter and invite thankfulness.

minal. As singular as it may appear, Old Jap and

The old landmark seemed to stand out as his family were not generally popular in the

lone sentinel for the more covered human township in which he lived . Both he and

habitations that followed the retreat of the his wife had contributed many kindnesses of

depths of the crooked gulch that extended a special nature during their lives , and in

gradually until it lost its identity high up that way had gained a general tolerance as

on a broad and well populated plateau , from entitled to live peacefully. It had been old

whence it had torn some four long weary Jap's policy to lend an unselfish helping

miles to force its crystal waters across the hand to others needing it whenever it came

rich bottom soil to swell a much larger to his attention that he could do so. And

stream . no case of affliction in the six-mile-square

Jim Harding was much interested in the township ever escaped his notice. But this

landmark. He was the owner of it. He had afforded only special friends, and often those

become owner of the property through a without influence in fixing the standard of

spirit of true philanthropy. It was an old desirable citizenship.

log house. For forty years it had been the Old Jap was a Democrat. He was a per

home of Jasper Milton- " Old Jap,” he was sistent Democrat. For 40 years he had

called --whose wife was an invalid. She had proved an unalterable Democrat. There

been an almost helpless invalid for more were twelve others in the township who

than fourteen years. There was one child , were Democrats. Old Jap was classed with

a daughter, Mary Milton , fifteen years of them. With him there were thirteen in all .

age. But Mary was old in experience in life There had been just 13 Democrat votes cast

for a girl of her years . in the township elections for several years

Old Jap Milton loved his wife and daugh back. If one of them was forced to leave

ter. He had provided the best he could for town or was otherwise disqualified to vote ,

them . He worked hard all his life . Although another either reached his majority or im

Mary had attended the country public school migrated to keep up the Democratic ranks .

its 28 weeks each year since she was six The whole 13 were dumped into the pot of

years old , she early became the woman of unpopularity. There were 600 voters in the

the house and had worked hard to help township ; 13 of them were politically ostra

along. cized . They were the 13 Democrats. All

But old Jap Milton finally gave out. He others were Republicans. All political strife

became afflicted with rheumatism . For some was among the Republicans. In the ranks

two years the neighbors helped him . But he of the Republicans were local factional polit

had only a few neighbors. They lived far- ical enemies , but they were not unpopular.

ther up the ravine and became more distant So we see why old Jap Milton was unpop

in proportion to their ability to help until ular. Mary was his daughter, hence she,

they diminished into disinterested strangers too, was unpopular. There was not another

among the farmers four miles away on the of the 13 Democrat families in the neighbor

hill beyond, or stopped short at the line of hood in which was the Milton home. Had

aristocracy maintained by the wealthy hus there been , they would have been no better

bandmen of the fertile bottom lands. And in the way of assisting the now afflicted Mil

there is none more self-sufficient in aristoc ton family than were his poor Republican

racy than the farmer aristocrat. neighbors .

Old Jap could no longer follow any of his Nobody ever endeavored to learn just why

various occupations, and they were several old Jap Milton was a Democrat. Some rea

as the seasons . His 40 acres of land were , soned that he was mulish ; that it was a

for the most part, untillable . Those acres all natural contrary disposition. Some claimed

lay, half and half, snugly against each side that it was because his father was a Dem

of the Gulch . More than one-half of them ocrat. Others went so far as to style him

were so nearly perpendicular that they de a rebel sympathizer. It was not known that

fied trespass. The never -ceasing, gurgling old Jap ever explained his allegiance to the

waters of a stream , fed by a myriad of per Democrat party. It is reasonably doubtful

sisitent springs, had bared pebbles , stone if he ever could explain. It goes without

and rock through the center of the entire 80 question that his 40 acres of gulch land

rods. Added to its soilless trail was the would have yielded no more had he been a
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Republican. Neither would he have been

more favored with employment or better

vages. He never had any trouble to find

more employment than he could do. He

was a good , willing worker, and his service

was always in demand. No Republican ever

drew any better wages. Farmers pay the

least possible to get the service. They never

enquire of the applicant relative to his po

litical faith . They are more interested in

the profit from the worker's production.

If, in the township in which he lived, old

Jap was a Democrat because he believed

that Republicanism was a panacea for the

ills of the rich only, and hence a deluge of

ull to the poor, he would have been a Re

publican in the same spirit of protest had

ho lived in a Democratic community where

the rich were Democrats. However it may

be that he was a Democrat, we have dis

covered the cause of his unpopularity , and

the cause by which he innocently unpopular

ized his faithful young daughter.

Perhaps all this had nothing to do with

the misfortunes that overtook the Mitlons .

But let us not forget that old Jap Milton

had contributed a life service to the enrich

ment of various homes of the township. He

had never done an hour's work for hire but

that he had left profit behind him for the

enrichment of his employer. Yet old Jap

was disabled and destitute.

First of all, he sold his old horse.

didn't bring a very high price. The buyer

cracked the best bargain he could to get it.

Then he endeavored to picture to old Jap

that he had bought it more as a matter of

charity than because he wished to make

the deal.

Next went the only cow on a like forced

sale. It was a hard blow. But the direct

afflictions increased in tensity with the par

ents , and the burden grew proportionately

for little Mary to bear. When the cow

went, it left less work.

The hunting gun, traps and saleable tools

went, and e'er another winter the precipi

tous acres and historic old log house were

mortgaged .

At last, as the chilling winds of November

chanted their unwelcome appearance in al

ternate dolorous sounds and horror shrieks

about the gabels of the old log house , the

Poor Board of the township were deliberat

ing to arrive at the most ecenomic means

of disposing of an appeal for assistance made

by Dr. Barr in behalf of the Milton family.

“ Gentlemen , something must be done,”

urged the good old physician. " Old Jap has

been a good patron of mine in years gone

by. I'm willing to continue to treat both

him and his wife without charge for service .

For more than a year I have contributed ser

vice and medicine. But there are other sup

plies necessary. The town should help . "

" A most unfortunate case ,” urged Poor

Commissioner Hale. " Old Jap was a faith

ful worker. He worked many a day for me

on the farm , and for my father before me.

In fact, he cleared several acres of the best

part of my farm that weren't worth five dol

lars an acre before. But this is a question

that affects the tax rate . We've got to deal

with it carefully.”

" Old Jap ditched 20 acres of my farm and

converted a worthless morass into a prop

erty valued at four thousand dollars , ” argued

farmer Taylor, a member of the board. “ But

I paid him eighty dollars for the job. So I

don't owe him anything. This is a question

of taxes ."

“ Taylor," suggested Dr. Barr, "you have

made many dollars from that work of old

Jap's. Fifty dollars will carry him through

the winter. You can afford to give it to

him . "

" I don't see why I could be expected to

give over to old Jap Milton what belongs to

me," irritably retorted Taylor. “ Let the law

take its course and let each taxpayer bear

his share. I am one of the largest taxpayers

in this town. "

" Well, " added Jaquay, the village grocer,

who was the third member of the board , “ I

see no way out of it only to follow the law.

We can contribute nothing so long as the

Miltons own their property. They must be

cared for. We must sell the property, pay

the debts and then, when what is left is used

up, we'll be obliged to either help them

from the township poor fund or send them

to the county house."

“ That is the proper course,” injected Tay.

lor. " I think the best place for the old

folks is the county house. That will give

the girl a chance to work and earn her own

living. I understand she's a good worker

and I think I can prevail on my wife to en

gage her to work at my house. She would

certainly be able to earn her board and

clothes ."

Such was the result of the deliberation

of the board.

Mr. J. M. Fenton was consulted by the

Poor Board . Mr. J. M. Fenton held the $120

mortgage on the Milton propety. In earlier

days Mr. J. M. Fenton was familiarly known

as Jim Fenton. There was nothing particu

larly lovable about Jim Fenton.
He was

never known to do a charitable act in his

life. In fact, it was a common understand

ing that Jim Fenton would drive past a foot

traveler with an empty wagon to save the

wear, tear and delay of giving the man a

lift by taking him in to ride. Jim Fenton's
father had been the same sort of man. Jim

inherited one of the best farms in the town

ship . His wife was joint heir to another

large estate. Jim had an eye to wealth

and inherited not only his father's property

but a shrewd business cunning. He had

served as administrator of the estate of his

father - in -law . The estate was to be divided

among five children . Jim wound up the

affair and divided the proceeds. After the

smoke of battle had lifted , Jim owned the

estate. Of course there were family ties

broken, but what was that to the profit from

the cunning of Jim Fenton. He had worked

his card so shrewdly that no two of the

five children were speaking terms.

Neighbors and townfolk discontinued their

familiarity, and ever after Jim was known

as Mr. J. M. Fenton. However , he was a

loyal Republican. He was a good judge of

on
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men relative to their judgment upon the

valuation of property and their proclivities

to nose into the personal property of others.

So it was that Mr. J. M. Fenton was an im

portant loyal Republican. Only one man

was ever known to be elected to office in

the township who didn't bear the passive

or active 0. K. of Mr. J. M. Fenton . That

man tricked his way onto the board of as

sessors for the resolute purpose of fixing

& valuation on the property , real and per

sonal, of Mr. J. M. Fenton that would force

that gentleman to pay his equitable share

of taxes. Mr. J. M. Fenton immediately pos

sessed himself of the mortgage upon the

objectionable assessor's farm . Results were

satisfactory to Mr. J. M. Fenton. The re

fractory assessor retired from politics , car

rying with him so little confidence of his

constituents that after he had paid the mort

gage and got from under the disciplinary

control of Mr. J. M. Fenton he could never

recover his lost following. Of course, there

were some men in the township who did

not take their hats off to Mr. J. M. Fenton ,

but so far as taxes were concerned they had

no more of which to complain than did he.

The family of Mr. J. M. Fenton consisted

of himself, Mrs. J. M. Fenton, one son , Ches

tor A., twenty -one years of age, and two

daughters, Alice, nineteen , and Agnes , sev

enteen.

Singularly enough, the unpopularity of

the Milton family reached its utmost in the

J. M. Fenton family . Old Jap had never

done a day's work for the Fentons. Work

could go undone before J. M. Fenton, or his

father before him, would employ old Jap to

do it . Further, the old animosity had been

tensified , innocently enough, when little

Mary , at the age of 12 years, had been voted

the winner in a prize essay contest between

girl students of the township schools, and

in which Agnes Fenton was second.

It was this story, and more, related by old

Dr. Barr to him , one day in early December,

that awakened the generous impulses of

Conductor Jim Harding. It resulted in his

ownership of the forty-acre farm , if farm

it could be called , at the mouth of Hard

scrabble. That is the name by which the

fourmile crooked gulch was known to the

township people. In fact, it is the only name

by which it was known to the world , so far

as it was known to the world .

It was Christmas day that Jim Harding,

for himself, personally delivered a letter at

the Milton home in Hardscrabble. It was a

typical Christmas. A substantial snow had

fallen during the night to replenish the

purity of the former coat. It clung to the

branches of the shrubbery and trees and

cheerfully reflected compliments of the sea.

son upon the glistening rays from its dia

mond crystals . The absence of any newly

traveled pathway told that his was the

first Christmas call in that section . It is

doubtful if another could have been more

welcome. Hewn from the very rock upon

which the old house was supported were the

steps he ascended from the highway. The

air was still , and silence was broken only

by the rippling waters of the stream below.

( To be continued. )
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Handkerchiefs in ALL , for

50 cents, postage paid .

It's like finding 'em.

Send Stamps or Silver.
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Groceries, Dry Goods, Shoes, etc.
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Chicago Wholesale Co.
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Chicago, Ill.
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WORKERS UNION
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UNION STAND You help better shoemaking conditions

You get better shoes for the money .

factory Na You belp your own Labor Position.

You abolish Child Labor .

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : " This shoe does not bear the stamp, but to
made under Unlo, Conditions . This is false.. No shoe is union made unless it bean

theUnion Stamp. BOOT & SHOE WORKERS' UNION

John F. Tobin , Pren . 246 Summer St., BOSTOR , MASS .
Chas. L. Blaine ,Soc. - Trens .
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To Pittsburg's Street Car Men

THANKS

You kept us so busy in the past year , that we

have had to takeadditional space. We are plonged

to announce that in addition to selling

Union Made Uniforms

Wo are now showing

Union Made Guaranteed Dress Clothes

Theyhavo all thestyle ofcustom made clothes at

popular prces. Orders for purchases at depart

montstores our specialty. Cash or easy payments.
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Printing
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REUTER & MADER
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This

Label
The International Assoclatler

bas arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

SPRINGS

for Motormen's Stools

50c Per Set

Delivered Anywhere

Our Label is No. 38 .

They fit any stool, and

are a great comfort to

the backandkidneys.

There are many thoue

ands inuse.Sendstampe

for a set today.

Toledo Chair Spring Co.

417 Michigan SL

TOLEDO, ONIO

GERAGHRY & CO.

81 La Sallo St., Chicago.
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“ Thank you ,old man , for telling me about the BLOCH UNI

FORM of QUALITY .This is the best fitting ,best made, and best

wearing, union made Uniform I ever had. I am going to tell all

my friends to buy this kind and take Cut out and

NO SUBSTITUTE .”
Mail.

Address

THE BLOCH COMPANY
City

Wholesale Manufacturer
, Cleveland, Ohio Dealers name

THE

BLOOH

COMPANY

Please send 910

Style Book and

samples ofuniforms

Name
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Officers of Div. No. 441 , Des Moines , Iowa.

Above are the officers of Div . No. 441 , with G. E. B. Member Ed . McMorrow . They secured

the recent wage adjustment that brought $ 21,000. per year increase to the
Des Moines Street Railway Employes.

THE UNION SMASHER LOCKS HORNS named the Chicago Railways Company as

WITH THE AMALGAMATED a party defendant. An amended and sup

ASSOCIATION . plementary bill , however, was directed only

against Division No. 241 et al.

A case that will serve to excite general The importance of this case demands that

interest in industrial circles is now in prog it should be liberally reported to our mem

ress by appeal before the Supreme Court bership. No case at law could be of more

of Illinois. Much has been said , and much direct interest. The results of no case could

more will be said , of this case in the pub be more consequential. Should the asso

lic mentors of the day. It is im likeness to ciation lose, the results are untold.

the celebrated Taff -Vale case of England , It is the hope and faith of organized la

and it will take its rank with the case of bor that in this late day it can do things

Loewe vs. The Hatters ' Union and the un of a promotive nature and yet remain with

fair Buck Stove and Range Co. vs. Gom in the pale of the law. Such is the purpose

pers, Mitchell, Morrison and the A. F. of L. of organized labor. It is to be trusted that

in the matter of interest. It is the case of the ultimate decision of this case will re

Harry Kemp et . al . vs. Division No. 241 of mand to organized labor the right to act

the Amalgamated Association of Street and along any line that will bring good to its

Electric Railway Employes of America et al . membership and thus benefit all labor and

This case has resolved itself into one of a society in general . If, however, an adverse

union -smashing “ open shop" Employers' decision ultimately results , organized labor

Association vs. The Amalgamated Associa will be compelled to resort to the old pur

tion of Street and Electric Railway Em pose to attain good and accomplish benefits

ployés of America, and incidentally against in spite of the law.

all organized labor. It may be a remarkable expression rela

Harry M. Kemp et al . , as a party to the tive to the tenets of organized labor in the

case , are only a figurehead . The real party past to allude to anything that would indi.

backing them is the " open shop” Employers' cate that there ever was a time that things

Association . The original bill of complaint had to be accomplished in the interest of
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manner

labor without due respect to law . But it

cannot be denied that organized labor of

today has its foundation builded upon that

very principle, and one does not have far

to go back into history to find the move

ment laboring along that line and neces.

sarily so. This point is made to preclude

alarm and discouragement at any conclu

sion of the court upon this case .

We are told by classics that it was a vio

- lation of the law at one time for a slave

to avoid entertainment of assemblages by

making his escape when it was the purpose

of his master to place him in the arena

with starved and vicious animals , to be

torn to pieces , limb by limb, for the edifica

tion of the multitudes who gathered to wit

ness the games and sports of the time. We

are told of the gradually increasing repug

nance among the people to that class of

entertainment and of the time when they

violated the law by wresting the slave vic

tim from the hands of his master, and then

followed the enactment of a law prohibiting

the use of slaves upon such occasions and

directing that criminals should be substi

tuted therefor. We are told how the sport

ing populace lamented the enactment of

this law denying to them the privilege of

witnessing the high sport of contests be

tween the slave and the wild beast, with

chances all favoring the beast. Later, by

wholesome violation of the law and disre

gard of the judges, the enactment of an

other law was compelled protecting even

the criminal against becoming a victim for

this sort of sport. However, it is not the

purpose to trail a narrative at this time

along the bloody and torn pathway of the

emancipation of labor. As we look back

down the gauntlet, we find retreat blocked

with broken laws and violated mandates

of tribunals. Let us hope that no decision

will come from the Supreme Court of the

State of Illinois that will be forced to yield

to the purpose of labor and become rele

gated to the pit of past judicial inhumanity

to man .

The bill of complaint in this case , briefly

stated, sets forth that on May 18th, 1908 ,

Harry M. Kemp et al . were employed with

the Chicago Railways Company , and that

after becoming such employes they became

members of Division No. 241 of the Amalga

mated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America, composed

of the employes of the said railways com

pany ; that they tendered their resignations

from membership because of dues being in

creased from 50 cents per month to 75

cents per month ; that Division No. 241 ,

through committee, demanded of the

management of the company that the said

Harry M. Kemp and others, who refused to

continue to pay dues , must either pay their

dues or be dismissed from the service ; that

to carry out this demand , the membership

of Division No. 241 threatened to strike ,

taking a strike vote , in the event that the

demand relative to Kemp and others should

not be complied with ; that to intimidate

and coerce the company , the Division pub

lished articles in the “ Union Leader" and

and a circular supporting the position of

Division No. 241 in its determination to

strike ; that the question voted upon by

the members of Division No. 241 was : “ Shall

we cease to work with men who have re

ceived benefits through our organization and

refuse to continue members ?" That said

vote was taken in disregard to the by-laws,

rules and regulations of said Division , etc.;

that because of said threats and acts the

said Harry M. Kemp and others have rea

son to believe that the Chicago Railways

Company would be compelled to discharge

them ; that their employment with the said

company was their sole means of livelihood

for themselves and families, and that unless

injunction should issue their rights would

be unduly prejudiced and forever lost.

Upon this bill prayer was entered that

Division No. 241 and its agents be enjoined

from plotting, planning and conspiring to

wrongfully and unlawfully do any act or

say anything or in any manner whatsoever

attempt to coerce or intimidate the Chicago

Railways Company, by or through its ofti

cers or agents, for the purpose of procuring,

bringing about or causing their discharge or

dismissal, and from in any manner, by

means of wrongfully or unlawfully combin

ing together in concerted plan , plot, con

spiracy or action, do any act or thing in any

whatsoever for the purpose of

wrongfully or unlawfully causing, or at

tempting to cause, to bring about the dis

charge or dismissal of appellees as employes

of the Chicago Railways Company because

of the fact that appellees had resigned as

and were no longer members of Division No.

241 , or from in any manner, for any unlaw

ful reason , causing the discharge of appel

lees as employes of the Chicago Railways

Company, and general relief. "

The original prayer for injunction was

made before Hon . Chas. M. Walker, of the

Circuit Court of Cook County, in which Chi

cago is located .

Demurrer was filed by Division No. 241

on general and special grounds, in which it

was contended that the bill of complaint

contained nothing to show that Division No.

241 and its officers and members were en

gaged in any unlawful conspiracy or enter

prise ; that nothing was contained therein

to warrant a court of equity in issuing an

injunction ; that the things that Division No.

241 and its membership were charged with

doing, and charged with intending to do,

were those that they individually . or collec

tively had a lawful and legal right to do ;

that said bill shows on its face that there is

a non-joider of the necessary party defend

ant ; that said bill shows on its face that

there is a non -joinder of said party com

plainants.

At the hearing upon the complaint or ap

peal for injunction , Judge Walker denied

the injunction. In denying the injunction,

Judge Walker said in part :

" If the injunction sought properly could

issue in this case and be sustained, the log .

ical consequence would not be far to see.

If two or three men of any union, whether

having joined the union in good faith or

not, and whether having resigned from good

motives or bad ones, could immediately ob

tain an injunction to enjoin the rest of the

union from quitting work , could such an at.

а
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tempt to compel men to work against their

will be legal and successfully maintained ?

There is no necessity to argue what would

be the effect upon the existence of the union

itself. It would seem an absurdity in one

breath to say that labor has a right to or

ganize for its own benefit and in the next

to deny that it may remain so organized

for the same purpose."

From this decision the complainants ap

pealed to the Appellate Court of Illinois .

The result of the trial before the Appel

late Court was a decision by that body re

versing the decree of Judge Walker and

remanding the case to the Circuit Court

with directions to overrule the demurrer to

the bill of complaint and to enter a decree

in accordance with the prayer of the bill .

From this decision an appeal was taken by

Division No. 241 to the Supreme Court of

Illinois , where it is listed for the June, 1910 ,

term.

To this decision of the Appellate Court

Justice Mack dissented. In his dissenting

to Judge Smith and his associate, Judge

Mack stated as follows :

" In my opinion, individual liberty would be

unduly and improperly infringed , were the

union to be denied the right to strike - that

is , to cease work, in order to secure the

'closed shop, ' or the right to threaten—that

is, to give notice of an intention to strike

unless non-union men , working under agree

ments , which enabled the employers law

fully to discharge them at any time and

without notice , either joined the union , or

were discharged , when the purpose of the

threat or of the strike is to secure the ad

vantages which union men honestly believe

are to be derived from the 'closed shop.' "

Justice Mack further says :

" In my judgment, a bill which alleges

nothing more than is alleged in this case

states no good cause of action ."

Judge Smith and his associate justice,

who reversed the decision of Justice Wal

ker, and directed that court to issue injunc

tion , based their position upon a decision of

Judge Taft (now president ) in the case of

Thomas vs. Cincinnati , N. O. & T. P. Rail

way Co. , in which Judge Taft is quoted as

saying :

" All the employes had the right to quit

their employment, but they had no right to

combine to quit in order thereby to compel

their employer to withdraw from a mutually

profitable relation with a third person for

the purpose of injuring the third person ,

when the relation thus sought to be broken

had no effect whatever upon the character

or reward of their service. It is the motive

for quitting and the end sought thereby that

makes the injury inflicted unlawful and

the contention by which it is effected an

unlawful conspiracy."

It would appear that Judge Smith in ally

ing this case with the principle laid down

by Judge Taft, as quoted , reaches far for

support in the decision he has written . In

this instance, Kemp and his associates were

endeavoring to refuse to pay dues into Di.

vision No. 241 , and thereby effect a de

structive entrance into the solidity of the

local. If there is good in organized labor,

and Justice Smith and his associate justice

both make that assertion in their decision,

then Kemp and his associates were injuring

themselves by refusing to pay dues, and by

refusing to aid in maintaining the organiza

tion . The effort of Division No. 241 was

for the purpose of compelling those mem

bers to meet their part of the expense in

support of the organization that Judge

Smith admits is a good thing and a benefit

to the employes, Kemp as well as the oth

ers.
So, Kemp could not in any way have

been injured by being compelled to pay his

honest debt , a debt which he had contracted

to pay by virtue of obligating himself as a

member of Division No. 241 , and by virtue

of being a party to the combination of indi

viduals who entered into an agreement by

which all employes , including himself, must

pay their dues.

From the brief supporting the appeal be

fore the Supreme Court may be extracted

some most interesting argument. It is re

grettable that space does not accord to in

clude the entire proceedings of this case.

It would be most interesting. The appeal

in the interest of Division No. 241 is based

upon alleged error of the Appellate Court.

Quoted from the brief are the following :

“ In the prevailing opinion of the learned

Appellate Court, particular care seems to

be taken to assert and reiterate the right of

employes to strike and quit their employ

ment ; but the practical effect of the opinion

as applied to the case at bar is to deny that

right most completely, unless , forsooth , the

reason for striking or quitting employment

appears sufficient to the learned Appellate

Court, or to such other court as may assume

to sit in judgment upon the question of

motive."

" The Appellate Court takes the position

that this , in effect, was a controversy for

the 'closed shop, ' for which term the major.

ity of that learned court seemed to enter

tain a special aversion.

“ It would seem from the opinion that all

that had to be established was that this was

a controversy for a 'closed shop , ' in order

to set the seal of illegality upon the whole

transaction.

“ Surely, in this respect, the Appellate

Court has misconceived the mutual rights,

privileges and duties of the parties.

“ Let it be conceded that the 'closed shop'

cannot be enforced by law ; that a contract

made by an employer to employ none but

union men for a definite period does not

bind him any more than does a contract to

employ none but non-union men ; that the

provision of a building contract that none

but union or non-union men shall be em

ployed is not enforcible in law, and that

neither party to such contract is bound by

it : does it follow from this that the union

may not undertake, by lawful means , to in

duce employers to employ none but union

men or that the employer may not, by law

ful means , undertake to employ none but

non-union men if he sees fit to do so ? Most

assuredly not ; and very clearly, although

the 'closed shop' agreement, as such , may

not be enforcible, it does not therefore fol

low that by proper inducement, employers

or employes may not undertake its inaugu
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ration or its continuance when once inau

gurated.

“ Public officials, and courts as well, al

ways seem to take great pains, notwith

standing occasional and adverse decisions ,

to assert that labor unions , in their proper

sphere, are of great benefit. We assume

that such expressions are , in the main , the

honest convictions of those who employ

them , but as a plain proposition of common

sense, of what force, or benefit , or potency

could the labor union hope to be unless it

had at least the tendency towards the 'closed

shop , ' assuming that a place where none

but union men are employed would come

within the category ?

" If, in a trade employing many thousands

of men, there were but a handful belonging

to the union , that union would have no po

tency or effect . If , on the other hand , the

union grows until it numbers within its

ranks a large proportion of the employes, its

potency increases accordingly, since it has

the numerical strength to influence by the

concerted action of its members. It thus

follows that the more nearly the ' closed

shop ' prevails the more potent and influ

ential is the union.

“ We would not, from these suggestions ,

wish it inferred or intimate that a 'closed

shop ' agreement, as such , should be held

to be valid and enforcible ; but from these

conditions, it must necessarily follow that

if the general principle of unionism is com

mendable, the union must not be held to be

in defiance of the law when it resorts to

proper means to induce employers to ap

proximate, as nearly as may be , the 'closed

shop, ' or what is in effect the same thing,

to extend and enlarge the membership of

the union.

“ Concededly , the power and the conse

quent influence for good of the union is les

sened and weakened in proportion as its

members withdraw from it and as the rela

tive number of non-union employes in

creases .

“ If, as every thinking man must concede,

wages have been increased , working condi

tions improved , independence and manhood

and citizenship of the laboring man raised

and elevated as never before in the history

of the world , in large measure, as the re

sult of their combined efforts through the

instrumentality of the union , it necessarilly

follows that the continuance and still fur

ther improvement of these conditions is pri

marily dependent, in a large measure , upon

the integrity of the selfsame unions. And

when , as occurs generally, and the Appel

late Court in this case in particular con

cede , that it is entirely lawful to threaten ,

or to call strikes to improve labor conditions ,

such as wages, sanitary conditions , the

safety of employes, etc. , it follows inevitably

that it is alike lawful and proper to strike,

or to threaten to strike with the purpose

of augmenting or maintaining the very

unions which are admittedly so important

a factor in bringing these selfsame im

provements and conditions.

" The far-reaching, disintegrating and de.

structive effect of a wide application of the

principle laid down in the majority opinion

of the honorable Appellate Court can , to

no degree , be allayed or neutralized by

sweet words or honeyed phrases concerning

labor unions in general.

“In other words, while conceding it per

fectly lawful and commendable, and even

necessary, for organizations to act and

threaten to act for the betterment of labor

conditions , they would declare it unlawful

for an organization to do the very thing

without which the organization itself must

fall .

" The employe is assured of his glorious

and inalienable right, individually , to quit

the employment for any cause , good or bad ,

or without cause , he may 'fold his tent like

the Arab , and as silently steal away , ' making

about as much impress upon the controversy

as that ancient dame made upon the ocean

in her attempt to bale it out with her dipper.

" This repeated assurance of protection to

the laboring man , in his individual right

to quit . the employment, but denying his

right to unite with his fellow workmen in

furtherance of the same general end , he

flaunts in his face his absolute imbecility

when acting alone, and his utter lack of

power to protect himself or to cope singly

with the mighty aggregation of capital with

which , in most instance, he is compelled

to deal .

“ The right of laborers, either individually

or collectively, to quit work and to decline

to work , and to announce to their employer

their intention to quit work and their rea

sons therefor, is one of the fundamental

rights guaranteed to every employe by the

institutions of our land."

The attorneys for the association in this

case are Attorneys Samuel Alschuler, one

of the most able attorneys in Illinois , and

very likely in the country, and Attorneys

Lowes and Richards

As has been before stated , this case is

one of vast importance, not only to the

Amalgamated Association, but to organized

labor in general . Not that an adverse de

cision will result in the dissolution of the

labor movement, for in the event that labor

is not permitted to advance legally, it will

advance in line with honest ethics.

The decisions already rendered upon this

case embrace the decisions of four learned

justices , two of whom have supported the

contention of the Amalgamated Association

and two of whom have supported the con

tention of the Employers ' Association. This

would lead one to reflect upon a well-known

utterance of Abraham Lincoln , when he

said that the law of the land is the last

guess of the court. Let us hope that the

last guess will be favorable and in line with

the moral purpose of unionism .

1

Pres. D. W. Perkins , of the Cigar Makers'

International Union has put the Interna

tional Organization behind the prosecution

of those using counterfeit and imitation

union cigar labels in York and Adams Co.,

Pa. The cases will be handled in the court

by Attorneys W. C. Sheeley and J. S. Black.

The Cigar Makers' Union have had trouble

before with manufacturers in that vicinity

and it is likely that the prosecution will be

severe at this time.
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NEW SAFETY BRAKE LAW OF OHIO.

( House Bill No. 145. )

AN ACT

To provide for public safety in the operation

of urban or interurban street cars.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of

the State of Ohio :

SECTION 1. That from and after Janu

ary 1 , 1913 , it shall be unlawful in the State

of Ohio , for any corporation, company, per

son or persons owning or controlling the

same, to operate, use or run or permit to be

run, used or operated for carrying passen

gers or freight on an urban or interurban

railroad or street car line, any car propelled

by electricity, not equipped in addition to

the hand brake in use on ch car, with an

air or electric power brake or apparatus,

capable of applying to all the brake shoes

and wheels of such car a maximum permis

sible braking pressure, and of automatically

reducing such braking pressure , as the

speed of the car decreases. Fifty per cent

of such cars to be so equipped prior to

January 1 , 1911 , and seventy -five per cent

prior to January 1 , 1912. It shall be the

duty of the railroad commission of Ohio to

enforce this act.

SECTION 2. Any corporation , company,

person or persons operating, using or run

ning any car, or permitting any car to be

operated, used or run , in violation of any

of the provisions of this act, shall be liable

to a penalty of one hundred dollars for

each such violation, to be recovered in a

suit or suits which it shall be the duty of

tne prosecuting attorney of any county

where such violation shall have been com

mitted to prosecute such suit or suits to

be brought by such prosecuting attorney

upon verified information being lodged with

him of such violation having occurred .

GRANVILLE W. MOONEY,

Speaker of the House of Representatives.

FRANCIS W. TREADWAY,

President of the Senate .

Passed May 10 , 1910.

Approved May 13th , 1910.

JUDSON HARMON,

Governor.

United States of America, Ohio, Office of

the Secretary of State :

1 , Carmi A. Thompson , Secretary of the

State of Ohio, do hereby certify that the

foregoing is an exemplified copy, carefully

compared by me with the original rolls

now on file in this office, and in my official

custody as Secretary of State, as required

by the laws of the State of Ohio, on the

10th day of May , A. D. , 1910 , and approved

by the Governor on the 13th day of May ,

A. D. 1910.

In Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto

subscribed my name and affixed my official

seal at Columbus, this 17th day of May, A.

D. 1910.

( Signed ) CARMI A. THOMPSON,

Secretary of State .

* 19)

OFFICERS OF DIV. NO. 326, ST. JOSEPH , MO.

Above is a picture of the officers of Div. No. 326 , together with G. E. B.

Member Cornelius, who conducted the conferences with the management of the

St. Joseph Street Railway Company that resulted in the recent wage settlement

in that city. Reading from left to right they are, sitting : Frank Smith, G. A.

Bruckner, A. D. Thornberry, Richards Cornelius, Richard Johnson .

Those standing are : W. M. Vaughn, s. 0. King, Tom Smith , R. N. Carter,

C. S. Brown , George Sucanger, J. W. Lofforn .
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The members of 37 ' local Divisions of this

association have already received a sub

stantial increase of wage as a part of the

record of the year, 1910. There are more

to follow.
Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION, Month

ly. W. D. MAHON, President.

The vast and gratifying gains recorded in

the interest of the association , as a single

propostiion , is a most strong advocate in

the interest of organization . Is there a

louder voice needed to reach the unor

ganized ?Correspondents will please address all com

munications for publication to R. L. REEVES,

Elutor, Detroit, Mich.

Subscriptions payable to W. D. Mahon , Pres. The man who complains against some

particular act of his local Division and sets

up the act upon which his complaint is

based as an excuse to withdraw from pay.

ing dues, or to permit himself to be sus

pended , may reasonably be placed, it would

seem, in a class of those too short sighted

or of too little mind power to understand

what is actually for their own benefit, in

the event that they are sincere.

SUBSCRIPTION.

Per annum . $ 1.00
Single copy 10 cents

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL .

W. D. MAHON .. International President

J. J. THORPE . First Vice-President
A. H ᎡᎢ . Second Vice- President

GEORGE KEENAN Third Vice- President

B. A. CARTER . . Fourth Vice -President

PATRICK E. HANLEY... Fifth Vice - President

T. H. DUNN .. . Sixth Vice-President

JOHN H. REARDON ..Seventh Vice-President

REZIN ORR . International Treasurer

General Executive Board

C. 0. PRATT . .Chairman

R. L. REEVES .
. Secretary

EDWARD MCMORROW,

MAGNUS SINCLAIR ,

RICHARD CORNELIUS,

WM. B. FITZGERALD ,

P. J. SHEA,

FRED FAY,

D. S.FITZGERALD.

Eentered at the Detroit P. O. as Second -Class

Matter.

More or less is written by correspondents

of locals of this association upon lines where

the organization is existing under " open

shop" arrangements relative to those who,

from various pretexts and excuses, refrain

from becoming members. That element is

usually very limited in numbers, yet it is

à source of concern to those organized .

What is the character of this element and

the cause for its existence ? Those are

questions for solution before a remedy can

be applied .

MOTO GOUR

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1 . The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.
Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon a

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and

skill; to encourage the formation in Division

Associations of Sick Benefit Funds; to estab

lish schools of instruction and examination

for imparting a practical knowledge of mod

ern and improved methods and systems of

transportation and trade matters generally ;

to encourage the settlement of all disputes

between employes and employers by arbitra

tion ; to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily
labor , and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social

condition .

The moment that a body of men mutually

enter into an organization to promote their

employment, that moment they discover that

their craft organization possesses a sort of

home-like attraction ; in fact, it becomes the

home of the member. He feels that all as

sociate members do, or should have, an inter

est in him and his concern. He has that

same feeling of concern in the interest of

others of the organization . Thus, we see

inspired the purpose to care for the needy

and maintain employment for associates.

We see this spirit reaching clear across the

continent from one division association to

another. That spirit was manifest in the

strife of various local divisions of this Asso

ciation to early reach the support of the

Philadelphia members on strike. Home was

being attacked. Members all over the coun

try rushed to its protection. They not only

supported the Philadelphia members by ap

propriation of $52,000 from the Defense

Fund , but voluntarily contributed another

$23,000 , as is shown in the report of the

International President to the recent Gen

eral Executive Board meeting. Would any

one deny that it was an expression of the

home spirit of organized labor ?

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished. Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless byspecial
permission of the correspondent. Matter for
publication should be in not later than the

2d of the month , and should be written only

one one side of the paper
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There is not à plausible excuse for any

wage earner to remain out of the organiza

tion of his craft, when it is equally as con

venient and far more beneficial for him to

be a member. The man who remains out

side of his association when it is conveni.

ent for him to affiliate is short somewhere

in his makeup and his ability to compre

hend that which is for his own good, or

else he expects some reward or is receiv

ing some reward for the position he is tak

Ing. In any case, such an individual should

be no discouragement to the average mem

ber .

When a member refuses to pay his dues

and help financially to support his organi

zation and thus suspends himself from his

organization, does he not do so with the

full understanding that his fellow work.

men will formulate in their own minds a

certain gauge of his manhood to be meas

ured by their conception of his act and the

cause which prompted his act in refusing

further to remain associated with them!

Then what must be the standing at which

he expects to rate in the minds of his asso

ciate workmen ? What does he expect that

they will put up in their own minds as an

excuse for his own conduct ?

Is it not possible that the member who

complains that he is not receiving in sick

benefits the fair consideration of his asso

ciate employes and uses that as an excuse

not to pay his dues and help to maintain

the organization, is it not possible that that

member, seeing that he cannot deplete the

finances of the organization and thus crip

ple and discourage its existence , finally re

sorts to that other method of disintegration

by withdrawing his support and using his

endeavors to urge others to withdraw their

support, and thus endeavor, so far as he

can , to dissolve the organization or else

render it discouragingly ineffective in pro

moting its purpose ? Can one who refuses

to pay his dues protest against being placed

in that class of individuals ?

Late communication comes to the office

advising of the death of Brother James

Lynch of Division No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.

His death was caused by a fall from the

running board , the accident occurring June

3rd . The brother died from fractured skull

on June 4th. Relative to the dangers of

the running board, information is at hand

showing serious accidents to have befallen

eight conductors in one city within less

than two months , all of which accidents are

due directly to mishap from the running

board. The report states that there are

several other minor injuries sustained by

conductors in that same city. The eight

mentioned are those only where the in.

juries were serious in nature, such as

broken shoulder, concussion of the brain ,

broken arm, serious injuries to the head,

etc. During the entire period through the

fall , winter and spring months , while closed

cars were operated in this same town, not

a single injury was sustained by conduc

tors traceable to their employment. Like

information is at hand from other cities,

This enlightenment relative to running

hoard accidents, it would seem , needs no

comment.

it is naturally assumed that when an em.

ploye backs out of his union by permitting

himself to be suspended or otherwise with.

draws, that he is the victim of some cause.

There is not an effect but that there is a

cause . If the man is disgruntled at somne

act of his local and sincerely takes that as

an excuse for not maintaining his member

ship, it must be accepted that he is unable

to reach far enough to understand what is

for his own good . Such men are not active

in councils where questions of strong im

port are at stake and , as a usual thing, noth

ing is lost to the organization by their re

maining outside ; particularly is there noth

ing lost that requires manly force and

thoughtfulness to promote because he will

be put down as not equal to it .

The Bakery and Confectionery Workers '

International Union of America is an organ

ization that can be materially assisted by the

members of the Amalgamated Association .

The Bakers Union needs the assistance of

every trades unionist. Bakers use a label , a

fac simile of which appears in the M & C.

If all the members of this association and

their families who buy bread would insist

upon the product bearing the Bakers ' Union

Label , it would materially assist the devel

opement of the Bakers ' Union . There is a

combined effort to destroy the Bakers ' Un

ion. Every baker that does not use the

Label is unfair to organized labor and these

union smashing concerns can be found in

every town throughout the country. They

subsist upon cheap labor. Whenever a loaf

of bread is purchased that does not bear

the Label , the purchaser is employing so

much cheap labor in the interest of the

union smashing bakeries.

A bill before the recent Ohio State Legis

lature , in which this association was much

interested and which President Mahon had

taken great pains to promote before the

Legislature, was one that provided for en.

closure for the protection of conductors in

winter time on Pay-Enter cars. The bill

passed both Houses of the State Legisla

ture and came up to Gov. Harmon for his

disposition. There appeared before him a

committee that protested against the mea

sure. This committee was composed of G.

C. Towle , representing the Dayton and

Springfield Line, D. R. McKay of the Cin

cinnati and Covington Interurban ; Thos.

Elliot, Chief Engineer of the Cincinnati

lines ; T. E. Howell Dayton , Geo . Warring.

con, Cincinnati attorney ; J. S. McMahon

and Ed. Hanley, of Dayton. The protest

seems to have been effective and the bill

was vetoed. It seems singular that it could

not have appeared to Gov. Harmon that

some one interested in this measure had

promoted it and that these promoters

would be the fair and honest representa

tives of those whom the measure would

protect. He certainly knew of the exist

ence of this Association and its various lo

cals in Ohio.
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Does a man complain that he has not been

treated right in the matter of sick bene

fits, that there is something due him

from sickness , that he hesitates to pay his

dues ? Put that individual down as one

looking for an excuse , the same as a crim

inal would look for an excuse for commit.

ting a crime. If that man is big enough to

recognize what is to his own advantage, he

knows that no one will place any confidence

in his sincerity and that if he would take

advantage of such an excuse to assist in

destroying a labor organization , he should

be put down as one who would intrigue to

secure sick benefits from an organization

when he really was not entitled to them .

given the personal attention of the Interna .

tional President, who has associated with

him G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea and the lo

cal officers , who forced the question to ar.

bitration . The arbitrators are Judge Willis

Vickery, presiding, and as selected by the

company , Receiver Robert D. Beatty of the

Cleveland & S. E. Ry. , selected by the As

sociation Hon . Elroy M. Avery, all of Cleve

land .

When buying a hat or cap, union men

above all others should buy none other than

those in which may be found , under the

sweat band , the bona fide union label of

the United Hatters of North America. Don't

take any “ just as good.” Get the genuine,

union made article. The hat manufacturers

and the Anti-Boycott Society have not let

up in their fight against the United Hatters.

The Hatters ' Union embraces all of the

skilled hat makers in the country. Their

product is superior to any scab made goods.

A common cause that restrains a man from

becoming a member or retaining member

3hip in his organization is fear of the con

sequences that may come to him at the

hands of the employer. Illustration after

illustration of this has come to those who

have observed the labor movement. When

a condition has been brought about by

which it becomes apparent to such men that

the employing concern , or its management,

prefers them to be members rather than

to be on the outside , they then immediately

get in line and become quite active and

even efficient as workers in the organiza

tion . Does one wish to be placed in that

class of objectors ? It is far more prefer

able than to be placed in any other class.

There is an excuse for that man which

must be received with some credit by those

who would censure him . He is a victim of

the long experienced menace and he has

not arrived at the point where he can com

prehend a means of protection in the event

that he asserts his manhood , and he hesi

tates to do it .

Upon appointment by Governor Fred M.

Warner, of Michigan , President W. D. Mahon

was selected as a representative of the State

of Michigan , upon the Board of Delegates to

the National Conference on Industrial Acci

dents and Workingmen's Compensation, held

in Chicago, June 10-11 . He was also State

Representative at the First National Con.

ference on Industrial Disease, also held in

Chicago on June 10.. The nature of these

conferences makes them most important in

industrial affairs as being representative of

all classes . Undoubtedly President Mahon

will afford a report upon the conferences for

a later issue.

The results of the wage arbitration now

in progress in Cleveland will be awaited

with considerable interest . The situation in

Cleveland is one peculiar to itself. There is

now in progress a trial period to try out

the three-cent fare. The franchise provides

an income to the operative company of 6

per cent , to the stockholders and sufficient

to pay interest on the bonds together with

an amount to be set aside for the liquida

tion of bonds. The experience of the com

pany for the last three months is that upon

three-cent fares a net surplus has accrued

of about $ 17,000 for March, $ 24,000 for April

and $ 27,000 for May. A one cent increase

upon the wage rate to motormen and con

ductors will amount to about $ 4,500 per

month . The proposed wage presented to

the company is 32 cents per hour. It is the

rate which the arbitrators will be asked to

fix as a substitute for the present rate of

about 241/2 cents per hour. Even a 30 -cent

rate will reach $ 25,000 per month increase.

At that, even , it is evident that the three

cent fare will yet more than pay expenses .

Those interested in the test of three -cent

fares are looking with much concern upon

the outcome of the arbitration . Yet a com

munity cannot consistently ask for cheap

ſ res at the expense of cheap wages. The

prescntation of the case before the arbitra

t.rs in the interest of the employes is being

An agreement has been reached between

Division No. 26 and the Detroit United Rail

ways Co. , fixing a new wage rate for the

Detroit railway men. The new rate pro

vides a maximum of 28 cents per hour for

motormen and conductors of 18 months or

more service . This is three cents per hour

increase over the former agreement wage

scale and one cent per hour above the vol

untary scale of the company. To the final

and effective conferences which led to the

settlement, President W. D. Mahon gave his

personal attention. The conferences led

through a considerable period of time. It

proved one of the most difficult diplomatic

controversies in which the association has

been involved for some time. The commit

tee of the association which opened the con

ferences with the company was composed of

Pres. Chas . Mackey, Secretary W. J. B.

Sherwood , Business Agent John A. Frazer

and Committeemen H. A. Meeker, Sam

Jossman , Raymond Green , Garret Burns and

Wm . Anderson. Up to the time the case

was referred to the International , the com

pany had refused any concessions whatever,

and the situation had assumed one of the

most grave in its features of any that per

plexed the association at the time, This

renders the result , which has been brought

about without friction , as all the more es

pecially gratifying. It places Detroit in the

rank of those cities leading in high wage

scales to motormen and conductors .
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. Newell men work for a separate Company

which has heretofare run upon the open

shop policy . This Company refused the con

cessions granted by the East Liverpool

Company. In spite of the endeavors of

Vice-President Thorpe to secure an amic

able adjustment a strike became necessary

which resulted in the consummation of an

argeement similar to the one existing in the

interest of the East Liverpool men. The

strike was a success. From this situation

Vice-President Thorpe returned to Oakdale,

Pa. , where he was successful in

curing an acceptable wage agreement in

the interest of those employes by which the

wage was fixed at 261/2 cents per hour. He

was then dispatched to Oil City in response

to an appeal for an International Represen

tative. The situation is that of an applica

tion for renewal of agreement embracing a

proposed increase in wage. Upon this sit

uation final conferences were deferred until

the 20th of June, when the matter will

again be taken up.

se

wasThird Vice-President Geo. Keenan

despatched to the assistance of Division No.

542, Waterloo, N. Y. , where the local is en

gaged upon a proposed agreement in con

ferences with the Employing Company.

International President W. D. Mahon re.

cently issued charter No. 544 for the in

stitution of a local Division at Williams

town , Pa. In the last report the internation.

al President was engaged upon the Detroit

wage controversy in the interest of Divis

ion No. 26. After repeated conferences with

the Company a rate of 23 cents an hour

for the first six months service employes ;

26 cents per hour for second and third six

months employes ; and 28 cents per hour

for those more than eighteen months in the

service, was offered by the Company. It

was agreed that if this wage proposition

should be accepted , the privileges of free

transportation and the limitation of the

period in which to complete a work day

to twelve hours should be retained as in

the old agreement. This proposition was

submitted to a referendum vote of the

Local and was accepted. The proposed

wage rate was entered into the agreement

as substituted for the old wage and thus

the contention was settled . Embraced in

this report may be entered the conclusion

of the Michigan United Railways wage arb

itration . This case having been pending

for one year was heard by the arbitrators

on May 10th , 11th and 12th , and resulted

in an increase in the wage rate of from one

to two cents per hour. At the present

writing President Mahon is personally en

gaged in directing the arbitration of the

wage scale in the interest of Division No.

268 at Cleveland , Ohio. Division No. 268

has made application for 32 cents per hour.

The present wage rate is 23 cents for first

year service men , 25 cents for second year

service men and 26 cents per hour for those

more than two years in the service . The

Company refused any concession from the

old wage rate and the case went to arbitra

tion and upon which , at present, hearings

are being held by the arbitrators . Aside

from the work mentioned above, the Inter

national President associated with the offi

cers of Division No. 241 in arranging for the

trial of the Injunction Appeal Case, in

formation upon which is given another

column . This case is one of vast import

ance, not only to the Association but to the

general labor movement, and is held as such

not only by President Mahon , but by Pres

ident Gompers and representatives of the

American Federation of Labor. This case

called the international President to Chic

ago on two occasions , one as heretofore des

cribed and again on May 29th , where he

was scheduled with Attorney Clarence Dar

row and others to address a general protest

mass meeting. This meeting was largely

attended and its purpose was to invoke a

general expression of sentiment relative to

the nature of the case.

Fourth Vice-President B. A. Carter who ,

at last report, was directing the strike of

Division No. 484 , Kewanee , Ill . , was success

ful in that contention . The strike was set

tled by an agreement to arbitrate the dif

ferences . As a result of the arbitration an

increase in wage of from one to two cents

per hour was attained to the employes , to

gether with the use of stools for motormen

outside of a limited zone. From Kewanee ,

Vice-President Carter was despatched to

Galesburg, where an endeavor was being

made to secure a renewal of agreement with

improved wages and working conditions .

Upon this work he was compelled to visit

Peoria with a Committee of the Galesburg

Local , where he held conferences with the

President of the Company. Later a satis

factory agreement was signed.

International Treasurer Rezin Orr, after

many conferences associated with the joint

Advisory Board of the Connecticut Locals

has succeedded in bringing the wage ques

tion in the interest of the locals employed

by the Connecticut . Consolidated Company

to arbitration . In this work he has had as

sociated with him G. E B. Members Wm. B.

and D. S. Fitzgerald . Arrangements are being

made for the prosecution of the arbitration

cases , both in the interest of Divisions No.

22 and 448 of Massachussets and those of

the various Connecticut Lines .

First Vice-President J. J. Thorpe, after

securing the agreement between Division

No. 52 , East Liverpool , Ohio , and the East

Liverpool Traction & Light Company, gave

his attention and assistance to the Newell ,

W. Va. Street Railway employes in an en

deavor to secure a like agreement. The

Chairman C. 0. Pratt continues in ad

visement upon the affairs of Division No.

477 , Philadelphia, Pa . The chaos resulting

from the recent strike has occasioned con

siderable work in straightening out the af

fairs of that Local. However, reports are

those of progress. Chairman Pratt has

given some attention to Division No. 540,

Trenton , N. J. He has also organized the
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was in protest against such trespass. The

result was that the members of the Rens

selaer Division withdrew from operation of

the objectionable schedule, which ended the

strike. Upon the adjustment of this trouble

Board Member Fitzgerald was returned to

Massachusetts , where he is insisting upon

the arbitration of the wage scale in the

interest of Divisions Nos. 22 , 448 and 537 ,

Worcester , Springfield and Holyoke, Mass .,

respectively.

new Local Division No. 544 , at Williams

town , Pa. His report upon this new local

is gratifying.

G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow visited

and addressed two meetings of Division No.

125, E. St. Louis , Ill . , from which place he

returned to Chicago where he associated

in conferences in the interest of the mem

bers of Division No. 308 relative to a pro

posed new agreement upon the Elevated

Road. He then visited Joliet, Ill . , where he

net with officers of Division No. 228 relative

to a proposed new agreement. Further

conferences being deferred he returned to

Chicago where conferences were held with

the Officers of Division No. 241 and Inter

national President W. D. Mahon relative to

the appeal upon the Kemp Injunction Pro

ceedings now before the Supreme Court of

the State of Illinois on appeal. The agree

ment controversy at Joliet is now up to arb

itration.

From the work in the interest of Division

No. 98 , Akron , Ohio, Board Member P. J.

Shea was dispatched to Cleveland , Ohio,

where Division No. 268 was engaged in an

endeavor to secure an increase in wage.

The Local presented propositions to the Em

ploying company for a wage rate of 32 cents

an hour. This the management of the com

pany refused, whereupon the question was

referred for arbitration, which, after var

ious conferences was agreed to . The arbi.

trators have been selected and the time set

for hearing is June 7th. The immediate ap

pointment for a time for hearing set in this

case required vigorous effort in preparation,

to which Board Member Shea and the Local

Executive Committee have given every en

deavor in gathering evidence to support the

case. The basis for appeal to the Board of

Arbitration will be largely the increased

cost of living. The present wage rate is one

fixed by agreement three years ago when

the cost of living was much less than at the

present time. In the presentation of the

case to the Arbitration Board , the Interna

tional President is personally associated

with Board Member Shea.

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius was

eminently successful in the interest of Div.

ision No. 326 , St. Joseph, Mo. This Local

was endeavoring to secure an increase in

the wage rate. After successive confer.

ences an agreement was ratified by which

an immediate incerase of one cent per

hour was gained and another one-half cent

additional will be added on January 1st,

1911. From this situation he was despatch

ed to Colorado Springs, Colo. Division No.

19 was reaching the Company with a pro

posed new agreement to embrace a more

acceptable wage rate from that which has

prevailed in the past. Several conferences

were held looking to a compromise which

was later effected , by which a wage scale

with a maximum rate of 30 cents an hour

was obtained . Also , there was a revoca

tion of an order previously published by

which stools were to be dispensed with and

the stools were to be dispensed with and

the stools were restored to the use of the

motormen. From Colorado Springs Board

Member Cornelius was despatched to Van

couver, B. C., where he is at present en

gaged in assisting Divisions 101 , 109 and

134 of Vancouver, Victoria and New West

minster, B. C. , respectively, in conferences

with the employing company upon a pro

posed modified working agreement.

G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald , after

assisting Division No. 132 of Troy, N. Y. , in

compiling a proposed new agreement, was

despatched to assist International Treasurer

Rezín Orr upon the Massachusetts and Con

necticut situations, where various locals

were reaching for an increase in wage.

From there he was required to return to

Albany, where a strike took place on part

of members of Division No. 148. This strike

was occasioned by a dispute relative to the

right of employment upon the Albany , N.

Y. , lines . The Company scheduled runs

from Rensselaer operated by members of

Division No. 506 to be operated over the

Albany lines , upon which an agreement ex

isted that all work should be performed by

members of Division No. 148 . The strike

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay was success.

ful in the Columbus, Ohio, strike, in the

settlement of which the Company With

drew all opposition to the further progress

and developement of Division No. 538. His

reports indicate that the Columbus City

Local now takes its place among the fore

most of the Association . His reports also

show that Division No. 543 , of Columbus,

embracing employes of the Columbus and

Sciota Railway have received advantageous

increase in wage and that that local is in

good working shape .

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald has been

working in conjunction with International

Treasurer Rezin Orr and G. E. B. Member

Wm. B. Fitzgerald upon the arbitration

preparations in the interest of the Massa

chusetts and Connecticut Locals. The in-

terest of fifteen locals is involed in these

arbitration cases . Aside from this work ,

Board Member D. S. Fitzgerald has given

required attention to Divisions Nos. 496 ,

Pittsfield , Mass. , and 460, North Adams,

Mass . , from where a substantial increase

in the wage rate has been reported .

Organized Labor of Detroit , Mich . , has

discovered that the Griswold House and

the Oriental Hotel , two Detroit hostelries,

are unfair to union labor. Appeal is made

to those looking for headquarters in De

troit for conventions and otherwise to bear

this fact in mind,
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NOTICE.

The Financial Secretaries of Local Divis

ions will please take notice that the address

of Bro. C. 0. Pratt, chairman of the Inter

national Executive Board, has been changed

from Welshfield , Ohio, to Philadelphia, Pa. ,

and hereafter in transmitting their triplicate

report sheets and other reports that are

necessary to go to him , they will forward

them to Lock Box No. 337, Philadelphia, Pa.

Fraternally yours,

W. D. MAHON,

International President.

THE M. U. R. WAGE ARBITRATION .

Second six months' service men, old rate ,

19 cents, per hour ; rate fixed by award, 21

cents per hour ; ' increase, two cents per

hour.

Second year's service men, old rate 21

cents per hour ; rate fixed by award, 22

cents per hour ; increase, one cent per hour.

Third year's service men, and thereafter,

old rate, 23 cents per hour ; rate fixed by

award, 24 cents per hour ; increase, one cent

per hour.

Interurban service :

For first year service men , old rate , 23

cents per hour ; rate fixed by award , 24 cents

per hour ; increase, one cent per hour.

For second year service men, old rate, 24

cents per hour ; rate fixed by award, 25 cents

per hour ; increase, one cent per hour.

With those of more than two years of

service , old rate, 25 cents per hour ; rate

fixed by award , 2642 cents per hour ; in

crease, 142 cents per hour.

As a matter of fact, the maximum rate

prevails upon the Interurban lines between

Jackson and Kalamazoo, as men are brought

to that system from the city lines and, as

testified by the superintendent, they are

selected from among those on the city lines

of two or more years of service. However,

it affords the company an opportunity to

employ upon the interurban lines, new men

at 24 cents for the first year and 25 cents

for the second year of service.

This arbitration case is peculiar in that

its results are the reward of the exercise

of extreme patience on part of the employes

in the matter of the progress of the arbitra

tion proceedings. It further justifies the con

fidence the employes had in the ultimate

proposition for a settlement of the wage

scale when the agreements were made. The

division associations involved, at that time

made it known to the company that

straight one-cent increase in wage would be

accepted . This the company refused under

the express presumption that no wage in

crease could be secured, particularly upon

the city lines . As a matter of fact, the

method of determining the wage rate was

proposed by the management of the com

pany and no doubt under the presumption

that an award from the arbitrators would

not increase the rate.

Arbitration was agreed upon one year ago

at a time when the working agreements

were open for modification . At that time

the employes upon the city lines of Kala

mazoo and Jackson embraced . in their

agreements a proposed 25-cent rate, the

maximum rate then prevailing being 23

cents . The proposed rate submitted by the

Interurban men upon the system between

Jackson and Kalamazoo was 27 cents ; the

maximum rate prevailing was 25 cents per

hour. The maximum rate attained upon the

city lines by arbitration is 24 cents per

hour. The proposed rates submitted by the

employes were rejected and arbitration was

submitted by the management as a means

of settlement. This was accepted and all

other conditions being mutually agreed to,

the working agreements were signed by the

company and officers of the Division associ.

ations with the proviso that the wage rate

fixed by arbitration award should date from

On May 12th , 1910 the Board of Arbitra

tion , chosen to fix the wage rate for motor

men and conductors upon the Michigan

United Railways Company lines, handed

down its award .

The Board of Arbitration was comprised

of Justice Russel C. Ostrander, Presiding

Judge of the Supreme Court of the State of

Michaigan as Chairman of the Board ; At

torney Sanford W. Ladd , of Detroit, repre

senting the company ; and Attorney Francis

A. Kulp, of Battle Creek, representing the

associations of employes. The award is as

follows:

" Lansing , Mich . , May 12 , 1910 .

We, the arbitrators , selected to fix the

rate of wages for motormen and conductors

of the Michigan United Railways Company

operating the Kalamazoo City lines of said

Company and of those motormen and con

ductors operating the interurban line be

tween the city of Kalamazoo and the City

of Jackson as of June first, 1909 , having

listened to the testimony of interested par

ties , and the arguments of Counsel , and hav

ing given the subject matter such considera

tion as it seems to deserve, have agreed and

do hereby agree that the scale of wages

for such motormen and conductors to date

from June 1st, 1909, shall be as follows :

Kalamazoo City lines, first six months '

service, 20 cents an hour ; second six

months ' service , 21 cents an hour ; second

year's service, 22 cents hour ; third

year's service and thereafter, 24 cents an

hour.

Interurban lines , for service for first year,

24 cents an hour ; for service for second

year, 25 cents an hour ; for service for third

year and thereafter, 2612 cents an hour.

It is perhaps proper to state that we have

been largely influenced by the fact that the

cost of living increased materially between

the time in 1907, when the last wage scale

was agreed upon and June 1st, 1909 and

since.

RUSSEL C. OSTRANDER,

SANFORD W. LADD,

FRANCIS A. KULP."

The effect that this award has upon the

wage rates prevailing upon the Michigan

United Railways lines is shown by a table

comparing the old and new rates , which is ,

upon the city lines :

First six month's service men , old rate, 19

cents per hour ; rate fixed by award , 20

cents per hour ; increase , one cent per hour.

a

an
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June 1st, 1909, the commencement of the

new agreement. In the meantime , the com

pany should pay the old wage rates pre

vailing in Kalamazoo and upon the Jackson ,

Battle Creek and Kalamazoo system , while

upon the Jackson city lines , the rate was ad

vanced one cent per hour to equal the then

prevailing wage in Kalamazoo and Battle

Creek.

One arbitrator each was immediately chos

en by the parties to the agreement. The

choosing of the third arbitrator was pro

longed for more than five months , when Hon.

Russel C. Ostrander, of Lansing , Mich . , was

agreed upon. This completed the Board of

Arbitration , The first meeting of the arb

itrators occurred in Lansing at the office of

Judge Ostrander on December 22nd , more

than 6 months after the signing of the agree.

ment to arbitrate. At this meeting, the arb

itrators prepared an outline upon which the

arbitration should be conducted. It provided

that the associations interested should be

represented before the Board as " claimants"

and should submit to the Board in writing,

specifications showing the reasons why the

wage rate should be increased ; the com

pany should be regarded as the “ defendant" ,

and should have fifteen days in which to

reply to the complaint of the complainants.

Then , upon such points as were yet in dis

pute, evidence by both parties could be sub

mitted at a hearing, time and place of which

was to be appointed by the Board .

The complaint and reply, as provided by

this arrangement of the Board of Arbitra

tors, were submitted in due time and they

appear in the February number of " The

Motorman and Conductor ” .

In the complaint and reply , the only ques

tion eliminated was that of ability to pay on

part of the company. These instruments

clearly showed that the defense of the com

pany would be the fact that it was already

paying a wage rate far in advance of that

received by motormen and conductors in

like communities of those affected by the

controversy at hand , that the excess in wage

above that paid by other companies justified

the company in its position not to pay the

increased wage rate asked . Also, the com

pany's position was that the increased cost

of living was temporary and occasioned by

influences that bore equally in hardship up

on the company, men and employes .

Unavoidable circumstances intervened

which occasioned further delay in reaching

a hearing upon this case. However, the

arbitrators succeeded in fixing the time and

place to be May 10th , 1910 at Lansing, Mich . ,

more than eleven months after the agree

ment to arbitrate was signed .

Let it be recalled that much less delay in

other arbitration cases has prompted such

impatience as to provoke strikes. Let it not

be denied that some impatience was awak

ened in this instance. But is it not pleasing

to add that the result has justified the good

sense of the membership of the local divi

sions of this association involved in this

case ? An implicit confidence was main

tained throughout in the officers having in

charge the arbitration proceedings .

Finally , May 10th was fixed as the date

for hearing and the arbitrators had deter

mined to sit in Lansing where, before them,

could appear the parties to the contention .

The hearing was held in the law offices of

Justice Ostrander and continued for three

days . The company was represented before

the Board by Senator Tuttle, an attorney

of Mason , Mich . The case and evidence in

the interest of the employes was arranged

for presentation under the direction of In

ternational President, W. D. Mahon . Of the

company, there appeared as witnesses the

general manager, superintendent and the

secretary. In the interest of the employes

appeared President Fred Hamlin and Sec

retary John McFee of Division No. 111 , Jack

son , President George H. Hoyt and Com

mitteeman Walter Wedel of Division No.

362 , Albion , and Pres. L. W. Page and Com

mitteemen A. A. Eckman and Fred Currier

of Division No. 343, Kalamazoo, representa

tives of the Joint Advisory Board of the

three locals.

There was presented to the arbitrators,

in support of the demand for an increase

in wage compiled statistics bearing upon the

cost of living from various sources as ex

isting in Kalamazoo, Albion and Jackson ;

also wage comparisons by which the wage

to motormen and conductors was compared

with those of other crafts in the cities men

tioned. Together with this was given much

written and verbal evidence relative to the

advanced economy of the company in the

matter of additional labor and skill on part

of employes . However, the vigorous efforts

on part of those representing the employes

was put forth in establishing, to the satis

faction of the arbitrators , the increased cost

of living and the general upward trend of

wage rates in the communities affected .

As was inferred by their former reply to

the demands of the employes , the company

based its opposition singly upon evidence

submitted showing that the existing wage

upon the lines in controversy was much

higher than wages paid upon any like sys

tems throughout the country. Could this

contention have been seriously considered

by the arbitrators , it would have proved a

most distressing influence against a wage in

crease. It is a matter of fact that the com

pany submitted qualified evidence showing

that the Michigan United Railways, at the

time of the signing of the agreement and

even at the present time, was far in advance

of other companies in the wages paid to

motormen and conductors. However, for

the most part, the wage rates submitted ,

were those paid upon unorganized systems

where the respective companies dictate

terms to employes and the only favorable

influence in the interest of such employes

is the indirect influence of organization by

which the standard is increased even to the

unorganized through the efforts of the as.

sociation . The company quoted wage rates

from nearly every one of the United States .

It entered a denial that labor ad increased

to employes . On the other hand , it set up

that improvements upon the system had

favored employes in extending the possibil

ity of endurance through better tracks and

equipments .

One very gratifying concession was made

by the company in that the general manager
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testified that upon the lines in question the

company was unusally exempt from expense

resulting from accidents when compared

with the accident expense of other compan

ies. " We are unusally free from accidents,"

was a remark made to the arbitrators by

General Manager Clark.

It was the purpose of the company to

show that the employes who were seeking

increases in wage were far better paid than

are usually employes upon like systems

throughout the country. It cannot be denied

that the company well established that

claim.

Vigorous exception was taken to the pos

ition of the company that wage rates upon

other lines should be given consideration in

fixing the wage rates to Michigan United

Railways ' employes . It was pointed out that

for the most part, the wage rates submitted

were fixed arbitrarily by the management of

employing companies and without consent

or bargaining with employes, that local con

ditions controlled in fixing the wage in

the various sections , and that to support the

contention that wage rates submitted were

fair ones, it would be necessary to support

them with evidence bearing upon the local

conditions as affecting wages to others and

living expenses ; that the reason there was

no competition to the lines of the Michigan

United Railways was from the fact that they

held a monopoly of the business in the var

ious towns in which, and between which

they operated ; that the only proper com

parison of wage would be with crafts em

ployed at other occupations in those var.

ious towns.

The award of the arbitrators indicates that

they gave much more favorable considera

tion to the evidence submitted by the em

ployes than they did to the evidence sub

mitted by the company. Thus, it must be ac

cepted that the contention of the employes

relative to what should be competent evi

dence was supported by the arbitrators and

that the decision was made, as indicated by

the last paragraph of the award , in due con

sideration of the incerased cost of living.

Salutary features that developed during

the course of the arbitration to indicate in.

fluence that governs arbitrators in fixing

wage rates may be of interest. As a matter

of fact, it would be difficult to assemble to

gether, as a Board or Arbitration, three men

more disinterestedly fair than were the three

gentlemen who passed upon the M. U. R.

wage scale. It was an eminently fair Board

of Arbitration. Every move and expression

was in line with unanimous disinterested

ness and impartial justice. The parties to

the arbitration, whether the award is satis

factory or not, are compelled to admit the

question in dispute was dealt with and

passed upon through a purpose of the arb

itrators to be fair and impartial.

In the matter of the discriminating wage

that existed, or the graded wage scale, as

it is called by some, the leaning of the arb

itrators was to the effect that the existing

scale was the result of bargaining between

the parties to the agreement and that it

had been accepted by both parties that there

is sufficient warrant for a graded scale. In

this is shown that which influences outsiders

as arbitrators when taking a case and

the evidence as it comes to them upon which

to establish their judgment. This should be

an incentive to employes who take part in

the fixing of wage rates to work most vigor

ously against the introduction of graded

wage scales. As was determined by this

Board of Arbitrators , and which determina

tion, it must be acknowledged, is based upon

reason , it must be admitted that there are

employes who accept and support as

reasonable proposition that there should

exist a graded •wage scale which will yield

a return to term service men in proportion

to experience. It is established that if a

body of employes will participate in bargain

ing for wage rates and , through such bar

gaining, will accept of a discriminating or

graded wage based upon experience and ser

vice, it necessarily supports and encourages

the conclusion on part of disinterested par

ties that such discriminating or graded wage

is proper and ethically right.

Another significant admission came to

light in the introduction of statements from

managers of other companies , by which wage

rates upon other systems were proven. From

the manager of one company was submitted ,

as an exhibit, a letter which concluded with

the admonition to the Michigan Railways

Company that " If arbitration was taking

place between the company and the Amal

gamated Association , the general manager

would advise the M. U. R. management to

insist before the arbitrators upon the great

est possible variance in graded scales," set

ting forth that, “ it is the purpose of the

Amalgated Association, so far as it can be

able to do so, to establish flat wage rates ;

that in so doing, it strengthens the organ.

ization with its membership and that by .

getting the greatest possible discrimination

in wage rates, it lessens the influence of the

association with its membership.” As singu

lar as it may seem , the manager from whom

this letter was received is an operative offic

ial upon an organized system of one of the

larger cities where some 500 members of

this association are employed and upon

which the wage rate now existing was fixed

by arbitration and is one of the most ser

iously discriminating wage scales in exist

ence received by members of any of the

local divisions of the association. This

letter is a frank admission that one of the

purposes of managers in insisting upon a

discriminating wage rate is to keep em

ployes divided in the matter of mutual fel

lowship .

A gratifying feature of this wage award

is that it dates back to June 1st, 1909 and

will accord to the membership of the locals

of this association affected back pay in the

neat sum the increase will allow from June

1st , 1909 up to the present time. The award

will bring to the motormen and conductors

of the Michigan United Railways an aggre

gate increase in wage of $12,000 per year.

The Advisory Board of Divisions No. 111 ,

362 and 343 , together with the membership

of the locals, are entitled to hearty congratu

lations upon the success of the arbitration

and upon their eventual reward for the

patience they exercised.
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VINCENNES, IND., STRIKE SETTLED.

a

The strike of Division No. 251 , Vincennes ,

Ind. , took place May 3, 1910, and continued

until May 14 , when settlement was

reached. This strike was one for which the

company was solely responsible.
It was

rather of the nature of a lockout. The

agreement of Division No. 251 expired on

May 2, 1910. Prior to this , a proposed re

newal of the agreement had been submitted

to the company. The company immediately

returned a counter-proposition , that no more

agreements would be made with any organ

ized body of employes, and when the time

came that there were no formal demands

made for wages and working conditions by

the employes as an organized body , their

wages and working conditions would be

taken up and old employes would be given

consideration ; also the proposition request

ed that all of those who wished to continue

in the service without organization, would

file notice to that effect on or before May 1 ,

that the places of those who did not file

such notices could be filled by May 3.

The position of the company was that of

declaring a lockout. The local membership

accepted the challenge and the contest con

tinued nearly two weeks , when the company

withdrew its opposition to membership in

the organization and a settlement was ef

fected by which the men returned to work

with an increase of one cent per hour.

and let those work who would accept the

conditions offered . This was reported to

the employes and to Vice-President Carter

by the representative of their choice, who

refused further to act upon the board with

a man of such prejudice. Evidently Divi

sion No. 484 regarded the bad faith of the

company's arbitrator as in a measure the

position also of the company. A demand

was again made for the conditions sought

and upon the demands being refused, the

local entered on strike. The strike was

settled by a further agreement to arbitrate

the points in contention . The result of this

arbitration is given in another column by

our Kewanee correspondent. The situation

was directed in the interest of the employes

by Vice-President Carter.

This case is an illustration of the result

of the acceptance of the position as arbitra .

tor by one who does not understand to what

he subscribes when he accepts the position.

No man can consistently, in honor, accept a

position to act upon an arbitration board

unless he is in sympathy with the equity of

that method of solving the problem to be

arbitrated. It would appear that this should

be a lesson to both employer and employe,

showing that when they are selecting an ar

bitrator, ' the one point should be made not

to select any one who is not in sympathy

with that method of solving an industrial

dispute.

ALBANY, N. Y., STRIKE.

KEWANEE, ILL. , STRIKE.

On May 1st, the members of Division No.

484 , Kewenee, Ill . , went on strike. A satis

factory settlement was reached on May 5 .

It appears that this strike was caused by

what appeared to the members of Division

No. 484 as bad faith on part of a gentleman

selected by the company as an arbitrator.

Some days prior to the strike , Division

No. 484 submitted a proposed agreement to

the employing company embracing an in

crease in the wage rate . Vice-President B.

A. Carter was dispatched to assist the local .

After several conferences, the agreement

was rejected by the company with an offer,

in lieu thereof, to arbitrate the objection

able features. Arbitration was agreed upon

andnd arbitrators were selected respectively

by the company and the association , both

accepting to serve. When the arbitrator

selected by the association endeavored to

reach the party selected by the company

with the purpose to choose a third arbitra

tor , it was found that the arbitrator select

ed by the company would consider only

those of special prejudice against the inter

ests of the employes from whom to com

plete the board . On being confronted

with the suggestion that this was his posi

tion , he frankly admitted that he regarded

arbitration as a farce and gave the arbitra

tor , representing the employes , to under

stand that employers should have the sole

right to fix wage rates and working condi.

tions and that if the men did not want to

accept those wages and conditions , it was

up to them to seek employment elsewhere,

A strike, the cause of which has been mis.

stated in other publications, was declared

by Division No. 148, Albany, N. Y., on May

27. It was a short lived strike. It has been

erroneously stated that this was a peremp

tory strike on the part of members of Divi

sion No. 148 on account of a jurisdictional

quarrel between Division No. 148 of Albany

and Division No. 506 of Rensselaer, both

groups of employes working for the same

company. This is not the case. As a mat

ter of fact, some few years ago the lines op

erated by Division No. 506 were a part of

the Albany system. A contention grew up

between the citizens and the company rela .

tive to the rate of fares. This was settled

in the interest of the company by the com

pany proclaiming the Cohoes or Rensselaer

lines to be a separate company from that of

Albany and a separate line was instituted.

To carry out this provision against the cla

mor of the people, it became necessary for

the company to segregate the Rensselaer

system from that of Albany and establish ,

as an apparent fact, that the system was

owned and operated as a separate proposi.

tion. The Albany employes were restricted

to the Albany lines alone and a new set of

employes were placed upon the Rensselaer

cars to man them . Protest at the time was

made by members of Division No. 148. The

circumstance, however, was pictured to the

members of the Albany local in such a way

that they yielded and withdrew their claims

to rights of operation upon the Rensselaer

system with the understanding that there

would be no further aggressions against

their seniority rights in the operation of the
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liberal increase in wage.

This company has insisted in the past in

running upon the " open shop " policy, and

it has been looked upon by the membership

of the E. Liverpool and Steuben ville locals

as a sort of objectionable entering wedge

maintained to be taken advantage of as op

portunity might prevail in the future to as

sist in disrupting the entire organized move

ment of the street and electric railway men

of the Ohio Valley. The agreement, how

ever, will eliminate further suspicion along

this line and Vice President Thorpe and

Division No. 52 are entitled to congratula

tions. There were fourteen members direct.

ly involved in the strike.

cars of the employing concern . Later, the

Rensselaer employes were organized into

Division No. 506. Prior to May 27th , an ar

rangement was scheduled by which the

Rensselaer cars should go beyond Clinton

avenue in Albany, the limit line , to the

Recreation Park to convenience people who

wished to visit the grounds , and particularly

on May 27 , to attend a show. To permit this

would be another concession of seniority

right to employment or work by members of

Division No. 148 .

The matter was taken up with the com

pany by the Albany committee and the offer

was made to permit Rensselaer cars to meet

the extended schedule for show day provid

ing the company would not infringe upon

the rights of the Albany local in the future.

This the company refused to do. Receiving

no assurance that their rights to employ

ment in all work done in Albany would be

protected in the future , the members of

Division No. 148 concluded that the question

should be settled at once and a strike re

sulted. G. E. B. Member W. B. Fitzgerald was

immediately dispatched to the Rensselaer

division. The membership evidently recog

nized the merit of the claim of the Albany

local and declined to trespass upon the

rights of their fellow-workmen in Albany.

A settlement speedily followed by which a

full understanding, satisfactory to both

locals and evidently to the company, was

effected and work was resumed after a very

short suspension.

ON COWARDS.

I can stand for the coward afraid of the

dark, and the coward afraid of his life ,

And the man who's afraid to go out on a

lark because he's afraid of his wife ;

I can stand for the man who's afraid to at

tempt a venture because he may fail ,

And even the coward, I'm glad to exempt,

afraid of the big comet's tail;

But I've neither patience nor time for the

man who's afraid to go up to a brother

And say something cheerful the times that

he can , and praise him for something

or other.

NEWELL, W. VA. STRIKE,

I don't mind the brother who winces at pain,

and shrinks when the dentist is grind

ing,

I can stand for the coward afraid of the

skein his own foolish actions are wind

ing ;

And I feel for the coward whose courage is

gone , and sigh for his lost moral sense,

I can stand for the coward afraid to go on,

where the battle of life is intense.

But Oh, I've no use for the coward who

knows something good of another to

say,

Yet, silently , heedlessly, onward he goes ,

afraid to speak praise when he may.

of the membership of Division No. 52, E.

Liverpool, Ohio, are the employes of the

Newell, W. Va. Street Railway Company.

The Newell Street Railway Company is sep

arate from that of the E. Liverpool Company

but the respective bodies of employes of

both companies belong to the same local

of this association . The Newell Street Rail

way Company operates some four miles of

track and enters E. Liverpool by bridge

across the Ohio River. For some few years,

and in fact since the line has been in opera

tion, the company has refused to enter into

a union agreement with its employes , al

though it has heretofore verbally granted the

conditions and wages that prevailed to the

E. Liverpool Company employes . This year,

however, when the settlement was made in

E. Liverpool, the Newell Company refused

the concessions granted by the E. Liverpool

Company and also again refused to enter a

written agreement. The employes , however,

were insistent.

The situation was placed in the hands of

Vice President J. J. Thorpe who endeavored

to secure an amicable adjustment. The com

pany proved obdurate and a strike was de .

clared May 15th. It lasted for three days

when a settlement was entered by which the

Newell employes secured a union road agree

ment identical with that prevailing to the

E. Liverpool Company employes. The agree

ment was executed by the officers of Div

ision No. 52 and the management of the

Newell Street Railway Co.

The agreement brings to the employes a

The coward who idly sits by in his ease

when wrong seems to rule over right,

And meekly submits to the evil he sees,

because he's afraid of a fight,

Is a subject for censure beyond any doubt,

but I've only pity for him.

The coward I'm after and want to turn out

is the coward with countenance grim ,

Who never lets slip from his tongue any

word that may cause some one else to

rejoice,

Who, whenever a praiseworthy thing has

occurred, is afraid of the sound of his

voice,

The coward who thinks pleasant things of

a man , but never by word or by deed

Cheers the toiler along when he ought and

he can , is the worst of the cowardly

breed. -Anon.
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Disability.

Jacob F. Quackenbush, member of Di
vision No. 282 , Rochester N. Y.;

cause, blindness 100.00

Total $2,100.00

Disbursements from the Death and Disability

Fund during the month of May , 1910, were

made to beneficiaries on death and disability
claims as follows:

DEATHS.

Bridget Ochsenfeld, beneficiary, death
claim of Bernard R. Ochsenfeld , de

ceased member oť Division No. 433 ,
Lansford , Pa.; cause , pulmonary tu
berculosis - $ 100.00

Mrs. Finley Snyder, beneficiary , death

claim of Clyde W. Snyder, deceased

member of Division No. 176 , Sharon ,

Pa.; cause, accident , being crushed be

tween car and platform .. 100.00

Mrs. Bridget Looby, beneficiary, death

claim of P. Looby, deceased member

of Division No. 260 , Chicago, 111 .;

cause, heart disease .. 100.00

H. B. Barron, financial secretary of Di

vision No. 477, death claim of G. R.

Metzler, deceased member of Division

No. 477, Philadelphia , Pa.; cause, tu

berculosis 100.00

Miss Mary T. Sullivan , beneficiary, death
claim of T. P. Sullivan, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 477 , Philadelphia ,

Pa.; cause, pneumonia . 100.00

Drs. H. Hunter, beneficiary, death claim

of H. Hunter, deceased member of

Division No. 260 Chicago, Ill .; cause,

blood poisoning. 100.00

Mrs. J. " W. Carlisa , beneficiary , death

claim of J. W. Carlisa, deecased

member of Division No. 308 , Chicago,

Ill .; cause, accident, being crushed
between two cars 100.00

Mrs. H. L. Krus, beneficiary, death

claim of H L. Krus, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 308 , Chicago , N .;

cause, suicide by poisoning .. 100.00

Mrs. Chas. Solomon , beneficiary, death
claim of Chas. Solomon , deceased

member of Division No. 308 , Chicago,

Ill.; cause, endocarditis and nephritis 100.00

Mrs. Mary Farnham , beneficiary, death

claim of , Ella W. Farnham , deceased

member of Division No. 308 , Chicago,

Ill .; cause, lobar pneumonia 100.00

Mrs. Jane Burns, beneficiary , death

claim of David Burns, deceased mem
ber of Division No. 240 , Chelsea,

Mass.; cause, phthisis 100.00

W. D. Robbins, Financial Secretary of

Division No. 113 , death claim of W.

Pitchefer, deceased member of Di

vision No. 113 , Toronto, Ont .; cause,

carcinoma of stomach 100.00

Mrs. Chas. D. Batchelder, beneficiary ,

death claim of Chas. D. Bachelder,

deceased member of Division No. 235 ,

Brockton, Mass.; cause, strangulation 100.00

Mrs. M. J. Kinsella, beneficiary , death
claim of James Kinsella, deceased

member of Division No. 101, Van

couver, B. C.; cause, lobar pneumonia 100.00

Miranda Webster, beneficiary , death

claim of Frederick L. Webster, de

ceased member of Division No. 425 ,

Hartford, Conn .; cause, pneumonia .: 100.00

Minnie Knighten , beneficiary, death

claim of H. M. Knighten , deceased

member of Division No. 128, Ashe

ville , N. C.;" cause, diabetes millitus. 100.00

Mrs. Jennie Kirwin Winchenbach , bene

ficiary, death claim of A. D. Winchen

bach , deceased member of Division

No. 373 , Hyde Park , Mass.; cause,

valvular heart disease 100.00

Mrs. Nellie Gilmore Bell , beneficiary ,

death claim of J. W. Bell, deceased

member of Division No. 260 , Chicago,

Ill.; cause , accident, effects of in

juries due to overturning of supply

car 100.00

James Barrett, beneficiary , death claim

of J. Barrett, deceased member of Di
vision No. 260, Chicago Ill .; cause ,

pulmonary tuberculosis 100.00

W. D. Robbins, Financial Secretary of

Division No. 113, death claim of G. A.

Wallace, deceased member of Division

No. 113 , Toronto , Ont.; cause, heart

trouble 100.00

IN MEMORIAM.

By Division 240, Chelsea, Mass.

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father, in His di

vine wisdom , has deemed il best to take from

our midst our beloved and esteemed brother,

Dave M. Burns, and the members of Div. 240

realize the loss of a most loyal and sincere

friend ; therefore be it

Resolved, That we extend to the sorrowing

family of the deceased our sincere sympathy

in their grief for the loss of the kind and lov .

ing husband and father, who was ever mind

ful of their well-being and thoughtful for their

happiness.

Resolved , That we drape our charter for a

period of thirty days ; that these resolutions

be entered on our minutes ; a copy be sent to

the bereaved family, and that they be pub

lished in the Motorman & Conductor .

JOSEPH J. WALSH,

Secy . and Cor.

By Division No. 537, Holyoke, Mass.

Whereas, Almighty God has seen fit to en

ter into our local, and take from it our be
loved brother, Chauncey Horobine, one who

was sincere and loyal to the Division and al
ways ready when duty called him ; and

Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved

and sorrowing family our deepest sympathy

and sincere regret of this Association; and be
it further

Resolved, That the charter be draped in

mourning for thirty days, and that a copy of

these resolutions be given to the family, and
that they appear in the Motorman & Conductor.

FREDERICK J. GEARY,

DANIEL J. SULLIVAN,

TIMOTHY J. MORIARTY,

Committee.

By Div. No. 388, Newburgh, N. Y.

Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty God

to take from our fraternal family our beloved

brother , Wilbur F. Townsend, and

Whereas, We deplore the loss of one so hon

est, courteous, noble and food, ever polite, pa

tient and efficient in the discharge of his du

ties , never forgetting to be kind at home and

abroad, a reliable, just and upright citizen

always. Therefore be it

Resolved , Thatthe heartfelt sympathy of

this Division be extended to his family in their

affliction and that as a mark of respect to

our deceased brother our charter be draped in

mourning for a period of thirty days.

Resolved That these resolutions be spread

upon the records of this Division and a copy

hereof be transmitted to the family of our de
ceased brother.

GEORGE FREER,

GEORGE TERWILLEGAR,

WALTER C. ROGERS,

By Pioneer Div . 101 , Vancouver, B. C.

Whereas, Almighty God , in His infinite wis

dom, has taken from our midst our beloved

and esteemed friend and brother, George Fran

cis Lenfesty , a charter member of Div. 101 ,

and always a faithful and ardent worker for

our cause, of whom no man could ever speak

but words of praise ; therefore be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Div. 101 ,

in meeting assembled , do extend to his sor

rowing and bereaved relatives our most pro

found and heartfelt sympathy; and be it fur
ther

Resolved, That as a tribute of respect to our

departed brother our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days; that these resolutions

be spread upon the minutes of this local ; that

a copy be presented to the sorrowing family,

and that a copy be sent to the “Motorman and

Conductor" for publication.

ADAM TAYLOR, President.

H. W. HARRIS, Recording Secretary.

May 10 , 1910 .
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By Div. No. 326, St. Joseph, Mo.

Whereas Our Heavenly Father, in His di

vine wisdom, has deemed it wise to take from

our midst our beloved and esteemed brother,

Fred. Ozenberger, by whose untimely death

from tuberculosis we recognize the loss of a

faithful member of our association ; and

Whereas, We, the members of Division 326,

wish to express our sympathy to the sorrow

ing parents and relatives ; therefore be it

Resolved, That as a tribute of respect to the

memory of our late brother we drape our

charter for a period of thirty days ; that these
resolutions be entered on our minutes, a copy

be sent to the bereaved wife and children , that

they be published in our official journal, the

“ Motorman and Conductor."
G. A. BRUCKNER ,

GEORGE COOK ,

TOM SMITH,

Committee.

May 21 , 1910 .

By Capital Div. 109, Victoria, B. C.

Whereas, Almighty God in his wisdom has

seen fit to enter into the home of our Brother

H. King and pluck from it his beloved wife ;

and ,

Whereas, What is Bro. King's loss is our

sorrow ; therefore be it

Resolved, That we as an association bow

with him, our trusted brother, in humble sub

mission to the will of Him who doeth all

things well, and that we extend to Bro. King

in his hour of affliction our hearty sympathies;
and be it further

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions

be sent to Bro. King and published in the

Motorman and Conductor.

W. H. GIBSON,

M. BRINKMAN ,

B. GOODFIELD,

J. WOOD,

R. A. RITCHIE,

Ex. Com.

May 18, 1910.

extend to his sorrowing wife and children our

deepest sympathy to comfort them in their be
reavement.

Resolved , that as a tribute of respect and

the high esteem in which we held our late

brother , we drape our charter in mourning for

a period of thirty days, that these resolutions

be entered on the minutes of our local, a copy

be presented to the bereaved family and also

be published in the " Motorman & Conductor."

A. H. HOMER,

F. D. HARRIGER,

CARL T. BEAL.

Committee on Resolutions.

June 6, 1910.

By Division No. 176, Sharon , Pa.

Whereas, The passing from this life of our
late brother , Clyde W. Snyder, removes from
among us a true friend and brother whose few

years of service with us gathered with his
ever good nature all the hearts and good-will
of his fellow-workmen. While we know that

mere words cannot speak away the great grief

of the bereaved parents, brothers and sisters,

yet we feel that it will be a consolation for

them to know that as faithful friends, we wish

to express our sympathy; therefore be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Division

No. 176, A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A. , extend

to the bereaved parents , brothers and sisters

our heartfelt sympathy in their darkest hour
of affliction, and commend them with respect

ful reverence to the solace of Him who doeth
all things well.

Resolved , That as a tribute to the memory

of our late brother we drape the charter of our

local for a period of thirty days, that these

resolutions be entered upon our records, that a

copy be sent to the family of our late brother
and to he " Motorman and Conductor " for pub

lication.

( Signed )

THOS. A. SMITH,
President.

FRED. W. SPEYER,

Financial Secretary.

J. D. BURROWS,

Recording Secretary.

May 16, 1910 .

By Div. No. 128, Asheville, N. C.

Whereas, A wise Providence in omnipotent

reign sent the death angel to the sick bed of

our beloved friend and brother, H. M. Knigh

ten, who was an active member of our Local,

always generous, ever ready to sacrifice ; for

getting his own agony , and willing to come
to the rescue of his fellow workmen ; and

Whereas, We bow in humble submission to

our Heavenly Father, who knoweth best that

he be taken from his loved ones at home to

his prepared home in the Great Beyond ; there

fore, be it

Resolved, that the members of Div. No.

128, in meeting assembled, do hereby extend

our heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved fam

ily, and that our charter be draped in mourn

ing for a period of thirty days in memory of

the deceased ;and be it further

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions

be sent the bereaved family of our dear

brother, that a copy be placed upon the min

utes of our Association , and that they be pub

lished in our official journal, the Motorman

and Conductor.

C. J. ROBERTS,

A. P. LYDA,

T. C. ANDERS,

Committee on Resolutions.

May 9, 1910.

j
e

By Div. No. 470, Oil City, Pa.

Whereas Almighty God through His Divine

Power has chosen and by deathtaken from us

ourbeloved brother, Joseph N. Stormer, and

Whereas, by the death of brother Stormer,

we realize the loss of a true friend and fellow

worker, am an capable to the full capacity of

his duties, a kind and loving husbandand

father , an ardent member of Local No. 470, A.

A. of S. & E. R. E. of A., in which he has

faithfully served the offices and committees

assigned to him . His presence and cheery

smile will be sorely missed by all who knew

him , therefore be it

Resolved, that we the members of Local 470

LATE BRO. CLYDE W. SNYDER,

Div . No. 176, Sharon , Pa .
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EX-VICE-PRESIDENT FRED W. BUTLER,

Division No. 382, Salt Lake City, Utah.

OUR BABY.

Above is a picture of Brother Fred W.

Butler, former vice -president of Division No.

382. Brother Butler was the recent recipent

of a beautiful gold ring presented to him by

the Salt Lake City Local. The event was

prompted by the persistent endeavor of

Brother Butler before the State Legislature

to secure the enactment of a full vestibule

bill. He took up the work , spending his

time and paying his own expenses in doing

his utmost to secure the desired legislation .

Brother Butler is one of the active spirits of

the labor movement.

By Frank Vert.

Behold this tiny little mite,

Arrayed in robes of spotless white ;

For her we waited , watched and prayed ,

For her our future plans are made ;

And as I hold her on my knee,

And watch her wink and blink at me,

The future looks so bright and clear

My heart is filled with endless cheer.

No more I watch with envious eye

The laughing youngsters romping by ;

My thoughts have ceased to backward turn ,

No more for bachelor days I yearn ;

And when her childhood days have flown,

And she a charming miss has grown,

Perhaps my heart will swell with pride

When she becomes a blushing bride ;

And when I'm feeble, old and low,

And from this world about to go,

If she should have her children there

To climb my knee and pull my hair ,

'Twill lighten age's cruel sting,

And boyhood memories backward bring ;

'Twill set my heart once more ablaze,

And brighten my declining days ;

And I can leave this world content

That life , for me, was not mis-spent.

of the Clark Brothers is a conductor upon

the Baker line and the photographers have

shown especial interest in their courtesy in

providing the Motorman and Conductor with

the picture. This courtesy is sincerely ap

preciated. Brother Vert is not unknown

to the readers of the official organ . He is a

member of Division No. 26 and of years' ex

perience as a motorman upon the Sherman

line in Detroit. He has gratuitously con

tributed to the " M. & C.” from his pen of

humor and sentiment in verse for a long

time. His productions have been copied in

other periodicals, which shows something of

their popularity . His late production , en

titled “ Our Baby," will be accepted by those

who have been entertained by Vert's pro

ductions in the past, and on their behalf,

Bro. Vert, Mrs. Vert and “ Our Baby” will

enjoy the hearty well wishes of a multitude

of readers of the " M. & C."

The members of the Association are in.

debted to Clark Bros., Photographers, 437

Baker St., Detroit, for the picture of Brother

Frank and young Miss Vert which appears

in this column of the M. & C. The father
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STRIKE SETTLED BY ARBITRATION.

Kewanee, Ill . — Division No. 484 has passed

through an unpleasant contest. I do not wish

to accuse the company of the bad faith that

precipitated a strike on this line ; rather, it

was a gentleman selected as an arbitrator by

the company: nan should accept a posi

tion upon a board of arbitration in bad faith .

No man can accept the position of arbritrator
only by accepting, he subscribes to arbritra

tion as a fair and honest method of adjust
ing a labor dispute. That a gentleman ap

pointed by the company did not unedrstand
the qualifications necesary for the position

was shown in our case by the fact that, after

accepting the appointment at the hands of the
company, he declared arbitration a farce and
that such a procedure was not the proper one

by which to settle the matters in contention.
This man should never have accepted the po

sition of arbitrator in the first place. His at

titued towards arbitration disqualified him . To

blame the company for this strike would be

to accept as a mater of fact that the company

knew the attitude of this gentleman before he
was selected. That, we cannot know ; in fact,

we do not wish to believe. We prefer that

this strike must rest against the man who de

clared arbitration a farce, rather than against
our employing company.

Division No. 484 , at the proper time, pre

pared a new agreement embracing proposed
changes in working conditions and wages.

President Placke and the executive commit

tee presented this agreement to the manager.

After some delay he replied , making objec
tions to several of the proposed changes.

The situation now became sufficiently seri
ous that I. P. W. D. Mahon was consulted. He

dispatched to our assistance Vice -President B.

A. Carter, who, together with our committee,

took up the questions in dispute anew .

Repeatedconferences resulted in comprom

ise upon all questions with the exception of

the wage rate desired, stools for motormen

and free passes . These questions were ulti

mately held for arbitration, which was agreed

upon by the association and the management
of the company . Division No. 484 selected as

trbitrator Mr. D. W. Davis, president of the
Central Trades Council. The company select

ed Mr. J. A. Anderson. Mr. Anderson soon

showed himself in a way that disclosed that

his prejudice against organized labor was not

confined to the " open " and " closed shop " con

troversy, but that it was due to his position
that labor should have nothing to say about

wages and working conditions. He believed

firmly that the company should have the right

to fix such wages and working conditions as

the management saw fit, and that if any indi

vidual employe did not wish to work for those

terms that he should seek employment else

where. This position, under the present sys

tem and the influences that govern it , is a

most secure one for employers to take who

wish to take advantage of the fair employers ,

and Mr. Anderson seems to be of that class.

However, Mr. Davis and Mr. Anderson inet

for the purpose of selecting a third arbitrator.

It was in the course of this work that Mr.

Anderson declared his prejudice and declared

arbitration a farce. In other words , his posi

tion was that we should accept whatever the

company was willing to give or else quit. We

took up with the latter intimation. We quit.

Butwe did not quit in the way Mr. Anderson

would have us quit. We quit as an organized

body. We gave the company an opportunity

to comply with our requests upon the three

propositions. They refused and then we quit.
Where we did not follow Mr. Anderson's line

of policy was that we did not go to seek other

jobs. We were determined to make this job

better. We stayed right on the job as an or

ganized body of strikers. We had the assist

ance of Vice - President Carter ; in fact, we had

the approval of the International Association.

The strike began Sunday morning, May 1 , and

continued four days, when it was ended by

another agreement to arbitrate the questions

in dispute.

This time the agreement to arbitrate was

made in absolute good faith by both parties,

and the party selected by the company was

one who approved the method he subscribed to
by accepting the position. As soon as the se

lection of the third arbitrator was made our

members returned to employment. The arbi

trators selected were, by the company , Judge

C. C. Wilson ; by the association, Hon. W. J.
McGuire. These two selected Mr. B. T. Shad

ley , president of the State Board of Arbitra

tion , as third arbitrator.

The poard entere upon this work at once,

each side presenting its case , and after three

days an award was returned granting :
First-That the wage scale shall be : First

six months' service men , 18 cents per hour;

second six months' service men , 20 cents per

hour ; third six months' service men , 21 cents

per hour; those more than eighteen months in

the service, 22 cents per hour. ( These rates

to apply upon city lines ).

Interurban men received 2 cents additional

to the above scale .

The above award applies to motormen and
conductors. Barn men and engineers

awarded 22 cents per hour.

Second - Upon the stool question , the award
provides stools for motormen outside of a

zone limit.

Third - Relative to free transportation, the

award provides transportation over all lines to

all employes , and to the wife of an employe

when riding on a car in charge of the employe.

In fact, in the award , we got practically all

we went after and we are quite well satisfied

with the results of organization and what it

has brought to us.

The increase in wage is shown by giving
our former wage rate, which was :

17 cents per hour for first six months, in
crease one cent an hour.

18 cents per hour for second six months, in
crease two cents an hour.

19 cents per hour for the third six months,

increase two cents an hour, and

20 cents per hour for eighteen months of

service. This rate is increased two cents per

hour.

The interurban system paid to motormen

and conductors two cents in advance of the

said rates, The award brings to them also a

two-cent increase.

of those aside from the association, to

whom we wish especially to extend our thanks

for the support and assistance we received, are

the public of our communities who stood by

us almost to a unit ; President Davis of the

Central Labor Union, who worked hard in our

interest at all times; our president and com
mittee , and last, but not least, International

Vice-President Carter, under whose personal
direction the contest was conducted in our

behalf. Too much cannot be said of Brother

Carter. He is a man of kindly disposition,

fair almost to a fault, and who, when he

draws . the line, cannot be pushed or coaxed
over it. He is one who inspires a confidence

necessary to success in those he represents.

Now that we have gotten the things we ex
pected, it is up to us to make good . Let us

make the service better than ever and show

to the management and to the public that we

appreciate more money and the kindly support

we received through which we attained ad

vantage. Let us show that the strength there

is in unionism is an appreciable advantage,

not only to employes but to the employing

company and the riding public.

PA .

OFFICERS OF NEW LOCAL.

Columbus, 0.— Div . No. 538 has passed her

trial period and no whas established herself

as a substantial reality .

A report of our unpleansant struggle for ex

istence here appeared in the May issue and

we do not need to repeat.

The officers elected for Local 538 are as fol

lows : President, W. J. Campbell; Vice Presi

dent, Robert Endsley; Financial Secretary, M.

Y. Kramer ; Recording Secretary , C. 0. Love ;

Treasurer, P. W. Sain ; Sentinel, L. L. Walker;

Warden, Henry Hammerstein ; Conductor, Ed.

Toy ; Correspondent to the organization paper,

Eber F. Heston. Executive Board members

are : Chas. Wagner, W. P. Sweesy , W. E.

Evans, John Nelson , Benjamin Baumgara,

Chas. Miller, Chas. Mohler, J. A. Dehays, Jesse

Johns, Dan Carmody and John J. O'Donnell.

Something of our current experiences will

be, from time to time, submitted in later is

sues. 538 .
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STILL SUGGESTS A CHANGE .

on

Scranton, Pa.-In the March number our

letter dealt with the system of collecting

shortage. I have found out since that the

chief clerk and paymaster strenuously object

ed to dictation or criticism in regard to the

present system of collecting shortage or his

method of paying on pay day. The writer did

not intend to dictate or even criticize. It was

merely a suggestion , and I reiterate that same

suggestion : Deduct the shortage and put the

slip in the envelope, and commence to pay at

10 o'clock and continuously until 6 p . m . , and

you will find you will gain in friendship of all
concerned . You are fast becoming unpopular

with the employes with the present system in

vogue.

I wish to call the attention of different mem

bers of Div. 168 to the proper place to wear

the union button. The left lapel of the coat

is the proper place to wear your button, not

on your cap or hidden on your vest. It ap
pears that some of the members are either

afraid, or ashamed , to wear it in the proper

place. I would say to those members : either

wear the button in the place designated by the

Constitution
or you will be obliged to take it

off altogether. We don't want any half-heart
ed Union men ,

There is joy in the family of Bro. J. T.

McGrath - another young daughter has ar
rived.

It is regrettable that we will be compelled

to suspend some of our members for non

payment of dues. To think of the baseless

ingratitude of those men after all Div.

168 has done for them ! Some of them claim

they cannot pay 75 cents a month , yet they

can go in hotels and spend 75 cents in a night

for booze. Those fellows should not be tol

erated in the company of Union men . Pass

them by and treat them with silent contempt.

I hope I will not again see members of Div.

168 associating with those low -bred individu

als in public places. But, after all the weed

ing out, our Division still remains in a healthy

condition - in fact, numerically stronger than
ever.

We are to have an outing in the near future

and hope all members will become interested

and make it a success. Nuf ced .

PICKLAS POSTAS.

company giving us a smoke-talk and lecture

on accidents, and how a great many of them

were avoidable. Since then we have had one

of the nature I would consider avoidable. of

one car following another on a straight rail,

the first car made a stop and the car follow

ing crashed into it. As I understand, there

was none seriously injured, but it gives them

an opportunity of getting what we term blood
money out of the company . And I am sure

all honest employees deplore such an accident.

We often read of them , but seldom have one

happen on our division, and trust we will

never have another under the same conditions .
The motormen the Westwood line are

enjoying those stools I spoke about some time
ago. They are so near, it seems, we must be

the next ones to get them. The patient waiter
is no loser ; but they have all new cars there
and the stools come with them. The cars are

of the semi-convertible type and up to date
in every way .

I understand Bro. Curtis has purchased a

new cap on account of the new cars .

Since my last writing our local has sustained

the loss of a good and loyal member in the

death of Bro. A. D. Winchenbach, who had
been ill a year. He died at the home of his

father in Friendship, Me. The interment was

at Dedham , and about thirty of his fellow

employees followed his remains to the last

resting place.

A great many of the boys have not seen Bro.
Hartnett's new uniform yet. It is a stunner.

It eclipses the comet.

President O'Neil and Bro. Benson want to

know if anyone has seen Coogins.

A. R. W.

BUSINESS MEN FORCE CLASS DISTINC

TION.

APPRECIABLE PROGRESS.

Hyde Park , Mass . - Our local seems to boom

right along, both in membership and interest

taken. It seems to have a new lease of life .

Our membership is larger than ever before

and it would be hard to find a local that has a

larger per cent of employes as members than
we have.

We held our first annual ball in Memorial

Hall , Dedham , in April , and it was a grand so

cial and financial success . We were graced by

the presence of Supt. Conway, Div . Supt.

Hayes and other officials of the road ; also

Representatives Campbell, of Hyde Park and

Selectmen of Dedham . All took hold with a

determination to make it a success . The com

pany aided us grandly by giving us free cars

to carry our guests home after the ball.

I must say a few words in regard to union
ism. A great many , and far too many , join

union with the idea that the union will pro

tect them in whatever they may do, whether

such acts be right or wrong. I would say to

those holding such ideas that they had better

stay out. We are not organized for the pur

pose of upholding any member in willful

wrongdoing. Rather, we are organized to

promote a standard of workmanship that will

render inactive stringent rules through obedi

ence to the requirements of the job . As the

success of the company depends upon the

character of our work and our conduct to

ward the public and the company . To com

prehend that is a small part of what I con

sider a good union man . Sometimes the com

pany will issue a rule that seems obnoxious,

but the best way to do away with such a rule

is to strictly enforce it. I think if the com

pany would explain why such a rule was is

sued they would in lots of cases be better

obeyed.

In my last correspondence I told of the

New Castle, Pa.-Division No. 89 has suffer

ed the loss of two brothers who were dismissed

from the service on acount of disobedience of

a strict rule of the company. There were six

of them altogether, but we were fortunate

enough to have four of them reinstated. The

four reinstated were dismissed for not flag .

ging railroads properly .

" I boost the working man,” said Brother

Pete Hess when he was requested towear a

booster_badge in the interest of the Business

Men's Exchange. Another one of the brothers

took a badge home with him, but his eight

year old boy took exceptions to it. The boost

er badge is for the purpose of helping to boost

the Business Men's Exchange effort for a big

Fourth of July celebration. Now, working men

are just as patriotic as busines men, but this

affair is being made a class affair in this city ,

so it would be well enougt to let the class

that are endeavoring to reap all of the honors

wear their own booster badge, inasmuch as it

is the Business Men's Exchange that is en

deavoring to give organized labor a black eye

ni this section of the country. They have sup

ported the Tin Trust in an endeavor to dis

credit this town and bring it to its present

condition . When the business men will help

labor to put this town back where it was, we

can well afford to get behind and do the boost

ing and let the business men take the glory .

This Business Men's Exchange has enforced a

lamentable class antagnotism situation in this

Comet when it was shown to him that he took

a day off, spent considerable money in pro

curing a strong glass and went to his home on

Lee Avenue , the highest point in Lawrence

Co. to take scientific observations of the wand

erer. His report will be rendered later.

Brother Van Rive retires from railroading

and will take up the occupation of husbandry

out on the farm.

town.

Brother Hall became so absorbed in the

Brother J. H. Moore, confined to his home

with congestion of the lungs for some time, is

again out.

Brother Sipe has returned to work from re

cent illness.

Brothers Carr and C. C. Wick are improy

ing and getting along as well as can be ex

pected .

Brother Carr recently distributed thesmokes
in honor of the arrival of a new daughter .

89 .
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192 CENT INCREASE .

Danbury, Conn.-It is some time since our

readers have heard from Div . No. 269 , but we

have been doing business right along in this
old Hat Town . Everything is going along very

nicely with us , we have increased our mem
bership nearly one - third in the past two

months. There have been about one -third

more runs added to the service since the last

writing. Cars that were extra, making about

five hours, are now regular runs, making nine

hours per day ; so all runs on the road now

have nine hours .

Our agreement with the company has been

signed for another year with a few changes .

One of the most important changes is an in
crease in wages of 112 cents per hour. Our

agreement in regard to wages is: All motor

men and conductors in the employ of the com

pany on May 1 , 1910, shall receive 24 cents

per hour; all employed after May 1 to receive
20 cents for first six months and 24 cents there

after. We also have a strictly " closed shop,"

as all men employed by the company must

become members of this Division within thirty

days.

At our last regular meeting, May 7 , we had
a fine banquet, the best we ever had. Almost

every member was present, and we had enough

to feed as many more, and it was good eating,

too, and as usual, Bro. Hirsch was the cham

pion eater. We all tried hard to eat more than

he, but that is impossible for any human being.

We had as invited guests Secretary - Treasurer

M. H. Griffing, Superintendent G. H. Klinzing

and Inspector C. E. Ryder, who gave us a few

remarks and said that they were well satisfied

with the work our members had done in the

past year. We also had singing and dancing
and some funny stories by the members. Af

ter it was over, about 3:30 a. m ., we had spe

cial cars to take the members home.

Bro. Foster was married April 6 . We all

wish him much joy and all the rest that goes
with it.

Bro. Hirsch is looking for a position on the
auto chemical fire wagon.

Bro. E. Morgan had a narrow escape in a

head-on collision with an auto when driving

home from work about 1 a. m . He escaped

without a scratch , while the wagon and auto

were wrecked . The horse also escaped by

making a complete jump over the auto . Good

horse.

Have you heard Bro . Ferry call streets ?

It is rumored that Bro. Creagh is going to

get hooked up soon .

Have you seen Bro. Elwell with his goggles ?

They just match his spinach .

Bro. R. Beaupain has a hard time to pass a

certain grocery store . Look out, Ruby ; there

are a number of the boys trying to cut you out.

Bro. Patch has returned from a week's vaca

tion in the Brass Ctiy . He was on his good

behavior all the time he was gone.

Secretary Andrews has just recovered from
a three weeks' sickness.

To save expense, let's disconnect our gas

stove from the meter . There is gas enough

flying around to run a dozen stoves.

S. H. E.

He took a very active interest in the workings
of the Division , and his loss is felt very much

by all the members. Bro. Bernard Getta was

elected to fill the office of recording secretary.

Without the least idea of gaining any public

notoriety , but realizing that he was deeply in
love, and wishing to make himself secure

against all competitors, Bro. John Morris per
suaded the lady of his choice to go secretly ,

without any blare of trumpets or brass bands,
and without the knowledge or consent of his

friends, and be married . After a few days
Bro . Morris decided that it would be much

better to have a nice little home of their own ;

accordingly he went to the home of his bride's

parents and informed them that , by virtue of

the laws of the state of Connecticut, and by

the authority of a justice of the peace, their
daughter belonged to him and demanded that

she be given into his charge. This mamma and

papa absolutely refused to do, stating that they

did not want their daughter to have anything
to do with a common street car conductor.

Bro. Morris was ordered from the house, and
Mrs. Morris was locked in her room and later

sent away to some relatives in a distant city .

Thus it was that Bro. Morris gained so much
public prominence. One of New York's big

dailies informed their readers that Bro. Morris

had " taken the lady's heart as well as her nick
el . " Bro . Morris has the sympathy of his

friends, who hope that matters may be satis

factorily adjusted.
Bro Ernest Canfield has been leading the

“ simple life," attending strictly to his duties,

and occasionally going to church . He says that

" no newspaper will ever print his marriage

notice; he is satisfied to lead an independent

life of single blessedness.” He does not pro

pose to give an account of his actions to any
one, and if he wants to take a stroll down

Broadway as far as Fourteenth street, it is

nobody's business..

Some of the brothers decided that it was

about time that they had a dip into the treas
ury of the Division . It was intimated that

the Conference Board deelgate “ was getting

his," and they did not see any reason why they
could not have their share ; so they voted to

hold a smoker and party . It was an all -night

racket , and most of them enjoyed it so much

that they were not able to attend the regular
meeting held two weeks later. It seems

strange that it is possible to stay up all night

at a smoker, but impossible to stay up two

hours to attend a meeting of the Division . We
wonder if can blame this to the comet ?

DEACON OF 4 43 .

PACIFIC COAST NOTES.

BAD EFFECT OF COMET.

Stamford, Conn . - Once again, by special re
quest, the Deacon will relate a few of the

things that have transpired since the last news

item . The first to cause a ripple of excitement

and stir up the placid repose of our little di

vision was the resignation of our inspector,

Mr. George Buckley. Bro. Dedrick R. Knapp

was promoted to the position of inspector, and

according to the reports he has proved himself

quite competent to fill the position.

Bro. John Boesen decided that two could live

cheaper than one ; accordingly he took that

fatal leap into matrimony. One of our con

firmed bachelors, and also one or two married

men, remarked , " Poor John !" We all congrat

ulate Bro. Boesen and wish him a long life of

unalloyed happiness.

Bro. ArthurC. Wright has resigned to accept

a position in Hartford with the Eastern Ad

vertising Company. Bro. Wright has been a

member of Div. 443 since its institution, and
has held the office of recording secretary .

Oakland, Cal.-Things are moving along

very smooth here , and the old saying, “ No
news is good news" holds good .

Brother Tom Sawyer of Eastern Div. is out

and working, after a six month's siege with a

crushed foot . He beat the doctor about three

months, as they predicted a nine month's term.

So much for being a " good one."

If the brothers , when unfortunate enough to

have to go to the office, would see the Busi

ness Agent and follow his instructions there

would be less confusion and it would asist

very much in the adjustment of the trouble .

Brother Martin Moran, of the Western divi

sion met with a serious accident by stepping

off his car and being struck with an automo
bile . He is resting easy at this writing.

The Philadelphia strike is now a thing of

past and one lesson to be learned is in regard

to financial support. May's reports show that

some divisions donated very liberally ; others
not mentioned. The last convention empow

ered the “ International" to levy an assess

ment for such purposes - Everyone would then

be called on for their pro rata and we would

know who's who.

Also the confusion incident to the Omaha let

ters would have been done away with . If any

division is entitled to benefits due to a strike
or lock -out. then we think they should be

paid through the regular channel and contin

ued as long as is deemed necessary.

Brothers , a better attendance will help the
officers and also benefit the division. Get

around if it is but once a month and don't

wait to be coaxed with a smoker."

PETER PAN.
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UNIFORMS BARRED.

Norwalk , Conn.-- I've something to say that

should interest you all.

Ever know that you sailors of the rail are

to be debarred from places of amusement be

cause of your brass buttons and your time
honored blue ?

Well , my brothers, such is the fact.

The inspector of our division went to Hoyt's

theater, a local vaudeville house , bought a re.

served seat ticket at the box office , presented

himself at the door and was very curtly in

formed :

“ We tender admission to no one in uniform
at this theater. "

Despite his just protest he was denied ad
mission.

Two other men, members of our local , pre

sented themselves in uniform the same even

ing and were also turned away.

The inspector has instituted a suit for dam

ages against the theater and we boys of 476

would gladly assess ourselves to pay legal fees

in quest of justice and consideration at the

hands of the peanut manager of Hoyt's thea
ter. Picture in your mind the field at Gettys

burg , imagine the waters of Manila and San

tiago , conjure a vision of San Juan Hill. AS
your mind goes back to historic scenes and

pictures those noble boys in blue, a thrill per

meates every fiber of your being, your heart

beats faster and your soul offers thanks and

prayers for those mother's sons who fought

and died for their good old U. S. A.

And yet your indignation is aroused every

little while when you scan the headlines an

nouncing scenes where the boys that are good

enough to fight and die for us are bad enough

to be denied admission to our receptions, our

hotels and our theaters.

To quote Rudyard Kipling :

“ It's Tommy this and Tommy that,

And throw him out, the brute !

But it's hooray ! for Tommy Atkins

When the guns begin to shoot.”

We can get along without our counter jump

ers, we can dispense with our pen pushers, we

can manage along minus our bread man , our

coal man and our Armour's agent, we can even

get along with out Standard Oil . But I chal

lenge a mother's son of you to prove that

( even for an hour ) we can part with our sol

diers , our sailors firemen , postment, Brother

hood men , and the boys of the controller and

bell strap. The badge of service is the medal

of honor and wherever you see a man devot

ing his time to the public welfare, either on

the battlefield , trudging up the mountain side

with mail pouch on his back, or endangering

his health and life, bringing his brothers to

business, to pleasure, rain or shine, holy day,

holiday or any day, look again , old man, hasn't

that fellow a blue uniform on ?

But you dare not expect admission a cheap
vaudeville house.

We are arbitrating an increase to 30c per

hour flat rate. We are hopeful, optimistic and

what's more, determined.

The reign of the open car brings the " con

ny" back to favor in the eyes of the feminine,

and ain't it funny, they'll even ride on Broad

River to talk to a lithe, dark, handsome

Romeo.

Bushel bid a sad goodbye to the Broad Riv

er natives ; he's now on the main line.

Messrs. Clancy Cohen & Co., second -hand

clothing, coats, from 6 bits up. Oh, you Jew's
harp !

Fancher and Knowles are holding down the

famous " Rawhide."

Bad weather here in New England ; compli

ments of the comet presumably ; more like

February than June.

EDW. M. GAFFNEY, Cor.

Bro. Wolf was appointed superintendent of

the East Moline lines, and we are glad to see

him get the position .

We had a good meeting Saturday, April 23 ,

at midnight, mainly to hear the final report

from thecommittee on the new agreement for
the next three years. No. 313 came over in

two special cars, and when they entered the
hall we thought that the whole town was go

ing to march in, as they numbered about 200.

The agreement received aunanimous vote .
Bro . Carstens and Bro. Coleman went before

the city council and secured the passing of

the following ordinance : " The said railway

company, in event of disagreement or dispute
in reference to wages or working conditions
with its motormen or conductors, which may

result in a strike or lockout, shall submit the
question at issue to a board of arbitration ,

such board to be composed of one member ap

pointed by the railway company, one by the
employes, and the two so chosen shall select

a third party , which board of arbitration shall

consider the points at issue, and their decision
shall be final and binding on both parties to
the arbitration . "

Bro. Maxfield has just recovered from an

attack of quinzy.

Bro. Webb was confined to his home since

the 13th of April with erysipelas. We hope

to see him out soon .

Brother Hillmer, of Division No. 312 met

with the msfortune lately of having nes new

home, together with all of his furniture burn

ed to the ground. The boys took up a collec

tion for him amounting to $61.7 $5 which helps

some and for which he wishes, in this way, to

return his grateful thanks,

Brother Andre, afterjust securing a day

light run, surprised us by returning to his

fathers' farm . Our best wishes go with him .

Brother Harry Oddy, one of ourold men, re

cently quit his position here to take up work
with a Chicago firm as traveling salesman .

The company has secured an extension of

franchise with a time limit of 25 years. Nu

merous improvements will be made in exten

sions of lines and otherwise in this city. An

interurban line will also be constructed to

Muscatine, Iowa .

JAKE THE SECOND.

NOTES FROM 281.

New Haven , Conn . - Brother Bernard Hope

has passed the Civil Service examination for

Sargeant of Police of this city and has been

appointed with high honors. We wish him all

the luck in the world in his new position.

Brother Hope was the first president of Di

vision No. 281 and has contributed much to

our present standing as an organization .

Division No. 281 is about to settle her wage

question with the company by arbitration . In

fact, we are united with the various Connect

icut' locals through an Advisory Board and

wages for this city and others in Connecticut

will be taken up jointly for arbitration. We

had the opportunity of taking advantage of

the wage rate to be fixed by the Springfield

and Worchester arbitration, but our boys felt

that it was best to stand alone. It will cost

us a little more, but we think we can get more

by going ahead alone, so each member must

be ready to stand his share of expense.

It would be well for every member to pay

attention to all bills as they are read off in the

meeting. It woud avoid the necessity of ask

ing so many questions and discussing those

things on the outside. Besides, mistakes

made may be noted and matters fixed up with

out being committed to discussions based on

groundless suspicions.

Jack Laden and Mike Stackpole are doing

the heavy battery work forthe base ball team .

Tim Sullivan is batting 310.

Our base ball team has won six games this

season up to date, June 1st.

The funeral of late Brother Francis Tiernan

took place May 19th. Sixteen members from
the West Haven barn attended. Brother Tier

nan was very popular and his taking away has

cast a gloom over those who knew him . The

bearers were Brothers Frank Dichman , Thos.

Hodges, Ed . Finnigan , Jas. Doyle, Andrew

McCarthy and Thos . Winn. Brother Jas. Doyle,

his conductor, sent a handsome standing cross.

SC . B.

ARBITRATION ORDINANCE SECURED.

Davenport, Iowa . — Bro. McMorrow, of the

international office, gave us a very nice talk

last month , and some of the brothers who

were not there missed a good thing.

Bro. Timothy has a new conductor in the

family, weighing 10_pounds.

Bro. Ballhorn and Bro. Morgan expect to get

tied up soon , so the report runs.
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LOCAL IS FLOURISHING. per cent of the men employed in the Union,

which was very satisfactory. But when they
felt that this agreement

Trenton, N. J. - Division No. 540 is in four
was being ignored

ishing condition . Our meetings are largely at and they were being deprived of the fullest

tended and members aro standing well to liberty of their Union, the men found it neces

sary for the existence of their organization to
gether, and the people of Trenton are benefit

ing by the excellent service rendered. That is
have this Section 15 lived up to or have a

closed shop.
one point for unionism.

After a great many conferences between
No complaints can be made with the attitude

of our manager towards our association.
the representatives of the Union and the comHe

is giving us a “ square deal.” None are dis pany officials an agreement was reached on the
following basis :

charged only those whom it is impossible to
The men are to have a 142 cents per hourretain in the service. The pianager is always

ready to treat with increase of wages, 1 cent from the presentcommittees andour

officers and deal satisfactory . He always date, and an additional 12 cerct from the first

of next January. They cruceded the other

meets us half way and sometimes more.
half in lieu of either closed shop or the en

Chairman C. 0. Pratt recently visited this

local and gave us a pleasing address. He met forcement of Section 15 of the agreement al

ready existing.
with Mr. P. E. Hurley, manager, and took up

The company preferred to

a few issues that had developed. By this enforce the original agreement and have Sec

tion 15 lived up to to the letter .
means he succeeded in prevailing upon Mr.

The following is the paragraph in Mr. Van
Hurley to reinstate two discharged men.
The men here are satisfied that a union is Brunt's letter to the Union on the subject of

" a closed shop ."
the real thing. Trenton was a long time in ar

" After consultations with the management

riving at the front, but we are now in good
of the property in Philadelphia , the company

condition , and if we remain as loyal at all
is unable to see its way clear to make this

times in the future as at present, Trenton will
concession for the reason that we feel that our

remain on the front page as the first trolley
contract entered into in May, 1909 , Section 15

road ever organized in the State of New
( of which is quoted above ) covers this entire

Jersey . We do not see why the brothers north
question until the 15th day of May , 1913 , and

of us do not take the cue and get in line in
that the question is not, or at least should not

better shape. be opened for discussion at this time. The
Speaking of organizations and of members

of organizations, may suggest that we some
company is, however, willing at all times to

live up to the letter and spirit of that agree
times bump up against a party who, if taken

ment and is willing to se that its officials and
as a type of unionism, would discourage the

employes do likewise and do not use their in
entire movement, but, fortunately , such fel

fluence in any way to prevent employes be
lows are far in the minority. I had a little ex coming members of the Association. No dis

perience during the Philadelphia strike which crimination against Union men will be permit
I may relate for the advantage of other of our ted and the writter will take pleasure in tak

members who are addicted to being hasty in ing such steps as will prevent such discrim

granting favors to strangerson the presump ination at all times."

tion that they are up to the standard as union Bro. Cornelius of the G. E. B. , who has been

men in their principles. During the Philadel handling the matter with the Local Commit

phia strike some ten or twelve strikers came tee, is to be highly complimented , too much

to Trenton with the apparent purpose of help praise cannot be given him and the members

ing the cause along and assisting to support of the Local Organization for their conserva

the Philadelphia strike. To do any business tive and broad-minded considerations in peace

on the streets in this city it requires a license ably adjusting this matter. It might have

which costs $6.00 per year. I had one of these been a disastrous affair to all concerned if
licenses and made arrangements by which one the best care and judgment had not been

of thes men, who was introduced to me as a used. Bro . Cornelius is a very able man and

good union man, might use it. I went to con his superior officers should be complimented

siderabel trouble to make thes arrangements. for selecting a man of his kind to handle im

When the strike was settled, this assumed portant business of this nature.

good union man left our city and took with Bro. Cornelius, upon his arrival in St.

him my license. I am out the license. Even Joseph , immediately set about to learn all the

though that man should be an impotsor, it facts and gather all the information in con

would have been little enough for him to have nection with the subject he was going to han

returned my license or even return it now , as
dle. He made two visits to the Central Labor

it costme money. He may be a member of Council, called on a number of labor organiza

the Philadelphia local. He had credentials in tions, paid a visit to Mayor Clayton and city

dicating it at the time, but if his conduct officials, got in touch with some of the busi

towards me exposes his principle, he is taking ness men , and in a short time knew something

advantage of situations that permit him to of the conditions in St. Joseph .

prey upon the good will of other union men
W. W. Vaughan , S. 0. King, Tom Smith , R.

and of the people in general. If he is a mem N. Carter, C. S. Brown, George Sweanger, J.

ber of the Philadelphia local and W. Lafflin , F. Smith , G. A. Bruckner, A. D.
gets

“ Motorman and Conductor," when he reads Thornberry and Richard Johnson comprised

this he will know who I mean, and I trust the committee of local officers who were aid

that he may yet return the license I took so ed in the settlement by Bro. Cornelius .

much pains to arrange to place at his disposal
COR.

so he could do business for the purpose, as I

supposed, to help the Philadelphia strikers, NOTES FROM DIV. 242.

but possibly simply to help himself. Montpelier, Vt. - It gives us great pleasure
È. W. PEARSON. to know the Philadelphia strike is settled .

We admire the spirit of the boys in such a

1/2 CENT WAGE INCREASE.
trying time, in standing by their guns till

victory was theirs.

Brothers Knapp , Paterson , Sweeney and
St. Joseph , MO .- In May, 1909 , the company Cross have left and found other employment.

and men here entered into a general agree Mr. Andrus, our superintendent, has left us

ment covering hours, working conditions and and is now in charge of the municipal light

wages for four years , which would take it up ing plant of Burlington, Vt. He goes with
to May, 1913. But the matter of wages was the best wishes of most of us.

left open, to be taken up inMay of this year. Your correspondent is president of the C.

Recent friction was caused by what the men L. U.

claimed a violation of Section 15 of the four Bro. Reagan is at Lake Champlain . He will
year agreement, which reads : have a good fish story when he gets back .
" The officials of the party of the first part Who ever heard of a girl superintendent ?

agree not to use their influence in any wayto Who tells all that goes on in our meeting to

prevent employes becoming members of the those not entitled to know the same ?
Association, and further agree that no dis Bro. Dodge had one finger amputated. The

crimination will be made against employes in barber did the rest .

consequence of their membership with theAs Bro. Duscham passed the cigars . A little

sociation ." girl came to gladden his fireside.
We have always been able to keep about 99 COR.

a
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THE BROWN SYSTEM OF DISCIPLINE.

In
Rutland, Vt.-I wish to explain to our broth

ers the system of discipline Division 247 is

supposed to be working under, known as the

Brown system of discipline. It was originated

and introduced on the Fall Brook railway by

Mr. George Brown, then general superintend
ent. Mr. Brown later became president and

general manager of the New York & Pennsyl

vanía railroad at Canisteo, N. Y.

In administering this system of discipline a
set of books are kept. A separate page is used

for each employe, showing the date on which
he entered the service, any promotion or

change of employment, with dates thereof ; in

fact , a complete record of service. Each page

is provided with columns in which the merit

and demerit marks are kept , so that they can

be checked against each other in much the

same manner in which a cash account is kept,

the merit marks going in the credit column

and the demerit marks in the debit column.

These marks correspond exactly to days of

suspension under the old system ; that is , if a

man commits an offense for which he would be

suspended for ten days on a road not using

the system , a road using the system would

give him ten demerit marks. If an employe

does some meritorious service he is awarded a

certain number of merit marks, which offset a

like number of demerit marks, in case he has

any demerit marks charged against him. If no

demerit marks exist against his record , then

the merit marks are his capital to offset de

merit marks in the future shoudl he receive

demerit marks.

When an employe has 60 demerit marks over

and above all his merit marks he is dis

missed from the service . If an employe goes

one year without receiving a demerit mark he

is given twenty merit marks ; therefore in

thre years, if he receives no demerit marks,

he has sixty merit marks to his credit , and

should he at this time commit an offense

which would bring sixty demerit marks

against his record , he would not be dismissed

from the service, for the sixty merit marks

would offset the sixty demerit marks and his

record would stand even .

In connection with this sytem all offenses

are bulletined at prominent points along the

line, but no names are given where an offense

has been committed . But in case of meritori

ous service the name of the employe is given,

the idea being that it is well for the company

to have men retain their self -respect so far as

possible, while at the same time some method

of discipline is a necessity.

For every offense some discipline is given,

depending upon what the officer in charge may

think equitable, and such demerit marks are

placed against the record of the employe at
fault. If the offense is one which seems to

have a tendency to grow , a special bulletin is

issued and posted at prominent points, setting
forth the facts , but mentioning no names,

which is a warning to all , for the betterment

of the service.

When an employe commits a grave offense

and is charged with what seems to be a small

number of demerit marks as compared with

other similar cases, the bulletin shows the rea

son for it as, “ Long and faithful service," " His
first offense,” etc. But when the number of

demerit marks administered are heavy for the

offense the bulletin explains it as , " Record

bad ," " A general careless attitude," etc.

I think that there are many things to com

mend the system , and so far as I know it has

never been assailed by any logical argument.

The idea is that each man will strive to re

ceive his twenty merit marks at the end of the

year, and of course, if he receives any de

merit marks whatever during the year, he re

ceives no merits at the end of the year. The

system was arranged by a man with a keen

insight and understanding of human nature;

he knew full well that to suspend a man from

the service would inflict far greater injury and

discomfort to his family than to the man him

self ; that to lay off a man for ten , firteen , twen

ty or thirty days is apt to be conducive to evil

living during the period of suspension , especi

ally if the man has a tendency to dissipate,

for " Satan finds some mischief still for idle

hands to do. " Besides suspensions usually

occur at busy times , when the company needs

its old , reliable men, and the Brown system is

well calculated to keep suchmen in service.

The Brown system is really discipline with

ous suspension , or discipline by record .

other words, each man is placed on his merits
or demerits, according to his acts, be they

good or bad . In fact, it is the only method of
discipline which demands a full record of

every man on the road the good things he has

done as well as the mistakes he has made,

and being a full record it enables an officer to

note thetendencyof each manin the service

When a man receives demerits only once in a

long time, with an otherwise good record, an

officer is quite sure to be lenient in administer.

ing demerits in consideration of previous good
record. On the contrary, when a man receives

frequent demerits, which may be small in

number but large in the aggregate, an officer is

liable to be more severe with each recurring

offense against discipline, and in this way

eliminate a man from the service who is mani

festly unfit to be entrusted with the responsi

bility resting upon men in the transportation
department. But a man who exerts reason

able care and judgment in the performance of

his duties need have no fear of the Brown

system.
Personally , I believe that there is no

stronger feature in bettering the service than

discipline properly administered, but I do not

believe that suspension is discipline, or at

least it is not the kind of discipline which

builds strong for future dividends. To me it

is plain that discipline which discourages does
not make efficient workmen in any line of

activity ; discipline which causes a man to lose

confidence in himself is a calamity to the com
pany which administe it, for it strikes down

that tangible something in the human makeup

which is the mother of loyalty. In these days

when public opinion is of value to a railroad,
if that opinion is good, it seems to me that any

railroad companywould not be making a mis

take by discarding any system of discipline

which inflicts hardship upon its men or their

families. Men who cannot or will not give

loyal service under a supervision of fair and

equitable discipline by record have no place in

railway service and should be eliminated in
stead of suspended.

HAND BRAKE PASSES OUT.

Youngstown, 0. - Not anything but work, is

the slogan of the members of this Division,

everybody busy and many times a woman that

has got a street car man for a husband, for.

gets and thinks she is single.

Roy Burton, who, years ago, spent much

time as a motorman on the city lines here,

and later grew dissatisfied , leaving suddenly

to seek his fortune in the hills of old Vir

• ginia , has returned to his past vocation and

is willing to be considered one of the brothers.

Some time ago the writer had the opportu

nity of enjoying a ride on the up- to-date elec

tric road from Sharon to Youngstown, and

while passing through the village of Hubbard

I noticed a sign, forbidding automobile driv

ers going faster than ten miles an hour past
the cemetery. It would seem strange to the

most of the people, but it may be that if there

was much noise, it would arouse the inmates

of the boneyard and if given the opportunity

would come back to life and would make a

complete settlement with the people .

George McKenzie, who is known among the
brothers as the New Castle Limited motor

man, has adopted a new system in using auto .

matic air, and it seems to meet the approval

of the company.

What might have been a serious accident

happened to Motorman Ruhl. As he leaned

out of the front vestibule to see if a car was

following him , he was struck on the head by

a telephone pole, knocking him to the ground.

Many hours passed by before he became con

scious and knew that he was hurt ; but outside

of a few bruises he was not seriously injured.

It seems that the day that the hand brake

was so common has passed away, and ere long

it will not be seen in our city. I often wonder

if the motormen of today realize the changes

for the better that have taken place the last
few years . 372.
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WILL VISIT BUNKER HILL. The meeting was largely attended and a gen

eral discussion was had and also a referendum

vote was taken, which resulted in an almost

unanimous decision to stand by the commit

tee to the extreme limit if necessary, but it

was decided to defer action until after Me
morial day. May 30 the board of directors

held a meeting and sent for our committee, at

which meeting an agreement was soon reached
that was satisfactory to all concerned. The

wage scale agreed up was : First and second

year men , 25 cents per hour; third and fourth

year men , 27 cents per hour ; fifth year men , 28

cents per hour, and six year men and older, 30

cents per hour; and the use of stools was al
lowed motormen the same as before, at all

times except while in the " fire limits of the

city . The old wage scale was : Minumum , 22 %

and maximum 27 cents, per hour .

At a special meeting of this Division May

31, the report of the committee was received

and every one present appeared to be happy.

At the close of the meeting Bro. Burns, on

behalf of Division No. 19 presented Bro. Cor

nelius with a handsome kit case as a small

token of our appreciation of his assistance in

the settlement. It was largely through the

untiring efforts of Bro. Cornelius who

consulted at all times, that a settlement was

arrived at so quickly and with such small
friction ,

The committee was also much pleased at

the reception given them by the board of di

rectors of the Interburban. In addittion to the

increase in wages and other concessions grant
ed us by the company, it has established better

and more friendly relations between the em

ploying company and this union, and also so

lidifled this division as nothing else could have

done, hence “ it is an ill wind that blows no

good." IRIS .

Chelsea , Mass. - Our annual banquet, held

April 28 in Odd Fellows' Hall , Lynn, under

Locals 238 and 240 , was a success in every

way. At 9 o'clock the banquet hall was filled

with about 400 of the brothers, including Rep
resentatives Riley of Malden, Robinson of

Chelsea, and Segel of Revere, also Organizer
Fred Weed and Past President George Rose, of

Lynn. After having their wants attended to

by the committee in charge they marched into

the reception hall, where the fun began. Rep

resentative Riley kept them spellbound for

about 45 minutes as he related the workings

of the house, from the time the seat is first

occupied until their term expires. He forcibly

told the rank way those labor bills are dealt

with, and don't think for a moment that it

was not interesting. After having renewed our

normal self again the talent appeared in the

shape of a' minstrel show , composed only of

motormen and conductors, and probably they

didn't jingle some. The party broke up about

1 a . m. All in all , a good time was enjoyed,

especially by the older brothers, who were

there in large numbers, and here's hoping that

it will only be a short while before we have

another , as it certainly brings , and did bring,

the different locals intimately closer than

ever ; not only brother locals, but employer

and employe as well.

The company saw fit, last winter, to give a

lecture and entertainment to each one of their

divisions on the necessity of making out acci

dent reports correctly , and to my way of

thinking it created a better feeling all around.

“ Become better acquainted," is our motto , and

difficulties can be more rightly adjusted.
Everything seems to be sailing fairly

smoothly with us at present, except those
seats which they have promised us a long time
ago and which for some unforeseen reason or

other they don't see fit to give us . They would
be very appropriate for the beach season,

where a man is supposed to work 15 or 16
hours a day for three days a week . I think we

are justified in receiving first attention .
When wearing your button please do not

wear it on the inside of the lapel. This prob

ably will not take place again.

An apology is offered those brothers

whose names were not given or who could not

attend the banquet. But will state that I in

tend taking the brothers over to see Bunker

Hill monument in the near future.

KNOCKER

was

ESTIMABLE MEMBER PASSES AWAY.

to

PRESENT CORNELIUS WITH TOKEN.

Colorado Springs, Colo . - Division No. 19 is
at the front once more. A short time prior to

our regular meeting in May the Superintend

ent of the Interurban Railway Co. posted a

notice at the car barns to the effect that the

use of stools by motormen would be restricted

to about one - fifth of the running time of the

cars. This the men thought to be an injus

tice, and at our regular meeting, May 8 , a pro

test against the aforsaid restrictions was

drawn up in writing and signed by every mem

ber present and a committee appointed to pre

sent the same to the superintendent. The

committee was also instructed to ask for a

scale of wages as follows : First year men , 25

cents per hour : sceond year men, 27 cents per

hour, and third year men and older, 30 cents

per hour .

The superintendent would not give the com

mittee any satisfaction in regard to the use of

stools, but did agree to an increase in wages

as follows : First and second year men, 25

cents per hour ; third and fourth year men , 27

cents per hour; fifth year men , 28 cents per

hour, and sixth year men and older , 28 42 cents

A special meeting was called for May 14 , at

which the above report was presented , and af

ter a lengthy discussion it was rejected and
it was decided to send for a representative of

the International organization at once.

Bro. Richard Cornelius, G. E. B. M. of San

Francisco, was detailed to come to our assist
ance. On May 21 another special meeting was

called , at which Bro. Cornellus was present.

Newburgh , N. Y.- Willard F. Townsend, a

member of Div. 388 , after a long illness , died

May 20 at the home of his parents , near La
grangeville, N. Y. He was about twenty - three

years of age and had been employed as con

ductor on our street car line for some time .
Ais kindly manner and temperate way of

speaking won for him many friends.

A delegation from our Division crossed the

Hudson river at Newburgh and went by trolley

to Fishkill, N. Y.

Historic Fishkill is situated at the entrance

of a pass through the mountains and about ten

miles back from Uncle Sam's great military
school known to the world as West Point.

About the time our delegation reached Fishkill

the remains of our brother arrived from La

grangeville. The funeral services wer held

in the Fishkill Methodist Episcopal Church ,

which stands near the old Dutch church that

was used as a revolutionary military prison.

Rev. N. 0. Lent, who had visited our brother

during his sickness, preached the funeral ser
mon . His words touched the hearts of many

of our boys, and it will be a long time before

we forget that sermon .

Rev. Angelo Ostrander, pastor of the Fish

kill Church , conducted the services at the Fish
kill cemetery , where the remains of our

brother were interred .

Bro. Townsend is survived by his parents,

one sister and two brothers. H. M. Townsend,

one of the brothers , is a motorman on our city

cars and a member of our local . The pall

bearers were from C. W. Brundage Council,

No. 110, Jr. O. U. A. M. of Melzingah, N. Y.

The following members from Div. 388 acted as
floral bearers : Samuel Vredenbergh , George

Terwilliger , James Torry, Owen Townsend,

AdolphAbel, Edward Clancy, Edward Wandell,

W. C. DeWitt. Among the floral pieces were a

large standing wreath with the emblem of our

association in the center from Div. 388 , a pil

low from parents wreath from brothers and

sister, wreath from Jr. O. U. A. M., Council No.

110 , a very handsome wreath from Miss Mar

garet Lamont, the estimable and accomplished
young woman to whom our brother was en

gaged to be married .

The dreams and air castles of our youth that
required so much time and imagination to

build , are in after years taken from us one by

one and destroyed.

per hour.
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SUMMER CAR STORM FRONTS NEEDED has something to do with that, as we now have

good filtered drinking water.

We had our agreement printed in book form
so that each member will have one .

Brother Regan , of Rankin , has been appoint

ed delegate to the Central Labor Council at

Rankin , Pa . That is a newly formed council.

President E. B. Schafer still retains the

forest on his face. We expect it to remain

there until the arrival of warmer weather .

We are looking for the time when we will
have cabs on summer cars in this city. It is

a common thing to see motor men with their

eyes in bad shape from the flying cinders

along the routes. They should be protected

from this , and I am of the opinion that the

company would save money by putting up a

protective barrier in front of our motormen.
Motormen would be better protected to meet

emergencies.

SIGNED FOR TWO YEARS.

Pittsburg , Pa - I want to confess that it is

a source of pride to me today to behold Di

vision No. 85 of our association here in Pitts

burg and vicinity. It numbers 3,000 strong,

and when I look upon it and think of what its
struggles have been to reach its present high

standing, I do not wonder that some people
marvel at it as a monument of the persever

ance of unionism and as the most favorable

illustration in this city of what unionism can
do for a body of men . Not so many years ago

there were more than a dozen separate and

distinct traction companies operating in this
city . In that day there was but one well es

tablished and thoroughly recognized organiza

tion, and it embraced a very small proportion

of the street railway men here . Today there

is one company employing perhaps three times

as many workmen as did the whole of the for

mer companies, and we have one grand organi
zation of all employes.

Today, Division No. 85 is looked upon as the

leading industrial organization of Pittsburg

and vicinity . Well may it be so looked upon .

As a matter of fact, it is the leading industrial

organization of this city . It cannot be other

wise. It has made great strides in the last

few years, and where, a few years ago, but a

few were respected as union men are respect

ed , and they were so few that the respect was

only to them and not the craft, this organiza

tion of today has brought the fullest respect

to our craft, and to be a railroad man in Pitts

burg and wear the button of Division No. 85

and be identified with this grand organization

is to be of the highest order of respected wage

earners of the community.

Not long since it would have appeared

ridiculous to most men working here to as

sume that a time would come when motormen

would be permitted the use of stools. Today ,

we have succeeded in getting stools
for all

motormen in the city of Pittsburg ; in fact, all

lines operated by the Pittsburg Railways Com

rany, which takes in Allegheny, Beaver and

Washington counties, enjoy the use of stools.

Relative to this stool business, it is amus

ing when it comes to me that now there are

some motormen who think that the association

should buy their stools for them. These men

little suspect the vigorous effort that has been

put up from time to time to secure these

stools, and when they were gotten it would

seem as though the privileges should have

been sufficient satisfaction . However, there

may come a time when we can prevail upon

the company to even furnish the stools . Yet

motormen should all provide themselves with

the stools and when they get them they should

not abuse the privilege they have of using

them . We hope that some time we will be

able to get the use of stools for conductors.

At least we will make the attempt.

It appears as though there are some of our.
members who think that because they are

members of our organization they can do as

they please and the association will uphold

them . That is a wrong idea . Every man

should work to the best interest of all con

cerned . We should endeavor to promote order,

insure harmony and establish humanity and

brotherly love in our general cause. We should

come to the meetings and get acquainted with

the workings of the association. We should

bear in mind that we are employed for a pur

pose, and that is to operate street cars in an
honest, successful way.

The chief purpose of our being employed is
to collect revenue for the company . That is

what the company is in the business for is

for the revenue. They cannot be expected to

employ a man who expects the company to

furnish the outfit and permit him to collect the

revenue and put it in his own pocket. They

pay him wages to do this work and every fare

collected should be rung up and accounted for.
There should not be an opportunity for anyone

to reflect upon the integrity of any street car
man. The duty is as important and as honor

able as that being performed by any bank

clerk or any salesman.

I am glad to report that our members have

broken off from the habit of entering saloons

with uniforms on . That, at one time, caused

us untold trouble. Perhaps the new reservoir

East Liverpool, 0.-Monday, May 2, 1910,

we signed up for two years more the same

agreement we have been working under for

three years, with a change in wage scale only.

The new scale of wages for motormen and

conductors is as follows : 21 cents per hour

for the first year of service, 24 cents per hour

for the second year of service, 25 cents per

hour for the third year of service, and26 cents

per hour for the fourth year, for the first year

of this agreement. For the second year of

this agreement, 21 cents the first year, 24 cents

the second year, 25 cents the third year, 27

cents the fourth year. We had Bro. J. J. Thorpe

assisting us in getting settled . All the boys

are gladwe are settled , as things were looking

rather blue for several days. We think our

executive board is the best ever, and we think

they used the best judgment in settling the

way they did .

We all take our hats off to Bro. J. J. Thorpe,
first vice-president.

Say, talk about your live ones and hustlers,

we think our business agent and president is it.

We are figuring on a picnic to Youngstown,
Ohio, next month over the Youngstown & Ohio

River Railroad .

Bro. I. Tice met with a very bad accident

Saturday evening, April 30. He was tearing

down an old stable on the back of his home

when he fell head first and received a slight

fracture of his skull. The doctor states he

will get better and be out againsoon .

We are all glad to see Bro. Robert White

making his run again. He has been away on

a thirty -day vacation.

Bro. Todd, Bro. E. Connelly and Bro. Geo.

Wynn are on the sick list. Bro. Wynn is suf

fering from astroke of paralysis .

Bro. Chas. Ketchum is the proud father of
twins.

General Manager J. C. Rothery is to leave
Ohio . He is going to South America to take

ip construction work. Members of Div. 52

wish him health and success.

East Liverpool street car men are the best

paid street car men in the state of Ohio, and

we aer certainly proud of it.

DIV. 52 .

MOTORMEN WANT STORM FRONTS.

Youngstown, 0.—Div. 114 held a very inter

esting meeting on May 12. An important sub

ject brought up was the running of open front

summer cars. These cars have no protection

for a motorman. He has to stand out in all

the storms and cool evening, and face the dust

for ten hours, pulling a hand -brake and some

times a trail car coupled on. President Davis

and our committee will give this matter their

attention.

Our president's mother,Mrs. Mary Davis,

died on May 6. She was 73 years of age and

was well liked by all who knew her.

Bro. Zedaker has been confined to his home

on account of sickness.

Bro. Harroff starts to build a six - room

house the first of June.

Bros. Copeland and Seckler start on work

on the same run June 1. Both weigh over 200

pounds. This will be the heavy -weight crew ,
L. M. S.
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TAKE THE KNOCK AS A BOOST. over again.

By the way , Bill, do they ever inquire who

your regular running mate is ?

Bros. Gaffney, Hamyin and Charlie French

can't believe the comet has a tail, and gave

up_staying up nights watching for it.

Bro. Oliver Woods, one of our new members

in the local, things lífe is not what it ought to

be without a wife. Bro. Woods, we congratu

late you and your future wife on this happy

occasion , and wish you both the best of health ,

luck and prosperity.

Brothers, don't forget to attend the next

meeting .
DIV. 163.

MANAGER GOES TO GALVESTON.

Ottawa, Ont.-After a lapse of a few

months we have at last started again. The

negotiating committee are back to work on

the cars. G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair

returned Tuesday, May 3. The result of the

settlement with thecompany was as follows :

The men in the service two years and over

receive an increase of 172 cents per hour. The

men under two years receive an increase of

2 cent per hour. Other concessions were se

cured. The 1972 -cent raise covers about 75 per

cent of our membership, and another 15 per

cent of the membership will benefit through

the course of the year. The remaining 10 per

cent will receive the maximum wage the fol

lowing year.

The company's first offer was an increase of

172 cents per hour to men in service five years

and over, but that offer was promptly turned

down. When approached again their answer

was that they could do no better. We expect

ed some trouble then , so wired for an G. E. B.

officer. Bro. Magnus Sinclair being de

spatched to us , he got busy immediately and

had everything drawn up for the arbitration

board in case we had to resort to such a step
for it certainly looked that way. But such was

not to be. Through the valuable assistance

given us by Bro. Sinclair we were able to

reach a satisfactory agreement to both parties.

Thanks toBro . Sinclair and our most worthy

committee, which was carrying on the negotia

tions with the company.

In Bro. Sinclair, Div. No. 279 certainly got
one that can look after the business as it

should be, and the Division showed that, by
the very hearty vote of thanks tendered to him

for his assistance . They also passed one to
the negotiating committee for their able work

towards securing a favorable settlement, also

to the old hands for sticking up for the spare
men's rights. They passed a resolution of

thanks to Superintendent Hutcheson for his

courteous treatment given to our committee

throughout the negotiations.
Anything our president takes hold of gen

erally goes along pretty smoothly.

Now our agreement started on May 1st, 1910.

It is up to themembership to do the right

thing, and for all to stick by the union, that
has done so much for us in the past. It is

bound to do more for us in the future .

Be sure and attend the meetings and make

them interesting.
Try and help the officers and make their

duty as light as possible, also help to bring all

men in the union that have not as yet joined.

How about our Annual Moonlight ? Now is

the time to get it going. Get busy, boys ; it
is always the best of the season . With the

assistance of new members we will still keep
it the best.

Remember, brothers, anyone trying to knock
your union that has done so much to better

your conditions and wages , you should count

such konck as a big boost.

COR.

Pottsvillo , Pa . — The resignation of Mr. L. C.

Bradley, general manager of the Eastern

Pennsylvania Railways and its subsidiary or
ganizations, has been tendered to the J. G.

White Co. and accepted reluctantly . Mr. Brad

ley will be located at Galveston, Texas, for

the Stone & Webster Co. of Boston, Mass. He

was a man well liked by our townspeople and

by the employes under him. The brothers of

Galveston will find in Mr. Bradley a man who

always has a pleasant word for his employes

and is ready to meet any grievance of the men .

Bro. Alex Zimmerman is all smiles. It is a

girl .

Ring off, Bill ; the line is busy.

Bro. Dodds took advantage of clean- up day .

Patronize union shops.

Bro. Quinn is still wearing his boxing gloves.

The hot air is flowing quite freely, lately, to

wards our correspondent. If you cannot boost,

Windy, do not knock.

When those brothers on car 316 go finishing
again they had better take their own lines

with them , as lead is a bad thing for the head.

Since Peggy has gone into the tobacco busi

ness, he is going to distribute some capsules,

and we hope Smasher will be around to re

ceive some.

See tht the uniform and cap bear the union

label .

Fungery is still wearing that plum-colored

hat.

Bro. Powers is at work again .
Oh you summer cars with that running

board !

Jimmie had better take care of Roundy, or
sone of those foreigners around Tuscarora

will kidnap him .
Bro. Tucker has accepted the position of

Chief Agitator at the cigar store.

Bro. Cain has taken up a course in nursing .
Any brother having anything in this line

would do well to let him know. Tommy ought

to make good under old Mammy's teaching,
and then the lunches she hands out to him
each morning - chocolates and hard - boiled

eggs. Wish you luck , old boy.
Mr. Bradley , our general manager, has

equipped our baseball club with new bats,

balls, gloves and masks, and now the boys are

ready to meet all locals having teams. 118 .

LOOK FOR NEW CARS. INTERESTED IN 9-HOUR WORK DAY.

Meriden , Conn .-- At the recent meting of

Div . 163 several new members were initiated.

The attendance was small, but it was a lively
session for those who were there .

Bro. John O'Brien has resigned his position
as motorman on the road and left for New

York City, wher he is now employed in his

brother's cafe.

is again on his run.

Bro. D. Quilty, on the sick list several weeks,

Bros. Herman Hertenstein and J. Murdock ,

who have been sick , are back to work.

The opening of Hanover Park will soon be

here : then our busy time will come, as every

thing is getting in fine shape at the park for

Decoration Day, and there a great many will

spend the day.

We expect to have three new 15-bench open

cars for the Wallingford line .

The bidding in period has come and we see

several changes on all the lines.

Big Bill says he is having a sign painted

that Cutleris on the Wallingford line to put

up in the Curtis street car, as he is getting

tired of answering the same question over and

Lowell , Masg . – Local No. 280 is in a four

ishing condition, holding regular meetings and

nearly all the new men have joined our ranks.

Both this and last year have been very suc

cessful, thanks to our able officers. The boys

all seem to understand what the union stands

for and are attending their meetings regularly.

All are interested in the nine -hour day, and

the ending of our agreement in October, but

we never have any trouble up this way. The

company is always willing to meet us half

way and talk things over, which makes it very

pleasant for us.

Brother Daniel Martin is still on the sick

list.

All agree with me that Brother William

Mooney should marry the girl , then he might

be able to attend one or two meetings a year.

Brother Clayton White is a regular Wednes

day and Sunday evening caller on Coral street.

Brother Thomas Powers, the popular motor

man on the Woburn line , is passing the cigars.

He had an addition in his family that will

likely follow in his papa's footsteps.

280 .
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OPEN HOUSE TO ALL.

Lawrence , Mass . - Division No. 261 celebrat

ed her eighth anniversary on Friday, May 27 .

We had an open house for all , non -union as

well as union . One meeting was held at 8 p .

m . and the other at midnight. A splendid

banquet was served and all did ample justice
to the viands provided. When supper was

over , a concert and addresses were the order .

We had with us, President Wm . Sproule of

Lowell, Div. No. 280 . Another distinguished

brother was present in the person of President
Pat Sheehan of the Brockton local . President

Sheehan gave the boys some food for thought

along the line of unionism . He pointed to the

interest that we should have in shortening the

work day in alluding to the nine-hour law .

Some of the brothers who have not been giv

ing thought to this question in the light in

which it was divulged by Bro. Sheehan have

rather changed their views and are now in a
position to fully appreciate a shorter hour

work day . President Sproule gave the boys a

good talk .

I may suggest right here that we have a non

union man among us who took particular pains

to work against the nine -hour law . He went

so far as to interview our representative, Hon.

Mr. Bunting . I am pleased to say , however,

that Mr. Bunting suported the measure and I

think he gained more favor among our mem

bers than he would have gained had he op

posed the nine-hour day. However, we give

the gentleman who opposed the nine -hour day

credit for having done so rather with the hope

of standing in a little better on his job than

of acting in accordance with his own better

judgment. It is more to his credit to be re

garded along that line than to be regarded as

having so little sense that he cannot compre

hnd the advantage of a shorter hour work day.

We are increasing our membership every
meeting and more interest is shown. This is a

credit to our officers and members .

I confess that I have been criticised for not

attending to my duty. I am charged with not

having a letter in the May number of the " M.

& C." I presume, however, the editor will help
me out on that. J. R.

tended every Wednesday evening and the first

Wednesday aftrnoon of each month . We have

six and seven meetings a month , and even then

the time for our adjournment seems to come
much too quickly. Is not that sufficient evi

dence of the business we handle ?

I notice a number of locals report a poor at

tendanee at the meetings , but I do not think

that in the summer months that shows a lack

of enthusiasm .

Some of our members inform me that al

though they have advised Detroit of change of

address that sometimes they receive their " M.

& C.” and sometimes they don't . It would be

well for these brothers to place their names

and addresses legibly upon a slip of paper and
hand it to the financial secretary

It has also been suggested to me that a

small space of our monthly magazine might

be devoted each time to cars and their equip
ment. I am sure there are many members of

the association who could learn a whole lot

from such an article. The object would be to

take certain of the inner workings of the car,

such as armatures, controllers, air , etc., giving

descriptive illustrations. I should like to hear

some other brother's opinion on this matter.

101 .

WILL BE OF THE BEST.

Holyoke, Mass . - We have just finished our

first three months of unionism , which, in the

beginning was a success, every man joining.

We elected officers who are working hard to

that one end of making our local one of the
best .

We have had the misfortune of losing one

of our fellow-workmen, Bro. Chauncey Haro
bine , a pleasant and courteous conductor. At

the funeral the boys turned out in uniform,

marching ahead . Just received our charter a

week ; in that short time we had it draped in

black .

Fellow -workmen , perhaps you never heard

of our president. Bro. John Kane, a clean - cut

fellow with great force in his executive abil.
ity and sincere in the movement. " Jack " is a

great politician. His sincerity is one of his

greatest features. Our meetings are directed

in such a manner as to call attention. " Jack "

is all right.

The boys wish to take this means through

the Motorman & Conductor to encourage their

worthy president to still continue the good

work .

Gentlemen , we are in close touch wtih our

brothers of Springffield , Mass. , which we, as

officers , visit quite frequently . We wish our

neighbor friends good luck in their present

demands.

We have iust had a visit from Treasurer

Rezin Orr, who gave us a talk on Organiza

tion . COR .

SAD FATALITY.

Fall River, Mass .-On Sunday, May 8 , one of

our fellow -workers , Brother Fred Crossley was
killed . He had just left the waiting room and

took his car and was turning his trolley when a

New Bedford car came down and pinned him
between the two cars , When he was picked

up , he was breathing his last. His death was

a most severe shock to Mrs. Crossley, who has

the sincere sympathy of the associate brothers
of her late husband , There was none more

popular with the boys .

Division No. 174 has a ball team which has

played eight games and has won them all . That

is going some.

Wm . Bedell of the Newport line is the cham

pion runner of our local.

Pendergast and Cornell of Newport are about

to enter the vaudeville business ,

Bro. John Larkin has left the road to tend
bar.

Bro. Chas. Mulcahy has gone to Panama to

work upon the canal for the government.

The parks will soon be opened. COR.

AGREEMENT UP .

Vancouver, B. C.-New lines and augmented

service are the feature of the day. In very few

cities of the American continent is there such

activity as is being experienced in Vancouver.

New lines are being under construction con
tinuously.

The most interesting question at present

among our boys is that of the new working

agreement which is due to go into effect July

1 . Our present agreement will come to a close

with the end of June.

Bro. T. D. Roberts has returned from a three

months' holiday in England . I think several

expected the pleasure of meeting a Mrs. T. D.

R. , but if so , they are sadly disappointed .

Our meetings are being extremely well at

PHILADELPHIA A POLITICAL LESSON .

Sacramento, Cal.- We will be on speaking

terms with our brothers of the Stockton local

before very long. The traction company of

that city is extending their system to Sacra

mento. They have some cars in operation here

at present .

Several of our members have resigned

lately and engaged in business for themselves.

All men now working here have union cards

from our local , and we have had to increase

our meetings from three to four a month in

order to accommodate our night members, as

our meeting hall is not very large, and we are

awaiting our new labor temple, which is in

course of construction , our local being the

owners of a large block of stock, so that busi

ness is good amongst the vines between the

Rockies and the coast.

• The new primary law which the California

legislature lately passed is now being tried out

by the candidates for the various local and

state offices, and of course indorsements from

labor organizations are in great demand . But

we should stop and reflect before handing out

indorsements except to a union labor ticket.

It is not necessary to stute that Philadelphia ,

with the city officials universally against the

workingman , should be an object lesson upon

how we should stand politically.
DAN .
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JOINT BANQUET.

Lynn, Mass. - The 28th day of April, 1910 ,

will always be remembered with pleasure by

the members of Locals 238 , of Logan and 240
of Chelsea. On that day the most successful

banquet and entertainment in the history of

labor organizations in this vicinity was held

in Lyceum Hall, West Lynn, under the joint

auspices of the two locals.

The good things supplied for the inner man
were furnished by our chef, Brother Beo.

Harrington, of Lynn, who was ably assisted

by Brother E. A. Burrill , of Chelsea . Brothers

Fred Fellows and Francis A. Walsh , of Lynn

and joseph Walsh , H. A. Hanly , R. J. Cop

pithorn and Geo. Durgin were the members of
the general committee. They were assisted

by the following brothers: 'Connie" Doherty,
Joe Arendas Fred Green, Geo. Hannigan and

R. W. Brown. Brother Arthur Littlefield had

charge of the entertainment.

The banquet opened at 9 p . m . , presided

over by Pres . Wm . French , of 238 . After the

good things had all disappeared the assembly

adjourned to the large hall to listen to the

speeches by the invited guests. Interesting

addresses were given by members of the House

of Representatives, Simon Segee, of Revere.

Wm . M. Robinson, of Chelsea, and Thos. P.

Riley , of Malden , Geo . A. Rose and Fred Weed .

International organizer, D. S. Fitzgerald also

spoke.

After the speches came an excellent enter

tainment under charge of Bro. Littlefield . The

program commenced with an opening chorus

by the minstrels and this was followed by

songs by the end men , Irving Dodge and Thom

as -McDonald, of Everett. Songs, dances and

witty recitations were given by John O'Day,

Benj. Dennis , J. F. Flynn, David Edgar, Daniel

Hollis , the Shoe City quartet and the Ameri

can quartet.

At adjournment it was the opinion of all

that a most enjoyable time was had and all

look forward to the next annual with antici

pation. In the words of Con . Doherty . “ There

are some pretty smart guys railroading .
THE HÅRP.

essary for the health and happiness of the

community. I wish that every one that reads

this wil take it seriously and try to be an
example for others, if nothing more. What

ever else you do, don't be guilty of the offence.

There is much truth in our old maxim that

reads," Cleanliness is next to Godliness," and

when the common public takes it upon them
selves to work together and make this old

truth an every day motto of their own , at

home or abroad, sanitary conditions will right
themselves in many ways. Until we do this

we can not possess that completeness of char

actor that gives us the right to believe our

selves cleanly , progresive citizens. There is

seldom a day goes by when on duty, as con

ductors, that some one does not have to be
spoken to for this common offense . This

breach of etiquette is not confined to any par

ticular class - old and young, rich and poor

alike are guilty , but I am thankful it is a very

small percent of our people so thoughtless, pos

sibly an average of one out of every hundred

and it becomes the duty of the 99 per cent to

educate, kindly and respectfully, the erring

one percent.

There seems to be in most all things per

taining to man , more or less imperfection,

and possibly always will be, so long as man

is , but his efforts to be perfect gives him a

higher standing than he would enjoy without

the effort, and there is a happiness in the

effort of duty none should fail to seek.

COR.

TREAS. ORR ADDRESSES 459.

CAR MEN CAN HELP AGAINST CONTA

GION .

Bridgeport, Ct. - We all had quite a surprise

at our last meeting ; we had a visit from Inter

national Treasurer R. Orr, who addressed both

meetings. Hope to see him oftener.

The same old story , boys. Why don't you

get an up- to-date button ? Some are wearing

ones two months old. Come, brace up.
Have you noticed our president ? He smokes

nothing but the best havanas.

The members of Division 459 extend their

heartfelt sympathy to Bro. Flannagan , who

lost his beloved wife and is now left with two

small children .

Glad to see Bros. Kennedy and Hansen back
on their cars. Both have been on the sick list

for over two months.

Bro. Buggie and Slattery are with us again.

Don't forget the election of officers. As Bro.

Orr said , “ Don't put a man in because he is a

good fellow , but pick out ones who have heart
in the work .” Hope to see some of the old
ones in office again. There are others we

know just as fit for some office, but as long

as some are filling the bill , why change when
they can't be beat ?

Ask Bro. Koger and his conductor why they

always pick on Ash Creek.
Don't forget to cast your ballot for the man

you want in office .

One of our brothers has sent his wife to the

country. Hurrah ?

CENTRAL AVE.

NOTES FROM 169.

San Jose, Cal. ,-Div. 532 of the Peninsular

Ry, men hold their meeting every first Tues

day of each month at 8 p . m . at Labor Temple

Hall, corner 2nd and San Fernando . This div

ison has survived the hardships of the first
few months of its organization and now bids

fair to a liberal success as a social benefit to

its membership.

We have now established a sick benefit fund

of seven dollars per week benefit commencing

at the expiration of the first week's illness , the

member having been a member of the divi

sion in good standing for 90 days prior to his

illness.

And still another round higher up the lad

der of progress is our brother, Ralph Moore.

We are glad for Ralph -- Brother Moore is a

man of much railroad expeirence , has studied

his occupation for years and is a very capable

man for the position entrusted to him as su

perintendent of equipment, and his judgment

will not be questioned.

Our good brother, Frank Bates was given

his withdrawal card but not without some re
luctance. Brother Bates is a splendid rail

road man and we all trust the change he is

naking is for his betterment.

Some weeks ago, along with other visitors,

it was my pleasure of attending division 265 .
Dr. Simpson was a visiting guest in connec

tion with his official work . The doctor made

known his mission in a few brief remarks,

stating an effort was being made to eradicate
any and all posisble means of contagion in our

midst, and especially dwelt upon the common

habit of expectorating . The doctor wished that
the car men would lend their careful assist

ance along this line . That when observing any

one disregarding common cleanliness so great

ly as to be guilty of such offense to speak to

them in a way not to attract attention of

others, but to remind them of their error and

in this way facilitate the work that is nec

Easton Pa .-- Should George Neeley apply for

membership to any local of this Association,

they should get particulars from Division 169 ,

of Easton, Pa., where he is suspended for ar

rears and fines and working against the inter

ests of Division 477, of Philadelphia , Pa.

Wm. O. H. Smith , who was promoted to night

despatcher, and resigned from our local , went

on duty April 1 . We hope all the brothers
will show him due respect and assist him as

far as possible, and there is no doubt btu hey
will all be treated fair and square. We should

prove that this local has members who can
be advanced and are able to fill important

positions.
Bro. George Voorhees, who some eight

months ago had two fingers cut off by a trol

ley rope, had to have a second amputation on
one of them , as he had lots of trouble and this
last was necessary. Hope he will soon be able

to work. COR.
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OUR BIG BROTHER.

We

New Westminster, B. C.- You do not hear

very often from Div. 134, but we're still doing
business at the old stand.

Wein New Westminster look upon Pioneer

Div. 101 Vancouver, as our big brother.
are always drawing closer together. As we

serve the same company and belong to the

same association , why shouldn't we? On the

evening of Wednesday, the 27th of April last ,

in response to an invitation we went over to

spend a social evening with them. We got a

special car and the twelve miles between us

did not keep us long apart. After our arrival
the little bit of business was gone through

and President Taylor introduced the program ,

a first rate one. Piano selections , songs, reci

tations , etc. , not forgetting the comic who was

there in his funny mood. A special feature of

theevening was the presence of the ladies.

The Secretary , Bro. Harris, in a neat little
speech, gave a very good reason for what
might almost be termed an innovation. He

stated that they intended forming a ladies'

auxiliary , as the ladies could help them_im

mensely, visiting the sick for instance. They

knew just how to cook a dainty or help the

worried housewife ; find out any cases of do

mestic difficulties. Then again in our little

social functions, the ladies were just what we
needed to care for the wants of the inner

man.

Bro. Dodd , the President of Div. 134, was

called upon and gave an interesting address

on the organiztaion of labor, touching also

upon his favorite theme, the co-operative store ,

the co-operative manufacture and distribution

of the necessaries of life in order to get the

full value of our earnings.

The hours sped and when the genial chair

man intimated that the boys from New West

minster would have to leave to catch their car,

we parted with regret hoping to have more

evenings in the future like the one we had

spent.

ROCK ISLAND AND DAVENPORT

AGREEMENT.

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT Made

and entered into this 25th day of April , 1910

between the Tri-City Railway Company party
of the first part, hereinafter for convenience

called the " Railway Company," and the Amal
gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America , Division No.

312 , ofDavenport, Iowa, and Division No. 313 ,

of Rock Island, Illinois, hereinafter for con

venience called the " Amalgamated Associa
tion " ;

Witnesseth : That the parties hereto have

agreed upon the following proposition :
FIRST.

That this agreement shall continue for a pe

riod of three years from June 1st, 1910, and
be binding upon all employes of the Railway

Company affected thereby, provided that the

same shall continue for another year unless

the Amalgamated Association or the Railway

Company shall give notice sixty ( 60 ) days

prior to the expiration of the third year there

of that it is desirable that changes should be

considered by either party with reference to
the subject matter thereof.

SECOND.

This agreement shall cover conductors and

motormen or other employes who are members

of the Amalgamated Association.

THIRD.

The Railway Company agrees that it will

not oppose any of its employes in joining the

Amalgamated Association , and the Amalga

mated agrees that it will not coerce or use

any undue influence to compel any such em

ployes to join the union ; that it is understood

that the men are to be free in their election

to join the union or not, as they see fit, but

that it shall not be constructed as using undue

influenceor coercion for any member of the

Amalgamated Association to endeavor by ar

gument or persuasion to induce the employes

to join the union.
FOURTH.

The employes of the Railway Company by
this agreement agree that there shall be no

sympathetic strike for any outside cause or

grievance during the period covered by this

agreement.

FIFTH

The Railway Companyagrees that during

the period covered by thisagreement it will

pay to all of its motormen and conductors

for the performance of theduties of their re

spective positions the following scale of wages :

Twenty -one cents (21 cts.) per hour for the

trainmen whose term of service shall be less

than one (1 ) year; twenty -two cents ( 22 cts. )

per hour for trainmen whose term of service

shall be over one ( 1) year and less than two

( 2 ) years; twenty - four cents ( 24 cts. ) per

hour for trainmen whose term of service shall

be over two ( 2 ) years andless than three (3 )

years ; twenty-six cents ( 26 cts. ) per hour for

trainmen whose term of service shall be three

( 3 ) years and over. Any work done by a reg.

ular conductor or motorman in excess to his

regular run shall be paid for at the rate of

thirty cents ( 30 cts . ) per hour. All employes

not motormen or conductors, who are mem

bers of this Association , shall receive a sub

stantial increase in wages from date of this

agreement. All single trips or trippers con

suming less time than one hour shall be con

sidered as one hour's work ; all regular runs

to be as nearly as possible ten ( 10 ) hours per

day. Every regular run shall be paid for the

minimum of nine ( 9 ) hours per day, except

Sundays and holidays or because of discontin

uance of service where such cars are operated

in factory service, so that such cars may not

be required. In train service all regular run

employes shall be paid from the time they are

required to report for work until they are re

lieved from duty, and train crews, when they

are required to " dead -head ,” shall receive full

pay for such work .

SIXTH.

Trainmen's badges shall be good for trans
portation on all city lines and suburban lines

as they now exist.

SEVENTH.

Any conductor or motorman who may have

been in the Company's service, and who for

any reason leaves, shall , when being re-em

ployed , receive the regular schedule according

to his time of service prior to date of re-em

ployment; that is shall receive full credit for

all time in Company's employ, unless he takes

a position inwhich hehas had no experience.

EIGHTH.

The preference of the runs shall be given

to the men in accordance with their seniority

in the Company's service ; provided, however,

the Railway Company shall have the right to

exercise its judgment in placing men on diffi

cult runs whose age or other disability might

render them undesirable for such runs ; and

itisfurther understood that if any temporary

runs are created the oldest man shall be en

titled to the run ; and when run is discontinued

he shall return to his position according to

his seniority ; and if any conductor or motor

man run is made vacant for any reason , that

said runshall beposted not less than three ( 3 )

days before being assigned, and when assigned

the party securing the said run shall take said

run the first dayof the following month , and

his old run to be posted likewise. The run

left open too late to be assigned in the current

month will be given to the top extra man for

the current month . It is otherwise under

stood that the same relative position as now

exists among the present employes shall be

maintained.

NINTH.

The Railway Company agrees that any of its

employes, members oftheAmalgamated Asso

ciation , believing himself to be aggrieved,

shall have the right to appeal to the president

ar general manager of the Railway Company,

or either of them , and to state such grievance

orally, in writing, in person or by representa

tive; and the Railway Company agrees that

the said grievance or supposed grievance shall

havea full and complete investigation by the

president and general manager, or either of

them , and if such member is found not at

fault, he shall be reinstated and paid for all

time lost.

TENTH .

Any member of the Amalgamated Associa

tion who shall be elected to any office in said

Association which requires his absence from

the work of the Company shall , upon his re
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tirement from such office, have his respective

place in the Company's employ again . All offi

cers and committes doing work for the Asso

ciation shall have preference over all other

men in securing lay -offs, butonly for the per

forming of suchduties as shall beimposed upon

them by the Association. The Company agrees

that it will not discriminate against any mem

ber of the Association by reason of his per

forming such duties as may be imposed upon

him by the Association . Any conductor

motorman placed in another position by the

Company may be reinstated to his former posi

tion if the Company should so elect.

ELEVENTH.

The Amalgamated Association agrees that

agreement shall be binding upon all employes

of the Railway Company who are now or may

hereafter become members of the Amalga

mated Association . And the Railway Company

agrees that if any question arises between its

employes who are members of the Amalga
mated Association and the officers of this

Company, as to the performance of the terms

and conditions of this contract by either party

thereto, and if the question at issue cannot

be settled by the grievance committee of the

said Amalgamated Association and the officers

of the Railway Company, then it is agreed

by both parties hereto that such question in

regard to the performance of the terms and

conditions of this agreement shall be submitted
to arbitration in the following manner:

The Amalgamated Association and the Rail

way Company shall each select one arbitrator

within three days after written notice of either

party to this agreement to the other, and if

they are unable to agree upon such arbitration,
then the two arbitrators selected shali

choose a third. In the event the two arbi

trators are unable to agree upon a third arbi

trator within five ( 5 ) days, both arbitrators

shall be dismissed and two new arbitrators

chosen in the manner aforesaid , who, if unable

to agree upon such arbitration, shall choose
a third arbitrator. Then the arbitrators so

chosen shall hold meetings daily until the

question is settled ; and the finding of the ma

jority of this board ofarbitrators when there

shall be three, or the finding of the board when

less than three, shall be final and binding on
both parties.

And it shall be understood that only the per

formance of the terms of this agreementshall

be subject to arbitration , and the finding shall

be that the terms of this agreement have or

have not been lived up to by either party ; and

if not, they shall order that such terms or

conditions must be lived up to by the offending

party immediately after the finding of the re

port of a majority of said arbitrators, or the

finding of the report of said arbitrators if less

than three, and thereafter during the life of
this agreement.

Each party of the first and second parts shall

payits own arbitrators , and the two shall pay

their equal share of the third member of this

arbitration board.

In Witness Whereof, The Tri -City Railway
Company has caused this agreement to be

signed by the president and vice -president, and
attested by the secretary , under its corporate

seal; and the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America, Division No. 312, of Davenport, Iowa,

and Division No. 313 , of Rock Island, Illinois,

has caused this agreement to be signed by the

executive committee of the Divisions aforesaid
as members of the Amalgamated Association,

and to be signed by its president under author

ity from the Amalgamated Association, the day

and year written above.

TRI-CITY RAILWAY COMPANY,

By Joseph F. Porter, President.

Attest : H. E.WEEDS , Secretary .

S. & E. R. E. of A.

By Archie Hart, President Div. 313 .

E. C. Clevenstine, Secretary Div . 313.

Oscar Carstens President Div. 312.

Jas. C. Krusly, Executive Board Member.

Jas. N. Coleman , Executive Board Member.

M. A. Loman, Executive Board Member .

H. F. Bowker, Secretary Div. No. 312 .

SO

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION

OFFICERS OF DIVISION NO. 99 , WINNIPEG, MAN .

The above is a picture of the officers and committeemen of Division No. 99 ,
Winnipeg, Man. The picture is presented through the “ Motorman & Conduc

tor” by courtesy of Foote Photo , Winnipeg. Those represented in the picture

are, reading from left to right:

Standing-Committeemen A. Davidson , A. E. Ellis and Vice Pres . L. L. Porter.

Sitting - R . D. Brommer, M. C. , Pres. W. Marshall and Committeeman W. Mc

Cutcheon .
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG The writer, with the members of the ex

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL ecutive committee present, took up the mat

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.
ter, repaired to our headquarters, drafted a

bulletin, and as fast as possible sent copies

to the different barns. The bulletin issued
By W. D. Mahon .

was as follows :

CHAPTER XVI.
" January 2nd, 1896.

( Years 1895-6. )
" To the Street Car Men of Philadelphia ,

The Philadelphia strike was settled on
Greeting :

the proposition that the committees repre "Brothers—We call upon you at this time

senting the Asosciation were to be fully
to give matters calm and cool thought and

recognized in the future on all grievances return to your cars and give your commit

and questions that might arise between the
tee time to adjust your grievances. The

organization and the company ; and that all misfortune of last night is to be lamented,

men who had been discharged for joining and casts an odium upon the good name that

the organization were to be reinstated and we have won ; not alone upon the citizens

paid for the time they had lost . of Philadelphia, but the entire country , but

The proposition of reinstating the dis
we have yet an opportunity to redeem our

charged men for their connection with the selves and show to the community at large

Association dated back for a period of some that our Association has laws and regula

thing more than a year, and in order to tions that must and will be lived up to . We

properly present the claims for these men
regard the meeting such as was held in the

the committee was obliged to spend much Labor Lyceum last night, controlled and in

time in collecting evidence and getting the fluenced by outsiders who have no thought

cases in proper shape. To the radical mem in our welfare , or in the business of our or

bers of the Association this delay was very ganization, as an insult to your officers and

distasteful . They felt that all should be committee, who have been laboring night

accomplished at once. Added to this ele and day for the last eighteen days to bring

ment there were a number of outsiders who about a satisfactory adjustment of the griev

ad taken part in the strike an who had ances and the betterment of your conditions.

not been consulted when the settlement was Again, we would appeal to you to show your

made. They were disgruntled and dissatis loyalty to your officers and committee, and

fied , and lost no opportunity to foment trou all fair-minded people of Philadelphia, by

ble among the men , and they seized upon returning to work, placing your matters in

what they considered an unnecessary delay the hands of your committee and awaiting

in the adjustment of the cases of the dis
their adjustment in accordance with the

charged men . They did not take into con laws and regulations of your Association .

sideration that the strike was settled on the
If, then , they are not properly adjusted, you

day before Christmas , and that the holiday
will have your Association, which will stand

week had interfered with the committee in by you to the last.

their work , and also their conferences , but ( Signed ) " COMMITTEE."

they at once set to work using the delay as This was sent to the various barns but de

a bone of contention , and on the evening spite all that could be done, those who had

of New Year's Day, one week and one day gone ahead from the meeting succeeded in

after the settlement, this element called a getting a number of the men at the different

meeting at the Labor Lyceum, and there barns to strike, and the result was that on

took it into their own hands to order another the morning of the 2nd of January great con

strike of the street railway men of Phil fusion existed among the men.

adelphia. The company was reached and they agreed

The writer, accompanied by Organizer to give until noon for all men to return to

Webber, Secretary McGuire of the Brother work, and those who did not would lose their

hood of Carpenters and Joiners , and three places. The committee and officers worked

of the committee, visited the meeting. A hard and by appeal succeeded in getting all

careful count showed about 480 persons of the men except 152 to return to work

present, but among this number there were These 152 remained out, and later on the

only about 200 of them street railway men , organization decided to take up their cases .

the others being outsiders . Bros. Webber This was, no doubt, the greatest mistake ,

McGuire and the writer addressed the meet and one of the things that in the end led to

ing, pointed out to the men present the act the downfall of the organization in the city

ual conditions , and showed to them that of Philadelphia. The company stood upon

their committees were doing every thing pos the position that they had given until noon

sible, and as fast as they could , to adjust for these men to return and as they had

and settle all disputes, and advised them not done so, they had voluntarily discharged

to move carefully and leave this matter themselves. The committee naturally had

within their own organization to adjust. sympathy for these men, and knowing that

This had no effect upon the element pres they had been misled, insisted upon their

ent and they determined on ordering a reinstatement. This brought about strained

strike. We warned them that no such a relations between the committee and the

proposition would be recognized by the company, as the company refused to take

organization , but despite all that we could up the cases . Then the organization took

say this meeting declared a strike upon the the matter up and another strike was threat

street railways of Philadelphia , and appoint ening. At this point the Peace Society of

ed committees from those present to visit Philadelphia took up the matter and ap

each of the barns and order the men out . pointed a committee of citizens, composed
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of Archbishop Ryan, Bishop 0. S. Whita

ker, Bishop Cyrus D. Foss, Georgre Grif

fiths, a business man, John E. Baird , a citi

zen , and John Sparhawk , an attorney. This

cimmittee visited the company and secured

from them an understanding that they would

agree to the appointment of a commission

consisting of six of the railroad people, six

of the employes and the Peace Society Com

mittee of six , and that this commission of

eighteen should hear all of the grievances

and determine upon them. This proposi

tion was finally accepted by the men, and

through the commission a number of men

were reinstated, and matters in this way

were straightened out, but not satisfactorily.

However, this situation was accepted , and

the work of putting the city into organizing

shape was then taken up by the commit

tee.

It was deemed best to divide the men up

into different divisions and to give each

barn a local division, then to form a joint

council composed of two delegates from

each division to carry out the general work

of the Association , and to conduct all the

negotiations with the company. In this act

we made the greatest mistake of the en

tire movement. The executive committee

in this way was removed from the men

and very few knew of their doings . Com

pany men made themselves popular and

got placed upon this committee, which , in

the end , led to the downfall and destruc

tion of the organization in the Quaker City.

However, the work continued on until the

following spring. Several times serious

grievances arose and the writer was called

back to consult with the committee , and

each time was successful in securing a set

tlement, until May of the following spring,

when the executive committee decided upon

a general strike of all the men.

The writer was engaged in looking after

difficulties in the west at Dayton , Detroit,

Toledo and other points , and knew nothing

of the seriousness of the situation in Phil

adelphia until he received notice that a

strike had been called. It was impossible

to go to Philadelphia at that time, for

following this notice came the great Mil

waukee strike. The reports show , how

ever, that very few of the men knew that

the strike was ordered. On the other hand ,

the company was fully informed and had

the police notified to be on hand at such

barns as any demonstration at all was

made to suppress those who might take

part in the attempted strike , and in this

way completely demoralized the organiza.

tion. As I have stated before, the great

majority knew nothing of the ordered

strike, and thus the entire movement was

demoralized and destroyed, and the work

of over a year on the part of our organ.

ization, and the results of the strike, were

all lost to the men of Philadelphia. This

brought to an end the movement in that

city, for the time being, so far as the Amal

gamated Association was concerned .

HARDSCRABLE TRANSFORMED BY

ADVENT OF TROLLEY

CHAPTER II .

No more honorable citizen was there of

those comprising the eminent citizens of

South Grant township than was the famil

iarly known and generally popular village

grocer, Hamilton Jaquay. Just what was

nis parentage was much of conjecture.

Some whispered that when a boy of tender

years he had been taken in as 'a waif by a

rarmer named Thompson . Others held to

the presumption that he was the offspring

of distant poor relatives of the Thompsons .

Delicate rumor had it that his mother died

in the county poor house . However it may

have been , he had been reared by the

Thompsons , who proved so severe task

masters that young Jaquay early rebelled

against the farmer Thompson brand of

charity to waifs and on more than one oc

casion took to the cold world to fight out

his own life's fortune alone . Each time he

was overtaken by the arm of the law and

returned to the Thompson treadmill at

which upon each succeeding return , he

tound added tasks . It was commonly ac

cepted that as a sort of precaution against

these periodical escapades of young Jaquay,

he would be retired to his rude cot in the

loft without supper. Such was the un.

written but accepted history of the trials

of Jaquay's boyhood . By law , he was in

stituted into the Thompson family as a

commercial proposition . When he arrived

at his majority he was rewarded in the sum

of three hundred dollars . It is said that the

Thompsons were far ahead in the child

rearing speculation at that.

Gaining his liberty by endowed endurance

to live to it , Jaquay left his foster parents

and staked his fortune in the grocery busi.

ness . He did this by entering a partner

ship with the then village grocer, who

needed the Jaquay $300 with which to re

pair inroads upon the stock that had grad

ually depleted through lax business methods.

The old grocer had a daughter whom Ja.

quay soon married. Falling easily to the

business , Jaquay was well equipped to as

sume the whole enterprise as soon as the

old folks passed away, which was some

years before good old Dr. Barr imparted

the early history of Hardscrabble to Con.

ductor Jim Harding.

Among Jaquay's early established busi.

ness principles was to pay out in living ex

penses , each inonth , less than the profits

of the business. He rigidly adhered to this

principle . He was sure , then , of having

& little more at the end of each year than

he had at the beginning. Another was to

regulate his charity work that it, too , should

yield a little profit. He was also a poli

tician . In politics he made it a point to

belong to the dominant party.
However,

there was but one office in the township in

which he would serve the people. He would

serve upon the Poor Commission .

Who better qualified for poor commission

er than Jaquay ? Had he not risen from the

rank of poverty ? Who better could sympa

thize with the poor ? Had he not suffered

from want of love and care of provident par(To be continued . )



ents ? When a mere child had not poverty

driven him to bondage where , by law , he

was held the commercial subject of an ex

acting master, many a time , after toilsome

labors, retired to a dismal loft where he was

led by life-sapping hunger to the only tem

porary relief-that afforded by grief dis

turbed slumber ?

Again , that Jaquay received the endorse

ment of Mr. J. M. Fenton was sufficient as.

surance that he possessed other quite nec

essary qualifications.

As we have seen , Jaquay had two asso

ciates upon the poor commission . They ,

too, bore the endorsement of Mr. J. M.

Fenton . But as their sole ambition was

to keep down the tax rate, they delegated

to Jaquay all privilege of gaining credit

from the charity end of the duties of the

board. So it was that the suggestion of

Jaquay was adopted in doling out charity

to the Milton family. In fact, the whole

matter was turned over to his control . It

was the understanding that whatever he

did in the matter should be reported as done

by the entire commission . That was the

way all matters of the poor commission

were disposed of. That was the custom

with the board .

(To be continued. )

SECTION 3 . Every corporation officer,

owner or manager of any such street or in

cerurban car company who shall fail or re

fuse to comply with the provisions of this

act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemea.

nor, and upon conviction, shall be punished

dy a fine of not less than five dollars nor

more than twenty - five dollars for each of

fense , and the operation of a car at ariy

one time during any one day in violation of

Sections 1 or 2 shall be deemed a violation

of this act.

SECTION 4. Chapter 172 , Laws of 1897,

is hereby repealed .

SECTION 5 . This act shall take effect

and be in force from and after its publica

tion in the statute-book .

" OPEN SHOP" RESPONSIBLE FOR

WRECK.

NEW PROTECTIVE LAW SECURED IN

KAN AS .

AN ACT

For the protection of health and safety of

employes operating street and interur.

van cars , providing enclosed vestibules ,

properly heated , and seats for the use of

motormen on street and interurban cars,

and providing penalties for the violation

chereof, and repealing chapter 172 , Laws

of 1897 .

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the

State of Kansas :

SECTION 1. It shall be unlawful for any

sireet or interurban car company , or other

person, association or corporation who own,

control or operate any street or interurban

car system in whole or in part within the

state of Kansas , to run or operate its cars

in the regular service of carrying passen

gers without first providing an enclosed

vestibule which shall provide a sufficient

shelter for the motorman or other employe

used to operate the propelling power on

said car. Said vestibule shall be heated in

the same manner as the interior of said

car. And it is further provided, that a seat

shall be furnished for the use of the motor

man on said car or cars and said motorman

shall be permitted to use the same under

reasonable restrictions by said company ,

when the use of the same will not interfere

with the proper performance of his duty.

SECTION 2. Every such street or inter

urban car company, or other persons , asso

ciation or corporation , who own , control ,

or operate any street or interurban car sys.

tem in whole or in part within the state of

Kansas , shall provide and maintain proper

coilet facilities on said cars or at conveni.

ent places along its right of way , for the

use of its employees and to which such em

ployees shall have access .

The steamer Frank H. Goodyear which

sank in Lake Huron, May 23, causing a loss

of 18 lives was not manned with a proper

crew of experienced seamen as is alleged

by the owners of the ship. I doubt now

whether she had on board even one compe

tent sailor, aside from the licensed officers.

An investigation now being conducted

shows that some of the crew could not even

speak the English language , and that others

were men or boys of little or no experience

as sailors. Wm. H. Schlueter, a watchman

or lookoutsman on the ill -fated vessel , was

a hotel porter. The Goodyear was his first

ship , and he had not been on board over

three weeks. Yet he was employed as an

able seaman. Frank Spolar, 19 years old ,

was another of the crew who had never

sailed before, and the same is true of Frank

Mollick. Mollick cannot speak the English

language, neither could Vanderslaw Kluboz

enski, another of the crew who had little

if any experience on board ship. John L.

Papp, 20 years of age, who occupied the

responsible position of wheelsman on the

Goodyear, had sailed less than six months

and could not in that short time have

gained the skill necessary to properly and

safely steer a steamer like the Goodyear,

certainly not in a dangerous emergency.

Efforts to trace others of the crew will

be continued until all the facts are gathered

and the dangerous conditions in which the

Goodyear left port has been fully exposed.

Others of the Lake Carriers Association

ships now operating with strike -breakers

as crews are in a similar condition . They

are dangerous to navigation .

V. A. OLANDER.

FOREIGN NOTES.

Taken from the Weekly Report of the

Int. Transport Workers ' Federation , issued

by Secretary H. Jochade, of Hamburg, are

items relative to street railway men as fol

lows :

A strike of 24 hours occurred on March

14th in Milan , Italy . It was occasioned by

the arrest of a motorman whose car struck

a pedestrian . The arrested man was re

leased and the strikers resumed work the

next day. It is given out that a law exists

in Italy which provides that where a mo



torman meets with an

A Trip $

Around

the World

accident which

causes injury to the person of another or

others, if the motorman is caught within

24 hours from the time of the accident, he

must be arrested and kept under arrest un.

til a court pronounces a decision upon the

accident. The law is such that if the mo

torman keeps in hiding for 24 hours after

the accident, he cannot at a later time be

arrested. The result is that if an accident

happens, the motorman usually jumps from

the car and runs away without looking after

the victim , and in that way avoids arrest.

A law has recently come into operation in

Roumania which provides that should em

ployes go on strike , it is unlawful for em

ployes of any other concern to contribute

to the support of the strike. Persons not

connected with the concern against which

the strike is directed, as employes or other

wise, are subject to imprisonment for two

years if they contribute to the support of

the strike.

The street railway employes of Rome,

through a recent strike, have secured an

increase in wage of 20 cents a day to motor

men and conductors. Other improvements

in employment were also secured. The

strike is reported as a victory for the men .

|7

Union -made Clears .

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade -- not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We cannot only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Mado Unitora ( mod . roight) $ 11.00

Union Made Uniform Chry. weight ) $ 14.00

This set consists of Historical Spots

of America, 25 views, Views of Ger

manyand theRhine,25 views, Won

ders of the Old World, 25 views;

Tour of Italy and the Swiss Alps ,

25 views - 100 views in all , all highly

instructive.

These arenot the ordinary Stere

ograph Views, they are finished with

what is known as the Orsani Process,

by which all the tints and colors (almost

the movements ) of Nature are repro

duced in the picture . You will find

them more attractive, therefore, than

the ordinary views ; besides each scene

represented will be a faithful reproduc

tion of the original.

The Stereoscope is made of gun

metal, edges of hood are bound with

plush . The bottom of hood fits closely

around nose, keeping out the light , thus

enabling you to concentrate your entire

vision on the picture, bringing it out in

all its natural effectiveness .

Our price for the set of 100 views and

Stereoscope complete is $ 1.00 .

Add 25c, making your remittance

$ 1.25, and we will prepay express to

any part of the United States.

TheWm. Doerflinger Co.

La Cross, Wis.

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men— regulation style – depend

able quality - and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes . The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price,

Tho Runo of ont Clothes for lui ar Boy.

Cla
yto

n's

53-81 MICHIDAN AVE. Opp. tud lae total



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT , MICH .

Olloors
Odoors

Qoorp H. Rool,

Preddent

1. E. Wing,

Cashier

STRE SAYIRES
M. W. O'Brien ,

Veo-Prasident

and Chairman

of Board

A. P. Born ,

Cambier Sar .

Dept.

R. W. Smykte ,

Mgr. Ondit

Dept.

J. R. Bodde,

Ant. Onabler

R. I. Cudmon ,

Anot. Onlar

Que B.Lawson ,

Vloe -President

R. & . Vacon,

Vice-President

1. A. Schulto ,

Vloe -President

Q.o. I.Coustag :

Auditor

CAPITAL,

SURPLUS ,

$1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

NTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY DAIL

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS “ HOW . "

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

UniformClothing

Wo a's. carry tho Largost

Stook of

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF-MEASUREMENT GUIDE

113 KING ST.WEST.

Frank Broderick

& Company

THE LAROEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA
115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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IMCATCANTA

Without your organiza

tion never could you have

hoped for 30 cents an hour

in Cleveland. Now, my

advise to you is : never give

up your commendable or

ganization that has done

for you what you could not

have accomplished individ

ually.- From a recent

address by Hon . Elray M.

Avery before the Cleveland

street railway men .
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By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

Stamp Shoes

IN
TE
RN
AT
IO
NA
L

UN
IO
N

ON

CE
RE
AL

MIL
EMPLOYEES

BOOT&SHOE

WORKERS UNION

UNION STAT You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money.

Mactory Na You help your own Labor Position.

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : “ This shoe does not bear the stamp, but lo

made under Unlon Conditions . This Is false-- No shoe is union made unless it bean

the Union Stamp. BOOT & SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

John F. Tobin , Pren.
246 Summer St., BOSTON , MASS ,

Chas . L. Blaine,Sec. - Treas.

DUEBER -HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MICHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor . Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUPPIES.

Official seal ... . $3.50
Mecabor Div . 400

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 ....
.50

Manufacturer of
Rituals, each .. .25

Withdrawal cards, each . .$5

Traveling cards, each .
.$5 Union Buttons

Division financial book, 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages .. 2.50 BADGES BANNERS FLAGS
Division financial book, 400 pages .. 4.25

Triplicate report books, each ..... 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 ... 4.00 108 E. Washington SL

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each .05

Financial secretarys order book
CHICAGO, ILL.on

treasurer, each ...

Treasurer's receipt book .. .25

Association Badges, rolled gold , each .. .50

PLOUR
GROUND

PACKED BEARS

10 MADE BY
(UNION HANDLED (LABEL THIS

FAIR
UNION

LABEL
EMPLOYERS LABOR

Association Badges, solid gold, each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each .... .30

Gilt seals, per 100 . .50
THE UNION LABEL

All orders must be accompanied with ex of the

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No Bakery Workers

personal, local checks, or postake, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded . were

J. L. LYNCH

.25

AND



To Pittsburg's Street Car Men

THANKS

You kept us so busy in the past year, that we

havehad to takeadditionalspace. Wo are plousod

to announce that in addition to selling

Union Made Uniforms

We are now showing

Union Made Guaranteed Dress Clothes

They have all thestyle ofcustom made clothes at

popular prices. Orders for purchases at depart

mont stores our specialty. Cash or easy paymenta.

Koystone Trading Company

301-2-3-8-9 Empire Building

Pifth and Liberty Sts . , Pittsburg

Houghton

Jacobson

Printing

Company

81-83Jefferson Ave.

DETROIT, MICH .

Headquarters For

Motormen's and Conductors' Uniforms

REUTER & MADER

Agents for the BLOCK

Vallorms and Caps, Packard Shoes, Boll

Collars , Elgin Shirts , Craof Hats

Eaglo Suspondors and ;

feartors

The store that has union clerlos and over .

thing in the line of union made goods

REUTER & MADER

123.127;So. 4th St.

LA CROSS, WISCONSIN

PINS, ONARMS and LOCKETS

VINTERNZ DALON Shirts

Bollars I

Ualon

Made

F
a
s
t
'
y

N
o
.

3

P
I
R
T

.

Valsts

haar this

LEICEUL

TAM WORKERO

lihake

Tolaces, stray Star

INTERNATIONAL

UNION .

OMADEUNION .

Bears

This

Label
The International Assoclatlon

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

SPRINGS

for Motormen's Stools

50c Per Sot

Doliverod Anywhere

Our Label la No. 38 .

They fit any stool, nad

are & great comfort to

the back and kidnegi.

There are many thou

ands in use. Send stampu

for a set today .

Toledo Chair Spring Co.

417 Michigan SL

TOLEDO ,ONIO

GERAGHRY & CO.

81 La Sallo St., Chicago.
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UNIFORMS

OF QUALITY

FIA

CORRES

9118

“ Thank you,oldman , for telling me about the BLOCH UNI

FORM of QUALITY. This is the best fitting, best made,and best

wearing, union made Uniform I ever had. Iam going to tell all

my friends to buy this kind and take Cut out and

NO SUBSTITUTE.”
Mail.

THE BLOCH COMPANY

Wholesale Manufacturer, Cleveland, Ohio

THE

BLOOH

COMPANY

Please send 1910
Style Book and

samples of uniforms

Name

Address

City

Dealers name
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HON. ELROY M. AVERY.

Cleveland, O.

INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT W. D.

MAHON.

Division No. 268, Cleveland , O. , when pre

paring for the recent wage arbitration for

motormen and conductors in that city , made

no mistake in the selection of ex-Senator

Elroy M. Avery as the arbitrator to be the

choice of the Association. To the Cleveland

labor movement and to the advanced edu

cators, professional men and capitalists of

the whole country, Dr. Avery needs no in

troduction . But the thousands of members

of this International Association know little ,

if anything at all, of this grand man who

has never missed an opportunity to promote

the cause that organized labor stands for,

the uplift of humanity. To Secretary W. G.

Martin , of the Cleveland Local, the Motor

man and Conductor is indebted for the

privilege of presenting the picture of Mr.

Avery as seen above . Mr. Avery is well

supplied with this world's goods and enjoys

one of Cleveland's beautiful homes. He is

one of those great, grand men whom the

big -hearted working people of Cleveland re

joice to see enjoying a grand home and all

the comforts of life. Mr. Avery is

historian and author of advanced school

text-books and was formerly scientific edi.

tor of the Cleveland Plain Dealer. In his

younger days he was a college educator, and

in his boyhood was a schoolmate of Gen.

Custer . He, too , served in the War of the

Rebellion . The fact is that the Cleveland

Local was well favored, as few locals are,

by the privilege of the choice of such a man

upon their wage arbitration .

Many members of the Amalgamated As

sociation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes never saw the Association's chief

director, thousands of the members know

but little about him other than that he is at

the head of a big industrial organization.

They presume that he, like the rest of the

officers, was once an active street car work

er in some capacity. Well , he was. He was

first elected International President at the

second convention of the Association . That

convention was held in Cleveland in the fall

of 1893. At that time he was a Columbus,

O., motorman and represented the Colum

bus Local of the Association in the conven

tion. He also attended the first convention ,

held at Indianapolis, Ind. , in 1892, and was

one of the promoters of the International

Association. At that time the Columbus

men were organized in an A. F. of L. federal

union. President Mahon received his early

tuition as a trade unionist in the eastern

Ohio coal mines. His first experience as a

street car man was that of a horse car

driver. As the motive power was changed

he became a motorman . Before becoming

International President, and while in Col

umbus, he served as business agent of the

Columbus Local and also respectively as

president and business agent of the Colum

bus Central Labor Union. It would be su

perfluous here to detail the events of his

life as a representative of this Association .

His work is identified in the Association's

progress.

a
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CLEVELAND, O., ARBITRATION AWABD.

The arbitration of the wage rate to dis

pose of the controversy between the Cleve.

land Railways Co. and the members of Di

vision No. 268 , Cleveland, O. , was a most

interesting event to the members of the as

sociation . Perhaps that, more than any.

thing else , which made it of special interest

is the fact that the Cleveland Railways Co.

is operating upon a basis of passenger fare

rate which affords the cheapest transporta

tion enjoyed by any people in the United

States. The wage that prevailed to the

Cleveland street railway men prior to the

arbitration was 23 cents per hour for first

year service men , 25 cents per hour for sec

ond year service men, and 26 cents per

hour for those more than two years in the

service. This rate was not acceptable to

the Cleveland railway men , and about the

first of April they requested that the rate

be fixed at 32 cents per hour. The rate of

fare in Cleveland is 3 cents , with 1 cent

extra for a transfer.

The last agreement wage adjustment

made in Cleveland was embraced in the

agreement signed December 22 , 1906 , some

three and a half years ago . That wage was

based upon conditions as they then existed.

Three and a half years has made consider

able change . Men , not only in Cleveland

but in other cities as well , find that $ 100.00

does not buy so much today , when expend

ed in the necessities of life , as it did three

and a half years ago. In fact, a wage rate

that three and a half years ago yielded a

tolerable existence must now necessarily

fall short in supplying the necessities of

life. That is the reason that the Cleveland

street railway men asked for the increase

in wage and that is the reason they asked

for 32 cents per hour.

In fixing the wage rate at 32 cents per

hour, Division No. 268 was far within the

percentage in the increased cost of living.

They were asking less than a 25 per cent

increase, and it was not an unreasonable

wage rate for which to ask. It was felt that

the citizens of Cleveland could not object

to such a wage rate even though it were to

stretch the restrictions in expense of oper

ating permitted the company by the City

Council .

The company made a determined stand

against any increase whatsoever . The

agreement between Division No. 268 and

the company provides that an annual ad

justment of the wage rate may take place

if requested by either party to the agree

ment . If a desired modification requested

by one party is refused by the other, the

party making such request for modification

has authority to submit the matter for arbi

tration , in which case the agreement pro

vides that arbitration must take place. In

accordance with this provision , notice was

served upon the company submitting the

wage rate for arbitration. This act, on part

of Division No. 268 was sufficient warrant

that the membership had full confidence

that a fair-minded Board of Arbitrators

would look upon the wage they were at the

time receiving as a too small wage rate for

street railway employes.

Arbitration Arrar. a.ch

Conferences failing to result in the fixing

of the desired wage rate , the following ar

rangement in accordance with the agree .

ment between the employing company and

Division No. 268 was made for arbitration :

“ Cleveland, O. , May 25, 1910.

"Wage arbitration arrangement agreed

to, this day above dated, by and between

the Cleveland Railways Co. and the Amal

gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America, Division No.

268 , Cleveland , O., parties to the working

agreement of date of December 22 , 1906 ,

and pursuant to notice for arbitration filed

with the company in accordance with said

agreement :

" Whereas, the association having re

quested a stipulated rate of 32 cents per

hour for motormen and conductors and the

same having been refused by the company,

and after proper notice for arbitration , it is

hereby agreed that the matter of wage rate

shall be fixed by arbitration, not to exceed

32 cents per hour and not to be less than

the rates prevailing at the time of the sign

ing of this agreement :

" That said arbitration shall take place in

accordance with the arbitration provisions

of the said ' agreement of the date of De

cember 22 , 1906.

" In accordance with the provisions there

of, the company has selected as one arbitra.

tor, Mr. Robert Beatty, and the said asso

ciation has selected as one arbitrator, Mr.

Elroy M. Avery.

“ Agreed upon and signed this day above

dated.”

Following the signing of the above ar

rangement, Messrs. Beatty and Avery se

lected Hon. Willis Vickery to complete the

board of three arbitrators and to become

Chairman of the Arbitration Board. Mr.

Vickery is an eminent jurist, who resides in

Cleveland; in fact, the entire board was

comprised of citizens of Cleveland.

The Board of Arbitrators held a prelimi.

nary meeting at which they arranged that

hearing should begin on June 7, 1910, and

the parties to the arbitration were so noti.

fied .

Arbitration Proceedings.

In Court Room No. 5 of the Common

Pleas Court in Cleveland, O. , at 9:30 a. m.

Tuesday, June 7 , the Board of Arbitration

opened the first session for hearing and re

ceiving evidence. There were present, as

arbitrators , Hon. Willis Vickery, Chair

man, Senator Elroy M. Avery and Mr. Rob

ert Beatty. Representing the company,

there were present Secretary H. J. Davies

and General Superintendent Geo. L. Rad

cliffe . Representing Division No. 268 , there

were present International President W. D.

Mahon, G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea, local

President H. W. Ingersoll and local Secre

tary W. G. Martin.

After securing the services of a stenog .

rapher to take the proceedings, it was ar .

ranged and directed by the Board of Arbi

tration that the association should appear

as demandants and the company as de

fendants , requiring the association to first

proceed with the submission of testimony :
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this to develowed by the company, with

provisions for rebuttal.

It is impossible here, in the report of the

proceedings, to embrace the evidence and

the various exhibits offered as testimony in

the case . It is too voluminous. But it is

important to show the character of testi

mony submitted and methods of procedure.

The short period which elapsed between

the signing of the arbitration arrangement

and the date at which the arbitrators were

enabled to proceed with the hearing, gave

little time for preparation , and it had been

necessary for G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea

and the local officers of Division No. 268 to

work vigorously in securing the evidence

directed to be secured by President Mahon.

Also, the President had but little time in

which to compile the volumes that were se

cured. There was involved in this arbitra

tion the interest of 2,044 motormen and

conductors, and Cleveland is a large city

in which to collect evidence on wages and

living expenses and be in any way complete

in the preparation of reliable statistics , and

nothing but reliable statistics would be evi.

dence in the case. It was up to President

Mahon and his associates to show that

there was an actual increase in the cost of

living and that the increase was material

in effecting limited living privileges to the

employes. That condition, also, it was

necessary to show, was something of a per

manent matter.

In reviewing the testimony submitted ,

an outline is sufficient for a general knowl

edge of this case and perhaps sufficiently

helpful in the conduct of other cases in the

future . President Mahon submitted, as a

basis for application for 32 cents per hour,

propositions as follows :

" First—The wage at present paid , estab.

lished December 22 , 1906 , by an agreement

between the organization and company, was

not, at the time of bargaining, so high as

the workmen could justly have asked or the

company could have, with sound business

prudence, granted . Since then , the cost of

living has so increased that the original too

meager wage has become a less fair return

for the labor yield than it was at the be

ginning.

" Second - The wage paid is below the

standard of wage that obtains in Cleveland

for labor requiring equal or similar skill

and application .

“ Third - The wage at present paid is in

sufficient to maintain the American stand.

ard of living in Cleveland.

"Fourth-The wealth produced jointly by

the capital and ability of the corporation

and the labor and ability of its workmen ,

entitles the motormen and conductors to a

greater wage, or, in other words , to a larger

proportion of the jointly earned wealth in

the way of wages than they have heretofore

received ."

In support of his contentions, President

Mahon presented exhibits in the shape of

letters and statements from various

chants, grocers and meat dealers showing

comparative prices for the period during

the time the present agreement wage rate

was in existence. Excluding the exhibits

submitted it may be well , here, to embrace

the precentages showing the increase in

various lines of supplies.

In meats, the percentages appear as fol.

lows :

Porterhouse steak advanced . 71 per cent

Sirloin steak advanced . 60 per cent

Shoulder steak advanced . 28 per cent

Roud steak advanced 80 per cent

Roast beef advanced . 40 per cent

Boiling beef advanced . 50 per cent

Veal chops advanced . 60 per cent

Veal cutlets advanced . 57 per cent

Stewing veal advanced 40 per cent

Roast veal advanced . 50 per cent

Lamb chops advanced . 60 per cent

Roast lamb advanced . 50 percent

Stewing lamb advanced . 20 per cent

Pork chops advanced . 100 per cent

Roast pork advanced . 90 per cent

Salt pork advanced . 60 per cent

Shoulder pork advanced . 100 per cent

Chicken advanced 100 per cent

Livers advanced 60 per cent

Fresh sausages advanced . 50 per cent

Dried beef advanced .. 75 per cent

In the matter of grocery supplies a table

of the following percentages is shown :

Bacon advanced 80 per cent

Lard advanced 50 per cent

Flour advanced 52 per cent
Bread ( reduced in weight)

Sugar advanced 18 per cent

Coffee advanced 10 per cent

Tea advanced 20 per cent

Rice advanced 50 per cent
Cheese advanced 33 per cent

Canned corn advanced . 20 per cent
Beans advanced 30 per cent

Canned tomatoes advanced 50 per cent

Canned peas advanced . 30 per cent
Butter advanced 25 per cent

Eggs advanced 38 per cent

Potatoes (new ) advanced. 38 per cent

Brooms advanced 66 per cent

Prunes advanced 50 per cent

Apricots advanced 66 per cent

Dried peaches advanced . 50 per cent

Dried apples advanced . 50 per cent
Dried beans advanced . 80 per cent

Breakfast cereals advanced 80 per cent
Cornstarch advanced 25 per cent

Tapioca or sago advanced . 60 per cent

Shredded cocoanut advanced . 60 per cent

Baking powder advanced ... 40 per cent

Laundry soap advanced . 50 per cent
Wafers advanced 50 per cent

Coda or oyster crackers advanced 25 per cent

Ground peppers advanced 40 per cent
Salmon advanced 38 per cent
Mackerel advanced 50 per cent

Sardines advanced 20 per cent

Exhibits were also presented relative to

shoes, leather goods , rubber goods , cloth

ing, dry goods, chinaware and dishes, oils

and painters' supplies, rents, house furnish

ings , etc.

Hearings contined for several days, and

among those appearing for the company

was President J. J. Stanley.

Mr. Davies, in support of the contention

of the company that an increase should not

be granted , presented compiled wages exist.

ing upon some one hundred various systems

of railways in different cities. This feature

was made a prominent part of the defence ,

as is usual in cases in wage arbitrations

with various companies.

Figures relative to operating expenses ,

schedules, etc. , were presented numerously

by both sides , and Mr. Davies , in behalf of

the company, took especial advantage of

the 1142 cents per mile allowance for oper

ating expenses granted by the charter

which embraces the contract between the

city and the company. He contended that

32 cents per hour was an impossibility

under the 1142 cents per mile operating al

lowance.

mer
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It may be interesting to know something

of the various wage rates submitted by the

company as an offset to evidence in the in

terest of the increase in the wage in Cleve

land . On that account, wages upon two

systems very much of the same extent as

that of Cleveland are given as follows :

The Norfolk & Portsmouth Traction Co. ,

of Norfolk , Va.:

First six months . .15 cents per hour

Second six months . .16 cents per hour

Second year .17 cents per hour

Third year .18 cents per hour

This is a large system .

Cincinnati Traction Co. , Cincinnati, Ohio :

First year .20 cents per hour

Second year .20 cents per hour

Third year 20 cents per hour

Fourth year 21 cents per hour

Fifth year .21 cents per hour

Sixth year .21 cents per hour

Seventh year and there

after .22 cents per hour

Ohio Electric Railway Co., Cincinnati,

Ohio :

On cities outside of Cincinnati-17, 18, 19

and 20 cents per hour, the 20 cents prevail

ing to men of the fifth year or more of ser

vice.

On interurban lines—18 , 19 , 20, 22 , 23 and

25 cents per hour, the 25 cents being paid

to those of five or more years in the service.

President Mahon protested against the

consideration of wages of other cities upon

the ground that living conditions did not ac

company the statements and systems of

other cities were not competitors with the

Cleveland system. He especially protested

against the Cincinnati wages.

Representatives of the company admitted

the justice of the protest in so far as it ap

plied to Cincinnati and agreed with the as

sociation that the rates in that city should

not be considered for reasonable relative

comparison in fixing wages anywhere.

Mr. Davies followed those with state

ments showing time in which schedule

runs of various hours were completed and

the number of hours worked per day , also

the average rate per hour and the cost of

motormen and conductors per hour and per

day to the company. In all of these figures,

he varied but very little with the figures

submitted by the association .

A statement from the Wm. Taylor Son

& Co., merchants of Cleveland , was present

ed endorsed by that company in which an

endeavor was made to show that the Wm.

Taylor Son & Co. is selling goods today

cheaper than they have been before in the

last four years . However, this statement

was evidently so flagrant in misrepresenta

tion that it had but little bearing upon the

Board of Arbitrators. But few other state

ments, however, were presented divergent

in any way from the statements presented

by the association relative to increased liv.

ing expenses.

In the summary of the representatives of

the company, and employes, is embraced

much of a review of the evidence present

ed. These summaries indicate the strenu

ous efforts that the two opposing repre

sentatives made in the interest of the re

spective parties for whom they appeared be

fore the board . The arguments are present

ed as follows:

Argument Before the Board by W. D.

Mahon.

In presenting the case in the interest of

the employes, in his address to the Arbitra

tors, President Mahon said :

In setting up our case, in our pleadings

we claimed that the cost of living is such

that we were not receiving a standard wage

that would enable us to live as American

citizens in the city of Cleveland , and our

evidence that has been submitted well

bears out our position. I am not to take up

much of this Commission's time this morn

ing in discussing the cost of living :

“ However, in gathering evidence upon

the cost of living, we followed the lines that

we adopted to get the cost of living in the

city of Cleveland . We sent to the grocers,

meat markets and stores where these men

purchase their meats, their groceries and

their clothing. We have brought forth and

submitted statements of six each of the dif

ferent meat markets and groceries in which

our men deal. There is some little differ

ence in them. We find in some grades of

meat the price has gone to 100 per cent in.

crease, and figuring as a whole, an increase

of something like 40 per cent in cost of

meats alone to our people. We have sub

mitted in evidence the Cosmopolitan Maga

zine and the Legislative Committee report

of the State of Ohio, and I will call atten

tion to them as I go along.

“Bearing out the increased cost of meat,

Secretary Wilson, in his reports gathered

in fifty cities during the last year, shows

that the retail dealers have increased the

cost to the people 38 per cent. There has

been no successful contradiction to all of

these reports. They stand there plainly.

“ In the cost of groceries, we have found

an enormous increase. On page 25 of the

proceedings, we have submitted percent.

ages showing that groceries have increased

25 to 66 per cent. These figures are borne

out by the reports to which I have referred .

I notice Mr. Davies said he could not get

many letters on the cost of these supplies.

He could not get many letters of the kind

that he would want. He cannot get them ,

it is impossible to get them . In passing, I

will call your attention to Mr. Peters' letter.

In his letter to our committee, he says :

“ ' I do not wish to say what causes are

responsible for the high cost of living , be

cause we all have our reasons and ideas

upon that point, but I do wish to state that

if it were not for the bitter competition

among the grocery trade today prices would

advance from 5 to 15 per cent on such goods

as lard, butter, eggs, sugar, flour, soaps,

canned milk and other items that, at the

present time , are not showing the grocer a

living profit.'

This bit of information shows that in

order to make a living profit in the grocery

business , prices should be higher than they

are at present. He says to package

goods , that :

" While some have not increased in price

to the consumer , they have increased to the

dealer, thereby forcing him to add to the

as
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casion of its last convention held at New

York City, January 12th , 1910, I stated that

the cost of materials that enter into the con

struction of the shoe today will certainly

exceed by ten per cent the cost of a year

ago.

“ ' It is unnecessary to go into details as to

why this is so, or to theorize as to any econ

omic or scientific reasons for it. We know

we are up against a condition, viz. , that all

the materials that enter into the construc

tion of the shoe are higher today than they

have been at any time since the Civil War,

(Continued on page 14) .

cost of some other stock in order to make

up the cost to him. In addition to this, he

tells us that while the price to the con

sumer upon packages remains the same, the

contents of the package has shrunk enor

mously. For instance, one package that

contains today but one pound and six

ounces of cereal food originally contained

two pounds, which amounts to an increase

in price of about 45 per cent. A certain

well known soap that was cut in one-pound

bars, is now cut in twelve -ounce bars.

While the price remains the same to the

consumer, nevertheless there is an increase

of 33 per cent. While you still pay the

same price for many kinds of goods, you are

not getting the same quality that you were

a few years back.

“ There is just one item that I desire to

call further attention to, and that is in this

report of the commission that was appoint

ed by the State of Ohio, a non -partisan com

mission appointed by its last legislature. I

had marked a number of points, expecting

that the other side would possibly try to

disprove our contentions as to the increased

cost of living, but inasmuch as there have

been no figures, without the figures that

Mr. Davies expects to get from his news

papers will do something to set up any seri

ous contention, or anything to disprove the

contentions we make. On page 26 is the

summary of that committee's report. They

say :

« 'The causes and conditions affecting

prices include all the influences shaping

human destiny, but a glance at a list of

prices will suggest what causes should be

investigated first.

" ' Although food prices have advanced

more than all others, especially since June

1 , 1908, certain commodities show startling

ly large per cents of advance, viz.: Bread

stuffs 100, butter 140, hogs 152, cheese 164,

pork 196, lard 201, bacon 202, and eggs 216

per cent That commission made their ex

amination, basing their examination at the

period of January 10th, 1910, appointed by

the last Legislature. There are many

things in that report that we could call your

attention to to prove the increased cost of

living, but as I said, I don't think it neces

sary to review all of this evidence when

there is no evidence to contradict it.

“We will go on to shoes. We submit let.

ters from Cleveland shoe dealers with whom

our people deal , which show the increase in

shoes. We have here one letter from J. T.

Risser, whose place of business is at 10314

St. Clair avenue :

“ 'To Whom It May Concern :

“ 'Leather goods are 25 per cent higher to

day than they were in 1909 ' — not in 1907,

but in 1909 — 'and rubber goods are 50 per

cent higher than they were in 1909.'

“We have submitted a number of letters

along that same line. Then comes the most

important of all , that letter that I called

your attention to from the National Boot

and Shoe Manufacturers' Association of the

United States. In that letter they sent out

to the retail trade they say :

" 'Gentlemen :

" " In my address to the National Boot and

Shoe Manufacturers’ Association , on the oc

PRESIDENT H. W. INGERSOLL,

Div. No. 268, Cleveland, O.

President Harry W. Ingersoll, of the big

Cleveland local of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation, is one of the oldest railway men in

point of service in that city. He is one of

those who have experienced years of effort

to plant an effective and permanent organ

ization among the railway employes of

Cleveland, and he has finally reached the

period when it appears that he, with his old

reliable associates have the satisfaction of

realizing the full accomplishment of their

ideal. Not that she stands among the large

locals in point of membership, as several

of the small locals of this association are

of the most progressive spirits in the labor

movement today. But Div. 268 has finally

reached the mark where her right to exist

ence is no longer questioned and when her

secretary no longer puts out " John Doe"

due cards. Again, her members have suc

cessfully breasted the galling fires of oppo

sition for her protection, which has caused

her to become well cherished as a sacred

institution that invokes a unity of spirit for

her maintainance. President Ingersoll was

formerly business agent of Div. 268, and

in the recent wage controversy left nothing

undone to gain the best possible results.
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Motorman and Conductor

For the first six months of 1910, 21,200

members of the Amalgamated Association

have received an aggregate annual increase

in wage of $1,047,000.
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It is worthy of remark that the increase

of wage that came to the members of the

Amalgamated Association during the first

six months of 1910 has come to street and

electric railway employes who previously

enjoyed the highest standard of wage pre

vailing.
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Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso

ciationofStreet and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

The street and electric railway employes

who were originally responsible for the in

stitution of this association were actuated

from principles based upon strict integrity

in their craft work. They were not men

who relied upon pocketing fares for their

income. They were after honest wages .
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Editor, Detroit, Mich.
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SUBSCRIPTION.

A conductor who takes fares robs the

motorman and the honest conductor of the

posibility of an increase in wages. To no

one does this fact come more forcibly than

to committees and officers of the local or

ganization seeking increased wages for

those they represent.
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Wage increases amounting to thousands

of dollars have come to the unorganized

through the influence of this association.

An illustration is that of the increase in

wage that came to the unorganized em

ployes of the Third Avenue system in New

York through the influence of the efforts of

the Yonkers local .

ALD.

The paying power of a company is dimin

ished in proportion to the receipts they lose

whether they are purloined by dishonest

employes or squandered by a profligate

management, and the paying power must

appear before the employes who are al

ready receiving fair wages can expect to

get a wage from which much profit can

accrue.

Eentered at the Detroit P. O. as Second-Class

Matter.

COM

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION .

The magnitude of this association and its

effectiveness as a wage getter and an em

ployment promoter cannot be attributed to

the dishonest employe, who would convert

to his own advantage the revenue of his

company. Such men are never enthusias

tic in promoting a local of this association.

Organization limits the opportunity to steal

fares. The principle of organization is

equal privilege to all . The honest union

man asks for only the same that others get.

The robber robs for himself alone .

Article 2 of Constitution.

Section 1 . The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2. To place our occupation upon a

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and

skill; to encourage the formation in Division

Associations of Sick Benefit Funds; to estab

lish schools of instruction and examination

for imparting a practical knowledge of mod

ern and improved methods and systems of

transportation and trade matters generally ;

to encourage the settlement of all disputes

between employes and employers by arbitra

tion ; to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral,intellectual and social

condition .

But does not the company that fights

against organization invite dishonesty

among employes ? The very methods of

fighting organization are dishonest. The

manager of a non-union system cannot

maintain non-unionism among employes

without resort to treachery , dishonesty and

distrustfulness. "What are you afraid of? "

Isn't that the question that comes to the

mind of the average employe when told

plainly or by inuendo that he can't be trust

ed to join with his fellowmen in an organi

zation ?

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished . Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

20 of the month , and should be written only

one one side of the paper.
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If, from the fact that the Yonkers and

Mt. Vernon and New Rochelle motormen

and conductors are organized, and 2 cents

per hour increase in wage attained to all

employes of the lines controlled by the peo

ple who control the Yonkers and Mt. Ver

non and New Rochelle lines , is it not evi

dent to the unorganized on the lines under

these same people that much more could

have attained had they been in the move.

ment, too ? These systems are in the sec

tion of country where no less than 30 cents

per hour is a comfortable wage, but the

Yonkers local is entitled to vigorous con

gratulations when it comes to be known

that they are forced to resist the weight of

not only the opposition of the company ,

but also the dead weight of more than their

number of non-unionists .

months men of 2 cents per hour ; to second

three months men of 142 cents per hour ; to

second six months men, 142 cents per hour ;

to second year men , 212 cents per hour ; to

third year men, 31/2 cents per hour ; to

fourth year men, 412 cents per hour ; to fifth

year men , 612 cents per hour ; to sixth and

seventh year men , 542 cents per hour ; to

eighth , ninth and tenth year men , 442 cents

per hour; and to those more than ten years

in the service , 342 cents per hour. The

new wage effected is :

First three months' service men, 22 cents

per hour.

Second three months' service men, 25

cents per hour.

Second six months' service men, 27 cents

per hour.

Second year service men, 29 cents per

hour,

Third year service men, 31 cents per hour.

For those more than three years in the

service , 35 cents per hour upon city lines

and 3612 cents per hour upon interurban

lines . The aggregate annual increase is ap

proximately $82,000.

ADDITIONAL WAGE ADJUSTMENTS.

In the May Issue of the Motorman & Con

ductor there were given wage adjustments

reported to this office, by which increases in

wage rates had inured since January 1 , 1910,

to 22 local divisions . Since that report was

made up, there have been reports of wage

adjustments received at this office with re

sults, as follows :

To Division No. 19 , Colorado Springs , Col. ,

there has como an increase in the wage rate

of from 21/2 to 442 cents per hour. The new

ly fixed rate is :

First and second year service men , 25

cents per hour.

Third and fourth year service men, 28

cents per hour.

Those of five or more years of service,

30 cents per hour.

The former rate was from 2212 to 27 cents

per hour. The aggregate annual increase is

$11,000.

To Division No. 109 , Victoria, B. C. , there

has come an increase to first three months

men of 2 cents per hour ; to second three

months men of 112 cents per hour ; to sec

ond six months men , 112 cents per hour ; to

second year men, 212 cents per hour ; to

third year men , 342 cents per hour ; to

fourth year men , 472 cents per hour ; to fifth

year men , 612 cents per hour ; to sixth and

seventh year men , 512 cents per hour ; to

eighth , ninth and tenth year men, 412 cents

per hour ; and to those more than ten years

in the service , 312 cents per hour. The new

wage effected is :

First three months service men, 22 cents

per hour.

Second three months service men, 25

cents per hour.

Second six months service men, 27 cents

per hour.

Second year service men, 29 cents per

hour.

Third year service men, 31 cents per hour.

For those more than three years in the

service , 35 cents per hour upon city lines

and 3612 cents per hour upon interurban

lines. The aggregate annual increase will

be approximately $ 18,000.

To Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich . , there

has come an increase of from 1 to 3 cents

per hour.

First six months service men , 23 cents

per hour.

Second and third six months service men,

26 cents per hour.

Those of 18 or more months of service ,

28 cents per hour.

The aggregate annual increase is $ 66,000.

To the Newell , W. Va. , branch of Division

No. 52, there has come an increase of 1 cent

per hour. The newly effected wage rate is :

First year service men , 21 cents per hour.

Second year service men, 24 cents per

hour.

Third year service men , 25 cents per hour.

Those of three or more years of service,

26 cents per hour.

The aggregate annual increase is $ 500 .

To Division No. 111 , Jackson , Mich. , has

accrued, by arbitration, wage rates as fol

lows :

First six months service men, 20 cents

per hour.

Second six months service men, 21 cents

per hour.

Second year service men, 22 cents per

bour.

Those of two or more years of service, 24

cents per hour.

This is an increase of from one to two

cents per hour. The aggregate annual in

crease is $ 2,200.

With this local , the increase in wage dates

back to June 1 , 1909 , and accrued to the

membership an additional $4,000 of back

рау..

To Oakdale and McDonald , Pa . , Branch of

Division No. 85 a wage rate of 2612 cents

crease of 142 cents per hour. The aggre

gate annual increase is $350 .

To Division No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.,

there has come an increase to first three
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there has come an increase of 1 cent per

hour. The newly established wage rate is

26 cents per hour. The aggregate annual

increase is $2,700.

To Division No. 134 , New Westminster, B.

C. , there has come an increase to first three

months men of 2 cents per hour ; to second

three months men of 11/2 cents per hour ; to

second six months men, 112 cents per hour ;

to second year men , 212 cents per hour ; to

third year men , 372 cents per hour ; to

fourth year men, 41/2 cents per hour ; to fifth

year men, 612 cents per hour; to sixth and

seventh year men, 542 cents per hour ; to

eighth , ninth and tenth year men, 442 cents

per houh ; and to those more than ten years

in the service , 312 cents per hour. The new

wage effected is :

First three months service men, 22 cents

per hour.

Second three months service

cents per hour.

Second six months service men, 27 cents

per hour,

Second year service men, 29 cents per

hour

Third year service men, 31 cents per hour.

For those more than three years in the

service , 35 cents per hour upon city lines

and 3612 cents per hour upon interurban

lines . The aggregate annual increase will

be approximately $27,280 .

To Division No. 326, St. Joseph , Mo., there

has come an increase of 1 cent per hour.

The new wage rate is : .

First year service men, 20 cents per hour.

Second year service men , 21 cents per

hour.

Third year service men , 22 cents per hour.

Fourth and fifth year service men , 23

cents per hour.

Those of five or more years of service, 24

cents per hour.

The aggregate annual increase is $5.800.men, 25

To Division No. 343, Kalamazoo, Mich. ,

there has come an increase of from 1 to 2

cents per hour ."

First six months service men, 20 cents

hour.

Second six months service men, 21 cents

hour.

Second year service men, 22 cents per

per hour.

To those of two or more years of service,

24 cents per hour.

The aggregate annual increase is $ 6,000 .

This wage increase dates back to June 1,

1909, and will extend the annual aggregate

increase back to that date.

To the members of Division No. 169 ,

Easton , Pa. , there has come an increase to

all men of lc per hour, fixing the maximum

rate at 23 cents per hour. The aggregate

annual increase is $6,000 . The present

rate is 20 cents per hour for first year men,

21 cents for second, 2 cents for third, and

23 cents therafter.

To Division No. 251 , Vincennes, Ind . ,

there has come an increase of 1 cent per

hour, fixing the wage rate at 15 , 16, 17 and

18 cents per hour. The maximura rate ac

crues to those of more than three years in

the service. The aggregate annual increase

is $ 1,000.

To Division No. 362, Albion , Mich ., there

has come an increase of from 1 to 142 cents

per hour. This increase is the result of ar

bitration. The newly fixed wage rate is :

First year service men, 24 cents per hour.

Second year service men, 25 cents per

per hour.

Those of two or more years of service,

2642 cents per hour.

The aggregate annual increase is $ 3,200.

To Division No. 268, Cleveland , O., there

has come an increase by arbitration of 4

and 5 cents per hour, fixing a wage rate of

27 cents per hour for first year service men

and 30 cents per hour for those of more

than one year in the service.

The former wage rate was :

23 cents per hour for first year.

25 cents per hour for second year.

26 cents per hour for third year men.

The aggregate annual increase amounts

to $226,500.

To Division No. 430, Mauch Chunk , Pa .,

there has come an increase of 2 cents per

hour, establishing a rate of 19 cents per

hour for extra men , 20 cents per hour for

first year regular men, 21 cents for the sec

ond year, and 22 cents thereafter. The

aggregate annual increase is $1,800.

To Division No. 455, Portsmouth , Ohio,

there has accrued an increase of 2 cents per

hour, fixing the wage rate at 22 cents per

hour. The aggregate annual increase is

$ 2,000 .

To Division No. 269 , Danbury, Conn . , has

accrued an increase in the wage rate of 142

cents per hour, attaining a rate of 20 cents

per hour for those of six months in the ser

vice , and 24 cents per hour for those of

more than six months in the service.

The aggregate annual increase is $3,200.

To Division No. 460 , North Adams, Mass.,

there has come an increase of 1 cent per

hour to the older men, fixing a maximum

wage of 26 cents per hour. The number of

men affected is not reported.

To Division No. 304 , Glens Falls , N. Y.,

there has come an increase of 1 cent per

hour. The newly fixed wage rate is 26 cents

per hour. The aggregate annual increase

is $2,400.

Division No. 484 , Kewanee, Ill., reports an

increase in the wage rate of 142 cents per

hour secured by arbitration . The increase

fixes the wage rate to prevail at

First six months service men, 18 cents

per hour.

Second six months service men, 20 cents

per hour.To Division No. 307, Stillwater, N. Y.,
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The aggregate annual increase is $1,000.
Third six months service men, 21 cents

per hour.

To those of eighteen months or more ser

vice, 22 cents per hour.

This rate to apply to city lines ; the inter

urban lines to pay 2 cents additional. The

aggregate annual increase is approximately

$1,800.

To the members of Division No. 490,

Yonkers, N. Y., there has come an increase

of 2 cents per hour, fixing a maximum wage

rate at 26 cents per hour. The aggregate

annual increase is $25,400.

To Division No. 543, Columbus, Ohio, there

has come an increase of 2 cents per hour,

fixing a wage rate to motormen of 27 cents

per hour, and to conductors :

First six months service men, 22 cents per

hour.

Second six months service men, 23 cents

per hour.

Second year service men, 24 cents per

hour.

Those of three or more years of service,

25 cents per hour, with an increase of 3

cents per hour to flagmen , whose wage is

fixed at 18 cents per hour.

The aggregate annual increase is $3,000.
To Division No. 496, Pittsfield , Mass . ,

there has come an increase of 1 cent per

hour to the older men in the service, fixing

& maximum scale of 26 cents per hour for

those of more than five years in the service.

There is no information at hand upon which

to base an estimate of the aggregate annual

increase, as the number of men affected is

not reported.

To the members of Division No. 498, Mt.

Vernon and New Rochelle, N. Y., has come

an increase of 2 cents per hour, ixing a

wage rate of 23 cents for first year men and

26 cents for those of more than one year in

the service. The aggregate annual lucrease

amounts to $18,500.

To Division No. 513, Bartonville, Ill . , there

has come an increase in the wage rate of

from 142 to 442 cents per hour. The newly

effected wage scale is :

First six months service men, 21 cents

per hour.

Next twelve months service men, 23 cents

per hour.

Those of more than eighteen months and

less than five years of service, 26 cents per

hour.

Those of five or more years of service, 28

cents per hour.

The aggregate annual increase is $1,000.

Since January 1st there have been in

creases attained to the membership of 49

local divisions , embracing 21,200 members.

These 21,200 members have had brought to

them, through the efforts of the association ,

an aggregate annual wage increase of $ 1,

047,030. The computation does not apply to

Divisions No. 460 and 496, of North Adams

and Pittsfield , Mass. , respectively. Figures

are not at hand upon which the aggregate

annual increase can be computed for these

two locals, as it is reported that not all of

the men on these lines received the in

crease . There are now pending arbitration

wage adjustments for 18 different locals. It

is justifiable to presume that the member

ship of those locals will ultimately receive

an increase; otherwise, no agreements to

arbitrate would have been entered. One

feature that seriously impedes vigorous

advance in wage rates to our membership

is the fact that the organized motormen and

conductors throughout the country are al

ready receiving a much hikher rate of wage

than those in unorganized cities. In every

instance in arbitration , companies strongly

base their contentions against the proposed

increases upon the low wage scales paid in

unorganized cities . We cannot contradict

that this has its effect. If it is shown to

the arbitration board that the men in Balti

more or Cincinnati are content with a wage

rate from 10 to 40 per cent less than is paid

in the organized towns, the association is

confronted with the task of explaining

to the satisfaction of the arbitrators the

reason why such a condition exists, before

the arbitrators will reasonably advance the

wage to the high-priced organized men.

The universal high wages to members of

the association should be a prompting to

the unorganized to organize and get up

higher in the standard of wage rate. The

condition as it now exists must be accepted

by the high-priced men as indicating that

the unorganized lines throughout the coun

try are a dead weight against progress.

Thus, it is evident that there are two ele.

ments that should be strongly interested in

the organizing of all unorganized systems.

The first is the low-paid unorganized men.

The second are those organized who enjoy

the high rates through the efforts of their

organizations, but who are impeded in their

progress materially by the low standard

paid to the unorganized .

To Division No. 515, Galesburg, Ill . , there

has come an increase of 1 cent per hour.

The newly fixed wage rate is :

First year service men, 18 cents per hour.

Second year service men, 19 cents per

hour.

Third year service men, 20 cents per hour.

Fourth year service men, 21 cents per

hour.

Those of four or more years of service, 22

cents per hour.

The aggregate annual increase is $1,800.

To Division No. 525, Ashland, Wis. , a new

wage rate has been established , per agree

ment, at :

First six months service men , 17 cents per

hour.

To those of six or more months in the

service, 18 cents per hour.

This is an increase of 2 cents per hour

over the former wage rate, and brings an

annual aggregate increase of $1,100.

To Division No. 542 , Waterloo, N. Y. ,

there has come an increase of 10 per cent.
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CLEVELAND , O. , ARBITRATION AWARD .

(Coutinued from page 9. )

and the prospects do not indicate any lower

ing of values—at the same time, the cost of

conducting business to manufacturer and re

tailer also shows a very large percentage of

increased cost.

“ 'So that the profits of the manufacturer

and of the retailer have been encroached

upon to the extent that the manufacturer

and reputable retailer must lower the qual

ity of their product, go out of business, or

adjust their selling price to the economic

conditions that prevail . That letter was

dated March 3 , 1910 .

“ It seems to me there is no question as to

the increased cost when he tells us that for

this year there is a necessary increase to

the wholesaler of ten per cent , which must

be followed down to the retailer. It would

mean from 15 to 20 per cent by the time it

reaches the consumer.

“ Again we have shown the same condi

tion, the same increase, when we came to

men's clothing. We have submitted in evi

dence a number of letters bearing on that

subject. I will read one of them , that from

the Joseph & Feiss Company:

“ ' Cleveland, June 6 , 1910 .

“ ' In response to your inquiry in regard to

the cost of men's clothing , we beg to say

that within the last year an approximate in

crease of ten per cent has taken place in

this class of garments.

“ 'Very truly yours ,

' 'The Joseph & Feiss Company . '

“ We have submitted several letters along

that line , and then following that, the cost

of dry goods. Our friends yesterday sub

mitted a letter along that line , but there was

not much difference when you come to

analyze them ; there was an item here and

there that he claimed lower-Shaker

flannel he claimed lower than our

figures, and one or two other items , but in

general he gave about the same increase we

have given . So we find by following it up

all the way through an increase in the cost

of living has come .

" As I said, I will not take a long time on

that this morning, for I do not think it is

of any use. If your commission , however, in

the discussion of this matter among your

selves , have any doubt, I again call your at

tention to the report of this committee that

has been submitted , the committee that has

made a careful investigation , and also call

your attention to the articles submitted in

the Cosmopolitan Magazine.

“ While there are different theories as to

the cost of living, the increased prices are

shown by the figures, the increased price of

clothing, of every other commodity, in the

necessities of the poor man . We are not

here to discuss the reasons , we want to

show to you that the fact of that increased

cost does exist. Some writers say it is due

to the fact that there is too much gold .

Well , we haven't got it . It isn't in our

pockets . These motormen and conductors

haven't got it. Others lay it to the tariff and

other conditions, but the fact pointed out in

these articles , and which the editor calls at

tention to, is this :

" Today the income of a hundred million

families throughout the civilized world have

been virtually cut in half. In an era herald

ed world-wide as one of peace and pros

perity, householders are asked to pay prices

of war time and famine. And in this stu

pendous advance America leads. In fifteen

years the cost to the average American, the

man of moderate income , of the common ,

every-day home necessities -- food , clothing ,

rent - everything that makes up the sum

total of the daily family budget - has

jumped 60 per cent. Why ? Have incomes

increased in the same proportion ? Has your

salary been raised 60 per cent in fifteen

years ? If not, you are one of the millions

to whom today prosperity spells hard

times. '

" The edito of that journal, after analyz

ing what is said by the different writers,

sets forth in his editorial announcement of

what follows, showing that we could have

purchased for five cents in milk in 1891 ( in

dicating illustrations ) , there is what it

would be in 1896, and there is what it would

be in 1910. Illustrated so carefully, we see

in butter what the increases were, 15 cents

a pound in 1896 , 19 cents in 1901 , and 36

cents in 1910. And then can any man come

forth and tell us that there has been but a

slight increase in the cost of living ? One of

the writers, who lays it to gold, tells us that

the depreciation has been 33 1-3 per cent. In

bread there has been a decrease, any baker

will tell you that. I believe the evidence

here was that it is two ounces less to the

loaf , and I find that wherever I go the de

crease is in the size of the loaf of bread that

the same money would have purchased in

1893 , in 1900 and 1907.

" ' Mr. Marcus M. Marks, president of the

National Association of Clothiers, says

“ Every item that goes to make up the cost

of a suit of clothes to the consumer has

been steadily advancing in price and has

now reached the highest point within the

recollection of the oldest clothing manufac

turer. Wool is higher, cloth is higher, trim

mings are higher, labor is higher, and the

cost of doing business is higher, consequent

ly the total cost of production is very much

higher. As these increased costs have

brought the total of an all-wool suit beyond

the financial ability of the average wearer,

the result has been a depreciation in either

quality or weight of the cloth in order to

supply popular demand. The depreciation

in quality has been caused by the mixture

of cotton or shoddy, which was made neces

sary in order to offset the increased cost of

wool ; and when all wool is used the weight

of cloth has been gradually reduced till now

the weight formerly used in spring is almost

uniformly used for winter suits . '

“ So I think there is no further argument

or evidence needed to show the increased

cost in clothing.

“ We will next come to household utensils,

and the figures submitted by Mr. Davies yes

terday and those submitted by us differ very

little . There again is the increase as we

found it in all the other articles and items

that are necessary to the home of the aver

age workman.

“ Next we come to rents. On that we have

was

was
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submitted statements from a number of our

own people. We haven't gone out into the

community, we haven't had time , but we

have gone among our own people as fast as

we could in the last three or four days , and

we have gathered these figures, statements

signed by the men showing that they occupy

in the majority of cases the same number of

rooms. In some cases there has been a re

duction , and in some cases an increase of a

room to a house, but the increase of rent

shows over three dollars a month from 1907

to 1910. That is evidence indisputable, that

is evidence that we can get more of if neces

sary, that is evidence that we can get all

over Cleveland, in the home of every work.

man, because the same increase has taken

place all along the line. As I said, there are

more ; if the commission should have any

doubt upon that point we can find more , and

bring more figures before you , not only from

our own people, but from the other trades

and from the other citizens of Cleveland.

“ There are many things that I might call

attention to, but I know you men are men

of homes, you know about this cost of liv

ing ; it seems to me to argue that case be

fore intelligent men is like carrying coals

to Newcastle. We all know it, we all ex

perience it, at least any man with a family .

I know it. I have the average family of a

poor man, a number of children and two

dogs , and I know what the cost of living is

by experience. I know what the advance

has been, and so do you men, so I think it

unnecessary to continue to argue that. It is

pointed out so clearly when we come to

gather the wages of this community, when

we come to examine what the increase in

wages of other trades has been .

"We will take Mr. Thomas's letter, the

secretary of the Cleveland Federation of

Labor, the central body of this city with

which these organizations are affiliated , and

we fined that list of wages submitted in that

letter, showing that the standard wage of

this community is far above that received

by the street car men, showing that the com

mon laborer, the man upon the street, in

his eight hours makes more money and goes

home. That standard of wage, I repeat,

reflects the condition in this community ;

it reflects the standard of living in this

community. It shows again when we come

to the increase from 1907 to 1910, where the

advance has been something like five cents

an hour to the majority of these trades, that

there is something here to cause that condi.

tion of affairs. That reflects the necessity

of it , and reflects the condition of these

men when we compare their wages with the

standard wage of the community, and you

have got a duty here to perform as arbitra

tors to establish the wage of these motor

men and conductors on the living line .

They are standing here on the wage of sev

eral years ago, while all these other trades

have steadily advanced to meet the in

creased cost of the conditions of today .

“ We were told yesterday by figures — my

friend is a great man to figure; he's got a

volume of figures, he plastered us all over

yesterday with all kinds of figures , but he

wasn't able to figure the fact that we could

live as well on the insignificant pay we get

as these other men who get the standard

wage of the community. He told us that

there had been an increase. That increase

came when this agreement came into exist

ence, Mr. Davies' figures are back in 1906 ,

and in those four years has come this enor

mous increase in the cost of living, which is

reflected by the increase to every other

trade and calling in the city of Cleveland,

even to the men who are unorganized upon

the docks. Mr. Thomas tells us there was

a voluntary increase of wages given to them ,

because the conditions of living made it

necessary.

" I may be touching a point there, Mr.

Chairman , when I touch that , but we take

this position in the organized labor move

ment of this country, for it is the organized

wage workers that speak for all wage work

ers, that establish the conditions of all wage

workers , and we take this position : that it

is through the influence , either directly or

indirectly , of their organizations, that they

have been able to advance and establish

conditions, and when we refer to that con

dition of affairs we believe there is some

thing alarming when a voluntary raise

comes, because they come so seldom and so

far apart.

“ We, then, brought forth and showed you

the established wage of this community,

which I ask this commission to carefully

consider when you come to consider the

wage conditions of these men, for that is

very important. The standard of living in

this community should be the guide to guide

us in the establishing of a wage. The stand

ard wage of ourpeople is the important one

to the success of our government and of our

civilization. If we allow any class of men

to get below the living line, it means de

moralization and retrogression.

" There is an editorial that was brought to

my attention this morning from one of your

Cleveland papers of a short time ago, that

calls attention to the increased pay of 125,

000 trainmen. The editorial writer said :

" "The great number of men benefited

makes this added prosperity of no little

economic importance ; it means ability to

buy more and to save more on the part of a

considerable fraction of the country's popu

lation. It means for the railroad men and

their families more of the things of life

which have a broadening and a stimulating

effect, it means more of their sons and

daughters will have high school and college

educations. It means more books, more out

ings, more of theaters and more of concerts. '

"That is true , and that is one of the

things we have got to look to, and in my

opinion it is the duty of every man, when

ever the opportunity comes in his life to ad

vance the condition of his fellow men, to do

it . I therefore feel it is the duty, calling

upon the commission of arbitration into

whose hands we have placed this case, to

consider carefully and establish a wage

rate here that will bring these men up to

the standard of living, for we have shown

you, gentlemen , in presenting the condition

of these men, that they are not getting the

standard of pay. We have shown you , and

our figures are not disputed when we come

to analyze that, as to what we receive. I

very carefully, last night, went over that

portion of Mr. Davies' figures - not all of
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them , Mr. Chairman , for I wouldn't have what we receive in wage on the whole .

been here yet if I had I went over that por " They have brought forth figures showing

tion of them where he figured upon the their earnings. We are not in possession of

wages, and I compared them with what we any figures as to the earning powers of this

had submitted and found very little differ company, as to its income. The roads have

ence. We told you that the wages of these been in a confused state for some time, and

car men, figuring the three scales , averaged we are unable to go to the Railway Invest

about 2442 cents, or a little less than that.
ments reports or anywhere else to get an

Mr. Davies figures that, taking his three intelligent report that we could use. The

months' figures there, at a little over 2412 only figures that are here are in their pos

cents. So when we come to the actual hour . session, to be submitted . So, along that line

ly wage received, there is not a great deal
we have been unable to present figures to

of difference in our figures upon that point. this commission as to their ability to pay,

We have shown you, however, in the condi
but we take this position, that the condition

tion of these men, the long hours that are of this road, that this occupation, first,

required, and that is carried out by the should pay a living wage.

statement submitted by our friend when he "We are told that the question here is one

tells us of the great number of men that of experiment, that we are experimenting in

work over 19 hours - 44 crews , he says, and the railroads of Cleveland to see if we can

yet in that table that he submits he gives establish a very low rate of fare. Well, if

us a total of but . 723 runs, while in his other we are experimenting, let us experiment

table he tells us there are 843 runs , and a along the whole line. Don't let us experi

number of short runs of which we have no ment whether we can carry people at a star

record here. That admission is made, that vation wage for the men that carry them .

there are 44 runs that go over 19 hours , and We insist, when it comes to the cost of liv

so on down the list. ing, that these men be given a wage and a

" They are all there plainly, only I call condition that should give them a living, and

your attention to the fact that he has not we mean a respectable living that any work

enumerated in this list all of them, yet man is entitled to. We insist upon such

they show that the ten -hour workday that conditions, and that if that is the situation

these men are supposed to have , that out now, now is the time to take into considera

of the 843 runs he sets forth there are but tion the question of the employes.

176 runs that work a ten-hour work day. “There is a condition here in the present

The mechanic that we have called your at ing of their figures that we want to call at

tention to here today works eight hours ; tention to. We have called attention to the

the majority of those trades work eight short-paid runs running up into great num

hours a day for $3.50 and $4.00 a day, but bers, which, when you analyze their figures

here where we are supposed to have in our here, they do not contradict to any great ex

line of work a ten -hour day, 176 crews out tent those submitted by us.

of over 800 only work the ten hours. Then " I find that in the month of April, 1910,

they grow longer. We ind 290 crews that there were 2,030,063 car miles operated. I

work over twelve hourg — there are none ten find that in 1907 there were 2,024,890 miles.

hours — that take twelve hours to put in the There were 5,173 less car miles operated in

work there. Next there are 290 crews that April, 1907, than in April of 1910. I went on

take 13 hours, and then he goes on up the then to investigate as to the number of pas

list to 17 hours, 18 hours and 19 hours, show sengers and I found that they carried in

ing you the long period of hours covered by 1907, the month of April, 11,059,495 pas

this work. sengers ; I find that they carried in April,

“ Now , we have shown you the many cases
1910, 13,546,004 passengers. That showed

of the short-paid runs, of the insignificant that they carried 2,486,509 more passengers

wage, and I repeat there is very little differ in the month of April, 1910, than they car

ence when you have carefully analyzed their ried in the month of April, 1907.

figures and carefully analyzed the figures " Now , let us see. What does that mean ?

that we submit, and I still insist that upon That means that there are less car miles

a careful investigation you will find our operated, that these men have done more

figures as to the hours, as to the wage work in 1910 per man . How is that condi

earned and the condition that exists here tion brought about ? That condition of af.

are correct, or as nearly so as it is possible fairs has brought on these short runs, that

to figure the working conditions of a great are making these men work, if you please,

corporation like this. We call your atten three and four hours a day ; they are get.

tion to the number of men that work, the ting paid for three and four hours as a day's

different rates of wages, 23, 25 and 26 cents ; pay for the work. That is what is establish

we showed you the actual hours, and there ing this condition.

has not been a great deal of difference be " In the city of Detroit for the month of

tween us there when we figure them, and April - and I happen to know , because I was

with the short runs submitted that we speak in conference very nearly all the month on

of there would be scarcely any difference . the wage question there their increase of

Then we show you that after it is all aver car miles was 90,000 miles in April, 1910 ,

aged, the average wage received by these over 1907. The natural increase in our

men, or the average hours for which they cities is supposed to be, in cities like Cleve.

are paid , is about seven hours and 21 min land and Detroit, about six per cent yearly.

utes time.
There might be a little more than that in

" What I wish to call attention to is the Detroit, because of the abnormal condition

fact that their figures, carefully compared there, but very little ; but there was an in

with ours, show but very little difference in crease of 90,000 miles, while here there was
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& decrease , and these people are handling cents the first year, and gets an increase

two million more passengers. By what pro every year until he gets 40 cents after being

cess ? They tell us they are operating so in the service ten years, and on the Quay

many cars in the morning and evening. Yes, route running down to the bay, 30 cents an

but during the balance of the day they are hour? Why didn't they quote Butte, Mon.

changing the handling. Instead of running tana , while they were hunting little towns,

the cars on a headway — I don't know their where they get 3842 cents the first year,

headways, because I haven't examined them 4242 the second , and 45 thereafter ? If the

-of three or four minutes, they make the gentleman wants to quote figures, why don't

headway five or six minutes. Take off these they quote figures such as that and be fair ?

crews during those hours and crowd the peo We don't ask you to take these cities into ,

ple on to fewer cars, and further apart, and consideration ; we ask you to consider con

then when morning and evening comes they
ditions in Cleveland, right on the spot, but

put on these extra trippers and these men if it is a matter of comparison we would be

come forth to make their three or five hours better fortified with our figures than the

a day. That is the condition that we found figures presented by the gentleman yester

here, that is the condition so far as it affects day.

these men and their wages . We call it to “ Now , in asking our wage here, we have

the attention of this commission, and we in asked you gentlemen to determine and give

sist that if it is an experiment, that labor us a flat rate of wage for these men . They

must be fairly treated in that experiment, have now a graded scale of wage. We have

and that the conditions of these men must asked you to give them 32 cents an hour.

be considered, and it is to be along that line , That is a matter stipulated in the agree

then there must be a wage rate established , ment ; if it was not, I never would ask it.

that these men can perform that work and After examining the wage of this community

get a living out of it. If they don't, they as submitted by our friend Thomas, I would

won't have the men to operate their road ; ask 40 cents an hour for these men if I was

men won't live under these conditions, can't making up the schedule, to establish the liv .

live under them. In some of the figures I ing that I found necessary under the condi

have presented a man receiving $11.00 for tions existing in Cleveland. I wouldn't stipu

half a month, will not live a long time for late it at 32 , but it is stipulated at that.

$22.00 a month. Or the man receiving $20.00 “ Now , we want to call your attention to

a half month or $40.00 a month , will keep a what they call the graded scale. The graded

man and family a long time, and he will scale was brought into the street railway

have a beautiful living in the city of Cleve world for a purpose, not the fault of this

land . company - I am not accusing this company.

“ Now , that is the condition we found upon Mr. Davies said yesterday I was used to

the examination of the figures presented. dealing with managers who are unfair. That

So, as I said, I do not think that it is neces is not correct. I meet some who are unfair,

sary to go into any length those figures, but I attend, on an average , 150 conferences

more than to call attention in my argument a year with street railroad managers, and

to them . some of them are very good friends of mine.

In their evidence against our wages yes Some of them don't like me so well, but in

terday, they submitted a number of cities. all the managements I know when it comes

We said at the outset, and still contend, to wages, I have never known any manager

that this is a question of establishing the to die of enlargement of the heart ; so I am

wage for these men in Cleveland, that the not fighting this company.

environments and conditions of Cleveland " So far as this company and our men are

are to be taken into consideration , and that concerned, there is harmony, there is good

is true. But how unfair were these lists ? feeling, and I have nothing against its man

Did you notice where they went in getting agement or its managers, but I say this

them ? They didn't approach high priced graded scale has come for the purpose of di

cities, they went off down into Dallas, Texas, viding and destroying the street railroad

but they didn't go out, for instance, to Van men's organization. It comes from down

couver, where our men receive 3142 cents east, it is a Yankee trick ; it originated in

per hour, and are now demanding an in . the New England States, and they made it

crease, and in addition to that they get one as long as 18 years before & man would

quarter of one per cent of all the profits of reach the maximum . That would mean , in

thecompany after paying four percent. Brother Thomas's trade, that he had served

Mr. Davies : Is Vancouver in the United an apprenticeship of 18 years before he

States ? reached the maximum of pay , and yet they

Mr. Mahon : Vancouver is in Canada, and tell us that there is no skill among our men ,

you quoted Montreal. that we are common labor. Well , it divides

Mr. Davies : At your request. the men into different classes, and they es

Mr. Mahon : Not at my request; I am not tablished away up at the top a pretty fair

requesting you to represent me before this rate of wage. You see here what this

commission. That average last year was showed, that the majority of these men wore

sixty -some dollars apiece to those men, and working for 23 cents. Follow it all up, and

in addition to that they are now asking an you will see how it divides the men. They

increase of pay, so I say it would be unfair brought it about, and other railroads have

not to take those places. Why didn't they been copying. Now , they tell us that new

quote Sacramento , California , where the men are not worth as much as the old men ,

wages goes above 30 cents, or why didn't We grant it so, we don't deny that. When

they quote Salt Lake City, where we have 30 the man gets experience he gets better, but

cents , or why didn't they quote Oakland, why should this man be fined ? I have been

California , whero a mangoes to work at 30 pointing out to you short-paid runa . Nr.

!
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Radcliffe has been pointing out to you short

paid runs . Now, when that man comes into

the service he starts in as an extra man ; he

puts in , as was shown here yesterday, two

or three weeks' time breaking in , learning

the business , without any pay , and he then

goes on the waiting list of the company and

he catches such work as he can. That man

shows up from once to three times a day ,

although I find that rule has recently been

abolished here. Three times a day that man

would show up, whether he got work or not ;

then he might catch one of these three-hour

runs, might catch a one-hour run, might

catch a five -hour run, and occasionally catch

a full-pay run. That man must work upon

that list until he is promoted to a full -pay

run , until the men above him drop out of

service . That may mean sometimes that lie

puts in months, years, in order to reach a

full-pay run. Isn't that penalty enough to

that man ? With all of that condition , that

he should work for a less rate of wage, puts

a relative fine upon that man that ought not

to exist, for the conditions that surround lum

is penalty enough for his apprenticeship,

and we protest against it, and we ask this

commission when they are analyzing that,

when they come to fix that, to wipe out this

graded wage, and establish one rate of pay,

for these men have plenty to contend with .

"Go with this man . They claim it calls for

no skill , that this is common labor. There

was a day when they had horse cars , when

it was very common. Stanley and I workej

in those days, and we know it was common,

but it has changed, it has come up, it has

been revolutionized , it is not so today. Start

when this man goes to work. He takes two

weeks to learn the business , then he must

equip himself with a uniform , and then the

money he gets trusted for by giving security.

That man must purchase a watch , that man

must study the rules . I find in this company

fewer rules than I usually find in railways ;

I find some 66 rules that man must familiar

ize himself with ; that man must know every

street crossing, every signal light, and must

thoroughly familiarize himself with the sys

tem. He takes weeks and weeks to equip

himself. He goes along under this extra

condition, studying, practicing, working

under an apprenticeship worse than any I

have ever experienced , worse than that

which affects the mechanic in this day of im

proved machinery . The mechanic goes in to

run his plane, his lathe , something of that

kind. He reaches the standard wage in a

very short time , in any occupation . We are

in an improved machinery age , which has

wiped out the old-time skilled mechanic, and

substituted an entirely new condition in the

industrial world . This man goes along, he

has danger on all sides. There is no man in

the transportation world that has got the re

sponsibility upon him that the motorman

has. The locomotive engineer has not, and

I would add none to him . He runs upon a

guarded high way, people must look out for

him ; he is not responsible for life and limb

to the extent that that motorman is, who is

held responsible and in many places thrown

into prison if he injures a person , and it can

in any way be attributed to his negligence.

That is the condition under which that man

must work ; that man hauls your wife and

children 365 days in the year down through

the crowded thoroughfares, contending with

conditions that no mechanic has to contend

with.

“ As to his occupation, he is surrounded

with rules and conditions that none of the

mechanics and my friend Thomas here have

to contend with . We go to the conductor

and find him similarly situated . We find

him in the position where he has to do the

same practicing, he has to familiarize him.

self with the same rules. He is made financi

ally responsible for the conditions or for the

money he handles. Very few of these me

chanics are financially responsible. He must

equip himself, he must be able to read and

write carefully and distinctly ; he has not

only reports but his trip sheets to keep.

He has a system of bookkeeping that in

some cases we began to think of hiring a

clerk to help our men out, it is so compli

cated. And then they tell us the abuses and

curses that come to a great corporation of

this kind, they all fall upon the conductor's

head. He must contend with all those condi

tions.

“ Now , gentlemen , when we compare these

men with the men Mr. Thomas represents

and with the other trades, there is no reason

why they should not have a standard rate of

wage equal to them. They do work of as

much importance to the community as any

other class of men. They are a part and

parcel of this great industrial center here,

and I appeal to you today in your investi

gating, in your making up of this case, to

look into the actual conditions, to establish

a rate of wage that these men should have.

I don't know exactly the status of the street

railway situation here, any more than what

has been brought in here through the copies

of the ordinance submitted ; but I do know

this, that these men are receiving a less rate

of wage than any set of workmen in this

community. I know that upon the investiga

tion of their conditions, they have got worse

conditions, and it is in the hands of this

arbitration board to look into that, and I ap

peal to you, gentlemen , to carefully analyze

and investigate those conditions, and I feel

satisfied when you do that you will estab

lish a rate of wage that will place these men

on the other side of the living line.

" Sometimes I think we do not study what

it costs the other fellow to live, and we do

not know the environments of other men .

We do not know much about the man who

lives on the other side. We do not know

much about the fellow who happens to be a

carpenter and his environments of life . How .

ever, I have taken , for illustration, an aver

age family, average in accordance with gov.

ernment estimates, of three children, mak

ing a family of five, and I have endeavored

to figure a minimum standard of necessary

expense. I have carefully estimated what

the actual cost of living for a motorman or

conductor having a wife and three children

would amount to, and have consulted with

employes themselves upon that subject and

I offer my estimate here as the lowest pos.

sible rate that a man could live upon inthe

cities of Detroit or Cleveland. My estimate

is as follows :
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Per year.

House rent, $12 per month . $ 144.00

For himself :

One uniform 18.00

One extra pair of pants .. 4.00

A citizen's suits of clothes . 20.0

Two pairs of shoes for the year . 7.00

Underwear 5.00

Gloves 1.00

Socks 1.50

Shirts and repairing clothes . 6.00

Hats, caps 2.50

Ties and collars . 3.00

Miscellaneous articles 5.00

Wife's expenses for the year :

Shoes, 2 pairs at $2.50 ...
5.00

Dresses 20.00

Hats 5.00

Other items of clothing . 15.00

Three children :

Shoes and clothing for each .... 60.00

One loaf of bread per day at 7c ..... 25.50

For pies, cakes and pastry for the

week, 250 per week .... 13.00

Meat, 142 lbs . per day, 25c per day .. 91.25

12 bushels of potatoes, 650 a bu ... 7.80

Eggs, one doz. a week, 26c a doz . 13.52

2 lbs. butter per week, at 36c lb .. 37.44

Lard, 1 lb. per week, 18c lb.. 9.36

Coffee, 1 lb. per week, 200 lb. 10.40

One pint of milk per day, 4c per pt .. 14.60

Sugar , 25c per week ... 13.00

For vegetables and other eatables, an

average of 150 a day ... 54.75

Five tons of hard coal, $7.50 per ton 37.50

Kindling 1.50

Light 5.20

Newspaper and other reading matter : 10.00

Dues, in his Union ... 9.00

Dues, in Fraternal Society . 6.50

Insurance on his household goods .. 4.50

Life insurance 12.00

Keeping up renewal of furniture and

other household utensils . 25.00

Amusement, vacation
20.00

Tobacco 8.00

For all other purposes . 40.00

manner, and my crude figures and arguments

that I have presented to you."

Argument on Behalf of Cleveland Railway

by Mr. Davies.

" Mr. Mahon, I am producing the newspa

pers to which I made reference, that the ar

bitrators may have opportunity to compare

the accuracy of the statement I compiled

from it, and the pay rolls for motormen and

conductors for May; and I presume we may

stipulate that Mr. Chesnutt need not copy

these pay rolls and newspapers, or if he does

we won't be able to operate for 1142 cents

a mile , and the men won't be able to live

on 32 cents an hour . The tables here show

ing increase of car miles and the percent

ages of increase in 1906 , 1907 , 1908 and 1909,

I will have copies so you will have them com

plete.

" I could not help thinking, as I sat here, of

how much pleasanter this arbitration method

of settling controversies is than sitting up

all night or standing up all night to fight a

strike, how much pleasanter it is even than

a proceeding before a court, where parties

are limited by strict rules of procedure. And

I congratulate you , gentlemen, on the oppor.

tunity you have to settle this difference, and

upon the privilege that is yours to do justice

between the employes of the Cleveland Rail

way Company and the people of this com

munity, for as I think I shall show you, they

are the parties to this arbitration .

" I will address myself, first, to the ques.

tion of the relative cost of living in 1907 and

1910 , because testimony on that subject was

introduced first in the order of proceedings,

and because Mr. Mahon discussed it first.

" The average advance in the price of the

articles on which the men obtained testi

mony, as shown by a tabulation of the let.

ters that were introduced, seems to be from

17 to 28 per cent. These letters were from

retail dealers ; I judge from the location of

their stores that they were dealers near the

car houses of the company. We tried to get

prices from the larger retail dealers, and did

in several instances obtain prices from them.

Most of the dealers , however, told us to see

the newspapers and get the market quota

tions in 1907 and 1910, that they were more

easily accessible than their own records and

more reliable, and we have done that.

Mr. Avery : “ Do those quotations refer to

retail or wholesale dry goods ?"

Mr. Davies : Judging from such examina

tion as I was able to make of them , some of

them are wholesale and some retail. I think

most of them were prices to the retail deal.

ers, I presume so. They are the market quo

tations that are in the papers every day. I

have had these prices in different cities and

in Cleveland carried on to a recapitulation

sheet, which I will hand you after a while ,

and I have had carried on to the same sheet

the market quotations in Cleveland in May,

1907. I could not obtain the papers from

other cities, and had to send to the library

to get the Cleveland quotations. An inspec

tion of this sheet indicates that the prices in

other cities are as high as those in Cleve

land , in most instances I think the average

will be higher, although the rate of wages of

motormen and conductors in those cities is

Making total of ....... ... $805.32

“ Now , in the above I have not taken into

consideration sickness, doctor bills or any.

thing of that kind.

" I want to thank you on the part of our

organization , for devoting your time to this

work, to taking up the arbitration of a mat

ter of this kind. I know men hate, at first, to

engage in it, but it is a duty that they owe.

“ As an organization we have struggled

hard for arbitration . Some say we are great

fellows to strike, but if you examine the his

tory , we have had fewer strikes than any

other organization, but one of ours makes

such a noise that it is heard all over Amer

ica. We have, today, over 100 contracts with

arbitration specifications in them, and we

will continue wherever possible to insert

them . We want to make the strike impossi.

ble , and make it a question of arbitration .

And when men devote their time, when they

make sacrifices for us , we, upon our side,

want to thank them for the consideration

they have given us. So we wish to thank

you, gentlemen, here this morning, and I

wish to thank you personally for the consid

eration you have given me with my crude
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lower. The cities tabulated on this sheet

are Boston , Buffalo , Cincinnati , Chicago , De

troit, New York , Philadelphia, Pittsburg, To.

ledo and Cleveland , cities in which I imagine

the conditions of living do not vary very

much from those in Cleveland. If there were

any difference in the larger cities , the cost

would be higher than here. This I ask you

to consider in connection with the evidence

we will offer as to the rate of wages paid

in those particular cities . A comparison of

the 1910 prices with the prices that pre

vailed in Cleveland in 1307 shows in some

cases an increase , in some a decrease, but

the average of the whole is a decrease of

three per cent. The articles listed on the

sheet are those as to which testimony was

offered by Mr. Mahon."

The Chairman : “ Does that show there h13

been a decrease in prices ?”

Mr. Davies : " An average decrease of three

per cent, varying increases on certain arti

cles and decreases on others. I have not

tabulated the prices we obtained from vari.

ous merchants here , but would like to bave

the privilege of doing that and obtaining

percentages and advances. It will be very

much lower than the letters shown by Mr.

Mahon, and the testimony tiat we have wf

fered from local merchants and from mar

ket quotations certainly does not sutain the

request of the men for zuch an advance as

they ask here. . Mr. Mahon has read from a

report of the special committee appoint.d

by the legislature last winter, and from sev

eral articles in the Cosmopowian Magazine

for June. The legislative committee and

the magazine have undertaken to ascertain

the causes for the advance in the prices of

the necessities of life , and there are many

theories, especially in the legislative report,

many spculations, as to the reasons for the

advance that is supposed to have come.

" As Mr. Mahon indicated in the extract he

read from the Cosmopolitan , the advances

there spoken of are advances irom a time

fifteen years ago, and not from a time three

years ogo, which is the period we are cou

sidering here . Prices of everything, nearly

everything except car fare, have advauced

in the last fifteen years undoubtedly, but as

our testimony indicates and as I shall show

from our report and from the article, the

advance in the last three years has been

very slight. I think Mr. Mahon quoted from

one of these sources—I remember having

read it myself last night - some figures in .

dicating that retailers had made an advance

of 38 per cent in excess of the advance made

by wholesalers , but I don't think he under

stood those figures. The 38 per cent ad.

vance made by the retailers was 38 per cent

of the advance made by the wholesalers, and

not 38 per cent of the price of the articles.

For instance , if the wholesale price had ad

vanced 5 per cent, and then the retailer had

added 40 per cent to that 5 per cent, the ad

vance in the price of the article would not

be 45 per cent, but 7 , for 45 per cent of 5 is

2 , and the 38 measured the increase of the

retailer's price above the percentage of the

advance in the wholsale price , as Iread the

article.

" I don't think the question as to what had

caused the advance in the price of commod.

ities is important here. I gathered from

reading these two magazines or pamphlets

that the consensus, the net resultof all the

opinions expressed, was that nobody knew

what had caused the advance, whether the

farmer was to be blamed for it, whether the

trusts are to be blamed for it, whether the

Spanish war is to some extent responsible

for it, as indicated in the legislative report,

or what caused it. It seems to me it does

not matter here. The question here is wheth .

er there has been an advance in the cost of

living , and if so what the advance has been .

And I think the cause of the men is killed

by this report, and by facts contained in the

Cosmopolitan article, and I disregard all the

fanciful speculations that are in those two

pamphlets, and quote to you & single act or

two about which there seems to be no dis

pute.

" It seems that Bradstreet's has made &

compilation of prices in a number of years

by a system of price index numbers which I

will explain in a moment. The legislative

committee says of Bradstreet's that it is a

high commercial authority whose reports are

never questioned. Mr. Mahon cites it as au

thority, and I accept it myself as such. The

system of ascertaining average prices by

index numbers, as I gather it from these

articles, is to take the prices per pound of a

number of articles and then get the average

price per pound. This table of Bradstreet's ,

which is admitted by all to be good author

ity, on page 6 of the report of the legislative

committee shows that the average cost of

96 articles entering into the cost of living in

1907 was $8.90 and a fraction and in 1910

$9.15 . The difference between the average

cost of those 96 articles in 1907 and the

average cost in 1910 is 2.9 per cent, a little

less than 3 per cent of an advance. The

Cosmopolitan, in an article written by Chas.

Edward Russell , contains figures slightly

different from that, but taken from Brad .

street's approximate index number compila

tion, and includes also 96 articles ; the vari

ation from the table in the legislative com

mittee's report is undoubtedly due to a dif

ferent date having been taken, for prices

vary from day to day . We all know that in

the past winter we paid five cents apiece for

eggs, 60 cents a dozen, and you can buy

them now for less than half that, and they

will go up next week if the hens go back .

The prices of various food products vary

throughout the year , so this variation is

caused by the man who compiled this state

ment having taken a different date than the

man who compiled the legislative statement.

This was taken on January 1st - they were

higher then than they are now - but this

will show that the price of 96 articles enter

ing into the cost of living was but three per

cent higher than the cost of the same arti

cles on January 18t, 1907.

The pictures or cartoons in this Cosmopol

itan symposium, while interesting and elo

quent, convey false impressions, I think. For

illustration , in one of the cartoons potatoes

are quoted in 1910 as worth $1.50 a bushel;

we all know that isn't right. If an advance

in the cost of living is good reason , and I

think it is , for an advance in wages , then

the advance that this testimony shows has

come in the cost of living has been more

than provided for by the company in the
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nearly 10 per cent advance that was made

on the 1st of March of this year in the wages

of conductors and motormen over the wages

that were paid in 1907. But the demand that

is made of 32 cents per hour, would be an

advance in percentage over the wages paid

in May, 1907 , an average of 23 cents an hour,

of about 40 per cent. Certainly their own

testimony does not justify any such advance

as that , and our testimony, which , as I said ,

I think is entitled to more weight than that

which they offer, indicates that the advance

that has been made has been more than

sufficient to take care of the increased price

of the commodities that they must buy.

“ But toe present prices of food products

and other necessities of life are temporary.

Since the first of the year, as I stated before ,

many prices have gone down , and I think

there will be a further decrease in the price

of food products especially, as reports indi

cate immense drops this year . But this ad.

vance in wages , if you say that we shall

make it, is likely to be permanent. Wages

have not been lowered by the company at

any time since its organization seventeen

years ago, but have been advanced several

times. Further, if this request is granted, I

think it will be followed by a request from

500 men in our shops, men in our power

plants possibly, for an equal advance in

wages, further increasing the cost of oper

ation and bringing about the necessity for

an increase in the rate of fare . So much for

that subject.

" A few words now as to swing runs. You

probably gathered from the presentation by

Mr. Mahon of his testimony on this subject,

that the men who operate these swing runs

must be on duty from 12 to 18 hours per day,

in order to do three or four hours ' work.

That is not a fact, as the testimony shows ;

they are on duty an hour or two in the morn

ing, and must return for another trip, quite

possibly two trips, in the evening . They

have a long interval, at least an interval

varying in length between their morning and

evening work , and another between their

evening and morning work. This does not

bear on the amount they earn , but on their

duties to the company. I say they are not

required to be on duty more hours than they

are actually at work. Many of them , as Mr.

Radcliffe told you, do extra work in the in

terim between their morning and evening

runs. They take cars to the shop , they run

specials, they do other work ; this is a con

dition that exists in every city. So long as

stores and offices and shops and factories

begin work at seven or eight o'clock in the

morning, and close at half-past four or five

in the evening, there will be crowded cars

in the rush hours. If the managers of the

street railroad company could control the

travel, say this factory should close at one

hour and another at another hour, and dis

tribute the business through the 24 hours

of the day, they could give the men equal

hours of work. They could reduce the fare,

and the cost of operation would be very ma

terially decreased, and the interest on in.

vestment would be decreased, because as

Mr. Radcliffe testified , we are running twice

as many cars during the rush hours , and we

must be equipped with boilers, engines, gen

erators, cars , motors, enough to do the busi

ness of those rush hours — all the property

lying idle more or less during the other

hours of the day. No matter how many cars

we run in the evening hours, particularly

while people are going home from work, the

cars will be crowded. We are running now

about as many cars as the tracks will hold,

but there ought to be more, provisions ought

to be made for taking care of more cars in

the down -town district.

“ Mr. Mahon spoke of conditions here be

ing worse than in any other city in which

he had experience in the past 17 or 20 years .

He does not give testimony in support of

that contention ; he has not suggested a

remedy for the swing runs. If he or any of

our own boys can suggest a remedy for that

condition , the management will be very glad

to listen to the suggestion. We have done

our best to give the men as nearly equal

time as possible .

" As to wages in other employment in the

city of Cleveland , I want to refer to Mr.

Thomas' letter. In his letter of June 6th,

which is offered here on page 87 of the rec

ord , he gave the wages among others of

bricklayers, iron workers, carpenters, pav.

ers, curbstone setters, granite cutters, paint

ers , stone cutters , slater, city laborers. As

to these at least, I think I may say that their

work is broken, their time is broken. They

don't work to the end of the year. Our own

pavers perhaps get more per hour than our

motormen and conductors, but they cannot

work when it rains ; house carpenters can't

work every day, bricklayers don't work

every day, structural iron workers can't

work evry day, slaters certainly can't work

every day. Again , mechanics and others in

cluded in this list are required, as I under

stand, to furnish their own tools and main .

tain them . Our men are not required to do

that. Those who work in shops furnish

overalls, and have to have them washed

every little while, an expense that is not

borne by the company but by the men them

selves .

"Mr. Mahon this morning offered some ad

ditional testimony as to increasing the rate

of wages paid men in other employments,

but in a very small percentage of the em.

ployments noted in Mr. Ingersoll's letter of

the 6th. Those percentages, as I figure

them out, I believe would not exceed the

percentage of increase that has already been

granted since 1907—thy run 4, 5, 9, 1242,

and in some cases a little higher, but he has

offered no testimony as to whether there

was an increase of the majority of those as

to whose wages he offered testimony the

other day, and presumably there was no ad

vance at all, or Mr. Thomas would have as

certained it and presented it here. Men em

ployed in most of those occupations are re

quired to go through apprenticeship

much longer than that required by our men.

" I don't think I have ever spoken of the

work of these men as unskilled labor or

common labor. We have thought that the

men became better workers by experience ,

and for that reason, fixed the wage in the

first year at one price, the wage in the sec

ond at another, and the wage in the third at

a still higher price, but the demand here is

that a flat rate shall be paid from the time

the men enter the employment of the com

an
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pany until the time he leaves , a flat rate of

32 cents per hour, as though any man could

become a conductor or motorman without

other qualifications than the two weeks he

must serve under an instructor before he is

put in charge of a car. This is a considera

tion which does away , I think , with any

comparison that may be made with the rates

of wages that may be paid to these men and

the rates of wages paid to men in other em

ployments.

When I offered the testimony from the

minutes book of the company as to advances

in the rates of wages , I spoke of them as

voluntary advances ; I still think they were

voluntary, and I think these advances have

more than kept pace with advances in wage

in other employments , certainly so far as

the testimony here is concerned. I think I

may say without any animosity , that the

Cleveland Railway Company has a reputa

tion throughout the country of treating its

men fairly and of treating the public fairly ;

that reputation may have been due, and was

undoubtedly due, to the character of men

that were in our employment. We had a rep

utation of paying as high wages as any other

city of the country, of taking the lead in

advancing them. That may have been due

also to the character of the men ; perhaps

they were more entitled to it than the men

in other places, and the work of the men

undoubtedly added to the reputation of the

company.

" The men evinced within the past two or

three years a wonderful loyalty to the com

pany in our disputes with the city. They

made sacrifices for the company, and we

should be ungrateful if we did not appreci

ate and acknowledge that. I confess to a

sympathy with the men in their demand, I

should like to see them get an advance , but

that advance must be justified. We owe a

duty not only to them-I speak of the offi

cers of the company—but to two other inter

ests, and to those other interests we must

be loyal, too. We owe a duty first to a group

of men and women who have invested their

money in this property, to our stockholders.

We owe a duty, next, to the people of this

community. The extent of our duty to our

stockholders is to earn for them six per cent

on the par value of their stock. Our duty

to them stops there. The extent of our duty

to the public is larger ; we are in a larger

sense than most public service corporations,

a trustee for the city . That duty is to oper

ate this railroad at the lowest possible cost

consistent with good service , consistent with

the proper maintenance of the property and

consistent with fair treatment of the em

ployes , that the people may have their rides

at the lowest possible fare. The duty of

maintaining the property in good condition

is a duty that we owe both to the stockhold

ers and to the public, to the stockholders

because our grant contains a provision that

at its termination the city, if it has legal

right so to do, may purchase the property

at a value to be agreed upon between the

company and the city , or to be effected by

arbitration and appraisal , and it is import

ant to the stockholders that their property

be maintained so that they may get a price

at that time equal to their investment. It is

important to the city as well that the prop

erty be well maintained, for the city in this

franchise has an option to purchase it any

time within the life of the grant for the

price of the securities of the company plus

ten per cent upon the capital stock, a fixed

price , and the city, if it exercises that op

tion , should get a property fully worth the

price it is to pay. Another duty to the pub

lic besides the duty of keeping up the prop

erty, and the duty of operating it at the low.

est possible cost , is the duty of giving good

service ; and as I showed you in the quota

tions that I read from the ordinance, the

question of service is entirely within the

control of the city. Whether the service

that is given at the present time is satisfac

tory or not , you , perhaps , are as well able to

judge as I am. You hear some complaints,

The average is no greater, measuring it in

car miles, than it was three years ago , and I

know there were complaints at that time

about the schedule, and there has been , in

the meantime, a considerable increase in the

number of passengers carried . As I showed

you , we are running pretty close to our oper.

ating expense allowance now. The city may

require such additional service as to make

the cost of operation exceed the 1142 cents

allowed in the ordinance, to say nothing of

our having to advance wages as a result of

your decision here , although I think that

possibility is very slight.

" The rate that we may charge during sub

stantially the remainder of the current year

is fixed in the ordinance ; it cannot be

raised, no matter what the cost of operation .

The company and the city are trying to de

termine what it costs to operate a railroad,

for what rate of fare a railroad furnishing

satisfactory service can be run. The con

siderations entering into that are not only

the wages of employes, the cost of material,

but the question as to whether such a re

duction of fare as has been brought about

here will result in increased travel to an ex

tent that will enable the company to operate

for the rate of fare.

“ Aside from the question as to whether

the demand now made by our men is reason

able, it seems to us that it is impolitic and

unwise on their part to make the demand

just at this time. We are making a test, an

experiment Mr. Mahon calls it, of the possi

bility of operating our road at a fare of

three cents plus-plus even varying

amount, as I have shown in the figures I

have given for the past three months. We

are trying to operate the road at as low a

cost as possible consistent with justice to

all concerned , while the world watches us.

And it seems to me that we ought to avoid,

so far as we can , the making of any change

in conditions while that experiment is on.

" To grant this request would imperil our

ability to perform our duty to our stockhold .

ers to earn for them their six per cent ; to

grant this request would imperil our ability

to operate within the allowance fixed in the

franchise, at least during the initial rate

period ; to grant this request would imperil

our ability to maintain the property as it

should be maintained in the interests of

both parties to the franchise. The stock

holders of the company feel , and with good

reason , that they were not allowed all that

they should have been allowed for their

a
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property in the settlement that was made,

but the people we serve are just, they never

did us any wrong, they will do these men no

wrong ; but I think they will not tolerate ex

travagance in the management of this prop

erty, either in salaries or in wages ; nor will

they be patient under any sort of manage

ment that they think is extravagant. And

if we should grant this request in full or in

part, if we should make any increase in

wages beyond that which we made in March,

weshall undoubtedly be accused , with some

appearance at least of truth in the accusa

tion, of acting in bad faith toward the other

party to our contract, of failing to carry

out our agreement with the people, of at

tempting to make the Tayler plan a failure,

and to make three -cent fare and four-cent

fare unprofitable by unwarrantable and in

defensible increases in the cost of operation.

We don't want to be put in that position.

"And so in opposing this increase in wages

I speak not for the officers of the company

it will not come out of their salaries ; not

for the stockholders, their dividends cannot

be reduced, no matter what the rate of

wage, but for the people of this city. The

condition that exists here is undoubtedly

unique. I refer to the contract between the

company and the city that is evidenced by

the ordinance that I introduced.
It is so

unusual and so far from the common con

ception of the relationship that exists be

tween municipalities and public service cor

porations, that I hesitated to speak of it lest

I be thought to be insincere. The increase,

if you grant it, must be paid by the car rid

ers ; it does not come out of the stockhold

ers of the company ; the rate of their income

is fixed for the next 25 years, or nearly 25

years. No skill on the part of the managers ,

no ability of the directors, can increase the

income of the investment ; and lack of abil

ity on the part of the management cannot

reduce it - I doubt whether the cost of mis

management could be taken out of the stock .

holders.

" I will not attempt to go into the details

of the cost of operation shown in the reports

I have submitted to you ; with Mr. Beatty's

aid, I am sure you will understand these re

ports. They do show, however, that if this

demand were granted , the apparent sur

pluses shown in our reports for the last

three months would have been changed into

a deficit. I don't care to add to what I have

now said, and what I said yesterday, any .

thing on this subject.

" One other consideration , and I think I

am through. This road ought to grow , it

ought to be made better than it is . We are

limited by the ordinance as to the means we

may employ to obtain the capital to make

the extensions and improvements that ought

to be made ; we may obtain it by the sale of

either bonds or stock . Stock, if sold, must

be sold at par, for not a cent less, even with

the consent of the council. Stock is selling

on the market today at less than par. It is

necessary that the market price reach par;

that it may reach par it is necessary , I am

told by financiers, that we earn dividends,

that we demonstrate for a period our ability

to earn and pay dividends at the rates of

fare permitted by this ordinance . It is to

the interest of the city that these improve

ments be made ; it is to the interest of these

men on the other side of the table that this

road be extended, and that more business be

done, that their fellows on the extra list

may have more work. If we cannot earn for

our stockholders six per cent, we cannot sell

additional stock, and we cannot make any

improvements.

"The service, perhaps, is not what it ought

to be. That may be said to be the fault of

the city, it may be said to some extent to

be our fault, because we have not been able

to furnish the service that we think ought

to be furnished. We cannot obtain addi.

tional equipment until we can sell securities.

We have not encountered in the past three

months any extraordinary expenses except

in the item of maintenance. As I said yes

terday, our expenditures for keeping up the

property have largely exceeded the amount

allowed by the ordinance, but we have had

no bad accidents to increase expenses in

the past three months. That may come ; it

may cost us more in the next three months

than it did in the past, regardless of any in

crease in expenses ; as I said, the city may

require additional service, we may have ad

ditional expenses in operating the road.

“ I don't think I can conclude what I have

to say better than by reading an extract

from an address made by the distinguished

author of the celebrated Tayler plan to the

Chamber of Commerce last February, onthe

duties of the company to the city and of

the city to the company, and of the public

to the company, and with your permission I

will read a page of it.

(Mr. Davies then read from the address of

Judge Tayler before the Chamber of Com

merce) .

" Perhaps I have read to you more than is

necessary, but I wanted to get before you

the spirit of this settlement as Judge Tayler

expressed it, and to say to you that it is

with that spirit in mind that we on our side

have conducted this investigation .”

The Award.

To the Cleveland Railways Company and the

Amalgamated Association of Street and

Electric Railway Employes of America,

Division No. 268.

Gentlemen : -The undersigned arbitrators

agreed upon by you to consider the question

of a request for an increase of wages paid

to motormen and conductors under the pro

visions of a contract executed by you under .

date of December 22 , 1906 , as provided in

Section 11 of said agreement, respectfully

report :

That they have given careful considera

tion to the testimony submitted to them and

have come to an agreement that said section

should be amended so as to provide that the

rate of wages of motormen and conductors

for the first year of service should be 27

cents per hour, and that the rate of wages

for the second year and thereafter should

be 30 cents per hour.

Further , that the scale of wages hereoin

provided for shall be in force and take effect

from and after the 15th day of June, 1910.

Respectfully submitted,

WILLIS VICKERY,

ELROY M. AVERY,

ROBERT D. BEATTY.
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

THE STREET AND ELECTRIC RAIL

WAY EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.

By W. D. Mahon.

( Continued from June . )

CHAPTER XVII.

At the close of the Philadelphia strike a

conference among the various leaders and

those who had taken part in that struggle

was held, and it was decided to make an

attempt to organize all of the eastern cities

and bring them in line with the policies and

under the jurisdiction of our Association .

This was no small undertaking when we

consider the fact that, as an organization ,

we had no funds with which to send forth

our organizers, and each man going into

the work went in as a volunteer. The un

derstanding was that the only money he

would receive would be what came in from

the initiation fee of the members, which

was set at $ 1. This conference was attend

ed by Organizer Weber, Terrence Clark ,

John Carney, G. W. Archibald, and several

whose names have been lost to the writer.

It was decided to take up the work in New

York City, Buffalo, Syracuse, Pittsburg,

Reading and Baltimore at once , and differ

ent ones were assigned to each city. Or.

ganizer Weber went to Baltimore, Archbald

to Buffalo and Syracuse, and other parties

were sent to Pittsburg and Reading. Clark ,

Carney and the writer, assisted by Thos.

McCullen, a New York railway man, who

had formerly been President of the Phila

delphia division , took the city of New York.

Archibald and Weber later returned to New

York and gave us some assistance, but

after a short stay upon their part Archibald

returned to Philadelphia and Weber to his

home in Milwaukee. The greatest experi

ence that we had was the outcome of this

attempt in New York City. We reached

that city and outlined our policies. We had

no funds with which to assist us, and so

had to economize in every way possible.

We finally rented a room on Forty-second

street. This room had one bed and an old

settee and was occupied all the time by

four of us, and sometimes by five. Three

would sleep in the bed , one upon the settee

and one in the rocking chair. The ones on

the settee and the rocking chair used for

covering the coats and clothing of those in

bed.

We carefully planned and outlined our

entire policy , even to that of eating. Our

money being short, we located a cheap res

taurant where it was figured that we could

get a good meal by carefully ordering for

about 14 cents each . We decided upon eat

ing but two meals a day until we would

have funds enough to purchase three, and

this policy was rigidly followed out. The

room that we had was not heated but had

a grate in it. We bought our coal by the

bushel , and , although winter, when money

was scarce , we did without fire.

We started our work carefully on the

different lines, rallied a few men at a time,

and would get them together on an evening,

where we could talk with them.

One of the most amusing experiences in

connection with this organizing tour can

never be forgotten by the writer. Clark

and Archibald were not speakers, but were

considered the two best men in our whole

movement to go on the cars, quietly ap

proach men and round them up for the

meeting. McCullen was a splendid pen

man , and in conection with that, a good

talker. So he was made Secretary, butwas

required at night time to attend these little

meetings and talk to the men. His ward

robe, like that of the most of us, was a

skimpy one. He had a uniform suit. He

took off his brass buttons and put on black

ones , which put away the appearance of a

railroad man, leaving him a plain citizen .

One night Tom had been uptown to a meet.

ing, and coming home, in some way en

tangled his coat pocket in the brake-handle

of a car and tore off the entire coat tail,

thus putting himself and coat out of com

mission. We hadn't any money with which

to buy him a new coat, so we decided that

McCullen should remain at the headquar

ters and unite such men as might call there,

and keep things in order during the day .

Then , at night, Clark would give McCullen

his coat , in which to go out and address

meetings, and Clark would remain at head

quarters to look after the affairs there . In

this manner we worked until we secured a

fair list of membership and got the organi

zation in pretty fair working shape .

No doubt some will ask " where was our

per capita tax and income from the general

organization ? " Well, our income from the

general organization in those days was

small. The entire per capita tax to meet

all the business of the organization , and

death claims, as well, was but five cents a

month, and when the expenses of the

general office were paid there fasn't any .

thing left to pay organizers.

After getting things started in New York,

the writer went on to Buffalo and other

points that had been visited by Archibald .

He reached Buffalo to find that a small

number of men at one of the barns had

been organized, and a pretty fair movement

started, but upon the discharge of one of

their members had attempted to strike, and

this brought to an end the organization .

From Buffalo he returned to the head.

quarters, having been absent for several

months, but upon the day he reached the

headquarters he received a telegram calling

him back to New York City, the company

having opened up war upon the organiza

tion. He immediately returned to New

York to find the situation somewhat ex

cited, but so far as the organization was

concerned to find it demoralized and de

stroyed.

The work of organizing had gone along

without any interference on the part of the

company, and without their knowledge,

until one of the men, who had joined our

organization among a number of others, had

been discharged. One of our organizers,

who had lately taken hold with us, got on

board a lot of " booze , " and made a great

outcry against the discharge of this man

and demanded that something be done im

mediately for his reinstatement. This
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This association stands for honest men.

It invites honest men to become members.

It is the home for honest street and electric

railway men. It is the only institution

through which honest street and electric

railway employes can get a square deal .

The employe who kicks against this asso

ciation and endeavors to disrupt it is the

employe who wishes to swell his income

beyond that which his honest wage will

permit. He wants an advantage over his

fellowman. He will not divide into divi.

dends his ill-gotten gains and pass them

about among his fellow workmen.

brought our movement to the attention of

the public. The newspapers quickly took

hold of the matter, as they do in all such

cases, and our movement was exposed to

the hostility of the company before we were

in any position to defend ourselves.

Every attempt was made to have these

men reinstated , but nothing could be done.

The company took the position that when

the man was discharged they knew noth

ing of our movement, and I don't believe

they did , for we had been moving secretly.

The outcome was that the men who had

joined the organization were afraid to let

the fact become known , and those who

were out could not be induced to join. So,

the New York movement was in this way,

as well as the Buffalo movement, brought

to an end and destroyed.

The seed sown in Syracuse later on de

veloped, and the organization was estab

lished , which lasted for time, and

finally went to pieces.

The movement at Reading, as in Pitts

burg, was unsuccessful , for those who had

started the movement grew dissatisfied in

a few days and gave up. Thus came to an

end the general attempt to organize the

east in the spring of 1896.

(To be Continued. )
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IN MEMORIAM .

By Division No. 268, Cleveland, O.

Whereas, It has pleased our Heavenly

Father to remove from Div. 268 our beloved

brother Ralph De Gunke, and

Whereas, Byhis death we have lost a true
and faithful friend and the Association a

loyal worker, therefore be it

Resolved , That Div . 268, in regular meeting

assembled, do hereby extend our deepest sym

pathy to the bereaved family ; that our char

ter be draped for a period of thirty days in

memory of our late brother, and that it be
further

Resolved , That a copy of these resolutions
be entered on our minutes, and a copy be

given to the family of our deceased brother,

and another copy be published in our official

journal, the Motorman and Conductor.

A. D. YOUNG,

B. B. CHAPPEL,

CHAS. FRIZEL ,

Committee.

May 28.

BRUTAL ASSAULT OF BEN COMMONS.

а

On Friday night, July 1, Brother Ben

Commons, while distributing a circular on

the streets of Tampa, Fla. , advertising a

mass meeting at which he was to speak

and which he was asking the city employes

to attend, was assaulted by two represen

tatives of the Tampa Street Railway Co.

Brother Commons' assaulters came upon

him very much in the same manner as did

those upon Vice President A. L. Behner,

who was assaulted in Toledo some two

years ago. He was unmercifully beaten

and kicked before he was rescued and

taken to his room where he was cared for.

Fortunately , the assault will not be serious

in its consequences. The parties were ar

rested and are scheduled for a hearing in

the court in Tampa July 11 .

Brother Commons was in Tampa, having

been dispatched there to lend assistance

to Division No. 467 , now engaged in con

ferences upon renewal of agreement. The

members of Division No. 467 are employed

upon the Tampa and Sulphur Springs road.

The thugs who assaulted Brother Commons

were officials of the Tampa City line . Thug.

gery is becoming a common practice with

union smashers . C. W. Post, the leader of

the employers' association, and of spurious

Grape Nuts fame, is now under arrest in

Battle Creek, Mich. , on charge of assaulting

the editor of a Battle Creek daily paper.

The assault was provoked by an editorial

that appeared in the paper favorable to

labor unions. The assault committed by

Post was characterized by the same treach

ery as that inflicted upon Bros. Commons

and Behner.

By Division No. 268, Cleveland, O.

Whereas, It has pleased our Heavenly

Father to remove from our midst our dearly

beloved brother Peter Cox, and

Whereas, By his death we realize the loss

of a true, loyal and faithful friend and co
worker in our Association, therefore be it

Resolved, That the members of Div. No. 268 ,

in regular session assembled, does hereby ex

tend our heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved

family ; that our charter be draped for

period of thirty days in memory of our late
brother; and that it be further

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions

be entered on our minutes, and a copy be sent

to the family of the deceased brother and a

copy be published in the Motorman and Con

ductor.

A. D. YOUNG,

B. B. CHAPPEL,

CHAS. FRIZEL ,

Committee.

May 28.

us

By Division No. 192, Oakland, Cal .

Whereas, It has pleased our Heavenly Fath

er in His infinite wisdom, to take from among

our esteemed and beloved brother, Chris.

A. Christensen , and

Whereas, Our late Brother Christensen was

a true and loyal member of this Association,

a faithful comrade, and a man whose virtues

endeared him to all with whom he had inter

course ; therefore be it

Resolved, That we, the membersof Division

No. 192 , A. A. of S. and E. R. E. of A., in reg

ular session assembled, this June 7, 1910, do

extend our sincer sympathies to the family

in this their great sorrow ; and further be it

Resolved. That the charter of this division

be draped in mourning for the space of thirty

days as a mark of respect for our late brother,

and that a copy of these resolutions be sent

to the bereaved friends, and a copy inserted

in the " Motorman and Conductor. '

By order Division No. 192 .

0.UTTERBACK,

J. W. SMART, Recording Secretary



Edited by Local Division Correspondents

AGREEMENT COMMITTEE, DIVISION NO. 279, OTTAWA, ONT.

Above is given a picture of the Agreement Committee that secured the recent

agreement in the interest of Division No. 279, Ottawa, Ont. , with the employing com

pany. The agreement brought a substantial increase in wage and other improved con

ditions to the Ottawa Street Railway men.

Those in the picture, reading from left to right, are : President James O'Brien ,

Committeman Wm . Davey, G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair and Committeeman M.

Blanchfield.

HIS SUMMER RESORT. A GROWING CITY.

By Frank Vert.

I stopped to visit with a friend ,

When in our conversation

I chanced to make a slight remark

About my next vacation.

Said he, " I know a pleasant place

Where I shall go for mine ;

The price is quite within my reach,

And there they treat me fine.

It's not a regular Boarding house,

It's not a great hotel ,

But, to me, it's the only place,

They treat me there so well.

The dining room is neat and clean ,

The furniture is new ,

They set the table just the way

My mother used to do ;

They've all the best convenience ,

Electric lights and gas ,

In fact it is the only place

Vacation days to pass.”

Said I , “ Where is this pleasant place ?

Do tell me, dearest friend ,

And I shall preparations make

Thereat a week to spend.”

Said he, “ You needn't travel far,

It's not in Greece or Rome,”

Then took the card I handed him ,

And scrawled across it- " Home" .

Sacramento , Cal. — Local 256 at her annual

election on June 24 , 1910, elected the following

officers for a one-year term :

President, H. Curry ; Vice - President, Robt.

Tetherington ; Secretary and Treasurer, H.

Mott ; Warden, F. Burton ; Conductor, J. Wil

liams; Correspondent, F. E. McNeill; Executive

Board, H. Curry, J. Elliott, B. Harr, H. Mott,

F. Burton, L. Beach and M. F. Shelley.

While theelectionwasexcitingand in some

instances close, there was no sign of ill-feeling,

and now that it isover all willjoin hands and
work to make No. 256 one of the best locals in

the organization . It is the best paid local in

the west and is increasing in membership, as
the company is extending its lines and putting
on more cars .

Brothers Scott and Dillard are reported to be

getting along nicely, each having been on the

sick list some time.

Conductor Burris was quietly married a few

days ago and departed with his bride for the

south on their honeymoon. Brother Burris left

a large box of fine cigars that was passed
around to us. Many happy days to you is the

wish of your brother carmen .

Baseball is the chief topic of interest at

present. Everybody is rooting for the Sacra

mento team of the Pacific Coast League.

The big fight has gone to Nevada, and by

the time this is printed I guess the big black

smoke will have gotten hisshare of thedough.

This local should give a dance or some kind

of an entertainment. All other locals do so .
How about that, boys ?

The last few dayshave been a correct imita
tion of summer .

The City of Sacramento is certainly growing

fast and will soon pass her sister cities in

population, COR .
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DON'T NEGLECT THE BALLOT.

Oakland , Cal. - May being our anniversary

month,we celebrated with a smoker, which

went off fine. Our ex-brother Chas. Clark, who

was the first president of Div. 192 , was present

and from all accounts gave a good straight

union talk . Remarks from Bro. Smart, our

present business agent and president, are

always welcome and were well received. There

was a good quartet of string music, which was

kept busy . The kindly feeling of our friend

Joe McNamara was manifested when he came

in unannounced but accompanied by his violin .

Joe fiddled some, sure, and says when the car

men give a smoker without him there will be

trouble. We are indebted to the Household

Music Co. for the loan of a fine piano and a

music box.

Two instances reported in The Motorman
and Conductor for June should arouse the class
consciousness of our members. I refer to the

decision of the Court of Appeals in Illinois,
quoting as precedent the decision of Judge

Taft - the working people indorsed him at the
polls, so that is what they asked for. The

other instance is that of Gov. Harmon of Ohio

vetoing the pay-enter vestibule bill for the

protection of conductors. He is being groomed

as Democratic Presidential timber for 1912.

What difference is there between the two from

a workingman's point of view ? They are both

financed by capitalism , and from the testimony

given by different ones the only question is :

Where will it bring the best returns ?

Ten per cent of the population own 70 per

cent of the wealth ; 20 per cent own about 20

per cent, and the other 70 per cent own about

10 per cent. When the working people join

their own party and elect men to do their bid

ing things will be reversed . It is up to the

voter to decide whether he wants freedom .

One of our brothers while working on a work

train was tightening a nut when the wrench

slipped and struck him on the knee-cap, split

ting it. The brother will be laid up for some

time.

The torn-up condition of the streets and so

much single tracking is trying now, but what a

benefit it will be next winter when rain and

mud are our portion.
“ To the goal of a grander civilization !”

Sounds familiar, doesn't it ? Do you remember

it ? Have you ever thought what it meant or

the possibilities that could arise ? We have

heard it so many times that it has lost all

meaning to us. A condition where, instead of

our having to fight tooth and nail for some

small concession, we would enjoy to the utmost

the advantages of our labor and wealth of the

country. Instead of food being destroyed to

keep up prices, everyone would be filled , and
still there would be loaves and fishes to spare.

Instead of a board of private control deciding

how much coal should be mined , a board of

public control would learn how much would be
necessary that all might be warm . Instead of

private control of beaches and resorts , the

places would be cared for and made possible

to all within reach-a condition devoutly to be

wished for, and, best of all , is easy of attain

ment. What say you , brethren ; shall we have

it ? The ballot box is the place to act.

PETER PAN.

and help us. He arrived here on Monday,

June 27 , and at a meeting held the same night
the committee was instructed to go back to

the company and tell them that if they did

not see fit to grant us the increase we asked

for we would have to discontinue work . The

general manager was still unwilling to grant

the increase and stated that he did not think

the men understood the position of the com

pany or they would not act the way they were

doing. Chairman Pratt then offered to bring

him before a meeting of the men and let him

state his position and hear an expression of

the sentiment of the men themselves. He ac

cepted the invitation and on Wednesday night

appeared before the meeting and stated his

side of the case, but it did not alter the atti

tude of the men, and by a vote taken with him

present it was decided to still hold out for

our original demands. He again stated that he

would not grant them . Chairman Pratt then

offered arbitration.

The next evening, however, Chairman Pratt

and the committee met him and he agreed to

sign the agreement granting the increase. The

old rate of wages was 17 cents per hour for

extra men, 18 cents for first year regular men ,

19 cents for second year regular men, and 20

cents for the third year and thereafter . The

new agreement calls for an increase of two

cents per hour for all these men and an in

crease of $ 5 per month for powerhouse en

gineers and firemen .

Wild Bill Edwards is made happy by the

arrival of a new motorman at his home. Fine

work , Bill . Keep it up and you will son be in

the same class with Brothers Sandhers, Friel,
Minnich and Christman.

At our last meeting four new members were

taken in, and there are still a few more to

take in. SAM .

INCREASING MEMBERSHIP.

as

Stockton, Cal. - Being nominated for corre

spondent for next term and having no opposi

tion, I thought I might as well have my first

copy in for July.

No. 276 is gaining membership right along,

as both lines , the Stockton Electric and the

C. C. T. Co., have engaged several new mem

lately , the former to handle their picnic and
baseball crowds and the latter in expectation

of the completion of the interurban line from

Stockton to Sacramento.

New agreements were presented to both

companies on the first of May. An increase
from 25 cents to 28 cents was asked . The

Stockton Electric compromised on a scale of

27 cents for their men, and the old line boys
have a broader smile than ever now ; but,

somehow , as soon their agreements went

into effect I noticed a sad falling off in their

attendance at meetings.

The C. C. T. Co., as usual, asked for more

time as the board of directors had to pass on

the agreements. As the old line have given

the raise it hardly seems probable that the
other can refuse.

Our new superintendent, Mr. A. D. Miller,

seems to be a fair -minded gentleman, and we

think will give the boys a fair shake as far as
lays in his power.

Bro. Stidston , conductor on the Lodi freight,

severely crushed his foot and was on the sheli

for a few weeks, but is back at work now.

Bro. Graupner, of the Interurban, had an

attack of appendicitis , but has recovered and

still has his appendix .

New schedules and new runs are in vogue

on the C. C. T. Co., and a new "sign up" takes

place on the first of July.

Bro. Robinson took his wife and family to a
picnic at Oak Park on the 8th. There were

nine of them all told .

Bro. Moore, of the old line , is back at work

after a bad attack of rheumatism,

In a collision between a C. C. T. Co. car

and a Western Pacific freight train , Bro. Han

sen, of the C. C. T. Co., recently lost his life,

leaving a wife and little one 3 years old . The

boysattended his funeral and are taking up a

collection which , with insurance in the Order

of Railway Employes, will help the widow and

orphan a little.

BOBS.

TWO CENT INCREASE.

Mauch Chunk, Pa .- It has been a long time

since Division 430 was last heard from in the

columns of The Motorman and Conductor, but

now that we have some good news to tell , I

thought that I would let our brothers know

what we have been doing in the Switzerland
of America.

During the latter part of May we presented

a new agreement to the company asking for

an increase in our wages. Our old agreement

expired the last day of May, and we had no

increase of wages for four years .

When the committee first went to the gen

eral manager they were told that there could

be no increase in wages granted . The men

were not satisfied with that , so we sent for

International Chairman C. 0. Pratt to come
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WEATHER MELTS ATTENDANCE . bership during May and June. There are two

more for next meeting.

The recent election shows that union labo :

is making an effort to put good men on the

ticket for congress and other local offices.

Bro. James Daubert, who handles the crank

on the Buzztown division , isminus his mus
tache.

Bro. L. Osmund is on the sick list.

The following officers were elected last

meeting : Pres. , M. B. Knerr ; Vice - Pres., John

Willhelm ; Sentinel, R. E. Smith ; Warden , J.

W. Donecker ; Cond ., R. Siegel ; Cor. Sec ., Thos.

Rabenold. Officers held over for next' term ;

Fin. Sec . and Treas., Fred A. Hathers ; Rec.

Sec. , H. A. Walters ; Ex. Committee, M. B.

Knerr, F. A. Hatters, A. Brader, T. Rabenold,

A. Knobb , W. A. Styers and O. Murray.

169.

MOTORMEN'S SEATS IN STOCK ROOM.

Youngstown, 0.- Local 272 had a very inter
esting meeting June 15 . Much business was

done. But it seems that when warm weather

comes many of the members melt away, and

about the only way we know they are brothers

of the same local is when they secure their

due cards.

Brothers Rood and Barger, after spending

several weeks visiting friends in Chicago, Ill . ,

and different points of interest in Michigan ,

have returned home and are now at work again.

O. Ebener, a motorman on the Main Line,

who was operated on for appendicitis, is fast

recovering and will soon be at work.

Conductor Rosser, who was injured while at

work, is still under a physician's care.

John Pipoly and Miss Mary Rock decided to

unite together and form a partnership for life.

The brothers extend congratulations.

Bro. Chas. Wayland made a quick visit to

Franklin, Pa ., being called there on account of

the death of his uncle, J. N. Stormer, who was

killed in a head-end collision at that place.

Bro. J. J. Hunt, who had his hand injured

while at work and lost two weeks' time, is

again pulling the bell cord and register strap .

Bro. Chas. Rosser, who met with an accident

caused by a trolley pole striking his arm , is

still off duty.

Bro. Wm. Waddell is on the sick list , suffer

ing from a sore head, caused by part of a trol

ley pole hitting him .

Bro. Clark Beech , who was in a head -end

collision last spring and injured his arm , had

the misfortune to fall from a moving car and

is again off duty as a result of injuring the

same arm.

Announcement is made that the veteran em

ploye of the Mahoning & Shenango Railway &

Light Co. , John Hans Weaver, and Miss Mary

Steamer will enter into the holy bonds of mat

rimony July 11 .

Bro. c . č . Starr, a motorman on the New

castle Limited, is about to proceed to the altar

of wedded bliss .

CutlerHartshorn's vaudeville show has been

delayed by the illness of Coal Inspector Fitz

gerald.

Lost between Oak Hill cemetery and the city

hospital a valuable pipe. Any of the brothers

finding it will do a great favor by returning it

to Joe Fryan .

The stork visited the home of James Conre

code and left a baby which will be a motorman

or conductor.

H. Klingensmith , formerly a motorman on

the lines here, has been successful in securing

a position in the New Castle barns. Success to

him is our wish. J. E. L.

Brockton, Mass . - At the recent meeting of

Div. 235 , eight applications for membership
were received . New men are coming as fast

as older members get other jobs.

Our summer running time went into effect

June 30th and we hada general pick of runs.
Bro. D. B. Allen has gone to Highland Park

for the summer as superintendent.

Bro. Tom Chisholm is on his old summer

stand as starter at Highland Park.

Bro. E. A. Badger is taking Press Abbott's

place as starter at Center street.

Everybody's eyes are on that classy uni

form of Bro . Joe Wagner's.

Bro. R. Wilcox, the father of the Campbell

barn , is again on his car after a period of
sickness.

Pres. Sheehan and Vice - Pres. Gullifrer have

been kept busy on grievances , and we are glad

to report thatthey are doing something for us.

Sickness in our division is getting less, as

most brothers who were on the sick list have

returned to work .

Members who get careless and let their

dues run up lose their benefits and have no

body to blame but themselves.

The seats for motormen are still in the stock

room. The officials say the repair men have

been too busy getting new cars put together.

The company is putting in some new rail

this summer and fixing up the old.

Div. 235 will, on Labor Day, give to all

members in good standing a silk badge, with

the American and English flags, the division

number and "Labor Day" on the bottom , to be

worn under the monthly button . Three hun

dred are being ordered.
F. N. W.

ONE CENT PER HOUR INCREASE. ERECTING NEW CAR BARN.

Easton , Pa . - Div. No. 169 is in on the pros
perity tide. At the beginning of the year our

wage rates were : First year, 19c ; second year,

20c; third year, 21c ; thereafter, 22c per hour.

A voluntary grant, beginning April1, was as
follows : First year, 19c ; second , 20c ; third ,

21c ; fourth , 22c ; thereafter, 230 per hour. Our
executive committee on April 26th asked for :
First six months, 21c ; second six months, 22c ;

second year, 23c ; thereafter, 24c . Following

this the company granted an increase, in effect
June 1st, of : First year, 20c ; second, 21c ;

third, 22c; thereafter, 23c . The committee

went the second time and got 2 cents per hour

for all regular men doing extra work after
their runs. This does not affect the extra

men doing extra work , nor regular men if

coming in late on being delayed by snow

storms or other causes. It applies only when

called out for extra work or making extra
trips .

The Trolley Baseball team of Div. 118 of
Pottsville played the team of Div. 169 here a

short time ago ; score 2 to 1 in favor of 118 .

On June 23rd the team of 169 went to Potts

ville and returned with a score of 6 to 4 , again

in favor of 118 . Both were good games and

more are to follow. Watch the results .

Bro . Wright says it's all right-a boy.

Bro. Edleman is all smiles-a boy.

There were 20 candidates admitted to mem

Middletown, Conn . - The late June meeting

of Div. 479 proved to be very interesting. Elec

tion of officers was the feature. Officers for

the coming year are: Pres ., Chas . Southwick ;

Vice - Pres. , Ě . Rutledge; Sec . and Treas. ,E.

Greene; Rec. Sec., E. Foley ; Conductor, M.
Ennis ; Warden , Chas. Hoffman.

A new car barn , which will cover the entire

piece of land owned by the company , is soon

to be erected, and will be the second largest
in the state.

On the evening of July 23rd we had

lawn party at the home of Bro. Rutledge,

who has recently become a benedict.

Bro. O'Neil was seen walking on the Port

land boulevard with a double barrel shotgun.

Bros. Daley and Carey, while driving under

the June moon, had the misfortune to break a

wheel of the carriage. They escaped personal

injury.

Bro. Bride, sick for the week previous, is
reported doing well.

Bro. Barrett is able to be out after an at
tack of the “mumps."

Bro. E. S. Holmes is now president of the

Central Labor Union in our city.

All brothers are requested to attend the

next meeting, as the officers will be installed.

Refreshments will be served, and new stories

and jokes will be told. 479.
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HELD ROSE CARNIVAL. Brother Adrian Ogle has returned from one

of those delightful visits where he insists he

canget a square meal three times a day and

go fishing between times.

Motorman Randal was seen on the street re

cently with a small bundle in his arms. It

was a boy and weighed 8 pounds.

Bros. Kavanagh, Allen and Johnson , who

have been operating the electric sprinkler, have
resigned and goneon the train service.

IRIS.

TOKEN TO RETIRING MANAGER.

San Jose, Cal. - From stress of strenuous

events Div . 265 of San Jose, Cal. , has not been

heard from in quite a long time ; but, as “ no

news is good news,” it is well to remain silent

as long as nothing serious is happening

against the best interests of unionism in our

vicinity. The boys of 265 have been saying

nothing but have been sawing wood with a

vengeance.

San Jose held a Rose carnival on May 11

to 15, and crowds came from far and near.

These crowds "came and conquered," or they

pretty nearly conquered the car men. But,

like the nervy men they are, the car men of
San Jose bucked the traffic as fast as it came,

and for five successive days and nights took it

with very little sleep and less rest. Every

man Jack of us felt as though he had been on

& bust for three weeks. Everybody was tired
out.

Our manager, Mr. W. R. Lawson , put up a

card on our board calling for men who would

volunteer to work overtime. Strange to say ,

the boys filled that card with their names in a

few minutes and then some. Mr. Lawson

seemed to be everywhere with his inspectors
to aid and direct us what to do in the mad

rush of sightseers , and you bet the boys rose
to the occasion . If you ever want to see

whooping, howling, joy -mad crowd of happy
people, come to San Jose, the City of Roses,

during the next Rose carnival
Division 265 had its picture "took" yester

day to be published in The Union of San Jose.

When we get our pictures weare going to send

you one that you may see how good-looking

or " otherwise " we are . The boys looked their

“ darndest" and tried our best to look intelli

gent, as suggested by the photographer, our

old friend, Mr. Tucker.

June 10. 265 .

Pottsville, Pa.The trainmen of the Potts

ville Union Traction Co. gave a smoker in

honor of retiring General Manager L. T. Brad

ley, of the company, in the union rooms. As a

testimonial of their regard about one hundred

trainmen presented him with a handsome gold

watch, chain and fob, set with jewels. The

presentation speech was made by Conductor
Luther C. Bashore, who voiced the sentiments

of regret of the men at Mr. Bradley's retire

ment,and also paid a tribute to him for his
impartial treatment and consideration of the

employes under him. In his speech of thanks,

Mr. Bradley said he regretted severing the

cordial relations existing between himself and

the trainmen, whose efficient co -operation he
declared was of invaluable aid in his efforts to

make the road a successful public service cor

poration . A number of others present con

tributed to the enjoyable program of the even

ing with speeches and musical selections.
Attend to all your duties, you brothers who

are assigned to the different committees, and

make your reports regularly.

Bro. Kelly's baseball team played a very in

teresting game of ball at Easton with the

Easton brothers, resulting in a score of 2 to 1

in favor of the Pottsville boys. They re

turned home late in the evening and were loud

with their praises for the Easton boys and

their treatment towards them.

Did anybody (at Easton ) see Kelly? Kelly

with the green necktie?

We earnestly hope when the baseball team

of 118 play ball that the captain of the same

will see that all players carry a union card

and any local playing the same should de
mand it. Get them all into the union , boys.
We need them.

Make your purchases at stores where only

union made goods are handled.

Read the “ Truth ," brothers ; it is the only

union paper in the town since the lockout.
Bro. Kelly's strong team defeated the strong

Lansford team by ascore of 10 to 1.

Bros. Connelly , Heiser and McGurk are still
on the sick list.

OTHERS IN CREDIT COLUMNS.

FUTURE BRIGHTER THAN EVER

Colorado Springs, Colo - Open cars with the
running board are popular with passengers but

not with conductors.

The Golf Club extension is rapidly nearing

completion .

Conductor Tim Mahoney , who was in the

hospital several weeks as a result of an acci

dent while operating his car, is able to be

around again .

Bro. J. E. Burns has been selected by the

company to assist in the car service during the

summer months.

J. E. Burnstedt, of Jewell Junction, Iowa,

formerly a conductor on the Interurban and á

member of Division 19, has been visiting in

the city several days, singing the praises of

Senator Cummins of Iowa. Bro. Burnstedt rep

resented this Division at the Chicago Inter

national Convention.

In the last communication from Division 19

your correspondent, for want of time, failed to

give credit to all who were entitled to it in

our differences with the company in regard to

the wage and stool questions. In addition to

those mentioned at that time, we will say that

the Merchants' Exchange and the public press

of the city, both of which ably came to our

assistance, contributed much to the successful

termination of the questions. Also the local

Trades Assembly did much to bring about the

desired results , And we further believe that

success was largely due to the efforts of our

local Executive Board, and that this Division

has shown good judgment in electing good men

to that position ; and last but not least, we

think the unanimity of the referendum vote to

stand by the committee not only had its effect

at this time, but it left no scars to heal over.

Consequently our Division is stronger than it

ever was, and the few who are not members

have most of them signified their anxiety to

come in .

The company has selected Conductor Collins

to operate the “ sight-seeing car" again this

year- a good selection,

Bro. Ware, who was visiting in Missouri for

many moons, returned to work the first of this
month .

Another time card took effect the front part

of this month.

Philadelphia , Pa . - It is a long time since we
used these columns and no doubt the impres

sion has been made that we're “ dead ones,"

but don't believe it. We are still doing busi

ness at the old stand and, as O'Reilly says , we

are like the sign on the graveyard, "We're
here to stay."

Well, they nearly knocked the breath out

of us. The little boy said when his compan

ions were chiding him because of his black

eye, " I know it looks pretty bad, boys,but

you ought to see the other fellow ." That

about explains our position, and our division
is as solid as a rock . We went out together

and now let us work together, so that the con

ditions we desire will be obtained more easily

and quickly. Let the " Northeast rioterg " and

that belligerent " Army of the west" as well

as " Doc'sGermantown Tigers," with the help

of the boys down -town and the crowd from

" Tense and Elevense," and all the rest, pull

together and apply their reason to the situa

tion , and I am absolutely sure that we can

work out the problems that confront us.

We started on the 1st of July with an in

crease of one cent an hour ; that is the sec

ond cent increase we obtained in the short

time we've been organized. Our schedules

are as good as the best. The long swings are

a thing of the past, and these improvements

were accomplished in less than 14 months of

organized effort. The future looks brighter

than ever for Division 477 and the Philadel

phia car men . " PHILLY."
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ALL ARE MEMBERS. run he made. He received more votes than

the most enthusiastic expected .
Some time when our International President

W. D. Mahon or any of his staff of officers

may be in the east, we would be pleased to

have them visit us.

I will close for this time, with the hope that

every local will have a membership equal to

ours in proportion to the number employed on

the road . 5441

Trenton, N. J. - Friday evening, June 18 , Div.

No. 540 elected the following board of officers:
President. Howard Gibbs; Vice -President,

Albert Williams ; Corresponding Secretary, L.
Levers ; Treasurer, Milton Galbraith .

Chairman C. 0. Pratt addressed our meeting,

and we were more than pleased to have him

with us. Trust he will come often.

We have here a fine local composed of good

level heads.

Bro. Misner cannot dispute his popularity

when he retiects upon the nice majority he got
for outside sentinel .

Bro. Wright, our old president, recently got

married. After startinghousekeeping his fur

niture was damaged by fire that brokeout next

door. E. W. PEARSON .

Bartonville, H.- On June 22 , Div . No. 513

held her election of officers. There were some

changes, but the election guarantees continued
satisfactory progress.

The wage clause of our new agreement with

the Peoria Railway Terminal Co. provides for

21 cents per hour for first six months' service

men, 23 cents for the next twelve months, 26

cents for those of from eighteen months to

five years of service, and 28 cents for those of

more than five years' service .

Bro. Charles Browne and Mrs. Browne are

the happy parents of a new boy .

Bro. Hugh Martin is taking a ten -days va

cation.

Bro. John Spark is on the job again after a

short vacation .

All men working for the P. T. Railway Co.
are members of Div. No. 513 . That is where

we purpose to remain.

G. W. R.

VIGOROUS MEETINGS HELD.

Cleveland, Ohio . — Division No. 268 has been

indulging in rather of a strenuous time for

several weeks past. During the period we had

some very vigorous meetings.

At one well attended meeting in the early

part of April, the officers were instructed to
demand of the company, 32 cents per hour.

The propositon was carried to the manage

ment , but no concession looking to an increase

of wage was granted. In accordance with the

agreement, arbitration notice was served and

the proposition was submitted to a Board of
Arbitrators. We had to assist us, Interna

tional President W. D. Mahon and G. E. B.

Member P. J. Shea. The work moved speedily

and as a result , an award was attained of 27
cents per hour for first year men and 30 cents

per hour for those more than one year in the
service.

Following the award, a general meeting was

held, which was attended by Senator Elroy

M. Avery , who served as arbitrator upon the

Board of Arbitration as selected by us. Sen

ator Avery, who is an honorary member of

this Division , delivered one of the most re

markably interesting addresse to us upon that

occasion that your correspondent ever listened

to. No man could hear that man talk without

being fully converted to the principles of

unionism if there was ever any question in his

mind before. And Senator Avery is one of

those who, aside from his kindly interest in

his fellowmen , is typical of the upper crust.

He is well possessed of this world's goods and

his interest in wage earners is disinterested .

May he long live to enjoy that regard to

which he is entitled from those whose con

ditions his life's work has made better. He

told the meeting that he had never heard a bet

ter plea than that made by President W. D.

Mahon for us before the Board.

W. M.

HOT WEATHER.

Pittsburg , Pa . — Division No. 85 held her an .

nual picnic atSouthern Park on June 27. It

was a typical day and the park was well pat

ronized . A program of sports was carried out

and valuable prizes were distributed to the

victors of the several contests . Dancing was

indulged in from 2 to 10 p. m.

One feature of the picnic was that every

purchaser of a ticket was given a chance in a

raffle for a beautiful diamond ring . The ring

will be raffled at Labor Temple on the evening

of July 14 .

The members of the Pittsburg local are ex

periencing vigorous hot weather and some of

theni are taking vacations.

Matters are running smoothly at this time.

We were delighted to learn of the success of

our Cleveland brothers in obtaining a fair rate
of wage. ABE

HYMENEAL MECCA.

New Haven , Conn . - In the matter of the
wage arbitration, I can now announce that a

third member to the Arbitration Board has

been selected , and the arbitration hearing is

set for July 9. The offer of the company is 21
to 25 cents an hour. The demand made by

the joint locals of Connecticut is from 25 to 30

cents an hour with pay for overtime at the
rate of time and a half. The third member

chosen to complete the Arbitration Board is
Mr. Geo. Wm .' Case. We are now on the

anxious seat awaiting the result. Let us hope
it will be 30 cents an hour. It is worth it.

The taking away by death of our late

Brother Thomas Horan has cast a deep gloom

over those he has left behind. At his funeral

the pall-bearers were from the West Haven

car barn. They were under the direction of our

late brother's motorman , James Fitzgerald . The

casket was covered with beautiful flowers.

Brother Piggott should be remembered when

you draw your salary. Don't miss the little

basket through which is conveyed to him your

token of fraternal fellowship.

Our popular brother, Frank Maher, is now a
married man . It would be unnecessary to tell

this to you were you to meet him . If it has

made any change in his geniality, it is scarcely

noticeable. We had the smokes and he has our

best wishes for one perpetual reign of hap

piness.

Perhaps it is worthy of mention that dur

ing the month of June 27 trolleymen from
outside towns visited New Haven on their

wedding tours. We trust that the attractions

of New Haven appeared sufficiently strong to

them so that next June they may all again

visit this beautiful city and bring their wives

along and relate to us what their year's experi
ence in matrimonial affairs has been to theni.

This is a great town to come to, boys, on your

hymeneal trips, but you will make it a point

to get married before you come as we have

none to spare here. C. P.

NEW LOCAL LAUNCHED.

Williamstown, Pa.-I am anxious to let the

readers of The Motorman and Conductor know

that Division No. 544 has been established

among the street and electric railway men of

Williamstown, Pa.

We have started out as a new organization

and we have come to stay. Chairman Pratt of

the International Association came up from

Philadelphia on June 2 and organized this

division. We have 28 men working on the line

here, and at this writing 26 of us are in the

division, We expect the other two will become

members, and that will complete a local of 28

members. You see we are small, but we will

grow

Chairman Pratt while here addressed a polit

ical mass meeting attended by 1,500 people.

He was the chief speaker and he made an

excellent impression upon the voters who lis

tened to him. The candidate for office who

stood upon the principles advocated by Chair
man Pratt was running against a strong

county ring organization andwas defeated by

less than 100 votes . The address of Chairman

Pratt had not a little to do with the excellent
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OFFICERS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION FOR THE YEAR 1910

SO FAR AS REPORTED BY VARI

OUS LOCAL DIVISIONS.

W.

Incomplete reports of the officers of

Division Associations installed for the year

1910 are given respectively as follows :

Div. No. 19 , Colorado Springs , Colo.

President, G. W. Ross ; vice -president, N.
F. Ambrose ; corresponding secretary, J. F.

Kavanagh; executive board , G. W. Russ,

Chas. Dinks, D. F. McGarry, J. E. Burns and

Morton Musner ; correspondent, J. A. Martin,

Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass.

President, John H. Reardon ; vice- president,

Patrick Shea ; treasurer , John Broderick ;

financial secretary, Geo. A. MacGeachy; re

cording secretary, Geo. Gardiner ; sentinel,

Daniel Rawson ; conductor, M. J. Mahoney ;

executive board, P. J. Rooney, F. Parent, J.

O'Brien , H. H. Bailey ; delegate to joint con

ference board , John H. Reardon and P. J.

Rooney.

Div . No, 26 , Detroit, Mich.

President, Chas. Mackey ; vice -president,

Hamilton Shirley ; secretary-treasurer, Wm.

J. B. Sherwood ; sergeant -at -arms, Geo. W.

McCauley ; executive board, A. D. McLeod,
Brush ; Wesley Brock, Fort west; John

Sanders, Gratiot; John Gillies, Harper ; Wm .

E. Shay , Michigan west ; H. A. Peck , Third
ave.; Wm . H. Jones, Trumbull ; Garrett F.

Burns, Wyandotte; Robt. Cadger, Crosstown
east ; Thos. McGowan, Crosstown west ; Geo.

Miller, Flint ; Jos. Bowman, Fort east ; E. A.
Carr, Fourteenth line ; Wm . Engel, Four

teenth line ; S. Anderson, Jefferson line ; H.
Gee, Jefferson line ; L. Canfield , Orchard
Lake ; S. L. Clark , Pontiac; A. 0. Brown,

Sherman east; Wm. Lorenz, Sherman west ;
Ray Green , Woodward ; business agent, John
Frazer.

Division No. 52, East Liverpool, Ohio.

President, H. Thorn ; Vice - President, H.

Allison ; Recording Secretary, W. Leighton ;

Financial Secretary. Fred Bucey; Treasurer,

C. E. Dietz ; Warden , F. M. Harrison ; Sen

tinel, P. K. Thoms ; Conductor, E. Parr ; Ex

ecutive Board, C. Á . Allison , H. Allison , J. C.

Conley, W. Nicholson, W. McClain , T. R. Will
iamson ; Business Agent, H. Allison ; Corres

pondent, C. E. Dietz; Chaplain . C. Kontnler.

Division No. 85 , Pittsburg , Pa .

President, E. B. Shafer ; first vice -presi
dent, Charles Hensell; second vice -president,

F. A. Scott ; recording secretary . Edw. J.

Baldauf: business agent. J. J. Thorpe ; war

den , Wm. T. Hanna ; conductor, P. J. Ward;

trustee , John G. Ayers ; chaplain . Geo. W.

Christopher; delegates to I. C. Council, P. J.
McGrath , E. J. Baldauf and A. R. Jerling;

official executive board, Wm . T. Hanna, Jno.

Dooley , John Wilhafer, Henry Lascher, A. R.
Jerling, F. T. Herron , Edw. McGary, Jos.

Chettle , James Hughes. Edw. McKnight, F.

A. Scott, B. Thompson, H. Wentz, Geo . Car

nahan , James Hill, T. J. Marshall, John Da

vis , Patrick Mahoney, D. D. Ewing, Edw.

Haines, John Clark , Daniel Ritter, Wm. Arm

strong . J. B. Patterson, Geo . McNamara . Pat
rick O'Donnell , Wm. Jackson , Geo. Cleis , F.

Crawford, Jas. T. Sloan , Jos. Godcharles, J.
J. Newland Geo. Saxton , Edw. Lammel,

Harry_Schafer, Harry Summers, Edw . Little ,

P. J. Ward, Geo. Baner, Geo. W. Paul , Frank

Baker, Wm. G. Jenkins, Ross Reber, Jno.

Kirsch , Wm, McKillop, B. L. Reeder. H. B.
Mathew, J. M. Stanley, R. Stentz, D. S. Cou

sart, Frank Walton. R. J. McMath , W. A.

Thompson , Chas. F. Gallagher. Lewis Huehn,
Arthur Neeson, Daniel McCabe , Geo. Banan ,

Charles Junker, J. M. Grey and John Con

nelly ; correspondent to “ M. & C.," P. J. Mc
Grath,

Division No. 89 , New Castle , Pa.

President, C. C. Couthard ; vice - president,

C. C. Wick ; recording secretary, B. J. Dur

kin ; financial secretary and treasurer, A. L.

Johnson ; correspondent, H. L. Ruby.

Division No. 90, Mt. Clemons, Mich.

President, Jos. Ceasor ; secretary , W. L.
Winn .

Division No. 98, Akron, Ohio.

President, Lee J. Ish ; vice - president, Jasper

Stewart ; recording secretary, Frank Good

enberger ; financial secretary, R. H.Williams;

treasurer, John Failor ; warden , W. R. Beldon;

sentinel, S. Loudenslager ; executive board ,

Lee J. Ish, A. L. Kaufman, S. S. Hertzler,

Charles Wise, Joseph Krupp and Frank Good

enberger .

Division No. 99, Winnipeg, Man.

President, W. Marshal; recording secretary ,

J. Ruttle ;financial secretary, T. H. Dunn ;

treasurer , W. F. Chappell.

Div. No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.

President, A. Taylor ; vice - president , P.
Thompson ; recording secretary, H. W. Har

ris ; financial secretary, F. A.Hoover ; treas
urer, J. A. Aicken ; executive committee,

Bros. F. Janes, Alcken , Harris, Baldwin,

Hitchen , S. Thompson , Machin , Cruickshanks
and Elliott ; conductor, A. J. Wilson ; war

den , J. Briggs ; sentinel , A. Manfield.

Division No. 103, Wheeling, W. Va:
President, T. J. Moore ; vice-president ,

John Furbee ; financial secretary . Ř . A. Car

roll ; recording secretary, A. H. Crumley ;

treasurer, Chas. Sonnefeld ; executive board ,

Fred Moore. T. Swain . S. M. Wilson, L. E.

McCombs, Wm.Wallace, Coleman Sharp, T.
L. Padden and H. Jaeger.

Division No. 107, Hamilton , Ont .

President . J. T. Burrows ; Vice -President,

S. H. Ryerse ; Recording Secretary. J. Roy

Carpenter ; Financial Secretary, Alex. La

mond ; Conductor, Fred E. Walsh; Warden ,
Wm. Nugent; Sentinel, McWilliams;

Aud . Board, John Hurley , J. R. Carpenter

and Geg. Hart ; Executive Board , J. T. Bur

rows, S. H. Ryerse , Geo. Moore . Wm. Nugent,

and Charles Anderson ; Del . to T. & L. Coun

cil, John Maloney, J. A. Masson , J. Burrowe ,

C. E. Theaker, and Thomas Histed .

Division No. 109 , Victoria, B. C.

President. W. H. Gibson , Sr. , Vice -Presi..

dent, T. Bell ; Treasurer. Oliver Snaith ; Con

ductor. T. Young ; Sentinel, C. Ganner; Cor

respondent, Arthur Clayton : Executive Board,

Martin Brinkman , Arthur Clayton , B. Good

field and Robt . A. Ritchie ; Financial Secre

tary. Harry King : Advisory, V. Dempsey

and R. A. Ritchie.

Division No. 111, Ypsilanti and Jackson, Mich .

President, Fred . Hamlin ; vice -president, Dan
Sullivan ; secretary, John McFee.

Div. No. 113 , Toronto, Ont.

President, W. Murray ; vice- president. Jos.

Tompkins; financial secretary. W. W. Rob

bins; recording secretary and business agent,
Jos. Gibbons ; board members, R. R. Brown,

Jno. Coles , Thos. Dulan, H. C. Johnston and

Sam Madill.

Division No. 114 , Youngstown, Ohio ,

President. Jos. Davis ; Vice - President, H.

O. Harroff ; Secretary, R. J. Copeland ; Con

ductor and Warden . Roy Whittenburger ;

Correspondent, L. M. Seckler.

Division No. 118, Pottsville, Pa.

President, John Cooney ; vice-president, O.

G. Snyder ; financial secretary , John W. Dodds ;

recording secretary , Alex. Zimmerman ; treas

urer, C. W. Donne;; warden, M. Reddington ;
conductor, Thos. Powers ; sentinel, R. D. Ben

singer, s . 0. E. Labengood ; executive commit

tee , John Cooney, Frank Zimmerman, Charles

Omlor, O.G Snyder, Thos. Cain ;delegatesto

Central Body, G. Člouser, J. Collins, Edw .
Labengood , C. W. Donne.

Division No. 123, Belleville, Ill .

President , John Barry ; first vice -presi

dent, Geo . Purcell; second vice - president,

W. R. O'Leary ; recording secretary. W. E.

Harington ; financial secretary and treas

urer, W. G. Bradford ; delegate to State F.

of L., C. E. Clemons , H. L. Larkan and H. P.

Paule ; executive board, M. Whalen, G.

Byron , O. Clous , Edw. Hankamer, F. H. Hart

nagle, J. Young, L. R. Friend, J. Kuskalt and

Chas. Northrup .
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Division No. 128, Asheville, N. C.

President, Charles M. Thompson ; recording

secretary , C. J. Roberts ; financial secretary,

H. E. Thompsan ; treasurer, O. P. Lyda .

Division No. 132, Troy, N. Y.

President, Joseph F. McLaughlin ; recording

secretary, Michael Glasheen ; inancial secre

tary , James F. McKeon ; treasurer, James Har

rington .

Div. No. 134, New Westminster, B. C.

President, Dodd ; vice -president, I.

Spring ; recording secretary, A. F. Duncan ;
financial secretary, E , Dickinson ; treasurer,

A. Allam ; conductor, F. Hume ; warden , J.
Shawerpss ; sentinel, D. McLennan ; execu

tive committee, Bros. Fletcher, Gourlay,

Hampton, Spring, L. Grimmer and W. Dodd.

Division No. 148, Albany, N. Y.

President, John J. Lawlor; recording secre

tary , Maurice Whelan ; financial secretary ,

Thomas Sivers ; terasurer, James Prior.

Division No. 163, Meriden , Conn.

President, Chas. M. Lane ; recording secre

tary, Gustave J. Tittel ; treasurer, Bert Bar

tholomew.

Division No. 164, Wilkes Barre, Pa.

President, Bernard Quinn ; recording secre

tary , John H. Williams ; financial secretary,

Thomas H. Hatch ; treasurer, Thomas Edgell.

Division No. 165 , Mahanoy City, Pa.

President, Thomas Canfield ; vice -president,

Michael Brennan ; recording secretary ,

Thomas Gibbons ; financial secretary , Thomas

Williams ; treasurer, Jno. Richards ; execu

tive board, Owen Daugherty, Jno. McLaugh

lin , Charles Schwen , John Welsh . Stephen B.

Horan, Patrick O'Brien and Thomas Canfield .

Division No. 169 , Easton , Pa.

President, Wm. A. Lehr; vice - president ,

Owen Murray; financial secretary and treas

urer , Fred A. Hatter ; recording secretary,

H. C. Walters ; correspondent, Thos. F. Ra

benold ; conductor, Robert Seigel; warden ,

Jno. Donecher ; sentinel , R. E. Smith ; exec

utive board, Wm. A. Lehr, Fred A. Hatter,

Wm. H. Smith . Thos. F. Rabenold, Al. Bra

der, W. A. Stines and Asher Knoble.

Division No. 173, Hazleton, Pa.

President, Bernard Gallagher ; recording sec

retary and terasurer, David Jones; financial

secretary , James McGeehan.

Division No. 174, Fall River , Mass,

President, Wm, Kirby : Vice - President,

Wm. Bedell ; Recording Secretary, Wm. Ba

nett ; Treasurer, John Kelly ; Conductor, Leo

Quinlin ; Warden, Wm . Richmond; Sentinel,

Jeremiah O'Neil ; Executive Board, Wm . Bas

sett . John Kelley, John Henshaw , and Daniel

Allen .

Division No. 176, Sharon , Pa .

President, T. A. Smith ; recording secretary,

Herman Garl ; financial secretary , Fred Spey
ers ; treasurer, G. C. Davis.

Division No. 177 , Roanoke, Va.

President, C. U. Woods; recording secretary,

J. H. McGhee ; financial secretary , A. L. War

ren ; treasurer , J. J. Price.

Division No. 179, Elmira Heights, N. Y.

President, E. L. Griswold ; Vice -President,

John Holt; Recording Secretary, Chas. M.

Pratt ; Financial Secretary and Treasurer,

S. W .Davenport; Conductor, M. J. Fitzger

ald ; Warden , Wm. Tiffany ; Collector, C. E.

Rorick; Executive Board. S. Peterson , C. M.

Pratt , La E. Collin , and H. A. Wickham .

Division No. 184, Williamsport , Pa.

President, W. D. Campbell ; vice- president,

A. J. Nau ; financial secretary, R. L. Hiester ;

recording secretary , Foy Baskin ; warden, A. L.

Metzger ; conductor, J. McLaughlin ; sentinel,

N. L. Jacobs.

Division No. 102, Oakland , Cal.

President and Business Agent, J. W. Smart ;
Vice - President, R. H. Furman ; Recording

Secretary, 0. Ùtterback ; S. Treasurer, T. 0.

Davie ; Conductod , A. W. Hobson ; Warden ,
P. Furey ; Sentinel, L. Lebrowsky; Corres

pondent , J. Q. Palmer : Trustees, J. Fitzger

ald, E. A. Williams, and F. K. Stacy ; Exec.

utive Board . E. W. Martin , F. Straub, A. P.

Schmidt, W. E. Atley, J. B. Rutland .and A.
T. Dowse ; Del . to F. & L. Council, R. H.

Furman , J. 1. Palmer, 0. C. Bristow, T. 0.

Davis, and D. C. Heninger.

Div. No. 194,New Orleans, La .

President, J. Stadler ; first vice - president,

J. M. Drexel ; second vice -president, Chas.

Gonales .

Division No. 197, Meadville, Pa.

President, V. J. Stanton ; recording secre

tary , J. E. Muse ; financial secretary, Jas. E.

McKay ; treasurer, J. O. Johnston.

Division No. 199, Ottumwa, lowa.

President, H. Daniels; recording secretary,

Thos. O. Brown; financialsecretary , J. A. Lu
kens.

Division No. 201, Ithaca , N. Y.

President, G. E. Seman ; recording secretary,

Chas. Sigler; financial secretary , Court Bellis ;

treasurer, G. I. Bovier.

Division No. 212, Burlington, Iowa.

President, Wm . Hart; financial secretary , 0.

Jenkins; treasurer , E. S. Irwin .

Division No. 215, Wheaton, Ill .

President , Theodore Sundstrom ; recording

secretary , H. W. Webster ; financial secretary,

Wm . Frazer.

Division No. 223, Butler, Pa.

President, P. R. Starr ; recording secretary,

S. L. Irwin ; financial_secretary, L. M. Con

very ; treasurer, A. H. Zeigler.

Division No. 228, Joliet, III .

President, Geo. E. Brereton ; recording secre

tary , J. A. Smith ; financial secretary , F. L.

Yates ; treasurer, Michael Tracy .

Division No. 235 , Brockton, Mass.

President, P. F. Sheehan ; vice - president,

Briggs Gulliver ; recording secretary, Fred

Wood ; financial secretary, Arthur L. Mather ;

treasurer, H. F. Loring ; correspondent, Fred
Wood ; conductor, Chas. Place ; warden, H.

D. Bumpus; sentinel, M.M. Blanchard ; ex

ecutive board , Wm . O. McGowan, Edw . Welch ,

C. A. Stiles, F. H. Wilson and Frank C, Kim
ball.

Division No. 236, Alton, Ill .

President, Harry T. Coulter ; recording sec

retary , Frank Stiritz ; financial secretary, How

ard T. Welch ; treasurer, Louis Maxeiner.

Division No. 240 , Chelsea, Mass.

President, Everett A. Bunell ; recording sec

retary , Joseph Walsh ; financial secretary, J.

A. McDonald ; terasurer, Michael McDonough.

Division No. 241, Chicago, Ill .

President, Maurice Hilger ; recording secre

tary , C. W. Mills; financial secretary , Wm . Ta

ber; treasurer, B. S. Cuningham .

Division No. 242, Montpelier, Vt.

President, Arthur Silloway ; vice - president,

H. D. Anderson ; recording secretary and treas.

urer, L. B. Thresher ; financial secretary, Chas.

Regan ; corresponding secretary , J. Docherty ;

conductor, B. McGuire; warden , Geo. Counter ;

sentinel, Chas. Page; executive andgrievance

committee, J. Sexton, B. McGuire, H. D. An

derson and D. S. Black ; auditing committee, H.

D. Anderson, J. Carpenter and A. Silloway ;

delegates to Central Labor Union , J. Docher

ty, J. Sexton and Wm . Hayden.

Division No. 243, Taunton, Mass.

President, Andrew Bracelon ; recording sec

retary, Frank Lunney ; financial secretary and
treasurer, Patrick Walsh .

Div.No. 246, Danvers, Ması,

President, Edw. Pierce O'Brien ; vice -presi.

dent , John Morrissey ; recording secretary,

Marcus Shea ; financial secretary , Stewart A
Morgan ; treasurer, Ray S. Gilchrist ; war

den, William Wall ; conductor, Michael

Cooney ; sentinel , Maurice Connors ; execu.

tive board, Isaac Clopper, Eugene Callahan,

Jas. A. Goss, StewartA. Morgan , Austin c .
Patch ; correspondent, s. A. Morgan ; dele

gate to Joint Conference, Boston , E. P.

O'Brien,
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Division No. 247, Rutland , Vt.

President, E. W. Pillon ; vice -president, P.
F. Keenan ; recording secretary . Fred Myr

tle ; financial secretary and correspondent,

P. H. Hawkins ; treasurer, J. D. Reynolds;

conductor, H. J. Ingleston ; warden, Wm.
Kelley ; sentinel , B. Bowen ; executive

board, E. W. Pilon, W. E. Jasmin , Fred Hart ,
Walter Wands and P. H. Hadkins ; delegates

to C. T. C., H. J. Ingleston , P. H. Hawkins
and E. W. Pilon .

DivisionNo. 249 , Reading, Mass.

President, C. M. Shedniore ; vice -presi

dent, John Arthur; recording and financial

secretary , E. A. Connor ; treasurer. D. Mc

Donald ; delegate, A. Smythe.

Division No. 251 , Vincennes, Ind.

President, Clifford Moore; vice - president, Og

car Brown; secretary, Wm. R. Fisher ; treas
urer, Ellis Phillips ; conductor, Melburne

Sharp ; warden, Lindy Frederick ; sentinel, Wm .
Humphrey.

Division No. 252, Steubenville, Ohio.

President, E. A. O'Dell; secretary , Wm. D.

Boyer ; treasurer, Wm. Brakel.

Division No. 253, Quincy, Mass.

President, John C. Faircloth ; recording sec

retary, Wm. Coyle ; finacial secretary, A. L.

Blauchard ; treasurer, James H. Davey.

Division No. 256, Sacramento, Cal .

President, H. Curry ; secretary and treasurer,

H. L. Mott.

Division No. 260, Chicago, III .

President, M. C. Buckley ; recording secre

tary , Claus E. Casper ; finacial secretary , Jo

seph T. Mahoney ; treasurer, Joseph J. Cela .

Division No. 262, Norwich, Conn .

President, H. F. McGlover ; recording secre

tary, Elmer E. Mulkin ; financial secretary , C.

M. Douglas ; treasurer, Wm. E. Jones.

Division No. 265, San Jose, Cal .

President, P. T. Bayard ; financial secretary,

J. E. Byers ; corresponding secretaryand corre

spondent, S. W. Smith ; conductor, N. M. WI

iams; warden , Wm. Kevan ; sentinel, John Mu

lally ; executive committee, Frank Spinnelli,

F. T. Wright, P. T. Bayard, J. E. Byers, J. W.

Tronsdell, s . 'W. Smith.

Division No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio.

President, H. W. Ingersoll ; secretary, Wm.

G. Martin ; treasurer, A. R. Griffith ; business

agent, C. E. Koontz.

No. 269, , .

President, Louis W. Klinzing Vice-Presi

dent, Frank Morgan ; Secretary, Ernest D.

Andrews ; Treasurer, John E. Banks ; Con

ductor. James Jones ; Warden . Rexford Cole ;

Sentinel, George Hodges; Executive Board ,

James Jones, John Carrick , John E. Banks ,

George Hodges , and Frank Morgan .

Division No. 270, Gloucester, Mass .
President, C. H. Harmon ; Vice -President,

Roy Beaton ; Recording Secretary, W. J.

Pratt ; Financial Secretary . G. B. Parlso ;

Treasurer, R.C. Bragdon ; Conductor, E. M.

Chick ; Warden , H. F. Drollett : Sentinel ,

John Carter ; Del . to Gen. Com . , C. H. Har

mon ; Alternate , G. B. Parks .

Div. No, 272, Youngstown , Ohio.

President, R. A. Sauce ; vice - president. C.

C. Winter ; treasurer, H. Gladman ; Anancial
secretary. T. Moore ; recording secretary, J.

E. Longshore; business agent, H. G. stom
bock ; executive board . R. A. Sauce J. A.

Harvey, D. D. Fitzgerald and C. C. Winter.

Division No. 273, Chicago, III .

President, F. Watters; recording secretary ,

Wm . P. Davis ; financial secretary , Wm . Rock ,

Division No. 276, Stockton, Cal .

President, A. McBride; financial secretary,
J. W. Pierce ; terasurer, W. S. Thompson.

Division No. 279, Ottawa, Ont.

President, James O'Brien ; recording secre
tary, Fredrick Golding ; financial secretary,

Charles Ryan ; treasurer, Richard 0. Boehmer.

Division No. 280 , Lowell , Mass.

President, W. E.Sproule ; vice-president , Al

fred Kolloy ; recording secretary , Chas. A Gal

• lagher ; financial secretary , Joseph Kearns ; day

warden, Henry Bent; night warden , Michael

O'Brien ; executive board , Thos. Cunningham ,

Orrin Connel and Matthew Mevis ; board of

trustees ; Geo. Fellows, John Walsh and Fred

Crowley ; janitor, Patrick Fell; correspondent

to M. & C. , Cornelius Griffin .

Division No. 281 , New Haven, Conn.

President, Thomas Deskin ; recording secre

tary , Thos. J. Deilly ; financial secretary , James

J. Lynch ; treasurer, Daniel McKay .

Div. No.282 , Rochester, N. Y.

President, C. H. McCrossen ; vice - president,

D. H. Bahringer ; recording secretary, C. C.

O'Mealia ; financial secretary and business

agent, George Keenan ; treasurer, P. H. Ar

thur ; conductor, Walter King ; warden, W.

T. Kelly ; sentinel, John McVeigh; execu

tive board, C. W. Cole, James Rush, J. J.

O'Sullivan, Henry Flaherty, James McDonald,

R. E. Foster and W. T. Kelly ; trustees, C.

R. Kinney, James Kelly and E. Kinsella .

Division No. 283 , Brooklyn , N. Y.

President, John Cunningham ; Vice - Presi

dent , Jos. Ryan ; Recording Secretary , John

Meehan ; Financial Secretary and Treasurer ,

Edward Carter ; Warden , Jere Coamey.

Division No. 284, Nashua, N. H.

President, J. C. O'Hare ; secretary, Allen

Linscott ; terasurer, John Sullivan .

Division No. 285 , Stenbenville, Ohio.
President, David Starr ; Vice - President,

Chas . Rothrock ; Financial Secretary , Wm .

Burchfield ; Correspondent Secretary, W. C.

Hogg ; Treasurer, Archie Ramsey : Warden ,

Clyde Skipper ; Sentinel . Harry Barr ; Con

ductor, Dave McClellan ; Executive Board,

Wm. Ralston , Albert Jackman , Thos. Dowl

ing , Dave McClellan . and P. O. Busy ; Busi

ness Agent. Charles Stenger : Correspon

dent. S. M. Tipton ; Trustees, Marion Eley , S.

M. Tipton , and J. D. Byers.

Division No. 288 , Omaha, Neb.

President, Chas. H. Lear; recording secre

tary, O. J. Randall ; financial secretary and

treasurer, P. J. Lenihan .

Division No. 298, Streator, III .

President, Rosco W. Pool; recording secre

tary , Charles G. Cate ; financial gecretary ,

Frank W. Nelson ; treasurer, Charles Webb.

Division No. 302, Marinette , Wis .

President , Frank Hesse ; Vice-President,

Wilfred Bellmore : Financial Secretary,

Louis N. Porter ; Recording Secretary and

Treasurer, John Hercheid ; Conductor, Jo

seph Landre : Warden , Wm. Watkins ; Sen

tinel . Ed . C. White.
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Division No. 304, Glens Falls, N. Y.

President, Geo. Demerest ; secretary , H. C.

Emmes ; terasurer, John Sullivan.

Division No. 307, Stillwater, N. Y.

President, Manly J. Spohn ; recording secre

tary , Walter J. Smith ; financial secretary , Ey
erett S. Hall.

Division No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .

President, L. H. Parks; recording secretary

and treasurer, T. F. O'Brien ; financial secre

tary, Robert E. Casey.

Division No. 310, Beaumont, Texas,

President . W. J. Lyle ; vice - president, Jno.

E. Ringer ; secretary and treasurer, W. G.

Gordon ; conductor, T. M. Neal; warden , H.
M. Harney ; sentinel , W. C. James ; execu

tive board . W. J. Lyle, W. G. Gordon, F. C.

Bruce, C. A. Roix and T. S. Krebs.

Division No. 312. Davenport, Iowa .
President . Oscar Carson ; vice - president,

M. A. Lowman : financial and recording sec

retary, H. F. Bowker ; treasurer, Jas . N.

Coleman ; conductor, Geo . Sothmaum : war

den , John Geerts : sentinel C. F. Morgan ;
offlcial correspondent, T. A. Prosser ; sec

retary sick committee , H. Hartman ; execu

tive board, Oscar Carrons, Ira Hammond, H.

F. Bowker, Jas. N. Coleman and M. A. Low
man .

Div. No. 818 , Rock Island, Ill .

President , A. Hart ; vice - president, H. Al

vine ; secretary and

a

, .
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Clevenstine; treasurer, Frank Widen ; COD

ductor, C. G. Widen ; warden, Ed. Renolds;

sentinel, J. Johnson ; executive board, A.

Hart, J. C. Kinsley, Ed. Renolds, E. C. Cleven
stine and J. H. Hushman.

Dv. No. 326 , St. Joseph , Mo.

President, A. D. Thornberry ; vice -presi

dent, John McCombs; financial secretary, W.

H. Westfall ; recording secretary, D. F. Cra

vins ; conductor, Chas. Frederich ; warden ,

W. H. Eden ; sentinel , A. Roskouski; execu

tive board , Frank Smith . Sam 0. King, Bud

Smith , C. S. Brown and C. M. Dorman ; ap

plication solicitor, J. D. Chappell. For after

noon meetings- Vice -president, L. J. Martin ;

recording secretary , E. A. Smith ; conductor,

Chas. Fredericks; warden, W. B. Henderson ;

sentinel, S. R. Foster ; correspondent, George

Cook .

Division No. 329, Dubuque, Towa.

President, Jos. Gould ; financial secretary

and treasurer, J. H. Beadle ; recording secre

tary , C. C. Mead .

Division No. 334, Boone, lowa.

President, Chas. Humphrey ; recording sec

retary , W. E. Kemmerer; financial secretary

and treasurer, T. F. Hoffman .

Div. No, 343 , Kalamazoo , Mich .
President L. W. Page ; vice -president,

Ralph Sage, F.S. A. Upson ; recording sec

retary, E. Middleton ; corresponding secre

tary, H. G. Hope ; treasurer, Alvin Carlton ;

warden , J. Perry ; conductor, A. Newkirk ;

executive board. A. Eckman , Fred Currier,

De Batt.

Division No. 356, Chicago, III .

President, John Jansen ; secretary and treas

urer, Samuel L. Tripp.

Division No. 358, Cumberland , Md .

President, Jessie Walsh ; recording secre

tary , Jos. E. Wills ; financial secretary , Melton

Wilson.

Division No. 360, Alliance, Ohio .

President, H. W. Whitacre ; recording secre

tary , G. A. Watson ; treasurer, G. H. Mell.

Division No. 373, Dedham, Mass.

President, John J. O'Neil ; recording secre

tary , Anson R. Williams; financial secretary

and treasurer, Wm. J. Carpenter.

Division No. 379, Niles, Ohio.

President, L. Wilson ; recording secretary ,

George Green ; financial secretary and treasu

rer, F. M. Walsh.

Division No. 380, Elyria, Ohio.

President, Ben Carson ; secretary and treas

urer, H. C. Knoppenberger.

Division No. 381, Butte, Mont.

President, D. C. Skelton ; Vice - President .

B. M. Preston ; Secretary . R. W. Toltz ; Treas

urer , Peter Lyden ; Warden . Peter Brooks ;

Conductor, H. Lindsey ; Trustees , Fred Rit .

son , Ray Clark, and B. M. Preston.

Division No. 382 , Salt Lake City, Utah,

President, J. H. Lamont ; first vice-presi

dent, Geo. W. Vowles ; second vice- presi

dent, A. P. Nielson ; third vice - president ,

Alma Rowley : secretary and business agent,

A, H. Burt ; treasurer, Wm. B. Taylor ; cor

respondent, W. H. Linck ; conductor. W. N.

Eldredge; warden , R. Smith_and Ray Guwer ;
sentinel, J. E. Teague and F. M. Hixon ; ex

ecutive board. A. P. Nielson. W. B. Randall ,
Wm . Cocking, J. D. McCary and H. W.

Schuetter.

Division No. 388, Newburgh, N. Y.

President, Samuel Vredenbuerg ; secretary ,

Robert Montgomery ; terasurer, Cornelius Mack

Division No. 389, Mansfield , Ohio .

President, Geo. Lenhart; vice - president ,

J. E. Smith ; secretary and correspondent,

S. C. Martin ; financial secretary and treas

urer . Frank Dillon ; conductor, F. Hilden

brand ; warden , John McMullen ; sentinel ,

John Hunt ; executive committee , Geo. Len

hart , V. Myers, P. M. Hoover, M. Curtin and

Bert Keckier.

Division No. 398, Boise . Idaho.

President, Ralph C. Badley ; secretary, Ray

E Roberts : treasurer, A. C. Mendell .

Division No. 408, McAlestor, Okie .

President, A. B. Goodner; secretary , C. F.

Hills ; treasurer, Laws Omer.

Division No. 416 , Peoria , Ill.
President, Daniel Gorman ; vice - president,

E. O. Brooks ; recording secretary, W. R.

Brown ; financial secretary and treasurer,

Jerry Burnett ; conductor, Fred Neville ;

warden , Samuel Zeigenhorn ; sentinel, M. C.

Singree ; correspondent, Van H, Terry : del

egate to T. A. , Wm. Armstrong ; executive

board, E. Loer, Thos. Burk , E. L. Collier, H.

Culver and Otto Leben .

Division No. 418 , Ogden , Utah .

President, A. Ramsden ; Vice-President, J.

Maddock ; Financial Secretary and Treas

urer, O. Crittenden ; Recording Secretary , 0.
Warleigh.

Division No. 421, Mt. Carmel, Pa.

President, James Delaney ; vice -president,

George Wark ; secretary, Stanley Standler ;

treasurer, Alfred Edwards ; warden , Ernest
Metz ; sentinel , Gorner Williams ; corres

pondent, Charles Persing ; executive board,

James Delaney, Steve Dunlavey , James Cala .

han . Lewis Mentzer, Alfred Edwards and

Charles Persing.

Division No. 425, Hartford, Conn.

President, F. H. Kelly ; vice -president,

Thomas Lee; recording secretary. Ambrose

Donneker ; financial secretary, E. P. Lawton ;

treasurer, D. J. Rourke ; business agent, J.

E. Dunn ; conductor, Jos. E. Hayes; war

dens, John J. Miller and J. Dalton ; sentinel,

D. Haggerty ; correspondent, J. H. Welch ;

executive board, F. W. Barrett, J. E. Dunn,

Thos. Dowling, C. J. Elliot , D. E. Lynch , E.

B. Lawton . Thos .Lee, W. H. Millard, W. H.

Shea and j. H. Welch.

Division No. 430 , Mauch Chunk, Pa.

President, Geo. Sandher; recording secre

tary, Lawrence A. McGinley ; financial secre

tary and treasurer, E. M. Hildebrand.

Division No. 433, Lansford , Pa.

President, H. F. Boyle ; vice- president, Wm.

Walton ; secretary, Orin Smith ; treasurer Jas.

F. Brobst; conductor, Harry Fegley ; warden ,

Frank Aubrey ; sentinel, Ira Christman ; execu

tive committee, H. F. Boyle, Orrin Smith ,

Wiliam Walton, W. S. Williams, Elmer Wal

king , Harry Fegley, Frank Aubrey, David Mon

roe, George Lobein , Aaron Moser.

DLv. No. 441, Des Moines, Iowa.

President, W. Roberts ; vice -president, J.

Wilber Sipe ; recording secretary , E. Lar

gent ; financial secretary, B. Wiley ; treas

urer , Joe Baird ; doorkeeper, W.Moore; con

ductor, Al. Highland ; sentinel , J. D. Seaman ;

correspondent, Wm. Maher ; executive board ,
J. Lenard, J. Hanselman , W. Oack, D.

Shields , C. Cook and A. Shellhart.

Division No. 442, Des Moines, Iowa.

President, A. A .Dauphin ; recording secre

tary, W. P. Flaherty ; financial secretary and

treasurer, W. F. Love.

Div. No. 445 , Stamford , Conn.

President, Edward M. Scott; vice -president,

Harry Larvie ; recording secretary , Arthur
C. Wright ; financial secretary, Samuel P.

Post ; treasurer, J. Henry Wubbenhorst; con
ductor, Nicolas Foster ; warden-sentinel ,

Michael A. McDonald ; executive board , Er.

nest Canfield , J. Henry Wubbenhorst, Samuel

P. Post, Arthur C. Wright, Harry Larvie,

Charles C. Sweet, Henry Allen, Nicholas Fog.

ter; delegates to Central Labor Union , Chas.

C. Sweet, George Lockwood , John Morris ;

delegate to conference board , Edwin M. Scott

Division No. 447, Richmond, Cal.

President, R. H. Higginas; Vice- President
D. A. Burnis ; Treasurer, C. E. Phelps ; Re

cording Secretary. H. McGrath ; Correspon
dent, J. Snelling ; Conductor and Warden, R.

J. Moran .

Div. No. 448, Springfield , Mass.

President, P. J. OBrien ; vice- president, R.

F. Lovett ; recording secretary, A. E. Wilson ;
financial secretary, M. J. Hennessey ; treas

urer, J. E. Conlin ; conductor, David Crow

ley : warden, Lee Shannan ; outside sentinel,

D. R. Sullivan ; executive board, P. J. O'Brien ,

M. J. Hennessey. R. F. Lovett, A. E. Wilson ,
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W.' F. Healy, Ed. Lawlor, J. J. O'Connor, Jo

seph Boden and C. H. McMorrow ; C. L. U.

delegates, P. J. O'Brien , W. F. Healy, J. J.

O'Connor, Ed. Lawlor and C. H. McMorrow ;

delegates to Chicopee Trades Council , P. J.

O'Brien, W. F. Healy, J. J. O'Connor, H. J.

Ward and W.E. Dalton .

Division No. 452, Thompsonville, Conn .

President , C. Foster Lees ; Vice - President,

John F. Hannon ; Recording Secretary and
Correspondent. Patrick F. Stack : Financial

Secretary and Treasurer, F. W. Lovejoy ;

Warden , A. H. Chillson ; Sentinel, W. J. Ry

der ; Conductor, John Abrahamson .

Division No. 450 , Bridgeport, Conn .

President, A. Wolfe : vice - president , O.

Reynolds ; recording secretary , Thos . Mac

Lean : financial secretary, Wm. J. Pixley ;

treasurer, H. Black man ; delegate to Joint

Conference , A. Wolfe ; correspondent . T. Mc
Lean ; conductor, M. Isenberg ; warden , Geo.

Smith ; sentinel , P. O'Neill : executive board .

A. Wolfe, O. Reynolds, Thos . MacLean, A.

Mandell, H.Gillette , F. Kroger, P. O'Neill , F.

Brady, F. Murray and P. Burns.

Division No. 460, North Adams, Mass.

President, J. McGovern ; recording secretary ,

J. Dowd ; financial secretary , R. Farrar ; Treas

urer , A. Beauchamp.

Division No. 462, Chicago Heights, III .

President, Ira St. Peter ; recording secretary,

Lawrence Smith ; financial secretary and treas

urer , W. 0. Patterson.

Div. No. 467 , Tampa , Fla.

President, G. L. Middaugh ; vice- president,
J. M. Taylor ; recording secretary , John

Muench ; financial secretary , and treasurer,

J. A. Holway ; warden, V. L. Parke; con

ductor, C. L. Cevery; sentinel, R. E. Apple

white ; correspondent, J. A. Holway; execu

tive board , J. M. Taylor, John Muench , R. E.

Applewhite, W. H. Blevins and J. C. Sullivan ;

business agent, John Muench ; dels. to C. T.

& L. Council, John Muench , R. E. Applewhite,

J. C. Sutherlin and J. C. Sullivan ; del . to

State F. of L., John Muench.

Division No. 469, Derby, Conn .

President, Roger J. Leahy ; recording secre

tary , Thos. Brassel; financial secretary, J. H.

Braun ; treasurer, Cornelius J. Ryan.

Division No. 470, Franklin , Pa.

President, R. W. Smiley ; secretary, R. F.

Kline ; treasurer , A. H. Homer.

Division No. 473, Woburn, Mass.

President, George H. Lord ; recording secre

tary, Patrick F. Doherty ; financial secretary
and treasurer, Daniel E Dinen .

Div. No.476 , Norwalk , Conn .

President, Fred W. F. Andrews; vice -pres

ident, Cyrus W. Gray ; financial secretary,

Coles M. Flewwellin ; recording secretary ,
Frederick R. Barker ; treasurer, Edwin B.

Benedict ; warden , Harry Bertram ; conduc

tor, Howard E. Knapp ; sentinel, Summerfield

Tooker ; correspondent, Edw. M. Gaffney ;

executive board, Fred W. Andrews, Cyrus W.

Gray, John J. Dorney, C. M. Flewwellin , Wal
ter Smith, F. R. Barker and Howard E.

Knapp.

Division No. 477 , Philadelphia , Pa.

President, Peter Driscoll ; recording secre

tary , Chas. Braungart; financial secretary and

treasurer, H. B. Barron .

Division No. 479 , Middletown , Conn .

President, Ernest Holmes; recording secre

tary , Harry Fitzgerald ; financial secretary and

treasurer, John A. Sanstrom .

Division No. 481 , Port Chester, N. Y.

President, Edward Lahey; Vice - President,

Charles Jung ; Recording Secretary, Frank

Gillen ; Financial Secretary. Edward Mead ;
Treasurer , Jacob Loew ; Sentinel , Harry

Rumsey ; Warden , Jacob Scully ; Conductor,
Charles Searles ; Del. to Conference Board,

Jacob Loew ; Correspondent. Wm . Grimes ;

Executive Board, C. Jung , C. Weeks, C. Pal .
mer, J. Loew , and L. Walters.

Division No. 482, New London , Conn.

President, Warren A. Lewis ; recording sec

retary , Elwood L. Stanton ; financial secretary ,

Wm. J. Rose ; treasurer, John A. Saunders .

Division No. 484, Kewanee, lll.

President, Fred N. Placke ; recording secre

tary, James S. Brunner ; financial secretary

and treasurer, W. A. Moulton .

Division No. 489, Dalton , Pa.

President, Harry H. Carpenter ; recording

secretary , John H. Wehr ; financial secretary,

Wm. S. Dymond ; Treasurer, Wm. T. Howell .

Division No. 490, Yonkers, N. Y.
President. Geo. Holden ; Vice - President,

Wm . Fisher ; Treasurer, Thos. Ryan ; Finan

cial Secretary , Jno . Conners; Recording Sec

retary , Frank Haight; Conductor. Wm . Hoyt ,
Jr.; Warden , Robt. Rutledge; Sentinel, Pat

rick Sullivan ; Correspondent, Charles Lang ;

Executive Board , John Nealy , Thos. Ryan,

Geo . Holden , Jas. Hushion , and Chas . Lang.

Division No. 495 , Helena, Mont.

President, Andrew Lyle ; secretary, W. H.

Gray ; treasurer, E. Smith.

Division No. 496 , Pittsfield , Mass.

President, Wm. J. Gleason ; financial secre

tary, W. l. Rhodes ; recording secretary and

treasurer, John Casey.

Division No. 497, Pittsburg , Kans.

President . J. M. Ramey ; vice -president,
Dan Dillman ; financial secretary, John Ri

ley ; business agent , O. E. Anderson ; con

ductor, Vode Elder ; warden , John Blacket ;

sentinel, Henry Howell ; auditors, J. Ramey,

Lee Kelley, Tom Laughston and G. I. Fruit ;

correspondent, Tom Laughston ; executive
board, J. Ramey, L. G. Hudson , D. Reese , H.

Howell, E. J. Bartholomew, J. Riley and V.
Elder.

Division No. 498 , Mt. Vernon and

New Rochelle ,N. Y.
President , S. Savage ; Vice- President, T.

Kiniry ; Treasurer , B. D. Clinton ; Finan

citl Secretary . C. D. Williams ; Recording

Secretary , B. Peck ; Conductor, D. Schlutzky :

Warden , F. McCafferty.

Division No. 500, Chester, Pa.

President, George Smith ; recording secre

tary , Charles Smith ; financial secretary and

treasurer , Charles L. Evans.

Division No. 503, Haverhill , Mass.

President, Martin E. Murphy; recording sec

retary,Charles A. Shea ; financial secretary and

treasurer, George Boner.

Division No. 506, Rensselaer , N. Y.

President, Thomas P. Bowe ; recording sec

retary , Wm . E. Kelly ; financial secretary, Ed

ward Brady ; treasurer, George Deuel.

Division No. 507, Marengo , III .

President, Ernest Bell ; vice -president, J. G.

Skinner ; recording secretary, L. F. Acox; cor

respondent, Wm . S. Swangaer ; financial sec

retary, B. F. Wickham ; conductor, C. A. Ben

jamin ; sentinel , Fred Rath ; warden, Roy

Brush ; executive board, Wm. Lowry , Chas.

Benjamin, Roy Brush and Chas. Adams.

Div. No. 508, Halifax, N. S.

President , Jno . Malone ; vice -president, F.

Davis ; financial secretary , W. Rutt ; record

ing secretary, W. Furzey ; treasurer, R. Ken

nedy ; correspondent, G. Murray ; conductor,

G. W. Horne; warden, Reuben Collins; sen

tinel , H. J. Griffiths; delegates to Trades &

Labor Council , Bros. Murray, Rutt, David,

Furey and Edwzards.

Division No. 513, Bartonville , Ill .

President, Thomas Foley ; recording secre

tary, Luther Winslow ; financial secretary and

treasurer, F. E. Buggs.

Division No. 515, Galesburg, Ill .
President, E. J. Stucker ; vice -president.

W. S. Hughes ; recording secretary. 0. J

Thurlby ; financial secretary and treasurer
Fred Palm ; conductor, J. B. Swinger ; war

den , G. B. Johnson ; sentinel , 0. J. Jackson :

corresponding secretary, W. S. Hughes ; ex

ecutive board, E. J. Stucker, W. S. Hughes.

J. B. Twinger, Fred Roe, G. B. Johnson and
0. J. Jackson ; aut. com ., J. B. Swinger and

Fred Roe ; sick committee, O. J. Jackson and

R. T. Gans ; business agent . C. Blackburn .
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derveer ; financial secretary , Georgo Wood ;

treasurer, Milton Galvin ; conductor D. Car

man ; warden, D. Laird ; executive board, H

Laughlin, Jack Semler, M. Cannon and W.

Rogers.

Division No. 541, Chelsea, Mass.

President, Chas. B. Gibbs ; recording secre

tary, Albert H. Beebe ; financial secretary , Fred

S. Ogden ; treasurer, George Edwards.

Division No. 542, Waterloo, N. Y.

President, James Adkinson ; recording sec

retary, Arthur W. Johnson ; financial secretary

and treasurer , James O'Brien .

Division No. 543, Columbus, Ohio.

President , W. S. Southard; recording secre

tary , R. A. Lisle ; financial secretary and treas

urer, C. Dysart.

DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS

Division No. 516, Middletown, N. Y.

President, Geo. Rackett ; Vice - President ,

Wm. Babcock ; Treasurer, Robert B. Blakely ;
Recording Secretary, Wm. E. Halstead ; Fi

nancial Secretary. Wm . Doan ; Conductor, B.
Walcott ; Warden . H. Hitt ; Sentinel . A.

Faulkner ; Executive Board , Geo . Rackett ,

S. K. Lybolt, Wm . Babcock , Frank Pease , and

Otis Rue ; Del, to C. L. C. , Otis Rue , Wm.

E. Halstead , and Geo. Butts ; Fin . Com . , Wm.

Babcock . Wm. Hadford , and B. Walcott.

Division No. 517, Gary, Ind.

President, H. M. Nichols ; vice-president, L.

F. Maybaum ; financial secretary and treasu

rer, C. Metsker ; recording secretary, Mr. We

ber ; warden, Mr. Linton ; conductor, A. West ;

delegates to Trades Council , H. M. Nichols and

C. Metsker ; correspondent, James H. Malo ; ex

ectuive board, H. M. Nichols, C. Metsker, Mr.

Weber .

Division No. 518 , San Francisco, Cal.

President, Richard Cornelius ; Recording

Secretary, J. D.Conley ; Financial Secretary

Treasurer, Charles F. Cordes.

Division No. 519 , La Crosse, Wis.

President , Charles Masterson ; Vice - Presi

dent, Charles Kantner ; Financial Secretary .

Wm. Dopson ; Recording Secretary. Dean R.

Sprout; Correspondent, Louis H. Thrun ;

Warden, Albert Etzell; Sentinel . Alfred

Mexvold ; Conductor, Claude Donehower ;

Del. to Trades & Labor Council , Chas . Kant

ner, A. P. Ruegg, and Wm . Deyo ; Executive

Board, Chas. Masterson . L. H. Thrun, D. R.

Sprout, Chas. Kantner, and A. P. Ruegg.

Division No. 521 , Port Arthur, Ont.

President, Maurice Enwright; recording sec

retary, Thos. Arthur ; financial secretary, Al
bert L. Warren ; treasurer, M. E. Morton.

Division No. 522, Lincoln , Neb.

President, W. B. Jones ; recording secretary,

E. J. R. Graham ; financial secretary, G. W. La

Folette ; treasurer, J. E. Umphres.

Division No. 523, Columbia , S. C.

President, F. M. Kimbrell ; recording secre

tary, W. D. Hildebrand ; financial secretary, G.

E. Wilson ; treasurer, W. S. Perry.

Division No. 524, Oskaloosa , lowa.

President, Chas. Stringfellow ; recording

secretary, M. E. Moore ; financial secretary,

Henry L. Jepson ; terasurer, James Oliverson.

Division No. 525, Ashland , Wis.

President, Frank Bartz ; recording secretary,

John A. Johnson ; terasurer, Carl Nelson.

Division No. 528, Tarentum , Pa.

President, Chas. G. Yeagley; recording sec

retary and treasurer, C. A. Denny.

Division No. 529, Evans City, Pa.

President, James Colhopp ; recording secre

tary, Walter Carmichael; financial secretary,
C. N. Shannon .

Division No. 530, Leetonia , Ohio.

President, C. W. Hoffman ; recording secre
tary , B. E. Provins; financial secretary and

treasurer, A. J. Avery.

Division No. 532, San Jose, Cal .

President, A. J. Campbell ; vice-president, W.

A. Salisburry ; financial secretary, A. Russell;

recording secretary and treasurer : V. Hollen

beck ; warden , C.W. Bryan ; conductor, H.

Darnley ; sentinel , D. C. Parker ; executive

board , W. A. Salisburry, J. R. Hillis, D. C. Par

ker and J. A. Marcum .

Division No. 538, Columbus, Ohio .

President, W. J. Campbell ; vice-president,

Robert Endsley ; financial secretary, M. Y. Kra

mer ;_recording secretary, C. 0. Love ; treasu

rer, P. W. Sain ; sentinel, L. L. Walker ; war

den, Henry Hammerstein ; conductor, Ed . Toy ;

correspondent to the organization paper, Eber

F. Heston ; executive board , Chas. Wagner, W.

P. Sweesy, W. E. Evans, John Nelson , Benja

min Baumgard, Chas. Miller, Chas. Mohler, J.

A. Dehays, Jesse Johns, Dan Carmody and

John J. O'Donnell.

Division No. 540, Trenton , N. J.

President, Fred Busch ; vice-president, How

ard Severs ; recording secretary, Clarence Pan

The result of the Cleveland wage arbitra

tion upon which International President

Mahon was engaged when last reported ,

appears in another column of this issue of

the Motorman and Conductor. At the close

of the Cleveland arbitration, the President

returned to the general office, where, after

dispatching accumulated work, he hastily

responded to appeals for his presence in

Albany, N. Y., Springfield, Mass. , and New

Haven, Conn. Divisions Nos. 132, Troy , and

148, Albany, N. Y. , have requested an in

crease in wage. The request was refused

and the matter submitted for artbitration.

After consulting with the officers of the

Troy and Albany locals relative to the pro

gress of arbitration arrangements, the

President proceeded to New Haven , Conn .,

where a proposition for readjustment of the

wage scale has been submitted to arbitra

tion. In these arbitration proceedings are

interested 17 local divisions. Hearings

upon the New Haven case were deferred to

July 9. After advising with the local

officers and representatives having the

preparation of this arbitration case under

personal direction, the President returned

to the general office, where an appeal awit

ed himto proceed at once to New Orleans,

where Division No. 194 is engaged in con

ferences with the employing company upon

a proposed new agreement. The President

immediately proceeded to New Orleans,

where he is now engaged in personally as

sisting Division No. 194 in the work above

stated. With Division No. 194 , there ex

pires a five -year agreement, which was en

tered into to take effect from July 1, 1905.

nis agreement contained progressive con

ditions relative to the wage rate, the rate

increasing each year until July 1 , 1909,

when it reached the maximum of 2242 cents

per hour for the last year of the agreement.

The proposition of the local is for an in

crease over that rate to apply in the re

newed agreement. The contention is prin

cipally relative to the wage rate .

Vice-President George Keenan lent assist

ance to Division No. 542 , Waterloo , N. Y.,

where he associated with Organizer M. F.

Tracy, who instituted the local. As a re

sult of their endeavors, associated with the

officers and members of the division , & most

progressive organization has been estab

lished upon that system, and an agreement

secured embracing a gratifying increase in
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wage. The report of Vice-President Keenan

upon the Waterloo local indicates that it

will be one of the live spirits of the associ

ation and that it will be active in the local

labor movement.

134 , New Westminster. He reports the

locals of British Columbia in healthful and

progressive condition and that they are

among the leading organizations in the

northwest .

International Treasurer Rezin Orr con

tinues in assistance of the Massachusetts

locals of Worcester, Springfield and Holy

oke , and has under his advisement the in

terests of Divisions Nos . 460 , North Adams,

and 496 , Pittsfield , Mass . He is also giving

his attention to the affairs of Division No.

247 , Rutland, Vt. Division No. 247 present.

ed to the employing company a proposed

new agreement embracing improved con

ditions. At last reports , adjustment of the

controversy was in progress.

G. E. B. Member W. B. Fitzgerald , who

was assisting Divisions Nos. 22 , 448 and 537

of Worcester, Springfield and Holyoke,

Mass. , respectively, in arranging for trbitra

tion proceedings , was called from these

situations to give assistance to Division No.

490 , Yonkers, N. Y. This latter local had

applied for an increase in the wage rate .

The affairs of the employing company are

in the hands of receivers. The managing

receiver refused to grant the increase and

a strike followed. The strike took place on

the morning of Wednesday, June 15 , and

continued until June 23 , when work was re

sumed by direction of Supreme Court Jus

tice Keogh, subject to hearing before him

upon the merit of the question in differ

ence, A hearing of the parties to the con

tention was granted June 23 , and on June

28 Justice Keogh directed an increase of 2

cents per hour. After this situation was ad

justed, Board Member Fitzgerald was re

turned to Massachusetts to take up the

work of arbitration arrangements in the

interest of the Massachusetts and Con

necticut locals , where two separate arbitra

tions are in preliminary progress .

Chairman C. 0. Pratt was dispatched to

Mauch Chunk, Pa. , where Division No. 430

was seeking an increase in the wage rate , a

request for which had been refused . After

Chairman Pratt reached the situation , con

ferences were reopened which led to an ac

ceptable agreement, embracing a

cent increase. After the adjustment of this

situation, he visited Division No. 118 , Potts

ville, Pa. , and returned to Philadelphia.

Chairman Pratt also answered an appeal

for a representative from Division No. 490 ,

Yonkers , N. Y. This local had asked for an

increase in wage, which was refused , the

system being in the hands of a receiver.

Upon this situation, Chairman Pratt , after

preliminary advisement, left the situation

in the hands of G. E. B. Member W. B.

Fitzgerald , who relieved him when he was

dispatched to Mauch Chunk.

12 per

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea, at the close

of the arbitration proceedings in Cleveland,

by which Division No. 268 received a sub

stantial increase in wage , returned to his

home in Scranton , from whence he was dis

patched to Wilkes Barre, Pa. , to give assist.

ance to Division No. 164 .G. E. B. Member McMorrow , who has

been actively engaged with the affairs of

Division No. 308 of Chicago, 215 of Whea

ton, and who has been in advisement with

Division No. 228 , Joliet , has succeeded in

effecting an agreement in the interest of

Division No. 215 , embracing employes of

the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago system , to

gether with urban railways in and about

Aurora and Elgin and the city lines of the

cities outside of Chicago touching the sys

tem, effecting a substantial increase in the

wage rate, establishing a maximum rate of

32 cents per hour. He reports that the

Arbitration Board which will deal with the

wage of the members of the Joliet division

has been completed and that a day for hear

ing will soon be fixed . He anticipates a

substantial increase in wage in the interest

of the Joliet membership.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay was placed in

Toledo in response to appeals from Toledo

street railway employes for assistance in

organizing a local . With the assistance of

local labor representatives , he succeeded in

establishing а considerable movement,

when he was compelled to leave the work

there in the hands of local representatives

and proceed to Columbus , Ohio , where the

Columbus Railway & Light Co. manage

ment were again attacking Division No. 538

of that ctiy. Officials of the company were

so aggressive in their effort to destroy the

organization that it became flagrantly ap

parent that they purposed not to in any

way observe the recent agreement by which

supposed amicable relations were estab

lished. The aggressions of the company

were of such a nature that it was impos

sible for the members of 538 to tolerate

them and continue in employment. A strike

was threatened. In that state, the State

Board of Arbitration is endowed with au

thority to investigate such troubles
and

must do so upon demand of authorities .

The intercession of the State Board of Arbi

tration was invoked by the authorities and

an investigation
was inaugurated . Due to

the personnel of the Arbitration Board , pro

test was made by Division No. 538 and local

labor representatives
demanding that the

parties embracing the board should be con

G. E. B Member Richard Cornelius re

ports agreements having been signed in the

interest of Divisions Nos. 101 , 109 and 134

of Vancouver, Victoria and New Westmin

ster, B. C. The agreements bring increased

advantages to the membership of the Brit

ish Columbia locals and a substantial in.

crease in wage, effecting a maximum for

the city lines of 35 cents per hour and for

the interurban lines of 3612 cents per hour.

After the signing of the agreement in Van

couver, Board Member Cornelius visited

meetings of Division No. 109, Victoria, and



stitutionally qualified. Consideration of Now, Jaquay was only typical of thou

this protest to the Governor of the State de sands of others whose realm of existence is

layed action for a few days and resulted in limited to commercialism. He knew no

the resignation from the board of Judge other sphere. In the beginning he had been

Swayne of Toledo and the appointment of himself a commercial commodity. For 15

Mr. Sparks, of Springfield , in his place. The years prior to his twenty - first birthday he

board then took up the investigation on had been owned and exploited for profit by

Tuesday , July 5 , and it is now in progress. the Thompson family. The authorities had

Evidence is being presented Upon both made the deal with Thompson by which

sides , and this case will be quite fully re Jaquay had received $300 of the price paid

ported in the August issue of the Motorman for him. Whatever else Thompson paid

and Conductor. In the meantime, organiza was to refund all expense of the transac

tion work is progressing carefully and tion and of a few weeks' keep of the boy

satisfactorily in Toledo. before Thompson secured him by law. It

was a commercial law and its administra

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald reports tors that had dealt thus kindly with the boy

progress upon the affairs of Division No. jaquay. So, the sphere of Jaquay had been

460, North Adams, and 496 , Pittsfiala , Mass. one commerciai training from the very be

ginning. As he had passed from one grade

to another, it was natural that he should

HARDSCRABLE TRANSFORMED BY attribute it to his superiority over those he

ADVENT OF TROLLEY left behind, until we find him dealing with

CHAPTER II . the Miltons ' affairs.

Somehow, at no time during the service The Miltons had dealt with Jaquay from

of Jaquay upon the poor commission had the very beginning of his store-keeper ca.

there ever been very much of the funds reer. Old Jap Milton had paid to Jaquay

of South Grant township applied to the re many a dollar from which the merchanthad

lief of the poor. The other two members drawn a liberal profit. Jaquay regretted

of the board, between themselves , attrib that affliction had overtaken and impaired

uted this to the sagacious management of the earning power of old Jap. His regret

Jaquay. The town people attributed it to was sincere. That affliction extended into

the sagacious management of the poor com the Jaquay profits.

mission as a whole. So, Jaquay was well Hopeful that the old man would recover ,

pleased with the esteem of his associates , Jaquay had extended credit to the Miltons,

the other two were well pleased that hon from time to time. Each time that Mary

ors were evenly divided in the high opinion Milton had drawn on that credit in neces

of the Republican party. The Republican sary purchases, she had been especially im .

party was the people. The 13 Democrats
pressed of the watchful interest of the gro

didn't count. Thus, those of the poor com cer in the health of her parents . True, this

mission were repeatedly re-elected , year sympathetic interest was not echoed in the

after year, without opposition . conduct of Jaquay's wife and daughter, as

Now, Jaquay controlled the poor commis was shown by their unsympathetic indiffer .

sion with an eye to business. He had long ence, Particularly was this noticeable in

since become quite prosperous. He became the attitude toward her of the elder daugh

too busy in his prosperity to give thought ter of Jaquay, Cora, Mary's senior by two

to his early life and his days of poverty had years. Cora's insolent disregard for Mary ,

quite faded from memory. It is a sort of or, for that matter, any of Mary's financial

natural bent. There is a sort of vain sense type was a subject of criticism with the gro

of superiority that arises to the individual cer. It was not highly commercial. It didn't

who springs from the lowly into the ranks invite custom . Yet it accorded with the se

of the affluent. From the more lowly does clusive society quite agreeable to the society

this vanity expand proportionately as as life of the Jaqays.

cendancy in affluence attains, until it Cora Jaquay, Vera Hale, the two Fenton

reaches a disgustingly high altitude. In girls and others of their seclusive set sang

such we see the most naked illustrations of
in the village church choir. Mary Milton and

egotistic tyranny. No matter how came others of the poorer class didn't. If they

their affluence or by what favor at the hand had, Cora Jaquay and her associates, for the

of their fellows , they fail to attribute it to most part, would have withdrawn , not only

any other than their own superiority, when , from the choir, but from attendance also .

in fact, they are really of the most inferior, Rev. Wm. Horton understood this and what.

and to others their very ego is unalterable ever may have been his innermost feeling,

proof of it . preferred to be criticised by his own con

Now, this Jaquay class of petty, self science rather than have his salary suffer

assumed tyrants never assert any mastery from effective criticism of the select, and

over those of equal or greater wealth. With under his guidance, Cora and her associates

them , wealth and wealth-gathering are the were wholly within the policy of the church .

measure by which the standard of a man There were some young ladies of the

must be fixed. As Mr. Jaquay expected all township, however, who would have been

of less financial consequence than himself welcomed to the society of the select, but

to honor him as a sort of superior, so he they withheld their membership. Among

doffed his hat to those of equal or advanced them was the beautiful and highly accom

fortunes . In fact, to those of the class of plished Miss Ethel Barr, daughter of the old

J. M. Fenton he was devoted in a spirit of village physician. However , Ethel suffered

meek servility. J. M. Fenton had no more no serious ostracism. Her indifferent con

fervent patron than commercial Jaquay. cern in the ills of humanity were freely rec



ognized by all. Not only had the poor ex

perienced her benefactions, but her admin

istering kindliness in the hour of suffering

was known to the homes of the most select.

She was her father's daughter, and shared

with him in distribution to all from a never

ceasingly replenished heart of goodness. She

was toogenerally popular to invite open en

mity. Those of the select society dared in .

dulge in only harınless secret envy .

(To be continued. )

A Trip $

Around

the World

The United Textile Workers' Union of

America give out that Union Labeled knit

goods, such as underwear and hosiery, can

be secured from the Granite Knitting Mills

and the Empire Knitting Co. of Cahoes, N.

Y. In fact, it is stated that Cohoes, N. Y. ,

is at present the only locality in the world

where the Union Label can be placed upon

knit underwear and coat sweaters. Dealers'

attention can be called to this fact when

members are looking for Union Label un

derwear and knit goods.

Union -made Cigars.

4쮸

CL

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

Wewant your trade — not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We cannot only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Ualon lado Valtoru (mod. night) $ 11.00

Unlon Mado Uniform ( hry. weight) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men— regulation style— depend

able quality — and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

Tho lume of boat Clothes for tu ar Bog.

This set consistsof Historical Spots

of America , 25 views, Views of Ger

manyand theRhine, 25 views, Won

ders of the Old World , 25 views;

Tour of Italy and the Swiss Alps,

25 views - 100 views in all , all highly

instructive.

These are not the ordinary Stere

ographViews, they are finished with

what is known as the Orsani Process,

by which all the tintsand colors (almost

the movements) of Nature are repro

duced in the picture. You will find

them more attractive, therefore, than

the ordinary views; besides each scene

represented will be a faithful reproduc

tión of the original.

The Stereoscope is made of gun

metal, edges of hood are bound with

plush . The bottom of hood fits closely

around nose, keeping out the light, thus

enabling you to concentrate your entire

vision on thepicture, bringing it out in

all its natural effectiveness.

Our price for the set of 100 viewsand

Stereoscope complete is $ 1.00.

Add 25c, making your remittance

$ 1.25, and we will prepay express to

any part of the United States.

TheWm. Doerflinger Co.

La Cross, Wis.

Cla
yto

n's

53-81 WICHIDAN AVE. Opo. tholine Total



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF-NEASUREMENT GUIDE

DETROIT , MICH .

Oloors Ofloors

George H. Ruonal,
Predent

1. B. Wag

Cashier

2. P. Berpen ,

Cashier Sar.

Dept.

SITE SAYINES DE
K. W. O'Brien ,

VlooProaldent

and Chairman

of Board

Q. B. Lawson ,

Vloe- President

R. W. Smykker

Mg.Ono

Dept.

J. R. Bodde ,

Ant. Ces les

R. 8. Yason ,

Vice - President

1. A. Sebulto,

Vloe -President

R. I. Dudmor ,
Ant. Onlar

Qoo . I.Courtagi

Auditor

CAPITAL,

SURPLUS ,

$1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

NTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS . ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY AIL

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS “ HOW . "

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

UniformClothing

FOR :

19

1A 11.
Wo a'so carry tho Largost

RANK BRODERICK & Cº
Stook of

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

113.KING ST.WEST.

Frank Broderick

& Company

THE LAROEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA 115 KING STREET WEST
TO
RO
NT
O
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" I only want you to consider

well in how manyways the bur

dens of the toiling classes have

been increased by vast financial

schemes, in which a few have

greatly enriched themselves, and

by corrupt combinations of big

business with bad politics. All

this has been going on for a

good while, and the sense of it

has gradually filtered down into

the minds of the people upon

whom these burdens are finally

shifted, for they are the residu

ary legatees of all social injus

tices ; and it is this which has

produced that state of mind

with which we are dealing in

the settlement of this strike."

-Dr.Gladden , upon the Colum

bus street car strike.
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Steere Jewelry Co.,
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By Insisting Upon Purchasing Union

WORKERS UNION

Stamp Shoes

UNION STUD You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money .

Mactory Na You help your own Labor Position .

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : " Thisshoe does not bear the stamp, but is

made under Unlo . Conditions, This is false--No shoe is union made unless it bean

the Union Stamp.
BOOT & SHOE WORKERS' UNCON

John F. Tobin , Pres.
246 Summer St., BOSTON , MASS .

Chas. L Blaine, Soc .-Trene.

DUEBER-HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them

MOCHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor . Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUPPIES.

Official seal .. . $3.50
Member Div . 400

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 .....
.50

Manufacturer of

Rituals, each . .25

Withdrawal cards, each ..

Traveling cards, each .
.$5 Union Buttons

Invision financial book, 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book , 200 pages . 2.50 BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

Division financial book, 400 pages .
4.25

Triplicate report books, each ..... 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 ....
4.00 108 E. Washington Sl.

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each .05

Financial secretarys order book
CHICAGO, ILL.On

treasurer, each ..... .25

Treasurer's receipt book . .25

Association Badges, rolled gold , each .. .50

PLOUR
GROUND

PACKED BEARS

allo
MADE BY

UNION HANDLED LABEL THIS

FAIR
UNION LABEL

EMPLOYERS LABOR

Association Badges, solid gold , each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each .... .30

Gilt seals, per 100 .. .50
THE UNION LABEL

All orders must be accompanied with ex of the

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No Bakery Workers

personal, local checks, or postake, accepted . Stad har lalu and sanitary could

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded . tous lu the latest sesed terek

J. L. LYNCH

.$5

AND

OYA
N
D

C
E
R
E
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L
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To Pittsburg's Street Car Men

THANKS

You kept w so busy . In the past year, thatwo

bave had to take additional space. Woaro plousod

to announce that in addition to selling

Union Mado Uniforms

We are now showing

Union Made Guaranteed Dress Clothes

Theyhave all thestyle of custom made clotho at

popular pnces. Order for purchases at depart

ment stores our specialty. Cash oreasy paymenta

Koystone Trading Company

301-3-3-8-9 Empire Building

Fifth and Liberty Sts ., Pittsburg

Houghton

Jacobson

Printing

Company

N

81-83Jefferson Avo.

DETROIT, MICH ,

Headquarters For

Motormen's and Conductors' Uniforms

REUTER & MADER

Agents for tho BLOCK

Vallorms and Caps, Paokard Shoos, Boll

Collars , Elgin Shirts , Oraof Hats

Laglo Suspondors and

Garters

Tho store that be union clers and overy

thing in the lino of unson made goods

REUTER & MADER

125.127 So, 4th St.

LA CROSS , WISCONSIN

PINS, CHARMS and LOCKETS

CA가 INTERNZ UNION Shirts,

Collars

Union

Made

F
a
s
t
'
y

N
o
.

3

Valsts

baor this

ALOILLE

TviT.
TOWORKERSJalos

Nade

Tobacco

INTERNATIONAL

UNION .

CRMADE" UTION .
HUROM

Bears

This

Label
The International Assoclatio ,

has arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

SPRINGS

for Motormen's Stools

50c Por Sot

Dolivorod Aaywhere

Our Labol lo No. 38 .

Thoy at any stool, wad

ere , frost comfort to
the back and kiddogs.

There are many thous
ands in uno. Sond no

for a set today.

Toledo Chair Spring Co.

417 Blobiga si.

TOLEDO , ONIO

GERAGHRY
& co.

81 La Sallo St. , Ohloago.



UMFORTS
OP QUALITY

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE

AND

COAT PROTECTOR

Patented April 27th, 1897, and July 10th , 1906 .

A

FROM ALL PARTS OF

the country regarding the Bellamy Vestlette and Coat Pro

tector, we consulted with and finally, two months ago , pur

chased the stock, machinery and patents of that concern .

WE HAVE PLACED LARGE OR

ders for material , and will be able to

deliver any number of vestlettes in a

few days to the former customers of

The Bellamy Vestlette Company.

THEVESTLETTE IS AN ELEGANT

investment for any street car man, sav

ing him at least $10.00 in clothes -wear

and any amount in appearance , as all

books, tickets, punch , pencils, cash and

money changes can be carried in this

vestlette . It also acts as a chest pro

tector in winter. Adopted by over one

hundred street car companies in the

United States and Canada. Every street

car man should have one .

SOLD BY CLOTHING MERCHANTS EVERYWHERE - SO

please call upon your dealer and ask him to show you one.
Where

there is no merchant handling them, they will be sent to you upon

receipt of price -- $ 2.00 .

WE ALSO SELL THE FINEST MADE UNIFORMS IN THE WORLD

and street car men are asking for them everywhere. Send for 1910 style

book and give us the name of your dealer .

THE BLOCH COM PA N Y

M A KERS OF GOOD UNIFORMS

CL E V E L A N D , Ο Η Ι Ο
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FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT JAS. DUNCAN

OF THE A. F. OF L.

6TH INT. VICE-PRES. THOMAS H. DUNN,

Div. No. 99, Winnipeg, Mani .

By courtesy of Cor. J. W. Ruttle the above

picture of 6th Int. V.-P. Thomas H. Dunn

appears at the head of this column . Vice

Pres. Dunn has been one of the active spirits

of the Winnipeg local for some 10 years ,

having served the Association in nearly

every official capacity. He is, at present ,

financial secretary and local executive board

member. He represented the local at both

the New Orleans and Toronto conventions

and was elected to the International board of

officers at the latter convention. He served

the British government as a soldier during

the Boer war, after which he returned to

the controller.

Among those who have taken an active

part in promoting the American labor

movement, perhaps none living are entitled

to more credit than is First Vice-President

James Duncan of the American Federation

of Labor, whose picture is presented above.

Again there are but few who have taken

so prominent part in making better the life

of American wage earners who are gener

ally less known to the rank and file of the

labor movement. Vice-President Duncan is

a worker, and he is one of those with

whom it is a far greater pleasure to witness

the enjoyment by others of the fruits of his

work than to listen to the plaudits of ad

mirers. He is not enthusiastic in receiving

praise for his own work , and perhaps that

has some to do in limiting the advertise

ment he receives. Vice-President Duncan

will be remembered by the delegates at the

late Convention of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation , He was there representing the

American Federation of Labor in extending

greetings to this association and made an

address to the delegates from which there

came a lasting inspiration to those in at

tendance. Many are the years of hard and

earnest work that have characterized his

efforts in the interest of wage earners in

general. In his address at Toronto, he

said : " I was trying with car men to help

the labor movement years ago, when the

organization , under its present name and

management, was practically unknown ;

when the car men of the country were then

trying to organize in the Knights of Labor.

They held their meetings at midnight and

I met with them. It was then that the les

sons of unionism first took root among the

street railway men , and it was then that

the foundation of your present magnificent

organization was established, which shows

that the street railway men hae lost noth

ing from the lessons they then learned .” It

is true that before the formation of the

American Federation of Labor, years ago,

in the days of the early struggles of organi

zation , the street railway men in various

cities discovered a warm exponent and

friend in this man who later, upon the in

auguration of the present trades union

movement, became first vice-president of

the Federated Trades
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IN WHOSE PEW ARE YOU WELCOME ?

" You are a foe to Orsini, yet you plead

for him-it sounds generous ; but hark you ,

— you are more a friend to your order than

a foe to your rival.”

The above quotation taken from a his

torical romance dealing with affairs of cen

turies ago, discloses the class affinity of the

time as applying to those of high station .

The expression describes an affinity, deemed

necessary by those who held to their no

bility by virtue of maintaining mastery over

the producers of wealth . No matter what

rivalry entered their rank ; no matter what

bitter animosities, no matter what strifes to

which ambitions led , when one of the lower

order rose to protest against a detestable

act, were it rapine, murder, or worse, com

mitted by one of the nobility , all rivalry

disappeared in united defense, and the

guilty was guarded against any retribution

at the hands of justice. ' Such was the stan

dard of morality among the nobility at that

time. It was the duty of the Aedile to pro

tect the rich , and woe unto the tribune that

did not observe that duty. Justice was un

known as applicable to those of high order ,

only where it could serve elements within

their rank in being applied by a faction of

superior prowess.

Let it be marked , however, that this acute

affinity among the nobility was understood

from its necessity and thus grooved into in

telligent comprehension of every member

of the class. There were no scabs , any who

failed of the standard were eliminated

were either exiled or identified by mysteri

ous disappearance. The nobility must be

preserved and any course applied as neces

sary came within the ethics of the time.

From then, until now, has dominated the

select that derive their power by accumula

tions from the products of the many.

Today , the nobility, or that element main

taining supremacy as did the nobility of old ,

depend in the same way upon their re

sources for maintenance. Yet also con

tinues the strife and embroilment within

the class . The plums gathered to the pile

of one reduces the opportunity to the other.

A familiarly quoted utterance of a wealthy

lady today is that it is her ' sole ambition to

leave her son the wealthiest man in Amer

ica . In order to do that, it is absolutely

necessary for her to gather that which oth

ers are anxious to possess and will strive to

possess , perchance for the same purpose ,

and assuredly , to ascend to a greater safety

in the security of the coveted prize. There

is power in it .

It would seem to need no argument to

convince the least intellectual that no accu .

mulations of vast wealth exist to any indi.

vidual, or set of individuals , today, or can

come to any individual or set of individuals

in the future , but that it must come from

productive energy not at all within the

power of the accumulator to exercise . It

is dependent upon the united energy of

others who must yield a part of the fruits

of their production to the advantage of the

accumulator.

True, the empolyer of labor is legally en .

titled to all of the production there is left

from the energy of employes after the legal

obligation to such employes or producers

has been discharged by the employer out of

the production. The laws of the day grant

all of that. But if there is a profit to the

employer, it seems that the worker of the

most ordinary intellect may understand that

that which passes into the possession of the

employer is not from the energy of the em

ployer but a part of the worker's own pro

duction.

Modern business ethics provide that the

emlpoyer is entitled to a part of the produc

tion of labor for the use of the capital. If

none of the production of labor passes into

the possession of the owner of the capital,

he receives no income for his investment.

True, the investment does not diminish. The

capitalist would lose nothing, but he would

gain nothing and he would be in the same

position as if he placed his capital under a

stone or in a vault ; it woudl remain there

until he took it out subject, relative to its

increased or diminished value, in no way

to any influence contributed by labor ; thus

labor is not responsible for profit and loss

in investment of capital.

Starvation or dire distress to producers

was never traced to the withdrawal of cap

ital from investment. The dismantling of

no mill ever filled the potters field through

the starvation of the employes previously

employed in such mill. The wrecking of

banks has occurred in which producers lost

their savings, yet those producers continue

to live , even though robbed of that part of

their production which , by self denial , they

were able to accumulate. The point is that

already accumulated capital in the posses

sion of the nobility, or capitalists , is not at

all necessary to the existence of the multi

tude that produced it. Capital, already ex

isting, represents that which is not abso

lutely necessary even to the accumulation

of more capital .

Then, if capital represents a product or a

part of the product of labor, what is the

standard of integrity by which it has passed

into the possession of the nobility ? Is not

the effort of the syndicate to secure $ 160 ,

000,000 of wealth lying beneath Oklahoma

Indian lands for $30,000,000 and the creation

of an opportunity for a $3,000,000 rake-off

for the promoters of the scheme, as exposed

by Senator Gore, up to the standard of busi

ness integrity by which other millions have

been acquired and by which the great for.

tunes of the day have attained and existed ?

We excuse men for taking the position they

do relative to this question because they

have been bred to that class of business

ethics , yet we would look upon it as absurd

to excuse in a thief the crime of stealing

because he had been bred to that class of

life and sprung from a family of thieves. No

possessor of great wealth, it would seem ,

can rest in his possession without the un.

derstanding that it is an accumulation from

the production of those from whose pos

session it was gathered. Yet there is

scarcely a fortune in existence in the pos

session of any man or woman, or in the pos

session of any company, but what is a law.
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Such op

ful accumualtion in accordance with the

standard of business integrity as that stan

dard today is fixed .

It is important for the security of the no

bility - those in possession of aggregtaions

of wealth, that they maintain to the people

that their methods of business comply rig.

idly with a high standard of integrity . It

is their never-ceasing work to so direct pub

lic opinion that it will be dull to any re

flection upon their caste. Hence , the whole

caste is of honorable men, men of business

integrity.

But there comes a relation between capi

tal and labor -- between employer and em

ploye. There is a line where these two ele

ments come together. It is necessary to the

relation of men as employer and employe.

In this an opportunity prevails for each to

study the other-for each to come to under

stand the standards of the other.

portunity exists even in the face of the most

guarded secrecy, one from the other.

The employer naturally regards that there

is added safety in proportion to the lack of

understanding of the employe relative to

the real standard of the employer. There

are many things in connection with his

business and his business methods which

he does not want made known to the em

ploye. This may sound remarkable , but it

is nevertheless true and there is a guarded

secrecy maintained . On the other hand , the

employe is secretive. He does not want the

employer to know all that has forced him to

contribute to the accumulation of the em

ployer. He feels that the less that the em

ployer knows of his attributes and the more

that the employer realizes that he knows of

the employer's attributes , the stronger will

he be in his position with the employer. He

will go so far as to assume to the emplower,

indirectly, that he cares but little for the

job when, as a matter of fact, he would be

distressed and sorely distressed if he lost

it. The employer will endeavor to be equally

as independent with him when , as a matter

of fact, the employer must retain him , or

another, otherwise, his capital will cease to

accumulate. And so proceeds the guarded

antagonism , each secretive and each more

or less fearful of the other, one a master, the

other a servant, one seeking to maintain

his nobility through the productiveness of

the other, the other watchful for relief and

hopeful for the opportunity to ascend from

his pitiless servility .

The employer knows by what practices

and business methods he has been estab

lished as an employer. The employe of or

dinary intellect comes to know by what

practice and business methods he continues

to be a dependant . The employer under

stands that his profit or measure of accu

mulation depends upon that part of the pro

duction of the employe that he will not be

forced to returi the employe for his ser

vice. The employe recognizes that a part

of his production enters the accumulation

to his employer or he would not be em

ployed as , were it not for the possibility of

accumulation , the capitalist would do equal.

ly as well to place his capital in a vault

and not engage it as an employing medium.

He recognizes , also, that the less of his

production that enters the master's accumu

lation , the more will come to himself and

the more of his production that he retains ,

the more encouragement there is for his re

lease from dependancy, the better he can

live and more will he enjoy and more will

those dependent upon him have to enjoy.

With the employer is ever the problem of

increasing profits. In solving this problem ,

he has the advantage of his business experi

ence and the elasticity of his business

ethics. The problem with the employe is to

solve the means by which more of his pro

duction can be retained by himself,

The standard of the relation of employer

and employe depends much upon their mu

tual respect for one another in a business

way. They know that each represents con

tending interests. Then that relation which

will result most fairly must be that policy

which will produce the greatest degree of

harmony and best conserve the interests of

both . If either dominates , the other must

suffer proportionately in consequence. If

capital dominates , it forces labor to the

limit in servility. Thus the most selfish

economic problem with capital becomes the

question as to what course toward employes

will most quickly and effectually reduce the

energy of the employe to the greatest num

ber of dollars for the employer.

Thus , we see the natural inclination of

the stronger to dominate over the weaker

and capital , under the present system , in its

affairs with the individual worker, is the

stronger element and will maintain its

dominancy so long as the laborer or pro

ducer remains dull to the means of relief

from his weakened state or condition,

The individual wage earner of today, of

ordinary intellect , should readily under

stand that in employment, the press is con

tinually applied to him and will be screwed

down upon him to extract from him the

greatest possible production of which his

energy is capable to add to the accumula

tion of the employer. It is to maintain this

unfair advantage that the employer persists

in denying to the employes the privilege of

organizing.

Now , it is the class of employers or the

class of managements of employing com

panies who apply rigid, selfish economy in

dealing with employes who resort to ex

treme measures in denying to employes the

privilege of organization . It is that class of

employers and managements of employing

corporations who exploit the " open shop "

and covet for themselves the sole privilege

of interpreting " open shop . ” It is that class

of employers and managements of empoly

ing companies that endeavor to take an un

due advantage of fair employers and fair

managements of employing companies by

maintaining a dominancy over labor that

will give them an opportunity of entering

the market in unfair competition against

those who pay a fair wage . It is that class

of employers and managements of employ

ing companies who resort to subterfuge

and misrepresentation relative to their po

sition towards organized labor. They re

sort to methods that read to employes " dis .
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honest." It reads also, “ lack of confidence ing company. Every institution that relies

in the integrity and intelligence of em upon an elastic standard of integrity will

ployes . "
unite in common with the management of

Employes are intelligent enough to know
the employing concern that is engaged in

that those who are constantly in doubt as
a struggle against organization of em

to their integrity need to have their own
ployes , no matter what pulling and hauling

honesty - their Own principles-bolstered and competition prevailed under the plum

by some invented false pretense. They
tree , it is abandoned in the common cause.

know that the employer who uses every
May not wage earners awaken to a spirit

means possible at his command to deny
of equal affinity ?

them the privilege of meeting together, the The union smashing employer or employ

privilege of forming a movement by which ing concern is , " more a friend to his order

they can discuss their own mutual inter than a foe to his rival. " In that principle,

ests , virtually says to them , “ I cannot trust his business integrity is of a high standard .

you to organize , and will not trust you , be He tolerates no scabs within his order.

cause organization will give you more of May not this same principle of affinity be

the products or results of your labor and of advantage to labor ? Would it not yield

thus take from the unfair profit of the em more to be "more a friend to your order

ploying concern .” Employes are taught to than a foe to your rival ?” So far as this

believe that employers are honest in their principle has been applied in the ranks of

business methods, but when the employing labor, results warrant that it should be ex

company refuses them the right or privi tended . The wage earner who antagonizes

lege to organize , they mistrust there is , of the organization of his craft is far more a

which they are producing and which foe to his order than he is friend even to

enters into the profit of the employing his friends, and he is one of the forces

company , that which should come to them used by the foes of his order to maintain

and yet leave to the employing capital the servility of himself and his order.

what fair minds would determine an hon When your employer hems you in by a

est income upon investment. It cannot be wall of spies to restrain you from contact

otherwise. No body of employes, organ with organization, when he prohibits you

ized and in a position to deliberate dispas from associating with your fellow work

sionately upon their own affairs, would em men in joint deliberation relative to your

barrass an employing company relative to mutual affairs, when he restrains you from

a proper and honest return upon invest exercising your intelligence in honest in

ment. The conduct of the management vestigation of the union of your craft and

of the employing company that op the exercise of your own free will relative

poses organization at once invites the sus to organization, put it down that his busi

picion of employes that the standard of ness methods , his methods of dealing with

business integrity of the employing company employes as well as others and his stand

is not what it should be and that there is ard of fairness as man to man with you,

much about the affairs of the company that are not open for public inspection, Well

it selfishly endeavors to keep from
the knows the management of your employing

knowledge of the employes. It invites the concern that such an inspection would dis

suspicion of employes that the company is close you among the unfortunate victims.

not paying the wage that it honorably Can there come a more imperative de.

should . It invites a well founded suspicion mand for the organization of labor ? Does

that the company is equal to better wages it require an invitation for you to be true

and better conditions of employment than to your order ?

its selfish economy grants.

Does your cause weigh more in the bal.

There is nothing that should so encour ance of justice than does that of capital?

age the organizing of employes more than The fair employer concedes that much to

the opposition of the employing manage
you . What recognition is labor granted by

ment of the company. That very opposi the unfair employer ?

tion is based upon the knowledge on part As a producer , what is right, and with

of the employing company and its manage
what order of people do you belong ?

ment that organization will take from them In whose pew are you welcome ?

undue advantages that they then hold over

the employes . There is a treachery ex SPOTTERS WERE POLICE FUND PEN

posed in the opposition to organization. It

is that same dishonesty upon which the no
SIONERS.

bility of old relied in retaining their rule

over the common people.

In a recent case in which a conductor was

Few strikes have there ever been that prosecuted for stealing fares from the Old

were not resultant from defense of secrecy Colony Street Railway at Taunton, Mass. ,

of business methods of employing con the evidence brought out against the con.

cerns that exposure would forfeit respect
ductor was given by four spotters, three of

for the management. But when a contest
does come , it does not resolve itself into a whom are ex-policemen upon the Police Pen

class contest. It is , in the beginning, a sion Roll of Boston, Mass. Advice does not

class contest. It is a contest between an accompany the information as to whether

honest desire prompted by honest motives these three spotters gained their experience

on part of wage earners and business

methods based upon treachery and deceit
while in active service as policemen in Bos

on part of the management of the employ ton or not.
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A spotter giving his name as Amos G.

Hubbard of Winthrop, Mass. , charged the

conductor with failing to ring up four fares

on one of his rounds . Edward W. Burns,

another spotter, charged the conductor with

omitting to ring up fares on two instances

on May 3. Another spotter gave his name

as Fernwald . The latter two are of the Bos

ton type .

Report of the case is that the accused

conductor made a favorable impression as a

witness for himself. In fact, there was no

other witness on part of the defense. The

only admission of premeditated irregularity

made by the conductor was that he might

have failed to ring up a fare ! , balance ac

counts with the company ; inat is , leru he

had registered more fares ihan le bail cel

lected. He had, on one or more occasions ,

taken another fare to square accounts, ut

that the company got all of the money he

had collected in fares.

The accused was 26 years of age, a inas

ried man and was first employed as a con

ductor by the company in the carly part of

1910. He had had but little experience.

In dismissing the accused, Judge Fox; be

fore whom the case was tried, directed at

tention to testimony of the several inspect,

ors, stating that :

" As to April 17, for instance , Fernwald

and Burns differed as to descriptions of per

sons whom they stated the accused had

failed to ring up ; this in spite of the fact

that they had been in a position where both

should have seen the same things. On May

3, when bothwere on the same car, one had

reported neglects which the other had not

seen. To be sure, an exact coincidence of

testimony might indicate a frame-up of testi.

mony on their part. There was much chance

for mistake on their part, for, with all of the

other evidence considered, he could not find

that they had observed anything which

proved criminal intent upon the part of the

accused ."

The Judge said :

" Evidence has been introduced that ac

cused has collected fares and not rung them

up. This was a suspicious thing.. But the

accused had said that he had counted the

passengers after each collection and then

had rung up any difference. From his own

personal observations on the cars, Judge

Fox knew that this was not an uncommon

practice . He suggested three possibilities

in the defendant's favor : that the inspectors

may have been mistaken in their observa

tions ; that the conductor might have erred

in his account without criminal intent ; that

he might, on account of pressure of work,

failed to do his work at all times properly

because of inability to encompass it.”

The above account of this case is given

for what it is worth. It exposes the meth

ods of some street railway managements in

the espionage that is maintained upon con

ductors. It also exposes the character of

some spotters and the admission of conner.

tion of policemen in this kind of work. It

does not, however, carry with it , that all

policemen in all cities engage in the char

acter of spotters.

One statement by the accused conductor

is brought out as follows. The question was

asked by the attorney representing the com

pany :

" Q. You thoroughly understand, do you

not, your duties as regards ringing up each

fare upon receiving it ?"

“ Yes," replied the conductor.

" Q. Did anything ever happen to prevent

you from so registering a fare if you had

been determined to live up to this rule ?”

" A. No, but I think I was no more care

less than most of the conductors on busy

lines when travel was heavy."

Now, as a matter of fact, most conductors

will not admit of carelessness , as this reply

of the accused conductor implies. The fact

is that most conductors are not careless.

They do their work to the very best of their

ability and eliminate carelessness. There

may occur mistakes and violations of rules,

but on part of most conductors these mis

takes and violations of rules do not come

about through carelessness. It is , however,

a lamentable fact that in some cases where

a street railway conductor or motorman is

accused of the violation of a rule , he seeks

to shield himself behind the assumption

that “ most other conductors” and motor

men are guilty of the same offense and in

that way endeavors to class the whole push

as indifferent and careless relative to their

duties as employes. It is an unjust accusa

tion against employes and there goes with

it the invitation of a suspicion that such an

admission is a real admission of careless

ness or inefficiency upon the part of the em

ploye who takes advantage of such a state

ment. But carelessness and indifference is

not from criminal intent and does not con

vict an employe of dishonesty in handling

the finances of an employer or employing

company.

The New York Financial Bulletin is one

of a number of publications supposed to pos

sess inside information of the industrial and

financial institutions of the country, and

sends " confidential” information in circulars

to subscribers , advising them of the " stock

outlook ” for the following day. In its letter

dated 3 p. m . , April 15 , 1910 , it says :

The outlook for a higher dividend for U. S.

Steel is not disturbed by the proposition to
advance wages, as announced by Gary . This

wage advance was considered some time ago,
as reported then , and the matter of raising

the dividend is said by conservative people

also to have been taken up and practically

decided. The latter action without wage ad
vances might have been attacked by the labor

element, and it is said that Gompers was fore

stalled by the raising of wages first.

Well, raising wages to forestall organized

labor's efforts ! Keep on , gentlemen ! May

organized labor be ever on the alert to in

duce the corporations to forestall the move

ment and “ voluntarily ” increase wages with

out the necessity of contest. After all , if

wages are raised to place the workers in

such a condition where some American ideas

of life , standard and independence can per

colate, the workers may take into their

heads to organize and demand something

still better.-- Pres. Sam Gompers , in Amer

ican Federationist.
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THE President W. D. Mahon has accepted an

engagement to deliver the Labor Day ad

dress at Belleville, Ill., this year.

Monday, September 5, will be observed as

a national holiday. It is Labor Day. It is

the product of organized labor.
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The extent of the observance of Labor

Day and its influence will signify the meas

ure of the Dignity of Labor.SEPTEMBER 13 1892
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All of the influences that will be directed

to disparage, restrict or disconcert the dem

onstration of the Dignity of Labor upon La

bor Day will be contributed by those ele

ments of society known as the " open shop"

advocate, the “ unfair " employer of labor,

the strike breaker and the non -unionist, a

most discreditable aggregation and one the

elimination of which would contribute much

to that which would make the whole world

happier.

The greatest power of distribution of the

gospel of unionism , it would seem, if there

is one power greater than another engaged

in such distribution , is the universal Labor

Day. True, Labor Day comes but once &

year, but the influence energized by its com

ing exists mightily until the coming of the

next. It serves as an awakening as no other

event. From it comes an inspiration that

invites admiration for the labor movement

and invites a study of its purposes and prin

ciples.

CARS COURC44

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION,

a

Article 2 of Constitution,

Section 1. The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec . 2 . To place our occupation upon

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and

skill ; to encourage the formation in Division

Associations of Sick Benefit Funds; to estab

lish schools of instruction and examination

for imparting a practical knowledge of mod

ern and improved methods and systems of

transportation and trade matters generally ;

to encourage the settlement of all disputes

between employes and employers by arbitra

tion ; to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor , and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our ' moral, intellectual and social

condition

Labor Sunday — the Sunday preceding La

bor Day–will be observed generally this

year and in future years throughout the

United States. This because of the Ameri

can Federation of Labor declaration for the

observance of that day. The numerous let.

ters recently received at American Federa

tion of Labor headquarters from ministers

is an assurance that interest in the idea of

giving especial attention to the cause of

labor from the pulpit one day in the twelve

month is widespread. Our readers are urged

to try to bring about an understanding in

their respective districts that may attract

trade unionists to the churches in large

numbers for the day. Ministers should say

what they think on the occasion in order

that their trade union hearers may put the

right estimate as to where the church stands

on the question of the organization of labor.

The more this subject is discussed the bet

ter will it be for labor. Union ethics are

sound . - American Federationist.

Unsigned communications cannot be pub
lished . Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for
publication should be in not later than the
20 of the month, and should be written only
one one side of the paper.
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By call of Chairman C. 0. Pratt, the Gen

eral Executive Board will hold its next

regular semi-annual meeting, convening

Monday, August 22 , at headquarters, Hodges

Bldg. , Detroit, Mich.

A. F. of L. Delegate Ben Commons who,

it was reported last month, was assaulted

by officials of the Tampa, Fla. , street rail.

way company, has well recovered from the

injuries he sustained . The company official,

a superintendent, who used the weapon of

assaut, was fined $200 for the offense, when

arraigned in the police court. He pleaded

guilty, and attempted to justify his conduct

as retribution for alleged charges that were

made against him of unfairness to employes,

etc. , which he held were made by Bro. Com

mons to the railway official's discredit.

Aurora & Elgin , city men :

First year agreement - First year men , 21

cents per hour ; second year men, 22 cents

per hour ; thereafter, 24 cents per hour.

Second year agreement — First year men,

22 cents per hour ; second year men, 23 cents

per hour ; thereafter, 25 cents per hour.

Previous wage rate was 20 , 21 and 23 cents

per hour. Increase for the first year of the

agreement is 1 cent per hour.

An increase of from 1 to 2 cents per hour

was secured for employes in other depart

ments than train service.

The aggregate annual increase is approx

imately $6,000.

With Division No. 194, New Orleans, La. ,

there has come an increase in wage agree

ment of 14 cent per hour. The agreement

provides for an increase in wage over the

present rate of 44 cent per hour for the first

year, 12 cent per hour for the second year

and 34 cent per hour for the third year of

the agreement.

The aggregate annual increase is approxi

mately $15,000.

The newly established wage rate for the

first year of the agreement is 2234 cents per

hour; for the second year, 23 cents per hour ;

and for the third year, 2314 cents per hour.

Labor Day is a day upon which, in every

industrial community, testimonials will be

offered by the best brains in the land, paying

tribute to the organizations of labor and the

advantages that have come to wage earners

and society in general through organization.

There will be a united voice that will an

nounce to all people that the greatest insti

tution contributing to the prosperity, the

happiness, the moral uplift and the educa

tion of the people is organized labor- union

ism. Not only will this voice be contributed

by those schooled in industrial economics

and those grown intellectually strong in the

counsels of unionism , but it will be con

tributed to by those of the most intellectual

professions and callings and those of the

most public-spirited . All will unite to extol

unionism and proclaim that it stands as the

sponsor of the Dignity of Labor. Can the

union smasher and those who would obstruct

the path of unionism hope to discredit such

a united testimonial ? May as well attempt

to empty the ocean by baling it out with a

bucket.

To Division No. 517 , Gary, Ind . , there has

been established a new wage rate of :

First three months service men , 20 cents

per hour.

Second three months service men, 23 cents

per hour.

Third three months service men, 24 cents

per hour.

Fourth three months service men , 25 cents

per hour.

First six months of second year, 26 cents

per hour.

Second six months of second year, 28 cents

per hour.

Two or more years in the service, 30 cents

per hour.

The new rate is an increase in wage to all

motormen and conductors over six months in

the service. The previous rate was :

First three months, 20 cents per hour.

Thereafter, 23 cents per hour.

The aggregate annual increase is approx

mately $2,000.

In the July number of the “ Motorman &

Conductor" appeared a report from 49 local

Divisions of the association , embracing 21,200

members, relative to increase in wage, show

ing an aggregate annual wage increase of

$1,047,030 , as reported gained during the first

six months of this year. Since the issuance

of that statement, reports have come to the

general office of wage adjustments, with re

sults as follows :

With Division No. 215 , Wheaton, Ill . , new

rates established by agreement are as fol

lows :

Aurora, Elgin & Chicago System :

First year men, 26 cents per hour.

Second year men, 29 cents per hour.

Third year and thereafter, 32 cents per

hour.

Increase to each class of 2 cents per hour

over the previous rate.

Fox River Division :

New rate, 27 cents per hour. Increase , 2

cents per hour.

Carpenterville Interurban :

New rate, 26 cents per hour. Increase,

cents per hour.

To the members of Division No. 197 , Mead

ville, Pa. , by agreement, there has come 1

cent per hour increase in wage , fixing a wage

rate of :

First six months service men , 18 cents per

hour.

Second six months ' service men , 19 cents

per hour.

After one year of service, 20 cents per

hour.

The aggregate annual increase is approx

imately $2,500 .

To the members of the C. Y. & E. Ry.

Branch of Division No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio,

there has been fixed by agreement a new

wage rate of :
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MONTHLY NEWS REVIEW.First year service men, 22 cents per hour.

Second year service men, 25 cents per

hour.

Thereafter, 26 cents per hour.

This is an increase over the former rate of

2 cents per hour for first year service men,

3 cents per hour for second year service

men, and 3 cents per hour for those of more

than two years in the service.

The aggregate annual increase is approx

imately $5,000.

To the members of Division No. 529 , Evans

City, Pa. , there has come, by agreement, a

second increase in wage, fixing the wage rate

for motormen and conductors at 28 cents per

hour, an aggregate annual increase over the

previous rate of $ 1,100 to motormen and

conductors. With this local , in its six months '

agreement, made in January of this year, an

increase of 2 cents was obtained , making an

increase which, together with the recent in

crease, credits to 1910 an advance of 3 cents

per hour to the members of this local ; an

aggregate annual increase of $3,300. The

recent agreement is made for one year .

Sub-station men and members working in

other departments have received from 1 to

5 cents per hour increase, making the aggre

gate annual increase during the year exceed

$3,500, $1,300 of which may be credited to

the recently signed agreement.

( By Pan -American Press .)

The Bucks Stove and Range Company

has given up the fight, its attorneys have

been withdrawn from all cases pending in

the courts against organized labor, its

plant is unionized.

When James W. Van Cleave - late presi

dent of the National Association of Manu

facturers, with a mania for “union bust

ing" -died, the stockholders of the Bucks

Stove and Range Company saw and seized

the opportunity for ending their six years'

unprofitable warfare with the working

class. A conference was held in Cincin

nati , July 19, between the company's rep

resentatives and the officers of the Ameri

can Federation of Labor and Molders and

Stove Polishers' unions, at which articles

of agreement were signed and peace de

clared .

But peace does not suit Attorney Daven

port of the Anti-Boycott Association , who

asserts that the withdrawal of the Bucks

Stove people from the fight is a violation of

the agreement with the Anti-Boycott Asso

ciation, which has paid all the costs in the

prosecution of the A. F. of Li's officials.

The contempt cases will come before the

United States Supreme Court in November.

“ Will you be there to prosecute ?" is

queried of the anti-boycott attorney.

" Sure pop, " says Davenport.

It must not be forgotten that President

Taft forced Congress to appropriate $ 200 ,

000 with which to fight trades unions under

the Sherman anti-trust law, and so Daven .

port's cocksure statement is something

more than mere prophecy.

To the members of Division No. 241 , Chi.

cago, Ill . , by virtue of the terms of the three

year agreement, there comes an increase in

the wage rate to those of more than one

year in the service of 1 cent per hour. On

August 1 , the agreement rate reached a

maximum of 29 cents per hour, The wage

rate as existing in the second year of the

agreement is :

First six months, 23 cents per hour.

Second six months, 25 cents per hour.

Second year, 26 and 27 cents per hour.

Third year, 28 cents per hour.

Fourth year and thereafter, 29 cents per

hour.

The aggregate annual increase is approxi.

mately $180,000.

To the members of Division No. 260 , Chi

cago, Ill . , by virtue of the terms of the three

year agreement, there comes an increa-e in

the wage rate to those of more than one year

in the service of 1 cent per hour. On Au

gust 1 , the agreement rate reached a maxi

mum of 29 cents per hour. The wage rate as

existing in the second year of the agree

ment is :

First six months , 23 cents per hour.

Second six months, 25 cents per hour.

Second year, 26 and 27 cents per hour.

Third year, 28 cents per hour.

Fourth year and thereafter, 29 cents per

hour.

The aggregate annual increase is approxi .

mately $ 85.000.

Harried by a volley of injunctions, wind

ing up with a made-to -order city ordinance

that calls the peaceful picketing of a struck

shop a crime, Los Angeles labor has

answered its enemies by organizing a muni.

cipal Labor party, establishing a suburban

camp for strikers and their families and

demanding that the boss brewers ' associa

tion settle with its men or the city will be

" voted dry ."

In all this Los Angeles is backed up by

thousands of dollars pouring in from San

Francisco and the entire State of Califor

nia, whose trades unions have agreed to

finance the defense campaign in the war.

fare plotted by the Merchants and Manu.

facturers' Association and the Los Angeles

Times.

The plot as planned was to make Los

Angeles the model open-shop city of the

Pacitic Coast, and thus attract corporations

whico desire to employ disorganized labor.

Luckily Los Angeles has the power of

rt cail, initiative and referendum , in her

cits charter, and petitions were signed , im

mediately upon the passage of the anti

picketing ordinance, which will put the

measure to test at the polls.

Since the first of January , the member: 1; ip

of 55 locals of this association to the number

of 32,030 have received an aggregate annual

increase in the wage rate amounting to

$ 1,343,830.
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As Arizona and New Mexico will soon

become states , the union men of Arizona

called a convention at Phoenix , where a

labor party was organized and a platform

adopted which will form the basis of their

demands at the constitutional convention.

The initiative, referendum and recall , anti

injunction and employers ' liability laws

and equal man and woman suffrage are the

most prominent planks in the new party's

platform .

Mrs. Munds, chairman of the Territorial

Equal Suffrage Association , has pledged

the support of 2,000 Arizona women mem

bers to the Labor party .

Realizing the vital importance of labor's

fight for a righteous constitution, the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and

Enginemen have donated $1,500 to the

Labor party's war chest and the convention

of the Western Federation of Miners has

taken action which will throw its entire

strength behind the movement.

increase is progressive, beginning with

one-fourth cent per hour for the first year

of the agreement, one-half cent per hour for

the second year of the agreement and three

fourths cent per hour for the third year.

This fixes the rate for the closing year of

the agreement at 2344 cents per hour. Im .

mediately upon the settlement in New Or.

leans, President Mahon returned to the

office from where he has made two visits

to Columbus, Ohio , where he is at the pres

ent writing. A report of the strike situa

tion in Columbus is given in another

column. Late reports from President

Mabon are very encouraging in the interest

of the Columbus Local.

International Vice-President J. J. Thorpe

reports from Division No. 529, Harmony,

Pa. , that the Local , in seeking a new pro

posed agreement, has submitted the propo

sition of 30 cents an hour for motormen

and conductors. Conferences are now on

under the advisement of First Vice-Presi.

dent Thorpe relative to the new proposed

agreement.

*

Attorney-General Wickersham has de

cided that Bethlehem's steel plant may con

tinue to work its men twelve and fourteen

hours a day as , in his opinion , the eight

hour provision in the last naval appropria

tion act does not apply to machinery or

construction material.

The secretary of the navy, Von L. Meyer,

appears to be relieved by Wickersham's de

cision , and states that the navy department

would have been much embarrassed in get

ting bids if the law had been construed to

apply to everything that goes into the

make-up of the new vessel.

a

International Vice-President George Kee.

nan was dispatched to Geneva, N. Y. , to ad

just a contention that arose within Division

No. 542 relative to the seniority rights of a

member reinstated in employment with the

company. The case was one in which

member was dismissed from the service by

a previous management and a few weeks

later, after his run was marked up, the man

agement reconsidered the former action and

replaced the member in service. The ques

tion in dispute was as to whether the

Brother should be remanded to his former

position upon the board. Vice-President

Keenan was enabled to adjust the matter

through action of the local reinstating the

member to full seniority rights.

*

of the 75,000 cloakmakers that went out

on strike in New York city nearly half are

now back under union conditions and the

remainder are in conference with their em

ployers with every likelihood of a favorable

settlement Attorney Brandeis, of Boston,

is acting as chairman of the conference

committee.

Police and judicial persecutions have not

marked this struggle, as it did that of the

girl shirtwaist strikers last winter, prob

ably because of the fact that the cloak

makers are mostly men and have political

value as voters.

Vice-President B. A. Carter, upon an ap

peal from parties in Kankakee, Ill . , urging

an attempt to organize the street railway

employes , was dispatched to that city to in

vestigate the situation. After a thorough

investigation he reported that at this time

the disposition of the employes does not en

courage the expense of an effort to establish

a local in that city. Upon this report effort

was discontinued for the time.

DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL

OFFICERS.
Vice-President John H. Reardon was as

sociated with G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitz

gerald in the conduct of arbitration pro

ceedings before the wage arbitration board

selected to adjudge a new wage rate for the

members of Divisions No. 22, Worcester,

No. 448, Springfield , and No. 537 , Holyoke ,

Mass. Full report of the arbitration has

not yet reached the office.

The latest charters granted by President

W. D. Mahon are for the institution of Di

vision No. 545, at Missoula, Mont. , and Di.

vision No. 546, Port Arthur, Texas. After

a succession of conferences between the

Management of the New Orleans Street

Railway Company and the Officers of Di.

vision No. 194 , associated with the Interna

tional President, work upon which the I. P.

was engaged at the time of the last report,

an agreement was reached which was rati

fied by the Local Division and executed by

the proper authorized officers of the parties

interested. The new agreement is for

three years and expires July 1 , 1913. Among

the concessions gained is an increase in the

wage rate of three-fourths of a cent. The

International Treasurer Rezin Orr is at

present conducting the strike of Division No.

247 , Rutland , Vt. Division No. 247 sub

mitted a proposed new agreement embrac

ing an increase in wage to the employing

management of the Rutland Street Railway

Company. The proposed agreement in turn

was submitted to President Rogers of the

company. At a later date the early motor
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bring to the membership of the local an

increase of from 25 to 35 per cent in wages.

The system is known as The Suburban

Railroad Co. The matter of arbitration of

the wage scale in the interest of Division

No. 228, Joliet, ill . , which is under the ad

visement of Board Member McMorrow, is

yet in a state of progress. Conferences

continue in the matter of agreement adjust

ments between Division No. 308 and the

Elevated Companies.

men and conductors were called into a con

ference with the manager and were re

quested to sign a new arrangement , indi

vidually , providing for an increase of two

cents per hour in the wage rate , and in con

sideration therefor subscribed to a with

drawal from the association . This move

ment provided for abandonment of Division

No. 247 and the disorganization of the em

ployes. The late men were instructed to

report after midnight for the same purpose.

The purpose of the company was foretold to

those who had not yet reported , and instead

of meeting the manager after midnight the

members went to their hall , where they

took action providing that none should sub

scribe to the disrupting compact offered by

the company. The employes , on the follow

ing morning, July 3 , reported for work as

usual , but were told that unless they sub

scribed to the conditions offered by the

president of the company their services

would no longer be required. This inaugu

rated a boycott on part of the company

which continues to the present writing.

The company is operating the cars by strike

breakers , but the inhabitants are withhold

ing patronage. Prior to the Rutland strike ,

Treasurer Orr was dispatched to Brooklyn ,

N. Y. , relative to complaints that had de

veloped from the recent agreement settle

ment made by the Officers of Division No.

283 and the Brooklyn and Coney Island

Railway Company, upon which situation he

made an investigation and reported to the

General Office.

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair is at

present engaged in assisting Division No.

113 , Toronto , Ont. , in arbitration proceed

ings by which the future wage rate to the

membership of the Toronto local will be

fixed . The arbitrators are : As presiding

arbitrator, Judge Barron , selected by the

company J. P. Mullarky, and selected by Di.

vision No. 113 J. C. O'Donoghue. It is

likely that a very complete report of tihs

arbitration case will appear in the Septem

ber issue of the Motorman and Conductor.

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius, after

settlements in the interest of the various

locals in the Northwest, visited Portland ,

Ore. , and Seattle and Tacoma, Wash. , in the

interest of the Association, and returned to

his home in San Francisco, Cal.

Chairman C. 0. Pratt, after a visit to Di

vision No. 433 , Lansford, Pa. , from which

his report is favorable to the progress of

that local , attended a meeting of Division

No. 540, Trenton , N. J. His report from

Division No. 540 is very gratifying. From

there he was dispatched to Elmira , N. Y. ,

where Division No. 179 is applying for a

written agreement in which an increase in

wage is being asked . Successive confer

ences with the officers of the company

gained no concessions to the Elmira mem

bers further than an ocer of a discriminat

ing wage scale ranging from 17 to 23 cents

per hour, the latter rate to avail to motor

men and conductors after eleven years of

service , stretching the grades through

eleven years. This proposition was unani

mously rejected by the members of Division

No. 179. At this point the New York State

Board of Arbitration intervened , and late

reports are to the effect that the State Arbi

trators have not yet given up their efforts

to bring about an adjustment of the situa

tion.

G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald is en.

gaged in the adjustment of differences that

have developed between Divisions No. 304 ,

Glen Falls , N. Y., and 307, Stillwater, N. Y.

The situation is one in which certain trip

per service proceeding from the Glen Falls

Division , of the Hudson Valley Railway

Company is being manned by members of

the Stillwater local due to a transferring

of the particular service in question from

one terminal to another. The position of

members of the Glen Falls local is that the

service now should be allotted to members

of that local rather than to be continued

with members of the Stillwater local.

Prior to taking up the contention at this

point, G. E. B. Member Fitzgerald , in the

interest of the Connecticut and Massachu

setts locals involved in wage arbitrations,

directed the arbitration proceedings before

the respective arbitration boards. The ar

bitration in Connecticut involves the inter

est of the locals at New Haven , Hartford ,

Bridgeport, New London , Stamford , Derby ,

Thompsonville, New Britain , Meriden and

other points upon the Connecticut Consoli.

dated Railway Lines. That in Massachu

setts involves the interest of the Worcester,

Springfield and Holyoke locals. In the

preparation and presentation of these arbi.

tration cases there has been associated with

Board Member Fitzgerald , at various times ,

President W. D. Mahon, Treasurer Rezin

Orr and Vice - President John H. Reardon ,

also the officers comprising the Joint Ad

visory Board of the various interested

locals . The presentation of evidence at

hearings has been completed and the

awards of the arbitrators are now being

awaited.

G. E. B. Member Edw. McMorrow , in the

interest of Division No. 356 , was compelled

to take the question of renewal of agree

ment and adjustment of wage scale into the

court, the company being in the hands of

a Receiver. Upon submitting the proposi

tion of the local to the court an order was

secured directing the management to sign

an agreement with the local providing for

the same wage scale as paid upon the Chi

cago Street Railway Line. The agreement,

Board Member McMorrow reports, will

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea was dis

patched to Meadville , Pa. , where Division
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No. 197 had submitted to the employing

companies the proposition of renewal of

agreements embracing a request for an in

crease in the wage rate. The Méadville

company is at present in the hands of a

Receiver. Conditions were found to be

such by Board Member Shea that at this

time it was not advisable to press the re

quest for full remuneration asked in the

agreement. However, he took the matter

up with the Receivers of the company as

well as the management. In this work he

was required to visit Pittsburg, Pa. , where

he met with one of the Receivers , and as

a result of his work secured mutually an

advance of one cent per hour to take effect

immediately and deferred final settlement

until a more favorable time to determine

upon the question of wages. An under

standing exists between the members em

ployed upon the interurban system and the

management of that company that in re

spect to wages the adjustment upon the

city lines shall prevail.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay, who is in ad

visement with Division No. 538, Columbus,

Ohio, has immediate direction of the strike

in which that local is at present engaged.

A very full report of this strike appears in

ar er column of the Motorman and Con

ductor.

THE COLUMBUS, O., STRIKE.

Division No. 538, Columbus , Ohio, sus

pended work Sunday morning, July 24 , for

the second time. The situation is rather a

lockout than a strike. It is an incident to

the endeavor on part of the Columbus

street railway employes to establish the

right of organization, a right which the

management of the company has been per

sistent to the extent of bold intrigue to

withhold from its employes .

The Columbus strike, in its nature, is of

as much importance to the association in

general as was the Philadelphia strike. It

no less invites the unanimous support of

the membership than did the Philadelphia

strike.

Up to the present time, the attitude of

the management of the Columbus Railway

& Light Co. towards its employes relative

to ganization is shown to be tha type of

unreasonable obstinacy exhibited by the

managements of unfair companies only

when they are inspired in their antagonism

by the spirit and supports as well as by hope

in the methods of the labor -crushing Em

ployers ' Association.

Division No. 538 , in the organization of

which the Columbus street railway em

ployes were assisted by G. E. B. Member

Fred Fay and A. F. of L. Organizer Jas. T.

Liddy, became well established before the

company was enabled to apply obstructive

tactics in any effective degree. However,

some 35 motormen and conductors were

summarily dismissed upon no other evident

cause than activity in the formation of the

organization , although, in some instances,

the company presented what the manage

ment held as just cause aside from mem

bership in the association and denied that

any had been discharged on account of

affiliation with the local . Immediately upon

the institution of the local , the committee

approached Mr. E. K. Stewart, vice-president

and general manager , for a conference

looking to the adjustment of all diffier

ences, and an increase in wage. The com

mittee was received in a manner to lead it

to believe that the matters of grievance

would receive due consideration. How

ever, the subsequent course of the manage

ment was in line with aggressive opposi

tion , and it led to a threatened strike. At

this stage, the Ohio state arbitration board,

the citizens , ministers , etc. , of Columbus,

interested themselves in an endeavor to

avoid the threatened strike. In due defer

ence to these elements and to the business

interests of Columbus, the members of Di.

vision No. 538 , under the advisement of

Board Member Fay, agreed with the com

pany upon an understanding under date of

April 6 , the conditions of which read :

" First - The employes of this company

may come at any reasonable time for con

ference with the management upon any

matter connected with their employment by

this company.

Second—There will be no discrimiantion

against employes because of membership in

any union , nor of their right to join any

such union .

Third - The wages of conductors and mo

tormen in effect April 1 , 1910 , will be in

creased by one cent per hour, to take effect

April 1 , 1910 , and one-half cent per hour, to

take effect Jan. 1 , 1911 .

Fourth-The following men may return

to the employment of the company :

Messrs. Toy, Orr, Parker, Hammerstein,

Placier, Nelson, Cavener, Wagner, Gill ,

Swesey, Heston , Guess , Honnold , Stoltz,

Walker, McDaniels , Shapter, Palmer, Cra.

delbaugh, Eader, Cranmer, Schwartz, Rose,

Smith, Demaris , Shelley, Brown, Sutton,

Fife, Alkire , Mohler, Baumgard, Dehays,

Sellers and Allen ; and take the positions

occupied by them respectively at the time

of their discharge ; provided the men who

were promoted to fill the vacancies so cre

ated will assent thereto . "

The ink had scarcely dried upon the

memoranda of agreement before the com

pany began discrimination against the

membership of employes in Division No.

538 , and flagrantly and openly violated Sec

tions 2 and 4. The management of the

company claimed the right to interpret Sec

tion 2, relative to discrimination , in their

own way, and persisted in the right to vio

late that section in the employment of new

men. The violation of Section 4 was the re

fusal to reinstate several of the men

named in the settlement. Being unable to

effect observance of the agreement , Di.

vision No. 538 suspended work April 29

and continued on strike until May 5 , when ,

through the effort of Mayor Marshall and

Rev. Dr. Washington Gladdin , a supple

mentary to the agreement brought about a

settlement of the strike. That supplemen

tary provision , which was solemnly agreed

to by the Columbus Railway & Light Co. ,
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or

and ratified by Division No. 538 , reads :

“ The company agrees to the following in

terpretation of Section 2 in the agreement

of April 6, with the state board of arbitra

tion :

‘ Men are to be free to join or not to join

any organization without intimidation

discrimination, and the company agrees

that when engaging employes the question

of unionism or non-unionism shall be elimi

nated. '

Relating to the four men whose replace

ment is in dispute under Section 4 of the

agreement, the company agrees that those

men shall receive a compensation equiva

lent to that of their former positions , re

gardless of the runs assigned to them.

THE COLUMBUS RAILWAY AND LIGHT

COMPANY.

( Signed ) Robert E, Sheldon, President.

( Signed ) E. K. Stewart, First Vice-Pres."

Barely had service resumed , when the

company again , more vigorously than be

fore, applied discrimination against mem

bership in the association . Under officials

advised the employes to withdraw their

membership from the association , assuring

them that if they would do so they would

stand well in tenure of employment with

the company and assuming to them that

otherwise they would receive little con

sideration as soon as their places could be

filled . A class of strike breakers was re

tained in the employ of the company.

These strike breakers , on every opportun

ity and in many cases without the least

provocation, committed assaults upon the

members of the association and , in each in

stance , the union employe would be dis

missed from the service and the strike

breaker retained. For the least misfor

tune, members of the association would be

dismissed and the same offense by non

union men would be overlooked . This pol

icy of employment continued in spite of any

intercession on part of the officers of the

local , and Mr. Stewart, the general man

ager, went so far as to tell the officials of

the association that he had already broke

up one organization and that he would con

tinue his practice until he would destroy

Division No. 538. Representatives of the

business men of Columbus and the mayor,

foreseeing the result of this persistent vio

lation of the agreement on part of the

company, sought to effect a remedy, but

they were unable to change the course of

Mr. Stewart, and , as a result, Division No.

538 voted to again go on strike.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay was dis

patched to Columbus, where he used every

endeavor to secure an adjustment and im

press upon the management of the com

pany the importance of observing the pre

vious agreements. When the limit of in

dulgence was reached , the Chamber of

Commerce of Columbus, represented by

President Chas . J. Pretzman of that body,

and others , adopted a policy of delaying

the strike by invoking the intercession of

the Ohio State Arbitration Board . The law

provides that this board , upon appeal of

the citizens and the mayor of a commun

ity , or either party to an industrial dis

pute, shall have the power and shall in

augurate an investigation, by which evi

dence shall be taken from both parties to

the controversy and that the arbitration

board shall publish a decision based upon

the investigation. The result of the activ

ity of the Chamber of Commerce, together

with the assurance of that body that it

would use its good offices in enforcing com

pliance with the decision of the board,

brought about a hearing.

Before the State Board of Arbitration,

Division No. 538 was represented by Attor

neys Frank S. Monnett, George W. Bope

and John J. Lentz. The company appeared

represented by Attorneys Pomerene and T.

J. Keeting. The board, at the time, con

sisted of the Rev. Theodore Irving Reese,

Judge Noah A. Swaine and Joseph Bishop.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay and Business

Agent Chas. Miller and Executive Board

Members attended the sittings of the com

mission in the interest of the association

membership. Exceptions were taken by

Division No. 538 , through its attorneys, to

the personel of the arbitration board. It

was charged that Judge Swaine was not an

employer or a representative of an employ

ers' association and that Secretary Joseph

Bishop of the board was not an employe or

a member or representative of an em

ployes ' association. Judge Swaine acknowl

edged his lack of qualification as charged

and immediately resigned from the board.

Judge Swaine had previously tendered his

resignation to the Governor of the State,

who had withheld acceptance, so, as a mat

ter of fact, there was no reflection upon

Judge Swaine in his continuance upon the

board, and he again resigned as soon as ob

jection was made to him. Secretary Bishop,

however, contended that he is an honorary

member of the A. A. of I. S. & T. Workers'

Union and refused to resign . Proceedings

were suspended for investigation and re

construction of the arbitration board. The

Governor maintained Secretary Bishop

upon the board and appointed, in the place

of Judge Swaine, Mr. A. F. Sparks, of a

large manufacturing concern in Spring

field , Ohio. The board, thus completed,

took up active hearings on July 5.

A volume of evidence was submitted by

both parties to the controversy. Hearings

were continued over several days, during

which the management of company

was active in preparation for a lockout.

Agencies were established in Cleveland and

other places for the employment of strike

breakers. The management of the com

pany was charged with this duplicity and

bad faith but absolutely denied it.

It is impossible here to give in detail all

the evidence submitted to the Ohio Court

of Arbitration, The manager of the com

pany
and those associated with him

throughout the entire hearings pursued a

course of evasion in an endeavor to avoid

disclosure of bad faith.

The charge against the company was

that of discrimination and open violation of

the agreement. The verdict of the arbitra

tion board , which was signed by all three

members, including the representative of

employers , Mr. Parks, was “Guilty,” Even

after this unanimous award of the arbitra

the
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and, if properly supported, as without ques

tion they will be, the Columbus members

are sure to win.

The strike is under the immediate direc

tion and advisement of G. E. B. Member

Fred Fay and President W. D. Mahon has

twice visited Columbus since the contest

was inaugurated and lent his counsel in its

direction.

Prior to the institution of Division No.

538 , Columbus has been one of the cities

in which wage to street railway men has

been far below the standard .

REPORTER FINDS UNION CHARGE

TRUE.

tion board , condemning the company for its

bad faith in violation of its previous agree

ments, the management refused to accept

the award of the arbitrators and persisted

in maintaining its antagonism against the

organization and against membership of

employes in the association. This position

of the company was a virtual lockout, and

Division No. 538 immediately accepted the

challenge and on July 24 the lockout be

came effective .

The company, as had previously been

charged, was well supplied with imported

strike breakers who immediately proceeded

to operate the cars. Strike breakers were

armed with guns and blackjacks and imme

diately proceeded to create disturbances, in

many instances without the least provoca

tion.

Under the pretext of maintaining order,

Gov. Harmon has placed 4,000 of the State

Militia in Columbus under command of U.

S. Sen. Chas. Dick and to all purposes

martial law prevails.

The strike is now, at this writing, draw

ing to the close of its second week. The

only serious incident that has occurred re

sulted from the carelessness of one of the

young Ohio soldiers by which a young lady

was shot down in front of her own home.

It is reported by the attending physician

that the bullet in this case is what is

known as the “ soft nose” bullet, which

shows that the Ohio Militia is provided

with bullets that have been condemned for

use in ordinary warfare between nations,

yet they seem to be the accepted bullets

to be used in subduing wage earners.

It is reported that Senator Chas . Dick

has given the order to “ shoot to kill," and

with this kind of bullet, it is quite evident

that his soldiers are well prepared to exe

cute the order.

Division No. 538 is up against a hard

fight, and our Columbus members are now

engaged in a contest that invites the earn

est support of every true member of the

Amalgamated Association ; in fact, it is a

fight for organized labor in general . The

Columbus unionists are standing loyally by

Division No. 538 as they recognize the prin

ciple at stake. It is important to every

local of this association that Division No.

538 be well supported to a successful finish

of their meritorious effort. Cars are being

manned by strike breakers supplied by de

tective agencies and otherwise , but the peo

ple of Columbus have withdrawn their pat

ronage and are supporting the principle in

volved in the interest of the strikers. The

strike has reached a point where it has be

come a question of endurance. And it is up

to the Amalgamated Association, its mem

bership and trades unionists in general to

see to it that the period of endurance with

our Columbus members is extended to a

successful finish .

Division No. 538 has submitted as her

proposition for settlement a proposed wage

rate of 25 cents per hour for first year men

and 27 cents per hour for those more than

one year in the service and full recognition

of the rights of organization. There is

nothing unreasonable in these demands,

The Cleveland Press of July 22 , 1910, pre

sents an article upon the Lake Seamen's

strike, which discloses that the Press re

porter , upon personal investigation , discov

ered that the charges of the Lake Sea

men's union against the Lake Carriers' As

sociation that the vessels upon the Great

Lakes are being manned by incompetent

men, is true. Extracts from the report, of

the Press representative are as follows :

“ They sent me out to investigate condi

tions of the Lake Carriers ' Association

boats involved in the strike of the Lake

Seamen's Union. While I am not a sea

man, I think I have perception enough to

say, so far as the boat on which I peeled

potatoes , scoured pans and did the thous

and and one odd jobs falling to the lot of a

'second cook' on a freighter, was concerned,

conditions are as bad as the strikers for

the past two years have represented them

to be.

" The seamen charge that boats are

manned by an army of boys and saloon and

wharf hangers -on . The steamer A. J.

Brower was. Th say when a man ships

on these boats , which, independent and all,

are dominated by the Steel Trust, he must

sign away his allegiance to all but his re

ligious belief and his citizenship . I had to

forswear all allegiance to unions before I

was admitted to the Lake Carriers ' Associ

ation.

" The seamen charge that sleeping condi

tions on board the boats are vile ; that stew

ards are so restricted in the amount of

money they can expend for food per month

that the food is often poor in quality and

scant in quantity and that hours are long,

too long. I found all of this to be true on

the Brower."

The Press representative presents pic

tures of the ship's crew, showing it to be

made up of a class to which he refers as

above quoted : “Mere boys and saloon and

wharf hangers-on."

He states that :

" The boys represent a type performing

the actual active seamanship of the Great

Lakes these days. They are compelled to

work 12 hours a day , 6 hours on and 6

hours off, thus breaking their sleep , and

they are compelled to sleep in grimy bunks

in a poorly ventilated room in the fantail

of the ship with only one light which comes

through a small deadlight ,' which is entire

ly closed at times of stormy sea. They are
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paid $ 1.05 per day and the ship's steward

is allowed 45 cents per man with which to

supply food for the ships ' crews .

With conditions as portrayed by the rep

resentative of the Cleveland Press , it is not

at all remarkable that navigation upon the

Great Lakes , since the union men were

locked out, has been attended by so many

destructive and fatal collisions and acci.

dents ; in fact, navigation , under such cir

cumstances , even menaces the passenger

traffic upon the lakes, and it is fortunate

for those who patronize the lake passenger

boats that they are manned by union sea :

men , who are of the most skillful lake

mariners.

Disbursements from the Death and Disability

Fund during the month of June, 1910 , were

made to beneficiaries on death claims, as fol.

lows :

John P. Atchison and Margaret A.

Rose, beneficiaries, death claim of

James Atchison, deceased member

of Division No. 241, Chicago, Ill .;

cause double lobar pneumonia . $ 100.00

Bartholomew Tiernan, beneficiary ,

death claim of Frank T. Tiernan, de

ceased member of Division No. 281,

New Haven, Conn.; cause , pneumonia 100.00
Minnie Stormer, beneficiary , death

claim of J. N. Stormer, deceased

member of Division No. 470 , Frank

lin, Pa.; cause, accident-head-on

collision 100.00

Charles T. Oldenburg, beneficiary ,

death claim of John Oldenburg, de

ceased member of Division No. 26,

Detroit, Mich .; found dead in room . 100.00

Bertha Hoppe, beneficiary , death claim

of Gustave Hoppe, deceased member

of Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich .;

cause , consumption 100.00

John Egan, beneficiary , death claim

of Martin P. Egan, deceased mem
ber of Division No. 26, Detroit,

Mich .; cause, accident, being struck

on railroad crossing by freight cars 100.00

Mrs. Henry G. Cook, beneficiary, death

claim of Henry G. Cook, deceased

member of Division No. 26, Detroit,

Mich .; cause , cancer
100.00

Mrs. Laura Ely , beneficiary, death

claim of Marion Ely , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 285, Steubenville,
Ohio ; cause, accident, crushed in

street car collision 100.00

Mrs. Jas. Lynch , beneficiary , death

claim of Jas. Lynch , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 113 , Toronto ,

Ont.; cause , accident, fracture of

base of skull ; hemorrhage of brain . 100.00

Mrs. Marie Flory, beneficiary , death

claim of Walter W. Flory , deceased

member of Division No. 26 , Detroit,
Mich .; cause, pulmonary tuberculosis 100.00

Rob B. Ellis , Official Administrator,

death claim of C. H. Winters, de

ceased member of Division No. 101 ,

Vancouver, B. C.; cause, acute asth

100.00

Nellie Lenfesty, beneficiary , death

claim of Geo. Lenfesty, deceased

member of Division No. 101 , Van

couver, B. C.; cause, Bright's Dis

ease 100.00

Mrs. P. Cox , beneficiary, death claim

of Pete Cox, deceased member of Di

vision No. 268 , Cleveland, Ohio ;
cause, Hodgkin's Disease . 100.00

Benj . Frame and Geo. M. Hutchison ,

Executors, death claim of Wm . Sil

versides , deceased member of Di

vision No. 260 , Chicago, Ill .; cause,

intestinal nephritis 100.00

Mrs. F. Harris, beneficiary , death claim

of F. Harris, deceased member of

Division No. 308 , Chicago, Ill .;

cause , accident, shock and injuries

received due to being struck by mo

tor car 100.00

Mrs. Michael Dolan, beneficiary, death

claim of Michael Dolan , deceased

member of Division No. 308, Chicago,

Ill .; cause, organic heart disease... 100.00

Mrs. Robt. Riley, beneficiary , death

claim of Robt. Riley, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 308, Chicago,

Ill.; cause, chronic myocarditis . 100.00
Stewart A. Morgan, Financial Secre

tary of Division No. 246, death

ciaim of D. C. Doherty, deceased

member of Division No. 246 , Salem ,

Mass.; cause, suicide by drinking

nitric acid 100.00

Mrs. SarahLafferty, beneficiary, death

claim of Walter J. Lafferty , deceased

member of Division No. 477, Phila

delphia, Pa.; cause, pulmonary tu

berculosis 100.00

Mrs. Christina Tufty, beneficiary,

death claim of Wm . G. Tufty, de

ceased member of Division No. 241,

Chicago, Ill.; cause, tubercular

meningitis
100.00

Total . $ 2,000.00

Disbursements during the month of July,

1910, were made to beneficiaries on death

claims, as follows :

Mrs. A. W. Wood, beneficiary , death

claim of Thomas J. Horan , deceased

member of Division No. 281 , New

Haven, Conn.; cause , failure of car

diac compensation
100.00

Wm . McClure , beneficiary, death claim

of Alexander McClure, deceased

member of Division No. 418, Ogden,

Utah ; cause, acute miliary tubercu

losis
100.00

Margaret Cody, Power of Attorney ,

death claim of J. J. Cody, deceased

member of Division No. 241, Chica

go, Ill .; cause, anemia, ulcerations

of stomach
100.00

Katharine J. Cotter, beneficiary, death

claim of T. J. McCarty, deceased

member of Division No. 179, El

mira , N. Y.; cause, broncho-pneu

monia
100.00

August B. Anderson, Administrator,

death claim of Peter Stamberg, de

ceased member of Division No. 241,

Chicago,
Ill.; cause, lobar pneu

monia
100.00

Lucy A. Flagg, beneficiary, death claim

of G. W. Flagg, deceased member

of Division No. 98, Akron, Ohio ;

cause, accident, fractured skull .. 100.00

Miss Catherine Crowley, beneficiary,

death claim of William Crowley, de
ceased member of Division No. 260,

Chicago, Ill.; cause, Bright's Disease 100.00

Nels A. Christensen, beneficiary, death

claim of C. A. Christensen, deceased

member of Division No.' 192, Oak

?land, Cal.; cause, accident, collision

of cars
100.00

Mrs. Neal Blaney, beneficiary, death

claim of Neal Blaney, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 85, Pittsburg,

Pa .; cause, diabetus mellitus 100.00

Margaret Bennett, beneficiary , death

claim of Joseph Bennett, deceased

member of Division No. 174, Fall

River, Mass.; cause, accident, frac

ture of spine ..
100.00

Mrs. Katie Salatin, beneficiary , death

claim of Charles F. Salatin, deceas

ed member of Division No. 241 , Chi

cago, Ill.; cause, dementia paralytica 100.00

Mrs. Thos. J. Cole, beneficiary , death

claim of Thos. J. Cole, deceased

member of Division No. 260, Chica

go, Ill.; cause, pulmonary tubercu

losis
100.00

Mrs. Wm . Welsh , beneficiary, death

claim of Wm. Welsh, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 498, Mt. Vernon

and New Rochelle, N. Y.; cause, dia

betic coma
100.00

ma

Total $1,300.00
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IN MEMORIAM

117

LATE BRO. MARION ELY

Div. 285 , Steubenville, O.

LATE BRO. LEROY SKIPPER

Div. 285, Steubenville , O.

the bereaved wife and daughters our heartfelt

sympathy in their darkest hour of affliction ,

and commend them with respectful reverence

to the solace of Him who doeth all things well.

Resolved, That, as a tribute to the memory

of our late brother , we drape the charter of
our local for a period thirty days, that these

resolutions be entered upon our records, that a

copy be sent to the family of our late brother
and to The Motorman and Conductor for pub

lication.

( Signed ) JASPER STEWART,

R. H. WILLIAMS,

July 25. Committee.

By Div . No. 285, Steubenviile, O.

Whereas, The Almighty God , in his infinite

wisdom and mercy, has deemed it wise to re

move from our widst our worthy and esteemed

fellow workmen, Marion Ely and Leroy Skip
per ; and

Whreas, While humbly submitting to the will

of an all-wise Ruler, the intimate relations

that have existedbetween us during their mem

bership in this Local Union , makes it fitting

that their loyalty to this union, their manli

ness, and the uniform kindness of manner in

which they always treated their fellow work

men, shall be held in grateful remembrance

and acknowledged; therefore be it

Resolved, That we extend to their sorrowing

families our heartfelt sympathy in this the

hour of their affliction, hoping that they will

have the strength to bear the burden placed

upon them by One who doeth all things for the
best.

Resolved, that these resolutions be spread

on the minutes of this Local Union, printed

in our official journal, and a copy be sent to

the families of our deceased brothers; and

that our charter be draped for a period of sixty

days.

GEORGE SMITH,

HENRY LUCAS,

S. M. TIPTON,

Committee on Resolutions.

July 2.

By Division No. 194, New Orleans, La .

WHEREAS, It has pleased our Heavenly

Father in His infinite wisdom, to take from

among us our esteemed and beloved brother,

Bernard Lynch ; and
WHEREAS, our late brother, Bernard

Lynch, was a true and loyal member of this

Association, a faithful comrade, and a man

whose virtues endeared him to all with whom

he had intercourse; therefore be it

RESOLVED, That we, the members of Div
ision No. 194, Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America, in regular session assembled , this

27th day of July, 1910, do extend our sincere
sympathy to the family in this their great
sorrow ; and further be it

RESOLVED, That the charter of this Div

ision be draped in mourning for the space of

thirty days as a mark of respect for our late

brother, and that a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the bereaved family , and a copy in

serted in the " Motorman and Conductor".
HENRY PINERO,

JOHN RENTON,

JOS. E. BARDGER ,

Committee.

J. STADLER,

President.

LEONCE GAUTHIER ,

Secretray .

July , 27 .

By Div. No. 98, Akron , Ohio.

Whereas, The passing from this life of our

late brother Geo. W. Flagg removes from

among us a true friend and brother whose

long years of service with us gathered, with

hisever good nature, all the hearts and good

will of his fellow workmen ; while we know

that mere words cannot speak away the great

grief of the bereaved wife and daughters, yet

we feel that it will be a consolation for them

to know that, as faithful friends, we wish to

express our sympathy ; therefore be it

Resolved, That we, the members of Div. No.
98. A. A. of a

and E. R. C. of A. , extend to
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Pres. Mahon and Executive Officers of Div. 194, New Orleans, La .

GRATIFYING GAINS FOR 194. Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec

tric Railway Employes of America , Division

194, presented the demands to the Street Rail.
Now Orleans, La . - After a long drawn out

way Company for 27 cents an hour, all regular
controversy between Div. 194 and the N. 0.

Railways, beginning June 9 , and lasting until
schedule runs to conform as nearly as possible

July 16, Div . 194 voted to accept a conpromise
to the nine-hour day, no time being given for
the life of the contract.

proposition for a contract for a periord of

three years. It brings a slight increase for June 16 the New Orleans Railway Company

motormen and conductors, also an increase replied to the men , proposing that they sign

for barnmen , pitmen and shedmen , and stools up under the old rate of wages: 2242 cents an

for motormen on such parts of all lines as may hour, nine hours to constitute a day's work .

be agreed upon by the committee and the com
During the last two weeks in the month of

pany.
June conferences were frequent, Int. Presi

The shedmen received an increase as fol
dent W. D. Mahon arriving on the 30th to di
rect the men .

lows : Pitman receives an increase of $5.63

per month ; pitman helper, $375 per month ;
July 4 the Railway Company proposed a con

doper pit helper, $ 2.25 per month ; car washer, tract to be negotiated on the time of service

$ 1.90 per month; curve oiler $ 1.90 per month ;
of the men, a six years' contract with half a

barnmen , $ 1.90 per month .
cent increase an hour during the last three

It is further agreed that conductors will be
years, and a six years' contract with 4 cent
increase a year.

called down within 72 hours for irregularity in

registering fares. Heretofore conductors were July 4 the union made a counter proposition

allowed to go as long as thirty days, thereby for three years, 2342 cents first year, and a

not being able to recall the occurrence. cent a year for the following two years.

motormen and conductors working less than
July ? the union proposed a contract with

wages the first year at 23 cents, and the fol

A provision of the agreement is that for lowing two years at 24 cents and 25 cents .
seven and a half hours per day shall be paid July 8 the company suggested a five years'
time and a half.

contract at 44 cent an hour increase, with a

It is further agreed that no run will pay less bonus of 144 cents for the sixth year should

than eight hours. This is an improvement New Orleans obtain the Panama Exposition.

over the old agreement which provides that no July 9 the men refused the last proposition,

run shall pay less than seve nhours and thirty and suggested arbitration, the company to ap

minutes. point one man, the union one man, andthe two

While in accepting the contract proposed by
first selected to appoint a third .

the employing company, we did not get all July 9 the company proposed the contract

that we wanted, yet we feel that we got the of 14 cent increase an hour a year , which was

very best obtainable under the circumstances. finally signed.

The peaceful and conservative methods te

sorted to by theofficers of Division 1.94 and

July 11, public meeting held at Progressive

Union, at which both sides presented their
its members in reaching a settlement shows cases.
conclusively that the Labor Union is a busi
ness institution and it can do business on a July 12 and 13, sessions of Progressive

business principle.
Union board of directors.

We are now in a strong position to lend our
July 15, Progressive Union board of directors

efforts to building up the labor movement here proposed a middle ground plan, based on

and thereby strengthen ourselves for future length of service of men .

emergencies. When three years again roll July 15, all-night meeting of men , at which

around , let us have a thoroughly organized they were instructed as to balloting for or

city, and have it apply to every craft. against the company's proposition of 1 cent

A chronology of the controversy is as fol increase for three years.

lows : July 16 , carmen vote on project, and accept

June 9 the agreement committee of the it by a vote of 751 to 743.
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ATTRACTIONS OF SALT LAKE CITY,

UTAH .

It is expected that before very long several

changes will be made in the running of the

lines, and on that account may choose our runs

over again .

Dues are now payable on the 25th of each

month. Please yourself accordingly.
Salt Lake City , Utah , A few notes from

Salt Lace may not be amiss. We are getting

along nicely. All the men, including extras,

are working, as all the summer resorts are

well patronized . The weather has been very

hot, scarcely any rain since early April. We

have had a long, dry season, so much so that

the vegetation is suffering and the dry farmer

is crying for water. The hottest season in

years.

It is said that " it is an ill wind that blows

nobody good ," so in this case the ill wind is

blowing in full shifts for the extra men. Many

extra cars are needed, as we have a number of

summer resorts. Chief among them is Saltair ,

out in the Great Salt Lake, one-quarter of a

mile from shorel Everybody of course has

heard of the Dead Sea, covering 2,500 square

miles. Then there is Lagoon , 15 miles north

of Salt Lake, among the beautiful farms of

Davis county , a perfect Garden of Eden, cover

ing several acres, with buildings arranged for

dancing and amusements of various kinds.

Also a fresh water lake, where fishing and

boating may be indulged in . A new interurban

line has recently started from Salt Lake to

Ogden , passing this resort. To the southeast

of the city is beautiful Wandemere, especially

fitted for families to gether in the cool of the

evening among the trees and brooks, over

bridges and in and out of the dugways. Then

we have the Salt Palace close in to town, cov

ering a large piece of ground, adapted for chil

dren to play, with its swing, mimic and scenic

railroad and numerable other things of amuse

ment, as well as a bicycle track . Another

place of interest is the Emigration Canyon,

through which the sturdy pioneers, headed by
Brigham Young, came in July, 1847 . This

canyon is to the east of the city. Cars run

every half hour; also a newly built line hav

ing first -class cars and fair service. The line

operates over the trail made by these early

pioneers. taking a route along a clear stream

of water, goining higher and higher until you

are on thesummit thousands of feet above the

city, giving a most excellent view of the

mountains. canyon , Salt Lake Valley and city.
Others places of interest are Fort Douglas,

just under the mountains a little north of the

canyon just mentioned, where a magnificent

view of the city may be had ; the Warm

Springs northeast of the city, and still a little

farther north the Hot Springs, where water is

springing from the earth hot enough to boil

eggs. All these places are well patronized by

travelers from all parts of the United States,

and in fact from all over the world.

Of course the first mentioned resort, Saltair,

on account of the salt water baths and lagoon

with its fresh water, takes the lead during the
hot weather.

We must not omit to mention the City Park.

Forty acres of lawns, trees, playgrounds and

flower beds. A most beautiful spot to spend

Readers of The Motorman and Conductor will

an afternoon . We also have two race tracks.

see there are plenty of places to spend one's

money.

A new ordinance has recently been passed

by the city council governing the speed of all

street cars. Five miles per hour crossing inter
sections and rounding curves, nine miles per

hour in the business section and twelve miles

outside. A fine of from $20 to $ 299 or from

30 days to six months' imprisonment or both

shall be dished out to any motorman found

guilty , of breaking this law.

Bro . Fuller, of Oakland, Cal., paid us a visit

recently on his way to Ohio.

Bro. Chelton is spending a few weeks in

Kentucky, having fully recovered from appen
dicitis .

The stork doesn't forget to visit members of

Div. 382 occasionally. The last visit came to

the home of Bro. J. H. Bennet, a big young
motorman .

Our friend and brother, W. Bassore, is im

proving rapidly and will no doubt be able to

leave his crutches before long.

TheBand is meeting quitefrequently of late,

no doubt getting ready for Labor Day.

COMPENSATION ACT.

Halifax, N. S. - Brothers, I beg leave to con
gratulate the members of Div. 508, also the

non -union employes, for the sensible view

they took of the efforts of the few individuals

who endeavored to form a so -called benefit

organization in connection with the H. T. Co.

We are well aware of the principal objects

for which that so - called organization was be

ing organized. One was to sweep Div. 508 out

of existence ; the other was to have the com
pany exempt from the employers' liability act.

For the benefit of those who are unacquainted

with the provisions of the act, I will give an

outline of the act as it stands at present.

Organized labor of the Province of Nova

Scotia, has, during the past few years, realized

the insufficiency of the employers' liability

law of the provine to provide adequate protec

tion for those injured during the course of

their employment, and have consistently ad

vocated the enactment of a workmen's com
pensation act.

During the 1910 session of the Nova Scotia

parliament the government introduced an act

providing for compensation to workmen for

accidental injuries suffered in the course of

their employment.
This act, as amended, is to be placed in op

eration on February 1st, 1911 . It applies to

employment where not less than ten workmen

are employed on, in or about a railway, fac

tory, mine, quarry, or engineering work , or

in loading or unloading a vessel, or on, in , or

about any building being constructed, repaired

or demolished, or on which machinery driven

by mechanical power is being used for these
purposes.

All persons earning an income in excess of

$ 1,000 per year are excluded .

The act provides that in the event of a

contract existing at the commencement of this

act whereby a workman relinquishes his right

to compensation , such contract shall not con

tinue if notice is given by the workman of

his desire to come under the provisions of
this act.

No compensation can be claimed unless the

injury disables the workman from earning full

wages for a period not less than two weeks.

The workman has the right to apply for

compensation under the new act, or if he

chooses he can invoke the employers' liability

law, which permits larger compensation in the

event of gross negligence on the part of the

employer.

The usual procedure in giving notice, medi

cal examination, etc. , is provided for.

The governor in council after taking steps

to ascertain the views of employer and work

men can certify that any scheme of compen

sation is on the whole not less favorable to

the workmen concerned than this act and can

permit such workmen to contract out of the

act and only these circumstances permits con

tracting out.

In the event of death the minimum and

maximum rate of compensation is $ 1,000 and

$ 1,500 respectively.

In the event of total or partial incapacity

a weekly payment not exceeding 50 per cent
of the average weekly earnings, such amount

not to exceed $ 7 per week.
The enactment of this legislation marks the

completion of a task entered into several

years ago by the organized workmen of the

province and shows the value of persistent

agitation along rational lines.

The act in its entirety compares favorably

with similar acts in Great Britain and the

various provinces of the Dominion.

In my next letter I will have a few words

to say for the remainder of the so-called rad

ical labor law that was introduced into the

last session of the legislature.
The last audit of our local shows the divi

sion to be in a very healthy condition finan

cially.
Brothers, don't forget to hand your M. & C.

to those outside the fold, and, above all, don't

forget the next meeting . A. M.
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A PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION.
If you

in

Oakland, Cal. - We are still on the map , and

things as usual in street car circles. Cannot

say as much for the iron trades . The machin

ists Los Angeles, Seattle, Portland and

other places on the Pacific coast are on strike

for eight hours and better conditions. In San

Francisco and Oakland they have it and all

Union men here are striving to help the

brothers in their fight. Division 192 to date

( July 29 ) has donated $ 450.00 .

The union smashers and employers are fill

ing eastern papers with advertisements and

articles telling of good times and high wages

to be had in those Pacific coast places, trying

to fill the towns with idle men . We would

ask each brother who reads this article to

make himself a committee of one and dis

courage any one from coming to this coast

expecting to find lots of work .

It is expected that the carpenters will go

out on August 1st, so make it known also.

Through an error of the printer last month's

letter gave credit to the Household Music Co.

for the use of the piano and music box. The

firm loaning the implements to us was The

Hauschildt Music Co. of 13th street.

In a circular letter sent to the stockholders,

the " Steel Trust" states that in nine years its

net profits have been 616 millions of dollars.

The pay roll (which carries every one needful

for the operation of the plants ) numbers about

200,000 names. That gives a profit of $ 3,080

per man for the nine years, or almost $ 30 a

month. Wouldn't that $ 30 help out fine in the

pay envelope of the workers instead of build

ing the million dollar palace in New York for

Schwab, which , when completed, is practically

abandoned ? It is our fault that such things

are possible, for the workingmen hold the

power.

No doubt some of you have read articles in

regard to the report of State Labor Commis

sioner McKenzie on the question of cheap

labor, i. e. , Japanese, Chinese and Hindus. He

was not appointed on behalf of labor but as

a politician . While the exclusion of the Asi

atics is not a solution of the class struggle,

yet they are not needed here. From a capital

istic standpoint they are, for it means cheap

labor on grading gangs, fruit pickers and such,

and thus throws white help to compete in other

branches, emphasizing the fact that the inter

ests of labor and capital are not identical but

opposed. However, brothers, don't blame the

Jap, but put the blame on Senator Dick, father

of the Dick military bill , which authorizes the

President to take the militia of one state into

another-also Gov. Harmon , who supplies the

militia , being commanded by senator Dick,now

engaged in helping the Columbus Railway and

Light Company to destroy the railway em

ployes' local union in Columbus. Senator Dick

is a Republican, Gov. Harmon is a Democrat.

Whose interest are they serving in Columbus ?

Practical demonstration, isn't it ?

PETER PAN.

any one know what this something is ?

listen to the opinion of the public there must

be something wrong in the management. Ask

the majority of the crews, and they seem to

voice the same opinion. There seems to be

quite some trouble along that line, but just

wait and the results will be shown. You can't

carry water on two shoulders is an old saying,

but that is what someone is trying to do. We

know that there is
general dissatisfaction

among the public in regards to fare limits, and

no doubt will make someone sit up and take

notice. But just go according to orders and

if it goes any further, we will publish the

notices on the bulletin boards in the " Toilers

Defense " , for the union men and women to

read them , Those who do not belong to unions,

do not need to read them.

We notice an item in the " Toilers Defence " ,

that the local trolleymen's union is harboring

a spy We hope this is not the case, but let

everyone do that which is right and have no
fear of so-and -so . Let every true union

brother keep his own counsel and watch and

wait, and the results will appear.

It seems that the management does not

know that the employes are entitled to free

transportation on all lines at all times, Those
officials should refer to the agreement. They

will not see a clause in the agreement where

it says, they may discriminate between em
ployes. It would be well for the executive

board to bring this matter up before manager

Rockwell and have it settled, as we believe

that it is those lower in office, who do this
work.

When Mr. L. C. Bradley was jewing the

executive board on wages about June 30 , 1909,

he also promised that he would build closed

fronts on all summer cars. This , like all his

other promises, was only a dream. The re

sult was that during a severe rain storm a

few weeks ago , the crews all ran their open

cars to the barn and got closed cars, which

caused the schedule to be run any old way, and

caused somebody some uneasiness. Boys, that

was the best thing you ever done, and when

circumstances like this come up again, repeat

the offense, and perhaps you will get the

closed vestibule and center aisle, and that is

the only way you will get it unless you put

men in power at the polls, who will pass such

laws, and make the company enforce them.

Brother Brimble was the lucky man, he won

the uniform which was chanced off by the

local. He should give his old one to Lizzie.

Bro. Holt seems to have a very good " holt "

on the company as they refuse to allow anyone

else to advertise dances on the cars . They

say they don't discriminate . We would like

to say they dont, but why did they not pay us
a flat rate of 230 per hour when we asked for

it.

We'll ring off , hoping to have a better re

port next time. EAGLE EYE, 433 .

MEETINGS WELL ATTENDED.

WOULD LIKE CLOSED FRONTS.

Langford , Pa. "What is the reason there

is nothing in the ‘ M. & C. ' from this division ? "

Ask so many of the boys. Well, we were first

watching a few things to see results. We

noticed just about one half of the members

present at the last meeting . We also saw G.

E. B. chairman C. 0. Pratt at this meeting and

really the ones who should have heard the

excellent speech tendered by him were not

there. Some of the boys were sorry, saying,

that if they had known Bro. Pratt would be

there they would have come. That is just it ,

don't wait to be told that someone special is

going to be at the meeting, but come and find

out just what is going on.

The following officers were elected and re

elected : H. F. Boyle, pres ; Wm. Walton , vice

pres ; Frank Aubrey, sec'y ; Jas Brobst, treas .

Bro. Aubrey will make a very good secretary

as he has the right union spirit.

The park seems to be a back number this

season, according to reports, and it seems there

is something very wrong somewhere . Does

Danbury, Conn . - Division No. 269 recently

installed officers as follows :

President, S. W. Klinzing : Vice- President, F.

Morgan ; Secretary , H. Jones ; Treasurer, John

Banks ; Conductor, P. Morgan ; Warden, E. Dav.

igan ; Sentinel , Joseph Keane ; Correspondent,

J. O'Bloom ; Executive Board, Joseph Keane, J.

Carrick, John Banks, H. Jones and F. Morgan ;

Delegate to C. L. U. , Samuel Everett and John

Carrick .

Brother Hirsch recently declined a position

with the Barnum & Bailey Show . He states it

is equally as interesting to continue with his

conductor.

Brother Brain is still handing out hot air.

Brother A. J. keeps up his interest in the
shows.

Our meetings are being well attended and

we trust the brothers will keep it up,

Those who do not receive the Motorman and

Conductor will please hand their name and ad

dress to either the correspondent or the finan

cial secretary, when they will be forwarded to

the general office. FRITZ
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NOTES FROM 421 .

Mt. Carmel, Pa. The P. and D. , and the

K. and S. trolley baseball teams look the best

the annual game will be a struggle from be

ginning to end.

The car despatcher tells us that Bro. Thos.

Dooley asks the doctor if he is sick, and when

told, " yes " , he reports off duty .

John Spector Haverty, besides being a

watchmaker of no mean ability , is also a ter

ror to the opposing batsmen when he is twirl

ing for the P. and D. Trolley team.

Reports from the Centralia branch , tell us

that Bro. Dunleavy has had three new caps

within the last year. So much tipping caps to

the young ladies is expensive.

Bro. Delaney met with a sad misfortune

by recently losing his furniture and property

by fire .

Take your cards as soon as the secretary

offers them , for the monthly dues are not for

the officers but for your future welfare.

Bro. Morgan says he is being placed in a

false position by repeated reports of his wed

ding.

Doc. Jasper is not naturally cranky, but

sunburnt arms and cheerful nature don't travel

together.

It is reported that Bro. Glessner makes

very frequent trips to Ashland.

The members are sorry to hear of Bro.

Met's move in leaving the road and accepting
a lucrative position in Wilkes Barre. Here's

luck Doc. and it is the sincere wish of the

entire division that you may prosper in your
new field of labor.

We don't hear much lately of Bro. Frank

Sandler's visiting his Florida farm .

At the present writing, Bro John Haggerty

is lying at home critically ill with typhoid

fever. His many friends hope for his speedy

recovery.
This continual jibing and knocking of each

other is very obnoxious and it is discouraging

to the management of the company , and they

have come out openly and expressed them

selves as being unable to see, if the fellows

can't agree among themselves , how the com

pany is going to please them.

See article ten of the local laws.

Bro. Nicholson is trying hard to be one of

the yoang ones.

A form has been seen " beating it” along

the railroad track, between Locust Gap and

Mt. Carmel, in the wee small hours of the

morning.

The latter part of June our Bro. Secretary

quietly gave us the slip, stole away under the

cover of darkness, or in other words, eloped,

for he didn't tell his papa, and was wedded to

one of the most popular young ladies of Kulk

mont. We smoked a good cigar on the wed

ding, but we can't forget how we were sold.

Bro. Gaughan was told by the children of

Mt. Carmel, to keep shady or the curfew man

would get him.

We have forty-two members and there are

only two who are not beneficial.

Don't forget the strike fund limit expires

on the meeting night in December.

" CRITIC.”

lasted seven days. We were instituted in line

with the patent kept in the Constitution of the

Amalgamated Association. I will diverge to

say that as we look over the trade union move

ment we find many crafts successful up to a

certain point and then they become conserva

tive and satisfied , allowing stagnant feeling to

enter their association and retard the progress

of the movement. It seems not so with the

Amalgamated Association. No matter how

much success, still the Amalgamated finds work

to be done. Those who have been up against

street car corporations and their political allies

know what it is to maintain organization. Mem

bers cannot go tosleep. The prod is constantly

being applied. However, to resume, 490 went

back to work , counting as gain only the estab

lishment of the organization, but this was a

great gain , as it has been subsequently shown.

The Yonkers Railroad , through the course of

inflated securities, passed into the hands of a

receiver, and after several conferences an in

crease of 112 cents per hour and the reduction

in the grades was secured. That was in May,

1908 , the year after the institution of the local .

In June, 1909 , the committee again conferred

with the receiver in the interest of an increase

in wage . The matter was taken to the Supreme

Court of New York and an investigation was

instituted, which resulted against us .

Early this spring we again approached the
receiver and were refused and increase, and he

positively declined to again appeal to the court

as we had done before.

It will be borne in mind that we were in

the hands of a receiver and we were compelled

to evade " contempt of court." Appeal was

made to the International and Chairman C. 0.

Pratt and Board Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald

reviewed the situation and put it up to the

members as individuals. As a result of confer

ence with these two brothers, Division No. 490

practically resolved itself into a condition of

organization that existed before the local was

established, and on the morning of the 15th
of June we did not show up for work. G. E.

B. Member W. B. Fitzgerald again returned

to our assistance, and after eight days of

suspension we found ourselves again on the
cars under the banner of the Amalgamated,

working for a wage rate of 23 cents per hour

for first year men and 26 cents per hour for
those of more than one year in the service.

How we suspended employment and during

the period of suspension entered the courts and
then returned to our fold upon the cars, fol

lowed by the substantial increase in wage as

the award of the court, can perhaps as well be

told by Board Members Fitzgerald and Pratt

of the International Association. It was done,

however, and we again got back, and not only

that, but we carried an increase in wage to all

motormen and conductors working for the

people controlling this system: I regret to say

that many of them are yet unorganized. I do

not know how much more the Amalgamated

Association has got to do for these men before

they wake up and come into the fold . I do

know that Division No. 490 has put hundreds

of dollars into their pockets, but we have not

as yet received a whole lot of hanks and

encouragement from them for it. However, our

doors are open and there is a standing invita

tion to them to organize with us. If they

would only do this and show the spirit of my

fellow associate workmen here upon the

Yonkers system the things that would come to
all of us would be considerably more.

Aside from the two International officers

whom I have mentioned , the credit to the

officers of this local is more than we can

recount in language. They work hard and

faithfully , and every member, without doubt,

appreciates their work. Let this inspire a good

attendance at our meetings in the future and

thus encourage those same officers. Officers of

this local recently installed are : President,

Thos. Hushion; Vice -President, J. J. Flynn ;

Recording Secretary, F. Hight; Financial Sec

retary, J. Connors; Treasurer, Thos. S. Ryan ;

Conductor, J. Hart ; Warden , R. Rutledge; Sen

tinel, C. Smith ; Corresponding Secretary, W.

Collins; Executive Board, Chas. Lang, Wm .
Collins, F. Haight, Geo. Holden and Thos,

Hushion.

HAVE HELPED THE UNORGANIZED.

Yonkers, N. Y.- With Division No. 490 it may

well be said that adversity was her mother,

Conditions here prior to October, 1907 , were, I

presume , no better than they are upon many

unorganized lines . At least such was the con

dition of employment with Yonkers street rail

way men relative to wages and otherwise that

even in an unorganized state in 1907 we went

on strike. A. F. of L. Organizer Herman Rob

inson interested himself in our affairs, and as

a result we became a part of the Amalgamated

family during that strike. Board Member W.

B. Fitzgerald was also dispatched to our assist

ance, and as a result Division No. 490 was

established.

We struck for an increase in the wage rate

and for more liberal consideration. The strike
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AWAITING ARBITRATION AWARD.

Hartford , Conn . - Div. No. 425 is taking in a

good number of new members each meeting,
thanks to Bro. D. J. Rourke, our treasurer.

There are a few of the old platform men who

we yet have not been able to get to wear a

button, but they accept all benefits that come
their way. International Treasurer Rezin Orr

was present and spoke very interestingly to

the members with special stress on the arbi

tration proceedings. Sol Sontheimer, president

C. L. U. , addressed the evening session on the

importance of Unionism , also J. F. Mannee of

the Organiztaion Committee on the importance

of the Union Label on all goods purchased.

Brothers, take notice of the remarks of the

above speakers, also purchase your goods from
the clerk with the button on and help the

Clerks' Union along.

Bro. Daniel McKeown, while working in the

New Britain District, had the misfortune of

his car striking the rear of another car that

had stopped unexpectedly at an unusual place,

injuring his leg so it had to be amputated just

below the knee.

Bro. Dan Haggarty fell into one of the pits

in the car barn sustaining injury to his spine

which will lay him up for sometime.

We are all waiting anxiously for the award

of the arbitration held in New Haven to settle

the wage dispute for next two years which will

affect every trolley man in the state with the

excepyion of two or three small lines that are

not owned by the Conn, Co. We think we have

a fair board, as it consists of Mr. Demming , a

writer, for the company, and Dave Fitzgerald ,

a lawyer, for the association of New Haven,

and Geo. Wm . Case of Hartford for the third

member, who is a judge of the Superior Court

bench .

Bro. Fred Barrett, motorman here for 15

years, and our champion ticket seller and all

round good committee man on entertainments,

has resigned and gone into the cigar business.

Brothers, when buying cigars, look for his
brand and help him along.

Bros. Florence and Doyle are still on the
sick list.

Bro. Fred Palasy has returned to duty on

the front end of his car after being absent

about three months, part of the time spent in

the hospital where he underwent an operation

for rupture. 425

Woe unto the employe who would dare to make

a complaint! He might as well settle up at
once. I once had occasion to meet the general

manager of a large road to adjust some greiv
ances. One charge was not calling the

streets . " I told him that sometimes a con

ductor would miss some streets. He said he

did not mean to have men suspended for fail

ing to call a few streets, but not calling them

generally. I told him I never ran a trip but

what I called most of the streets, but still I

had been suspended. But we had a superin

tendent that would not call you up for an ex

planation but every report would be suspen

sion, and would not such injustices as these

force men to organize ? Some superintendents

seem to forget that the employe is helping

to pay dividends and is entitled to a just con

sideration. I think we are quite fortunate.

Our company will give you fair treatment.

They pay anaverage wage, and they are not

so severe in discipline as many roads.

The company has created a new office, en

titled " Superintendent of Instruction." Mr

Fattler is the instructor, a graduate of Tech,
and for two years a teacher at Brown Univer

sity. Ask him any question at any time and
he will gladly give you any information . Mr.

Maguire is the instructing motorman, a jolly

good fellow but he has one great fault, that

is stealing a fellow motorman's power -handle,
or throwing off the main motor -switch while

you are not looking. To exemplify the work ,

one of the largest type of semi-convertible
cars has been fitted up with all the mechanic

ism inside, so every move by the motorman is

recorded. There are four types of controllers,
a set of resistance coils, one - eight hundred

motor in active operation, a set of hand - thrown

signals , two types of air - brakes, general elec

tric and christenson, a board installed with

lights to show you the action of resistance

while operating the controller, one Ammeter

and one Volt meter. The car is equipped with

four eight-hundred motors with two kinds of

control. Simply by throwing a switch you

can have either control you want.
Brothers . Connors and Sleeper have our

hearty congratulations on receiving twenty

five dollars in gold for presence of mind and

courage in stopping a runaway car. Had it

continued no doubt it would have resulted in

loss of life and limb. For their action the

company presented each of them the above

sum with a letter of commendation from the

general manager .
Bro. Bob Locke has gone and tied himself

up. A. R. W. , Local 373

HAVE INSTRUCTION CAR.

CHILDREN TAUGHT ART OF GRAFTING

we

Hyde Park, Mass.-- I have been asked by a

couple of members why I did not write up
something in favor of the employee? I do

not always take the part of the employer. I

contend that both have rights, but if either

has a preference, we must allow it is the em

ployer : First , they furnish the capital ; sec

ond, they equip the road ; third , they give us

employment ; fourth they pay us whether the

road is a paying investment or not ; fifth , they

are held responsible for damages, avoidable
or not. These are a few reasons why

should always uphold the company.

A would -be motorman or conductor will ap

proach the superintendent, hat in hand and

credentials, seeking employment as husmble

and meek as a lamb, and if the references are

not satisfactory, he will spend a day or two

more in getting others, and then if given em

ployment he will spend about ten days break

ing, in and this without pay . And after he

has been employed a few weeks he can make

suggestians to the general manager and super

intendent as to how the road should be run.

And nothing goes right But, if for some rea

son he is told his services are no longer re

quired , he will exert all his energies and bring
all the influence he can get his position

back .

And now a little on the other side . Many
of you remember working under non -union

conditions, or conditions without an agree

ment, whether union or not certain employes

would be imposed upon, and if such employe

would present his claim to the superintendent,

I know of two who received this answer : " If

you do not like it you know what you can do."

Colorado Springs, Col. - The Golf Club line

is in full operation at present.

Inspector Bums, in order to perform his

duties properly , should take an extended bear

hunt.

Bro. Mahoney is at work again , notwith

standing the fact that many of us were afraid

he would have to give it up.

Conductor White is in the hospital at this

writing, having undergone an operation for

appendicitis.

Conductor Middleton, who has been in Kan

sas since last October, is at work again .

O , ye pious parents, that take your children

who are old enough to pay, on the car, and in

struct them to hide their tickets and look the

other way as the conductor passes, and wonder

why some of them grow up to be dishonest !

The only wonder is that more of them do not

become grafters.

Brother Barr, of the Roswell line is among

us once more after having undergone an oper

ation for appendicitis. John probably does

not know of the many inquiries about his

welfare made by the ladies of Roswell.

These rear-end collisions are very expen

sive to the company, hence it behooves us to

be careful and not run too close to a car in

fgront.

front.

3, think 25 cents a reasonable charge by the

company for baths furnished passengers .

IRIS .
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REPORT FROM 268.

Cleveland, Ohio . - Report for July from Div.

No. 268 includes cases as follows :

No. 1-Conductor dismissed for breaking a

fare box. By intercession of the local, he was

reinstated .

No. 2-Two cases of dismissal for missing.

The record showed 6 and 7 misses in 20 days .

Reinstatement was secured in these cases , but
this class of offenses is not tolerable. If the

men generally have so little regard for being

prompt as indicated in these cases, it would

be impossible to operate the cars .
No. 3-Two motormen were dismissed for

head-on collisions . Reinstatement was secured

with two weeks' suspension , with the under

standing that this class of accident is a dis

chargeable offense .

No. 4-Two cases of rear-end collisions are

as yet pending, with little hope of reinstate
ment. It should be understood that this class

of accident is regarded a dischargeable offense.

No. 5-Seven days is the penalty being

served for running down Buckeye Hill faster

than the regulation, and unnecessarily so.

No. 6 - There have come to us complaints of
men being discharged for selling tickets. Two

were dismissed on May 23 with this charge

against them . The story is usually that upon

a hard luck story , 10 tickets for 25 cents are

sold. In such cases the conductor either loses

5 cents or makes a profit of 25 . In either case

it shades as dishonest practice and is strictly

a dischargeable offense.

No. 7 - This case is where a motorman and

conductor engaged in a fight upon their car.
These were new men in the employ of the

company, having been here less than 60 days.

They were both discharged.

No. 8 is a case where a lady , in alighting

from a car, tore here skirt by catching it upon

some projection. The conductor failed to make

out a report until after the accident was re

ported to the company the next day. This also

is a case of a new man, but conductors can

keep out of trouble by complying with the

rules and reporting all accidents.

No. 9 is a case of dismissal that was re

ported to the business agent, due to an alter

cation arising between a conductor and a pas

senger, which , if the passenger's story is cor
rect, was serious. There was a difference,

however, in the reports of the two men, but

when the conductor was requested to meet his

accuser before the superintendent, he refused

to do so, withdrew his case and resigned.

Several of the interurban men upon lines

running out of Cleveland are entering Div . No.

268. The local has always had some members

working upon all of the lines not organized in
other Divisions of the association. These

brothers have been obliged to maintain their

membership heretofore under cover. 268.

Akron to deliver the Labor Day address next

Labor Day

Brother Jesse Fellow is at present suffering

from blood poison , by which his right hand is

disabled.

Brother John Failor has been on the sick

list for a few days. Brother Failor was off

sick at the time of the unfortunate accident

to Brother Flagg, who was his regular motor
man .

Brother R. H. Williams was recently on the
sick list.

Brothers A. Geese, E. C. Wise, R. A. Wil

liams, A. C. Vaughn, W. Walty and Stephen
Wise were pallbearers at the funeral of the

late Brother Flagg.

This company is having considerable trouble

to keep new men in its employ. There is not
much wonder at that when men can get $ 2.50

a day of eight hours in the auto tire works.
The wage here is 20 cents per hour for the

first year and increases 1 cent per hour until
24 cents is reached. This is not a very flatter

ing wage rate. If there is a company in the

State of Ohio well able to pay 30 cents an hour

it is the Northern Ohio Traction Co. One great
trouble here is that the men are divided. In

Canton and on the lines of that division there

is no organization at all . They had a good

organization there three or four years ago and

were working under a good agreement, but

when the management changed it seems that

the bottom fell out of them and they have
never yet been able to regain their courarge.

On the A. B. C. Line there are a few who pre
tend to be union men by affiliation as a

" Brotherhood." However, the most of them

belong to nothing, and they are much better

off than they would be if they belonged to the
fake organization. I hear that a good many

of the A. B. C. men are contemplating organ

ization. If they get organized, there is no ques

tion but what we can get more liberal wages

upon the N. 0. T. all along the line. Possibly ,

if the A. B. C. men orgainze, it will give the
Canton men a little bit of courage. R. J.

19

RENEW AGREEMENT.

Evans City, Pa.-Div. No. 529 , at a special

meeting held July 26 , passed resolutions ex
tending condolence and sympathy to Bro.

Charles Wright in his sad bereavement upon

the death of his estimable wife, who died

July 21 .

The officers of our local are : Pres. , Charles

A. Betts ; Vice-Pres. , Henry E. Beighey : Rec.
Sec'y, Walter Carmichael; Fin. Sec'y and

Treas. , Clinton N. Shannon ; Conductor, Chris

topher C. Wolf; Warden , Clyde W. Jones; Cor
respondent, W. Wallace Pollock ; Executive

Board, C. A. Betts , Homer F. Gaskill , George

Ward, Merrill W. Shawkey, A. Lee Irwin , Fred
H. Gregg and Braden A. Gawin ,

We have secured the signing of a new agree

ment, a copy of which I will supply for pub
lication in the September issue. Motormen

and conductors secured 1 cent per hour in

crease, providing a wage rate of 28 cents per
hour. Members in other departments also re

ceived substantial increases in wage. We had

to assist us First Vice-President J. J. Thorpe.

W. W. P.

MET DEATH IN ACCIDENT.

STOOLS DELAYED.

a

Akron, Ohio . - In the recent death of late

Brother George W. Flagg, Div. No. 98 has lost

one of herold and reliable members. On July

21 , about 7:35 in the morning, Brother Flagg

was motoring run No. 1 on East market street,

when he stopped and left his car with the

intention of getting a drink at a convenient

pump. As he jumped from his car, he jumped

directly in front of a motorcycle upon which

Mr. Henry G. Boyer was riding. The motor

cycle struck Brother Flagg, throwing him to

the ground. He sustained injuries from which

he died about four hours later at a hospital.

The rider of the motorcycle was also badly

injured. Brother Flagg was buried on Satur

day, July 30 . At the hour of the funeral, 2

o'clock , traffic was suspended for three min

utes, a most unusual tribute. Brother Flagg

was one of our oldest motormen, in age as well

as in point of service, working for the North
ern Ohio Traction and Light Co. He had been

in the employ of the company and underlying

companies for 22 years.

We are hopeful that the Central Labor Union

of this city will be able to prevail upon Inter

national President W. D. Mahon to come to

Holyoke, Mass . - At recent meeting of

Division No. 537 several new members were

initiated. The attendance was large and it

was a very lively session.

Everything seems to be sailing fairly well

with us at present except those stools promised

so long a time ago . The castings have been

placed in our cars by the Springfield Company,

and as we exchange cars at the line a sad ex

pression comes over our countenance as our

Springfield brothers take the stools back with
them .

Labor Day will find us wearing elegant but

tons, which our committee have secured for

the occasion.

Brother Kennedy is still making his extra

trips to East Hampton. COR
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TAUGHT HIM A LESSON . President, L. Seibert ; Vice -President, J. H.

Ludlow ; Recording Secretary , R. L. Kelly ;

Financial Secretary - Treasurer, J. W. Riley ;

Executive Committee, J. W. Riley, J. H. Lud

low, L. G. Hudson, George McKee, B. C. Bell

and Voda Elder; Auditing Committee, R. L.
Kelly, J. H. Ludlow and Joe Lambert. 497.

NEWS FROM DIVISION 313.

Lynn , Mass . — The path of the average con

ductor is not altogether strewn with roses. The

• rear end of a trolley car is the best possible

place in the world to study human nature. It

seems that there people take delight in show

ing their true dispositions . Many business men ,

with whom things have not gone their way ,

take it out of the conductor on their way home.

Men who do not manage with authority their

better halves seem to be possessed with

courage when on the street car when the con

ductor has refused to grant them prohibited

transfer privileges. This is the time when

they want every body to know , or at least

think, that they are very authoritative, when

as a matter of fact a still , small voice from

home would cause them to wilt as a plant in a

drought. Some take offense at the conductor

because of his objections to their imposition

on the rights of others.

That the conductor makes many enemies by

simply attending to his duty must be admitted,

but the many good people that one meets in

the course of a day is a recompense for the

experience with undesirables . But the meanest

man I know of is the railroad employe who,

traveling on a free pass, makes thigs disagree

able for the conductor. There are some of

that class in this vicinity , and one, in particu

lar, is known to members of the West Lynn

station . He was requested to show his pass

by the conductor, who has not been here long

but who has made himself well liked. This

objectionable employe does not work on the

Lynn Division. He got off at the West Lynn

stables and told a few men what he was going

to do with the conductor. He waited for the

return of the conductor from Swampscott

about an hour, when he made a pass at him as

he was entering a dining -room near the barns.

Well, what happened to that mutt was plenty.

Besides the gentleman will not be sporting a

free pass hereafter, but will be required to

pass over his 5 cents the same as any other

passenger. That fellow has learned a lesson ,

and if a few more do not mend their ways they

will get the same treatment. “ A word to the

wise is sufficient."

It is my sad duty to report the death of

Thomas, son of Brother Harry McGraw , by

drowning, on the 31st of July. Brother Mc

Graw has the sympathy of all the brothers of

this division . THE HARP .

Rock Island, nul . - Everybody seems pleased

with the working of the new agreement. Most

of the boys are getting in lots of extra time

and drawing good " Pay Days".

Bro. R. R. Armour is on the sick list at

present.

Bro. Herman Gerlach is at present con

fined to his home and is only able to get

around the house by being assisted. Bro Ger

lach has been laid up for three years now,

but up to a month ago was able to be around.

He desires the boys of Div. 313 to call on him

and they are always welcome at his home at

725 W 3d street, Davenport.

Bro Fred Reddig has been elceted treas

urer to fill the vacancy caused by the resig
nation of Bro. F. Widen.

Report from South Dakota is to the effect

that Frank Widen, our former treasurer, is

enjoying farm life.

Bro. Harry Maxfield was a victim of the

open car running-board, and was laid up two

weeks from being knocked off the car , sustain

ing an injured arm .

The circus has come and gone, and drew

an exceptionally large crowd. The Barnum

and Bailey show was in Moline this year, the

first large show that ever exhibited in that
city,

Vacations seem to be the order of the day

now, and most of our members are taking

now, and most of our members are taking a

few days rest.

Bro. Geo. Young has his new home about

completed.

The barn and shop employes held their

picnic at Suburban Island this year.
The Ashermen of Divicion 313, are preven

ted from enjoying the sport on account of the

very low water in the rivers at present.

Did you notice it didn't take " Circus Sally "

and " Little Jake" long to fall off the water

wagon ?

Bro. Geo. Wright reports a big time at the

" Elks' Day" in the Woods,

Why not take up a collection for those boys

who can't save 75 cents a month, and pay

their dues ?

NEW MANAGER EFFECTS CHANGES.

CARPENTERS ON STRIKE.

Pittsburg , Kans . - The members of Division

No. 497 extend deepest sympathy to Brother
Monter upon the death of his wife some time

ago, leaving him with three small children . A

large delegation of our members attended the

funeral.

Brother Fred Weiss has been indisposed for

some three weeks past. We hope to see him

out soon.

On the first of April Mr. W. A. Satterle , of

Kansas City, assumed the position of general

manager here. Since then there have been sev

eral promotions. Mr. J. A. Finnimore, who for

the past year has been acting claim agent, re

ceived the appointment of assistant general

manager. He was a charter member of the

association and was our delegate to the last

International Convention. Bro. Henry Howell,

formerly executive board member of this local ,

has been looking after the fast cars in Joplin ,

Mo., during the past season. Brother H. W.

Conklin has received the appointment of

freight agent in Joplin . He has had experience

in this class of work before and will make a

good man for the position.

At the last sign - up quite a number of the

boys changed runs. Brother Reese moved to

Joplin , Brother Thayer to Pittsburg, and

Brother Marshall to Scammon .

As the result of a serious wreck which oc

curred July 4 on the Columbus Division, two

motormen and one conductor has been dis

charged.

At our last regular election of officers , the

Ludlowing were elected :

Pottsville , Pa . - Bro. Tiley, the Grand Old

Man of the Minersville Division, is back at his

post again after several weeks' illness.

Bro. Edw. Connelly, our veteran motorman ,

has accepted a position in the barn, after

many months of illness.

Bro. Heiser is able to be about, but is still

in bad shape from rheumatism .

Bum Shift No. 2 will hold their fourth

annual outing at Railway Park the first week
in July. Bro. Yoder will be master of cere

monies, while Shylock Omlor will be chief cook

and bottle washer.

Mr. Rockwell , our new general manager,

seems to be the favorite among the boys.

Bro. Hughesis beating Bro. Reber's time on

the Yorkville Division.

Snyder is still looking for the big ones. Why

don't you buy a brewery ?

Attend your meetings, brothers ; they only

happen once a month . That is the place to find

outwhat is going on, and not on the car .

The carpenters are out on strike and all

buildings are tied up. Success, boys.

The prnters are still holding their own. Do

not forget the “ Truth " is the only union paper.

Bro. Pyle is still increasing in size, and Mr.

Lentz, our popular master mechanic, is making

arrangements to enlarge the front end of his

car.

Do not forget the union barbers, etc.
118.
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MOONLIGHT EXCURSION .

.

the last three months of the first year of ser

vice and first six months of the second year,

26 cents ; second 6 months of the second year,

28 cents ; third year and thereafter , 30 cents
per hour.

Div. 517 has changed the term of officers
from six months to one year. We use the

Australian ballot.

Bro . H. M. Nichols has resigned his position

as president, and has been given charge of the

Valparaiso line, known as the Valparaiso &
Northern

COMPANY ADJUDGED GUILTY.

Winnipeg, Man .- Perhaps to the members of

Division No. 99 and the readers of the Motor

man and Conductor" for not having appeared

in the last two months in these columns, I

charge it to the severe humidity we have been
subjected to in this man's country. The heat

has been severe .

However, the deterring effect upon your cor

respondent has not seemed to pervade Division

99 , as she has kept up her reputation as a

hustling local . We have recently initiated 80

members.

We held our moonlight excursion down the
Red River during the past month. Our friends

turned out in large numbers and we cleared a
nice sum for our sick benefit fund . We trust

that the success of this year's excursion will

encourage our brother members in making the

next one equally if not more successful.

The membership of Division No. 99 desires

to thank the Manitoba Clothing Co. and the

North Winnipeg Band for their patronage and

assistance at our recent excursion. Also we

confer thanks upon Mrs. B. Stewart and Mrs.

E. P. Fields for their assistance in connection

with the concert program . Our energetic com

mittee also deserves our appreciation and com

mendation for the way in which they contrib

uted to that successful event.

We are getting rid of the sycophatic element
in our ranks. Their tactics did not serve them

very well . I presume a Judas always will

hang himself , theoretically or otherwise.

Our new members are getting along fairly

well and are showing themselves to be men .

Death has been very busy among us recently.

Brother McVeety was thrown from his car

during the explosion of his controller and died

some hours after. To his young widow

tender our heartfelt sympathy.

Brother Willis has been severely bereaved ,

both wife and child being taken from him . To

this brother we tender our heartfelt sympathy.

I regret to report that Brother Fields, one

of our most energetic members, is laid up.

The worshippers at hymen's altar for this

month are : W. Martin, S. Roberston , J. Wright,

Arthur Riches, F. Thornton and F. Parkinson.

Brother F. Seaborn was too smart for me to

anticipate. I confess he beat me as to the

date, but I had an idea of his intentions .

One of our brothers got first prize at the

Knockdown Show for a lecture on ornithology .

Well done, Brother Letham ; you can show them

a thing or two.

During our trip down the river Brother

Eccles gave a very realistic exposition of the

idiosyncrasies pertaining to the 4 a. m. culinary

operations of a street car man.

Success to the boys in Columbus and where

ever else they may be fighting forthe cause

we all love and respect. BOREALIS.

Columbus, O .-- I will make the following

brief reports of conditions here :

The May 4th agreement made with the Col

umbus Rail & Light Co. , was broken by the

company in various ways. The company immedi

ately began to construct what is now popular

ly knowninColumbus as " Ft. Stewart," in other

words , Milo Barns were prepared for storage

of strike- breakers, thugs and so forth . Our

men were intimidated by thugs, discharged

without cause, and discriminated against in
various ways. These facts were brought be

fore the company to no avail.

A strike seemed our only recourse, when the

State Board of Arbitration began an investiga

tion and rendered a decision charging the com

pany with being guilty of breaking the dis

criminative clause of its agreement. The com

pany refused to abide by the decision, but con

tinued to prepare for a lockout or strike. As

a result a strike was declared by our men on

Sunday morning, July 25th at 4 A. M.

In brief, the men are demanding full and

complete recognition of the union and 25c for

the first year's service and 27c thereafter .

The strike is being prosecuted with vigor and

the people are not riding . It seems that the

company will soon come to terms. The pres

ence of troops doesn't seem to hurt our cause.

538 .

we

ASSESSMENT FOR NON-ATTENDANCE.

Youngstown, 0. - On July 27 the local had

a very interesting meeting, and much time was

taken by the various members present in dis

cussing the advisability of placing a fine upon
members not attending the meetings. A mo

tion was made that an assessment of fifty

cents extra, be placed upon the due card for

failure to attend one meeting a month , and

the constitution be revised to that effect. Let

us hear from other locals that have such a

fine.

Sam Barger, formerly a motorman on the

line here, has accepted a position with the

Giering Soda Water Co.

Bro . C. C. Winter, who has been off duty

many times from soreness of the pedal ex

tremities, has finally found relief by using

Whetstone's Sewing Machine Oil Specific.

Never within the history of the local were

the officials of the company so bitterly opposed

to employees using intoxicating drinks as at

present. And it is only just that they should

be, for we all know that a man can work bet

ter without it than with it.

The brothers who have been off sick are

doing well and will soon be at work again. It

seems that there has been so much sickness,

and it makes it easier for the extra men when

all are working.
J. E. L.

PRESIDENT NICHOLS PROMOTED.

HARMONY PREVAILS.

Gary, Ind . - For some time Division 517 has
not been heard from . Possibly the brother

elected to fill the position of correspondent has

been too busy ; but things, which seem to me

of importance, have taken place and I feel that

other brothers in the Association should be in

formed of them.

You were notified some time ago about our

asking for a raise in wages, but you never

have been informed that we got the raise. On

the first day of May we asked for an increase

of seven cents, which would bring us from 23c

to 30c . We asked for a flat rate, but of course

did not obtain it. We did , however, gain an

increase whereby we receive thirty cents after

two years of service and also where experi

enced men benefit by their experience when

they come to the company .

For new green men , for first 3 months, ser

vice, 20 cents per hour ; second 3 months, 23
cents ; third 3 months, 24 cents ; fourth 3

months, 25 cents ; first 6 months of second

year, 26 cents ; second 6 months of second

year, 28 cents ; after two years of service, 30

cents per hour.

Experienced men, for first 3 months of ser

vice, 23 cents per hour ; second 3 months' ser

vice, 24 cents ; third 3 months' service, 25 cents ;

Youngstown , Ohio . - Harmony and good will

prevails with Division No. 114. A number of

our men have left the road but others have

taken their places, and we find the newcomers

to be up to the standard of unionism .

Brother Rayl has resigned and will take up

work in the Butler, Pa ., oil fields .

Brother Sullivan has left us and we learn he

is now working on the city lines in Akron,

Ohio . He will likely hereafter be heard from

as a member of Division No. 98 .

Brother Harroff, after two weeks' illness, has

resumed his position on the cars.
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ALL PULLING TOGETHER.

Marinette, Wis. and Menominee, Mich.

The late June meeting of Divison 302 , proved

to be very interesting. Most all members were

present and all dceided to make an effort to

make our division stronger. We have secured

eight applications, so far as our nert meeting

which will be Aug. 3d , in Menomine Mich .

At our last meeting we re-ej icted Bro.

James Pavlot to fill the vacancy of Bro. Frank

Hesse, as president. When serving before,

Bro. Pavlot was a strong president. He is an

efficient worker when anything is to bedone,

always to be found in the lead . Bro. Pavlot

has been in the employ of the company for

twelve years, and stands high as a competent

railway man.

I hope to have better news for the next

Journal. Our members seem to be determined

to make this union a success , all pulling to

gether. Knocking is over, it's all boosting, and

we hope it will continue.

At our last meeting, Bro. John Hyslop made

a very interesting speech , stating that “ old

members have laid the road for the younger

brothers, and it is for them to give us their

support. By our organization we have obtained

better wages and shorter hours, and I wish, in

the future, that you younger men will join
hands and help along a good cause. Its for

your benefit ." Bro. John Hyslop is an old

street railway man, being 20 years in the ser

vice. He has worked in several places, having

been a Gripman five years in Chicago. His

address has done good work for our division.

CAR.

Oh , you picnic ! That is what I believe is

next on the program, if the committee reports
favorable.

We are glad to see several of the boys back

at their posts after being on the sick list for

so long a time.

Brother John Pierce has come back to us ,

but this time he has fallen to the regular

men of the Monroe street line to look after.

Welcome, John. We are glad to have you

back again, even if you do have to buck the
extra list.

The rumor has it that the pay -as -you -enter

cars will go to North Adams barn as soon as

that barn is overhauled, which is fast under

way, but your correspondent has no definite
knowledge of same.

Wonder why so many of the boys stayed at

the various barns so late the other night ?

The terminal tracks are now up to Chestnut.

What next, CORSP.

SEATS FOR CONDUCTORS.

Chicago, Iul . - The members of Div. 241 have

now started on their second year of the agree

ment made a year ago, and are now receiving

29 cents per hour.

The increase is certainly needed and is used

up very quickly in the high cost of living here

as elsewhere. We find itis always the same

the more we get the higher the price we have
to pay When will the time come when the

prices will be controlled by the class that pro

duce ?

Thanks to the untiring energy of our Finan

sial Secretary , Wm . Taber, wehave again had

our annual picnic at Brand's Park , which,

needless to say, was a grand success . Did you

ever see anything of that sort & failure if it

was left to Bill to handle ? " I should say no '

The vaudeville wassomething great, and every

one that went certainly enjoyed themselves

immensely.

Talking about success — Div. 241 is certainly

growingsome. I think the membership has

reached high water mark ; almost 6,500 paid-up
members on the books last month.

We might add that for over a year, through

our committee, we have been trying to secure

seats for conductors on the pay -as -you -enter

cars, and have finally succeeded in gaining

that concession. Seats will be furnished as

quickly as the cars can be got in shape for

them. 241.

LABOR DAY PARADE.

SATISFIED WITH RESULTS.

Easton, Pa-The committee of Div. 169 re

ports arrangement to parade with other labor

organizations in a body in uniform, and each

member who does not parade and is not work

ing is to work for any brother that wishes to

parade. Each brother is to wear a badge on

this day to be had from the committee ; none

but members in good standing to be entitled

to same. A large parade is expected .

A certain brother after his night run is fin

ished frequently takes that lonely stroll of

about eight miles along the Nazareth pike.

Could it not be arranged with the superin

tendent to get him a special ?

The question is asked, where are all the

brothers who got day runs on the last change?

Very few are seen at the early meetings of

the Icoal . No excuse for staying away on

account of work ; get wise ; also the new

members are requested to attend as often as

possible. Here is the place to get acquainted,

as it is far better than to use the street cor

ner.

We have quite a few brothers that use pro

fane language while on duty. It is not polite,

therefore cut it out.

Brothers not receiving their Motorman and
Conductor will please hand their name and

home address to Bro. Thos. F. Rabinold .

169

Vancouver, B. C. - The recently elected off

cers of Pioneer Division No. 101 are as follows :

President, A. Taylor ; Vice - President, G.

Baldwin ; Recording Secretary , H. W. Harris ;

Financial Secretary, F. A. Hoover ; Treasurer,

W. J. Harper ; Conductor, A. J. Wilson ; War

dent, F. James; Sentinel, G. Cawley ; Executive

Committee, day men , J. Fletcher and F. A.

Hoover ; night men, E. Gelling and A. Marsh ;

Trades and Labor Delegates, F. A. Hoover, J.

Fletcher, H. W. Haris, E. Baker and W. Bacon ;

Juvenile Protective Association , D. McCleod ;

Press Correspondent, H. W. Harris.

I must now tell you that we finally landed

right side up with care at the end of our nego

tiations with the company in our new agree

ment. We are perfectly satisfied with the re

sults. Of course, there is always the usual

routine of newspaper scare headlines, but here

in Vancouver we do not worry much over such
trifies. We had no strike.

I must not forget to mention Brother Cor.

nelius of the General Executive Board. He

certainly did splendid work for us and deserves

the slight tribute that was given him as a re
minder that the British Columbia boys are just

as good -hearted and good -natured as the boys
across the line.

It would have done many members of our

association good to have seen our brother

divisions, Vancourver, New Westminster and

Victoria , stand as one in the work that at

tained to us our recent increase in wage. We

are always ready to stand as one aggregation,
no matter what comes or goes.

PEORIA NOTES.

Peoria , nul. - Division 416 is still doing busi

ness at the old stand, and from the outlook

will for many years to come.

The boys have organized a degree team with

Brother Terry as captain , and expect to put

some of the new members over the road at

the next meeting. Bro. Terry says they're in

good trim . Turn out, boys, and see the fun .

The Division will give another of those

popular boat excursions on the night of Aug.

15th . We want to see the turnout as large

as in former years, as the only chance we
have to enrich the treasury this time is

through the sale of tickets .
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STOOLS RECENTLY INSTALLED. Section 4. In train service employes shall be

paid from the time they are required to report

for work until they are relieved from duty, and
Fall River, Mass . - Members of Division No.

train men when required to dead head, under
174 have just had a choice of runs, and men instructions, shall receive full pay for same on

moved from late to early runs think they are
any run not paying eight hours.

just the thing. Section 5. The same pass system to con

Brother Jos. Bennett, one of our highly re tinue in force as at the present time.
spected members, recently fell from the run Section 6. Train men shall not be required
ning board of his car and was killed . This is

to sweep or grease cars or do any other work
themost lamentable accident that has befallen

than train service, unless they so desire .

any of our members for some time. Section 7. No employe shall be suspended or
We do not know why Brother Taylor of New discharged without first being given a hearing

port has discontinued his visits to Maplewood.
before proper officials.

Brother Varger, of the Newport line, recently Section 8 . At any time the Company wishes
fracture one of the fingers of his right hand

to change the schedules it is agreed that the
while in the act of putting down the side bar train men shall reserve the right to make such

on the car.
list of runs if they desire, providing it does notBrother James Buysh, one of our best motor
make an extra expense or burden to the Com

men, went to Boston lately to witness a ball
pany to exceed the cost of runs made by the

game. With him was Foreman Ed. Morrissey
Superintendent, such schedules to be posted onof the Somerset barn. Evidently they lost
Bulletin Boards seven days prior to such

their way in the winding streets of that big
changes.

city and were detained for two or three days. Section 9 . All train men shall have their re
They will take a pilot next time. Brother

spective places on the line on which they are
Buysh sustained the loss of a valuable over employed in accordance with their continuous
boat during his absence.

employment in the service of the Company,
Brothers Jim Burk and Borden, of Newport, priority of service always to determine em

were observed as visitors at Island Park on
ploye's rights , it being understood that the old

the seashore . They were accompanied .
est employes shall have the first choice of runs

This company has recentaly installed the
and so on down through the entire list. No

seats for motormen and they are highly appre
special privileges to be given to train men on

ciated. 174 .
account of residence or otherwise.

Section 10 . It is further agreed that all ex

tra work shall be done by extra men, when
AFFLICTIONS OF JUNE.

available. All extra men assigned to runs

shall have the same privileges as the regular

Lawrence, Mass.-- Election of officers OC men. First extra being assigned a run shall

curred at our regular meeting held June 23. hold it until regular man reports for work.
It brought out a record attendance. Several Other extra men shall hold runs seven days.

contests for various offices enlivened the oc Extra board to be marked up not later than 8

casion and the worthiness of the candidates p. m. First man up to be marked for first run

resulted in close counts in many instances. out, and so on. They shall not be required to

However, theofficers elected to guide the ship report until such run goes out, unless neces

of state for Division 261 in the future are as sary. Show up crew, or first crew, to show up
follows : at 6:35 a. m. , and if no work to be excused sub

President, Clarence G. Simonson ; Vice- Pres ject to call. Second and third crews to report
ident, Leon Barret; Financial Secretary , Fred at 7:15 a . m . First crew up to report at 12:35

Spur ; Corresponding Secretary, Arthur Ber p. m. Second and third crews, call up dis

nard ; Treasurer, Michael Fitzgerald ; Conduc patcher at 12:15 p. m .
tor, James Cantwell ; Sentinel, Henry J. Kane ; Section 11. All schedule runs from Chagrin
Correspondent and Janitor, James Radcliffe ; Falls to the Hamlet line shall pay not less than

Delegates_to C. L. U. , M. Haggerty , J. Rad one hour and thirty minutes for round trip .

cliffe, M. Fitzgerald, J. Cantwell and B.Martin. Section 12. All crews taking cars to and
Brother Jim Anderson has returned to his from Chagrin Falls to car barns shall receive

home in Scotland upon a three months' vaca fifteen minutes either way.
tion .

Several of our boys are taking advantage of
Section 13. All train men who work over

June and are now passing the cigars . Among their regular paid schedule time shall be paid

them are Brothers Craig and Jerry Sheehan. for all over time and train men shall be paid

Their wives seem to be well satisfied with the for not less than the schedule amount of time

arrangement, each believing she made the bet their run calls for.

ter bargain . Section 14 . All runs termed " extra" or
The stork visited Brother Cheeseborough and " special work " shall be paid straight time, it

left a ten-pound boy, who will one day be a being understood that train men being assigned

conductor. J. P. such runs shall finish them, unless it be neces

sary for such train men to take other work.

C., Y. & E. AGREEMENT WITH DIV. 218.
Section 15. Any train man trying out other

employment shall be granted 90 days leave of

absence with privilege of 30 days more. Any
Memorandum of Agrooment entered into this further leave granted shall be by vote of train

first day of August, 1910, by and between The men .

Cleveland, Youngstown and Eastern Railway Section 16 . Any train man, hereafter, who

Company, their successors, lessees and assigns, accepts any other position with the Company

party of the first part, and hereinafter for shall forfeit his rights as a train man after

convenience, called the Company, and the Asso six months.

ciation of Employes, party of the second Section 17. No monetary fine shall be

part, and hereinafter for convenience, called charged against train men for accidents or

the Association, Withnesseth : otherwise.

Section 1 . The Company through its proper Section 18 . No person shall act as a train

officials agrees to treat with any committee man who is not a duly authorized Motorman or

authorized by the Association on any or all Conductor of the Company, except in case of

questions of dispute. emergency .

Section 2. It is further agreed and under Section 19. All trains, regular or extra, shall

stood that when an employe is suspended from be manned by a full crew according to the laws

the service of the Company and after a further of this state. Any regular crew called for an

investigation it is found that he is not guilty extra run which is abandoned shall receive one

of sufficient cause to warrant such action , he hour's pay for same.

shall be reinstated and paid for all lost time. Section 20. It is further understood and

Section 3. For conductors and Motormen all agreed that the Company will not hire any un

runs shall conform to as near a ten -hour work desirable men for train service. If, after 60

day as possible, and that any run that does not days, either party can show just reason that

exceed eight hours shall be placed as an extra he is not a desirable employe, he shall be dis

run , unless some regular train man desires to missed. All new employes to be hired under

choose such run . this rule and to be notified of same.
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Section 21. At no time during the summer

shall the extra list exceed three extra crews,

unless it can be shown to the Executive Board

of the Association that more crews are needed.

All extra men laid off in accordance to agree

ment to be reinstated in accordance with their

seniority on the list, when needed .
Section 22 . No train man who is suspended

shall be required to work on the extra list

unless he is so needed .

Section 23 . It is further understood and

agreed that from the date of this contract until

the first day of August, 1911, Motormen and

Conductors are to be paid by the hour at the

rate as follows :

First year men, 22c per hour.

Second year men, 250 per hour.

Third year men and thereafter, 26c per hour,

with lc per hour additional to all men operat

ing mail cars, baggage cars and work trains .

Section 24 . It is further understood and

agreed that in consideration of the foregoing,

the employes to the best of their ability will

conduct themselves as become gentlemen , be

ing courteous to passengers and the traveling

public and working at all times to the best in

terest of the Company, and that they will

comply to all rules and regulations of the

Company and obey all orders from officers of

same when not in conflict with any section or

sections of this agreement. They further

agree to protect the property of the Company
from injury at their hands or at the hands of

others when in their power to do so ; that in

the operation of cars at all times to use their

best judgment and exert care to prevent injury

to the persons or property of the traveling

public .
Section 25 . This agreement and the pro

visions thereof shall continue in force and be

binding upon the respective parties hereunto

until the first day of August, 1911 , and from

year to year thereafter unless changed by the

parties hereunto. Either of the parties here

unto desiring a change in any section or sec

tions of this agreement shall notify the other

party in writing of the desired change fifteen

days prior to the end of each year, which is

the first day of August. After such notice ,

agreement shall then be opened and the change

or changes desired shall be considered .

CLEVELAND, YOUNGSTOWN & EASTERN

RAILWAY CO. ,

By H. P. McIntosh , President,

Robt. D. Beatty, Secretary .
ASSOCIATION OF EMPLOYES,

Newton Hoopers, Chairman ,

Michael Buckley ,

Edw. W. Class,

A. W. Lytle,

Wm. Brandt,

Executive Board.

DETROIT DIGEST.

The attention of the officers of Division No.

26 was directed recently to the efforts of the

Michigan United Railways Co. to get fran

chises in and into the city of Detroit. The

matter was immediately taken up with Mayor

Breitmeyer and a protest submitted as fol

lows :

“ Hon Philip Breitmeyer,

Mayor City of Detroit,
Executive Office, City.

" Dear Sir :-We take this means to protest

to Your Honor, to the City Government, and

to the people of Detroit, against the granting

of any franchise or privilege to the Michigan

United Railways Company, or to the people of

that company, to construct, equip or operate

an electric railway within or into the City of

Detroit.

" We make this protest to you upon reasons

discovered to us through an investigation of

the labor policy of that company. We believe

the reasons for this protest should be made

known to you , the City Council and the people.

" Our investigation was made in the interest

of ourselves as electric railway employes of

this community, where the introduction of ele

ments affecting the standard of employment is
naturally our concern . But reasons other than

those we would advance in an employes ' pro

test , appear, and with which we, as citizens,
believe yourself and the people should be

made acquainted before any alliance entangle

ments may develop between the municipality
and the people of that company.

" Very likely we will be charged with class

interest motives, therefore in the arrangement

of our reasons we will submit in order :

" 1 . That we find that the labor policy of the

Michigan United Railways Co. denies the privi

lege of organization to employes - denies them

the freedom of exercising the ordinary rights

granted to them by the law and institutions

of our land. A rigid blacklist is maintained

against members of the Amalgamated Associa

tion of Street and Electric Railway Employés

of America , the association in which we have

the privilege of membership and the honor to

represent. No known member of organized

labor is permitted to be employed, and uponi

lines where employes were organized at the

time they were acquired by the M. U. R. peo

ple, persistent effort at discrimination is main

tained in an evident purpose to extend the

blacklist to those lines. Such persecution can

have no other cause than cheap labor. The

policy is pernicious and, extended to Detroit , it

would menace the conditions of employment

and tend to lower the standard to Detroit wage

earners.

“There are other reasons for protest, which

we will be better prepared to submit after our

investigation has been completed, as upon one
or two points we are not as yet ourselves sufi

ciently satisfied .

Very truly yours ,

WM . J. B. SHERWOOD,

Secretary ."

There are working upon cars in this city
former employes of the Michigan United Rail
ways Co. and recently one of them told our

Business Agent that he had visited Lansing
and that the manager had told him he would

give him his old job back on the Lansing line,
but that he "must leave his unionism behind."

Upon inquiry, we have discovered that the

company allows no one to work upon the lines

in Lansing and other places of that company
if they " take their unionism with them ." We

do not want any such competition as that in

the City of Detroit, and we are not going to

have it if it lies within the power of Division

No. 26 and 20,000 adherents to the Detroit Fed

eration of Labor to keep it out.

Among those who have recently passed from

our ranks is our late brother, Sidney L. Clark

who was formerly chairman of the General

Executive Board of the International Associa

tion . Bro. Clark was a motorman upon the

Birmingham line and was one of the pioneer

members of the Amalgamated Association

His death , when it came, was a surprise to all

of us as he was a healthy appearing man in

his life.

Division No. 26 is pleased to see so many in
creases in wage throughout the country. It

shows keen interest in the development of our

craft and the gratifying progress of our asso

ciation. W. 'J. B. SHERWOOD.

WILL SEND DELEGATES.

Trenton, N. J .--Chairman C. 0. Pratt visited

Division No. 540 recently and made a very

pleasant address.

We are taking into consideration the ques

tion of sending delegates to the State Federa .

tion of Labor Convention to be held in Newark

soon .

The members of Division No. 540 sympathize

with Bro. Duman in the untimely death of his

little boy. The child drank the contents of a

bottle of carbolic acid which he found in the

cellar while playing there and died from the

effects.

The Trenton Street Railway has or is about

to go into other hands and our general man

ager will likely have a more free hand than he

has had heretofore.

Bro. Wm . Misner fills his position like an old!

timer and credentials must be presented or you

cannot pass the wicket. He is the right man

for the place.

It is always said that the man who does dirt

and scabs on his fellow men will in time get

the small end of the stick. That was the fate

of Motorman Brown, who worked during our

recent strike with a New York skunk. Motor

man Brown was discharged a few days ago for

running into the rear end of the leading car.

E. W. PARSON.
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BRO. DIES OF GRIEF FROM ACCIDENT.

Kalamazoo, Mich . - Bro. Leonard L. Rowlee,

of Division No. 343 , died at his home here on

Friday, August 5. Bro. Rowlee was one of the

most popular members of the Kalamazoo local

and his death has cast a gloom over the street

railway men of this city . His death is directly

traceable to an accident in which a little girl

was killed . Bro. Rowlee was in no way re

sponsible for the accident but he constantly

grieved over the death of the little girl , and it

So wore on his nerves and heart that his death

was superinduced . He leaves a widow and two

sons, who have the sincere sympathy of his

fellow workmen in their bereavement.

Division No. 343 can report progress as a

general proposition. We are just receiving

back pay from June 1 , 1909 , as a result of the

award of the recent wage arbitration . Even

though this has come to us at a rather late

day, it is being well appreciated by the mem

bers and is put down as one of the results to

our benefit from organization . The agreement

resulting in the arbitration award was made in

June, 1909 . The arbitration took place last

May and our company, although complying

with the increase we received from the first of

June this year, has just paid the back pay.

Many of the boys have received quite a little

sumof money out of this as a reward for their

patience.

I note that Division No. 26 is protesting

against the granting of a franchise to our com

pany, the Michigan United Railways, upon the

charge that the company is unfair to organized

labor and that their “open shop " system of

employment directs towards low wages. Evi

dently the Detroit local did not investigate con

ditions on the lower lines of the Michigan

l'nited Railway, or they would have found a

good many union men working for this com

pany. However, there does exist a condition of

employment in Lansing and Battle Creek upon

which the Detroit local probably basesher pro

test. We are hopeful that soon we will be able

to say that those cities are also organized and

that we will be able to go to Detroit in defense

of our company to show our Detroit brothers

that the Michigan United Railways is 100 per

cent union as well as the Detroit United Rail
ways.

It is hardly fair to place our company in the

“ unfair" list until a fair attempt is made to

determine whether the Lansing and Battle

Creek men will organize or not. If we find

that they refuse to come into the organization,

of course, it must be accepted that there is a
condition that causes the men to fear the com

pany. It seems to me that it is up to our

International Association to give the Lansing

boys a chance to organize anyhow , and they

ought to do it in time so that such a protest

as Division No. 26 puts up can either be shown
to be warranted or else that our company can

be exonerated from the charge.

I admit that we are getting lower wages

than they are being paid in Detroit, but I think
I am safe in saying that if we were unorgan

ized in both places, we would get lower wages

in both places .

Let me ask Division No. 26 to poke up our

International officers and get them to give Lan

sing and Battle Creek a chance to organize, and

then if they do not organize we will file no

objections to their protest against the M. U. R.

We want to get into Detroit , but I confess we

do not want to get in there through non- union

men, and I do not wish to believe our company

would insist upon trying to scab a road that
would lead into Detroit. Give us a chance. I

believe both Lansing and Battle Creek can be

organized . In fact, had it not been for M. U. R.

union men we would not be drawing back pay.
NO. 343 .

mer on account of the hot weather, which is

unusual in Montana .

The new manager of the Broadwater Plunge

gave all the carmen one complimentary ticket

for one bath , and one day only , so apparently

a few of the best got in on it, and the balance

were requested to return their tickets (going

some ) .

Three of our members left our city to start

on a new electric road at Missoula . They were

union men and it wasn't very long when they

organized a local of their own, No. 545 , Mis

soula, Mont. We hope they succeed in every

way and hope to see their name in the columns

of the Motorman and Conductor.

We have lost a few members, but some of

the old timers are returning to work. They

all come back to Helena after they street -car

hereonce, and we are glad to have them.

All the men working on cars here belong to

Division No. 495. They all wear the little pin

on their coat to show what they are made of,

with the exception of a couple of men who

don't appreciate it, except when there is a

raise in wages coming to them.

Our delegate to the Trades and Labor As

sembly is kept busy attending meetings now.

The local unions here are contemplating the

building of a labor temple which will be very
fine for this town to show .

Bro. Bert Gray met with an accident some

weeks ago while out with the Big 12. He was

standing on the running board and was struck
by a pole which was a little out of line. He

was thrown from the car and was unconscious
for a while. He was hurt about the shoulders

and back and was laid up for some time. He

is out working again and thinks he is able to

go up against Jack Johnson after going

through the battle he did .

Hawks bumped Big George. We don't know

why , but we surmise that there is some attrac
tion at the plunge.

Len Gray was promoted to motorman on the
Train run .

Brothers, don't forget to pay your fines when

you don't attend the meeting.
HALF WAY.

ORGANIZATION IMPROVES SERVICE.

Pittsburg , Pa . - Business Agent J. J. Thorpe

has returned from his vacation, during which

he spent a few days investigating Michigan

fisheries. He reports that he had a very good

time and captured many of the finny tribe.

Bro. Thorpe was accompanied by Mrs. Thorpe
and his son. They visited relatives and friends

in Detroit.

Affairs went very well with Division No. 85

during the absence of the business agent, and

sincehis return he has been doing Interna

tional work , having secured an agreement for

the Evans City, Pa ., local by which that Divi

sion gets one cent per hour increase in wage

and other advantages .

Mayor W. A. Magee, of this city, has declared

part of the franchises of the Pittsburg Rail

ways Co. forfeited and has ordered the cars to

cease operating upon certain important lines.

The charge is that the company has failed to
fulfill the conditions of franchises. Cars are

yet being operated and the Pittsburg Railways

Co. is gathering in the shekels just as usual.

Passengers and employes do not observe any

remarkable change as coming from the order
of the mayor. However, we will watch the

progress of this contention.

I do not believe there was ever a greater de

gree of competency evidenced in the operation

of cars in Pittsburg than exists today. I attri

bute this to the more favored conditions that

exist in employment. We are getting better

wages than we have ever gotten before on

electric cars in this city and the influence of

organization is more acute than it ever has

been before.

Oscar F. Nelson , president of Chicago

Postoffice Clerks ' Union No. 1 , has received

his discharge from service in the postoffice

for introducing a set of resolutions before

the Chicago Federation of Labor in rela

tion to the overtime performed by the

clerks in the Chicago postoffice.

RUNNING BOARD ACCIDENT.

Helena , Mont. - It has been some time since

DivisionNo. 495was last heard from in the

Motorman and Conductor. Nevertheless, we

have our eyes wide open and our brains work
ing.

The summer weather has come and we are

working under our summer schedule, which is

a pippin. The travel is very heavy this sum
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HARDSCRABLE TRANSFORMED BY the mortgage upon their home reached the

ADVENT OF TROLLEY Milton family. It prostrated old Jap and his

CHAPTER 111 . wife. Mary's heart filled with anguish . The

When the credit of the Miltons had reach condition of her parents demanded the im

ed nearly to the limit of Jaquay's measure of
mediate attendance of Dr. Barr. But it was

commercial charity, he drove to the Milton
up to her, matured by trial and care, to keep

home, where he gently proposed that the
her parents from the open door of the county

debt be lifted by placing the mortgage upon
almshouse.

the farm . He needed the money badly, he Abstracted from any possible conclusion

told Milton , and volunteered to endorse a of what the end would be, Mary went, afoot,

bond to back the mortgage. The most avail to the village. There she met Jaquay, who

able man with whom to place the mortgage, repeated to her how kindly he had been to

he said, was Mr. J. M. Fenton. her family and how sorry he was for them .

At first, old Jap rebelled. He didn't want He also called to her attention how he had

any favors from Fenton, couldn't endure it. undertaken the responsibility of the pay.

But Mr. Jaquay pointed out that it was he, ment of the debt, and that if the property

and not Fenton , who was granting the favor. did not sell for enough to pay the mortgage,

It would be a dry business transaction with he would be compelled to make it up out of

Fenton , while to the credit of Jaquay would his own pocket. But it was the act of the

be the only charity feature connected with board, of which he was only one, and the

it. Jaquay, the surety on the bond, would be cruel hand of the law.

the only one with whom the Miltons would " It would serve you well if you should

come in financial contact. They would be lose it all. It isn't the first time you've

responsible to him , and not to Mr. J. M. pledged to pay the debts of others," was the

Fenton. It was then agreed upon. The sum cheerful rejoinder of Cora to her father, for

to be raised exceeded the indebtedness by the benefit of poor Mary.

fifty dollars. This the family was to draw

from Jaquay.

Neither Jaquay nor Mary replied to the

As a matter of fact, Mr. J. M. Fenton

taunt of the proud Cora . Mary's heart was

too heavy for further conversation with the

never paid a dollar upon the mortgage. As

soon as it was properly recorded as a bona

grocer, and she turned from the store , going

to the house of Dr. Barr.

fide transaction he immediately signed it

over to Mr. Jaquay.

Ethel comforted her by telling her that it

When the poor commission compelled the

might be better to have the place sold, and

sale of the Milton farm , fortunately for the
move to the village. She pointed out that

Miltons and Conductor Jim Harding, Mr. J.
there would not be much hope of retrieving

M. Fenton was absent on business and knew
the almost worthless land while Mr. J. M.

nothing of the proceedings.
Fenton held the mortgage, and that she

Mr. Jaquay lamented the necessity of the
would help her find and effect a home in the

application of the law in the case. At least,

village if it became necessary. Ethel's moth

that is what he told Mary Milton, and that
er also comforted the girl. When the doctor

is what he told all others with whom he
came in from a call, he, too, bade Mary not

talked upon the subject. And he talked
to despair. He assured her he would work

with everybody. He exploited the fact that
out some plan that would keep her parents

he was the good samaritan who had assumed
from the poor house.

responsibility for the full amount of the debt. " We will take the trolley car," said the

It was another case of the Jaquay charity old doctor, as he replenished his case with

to be lauded by the people ( Republican par such as might be needed in treatment of

ty ) , and with whom the commercial feature the Miltons.

was unknown only to those who saw no dis It was Jim Harding's car, As Mary's sad

advantage in exposing it.
dened eyes met those of the conductor, Jim

The announcement of the foreclosure of Harding experienced a thrill that forced
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upon him the memory of one long since de

parted.

" Take out fare for the young lady also , "

were the words that broke the reverie that

had seized Harding.

Harding observed the disparity of dress

between the two passengers. He also rec

ognized the doctor's hand case, which made

him bold to speak.

"Someone seriously sick in the lady's fam

ily, I reckon , " he observed.

" Her parents, ” replied the doctor, behold

ing the frank coutnenance of the conductor.

“ They are both afflicted and she is alone to

care for them ."

" Bad, indeed , ” said Harding. " The sad

ness in the eyes of a young girl, such as she

looks to be, makes one's heart bleed. She

reminds me of my mother. But,” he con

cluded with a deep sigh and a far-away look

that did not escape the attention of the doc

tor, " she's long since dead, and it's too sad

for me to dream of her here and to stran.

gers.” With this Harding's eyes moistened

as he withdrew them from the doctor's gaze.

" She's a beautiful character, that young

lady , " observed the doctor, evidently satis

fied that the conductor was a young man of

credibility. He then related the occasion

for the immediate unusual grief of Mary

Milton, the threatened dispossession of the

Miltons from their home and the character

istics of Jaquay and other characters here.

tofore described.

" What will that farm sell for ?” asked Jim

Harding.

" It is practically a valueless property to

any one except the Miltons, replied the doc

tor, interestedly. " Why ? Would you buy it ?

It will sell for no more than $200 anyhow ."

" If you'll bid that property in and get it

for that price, or less , I'll buy it, " was the

eager reply .

"What for ?" asked the doctor, hesitatingly.

“ Solely so that girl's parents may have it

for a home, free of charge, so long as they

want it, " was the frank reply. “ I've got

that much money and I don't know of any

better good use to put it.” .

" Boy," said the doctor, “ I believe you're

sincere and I can trust you to do the very

thing you say you'll do by those people. I'll

bid the property in for you. I can buy it

cheaper than anyone else. They'll not dare

bid against me.”

" One condition , doctor," added Harding.

" I don't want that girl , or her parents, to

know me as the man who is doing this kind

ness to them. Enough that they will be giv

en a document that will assure them of their

home so long as they live and pay the taxes

upon it. I want no one to misinterpret my

motives . "

"Trust me,” replied the doctor, when the

car ran into the “ Y ” at the entrance of

Hardscrabble and he took from the hand of

Jim Harding a check to cover the purchase

price of the property.

“ We must get some one of the city men

interested in this movement of yours to or

ganize," said Motorman Hawkins , as he seat

ed himself beside Harding to await the start

ing time. " If we can get them interested, it

will help ."

“ I have an engagement tonight with one .

we can trust,” returned Harding, “ but we've

got to be careful. If we get the right men

down there to start with , we're sure to suc

ceed. But the company officials are watch

ing them mighty close."

(To be continued .)

Type of Summer Service on Park and Falls System , Youngstown , O.
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CHURCH REPORTS ON CONDITIONS IN

BETHLEHEM STEEL WORKS.

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle.

The deplorable social and economic con

ditions of the men employed in the Bethle

hem Steel Works are presented in a 6,000

word report just issued by the Social Ser

vice Commission of the Federal Council of

the Churches of Christ in America. The re

port is made by a special committee ap

pointed by the Social Service Commission ,

consisting of the Rev. Charles Stelzle , Dr.

Josiah Strong and Paul U. Kellogg , who in

vestigated in person the situation in South

Bethlehem.

Among the members of the Social Ser

vice Commission who signed the document,

besides the committee, are Jacob Riis, Dr.

Graham Taylor, John M. Glenn , Rev. Ernest

H. Abbott , Charels R. Towson, Dr. Hubert

C. Herring , Dr. E. B. Sanford , Dr. Leighton

Williams , Dr. John McDowell , Rev. J. H.

Melish , Prof. Edwin L. Earb, Dr. William H.

Morgan, Dr. Samuel Z. Batten , John B. Len

non, Dr. Charles S. Macfarland, Arthur B.

Pugh , John Williams, Dr. George C. Chase

and President Herbert Welch .

Excessive Hours and Sunday Work.

The committee reports that “ just before

the strike, 4,725 men, or 51 per cent of all

the employes , worked 12 hours a day ; 220

workmen had a 12-hour day excepting on

Saturdays, when their hours were either 10

or 11 ; 4,203 employes had a work -day of

1042 to 11 hours in length , generally with a

half-day off on Saturday ; and 47 worked on

other schedules not specified. Beyond , and

intensifying, the evils of a 12 -hour day, was

the existence in many departments of a 7

day week ; 28 per cent of all employes work

ed regularly 7 days in the week , but in ad

dition were those who worked on Sundays

regularly as overtime. The total number

working on 7 days in a week, both regular

and as overtime, during last January, was

4,041 , or 43 per cent. The situation with re

gard to Sunday work in Bethlehem is worse

than that found in the Pittsburg Steel Mills,

as discovered by the Pittsburg Survey. The

committee asserts that “ while it is claimed

by the management that Sunday and over

time work is , in some departments at least,

optional with the men , it is nevertheless

true that foremen and gang-bosses have

compelled men to work on Sunday against

their protest upon pain of discharge . It

was a case of this kind which precipitated

the strike."

With regard to wages , the committee de

clares that 61 per cent of the 9,1 %

earned less than 18c an hour, or $2.16 for a

12 -hour day ; and 31.9 per cent earned less

than 14c an hour, or less than $ 1.68 for a

12-hour day. The committee declares “ this

is a wage scale that leaves no option to the

common laborers but the boarding boss

method of living with many men to the

room. When a man has a family with him ,

they take in lodgers, or even the woman

goes to work. It is reported that immigrant

parents send their little children back to the

old country to be reared while the mother

goes to work."

It is asserted that during the last year

there were 927 injuries in the Bethlehem

plant, of which 754 involved the loss of

more than one week's time ; 38 of these lost

bodily members and 6 lost an arm or leg ;

21 lost their lives.

Criticism of the Church ,

It was declared by labor organizers that

during the strike the churches - Protestant

as well as Catholic-gave no aid to the men

who were fighting for a great moral issue,

and the labor organizers insisted that “the

company has taken money out of the pay

envelopes of the laboring men without their

consent to pay same over to the clergy, and

that there is a standing offer to all of the

ministers of the Bethlehem Steel Company

to have the church dues collected through

the company's office." The organizers also

assert that “the Protestant Ministerial As

sociation , as a body, practically championed

the cause of the corporation ."

The committee appointed by the Social

Service Commission held conferences with

representatives of the Protestan Ministerial

Association of the Bethlehem and also with

the labor organizers. It was shown, in this

conference with the ministers, that they had

frequently appeared before the officials of

the corporations requesting that all unneces

sary Sunday work be abolished, and that

meetings had been arranged by the clergy

in protest against Sunday labor. It was

also brought out in the discussion that not

any of the Protestant ministers had ever

made arrangements to have the company

collect church dues.

However, the committee appointed to

study the strike situation , says in its report

that there seems to be some justification for

the strikers' criticism of the ministers and

the churches. While the clergymen in a

published statement administer a sharp re

buke to the strikers " for using any means

whether foul or fair to embarrass and crip

ple the Steel Company” and while they put

to the strikers the question, " Is it reasona

ble to expect that, by attacking your em

ployer openly and in secret and by trying to

destroy his property, and his business, you

can best persuade him to deal generously

and magnanimously with you ? " the com

mittee insists that it finds no corresponding

censure of the officials of the Steel Works

for compelling unnecessary and increasing

Sunday work through a period of years ; and

if, as the ministers state, " only the officials

of the company can accomplish the righting

of any existing wrongs," then evidently

these officials are responsible for the con .

tinuance of such wrongs. And yet, the So

cial Service Commission says , " there is not

a word in the statement to bring this truth

home to the conscience of said officials. "

The committee further declares in its re

port that " nothing could be more exasper

ating to the workingman than to assume

that he desires to persuade his employer 'to

deal generously and magnanimously with

him.' What he desires and demands is not

generosity and magnanimity, at the hands

of his employers, but simply justice."

Practical Remedies Suggested.

The committee makes a number of practi.

cal recommendations in view of the ques.
> )
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whereby employes may approach their em.

ployers with their grievances without prej.

udice against those selected to represent

them. The committee would raise the ques

tion of the recognition of the right of all

workmen to organize in such a manner as

may seem best to them , provided that they

keep within the limits of the law, and we

recommend that employers of labor recog.

nize such organizations when they speak in

behalf of their members."

The report concludes with a list of very

pertinent and practical questions bearing on

7-day work, which are suggested for dis

cussion at ministerial meetings.

YONKERS STRIKE.

tions raised by the Bethlehem strike. It

declares that “ a 12-hour day and a 7-day

week are alike a disgrace to civilization ;

that there is a way of avoiding each , but

they will not be avoidable until society re

quires the backward members of the com

munity to conform to the standard recog .

nized by decent men . " It recommends that

there should be laws requiring three shifts

in all industries operating 24 hours a day

and that there should be laws requiring one

day of rest in seven for all workmenin 7

day industries. The Federal Government

“ should be urged to include in its specifica

tions for armor plate , war vessels , construc

tion work and the like , that the work be

done on a six-day basis and that where oper

ations are necessarily continuous, the 24

hour day be split into three shifts of eight

hours each . It would seem that the United

States government could provide for certain

minimum labor conditions in its contracts

as well as minimum specifications as to ma

terials . As it is now , the progressive em

ployerwho wants to be fair to his men must

compete for contracts at levels set by the

least scrupulous.”

The committee also recommends that a

day be set apart at church conferences for

the discussion of industrial conditions and

the relation of the church to them ; that the

churches of America be urged to initiate a

movement for six -day legislation , compara

ble with the old Sunday observance move

ment which resulted in the placing of Sun.

day laws on the statute books of most states.

These Sunday laws were sustained by the

courts up to the Federal Supreme Court, not

on the grounds of religious observance, but

on the ground that unremitting toil debases

man. Therefore, the report says, " the

courts could be expected to sustain by sim

ilar reasoning, six -day legislation , provided

that when an industrial operation is neces

sarily continuous each man shall have one

day free."

It is suggested that the churches inaugu

rate a movement to place in the hands of

some appropriate body the determination of

when industrial operations are necessarily

continuous and must necessarily be per

formed on Sunday. As it is now, the de

cision is in the hands of the managers who

are pressed for haste by purchasers, for

output by their directors , and for profits by

their stockholders. It asks that some prop

erly constituted body be urged to take up an

adequate study of the cost of living and

wages in our different industrial districts ,

such as will inform the churches as to what

is a living wage on which the immigrant

laborer can safely undertake the responsi

| bility of home making without jeopardizing

the health of his family, and on which an

i ordinary Americanhousehold may be per
manently maintained.

With regard to the question of the organ

ization of labor, the committee makes the

following recommendation , especially in

view of the fact that the Bethlehem strike

was inaugurated through the discharge of

three machinists, who, in the name of their

i fellow -workmen, made the request that un.

necessary Sunday work be dispensed with.

“ It is essential that there be come method

a

“ This is the most important victory that

I have knowledge of. And for people who

stop to think, it will go a long way towards

maintaining confidence in the judiciary, the

cornerstone of our government."

The above is quoted in The Yonkers

Herald from an interview with G. E. B.

Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald .

Board Member Fitzgerald was referring

to the decision of Supreme Court Justice

Martin J. Keogh in the wage dispute that

occasioned the recent Yonkers strike.

The YO kers system is operated by the

members of Division No. 490. This local

was organized in the fall of 1907 , nearly

three years ago. At that time , an increase

in wage was secured , fixing the wage rate

at 21 cents per hour for first year men and

24 cents per hour for those more than one

year in the service. This increase was

part of the settlement of the strike that

was precipitated at the time of the organiz

ing of the local . The employes of the Union

Railway Co. , the Third Avenue Railway Co.

and other concerns , including White Plains ,

under the same people , profited by that set

tlement. The system was in the hands of

the receiver. The settlement did not bring

a creditable wage for the locality at the

time , although it was a great victory for the

street railway men and one in which the

Yonkers men took the initiative. What the

street railway men of those lines got at

that time they owed to the Yonkers men.

Following that the Mt. Vernon and New

Rochelle employes organized into Division

No. 498 , and the White Plains men were

organized into a local division. The Yonk.

ers and Mt. Vernon and New Rochelle

locals seemed to have embraced a class of

employes who well understood the prin

ciples of unionism . Not so with those who

composed the White Plains local . They

yielded to the disruptive influences of the

management and their local went down.

The espionage exercised by the manage

ment upon the unorganized lines, including

the Third Avenue , was such that it has been

impossible to extend the organization over

those lines.

A year later, the Yonkers employes again

appealed for an increase in wage. An in

vestigation of the books of the concern

took place and the employes withdrew their

demand. This year another application

was made, but flatly refused by the re
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aceiver. The Yonkers men felt that condi

tions warranted another increase and in

sisted upon it. Chairman Pratt was sent to

their assistance and after a review of the

situation he concluded to leave the pro

cedure by which an increase could be se

cured to the judgment of the membership

of the local and to leave the question of

suspension of work to their option .

Being unable to effect any acceptable

compromise , in fact being unable to gain

any concession at all whatever, Division No.

490 suspended operation on Wednesday ,

June 15. In the meantime , Chairman Pratt

had been sent to Mauch Chunk, Pa. , and

G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald was

dispatched to Yonkers to assist the local in

the conduct of the strike. Mayor Lennon

of Yonkers immediately urged that the mat

ter be submitted to arbitration. This , Re

ceiver Sutherland of the company evaded

by a statement that he had not been offici

ally advised of the demands of the men. An

appeal on part of the Mayor on June 16 to

get the men together, resulted in the flat

refusal of the receiver to arbitrate, declar.

ing that he was a court agent and could not

arbitrate . On Saturday , June 16 , Mayor

Lennon proceeded on arbitrary lines , advis

ing that papers be prepared for submis

sion to the Attorney-General to break the

company's franchise . The activity of the

mayor prompted Receiver Sutherland to ad

vertise for strikebreakers. On June 20,

Mayor Lennon secured an order from Su

preme Court Justice Martin J. Keogh , ask.

ing Receiver Sutherland to show cause why

he should not run his cars. It is reported

that but few men appeared in response to

the advertisement for strikebreakers. Cor .

poration Counsel Curran appeared before

Justice Keogh on June 21 and notified him

that he had asked instructions from Justice

Morschauser, and Justice Keogh sent the

case to Justice Morschauser at Poukhkeep

sie. On June 22 , Justice Morschauser

turned the case back to Justice Keogh . The

latter directed that the employes should re

turn to work under the old conditions until

he could hear reports upon the case and

decide as to the merits of the claim for an

increase of wage. This arrangement was

obeyed and the members of Division No.

490 returned to work , and on Saturday,

June 25 , Counsel for the association and re

ceiver submitted briefs to the justice, the

receiver opposing any increase whatsoever.

On Tuesday , June 28 , the finding of Justice

Keogh was handed down to the effect that

the men were entitled to more remunera

tion . He overruled the receiver's objec

tions and granted 2 cents an hour increase.

This made the second strike of Division No.

490 to be placed in the column of “ Strikes

Won ."

The decision of Justice Keogh extended

to the members of Division No. 498 and also

to the unorganized lines yet under receiver

ship.

But the most amusing thing of the result

of this strike comes in a bulletin posted by

Receiver F. W. Whitridge of the Union

Railroad Co. , in which he cites to the em

ployes that :

" The year ending June 30 has been

prosperous one for this road, and its earn

ings have exceeded anticipation. This re.

sult is due, in part, to the diligence and

courtesy of the employes of the road , and

I am happy to be able to recognize their

service by raising the wages of the motor.

men and conductors 2 cents per hour after

July 1. I believe the men on the Third Ave

nue System-when the advantage of the

benefit and insurance associations are con

sidered-are by this increase in pay put in

a better position than any other men en

gaged in the same business anywhere.

( Signed ) F. W. WHITRIDGE.”

It will be further amusing, if not interest.

ing, to note how the employes of the Third

Avenue system will take the language of

this notice, knowing full well that the

Amangamated Association, through the ef

forts of the determined membership of Di

vision No. 490 , and no other agency , has

brought to them this advantageous increase

in wage. That notice alone should have

sufficient effect to prompt the employes of

the Third Avenue system to fall in line and

get into their organization. They owe it to

themselves to evade the reflection the

wording of the notice brings upon them .

Mr. Whitridge never would have granted

that " voluntary ” increase in wage had he

not been forced to do so by the influence

of the favorable decision of Justice Keogh

in the Yonkers controversy. Not a man in

his employ but will understand it. Not a

man but would resent such subterfuge if he

dared. Then , the allusion to " the advan

tage of the benefit and insurance associa

tions " ! But there will come a time when

the Third Avenue employes will raise their

hands and dare. Mr. Whitridge is only de

laying a storm that the delay will increase

in its intensity when it does break .

There is a picture of a class of individu

als who exercise various means of discour

aging organization among a body of men .

Sometimes the means they exercise is that

of becoming suspended and refusing to pay

dues. This individual is paid. He is one of

those who is connected with some detective

Agency who has sent him to the company

for the express purpose of doing certain

things. More frequently does this individual

have instructions to become and remain a

member of the organization, but occasion .

ally he is directed to assert such inventive

ways as come to him in the way of break

ing up or attempting to break up the organ .

ization and one of these particular means is,

as has been disclosed , of either refraining

from becoming a member , or to continually

perplex an organization by remaining be

hind in dues or suffer frequent self sus

pensions for non -payment of dues. This

class is the least numerous of any of the

class that causes annoyance to the labor

movement by refusing membership or by

neglect of payment of dues. Generally,

among the class who refuse to pay dues or

become back in their dues , the secret agent

is not to be found. It is usually only in the

older organizations that he will try such

schemes.
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG Labor receded , until , at the time with

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY
which this chapter begins, the K. of L., as

EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.
an aggressive movement, had practically

disappeared outside of Brooklyn and Pitts

burg, where locals of that organization yet

CHAPTER XVII.
maintained.

It is important to call attention to the

Due to press of other association work above movements , as , from the time of the

which demands the constant application of the
beginning of this chapter , they practically

time of President W. D. Mahon , the further

compiling of the “ History of Organization
in no way enter into the history of organic

Among Street and Electric Railway Employes '' zation among street and electric railway

is assumed by me . The previous chapters, employes aside from maintenance of the

which came direct from the pen of the Inter
locals until periods when they were ab

national President, have been intensely inter
esting as well as instructive and have created sorbed by the Amalgamated Association,

a demand for continuance. I recognize that and are now a part of this movement, with

there will be disappointment due to this change barely one exception . So , the continuance

of authorship , and request forbearance, and

assure the reader that suggestions and cor
of this history may now be confined to the

rections will be entertained from the former Amalgamated Association alone.

author, so that the future productions may be
During the period covered by the Amalrelied upon as authentic . However, this does

not relieve me from responsibility for any in
gamated Association up to the time of the

completeness, omissions or otherwise. In mak Milwaukee strike, May 4 , 1896 , there had

ing comparisons denoting the progress through
been granted 77 charters for the institu

organization of street and electric railway em
tions of locals of the association in Indian

ployment, completeness and accuracy will be

rigidly observed and one of the purposes will apolis, Fort Wayne, Terre Haute and Rich

be to illustrate the advantages that, indisput mond, Ind .; New Orleans , La.; Detroit, Bay

ably , have been obtained through the work of
City ,EDITOR

Saginaw , Lansing and Roseville,
this association.

Mich .; Tacoma and Spokane , Wash.;

( Year 1896. )
Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth, Minn.;

In previous chapters, the history of or
Topeka and Kansas City, Kans.; Youngs

ganization among street and electric rail town , Toledo, Columbus, Cleveland , Canton,

way employes of America has shown a Dayton , E. Liverpool, and Bellaire , Ohio ;

record of events marking the work of or Grand Crossing and Chicago , Ill .; Pueblo,

ColoradoMuch of
ganization up to the year 1896 .

Springs and Denver, Colo.;

the history making embracing the two last
Wheeling, W. Va .; Milwaukee, Wis.; Wor

cester and
chapters was confined to activities in the Boston , Mass.; Knoxville,

east that necessarily extended into the year Tenn .; Houston and San Antonio, Texas ;

1896, and at the close of which there de Toronto, Ont.; Bridgeport, Hartford , New

veloped a strike in Milwaukee, Wis . This
Britain and Meriden , Conn .; Sacramento,

strike and its subsequent boycott, as has
Cal.; Watertown, Buffalo and New York ,

been by another writer recorded , " stands
N. Y.; Louisville , Ky. , and Philadelphia

unique in the history of labor difficulties. "
and Scranton , Pa.

The strike began May 4 , 1906 , and involved
It will be seen by this that the Amalga

Division No. 15 of the Amalgamated Asso
mated Association had already invaded 20

ciation , one of the first locals brought into
states and asserted the influence of or

the Association by President W. D. Mahon . ganization in 49 different towns.

It may be well here to report upon the
The prime purpose of the Milwaukee

strike was to establish a wage rate of 20progress of the Amalgamated Association

of Street and Electric Railway Employes of
cents per hour. Other conditions wore

America up to the time that the Milwaukee asked for in the proposition submitted to

strike took place.
the company , but an increase in the wage

As noted in the first chapters of this his
rate of 2 cents an hour was the change

tory, at the time of the institution of the
most desired and the one , the granting of

Amalgamated Association there were some
which by the company , would have avert

ed the strike.
organizations of street railway men under

In previous years , Division

various forms and titles . There were No. 15 had effected an 18-cent wage rate.

federal labor unions , independent organi
This strike was one of the marked events

zations and locals of the Knights of Labor
of the early history of the association, but

Alsorepresented in the first Convention .
before entering into detail upon it here and

it has been shown that the first movement
in order that the effort of the Malwaukee

in organization among street and electric
street railway men may be understood as

railway men was inaugurated by
inspired by an advanced spirit in the movethe

Knights of Labor in New York City. Dur ment, it is proper to give at this time some

ing the period covered by previous chap
information as to the wage rate existing

ters , however, the federal unions of the
throughout the country at the time this

A. F. of L. were drawn into the Amalga
strike took place.

mated Association and likewise two Already had the Amalgamated Associa

three of the locals of the Knights of Labor. tion excited the most determined opposi

Independent organizations disappeared, as
tion on part of street railway managements

is the experience with such movements, generally, relative to its extending. There

and they have added nothing of importance can be no question that the determined

in a historic way to the movement of or stand taken by the Milwaukee Company

ganization among railway men unless as a was encouraged by other street railway

demonstration of the ineffectiveness of that companies throughout the country, as

class of organization . The movement general proposition . That which can most

among railway men by the Knights of effectually demonstrate the advantage of

or

a
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organization is the establishment and It will be seen that Milwaukee was al

maintenance of a high wage rate. It will ready among the highest priced electric

be seen that Division No. 15 of Milwaukee surface street railway men of the country

already ranked among divisions in the lead and were a part of the most progressive

in the progressive development of the asso element in the organization at the time.

ciation . The wage rates quoted as applying to the

In those cities and upon those systems systems in the cities and towns above men

where the influence of organization had tioned were rates that had been effected

been directly asserted , wages had been at . by organization . The unorganized through .

tained so that the rates that existed were out the country were receiving a less wage

as follows : rate than the rates paid in those cities

Indianapolis, Ind. , 16 cents per hour .
where the influence of the organization had

been asserted . In fact, in no city was there
Fort Wayne, Ind. , 15 cents per hour.

Terre Haute , Ind . , 14 cents per hour.
unorganized electric railway men enjoying

an 18-cent rate at that time, and it will be
Richmond , Ind. , 14 cents per hour.

New Orleans, La. , 1242 cents per hour.
seen that in some of the organized cities

the scale had been moved to 20 cents . The
Detroit, Mich . , 19 and 21 cents per hour.

Bay City, Mich . , 1112 to 1442 cents per

highest wage rate existing at the time to

electric railway men had been established
hour.

in the city of Detroit, where organization

Saginaw , Mich . , 1542 cents per hour. had longest uninterruptedly existed .

Lansing, Mich . , 10 cents per hour. Fourteen years now have passed since

Roseville , Mich . ( now consolidated with
the period with which this chapter deals .

another local ) , 20 cents per hour. Then there was but one city upon the

Tacoma, Wash. , 20 cents per hour. Ameridan continent where electric surface

Spokane , Wash . , 20 cents per hour. railway men received above 20 cents per

Minneapolis, Minn . , 18 cents per hour. hour, and upon only seven other systems

St. Paul , Minn . , 18 cents per hour. was there a rate above 18 cents per hour.

Duluth , Minn . , 17 cents per hour. In Detroit the rate was 19 cents to those of

Topeka, Kans. , 15 cents per hour. less than ten months in service and 21

Kansas City, Kans . , 1643 cents per hour. cents to those of ten months or more in the

Youngstown , Ohio, 1623 cents per hour. service.

Toledo, Ohio, 12 , 14 , 16 and 1623 cents per Relative to conditions under which street

hour. railway men were forced to work, Michigan

Columbus , Ohio, 15 cents per hour.
had taken the lead. However, vestibule

Cleveland, Ohio, 18 cents per hour.
laws for the protection of motormen had

Canton , Ohio , 1343 cents per hour.
been secured in the states of Ohio and Wis

Dayton, Ohio, 1643 cents per hour.
consin as well as Michigan.

East Liverpool, Ohio, 1442 cents per hour.
An effort had been put forth to secure

Bellaire, Ohio (now a part of Division
vestibule laws in other states . The in

103 , Wheeling, W. Va .
humane opposition to vestibule legislation

.by representatives of employing companies
Grand Crossing & Chicago , Ill . ( electric ) ,

in those days led to enforced perjury on

20 ' cents per hour.
part of submissive non -union employes . As

Pueblo , Colo. , 15 cents per hour. organized labor would attempt to secure

Colorado Springs , Colo. , 20 cents per the enactment of vestibule protection , non

hour. union motormen would be forced to appear

Denver, Colo. , 20 cents per hour. before legislative committees testify

Wheeling . W. Va. , 16 cents per hour. that vestibules were not needed and would

Worcester, Mass . , 20 cents per hour. be a dangerous contrivance. In Connecticut

Boston , Mass. , 20 cents per hour. there is the record of a motorman who so

Knoxville , Tenn . , 10 to 1242 cents per testified to hold his job, and later in the

hour. winter he was taken from his car to a hos

Houston , Texas , 1242 to 15 cent per hour.
pital so badly frozen that he lost parts of

San Antonio, Texas , 1242 cents per hour.
his ears and was disfigured for life. An

Toronto, Ont. , 1633 cents per hour.
other case in another state . A motorman

taken from his car to a hospital was so

Bridgeport, Conn . , 15 cents per hour.

Hartford , Conn . ( paid by trip ) , approxi
frozen that his teeth came out and his face

was disfigured . cases
mately 15 to 18 cents per hour.

Among other on

record is one in which a motorman was

New Britain , Conn . , 15 cents per hour. taken from a wreck dead, and upon exami

Meriden , Conn. , 16 cents per hour.
nation by physicians he was pronounced to

Sacramento , Cal . , 18 cents per hour.
have frozen to death before the wreck oc

Watertown, N. Y. , 1242 cents per hour.
curred , and thus his car was running wild

Buffalo , N. Y. , 1623 cents per hour. at the time it left the track.

New York , N. Y. , 20 cents per hour.
In the matter of hours to constitute a ser

Louisville, Ky. , 1623 cents per hour.

Philadelphia , Pa. , 1642 cents per hour.
vice day, 12 hours was looked upon as a

short-hour workday. As a general proposi

Scranton , Pa. , 12 to 16 cents per hour.

Milwaukee, Wis . , 18 cents per hour.
tion , those who could rely upon not to ex

ceed 12 hours were the favored few . The

The only higher rates of wage existing two-turn system , or nine -hour day, was re

to any surface street railway employes in garded an impossibility. The swing shift

employment at the time the above rates ex system was universal upon lines where 18

isted were to cable car men . Cable cars or more car hours per day prevailed . On

were operated at that time in three or four other lines the workday ranged from 13 to

different cities . 15 and more hours .

to



Such were the conditions that generally

prevailed to electric railway men through

out the country when the Milwaukee strike

took place .

( To be continued. )

* *
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' Meeting the subtle attack of Washing

ton's Employers ' Association, which is at

tempting to make the capital “ a model

open-shop city , " eighty presidents of local

unions have pledged an immediate cash

sum of $10,000, and , in addition, a monthly

assessment of 25 cents per capita will be

raised by the 30,000 members of organized

labor in the District of Columbia to main

tain and spread the principles of unionism .

Aroused by the industrial warfare threat

ening the capital , a convention of all the

wives of Washington union men will be

held to inaugurate a “holue campaign " in

aid of their husbands .

See

This

Shoe

?

Union -made Cigars It's as comfortable as they

make 'em , and dressy enough

to wear any place . The price

is $ 3.50.

The shoe is UNION

MADE is an everlasting

wearer and gives universal

satisfaction .

We have it in vici kid,

patent leather or heavy calf .

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade - not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We cannot only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase .

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Mado Valtorm (mod . might) $ 11.00

Union Mado Uniform (hry. weight) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men- regulation style- depend

able quality - and to be had ln all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Sons of loud Clothing for lai Boy.

We have also Plain Bal . styles

with single or double sole, high or

medium heels at same prices.

Give us a trial when buy

ing shoes.

TheWm . Doerflinger Co.

Cl
ay
to
n'
s LA CROSSE , WIS.

Headquarters for UNION MADE CLOTHING53-01 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp . Rodillac Total



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT , MICH .

Odoors O Moors

George H. Rungol,

Prosidont
A. E. Wlag.

Cashier

STATE SAYIS BARS
M. W. O'Brien,

Vice-Prosident

and Chairman]

of Board

A. P. Borgma ,

Casbler Say .

Dept.

W. Smylio ,

Mgr. Credit

Dept.Goo E.Lawson,

Vloo -President

R. 8. Mason,

Vice - President

J. R. Boddo,

Asst. Dashier

R. I. Oudmore,

Ant. Owohler

Geo . 1. Courtag ,

Auditor

1. A. Schulto ,

Vice -President

CAPITAL,

SURPLUS ,

$1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

NTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS . ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY TAIL

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS “ HOW . "

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

UniformClothing

14 a4
Wo a'so carry tho Largost

TRANK BREDERIC
Stook of

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF-NEASUREMENT GUIDE

113.KING ST.WEST.

Frank Broderick

& Company

TNE LAROEST TAILORINO

HOUSE IN CANADA 115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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CEREAL
M
A
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LOOT & SHOC

WORKERS UNION

By Insisting Upon Purchasing Unlos

Stamp Shoes

VUON STUD You help better shoemaking conditions.

You get better shoes for the money .

Mactory Na You help your own Labor Position .

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : " This shoe does not bear the stamp, but lo

mado under Unloo Conditions, This Is false..No shoe is union made unless it bean

the Union Stamp.
ROOT & SHOE WORKERS ' UNION

Joha ! . Tobin , Pren.
246 Summer St. , BOSTOR , MASS .

Chas . L. Blaine, Sec . - Trens .

DUEBER-HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MOCHIGAN AGENTS

63 Woodward Ave. cor . Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUPPIES.

J. L. LYNCH

Member Div . We

Manufacturer of

Union Buttons

BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

Official seal.. . $3.50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 ....
.50

Rituals, each . .25

Withdrawal cards, each . . $5

Traveling cards, each ... .$5

Division financial book, 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages . 2.50

Division financial book, 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicate report books, each. 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 ... 4.00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each .05

Financial secretarys order book

treasurer, each ... .25

Treasurer's receipt book .. .25

Association Badges, rolled gold, each .. .50

108 E. Washington SL

CHICAGO, ILL.
O

IHION OF

Ftown
I
N
T
E
R
N
A
T
I
O
N

00
LA SEREIA

PLOUR

MADE BY

FAIR

EMPLOYERS

GROUND

PACKED

AND

UNION HANDLED (LABEL

UNION

LABOR

BEARS

THIS

LABELE
M
P
L
O
Y
E
E
S

Association Badges, solid gold , each... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter , each ... .30

Gilt seals, per 100 .. .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press , postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postake, accepted.

Otherwise supplies will not be forwarded.

THE UNION LABEL

of the

Bakery Workers

Stand for falt an saoltar, male

Dous h the hote te sondvler



To Pittsburg's Street Car Men

THANKS

You kept u so busy in the past year, that we
have had to takeadditionalspace. Weare pleased

to announce that in addition to selling

Union Mado Uniforms

Wo are now showing

Union Made Guaranteed Dress Clothes

Thoyhave all the style of custom made clothon at

popular prices. Order for purchases at depart

ment stores our specialty . Casb or easy payments

Keystone Trading Company

301-2-3-8-9 Empire Building

Fifth and Liberty Sts . , Pittsburg

Houghton

Jacobson

Printing

Company

ON

DEN
81-83 Jefferson Ave.

DETROIT, MICH,

Headquarters For

Motormen's and Conductors' Uniforms

REUTER &MADER

Agents for tho BLOCK

Valforms and Caps, Paokard Shoos , Boll

Collars, Elgin Shirts, Graof Hats

Eaglo Suspondors and

Bartors

Tho store that has union clerks and overs :

thing in the line of union made goods

REUTER & MADER

123.127 So. 4th St.

LA CROSS, WISCONSIN

PINS, CHARMS and LOCKETS

INTERNZ PINION
Shirts,

Collars

VO
Union

Made

F
a
o
t
'
y

N
o
.

3

T
O
R
T
E

Valsts

Lehelt

W WORKERS

ton

Union

Made

Tobacco

of the com

INTERNATIONAL
UNIOI .

MADECION

Bears

Thls

Label
The International Assoclatlon

hus arranged to supply the Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

UNION

BUTTONS and BADGES

SPRINGS

for Motormen's Stools

50c Por Sot

Dollverod Anywhere

Our Labello No. 38 .

They at any stool, and

are creat comfort to

the back and kidneys

Thoro are many thous

ando inuso. Send stamp

for a set today ,

Toledo Chair Spring Bs.

417 Mlobigan St.

TOLEDO , ONIO

GERAGHRY & CO.

81 La Sallo St., Chioago.



UMITORAS
OF MAUTY

THE BELLAMY VESTLETTE

AND

COAT PROTECTOR

Patented April 27th , 1897, and July 10th , 1906 .

A

FTER RECEIVING INQUIRIES FROM ALL PARTS OF

the country regarding the Bellamy Vestlette and Coat Pro

tector, we consulted with and finally , two months ago, pur

chased the stock , machinery and patents of that concern .

WE HAVE PLACED LARGE OR

ders for material, and will be able to

deliver any number of vestlettes in a

few days to the former customers of

The Bellamy Vestlette Company.

THEVESTLETTE IS AN ELEGANT

investment for any street car man , sav

ing him at least $10.00 in clothes -wear

and any amount in appearance, as all

books, tickets, punch , pencils, cash and

money changes can be carried in this

vestlette. It also acts as a chest pro

tector in winter. Adopted by over one

hundred street car companies in the

United States and Canada. Every street

car man should have one.

SOLD BY CLOTHING MERCHANTS EVERYWHERE - SO

please call upon your dealer and ask him to show you one. Where

there is no merchant handling them, they will be sent to you upon

receipt of price-- $ 2.00.

WE ALSO SELL THE FINEST MADE UNIFORMS IN THE WORLD

and street car men are asking for them everywhere. Send for 1910 style

book and give us the name of your dealer.

THE BLOCH COMPANY

MAKERS OF GOOD UNIFORMS

CL E V E L A N D , · OHIO
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SEVENTH INTERNATIONAL VICE PRES .

IDENT JOHN H. REARDON.G. E. B. MEMBER WM. B. FITZGERALD .

Among the events of the record of the . Above is , presented a picture of Seventh

Amalgamated Association for the year 1910 International Vice President John H. Rear

will stand with much prominence the arbi.
don. To those who are most familiar with

trations of wage scales for the Connecticut

and Western Massachusetts locals. The the convention work of the Amalgamated

awards in those cases affect the annual Association no introduction is necessary to

wage receipts of some 3,000 motormen and
the genial Worcester delegate whose work

conductors . The aggregate annual increase

can be placed at not less than $110,000. Re
is identified in the records of the past four

port is not at hand from the Connecticut
conventions. He served as associate sec

arbitration to know the approximate num. retary of the Toronto convention and upon

ber of hours the schedules bear, but $110, important committees in the three former

000 is the approximate upon a basis of last conventions. In his own local and in the

year's reports of the lines affected . The trade union movement in Worcester and in

work of compiling and presenting reasons the state of Massachusetts for years he has

for an increase was under the supervision been prominently identified as one of the

of G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald . It most active spirits. Aside from his position

was an arduous task , and the outcome is a as an international officer he is president

creditable testimonial to the efficiency with of Division No. 22, Worcester, and chairman

which it was prosecuted . Associated with of the joint committee of eleven Connecti.

Board Member Fitzgerald in gathering sta cut and three Massachusetts locals. Vice

tistics were those of the joint committee of President Reardon was born 37 years ago ,

fifteen locals , among whom were Interna at Ayer, Mass. He entered the railway ser

tional Vice President John Reardon and vice and became a member of the Associa

International Treasurer Rezin Orr . Board tion ten years ago. He is a conductor on

Member Fitzgerald is a member and former the Worcester Consolidated Railway. As a

president of Division No. 132, Troy, N. Y. speaker he carries conviction by confiden

He was first elected to the G. E. B. at the tial sincerity and sympathetic inspiration .

Pittsburg convention in May, 1903, and is His delivery is of the character that conveys

now serving his eighth year as an interna that what issaid is said advisedly , that of a

tional officer. safe counsellor.
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LABOR DAY ADDRESS.

Delivered by W. D. Mahon, at the Dedica .

tion of the Pittsburg Labor Temple,

September 5, 1910.

“ Mr. Chairman , Ladies and Gentlemen ,

“ We have assembled to celebrate another

Labor Day ; this day is the milestone set up

by the American Trade Unions to mark their

journey on the great highway of time, and

we pause from our labors , here, today , to

review the past, consult our compass and

get our bearings for the future.

" In taking an inventory of the past year ,

we cannot lay claim to having secured all

we desired or anywhere near that which is

due to labor ; but we can congratulate our

organizations upon the fact that they lead

all other human forces in the struggle for

the betterment of the conditions of the toil

ing masses. And here in Pittsburg we can

congratulate ourselves that our movement,

despite all the bitter opposition that has

been arrayed against us by the powerful

combinations of capital , is still moving for

ward and today we dedicate a monument in

the way of the Labor Temple that will stand

in the years to come as a monument to the

grit and courage of the determined men

and women of labor of the year 1910 (es ,

I repeat, a monument that not only marks

the courage and determination of the or

ganized toilers of this community, but it

also clearly demonstrates the fact that the

Trade Union has come to stay, and that no

human force can annihilate or destroy it ,

and this mark of confidence and faith of the

Pittsburg workers in their movement under

the trying circumstances of the past year

will inspire and encourage the workers of

the future in their struggle for the uplifting

and betterment of labor.

" Owing to the fact that our opponents

have been so bitter during the past year and

have assailed our movement so keenly, de

claring that the Trade Union movement is

an un-American institution and have sought

by injunction , the threatened imprisonment

of our leaders and the intimidation and co

ercion of our general membership , I have

decided in what few words I may say to

day to briefly review the past history of

our trade union movement and to defend it

from these attacks and to show you by the

history of the same that it is purely an

American institution , struggling for the bet

terment of American manhood and woman.

hood ; and in order to present it in that

light, I have chosen for my text an extract

from the Declaration of Independence , which

reads :

" 'We hold these truths to be self -evi.

dent ; that all men are created equal,

that they are endowed by their Creator

with certain inalienable rights ; that

among these are life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness . '

" That principle was born amidst the can .

non's roar of Lexington and Bunker Hill ,

and consecrated by the blood of our fore

fathers ; that was the principle that led our

ancestors through the seven long years of

bloody war with all its sufferings and hard

ships , and by which, in its tinal triumph,

gave to the world a democratic government.

While our opponents flaunt what they call

law and order through the interpretation of

the trust judges and corporation lawyers,

these facts stand undisputed : that this

American government was built upon the

Declaration of Independence, and that is the

fountain head from which true American

ism must be drawn at all times. Those were

the principles upon which our government

was fought for and established, the princi

ples that the Constitution makers kept in

sight during the time they were framing

the Constitution and laying down the rules

for the guidance of this government. The

right to life , liberty and the pursuit of hap

piness were always uppermost in the minds

of the people of the several states during

the hours in which they discussed and strug.

gled to unite the states into one united gov.

ernment ; and those who, today, interpret

American citizenship otherwise, do not in

terpret according to the true spirit of Amer.

icanism . They lose sight of the conditions

that led our forefathers to revolt against the

Mother Country and establish this govern

ment. For, if you please, it was the same

principle that drove our pilgrim fathers

across the seas ; they were seeking the

right to life , liberty and the pursuit of hap

piness ; the same principle that later estab

lished by revolution , this government. That

was what the Constitution makers sought

to put in operation.

" There were two points that our Consti

tution makers always kept in sight ; one ,

that when any form of government became

unbearable, it is the right of those upon

which the effect of that government falls , to

change it ; second , the right to life, liberty

and the pursuit of happiness. With these

two principles in view the Constitution mak

ers sought to unite the States into

grand government. They had no insight

into the future; they were not prophets or

sons of prophets ; neither were they Medes

and Persians. They were inspired by these

principles that I have just enumerated and

felt that if a government was firmly estab

lished upon them, those who would come

after them would be in position to protect

their interests . They would have the right

to change or remedy any of the laws that

did not bring about the principles for which

the government was established. For, as

I have stated , they did not make laws as

Medes and Persians, which could never be

changed ; they did not lay claim to be in.

fallible ; they had no foresight as to what

the future would bring to the newly estab

lished republic ; they had no conception of a

trust or combine ; they never dreamed that

thought would be heralded across the con.

tinent in a twinkling of an eye ; they had

not even a vision of railroads spanning the

continent with their iron bands over which

the commerce of the nation would rush with

lightning speed ; they did not have the re

motest idea or thought of a Standard Oil

and iron and steel combine. These institu

tions were yet unconceived in the womb of

time. Ther could build the nation out of

one
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only the material they had at hand , but they

laid the foundation firmly on that corner

stone, the Declaration of Independence-the

right to life , liberty and the pursuit of hap

piness for all the people. They knew full

well that if these principles were carried

out, whatever changes might come in the

future, success was bound to crown the ef

forts and struggles of the government, and

thus, our government was established upon

the principles of true democracy.

" The struggle of the Revolution was not

only for political freedom ; the industrial

conditions were bad , deplorable , and those

who fought for the new government saw in

their struggle the revolution of all indus

trial conditions , as well as political freedom

and justice . They felt that by the estab

lishment of this clear political freedom , as

outlined , there would be happiness and pros

perity for all ; for , with political freedom

and this vast continent before them no pow

er could chain or enslave them . If, after the

establishing of such a government labor

was dissatisfied with its condition it could

move to the land , to the undeveloped miles

and miles of country that lay open and

awaited the coming of man .

" But, today, that condition is entirely

changed. No longer can we advise the dis

satisfied young man to 'go west and grow up

with the country. ' The forces of mankind

in their mad pursuit for gold have circum

navigated the globe . It is but a few short

years ago that our advance guard invaded

the icebound shores of Alaska. From her

perpetual snowy covered mountain peaks ,

they looked upon the gray coasts of Asia,

out of which our original ancestors had

started in their conquest of the world , cen

turies and centuries ago. They had reached

the end of emigration and the question of

moving to the land has nded , and ended

forever.

“ Our forefathers had not only suffered

from political conditions , but they had suf

fered from industrial conditions. Under the

old monarchial form of government, the gov

ernment controlled not only the political but

industrial destinies of its people. The col

ony of Massachusetts , under the monarchial

rule dominating it, in 1633 , by legislative

enactment, decided that a master workman

should be paid no more than two shillings,

48.cents, a day, or 28 cents a day and board .

This was the maximum rate . It was only

the best skilled mechanics who could hope

for 48 cents a day . Other workmen were

to have their wages fixed by the constable .

Brother Capitalist would still pursue this

course ; he has evoluted a little ; instead of

the constable he would let the injunction

judge fix the wages .

“ I speak of this to show you the condition

that prevailed when we overthrew the mo

narchial form of government and established

the new .

“Now, shortly after the formation of this

government there came upon humanity the

greatest revolution that the world has ever

known . It was not heralded by cannon's

roar or marked upon the map of the world

by bayonets , but it was a revolution more

far-reaching and with greater effect upon

humanity than any that had ever taken

place in the history of the world. At about

that time it was discovered that steam could

be used as a motive power to drive machin

ery and that machinery could be constructed

to do the work of man. This discovery

brought about a complete revolution of the

industrial conditions of the civilized world.

The machine wiped out, entirely, the indi

vidual conditions that had prevailed up to

this time. With the advent of steam dates

the birth of the factory system . The fac

tory system developed and brought forth the

great combinations and consolidations of

capital that has produced your giant trusts

and combines and divided our people into

classes.

“ Prior to the advent of steam the work of

the country was done in the little shop, mill

and factory. In these little shops journey

men and master worked side by side ; they

were neighbors and friends , but with the

advent of steam all of this disappeared and

the division of the people into classes took

place. The factory system came as a new

system which largely divided our people

into classes , establishing on the one hand a

Newport and on the other a miner's camp

or a Pullman village , thus re-establishing a

feudal system more cruel than the one that

our ancestors destroyed when they inau

gurated these United States . The factory

system immediately took advantage of the

low wages and long hours of labor that was

prevailing at the time of its birth and from

that hour they have contested every inch of

the way and opposed every movement on

the part of the worker who sought to carry

out the principles for which his government

had been formed , namely - the right to life ,

to liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

" The toiler , thus confronted with a new

order of things, had to consider how he

could advance his interests and secure the

rights to which his government had declared

he was entitled . To meet this new arrange

ment and to contend with the new combina

tions that were formed under the factory

system , he was compelled to combine and

unite with his fellow toilers , for his pursuit

of happiness depended entirely upon his

wage and working conditions , and these he

could improve by combining with his fel

Ow workmen and through his organization

set the price upon his labor and establish

the hours and working conditions that he

was entitled to and that was necessary to

his happiness; and thus, the American Trade

Union was born.

“ I have said the wages were low and the

hours of labor long at the time the factory

system came down upon us, just as we

weré emerging from monarchy and starting

upon our journey as a democratic nation . I

have also shown you the conditions that had

been estab ned in the earlier colonial days .

This condition changed very little up to

1825 , when the Trade Unions were formed.

It is true there were traces of the Trade

Union a little earlier than this, but they did

not take any real shape or form until about

1825 . At this time the work-day was from
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sunup until sundown. In the factory , the three -fold ; they had reduced the hours of

candle was burned at both ends of the day. labor and established the ten -hour work day.

" In 1836 , women and children went to Yet the nation had prospered and gone for

work in the New England factories at 4:30 . ward.

o'clock in the morning and worked un “When the war of the rebellion was over

til seven, and after, at night. The the workers renewed their unions and again

wages in 1800 in Baltimore, Md . , are quoted took up their struggle for the improvement

at 36 cents a day ; in New York City at 40 of their conditions . They have continued

cents a day. The city of Washington was that struggle down to the present time, and

built by mechanics who did not receive over what has been the result when we honestly

50 cents a day. The diggers , hod carriers, compare the conditions of our country wtih

choppers and the unskilled labor only re the nations of the world ? The result has

ceived $70 a year and worked from sunrise been that America has established the high

until sunset. In 1835 the Baltimore weav
est wage and the shortest hours of labor,

ers worked twelve hours a day for 65 cents and yet she has surpassed all other nations

a day. At Great Falls , N. H., in 1844 , the and today not only has established the high

factory girls worked from 5 a. m , until 7 p. est order of conditions at home, but has

m . , with fifteen minutes for breakfast and
captured the markets of the world, due to

thirty minutes for dinner, and they received the dear men and dear women, economically

from $ 1.25 to $2 per week . dear. If economically cheap men and women

“ Now , that is a sample of the general would make great nations, China and India

conditions prevailing at the birth of the would have ruled the world long ago. So, if

Trade Union. The unions did not only take
you please, the answer that the trade union

up the question of wages , but they appreci is purely an American institution is reflected

ated the whole situation that confronted the from every side that we care to review or

worker and they demanded many other examine it, and has stood as the great pro

changes that were necessary to their happi moter of national success and prosperity .

ness , There was no homestead law, there "Let us stop a moment and survey the

were no free schools, there was no protec general situation to see further what the

tion to labor in any way, and so they took unions -have done. Not only have they in

up and contended for the entire conditions
creased the wages and shortened the hours

that affected the toiler , including his wages and established better conditions, but they

and hours. have brought many other improvements and

" As soon as the worker began to organize advancements that have all been to the in

the employers set up a great objection. They terest of the nation . They were the first to

used the same pretext and objections at that demand the homestead law and brought that

time as are used at the present by the Man about, giving every man in America , so long

ufacturers ' Association and the Citizens' Al as land is open , an opportunity to take up

liance. They declared that the Trade Union and claim a homestead. They gave to Amer.

movement was un-American ; they argued ica the greatest and grandest free school

that it would destroy the young republic. system the world has ever seen. At the time

The pioneers of the Trade Union movement of the formation of the trade union there

laughed at these declarations ; they had were no free schools and no system of edu

studied economics and replied to their crit cation for the children of the worker and of

ics that if the nation was to be a success, the poor, but through their agitation for a

the conditions and environments of the
better school system they forced, through

masses of people must be better and im the New England states first, the creation

proved, and the principle set forth in her by the state of free schools for the children ,

policy carried out. and it has rapidly spread from state to state

“ I have not time here, today, to go into until today, I repeat, we have a free school

detail to show you the great work that the system that is the admiration of the entire

unions have accomplished. But let us re civilized world, the work of the Trade Union .

view , briefly , to see what has been the re “ They have established, for thousands and

sult of the Trade Union , and what answer thousands of men and women, the eight-hour

they give to these contentions and charges work day ; they have led the forces in the

that are made against them. abolishing of child labor, and have been the

" Has trade unionism retarded or destroyed means of saving, not only the lives of thou

the union ? We divide the efforts of our sands and thousands of children ; but have

trade unions into two periods : the first from set millions of them upon the highway to

its organization in 1825 to 1861 , the period success through forcing them from the .

in which the rebellion broke out. The trade workship and factory into the schools where

unions had been active from 1825 up until they have been educated to a higher man .

1861, and then , in order to fight the battles hood and womanhood, which, in the end, has

of their country the workers practically dis reflected to the good and the promotion of

banded their unions , for they are the work the nation's interest.

ing men of any nation that must bare their They have secured the sanitary inspec

bosom to the shot and shell and bear the tion of mines, workshops and factories, and

brunt of all its battles . So, when the rebel through this have protected the lives and

lion came on , the toiler laid down his tools limbs of the millions of workers of our coun

and set aside his union and went to the try, and judgment day alone can tell what

front to battle for the preservation of the good that has done for this country and for

union of states . Up to the time of the re the world.

bellion they had increased their wages some " They have demanded and have secured ,
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to a great extent, equal pay for women toil.

ers when compelled to do the same work as

man ; they have abolished the truck stores

wherein the worker was robbed of what lit

tle wage he earned ; they have brought about

boards of arbitration that have settled thou

sands of disputes that would have led to

strikes and industrial warfares. They have

brought ventilation to work shops, mines

and factories, abolished imprisonment for

debt , and have in many, many cases, too

numerous to mention, improved and bettered

the general conditions , not only of the toiler,

but of all the people as well , and in conclu

sion, let me ask of our critics after a review

of this situation, what would be the condi

tions of America with its powerful combina

tions of capital , if there were no trade

unions to protect and insist upon the work

er's rights ?

" That can best be answered by comparing

those nations that have no trade unions

with our nation . Look at China, look at In

dia, and then you can see what would have

been the condition of America had there

been no efforts made upon the part of the

wage workers to advance and promote their

own interests. Yes , you need not go, my

friends , to China or India, go into the min .

ing regions of Pennsylvania or West Virginia

where there is no trade union to protect the

worker and you find them working for any

wage the boss wants to establish , and what

little wage they receive, they are compelled

to spend it at the companys ' store, and what

do we find - demoralization , hunger, misery

and degradation , and that would be the con

dition in every mining camp ; yes , in every

workshop and factory in America were it

not for the efforts and struggles of the

American Trade Unions, which have so no

bly struggled to uphold the true principles

of Americanism and give to the toiler their

guaranteed right, the right to life , liberty

and the pursuit of happiness."

Meinbers of Division No. 265 , San Jose, Cal
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By the grace of Gov. Judson Harmon of

Ohio, the Columbus street car strike still

OF
STREET

The Motorman and Conductor extends

sincere condolences to Pres . H. W. Ingersoll

of Div. 268 , of Cleveland, Ohio, in his be

reavement occasioned by the recent death

of his wife .
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SEPTEMBER 1S 1892
The Garment Workers recently held their

annual convention in Detroit. Reports of

the officers of the convention indicate that

the Garment Workers' organization is

stronger than it ever was before. This is

an assurance that the union label in their

line is being well patronized.

Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America .

PUBLISHED BY THEASSOCIATION , Month

ly. W. D. MAHON , President.

Correspondents will please address all com

munications for publication to R. L. REEVES,

Editor, Detroit, Mich.

Subscriptions payable to W. D. Mahon, Pres.

The Miles , Majestic and Comique The.

atres of Detroit are fair and employing

union musicians. All other theatres in De .

troit are unfair. Dockstader Minstrels

played at the unfair Garrick Theatre. A

word should be sufficient. They will visit

other towns . The union musicians of De.

troit are putting up a game fight.
SUBSCRIPTION.

Per annum $1.00

Single copy ..10 cents

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL .

W. D. MAHON .... International President

J. J. THORPE . First Vice-President
A. H. BURT . ..Second Vice-President

GEORGE KEENAN ..... Third Vice-President

B. A. CARTER . .Fourth Vice-President

PATRICK E. HANLEY...Fifth Vice-President

T. H. DUNN . . Sixth Vice-President

JOHN H. REARDON..Seventh Vice-President

REZIN ORR . International Treasurer

General Executive Board

C. 0. PRATT.. .Chairman

R. L. REEVES . ...Secretary

EDWARD MCMORROW,

MAGNUS SINCLAIR ,

RICHARD CORNELIUS,

WM. B. FITZGERALD ,

P J. SHEA,

FRED FAY,

D. 8.FITZGERALD.

Eentered at the Detroit P. O. as Second -Class
Matter .

Detective agencies have, for their great .

est incentive for existence these days, em

ployment with union fighting corporations .

They lit on to the Columbus Street Car Co

like flies around a molasses keg. The ex

plosions that have followed since their em

ployment and the occasions of disorder that

have resulted should be sufficient illustra

tion of the fact that they know how to best

hold their jobs and get the most money out

of the situation . A corporation never seeks

law-respecting citizens as strike -breakers.

They don't do that kind of work .

C. W. Post was beaten in his injunction

case in which he endeavored to enjoin the

Buck Stove & Range Co. from carrying out

the union agreement made with its em

ployes. This is not the only instance in

which Mr. Post is getting the worst of it.

It is reported that his warehouses in Battle

Creek are filled with surplus " Postum Ce

real" and "Grape Nuts" and that he has

been obliged to reduce his forces to a mini

mum. Another thorn in Mr. Post's side is

the Kellogg Cereal Mnfrs. in Battle Creek ,

who are fair to labor. The Kellogg concern

is taking a boom , and it is reported that it

is prospecting enlarging its already exten

sive plant .

HARDESNICOURG 44

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION .

а

Article 2 of Constitution.

Section 1 . The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.

Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and
sklli ; to encourage the formation in Division

Associations of sick Benefit Funds ; to estab

lish schools of instruction and examination

for Imparting a practical knowledge of mod

ern and improved methods and systems of

transportation and trade matters generally :
to encourage the settlement of all disputes

between employes and employers by arbitra

tion ; to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral, intellectual and social

condition.

Ex-President Theodore Roosevelt will

speak in Columbus upon law and order. The

subject is allotted in consequence of the

street car strike. It will be interesting to

see who draws the fire from his vitriol guns,

but the question as to whether he points out

a solution to the strike will be of more in.

terest. Mr. Roosevelt knows well that the

people who make up the trade unions of the

country are those who most support law and

order. The citizens of Columbus know that

the management of the company is the

violators of the law in connection with the

present street car strike, and they know

that most of the disorder can be traced to

agencies in the employ of the company. The

police records confirm that.

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished. Names of correspondentswillnotap

pear withtheir productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

2d of the month, and should be written only
ono one side of the paper .
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Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg, Pa. , has an oppor

tunity to show what 3,000 street rarrway

men can do in the line of vote getting.

Business Agent Thorpe is a candidate for

Congress. In Pennsylvania votes cannot be

piled up unless the oters have their tax

receipts. It is up to the Pittsburg Electric

Railway men to see that those inclined to

vote for Vice-President Thorpe are in pos

session of the tax receipt on election day.

a

“ We find that Rear Brakeman Graham

was guilty of gross negligence in not going

back a safe distance, and in neglecting to

place a torpedo and to use other means in

his power to stop No. 4 , as a competent and

reliable brakeman would have done."

The above is taken from the verdict of

the coroner's jury rendered at the inquest

held upon victims of the fatal wreck that

occurred near Durand , Mich ., on August 24 ,

in which eight lives were lost . The acci

dent is that in which train No. 4 on the

Grand Trunk Railway crashed into the rear

of train No. 14 some distance out of Durand .

It was a wreck shocking in its fatalities and

clearly avoidable . The Grand Trunk officials

have sought to disqualify and place upon

Engineer Spencer of train No. 4 the entire

blame for the accident. The wreck came

directly following the settlement of the

recent strike and before all of the strikers

were replaced in the service. Graham , the

brakeman, was employed as a strikebreaker

during the stike. Directly, the evidence has

convicted Graham of gross negligence and

incompetency and places the blame there.

Indirectly, it places the blame where it be

longs—upon those responsible for the em

ployment of Graham , and they are the high

officials of the Grand Trunk Company, who

undertook to lock out their union railway

men and were willing to do it at the ex

pense of the safety of the traveling public .

The deaths resultant from the Durand

wreck are a part of the expense. True it

is that no crime rests with the railroad

company in making war upon its union em

ployes , but its responsibility begins when it

undertakes to man trains with incompetents

as strikebreakers . The high officials of the

Grand Trunk Company can have the satis

faction that they are guilty of snuffing out

eight lives through the Durand wreck . Gra

ham is less guilty. He was incompetent

and of a character unable to realize the

responsibility of his position ; in fact , that

is the extent of qualification of all strike

breakers. It is fortunate that the Michigan

Railway Commission took an interest in this

case. The result is that the blame is placed

where it belongs - at the door of the officials

of the company responsible for the employ

ment of such as Graham as strikebreakers.

in an endeavor to destroy the employes'

union and deny them the right of organiza

tion . Even a Court of Arbitration created

by the state has investigated and declared

that the management of the company is

wrong, thereby justifying the employes in

their strike. The governor of the state was

not slow in taking sides with the company

and lending his good offices to assist in forc

ing the employes to submit to the injustice

of the union smashing management of the

company. The militia of the state is kept

in Columbus at a heavy expense to the

taxpayers , and the governor consoles him

self by saying , they are there to maintain

order and dignity. How much more effec

tive it would be if he would remove the

cause of the disturbances , rather than try

to deal with the effect.

“ This same governor is greatly disturbed

by a presidential bee in his political bon.

net. It is possible that he may get stung.

He has refused to urge arbitration as

means of settling the dispute, although the

state has provided a Board of Arbitrators

for that purpose , and the laws of Ohio fur

ther provide that employes shall not be in

terfered with , or discriminated against be

cause of membership in the union.

" This reminds us of a certain mayor who

was quoted as saying he “ did not believe in

arbitration of industrial disputes , or even

in disputes between nations, that they must

be fought out."

" Well, if it continues to be the policy of

these arrogant rulers and employers to in.

sist upon fighting out a settlement of these

disputes , it seems to me the time has come

when the fighting should ot be all on one

side. If an employer can maintain a pri

vate police power of strike breakers and

thugs , and arm them with guns and clubs

and tell them to shoot to kill, blacklist their

employes so they cannot earn a livelihood ,

and get the merchants and landlords to re

fuse them credit so as to starve them into

submission , and can call to his assistance

an obedient and sympathetic governor, who

delights in withholding advancement from

labor, it seems to me the time has come

when we should be permitted equal rights

to bear arms in self defense, and in defense

of our constitutional rights.

This one-sided administration of the law,

while the hands of the toilers are practical

ly pinioned , and they are made defense

less targets, smacks too much of the dark

ages , and does not reflect credit upon a sup

posedly enlightened and progressive nation.

Organized labor is opposed to war, and

the use of bullets in the adjustment of dif

ferences that are bound to arise from time

to time . Voluntary arbitration and trade

agreements are the humane and progressive

way of adjudicating these things , and the

employer who refuses to accept these meth

ods of adjustment admits that he has an

unjust cause , and is a menace to society. It

is he who must accept , then, the responsi

bility of bloodshed and the loss of life and

the sacrifices that are caused by industrial

strife. Yet that is the employer with whose

policy.Governor Harmon proudly proclaims

himself in sympathy with .”

RAPS GOV. HARMON.

In his Labor Day address , delivered Sept.

5 , at the demonstration in Philadelphia ,

Chairman C. 0. Pratt paid his compliments

to Governor Judson Harmon of Ohio.

" In Columbus , O., " said Chairman Pratt ,

" the management of the street car company

has provoke a strike of its employes by

violation of agreement and discrimination
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G. E. B. MEETING REPORT.

The third meeting of the current term of

the General Executive Board convened at

headquarters , Hodges building, Detroit,

Mich . , at 10 o'clock a. m. , August 22, 1910,

Chairman C. 0. Pratt presiding.

Officers and members present were :

International President W. D. Mahon, De

troit. Mich .

International Treasurer Rezin Orr, De

troit , Mich .

Chairman C. O. Pratt, Philadelphia, Pa.

G. E. B. Members :

Edward McMorrow , Div. 260 , Chicago, Ill.

Magnus Sinclair, Di. 113 , Toronto, Ont.

Richard Cornelius, Div. 518, San Fran

cisco, Cal.

W. B. Fitzgerald , Div. 132 , Troy, N. Y.

P. J. Shea, Div, 168, Scranton, Pa.

D. S. Fitzgerald , Div. 281, New Haven ,

Conn.

R. L. Reeves, Div. 85, Pittsburg, Pa.

Absentees.

Fred Fay, Div. 111, Ypsilanti, Mich.

The Secretary submitted a report upon

the strike of Division No. 538 , Columbus ,

Ohio, under the immediate direction of G.

E. B. Member Fred Fay, expressing a con

dition of the Columbus situation that re

quired the presence of Board Member Fay

in that city and asked that G. E. B. Mem

ber Fay be excused from attendance at the

sessions of the meeting. The situation in

Columbus was accepted as sufficient war

rant for the absence of Board Member Fay

and he was granted leae of absence from

the meeting.

The Chair declared in order the receiving

of the report of the International President

for the six months ' term ending July 31 ,

1910 .

President's Report.

President W. D. Mahon submitted his re

port as follows:

“ Detroit, Mich. , August 1 , 1910.

" To the Members of the General Executive

Board of the Amalgamated Association of

Street and Electric Railway Employes of

America :

" Brothers :-In accordance with the laws

of this Association, I hereby submit the re

ports of my office for the past six ( 6 ) months

from February 1 , 1910, to the 31st day of

July, 1910.

Finances .

" I hereby submit all books and bills ,

including the receipts and expenditures for

the past six months for inspection and audit.

A statement of receipts and expenditures

together with your audit report will be

printed in pamphlet form and forwarded to

the Local Divisions , as the Constitution re

quires.

Organizing Work .

" During the past six months the following

Divisions have been organized and charter

ed in acordance with our laws :

Division No. 536 , Denver, Colo.

Division No. 537 , Holyoke , Mas.

Division No. 538 , Columbus Ohio ,

Division No. 539 , St. Louis, Mo.

Division No. 540, Trenton , N. J.

Division No. 541 , Chelsea , Mass.

Division No. 542, Waterloo , N. Y.

Division No. 543, Columbus, Ohio. (Em

ployes of Sciota Valley Traction Co. )

Division No. 544, Williamstown, Pa.

Division No. 545, Missoula, Mont.

Division No. 546, Port Arthur, Texas.

Divisions Consolidated.

" Division No. 287 of Chagrin Falls, Ohio ,

consolidated with Division No. 268 , of Cleve

land , Ohio.

Divisions in Arrears.

“ Divison No. 162, Shamokin, Pa.

Division No. 460, North Adams, Mass .

Division No. 523, Columbus, S. C.

Division No. 526, Kansas City, Mo.

Charters Surrendered .

“ Division No. 427, Allentown , Pa."

Work of International Officers

Under the above head, the report em

braces in detail the work of International

Officers. It, however, having been chroni.

cled in the columns of the " M. C. " monthly

during the past six months ' audit period,

the report of this matter is presented in

abridged form as folows :

C. 0. Pratt.

“ Chairman C. 0. Pratt, at the time of our

last report, was at Philadelphia, Pa. , giving

attention to the interests of Division No.

477, where contentions had arisen which

the Company refused to adjust and while en

deavors were going on to adjust the differ

ences the Company suddenly abandoned fur

ther negotiations and precipitated a rigid

boycott against the Local which resulted in

one of the most serious struggles in the

history of the Association, and with which

you are all familiar. The members of the

Division were locked out and Brother Pratt

continued in charge of this strike situation

until settlement propositions were compiled ,

as agreed to by the Company, to be submit.

ted to a vote of the membership of Division

No. 477. Due to this work he was unable

to attend only the sessions of the final day

of the last General Executive Board Meet.

ing."

After the settlement of the Philadelphia

strike, the report upon work of Chairman

Pratt embraces 12 official visits , visiting 8

local Divisions one or more times. He or

ganized Division No. 544, Williamstown, Pa.

R. L. Reeves.

The report upon the work of G. E. B.

Secretary R. L. Reeves embraces 14 official

visits , visiting one or more times 7 different

cities and 5 local Divisions.

Edward McMorrow.

The report shows that G. E. B. Member

McMorrow made 19 official visits, visiting

13 cities, in which he visited one or more

times 14 different local Divisions. He in

stituted Division No. 536, Denver Colo. , and

aside from the work indicated above, he

assisted in an organizing campaign in the

State of Iowa, conducted by the Iowa State

Federation of Labor, addressing meetings

at Muscatine, Davenport, Des Molnes, Boone,

Dubuque, Marshalltown and Waterloo , Iowa .
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Magnus Sinclair.

The report upon the work of G. E. B.

Member Magnus Sinclair embraces 5 official

visits , visiting one or more times 4 different

cities and 3 different Division Associations.

His work embraced the adjustment of the

wage agreement in the interest of Division

No. 279, Ottawa, Ont. , by which a substan

tial increase in wage was secured and as

sistance upon the proposed new agreement

of Division No. 113 , Toronto , Ont. In both

instances, the Dominion Labor Disputes Act

was invoked.

Richard Cornelius.

The report upon the work of G. E. B. Mem.

ber, Richard Cornelius embraces 15 official

visits, visiting 15 different cities and one or

more times 9 local Divisions. His work en

gaged him upon agreement settlements

in the interests of Divisions at St. Joseph,

Mo., Colorado Springs , Colo. , Vancouver,

Victoria and New Westminster, B. C. , in all

of which places gratifying increases in the

wage rate were secured to the membership.

W. B. Fitzgerald.

The report upon the work of G. E. B. Mem.

ber W. B. Fitzgerald embraces 36 official

visits, visiting 24 different cities and one or

more times 23 different local Divisions. · In

cluded in his work was the institution of

Division No. 537, Holyoke, Mass. , and as

sistance in the conduct and settlement of

the Yonkers , N. Y. strike. He also com.

piled and submitted the cases of arbitra

tion in the interest of the Connecticut locals

to the arbitration board and compiled and

submitted the case for arbitration in the in

terest of Div. Nos.22, Worcester, Mass. , 448

Springfield , Mass. , and 537, Holyoke, Mass.

to the arbitration board. In the former case

are interested Div. Nos. 281 , New Haven,

425, New London, 443, Stamford, 163 , Meri

den , 459 , Bridgeport, 469, Derby, 476, Nor

walk, 479 Middletown and 262, Norwich,

Conn. , and 481 , Port Chester, N. Y. The

matter in arbitration in both of these cases

was the wage rate. At the time of the close

of the report, decision of the arbitrators had

not been handed down in either case.

P. J. Shea .

The report upon the work of Board Mem

ber, P. J. Shea includes 21 official visits to

18 cities , and visiting one or more times 9

different local divisions . Embraced in the

report upon his work is assistance upon the

wage arbitration in the interest of Div. 268 ,

Cleveland Ohio, and wage adjustment in the

interest of Division No. 177, Roanoke, Va. ,

Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich . , and 197,

Meadville, Pa.

Fred Fay.

The report upon the wrok of G. E. B. Mem.

ber, Fred Fay includes 19 official visits em

bracing 11 cities and visits one or more

times to 9 local Divisions. Embraced in his

work is that upon the organizing and insti.

tution of Divisions Nos. 536, Denver Colo. ,

and 538 and 543 , Columbus, Ohio, the con

duct of the Columbus, Ohio strikes and

various assistance in wage adjustments .

D. 8. Fitzgerald.

The report upon the work of G. E. B.

Member, D. S. Fitzgerald embraces assig.

tance upon wage adjustments in associa .

tion with G. E. B. Member, W. B. Fitzgerald

and Int. Treas. , Rezin Orr, in behalf of the

Connecticut locals. He made official visits

to 7 different cities and 5 different local Dr

visions. There are 11 Connecticut divisions

to be included in the work credited to Board

Member Fitzgerald upon the Connecticut

Divisions wage adjustment. His work also

embraced assistance upon the wage agreé

ment in the interest of Div. Nos . 22, 448 and

537 at Worcester, Springfield and Holyoke,

Mass.

A. L. Behner.

The report upon the work of First Vice

President A. L. Behner, prior to his resig.

nation as an officer of the association, em

braces 8 official visits, visiting one or more

times 5 different cities and 4 different local

Divisions.

J. J. Thorpe.

The report upon the work of First Vice

President J. J. Thorpe embraces 5 official

visits including 4 local Divisions. Most of

the work of the First Vice President, during

the term , was that upon wage adjustment

and includes the conduct of the strike at

Newell, W. Va. , in the interest of the Newell

membership of Division No. 52. The strike

was a success and established a union road

agreement with increased wages.

George Keenan .

The report upon the work of Vice Presi

dent George Keenan embraces 3 official

visits to 2 cities and one or more times, 1

local Division. He assisted in establishing

Division No. 542, Waterloo, N. Y.

B. A. Carter.

Upon the work of Vice President B. A.

Carter, he is reported as having made 5

officials visits, visiting one or more times, 2

local Divisions. He conducted the Kewanee,

Ill ., strike in the interest of Division No.

484 and assisted in the arbitration of the

wage scale for the local, which resulted in

a substantial increase in wage.

Int. Treas. , Rezin Orr.

The report upon the wrok of Int . Treas.

Rezin Orr shows that he made 39 official

visits, visiting 30 cities in the interest of

the association and one or more times visit

ed 21 local divisions. In the course of his

work, he assisted G. E. B. Member, W. B.

Fitzgerald upon the preparation of the wage

arbitration case in the interest of the Con

necticut locals and assisted in the adjust

ment of the Trenton , N. J. strike, through

which Division No. 540 was well established .

Int. Pres. W. D. Mahon.

The report upon the wrok of the Interna

tional President, during the term, aside from

the general supervision of the affairs of the

association , shows that he made 22 official

visits, visiting one or more times 14 differ

ent cities and local Divisions. He also held

joint conferences of the several Connecti

cut and Massachusetts locals involved in

wage arbitrations and lent assistance and

advisement upon preparation for arbitra.

tion of wage scale in the interest of 23 diff.

erent local Divisions. He personally con

ducted the arbitration of the wage seale in

the interest of Division No. 268, Cleveland,
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100.00

Ohio ; and directed the preparation and pres

entation of the case in the wage scale arbi

tration in the interest of Divs . Nos. 111 , 343 ,

and 362, of Jackson , Kalamazoo and Albion ,

Mich. He lent assistance in the conduct of the

Philadelphia strike, attended the Pa. State

F. of L. Convention , held in New Castle ,

Pa. , and attended and addressed several con

ferences and meetings in the interest of the

general labor movement .

Of the work of special association or

ganizers and A. F. of L, organizers , among

those mentioned in the report who did work

for the association during the term are :

Organizers, W. G. Gordon, who instituted

Div. No. 546 at Port Arthur, Texas ; M. F.

Tracy, who was instrumental in organizing

Div. No. 542, Waterloo, N. Y.; Wm. French

and Alex. Smyth, who assisted in organiz

ing Div. No. 541 , Chelsea, Mass.; James T.

Liddy, who assisted G. E. B. Member Fred

Fay in the organizing of Div. No. 538 , Colum

bus , Ohio ; E. J. Curry and Wm. Collins, who

assisted in organizing Division No. 540 ,

Trenton , N. J.; W. A. Coulter, who organ

ized Div. No. 545 , Missoula, Mont.; Sim A.

Bramlette , who has surveillance of the Kan.

sas City situation ; D. J. Gorman, who as

sisted Div. No. 513 , Bartonville, Ill . , in secur

ing a gratifying increase in wage ; and B. B.

Casson , who was succesful in consolidating

the railway men on the Cleveland & Eastern

and the C. Y. & C. men with Division No.

268 , Cleveland , and others having organ

izing work in hand at the time of the close

of the report.

The report continued as follows :

" During the period covered by this report,

there have been paid to claimants death

benefits upon the deaths of late members as

follows :

Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich ,

John Livingstone, deceased ;

Mrs. John Livingstone, beneficiary . $ 100.00

Claud E. Bates, deceased ;

Mrs. Hazel Bates, beneficiary ... 100.00

A. A. MSManamy, deceased ;

Mrs. Mary MacManamy, beneficiary 100.00

John Oldenburg , deceased ;

Chas. T. Oldenburg, beneficiary .... 100.00

Gustave Hoppe, deceased ;

Bertha Hoppe, beneficiary .
100.00

Martin P. Egan, deceased ;

John Egan, beneficiary .. 100.00

Henry G. Cooke, deceased ;

Mrs. Henry G. Cooke, beneficiary .. 100.00

Walter W. Flory, deceased ;

Mrs. Marie Flory, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 85, Pittsburg, Pa.

Thos. J. McKee, deceased ;

Mrs. Thos. McKee, beneficiary .. 100.00

Fred Burtt, deceased ;

Mrs. Fred Burtt, beneficiary 100.00

Neal Blaney, deceased ;

Mrs. Neal Blaney, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 98 , Akron , Ohio .

G. W. Flagg, deceased ;

Lucy A. Flagg, beneficiary . 100.00

T. Farmer ( Thos. ), deceased ;

Mrs. Maud Farmer, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C.

James Kinsella, deceased ;

Mrs. M. J. Kinsella, beneficiary .... 100.00

C. H. Winters, deceased ;

Robt. B. Ellis, official administrator,

for beneficiary 100.00

George Lenfesty , deceased ;

Nellie Lenfesty , beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va.

Fritz J. Prellock (Proelloch ), de

ceased ; John Ralston, administra

tor for beneficiary . 100.00

Elbert Morrison , deceased ;

Mrs. Elbert Morrison, beneficiary 100.00

Division No. 111, Ypsilanti , Mich .

S. E. Patching, deceased ;

Mrs. S. E. Patchin, beneficiary .... 100.00

Division No. 113 , Toronto, Ont .

George Thompson, deceased ;

Mrs. George Thompson, beneficiary 100.00

W. Pitchefer, deceased ;

W. D. Robbins, Sec. , for beneficiary 100.00

G. A. Wallace, deceased ;

W. D. Robbins, Sec. , for beneficiary 100.00

James Lynch , deceased ;

Mrs. James Lynch , beneficiary .... 100.00

Division No. 114 , Youngstown, O.

J. H. Stuck, deceased ;

R. J. Copeland, Sec . , for beneficiary 100.00

Division No. 125, Belleville, Ill .

W. H. Harding, deceased ;

J. W. Harding, beneficiary . 100.00

J. McDonald, deceased ;

Caroline McDonald , beneficiary .... 100.00

M. D. Rhoads, deceased ;

Mary L. Rhoads, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 128 , Asheville, N. C.

H. M. Knighten, deceased ;

Minnie Knighten, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 132, Troy, N. Y.

George Reilley, deceased ;

Mrs. Susan Reilly , beneficiary .... 100.00

Arthur Hope, deceased ;

Miss Lucy A.Hope, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 134, New Westminster, B. C.

A. S. Wilkinson, deceased ;

Annie Louisa Wilkinson, beneficiary 100.00

Thomas Bowes , deceased ;

Agnes L. Bowes, beneficiary ... 100.00

Frank Pochin, deceased ;

Rosaline Lydia Pochin, beneficiary .
100.00

Wm. Thos. Harris, deceased ;

Walter James Harris, beneficiary ..

Wm. Johnston , deceased ;

Edwin Dickinson , Sec. , for benefic'y 100.00

George Thorburn, deceased ;

Mrs. George Thorburn, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 148, Albany , N. Y.

Wm. Dunn, deceased ;

Mrs. Wm. Dunn , beneficiary ....... 100.00

Wm. McHale, deceased ;

Mrs. Wm. McHale, beneficiary . 100.00

Adolph Schilling, deceased ;

Wm. Schilling, beneficiary 100.00

Division No. 174, Fall River, Mass.

Oranne Rounds, deceased ;

Mrs. Oranne Rounds, beneficiary ... 100.00

Wm . H. Belden, deceased ;

Mrs. Ellen Belden , beneficiary .... 100.00

Joseph Bennett, deceased ;

Margaret Bennett, beneficiary ... 100.00

Division No. 176, Sharon, Pa .

Clyde W. Snyder, deceased ;

Mrs. Finley Snyder, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 179 , Elmira , N. Y.

T. J. McCarty, deceased ;

Katharine J. Cotter, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 192, Oakland, Cal .

C. A. Christensen , deceased ;

Nels A. Christensen, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 194 , New Orleans, La .

James A. Bergeron, deceased !

Miss H. Bergeron, beneficiary .... 100.00

T. M. Cooney, deceased ;

Mrs. T. M. Cooney, beneficiary . 100.00

Dan C. Wootan , deceased ;

Mrs. Dan C. Wootan, beneficiary ... 100.00

Frank Simon , deceased ;

Mrs. Frank Simon, beneficiary . 100.00

E. A. Guidry , deceased ;

Mrs. E. A. Guidry, beneficiary ... 100.00
Harry Hogan, deceased ;

Mrs. Harry Hogan, beneficiary .. 100.00

Division No. 215 , Wheaton , Ill .

H. A. Colver, deceased ;

Mrs. Lila V. Colver, beneficiary.. 100.00

Division No. 228, Joliet, Ill.

Gustave Boese, deceased ;

Augusta Boese, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 235 , Brockton, Mass.

Chas. D. Bachelder, deceased ;

Mrs. Chas. D. Bachelder, beneficiary 100.00

Division No. 238, Lynn , Mass.

Ernest Chase, deceased ;

Lavina Chase, beneficiary . 100.00
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Division No. 240 , Chelsea, Mass .

David Burns, deceased ;

Mrs. Jane Burns, beneficiary ..... 100.00

Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill .

Edward Petersen (Adolph ) , deceased ;

Borghild Petersen, beneficiary 100.00

August De'Baere, deceased ;

Mrs. Thresia De'Baere, beneficiary . 100.00

Chas. Born, deceased ;

Mrs. Elizabeth Born , beneficiary ... 100.00

O. Rentzech , deceased ;

Mrs. Otto Rentzeck, beneficiary .... 100.00

D. J. Long, deceased ;

Margaret J. Long, beneficiary .. 100.00

Andrew Petopoles (Keres), deceased ;

George Keres, power of attorney ,

for beneficiary 100.00

John Sakery ( Sachariahson ) , deceased ;

Mrs. Elizabeth Sachariahson, ben'y . 100.00

John O'Connell , deceased ;

Mrs. John O'Connell, beneficiary ... 100.00

D. O'Brien, deceased ;

Mrs. Lillie O'Brien , beneficiary .... 100.00

Pat Clifford , deceased ;

Mrs. Norah Clifford, beneficiary ... 100.00

Otto Hanson , deceased ;

Mrs. Margarette Hanson, beneficiary 100.00

James Atchison , deceased ;

John P. Atchison and Margaret A.

Rose, beneficiaries 100.00

Wm. G. Tufty , deceased ;

Mrs. Christina Tufty , beneficiary .. 100.00

J. J. Cody , deceased ;

Margaret Cody, beneficiary ..... 100.00

Peter Stamberg , deceased ;

August B. Anderson, beneficiary ... 100.00

Chas. F. Salatin, deceased ;

Mrs. Katie Salatin, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 246 , Salem , Mass.

D. C. Doherty , deceased ;

Stewart A. Morgan, Secretary, for

beneficiary 100.00

Division No. 249 , Wakefield, Mass.

Harry M. Mason , deceased ;

Lydia A. Mason, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 260 , Chicago, Ill .

Robert C. Bilton, deceased ;

Mrs. Emma Bilton , beneficiary ... 100.00

Aleck Schaffner, deceased ;

Mrs. Dora Schaffner, beneficiary ... 100.00

Christ Loescher , deceased ;

Mrs. C. F. Loescher, beneficiary .. 100.00

Jas . A. Wall, deceased ;

W. C. Wall, beneficiary . 100.00

Robert Graham , Jr., deceased ;

Mrs. Robert Graham, beneficiary ... 100.00

P. St. Lawrence, deceased ;

Mrs.P. St. Lawrence, beneficiary.. 100.00

P. Looby deceased ;

Mrs. Bridget Looby, beneficiary .... 100.00

H. Hunter , deceased ;

Mrs. H. Hunter, beneficiary ... 100.00

J. W. Bell , deceased ;

Mrs. Nellie Gilmore Benn , benefi'y . 100.00

J. Barrett, deceased ;

James Barrett , beneficiary . 100.00

Wm. Silversides, deceased ;

Benj. Frame and George M. Hutch

inson, Executors, for beneficiary ... 100.00

Wm . Crowley, deceased ;

Miss Catharine Crowley, beneficiary 100.00

Thos. J. Cole , deceased ;

Mrs. Thos. J. Cole , beneficiary ... 100.00

Division No. 268, Cleveland, Ohio .

Pete Cox deceased ;

Mrs. P. Cox, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 272 , Youngstown, O.

John T. Brown, deceased ;

Mrs. John T. Brown , beneficiary ... 100.00

Division No. 281, New Haven, Conn .

Wm. Baker, deceased ;

Mrs. Wm . Baker, beneficiary . 100.00

Michael O'Connor, deceased ;

Mrs. Michael O'Connor, beneficiary . 100.00

Frank T. Tiernan, deceased ;

Batholomew Tiernan, beneficiary ... 100.00

Thos. J. Horan, deceased ;

Mrs. A. W. Wood , beneficiary .. 100.00

Division No. 282, Rochester N. Y.

Geo. Keenan , Secretary, for benefi

George Keenan , Sec . , for beneficiary 100.00

Division No. 285 , Steubenville , 0 .

Marion Ely, deceased ;

Mrs. Laura Ely, beneficlary .. 100.00

Division No. 308 , Chicago, Ill.

Kathryne M. Milmour ( Gilmore ) , de

ceased ; Adam C. Gilmore, benefici'y 100.00

S. McClenathan , deceased ;

Robt . E. Casey , Sec . for beneficiary 100.00

Mrs. Tillie Stephens, deceased ;

Olive M. Stephens , beneficiary . 100.00

A. Currie , deceased ;

Mrs. Martha Currie , beneficiary ... 100.00

J. P. Durham , deceased ;

W. H. Durham , beneficiary .. 100.00

0. W. Fouche, deceased ;

Mrs. 0. W. Fouche , beneficiary . 100.00

J. W. Carlisa, deceased ;

Mrs. J. W. Carlisa , beneficiary . 100.00

H. L. Krus, deceased ;

Mrs. H. L. Krus, beneficiary ... 100.00

Chas. Soloman , deceased ;

Mrs. Chas. Soloman , beneficiary . 100.00

Ella W. Farnham, deceased ;

Mrs. Mary Farnham beneficiary .. 100.00

F. Harris , deceased ;

Mrs. F. Harris, beneficiary .... 100.00

Michael Dolan , deceased ;

Mrs. Michael Dolan, beneficiary . 100.00

Robert Riley, deceased ;

Mrs. Robert Riley , beneficiary .. 100.00

Division No. 373 , Hyde Park, Mass.

A. D. Winchenbach , deceased ;

Mrs. Jennie Kirwin Winchenbach,

beneficiary
100.00

Division No. 382 , Salt Lake City, Utah .

Orange H. Davies, deceased ;

Mrs. O. H. Davies, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 389, Mansfield , 0.

C. C. Gates deceased ;

Sadie C. Gates, beneficiary . 100.00

Dan Campbell, deceased ;

Mary E. Campbell, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 418 , Ogden, Utah,

Alexander McClure, deceased ;

Wm. McClure, beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 425 , Hartford , Conn .

Wm. J. Christie, deceased ;

Mathew Christie , beneficiary 100.00

Frederick L. Webster, deceased ;

Miranda Webster, beneficiary . 100.00

Chas. L. Whitmore, deceased ;

Mrs. E. H. Whitmore, beneficiary .. 100.00

Division No. 433 Lansford, Pa.

Bernard R. Ochsenfeld , deceased ;

Bridget Ochsenfeld, beneficiary .. 100.00

Division No. 470, Franklin , Pa .

J. N. Stormer, deceased ;

Minnie Stormer, beneficiary ...... 100.00

Division No. 477 , Philadelphia , Pa .

G. R. Metzler, deceased ;

H. B. Barron, Sec . , for beneficiary . 100.00

T. P. Sullivan , deceased ;
Miss Mary T. Sullivan , beneficiary . 100.00

Walter J. Lafferty , deceased ;

Mrs. Sarah Lafferty , beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 490 , Yonkers , N. Y.

Arthur G. Coleman deceased ;

Daisy Coleman , beneficiary . 100.00

Division No. 498, Mt. Vernon and New

Rochelle, N. Y.

Wm . Welsh , deceased ;

Mrs. Wm . Welsh , beneficiary ... 100.00

Division No. 518 , San Francisco, Cal.

John Owens, deceased ;

Mrs. John Owens, beneficiary ..... 100.00

Total death benefits . . $ 12,400.00

Disability benefits during the period covered

by this report were paid as follows:

Division 26 , Detroit, Mich . , Chas. L.

Mitchell (disabled ) $ 100.00

Division 101 , Vancouver B. C. , John

G. Campbell ( disabled ) 100.00

Division 282 , Rochester, N. Y. , Jacob

F. Quackenbush ( disabled ) 100.00

Total $ 300.00

Total payment from the Death and

Disability Benefit Fund .... . $ 12,700.00

Agreements .

" In the report of the previous five months,

it was shown that we had One Hundred and

Twenty-Two ( 122 ) written agreements. The

present report shows that who havo One

Hundred and Forty-One ( 141 ) written agree
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ment ; being an increase of ninoteen ( 19 )

over the last report.

Strike Benefits Paid.

“ During the period covered by this report,

strike benefits have ben paid as follows :

Division No. 288, Omaha, Nebr. ,$2,270.00 and

Division No. 77, Philadelphia, Pa. , $ 52.

000.00, totaling $54,270.00.

Enrollment of Members.

" During the period covered by this report,

Nine Thousand, One Hundred ( 9,100 ) mem

bers have been enrolled and certificates of

membership granted to them .

Strikes.

" During the six months audit term end

ing with July 31 , 1910 , the association has

been involved in 11 strikes . 2 of these

strikes originated within the previous term.

Upon 11 strikes , report is made as follows :

“ Division No. 288 , Omaha, Nebr. , went on

strike September 18 , 1909. This strike was

caused by the refusal of the company to

grant the desired modification of working

conditions and an increase in wage. It con

tinued in progres until July 8 , 1910, when it

was declared off and the men privileged to

return to work with the company and retain

their membership in the association. A

small increase in wage resulted from this

strike. Associated in the conduct of this

strike were chairman C. 0. Pratt and G. E.

B. Member Ben Commons.

“ Division No. 477 , Philadelphia, Pa. went

on strike on February 19, 1910. The com

pany ignored a former strike agreement

and tried to disrupt the local. Some 300

members were discharged and it was made

evident that all would be so dealt with if

they did not discontinue membership in the

local division, the company claiming that “ it

was for the good of the service .” The

strike continued until April 21 , when it was

declared off. The conditions of settlement

were that the striking employes should be

returned to the employment of the company

with the understanding that they should

be placed upon regular runs as soon as re

arrangements in the service would permit,

and that all should be replaced within three

months and during this period those not re

placed on regular runs should be placed

upon the company's pay-roll at $ 2 a day ;

that hereafter grievances would be taken up

in accordance with the agreement entered

into at settlement of the fromer strike and

that the wage should be 23 cents per hour

and that the cases of the discharged men

prior to the strike were to be submitted to

a conciliation board. The conduct of this

strike was under the supervision of Chair

C. 0. Pratt, associated at various

times with him were G. E. B. Member, W.

B. Fitzgerald , Int. Treas, Rezin Orr and my

self.

" Division No. 540 , Trenton , N. J. , went on

strike March 10. The local was organized

on March 1. Immediately upon the insti.

tution of the new local an agreement was

compiled to present to the management of

the company, embracing an increase of

wage and recognition of the organization.

The company refused all demands. Tho

wage rate was 18 % conts por hour and

they requested 23 cents per hour. Under

the direction of Int. Treas. Rezin Orr and

W. B. Fitzgerald , a settlement was reached

on March 11 , 1910, whereby the demands

of the division were granted, the members

receiving 23 cents an hour and recognition

of their local.

“ Division No. 538, Columbus, Ohio, was

organized on February 24, 1910. The man

agement of the company arbitrarily opposed

the institution of the local, through the es

tablishment of which the members had se

cured an agreement and increase of wage .

Every effort was made to defeat the em.

ployes in further maintaining their organi.

zation. To bring about a disruption of the

new local the company discharged four

members of the union and refused to rein

state them , completely ignoring the agree

ment. As a result the Division went on

strike on April 29. Under the direction of

Board Member Fay, the strike was declared

off on May 5, 1910, whereby all men re

turned to wrok, including the dismissed

members, and the agreement was reaffirmed

by the company.

" Division No. 484 , Kewanee, nii. , went on

strike May 1 , 1910. Prior to this an agree

ment upon the wage rate could not be ef

fected acceptable to the membership and

the proposition was submitted to arbitration .

The Division selected the president of the

Central Labor Union and the company se

lected the treasurer of the company. The

two arbitrators met for the selection of a

third member of the board, and after sey.

eral names were rejectd, the Division's rep

resentative became convinced that the com

pany's representative was endeavoring to

avoid the selection of a third arbitrator. In

fact, all efforts to effect the selection of the

third arbitrator proved unavailing, so the

local suspended work. The strike was set

tled on May 5, through another agreement to

arbitrate the differences. As a result of the

arbitration an increase of wage of one to

two cents per hour was attained , together

with the use of stools for motormen and

conductors. The strike was supervised by

Vice President, B. A. Carter .

" Division No. 251, Vincennes, Ind. , de

clared a strike on May 3, 1910. The Division

wished a renewal of agreement, with an in

crease of wages, and the company refused

to enter into any proposed agreement or to

make any concesions whatever with the as

sociation or any organized body of its em

ployes, or to negotiate hereafter with any

organized body on any question of employ.

ment. It proposed to give consideration to

the question of pay to old employes a little

later on, when there were no formal de.

mands before the company from any or.

ganized body. They also suggested that they

would be willing to contribute liberally to a

fund to care for temporarily sick or disabled

men , such fund to be wholly under the care

of the men, in this way endeavoring to

destroy the division. They also stated that

at the expiration of the agreemont all who

wished to continue in the sorvice must

comply with the conditions named . This

proposition the mon rojectod and the strike

man
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took place. The strike was declared off on

May 14 ; the men receiving one cent increase

in wage, and the company promised not to

interfere with the local Division. This strike

was conducted by the local officers .

" Division No. 52, at Newell , W. Va., went

on strike May 15, 1910. The men are mem

bers of the E. Liverpool, Ohio local, but

work for a separate company, and the com

pany refused the concessions granted by the

E. Liverpool Company, but was willing to

give them an increase in wage if they would

enter into an " open shop" agreement. This

the men would not do. The refusal of the

company to grant the agreement in the end

resulted in a strike. The strike was settled

on May, 1910, whereby the Newell men re

ceived a " closed shop" agreement, similar

to that of the E. Liverpool men, embracing

the increase of wage. The strike was con

ducted by Vice Pres. J. J. Thorpe.

“ Division No. 148, Albany, N. Y. , went on

strike on May 27, 1910. The strike was oc

casioned by a dispute relative to the right

of employment upon the Albany, N. Y. lines.

The company scheduled runs from Renssel

aer operated by members of Div. No. 148.

The strike was in protest against such tres.

pass , assuring that if this was allowed the

company would so continue to operate the

cars in the future. The company refused to

answer as to what its position would be in

the future, and the Division thereupon went

on strike. The strike was settled a little

later, the same day, May 27 , by the members

of the Rensselaer Div. No. 506 withdrawing

from operation of the objectionable sche

dule. Board Member W. B. Fitzgerald ad

vised on this situation.

“ Division No. 490, Yonkers, N. Y., entered

a strike on June 15. The affairs of the em

ploying company are in the hands of re

ceivers. The managing receiver refused to

grant a desired increase in the wage rate.

Chairman C. 0. Pratt and Board Member

Wm. B. Fitzgerald assissted upon tbe situa

tion. The strike continued until June 23 ,

when work was resumed by direction of

Supreme Court Justice Keogh , subject to

hearing before him upon the merit of the

question in dispute. A hearing of the par

ties to the contention was granted on June

23, and on June 28, Justice Keogh directed

an increase of two cents per hour,

" Division No. 538, Columbus, Ohio, with

Board Member Fred Fay in charge of the

situation , went on a second strike July 24,

1910. The company was violating condi

tions of the agreement and discriminat

ing against and locking out officers and

members of the assoeiation for the avowed

purpose of destroying the organization. As

a result of this action of the company, a

strike took place and every member re

sponded to the call. The strike is still in

progress and Brother Fay is still in charge

of the same.

“ Division No. 247, Rutland, Vt., went on

strike July 30, 1910 with Int. Treas. Orr in

charge of the situation. The local sub

mitted to the employing company a propos

ed new agreement embracing a desired in .

crease in wage . The proposed agreement

in turn was submitted to the president of the

company and at a later date the early mot

ormen and conductors were called into a

conference with the manager and were re

quested by him to sign a statement indivi

dually, providing for an increase of 1 cent

per hour, 18 and 20 cents being the old

wage, and in consideration therefor they

were to drop the union . This movement

provided for the disorganization of the em

ployes. The late men were instructed to

report after midnight for the same purpose ,

but they did not go. The employes , on the

following morning , July 30 , reported for

work as usual but were told that unless they

subscribed to the conditions offered by the

president of the company, their services

would no longer be required. This , they re

fused to do, which inaugurated a boycott on

part of the company which continues at the

present time.

Death and Disability Claims.

“ I submit to you for your Board to pass

upon , in accordance with the laws of the as

sociation , death and disability claims as

follows :

“ Disability claim of Member James Eger

ton, Div. No. 99 , Winnipeg, Man. This claim

was before your Board at its last meeting

and action was deferred, awaiting further

information . Accordingly, correspondence

received since the last meeting bearing upon

it accompanies the claim for your further

consideration .

" Claim for death benefit upon the death of

late Member, W. A. Phillips, Div. No. 99 ,

Winnipeg, Man . , together with the records

of the office bearing upon the membership

and the evidence in the case is submitted

for your consideration and action.

" I hereby submit to you further evidence

bearing upon the disability claim of Member

Patrick Roach, formerly of Div. No. 266, and

now a member of Div. 260 , Chicago, Ill. Rec

ord of the former meeting of the G. E. B.

shows this case to have been disallowed at

sessions held Sept. 22 -Oct. 1 , 1909. All rec

ords and evidence in this case is before you

for your consideration and action.

" I hereby submit claim for death benefit

upon the death of late Member S. R. Sedg.

wick , formerly of Div. 154 , Washington , Pa .,

and at the time of death certified to be a

member of Div. 85, Pittsburg, Pa. In this,

the records of the General Office show that

the membership of Div. 154 was transferred

to Div. 85 , March 1 , 1909. As submitted to

the general office, upon the list of mem

bers transferred by the secretary of Div.

154, the name of S. R. Sedgwick did not ap

pear. Accompanying this claim, I submit

letters from Div. 85 pertaining to the claim

for your action .

Appeals.

" On April 13, 1910, I received from Pres .

A. M. Davis, Div. 358, Cumberland , Md. , an

appeal for a decision upon the movement on

part of the members of the local regarding

division of runs by which day and night men

would alternate week about. At a meeting

of the Division, April 18 , a motion was made

that the company be asked to work the men

week about. Day men opposed this change
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and night men were in favor of it, thus split

ting the Division in two factions . On April

26 , I received a letter from Pres . Davis ,

representing the straight day shift , and one

from Sec'y. J. E. Wells representing the

straight night shift, and appealing for a de

cision . After giving the same careful con

sideration , I wrote these brothers , calling

attention to Section 134 of the General Con

stitution , setting forth that the laws of the

Association specify that members shall hold

their places in accordance with their senior

ity in the service , the choice of runs always

belonging to the oldest men in the contin

uous einploy of the company, and in accord

ance with this law the change of week

about would be in opposition to the laws

and could not be sustained by the Interna

tional organization .

" On March 10 , 1910, I received an appeal

from Bro. Clyde Davidson , Div. 510 , Girard ,

Kan . , in regard to his seniority rights , claim.

ing the privilege to hold the same while do

ing other work for the company had been

granted him by the Division. It seems that

when Bro. Davidson finished the special

work for the company and wished to return

to his former position the Division voted

against his retaining former seniority rights

and he appealed from this action . After a

careful investigation of the records and evi

dence , it was clear that the Division agreed

that he should hold his seniority , and it

was , therefore , in duty bound to carry out

the contract it had made, and as a result

of this contract with the brother, I sus

tained the appeal and ruled that he should

be granted his seniority as claimed by him .

" On May 5 , 1910 , was submitted an appeal

by Member Frank Low , Div . 199 , Ottumwa,

Iowa. He appealed from the action of the

Division in suspending him for non-pay

ment of dues . I examined the records and

evidence bearing upon the suspension of the

brother and his appeal , and discovered that

it was his own negligence and indifference

that had resulted in his suspension . I ad

vised him of my finding upon the evidence

that he had allowed himself to become three

months in arrears , which resulted in self

suspension on his part, and referred him to

Sections 77 and 78 of the Constitution and

General Laws. I further advised him that

the matter of his reinstatement rested en

tirely with the local Division itself. Thus ,

the laws of the Association were sustained

and the claim of Bro . Low was overruled

and the action of the local upheld .

“ On July 14 , an appeal was filed with me

by Secretary M. F. Tracy of the Central

Labor Union of Geneva , N. Y. , in favor of

Member Chas. T. Archer of Div. 542 , Wa

terloo, N. Y. Evidence upon this case was

to the effect that Member Archer was dis

missed from the service May 22. Shortly

after this, there was a change in the man

agement of the employing company and by

petition , Bro. Archer was reinstated to his

former position on June 13. The matter of

his seniority placement was brought before

a meeting of the local and action of the

meeting withheld from the brother his seni.

ority right and required that he be placed at

the foot of the extra list. I dispatched Vice

Pres . Geo. Keenan to advise with the local

upon this appeal . He held a meeting of

Div. 542 and went over the matter with the

members, and this meeting reconsidered the

former action and voted to recomend former

seniority rights to Member Archer. At a

later date , an appeal was filed through the

secretary, the appeal being taken from the

action of the Division restoring prior sen

iority rights to Member Archer. Upon re

ceiving this appeal, I gave the case further

careful consideration , and , as a result , I sus

tained the Division in its reinstatement of

the discharged brother to his former posi

tion and so notified the secretary of the

local .

“ Subject matter of other appeals reserved

for your consideration and action which , to

gether with this report, I hereby submit to

you.

Arbitration .

" In the course of wage adjustments dur

ing the period covered by this report, there

has been submitted to arbitration the mat.

ter of fixing wage rates to the interest of

Division associations, as follows:

Div . 22 , Worcester, Mass.

Div . 111 , Jackson , Mich .

Div. 113 , Toronto, Ont.

Div. 132 , Troy, N. Y.

Div . 148 , Albany, N. Y.

Div . 163 , Meriden , Conn .

Div . 228 , Joliet , Ill .

Div. 262, Norwich , Conn.

Div. 268 , Cleveland , Ohio.

Div . 281 , New Haven , Conn .

Div . 343 , Kalamazoo, Mich .

Div. 362, Albion , Mich .

Div. 425 , Hartford , Conn .

Div . 443, Stamford , Conn .

Div. 448 , Springfield , Mass .

Div. 459 , Bridgeport, Conn .

Div. 469 , Derby, Conn .

Div. 476 , Norwalk, Conn .

Div. 479 , Middletown , Conn .

Div . 481 , Port Chester, N. Y.

Div. 482, New London , Conn .

Div . 484 , Kewanee , Ill .

Div. 506 , Rensselaer, N. Y.

Div. 537 , Holyoke , Mass .

• “ Arbitration in the interest of three of the

above locals was pending at the beginning

of the term .

" Arbitration cases completed within the

term and upon which awards were handed

down were those cases in which were in

volved Div. 111 , Jackson, Mich.; Div. 268 ,

Cleveland, Ohio ; Div. 343, Kalamazoo, and

Div. 362, Albion , Mich ., and 484 , Kewanee,

Ill . Full reports upon wage adjustments in

the cases of these locals are as follows :

“ Prior to the signing of the arbitration

agreement in the interest of Div. 111 , Jack

son , Mich ., the prevailing wage rate was :

First year service men, 18c per hour.

Second year service men, 20c per hour.

Third year and thereafter, 22c per hour.

“ The arbitration agreement was entered

into providing that any new rate established

should take effect June 1 , 1909. However,

pending arbitration , the company granted 1

cent per hour increase subject to such mod.
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the

ification as the arbitration award would ef

fect. This case continued until May 10 ,

1910, when the arbitration board accorded

hearing to the parties to the agreement. The

award was handed down May 12, 1910, and

provided that awarded rate should take ef

fect from June 1 , 1909 . The arbitration

award fixed the rate at :

For six months service men , 20c per hour.

Second six months service men, 21c per

hour.

Second year service men , 22c per hour.

Third year and thereafter, 24c per hour .

“ The increase in wage to the Jackson

membership of Div. 111 resultant from the .

agreement over the wage of the previous

agreement is :

First six months service men , 2c per hour.

Second six months service men , 3c per

hour.

Second year service men , 2c per hour.

Third year and thereafter, 2c per hour.

“ Div . 268 , Cleveland , Ohio, is working un.

der a continuous agreement, a section of

which provides for modification of

agreement each year by notice served 15

days prior to May 1 . The previous wage

rate of the agreement was :

First year service men, 23c per hour.

Second year service men , 25€ per hour.

Third year and thereafter, 26c per hour.

“ As provided in the agreement, notice was

served upon the employing company , re

questing a wage rate of 32c per hour. This

was refused and the question was ordered

to aribitration. Arbitrators were selected

and hearing proceeded from June 6 . The

result was an award of :

First year service men , 27c per hour.

Second year and thereafter, 30c per hour.

" Prior to the arbitration reported, in Div .

343, the wage rate prevailing to members of

Kalamazoo and Battle Creek was :

First year service men, 19c per hour.

Second year service men, 21c per hour.

Third year service men , 23c per hour.

" The award of the arbitration fixed the

rate at :

First six months service men, 20c per

hour - increase of ic.

Second six months service men, 21c per

hour-increase of 2c.

Second year service men, 22c per hour

increase of 1c.

Third year and thereafter, 24c per hour

increase of 1c .

“ This award provides that the increase

shall date back to June 1 , 1909 , and that the

members affected shall receive back pay.

" Pertaining to the effect by arbitration

upon the membership of Div. 362 , Albion,

Mich. , the wage rate prevailing under the

previous agreement was :

First year service men, 23c per hour.

Second year service men, 24c per hour.

Third year and thereafter, 25c per hour.

" The award of the arbitrators fixed the

new rate at :

First year service men, 24c per hour - in

-increase of 1 /2c.

Second year service men, 250 per hour-

increase of 1c.

Third year and thereafter, 26120 per hour

-increase of 1c.

" The awarded rate to take effect to date

from June 1 , 1909, and providing for back

pay.

The award in the instance of Div . 484 in

creased the wage 1 cent per hour.

“ The above arbitration cases are the only

ones that were completed during the audit

term, Other cases of arbitration reported

are either in progress or the awards are

pending.

Omaha and Philadelphia Appeals.

" Since reported to the last General Execu

tive Board meeting, there came for assist.

ance of Div. 288 , Omaha, Nebr. , at that time

on strike, and in response to an appeal that

was then in effect additional donations from

local Divisions as follows :

Div . No. 313 , Rock Island , Ill . $ 15.00

Div. No. 497, Pittsburg, Kans .
25.20

Div. No. 517 , Gary, Ind . 15.00

Donations reported at the last G. E.

B. meeting 1,090.90

" Total donated upon appeal in interest of

Div . 288 by various locals of this association

during the strike was $ 1,148.10.

The Philadelphia Local needing financial

assistance , we sent out an appeal to all the

Local Divisions asking them to contribute

financial aid in the interest of Division No.

477. The following divisions contributed and

sent the amounts opposite their names to

this office .

Division No. 19, Colorado Springs, Col. $ 224.10

Division No. 22 , Worcester, Mass. 100.00

Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich . 200.00

Division No. 52 , E. Liverpool, Ohio .. 25.00

Division No. 78 , Galveston, Texas . 50.00

Division No. 85 , Pittsburg , Pa. .... 2,050.00

Division No. 89 , Newcastle, Pa . 100.00

Division No. 90 , Mt. Clemens, Mich.. 10.00

Division No. 98, Akron, Ohio . 50.00

Division No. 99, Winnipeg , Man. 100.00

Division No. 101 , Vancouver, B. C .. 50.00

Division No. 103 , Wheeling, W. Va .. 75.00

Division No. 107 , Hamilton , Ont. 25.00

Division No. 109 , Victoria , B. C.
50.00

Division No. 113 , Toronto, Ont . 500.00

Division No. 114 , Youngstown, Ohio . 50.00

Division No. 118 , Pottsville, Pa..
50.00

Division No. 125 , Belleville, Ill . 200.00

Division No. 128, Asheville, N. C. 25.00

Division No. 132, Troy , N. Y .. 150.00

Division No. 134 , New Westminster,

B. C. 83.00

Division No. 148 , Albany, N. Y 190.00

Division No. 163 , Mériden, Conn. 10.00

Division No. 164 , Wilkesbarre, Pa.. 50.00

Division No. 165, Girardville, Pa.. 50.00

Division No. 168 , Scranton, Pa. 367.35

Division No. 169 , Easton, Pa . 128.00

Division No. 173 , Hazelton, Pa.. 40.00

Division No. 174 , Fall River, Mass . 100.00

Division No. 176 , Sharon, Pa . 150.00

Division No. 177, Roanoke, Va. 27.75

Division No. 179 , Elmira , N. Y 12.00

Division No. 184 , Wililamsport, Pa.. 10.00

Division No. 192 , Oakland , Cal .. 20.00

Division No. 194, New Orleans, La . 2,000.00

Division No. 199 , Ottumwa, Iowa .. 25.00

Division No. 201 , Ithaca , N. Y. 5.00

Division No. 212, Burlington , Iowa . 10.00

Division No. 215 , Wheaton,, Ni.. 175.00

Division No. 223 , Butler, Pa . 16.00

Division No. 228 , Joliet, Ill . 100.00

Division No. 235 , Brockton, Mass.. 26.00

Division No. 236, Alton , Ill . 26.00

Division No. 238, Lynn, Mass. .150.00

Division No. 240, Chelsea , Mass. 200.00

Division No. 241, Chicago, Ill . -7,100.00

Division No. 242 , Montpelier, Vt.
20.00

Division No. 243, Taunton , Mass. 20.00

Division No. 246 , Salem , Mass.
10.00

Division No. 247 , Rutland , Vt. 10.00
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26.00

25.00

26.00
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50.00

5.00

50.00

50.00

10.00

500.00

10.00

25.00

6.00

15.50

of

50.00

200.00

Division No. 249, Wakefield, Mass . 80.00

Division No. 253, Quincy, Mass. 60.00

Division No. 256, Sacramento, Cal . 200.00

Division No. 260, Chicago, Ill. 4,000.00

Division No. 261 , Lawrence, Mass . 50.00

Division No. 265, San Jose, Cal. 25.00

Division No. 269, Danbury, Conn. 10.00

Division No. 272 , Youngstown, Ohio . 100.00

Division No. 273 , Chicago , Ill. 50.00

Division No. 276, Stockton, Cal. 50.00

Division No. 279 , Ottawa , Ont. 27.50

Division No. 280, Lowell, Mass. 136.75

Division No. 281 , New Haven , Conn . 500.00

Division No. 282 , Rochester, N. Y... 1,200.00

Division No. 284 , Nashua , N. H. 10.00

Division No. 285, Steubenville, Ohio . 20.00

Division No. 287 , Chagrin Falls, Ohio 7.00

Division No. 302, Marinette, Wis. 5.00

Division No. 304 , Glens Falls, N. Y. 25.00

Division No. 307 , Stillwater, N. Y ... 20.00

Division No. 308, Chicago, Ill. 1,000.00

Division No. 310 , Beaumont, Tex.
50.00

Division No. 312 , Davenport, Iowa 65.00

Division No. 313 , Rock Island, Ill . 50.00

Division No. 326 , St. Joseph , Mo.. 100.00

Division No. 334 , Boone, Iowa
5.00

Division No. 343, Kalamazoo, Mich... 50.00

Division No. 356, Chicago, Ill . 20.00

Division No. 360 , Alliance, Ohio 16.00

Division No. 373 , Hyde Park, Mass . 100.00

Division No. 379 , Niles, Ohio 25.00

Division No. 380 , Elyria, Ohio 39.00

Division No. 381 , Butte , Mont. 107.00

Division No. 382 , Salt Lake City, Utah 200.00

Division No. 389, Mansfield , Ohio 2.50

Division No. 398 , Boise, Idaho
5.00

Division No. 408, McAlester, Okla. 10.00

Division No. 416, Peoria, Ill . 130.25

Division No. 421 , Mt. Carmel, Pa... 50.00

Division No. 425 , Hartford, Conn. 100.00

Division No. 430 , Mauch Chunk, Pa . 25.00

Division No. 433 , Lansford, Pa . 25.00

Division No. 441 , Des Moines, Iowa . 100.00

Division No. 442 , Des Moines, Iowa . 12.00

Division No. 443 , Stamford , Conn. 20.00

Division No. 447, Richmond, Cal . 35.00

Division No. 448, Springfield , Mass . 200.00

Division No. 452, Thompsonville, Conn. 20.00
Division No. 455 , Portsmouth, Ohio .. 15.00

Division No. 459, Brideport, Conn. 46.10

Division No. 467, Tampa, Fla .
24.75

Division No. 470, Franklin , Pa. 36.00

Division No. 473 , Woburn, Mass. 18.60

Division No. 476 , Norwalk, Conn.
43.25

Division No. 479, Middletown, Conn.. 50.00

Division No. 481 , Port Chester, N. Y. 50.00

Division No. 484 , Kewanee, Ill. 17.75

Division No. 489, Dalton , Pa. 62.64

Division No. 490, Yonkers, N. Y. 500.00

Division No. 495, Helena, Mont. 26.00

Division No. 496, Pittsfield, Mass. 35.00

Division No. 497, Pittsburg, Kans. 20.25

Division No. 498, Mt. Vernon & New

Rochelle, N. Y .. 200.00

Division No. 506, Rensselaer, N. Y. 18.50

Division No. 507, Marengo , Ill. 10.00

Division No. 508 , Halifax, N. S. 10.00

Division No. 510, Girard, Kans. 8.25

Division No. 513 , Bartonville, Ill.
5.00

Division No. 516, Middletown, N. Y. 20.00

Division No. 517, Gary, Ind .
10.50

Division No. 519, La Crosse, Wis.. 40.00

Division No. 524 , Oskaloosa , Iowa 3.80

Division No. 525 , Ashland , Wis. 3.00

Division No. 528, Tarentum, Pa. 15.00

Division No. 529 , Evans City, Pa . 60.00

Division No. 530, Leetonia, Ohio
20.00

Total $ 25,660.59

Amounts were sent in from sister organ

izations during the Philadelphia strike to aid

Division No. 477 as follows :

Cal Wyatt, Org. A. F. of L., Pittsburg,Pa . 5.00

Central Federation of Labor, Albany,

N. Y. 100.00

Central Body, Elmira, N. Y 10.00

Local No. 1, Tug Firemen & Linemen

Protective Assn. , Chicago, Ill . 25.00

Local Union No. 419 , United Brother

hood of Carpenters & Joiners, Chi

cago, Ill . 50.00

Thos. C. Johnson, New Rockford, N.

D. , mem ber Div . 241 , Chicago, Ill... 1.00

German Local No. 216, Brotherhood

of Painters, Decorators & Paper

hangers of A., Chicago , Ill...

Local No. 4 , Cement, Construction ,

Floor & Sidewalk Layers' Union ,

Chicago, Ili.
Local No. 21, United Crder of Amer

ican Bricklayers & Stone Masons'

Union of Chicago, Ill.
Local No. 762, United Brotherhood of

Carpenters & Joiners of America,

of Quincy, Mass....

Local No. 1 , Stone Planer Men's

Union , Chicago, Ill .

Tool & Tiemakers Lodge, No. 610,

Int'l Assn. of Machinists, Chicago,

Ill.

Local 753, I. B. of T. Milk Wagon

Drivers' Union, Chicago, Ill ..

Local Union No. 250 , United Assn . or

Journeymen Plumbers, Gas Fitters ,

Steam Fitters and Helpers, Chicago,

Ill.

Woodlawn Lodge No. 492, Int'l Assn.

of Machinists, Chicago, Ill .

Local No. 17, Asbestos Workers, Chi

cago , Ill.

Packing House Teamsters, Local No.

710 , I. B. of T. , Chicago, Ill ..

Local Union No. .- ' , Int'l Union of

Steam Eengineers , So. Chicago , Ill.

Chicago Ice Wagon Drivers and Help

ers, Chicago, Ill....

Liberty Lodge, No. 229 , Int'l Assn . of

Machinists, Chicago, Ill..

Local 116, Amalgamated Sheet Metal

Workers Union , Chicago, Ill..

Central Labor Body, Middletown, N.Y.

Local Union No. 325, Int'l Brother

hood of Blacksmiths and Helpers,

Chicago, Ill.

Local Union No. 62, United Brother

hood of Carpenters & Joiners

America, Chicago, Ill...

German Hod Carriers ' Union and

Benevolent Society, Local No. 1 ,

Chicago, Ill .

Local No. 17, Woodworkers' Union,

Chicago, Ill.

Englewood Branch, No. 727, Amal.

Society of Carpenters & Joiners,

Chicago, Ill.

Local No. 326, Int'l Brotherhood of

Blacksmiths & Helpers, Chicago, Ill .

Local Union No. 130, United Assn .

Journeymen Plumbers, Gas Fitters,
Steam Fitters and Steam Fitters'

Helpers, Chicago, Ill .

Local Union No.74 , Wood, Wire and

Metal Lathers' Int'l Union, Chi
cago , Ill .

Local Union No. 150, Wood, Wire &

Metal Lathers ' Int'l Union, Chi

cago , Ill .

Chicago Typographi
cal

Union, No. 16,

Chicago , Ill .

Local Union No. 7. Amalgamated

Wood Workers, Chicago, Ili .

Kalamazoo Trades & Labor Council,

Kalamazoo , Mich.

Geo. Keenan , 4th Int'l Vice-Pres., from

various Locals in Rochester, N. Y. ,

as follows :

Electrical Workers, No. 86 .... $ 50.00

Truck Drivers , No. 804 . 10.00

Carpenters, No. 72 ... 100.00

Painters & Decorators, No. 150. 50.00

Paperhangers , No. 286 . 10.00

Journeymen Tailors, No. 259 . 13.00

Brewery Workers, No. 74 . 50.00

A friend 1.00

Machinists, No. 93 .. 50.00

Brewery Workers, No. 156 . 25.00

Cigarmakers, No. 5 ..
10.00

Woman's Label League .
5.00

Lathers, No. 14 .....
5.00

Central Tra.les & Labor Council, Rut

land, Vt.

Local Union No. 886, Cigarmakers'

Int'l Union , Tampa, Fla ...

Branch No. 1, Granite Cutters' Int'l

Assn . of America, Quincy, Mass ...

Joint Cigar Makers' Union of Chi

cago , Ill.

10.00

7.20

5.00

187.50

25.00

10.00

50.00

5.00

5.00

379.00

2.00

46.00

5.00

50.00
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I

5.00

Lodge No. 880 , Int'l Assn. of Machin

ists , Peoria, ill.

Federal Labor Union No. 12,894 , Sa

lina, Kans.

W. E. Stewart, P. O. Box 2178 , Bis

bee, Ariz.

1.00

1.00

Total 2,172.70

Amount contributed by Locals of this

Association 25,660.59

Total amount of donations received

and forwarded to assist the Phila

delphia strike . $ 27,833.29

A. F. of L. Assessment.

“ During the term , there was levied by the

A. F. of L. upon our memebership, an as

sessment of 2 cents per member to assist

the Danbury Hatters to meet the damages

that had been assessed by the courts in con

nection with the boycott case of the Loewe

Hat Co. against the Hatters ' Union . I sub

mitted the question to you by communica

tion as to whether this assessment should

be placed upon the membership or paid from

the general terasury. As you were not

agreed upon placing the assessment upon

the membership, and in consideration of the

heavy drain that had been made upon our

locals, in behalf of the Philadelphia strike,

this assessment was paid from the General

Fund of the Association .

Dominion Trades and Labor Congress.

" I have received a lengthy communica

tion from Secretary Draper of the Trades

and Labor Congress of Conada, urging aflil

iation of this Association with the Congress .

He has submitted circulars , letters and by

laws explaining the mode and purpose of

affiliation . I notified him that the matter

was laid over by you at your last meeting

för further consideration. At this time, I

submit to you Constitution and By -Laws, to

gether with the letters and circulars re

ceived for your further consideration , as this

matter was referred to you by the last con

vention.

( Signed ) W. D. MAHON,

International President."

Supplementing the above report the Pres

ident submitted a detailed report upon or

ganizing work, embracing work now in ac

tive progress under his supervision through

organizers upon various inorganized sys

tems throughout the country. This report

was one of the most encouraging of its kind.

The report of the I. P. was received .

Special Report on Columbus Strike.

At the afternoon session of August 22 , the

President directed the attention of the G. E.

B. to the present strike situation affecting

Div. No. 538, Columbus , Ohio, Upon this

situation, he cited that previous to the

strike and in consideration of submitting

violation on the part of the company of the

Columbus agreement to the State Board of

Arbitration , the Columbus Chamber of Com

merce, through its president, had pledged

the good offices of that body in an endeavor

to have the company comply with the agree

ment and correct such abuses as bad re

sulted from its violation of the agreement

and which should be mentioned in any

award of the State Arbitration Board ; that

the Chamber of Commerce had made but a

feeble , 11 any, attempt to carry out its

promise to the local ; that the State Board

of Arbitration had been reconstructed by

Gov. Judson Harmon of Ohio , and that in the

face of the defiance of the company as

against its decision , Gov. Harmon had evi

dently taken sides with the company in the

continuance of its violation of the agree

ment and in its persistence not to be obedi

ent to the Arbitration Court award. The

President stated that in his opinion , the

course being pursued by Gov. Harmon, in

his inactivity to secure a settlement of the

strike and his support of the company in

its continuance, was largely responsible for

the strike not having been settled , and that

it would have been settled had not the com

pany received the encouragement that it

had . The President urged that some delib

eration be given by the G. E. B. meeting to

formulate some plan to facilitate an accept

able settlement of the strike at the earliest

moment possible. He stated that not only

did the interests of Div. No. 538 appeal for

such consideration but that it was a duty

the association owed to the trade unionists ,

the wage earners and business interests gen

erally of Columbus.

The special report upon the Columbus

strike was taken under advisement.

Action Upon Death and Disability Claims.

The action of the meeting upon death and

disability claims referred to the Board was

as follows :

Upon the disability claim of Member

James Egerton , Div. 99, Winnipeg , Man. , the

claim was deferred to grant the privilege

of submitting further evidence. It is ac

cepted by the Board that Member James

Egerton is incapacitated froin paralysis as

set forth in the application, but there is no

evidence before the Board to justify an

award for the payment of benefit as pro

vided by the Constitution and Laws. The

eidence submitted in the case is in support

of the supposition that disability is an af

fliction or illness from natural causes.

The disability claim of Member Patrick

Roach of Div . 260 , Chicago, Ill . , was before

a previous meeting of the G. E. B. , and pay

ment of disability benefit upon the same was

definitely refused . The claim was again

submitted to the Board at the present meet

ing for a re-hearing. The application for a

re-hearing was filed by Pres . M. C. Buckley

of the local and it was accompanied by a

certificate of examination by Dr. J. P. Smith.

The record of the previous meeting of the

G. E. B. upon this case is to the effect that

the evidence at that time before the Board

was sufficient assurance that the disabled

brother is disabled from illness from causes

natural to the illness under which he is suf

fering and that it is not a disablement of

the nature upon which disability benefits

are payable: Further consideration of this

claim was deferred .

Claim was submitted for death benefit

upon the death of late Member W. A. Phil

lips , Div. 99 , Winnipeg, Man . This claim

was deferred to the next meeting of the G.

E. B. for more complete testimony.

Claim for death benefit upon the death of

late Member S. R. Sedgwick , Div. No. 85 ,
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Pittsburg, Pa. , was acted upon . Upon this

claim , the evidence before the Board estab

lishes the fact that late Member S. R. Sedg.

wick was formerly a member of Div. 154 ,

Washington , Pa. That Div. No. 154 consoli

dated with Div. No. 85 , Pittsburg , Pa. , and

that by transfer of membership from Div.

No. 154 to Div . No. 85 , the name of Bro.

Sedgwick was inadvertently substituted by

that of a withdrawn member and that the

late Bro. Sedgwick was a member of Div.

No. 85 from the time of consolidation and

up to the date of his death , which was the

result of accident. This claim was held

with instructions to the President to pay

the same subject to adjustment by Div. No.

85 , of accounts chargeable upon the same .

Upon claim for death benefit upon the

death of late Member G. W. Graff, of Div.

No. 308 , Chicago, Ill . , payment of the claim

was disallowed upon evidence to the effect

that the late member was afflicted with tu

berculosis , the cause of death , prior to his

becoming a member of the association , ac

tion of the Board being based upon Section

81 of the Constitution and General Laws .

Appeals and Decisions.

The decision of the International Presi.

dent upon cases pertaining to Div. No. 358 ,

Cumberland, Md., Div. 510 , Girard , Kans. ,

Div. No. 199 , Ottumwa, Iowa , and Div. No.

542, Waterloo, N. Y. , as reported in the re

port of the I. P. , were approved .

Under this head , there was passed upon

at the meeting , several appeals , all of which

were of local interest from arising in the af.

fairs of different local Divisions . Action

upon each of which , the Secretary was in.

structed to notify the secretaries of the vari.

ous Divisions interested and the appellants.

These individual appeals, in several irr

stances , were cumbersome, embracing vol.

umes of evidence bearing upon the conten

tions. For the most part, they applied to

disputed seniority rights .

Upon appeal of the Leather Workers ' In

ternational Union for financial assistance ,

an appropriation of $ 50 was approved . This

organization is being attacked by the Em

ployers' Association in nearly every city in

which locals are established , involving the

organization in an expensive lockout.

Upon appeal taken by Executive Board

Member J. A. Meisinger and 234 other mem

bers of Div. No. 241 , Chicago, Ill . , at Devon

Station , the appeal being taken from pre

vious action of Div. No. 241 , the case involv

ing seniority in the allotment of runs at the

Devon Station , and resulting from the plac

ing there of men formerly known as "Wells

Limits " line men , there appeared before the

Board in the interest of the appelants Rep

J. A. Meisinger , and in the interest of the

previous decision of Div. No. 241 . Rep .

Henry Burgo. Also there came before the

Board to give verbal evidence in behalf of

appellants, Bro. Jas. H. Driscoll .

American Association for Labor Legislation .

In the interest of the American Associa

tion for Labor Legislation , there was pre

sented to the Board a communication from

President Samuel Gompers of the A. F. of

L. , advising that the Executive Council had

appropriated $25 to the American Associa

tion for Labor Legislation and requested

that the matter of rendering assistance be

given consideration by the A. A. of S. & E.

R. E. of A. He set forth in his communica.

tion that the American Association for La

bor Legislation is an association having for

its object assistance in securing benefits

through legislation in the interest of wage

workers . Action upon this communication

instructed the Secretary to communicate

with the Secretary of the American Asso

ciation for Labor Legislation for further

particulars relative to the organization , its

means , methods and purposes.

A communication was received from Pres.

Gompers of the A. F. of L., announcing that

the Buck Stove & Range Co. , of St. Louis ,

Mo. , has entered into an agreement with the

American Federation of Labor, by which the

said company becomes a union establish

ment, and requesting that recognition be

given to the agreement as an adjustment of

all disputes between the said company and

the various trade and labor organizations

involved .

The communication was received , the

agreement read and ordered to become a

part of the minutes of the proceedings and

published in the association publications.

The agreement is as follows:

Buck Stove and Range Company in Agree

ment with A. F. of L.

" A conference was held at the office of

the International Molders ' Union of North

America, 707-712 Commercial Tribune Build

ing, Cincinnati, Ohio, on the 19th day of

July , 1910 , in which the following partici.

pated : William H. Cribben and Thomas J.

Hogan, representing the Stove Founders ' Na

tional Defense Association ; Joseph F. Val.

entine and John P. Frey, representing the

International Molders' Union of North Amer

ica ; T. M. Daly and Charles R. Atherton ,

representing the Metal Polishers, Buffers,

Platers and Brass Workers' International

Union of North America ; Frank Grimshaw

and J. H. Kaefer, representing the Stove

Mounters ' International Union ; George

Bechtold , representing the International

Brotherhood of Foundry Employes, and

Samuel Gompers, representing the American

Federation of Labor.

“ The conference was held for the purpose

of considering ways and means for the ad

justment of the dispute between the various

organizations of labor and the Buck Stove

& Range Co. , of St. Louis , Mo. , Messrs.

Cribben and Hogan being authorized by the

new manager of the Buck Stove & Range

Co. , of St. Louis, Mo.

“ Messrs . Cribben and Hogan, for the new

manager, declared that he is the supreme

authority of the company ; that he expects

to be in the active management thereof, and

as chairman of the Board of Directors is the

highest official of the company ; that every

one of his associates in the directory and

in the management of the company will be

loyal to his views; that his position in ref

erence to organized labor is that it is an in

stitution which has come to stay for all time

and that it has to be treated with wisely

and conservatively and upon a friendly

basis, and that these views and this attitude
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has always been his , and that the feeling

and action of everyone connected with the

Buck Stove & Range Co. will henceforth be

in this direction .

" The representatives of labor express

themselves as being in entire accord with

these expressions and declarations, that

there is no feeling of antagonism to the

Buck Stove & Range Co., and that under its

new management a friendly understanding

may be reached and an agreement made by

which all may co -operate to the mutual ad

vantage of the company and organized la .

bor. To that end the following memoran

dum of agreement is hereby made :

" ' 1. Within htirty ( 30 ) days the officers

of the organizations herein named shall

meet with the manager of the Buck Stove

& Range Co. at St. Louis, Mo. , for the pur

pose of determining wages, hours of labor,

and conditions of employment of the work

ers in the departments which they respec

tively represent.

“ ' 2. That the agreement in regard to

wages, hours, and conditions of employment

shall take effect ninety ( 90 ) days from the

date hereof, based on wages and conditions

existing in shops of competitors in the city

of St. Louis , Mo. , operating union shops ,

fair conditions being the purpose of this

agreement.

“ 3. That the labor organizations in in

terest herein named shall jointly make

known and publicly declare that all contro

versy or difference with the Buck Stove &

Range Co., of St. Louis, has been satisfac

torily and honorably adjusted .

“ '4. That the Buck Stove & Rrange Co. ,

through its representatives, Messrs. Cribben

and Hogan , agrees that it will withdraw its

attorneys from any case pending in the

courts which have grown out of the dispute

between the American Federation of Labor

and any of its affiliated organizations on the

one hand and the Buck Stove & Range Co.

on the other, and that the said company

will not bring any proceedings in the courts

against any individual or organizations

growing out of any past controversies be .

tween said company and organized labor.

“ 5. That a copy of this memorandum

and agreement will be published in the next

issue of the official journals of the organ

izations participants in this conference, and

in printed form placed in the several labor

departments of the Buck Stove & Range

Co. , and, as far as practical, every publicity

be given to the satisfactory agreement

reached between the Buck Stove & Range

Co. and the American Federation of Labor.

For the Buck Stove & Range Co. and the

Stove Founders ' National Defense Associa

tion :

WM. H. CRIBBEN,

THOS . J. HOGAN.

For the International Molders' Union of

North America :

JOS. F. VALENTINE,

JOHN P. FREY.

For the Metal Polishers , Buffers, Platers

and Brass Workers' International Union of

North America :

T. M. DALY,

CHAS. R. ATHERTON.

For the Stove Mounters ' International

Union :

FRANK GRIMSHAW ,

J. H. KAEFER.

For the International Brotherhood of

Foundry Employes :

GEORGE BECHTOLD.

For the American Federation of Labor :

SAM'L GOMPERS.' "

Funds of Lapsed Locals.

There was submitted from the accounts

of the General Office by statement of the

International President that there were

funds of lapsed and disbanded locals in the

custody of the International Association and

which had been in custody of the Interna

tional Association for more than one year,

as indicated by a statement as follows:

Div. No. 136, Fort Wayne, Ind. ( funds

returned in treasury of division

when they disbanded Jan. 27 , 1908 ) . $10.00

Div. No. 190, Marion , Ind. (amount to

the credit of the division when they

disbanded ; charter returned March

15 , 1909 ) .05

Div. No. 244 , New Philadelphia, Pa.

( a.nount to the credit of the division

when they disbanded ; last report for

March, 1907 ) .20

Div. No. 394 , Tipton, Ind. (amount to

the credit of the division when they

disbanded ; charter returned Feb. 6 ,

1908 ) 16.49

Div. No. 399, Walpole, Mass. ( amount

to the credit of the division when

they disbanded ; charter returned

April 6, 1909 ) .... 4.56

Div. No. 445 , Cleveland, Ohio (amount

to the credit of the division when

their charter was revoked by Inter

national April 27, 1908 ) .

Div. No. 472, Boston, Mass. ( amount to

the credit of the dvilsion when they

disbanded ; last report from division

Nov. 6, 1907 ) ..... .25

Div. No. 485, Lorain , Ohio (amount to

the credit of the division when they

disbanded ; charter returned Decem

ber, 1907 ) 31.50

Div. No. 487 , Kansas City, - Kans.

(amount to the credit of the division

when they disbanded ; last report

from division Jan. 30 , 1908 ) .... 8.65

Division No. 491 , Boone, Iowa (amount

to the credit of the division when

they disbanded ; last report from

division January , 1908 ; charter re

turned May, 1909 ) . 1.50

Div. No. 492, Tulsa, Okla. (amount to

the credit of the division when they

disbanded ; last report for Novem

ber, 1907 ; charter returned Feb

ruary , 1908) 2.00

Div. No. 494, Kankakee, Ill. (amount

to the credit of the division when

they disbanded ; charter returned

July 24, 1909) .... 8.50

.65

Total . $84.35

It was enacted that the credits of the

lapsed and disbanded locals standing upon
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the books of the General Ofce as reported

be appropriated to the defense fund, and

the President was directed to convey the

$84.35 to the defense fund , such enactment

being provided for by the General Laws ap

plying to funds of lapsed locals.

The President reported , relative to the

Leonard Koehler death claim, payment of

which claim was disallowed at the previous

Board meeting, that suit had been brought

against the Association in the interest of

claimants. The late Leonard Koehler was

a former member of Div. No. 513 , Barton

ville , Ill . , and became suspended for non

payment of dues a month previous to that

in which his death occurred , and was not a

member in good standing at the time of his

death . The President stated that President

Dan Gorman of Div . No. 416 , Peoria, Ill . ,

had been requested to look after the case

in court in the interest of the Association .

Action was first brought in a justice court

of Peoria, where the court sustained the

ruling of the Association relative to non

payment of the claim. The action of the

President in defending the case was ap

proved.

The President, by supplemental report,

stated that there were charges being carried

upon the books of the Association against

defunct locals , and requested instruction

relative to such debts. The Board enacted

to cancel all charges of the International

Association resting against all defunct lo

cals to date, and the President was so in

structed.

Columbus Strike Situation .

The deliberation of the meeting upon the

Columbus strike situation resulted in in

structions to the International President

that he personally or by committee shall

call a conference of representatives of the

State Federation of Labor, central bodies ,

steam road organizations and Ohio locals

of this Association to meet at the earliest

convenience practicable in Columbus to con

sider ways and means by which an agree

able settlement of the strike can be made,

and to inaugurate such means as such con

ference may deem most expedient in effect

ing a successful termination of the strike,

and that the President be empowered to

draw upon the General Funds of the Asso

ciation to meet necessary expense of such

conference.

The above enactment relative to the Co

lumbus strike situation was the result of

consideration of the special report of the

International President.

Proposed Affiliation with the Dominion

Trades and Labor Congress.

Considerable discussion was entertained

relative to affiliation with the Canadian

Trades and Labor Congress . This came as

subject matter referred from the late con

vention of the Association and yet pending

for action of the G. E. B.

Communications were before the Board

from Secretary P. M. Draper of the Domin

ion Congress urging the importance of affil

iation . Contention arose relative to fea

tures of the Constitution and Laws of the

Dominion Congress applying to taxation on

membership. The matter of affiliation was

deferred to a futuro mosting to await more

definite information .

Avery Resolutions.

The International President, verbally re

porting upon the Cleveland arbitration ,

called attention to the most creditable ser

vice as an arbitrator rendered by Dr. Elroy

M. Avery, who served as arbitrator at the

selection of Div. No. 268. In consequence

of this, resolutions were adopted as follows :

“Whereas, In his report upon the recent

Cleveland wage arbitration in the interest

of the membership of Div. No. 268 of this

Association , the International President es

pecially mentions in most creditable terms

the invaluable services rendered by Hon.

Elroy M. Avery, of Cleveland, a member

of the board of arbitration, characterizing

his service as that of one to whom the in

terest of wage earners may be committed

with the fullest of confidence in the assur.

ance of justice ; and ,

"Whereas, The report , upon the arbitra

tion award fully bears out the statement of

the International President; therefore, be it

“ Resolved , That we, the General Execu- .

tive Board, in meeting assembled this day,

do hereby extend to the Hon. Elroy M.

Avery the sincere thanks of this Associa

tion and enter, as a matter of record , an

expression of our conviction that the sin

cerity in the interest of humanity which

characterizes the life work of such men is

that which supports a confidence in the or

der of human progress.

" Resolved , That these resolutions be en

tered as a part of the records of this meet

ing and a copy be forwarded to Hon. Elroy

M. Avery, of Cleveland, and the Secretary

of Div. No. 268."

Reports were made by President W. D.

Mahon and Chairman C. 0. Pratt upon the

Philadelphia strike and resultant conditions.

Report upon the Rutland strike was verb

ally made by International Treasurer Rezin

Orr, stating that the strike at this time is

in progress, with evidently strong resolu.

tion on part of both parties to the conten

tion.

Reports upon organizing work and activi.

ties and prospective activities in different

unorganized fields were verbally made by

various officers and members of the Board.

Out of this discussion grew instructions to

the delegates to the American Federation

of Labor convention to use their good of

fices to secure the appointment by the A.

F. of L. of two organizers from the ranks

of the members of this Association to be

come regular paid A. F. of L, organizers to

do organizing work among the unorganized

electric railway men.

Audit Report.

At the sessions of the final day of the

meeting the audit was completed and the

report was compiled for publication , to be

later distributed to the secretaries of the

various locals. The accounts of the Union

Leader were audited by Walton, Joplin , Lan

ger & Co., chartered accountants, who sub

mitted a complete statement of the accounts

of the Union Leader, together with their

certified audit report, showing a cash bal

ance in the Union Leader fund on July 31 ,
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1910, of $719.86. Accompanying the item

ized statement of accounts is a certification

of their accuracy. The report submitted by

Editor L. D. Bland of the Union Leader re

iews the six months ' history of the publica

tion and is a report of progress.

A recapitulation of the audit for the pe

riod of six months is as follows :

Receipts

Balance on hand Jan.

31 , 1910 . $ 89,644.82

Receipts for period of

six months , Feb. 1 to

July 31 , 1910, inc ..... 101,555.70

Total revenue, includ

ing balance from

last audit $ 191,200.52

Disbursements for six

months ending July

31 , 1910

General expenses . $ 62,338.16

Death and disability . 12,700.00

Strike benefits 54,439.00

Total 129,477.16

Balance in treasury July 31 , 1910. $ 61,723.36

By audit of Union Leader account,

balance on hand in Union Lead

er Fund 719.86

Total balance on hand July 31 ,

1910 . $ 62,443.22

The audit report, together with a certifi.

cation of F. H. Macpherson & Co. , char

tered accountants , will be published in book

form and forwarded to each of the local

secretaries as soon as received from the

publisher. The Board makes the announce

ment that the decrease in the balance on

hand as compared with the balance on hand

Jan. 31 , 1910 , is due to the severe drain ,

during the course of the six months, upon

the Defense Fund. The other funds have

increased during the audit term .

Audit Period Review.

A review of the record of the audit period

discloses an unparalleled advance in the

affairs of the Association and in the ad

vantages that have accrued to the member

ship. It has been a period of increased

wage to a greater general membership than

has attained in any former period in the

life of the Association. The event of the

audit term in this respect was the Cleve

land wage adjustment by which a new

standard of wage is fixed higher than ever

before prevailed to electric railway em

ployes east of the Rocky Mountains. The

wage rate fixed by arbitration in the inter

est of Div. 268 was 27 cents per hour for

first-year service employes and 30 cents per

hour for those of more than one year in

the service.

In organizing work charters were granted

for the institution of 11 local divisions ; 9

of the 11 are thoroughly established locals

and 2 are in a state of progress in effecting

their organizations . One charter was sur

rendered during the term and two locals

were consolidated, making a pain in com

ploto organizations of 7 local divisions .

There were initiated into momborship dur

ing the term 9,100 applicants, as against

6,368 for the previous term , making an in

crease over the previous term of 2,732 .

The work of International officers during

their general supervision of the Association

embraces 230 official visits , visiting one or

more times 135 local Divisions , and the or

ganizing directly of 6 new locals . Aside

from this , the record embraces the assist

ance of 17 Association and A. F. of L. or

ganizers and an unusually large amount of

work done by local officers. The visits of

International officers are those that were

required in the adjustment of wages and

other differences involving local Divisions

and organizing work .

In consideration of the vast amount of

work done , the many wage adjustments

and the organization of new locals, the As

sociation , in proportion to its magnitude,

can look upon the period as one not overly

crowded with strikes . True, its record

bears upon 11 strikes and lockouts. Seven

of these strikes assume the appearance of

lockouts from the fact that they were pro

voked by the employing company through

unveiled efforts to destroy the organizations .

Three strikes may be listed as wage rate

strikes . One was the result of a contention

in a matter of alleged trespass upon the

privilege of employment. Of these strikes ,

it cannot be said that anything was lost to

the Association. Three were settled by com

promise in which concessions were gained

and the locals are in better position now

than they were previous to the strikes . Two

strikes are yet pending and six can well be

placed in the column of " strikes won . ” Dur

ing the course of these strikes there were

paid from the Defense Fund in strike bene

fits $54,270, or an amount equal to 10,854

weeks of strike benefits, an amount suffi .

cient to continue on strike 417 men during

the entire term at $5 per week. This figure

represents the defensive force applied by the

Association in the protection of various local

Divisions involved in strikes and from which

can be determined the sustaining power ex

ercised during the term. However, it must

be admitted that the figure embraces , in

part, previous accumulation . At the rate

by which the Defense Fund is replenished it

would require 100,500 members to maintain

such an expenditure, a number nearly 40 per

cent in excess of the membership of the

Association. This shows that the payment

from the Defense Fund during the term was

in excess of the receipts .

From the Death and Disability Fund there

were paid in death benefits $ 12,400 upon 124

death claims. There were paid $300 upon 3

disability claims , making a total of $ 12,700.

The amount paid from this fund in death

and disability benefits during the previous

term was $ 8,200, making $20,900 for the year

ending with July 31 , 1910. However, during

the period the Death and Disability Fund

balance increased $2,595.73 . During the

term there were recorded 158 deaths , 34 of

whcih were non -beneficial. Those

beneficial were either of new locals or mem

bers not having been enrolled one year, as

required for payment of death benefits.

The remarkable feature of the six months '

non
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audit period is that bearing upon the adjust.

ment of differences by arbitration. While

there were 11 locals involved in strikes ,

there were 27 involved in arbitrations; 24

were involved in the arbitration of wage

rates and 3 in the arbitration of other con

troversies . In every case of wage arbitra

tion the locals involved secured increases in

wage rates. While in no case was the rate

fixed by the arbitration award equal to that

asked by the local Division , yet in every in

stance there was an increase awarded. This

comparison manifests a decided tendency

towards arbitration as a means of adjust.

ment of disputes in which terms of settle

ment cannot be reached by consultation be

tween the locals and the respective employ.

ing companies. The outcome of these arbi

tration cases commends arbitration rather

than strikes. However, in the Trenton

strike an application had been made for 23

cents an hour, which obtained to the mem

bership through the strike, an advantage

which, very likely, had the solution been

left to arbitration, a compromise below the

-23 cents would have obtained in the interest

of the company.

The record of the six months is a vigorous

testimonial of the appreciation of the Asso

ciation by the membership in general. The

successes recorded are resultant from the

united activity of the members in pursuit of

the purposes of the Association. In no pre

vious audit period has there been expe

rienced stronger harmony in the progress

of the organization . There has been a mu

tuality exercised in accord with beneficial

results and the benefits have been gratify

ing. While the Defense Fund has been

drawn upon severely, it hasbeen drawn

upon for the very purpose of its existence

the defense of members on the firing line,

but it has served well as a commissary sup

port in the archievements of the period. The

magnificent response to the appeal for the

Philadelphia men is a glowing tribute to the

membership

Such is the standing and magnitude of

the Association at this time that its mem

bership passes from one period to another

in its progress in confident expectation, and

the power of the Association is such that

our expectancy is guaranteed .

With best wishes, we are ,

Fraternally yours,

C. O. PRATT, Chairman ,

EDWARD MCMORROW,

MAGNUS SINCLAIR ,

RICHARD CORNELIUS,

WM. B. FITZGERALD,

P. J. SHEA,

FRED FAY,

D. S. FITZGERALD,

General Executive Board .

Per R. L. REEVES, Secretary .

The name of J. J. Thorpe is before the

voters of the thirtieth congressional dis

trict of Pennsylvania as a candidate for

Congress. He is on the ticket as a labor

representative. The thirtieth congressional

district comprises the 7th , 8th , 12th and 14th

wards of the city of Pittsburg , the city of

McKeesport, the boroughs of Braddock, E.

McKeesport, E. Pittsburg , Edgewood , Eliza

beth, Glassport, N. Braddock, Oakmont, Pit.

cairn, Portvue, Rankin , Swissvale , Turtle

Creek, Veronia , Versailles, Wall, Wilkins

burg, Wilmerding and 11 townships.

Members of Division No. 113, Toronto , Ont. Secretary Robbin in center .
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS. company is bitterly opposed to the orgau .

ization and a lockout exists at the present

writing.

International Treasurer Rezin Orr re

turned from the Rutland Vt. , strike to at

tend the sessions of the recent G. E. B.

meeting . Upon adjournment of the meeting

of the G. E. B. he was dispatched to St.

Joseph , Mo., where a contention exists in

which the company is regarded as violating

the non -discriminating clause of the agree

ment. He is at present engaged upon that

situation .

Chairman C. 0. Pratt attended the recent

meeting of the G. E. B., held Aug. 22-25 .

Upon adjournment of the board, he visited

Toledo, Cleveland and Columbus in consulta

tion with labor officials in the interest of

the Columbus strike. At Columbus he at.

tended a conference of representatives of

labor throughout the state, which was also

attended by President Mahon and G. E. B.

Member Fred Fay. From Columbus he re

turned to Philadelphia , where on Labor Day

he delivered an address as a feature of the

Labor Day demonstration in that city .

There have been chartered by the Inter

national President : Division No. 547 , Sioux

City, Oowa, and Division No. 548 , Rockford ,

Ill. Division No. 547 , Sioux City, Iowa, was

organized by Bro. J. Leonard Division

No. 441 , Des Moines , Iowa. Prior to the

meeting of the G. E. B. , which was attended

by President W. D. Mahon , he assisted

Division No. 113 , Toronto , Ont. , in the arbi.

tration of the wage scale. Official report

of the result of the arbitration has not been

received at the General Office. The maxi

mum rate obtained , however, has been an

nounced as 25 cents per hour. The local

was seeking to secure a 30-cent per hour

rate. From Toronto, President Mahon went

to Hamilton , Ont. , and addressed a meeting

of Div. 107 , then to Albany, N. Y. , where

the wage rate was up for arbitration . He

presented the case in the interests of Div.

Nos. 132, Troy, 148 , Albany, and 506 , Rensse

laer, N. Y. The rates to prevail in the three

cities were arbitrated before one board of

arbitration . The award in this case has not

been handed down . The previous existing

was rate was 25 cents per hour. A 30-cent

rate is being asked. From Albany the Pres

ident returned to the General Office to at

tend the meeting of the G. E. B. Upon the

adjournment of the G. E. B. meeting, he

was summoned to Columbus , Ohio , where a

conference was held by the State Federa

tion of Labor, representatives of the steam

railway brotherhoods and representatives of

locals of this association. This conference

was held in the interest of Div. No. 538 now

on strike in that city. A committee called

upon Governor Judson Harmon , with Pres

ident Mahon, to request the governor to

exercise an effort to secure a settlement of

the strike, or endeavor to prevail upon the

company to submit the situation to arbitra

tion . Governor Harmon ignored the request

and turned the committee down . President

Mahon then met with a meeting of repre

sentatives of various organizations, from

which a committee was appointed to further

the interests of the strike, and returned to

the general office, where he dispatched ac

cumulated work and was enable to attend

the Labor Day demonstration in Pittsburg,

Pa. , where he delivered an address at the

dedication of the new Pittsburg Labor

Temple . His address appears in another

column of this issue of the M. & C.

G. E. B. Member Edward McMorrow, who

is assisting Div . No. 308 , Chicago, Ill . , in

wage adjustments, came to Detroit to at.

tend the sessions of the G. E. B. meeting.

Immediately upon adjournment of the G. E.

B. meeting he returned to Chicago to take

up the work of the agreement in the interest

of the elevated men of that city. He also is

associated in preparing for arbitration the

wage rate in the interest of Div . No. 228 ,

Joliet, Ill .

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair assisted

Div. No. 113 , Toronto, Ont. , in the arbitra

tion of the wage scale. He was associated

in the final part of this work with President

Mahon . After securing an adjustment of

the wage scale in Toronto, he attended the

sessions of the G. E. B. meeting in Detroit .

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius , prior

to the Board meeting, visited Div. No. 276 ,

Stockton , Cal . , where a protest had been

made against the recent election of officers .

A new election was called for and the con

tention thus adjusted . He then attended

the sessions of the G. E. B. meeting, and

after adjournment was dispatched to Chat

tanooga , Tenn . , from where an appeal had

come to the General Office for the assist

ance of an organizer for the purpose of

establishing a local in that city.

Vice-President J. J. Thorpe was success

ful in securing renewal of agreement for

Div. No. 529 , Evans City, Pa. The new

agreement provides for a wage rate of 28

cents per hour. He was further required

to visit Div. No. 530, Leetonia, Ohio , where

he reports having adjusted contentions aris

ing with that local. He has now under his

advisement the further readjustment of the

wage scale in the interest of Div . 197 , Mead

ville, Pa.

Vice-President B. A. Carter dis

patched to Rockford , ill . , upon appeals re

ceived from the electric railway employes

of that city to assist in organizing a local .

He instituted Div. No. 548. However, the

Board Member W. B. Fitzgerald , after

completing his work in Glens Falls , N. Y. ,

attended the sessions of the G. E. B. meet

ing held in Detroit. Immediately upon the

adjournment of the Board , he was returned

to the eastern and Massachusetts situations ,

where he visited Div. No. 537, Holyoke ,

Mass . A matter of grievance has developed

with that local in reference to the dismissal

of one of the members. From Holyoke, he

visited Rutland, Vt. , to look after the strike

situation in the interest of Div. No. 247.

was
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G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea took up organ.

izing work in Toledo, O. , where he was en

gaged for a few days until a situation arose

with Div. No. 168 , Scranton, Pa . He was

dispatched to look after that situation and

returned to Detroit to attend the sessions of

the G. E. B. meeting. On the adjournment

of the meeting he was returned to Mead

ville , Pa. , to again give attention to Div. No.

197 , where a temporary adjustment of the

wage controversy had expired. He turned

this situation over to Vice- President J. J.

Thorpe on account of the final adjustment

being again deferred.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay continues in

charge of the strike of Div . No. 538 , Colum

bus , Ohio . This strike will take its place

among the prominently severe contests in

which this Association has ever been en

gaged . G. E. B. Member Fay , associated

with Organizer Liddy, of Columbus, organ

ized Div. No. 538 in the early spring. The

company has exercised its fullest ingenuity

in an endeavor to destroy the organization.

It has enlisted the assistance of the Employ.

ers ' Association and the Governor of Ohio

in its endeavor to defeat the employes in

their effort to maintain the organization . It

is now upon its seventh week , with both

parties to the controversy equally as deter

mined as in the beginning. The assistance

lent to the company by the governor has

materially extended the duration of the

strike . The cause of the employes is just

and is being supported by every liberty

loving citizen in Columbus. There is every

indication at this writing, however, that the

strike will not terminate until an agreeable

settlement can be effected. Board Member

Fay was unable to attend the sessions of

the late G. E. B. meeting in consequence of

his work in connection with the strike.

G. E. B. Member D. S. Fitzgerald attended

the recent Executive Board meeting in

Detroit held August 22-25 . Since the ad

journment of the Board advice has been re

ceived from him that the arbitrators before

whom the wage rate was arbitrated for the

several Connecticut locals have handed

down their award and an agreeable increase

in wage was the result of the arbitration.

" Register and vote" should be the slogan

in Pittsburg , Pa . J. J. Thorpe has been

nominated for Congress on the Democratic

ticket. The nomination came to him with

out solicitation and he has accepted upon

the urgent request of his friends . Now it is

up to every wage earner in that congres

sional district to register. This caution

should be unnecessary to the street railway

men throughout that congressional district ,

but every street car man can help by mak

ing it his business to see that every wage

earner in other occupations gets his tax

receipt so that he can vote for J. J. Thorpe.

It is the chance in a lifetime for the indus

trial classes of Pittsburg to get a repre

sentative in Congress , and the working

classes certainly have no representative in

Congressman John Dalzell . " Register and

vote" should be the slogan , and Brother

Thorpe can easly be elected .

THE COLUMBUS STRIKE.

Commonly a strike is a contest between

an employing corporation and a body of em

ployes from which a conciliatory mien is ex

pected to be reached or some objective pur

pose accomplished. In Columbus, the Co

lumbus Railway & Light Co. had for its

purpose in locking out its employes the

maintenance of the supreme right to dictate

terms and conditions of employment to em

ployes. The wage scale had been settled

for at least a year. A method had been

adopted by which, if followed sincerely, fair

play and a square deal was to have main

tained in conditions of employment and in

the adjustment of differences. The com

pany had agreed, in settlement of the pre

vious controversy, to withdraw all antag

onism to the membership of employes in

their organization. It had agreed to in no

way discriminate between employes as in

consequence of membership in their organ

ization . It had agreed to withdraw from the

exercise of any influence in the employment

of new men in the matter of whether they

should become members of the organization

or not. It had agreed with its employes

upon a policy by which grievances should

be heard and corrected and that fair hear.

ings and honest adjustments should prevail.

Such were the conditions of the agreement

and such were the conditions of employment

agreed upon by the management of the

company and its employes. Yet the com

pany must have had a purpose in locking

out its employes . No company declares a

lockout without a purpose. In the month

of June the employes, by committee, pro

tested against violations of the agreement

to the managers. There had been many

violations of the agreement ; in fact, hardly

had the agreement been entered when the

company began to violate it by discriminat

ing in favor of non -union employes. The

manager practically admitted to the com

mittee that the agreement would not be ob

served and frankly told the officers of the

organization that he would " bust up" their

union and had no intention of complying

with the agreement. He also advised them

that he should continue to employ new men

under the injunction that they should not

become members of the organization . He

told them that they might as well know it

first as last. This was a practical declara

tion of a lockout, or rather a " freeze-out."

The proposition to the employes was , “ If

you want to work for this company you

must abandon your organization ." Several

had been discharged with no apparent cause

other than to eliminate them to make room

for non -unionists or those employed under

the pledge not to affiliate with the organ

ization .

During the period through which the em

ployes were endeavoring, through concilia

tion , to bring about compliance with the

agreement the company stealthily employed

strike-breakers and reconstructed their car

barns into fortresses . Such was the con

dition when Div. No. 537 voted to enter the

present strike . It was then that certain ele

ments working together endeavored to delay

the strike by insisting upon a hearing by
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the State Board of Arbitration . The Cham

ber of Commerce, through its president , guar

anteed to the employes that if they would

await putting their strike vote into execu

tion and give the State Board of Arbitration

an opportunity to investigate , the Chamber

of Commerce would exercise its good offices

in prevailing upon the company to comply

with any award that the State Board of Ar

bitration would make . The promise of the

Chamber of Commerce , in other words , was

that, if the State Board of Arbitration should

find that the company had violated the

agreement, it would insist upon the com

pany complying with the agreement in the

future and insist upon the correction of all

grievances substantiated by the finding of

the board .

The employes expressed their confidence

in the sincerity of the pledge of the Cham

ber of Commerce by deferring the strike

and giving the State Board of Arbitration

an opportunity to hold the hearing. Con

ferences began July 5 and continued over

three weeks before the award was handed

down. The finding of the board confirmed

the position of the employes . The Chamber

of Commerce did not put into execution its

promise. The company had taken advan

tage of this period , a period which the em

ployes were led to believe should be a period

of truce, to carry on active preparations to

make the lockout most effective.

The mild efforts on part of the Chamber

of Commerce to carry out its promise rather

divulged its purpose in making it . It made

a very feeble effort, if any at all , to secure

compliance with the award of the arbi

trators. This gave sufficient ground for the

suspicion that the object of the Chamber of

Commerce, the company and perhaps the

governor and others was that time would

weaken the ardor of the employes in their

purpose to strike, and thus the organization

would be dissolved voluntarily and the

strike averted . It did not pan out as it was

very likely expected to. The men were yet

as determined as ever that the company

should comply with its agreement , and the

strike went into effect.

Barely had the strike begun before the

governor had the wires working to bring

into Columbus the state militia . Every wage

earner in Ohio and throughout the country

knows very well why that was done. The

purpose of the governor may reasonably be

expected to have been to awe the striking

employes, to coerce them to yield to sub

mission and return to work upon terms dic

tated by the management of the company.

The fact that the soldiers did nothing in

the way of maintaining order in the city

would bear out such a supposition . The

strike went on the same as when the sol

diers were on the ground , and 4,000 militia

men were kept in idleness in Columbus for

four weeks until the enormous expense be

gan to attract attention . Then they were

disbanded and sent to their homes, where

they remained long enough for the murmur

against high taxes to quiet, when a thou

sand of them were again recalled .

The police records during the strike show

that the disturbers were the imported

strike breakers as they were arrested for

disorders by the dozens. So apparent was

the purpose of the Governor to take sides

in the strike that Board Member Fay

charged him , in an interview with a repre

sentative of a Cincinnati paper, with being

“ the direct cause of the continuance of the

strike " . Certain it is that Gov. Harmon has

lent every agency at his command to the

encouragement of the company in its en

deavor to coerce , subject and humiliate its

employes. That the strike has not been

won by the company long before this is

not the fault of Gov. Harmon .

The above situation of the Columbus

strike was presented to the recent meet

ing of the G. E. B. It seemed hardly to

be credited . The Board members and offi

cers of the association , in deliberating upon

that phase of the strike, disliked to believe

that a governor would thus interest himself

in such a glaringly partial manner against

the interest of wage earners . For that rea

son , an appeal was made to the Ohio State

Federation of Labor requesting a conference

in Columbus at which it was hoped that

the Governor : could be prevailed upon to

lend his influence in the direction of an early

settlement of the strike . The conference

was called and a representative committee

of the various organizations of labor as

sociated with Pres. Mahon, appealed to the

Governor. It was when that appeal was laid

before him and his reply was received and

when those who participated in the confer

ence by personal contact were able to ob

serve the leaning of the Governor, that the

truth of the report of the Governor's atti

tude towards wage earners was confirmed .

He treated the appeal of the representatives

of labor with as strong contempt as

served decorum would permit and frankly

told them that he would not even ask the

company to arbitrate. His attitude was one

of criticism of workmen for exercising the

right to organize against the wishes of an

employer.

In this conference, it was pointed out

to the Governor that he had comissioned

criminals as state police upon the mere re

quest of the street railway company. He

replied to this by stating that the company

was entitled to an officer for every five

miles of track , but he did not deny that the

law required him to enquire into the repu

tation and character of the appointees.

As an excuse for his unwarrantable treat

ment of the committee from the ranks of

labor, Gov. Harmon stated in substance that

the reason why he would not aid to

cure a settlement was because the question

of the right to organize would have to

be one of the points involved, and he would

not ask an employing company to trust to

arbitration the right to restrain employes

from organizing. He evidently wished to

protect the employer in the privilege to dic

tate to employes as to whether or not they

should join a labor organization. Such is

the position of Gov. Harmon towards labor ,

and such is his consideration for the labor

ing men and wage earners , and that, in

spite of the fact that a law exists in Ohio,

making it a penal offense for an employer

re

se
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to dismiss an employe for belonging to or

joining a labor organization , and after a

state court of arbitration , appointed by him ,

had declared in effect that the company was

violating that law,

The above statement is given to show the

status of the Columbus strike as it is today ,

insofar as the authority of the state is con

cerned . It demonstrates that the Colum

bus membership of this association are up

against a pretty hard fight and have no re

course for justice in their demands for the

right of organization in the present consti

tuted chief authority of the state. It shows

that the company is receiving, directly and

indirectly, all of the assistance that the Dem

ocratic Governor of Ohio can render to

make the position of the striking employes

as uncomfortable as possible.

The strike situation , however, is practi

cally unchanged . The reports of dynamite

outrages and explosions on the cars have

been exaggerated and there is reasonable

expectation that all such disorders can be

traced to agencies in the employ of the com

pany. The use of dynamite in street car

strikes is an old trick and one of the first

to be used by the agencies of employing

companies to destroy the confidence of the

people in the strikers and alienate from

them the sympathy they deserve. From pre

sent indications , the Columbus street car

strike will continue until a reasonable and

fairly acceptable assurance can be secured

from the company that it will , in good faith ,

live up to the agreement that exists , inso

far as working conditions are concerned .

The object of the company is to coerce

the employes to disband their organization .

The object of Gov. Harmon seems neces

sarily to appear to be to render assist

tance to the company, to enable it to gain

its purpose. He appears to be heartily in

accord with the union smashing employ

ers' association , and is already making a bid

for “ open shop” support in his canvas for

re -election as governor.

The object of the employes , this associa

tion and Ohio trade and labor unions is to

maintain organization and promote wages

and working conditions .

It is up to this association to stand firmly

by Division No. 538 and contribute in the

fullest to her support. • Division No. 538 is

making a valiant fight for organization and

is up against the cunning of Coach , or Pink

erton intrigue. So bold has been the knav

ery with which they have been obliged to

contend , that their cause has enlisted the

sympathy and support of almost the en

tire people of Columbus.

ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America took effect that morn

ing. Quoted from the daily news of that

date is the following :

“ The street car system in Milwaukee was

tied up this morning as tight as a drum .

Not a dozen cars are running, and such

straggling cars as do make their peripatetic

appearance are manned by barn bosses,

electricians and officers of the road. Supt.

Kuemmerlein is this morning twisting a con

troller , and if the present conditions con

tinue much longer, they claim that General

Manager Wyman will be running a car with

Hyp. Payne's urbane countenance beaming

over the rear dashboard ."

Thus came to the world the announce

ment of the beginning of one of the most

important early struggles of the Amalga

mated Association. Milwaukee, at the time,

was a considerable city of some 200,000 pop

ulation . Some 900 men were involved in

the strike.

The Milwaukee strike was important in

consequence of its intensity and its opening

to an educational propaganda among the

people that has led that city to become an

advance agent or the pioneer leader in the

processes that are going on and have rap

idly developed from that period to the pres

ent time, which has constantly engaged cap

italism in a defense against economic over

throw.

While the Milwaukee strike came at a

time when the Amalgamated Association

was in its infancy, it also came at the time

of the beginning of the consolidation of

interest in the life of street railway com

panies. The Milwaukee concern , as stated

in the Chicago Journal of May 28, 1896 , was :

“ A child of the North American Trust Co. ,

one of those gigantic institutions which

Lincoln used to say would some day bring

the country to a bad end . It owns fourteen

street railways in this fair land of freedom .

Some day it will own more. The one here

is in the number of its most promising

children - or was until the wrath of the

people was laid heavily upon it."

It is further quoted from the same paper

that : “ A loving and obedient Legislature

gave to the Milwaukee Street Rallway Co.

one of those beautiful omnibus charters by

which it can run anything from a toothpick

factory to a tanyard. Under the same char

ter by which it has run a street railway, it

conducts an electric lighting plant and fur.

nishes light for the city of Milwaukee."

In this we see the beginning of the pres

ent giant light , power and railway syndi

cates inferentially predicted in the quota .

tion .

This sort of combination or monopoly was

inspired only for the purpose to more rap

idly turn securities and stocks into ma

terialized wealth. Here we see the begin

ning of the financial promotion , or what one

eminent writer has styled “ Frenzied

Finance,” in this class of property. It marks

the starting of the period since traversed

by promoters who looked to the success of

their schemes in effecting combinations

more for their profit than from the actual

productiveness of the properties. It was

HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY

EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.

Milwaukee Strike .

( Year 1896 ) .

CHAPTER XVIII .

The daily newspapers of Milwaukee, Wis. ,

of the issue of May 4 , 1896 , announced ,

under display headlines , that a strike of

Division No. 15 of the Amalgamated Asso
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the opening of the opportunities for pro

moters to bleed the people both ways. To

that, innocent stock purchasers, employes

and communities in which these concerns

have done business can well attest.

One feature entering as part of the allure.

ment of the promoters, of course, was the

earning power that could be shown by the

properties, and that depended much upon

the economy applied in operation. This, in

turn , depended upon cheap wages.

The chief director of the Milwaukee com

pany was Mr. Henry C. Payne, later U. S.

Postmaster-General , and at the time a mem

ber of the National Republican Committee.

(To be continued)

Mrs. J. D. Clements, beneficiary, death

claim of Bernard Lynch , deceased

member of Division No. 194, New Or

leans, La.; cause, tuberculosis ... 100.00

Mrs. Leon Quillou , Jr., beneficiary, death

claim of Leon Quillou , Jr., deceased

member of Division No. 194, New Or

leans, La .; cause, phthisis pulmonalis . 100.00

Mrs. Anna Lyons, beneficiary, death

claim of M. Lyons, deceased member

of Division N.o 241 , Chicago, 111.;
cause, accident 100.00

Mrs. Michael O'Connell, beneficiary,

death claim of Dennis O'Keefe, de

ceased member of Division No. 260 ,

Chicago, Ill.; cause, acute pneumonia. 100.00

Mrs. Katherine Pitts, beneficiary , death

claim of Michael Pitts, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 253, Quincy, Mass.;

cause, kidney trouble, caused by pneu

monia 100.00

Mrs. Wilfred Lucier, beneficiary , death

claim of W. L. Lucier, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 22, Worcester,

Mass.; cause, accident, pelvis ruptured 100.00

Mrs. Phoebe Rowley, beneficiary , death

claim of Leonard Rowley, deceased

member of Division No. 343, Kalama

zoo , Mich .; cause, mitral regurgation . 100.00

Mrs. D. G.Carr, beneficiary, death claim

of D. G. Carr, deceased member of

Division No. 260, Chicago, Ill .; cause,

pneumonia 100.00

Mrs. R. Leitman , beneficiary , death

claim of J. M. Leitman, deceased

member of Division No. 308, Chicago,

Ill.; cause, pulmonary tuberculosis ... 100.00

Mrs. Ellen Robson, beneficiary, death

claim of John C. Robson , deceased

member of Division No. 268, Cleve

land, O.; cause, chronic interstitial ne

phritis and uremia 100.00

Total $ 1,400.00

By Div . No. 268, Cleveland , O.

Whereas, The Almighty God, in his infinite

wisdom and mercy, has deemed it wise to re

move from this world the wife of our worthy

brother, Mr. H. W. Ingersoll ; and

Whereas, She has been a great help to us,

through him, by giving him cheer and encour

agement in the trials of this life ; therefore

be it

Resolved, That we extend our sorrowing

brother and family our heartfelt sympathy in

this the hour of their affliction, hoping that

they will have the strength to bear the bur

den placed upon them by an all wise Ruler,

who doeth all things for the best;

Resolved , that these resolutions be spread

upon the minutes of this Local Division, print

ed in our official journal, the Motorman and

Conductor, and a copy be sent to the brother.

CHARLES E. KOONTZ,

CHAS. H. TRIZELL,

W. G. MARTIN.

Aug. 30 , 1910 .

PRESIDENT JOHN KANE.

Division No. 537, Holyoke, Mass.

Above is a picture of John Kane, Presi.

dent of Division No. 537, Holyoke, Mass .

This is one of the newer locals of the as

sociation.

Disbursements from the Death and Disabil

ity Fund during the month of August, 1910 ,
were made to beneficiaries on deathclaims, as

follows :

Mrs. Georgia Plimpton , beneficiary ,

death claim of W. B. Plimpton , de

ceased member of Division No. 265,

San Jose, Cal.; cause, pulmonary apo

plexy $100.00

Mrs. Jennie Clark , beneficiary, death

claim of S. L. Clark , deceased member

of Division No. 26, D it, Mich.;

cause, heart disease 100.00

Mrs. Corcoran, beneficiary, death claim

of Chas. Corcoran, deceased member

of Division No. 148, Albany, N. Y.;

cause , rupture of intestines . 100.00

John F.King, beneficiary, death claim of

Thomas W. King, deceased member of

Division No. 281, New Haven , Conn .;

cause, pulmonary tuberculosis 100.00

By Division No. 544, Williamstown, Pa.

Whereas, It pleased our Heavenry Father to

remove from our midst our dearly beloved

brother, Uriah Shọmper ;

Whereas, By his death we realize the loss of

a true, loyal and faithful friend in our asso

ciation ; therefore be it

Resolved , that the members of Div. No. 544,

in regular session assembled do hereby extend

our heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved family ;

that our charter" be draped for a period of

thirty days in memory of our late brother,

and that it be further

Resolved, That these resolutions be entered

on our minutes, a copy be sent to the family

of the deceased brother, and that they be pub

lished in the Motorman and Conductor.

H , W. RANK ,

JAMES WELSH ,

WM . RICHARD ,

Committee

Aug. 28 .



Edited by Local Division Correspondents

GROUP PICTURE PRESENTED .

Tarentum , Pa . — Division No. 528 is still on

the job. The late men got together at the barn

the other day and had a picture taken , a copy

ofwhich I would be pleased to have appear in

the Motorman and Conductor.

Of 47 employes we have 44 members, and the

other three are new men . I think they will be
in the fold in a very short time. We would

like to see the early men turn out for a picture

some evening and it would bean easy matter

as they are all through by 4:45 o'clock .

Reading from left to right on the picture
are : Standing - Brothers Franty Stacey, G.

Hazlett, Britton , Stepp, Sryst, Parks, Salkeld,

J. F. Manay, Dietz and Powell . Sitting - Har

ris , McKee, Ward, Stevenson , Neely, W. Haz

lett, C. Manan, Cotter and Law .

Bro. G. Hazlett is back on his run, after re

covering from the painfui injuries he received

when he was struck by an automobile as he

stepped from his car to throw the light at

Cheswick Siding. Several of the brothers, who

passed this machine both before and after the

Brident, report that is was going so fast that

they were under the impression that it was a

pacemaker for a wireless telegraph message.

Bro. Edward Meahl has taken a life partner

and has the best wishes of all the boys.

The company has been doing considerable re

pair work to our tracks this summer and the

roadbed will soon be in an excellent condition .

VO. 528.

During the graft prosecutions in San

Fraicisco it was disclosed that during the

San Francisco street car strike a detective

was approached for a job under supposition

that he was in a position to employ "de

tectives to engage as strikebreakers .

The job hunter qualified by stating that

among his experiences as a Pinkerton de

tective he was engaged as a strikebreaker

during the St. Louis street car strike and

did effective work for the St. Louis com.

pany as a dynamiter of cars. This class of

work was indulged in, he said , for the dou

ble purpose of turning public opinion

against the strikers and to create an excuse

to call out and retain the militia. He also

demonstrated his proficiency as a dynamiter

by making and exploding bombs in the

presence of the prosecution detective. This

detective, however, was secretly in the em

ploy of Prosecutor Henney. This same

class of dynamiters are now at work in

Columbus . Drive the detective agency " de.

tectives” and strikebreakers out of Colum

bus and “ dynamiting outrages" will cease

with their departure.

NEWLY-ELECTED OFFICERS.

Bridgeport, Conn . - The officers for the next

term for Local No. 459 are :

President, David Greenbaum ; Vice President.

Fred Kroger ; Recording Secretary , Thomas

McLean; Financial Secretary , W. J. Pixley :

Correspondent, C. B. Hall ; Delegates, J. C.

Board, Thomas McLean and D. Greenbaum ;

Treasurer, Homer Blackman ; Executive Board ,

A. Chine, P. Burns, J. J. Chapman , A. H.

Mandell, T. McLean, J. A. Ostling, H. Black

man, D. Mooney and J. H. Chase.

Bro. John O'Neil recently saved a little girl

from drowning at Seaside Park .

Who said that Bro. Hauser colud not run

on the Shelton line ?

We have a new Assistant Financial Secre

tary only three months old , but the cigars

have not been passed around yet.

Bro. Wolft has rheumatism and has gone to

Hyde Park , N. Y. He has worked hard for our
local. We all hope he will have a speedy re

covery.

Hope the delegates to the C. F. U. will al

tend regularly. It is an interesting place to

go.

Why don't you be up to date with your but
tons ? It looks better to be paidup than to

have a button on your coat that is a couple
of months old.

Bro. Van Wort met with a peculiar accident

While he was putting the trolley on the wire

the wheel dropped and struck him on the

forehead, cutting two large gashes and skin

ning his nose .

Bro.. Brady, from Westport, is out of the

hospital. He had a swelling taken from his

leg

Bro. McLean says he likes his early run,

but why is it that he misses it so often ?

A number of conductors were hurt this sum

mer, falling from the runningboard .

HEWITTSTRANT.

A review of the six months ' audit period ,

as it appears in the report of the General

Executive Board, should be sufficient testi

monial of the advantages of the Association

to street rallway men .
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2,500 ELECTRIC RAILWAY MEN IN LINE . WINNIPEG LOCAL TENDERED HER

BANK BOOK.

of

Philadelphia , Pa . - The Labor Day demon

stration was the greatest in the history of the

labor movement of this city. It proved beyond

a doubt that the strike of our Division and the

general strike in sympathy for us was a de

cided success, not only because of the remark

able showing and the great enthusiasm of

Division, but the number of new and large

organizations in line.

We were honored with the right of the line,
and 2,500 of our members marched behind the

martial music furnished by the Sixth Regi

ment band. We were able to make a good

showing because the majority of us are as yet

on late runs, which permitted us to take part

in the parade and afterwards work our runs.

President Driscoll was the chairman of the

committee of arrangements and master

ceremones, and performed his duties thor

oughly.

Bro. C: 0. Pratt, with Hugh Frayne, of

Scranton, Pa. , General Organizer of the A. F.

of L., were the speakers of the day. Bro.

Pratt's address was a thrilling exposition of

the labor question. The causes and effects of

the carmen's strike and the general strike were

described with an eloquence that held the large

audience spellbound .

Bro. Bill Shields, the veteran from Forty

third street, the only union man on the com

pany's pension list, was honored with a car

riage ride at the head of the parade . Marshal

" Tom " Johnson of Forty -ninth street was to

ride a horse, but it seems that Tom's legs

were too long and he was compelled to walk .

" Big Bill" Reed, from Ridge avenue, was the

hero of Labor Day and bore our standard aloft

with a pride that made the rest of us envious.

Now let us jump in and keep up that enthus

iasm and make every day a Labor Day, so that

the objects which our division is striving to
accomplish will be obtained more quickly

and thoroughly. “ PHILLY.”

Toronto , Ont .- Division 113 , after three

months' hard fighting for a new agreement,

has again settled down for a year and nine

months, provided the company carries out the

finding of the Conciliation Board. Never was

a committee up against a more determined

fight, and every effort was put forth by the

company to delay matters. While the award

of the Conciliation Board was not all we ex

pected nor what it should have been, based on

the facts presented by the committee, it is

another step in progress in the history of

Division 113, and while we have gone along

carefully, few divisions in the association have

made more progress in the past eight years.

From 16 cents per hour to 25 cents is surely

making progress.
Strikes are bad at any time, and the fact is

the settlement on the Grand Trunk released

hundreds of strikebreakers who would have

been available for the company had there been

a strike declared .

It was gratifying to note the interest taken

in our cause by our sister local at Winnipeg .

Realizing that we might be forced to declare a

strike, they sent their vice-president , Bro. Por
ter, to inform us that their bank book was at

our disposal , and we were authorized to draw

on it to the last cent.

Our members made a grand showing on

Labor Day. As you looked down the streets

there were miles of cars, the crews wearing

pink badges with the emblem of our Associ

ation , the international flags, in colors, making

them conspicuous.

At our regular meeting on Sunday, Aug. 19 ,

Bro. Robbins was elected delegate to the

Dominion Trades Congress at Fort William .

He will be accompanied by Bro. Gibbons, who

was elected to represent the Trades and Labor

Council. We may rest assured that all legis

lation affecting street railways will be care

fully looked after.

We judge that the meeting of the Executive

Board at Detroit must have been harmonious ,

as Bro. Sinclair came home all smiles .

Themembers were much pleased to see Bro.

Ed. Leonard so much improved in health after

his sojourn in Muskoka.

Bro . W. T. Thomson, finding it is not good

for man to be alone, has taken unto himself a

wife. We hope his troubles will be little ones.

There are a few more old bachelors on the job

who might follow Bro. Thomson's example

without injuring their growth or beauty . I

won't mention their names this time.
YOCOB

COMPANY HARD HIT BY STRIKE .

BEAUREGARD CO. DONATES STOOLS.

Omaha, Neb . - Div . No. 288 , as much as it

may surprise her sister locals, is still in the

ring.

Our recent strike resulted in the company

advancing the wage rate to some of the em

ployes. The report of the company for the

year ending June 30 , 1910 , shows a deficit of

$ 179,188.80 . This deficit, together with a sur

plus of $242,375.88 which was wiped out, re

flects the effect of the strike. This, however,

is not all of the loss to the company . Had

there been no strike there would have been an

addition to the surplus in the way of profits

and increased business. Yet these two sums

amount to $ 421,465.02 . This loss indicates

that the stockholders went without dividends

for a year and then some. As a matter of

fact, the company is verly likely short nearly

one million dollars as its experience in fight

ing the existence of a labor organization

among its employes.

The history of Div. No. 288 indicates that it

has had an eventful career. The local was

never in a position to do business with the

company. A short time prior to the strike it

had a normal membership of 30 or 40 . While

the company could hold it in that condition the

organization was helpless, yet by keeping its

real strength unknown it acted as a sort of

governor to block aggressiveness of the com

pany. The local is now , perhaps, stronger in

that line than it was before, as the company

will not soon invite another strike.

Many of our members never returned

work and are scattered in different sections

and various vocations, but there are enough

back on the cars to hold up the head of the

organization, and we believe that when the

company is again approached for reasonable

recognition it will not require another strike

to bring about favorable relations.

Of course our members on the interurban

system were not involved in the late strike.
That company seems to be more con

siderate for the welfare of its employes,

Now Orleans, La.-Since our new agreement
was signed everybody seems pleased. The

company is making the short runs come up to

the provisions of our new agreement.

While it is understood that motormen may

use stools on all cars over such parts of the

lines as the company and the committee may

mutually agree upon, the question of who

should furnish the stool was not touched upon .

The Association, by resolution, agreed that

members could use their own stools if they so

desired. Then came the generous offer of Mr.

N. Maesten, the proprietor of the Beauregard

Furniture Company, who offered to provide

every car with stools free of charge , which

was gladly accepted . The stools work alright.

The Association is now trying to get stools for

conductors, and Mr. Maesten agrees to furnish

them if the privilege of their use is obtained .

We trust our members, when making a pur

chase in their line of busines, will think of

their stools and remember the Beauregard Fur

niture Company.

Bro. Thuerbauf has invented a scheme to

protect his back from rubbing against the raw
edge of the vestibule window . It is a little

cushion that can be removed from end to end .

Keep it up, kid , you will get a stool bye and

bye .

NO . 194 .

to
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REGISTER AN INCREASE.

Ashovilla, N. C.- As it has been some time .

since our Division has been represented in the

columns of our popular publication, The Motor

man and Conductor, I shall at this time give

to the readers the doings, in brief , of Division

No. 128. We are getting along nicely, as usual,

and no kick can be registered against any par

ticular feature of ourlocal organization.

Since the publication of our last letter in the
Motorman and Conductor, we have been suc

cessful in securing a small wage increase.

Our former wage scale was as follows:

1st year service men , 17c per hour.

2nd year service men, 18c per hour.

3rd year service men, 20c per hour.

The present wage scale, which went into

effect August 1st, 1910 , is as follows :

1st year service men, 18c per hour.

2nd year service men, 19c per hour.

3rd year service men, 20c per hour.

4th year service men, 21 42 c per hour.

It may be readily seen that the members of

our local organization have been alert in a

matter of importance to them, viz.: A small

raise in the wage scale as set out above.

The members of the local organization are

now going through their very busiest season ,

in that Asheville is quite a resort town, and at

the present time it is filled with visitors from

all parts of the South. Riverside Park, which

is owned and conducted by the Asheville Elec

tric Co. , is, as usual, a rendezvous for hundreds

of people every evening, and indeed it is more

popular this season than ever before. Overlook

Park , which is also reached by an electric line,

has proven very popular with hundreds of visi
tors,

The social feature of our organization is

alert, and only a few days ago a smoker was

held at the club rooms, at which time all who

attended spent a most pleasant evening:

In conclusion, I would state that all in all ,

our organization is in splendid shape, socially

and financially.

NO. 128 .

discontinued for the year, and we believe it

should be for all time.

We are sorry to report the fact that Bro .

Wyatt Aulsbury's father died recently. Bro.

Aulsbury has the sympathy of the entire mem

bership of this division.

Conductor Rude has resigned and understand
is back at his old home in Illinois.

Bro. Hart, who quiet the service of the com

pany some months ago, is with us again.

Strange that so many people know just how

a street car company should be run and are

willing to tell all about it.

The " sight-seeing " car has been discintinued
for the year.

The city authorities contemplate sprinkling

the streets with oil, and if it proves a success

the electric sprinklers may be pulled off and

the men operating them put back on the train

service.

Owing to a rush of business, consisting

chiefly of collecting fares , trying to avoid acci

dents and answering the many questions asked

by visiting strangers, your correspondent will

write only a short letter this time. We would

not write at all but we want you to know

Division No. 19 is still on the map and pros

pering IRIS

THREE THOUSAND STRONG.

ALWAYS READY TO HELP.

Youngstown, Ohio.-When the special as

sessment notice was read, it was plainly
shown by the unanimous vote taken on placing

the extra amount on the working cards of each

member, that they are in hearty accord with

the workings of our worthy president , W. D.

Mahon . Although we have been successful in

securing an agreement with the company for

more than two years. We feel proud of our

local, and the A. A. can count on us to aid

those in need of our assistance.

D. D. Fitzgerald, who has been sick nearly

all summer, is back at work filling the position

of road officer during the absence of D. Davis.

Clyde Hendricks, who has been on the sick

list, has returned to work again .

Bro. J. Burton and Bro J. Miller, his motor

man, were severely beaten and cup up by three
or four rowdies on the car. It required twelve

stitches to sew up the cut places on Conductor

Burton's head, who nearly lost an ear , and

Miller had eight stitches as his share. It

seems that the crew on a street car is not

amply protected , and it is only a question of

time when they will be.

Delmer Walters, who was severely beaten by

two drunken ruffans, has returned to work

again. J. E. L.

Pittsburg , Pa . - Labor Day this year was an

event of more than ordinary importance to the

massesof wage earners and Pittsburg gener

ally. Under the auspices of the Iron City

Trades Council, a new Labor Temple was dedi

cated here . Speakers were Secretary Frank

Morrison of the A. F. of L. and International

President W. D. Mahon and others. I believe

President Mahon's effort was one of the best I

ever heard from him , and to say that is admit

ting that it is the best labor address I have

ever heard. It was_sincerely appreciated and

caught the crowd. I am sorry that our entire

membership could not get tohear him speak.

I was proud of Div. No. 85 in the part they

took in participating in the parade. We had

the best turnout of any of the locals in the

city. We would have had more had it not

been for two ball games on that day which

took away a number of our men who would

have been in the parade.

Let it be announced that Div. No. 85 is now

away over the 3,000 mark in her membership .

Our boys are working together in harmony

and we expect to continue along this line for

the future.

Div. No. 85 extends over considerable terri

tory which reaches clear into the woods in

various directions from Pittsburg proper.

Among those at distance is Bro . D. S. Cou

sart, who goes to town so seldom that upon

Fifth avenue and other thoroughfares he be

comes a curio. At least he attracts a large

crowd wherever he goes, and it seemsto be a

sort of satisfaction to him to gaze at the high

buildings along the line of thoroughfares

traversed by him. A short time since he

blocked Fifth avenue at the corner of Wood

street.
SMOKE

BE CAREFUL WHEN VOTING.

SHOULD TAKE ACTIVE INTEREST IN

ELECTION.

Colorado Springs, Colo . - Another new time
acrd. Several men will lose their regular runs

and the extra list increased.

A passenger died of heart trouble on Bro.

Ogle's car recently, but Adrian got his fare
first.

We offer a suggestion that all union men

take an active interest in the election this year

and use their influence in electing good officials

from top to bottom.

The use of the running board will goon be

Middlotown , Conn . - It seems not out of the

way at this time to ask our members to cau

tion their friends, when they vote this fall , to

be very careful of their choice as we got a

pretty raw deal in the last election,

At the recent meeting of Division No. 479 ,

there appeared a representative of the Boot

and ShoeWorkers' Union who advocated in the

interestof union labelshoesand gave the boys

a good talk .

Brothers Daly and Green have just returned

from New York , Atlantic City and Philadel .

phia , where they spent a weeks' vacation.

Bro. F. George is taking a ten days' vacation

looking up real estate.

Brothers Fitzgerald and Mildren are getting

their boats in shape for a racing event soon to

take place here.

Bro. Moriarty , after a four weeks' affliction

from grip and malarla . has returned to work

E. J. F.
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ACCIDENTS LIABLE TO HAPPEN .

Pottsville, Pa.Since an accident of a ser

ious nature with the construction cars, we no
tice that the company has manned them with

efficient motormen and conductors . This move

ment was asked by our executive committee a

short time ago and turned down by the com

pany , claiming we had no jurisdiction over

construction cars.

It occurs to me that if some of our superin

tendents were to reflect on the time when they

were conductors on a trolley car, they would

use a little more reason in the matter of acci

dents. They would remember that accidents

are liable to happen to the best of conductors.

A conductor does not want a string of acci

dents to his credit , but when a passenger per

sists in getting off from a moving car, the

conductor should hardly be held responsible

for the results .

I would like to see more of our members at

tend the meetings.

The Ohmer registers are being installed in
all of our cars. Will not this lead to some free

riding from Center and Market to the Palo

Alto Y , especially upon a car of 80 or 90 pas
sengers between these two points ? With the

new registers in and the hand straps all taken

out, I earnestly hope that our management will
run enough cars to seat all passengers. If

they do not, passengers will be hanging onto

the register much to the discomfiture of the

conductor

New men are all getting in line with us and

we hope that employe from Palo Alto also gets

wise before he gets the " lemon ." Don't be a

coward and afraid to show your colors.

Union-made cigars wil be on sale at meet

ings, so those who smoke will please wait until

they get to the meeting room and we will give

you your 5 cents ' worth and help the cause

along.

WIDEAWAKE.

for pumping a 25 -barrel well. Address Jones ,

Carmichael or Hileman , castor oil kings.

H, Klingensmith is with Division No. 529

motoring on the Harmony line, instead of

working in New Castle barns as stated in

July's Motorman and Conductor.

The summer hotel at Baldwin Siding has

closed for the season and conductors on trains

Nos. 7 and 6 are looking for a new rooming

place.

Bro. Shannon is taking in washings. Every

little bit helps.

Bro. Austin has rented his property at Wex

ford .
Our superintendent has added a new run

and has picked two of his best men to run it.

( The cucumber express. )

All brothers are invited to come and see

our new observation car No. 107.

Bros. Baker and Shaffer had a bad accident

last month at Plains Church station , which is
on a bad curve . It was at night and Bro.

Baker run by the station and started to back

up, hitting a young lady who had started up
the track after the car. From what I can

learn she received a fractured skull , but is get

ting along fine . Our station platforms are

very small and our patrons seem to think it

isn't necessary to flag a car until it is within

two feet of them . Of course we run past

them, then we have to back up. We trust the

company will put up posters at every station

directing its patrons to flag all cars when a

fair distance away, and by night that they

must use a light of some kind.

Bro. Skehill is taking next month off. If he

is seen around Youngstown, will some brother
kindly take good care of him , as it wasn't

long ago it was announced that he was get

ting rummy. 529

OBSERVED LABOR DAY.

NEVER IN BAD SHAPE.

Danbury , Conn . - Division No. 269 is taking

in new members at every meeting. As fast as

they come on the road, of course, they join the
local.

Bro. Hirsch was recently injured by being

struck by a stone hurled by some miscreant

while at Kesosia Park. He was fortunately

not seriously injured .

Bro. E. Morgan recently came very nearly

being run down by an automobile.

Bro . Mike Wise is taking a series of swim

ming lessons.

Division No. 269 was never in better shape

than she is at the present time; in fact, we are

never in bad shape. Our boys believe in prog

ress and are much interested in the uplift of

the wage rate that is going on with other

locals .

In mynext, I will tell you something about
railroading in this city. COR.

Lawrence, Mass.-Our proposed new agree

ment with the employing company was taken

up at two recent special meetings of Division

No. 261 . One meeting was held at 8 p. m . and

the other at midnight . A large majority of the

boys attended the meetings. The conditons of

the agreement, as presented by our president,
were discussed and passed upon. Much en

thusiasm was shown and we are confident we

will get some concessions.

After a three weeks' vacation , Bro. Joe

Regan resumes his position on the cars.
For more than a month, Bro. Joe Neff has

been nursing a sore toe . The affliction has

kept him from work.

The stork visited the family of Bro. Kenton

recently and they are being congratulated

upon the advent of a new boy.

We all wore attractive badges here on La
bor Day.

Brothers Robertson and Cantwell have left

the road to engage in other work .

Matters aremoving along finely with Divi

sion No. 261 and there is the best of feeling

shown here among our members and officials.

J. R.

EXTENDING H. V. RAILWAY SYSTEM .

PEORIA POINTERS.

Glens Falls , N. Y.-Thefollowing is a com

plete list of officers_of Division No. 304 , of

Glens Falls, N. Y.: President, George Demar

ast ; vice president, Robert Dodge ; recording

and financial secretary, Frank E. Bullard ;

treasurer, John H. Sullivan ; conductor, Frank
Corcoran ; warden, Norman Rozell ; sentinel,

Oscar Dusham ; executive, Geo. Demerast, Tim

othy Sweeney, F. E. Bullard, Lester Brownell ;

delegates to the Trades Assembly, JohnH. Sul

livan, Timothy Sweeney, Frank E. Bullard .
NO. 304 .

Peoria , Ill. - The picnic given by Division
416 at Water Works Park was a success in

every way. The ball game was won by the

City Rails, both morning and afternoon .

Bro, Wonstead was overcome by the heat

while participating in the races, which was

quite a detriment to him , as it caused him to

be laid up for the balance of the day's sport.

Bro. Walter Hunter had the misfortune to

secure a very badly sprained ankle also during

the race, and is still laid up with the same.

The fat man's race, as run by Gilbert and

Dunbar, was very interesting. Bro. Dunbar

winning by about two feet. Bro. Gilbert says

he can't do it again.

Pres. Dan Gorman expects to go to Detroit,

Mich. , soon to confer with Pres. Mahon on the

question of the Employers' Liability Commis

sion , to secure his advice on the same.

The team of Division 416 is in fine trim ,

and doing nice work. Turn out boys, and see

the work exemplified. CONS

POST INSTRUCTIONS TO PATRONS

SUGGESTED.

Evans City , Pa .- All's fine on the Harmony

Line.

The stork made his appearance last month,

leaving a baby girl with Bro: Laughlin and

twin girls with Bro. Pollock .

Wanted-A hot air engine or boiler suitable
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STOP-LOOK-LISTEN .

Salt Lake City, Utah . Fair warning is here

by given to every division of the A. A. of S.

& E. R. E, of America, that Division 382 is in

the race for the International Convention for

1913 . We are in this race to win, by all fair

means, and we are warning the membership to
beware of Division 382. We are composed of

men that get what we go for. We have our

campaiga committee at work, and every Di
vision may expect a very pleasant surprise in

the near future : as a gentle reminder to look
out for us . Don't think for one moment that,

because we are without horns, that we won't
butt in strong . We are in the race to win , and

we expect to butt in harder than a goat ever
dared

Talk about hospitality ! We can show you

how things are done in the far west, far better
than your highest expectations. A swim in

Great Salt Lake ! A trip to Lagoon ! A boat

ride at Wandamere ! A trip by trolley cars

into the mountains ; 6,000 feet above sea level ,

with the grandest scenery imaginable. See

the sun set on the lake from the largest danc

ing floor in the world , waltzing to the Merry

Widow Waltz. Take a look at the Salt Palace

( it's made of salt ) , you will have a thirst for

our pure mountain water that beats anything
you ever drank before. The place where the

bicycle records go a -glimmering ( ever hear

about it ? ) ; greatest place in the world for

real enjoyment. And say, take a look at Lib

erty Park ; eighty acres of the prettiest trees
and flowers that you ever set eyes on ; and

grass all over ; grass that you can walk on ,

or you might want to lie down and wish that

you could stay forever in such a place .

But say , listen ! A Street Car Men's Band ,

a real live one, one that plays real music , just

like any other band . Meet you at the train ?

Well , I guess yes ; can you beat it ? You'd
better come. TEDDY B.

The company furnished a car, and the Provi

dence Trolley Co. furnished a pilot and free

transportation over their lines. I did not go,
but what few I have seen tell me they had a

" bully " time. A good shore dinner and cigars

and gingerale after. The only member that

could not enjoy his dinner was E. Schroeder,

And Pat Luddy was the only one that could hit

the African dodger. I presume he did not eat

as much dinner as the rest. They were very

fortunate in having with them our track fore
man , Hans Ingman , as he entertained them

on the way home with choice selections from

such noted composers as Wagner, Verdi, Bach
and others.

The instructing department has appointed

Mr. C. Whalen as instructing motorman for

this Division. I understand he is a fine fel

low , although some of the boys says he is a
bad man. Even be it so, boys, after he is in

our company a short time we can make him as

good a man as any of us.

Brother Morgan's goats are getting along
fine.

We expect to be entertained by Brothers

Purdon and Huber on “ The Sights and Sensa

tions of a Great City when they return

from a ten days ' trip to New York.

A young motorman has joined our ranks by
the name of McLand .

Bro. Hague says the weather is too cool now

to treat his lady friends to soda. A. R. W.

DIVISION NO. 134 EVENS THE SCORE.

GOVERNOR HELPS CRUSH LABOR .

Columbus, 0.- The conditions in Columbus

remain much the same except that as time

passes we are arriving nearer the time when

a settlement will be made.

The chamber of commerce, the mayor, Mr.

Marshall, Gov. Harmon and other great ( ? )

men of influence have been exposed and we

see them giving Manager Stewart every as

sistance in crushing labor.

The workers are nobly walking long weary

miles to and from work and lending financial

and moral support to the cause . Mass meet

ings are being held weekly for the purpose of

devising ways and means of prosecuting the

strike.

An immense parade was held Labor Day.
Provisions have been made for calling a

sympathetic strike if it becomes necessary to
call one.

As we go to press no settlement is in sight .

Our boys on strike can testify to the benefit

of the kind of organization the Amalgamated

Association represents. The Defense Fund is

a wise provision . Division 538 extends thanks

to the various locals of our association and to

labor in general for the hearty support and

sympathy we know is ours in our troublous

time.

We regret to see our company taking the

stand it does against us, but I expect the

good that will result will far overbalance the

bad and that when the settlement comes, bet

ter relations will come with it. COR .

Vancouver, B. C .--Some time ago Division

No. 101 held a social , with ladies present, at

New Westminster. Division No. 134 were gir.

en an invitation , which they accepted, and

turned out in force , but of course the ladies

were sprung as a surprise. They vowed ven

geance and said they would get back at us. I

can assure you they did .

Division No. 134 issued an invitation to Pio

neer Division No. 101 to be present in West

minster at a smal concert that they were giv

ing on the night of July 29 , and we were to

bring our wives and sweethearts along. With

very much forethought they made all ar

rangements for special cars to Westminster by

the popular route along the Frazer river, which

was heartily enjoyed by a large number of the

members and their ladies. On arriving at our

destination a deputation from Division No. 134

was at the depot, from where they escorted

their guests to the hall. Well, talk about get

ting a surprise, we certainly got one on that

eventful night. The program rendered was as

folows : W. Dodd , Esq. , chairman ; Mr. Evans,

accompanist ; Mr. Gilespie, song ; Fletcher and

Bewley, banjo solo ; Mrs. Nelson , piano selec

tion ; Mr. Filgano, song ; Miss Lavery , song :

Mrs. Nelson, piano solo; Mr. Baldwin, song :

Mr. Innes, song ; Mr. Rushton, cornet; Mrs.

LeMessurier, song ; speeches, Mr. Glover, as

sistant general manager, and Mr. Stewart ; Mr.

Williams, song ; Messrs. Fletcher and Bewley ,

banjo duet ; Mrs. Godfrey, song ; Mr. Jenkinson,

song : Mr. Grant, song ; Messrs. Williams and

Gillespie , duet ; Mr. Ostrom, violin ; Mr. Gilles

pie, song. After the above program was en

joyed , President Dodd invitedthe guests to the
supper room . I cannot describe the splendor

with which the tables were decorated, not only

with flowers , but all kinds of eatables. At the

close of festivities everybody went merrily

home, full of good things (not booze ) , as it

was strictly temperance. I might add that all

of our smokers and concerts should always be

free from liquor so that the boys can go to

work the next day with a clear eye and steady
hand.

British Columbia is a hot little place for

sport and for having real good times, and at

the same time bringing that feeling of frater

nity amongst us that makes our organization

so successful.

It is to be regretted that our Victoria broth

ers are not as close to us as New Westmin .

ster, so that we could exchange visits with

their local more often , but never mind, the

spirit is there and that's the whole thing, so

please don't forget that there are three Divi

sions in British Columbia , although separated

by land and water, still work as one.

NOTES FROM DIVISION NO . 373 .

Hyde Park, Mass. Your correspondent has

not much to write this month , as I sent nearly

all the news in last month . And for some un

known reason our editor omitted a great deal

of it .

The Old Colony Mutual Aid , a benevolent

association formed by the men of the Hyde

Park Division , had their annual outing this

year at Crescent Park on the Providence river .
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COMPANY DONATES PROCEEDS OF

CASINO.

per, has passed into the Great Beyond . Prop

er resolutions were adopted by our local.
The officers of this Division are : President,

Enoch Williams ; vice president, John Buggy ;

recording secretary, Patrick Craven ; financial

secretary and treasurer, H. W. Rank ; conduc

tor, David Seager ; warden, Ed. Welsh ; sentinel,

Thomas Hoffman ; executive committee, Enoch

Williams, John Buggy, Ben Haller, James

Welsh and Allen Lawley.

We trust the time will come when every

motorman and conductor in the country is a

union man .

NO. 544 .

HAS POORLY BUILT HOUSE.

Akron , Ohio - Again Division No. 98 comes to

the front. We are gaining nicely every meet

ing, taking in new members.

The N. O. T. & L. C still have their trials in

getting men and keeping them . A little more

wages would be an encouragement, The mini

mum wage paid by this company is too low to

attract desirable men to reinain in the service

as the term for advancement is too long.

Mr. Curry, our general manager, donated the

proceeds of the casino, for August 25, to us

and we cleared a nice sum of money for our
sick benefit fund.

Severai of our conductors have fallen from

the running board this summer and sustained

more or less serious injuries. I expect a repe

tition of this class of accidents as long as

running boards are in use, and I expect run

ning boards will be in use as long as einployes
submit to them .

Our genial hustler for Division No. 98 is Bro.

R. H. Williams.

Bro. John Urban is suffering from an attack

of the hay fever. It is an annual recurrence

with him .

Bro. John Failor is still on the sick list, but

improving.

J. R.

DONATE TO SLATE WORKERS.

Tronton , N. J. - Friday evening, August 19,

was held the regular meeting of Division No.

540. Both early and late sessions were well

attended .

One case under discussion at our meeting
was that of Bro. Mizner. He was taken from

the road a few years ago and installed as

coachman for the manager at that time in

charge, with the understanding that if the

manager discontinued his position with the

company , Bro. Mizner would have his regular

run back. Mr. Moore, the former manager,

failed to carry out this promise and Bro. Miz

ner was put on the extra list. Our executive

committee waited upon Manager Hurley and

succeeded in getting Bro. Mizner his regular

run . He is highly elated over the work of the

committee.

A convenient loafing place heretofore has

been the steps of the United Cigar Stores Co.

Our boys, among others, have enjoyed that lit

tle luxury. A communication came from the

United Cigar people to Manager Hurley pro
testing against our occupying their steps. Of

course, no union man buys cigars of the United

Cigar Stores, as all of the cigars and tobacco

they handle are scab. We are not occupying

the United Cigar Stores' steps now.

Our manager has supplied us with badges

with which to ride free when off duty.

A collection was taken up among our mem

bers for the slate workers of East Bangor,

Pa., who are now on strike. It netted $ 13.36 .

The slate workers are up against a hard propo

sition as they are working for a trust that is

endea voring to keep their wage down. We

hope they succeed in their strike.

Due to contentions that arose in the matter
of selecting runs , President Gibbs of the local

and Superintendent Storer have been given the

privilege of alloting the runs. We will see

how that works.

President Gibbs read at our last meeting a

very interesting report on the State Federation

of Labor Convention, which he attended as a

delegate. We had four delegates in attendance,

President H. Gibbs and Bros. C. Floel, A. Wil

liams and A. Wright.

Oakland , Cal. - We are still on the map. Glad

to report that the business agent has had prac

tically no visits to the superintendent's office
for the month.

If the brothers will only take the trouble

to attend the first meeting in the month they

will hear read off the financial business of the

preceding month and know just where the
money goes. It isn't right that, out of a pos

sible 300 men getting through in time, we

have so poor attendance .

Brothers Hayes and Richards, formerly of
Central Division, are now running the “One

Minute Restaurant” on 10th street, near Frank

lin. Lots of the " boys” eat downtown and

could be a great help to them . They were

both good men when on the cars.

Reports from the Los Angeles strike are
favorable and if financial help can be kept up

they will win out. An unusual feature of this

strike is that a great number of the men out

were non-unionists at the time of going out.

More power to the pen that wrote, “In whose

pew are you welcome.” It shows that the

system of capitalism is not beneficial to the

useful worker. Let the motto be : "Abolish

Capitalism !"

We have two questions up for a referendum

vote. One on the findings of a trial board,

the other on a question of establishing a sick

benefit fund outof the present income. There

was a midnight meeting called to consider it,

but the time was used in considering the re

port of the trial committee. It was too bad

the brother responsible for the call did not

have a chance to explain, for where he ex

pects to get the finances from is more than I

can see.

Brothers Smart, Bristow and Bird were

elected delegates to represent us at the State
Federtaion of Labor to be held in Los An

geles.

Two cases have come before the Division

lately , showing how easily things can be mis
represented. One brother was having a house

built and gave the job to a fellow member of

a fraternal order, also supposed to be a union
man, The fellow proved to be about a sixth

rate workman and practically spoiled the

house. The brother then turned the job over

to another member who was working on the

job , but who was a contractor and so was in

eligible for membership in a union. When the

first fellow found he had no more work to

spoil he complained to the Carpenters' Union
and caused our brother much annoyance. It

has been settled, however, but the brother has

a poorly built house through trying to help

another, The other case was one ofa brother

circulating a leaflet making some statements

that were untrue and which has caused a great

deal of feeling. It is much to be regretted

that the brother made the misstep for he cer

tainly has worked hard in other branches of
unionism Let us hope that his misfortune

will be a lesson to others to make their criti
cisms in the hall .

Brother Bothwell makes a good chairman.

Brother Bird should hang out his shingle,

forhe would make a good counsellor at law .

The midnight meeting developed the fact

that Robert's Rules of Order have not been

studied as much as they might.

Glad to read of the success of the " boys " of

the " Huckleberry" road or Yonkers, New

Rochelle and other places in New York. Quite

a few out here are glad to know things are

brighter than before. PETER PAN .

IMPROVED CONDITIONS.

Williamstown, Pa .-- I am pleased to say that

Division No. 644 is in very prosperous shape.

We have every man on the line in except new

men who expect to join at our next meeting.

The fact of our being so thoroughly organized

has already resulted in improved conditions all

around.

One of our members, the late Bro . W. Shon
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HARDSCRABLE TRANSFORMED BY
is necessary. We will construct, upon this

ADVENT OF TROLLEY
new line, an immense power house. This

Silas Dorn , Josiah Rodney, H. Veasy and will make the property doubly desirable to

Antone Nicholi were in waiting in the direc the Publicanus Company. "

tors' room of the Publicanus Railway and Thus did Josiah Rodney explain the new

Light Co. Silas Dorn, president of the com project. He would explain nothing futher

pany, had issued the call for a special meet. until he could have the sense of his associ.

ing of the directors to convene at midnight ates upon it and the assurance of their full

sharp. Most special meetings of the Board co -operation and confidence.

were called to convene at the midnight hour. Mr. Byron Carson had come into the Pub

There were seven members of the Board. licanus Company by virtue of being a prom

Calls for special meetings always insured inent stockholder of one of the substantial

a full attendance. underlying city companies. He, like Dorn ,

Three of the four gentlemen in waiting had been taken up by Veasy and Nicholi, as

represented a vast majority of the capital a convenient tool with which to force the

of the corporation . In fact, they were the original city consolidation, and had been ex

promoters of the consolidated affair that ceedingly favored. He was not, however, a

had brought together all of the underlying promoter, but affairs, as he had been intro

concerns, and they were the projectors of duced to them , had so favored him and his

all extensions in holdings and capitaliza interests that he had ridden along uncom

tion. Nothing was added to or taken from plainingly , always in the course directed by

the acquisitions, business or operative those who had shaped his destinies . His

methods of the company unless it first ambition had been along political lines and

passed the joint approval of the big three. he had served his constituency in the State

And when a measure was adopted by those Senate . He was associated in the publica

three it went through. They were in con tion of one of the leading newspapers of

fidential compact to that effect. the town and directed its policies. When

Joslab Rodney was first vice-president and the underlying road in which he was inter

general manager of the corporation, a clever ested became a part of the consolidated

financier and a trusted patron of his two system he traded one -half of his stock for that

immediate associates. He was an engineer of Publicanus, giving five hundred shares

and could build as well as finance and oper of par value of one hundred dollars a share

ate railroads. He knew the actual value of for five thousand shares of the same par

the entire properties of the company and its value in the Publicanus Company. He had

dependable earning power. He could be also received five thousand shares additional

relied upon to estimate the possibilities of for talent displayed in his newspaper along

any proposed extension and to what it would the line of booming the consolidation , and

develop , and how , to its promoters. The as an expression of good will for political

ability of Josiah Rodney was a most val. favor that had come to the company "in

uable asset to the company, and was so the interest of the people," and attributed

recognized. very much by those concerned to his polit

Nicholi was a banker and broker, Veasy ical sagacity .

was a capitalist with interests in oil and But Senator Carson was not now a heavy

mining as well as banks and railroads. stockholder in the Publicanus . When the

Such was the secret control of the Pub stock reached a selling market of forty dol.

licanus Light & Railway Co. lars a share, upon a suggestion from Nicholi

Twelve o'clock midnight arrived , and with he let go 9,990 shares and retained only ten

that hour came , respectively, Byron Carson, shares. Thus, somehow , he had converted

J. M. Fenton and Michael J. Doyle. With $50,000 worth of stock in an underlying com

the full board present the meeting was pany into $399,600 cash and still held $ 50,000

called to order. in 6 per cent rental bearing stock in the

President Dorn opened the meeting by underlying company and 10 shares of a par

calling attention to a newly discovered value of $100 a share in the Publicanus

route to the projected terminal city of the Company. However, the present market

interurban system under construction value of th latter was $18 per share. The

through South Grant township. actual dividend bearing value, he knew very

Here Mr. Josiah Rodney took up the prop well , was very much less than he paid for it.

osition and explained that he had brought Carson felt a sort of certainty that there

it before Mr. Dorn, who felt that the other would be something, somehow , in the new

directors should be given a chance to get enterprise, and he was willing to place

in on it. A new company would be formed $50,000 on it. This credited him with a half

with a capital stock of five million dollars, million dollars in stock .

10 per cent of which to be paid in to meet Michael J. Doyle had come into the Pub

the preliminary expense, and a sufficient licanus combination recognized by the out

bond issue could be declared to construct side world and by everybody else except

and equip the road. Then it could be leased himself, Veasy and Nicholi, as the sole and

to the operating company upon a rate to original promoter of the consolidation . As

make it a substantial property from which a matter of fact, however, he had been

a gratifying return would result from sale ushered in by Veasy and Nicholl, who had

of a part of the stock. used him as well as the others as a shield

" An important feature, ” said Rodney, “ 18 behind which to hide themselves and their

the incorporation in it of a new power plant. original motives. He had directed the legal

The power supply from the city plant has proceeding by which the consolidation was

become wholly inadequate, and a new plant accomplished, guarded well the secrecy of
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JACOB F. FUCHS

FLORIST

1710 Carson St. S. S. PITTSBURG, PA.

Before and after the Game meet me at

his clientele, and had well acted the part of

originator. Under pay, he served Veasy and

Nicholi, not only with his legal talent, but

with his personality. As his remuneration

he received $100,000 and expenses and

$1,000,000 par value in stock, and was taken

into the corporation as a director. Doyle

yet held one thousand shares of stock in

the concern and was recognized as one of

its most active spirits. This new proposi.

tion was a venture for him , but there would

be a service for him to render-a profes

sional incentive - and Mr. Rodney was

pleased to place him as a subscriber for

2,500 shares.

Here, again, we meet Mr. J. M. Fenton ,

the South Grant township farmer and owner

of mortgages and farms . He is here as a

director of the Publicanus Railway & Light

Co. He has come quite naturally into the

position. No one could get a right of way

through South Grant township without the

Hotel Cunningham

And get a hard shell Crab

Amanda Ave. & Bausman St. KNOXVILLE

End of Knoxville Street Car Line

KARL H. PRINZLER

0. K.of Mr.J. M.Fenton. With his assist DRUG GIST

ance it was easily procurable. When Mr.

Rodney and Mr. Doyle were first engaged

in prearrangement for the construction of

the River Route interurban road they came

up abruptly against Mr. J. M. Fenton. They

2907 Carson St. PITTSBURGH , S. S., PA .

Both Phones . Prescriptions carefully Compounded.

MEALS AT ALL HOURS

Served in a Neat and Clean Manner

MRS. D. A. ZAHNER

728 Carson St., S. S. Pittsburg, Pa .

this experience. They knew that if there

was any pie to be cut near Mr. J. M. Fen

ton's territory, he would destroy the flavor

unless he got a piece of it. They followed

the course of least resistance and took him

in on the deal. The result was that they got

a clear right of way thousands of dollars

less than they expected.

Mr. J. M. Fenton had been paid for the

interurban private right of way through his

land and for service rendered in securing

other rights and privileges from other prop

erty owners and town and borough councils.

But he had been paid libera and agree

ably in Publicanus stock at $18 per share

of $100 par value. He came into possession

of 1,000 shares of Publicanus Railway &

Light Co. stock and owned by legitimate

purchase $10,000 of the bonds of the com

pany. At a previous election of directors,

Rodney , Veasy and Nicholi had seen fit to

elect Fenton as a director by retiring an

employe of Veasy who had held the position

as a dummy. This had proved a wise selec

tion. Fenton was instrumental in floating

considerable of the watered stock of the

company and increasing the number of

stockholders.

Mr. J. M. Fenton was easily interested

in the new proposition and subscribed for

a thousand shares, representing $ 100,000 ,

for which he would be required to pay

$10,000 cash.

Thus Carson, Doyle and Fenton sub

scribed, in the aggregate, for 8,500 shares

of the new company, representing $ 850,000

par value, for which they paid in $85,000 .

( To be continued. )

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings

We cannot only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Valon Mado Valtoru (mod . night) $ 11.00

Valon Mado Uniform (bry. wolght) $ 14.00

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men- regulation style- depend.

able quality - and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The dom of bood Clothes for bu ar bey.

Onion-made cean Cla
yto

n's

53-61 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp . Antilles hatol



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT , MICH.

Oloors
Olloons

Georg H. Runol,

Prosidont Dagbler

STATE SAVINGS BAU
M. W. O'Bring ,

Vloo-Procident

And Chairman

of Board

de L.Lawson,

Vloe- Prosident

8. P. Born ,

CasblerSar.

Dept.

! W. Smylla .

Ma. Ondit

Dept.

J. R. Bodde,

Ant. Cuckles

R. 1. Oudman ,

Aut. Onchies

Geo . I. Courtag .

Auditor

R , 8.Mason ,

Vlco - Prouident

2. A. Schulto ,

Vloo- Preoidopt

CAPITAL,

SURPLUS ,

$1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

NTEREST PAID ON SAVINOS DEPOSITS . ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY DAIL

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICN TELLS “ HOW . "

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

UniformClothing

FOR

9.

11 91

FRANK BREDERICK &

We also carry the Largest

Stook of

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

VRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF-HEASUREMENT GUIDE

113. KING ST.WEST.

Frank Broderick

&
Company

TNB LAROEST TAILORINO

NOUSE IN CANADA
115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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The principles, policies and

management of the Ameri

can trade union movement,

through its own democratic

methods, have justified

themselves to the thought

and conscience of the over

whelming majority of its

membership, and will surely

reach even the unorganized

workers, who will be the

organized union men of

to - morrow.-Samuel

Gompers.
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FOOT & SHOT

WORKERS UNION

By Insisting Upon Purchasing Unlos

Stamp Shoes

UNION STUD You help better shoemaking conditiona.

You get better shoes for the money .

lectoryNa You belp you own Labor Position .

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : “ This shoe does not bear the stamp, but in

mado under Unlo . Conditions, This Is false.. No shoo is unjon mado unlen it buan

the Union Stamp.
BOOT & SHOEWORKERS ' UNION

John F. Tobin , Pres.

246 Summer St., BOSTOR , MASS .
Chag . L Blaine. Soc . - Treon .

DUEBER -HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jeweler for Them

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MOCHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor . Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUPPIES. J. L.
LYNCH

Member Div . 400

Manufacturer of

Union Buttons

BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

Oficial seal ... . $ 3.50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 .... .50

Rituals. each .. .25

Withdrawal cards, each .

Traveling cards, each ... .85

Invision financial book, 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book, 200 pages . 2.50

Division financial book, 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicate report books, each... 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 ... 4.00

Constitutions, in lots of less than 100,

each .05

Financial secretarys order book 01

treasurer, each ..... .25

Treasurer's receipt book .. .26

Association Badges, rolled gold , each .. .50

108 E. Washington Sl.

CHICAOO, ILL.

LUNION OF
IM
IT
ER
NA
TI
ON
AL

AND

andAWSBERIA

PLOUR GROUND

DACKED

MADE BY
UNION HANDLED (LABEL

FAIR
UNION

EMPLOYERS
LABOR

BEARS

THIS

LABOL

A
N
D

C
E
R
E
A
L

MU

E
M
P
L
O
Y
E
E
S

Association Badges, solid gold, each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each .... .30

Gilt seals, per 100 ... .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press, postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal , local checks, or postake, accepted .

Otherwise supplies will not be forwardod .

THE UNION LABEL

of ebe

Bakery Workers

Stads for faster and saltan wale 6

tour la the lateston resadolere R



To Pittsburg's Street Car Men

THANKS

You kept us so busy to the past year, that wa
bave had to takeadditionalspace. We are pleased

to announce that in addition to selling

Union Made Uniforms

Wo ano now showing

Union Made Guaranteed Dress Clothes

Theyhave all the style of custom made clothes at

popular prices Orders for purchase at depart

mentstores our specialty Cash or oasy payments

Keystone Trading Company

301-2-3-8-9 Empire Bulldlag

Fifth and Liberty Sts ., Pittsburg

Houghton

Jacobson

Printing

Company

JACOB F. FUCHS

FLORIST

81-83 Jefferson Ave.

DETROIT, MICH,

1710 Carson St. S. S. PITTSBURG, PA.
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PINS, CHARMS and LOCKETS
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A CROWDOF CLEVELANDMEN

swear by

The Bloch Uniform of Quality.

BELOW A REAL VESTLETTE FOR STREET CAR

conductors — a practical garment for holding everything

a conductor carries, time saver , coat saver, and chest

protector.

CUT OUT COUPON BELOW AND MAIL, AND WE WILL SEND

you style book and name of dealer.

The Bloch
Company

M A KERS OF GOOD U N I F O R M S

NameSerge or Corduroy

Vestlette

$2.00

“ Look for the

Bloch Label and

get you money's

porth.

Address

City State
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FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT J. J. THORPE.

Candidate for Congress from 31st Congres

sional District of Pennsylvania .

G. E. B. MEMBER FRED FAY.

The members of this Association will be

interested in knowing that Vice-President J.

J. Thorpe was recently nominated at the

primary election in Pittsburg, Pa. , for Con

gress by the Democratic party in the 31st

Congressional district of Pennsylvania. This

district embraces wards 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 9 , 10 ,

11 and 15 of the city of Pittsburg. Vice

President Thorpe has received the indorse

ment of the Keystone Party, a new reform

party, which will bring him many votes from

both of the old parties . He will also receive

the indorsement of the United Labor party.

His opponent is present Congressman James

Francis Burke , a Pittsburg attorney, who is

endeavoring to succeed himself upon the

Republican ticket . Burke is a statesman of

the Dalzell stripe, ever watchful in protec

tion of the interest of the U. S. Steel Trust.

The progressive element in Pittsburg will

put forth an earnest effort in support of the

candidacy of Bro. Thorpe. He will receive

the united and enthusiastic support of Divis

ion No. 85 and all organized labor within the

district, and it is predicted at this time that

his chances for election are equal to, if not

better, than those of the interest's repre

sentative

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay, whose picture

appears above, and who is in charge of the

Columbus, O. , -street car strike , is a mem

ber of Div. No. 111, Ypsilanti , Mich . He

was first elected to the General Executive

Board at the Pittsburgh , Pa. , convention in

May, 1903. From that time he has been

continuously active in the general work of

the Association . His strike leadership ex

perience is not limited to Columbus. He

has figured in several of them and when

they are finished the company usually

knows it has had enough. However, Bro.

Fay does not encourage strikes and in the

many in which he has been involved , the in

citing of them , in every instance , is plainly

traceable to the company's official roster .

But when they come he believes in making

them as interesting to the company as cir

cumstances will permit. One of the most

signal contests of the Association won un

der his leadership was the fight against the

granting of a blanket franchise to the unfair

Kansas City street car company.
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OLD AGE PENSION.

By W. D. Mahon .

One of the most important questions now

before the civilized world is the care of the old

and disabled worker , and how important is

this question when we consider the conditions

under which the worker labors today! With

our rapid and improved machinery how early

in life he is broken down and forced to join the

grand army of the old and disabled . While

this question is being considered by the

thoughtful people all over the world, the

European countries are giving it more con.

sideration than is America . Already the old

age pension has been established by a num

ber of foregin nations.

The principles followed by the different

nations in establishing the old age pension

differ somewhat. A portion of them , how

ever , follow this principle :

First, they contend that a man who gives

his life service to any industry or occupation

has claims upon thatindustry to which he has

given the brains and brawn of his manhood ,

and that the industry in his declining years of

life owes something towards his support.

Second , they hold that the worker himself

is responsible to some extent for providing for

his future when old age shall have overtaken

him .

Third, they hold that the government, which

by his industry and labor has reaped a cer

tain amount of the benefits, owes something

towards this man's future when he is unable

to protect himself, and upon this theory they

· have based and outlined a plan of protecting

for old age. In the majority of cases they

require the industry to which the man belongs

to pay at least one-half of the fund necessary

to establish the Old Age and Disability Pen

sion .

Fourth, they require the worker in the ma

jority of cases to paya sum equal to that pro

vided for by the employer or business concern

with which he is an employe.

Fifth , the government then arranges , first

laws that willfully protect and direct theman

agement of this fund, and second , provide a

certain amount to go with and make up the

sum total which is to be paid as a pension .

In looking into this question , it seems that

France began the discussion of this question

first In 1850 they arranged for voluntary

pensions. In 1886 they brought these volun

tary pension societies under the administra

tion of the State and since that time have been

assisting and protecting them . 1904

278,000 persons were paid old agepensions in

France . The industries were made to bear a

portion, while the state paid one-third of the

payment . The pensions are old age after

fifty years Invalid pension to those who are

disabled before that period up to the amount

of $ 240 a year. In cases where the workers

have paid into these funds and die before they

reach the pension period, the premiums are

refunded to the family . , France has a special

law for the miners which was adopted in 1894.

Miners receiving less that $480 of an annual

income have a pension fund to which the

workmen and employers each pay one-half .

Pensions begin at fifty - five years of age. In

case of any controversy there is a commission

arranged to decide the disputed points with

out any cost .

Belgium .

Belgium has a voluntary pension system

for all the citizens. This system is based on

laws dating from about 1850, and which have

been amended and changed up until 1903. In

1906 Belgium paid 8,277 pensions. The pre

miums were paid by the insured at from $19.20

to $ 26.00 annually. A state subsidy of one

third of that amount is added by the govern.

ment. The pensions began at the 55th and

66th year in the different industries, amounts

varying with the age per year up to $240 tc

any one person , The invalid pension for

those who have become incapacitated before

the pension year arrives and wherepremiums

have been paid and death occurs before the

person is entitled to the pension, the amount

paid in is refunded to the family . Belgium

has a compulsory' pension system for its

miners since 1868 under the form of benefit

associations, to which employers, working

men , state and province contribute . Pensions

are paid to disabled miners after a service of

thirty to thirty - five years, and widows and

orphans of members are granted pensions.

There is a commission arranged to decide all

disputed points at a very small cost.

Finland adopted a voluntary old age pen

sion system in 1897 .

Germany.

Germany has an invalid and old age pen

sion which was first introduced in 1889, and

improved in 1899. All wage earners with

annual earnings less than $480 a year are

required to be insured, and the Imperial

Council extends this insurance to paid em

ployers and persons in household industries.

Provision is also made for optional workers

and employers not included in the compul

sory clause. The invalid pension insurance

is effected through organizations covering

different territories. These, also are mutual

in character and self-governing under the

general laws. Special funds are provided

for miners and state railway employes.

The premiums are paid by employers and

employes, one-half each, and the Empire

adds twelve dollars annually to each pension

paid . The pensions paid are individual pen

sions for persons incapacitated for labor after

they have paid premiums for two hundred

weeks.

Second, old age pensions for members over

seventy years of age after having paid pre

miums twelve hundred weeks.

Third , free treatment, in addition to aid

dependent relations in order to prevent in.

capacity for work .

Fourth , repayment of premiums in case of

death and accident if pension has not yet

fallen due.

In case of a ispute, it is settled without

cost to the parties before an Arbitration

Court and an Imperial Insurance Bureau.

Both workmen and employers have their

representatives on this arbitration.

The statistics of 1906 show that there were

forty invalid pensionsin Germany; with

14,500,000 insured members. The premiums

paid in were $ 40,800,000, costing each member

In
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$2.88 per year. $ 39,840,000 were paid in

pensions . Out of the 15,400,000 workmen.

14,500,000 were insured . Germany is now

working at a plan for insuring widows and

orphans and to insure the unemployed.

Without question Germany leads the world

in industrial insurance, and has showed the

very opposite to the claims made by those

who contend that if the Government was to

insure the workers it would interfere with

its progress and prosperity. For while Ger

many has been paying her enormous amount

of old age pensions, she has prospered in

consequence of the same.

From 1891 to 1907 Germany has paid in

invalid pensions $ 134,516,870.64.

In old age pensions, $80,753,370.72.

She has returned premiums because of the

person dying before reaching the pension

age, $ 3,221,401.92.

She has returned premiums because of ac

cidents, $ 41,088.24.

In medical care she has spent $ 13,389,

219.28.

In round numbers Germany has spent in

her old age and invalid pensions from 1885

to 1907, $ 360,000,000.00, and her reports

show that the country was never more pros

perous than she has been during the time

that she has been taking care of her old

and invalid workers , and so successful has the

scheme been that , I repeat, that she is now

arranging for pensions for widows and

orphans and providing a fund to take care

of the unemployed workmen during de

pressed and out -of -work times.

What a lesson this is to the world ; what

a lesson it should teach America , this land in

which we claim to lead the world in all acts

of civilization . Would it not be well for our

Congress and different State legislatures to

take a leaf out of Germany's book ?

In my next letter I will call attention to

the old age pension systems of Great Britain

and Austria .

tors do not supply equipment. Again , over

loading single track systems is attended

with grave dangers. Yet motormen and

conductors are not responsible for limited

facilities .

But motormen and conductors are respon

sible, to a certain degree , for the character

and efficiency of those with whom they

work. No matter how expert may be a crew

upon one car going in a certain direction ,

unless all employes upon the system with

them are efficient operatives, the lives of the

efficient crew and their safety is in danger.

The motorman or conductor who takes

chances with the inefficiency of other motor

men and conductors assumes a most serious

responsibility. He not only wilfully endan

gers himself, but puts in danger his passen

gers for whose safety he is most seriously

responsible.

Had these two accidents occurred upon

roads where the motormen and conductors

are organized , there would have been just

cause to censure the entire membership of

the local organization , and both accidents

would have been a reflection upon them.

But these two accidents occurred upon un

organized lines where the officials of the

company are wholly responsible for the acts

of the employes. The most efficient in the

service upg those two lines are helpless

against any and all inefficiency injected into

the service. There are roads being oper

ated under the same system of despatching

as that which prevails upon both of those

roads and such accidents are unheard of .

The fact that such is the case commends a

condition of employment by which employes

themselves are mutually responsible and are

in a position to protect themselves , unitedly,

in their responsibility.

The Gas Belt strike in Indiana is fresh in

the memory of our membership. The em

ployes asked for a creditable wage scale.

The company was not only contented with

repulsing the demands but destroyed the

possibility of employes to maintain further

mutual relations . The company was suc

cessful in destroying the organization upon

the entire system and , for the most part, a

new set of employes was installed at the old

rate of wage. The motorman held respon

sible for the wreck at Kingsland was work.

ing for 20 cents an hour. Had the former

employes who went on strike been success

ful, the least wage paid upon the system

would have been 25 cents per hour and eith

er an old efficient man would have been in

charge , or else one would have been in

charge of the car who had passed the judg

ment of the entire association of employes

relative to his efficiency, and very likely the

accident would have not occurred . No in

efficient employe can be held morally re

sponsible for an accident . It is the party or

parties who are responsible for the employ

ment of that inefficient man.

Upon the Illinois Traction System , in or

der to avoid a wage rate that the company

knew very well would follow the organiza

tion of its employes , the management de

feated an effort to organize that system. As

a result, the employes are absolutely at the

mercy of the employing agent of the com

THE TRAGEDY OF THE " OPEN SHOP ."

Two of the most appalling wrecks within

the history of electric railroading are those

that occurred-the first at Kingsland upon

the Wabash Valley Traction System of In

diana, and the second upon the Illinois

Traction System at Wall's Siding, near

Staunton, Ill . The death toll of these two

wrecks numbers 78 , with many others ser

iously injured . Sympathy for the injured

and for those of kindred to the dead is the

only balm , ineffective as it may be, that lies

within the province of mankind to extend

to the unfortunate victims and their grief

stricken friends. Public censure is the most

severe punishment that can come from oth

ers to those responsible. And how often and

apt is the punishment misdirected.

The question of the moment is, How can

such accidents be avoided ? Before that can

be answered the cause must be known. It

cannot be contradicted that were cars of a

system uniform and of strength in build and

material for the possibilities of the service ,

casualties : resulting from misunderstood or

unobserved orders would be attended by

less fatalities . But motormen and conduc
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pany and the wage rate that prevails and

conditions of employment have much to do

with the character of employes with whom

they must work and take chances.

With the employing company, the ques

tion of organization among employes is

nothing more or less than a money question.

Investors in this class of property are in the

business for money and they are just as

economical in the labor cost as they are in

the matter of equipment. That rate of wage

which the average non-union manager of a

street or electric railway deems advisable to

maintain is that rate of wage that will keep

the cars in operation. This is demonstrated

by the fact that more than one-half of the

motormen and conductors employed upon

unorganized systems are of less than five

years' service and upon more than 50 per

cent of them they are of less than two years

in the service. So long as that wage policy

maintains upon any railway system, just so

long will remain grave dangers and the pro

bability of shocking accidents in the opera

tion of lines where that measure of economy

prevails.

These two accidents are sad beyond word

description . But let them prove a lasting

charge to the members of this association

that it is a duty of every motorman and

conductor that inefficiency in the service

positively will not be tolerated and that, in

the instructing of new men, no newly em

ployed motorman or conductor shall be

turned in to be entrusted with the occupa

tion until he is thoroughly educated, not

only in the way of operating a car and with

the territory through which he is to operate,

but relative to the responsibility that at

taches to his occupation.

A smooth sea does not require a skillful

mariner. Twenty cents an hour will employ

men, even in this period of high cost of liv

ing, and it will employmen as motormen

and conductors in most any community in

the United States upon any system of rail

road and to work under non-union taskmas

ters. But such wages and such conditions

of employment are no surety of safety to the

traveling public and do not invite for em

ployment or retention in employment the

class of men a safe and sane service re

quires.

determined is this element that a company

has been formed for the purpose of instal

ling an automobile bus service , hopeful that

it will compete successfully with the com

pany to accomodate the people who are will

ing to unite in defeating corporation rule.

This company is capitalized at $100,000, but

before it can begin business, it is necessary

that it shall have $ 10,000 paid in capital.

About $6,000 have been subscribed and

pledges have been secured to more than ful

fill the required amount. Already a line of

special auto busses have been put in opera

tion and they are proving successful beyond

the anticipation of the promoters of the

scheme.

State -Wide Support.

Through active state leaders of the labor

movement in Ohio, on Wednesday , Septem

ber 21 , a state wide conference was held

at Trades Council Hall , in Cilumbus , in the

interest of the Columbus stree car strikers

and, as a general proposition, in the interest

of organized labor. This conference was

called to order by Secretary Geo. Savage, of

the Mine Workers Union, who was elected

to preside. Business Agent George Kuem

merle, of the Toledo C. L. U., was selected

as secretary. A credentials committee was

appointed, composed of President H. W. In

gersoll, of the Cleveland local of this associ.

ation ; Brother John W. Adams, of the Glass

Workers, of Newark, Ohio and Brother N. H.

Wilson, of the B. of R. T., Columbus , Ohio.

The credentials committee reported 73 repre

sentatives bearing credentials and recom

mended the seating of 14 well known labor

representatives of the state who were with

out credentials, most of whom were interna .

tional officers of various organizations, mak

ing a total delegation of 87 besides those rep

resenting the local street railway employes.

By request, a committee was appointed by

the conference to associate with Vice Presi

dent Val. Fitzpatrick, of the B. of R. T., to

consult with the governor in a conference

in which the Brotherhood of Railway Train

men contributed its good offices in an effort

to have the governor intercede in bringing

about a settlement of the strike. Nothing

came of this conference, however, as the gov

ernor was positive in his position not to con

cede to any request for intervention made

by the B. of R. T. A report to this effect

was made to the conference.

Of those of this association at the confer

ence were President H. Thorn , of Division

No. 52 , E. Liverpool ; Secretary R. H. Wil

liams , of Division No. 98, Akron ; President

W. H. Ingersoll, of Division No. 268, Cleve.

land ; Pres. R. A. Sauce, of Division No. 272,

Youngstown ; Executive Board Member

Frank Ralston, of Division No. 285, Stuben

ville, President L. Wilson, of Division No.

379 , Niles , Ohio , Secretary H. C. Knoppen

berger, of Division No. 380 , Elyria ; Presi

dent Virgil Curnette, of Division No. 455 ,

Portsmouth and President W. J. Campbell, of

Division No. 538, Columbus, Ohio. The Con

ference was attended by G. E. B. Member

Fred Fay and R. L. Reeves.

Representatives of central bodies of all of

the larger cities of Ohio, embracing Cleve.

land , Cincinnati, Columbus, Toledo, Dayton,

THE COLUMBUS STRIKE SITUATION .

Four weeks has made no apparent change

in the Columbus strike situation .

Division No. 538 stands firmly in its origi

nal position to maintain the strike against

the company until assurance comes that the

agreement violated by the company and of

which the company was charged of violation

by the state board of arbitration, will be re

spected.

The company is operating under heavy

losses , evidently expecting from day to day

that the strikers will become exhausted and

throw up the fight. The management does

not seem to comprehend the full strength

and determination of the movement behind

the strikers . There are thousands of union

people and people who understand the value

of unionism to a comunity who are prepared

to stand indefinitely behind the strikers . So
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Akron, Canton , Newark , Alliance and other tractors, of Columbus , to instruct them that

various smaller towns and industrial centers . unless they compelled their employes to

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay, Organizer J. T. withdraw from the Brotherhood of Electri

Liddy, Secretary Geo. Savage and other lo cal Workers, steps would be taken to do

cal representatives reported upon the strike, away with letting the contract and do it di

its cause, features of its conduct and its rect with non-union labor. It is unnecessary

present situation. Discussions and reports to repeat the aggressions of representatives

generally were entertained to get the con of the Employers Association in their con

census of the meeting , after which a resolu certed efforted to demoralize and render in

tions committee was appointed, consisting effective the labor movement. Either by

of Delegates Geo. W. Bope, of the Musicians force of the powers and methods of the Em

Union , Columbus ; Harry Thomas, Business ployers Association or by natural sympathy,

Agent of the Cleveland F. of L., Cleveland ; or both, there is lined up against the labor

President R. A. Sauce, of Division No. 272 , movement in Columbus such as the Bank

Youngstown and E. L. Hitchens , of the Cen ers Association, the governor and others ,

tral Labor Union, of Cincinnati, Ohio and the making a strong and formidable opposition

Editor of The Motorman and Conductor. to be reckoned with in the future conduct

A recess was then taken until an evening of the strike. However, there is nothing

session, when the resolutions committee at this writing of a discouraging nature to

ported.
report. The company persists in its right

Enactment of the Conference ,
to dismiss members of organized labor

whenever found within the ranks of em

At the evening session, the conference en

acted as follows :
ployes and it is supported by all of the ele

“ The strike has now been on for nine
ments that sympathize with the “ open

weeks weeks . The 500 men who came out
shop.” The employes are determined to

on a strike remain intact, with the exception
make the battle one of lasting effect as an

of 12 , who deserted. Repeated efforts have
example of resistance against tyranny and

been made to bring the dispute to a close
they are backed by organized labor in its

entirety, subscribed to

by arbitration . Every means known or that

their support

could be thought of has been tried ; every
throughout the entire State of Ohio.

local and state official has been appealed to , HOW LABOR WILL WIN.

but in vain . By the Rev. Charles Stelzle.

"After examining the report of the con. No organization can keep alive the inte

ference committee appointed to confer with rest of its members without a great pur

the govenor we realize that he cannot be in pose. The perfunctory meeting and the pla

duced to take action on behalf of the arbi titudinous address never wins out. This is

tration proposition as we have wished he just as true of the labor union as it is of

would do. With the facts of the situation the church or any other movement. The

at hand we make the following recommenda social aspect of an organization's life is im

tions : jortant, but oyster suppers , vaudeville

" First-That all central bodies , railroad shows, smokers , and all the rest of it never

brotherhoods and local unions, throughout yet held together a company of earnest men

the state pledge their financial support, send who were supposedly banded together for

ing the funds, weekly if possible , for the the purpose of really doing things. When

assistance of the strikers. an organization is compelled to resort to

" Second - That we commend the action of such features in order to hold its men, it

the trades unions of Columbus in organizing is an indication that somewhere there is a

a stock company to carry passengers in large falling down, either in leadership or in pur

motor busses at a popular fare. A company pose, and it is destined to fail .

has been incorporated under the laws of No movement can long remain a force

Ohio for $100,000 and it is the sense of this when all men speak well of it. There is

convention that central bodies and local danger in too much commendation. Always

unions throughout the state take steps to will there be a letting go when prosperity

wards financing this project. and flattery enter, and almost invariably it

“ Third - That the delegates make a full can be said that the man who is always

and complete report of the facts herein pre approved by everybody doesn't count for

sented to their respective organizations and much as a real power. The man or the

urge immediate action by their respective movement which lives and moves is bound

bodies and kindred organizations , to the end to make mistakes. He who never makes

that the strike may not only be won , but the mistakes, never makes anything else. The

enemies of labor be taught that they cannot call to " Come and suffer," has been the sec

prevail against organized labor aroused and ret of success in the greatest movements in

united in this great cause . " the world's history.

The above enactment sets forth in infer No movement can maintain its place in

ence and otherwise, the true state, at the social and industrial life unless it is based

present writing, of the Columbus strike. The upon a moral principle. In this day and

bitterness of the opponents of organized la generation might does not long continue to

bor and the determinaion of he Employers make right , either on the side of the boss

Association to use this strike as a stepping or the workman. It may seem like good

stone to cripple organized labor in Columbus policy to force an issue because one has the

and elsewhere may be demonstrated by one whip hand , but no question is ever settled

illustration : Those who have it within their until it is settled right. More and more

province to let work to electrical contractors men are insisting that social questions must

sent a representative to the Electrical Con be dealt with in absolute fairness.
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CHE Do not forget that the parade is essential

to a complete Labor Day demonstration .

The Buck's Stove & Range Co. of St. Louis

is today a strictly union concern in every

department.

Reports from various locals showing par.

ticipation in Labor Day exercises are grati.

fying. Labor Day is the advertising day of

organized labor.
SEPTEMIER 15 " 1892

Caution is issued against an effort to in

jure the Boot and Shoe Workers' label. This
Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso effort is being put forth by the disgruntled

ciation of Street and Electric Railway

Employes of America.
element of the boot and shoe workers be

ing led by those interested in injuring the

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION , Month bona fide organization .

ly . W. D. MAHON , President.

The Garment Workers ' Union will wage

Correspondents will please address all com war against prison convict competition by

munications for publication to R. L. REEVES , special and renewed effort to secure further

Editor, Detroit, Mich .
legislation in various states to eliminate the

Subscriptions payable to W. D. Malon, Pres.
prison labor contract system. In this work

SUBSCRIPTION . they will have the united support of organ

Per annum
. $ 1.00 ized labor as in the past.

Single copy . 10 cents

There should not prevail an assumption
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL :

that organized labor must feel hateful toW. D. MAHON
International President

J. J. THORPE . Such is
First Vice - President

wards the unorganized workers.

A. H. BU'RT . Second Vice - Piesident not the case. Thousands of unorganized

GEORGE KEENAN Third Vice - President
wage earners are unionists at heart and only

B. A. CARTER . Fourth Vice - President

PATRICK E HANLEY..Fifth Vice - President awaiting what will appear to them a timely

T. H. DUNN . Sixth Vice-President opportunity to organize.

JOHN H. REARDON..Seventh Vice -President

REZIN ORR ... international Treasurer
Vice-President J. B. Connors of the Switch

General Executive Board
men's Union was a recent visitor at the of.

C. 0. PRATT Chairman fice of the M. C. He was in Cleveland on
L. REEVES.

Secretary
EDWARD MeMORROW , Labor Day and highly complimented Div.
MAGNUS SINCLAIR ,

268 for her creditable appearance in the
RICHARD CORNELIUS,

Cleveland Labor Day parade. He stated
WM. B. FITZGERALD ,

P. J. SHEA , that some one thousand motormen and con

FRED FAY, · ductors were in the line of march.

D. S. FITZGER

It is a grave mistake to look upon an un
Entered at the Detroit P. O. as Second -Class

organized body of employes working for a
jiatter.

non-union corporation as working under con.

ditions of their own choosing and under

44
conditons most agreeable to them. A

body of unorganized men, for the most part,

will gladly embrace organization when they

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED are in a position to assert their own free

ASSOCIATION . will without menace to their employment.

R.

ERALD.

COURS

Article 2 of Constitution .

Section 1 . The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.
Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upona

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and

skill ; to encourage the formation in Division
Associations of Sick Benefit Funds ; to estab

lish schools of instruction and examination

for imparting a practical knowledge of mod

ern and improved methods and systems of

transportation and trade matters generally :

to encourage the settlement of all disputes
between employes and employers by arbitra

tion ; to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily

labor, and by all legal and proper means
elevate our moral , intellectual and social

condition.

In the early part of the Columbus strike

it is stated that one A. A. Koch endeavored

to engage with the striking employes to

dynamite cars, qualifying himself by stating

to the representatives of the strikers that

he knew how to do the job. The strikers

had no use for dynamiters. Mr. Koch then

entered the service of the company as an

employing agent, etc. Is there any signifi.

cance to this ?

to

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished . Names of correspondents will not ap .

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

2nd of the month , and should be written only

on one side of the paper.

The American Federation of Labor Con

vention is called to convene in St. Louis ,

Mo. , this year on Monday , November 14.

The Amalgamated Association will be repre

sented by Delegates W. D. Mahon, C. 0.

Pratt and Ben Commons. The convention

usually remains in session two weeks. This

will be the 30th annual convention and will

likely be the largest over held by the Amer.

ican labor movement.
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Gov. Harmon of Ohio said that he would

not ask the Columbus Railway & Light Co.

to take the chance of being compelled to

employ union men and discharge strike.

breakers , which would be the possible result

of arbitration. That is the way he explains

that he would be siding against the com

pany by asking for arbitration. A peculiar

sort of taking sides . Is not his position con

trary to that contemplated by the state law ?

According to “ The Plain Dealer" of Phil.

adelphia, street railway employes employed

by the Charleroi and Monessen Street Rail

way Company are not organized. However,

as “ The Plain Dealer" gives the only infor

mation at hand that votes of union men

would be acceptable to Mr. John K. Tener,

Republican candidate for governor of Penn

sylvania, there is reason to believe that he

will not be disappointed if he is not favored

with their votes. Mr. Tener is one of the

directorate of the company that withholds

from its employes the right to organize.

The unorganized workers of this country

have no better friends than the organized

workers . Most of the organized workers

who are now enjoying the fruits of organ

ization were one day among the unorgan .

ized. They stand ready to assist the unor

ganized of today in getting into the move

ment and extend to them a hearty and whole

souled invitation to join in the movement.

There is no ugly feeling in that invitation .

The " open shop" or non-union advocate

assumes to take the position that he is pro

tecting non-union workers in their inde

pendence and that non-unionism is consist

ent with Americanism , that it is the only

condition under which the worker is free

and independent. The employer who argues

such stuff as that, or his exponent, knows

very well that the argument is put forth to

deceive those unacquainted with organized

labor and that workers in their non-unionism

are the most abject dependents.

The organization of labor is the assertion

of independence and American rights by

American wage - earners , and wage -earners

who are not within the fold of their craft

organizations are those who are held in a

condition of subjection under which they

feel that they cannot exercise their rights

as American citizens without menace to

their immediate employment. They are in

the position of a slave who sees a way of

escape from his master, but anticipate death

by starvation or exposure in the event that

he takes advantage of it. He hesitates un

til there appears to him a reasonable assur

ance of safety at the end of his flight.

In the time of negro slavery in the south

those who desired to profit by it, and the

exponents of the institution , preached that

slavery was a benefit to the slaves, a pro

tection to them , and a condition of happi

ness to them which should not be disturbed

by outside agitators. It was an " American

institution . ” They urged that every slave

was satisfied with his condition in life and

anxious to remain as slaves. That same

spirit that championed slavery in those

days is today exploiting the “ open shop "

and endeavoring to impress upon the public

the false teaching that unionism is un

American. They would deny to labor the

right to organize in order to protect labor

from “un-Americanism ."

The wage earner, as a general proposition ,

is an honest man. The miner, the builder,

the printer, the railroad man, in fact, scarce

ly can there be mentioned an industrial

worker whose trustfulness is not a matter

of fact, and it is so accepted . Not one of

a body of bricklayers would render defect.

ive work to the purpose that the structure

should fall down upon the future occupants

of the building. No one would charge an

engineer or motorman with taking employ.

ment for the purpose of rendering unsafe

service to kill passengers. In fact, men of

industrial employment enjoy the confidence

of the public . The public knows they are

men of good intentions , not criminals. They

are the men in whose safekeeping is placed

the welfare of society. Col. Roosevelt, upon

the Spanish war, has remarked of the num

ber of men who fell in battle upon whom

were found cards of standing in their re

spective labor unions. The fire departments

of the various cities—those protectors of

life, homes and property of the highest or

der-are of the industrial classes. Yet oc

casion is taken by union haters to conven

ience as a charge against the organization

of wage earners, the Los Angeles Times hol .

ocaust. Not only do we read the gleefully

offered insinuation of the militant press , but

the employers ' association of Los Angeles

and Mr. Otis , the chief owner and director

of The Times , give warning that in addition

to continuing their normal warfare against

the organization of labor, they purpose to

avenge the dead and the burning out of

The Times by redoubled energy in their at

tempt to subjugate wage earners upon the

Pacific coast. All of this in face of the fact

that employes in the building were aware

of escaping gas long before the death -deal

ing explosion occurred . Those who are

aware of the tactics of the employers' as

sociation " detectives" can have fixed opin

ions relative to the finding of dynamite near

the homes of Mr. Otis and the employers '

association secretary. Organized labor does

not rely upon such hideous tactics for its

progress.

In reporting upon the candidacy of Bro

ther J. J. Thorpe for Congress in the Sep

tember issue of the “ Motorman and Con

ductor," an error was made in stating that

he was a candidate of the 30th district.

Brother Thorpe is a candidate for Congress

in the 31st Congressional District of Penn

sylvania. The district comprises the 1 , 2 , 3 ,

4 , 5 , 6 , 9 , 10, 11 and 15th wards of the City

of Pittsburg. Brother Thorpe was nomi.

nated at the primaries upon the Democratic

ticket and has been indorsed by the Key.

stone Party, a new party in the State of

Pennsylvania, and information is at hand

that he will be endorsed by the United Labor

party. His chances for elected are reported

to be remarkably good .
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERSSecretaries submitting names of newly

initiated members for registration at the

general office should be particular to also

submit the address , street and number , that

new subscribers may be properly and

promptly placed upon the mailing list of

the Motorman and Conductor.

Members not receiving the Motorman

and Conductor regularly will please hand

their name, number and street address to

the Division correspondent or financial sec

retary, who will forward the same to the

general office. By doing this, corrections

will be promptly made and complaints

satisfied .

No increase in wage ever came to any

body of men without due consideration for

the receipts and expenses of the employing

company. In proportion to the profits of

the employing company will be awarded

or attained any increase in wage. If the

profits are sifted out by a few dishonest

collectors, such profits do not show up as

an advantage to the honest employe in a

wage settlement or arbitration.

The last charter granted by the Interna

tional President was for the institution of

Division No. 549 , at Northampton, Mass .,

From the Labor Day demonstration at Pitts

burg, Pa. , President W. D. Mahon proceeded

to Chicago, where he took up the work of

arbitration upon the wage scale for Division

No. 228 , Joliet, Ill . in conjunction with G. E.

B. Member Edw. McMorrow. Hearings in

part were held by the arbitration board,

when an adjournment was taken until Nov.

ember 1. During the course of the hearings

upon the Joliet wage arbitration, on Septem

ber 10 , the president addressed a meeting

of Division No. 260, Chicago , Ill . By ad

journment of the Joliet case, he was en

abled to return to the general office Sep

tember 18, where he has remained in im

mediate direction of the affairs of the asso

ciation.

Vice- President J. J. Thorpe, in dealing

with the desired wage increase in the inte

rest of Division No. 197, Meadville, Pa. , finds

that in order to secure an advance in wage ,

it must be passed upon by the court, as the

system is in the hands of recievers. By

late report, it is shown that the vice -presi

dent is cotemplating submitting the matter

to the court. Vice -President Thorpe was

nominated for Congress at the recent pri

mary election upon the Democratic ticket,

as a candidate for Congress from the 31st

district. His nomination has been endorsed

by the Keystone Party, a newly formed

party in Pennsylvania . Organized labor of

Pittsburg and vicinity is determined that

Vice -President Thorpe shall continue in the

race and make the run as he is looked upon

as one of the most formidable candidates

that could be selected to represent labor.

By courtesy of Organizer Lewis E. Ruded

of Jamestown, N. Y., we are in receipt of

a clipping from a Jamestown newspaper an

nouncing in bold type the benevolent and

unsolicited action of the management of the

Jamestown Street Railway and Chautauqua

Traction Companies of an increase in wage

to motormen and conductors employed by

the management of these lines. Jamestown

is a city of 28,000 inhabitants. The Electric

Railway System comprises some 25 miles

within the City of Jamestown, but in all,

about 78 miles of track. Its business em

braces over 6,000,000 passenger fares per

year. It has the advantage of the resort

traffic around Chautauqua Lake and is sup

ported by most liberal privileges. The un

solicited surprise to the employes is the

attainment of a wage rate, as follows :

First year of continuous service, 17 1-2

cents per hour.

Second year, 18 cents per hour.

Third year, 19 cents per hour.

Fourth year, 20 cents per hour.

Fifth, sixth and seventh years , 21.cents

per hour.

Eighth and ninth years , 22 cents per hour.

Tenth year and over, 23 1-2 cents per

hour.

This is an unorganized system and the

wage rate can reasonably be attributed to

the kindly disposition of the management.

Just what proportion of the motormen and

conductors are embraced within the classes

that get the first three rates , our corres

pondent does not indicate , but experienced

street railway men know well that those

embraced within the first three year service

men will count anywhere from 60 to 80 per

cent of the entire force of motormen and

conductors. This system perhaps employs

approximately 200 men of whom not less

than 70 per cent receive less than 20 cents

an hour. This is given as an illustration of

one of the most favorable marks of gener

osity on part of non-union employers.

Vice-President B. A. Carter, in an effort to

establish Division No. 548, discovered that

the company was so determined in its re

sistance to the organizing of its employes

that it practically declared a lockout and

several of the employes who became afili.

ated with the association were given their

choice to withdraw from membership or

from the employment of the company. Sev.

eral of the members declined to surrender

their rights as citizens. After some success

in developing the membership of the local

among the employes, Vice-President Carter

turned the situation over to the local offi

cers. There seems to be some encourage .

ment that the organization will be extended

to embrace all desirable employes of the

company. An effort to that end is at pre

sent in progress.

International Treasurer Rezin Orr was

successful in effecting an adjustment of the

differences in the interest of Division No.

326 , St. Joseph, Mo. The trouble developed

through an apparent discrimination against

employes on account of their membership in

the local. A dismissed employe withdrew

his case and the company reiterated its de

termination not to discriminate against the

local . During his work in St. Joseph , Bro
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ther Orr delivered an address at the Labor

Day demonstration. He visited Kansas City

and from there , proceeded to Vincennes,

Ind. , where he addressed meetings of Divi.

sion No. 251. His report upon Division No.

251 commends the membership of that local

and dwells considerally upon the recent

strike and the signal loyalty to the trades

union movement of the membership .

Tenn. to Texarkana, Tex. From there , he

went to Fort Worth and later to Galveston ,

Texas , where he addressed two meetings of

Division No. 78 and from which he reported

with much encouragement. His itinerary

embraced San Antonio and El Paso, visiting

the last named just prior to his return to

San Francisco. From some of the points

visited by Board Member Cornelius , reports

are quite favorable as to the developement

of the spirit of unions . There were other

towns aside from which he found wage rates

to be exceedingly low to employes of street

railway companies and the conditions of em

ployment to be as objectionable as the wage

rate is low. Board Member Cornelius will

give a latter report showing the exact wage

rates existing in the various towns visited

by him during the course of his organizing

tour.

Chairman C. 0. Pratt has attended meet

ings of Division No. 540, Trenton , N. J.; No.

447, Philadelphia, Pa, and No. 283 , Brook

lyn , N. Y. ,having attended two meetings of

Division No. 283 . Adjustments in the in

terest of Division No. 540 , were effected by

him . An unsettled condition exists with

Division No. 477 , resultant from the last

settlement . However, reports indicate that

there is a movement on to the mutual ad

justment of all matters handed down from

that settlement. In Brooklyn , Chairman

Pratt reports that the members of Division

No. 283 did not understand the nature of

the defence support rendered to the Colum

bus strike and that a general dissatisfaction

among the members developed therefrom .

His visits to the Brooklyn local resulted in

encouragement that internal contention will

be lessened. From the east, Chairman

Pratt was despatched to Pittsburg and Gir

ard, Kansas , where had developed a conten

tion between Divisions No. 497 and 510 , both

locals now working for one company. The

agreement with Division No. 510 had ex

pired and the company desired that both lo

cals should be embraced in one agreement.

A question as to the terms of the consolida

tion of the two locals developed between the

two locals. That which seemed most

strongly to stand out against harmony was

seniority in the allotment of runs. A very

unfortunate
situation exists by which , in

changing runs , men are compelled to move

from one section of the road to another. An

agreement was finally reached satisfactory

to the membership
of the two locals and the

employing company, by which Division No.

510 will consolidate
with the Pittsburg lo

cal and surrender the charter of the Girard

local and by which the question of senior

ity will be fairly met . From Kansas , Chair.

man Pratt returned to Philadelphia
.

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea assisted Divi

sion No. 168, Scranton, Pa. in presenting a

case to arbitration . This was a case in which

two members of the association were dis

missed as a result of a collision in which ,

as a matter of fact , both crews were sum

marily discharged . A report upon this arbi

tration may be seen in another column .

From Scranton, Board Member Shea was

despatched to Stillwater and Glens Falls,

N. Y. to investigate the subject matter of

an appeal filed by Division No. 304 upon the

allotment of certain runs being operated

from Glens Falls by members of Division

No. 307, of Stillwater . Board Member Shea

was unable to secure any agreement be

tween the two locals upon the point at ques

tion , but submitted a complete report cover

ing the circumstance to the International

President.

G. E. B. Member W. B. Fitzgerald , while

in advisement with Division No. 247 , Rut

land, Vt. , received a request from Secretary

M. J. Hennessey, of Division No. 448 , to re

port at Northampton , Mass. to assist in in

stituting a new local at Northampton. As

sociated with President P. J. O'Brien and

Secretary Hennessey, of Division No. 448 , of

Springfield , Mass . , he instituted a new local

with Charter No. 549. Board Member Fitz

gerald reports from the Rutland strike situ

ation , that there is some encouragement

for an early settlement . While in Rutland ,

he addressed a general mass meeting in the

interest of the labor movement. He is ad

vising with Division No. 496 , Pittsfield ,

Mass.; the local is applying for a schedule

of working conditions embracing a new wage

rate.

G. E. B. Member McMorrow associated

with President W. D. Mahon in preparation

and presentation of the arbitration proceed

ings in the interest of Division No. 228,

Joliet , Ill . He has given further assistance

to Division No. 308 of Chicago,in consumma

tion of new agreements. However, at the

time of this writing, nothing definite is at

hand to indicate that all agreements have

been settled in the interest of members of

Divisio. No. 308. This local has agreements

with the different companies . It is likely

that Board Member McMorrow will be able

to make a complete report showing the

effect up in the wage rate the settlements

have made so that it can appear in next

month's Motorman and Conductor.

G. E. B. Member Fred Fay continues in

Charge of the Columbus strike. Late re

ports from him are to the effect that there

has taken place no material change. The

company is obstinate and Division No. 538

has now reached the point where it is fight

ing a battle for the labor movement in gen

eral which insists that they remain on the

firing line until an honorable adjustment is

reached . A further report upon the Colum

bus strike will be seen in another column .

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius, since

last reported , proceeded from Chattanooga ,
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GOVERNOR HARMON AND THE

COLUBBUS STRIKE.

Governor Judson Harmon of Ohio has told

all who have sought to have him intercede

for a settlement of the Columbus street car

strike that, " to ask both parties to the con

troversy to either settle or arbitrate their

differences and stop the strike, would be tak

ing sides."

Gov. Harmon, from the very begining of

the strike, and in fact, in the previous at

tempts of the company to destroy its em

ployes ' organization, deliberately took sides ,

and he took sides with the company.

Gov. Harmon does not presume that peo

ple are going to believe that he would be

taking sides by asserting an insistence upon

both parties, but here is the point. Gov.

Harmon knows that the strikers are com

mited to arbitration . He knows that the

company has refused to arbitrate and that

he would be asking of both parties that to

which the strikers have already agreed , and

which the company has refused and he is

delicate about asking the company to do

anything that it does not want to do. In

his opinion, and as he sees it, to ask the

company to do anything in the way of a

· settlement that it does not want to do,

“ would be taking sides."

Gov. Harmon is true to the interests he

represents.

Gov. Harmon wishes people to believe

that he is a friend of organized labor, yet

he frankly admits that he is opposed to the

" closed shop" and he wishes people to be

lieve that the " closed shop " is the strike

issue. In fact, he has stated to the people

that the " closed shop " is the issue.

Gov. Harmon is intelligent enough to

know that the " closed shop" and " open

shop," as applied to the labor movement, is

a myth.

Gov. Harmon knows that the exponents of

the " open shop " are opposed to organized

labor and use the term as a means of dupli

city.

Gov. Harmon knows that in any industry

or upon any railroad where a part of the em

ployes are organized and the organization is

recognized and dealt with, that there is no

such thing recognized and dealt with by the

employing concern as non -union labor ; that

no employer can deal with union and non

union labor at the same time along the same

line and with the same consideration,

However, Gov. Harmon knows very well

that the question of "open " and " closed

shop , " as it is commonly used , does not ap

pear in the causes for the present strike.

Gov. Harmon knows that in an effort to

destroy organization among its employes ,

the Columbus Railway and Light Co. dis

charged members of the union in direct vio

lation of the state law prohibiting such dis

missal.

Gov. Harmon knows that the company

violated an agreement not to discriminate

against members of the union .

Gov. Harmon knows that the mayor of

Columbus used every endeavor and united

with the Chamber of Commerce in an en

deavor to deceive the employes by promis.

ing them to exercise the good offices of the

Chamber of Commerce to secure compliance

with the agreement providing the award of

the state arbitrators should find the com

pany at fault.

Gov. Harmon knows that the state board

of arbitrators found the company at fault

after a hearing covering some three weeks

and that the Chamber of Commerce did not

exercise its good offices in securing compli.

ance with the award of the arbitrators. Gov.

Harmon knows that is the cause of the

strike.

Gov. Harmon knows that the mayor was

charged with sympathizing with the strikers

when no act of the mayor could be so con

strued , and he knows that under fear that he

would be dismissed from his position as

mayor of Columbus by the governor of the

state, the mayor called upon the governor

for troops.

Gov. Harmon knows that he did not give

the mayor any assurance of security in his

position but stood out in an attitude read

ily interpreted as in sympathy with those

who were threatening the mayor with the

loss of his position .

Gov. Harmon knows that without any at

tempt on his part to effect a settlement or

point out to the company that it should com

ply with the agreement, he very readily and

alertly invested Columbus with 4,000 sol.

diers.

Gov. Harmon knows that the sole objec.

tion of corporations to the organizing of em

ployes is a financial objection.

Gov. Harmon knows that the Columbus

street railway men, prior to organizing, were

among the most poorly paid in the state of

Ohio and that to align himself with the

Columbus Railway & Light Co. is for him to

take sides in maintaining pauper conditions

to labor.

Gov. Harmon knows that the Columbus

Railway & Light Co. made belligerent prep

arations and brought into Columbus a force

of armed mercenaries for the purpose of ter

rorizing, coercing and subduing its efficient

employes and effecting among the people of

Columbus a condition of cringing humility .

He knows that element was brought into

Columbus under the leadership of men train .

ed in audacity and that this horde of hire .

lings, bred in insolence, made their entry

into Columbus brandishing aggressive defi

ance, They did not go to Columbus like

honorable workmen seeking peaceful and

respectable employment.

Gov. Harmon is familiar with every inci

dent that led up to the moment that armed

strike breakers opened fire from cars along

the streets of Columbus. He knows that he

gave his passive, if not actual active con

sent to the company to train its batteries of

ignoble humiliation upon the wage earning

element of Columbus. He knows that if

there was resentment, it was a most right

eous resentment. People were not only shot

down and terrorized by armed hirelings, but

there is an appalling record of death and in

juries from accidents due directly to the in

competence of the strike breakers in run .

ning cars.

Gov. Harmon must have recognized that

the only effect of 4,000 soldiers in Columbus
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would be so much added display of terrorism There stands the record of Gov. Harmon,

in the interest of the company. When a showing to those who believe that better

murmur began to rise against the expense , things come to the wage earners and to so

the soldiers were disbanded. ciety through the labor union, that organ

Very significantly , Gov. Harmon again ized labor will be under the lash of justice

brought 1,000 soldiers into Columbus coin distended to its most elastic inflation and

cident with the arrangement for a visit to that there will be no diverting to bring under

Columbus of Ex-President Theodore Roose that same lash those who may go to the ex

velt who was to lecture upon law and order. tent of violating the law in their attempts

Was this act of the governor to confirm the to keep labor from exercising its right to or

charge made to Ex-President Roosevelt ganize.

that organized labor was responsible for The Columbus Railway & Light Co. is the

such a condition that it required armed sol aggressor. It began violating the law by dis

diers to keep them subdued ? And that there missing employes because of their affiliation

might be a few words of praise of political with organized labor. As Gov. Harmon well

importance to show that a Democratic gov knows, it violated and repudiated the state

ernor was more alert in keeping order than arbitration law and thereby defied the entire

a Republican mayor? It did serve as state of Ohio. It exercised duplicity in mak

source for heaping considerable calumny ing an agreement that it well knew it wou

upon a mayor meek enough to swallow it
not comply with, and continued to use every

and humbly declare that he had been taught subtle means to defeat the employes in their

a lesson by the cauterizing he thought he effort to organize. The record of Gov. Har

received from the vials of vituperation such mon shows that the company has had every

as the Ex -President only is capable of un- . assistance and sympathy with which the

corking. chief executive of the state of Ohio could

At the approach of the State Fair in serve it.

Columbus , Gov. Harmon issued an official in If the course of the governor could be

vitation for the people to visit the State read as “ impartial," and not " taking sides,"

Fair. This would have been alright had there could be no complaint from the voice

his taking sides not been shown by shading of organized labor.

it with a reference to the strike in which is The above is submitted that the members

read between the lines a suggestion that of the Amalgamated Association may be in

the striking car men had been subdued and possession of the facts in determining upon

their organization destroyed . whether Gov. Judson Harmon is entitled to

Gov. Harmon knows that Franklin County, the votes of labor for re-election as gover

in which Columbus is situated , is well equip nor.

ped with a full complement of executive and The only weapon in politics that organized

prosecuting officers, judges, jury, and the labor can exercise in the state of Ohio in

whole outfit and that there was no reason this case is that of rebuke at the polls. The

to believe that the authorities of Franklin successor of Gov. Harmon may not be in

County were to neglect their duty in ferret sympathy with organized labor in any great

ing out and running down crime. Yet Gov. er degree , but it Gov. Harmon is defeated ,

Harmon saw fit to issue a loud official proc. his defeat will leave the handwriting upon

lamation directing a sweeping grand Jury the wall , there to be read in shining letters ,

investigation of the " reign of anarchy" that an injunction as it were : “ Regardless of

had prevailed in Columbus. No matter what caste, play fair and give all a square deal.”

reflection this proclamation may have cast

upon the prosecuting attorney of Franklin SPRINGFIELD AND WORCESTER ARBI

County, the judges or jurymen or the sheriff , TRATION BOARD.

Gov. Harmon saw fit to issue it. Some be

lieved it to be a political document. At all The award of the board of arbitration to

events, such documents are usually issued which was submitted the matter of fixing

only after there has developed reason to be the wage rate in dispute between Div. No.

lieve that the officials obligated to carry out 22 , Worcester, Div. No. 448 , Springfield , and

the law are about to neglect their duty or Div. No. 537, Holyoke , Mass . , and their re

are incompetent. It is not at all likely that spective employing companies, which was

Gov. Harmon's proclamation added anything handed down August 11 , 1910 , completes

to the alacrity and force of the mill of jus those cases. Of the arbitrators subscribing

tice of Franklin County. to the award is Wm . P. Hayes, who was

Even in this proclamation , Gov. Harmon chosen by the division associations. It will

seems to have assumed that it was his duty be noticed that the three arbitrators ' signa

to call attention to the strikers as being re. tures appeared upon the award, which is an

sponsible for the "reign of anarchy . " indication that the award is a compromise

Gov. Harmon appointed state police at the and cannot be credited with representing

request of the management of the Colum the full judgment of any one of them.

bus Railway & Light Co. , appointees to Where an award is not a compromise be

whom his attention was called as being not tween the arbitrators , there is usually a

of a class contemplated by law as those minority award signed .

subject to such appointment. Board Member Fitzgerald and his associ.

Now, Gov. Harmon has shown that ele. ates , in presenting the case to the arbi.

ment of Ohio who are interested in destroy trators , endeavored to convince the board

ing organized lobor that so far as he can ex of the unfairness of the discriminating wage

ercise his functions as governor to their in. rate, and it is very likely that Mr. Hayes

terest, he will do so, If re-elected . supported their contention, yet an unfair
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2.6742

5th year

was

discrimination in the award is shown to

have been retained .

It is absurd to contend that 25 cents per

hour is a premium wage rate for motormen

and conductors , or that such a rate repre .

sents in any way, to the employe, any

premium . It is equally absurd to contend

that it requires five years of service for a

motorman or conductor to become an eff .

cient workman. The wage rate handed down

by the award provides a scale by which the

Worcester maximum rate of 2694 cents per

hour obtains only after five years of service,

a rate 314 cents per hour over an employe

of two years ' service. As applying to the

Worcester membership , it will be seen by

the comparison contained in the award that

there has been only a modification of the

discrimination in the interests of second six

months men . A little better result obtained

to the Springfield employes, as one year

eliminated. However, the wage in

crease commends the result of the arbitra

tion.

Div. No. 537, Holyoke, it will be observed ,

is not mentioned in the award . A previous

agreement was made between the Holyoke

employes and their employing company to

the effect that their wage should be that of

the award to the Springfield lines. It is in

that way that the Holyoke local is inter

ested in and a party to the award. '

The award is as follows:

Boston, Mass . , August 11 , 1910 .

The undersigned, duly appointed arbi

trators in accordance with the provisions of

certain agreements entered into between the

Springfield Street Railway Company, the

Worcester Consolidated Railway Company,

the Worcester & Southbridge Street Rail

way Company, the Worcester & Blackstone

Street Railway Company, the Worcester &

Holden Street Railway Company, the Marl

borough & Westborough Street Railway

Company, parties of the first part, and the

motormen and conductors employed by the

above named companies , parties of the sec

ond part, which agreements are dated May

12 , 1910, have met, heard the evidence sub

mitted and duly considered the case, and

herewith fix the following scale of wages to

be paid by said companies to their employes

aforesaid, to take effect as of June 1 , 1910,

and to be in force for a period of one year

from said June 1 , 1910 , said scales to be in

place of existing scales , and the existing

allowances for stripe money by two of said

companies being hereby abolished .

CHARLES S. HAMLEN,

E. L. FOSTER,

WILLIAM P. HAYES.

7th year .... 2.50 0.1712

Day Rates.

Worcester Consolidated Street Railway

Company.

Present New

Rate. Addition, Rate.

1st 6 months . . $0.20 $0.015 $ 0.2142

end 6 months .. 0.205 0.015 0.22

3rd 6 months .. 0.21 0.02 0.23

4th 6 months.. 0.215 0.215 0.23

3rd year 0.22 0.015 0.231

4th year 0.23 0.015 0.24469

0.24 0.015 0.2442

6th year 0.25 0.1742 0.26%

Hour Rates.

Marlboro & Westboro Street Railway

Company.

Present New

Rate. Addition. Rate.

1st 6 months . . $0.20 $0.015 $ 0.21442

end 6 months .. 0.205 0.015 0.22

3rd 6 months .. 0.21 0.02 0.23

4th 6 months .. 0.215 0.015 0.23

3rd year 0.22 0.015 0.2312

4th year 0.23 0.015 0.24 12

5th year 0.24 0.015 0.25142

6th year 0.25 0.1742 0.2634

Hour Rates.

Worcester & Blackstone Valley Street Rail.

way Company.

Present New

Rate. Addition. Rate.

1st 6 months.. $0.20 $0.015 $ 0.2112

2nd 6 months .. 0.205 0.015 0.22

3rd 6 months .. 0.21 0.22 0.23

4th 6 months .. 0.215 0.015 0.23

3rd year 0.22 0.015 0.2343

4th 6 months.. 0.215 0.015 0.23

4th year 0.225 0.02 0.2442

5th year 0.23 0.025 0.2542

6th year 0.24 0.027142 0.26%

Hour Rates.

Worcester & Holden Street Railway

Company.

Present New

Rate . Addition . Rate.

1st 6 months . . $0.20 $0.015 $ 0.2122

2nd 6 months .. 0.205 0.015 0.22

3rd 6 months .. 0.21 0.02 0.23

4th 6 months .. 0.215 0.015 0.23

3rd year 0.22 0.015 0.23142

4th year 0.23 0.015 0.24142

5th year 0.24 0.015 0.2543

6th year 0.25 0.01712 0.26%

Hour Rates.

Worcester & Southbridge Street Railway

Company.

Present New

Rate. Addition. Rate.

1st 6 months .. $0.20 $0.015 $ 0.2112

2nd 6 months . , 0.20 0.02 0.22

2nd year 0.21 0.02 0.23

3rd year 0.22 0.015 0.23142

4th year 0.2212 0.02 0.2414

5th year 0.23 0.025 0.25 142

6th ear 0.24 0.02712 0.2654

Hour Rates.

Springfield Street Railway Company.

All Divisions.

Present New

Rate. Addition . Rate.

1st 6 months .. $ 2.05 $0.15 $2.20

2nd 6 months .. 2.15 0.15 2.30

2,20 0.15 2.35

2.25 0.15 2.40

4th year 2.30 0.15 2.45

2.35 0.15 2.50

2.40 0.2742 2.6742

2nd year

3rd year Don't forget the union label . Don't take

any “ just as good .” Demand the union label

product. You are then employing union

labor.

5th year

6th year
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satisfactory agreement with the Company,

the dispute was referred to a board of con

ciliation and investigation, as provided in

the Labor Disputes Act of 1907 .

The following is the award of the Board

given out on Aug. the 16th , and accepted by

the employees at a mass meeting on Aug.

the 19th , and by the company, Aug. the

24th .

" Whereas a certain agreement bearing date

the 13th day of July , A. D. 1907, entered

into between the Company and a Committee

of the employees of the company appointed

at a mass meeting open to all employees of

the Company, held on the 11th of May, 1907 ,

has expired by effiuction of time, and it is in

the interest of the parties hereto that a new

agreement should be entered into, whereby

their mutual interests may be ascertained

and fixed for the period of this agreement,

having in mind as a first consideration , the

service of the Toronto Railway Company as

a public utility , and these presents are in

tended to carry out such piurpose.

Therefore it is agreed as follows:

First - All matters of dispute between the

company and its employees are hereby

settled .

Second – The wage scale shall relate back

and be in full force and effect on and from

the 16th day of June, 1910, until the end of

the term of this agreement, and shall be as

follows :

be

14

23
06

TORONTOWAGEARBITRATION .

On August 18 , the conciliators appointed

under the Industrial Disputes Act of Canada

to pass upon the wage rate to prevail with

the employees of the Toronto Street Railway

Co. , handed down their award . The accept

ance of the award by the company and by

Division No. 113 of this association closes a

period of active conferences , conciliation and

hearings of evidence, which lasted some three

months. Division No. 113 had proposed to

the company conditions among which was to

fix the wage scale at 28 cents per hour. It

was upon this latter proposition that the

company bolted , but offered to sign to pro

vide the other conditions, asking that the em

ployees would withdraw their demands for

an increase in wage and accept the former

wage scale. This forced Division No. 113

to submit the proposition under the In

dustrial Disputes Act, as this law in Canada

prohibits any more radical means of attain

ing anything by public utility employees

without first complying with its require

ments.

It was when the board of conciliation was

appointed that the International President

was appealed to for assistance. He was at

the time engaged upon the Cleveland and

other wage adjustments, and instructed

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair to assist

the local

The matter of collecting and preparing

evidence upon wages and the cost of living

was immediately taken up , and an immense

amount of this class of evidence was gathered .

At the final conference, President Mahon

was able to be present and lent his assistance .

After all evidence was submitted , the con

ciliators then held conferences with the com

pany officials and the representatives of

Division No. 113 , with the purpose to bring

about a mutual agreement to avoid an arbi

trary award . In this they succeeded after

considerable effort on part of Judge Barron

and the conditions embraced in the award

given below were arrived at, but virtually

as the substance of a mutual agreement on

part of the parties concerned , although

issued as an award .

Previous rates of wage to the motormen

and conductors in Toronto were :

First year service men , 20 cents per hour .

Second year service men, 22 cents per hour .

Thereafter, 23 1-2 cents per hour.

The increase will be seen to be one cent

per hour for the first two classes , and one and

a half cents per hour for the third class , or

those of two or more years in the service.

The provision observed inthe award provid

ing that the company shall supply uniforms,

favorably modifies this wage rate in the

interest of the employees. Other crafts

also received a favorable increase.

The award is as follows :

The Award Agreement

Agreement entered into between the To

ronto Railway Company, party of the first

part, and the Toronto Railway employees ,

party of the second part.

The committee appointed by the employes

at a mass meeting held in the Star Theatre

on May the 14th , having failed to secure a

66

103

Motormen and Conductors :

For 1st year . 21 cents an hour

For 2nd year.

For 3rd year . .25

Shed Men :

Foreman . 25

Assistant . 22

Car Washers . .21

Motor and Truck Repair Men :

For 1st year . 21

For 2nd year. 23

For 3rd year ... 25

Third — The term of this agreement shall

be for 2 years from the 16th day of June,

1910.

Fourth — The company will pay half the

cost of the uniforms of the motormen and

conductors who have been in the company

service for a period of one year, and will pro

vide free uniforms for motormen and con

ductors who have been in the company's ser

vice for a period longer than two years, it

being the understanding that no employee

shall be required to pay for more than one

uniform and a half. Regulations from time

to time will be made by the company to

provide for protection against loss in this

matter from employees leaving the Company's

service.

Fifth - The following regulations are agreed

upon as to discipline. Any employee against

whom charges may be received will be re

quired to report when off duty to the super

intendent . His case will then be considered

by the proper officials of the company, and

will be dealt with upon the following prin

ciples: For minor cases he is to be warned.

For serious cases, including drunkenness,

drinking in uniform or drinking on cars,

destruction of property, accidents through

Si

T
O
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carelessness or neglect missing fares through spared , and in the event of refusal of the

neglect , or carrying friends free , using stools car starter or foreman , the matter to be set

on portion of route not allowed by company, tled by the superintendent.

incivility to passengers, and profanity on Tenth — The company will not discriminate

cars, he may be suspended or dismissed at against employees by reason of their being

the discretion of the proper official members of any organization.

Sixth - Any employeeagainst whom charges Eleventh - On the lines where no offices of

may be received shall have the right of ap the company is passed or close by, an officer

peal in person to the General superintendent , of the company will collect and exchange

and except as to a charge of dishonesty, fare boxes at points appointed for the pur

may bring with him in his interest a depu pose.

tation or any committee of his fellow em Twelfth - It is understood that only the

ployees . Attendance in such capacity shall men in the shops required for the necessities

not operate to an employee's disadvantage. of the service shall be compelled to work on

An employee attending on such deputation Saturday afternoons, excepting when, in

or committee shall give due notice to his the opinion of the management ,the services

car starter or foreman, and , if he be a motor of all the men , or any of them , are required

man or conductor, shall take his car upon on Saturday afternoon to meet the neces

reporting to his car starter , and shall not be sities of the business.

requiredto report in the usual course to the Thirteenth - Tools necessary for work in

head roadmaster.
the Motor shops shall be supplied employees .

Seventh — The company will provide seats The men shallnot take tools away from the

for motormen upon closed cars, and will also shops, and shall be responsible for breakages

provide seats for motormen upon open cars or loss occasioned by their negligence, and

if a fixed seat of a pattern which will not must return said tools in good condition ; in

interfere with the public can be obtained . default of doing so , they must pay for same.

In the event of it being found impossible by Fourteenth — The men in the motor shop

the manager to obtain a satisfactory, fixed and its branches shall be given five minutes

seat, motormen to be allowed to provide and in which to wash before leaving work, and

use uniform portable stools of design to be any employee abusing this privilege, in the

approved by the manager, for open cars, opinion of the management, shall be subject

provided such stools can be used without to dismissal.

interfering with the use of the front seat of Fifteenth - The general superintendent or

open cars by the public . Motormen to have manager shall receive a committee of em

the right to use such seats upon certain por ployees at any reasonable time to discuss

tions of the lines , notice of which will be any matters arising out of this agreement.

subsequently issued by the Company. Sixteenth — All rights, privileges and im

Eighth - Having due regard to all the con munities now enjoyed by, and obligations

ditions of the service the manager under of,the employees shall continue

takes that the schedules will be so arranged Seventeenth - All cars to be properly equip

that the hours worked on the cars willbe ped before being taken out each morning;

put within the least number of hours as in but this shall not relieve any conductor

his opinion will be considered practicable and from his obligations to see that his car is

consistent with the service preformed by the properly equipped.

company. Provided , however , that nothing Eighteenth - The change slip pertaining to

herein contained shall be taken to vary , the fifth off-day shall be discontinued and

alter or modify any of the terms or conditions men who are entitled to five off days per

mentioned in a certain contract between the month shall be allowed the same.

City of Toronto and the Toronto Railway In witness whereof the parties hereto have

Company dated September 1st , 1891 , and executed these presents.

March 26th , 1898 . Dated at Toronto, this 18th day of August,

It is understood that the company reserves A. D. 1910 .

its right to vary the Sunday schedules and Rendered through

allot the time to motormen and conductors H. D. Barron,

in whatsoever manner may be considered J. P. Mullarky,

by the management to be in the best inter J. G. O'Donoghue ,

ests of the services to be performed to the Conciliators.

public ; and it is agreed that regular and

relief men shall, as heretofore, be paid for

Sunday runs the time scheduled to ihem on Disbursements from the Death and Disabil

the board for their week day runs excepting ity Fund during the month of September,

where such time is exceeded on Sunday, in 1910, were made to beneficiaries on death and

which case they shall be paid pro rata for disability claims, as follows :

the actual time they work on Sundays.
DEATHS.

But taking into consideration the neces

sities of the service to the public and the
Mrs. Christene Bruno Demoran, benefi

interests of the company the management

ciary, death claim of Louis Long, de

ceased member of Division No. 194 ,

will arrange the Sunday schedules to con New Orleans, La.; cause, pneumonia . $ 100.00

form as nearly as practicable to an eight hour
Mrs. Frances Jonas, beneficiary, death

day basis.
claim of Nick. Jonas, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 241, Chicago, Ill.;

Ninth — The company will upon applica cause, apoplexy, chron icnephritis ... 100.00

tion to the car starter or foreman , give leave
Mrs. Geo. H. Kendall, beneficiary, death

member of Division No. 260, Chicago,

of absence to employees for a reasonable of G. Kendall, deceased

period of time when their services can be N .; cause, suicide 100.00

claim H.
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and possessed of such sterling characteristics as to endear

himself in the hearts of his fellows as a true man and

brother. It is most fitting that we should place our.

selves on record in appreciation of his worth ; therefore

be it

Resolved , That we, the members of Division No 103,

Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric Rail
way Employes of America, in regular session assembled

this 10th day of September, 1910, do extend our sincere

sympathy to the family in this their great sorrow ; and

further be it
Resolved, That the charter of this Division be draped

in mourning for a period of 30 days as a mark of respect

for our late brother, and that acopy of these resolu

tions be sent to the bereaved family and a copy inserted

in the papers of Wheeling , W. Va., and in our official

organ , The Motorman and Conductor.

W. F. WELCH ,

W. C. FERGUSON ,

COLEMAN W. SHARP ,

Committee.

Mrs. John R. Hayes, beneficiary , death

claim of John R. Hayes, deceased

member of Division No. 241, Chicago,

Ill.; cause, septic infection.. 100.00

Mrs. Salina Durbin , beneficiary , death

claim of J. B. Durbin, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 241 , Chicago, Ill.;

cause, gastric and hepatic carcinoma. 100.00

Mrs. Bridget Kirby, beneficiary, death

claim of Jno. Kirby, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 260 , Chicago, Ill. ;
cause, accident, concussion of the

brain 100.00

Elvina Beyer, beneficiary, death claim

of W. L. Beyer, deceased member of

Division No. 26 , Detroit, Mich.; cause,

typhoid fever 100.00

Mrs. Mary Kelly, beneficiary, death

claim of Ebenezer Baker, deceased

member of Division No. 132 , Troy , N.

Y.; cause, apoplexy 100.00

Mrs. John M. Taylor, beneficiary, death

claim of J. M. Taylor , deceased mem

ber of Division No. 467, Tampa, Fla .;
cause, cirrhosis of the liver ... 100.00

Mrs. M. Manning, beneficiary , death

claim of L. Manning, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 282, Rochester, N.

Y .; cause, accident, being struck by

trolley car 100.00

Mrs. Elizabeth Scott, beneficiary , death

claim of R. J. Scott, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 26, Detroit, Mich.;
cause, heart disease 100.00

DISABILITY.

A. L. Baugher, disabled member of

Division No. 470, Franklin , Pa.; cause,

accident, head -on collision , causing

amputation of left leg above knee .... 100.00

Total $ 1,200.00

By Division No. 425, Hartford , Conn .

Whereas, It has pleased our Heavenly Father

to remove from our midst by death our be

loved and esteemed brother, Walter Astoor,

and as we humbly bow in submission to the

divine decree, we sincerely mourn the death

of our deceased brother, who in life was a

worthy and consistent member of Division 425 ;

therefore be it

Resolved, That Division No. 425 , in regular

meeting assembled do hereby extend sincere

sympathy to the family of our late brother in

their bereavement.

Resolved , That the charter of this division

be draped for a period of thirty days. A copy

of these resolutions be sent to the bereaved

family, a copy spread on the minutes of the

meeting and that they be published in our off

cial journal, The Motorman and Conductor.

October, 1910 .

THOMAS LEE ,

J. H. WELCH,

T. F. DOWLING ,

Committee.

By Div . No. 343 Kalamazoo , Micb .

Whereas, the passing from this life of our late Brother,

L. L. Rowley, removes from amongst us a true friend

and brother, whose long term of service with us, coupled

with his ever genial nature, created strong bonds o

friendship , and who was a loyal member of Div. 343f
Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employees of America, it is fitting at this time

that we should place ourselves on record in appreciation

of his worth as abrother and friend, and of his qualities

as a man ; therefore be it

Resolved, Thatwe extend to the sorrowing family of

the deceased our sincere sympathy in their grief for the

loss of the kind and lovinghusbandand father who was

ever mindful for their welfare and thoughtful for their

happiness; and further be it

Resolved, That we drape our charter for a period of
sixty days, and a cpoy of these resolutions be sent to

the family of the deceased , spread upon our records,

and be published in the " Motorman and Conductor.

RALPHW. SAGE ,

ARTHUR E. SHANDUW ,

BERT WILSON ,
Resolution Committee

LATE BRO. WILLIAM WALLACE

Div. No. 103, Wheeling, W. Va.

By Division No. 109, Victoria, B. C.

Whereas, Our Heavenly Father in his alvine

wisdom has seen fit to entter the home of Bro .

Geo. Dinsley and take from it his beloved son ;

therefore be it

Resolved , That we the officers and members

of Division 109, in regular meeting assembled,

express our heartfelt sympathy to Bros. Dins

ley and family in their sad bereavement; and

be it further

Resolved , That a copy of this resolution be

placed on the minutes of our association and

also be published in The Motorman and Con

ductor.

W. H. Gibson,

President.

R. A. C. DEWAR,

Fin , and Rec . Sec.

IN MEMORIAM

By Div. No. 103, Wheeling, W. Va.

Whereas, It has pleasedthe Ruler of the universe to

remove from this earthly sphere our late brother, William

Wallace, who died at his home in Elm Grove, w Va. ,

Saturday, September 10, 1910 ; and

Whereas, He was an earnest member and a painstak

ing officer of our organization for a number of years ,
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CITIZENS PASSENGER RAIN

SCENES IN HORSE CAR TIMES IN PITTSBURG, PA.

By courtesy of Bro. A. R. Jerling, of Division No. 85, the above picture is

presented to the readers of the Motorman and Conductor. It illustrates railroad

ing in horse car days upon the Citizens Passenger Railway between Fifth Ave.

and 47th St., connecting what was then Lawrenceville with Pittsburg proper. It

is now all Pittsburg. The system was a part of what was later the Citizens

Traction Co. , with which it became an important part of the Consolidated Trac

tion system, now one of the underlying companies of the Pittsburg Railways Co.

The picture was taken in front of the Butler street car barn located at the en

trance to the Allegheny Cemetery. Prior to the installation of horse cars, there

was operated over a part of the line a passenger bus line. At least two of those

who drove upon the bus line have continued upon the system throughout its vari.

ous changes and are now in the employ of the Pittsburg Rys . Co. as conductors.

Bro. Jerling states that the pictures from which the cuts were made are the

property of Bro. John Ochsenhirt, one of the oldest car men at the Butler St.

barn, who dates his entry into the service during the horse car period. There is

much of interest and information relative to the earlier period of street railroading

in the narrative of Bro. Ochsenhirt as recorded by Bro. Jerling. It is given as

follows :

Pioneer Street Railroading as Told by Bro. Ochsenhirt of Div. 85.

" I was conductor at the time the picture was taken. I was standing on the

platform of old No. 9 talking to my driver, " Blinky ” Gordon, when some fellows

came along with a photographic outfit, so we decided to have our pictures taken .

You know, in those days no uniforms were worn, just plain citizens' clothes, no

caps or badges. Some time later we got a badge to pin on our coat. I cannot

remember the exact time. Some of the boys objected to wearing the badge, at

least it appeared so to me. My driver was off three days or more, and I could

see no other reason than that he did not want to wear a badge. Objections were

made when the company installed the bell punch . The punch was shåped 'some

thing like a pistol. Wehad no registers. Trip slips were used . These slips had

sixty fares or numbers, thirty on the top and thirty on the bottom row. Each

fare, when collected , was punched, and the bell on the punch would indicate that

the number on the slip was cancelled.

We made nine trips per day. We had three teams,and made three trips with

each team . There were no swings , no trippers, no changing on the street. If

you took a car out of the barn in the morning you brought it in at night. I took

No. 9 out in the morning, and brought it in at 9:15 p. m. We had to clean our

car, both in and outside, after we had completed our day's work. The conductor

would deduct from the proceeds of the day, for driver $1.70 per day, conductor

$1.85 per day. Of course, on Saturday nights, when trafic was heavier, we made

an extra trip and received 50 cents for this trip . This was somewhat better than

a few years prior to my entering the service, when some of the men worked six.

teen hours and forty minutes for $1.60 per day.

“ There were twenty cars on this line, with an extra list of about ten men ,

first at the barn to be first out. I remember quite frequently the extra men

would sleep at the barn to get the first turn , provided one of the regular men

would lay off . The dispatcher had nothing to do with filling the run for the
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day. When the driver took a day off he would choose who was to work in his

place, and when the conductor laid off he chose the man who should work with

the driver. This was changed later, and it came about it this way : When we

began to mingle, to unite, some of the extra men refused to join . Of course we

gave them a freeze out. When a man laid off, we chose an extra who had joined

the K. of L. The non -unionists appealed to the company and a working board

was adopted, giving the dispatcher power to fill runs.

" It would take one hour and twenty minutes for a round trip .

“ There wasn't much detention with the horse cars. If a wagon would break

down I would throw the broom under the wheel, throw the car off the track and

run around the wagon. The same way was pursued in case of fire. I remember,

one time, the hose was across the track at 13th Street. We went down 12th

Street to Liberty, and out 14th Street to Penn Avenue. So, you see we were

not detained very much at any time.

" The horse cars were partially supplanted by the cable cars in 1889. They

did not abandon the horse cars altogether. I ran a horse car as a night car until

1896.

" I entered the street car service October 10th , 1882 , as a conductor. Late in

the fall of 1883, I began driving a night car. The driver had full charge of the

car. When collecting fares he would lay the lines of the horses over the brake

staff and go inside of the car and collect the fares.

" The cable system, with its many drawbacks and disadvantages, was of short

duration, perhaps seven years. Almost as soon as the dispatcher had sounded

the gong for the last cable car to leave, I would make my appearance with the

horse car as a ' night car. I ran this night car after the electric service was in:

stalled until March, 1899 , when I went to work for 'the Pittsburg Express Com

pany for one year. From this I went back to the night car again. Out of the 28

years in street car service I have spent 26 years on night cars."

The photo represented in the left corner of the above picture shows Bro.

Ochsenhirt as he is today.

Fraternally yours ,

A. R. JERLING,

Butler Street Barn,

Pittsburg , Pa.

A. R. Jerling, of Division No. 85, Pittsburg ,

Pa., whose picture appears above, delegate

to the coming A. F. of L. Convention to be

held in November, at St. Louis, Mo. The

selection of a delegate from Division No. 85

to represent the Iron City Central Trades

Council in the coming American Fed

eration of Labor Convention is by no

means inappropriate . Division No. 85. can

well claim to be the father of the Iron City

Central Trades Council. It was by resolu

tion of Division No. 85 that the council

came into existence, and by which there was

established within the Pittsburg labor move

ment an A. F. of L. central union. Brother

Jerling has given much thought to econom

ics and is an avowed advocate of equal rights

in the interest of women. He advocates that

no man should be distrustful of the good

sense of his mother, wife or sister when it

comes to voting and taking part in govern

ment affairs. Neither has he any sympathy

for an industrial system that will bring one

child into the world under the lash of poverty

and another especially favored with the tra

ditional " silver spoon."." He believes they are

all entitled to the " silver spoon" and his

efforts in legislation in the A. F. of L. Con

vention will be along that line.

LOCAL EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER

A. R. JERLING.

Division : No. 85, Pittsburg, Pa.

The Iron City Central Trades Council of

Pittsburg, Pa. has selected Board Member

A most gratifying effect of every en

deavor of the association to organize the

unorganized is illustrated by the increase

in wage compromises offered to quiet the

spirit of organization . But the unfortunate

feature is that such manifestations come in

small quantities and only to a few of the

older in the service .
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BUSINESS AGENT FOR CONGRESS.

Pittsburgh , Pa . - Division No. 85 is aroused.

Our business agent, Bro. J. J. Thorpe, is a

candidate for Congress. It will not be our

fault if he is not elected .

We have nearly two thousand conductors,

one on the rear end of every car operated in

Allegheny, Washington and Beaver counties.

From now on, we are going to take the liberty

to boom our candidate and see that every voter

in the thirty - first congressional district knows

that we want him to vote for J. J. Thorpe for

Congress.

Who went to the front when President MC

Kinley called for troops to uphold the honor
of the United States ? It was such men as

our business agent, J. J. Thorpe. He was

facing Spanish bullets where it took men of
mettle and courage. The average James

Francis Burke was not there. There was too

much danger.

A man who will offer his life for his coun

try cannot go far wrong in protecting its

interests in Congress. That's what we are

going to tell the voters of the thirty - first con

gressional district of Pennsylvania .

Who came back from fighting the battles of

his country , like Cincinnatus of old , and took

up the cause of the people, after a victorious

life on the battlefield ? The man who faced

the bullets. That is what we are going to tell

every passenger who rides with us who votes

in the thirty - first district.

Had it not been for just such men as J. J.

Thorpe there would be no privilege to vote in

the thirty-first or any other district for the
most of us.

We have sickened of voting for government

of the people by and for the U. S. Steel
Trust, and we are going to vote for J. J.

Thorpe and a government of, for any by the
people. We know J. J. Thorpe and we know

he's the right man for the people.

There is nothing unusual to report from

Division 85. We are progressing.

But there is one thing about Division 85

that I have never yet seen recorded. That is,

that so far as I know, the Pittsburg street

railway men are the oldest body of organized

street railwaymen in the country , as a con

tinuously organized body of men. We were

first organized in the year 1885. We have with

us today members who were among those

pioneers. That was 25 years ago. From that

date to the present, continuously , organization

has existed, and from that movement has de

veloped our present Local of over 3,000 mem

bers. The institution of Division 85 was

brought about at a meeting of Local 2126 , K.

of L., at a meeting held on the night of May

27, 1897, by resolving in the meeting to change

our policy of organization from that of the

K. of L. to the more modern A. F. of L. trade

union, by relinquishing from the K. of L.

after we had affiliaed with the A. F. of L.

There was no cessation in the organization.

Is there another local of street and electric

railwaymen that antedate us, If there is, let

us hear from her. P. CHIZZLEWIT.

he didn't think there was time for any toasts,

as Bro. Meutzer was so full of Dutch songs

thathe simply had to getsome of them out,

and Bro . Schaeffer looked so hungry that if

he didn't soon get his supper he wouldn't

dance that sailor's hornpipe he promised to
dance. Earl Grady wanted to sing at the ta

ble, but a threat of banishment from the table

by the toastmaster quieted him .

Bro. Jas. Delaney insisted on talking too

much at the table and the toastmaster had
the unpleasant duty of calling him down.

Bro. Joe Chiango said he would rather eat

olives any time than sugar -plums, and all had
to hustle or get left on the olives .

Jno. Hudock weighed 101 pounds when he

sat down, but he had so much ice cream and

cakethat three of us had to lift him from

the table.

After supper we adjourned to the parlor to

resume the musical entertainment. Of course

Bro. Meutzer started things going by singing

his favoritesong entitled," High, Leigh,High,

Lo !" and all joined the chorus. Bros. Christ

Noble and Jas. Colihan did some fancy clog

dancing . Ernest Metz then rendered a violin

solo, atfer which as an encore Bros. Metz and

Gaughan played a violin duet on the one in

strument.

Then we had an old - fashioned square dance

by Bros. Edwards, Delaney, O'Gara , Meutzer,

Hepner, Grady, Schoppie and Felix Lorch.

Jack O'Gara gave us an Irish love song . Bro.

Schaeffer stuffed himself so full at the table

that all he could do was sit and laugh.

Grant Kehler , or " shorty ," the man of all

work around this famous hostelry, was next
with a solo, " America , " and all joined in the

chorus. Bro. Soverino says he would like to

have chicken and waffles once a week . Bros.

Manney and said the chicken ran a little

short.

Bros. Collhan , Acornley and Schoppie were

the committee on arrangements and did their

work well.

At 11:30 p. m. a vote of thanks was extend.

ed to Mr. Keller, and we left for our homes.

By the kind consent of our management, the

12:30 car from Shamokin ran through to Mt.

Carmel with us.

Here is hoping these good times come more

often, as they create a more brotherly feeling

amongst all of us. XI Y. Z

WANT PANAMA EXPOSITION .

ENJOY MUTUAL ENTERTAINMENT.

Yt. Carmol, Pa . — Tuesday evening, Sept. 13,

twenty - five members of Division 421 journeyed

to Weigh Scales, a suburb of Shamokin , and

put up at the State Road hotel, where an elab
orate chicken and waffle supper was served.

The party was chaperoned by Bros. Al. Ed

wards and Jas. Delaney, and left here on the

6:30 p . m . car. Arriveing at Weigh Scales, we

proceeded to makemerry. Bros. Gomer Will

liams and Jas. Collhan presided at the piano,

Arthur Gaughan the violin , and Geo. Lerch

the cornet. Some very good selections were

rendered. When supper was announced we

proceeded to the dining room , where we sat

isfied the inner man.

Mine host, Ezra Keller, certainly exceeded

his former best efforts in our layout. Every

thing seasonable in the way of “ eats" was on
the festive board. Bro. Al. Edwards was elect

ed toastmaster and placed at the head of the
table . In a few well chosen remarks he said

New Orloans, LA . - The Labor Day demon.

stration in our city was a decided success.

That the parade was not as long as in prev
ious years we can attribute to the hot spell

that was passing over our city. Our parade

was unique in its nature. Bankers and busi
ness men occupied carriages in the parade

President McCloskey, of the Railway Com

pany, occupied one of the carriages, displaying

a large badge. A picnic was given at the City
Park race track . President John Stadler of

Division No. 194 was selected as orator of the

day and delivered a befitting address. Dan

cing was indulged in by themembers of or

ganized labor and their families until early

morning.

The Railway Company is contemplating a
change of route with some of its lines . Our

city is built lengthwise with the river, and

cars come from both ends to the center, and

some lines turn in and out in their routes to

form a kind of a crosstown line. As the city

is spreading out the people feel the necessity

of more crosstown lines and tostraighten out

some of the lines to have a direct run to the

business center. This will cause the merging

of different lines that work independent ofone

another. Some lines will be made shorter,

while others will be lengthened . This will

cause some men who hold seniority on one line

to be placed on another etc. Ag we have

precedent in such cases we are not anticipat

ing any serious hitch if the contemplated plan

is carried out.
The company has started work on the Lake

Shore line that will connect the west end with

Spanish Fort. This line will be along the site

of the proposed Panama Exposition. Our city

is working hard for that desired end.

P. D
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ORGANIZE THE TEAM DRIVERS.
interest one another and that teamstore

could be prevailed upon to assist us in avoid

ing accidents. In turn, we could help them get

better wages and better working conditions.

Let us getthe Central Labor Union organizing

committee after the team drivers, and if we

all help we can soon get them organized.

I would make mention of the fact that one

of the first men to go to the paymaster for his

back pay, after it was secured through the

organization for him, was one of those fellows

that will not wear a union button, but willing

and anxious to get something for nothing.

Brothers, we want every one of you to get

out at the next meeting so you may pick your

candidates for office for the coming year.
A regrettable accident recently occurred

which is unexplainable and in which one of our

esteemed members, Bro. Walter Aston , lost his

life. Bro. Aston was motorman upon a passen

ger car which was being followed by a work

car. The men on the work car saw Bro. Aston

fall from the car . When he was picked uphe

was unconscious and lived but a few hours, his

skull being fractured. Although working here

but a short time, he was highly respected .
COR.

Hartford , Conn . - Business has let up a little

for the present with Division No. 425. The

summer rush is over ; also most of the ball

games and the fair . Last of all, but not least,

our wage question is settled. Conferences and

arbitration in this latter affair were long and

tedious but the result is worth the effort.

In the early spring, conferences were taken

up with the company for an increase of wage.

We were then on a fourteen year scale rang

ing from 21 to 25 cents per hour. We asked

for 30 cents per hour flat rate . This was re

fused but, as a compromise, the company

posted a new wage rate ranging from 2142
to 26 cents upon a five - year scale. This was

an increase of from 72 cent to 1 cent per hour.
It was not satisfactory. Conferences were

continued to a point where it was assured that

no mutual agreement could be obtained , when
arbitration was agreed upon . In the arbitra

tion , we were associated with other locals of

the association working for this company, the

Conneticut Consolidated.

The work of preparing for arbitration con

stituted not a small job, but we have finally

reached the award, which will be the wage

that will prevail until June 1 1912 and dates

back in effect to June 1, 1910. The awarded

rate is :

First year service men, 21 % cents per hour.

Second year service men , 2242 cents per
hour.

Third year service men , 23 cents per hour.

Fourth year service men, 2412 cents per

Fifth year service men , 26 cents per hour.
hour .

Thereafter, 27 cents per hour.

This is an average increase of from % cents

to 2 cents per hour over our former wage rate

and it is an increase of from 14 cent to 1 cent

per hour over the compromise rate posted by
the company. The latter, of course, is the

fruit of arbitration and the whole is the re

sult of organization as , had we had no organi

zation here, we would have received no in

crease whatever.

Now , I wish to hand a few suggestions to
our members. We have learned lesson

through this arbitration. One of the import

ant points coming to us is that the receipts

and expenses of the company figure in fixing

wages by arbitration . There is no need in

trying to evade this point. It has a strong

bearnig and the better results that can be

shown to attain to the company, the better is

the chance of getting an increase. Now, this

being the fact, it is as important to us that

the business of the company is of the fullest

it is possible to make it in the way of accru

ing profit. It is important to our own interest

that the company shall get every nickle that

it is possible to get hold of and turned in .

Another feature is the question of accidents .

The less accident expense there is, the more

money there is for an arbitration board to pull

from to give to us. All accidents do not occur

with motormen but it seems most of them do,

so there is a place where the motorman can

assist by using every endeavor to 'avoid acci

dents . It is a matter of fact that we employes

are interested in these questions. We are go

ing after another increase in wage a year from

next spring. The present rate is not what we

shouldhave. Again , it reaches over too much

time. It does not take a motorman or conduc

tor five years to become efficient. Neither does

it take him two years to make an employe who

should receive the highest wage rate, and it

should be one point to work to, to do away

with this discrimination
. The highest rate we

are getting is not too much for the man re

ceiving the lowest pay, and it has come to a

point where we have got to get this out of the

receipts of the company. Let us be able to

show a year from next spring that we are en

titled to more wages and that the company is

well able to pay it. We cannot do that unless

we give the very best service there is in us

and ever keep in mind that we are interested

along that line.

I believe if we could prevail upon the team

drivers of this city to organize and get into

the labor movement, we could show a mutual

PURPOSES ARE MANY.

Colorado Springs, Col.-- Tourist season is

almost over.

Bro. Frank says no more hand - brakes for

him.

Some of those " owl cars " are hard to man

age on Saturday nights.
Quite a number of motormen and conduc

tors are taking their vacation .

Some new men are being employed, which is

something unusual here at this time of year.

New electric switches are being installed

by the company .

Bros. Ware and Middleton have gone back

to Missouri for their winter vacation .

Motorman Geo. Brown has accepted a posi.

tion with the Yule Marble Co. at Marble, Col.

He left for his newpost of duty Sept. 16.

Bro . Beals took unto himselfa life partner

Sept. 15 . May their pathway through life be
strewn with roses, on whose stems no thorns

do grow ,

Mrs. Kent, wife of Bro . J. B. Kent, has just

undergone a serious surgical operation , but is

getting alongnicely.

Conductor Stigenwalt has returned from a

business trip to New Mexico and is at work

again .

Bro . Ellis Henry is in St. Louis for the win

ter.

Too much , time should not be made up in

starting a car.
Those electric switches are nice when it is

storming.
Bro . A. N. Henry , of the " shed force," had

the misfortune to drop a motorone his foot,

causing a painful accident and a loss of sev
eral weeks' time.

Conductor Buchanan has gone back to Mis

souri to spend the winter at his old home.
Bro. Ambrose has taken his leave of absence

for the winter to attend college.

Conductor Blunt, who has been on his farm

down in Missouri for several weeks, is at work

again .

Alady from the east who had been travel

ing in the west for some time, remarked re
cently that the one thing she saw in her

travels that pleased her most was the Union

Printers' Home located at Colorado Springs,

the only one of its kind in the world. It was

also contended that if other unions would do

likewise people would have more faith in the

cause . We agree that the " Home" has done

and is still doing great things for its mem

bers, but there are many other unions that are

also accomplishinga great deal, though it may

be along different lines .

The purposes of the union are many. The

mutual aid and benefit feature 18 secondary to

the protective purpose, which is to secure the

most favorable conditions of labor that can be

obtained . This includes efforts to raise wages

and to prevent their fall, reduction of hours

of labor and the regulation of overtime work

and many other difficulties which arise in the

complicated relations of labor and capital.

IRIS .
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LABOR DAY. PARADE BEST

STRATION .

DEMON

East St. Louis , Iul. - Division No. 125 is still

on the map and is doing a little business every

second and fourth Thursday of each month .
Our membership were pleased to see ir the

front page of the Motorman and Conductor for

last month the splendid likeness of Bro. Wm.

B. Fitzgerald. Bro. Fitzgerald needs no intro

duction to Division 125. He, with Bro. Berher,

will long be remembered for their earnest and

faithful efforts in our behalf just about one

year ago. They secured for us our present

agreement, which increased our wages to 25

cents per hour.

Severalofour brothers are on the sick list.

Bros. Ruffin , Carr and Walker were reported

sick at our last meeting and their names given

to the sick committee .

It is rather late to speak of Labor Day , but

will just say, if it has been rumored around

up in your neck of the woods that Labor

parades are gradually dying out, you would

have thought differently had you been here on
that date. The car men made a good show

ing, as did the other trades and crafts. We

not only had a number of nice floats in the

line of march, stating fair firms and goods,
but we also had carriages carrying banners

displaying the names of unfair firms and their
products, some of which were : the Central

Shoe Store, Regent Pant Co. of East St. Louis,

and the Loose Wiles Bakery, of St. Louis, Mo.

We are sorry to report the horrible accident

that occurred on the Illinois Traction System

a few days ago near Staunton, Ill . , where 36

lives were blotted out, without scarcely a mo

ment's warning, and a number of others seri

ously injured . From present reports this acci

dent seems to have been caused by the failure

of one crew to understand their orders. Let

this occurrence be a warning to our brother

members who are operating under dispatchers'

orders. Be doubly certain and sure you under

stand your orders before leaving the operator,

and then , understanding them, don't fail to

carry them out as directed.

Division No. 125 is planning to replenish its

somewhat depleted treasury by giving a ball

on the 5th of November. The committee on

arrangements, Brothers McNutt, Benton and

W. Schlensker, are hustlers and are doing all

in their power to make it a success. Several

of the merchants and business men here have

given prizes for the occasion ; so , Brother

Editor, if you feel that you would enjoy your

self at such a gathering, come down . ( How

much ? ) G. W. C.

to work he was omployed as chief lineman here
for a number of years and had a host of

friends among the brothers.

Brothers Starr, C. c . and Tift R., are con

templating moving to the farm in the near
future.

Bro. C. C. Winter and the dog catcher have

ceased friendship toward one another, as the

latter caught the conductor's dog and it cost

the sum of one dollarbefore he could get it.

As the bow-wow did not weigh more than three

pounds, the brothers think it very expensive

meat.

J.A. Harvey and T. C. Moore were elected

delegates to the state convention at Hamilton ,
Ohio .

Last fall, by their support, the brothers of

this local succeeded in electing Bro. Thomas

Bannon township constable . This year our

worthy president, R. A. Sauce, is in the race

for county recorder on the Democratic ticket.

Let us rally to his support, regardless of pol
itics , and we can elect him .

Bros. A. Hewitt and Fred Cole grew tired of
living a single life, and both of them made

propositions to the fair sex , which were ac

cepted. The local extendscongratulations and

wishes them long and happy lives.

During the past the conductors have had

several thousands of dollars of their own

money in use , buying tickets to be sold to the

people who ride on the trolley cars. Many

times our committee tried to get the company

to furnish them , and what was not sold during

the day to be checked off when the day's re

ceiptswere turned in . The company has now

agreed to do this after October 1, 1910.

J. E. L.

ARBITRATION ADVANCED THE WAGE.

in

Now Havon , Conn.-- Again I trust to the

good will of the editor for appearing this

month our association publication. He

knows perhaps, whyIdo not get space every

month, but I am going to waive disappoint

ment and take this chance of getting into

print.

We have received advice of the award in our

recent wage arbitration , and I feel that we

have wona victory, as we got more wages.

Our wage was increased from 14 to 142 cents

per hour over the offer made previous to arbi

tration by the company.

Our baseball team this season has made &

glowing record, winning 19 out of 20 games.
The club of the Springfield local took one trick
from us. Bro. Tom Cook had 103 strike- outs

for the season , and Jack Carrick had but one

error. Hewill have a try -out on the state

league next season .

Division No. 281 will have a team on the polo
game this winter. Bro. Martin Green will be

the captain .

Much credit is due our joint conference

board in the conduct of the recent conferences

and arbitration which led to our increase in

wage, and special mention is made of the work

ofBro .Chas. Minnix ,who is chairman of the

joint conference board . Bro . Minnix will be a

candidate for mayor of New Haven next year

and it will not bea surprise to the people it he

is elected

C. P.

COMPANY WILL SUPPLY TICKETS.

WON THE CUP.

Youngstown , 0 ,—The many improvements
on the city and suburban tracks the past sum

mer have helped in giving better runs for the
brothers to work .

Times are changing and the life on a street

car is not the easiest way to earn a living, as

some think . During the year we had one death ,

many cases of sickness and some injured due
to service on trolley cars. One of our most

efficient motormen , who has served the com

pany for nine years , has lost his mind and
his days among us as a brother are past. It

seems hard , but it is true ; and when we ask

an increase of wages, so we can live and lay

aside a small sum of money, that we will not
have to work a lifetime in order to support

ourselves and our family, we are told that

profits are not enough to pay the extra amount.
I ask in a fair-minded way to you union

brothers, does this look reasonable, when you

will find that it is the employer only that is

getting rich ?

Bro. McBride and wife have the sympathy

of the local in losing their only son by death.

Little children , like blooming flowers, are

light and cheerful when in their infancy and

are sadly missed when taken away.

Bro. Shimmel, who was suddenly called away

on account of the death of a near relative, has

returned and is at work again.

The local sympathizes with the family of

Thomas Cribbons, who was killed in Cleve

land, O. , by falling from a telephone pole while

at work there. Previous to going to Cleveland

Vancouver, B. C. - Pioneer Division No. 101

can report progress in the line of football. Our

boys are doing pretty well. They have won a

cup given by the Labor Council. They are

certainly a lively bunch of kickers.

By the time you read this, we shall have

gotten our social and concert under way. It is

a return entertainment, and we are going to

try and equalize with our contemporaries in

New Westminster. I do not think we can

beat them , as they are a bonnie bunch of lads.

However, October 11 will tell the tale .

Don't you think it is a grand thing to have

social entertainment between locals ? It seems

to fostor good feeling and incidentally gets the

boys acquainted with the ladies - God bless

'em. P. C.
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We

President W. F. Healy , of the C. L. U. , is

suffering a decline in health ' this summer and

is going to a sanitarium . We are about to run

a little benefit dance on September 15 to help

him out. We have 4,500 tickets out and will

sell them easy at 25 cents ach . Every one

should take one. expect а successful

affair .

We have got our seats for motormen . The

boys like them alright.

Remember the day of meetings - second and

fourth Tuesdays of each month.

Now, we have not got all we want in the

way of good wages. We will try again , per

haps another year. In the meantime, it is up

to us to render a service that will warrant us

in asking more wages when the time comes.

BILL DEMPSEY.

COMPANY LOSES $ 6,000 MY ARBITRA

TRATION.

Springfield , Mass. - After three months, and

many conferences with the officials ofour com
pany upon a new wage scale, the officials came

across with a 22 to 27 cent proposition and

urged our committee to take it before the mem

bers and recommend its acceptance. The scale

was accepted by us, the board of directors of

the New England Investment & Security Co.

turned it down. In so doing, they turned down

the president of the company . The final out

come was an agreement to arbitrate. Arbitra

tors were chosen . We selected ex -Senator Wm.

P. Hayes. That our choice was a wise one is

proven by the outcome of the arbitration. The

company selected Mr. E. C. Foster, of New

York, a former railway man, but now a civil

engineer. Mr. Chas S. Hamlin was selected as

chairman of the board. He is a prominent

Boston attorney .

G. E. B. Member W. B. Fitzgerald was our

counsellor. He had been on the job several

months working with our committee, President

P. J. O'Brien, Financial Secretary M. J. Hen

nessey and C. L. U. President W. F. Healy of

Division No. 448, International Vice President

J. H. Reardon , Peter Rooney and John Broder

ick, of Division No. 22, Worcester, Mass. These

were the gentlemen who had negotiated with

the officials of the company through the many

previous conferences and to whom high praise
ano credit is due.

Several weeks of previous work produced

over1,000 pages of typewritten evidence which

could not be gotten away from. Our side was

well prepared .

Bro. W. B. Fitzgerald conducted our case be

fore the board of arbitration with much credit

to himself. The hearing was in Boston, so it

was impossible for many of us to attend, much

as we should have been pleased to do so. The

company was represented by Attorney C. H.

Bosworth. (Award appears in another column. )

The award cuts the scale down one year in

reaching the maximum. It costs the company

over $ 6,000 per year more than the 22 to 27

cent proposition which the directors turned

down, which shows that the manager of the

company was a far better judge as to what was

to the company's good than the directors were.

The officials could have settled to have saved

that $ 6,000 per year, and also saved the ex

pense of arbitration.

Every man in each class now gets 15 cents

per day over the old rate and the sixth year

men get 2742 cents per day over former rate.

Ot our last meeting, we received a letter

from Mr. Chas. S. Hamlin, donating his ser

vices as chairman of the arbitration board. We

were pleased with this show of kindness,

which is in keeping with the reputationof this
man of large affairs. We were also favored

with the presence of Hon. Wm. P. Hayes, who

gave us an interesting talk on the proceedings
of the arbitration. He paid a high tribute to

the members of our committee and our coun

sellor, G. E. B. Member W. B. Fitzgerald . The

sentiment of our meeting was strong for Mr.

Hayes, and all felt it was doubtful where we

would have gotten off at if we had not had him

as our man on the board. In appreciation of

his services, he was unanimously made an hon

orary member of Division No. 448.

Executive Board Member John Miller, our

Palmer representative, is getting along with

his political duties as one of Palmer's select

menand is making good. Bro . Dunn, as license

commissioner, is also measuring up to a high

standard.

Bro. Daugherty, of Palmer, who met with a

bad accident lastyear, has had much trouble

with its effects . He has been very ill and not

expected to live, though later reports are more .
favorable.

Bro. E. L. Bohanon and F. L. Mathes are at .

sanitariums being treated for tuberculosis.

They are reported improving.

We have, at the barn, at the side of the pay

window, a donation box, where each pay day

small contributions are made towards a relief

fund to enable the brothers, such as may be in

need, to receive help from this source aside

from regular sick benefits .

SALUTES CANADIAN T. & L. CONGRESS.

Winnipeg , Man . - Division No. 99 salutes the
Canadian Trades and Labor Congress in

acknowledgment of the wonderful good that

orgar ion is doing for labor throughout the

Dominion . The Congress appeals for patron

age of the labor papers, urging that through

the labor press we can keep in touch with the

various movements on legislation and be pre

pared to promote or defeat measures as our

interest may direct. Another great work of

the Congress is the enthusing of the purpose

on part of the members of organized Tabor to

purchase union label goods. We should re

member that by patronizing the label we are

assisting an element of the labor movement

which needs our assistance and the kind of

assistance that helps us by strengthening our

own cause. Another effort of the Congress is

to send direct representatives of our interests

to the Legislature rather than send representa

tives who are such faithful henchmen of those

who are our task masters.

Matters are quiet herein street railway cir

cles. Our members are looking forward to

the long, dolary winter with cheery optimism .

We are adding to ourranks every day. - In fact

we have almost all the sheep within the fold .

The bricklayers here werelocked outby the

Builders ' Association because they stood pat

on a matter of union principle. We are pleased

to report that they came out victorious.

The Canadian Northern carmen, who have

been out on strike since last July, returned to

work this week .

Our members were delighted to hear of the

amicable settlement in Toronto. We were

watching the developments there very closely.

Cupid's victims for the month are Bros. Matt

White, J. Dowling, B. Ferguson, J. Casford,

Chas. Kennedy and J. Priest, and the supply is

not yet exhausted.

The story has visited the homes of Bros. H.

Canton , Frank Dowding and W. Aitken .

Brothers Kelleen, Simonean and Wilkinson

are yet effectively dodging the darts of Cupid.

We welcome back to work, after serious ill

ness, Brothers Snyder, J. Williamson, J. Gib

son , J. Ward and J. Tartar.

Please remember that there is a cigar fac

tory in Winnipeg that has declared for " scab "

labor. Call for cigars from a union label box

and you will not be patronizing this factory.

Our sympathy goes out to our president in

his recent bereavement. BOREALIS.

WATCHING COLUMBUS STRIKE.

Jackson , Mich .-- We are watching the

Columbus strike here. Bro . Fred Fay, a mem

ber of our Lobal No. 111 , is in charge of that

strike, and we hope he wins. He will, if the

boys stick to him .

President Fred Hamlin gave us a good re

port of the Muskegon convention at our last

meeting . Jackson landed the secretaryship of

the Mich gan F. of L. That wasn't so bad.

Bros. Jas Henley was elected . He is a good

man . We believe he will put some life into

the state body.

Our company is not paying interurban

wages on the Grass Lake Division . We are

entitled to it. President Hamlin had better

touch them up a little. We are not getting

what is coming to us until we get it. It is

time that line was placed in its proper wage

class. BAXTER

0
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BIENNIAL OUTING. Bro. James McVeigh displayed one of our

advertising plates at the Academy of Music

picture show , and it was a very good ad. for

our outing.

The committee in charge of the arrange

ments was as follows : Samuel Vredenbergh ,

William Archer, Adolph Abel, Thomas Murray,

A. Ruben , A. Dixon and W. C. De Witt.

ORGANIZATION BRINGS RESULTS.

Nowburgh, X. 1 - The second biennial dance

and outing of Div . 388, held at Orange Lake

Park Sept. 16, like it predecessor of two years

ago, passes into history as a great social and

financial success. A large crowd attended the

festivities during the afternoon and the at
tendance in the evening was probably the

largest night crowd that has gathered at the

lake since the former trolleymen's dance and

outing.

Thelarge skating rink was transformed into

a dancing pavillon . Collins' full orchestra dis

coursed delightful music from a platform

erected in the center of the hall. The big

skating rink was crowded to its capacity dur

ing the evening, and between six and seven

hundred couples were dancing most of the

time.

A first -class vaudeville entertainment was

going on all evening. Two exceptionally good

singers were on the platform with the orches

tra and sang with the music and dancing, and

it made a great hit with the dancers.

The only thing that happened to mar the

gaiety of the evening wasthe burning of the

balloon belonging to Prof. Frank Mineraly,

better known as " the King Bee of the Air."

Div. 388 had arranged for a balloon ascension .

The big gas bag was anchored in the lot south

of the park , and gasoline was used in inflating

it. In some waythe flames reached the can

vas and the whole top of the big bag was

destroyed . The accident greatly disappointed

the crowd that had gathered to watch Prof.

Mineraly's double parachute drop.

The car service was exceptionally good all

day, thanks to our members who handled the
cars and our general manager, Mr. F. S.

Berry , who was on his job ali afternoon and

evening to see that the car service was the

very best that he could give us. At times from

ten to eighteen cars could be seen following

each other, loaded with friends of the trolley

men going out to indulge in the event that

will long be pleasantly remembered by many .

Bro. F. Stabler sold the most tickets on the

Lander Street Division and Bro . W. Rogers

was far ahead on Broadway, but Bro . A.

Ruben put on exhibition his great popularity

by selling several hundred on the Walden line.

Bro. William Archer acted as our advertising

agent and his ability along that line attracted

the attention of the New York Hippodrome

people, and they have made him a very flat

tering offer as their advertising agent along

the Hudson River Valley.

President Samuel Vredenburgh made a very

efficient chairman of arrangements.

Bro. A. Dixon was stationed at the door to

collect tickets. He certainly was the right

man in the right place.

Brothers G. Garrison and A. Coleman , the

veterans of the Walden freight, did excellent

service in the coat room.

Bros. Adolph Abel and H. M. Townsend de

serve credit for getting the floor in splendid

conditione

Now Bochollo, N. Y - Local 498, or the boys

of the " old Huckleberry Road ," has never

been in so good shape, both financially and in

unity of membership.
Just a few words to show what united under

one banner has done for us. It has been three

years since we became organized . Previous to

that the wage rate was 18 cents per hour for

first year men and 20 cents per hour for all

over one year. On our becoming united the

Union R. Ř . Co. gave us an increase ; all first

year men got 21 cents per hour and all over

one year 24 cents per hour. Things ran along

smoothing for about a year, when the company

became bankrupt, the different divisions being

placed in the hands of receivers. All the lines

in the cities of Mt. Vernon and New Rochelle

were placed in the hands of one receiver and

their name changed from that of the Union

Railway Co. to that of the Westchester Elec

tric Railway Co.
Our chance came to make new demands in

June, 1910. Just then Local No. 490 of Yon

kers, N. Y., was out on strike, their demands

being the same as ours , namely : a flat rate of

30 cents per hour. After our demands were

made the casewas laid before Supreme Court

Judge Morchausser as to whether we should

get an increase. Judge Morchausser, not being

80 familiar with the conditions that exist in

this part of the state, referred the case to

Supreme Court Judge Martin J. Keogh , much

to our delight. The last mentioned judge is

the most popular in the state , having been

indorsed by both parties for a second term of

seven years.
Judge Keogh ordered an examination of the

accounts of this company, and having found

the road to be on a paying basis , he immedi

ately ordered an increase, all first year men to

get 23 cents per hour and all over one year

26 cents per hour. Although not all we wanted ,

it is a great change from the days when we

were only getting 18 cents .

Since wegot the raise in wage all the boys

are getting married. More of the trolley men

in New Rochelle have become benedicts this

summer than all the other class combined .

Our Mt. Vernon brothers are not so fortunate ,

somehow.

Bro. Lennon has just fitted up a new flat and

is about to take a partner,
Glen Island Line is in the lead .

Brothers Reilly and O'Connor were seen over

at Fennell's on Fourth avenue.
The stork visited the home of Bro. Black

burne and left a young conductor, I believe .

498 .

Division No. 477, Philadelphia , P. A. , in Line on Labor Day
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BROWN SYSTEM CONSIDERED. the payment of dues, It would be a poor in
vestment against a corporation . Our last dir

ficulty with the company proves that if they

intended to keep the barns locked up and wait
until one side or the other quit, the company

would have the best chance of winning. The

company has the bank roll , but when men are

fighting a just cause, right is might , especially
as supported by the Amalgamated Associa .
tion, as there is a mutual sympathy throughout

our membership that assures a considerable
bank roll to sustain strikes, but it is not lim

ited to the regular dues.

This local has started an agitation to abol

ish the running board on summer cars. Streets
are SO congested and narrow that it is a

menace to the conductors working upon open

cars.

The feeling between this local and the com

pany is at this time mutual. We trust it may

remain so .

At the last meeting,of our president and
executive board with Mr. Murphy, our man .

ager, he expressed a desire that we should

give him cause to change his mind on the

question of marriage. Delegate Le Fare will

please note thequery.

Ex-Member C. Lang, our former president,

is thinking very seriously of starting a danc

ing academy for the winter.

Brothers Flynn, Whalen and Davis are ex

pected to be at liberty very soon to take a

course of mud-bath treatment. COR.

A GOOD IDEA.

Scranton , Pa . — Division No. 168 has again

passed through a seige of arbitration. I have

reported heretofore upon this case, but that it

may be understood, will again state that four

employes here, two motormen and two con

ductors, were dismissed for being involved in

a collision . But little damage was sustained.

However, that did not obviate the violation of

rules by which it resulted. Of the men dis

missed , two were members of Division No. 168

in good standing, Brothers T. J. Wren and L.

F. Hart, Bro. Hart being financial secretary of
the local. At first the company dismissed

Wren and Hart outright, but gave the other

two 60 demerit marks.

By the way, I may as well explain that

this road operates under the “Brown system"

of discipline, in which, by accumulating 90

demerit marks, an employe dismisses himself.

While crews upon both cars were equally to

blame insofar as the award of the company

is concerned, by mutual practice which was

known to the company the non - union crew

was most to blame, as heretofore at this point

the crew occupying theswitch at which the

collision occurred, by mutual understanding,
protected the oncoming car . In this case they

did not do so, and Bros. Wren and Hart were

upon the oncoming car . It appeared to be
discrimination against the union men . Had

both crews been dismissed at once, no dis

crimination could have been held.

The company seemed to hold to its original

discipline in the case and Division No. 168

was forced to order the dismissal of the two
members of the association to arbitration .

Later on the company added 30 more demerits

to the record of the non-union crew and dis

misse them , presumably to evade contin

uance of the charge of discrimination .

Our arbitrators were President Steve Mc

Donald of the C. L. U. and Business Agent

Mike Kane of the Teamsters' Union. The

company chose as arbitrators Attorney Burke

and Mr. P. S. Coyne. These four could not

agree and finally ex - President John Mitchell

of the United Mine Workers was chosen as a

fifth arbitrator.

The impartial award handed down by Mr.

Mitchell speaks highly for him as a man who

• will take into consideration all points in such
cases. The award gave Bros. Hart and Wren

60 days' suspension, at the end of which they

must be replaced on their runs. I only wish

we had more men like John Mitchell in this

country . Workingmen would then get a square

deal. Mr. James Powell served as our attorney

and handled the case to perfection. This is

the third time Mr. Powell has been our counsel

in arbitration and in each instance we were

victorious.

The after effect of the arbitration is now

being felt. Letters of discipline are coming

out thick and fast for the slightest infraction
of the rules. I fear it will not be long before

we will be forced into another arbitration. It

seems there is only one side to this “Brown
demerit system . It is being exercised here

with а . vengeance. I would advise every

brother to make a minute record of the cause

of every one of these letters for future refer

ence, and it would not be a bad policy to give

a complete record into the hands of the secre

tary to be kept for possible future use .
PICKLAS POSTAS.

Pottsville, Pa.-"Oh , those Ohmer Regis .

ters !"

The Ohmer registers seem to be a great

favorite amongthe boys ( nit ) .

Who caused Kelly's downfall as a baseball

manager ? Ask Scotty .

Bro. Raatz spent a very pleasant week in
Pittsburg, Pa .

The sale of union made cigars at the meet

ings seems to be a very good idea , as we

noticed all the brothers present were smoking

them . Help a good cause along, brothers.

The carpenters and printers are still out.
Do not forget election day, brotherę. Get

busy ; think before you vote.

Mr. Dexter, our efficienttimekeeper and pay

master, has taken unto himself a better half.

Many happy days, and may your troubles be
little ones.

There is an old saying, “ The wolf is at the
door. " But I am very sorry to say that we

cannot get our Wolf near the door. Get after

him, brothers ; he would look better with a
union button on .

Stick to your union, brothers, and do not

listen to those false rumors, such as: " After

I am here a month or two you will find out

that we can get along just as well without the

union ." "Things at the present time look very
much as though we do not need any union . "

Roundy spent a very pleasant day at the

Berks county fair. WIDE AWAKE.

DETROIT DIGEST.

a

COMPANY HAS THE BANK ROLL.

Yonkers, N. Y-It was a source of much

pleasure to Local 490 that we showed up so

well in the list of contributions to the Phila

delphia strike, as reported in the last " M. & C."

We have the satisfaction of knowing that we

took quite an important part in that contest
and contributed well to the success of our

Philadelphia brothers. We have passed through

an eight- day strike since that time and came

out of the difficulty with reasonable success.

One would think that work of this kind would

create an optimistic feeling among trade union

communities, while there are those members

who always come out with that old remark,

" I pay my dues and that should be enough."

If the trade union was restricted solely to

Bro. H. A. Meeker represented Div. No. 26

at the State F. of L. Convention held recently

at Muskegon. He introduced proposed

center -aisle - for -summer -cars bill and secured

the pledge of the state body to push the meas

ure before the coming state legislature.

Our committee appointed to look after the

proposed M. U. R. franchise reported progress

at a recent meeting of the board. We pur

pose not to let any more non -union lines into
Detroit. We have one coming in from Toledo

upon which some 16 men enter the city. They

get the benefit of every wage increase secured

by Division 26, but are forced to remain out

of the local, they claim, on account of the
unfair Toledo company.

The committee instructed to deal with the

M. U. R. situation is composed of President

Chas . Mackey , Business Agent John Fraser

and Committeeman W. H. Jones. The com

mittee reports that the M. U. R , assumes to

be fair and has no objection to the organizing

of its employes . We will find that out first.

W. J. B.
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ORGANIZING TO INSTALL AUTOS.

Oolumbus, 0. - The strike continues, with

but little chance of an immediate settlement.

The central labor body of this city has had

several weekly meetings for the purpose of

devising ways and means of making the strike
a success. This body is composed of about

forty separate unions.

Much good has come from these meetings,
and among the things accomplished is the

movement started by which we are to meet

the onslaughts of the company, by competi
tion. A company is being formed to be known

as the Columbus Motor Car Co. Fifty -one per

cent of the stock will be owned by union labor.

This companywillrun auto busses and freight

THIRTEEN–Motorman

trucks all over the city. This company will

take care of both freight and passenger traffic.

Everything points to success.

The State Federation of Labor met on Sept.

21 and has resolved to give financial aid to

the proposition .

The scabs who have returned to work for

the company leaves the union in a better con

dition . The chaft is about all eliminated from

the wheat. In fact, we are in a better position

than at any time during the strike to fight the
company to the bitter end.

We have been up against our political

enemies of both parties from Governor Har

mon , a Democrat, and Mayor Marshall, a Re

publican, down. The strike demonstrates that

the fact that, as we haven't had control of the

political arm of the labor movement, that this

is the weakest part in our fight. We have

been up against special police, soldiers, injunc
tions and unfair courts and executives from

the beginning ,

The future looks bright for ultimate victory.
"538."

of the International Association and openly

invite the non-union men to organize and en

deavor to get them to organize and we will

assist in getting them an agreement. We

make this offer openly throughThe Motorman

and Conductor, and it should be an expression

of some confidence on our part in the fairness

of our company. We do not fear that we will

be persecuted by the management of this com

pany in participating in such an undertaking .

Fraternally yours ,

GEO. HOYT.

DOMINION LABOR CONGRESS GROWING

Toronto, Ont. - The grim reaper, Death , has

twice visited Division No. 113 in the past

month, taking from our midst two energetic

workers in the persons of Bro. W. J. Coleman
and Bro. Walter Long. We extend our sym

pathy to the families of both of our deceased

brothers.

At the regular meeting of the Division on

October 3, Bro. Robbins and Bro. Gibbons,

who were delegates to the Dominion Trades

Congress, gave a report of the proceedings of

the convention . It was gratifying to hear the

progress the Congress is making in this Do

minion , shoming an increase of 1,600 members

in the past year. The Amalgamated Associa

tion of Street and Electric Railway employes

was well represented , having a representative

from Vancouver, two fromWinnipeg, one from

Port Arthur and Fort William , two from To

ronto and one from Ottawa . These delegates

all worked in harmony and carefully scanned

all proposed legislation to see that the inter

ests of the Association were protected,

The mistake made by the member of the

Concilliation Board regarding pay for Sunday

work caused keen disappointment to a large

number of the members, but the true union

spirit of the members of Division No. 113 has

again , as on former occasions, asserted itself

and the membership is larger than at any time

in the history of the Division .

The members might make a better effort to

attend the meetings. There is no reason why

the regular men should not be present in lar

ger numbers at the night meetings, which are

held on the first Monday night in each month

at 8 p. m. , iņ Room 2, Labor Temple. Come

once and you will be sure to attend after

wards.

MAKES OFFER TO DIV. 26.

Albion , Hloh Division No. 362 is one of the

locals, the members ofwhich are employed by

the Michigan United Railways. We operate

the line between Jackson and Kalamazoo. We

recently received a communictaion from the

secretary of Division No. 26, our sisetr local in

Detroit, asking the attitude of this company

towards us as an organization ; also asking us

to give information as to the attitude in gen

eral of this company towards organized labor.

It seems the object is to prepare a contest

against our company getting rights to operate

in the City of Detroit, and to enter the City

of Detroit. Now we are willing to do any

thing we can to assist Division No. 26 or any

other local in defense against non-unionism.

The fact is that we have had a pretty hard

struggle to maintain our organization and we

are not surprised that the Detroit local looks

with suspicion upon this company. I believe,

however , that the people interested in this

company, or at least, the present directors ,

have no special feeling against organized la

bor at this time and I wish to openly advise

Division No. 26 to make a thorough investiga

tion before they enter a fight against the com

pany. We hold an agreement with the com

pany in conjunction with the Kalamazoo local

and we must admit that at present the com

pany is complying with that agreement to the

letter. This, however, does not guarantee that

the company is fair or that it would not take

advantage of the chance to keep one of its

roads non-union, but we believe there is no ob

jection on the part of the company to the or

ganizing of every road composing this system.

Our recommendation is , that Division No.

26 or the International should go ahead and

make the test and determinal the actual atti
tude of the company before attacking it. Go

on to the unorganized lines and give them an

opportunity to organize. Then, if the company

interferes or refuses to make a satisfactory

agreement with any newly organized employes,

we will agree with Division No. 26 that the

company is unfair.

We will openly make this offer to Division
No. 26 or to the International . We will fur

nish a member of Division No. 362 to go to

Lansing or Battle Creek with a representative

UNIONISM MEANS SOMETHING.

La Crosse, Wis . – Our regular meeting of

September 8 was very well attended , despite

the fact that we had a Wild West Show in

town and the boys had all worked hard during

the day and evening .

Our members should all strive to attend the

meetings. Get the habit, boys, and you will
find it easy . I am glad to report that there

are a good number who look forward to meet

ing night and really enjoy themeetings. There

would be more of this kind if they would get
the habit.

This uniform means something, as we have
all seen . We have a very good agreement

now and will get a better one next time by

being faithful memebrs.

Division 519 made its first showing in the

annual Labor Day parade this year . President,

Masterson carried the banner, with Brothers

Sweeny and Darling as color guards. Then

came Brothers Allen , Dopson, Fred Goede, Ferd

Goede, Graf, Franklin, Mekvold, White, Stal

der, Johnston, P. Johnston, Pegar, Deyo . Done

hower, Pfeiffer, Bruhnke, Seweyski, Blaschke

and Walker. They covered an entire block

and certainly made a fine showing.

There are a few brothers who are a little

slack in paying their dues. Get in line, boys,

and stay there. You never know when you

may need sick or accident benefits, and you

know you must be in good standing to receive
them.

Our next regular meeting will be on Satur

day, November 5 . All turn out and bring a

new member with you.

How about a dance soon ? A little more
money for the sick and accident fund would

come handy during the winter. Think it over .

519 .
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DIVISION NO. 302 PROGRESSING

Monominor, Mich ., and Marinette, Wis.
Like many other locals, Division No. 302 has

several members who attend but few meetings,

and some who never attend. They seem to pay

their dues alright and we cannot contradict

but what they are good stayers with the or
ganization. They seem to have a confidence

that everythingwill go O. K. and that the

organization will be guided to suit them by

those who do attend. This may be good policy

but if there is anything of advantage in meet

ings to come to the individual, they are losing
it. Again , they can look upon it with full

understanding that if the meetings are of

advantage to those who do attend they are not
so by any contribution to that end on their

part through their own attendance. Further,

ir they think the meetings are not of interest

to those who do attend, it is not generous for

them to stay away and thus withhold their
ability to make them of more interest. We

would like to see every nploye at the meet

ings regularly. Our meetings should be made

a place where we can intermingle in thought

and with mutual instruction to one another.

Let us attend just one meeting just once and

see how it willseem to have a full attendance,

and see if we cannot devise some means of

inducing us all to attend all future meetings.

Our financial secretary will be around the

first Wednesday of every month . Please do

not make it necessary for him to call upon you
more than once in a month for your dues. In

that way you will help greatly.

Bro. Fred J. Benicks has been disabled for a

month from a fall from his car, in which he

was badly bruised. He is rapidly recovering:

Bro. Louis N. Porter is off duty , afflicted

with rheumatism.

At our last meeting we took in seven appli
cants . We have a greater membership at this

time than any previoustime during the period

of our organization and we have been organ

ized for nine years.

NO. 302 .

still in existence and is a very healthy propo

sition and intends to maintain as one of the

active units of the Amalgamated Association,

a place she has retained for some 14 years .

Our former president and secretary, Bros.

Ed. Duckworth and A. G. Rose respectively, re

signed their positions with the local and are

entering other occupations. We regret this

very much as they were both efficient officers

of the local as well as good workmen in the

employ of the company. Their resignations

necessitated the election of their successors.

Bro. Shaw was elected president and Bro. Shel

don as secretary to fill the vacancies.

At our last early meeting there was a pretty
good attendance . At the late meeting, how

ever, the attendance might have beenbetter.

We hope that hereafterwe may say of both

sessions what we say here of the first in re

spect to attendance.

The great Cotton Carnival, an annual event

in Galveston , has come and gone. It was a

period of work for our members and we con

gratulate ourselves in the way we handled the

enormous crowds that attended the carnival.

Not one serious accident was reported during

the entire period. If the “ old man" was with

us, we would have something in the shape of a

smoker or watermelon party to make us feel

that he appreciated the service. but Mr. Brad

ley is going in so much for economy, cutting

down expenses, that I am afraid there is noth

ing doing in that line this year. It may be,

however ,that Mr. Bradley is contemplating, a

little addition to our wage scale, which will be

more ofa substantial mark of appreciation

than a water melon party , We could use the

"mon " in our business. Possibly he is waiting

for us to ask him for it.

We will soon be after Bro. Davis to again

start something in the way of a dance. He

promised some time ago to get the Surf Bath

House for an occasion limited to motormen and

conductors and their friends. How about it,

Bro. Davis ?

Bro. Wells has returned from Houston and

taken a position with us again, and Bro . Mc

Ginty has returned to work after an absence of

two weeks on the sick list.

Bro. Greer's features are lighting up as he

sees a daylight run approaching.

Bro. Williams has returned to the farm .

0. K.

EXCITED FAVORABLE COMMENT.

Easton , Pa . - On September 2, the manage

ment of the Easton Transit Company gave its

second annual outing to its employes, motor

men , conductors and others, at Island Park .

The amusements at the park were free to em

ployes on that day, and a number of prizes
were offered in various contesting games.
The boat races were very interesting. The

single par race was won by Bro. Richard Bow
ers and the double oar race by Bros. Stametz
and Morrin.

A 100 yard dash was won by Bro . Ed. Weis

enberger, and Miss Emma Dauber waswinner
in the bean bag contest.

A ball game was played between the Amuse

ment andTrolley teams, the latter winning by

a score of 7 to 0; in fact, it was " easy money.

The 100 yard dagh for ladies was won by

Mrs. Earl Merwarth, while the egg race for

girls was won by Miss Helen Donovan.

On Labor Day, Division No. 169 had in line

in the Labor Day parade demonstration 57

members. I might suggest that some of our

day men who failed to appear in the parade

would do well to substitute therefor a parade

to the early meeting hereafter. The carpenters

had over 100 men in line. With all, it was a

successful demonstration . After the parade,

extra cars were sent out to handle the immense

crowds of people and we were all busy until

late at night as it was an ideal day,

Division No. 169 appreciated very much the

congratulations bestowed upon the members

by the public throughout the entire line of
parade.

Bro. Geo . Oren is improving from typhoid

fever.

Elmira , N. Y - Division No. 179 is now in
the most prosperous condition that it has been

in years. A special meeting was held recently

for the purpose of obligating 14 new mem

bers. Two applications were received. The

present membership is now 125 out of a pos

sible 145 men ' employed by the E. W. L. &

R. R. Company. On Labor Day practically

every member wore a neat badge from the

time the first car left the barn inthe morning

until the last one returned at night. These

badges were the cause of much favorable com

ment on the part of the public and were an

excellent advertisement for Division No. 179

and the labor cause.
Chairman C. 0. Pratt's recent visits to El

mira and his eloquent addresses before the

meetings held while he was here greatly en

couraged the men .
At th last regular meeting Bro. Neil D.

Cranmer, who will be a senior in Syracuse

University this fall, and who is fitting himself

for newspaper work , was unanimously chosen

press agent for Division No.179. Since his

electionhe has seen that the local papers were

given official Information of the doings of

Division No. 179, in order to put a stop to the

number of garbledaccounts appearing hereto

fore.

NO. 179 .
DIVISION NO. 78 VERY HEALTHY.

Galveston, Texas.--For all there has boon in

Tho Motorman and Conductor from Galveston

tor some time back, our brothers must suspect

that there is no such local as Division No. 78 .
Such is not the case. Old Division No. 78 is

A hobo looking through a barber shop win

dow sawa customer having his hair singed.
“ By Jinks," he said, " looking for 'em wida

candle !" New York American
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ARBITRATION AWARD.

it

Worcostor, Mass . - After a long drawn out

controversy between Div. 22 and the New Eng

land Investment and Security Company, begin

ning early in March and lasting until Aug. 12 ,

theaward of a board of arbitration brings us

an increase in wage for all motormen and con
ductors. With stripe money abolished

amounts to about 15 cents a day increase to a
majority of the men . Extra pay for overtime

was not granted.

A special meeting was called Aug. 12 and the

decisionwas announced by President J. H.

Reardon , General Manager Page thought the

increase was very large, but most of the men

thought differently.

The movement for an increase in pay and

several other concessions began nearly, seven

months ago, and meetings were held by the

committee and the company most every day

until May 3, when the officials of the company

agreed to arbitration .

The union selected Mr. William P. Hayes, of

Springfield , the company selected Mr. E. L.

Foster, of New York, and it took thirty days

to select the third member. During this time

the union named ten men to the company's

one. Charles S. Hamlin, of Boston, was finally

chosen. The board had the case for over a

month, and evidence amounting to over 300,000
words was taken . The board took three days

to consider what had been said, and the follow

ing decision is the result :

Boston , Mass. , Aug. 11, 1910.

The undersigned, duly appointed arbitrators

in according with the provisions of certain

agreements entered into between the Spring

field Street Railway Co. , the Worcester Consol .

idated Street Railway Co. , the Worcester &

Southbridge Street Railway Co., the Worcester

& Blackstone Valley Street Railway Co., the

Worcester & Holden Street Railway Co., the

Marlboro & Westboro Street Railway Co., par

ties of the first part, and the motormen and

conductors employed by the above - named com

panies , parties of the second part, which agree

ments are dated May 12, 1910, have met, heard

the evidence submitted, and duly considered the

case, and herewith fix the following scales of

wages to be paid by said companies to their

employes aforesaid, to take effect as of June 1 ,

1910, and to be in force for a period of one year

from said June 1 , 1910, said scales to be in

place of existing scales, and the existingallow

ances for stripe money by two said com

panies being hereby abolished.

CHARLES S. HAMLIN,

E. L, FOSTER,

WILLIAM P. HAYES.

Worcester Consolidated Stroet Rallway

Company.

Present Rate

Rate Addition New

First 6 months . $ 0.20 $0.015 $ 0.21 12

Second 6 months ... 0.205 0.015 0.22

Third 6 months . 0.21 0.02 0.23

Fourth 6 months. 0.215 0.015 0.23
Third year 0.22 0.015 0.2312

Fourth year 0.23 0.015 0.2442
Fifth year 0.24 0.015 0.25 %
Sixth year 0.25 0.017 12 0.2634
Hour rates.

Worcester & Blackstone Valley Street Railway

Company ,

Present Rate

Rate Addition New

First 6 months..... $ 0.20 $0.015 $0.21 42

Second 6 months . 0.205 0.015 0.22

Third 6 months . 0.21 0.02 0.23

Fourth 6 months. 0.215 0.015 0.23

Third year 0.22 0.015 0.23 42
Fourth year 0.225 0.02 0.24 42
Fifth year 0.23 0.025 0.2532
Sixth year 0.24 0.027142 0.26 34
Hour rates .

Worcestor & Southbridgo Stroet Railway

Company.
Present Rate

Rate Addition New

First 6 months . $ 0.20 $ 0.015 $ 0.21 42

Second 6 months . 0.20 0.02 0.22

Second year 0.21 0.02 0.23
Third year 0.22 0.015 0.23142

Fourth year 0.224 0.02 0.2442

Fifth year .. 0.28 0.026 0.2512

Sixth year 0.24 0.027462 0.26%

Hour rates.

After all seemed settled the company began

to figure on the back pay from June 1, and were

going to pay for Sunday runs for actual plat

form time, which is from 1 hour to 242 hours

less than week days, and have been paid for

the same as weekdays. The company said the

arbitration took that away, but the union com

mittee held not. A special meeting was called

and the committee was instructed to see the

general manager and try and have it settled

right. The result was that we are going to

get full weekday time for Sunday day runs.

The non-union men were very glad to receive

the back pay and also the raise, and about

fifty of them will be initiated at the next meet

ing.
Every man who works on a trolley car

should carry a union card .

At the meeting a rising vote of thanks was

given to the committee, consisting of Presi

dent J. H. Reardon, P. J. Rooney and John

Broderick . National Officers Resin Orr and

Wm. B. Fitzgerald worked with them. They

will hear from us later.

Bro . F. Hanratty, of the Spencer line, is now

a married man. He has our best wishes for a

perpetual reign of happiness. Bro. Ed . Har

vey is also married . So the smokes will be

plenty at the next meeting.

A fatal accident occurred one morning re

cently in which one of our brothers lost his

life . Bro. Lucier was starting out and saw he

had no trolley catcher. When putting one on,

another car backed up and caught him be

tween the bumpers, crushing him terribly. He

died after ten hours of suffering. About fifty
men marched to the cemetery with the funeral.

There were many beautiful foral tributes. Bro.

Lucier worked for the company about fifteen

years.

The annual ball will soon be near again .

Make it a hummer , everybody. Best yet .

* 22."

ATTENDED LABOR DAY AT ALBIA.

Ottumwa, Ia . — The organized labor element
of this city united with those of Oskaloosa and

Albia in the observance of Labor Day this

year. The demonstration
took place in Albia.

The Labor Day parade was about a mile

long. Division 199 bore a very beautiful banner

in the parade. Upon one side was a representa

tion of a horse car, with the inscription :

" 18 hours' work for six hours' pay,

No time to rest, no time to play.'

Upon the other side was a representation of

a modern trolley car and the inscription :

" Nine hours ' work, six hours' play,

Nine hours to rest every day,"

together with the name and number of our

local, Bro. John Cherry was our standard

bearer.

The deep sympathy of the members of

Division 199 is extended to the families of

Brothers Graham and J. J. Barnes in their

sad bereavement. A little daughter died from

the home of Bro. Graham and a baby son was

taken from the home of Bro. Barnes. 199 .

TWO MEMBERS AT CONVENTION.

Kalamazoo , Mich - Brothers A. A. Eckman

and Geo . Bouck have returned from the Mich

igan Federation of Labor, from where they

report a very successful and enthusiastic con

vention . We hoped they would organize Grand

Rapids while they were up that way, but they

say it was impossible. After what they saw

up there they think Kal. is good enough.

Everything is running finely here. President

Page says he has very little to do in the mat

terof complaints.

We've had plenty of work to do this sum

mer . It has been a busy season and the boys

have put in considerable overtime.

Cold weather is coming, but with it will

come closed cars. That helps a little.

We regretted to hear that our former super

intendent, Mr. Street, got caught in the Illi

nois Traction Co. wreck that occurred near

Staunton . He was a good man and was well

liked here. MONK .
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B

Division No. 441 Leading Recent Labor Day Parade in Des Moines, Iowa .

Our Des Moines correspondent states that the miniature car appearing in the picture

is six feet long and three feethigh, and is the product of Clarence, the 13- year-old

brother of Members Fred and Percy Churchman of the Des Moines local. It is complete

with motor , controllers and light connection , and contributed not a little to the attract

iveness of Div. 441 in the parade.

156 MEMBERS IN LINE. Davey's two weeks' vacation in Union county,
Iowa

Clark Street Peterson and Walker Street

Woods are on their vacation at this writing.

SHAKESMILK .

STRIKE-BREAKER TELLS STEWART

WHY HE QUIT.

Des Moines, Ia . - Bro. J. M. Leonard, who

was appointed by our International President,

W. D. Mahon, to go and try to organize Sioux

City in August, had to go back a short time

ago and straighten out a few misunderstand

ings. At this writing we have received no

word from him, but hope for his success.

Bro. Steve Dennis made a good stop on the

School street hill recently and saved a boy's
life .

The stork stopped at Joe Sandberg's home

last week and left nice ten-pound Swenska

Poik, then flew over to the house of John

Hunter, thepopular Sevastopol conductor, and
delivered a 11 -poundgirl. Hurrah !

Conductor Buzzard's case is not settled at

the present writing but we hope to settle soon

orgo toarbitration as our contract calls for.

No. 441 has an " open shop " at present, but

every one of our 395 motormen and conductors

belong . We have plenty of money in our sick

benefit fund and no one sick, glad to say:

Bro. Pothoff, ex -motorman , who works at

the power house, was so unfortunate as to

lose by death a pair of twin babies. One died

on Sept. 10 and one on Sept. 12 . They were

about 9 months old. No. 441 extends heartfelt

sympathy to the bereaved parents in this their
time of sorrow,

Every manon the job is shaking Captain

Billie Moore's hand for the way he handled

the men in the Labor Day parade. We had
156 men in line. Also for the showing he

made on Sept. 18, when he led the National

Convention of the United Brotherhood of Car

penters and Joiners' parade.

Politically speaking, Bro. J. D. Seamon has

the advantage over the rest of us as he knows

politics from A to Z , which helps some in Des

Moines.

Bro. Harry Dame is on the cars again, hav.

ing given up hisposition as divisionforeman.

Nick Coffman is lonesome now, as Charley

Pearson , his roommate, got married onSept.

20. Congratulations to Charley.

Bro. Ed White is home after a three weeks'

trip through North and South Dakota.

Bro. David Jones and family are home after

M. J. Hartnett, of Sedalia, Mo. , who said

he was one of 50 men brought to Columbus

from Chicago by the Columbus Railway and

Light Company to go to work on the street

cars , quit his job shortly after he had been

assigned to work and became a union sym .

pathizer.

He made public a letter which he sent to

General Manager Stewart, tendering his

resignation . It is as follows:

" Mr. E. K. Stewart :

“ Dear Sir : -To you, Mr. Stewart, I am

returning motorman badge No. 1697, issued

to me this a. m. to take a position with your

company in the above occupation . I find

that your agent, Mr. A. A. Koch , grossly

misrepresented conditions in this city when

hiring me and fifty other men in Chicago.

He informed us that the strike was over and

that the company had decided that all men

who went out on strike would , under no

condition , be re- employed . Upon my arrival

here I find that the strike is still on and the

union men are waging an honest, legal fight

for justice. I have too much principle to

accept a position with this company, or any

other company that would place me in a

position of working against the rights of my

fellow -men . Yours very truly,

" M. J. HARNETT. "

Columbus Citizen .
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EVANS CITY, PA., LOCAL AGREEMENT.

Memorandum of Agreemont

Made and entered into by and between the

Pittsburg, Harmony, Butler & New Castle

Railway Company, their successors, heirs or

assigns, party of the first part, hereinafter

designated the Company, and the Amalgamated

Association of Street & Electric Railway Em

ployes of American, Division No. 529 , of Hạr

mony , Pennsylvania, párty of the second part,

hereinaftert fộr convenience, called the Associ

ation.

service of the department to which he is as

signed ; priority shall always determine an em

ploye's rights on the division on which he is

employed, it being understood that the oldest

employe shall have örst choice of all runs, and

so on down through the entire list. A mem

ber's seniority to start when he first signs
time.

Seo . 9. - General orders governing employes

shall 'take ' effect as soon as they are issued.

Timetable shall be given trainmen at least

twenty-four : ( 24 hours before they go into
effect.

Sec, 10 . Pay day for the employes shall be

on the fifth and 20th of each month, with two

days of grace, and should Sunday or holiday

fall on either of these days, the following day
shall be the regular pay day.

WITNESSETH :

Section 1 . The Company agrees to recognize

and treat with the duly authorized and accred
ited representatives and committees of the

Association, to adjust all questions and difter..

ences that may arise during the life of this

agreement ..

Sec. 2 . The employes declare it to be their

intention to render faithful service in their

respective positions to which : they may be

assigned , and, generally, to co -operate with

the Company in making relations mutually

agreeable and profitable.

Sec. 3. Clause 1-All runs shall be so sched

uled as to permit of the two turn system ,

straight earlies" and " straight lates," and

such runs to be governed by " sign up " sheet

of each crew's run , and all scheduled runs

shall conform as near ten hours per day as

possible, and no scheduled runs shall pay less

than nine hours per day. Not more than three

" swing runs" shall be permitted ; the same

shall be completed within fifteen consecutive

house.

Sec. 3: Clause 2 – Class B , 'firemen , to work

12 hours per day. Class C , sub - station oper

ators and oilers, to work 12 hours per day.

Class D, powerhouse boiler repair men , to

work 10 hours per day.

Sec . 3. Clause 3 - Ten hours shall constitute

a day's work for all barn men .

Sec. 4. Sharking time shall be ten ( 10 ) min

utes. All men shall serve one day on the

extra list, when missing their regular run on

the same day of shark .

Sec. 5 . In the train service, employes shall

be paid from the time they are required to

report for work until they are relieved from

duty at the scheduled starting point, except

when called to report at other than the regular

starting point, in which case they shall be

paid for the time required to reach such start

ing point.

The time of crews of both regular and extra

runs to start and stop from same place, and
in case any run does not do so, time shall be

allowed crews to starting place.

Sec. 6. The Company shall endeavor at all
times to maintain an adequate extra list. No

regular man shall be required to do extra

work when an extra man is available . It is

further agreed that all extra work shall be

done by extra men, when extra men are avail

able.

Sec.: 11. All runs shall be thrown open for

the selection at least four ( 4 ) days before the

expiration of each quarter of the year, know

as the first day of January, first day of April,

first day of July, and first day of October, to

permit the seniority rights of the men to take

effect upon the first day of each quarter, ex

cept in case of an opening, then the sign - up to

take effect the first day of the following

month, and in case of an opening, the first

extra man on the list to fill the run until the

first of the month. And in case of a change

in the schedule, the list will be opened for

selections to take effect with the change.

Sec . 12 . Clause 1 - Wages for all motormen

and conductors shall be twenty-eight ( 28 )

cents per hour. Wages for helpers on freight

cars will be twenty (20 ) cents per hour.

Clause 2 - Firemen , class B, shall be given

$ 2.40 per day. Sub - station operators and oilers,

class C , wages to be $2.10 per day. Power

house boilerrepair men, class D, wages to be

$ 2.10 per day.

Clause No. 3 - Equipment inspectors and re

pair men of equipment and car bodies , wages

to be $2.35 per day.

Clause No. 4 - Brake shoe men and oilers,

wages to be $2.10 per day; helpers, $ 1.85 per
day.

Sec. 13 . All trippers working less than five

( 5 ) hours per day shall be paid $ 1.40 when

worked by an extra man who has not worked

any that day. When any man is called upon

to make car changes, he shall remain at barn

for balance of five hours, to receive $1.40 .

After expiration of five hours, if the man is

called upon to make a run, they shall be paid

for continuous time of said run ,' with the

additional $ 1.40 added .

Sec. 14 . The extra list to be run as follows :

First man in to be first man out, provided all

other men have been out.

Sec. 15. When employes are laid off, to look

up evidence in case of accidents, or attending

courts of inquests , they shall be paid their

regular wages for such time.

Sec. 16. In cases where the company dis

charges or suspends a member, and if such

member of the Association desires information

concerning the reason for such suspension or

discharge, it shall be giventhem by the Com

pany within forty-eight ( 48 ) hours after such

request has been made.

Sec. 17. Where any member has been sus.

pended or discharged from the service of the

Company, and after an investigation or arbi

tration , as per Sec. 13, has not been found

guilty, he shall be reinstated in his former

position and paid for all lost time.

Sec . 18. In the event of failure to reach a

mutual satisfactory adjustment on any ques

tion or grievance that may arise, the same

shall, upon written request to either party

hereto, be submitted to a temporary Board of

Arbitration , to be selected as follows: The

Company shall choose one arbitrator, the Asso

Sec. 7 . The working board of the following

day to be marked upno later than 4 o'clock

p . m . each day. Said list to be posted in the

crews' room, so that all men will be able to

see it , and all extra men shall report to dis

patcher at 4 o'clock p. m. each day.

Sec. 8. At any time the Company wishes to

change the schedule it is agreed that there

shall be a list of all runs posted on the bul

letin board for a period of not less than four

( 4 ) days previous to such change, and all

employes shall have their respective places in

aecordance with their continuous age in the
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ciation shall choose one arbitrator, and the

two arbitrators thus selected shall meet with

the parties interested and attempt to bring

about a settlement of the question or griev

ance in dispute . In case they are unable to

bring about a satisfactory adjustment the two

arbitrators thus chosen shall then select a

third arbitrator. Each party shall name its

arbitrator within five ( 5 ) days from the time

written notice has been given by either party

to the other party that arbitration is desired .

After the two arbitrators have failed in secur

ing adjustment of the matter, they shall meet

daily for the purpose of selecting the third

arbitrator, and after the third arbitrator has

been chosen, it shal be the duty of the Arbitra

tion Board to meet without delay, and to hear

all evidence and testimony that the parties

hereunto desire to submit regarding the case

or cases, and after all the facts have been

presented then the Board of Arbitration shall

render their decision. They shall submit a

copy of their decision in writing to each party

hereto, which shall be final and bindingupon
both parties. Each party hereunto shall pay

the expenses of their own arbitrator, and both

shall jointly pay the expenses of the third

arbitrator, and such other expenses as maybe

incurred in connection with the said arbitra

tion case .

Sec. 19. The Company shall refuse, after

sixty days' trial , to keep in their employ any

motorman or conductor or freight helpers who

may prove unsatisfactory to the Company, or

the Association ; also, that no person be al

lowed to act either as motorman or conductor

or freight helpers after sixty days who has not

become a member of this Association , or a

recognized student. In case of expulsion of

any of its members by said Association, the

Company agrees to dismiss from its service

such member or members, upon satisfactory

proof of the misconduct alleged , or conduct

contrary to the spirit and conditions of this

agreement.

Sec. 20. No motorman or conductor after

securing employment as motorman or conduc

tor shall go upon the car for service without

first securing a Permit Card from the Execu

tive Board of this Association :

Sec. 21 . It is agreed that there shall be no

discrimination of the barn, shop, sub - station

or power house men for their affiliation with

this Association . All such men have the priv

ilege of becoming members of 'this Association .

Sec. 22. Employes shall have the right to

purchase their uniforms in the open market.

Sec. 23 . All motormen's vestibules shall be

heated and made as comfortable as posible.

Sec. 24 . It is agreed that the Executive

Board will be relieved from duty whenever

asked for by the President of the Association .

Sec. 25. This agreement and the provisions

thereof shall continue in force and be binding

upon the representative parties hereto from

the first day of August, 1910 , and from year to

year thereafter unless mutually changed by

the parties hereunto. Either of the parties

hereunto desiring a change in any section or

sections of this agreement, shall notify the

other party, in writing, of the desired change,

thirty days prior to the ending of each year,

which is the first of August. Under such

notice the agreementshallbeopen to consider

the change or changes desired.

In Witness Whereof, we have hereunto set

our hands and affixed our seals this first day

of August, A. D. 1910.

THE PITTSBURG , HARMONY, BUTLER &

NEW CASTLE RAILWAY COMPANY,

By R. H. Bogg, President.

( Seal) By Mark H. Gibbs, Secretary.

AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION OF STREET

AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY EMPLOYES

or AMERICA , DIVISION NO. 529 , OF

HARMONY, PENNSYLVANIA .

By C. A. Betts, President.

( Seal )
By C. N. Shannon, Secretary.

Approved by First International Vice -Pres

ident.

Vice - Pres. J. J. Thorpe and Officers of Div. No. 629, Who Negotiated the

Evans City, Pa., Local Agreement.
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J. J. Thorpe is Duly Accredited Organizer.

A most disgusting attempt to servepolitics

discloses itself in a recentendeavor of “ The

Plain Dealer, " of Philadelphia, to withhold

from view the attitude towards organized

labor of Mr. John K. Tener, Republican

candidate for governor inthe State of Penn

sylvania . It seems that Mr. John K. Tener

is one of the heavy stock holders and a di

rector of the Charleroi and Monessen Street

Ry. Co. The employees of this company

are not organized .

More than one year ago , and before Mr.

Tener was known as candidate for governor.

Vice President J. J. Thorpe of this associa

tion endeavored to assist the Tener employees

to organize. As occasion has presented itself

at various times, Brother Thorpe has en

deavored to interest the employees of the

Charleroi and Monnessen Co. in organization.

He repeated the attempt a short time ago .

The superintendent, being aware of his pres

ence, took occasion to thwart his effort by

intimidation and other methods used to keep

employees from organizing.

There is nothing in that, as Bro . Thorpe,

as well as other officials of the association ,

in organizing work, continually meets with

such opposition at the hands of manage

ments of unfair companies.

“ The Plain Dealer, ” a sheet giving for its

publication office, 608 Chestnut St., Phila

delphia , Pa ., adorning its title page with the

words " Organized Labor" on the one side

and the union label upon the other, in the

issue of Sept. 8, attributes to the effort of

Brother Thorpe to organize Mr. Tener's

employees that it was to “ conspire against

Tener's reputation ,” and refers to Bro.

Thorpe as " a pretended organizer who

failed to satisfy the car men that his cre

dentials were 0.K.," and infers that the pur

pose of Bro. Thorpe was to discredit Mr.

John K. Tener as “ a supposed enemy to

organized labor."

What can be the purpose of a paper as

suming to be representative of organized

labor in making such wanton, groundless

charges against a well known and highly

reputed official of a labor organization ?

Now,the purpose of Bro. Thorpe in his

visit to Charleroiwasto assist the employes of

the Charleroi and Monessen Co. to organize.

That is his business. He is a duly accredited

officer of this association , and he is well

known as such by every street and electric

railway employe throughout the entire

State of Pennsylvania. He was on no polit.

ical mission , and anyone with a grain of

sense must recognize that no service can be

rendered Mr. Tener by makingany such

reference as that contained in " The Plain

Dealer " to Bro . Thorpe's visit to Charleroi.

In fact, it has called forth this statement to

12,000 street and electric railway employees

throughout the state of Pennsylvania, most

of whom are voters, testifying tothe fact that

the attitude of Mr. Tener and his company

relative to the proposed organizing of the

employees is such that, as governor of Penn

sylvania he could not be depended upon to

view with favor the interests of wage earn

ers , and that he will not prove a protector

of their right o organization.

The fact stands forth as a disclosure

through the duplicity of the " Plain Dealer. "

that , if Mr. Tener is elected governor of the

state of Pennsylvania , wage earners will not

only not have a friend inthe governor, but

they will not have, in the governor, one who

would exercise his position or the functions

coming to him as governor, in any way in

line with justice to wage earners. Fortun

ately, organized wage earners do not depend

to any great extent upon governors of states

for the prosperity or success of their organi
zations. Yet they may know, by the mere

fact that Mr. Tener is being championed by

an organ of the character of " The Plain

Dealer," that the best interests of organized

labor will rest in his defeat. Mr. Tener

refused to permit his street railway employees

to organize, and , unintentionally, and very

likelyinadvertently, thePhiladelphia “Plain

Dealer " very emphatically advises the pub

lic that Mr. Tener's employees are not organ

ized , as they would be if Mr. Tener were fair

to organized labor.

"The Plain Dealer" of Philadelphia , had

better served its evident purpose to shield

the unfairness of Mr. Tener byleaving from

its columns any reference to Vice-President

Thorpe's visit to the Charleroi and Monessen

line .

For the benefit of " The Plain Dealer, "

Mr. Tener's street railway employees, or any

one else, let it be known that J.J. Thorpe is

a duly accredited official of the Amalgamated

Association, has been for years, is not a poli

tician, did not visit Mr. Tener's employees

for political purposes, but found that Mr.

Tener's opposition to organized labor was

such that his employees could not and dare

not organize for fear that Mr. Tener's street

car company would fire them off the job .

ARBITRATORS MODIFY COMPANY'S SEN

TENCE.

Two members of Division No. 168, Scranton

Pa . , were dismissed from the service by the

management of the company as a measure of

discipline for their beinginvolvedin a collision.

President P. J. Keegan and his committee

were unable to prevail upon the management

of the company to modify the sentence and

the cases were ordered to arbitration .

Division No. 168 did not take the position

that the members were blameless in their con

nection with the accident, but it was held by

the officers of the association that the offense

did not warrant the extreme penalty of dis

missal in this particular instance.

A report upon the case together with the

award of the arbitrators is clearly and briefly

given, as taken from one of the Scranton

papers, as follows:

" John Mitchell was the refereeand had the

deciding vote in the matter. The other ar

bitrators were Attorney Richard J. Bourke

and P. S. Coyne for the company, and S. J.

McDonald an M. E. Kane for the men,

" By the decision the company is directed to

reinstate the men , although the men are

punished with a sixty day suspension, dating

from the time of their dismissal, which was

early in August.

" The dismissal of the men was due to a

wreck on the Duryea line , two cars crashing.
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one was

The damage tothe cars was slight , but the consideration and other mitigating circum

company disciplined both crews for violating stances taken into account , the penalty of

the rules governing signals. summary dismissal from the employment of

" Michael Gilmore and John Gerrity com the company would seem excessive and severe .

prised one crew and Lawrence Hart, secretary “ Fourth - Considering all the circumstances

of the union , and Frank Wren the other crew . connected with this case, we believe that the

All except one man belonged to the union . safety of the traveling public, the protection

" Gilmore and Gerrity were first suspended
of the company's property, and the proper

for sixty days and the other two discharged . discipline of the employes would be conserved

the company contending that they were by modifying the penalty imposed in this case .

gulity of a grosser vio.ation than the others
And we therefore,, recommend and decide

on the ground that they ran withouta signal. that Messrs. Hart and Wren be suspended for
It wasthe contention of the men dismissed

a period ofsixty (60) days, commencing when
that in accordance with the custom the other the date of their discharge by the company

crew, being at the switch , should have given went into effect; at the end of which sixty
the signal to the Hart car, but didn't . On the

(60) days they shall be reinstated .

other hand the union admitted that Hart and

Wren were to some extent negligent but held
" Respectfully submitted ,

that the real offenders were the other two
M. E. KANE , Chairman ;

RICHARD J. BOURKE,Secy .;

This and the previous records of the two men P. S. COYNE,
were advanced as mitigating circumdtances .

STEVE MCDONALD

" The contention of the union men that there
JOHN MITCHELL,

was discrimination wasupheld by the decision , Arbitrators . "

and is consequently a victory for the union.

In the case of the other two ,who were after An interesting feature in connection with

wards discharged , the company is sustained , this case illustrates most positively the value

since the arbitrators do not alter the action of of organization in protecting employes in

the company, employment. The circumstance is as follows:

“ As far as the unoin was concerned its fight Thecollision, from which slightdamage was

was on Hart and Wren . The former has been sustained , occurred July 28. The four em

employed by the company six years, Wren ployes concerned were at once suspended

ten years, Gilmore nine years and Gerrity pending an investigation by the company , the

about eight years.
result of which was their dismissal. Two

" In full the decision is as follows: were members in good standing of Div .

“ Scranton, Pa . , Sept. 17.10 . No. 168. a suspended member

" To the Scranton Railway Company, Mr. and one was a non-union man , The system

Lawrence Hart, Conductor, and Mr. is operated upon what is recognized as the

Francis Wren, Motorman : " open shop, " although an agreement exists

"Gentlemen : We, the undersigned arbi with Div. No. 168 covering the employes who

trators, to whom was referred for adjudication are members of that local. In the matter of

a dispute which grew out of the dismissal of wages and working conditions, the few non

Lawrence Hart and Francis Wren , on the union men profit thesame as do the members,

charge that they had violated Rule No. 63 of but in the matter of personal protection , the

the Scranton Railway Company, submit the arbitration discloses that the non-union man

following statement and decision: is not in it . By force of the organization the

" First - We find that on July 28th , 1910, cases of the two union men who were dis

Messrs. Hart and Wren did violate Rule No. missed , as seen above, were ordered to arbitra

63 , inasmuch as they did not personally tion by the officers of the local and the arbitra

ascertain that the signal lights at the Old tion proceedings and its award in no way ap

Forge Switch were against them and that , plies to the other two. They alone, in their

notwithstanding thatthe lights were against non-unionism , wereunable to secure the ad.

them they proceeded in to the next block vantage of having their dismissal passed upon

when they had no right to do so under the by five disinterested arbitrators. The ar

rules. bitration was attendant with such expense

" Second - As against this, we find that , that an individual employe could not well

without the consent of the company, a prac have met it ; in fact, no individual non -union

tice has grown up at the Old Forge Switch employe upon an unorganized system has ever

by which the crews of inbound carsdepended been known to havebeen granted thecourtesy

more upon signals given them by the crews of of an arbitration in case of his dismissal.

outbound cars, then standing in the 0.d Brothers Wren and Hart were returned to

Forge passing point, thanthey did upon an work by the award , a testimonial of the ad

examination of the signal lights at this point . vantage of organization . If the non-union

We regard this as a dangerous practice which men are put back to work , it willbethrough het

should be discontinued . Nevertheless, the influence of the award by which the company

fact that it was a custom of long standing may feel that they should deal as fairly with

mitigates to some extent the breech of the them as the arbitrators have required that

written rules committed by the appelants in Wren and Hart be dealt with . It ought to be

this case , a saultary lesson . It is not so much that

“ Third-We are also convinced that the Brothers Wren and Hart secured replacement

long years of satisfactory service rendered by in employment with the company through

Messrs. Hart and Wren , as shown by the com arbitration, but it is the principle for which

pany's record should have been taken into organization stands that is exemplified in this

account when penalties were imposed upon case - theprinciple of a square deal, something

them for violating Rule No. 63, as charged in that employes cannot Iget under non-union

this case . If their past record were givenfull conditions.
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY

EMPLOYES OF AMERICA .

Milwaukee Strike.

(Year 1896 )

Chapter XVIII .-(Cont'd . )

One writer in dealing with the history of

this strike states that its origin dated back

some three years, when the property was

placed in the hands of the court, Mr. Payne

having been appointed the receiver. From

this time, until the property was released

from the receivership, the receiver, taking

advantage of the protection of the court, had

practically ignored the organization. In

January of 1896 the property reverted back

to the company, or trust, and was reorgan

ized as “ The Milwaukee Electric Railway &

Light Co. , ” with an additional capitalzation

of $5,000,000. Following this, in April,

Division No. 15 presented to the company a

schedule of propositions, as follows :

" 1. That the motormen and conductors

be paid 20 cents per hour.

“ 2. That the running time of cars be

equally divided between the day and night

crews, and the men in the continuous em

ploy of the company the longest shall have

the preference in runs.

" 3. That extra men shall be placed ac

cording to their continuous time of service

with the company in regard to their work

in receiving regular runs.

" 4. That all motormen and conductors

working two hours or less in any one day

shall be paid at the rate of 25 cents per

hour.

“ 5. That the time of all men shall com

mence from the required reporting time,

and when the men are detailed to run the

sweeper or salt cars they shall receive a

full day's pay for the same.

“ 6. That 8 hours shall constitute a day's

work in all departments of the power house

andthat the wages of that class of employes

shall remain the same.

" 7. That 10 hours shall constitute a day's

work in all the departments of the repair

shops, and the wages shall remain the

same, with time and a half for overtime ..

..“ 8 . That in all cases of grievance or

complaint, the committees of the employes

shall be received and all matters discussed .

" 9. That all employes shall be entitled

to free transportation over the lines owned

or operated by the company.

" 10. That in regard to uniforms, the men

shall have the right to ' procure them where

they desire, providing they are regulation

uniforms of the company.

“ i. Should any difference arise which

cannot be settled by the voluntary agree

ment of both parties , it shall be submitted

to an arbitration board of disinterested per.

sons.

The above schedule of conditions was

requested time to submit the same to other

members of the board of directors. At a

later date the reply of the company was

submitted, rejecting every proposition with

the exception of that applying to uniforms,

GEO.. O'LEARY, COACH AGENCY

“ STRIKE BREAKER."

Geo . F. Brady , alias "Geo .. O'Leary,” a

strike breaker of the Coach Detective

Agency, of Cleveland , has been indicted in

Columbus upon two counts, one count

charges shooting with intent to kill and the

other, shooting with intent to wound. Brady

had charge of the first of the strike breakers

shipped into Columbus by the Columbus

Street Railway Company in the early part

of the strike. He was recognized as

" leader” and was running 'the whole shooting

match . His conception of duty was to es

tablish himself as a " terror." He continued

with the strike situation as manager and

chief of the operative department of the

Columbus Railway & Light Company until

the night of Aug. 12 , when without provo

cation , in a frenzied attempt to demonstrate

his terrorism, he shot Mrs. Katherine Kelly,

her daughter, Helen Kelly and Mrs. Chas.

Hart. He was riding in an automobile, and

evidently fired the shots indiscriminately to

intimidate a couple of young men, one of

whom , upon recognizing him in the auto

mobile passing , gave vent to his opinion

that Brady was a " scab " of the most con

temptible kind. Immediately after the shoot

ing , he realized its consequence and dis

appeared. The Central Labor Union and the

City Council offered rewards for his capture.

Recently he was arrested in Cleveland and

taken back for trial. He was at once held

under $ 1,400 bond and when the indictments

were found against him, his bond was id

creased to $4,000 . None of his victims were

killed but Mrs. Kelly's daughter has not yet

recovered from her wound , she being the

most seriously injured . O'Leary is described

as nearly six feet tall , athletic build and of

fair complexion , the above is stated to be a

very fair picture of him . It is understood

that he resides in Cleveland , O.

a
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were

In the meantime the company had been

active in preparing its barns for the recep

tion and care of imported men. This was

discovered by the members of Division No.

15 and impressed them that Mr. Payne had

asked for time in which to consider the

propositions really to gain time to prepare

for a lockout to destroy the organization.

A report of the company's reply was made

to a meeting of the employes , and the com

mittee was instructed to return to seek fur

ther concessions and particularly relative to

the wage proposition . The president of the

local endeavored to secure an appointment

with Mr. Payne while the meeting was yet

in session , but that gentleman was elusive

and, while engaged in an endeavor to secure

this appointment, several imports

placed in the Farewell avenue barn , where

active arrangements were in progress to

feed and lodge strikebreakers .

It was evident that delay only contrib

uted to the purpose of the company in pre

paring for a lockout.

President W. D. Mahon was in attendance

at the meeting at the time the strike vote

was taken. Before the vote was taken , how

ever, President Flint of the division was

dispatched to get in communication with

the superintendent for the purpose of hold

ing an immediate conference looking to

some adjustment that would provide peace.

The superintendent refused all overtures ,

and President Flint so reported to the

meeting.

In his report President Flint laid before

the men in detail what the company was

doing. He told his hearers that there was

no longer cause to wait and that the com

mittee would place before the meeting a

resolution to desist from further work until

the differences between the union and the

company were settled. President Mahon

was presiding at this time and put the reso

lution as recommended by the committee

before the meeting. It was unanimously

adopted, and thus the strike went into

effect.

While the company was well prepared for

the lockout, the strike was well planned

and advisedly entered on the part of the

association. President Mahon submitted a

statement which fully acquainted the people

of Milwaukee with the perfidy of the man

agement of the company in the deceptive

tactics it had practiced upon its employes

in leading them to believe that it was hon

orably considering the propositions submit

ted , and considering them in a spirit of

conciliation and fairness , when really they

were preparing to lock out every union man

in their employ. Activities at the beginning

of the strike are shown by the fact that a

call was made for a special meeting of the

Federated Trades Council on the night of

May 4. The meeting was held and indorsed

the position of the carmen in its entirety.

The second day of the strike the Brother

hood of Electrical Workers entered on a

sympathetic strike, which destroyed the pos

sibility of operation of cars by imported

men, and on the evening of that day, May 5 ,

an immense mas meeting of citizens was

held and was addressed by President Mahon,

Organizer Frank Weber and others of Mil

waukee. Resolutions were adopted by the

people urging the company to refrain from

its unAmerican , coercive policy of employ.

ment.

But popular resolutions were not consist.

ent with the financial object of the pro

moters of a street railway monopoly in

Milwaukee. They necessarily went Un

heeded. The company spent thousands of

dollars in remanning and resuming service,

and the fight became one depending for ulti

mate results upon endurance.

There was no defense fund in those days

from which to draw to sustain a thousand

men on strike. Even the great American

Federation of Labor was not what it is

today.

At the end of the first week of the strike

Mayor Rauchenberger invoked the interces.

sion of the State Board of Arbitration .

International President Mahon , Local Pres

ident James Flint and Secretary R. K. Cur

tis , on behalf of Division No. 15 , consented

to such a proposition . The company man

agement was hopeful of some appearance

of weakness in the ranks of the men. They

were yet firmi as at the beginning, and the

citizens of Milwaukee were conducting a

vigorous and complete boycott. Among

those who were assisting in the conduct

of the mass meetings were Frank Webber,

Victor Berger, Robert Schilling, C. G.

Brandt, W. Beimdecke , Dr. J. M. Magoon ,

J. T. Kelly and Ole Hansen. 'Bus lines were

running. Police were riding the cars.

At the end of the second week police had

been taken from the cars on several lines.

However, with the exception of a few riding

upon three lines , the boycott was firm .

At the end of the third week came Pres

ident Samuel Gompers. He is quoted as

saying : “ Short as is the time I have been

here I have seen enough to convince me

that, had the company understood the ex.

tent of the feeling against it , it would have

given more respectful and serious attention

to the first demands of the men. This strike

in its incidental conditions is, I believe,

without parallel in the history of the labor

world."

The company made a proposition to take

back 300 men at once, and put 750 men on

á waiting list to be assigned as convenience

would permit. This was voted down by the

men. Funds to sustain the strikers were

being raised by picnics and otherwise. Dur

ing the fourth week, however, this memor

able strike began to weaken. Evidently it

passed the point where any favorable com

promise could be expected from the com

pany. The management was clearly aware

of the fact, and so, evidently, was President

Mahon.

It had been a gallant fight and had cost

the company more than a cool million of

dollars . The company realized that it was

only the strong personality of the Interna

tional President that was supportting a con

tinuance of the effort. However, he was the

last to retire from the field , and then only

to be forced by exhaustion of resources.

The strike, more or less in effect, finally

wore itself out, and in natural consequence
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definitely until its apparent effects were buries

in time.

The Milwaukee strike served a purpose in

most forcefully introducing to the street

and electric railway world the Amalgamated

Association and its invincible champion.

That strike proved a most expensive vic

tory to those who hoped by it to stop the

tide of progressive organization among

street railway men.

those of the strikers who did not get better

jobs drifted back to work upon the cars .

The Milwaukee strike and its vigorous

prosecution served as a magnet to the future

of the Association . It served as the first

clear-cut testimonial to the dignity to

which an organization of street railway men

could elevate the craft. It also served to

advertise the methods of capitalization of

street railway syndicates. A heavily bonded

company that could afford to lose one and

a half millions of dollars rather than risk

the exposures liable to be discovered

through the arbitration of a wage rate , and

that, too , when it had just passed from a

receiversbip, aroused a suspicion against

methods of financing that has reflected

seriously to the disadvantage of public util

ity corporations .

The leader of the Milwaukee strike and

his associates were led by the persistency

of the company to exploit municipal owner.

ship, and the seed sown during the conduct

of that strike did not fall upon barren

ground. It has grown to a progressive

change of economic conditions in Milwaukee

that is not without its influence in other

industrial centers.

Taken from the report of President W. D.

Mahon , delivered in May, 1897, to the Con

vention of the Association assembled at Day

ton , Ohio , are references made by him to the

Milwaukee strike , as follows :

“ That our association was right in the pos

ition it took is proven by the support that was

given us by thepublic , who , for six long weeks .

walked and refused to patronize the railways ,

many people having to walk many miles to

and from their work . This strike, so far as

our organization is concerned, is still on . "

The above extract from the President's

report indicates that the strike continued

forcefully and effectively for six weeks. The

President in that report continues:

" The only mistake made during that battle

and the one which injured us most was that of

supporting a new company which desired a

franchise in the city . when the great majority

of the citizens desired municipal control .

Had the fight been continued along the lines

of municipal control . I am of the opinion that

our chance of winning would have been surer

and greater. As it is , they have a contract

with the new company to employ our mem

bers in the construction and operation of the

new road when built and equipped ."

In his final reference to the strike , the Pres

ident said :

“ No braver set of workmen ever went into

battle than our members of Milwaukee.

While they fought and , as it were, lost, they

won the battle of the year for the railroad

men of the country, and the benefits we have

derived come through the noble fight made

by them ."

It would seem that the arrangements with

the new company, to which the President

refers as a mistake, never materialized in ad

vantage to the employes who were led with

some hope of maintaining the organization by

encouragement from the promoters. It seems

to have served in some measure to detract

from support of the strikers and the strike, as

tated by President Mahon, continued in

HARDSCRABLE TRANSFORMED BY

ADVENT OF TROLLEY

President Silas Dorn , stimulated some by

the subscriptions of Doyle, Carson and Fen

ton , and , perhaps some more by previous

encouragement he had received from Josiah

Rodney, and still very much more by his

past experience in being " in " on the ground

floor in such enterprises , subscribed for

1,500 shares in the new company. But he

didn't take this step until after he elabor

ated to some length upon the public bene

faction the new enterprise would prove to

be , concluding by lamenting the the slight

appreciation shown the benefactors who risk

their hard earned dollars in such enter

prises.

Ten thousand shares were now taken by

the four lightweight directors. These 10,

000 shares woudl bring an immediate work

ing capital of $100,000.

Four - fifths of the five million dollars of

stock yet remained in the hands of Messrs.

Rodney, Veasy and Nicholi. They guaran

teed its sale and accepted it as collateral

upon which they advanced $400,000. Thus

was the new line projected , capitalized at

$5,000,000 , with $500,000 paid in.

But five directors were named , consisting

of Messrs. Fenton , Carson , Veasy, Doyle and

Dorn, although it was agreed that the by

laws should embrace seven, For obvious

reasons two vacancies upon the board were

retained . Mr. J. M. Fenton and Mr. Byron

Carson were chosen president and secretary,

respectively. Mr. Veasy was selected as

treasurer temporarily, and the new company

was styled “ The Rural Railway. "

Senator Carson was allotted the work of

securing the city franchise. Mr. J. M. Fen

ton's preliminary work was to secure the

private and borough rights through the

country. Further meetings of the directors

of the new company were subject to the call

of the president, who, with Veasy and Car

son , constituted an executive committee.

That which was remarkable about this

meeting of the board of directors of the

Publicanus Railway & Light Co. was the

fact that nothing of importance was done

in the interest of that company. However,

the expense of the meeting was charged

against the Publicanus. That was at least

a convenience. The record of the meeting

also showed that Mr. Rodney reported upon

information he had received relative to a

movement among the employes to organize.

Senator Carson expressed himself as not

being able to see any reason why the em.

ployes should not be permitted to organize

if they so desired .

Mr. Rodney explained that the wage ques

tion was an important one in the matter

12
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of developing and maintaing stock values.

" The stock of the Publicanus," he urged,

“ has depreciated to $ 18 per share. Its par

value is $100 per share. If we permit the

employes to organize, it means an inter

ference with the economy of the company.

We will be forced to pay more wages and

withdraw certain exactions with which the

employers are now compelled to comply, all

of which will be added expense , and deduct

from that which credits now to the stock

value. As a matter of fact , you gentlemen

know that it is now impossible to pay 6 per

cent even upon $18, the maintained value

of a share of stock, par value of which is

$100. If we drop any lower, it will be more

difficult to further load this company. "

A resolution was adopted referring the

matter back to Mr. Rodney with instruc

tions to use such means as he might appro

priate to maintain the employes in an unor

ganized state.

At the very hour of the meeting of the

directors, and while they were completing

the organization of their new Rural Rail.

way Company, there was being held , in the

room of Jim Harding, a few blocks from the

office in which the directors were assem

bled , another meeting. Attending the meet.

ing in Jim Harding's room were five men .

Four of them were employes of the Public

canus Company. One was an organizer.

Conductor Harry Smith, Motorman Joe Han

ley of the city lines and Conductor Jim

Harding and Motorman Frank Howard of

the River interurban route were the four

employes ; John Horgan was the organizer.

Sheltered well within the shadow of a con

venient building upon the opposite side of

the street were two young men whose ac

tions indicated that they were anxious that

any who observed them should understand

that they were "detectives" shrewdly en

deavoring to conceal their identity. They

were on the trail of John Horgan.

( To be continued. )

“Do you remember me buying a hair mat

tress from you the other day ?" asked the lady.

" Perfectly well, ma'am ," was the reply of

the dealer.

“Well, I've discovered that only about one
quarter of the filling is hair, "

" Then you certainly do seem to have me

where the hair is short, ma'am . ” - Yonkers

Statesman.

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors !

We want your trade— not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and furnishings ,

We can not only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

vou monev on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Valon Wade Walform ( mod . night ) 811.00

Union Mado Valform ( ory. volght ) $ 14.00

A Mother's Appeal.

Will you not help us to find this boy. Joseph

E. Hubbard , of 32 Fowler St. , Dorchester,

Mass ? He has always had an overwhelming

desire to evangelize the Western Indian

tribes, and he left Boston on July sixth,

presumably for the West; since then nothing

has been heard from him .

He is fifteen years of age, five feet five

inches in height, weighs about 120 pounds;

he has brown eyes , black hair and a full

refined face.

When he left Boston he wore a knicker

bocker suit of dark corduroy . This he may

have changed on the way.

Will anybody who has seen the boy or

held conversation with him kindly write .

Any information on this matter should be

sent to D. D. Driscoll, box C , Station A ,

Boston, Mass. MASS, S. F. OF L.

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men- regulation style - depend.

able quality — and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The low d lood Clothes for hai or Boy.

CH

Layto
n's

1881 CUCHIDAN AVE. OMD. Cadillac hotel



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT , MICH.

hoors Orloors

Quor & Ruccol,

Preddont

SETE SAVERS BABS
N. W. O'Brien ,

Vloe-President

And Chairman

of Board

QuoE. Lawson ,

Vloo - Prooident

Ouchiar

4. P. Boron

Onabier Sav .

Dept.

Ľ . W. Smylla ,

Ma. Credit

Dept.

J. R. Boddo,

Ant. Onhles

R. 1. Oudson ,

Asst. Davor

Goo . I. Courtagi

Auditor

1. 8. Mason ,

Vice -President

1. A. Schulte ,

Vloe -Presidont

CAPITAL,

SURPLUS,

$1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

ITEREST PAID ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS. ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY DAIL

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS – HO W ..."

WE ARE

HEADQUARTERS

UniformClothing

FOR

6
9

1991 Wo also carry tho Largost

TRANK BRADERICK & C
Stook of

SUITINGS, TROUSERINGS

and OVERCOATINGS

IN CANADA

VRITE US FOR SAMPLES AND SELF -HEASURELIENT HUNDE

113 KING ST.WE ST.

Frank Broderick

& Company

THE LAROEST TAILORINO

NOUSE IN CANADA 115 KING STREET WEST TORONTO
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An essential to success is

serious study to determine

the course of least resist

ance to accomplishment.

With wage workers higher

wages and more congenial

conditions of employment

are the immediateand ever

present objects. Is not or

ganization, all other things

being equal, the course of

leastresistance to progress

in pursuit of these objects ?

Is not centralized force the

way of least resistance to

the individual worker ?
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OOT & SHOE

WORKERS UNION

By Insisting Upon Purchasing Unlog

Stamp Shoes

UNION STUD You help better shoemaking conditione.

You get better shoes for the money .

Mctory Na
You help your own Labor Position .

You abolish Child Labor.

Do Not be Mislead By Retailers who say : " Thigshoe does not bear tba stamp, brat la

made under Unlo . Conditions , This Is false ..No shoo is union made unless it bean

the Union Stamp.
BOOT & SHOEWORKERS ' UNION

John 1. Tobin , Pren.
246 Summer St., BOSTOR , MASS .Cbas. L. Blaine. Soc .-Trens

DUEBER -HAMPDEN

Watches

Ask Your Jewelor for Them

Steere Jewelry Co.,

MOCHIGAN AGENTS

68 Woodward Ave. cor . Jefferson

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

PRICE LIST OF ASSOCIATION SUPPIES. J. L. LYNCH

Member Div . 260

Manufacturer of

Unlon Buttons

BADGES BANNERS FLAGS

Omcial seal..... . $3.50

Propositions for membership blanks,

per 100 ..... .50

Rituals, each ... .25

Withdrawal cards, each .

Traveling cards, each .. .$5

Division financial book, 100 pages . 1.50

Division financial book , 200 pages . 2.50

Division financial book , 400 pages . 4.25

Triplicate report books, each .... 2.00

Constitutions, in lots of 100 or more,

per 100 .. 4.00

Constitutions, 11 lots of less than 100,

oach .05

Financial secretarys order book ol

treasurer, each .. .25

Treasurer's receipt book ... .25

Association Badges, rolled gold, each .. .50

108 E Washington SL

CHICAGO,
ILL .
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UNION

LABOR

MILL
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A
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Association Badges, solid gold , each ... 1.00

Cuts of official seal for use on printed

matter, each .... .30

Gilt seals, per 100 . .50

All orders must be accompanied with ex

press , postoffice money orders, or draft. No

personal, local checks, or postake, accepted

Otherwisesupplieswill not be forwarded.

THE UNION LABEL

of the

Bakery Workers

Stands; for fair and Sanitary Condi )

tions in the bakeshop where it is used.



To Pittsbarg's Street Car Men

THANKS

You kopt u so busy in the past your , that we

have had to take additionalapaco. Wo aro ploaded

to announce that in addition to sollag

Union Mado Uniforms

Wo and dow showing

Union Made Guaranteed Dress Clothes

Thoy havo all thestyle of custom made clothon at

popular prices . Ordon for purchasa at dopart

mont stora our spocialty . Cash or easy payments

Keystone Trading Company

301-2-3-4-9 Empire Building

Pirth and Llborty Sts ., Pittsburg

Houghton

Jacobson

Printing

Company

JACOB F. FUCHS

FLORIST

81-83 Jefferson Ave.

DETROIT, MICH ,

1710 Carson St. S. S. PITTSBURG, PA.
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Shirts

Collars &

Shirt

Waists

bear this

label

TULAD MORE!

hoida othuco

INTERNATIONAL

UNIOL.

Union

Made

Tobacco

INION

Bears

MEET This

Label The International Association

has arranged to supplythe Emblems

at lowest possible cost.

SPRINGS

UNION

Buttons and Badges

For Motormen's Stools

50c Per Set

Delivered Anywhere

Our Label is No. 38.

PM

They fit any stool, and

are a great comfort to

the back and kidneys.

There are many thous

ands in use . Send stamps

for a set today.

Toledo Chair Spring Co.

417 Michigan St.

TOLEDO , OHIO.

GERAGHRY & CO.

81 La Sallo St. , Chioago.
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RA UR

CROWD OF CLEVELAND MEN

Local No. 268 who “ swear by

The Bloch Uniform of Quality.

A

BELOW A REAL VESTLETTE FOR STREET CAR

conductors — a practical garment for holding everything

a conductor carries, time saver, coat saver, and chest

protector .

CUT OUTCOUPON BELOWAND MAIL, AND WE WILL SEND

you style book and name of dealer.

The Bloch Company

MAKERS OF GOOD UNIFORMS

Messrs. Thomas Bros. , Chelsea , Mass. , Selling Agents for State of Mass.

NameSergeor Corduroy

Vestlette

$2.00

“ Look for the

Bloch Label and

get you money's

Dorth .

Address

City State
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Latest Photo of International President

W. D. Mahon.

Sec'y W. G. Bradford and Pres. R. R.

Aldrich , Div. 125 , E. St. Louis, Ill .

View of recent Kingsland Wreck, on Fort Wayne & Wabash Valley System,

in which 41 passengers lost their lives.
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OLD AGE PENSION . German or any other basis. Again , a work

man who has contributed by his strength

By W. D. Mahon . and skill to the increase of the national

In my last letter I called your attention to wealth has made his contribution to the

the progress being made in the different fund from which his pension is to come

countries of Europe on the question of the when he is no longer able to work .”

Old Age Pension .

We will now take a look at what is being
Australia.

done in Great Britain and her colonies . The The states of Australasia have made the

Old Age Pension after many years of de
most interesting experiments of any gov

bate finally passed the House of Commons , ernment in the world in the field of indus

in 1908 by a vote of 417 in favor to only 29 trial insurance. New Zealand was the first

opposed . This bill provides for an old age
state which secured for its citizens old age

pension after seventy years of age, and a pensions , thus leading the way in this re

resident of at least twenty years in the form as it has in many others. The old age

United Kingdom . A person , to secure the pension proposition in New Zealand differs

Old Age Pension , must not have a means
from the German system in a very important

to exceed £ 31 and 10s . One is disqualified particular ; they do not require premiums

who has been in receipt of any poor relief, to be paid by employers or workmen, but

except in cases of medical assistance or re the pensions are paid out of the state funds.

lief of the dependent of persons in a luna
The law of New Zealand justifies the grant

tic asylum , infirmary or a hospital ; a per ing of old age pensions by the argument

son who has habitually failed to work ; a that it is only fair that the upright per

person who has been condemned to be im sons , who during their productive years

prisoned without the option of a fine or have contributed to the funds of the colony,

suffered any greater punishment; or any
by the payment of taxes, and to the wealth

person sixty years or upward who has been of the land, by their labor, should be cared

convicted under the Inebriates Act of 1898 . for in their old age by the state.

If any person has directly or indirectly de The same principle is followed by the

prived himself of any income or property in
states of Australia in the adoption of the

order to secure a pension or to secure a old age pension system. There is some lit

higher rate , they are deprived of the same tle difference in the laws of the different

and subject to prosecution . states as to who are entitled to pensions,

Pensions are paid weekly in advance. The but the law of New South Wales provides

pension is inalienable and cannot be as for married persons, but makes the pension

signed by any agreement or taken in bank a little different when a husband and wife

ruptcy for the benefit of creditors . Dis are both drawing pensions. It authorizes

puted claims are settled by a local pension that the most that can be paid to each is

committee , and by pension officers , with the
£ 19 and 10s. annually. In New South

right of an appeal to the central pension Wales , under certain conditions, the pen.

authority. The pensions are paid out of sion begins at sixty years of age. In the

moneys provided by Parliament , and no con other states at sixty - five. In New South

tributions on the part of a pensioner are Wales the income must not exceed £ 25 an .

required . nually , nor the property amount to more

Thus , we see here a different idea from than £ 390.

that outlined in the German and other Euro In Victoria it is eimated that the average

pean policies of insurance. weekly income during the last six months

The pensions are paid as follows : should not exceed 10s . and the property ap

Where the yearly means of the pensioner plictaion must be under £ 160. In New

does not exceed £ 21, the rate of pension Zealand a pension is not granted to one

will be 5s . per week ; those exceeding £ 21, except when his income is not more than

but not exceeding £ 23 12s. and 6d . , the £30 per year and where his entire property

pension is 4s . per week . Persons receiving is not worth more than £ 260. About the

not over £ 26 a year, the pension is 3s . per average rate paid is £ 26 annually or 10s . a

week. Where the means exceed £ 21 10s . a week.

year, there is no pension allowed . It is esti Since the organization of the Australasian

mated in 1909 that 572,000 persons in Great Federation the Parliament has appointed a

Britain will be in receipt of state pensions committee to study the problem. This com

and that it will cost £ 7,500,000 sterling. mission commenced its work in 1905 and

Mr. Lloyd George , as chancellor of the have given careful consideration to the old

exchequer, in a speech on a second reading age pension law , and have already outlined

of the bill , disclosed the new economic and propositions for an old age pension cover.

poltiical doctrine which lies at the basis of ing all the states in the Federation.

a national social policy : In addition to this they are arranging to

“ As long as you have taxes upon com pension the civil servants of the govern .

modities which are consumed practically by ment, and in connection with the old age

every family in the country, there is no such pension , they are developing insurance

thing as a non-contributory scheme . If you agencies , reducing life insurance to the ac

tax tea and coffee and partly sugar, beer tual cost and are carrying it on through the

and tobacco, you hit everybody one way or government's control .

another. Indeed , when a scheme is financed In my next letter I will take up and dis

from public funds it is first as much a con cuss accident insurances, and what is being

tributory scheme as one financed directly done by the different countries of the world

by means of contributions arranged on the upon that subject.
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THE CONNECTICUT ARBITRATION

AWARD.

The arbitration award handed down by

the arbitrators selected to fix the wage rate

to prevail upon the lines operated by the

Connecticut Consolidated Co. affected eleven

local divisions of the Amalgamated Asso

ciation and the unorganized city of Water

bury, Conn . , a total of 2,300 motormen and

conductors. The aggregate annual increase

to employes upon the lines upon which are

the divisions of the association, respectively,

is approximately as follows:

Division No. 163, Meriden, Conn.

Former wage rate

First six months , 20 cents per hour ; in

crease 1 cent per hour.

Second six months, 21 cents per hour ; (no

increase ) .

Second year, 22 cents per hour ; (no in

crease.

Third year, 23 cents per hour ; reduction

14 cent per hour.

Fourth year, 24 cents per hour ; reduction

12 cent per hour.

Fifth year, 24 cents per hour ; increase 12

cent per hour.

Sixth year and thereafter, 24 cents per hour ;

increase 2 cents per hour.

Aggregate annual increase, $2,200 .

Division No. 262, Norwich, Conn .

Former wage rate

First year, 20 cents per hour ; increase 1

cent per hour.

Second year, 2012 cents per hour ; increase

112 cents per hour.

Third year, 21 cents per hour ; increase 134

cents per hour.

Fourth year, 22 cents per hour ; increase 112

cents per hour.

Fifth year, 23 cents per hour ; increase 142

cents per hour.

Thereafter, 24 cents per hour ; increase 2

cents per hour.

Aggregate annual increase, $3,700.

Division No. 281 , New Haven , Conn.

Former wage rate

First year, 21 cents per hour ; increase 34

cent per hour.

Second year, 2112 cents per hour ; increase

34 cent per hour.

Third year, 22 cents per hour ; increase 1

cent per hour.

Fourth year, 23 cents per hour ; increase 142

cents per hour.

Fifth year, 24 cents per hour ; increase 2

cents per hour.

Thereafter, 25 cents per hour ; increase 2

cents per hour.

Aggregate annual increase, $23,000.

Division No. 425, Hartford , Conn .

The former wage rate prevailing in Hart

ford was the same as that in New Haven.

The award grants the same increase. The

aggregate annual increase is approximately

$ 21,000.

Division No. 443, Stamford , Conn .

Former wage rate

First year, 20 cents per hour; increase 1

cent per hour.

Second year, 21 cents per hour ; increase 1

cent per hour.

Third year, 22 cents per hour ; increase 34

cent per hour.

Fourth year, 2242 cents per hour ; increase 1

cent per hour.

Fifth year, 23 cents per hour ; increase 112

cents per hour.

Thereafter, 24 cents per hour ; increase 2

cents per hour.

Aggregate annual increase, $ 1,850.

Division No. 459, Bridgeport, Conn.

First year, 20 cents per hour ; increase 142

cents per hour.

Second year, 21 cents per hour ; increase 1

cent per hour.

Third year, 22 cents per hour ; increase 34

cent per hour.

Fourth year, 2212 cents per hour ; increase

112 cents per hour.

Fifth year, 23 cents per hour ; increase 2

cents per hour.

Thereafter, 24 cents per hour ; increase 242

cents per hour.

Aggregate annual increase, $13,100.

Division No. 469, Derby, Conn.

Former wage rate

First year, 20 cents per hour ; increase 1

cent per hour.

Second year, 21 cents per hour ; increase 1

cent per hour.

Third year, 22 cents per hour ; increase 34

cent per hour.

Fourth year, 2242 cents per hour ; increase

1 cent per hour.

Fifth year, 23 cents per hour ; increase 112

cents per hour.

Thereafter, 24 cents per hour ; increase 2

cents per hour.

Aggregate annual increase, $ 3,100.

Division No. 476, Norwalk, Conn .

Former wage rate

First year, 20 cents per hour ; increase 1

cent per hour.

Second year, 21 cents per hour ; increase 1

cent per hour.

Third year, 22 cents per hour ; increase 34

cent per hour.

Fourth year, 2212 cents per hour ; increase

1 cent per hour.

Fifth year, 23 cents per hour ; increase 112

cents per hour.

Thereafter, 24 cents per hour ; increase 2

cents per hour.

Aggregate annual increase, $3,700 .

Division No. 479, Middletown, Conn .

Former wage rate

First year, 19 cents per hour ; increase 2

cents per hour.

Second year, 20 cents per hour ; increase 2

cents per hour.

Third year, 21 cents per hour ; increase 134

cents per hour.

Fourth year, 22 cents per hour ; increase 142

cents per hour.

Fifth year, 23 cents per hour ; increase 142

cents per hour.

Thereafter, 23 cents per hour ; increase 3

cents per hour.

Aggregate annual increase , $ 3,000 .

Division No. 481, Port Chester, N. Y.

Former wage rate

First year, 20 cents per hour ; increase 1

cent per hour.
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Second year, 21 cents per hour ; increase 1

cent per hour.

Third year, 22 cents per hour ; increase 34

cent per hour.

Fourth year, 2212 cents per hour ; increase

1 cent per hour.

Fifth year, 23 cents per hour ; increase 112

cents per hour.

Thereafter, 24 cents per hour; increase 2

cents per hour.

Aggregate annual increase , $4,000 .

Division No. 482, New London , Conn .

Former wage rate

First year , 20 cents per hour, increase 1

cent per hour.

Second year, 21 cents per hour; increase 1

cent per hour.

Third year, 22 cents per hour ; increase 34

cent per hour.

Fourth year, 2212 cents per hour ; increase

1 cent per hour.

Fifth year, 23 cents per hour ; increase 142

cents per hour.

Thereafter, 24 cents per hour ; increase 2

cents per hour.

Aggregate annual increase, $ 1,600.

The total aggregate annual increase com

ing to the organized lines amounts to

$ 80,250, or an approximate average of $35

per year.

The majority award of the arbitrators , of

course, is the award that stands , and it

fixes the wage rate to prevail for the period

of two years from June 1 , 1910 ; consequently

the wage rates are not subject to change

until June 1 , 1912.

The award was handed down August 31

and provides for the payment of back pay

from June 1 of this year.

The board of arbitration consisted of Mr.

Clarence Deming, chosen by the companies ,

David E. Fitzgerald , chosen by the joint

Division Associations , and Mr. Wm. S. Case,

selected by Messrs . Deming and Fitzgerald .

Mr. Deming dissented from the decision of

the majority of the arbitrators , and there

are submitted both a majority and minority

report. Mr. Deming sets forth alleged rea

sons why he could not reach the award in

association with his fellow arbitrators. The

text of his minority report is that there

was a previous agreement between the man

agement of the companies and the joint

committee representing the various local

Divisions . However, it seems to have been

conclusively proven that this alleged agree

ment which the committee was charged

with violating was a provisional agreement

depending for its validity upon confirma

tion by the parties represented in the con

ference. The award of the majority in

creases the wage rate beyond the increase

provisionally agreed upon by the represent

atives of the company and tho representa

tives of the employes. There appears a

section in the minority report bearing out

that fact .

The minority report represents a seeming

lack of disinterestedness that should char.

acterize an arbitrator in a case of this kind.

Particularly is this shown in his statement

that “ The objective work of the arbitration

has been complicated by too extraneous

factors and forces. " In this is given refer

ence to the alleged agreement which he

seems to hold should cover the period over

which the parties to the arbitration en

deavored to show the economic change that

has taken place that should affect wage

scales . As a matter of fact, even had there

been a previous agreement entered into ,

the mutual agreement to arbitrate between

the parties should preclude any considera

tion of it. The willingness of both parties

to arbitrate, of which their agreement to

arbitrate is prima facie evidence , should be

sufficient assurance that both parties were

willing to admit a misunderstanding rela

tive to the alleged agreement and reference

to it should have been waived. Yet we find

this arbitrator hanging upon it as a text for

moralizing. The commentary accompany.

ing the award on the part of both the ma

jority and minority of the board is of con

siderable interest , and both reports

given in their entirety as follows :

The Award .

In the matter of Arbitration between the

Connecticut Company and The New York

& Stamford Railway Company, and their

Motormen and Conductors.

A board of arbitration having been duly

chosen and organized under the terms of

the " Memorandum of Agreement" to that

end , entered into by the parties above

named on the 1st day of June, 1910 — which

board consists of Messrs . Clarence Deming,

as the choice of the companies, David E.

Fitzgerald , as the choice of the motormen

and conductors, and William S. Case, as

the choice of these two men so selected .--

and the parties having been fully heard by

this board upon the matter involved in the

controversy as defined in the terms of sub

mission contained in the “Memorandum of

'Agreement” referred to, the undersigned, a

majority of the board , submit herewith, in

duplicate, this report of their conclusions

thereon :

In the opening recitals of the formal sub

mission , the difference between the par

ties is defined as a claim by the companies

" that the rates of wages in effect during the

past three years are fair and liberal com

pensation ,” and a conflicting contention on

the part of the employes. Quite as pre

cisely it is prescribed as our duty to " deter

mine the aforesaid difference as to what the

rate of wages shall be." This rather care

ful restriction of our powers and the scope

of our duties is controlling. While there

has been some loose and ill -considered talk

suggesting for us an apparently unlimited

field of inquiry, responsibility and so -called

" opportunity," it is essential to remember

these well defined limitations. If, as seems

obvious from the language of the formal

articles of submission , " the parties have

failed to agree with each other as to the

rate of wages to be paid ," and we are

clothed with authority simply to determine

what is " fair and liberal compensation," and

to announce our conclusion as the effective

wage rate, it disposes at the outset of a
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claim which has been given unwarranted

prominence.

The Companies urge bad faith on the part

of the men , acting through their representa

tives , in virtually repudiating an earlier

agreement, and the claim is in effect made

that their attitude, if so found, deprives

them of standing here and of itself sustains

the Companies' position on the matter sub

mitted . This charged conduct of the men

of course preceded the failure to agree re:

cited in the submission . Upon the very

contention of the Companies it was a part

of the open history of the negotiations . A

settlement by us of the dispute upon that

basis alone confessedly calls for no investi

gation into the fairness or unfairness of the

wages paid . Indeed , in every essential

sense , the claim necessarily involves

assumption that the actual question of fair

and liberal wages was out of the case be

fore the agreement to arbitrate was reduced

to writing. Yet we are confronted here

with the subsequent definite agreement to

arbitrate , and its precise limitations already

referred to. To entertain this claim , there

fore, is not only to distinctly vary the

terms of the submission , but (should the

companies establish the fact they contend

for and prevail in their view of the signifi

cance to be accorded it ) , to eliminate from

our investigation the single matter submit

ted to us, since the proposition implies that

the men have foreclosed themselves of the

right to be heard upon the vital question of

the whole controversy -- the sufficiency or

insufficiency of their pay. It seems to us

that no fair construction of the intent of

the parties underlying the language they

have used in their agreement to arbitrate

permits our entertaining a claim so ob

viously inconsistent with their carefully

formulated position submitted at the outset.

For reasons that are patent enough to

people familiar with the tendency to unrea

sonable bitterness which labor disputes pro

voke, it is unfortunate that this question

has been injected into the discussion . Since

it is here, it must be disposed of, but the

subject tempts us to the commentary that

if high moral grounds are to prevail , the

companies' insistence upon receding from

what must be presumed to have been con

sidered a fair and just advance in wages ,

and holding the entire body of the employes

down to the old schedule for the claimed

bad faith of only a part of them , invites

an entirely independent line of reflection .

In dealing with the merits of the real

question involved , perhaps the first matter

of controlling consequence is the contention

of the men that their rate of pay should

bear a fair relation to the increased cost

of living which they claim to have estab

lished . At least with men whose pay is so

nicely graduated as to be measured by frac

tions of a cent per hour, this seems to be a

fair proposition . The condensed arithmetic

of the situation shows that the slightest

rise in the price of commodities essential

to a comfortable existence affects these men

and affects them vitally . They feel the

pinch with a directness which the man

whose pay leaves him some margin to save

or squander necessarily escapes. It is of

course not a debatable proposition that liv

ing expenses are distinctly greater than

they were three years ago, and since we

are not dealing with classes whose stand

ards of living are distorted by growing

extravagance and the importing of luxuries

into the list of necessities, this added bur

den is a very real one , and one which

cannot be avoided by any reasonable cur

tailment or sacrifice on the part of those

who have to bear it. If, as we must assume,

the cost of living was a recognized factor

when the rates of wages were established

three years ago, and if it now costs the

men more to live than it then did , the

schedule is obviously in need of readjust

ment to meet the new conditions, unless

there are other and equally important con

siderations to prevent it . What other con

siderations of this character are urged ?

We are told in effect that the companies

cannot afford to pay more than the present

rate ; that the wages are fair and liberal

because the companies can pay no more and

leave a reasonable margin of profit for

themselves . There has been no disposition ,

apparently, to conceal the underlying pur

pose of the combination which has resulted

in the so-called Connecticut Company . It

seems to owe its existence to a strategic

policy on the part of the absorbing corpor

ation , the N. Y. , N. H. & H. R. Co. , to .

smother the individual trolley lines as dis

turbers of the railroad's obvious plan to

curtail expenses as an aid to expansion in

new directions. If it were important here,

the real relation of the parent company's

ultimate purpose to the Connectitcut Com

pany's actual ability or inability to pay its

trolleymen fair wages might involve an in

teresting, if intricate discussion . It be

comes unimportant, however, in view of the

conclusion we have reached , that we are

unable to find this claim established upon

the incomplete and inconclusive testimony

offered . We must assume upon such facts

as are fairly open for our consideration ,

that the companies ' ability to pay any

reasonable increase of wages which other

established conditions fairly demand , has

not been successfully disputed .

But it is further urged that the whole mat

ter is effectually settled by the law of

supply and demand ; that with slight varia

tions accounted for by conditions peculiar

to the different localities a substantially

uniform market value for labor of the char

acter involved has been established ; that

this market value, coupled with the fact

that there is a present over-supply of this

kind of labor ( as evidenced by the fact that

there is one man on the company's waiting

list for every three regularly employed ) is

controlling. We are aware of the theoreti

cal importance which the student of polit

ical economy gives to the iron rule of sup

ply and demand , but like most abstract prin

ciples of this somewhat elusive science, it

calls for ideal conditions free from disturb

ing factors to entitle its application to

(Continued on page 14) .
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THE Within the year ending with Sept. 30,

1910, American Federation of Labor organ

izations have paid, in death , disability and

sick benefits, $2,939,322.18.

The Amalgamated Association, from

trade union standpoint, has reason this year

to observe Thanksgiving in a spirit of thank

fulness. It has been a year of gratifying

progress.

SEPTENSER IS 1892

A recent wage adjustment in the interest

of members of Division No. 447 , Richmond ,

Official Journal of the Amalgamated Asso
Cal . , has resulted in fixing the wage rate at

ciation of Street and Electric Railway 30 cents per hour. This is an increase of 4

Employes of America. cents per hour over the rate prevailing the

first of 1910.

PUBLISHED BY THE ASSOCIATION, Month

ly. W. D. MAHON, President.
The report of Secretary Frank Morrison

rendered to the Convention of the American

Correspondents will please address all com
munications for publication to R. L. REEVES,

Federation of Labor shows a net gain in

Editor, Detroit, Mich. the membership of the A. F. of L. organiza

Subscriptions payable to W. D. Mahon, Pres. tions for the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, of

220,209 members. This shows most gratify
SUBSCRIPTION.

ing progress.
Per annum . $ 1.00
Single copy .... 10 cents

Of the 106 national and international

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL. unions comprising the American Federation

W. D. MAHON . International President of Labor, in respect to the number of mem

J. J. THORPE . .First Vice-President bers the Amalgamated Association of Street

A. H. BURT Second Vice-President

GEORGE KEENAN Third Vice-President and Electric Railway Employes stands 14th .

B. A. CARTER . .Fourth Vice-President In other words, there are 13 larger unions

PATRICK E. HANLEY..Fifth Vice - President and 92 smaller than the street and electric

T. H. DUNN . Sixth Vice-President

JOHN H. REARDON..Seventh Vice - President
railway employes ' union.

REZIN ORR ... .International Treasurer

General Executive Board The A. F. of L. Convention report shows

C. 0. PRATT Chairman that 21 organizations were each involved in

R. L. REEVES . . Secretary a greater number of strikes during the last
EDWARD MCMORROW,

MAGNUS SINCLAIR ,
year than was the Amalgamated Associa .

RICHARD CORNELIUS, tion. The Plumbers ' Union leads with 65

WM. B. FITZGERALD, strikes , not one of which is reported lost.
P. J. SHEA,
FRED FAY, The Carpenters are credited with 60 strikes,

D. S. FITZGERAL the Cigar Makers 53 and the Machinists 50.
NLD.

Entered at the Detroit P. O. as Second - Class

Matter .

COAST COUNCE

OBJECTS OF THE AMALGAMATED

ASSOCIATION .

Article 2 of Constitution.

Section 1. The objects of this Association

shall be to organize Division Associations.
Sec. 2 . To place our occupation upon а

high plane of intelligence, efficiency and

skill ; to encourage the formation in Division
Associations of Sick Benefit Funds ; to estab

lish schools of instruction and examination

for imparting a practical knowledge of mod

ern and improved methods and systems of

transportation and trade matters generally ;

to encourage the settlement of all disputes

between employes and employers by arbitra

tion ; to secure employment and adequate pay

for our work ; to reduce the hours of daily
labor, and by all legal and proper means to

elevate our moral , intellectual and social

condition.

The report of Secretary Morrison shows

that the organizations of the A. F. of L.

were involved in 827 strikes during the year

ending with Sept. 30. Of these 62 , involv.

ing 12,309 members, were lost ; 554, involv

ing 502,996 members, were won, and 259

strikes were pending at the time reports

were made. It is not an unpleasing record

that shows that of the strikes of the year

but 7 1-2 per cent were lost.

As constant as is the appeal for assist

ance from certain labor organizations is the

opportunity for the members of this associa

tion to assist those organizations. This par.

ticular appeal is not an appeal for money.

It is a standing appeal sounded by the very

struggles of those organizations to maintain

and develop . The organizations to which

referred the Barbers, Bakers,

Cooks , Waiters and kindred organizations

that depend upon the patronage of their

employing establishments for their develop

ment. They can best be assisted by patron

age of concerns employing members of

those organizations and by assisting in di

recting patronage to such concerns. No

organized body has a greater opportunity to

assist along these lines than has the street

and electric railway employes' association .

are are

Unsigned communications cannot be pub

lished. Names of correspondents will not ap

pear with their productions unless by special

permission of the correspondent. Matter for

publication should be in not later than the

2nd of the month , and should be written only

on one side of the paper.
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The numerous accidents that have come to

light variously throughout the country upon

street and electric railroads and over which

controversy arises relative to orders and the

compliance with rules , inspires a caution

that motormen and conductors should insist

upon knowing that they are right before

they go ahead . A little time may be lost in

some instances , but it is better to lose time

than life for which one is responsible.

Bear in mind that the Glove Workers '

Union has a union label which will be found

upon all union made gloves . The Interna

tional Glove Workers ' Union is largely com

posed of women. They are struggling

through their organization to get better

wages and working conditions, and their

label demands the attention of every trade

unionist about to buy a pair of gloves or

mittens.

Division No. 107 , Hamilton , Ont. , reports

securing a new wage rate by extension of

agreement two years. The new scale brings

an increase of 2 cents per hour to motormen

and conductors. The newly effected wage

scale is : First year , 18 cents per hour ; sec

ond year, 20 cents per hour ; thereafter, 22

cents per hour. The Hamilton agreement

provides that the company shall supply uni

forms , which makes an addition to the speci

fied wage rate .

TU!

There is no class of employment in which

one may be employed that requires more

constant attention than that of motorman or

conductor. The successful motorman or con

ductor will perform his , work with that

understanding. Such are the class of men

who become the long service employes. They

form a class of employes that are absolutely

indispensable. They are a class of employes,

also, with whom an employing company will

find it profitable to overlook an occasional

error.

In the preamble citing the purposes upon

which the Amalgamated Association is

founded, it is found to be stated as one of

the purposes of establishing and maintaining

the organization that, “ To create an author

ity whose seal shall constitute a certificate

of character, intelligence and skill . Should

the members of this association fail in this

purpose ? The adopting of the principle

means the committing of the members to a

' line of thought and action that will insure

progress in the elevation of the craft.

13
Through the intervention of Secretary

Frank Morirson of the A. F. of L. , the two

rival state organizations of the State of

Ohio have been brought together into one

body to be known as the Ohio State Fed

eration of Labor. The consolidation was

completed at the recent convention held in

Hamilton , 0 . Harry D. Thomas, of Cleve

land , an old and determined worker in the

labor movement, was elected secretary of

the united organizations .

What is known as the “ White Rats , " an

independent actors ' association , and the

Actors' National Protective Union, a more

newly established organization affiliated

with the A. F. of L. , have amalgamated

and become one organization , to be known

as the White Rats ' Union of America. They

will receive a charter from the A. F. of L.

The organization is composed principally of

vaudeville actors . Th amalgamation of the

two bodies will make a strong actors' union

and will be the means of establishing living

wages for that class of stage artists .

het

It must be accepted that rules and regula

tions governing the operation of cars are

made by the employing management of oper

ative companies in line with giving the most

perfect service under the circumstances.

That can be the only purpose of the super

intendent or manager in making a rule. The

practicability or usefulness of a rule de

pends upon the ability and judgment of the

managing official issuing it. If it is a bad

rule or regulaton , it should be observed just

the same as though it were a good one until

the management may be prevailed upon to

modify or withdraw it . In the event that

it is not observed , responsibility then passes

to the employe , at least morally.

It would seem that the awakening in the

interest of arbitration occasioned by the re

cent Columbus street railway strike will pro

mote some movement before the coming

Ohio State Legislature of formulating a law

that will be more effective in protecting the

interests of the public against public utility

strikes . In fact , there have been expressed

determined resolutions upon the part of cer

tain civic elements that such an attempt will

be made. Such a move must necessarily

attract the interest of the Amalgamated As

sociation and the course of the Ohio Legis

lature upon this question will be observed

with the keenest interest. That the people

have the right, through legislation , to con

trol public utility corporations in such mat

ters there can be no doubt, but it is import

ant that the interests of street railway men

and, in fact, employes of all public utilities

should be thoroughly conserved in any meas

ure adopted.

Sp
ot

Late report from Philadelphia is to the

effect that members of Division No. 477 have

been successful in securing from the arbi

trators an award sustaining their position in

the allotment of runs. The question at issue

developed from a misunderstanding between

the company and Division No. 477 relative to

the placing upon the board of the members

returning to employment after the recent

strike. Division No. 477 held that they were

to be preceded in seniority in allotment of

runs only by the “ loyal men ” with the under

standing that “ loyal men ” should mean those

who, when the strike began , remained in

employment with the company . The posi

tion of the company was that " loyal men "

was intended to apply to all men in the

employ of the company at the time the

strike was settled . The award interprets

the agreement in favor of the former

strikers . The award effects a settlement

upon the only question remaining in con

tention between the management of the

company and Division No. 477 .

OF A

ch
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By the time this magazine reaches its

readers another opportunity will have passed

at which wage earners and others will have

an opportunity to register their choice rela

tive to political principles and partisan can

didates for office. Also, there will have

elapsed sufficient time for each voter to re

flect upon the act , determine upon results

and gratify himself with the satisfaction of

having taken a part in shaping future des

tinies of government, both national and local .

It is a serious proposition and one the ser

iousness of which usually expresses itself

most forcefully in after consideration. If

any believe they committed an error at this

last election , the fact should prompt them to

avoid that error in the future.

Ex-President Patrick Dolan of the Pitts

burg district of the United Mine Workers

met with a most shocking death on the night

of Oct. 22. Bro. Dolan was in the act of

boarding a moving train at the Fourth

avenue station of the Panhandle Railroad in

Pittsburg, when in some way he slipped and

fell between the platform of the station and

car wheels, meeting almost instant death.

Brother Dolan was one of the best known

labor men in the Pittsburg district and a

man of some general reputation , having been

an active workers for many years. For

many times he represented the Mine Work

ers in A. F. of L. conventions and at one

time was fraternal delegate to the British

Trades Congress . He was of genial disposi

tion and pleasing address and his untimely

death is a grievous shock to all who knew

him. At the time Ex-President John Mitch

ell was first elected National President of

the United Mine Workers Bro. Dolan was

quite popularly spoken of for the position.

No one would presume to deny that in

consideration of principle, the member of

organized labor gives far more consideration

to the question of how he should vote and

what he might gain in voting than does the

average wage earner not associated with his

fellow workmen in organization . In other

words, as a general proposition , there is a

mutual understanding among those of organ

ized labor upon what appears most accept

able in the interest of wage earners in di

recting the power of the vote. Not all of

organized labor , it is true , follow this mutual

understanding , but there is a collectiveness

or centralization in the voting power. There

will be many instances where this central

ized vote will have failed in accomplishing

anything further than the possible registry

of a protest, and even that may be obscured

by the interest in other issues . No institu

tion , however, can progress unless it can

maintain graciously in times of failure.

By recent modification of the wage clause

of the joint agreement between eleven locals

of this association employed on the Boston

& Northern Railway the members of the

eleven locals secured 142 cents per hour in

crease in wage. The new wage schedule is

fixed at : First year, 2272 cents per hour ;

second year, 2342 cents per hour ; third,

fourth and fifth years, 2442 cents per hour ;

sixth and seventh years, 2512 cents per

hour ; thereafter, 2642 cents per hour. The

same modification has been reached in the

interest of five locals employed upon what

is known as the Old Colony railway system

south of Boston . The divisions affected by

these two wage modifications are Divisions

Nos. 174 , Fall River ; 235, Brockton ; 238,

Lynn ; 240, Chelsea ; 243, Taunton; 246 ,

Salem ; 249 , Wakefield ; 253 , Quincy; 261 ,

Lawrence , 270, Gloucester ; 280 , Lowell; 373,

Hyde Park ; 473, Woburn ; 503, Haverhill;

541 , Chelsea, Mass. , and 294, Nashua, N. H.

It is hopeful that the New York express

drivers will be successful in their strike.

From one viewpoint , the express drivers

excite unusual admiration in the stand they

have taken . They are necessarily a class of

employes who, in securing employment, have

submitted to obligations in agreements with

the express companies that are as invalid

as they are immoral. There are no employ

ing corporations that exact the acceptance

on part of employes of more rigid and tyran

nical rules and regulations and there is not

another class of employes so thoroughly

under paid as are those who work for express

companies. The general strike of the ex

press drivers in New York shows the lack of

sincerity on part of employers in making

such contracts . These men are throwing to

the wind these immoral contracts and rebel

ling against humiliating conditions of em

ployment. They have engaged in a contest

with one of the most unscrupulous masters

employing labor . All powerful and protected

by the most ingenious laws the ingenuity of

their law department has been able to frame

and place upon the statute books . Express

companies do an interstate business and

take advantage of all of the laws surround

ing interstate corporations in controversies

with labor, and it is a daring undertaking for

the employes of such a concern to enter

such a contest as is now going on in New

York.

The Sherlock Holmes propensities of Bro.

H. H. Wilbur of Division No. 26 , Detroit,

conductor on the Trumbull avenue line, re

cently protected a young lady from assault .

On the night of November 4 a young lady,

followed by a negro , boarded Bro. Wilbur's

car, in the town town district. The conduct

of the negro attracted the conductor's atten.

tion . When the lady alighted near her home

upon one of the dark streets of Detroit, the

negro followed her. Bro. Wilbur, suspecting

that all was not right, told a couple of young

men passengers upon the platform that as

he could not leave his car to follow the

negro, he would pay their fare if they would

do so, handing them a dime. The two young

men followed the negro at a safe distance

until sufficient had developed to sustain the

suspicions of Conductor Wilbur. They cap

tured the negro in time to save the young

lady from serious injury, much to the credit

of Bro. Wlibur as an up -to -date conductor

in his painstaking interest in passengers.

Bro . Wilbur has been tendered a job on the

Detroit police force , but he is just the kind

of man needed in the place he now occupies.
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DOINGS OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICERS.

an

Since the last report was entered , the

International President has granted charters

for the affiliation of Divisions No. 550, River

side, N. J., and 551 , Lowell , Mass. Division

No. 551 is composed of shop men employed

on the Boston & Northern at that point.

President Mahon attended the Ohio State

Federation of Labor Convention held in

Hamilton , O. This convention resulted in

the re -establishment of harmony in the

ranks of the state body, there having been ,

for the past year, two distinct branches. The

division occurred at the convention one year

ago in Toledo. The solidifying of the state

body in Ohio was gratifying, as heretofore

it has been one of the actively promotive

branches of the labor movement and has

championed the interest, among others , of

the Amalgamated Association. From Hamil.

ton the President visited two other points

in the interest of organizing work , after

which he returned to the office. He was

then called to Pittsburg, Pa. At this point,

many of the barn men and those of the

maintenance department, after recently be

coming members of the association , were

laid off by the company. In laying these

men off, the company diverged from pre

vious policy of retaining the older men in the

service. The company explained that the

men were simply laid off in accord with the

economic policy of the company on account

of the work which they were engaged upon

being reduced and not requiring so many

men in the various capacities in which they

were working. The inference is that as soon

as more men are desired , these men will be

replaced. From Pittsburg, the President

went to Philadelphia to appear before the

arbitrators before whom has been submitted

a question in dispute relative to allotment

of runs to members of Division No. 477. In

this work he was associated with Chairman

C. 0. Pratt. Other situations in the east re

ceived his attention until November 22, when

he returned to the general office .

points, returning to Muncie and other points

upon the Union Traction Company

lines of Indiana. Appeals had been

received from employes upon the Union

Traction Company requesting the assist

ance of an organizer in effort to

organize. During the course of the investi

gation made by Treasurer Orr at Muncie and

Fort Wayne upon the Fort Wayne & Wabash

system , the company evidently became

aware of the purpose of his presence and

granted an increase in wage. The new

wage rate to go into effect upon the city

lines is :

First year, 18 cents per hour.

Second year, 19 cents per hour.

Third year, 20 cents per hour.

Fourth year, 2042 cents per hour.

Fifth year, 21 cents per hour.

Sixth , seventh , eighth , ninth and tenth

years, 22 cents per hour.

Thereafter, 23 cents per hour.

The new wage is an increase for those up

to ten years of 1 cent per hour, and those

of more than ten years of service of 2 cents

per hour. Upon the interurban lines, the

previous wage was from 18 to 25 cents per

hour. The new wage put into effect is :

First year, 20 cents per hour.

Second year, 21 cents per hour.

Third year, 22 cents per hour.

Fourth year, 23 cents per hour.

Fifth year, 24 cents per hour.

Sixth year, 25 cents per hour.

Seventh year, 26 cents per hour.

Eighth, ninth and tenth year, 27 cents per

hour.

Thereafter, 28 cents per hour.

Upon the Fort Wayne & Wabash system,

the wage as increased is :

First year, 19 cents per hour.

Second year, 20 cents per hour.

Third and fourth years , 21 cents per hour.

Fifth year and thereafter, 22 cents per

hour.

The increase in wage granted by the com

any was looked upon by Treasurer Orr as

a sufficient modifier of the situation to lessen

the invitation for further organization work

at this time.
Vice-President J. J. Thorpe has yet under

his advisement the wage question in the

interest of Division No. 197, Meadville, Pa.

It appears that this matter bids fair to find

its way into the court as the only means of

adjustment; the road being in the hands of

receivers.

Vice-President George Keenan was called

to Waterloo, N. Y. , in consequence of the

dismissal of members of Division No. 542.

In the adjustment of the situation , one of

the dismissed members was reinstated.

G. E. B. Chairman C. 0. Pratt is at present

engaged in assiting Division No. 477 of

Philadelphia, Pa. , in the matter of arbitra

tion on the question of allotment of runs.

By agreement between the company and em

ployes , two arbitrators were chosen to take

evidence upon the controversy. The com

pany selected Mr. Fogel, of Philadelphia , and

Division No. 477 selected Mr. Raymond Rob

bins , of Chicago. These two men have

undertaken to hear and determine upon the

case. At last reports , no agreement had

been reached. It is understood that in the

event these two cannot agree , a third arbi

trator will be appointed to settle the ques

tion. Aside from the work in Philadelphia,

Chairman Pratt assisted in organizing

Division No. 550 , Riverside , N. J. The com

pany opposed the institution of the local

and when proposed conditions of employ.

ment were submited for the consideration

of the management, they were rejected. The

Vice-President J. H. Reardon has been

associated with G. E. B. Member Wm. B.

Fitzgerald in advisement upon situations in

Massachusetts from which favorable reports

are made.

International Treasurer Rezin Orr associ.

ated with President Mahon in attendance at

the Ohio State Federation of Labor Conven

tion at Hamilton , O. , and in work at other
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employes suspended work on October 11 and

all matters of difference were settled on

October 12 , when operation of the cars was

resumed . A liberal increase was obtained

in the settlement and the local was effec

tually established .

Montgomery street railway employes. Upon

his arrival in that city, he found the situa

tion discouraging for any further effort at

this time and returned to the general office

by way of Chattanooga , Tenn. , and Louis

ville , Ky.

was

G. E. B. M. Edward McMorrow , aside from G. E. B. Member Fred Fay continued with

organizing service , has associated in assist the Columbus strike situation until the

ing Divisions No. 228 , 273 and 298. Division strike was declared off. He was then dis

No. 288 of Joliet is involved in an arbitra patched to St. Joseph , Mo. , where he is en

tion to determine the future wage scale . gaged in the interest of that local at the

Board Member McMorrow is conducting the present time.

arbitration in the interest of the local . There

also has developed a contention relative to THE CONNECTICUT ARBITRATION AWARD.

the dismissal of members of Division No. (Continued from page 9. )

273 , Chicago. This matter is at present re weight. Sometimes the most obvious ele

ceiving his attention . He also dis
ments which upset the balance are over

patched to Streator, Ill . , upon an appeal
looked . That is more or less apparent here.

from Division No. 298 , in consequence of Where the modern effort to kill competition

a threatened general strike in that city. It by combination is successful , one does not

is reported that all matters have been satis
ordinarily look for a purely philanthropic

factorily adjusted . motive. Wage rates are no less within the

measurable control of a monopoly than the

G. E. B. Member Magnus Sinclair visited market price it fixes for its service. In the

Division No. 107, Hamilton , Ont. This local
case of skilled labor, where the supply is

had previously applied for an increase in necessarily limited and controlled by the
the wage rate. After advising with the local , preliminary requirements of a considerable

Board Member Sinclair was dispatched to technical training and where because of this

Winnipeg, Man. , where a case has been sub
fact effective combination by the men is

mitted to the Dominion Labor Department
made possible, this power is to a greater or

for investigation under the Industrial Dis less extent held in check. But the main

putes Act . The company is charged with
argument of the companies here is , that

unwarrantably dismissing members of Di
neither preliminary skill nor technical re

vision No. 99 upon charge of an offense held
quirement is necessary to make a motorman

to be foreign to the service. The matter
or a conductor ; that the crude material is

will likely be adjusted under the Industrial licked into shape with little effort and with
Disputes Act , progress upon the work of

a “ training ” too inconsiderable to be dwelt
preparation for the same being reported by upon. This is the argument advanced to us

Board Member Sinclair at this time.
in support of the bald claim that the men

G. E. B. Member Richard Cornelius was
as unskilled laborers are being paid all they

dispatched to Stockton , Cal . , where he held
deserve. If it is entitled to weight in that

two meetings of Division No. 276. The mat
connection , it must be equally effective here .

ter in difference is relative to the allotment
In this situation , then , it is evident that

of runs and the question of executing an
over-supply, without evidence to its

agreement on part of the company . He moral fiber or standard of intelligence , is

also visited Division No. 256 , Sacramento ,
of little consequence. It quite overlooks the

Cal . , from which local he reports progress.
vital element of efficiency in which the

traveling public has a distinct and very

G. E. B. Member Wm. B. Fitzgerald con serious interest. . We venture to say that if

tinues in direction of the affairs of Division for financial reasons peculiar to this terri

No. 496 , Pittsfield , Mass. The local is en tory the company found it esential to cut its

deavoring to secure an agreement with the present wage scale in half, it would still

company upon wages and working condi find enough applicants to man its cars .

tions. Late reports are those of progress .
Whether under such conceivable conditions

Aside from this work, Board Member Fitz it would man them with the material avail

gerald visited Boston to confer with the
able at those figures, is a matter that we

joint committee of the locals employed upon
need only speculate upon. It would still

the Boston & Northern and Old Colony leave undetermined the question of the

lines . He addressed a meeting at Lynn and primary efficiency of the men for any ser

took up the matter of a discharged member
vice where the safety and comfort of a

of the Lowell local , which was later dropped large traveling public is committed to their

in consequence of the character of the case . charge. The argument, in this connection ,

He visited Worchester, Mass ., and other that the self interest of the companies is in

points with Vice -President J. H. Reardon in
itself guarantee of a wage scale high

the interest of the association and attended enough to satisfy every public demand for

the Massachusetts State F. of L. at Worces efficient service , is not convincing. Corpor

ter. He also visited North Adams and ate self interest is too often exhausted along

Housatonic in the interest of organizing other lines to give this proposition the

work . weight claimed for it . There are instances

G. E. B. Member P. J. Shea was dispatched of still contemporary history where railroad

to Montgomery , Ala. , from where an appeal companies, for the single avowed purpose

had come for assistance to organize the of more economical administration , have so

as
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reduced their working force established by

years of careful experience as to make

ensuing disasters fairly attributable to the

exhaustion and consequent impaired effi

ciency of overworked men , and to the inad

equacy of train crews . Specific cases of

this sort are in the mind of every unbiased

railroad man who reads this .

· A considerable amount of documentary

evidence was presented to us showing the

wages paid in various other and distinct

lines of employment. In view of the con

flicting claims made as to its pertinence, it

is proper to say that we regard these fig

ures as without direct bearing upon the

single question before us . Direct compari

sons of specific cases furnish no reliable

information for us to act upon. Such slight

force as this evidence has spends itself

when we have considered it in the mass for

such light as it sheds upon the present gen

eral condition and position of the so -called

laboring man.

Other considerations have been urged

upon us by one side or the other of more

or less direct bearing upon the merits of

the question, but hardly of importance

enough to call for separate discussion.

After a careful review of the situation ,

therefore, and for the main reasons briefly

outlined , we are convinced that the men are

entitled to an advance in wages and that the

companies have failed to show their inabil

ity to pay it ; that no economic principle so

far unearthed in our proceedings at all dis

turbs the balance indicated by this con

clusion , and that, except in so far as the

evidence on the point has been fairly

weighed in its bearing directly upon the

question of fair and liberal compensation ,

the conduct and attitude of some of the

men during the period of negotiation is re

moved from our consideration by the explicit

terms of the final agreement to arbitrate.

Two questions remain to be disposed of :

( 1 ) The demand of the men for a flat rate ,

rather than one based upon pay increasing

as the term of service increases, and ( 2 )

the definite schedule of wages to be fixed .

We are satisfied that the demand for a

flat rate should be denied. The present

system of the company is one of obvious

merit, if the public right to a carefully

maintained standard of efficiency is to be

respected, and methods calculated to main

tain it and to encourage a recognition of it

on the part of the men are to be approved .

As to the other and final matter with

which we are concerned , we submit the

accompanying schedule as fairly determin

ing the rates of wages in its respective

classes which should be established ; and

under the terms of the submission, we so

establish these rates as the wages of the

motormen and conductors on the respective

divisions for the period of two years from

June 1st, 1910 .

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

Yr. Yr. Yr. Yr. Yr. Yr.

New Haven 2134 2244 23 2412 26 27

Hartford 2134 2244 23 2442 26 27

Bridgeport 2142 22 2234 24 2572 26 12

Waterbury 2112 22 2234 2334 25 26 14

New London 21 22 2234 2342 2442 26

Stamford 21 22 2234 2312 2442 26

N. Y. & S'f'd 21 22 2234 2342 2412 26

Meriden 21 2234 2372 2442 26

Derby 21 22 2234 2342 2412 26

New Britain 21 22 2234 2312 2442 26

Norwalk 21 22 2234 2312 2442 26

Putnam 21 22 2234 2342 2412 26

Middletown 21 22 2234 2312 2412 26

Torrington 21 22 2234 2342 2412 26

In the matter of pay for overtime work,

we approve and therefore leave undisturbed

the existing regulations of the companies.

Dated at New Haven, Conn. , this 31st

day of August, 1910.

WILLIAM S. CASE ,

DAVID E. FITZGERALD,

Arbitrators.

The Minority Report.

The dissenting arbitrator wishes to bear

testimony to the uniform good temper and

courtesy of his two colleagues, and in par.

ticular to the acquiescent spirit of'Dr. David

E. Fitzgerald in which might have been the

arduous task of choosing the third member

of the Arbitration Board. He would also

call specialized attention to his own case ,

to the fact that, as stated at the time, he

accepted his appointment by the Connecti

cut Company under the express provision

that he was to be an arbitrator pure and

simple and not an agent or attorney of that

corporation . This basic conception of the

duties of his place he has endeavored to

fulfill.

The objective work of the arbitration has

been complicated by two extraneous factors

and forces. The arbitrators have found

actually in operation anincreased wage rate

as the sequel of a previous negotiation be

tween the Connecticut Company and its

men ; and , of far higher importance, it has

had before it the moral issue raised by the

company of a broken 'agreement. Had the

subject of the arbitration been purely eco

nomic , and dating back entirely to an orig.

inal instead of a secondary wage schedule,

it would have been much simplified.

Following the precedent of the arbitrators

in their consultation it seems well to con

sider the subject under three groupings , in

their order-economic , fiscal, and moral.

The Economic Question .

Under the economic head , counsel for the

men presented returns signed by eighteen

meat and grocery firms to show the in

creased cost of provisions in 1910, as com

pared with 1907 , the year of the last wage

increase ; other similar returns on a much

narrower scale to indicate the rise of prices

of furniture and of leather and rubber

goods ; magazine articles showing higher

cost living ; several hundred cards signed

by the men to prove increase of rents ; and

letters of officers of organizations to prove

in their vocations higher wage rates than

those of the trolley men. Counsel for the

company, per contra , presented at length

evidence to show that the trolleymen's re

turn of prices was exaggerated-that evi

dence, including newspaper quotations , ad

vertisements and government reports ; testi

mony covering a long schedule of rents to
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prove that they had increased but slightly,

if at all ; returns of the wage scale of street

railways east of Buffalo and north of Pitts

burg to show wage rates in general below

those of the Connecticut Company ; and

testimony showing 598 men on the waiting

list of the company seeking the regular runs.

The examination of the foregoing evi

dence and the exhibits discloses on both

sides as to prices impressive disparities and

that they were open to the logical and nat

ural suspicion investing all returns gath

ered thus ex parte. Dates were often indef

inite and might span a period of two or

three years and a half ; government reports

were not localized to Connecticut and cov.

ered long periods of time ; newspaper adver

tisements were not an index of normal

prices. The returns of the trolleymen as

to cost of living showed great inconsist

encies with each other. Practically none of

the prices on either side were for compara

tive periods of time, but were for contrasted

and indefinite points of time , nor did they

allow for the relative amounts in which the

various food commodities entered into con

sumption . One table of the latter kind

was, however, introduced by consent at the

conference of the arbitrators. It gave from

actual household accounts the cost of food

consumption on 63 articles during six

months of 1907, as compared with the cor

responding six months of 1910, the number

of consumers in the household being through

each period the same. This table showed

an increased cost of about 8 per cent.

Taking all the returns into account, and

modifying them by personal experience, in.

cluding deterioration of the quality of goods

-itself qualified somewhat by the Pure

Food Law—the dissenting arbitrator con

cluded on the question of cost of living

alone , inclusive of rents-in which the in

crease of taxes is an uplifting and persist

ent factor—that the wen were entitled to

an increase of pay over the existing sched

ule . But tending to offset that conclusion

were the lower average wage rates of other

eastern lines , and the over-supply of men

on the company's waiting list. It was sug .

gested by one of the arbitrators that such

an over -supply of 598 men , or one to three

on the regular list , argued inefficiency . But

against that reasoning the interests of the

company based on efficiency as a preventive

of damage suits and injury to rolling stock

seemed a valid and sufficient counter plea.

Just at this point also,-anticipating some

what the later moral issue of a broken

agreement,-it may be asked , why, if ef

ficiency is to be emphasized in the public

interest , honesty in keeping faith may not

be emphasized in the public interests also ?

Is a broken contract , in a moral sense, less

prejudicial to public interest than a br ken

trolley fixture in a material one ?

As regarded higher wages than those of

the trolleymen in other and greatly differing

vocations , no satisfactory conclusions for

either side could be drawn . Those wages

are very often without reason and appar

intly by mere custom . The higher wages

ľ a bricklayer could not be urged as an

argument to pull trolley wages up without

urging also the low wages of an adult male

mill hand in a cotton or woolen factory

under less sanitary conditions-to pull them

down .

A plea of counsel for the company that

the traditional and customary fare of a

nickel blocks opportunity of raising rates

to meet increase of wages must be largely

offset in practice by the fact of the strong

and general tendency of trolley earnings to

increase.

In the final summary of the economir

subject the higher cost of living was thus,

as heretofore stated , matched against the

economic privileges of the company based

on the waiting list , and the generally lower

wage scales of the other eastern lines - its

privileges , in other words , to avail itself of

market conditions . In such a case, assum

ing an economic equation , appeal may justly

be made to collateral facts, and one of the

kind can be found in the company's having

already waived its privilege - or right - and

raised wages somewhat more than 4 per

cent in its posted schedule of April 9 , 1910.

It also appeared that, taking the returns

from 1904 , when the trolleys were consoli

dated , wages had been increased so as

nearly, if not quite, to equate the increased

cost of living. In the same connection it

is probably true also that the powerful

weapon of a contingent street railway strike

has a general if indefinite tendency to raise

trolleymen's wages above the normal level

of the market. With some hesitancy, there

fore , the dissenting arbitrator holds the

present wage scale fair, and sustains the

company on the economic question taken in

its entirety .

The Fiscal Question .

Mr. W. B. Fitzgerald , counsel for the men,

introduced many figures to show the pros

perity of the company and its fiscal ability

to pay an increased wage. His citations

were crude and disclosed feeble grasp of

the subject ; they compelled , however, the

opposing counsel to put on an official of

the New York , New Haven & Hartford

Company to show the Connecticut Com

pany's condition in the fiscal year 1909. His

showing in his testimony was as nebulous

as that of Mr. Fitzgerald. Under the ques.

tioning of the Company's counsel he fell

into the singular error of ratioing net earn

ings over all to bonded debt, to which inter

est had already been assigned from net

earnings over operation . He treated a self

liquidating debt of some twenty-seven mil

lion dollars — at most only a deferred and

contingent liability-as though it were stock ,

çalling for a dividend after interest on that

debt had already been subtracted from earn

ings. It is as if one should buy a store for

$ 10,000 cash , assuming a previous mortgage

of $ 10,000 ; then out of the net rental of

$ 1,000 apply $ 500 to interest on the mort

gage ; and then call the remaining $500 two

and a half per cent return on $20,000 instead

of five per cent on the direct investment .

Again , it did not appear whether $9,206,895 ,

treated as investment in betterments , came
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from the parent corporation, or was financed

by the Connecticut Company ; and yet again,

what was $329,430, that appeared in the

report to the Railroad Commissioners of

1909 as income under the head of "Guaran .

teed Account New England Investment &

Securing Company” ? In such a confusion

of returns the testimony on both sides be

fore the arbitrators regarding the fiscal con

dition of the Connecticut Company had to

be excluded.

But at the risk of the charge of divergence

from the main subject, such a condition of

affairs calls for its commend and criticism .

Here is a great trolley corporation control

ling 80 per cent of the mileage and 90 per

cent of the street railway business of the

whole state of Connecticut. It has out

standing, or represents, including the leased

Connecticut Railway and Lighting Com

pany , some sixty -three millions of stock and

bonds. Most of these securities are held

by banks and conservative investors ; and

to the investment interest is to be added

the just public claim to opportunity for

knowledge of the company's fiscal affairs at

a time when publicity is a resonant keynote

of corporate betterment. Yet the Railroad

Commission of the state admits without

explanation to the pages of its annual report

return that shows practically nothing

beyond receipts and cost of operation, net

earnings over operation being transferred

to the parent steam railroad account, and

there losing its identity. A further examin

ation of these fiscal flaws leads to a dis

covery. There appears to be no entry on

the State Railroad Commission's blank to

show whether the company's $275,000 stock

capital in 1909 had been paid in as cash.

Search through the Commission's annual re

ports shows that the old entry " stock issued

for actual cash ” formerly appearing regu

larly in its blank for the state companies,

disappears after the annual report of the

Commission for 1903, the Commision thus

masking watered stock, following its policy

which a few years before that date screened

the notorious stock-watering act of the Con

necticut Railway & Lighting Corporation.

Such disclosures give fresh cogency to the

clear call for a commission of men of train

ing, intelligence and courage in lieu of mak

ing the Commission a refuge and reward

for the place-hunter and politician-a com

mission that will enforce publicity and hold

the scales even between corporate misdoing

on the one hand and demagogism on the

other.

The Violated Agreement.

But in the opinion of the dissenting arbi

trator in this case, thrusting all economic

and fiscal questions far in the background,

is the testimony of Vice-President Townley

and General Manager Puderford of the Com

necticut Company, proving the violation of

an agreement under which on April 9, 1910,

the present wage scale was officially posted

and put in force. As briefly but as clearly

as possible this phase of the controversy

which must be deemed vital must now be

considered and its facts and elements

analyzed. That it becomes technically as

well as morally an integral part of the case

is proved clearly by the words of the arbi

tration articles, which state that the three

arbitrators " shall hear all witnesses and take

testimony that either party may deem ad

visable in the presentation of its case.”

These are the dominating words that ex

clude technical narrowing of the scope of

the case and open its moral elements for

full consideration and weight. Before arbi

trators, as before other tribunals, parties

must come into court with clean hands.

What were the facts presented at great

length by the company and undisputed by

any counter evidence ?

A committee of thirteen representing the

eleven unionized local trolley systems of the

state met Vice-President Townley and Gen

eral Manager Punderford in several confer

ences to discuss an increase of wages. The

committee proposed a large increase of the

scale, which Vice-President Townley refused.

Mr. Townley then offered a certain wage

scale. The chairman of the committee mod

ified and reshaped the scale, and in that

form it was, after discussion, accepted by

the committee of thirteen, who individually

and collectively were polled by Mr. Town

ley, and promised individually and collec

tively to use their " utmost endeavors " to

secure the assent of the men. Mr. Townley

on his part promised that he would try to

secure the assent of President Mellen, and

later did so. The new wage scale was then

referred to the local unions, and was adopt

ed by nine out of the eleven in the state,

only New Haven and Norwich dissenting,

and the majority including Hartford and

Bridgeport—the Waterbury system being

non-union and not represented on the com

mittee. After brief delays at the request of

the chairman of the committee, and appar

ently only by courtesy of the company, the

new wage scale was posted, in accordance

with precedent and custom in such cases.

Just here occurred something on the part

of the men, the exact nature of which can

not be stated with positiveness, though its

nature can be inferred as outside interfer

ence from the evidence in the arbitration

hearing. But the something, whatever it

was , tore open and violated the ratified com

pact ; sent the committee back to the com

pany for a yet higher wage scale than the

increased rates posted April 9th ; and led to

a later referendum , in which by a large ma

jority the men of the local unions voted to

insist on that scale. Followed next an ap

peal of the committee of thirteen to Presi

dent Mellen , who accused them of bad faith,

refused to negotiate with them further, and

stated that the only alternative was arbitra

tion.

Clear light would have been thrown on

this whole moral question of pledges and

the broken compact had the counsel for the

men placed available witnesses on the

stand ; but after twice stating, in effect, that

he intended to put on the committee as wit

nesses, he refused to do so ; he offered no

evidence from the official records of the

local unions to refute the asserted ratifica
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tion of the existing pact and wage scale ;

and his final appeal to the arbitrators to

consider the question of wages alone " no

matter what pledges or anything else might

have been made in the conference, that is a

matter between the employes and the offi

cials of the company, ” clearly indicates his

attitude -- a weird dictum in morals , but one

which the arbitrating majority seems to

have accepted.

Quite apart from ethical aspects sharp

emphasis may also be laid upon the agreed

scale as information and a pointer for our

arbitration board. Can the board with logic ,

equity or propriety shift either up or down

a scale once definitely accepted by both the

company and its employes, after full and fair

discussion, and in its final shape emanating

from the men for whom the board majority

now proposes a higher wage than that fixed

by their own committee ?

It would have been more consistent had

the company stood in the arbitration on the

agreed wage rather than reverted to that

which was in force before the negotiations

began — just as it would have been more

consistent on the part of the men if they

had not raised their demands in the arbitra

tion to 30 cents an hour flat, and time and

a half for overtime. But the company in

the more important and concrete act of put

ting the agreed scale in force and keeping

it there, has in the essential matter lived

up to its pledge.

It was claimed repeatedly by counsel for

the men that the committee of thirteen were

merely messengers of the unions ; but the

constitution of the Street Railway organiza

tion orders such a committee to make a

" thorough investigation ." Is that a function

of mere messengers ? The evidence at the

hearings showed that they entered at the

conference minutely into the subject at

issue , and voted acceptance personally, indi

vidually and collectively. Was that a mes

senger's office ? The uncontradicted testi

mony on the part of the company shows

also that a number of these “messengers"

asserted full power to act. And , finally ,

there were the precedents of earlier years

to show that the committee's function as

messengers was far exceeded . But even if

that plea be allowed , how does it qualify,

much less expunge , the vote of the nine out

of the eleven unions ratifying the commit

tee's " message" ?

As bearing on the bad faith of the com

mittee itself, after promising singly and as

a body its active support of the wage scale

of April 9th, may be cited the form of the

ballot by the committee sent out for the

referendum and subsequent to the rupture

of the agreement. Without any statement of

the committee's position or attitude in the

past, that ballot in effect asks the men if

they will sustain their latest demand. The

pledged committee in violation of its com

pact sent out a campaign circular, not a

fair official ballot.

To summarize very briefly this moral and

fundamental aspect of the case before the

rbitrators, eclipsing all other features-

rocks of fact against which all verbal and

technical foam beats in vain-there was a

definite and precise contract with the com.

pany, subsequently confirmed by the men as

principals and on which the counsel for the

men offered no refuting evidence before the

arbitrating board , and let this whole branch

of the case collapse. Practically, then, the

duties of the arbitrators were merly the

ascertainment of the immoral breach of the

contract, and if so found , ratifying the wage

scale for which the contract provided. On

that point resting on the sanctity of the

contract the dissenting arbitrator holds the

evidence conclusive and refuses to set the

seal of arbitration on broken faith.

And in conclusion he must express his

deep sorrow at which he must regard as the

moral failure of the arbitration. The Board

of Arbitrators, a pioneer one of its kind in

this state, and representing an agency for

the adjustment of one of the most serious

labor disputes in New England history, has

had a great opportunity to which it has

failed to respond. By sustaining the agreed

scale it could have allowed for the men a

handsome increase of their wage ; it could

have asserted with force that obligation of

contract which the constitution of our coun

try denies the right of even a state to

impair ; it could have impressed on the

unions the value of good faith in an epoch

when their habit of bad faith has so often

and it is to be feared too justly - been

charged by the corporations ; and it could

have warned the union employes to watch

and ward more carefully against bad leader.

ship, and select for their captains men of

integrity, intelligence and conservatism .,

Looked at in its broader sequels, with what

confidence after such an experience can a

corporation failing in this arbitration, with

an impregnable moral case and one also with

economic strength , appeal hereafter to arbi

tration on economic grounds alone ? An

arbitration which might have been epochal

for our community has proved far worse

than negative in its value as precedent and

example,

It is with profound regret that on such a

proposition of the highest moral altitude and

import, one of the three arbitrators must

stand alone.

CLARENCE DEMING.

New Haven , Aug. 31, 1910.

The aggregate cost of strikes and lockouts

to A. F. of L, organizations during the past

year was $ 3,727,277.68. There were ten

organizations that paid more to support

strikes than did the Amalgamated Associ

ation. The cost of strikes to the United

Mine Workers alone was $1,326,310.63 , or

more than 35 per cent of the entire cost of

all strikes. The total cost of strikes during

the year was an average of approximately

$2 per year per member. The amount is

equal to the sustenance of an army of 14,335

men at $5 per week for the entire year. How

ever, some organizations pay more than $5

per week strike benefit.
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MILWAUKEE SOCIALISTS PLAN MUNIC

IPAL PAWNSHOP.

ther our Association has lost one who was

ever faithful to its interests, and desiring to

express our sympathy to his sorrowing fam

ily ; therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That we, the members of Di

vision 425 , express to the sorrowing family

and relatives our most sineere and heartfelt

sympathy and tender all the assistance pos
sible ;

RESOLVED, That our charter be draped in

mourning for a period of thirty days and

copies of these resolutions be sent to the be

reaved family to the Motorman and Conductor

for publication and also spread upon

minutes.

CHAS. J. ELLIOTT,

H. D. BACON,

WM . JOHNSON,

Committee.

November, 1910 .

To carry out the Socialists ' plan of estab

lishing a municipal pawnshop, City Attorney

Daniel W. Hoan has advised the city council

to seek the passage of a state law permit

ting such a step to be taken .

The city has no power to create such a

bureau without permission from the legisla

ture. Mr. Hoan approved a resolution pro

viding for the drafting of such a bill .

He says a case came to his knowledge

where an old woman had paid $ 300 on a loan

of $ 75 and still owed $75.

The extent to which the loan sharks prey

upon and extort money in the shape of inter

est from citizens in need of a small loan, he

says, is almost unbelievable.—Chicago Daily

Socialist.

our

By Div. 425, Hartford , Conn .

WHEREAS, It has pleased our Heavenly

Father, in his infinite wisdom , to take from

us our esteemed brother, Christopher Holly

wood ;

RESOLVED, That Division No. 425, in reg

ular meeting assembled, does extend our sin

cere sympathies to his bereaved family and

that the association cause our charter to be

draped for a period of thirty days in respect

for our beloved brother . And be it further

RESOLVED, That a copy of these resolu

tions be spread on our minutes, a copy sent

to the bereaved family and to our official jour

nal , the Motorman and Conductor, for publi
cation.

CHAS. J. ELLIOTT,

WM . L. ALLING ,

JOHN J. KENNY ,

Committee.

November, 1910 .

Disbursement from the Death and Disability

Benefit Fund during the month of October,

1910 , were made to beneficiaries on death and

disability claims, as follows :

Deaths.

Mrs. James Stonehouse, beneficiary,

death claim of Geo. E. Stonehouse ,

deceased member of Division No. 26,

Detroit, Mich .; cause, accident , elec

tric shock . $ 100.00

Mrs. W. J. Coleman, beneficiary , death

claim of W. J. Coleman, deceased

member of Division No. 113, Toronto,

Ont.; cause, tuberculosis 100.00

Mrs. Walter Long, beneficiary, death

claim of Walter Long, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 113 , Toronto,

Ont.; cause, Bright's disease and

dropsy 100.00
Mrs. J. Berberot , beneficiary , death

claim of J. Berberot, deecased mem

ber of Division No. 194 , New Or

leans, La.; cause, gunshot wound of

abdomen 100.00

Mrs. Mary Murphy, beneficiary, death

claim of T. D. Murphy , deceased

member of Division No. 241 , Chicago,

Ill .; cause, pseudo leucaemia ... 100.00
Mrs. Mabel Riger, beneficiary , death

claim of A. L. Riger, deceased mem

ber of Division No. 223, Butler, Pa.;

cause, typhoid fever . 100.00

Mrs. Thos . O'Connor , beneficiary, death
claim of Thos . O'Connor, deceased

member of Division No. 194 , New Or

leans, La.; cause, locomotor ataxia .. 100.00

Mrs. C. H. Schultz, beneficiary, death

claim of C. H. Schultz, deceased

member of Division No. 260, Chicago,

Ill.; cause, mitral insufficiency .. 100.00
Mrs. E. A. Faith , beneficiary , death

claim of Edward A. Faith , deceased

member of Division No. 425 , Hart

ford, Conn.; cause, accident, head -on

collision 100.00

Margaret E. Sedgwick , beneficiary,

death claim of S. R. Sedgwick , de

ceased member of Division No. 85,

Pittsburg, Pa.; cause, accident,

caught in a collision between two

cars 100.00

Digability .

E. J. Kunstman, disabled member of

Division No. 260 , Chicago , Ill.; cause,

accident, hand cut off by passing car,

causing amputation two inches above

wrist
100.00

By Div. No. 223, Butler, Pa .

Whereas the Heavenly Father has seen fit to

enter the ranks of Division No. 223 and take

from us our beloved brother, Albert A. Riger ;
and

Whereas, we realize that by the death of

Brother Riger we have lost a true and faith

ful friend, one who was always willing to do

his brother a favor, and one who was always

honest and faithful in the discharge of his

duties, pleasant and courteous to all whom he

met, therefore be it

Resolved , that our charter be draped for a

period of thirty days and that we extend to

the sorrowing wife and family our deepest

sympathy in their sad bereavement.

Resolved that copies of these resolutions

be entered upon our minutes, sent to the be
reaved wife and family and published in

Motorman and Conductor and in the Butler

daily papers.

P. R. STARR,

A. H. ZEIGLER,

L. M. CONVERY

Committee.

By Division No. 543, Columbus, O.

WHEREAS, It has pleased our Heavenly

Father to remove from our midst by death

our late beloved and esteemed Brother Laird

A. Lisle, and as we humbly bow in submis

sion to the divine decree, we sincerely mourn

the death of our deceased brother who, in

life , was a worthy and consistent member of

Division No. 543 . Therefore be it

RESOLVED , That Division No. 543 , in reg

ular session assembled , do hereby extend sin

cere sympathy to the family of our late bro

ther in their bereavement.

RESOLVED , That the charter of this Di

vision be draped for a period of 30 days, a

copy of these resolutions be sent to the be

reaved family, a copy spread on the minutes

of the meeting and that they be published in

our official journal, the Motorman and Con
ductor.

W. C. SOUTHARD, Pres.

CARL DYSART, Sec'y .

Oct. 28 , 1910.

Total . $ 1,100.00

IN MEMORIAM .

By Div. 425, Hartford , Conn .

WHEREAS, It has pleased our Heavenly
Father to remove from our midst our beloved

and esteemed brother , Edward A. Faith ; and ,

WHERAS, In the sad departure of our hro
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EXECUTIVE BOARD OF DIV. No. 268 , CLEVELAND, O.

ADDED SERVICE. who represented the 16 different locals of the

Boston & Northern and Old Colony street rail
way companies.

Ottumwa, Ia . — Improvements our company President Sheehan made an excellent report

has made the past summer and fall help to

make our
on the accomplishments of the street car men

work easier. We have two new
to push the 9 hours in 11 bill through at the

runs, Wabash and Chester avenue, employing State Conventionof theA. F. ofL. held in

eight more men. Worcester the week of Oct. 10, 1910.

We were fortunate enough to get a storm

front for all summer cars at the last legisla

At the regular meeting on Oct. 31 , 22 appli.

cations for membership were read and 15
ture, which protects us from the cold rains

candidates road the goat. Men are beginning
and sleet storms. We don't know what we

to realize the good of organized labor and
will get next time, but we ought to be willing

to spend at least 5 cents per member per
everybody is seeking an application blank .

The rule in regard to calling out the destin
1 month to try.

ation of cars is rescinded.
Bros. Jos. Thompson has come back from Motormen and conductors were not allowed

his western trip , where he went to rest up to ride in the vestibules previous to this

and regain his health , He is not much im agreement ; now they ride anywhere.
proved , but we hope he will soon be strong President Sheehan is the delegate of the

again and back to work. Brockton C. L. U. to the St. Louis A. F. of L

Our sick list is small at present and we are convention, and on behalf of the members of

glad of it, as we have had considerable sick
Div. 235 Bro. F. C. Kimball presented him

ness among the brothers the past summer. with a mounted fountain pen, a traveling bag
The summer cars have all been put in the

and another small gift. For a moment he was
barn, there to stay until spring. A. W. C.

dumfounded and then said he would answer

later, and in his speech he said that he had

done for the boys what any other man should

PRES. SHEEHAN TO ATTEND A. F. of L. do if in the chair.

CONVENTION. Barn Foreman Geo. E. McCrait, of Camp.

bell, is running double now. He wasmarried

in October

Brockton, Mass. - At a meeting of Division Bro. Russell Irving and his friend , Miss

235 held at midnight Sept. 30 , the new agree Bertha Friend, are now Mr. and Mrs. Russell

ment between the company and employes was Irving.

accepted . Division 235, as an appreciation of Messrs. G. E. McCrat and Russell Irving and

the good work done by our president, P. F. their brides are taking in the sights of New

Sheehan , in this struggle to get more money York city together.

for the men, voted to give him a month's Vice -President Gullefer is about to take his

vacation, with his wages and expenses. Pres annual vacation with his gun and dogs.

ident Sheehan is a man who would do as much Bro. P. L. King is stillin the hospital but

for his bitterest enemy as he would for his improving slowly.

best friend, as has been proven by his work Bro . Martin Potts is back on his car after

this year while in the chair. an operation.

Our president was spokesman in all confer No more general work . Everybody will get

ences between the company and the delegates their rating in the future. F. W. W
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AWAITING DEVELOPMENTS.
unorganized lines ever since. We are hopeful

that the present management will live up to

that agreement and in that event assure the

Lansing and Battle Creek men of their rights

to organization. The matter has been enthused

with new life by the protest of Division No.

26 , in Detroit, but it is a matter that interests

us even more than it can possibly interest

Division No. 26, as our company has not yet
entered Detroit. We are awaiting develop

ments upon this matter. KAZ200.

HAD SUCCESSFUL YEAR.
.

Kalamazoo , Mich . - Matters are running

smootnly with Division No. 343. We are not,

however, without our misfortunes. One of

our best members at present stands suspended,

due to a neglect thatseems almost unaccount
able. He is one of the best railroad men we

have and his definite suspension from the serv

ice would be a loss to the company as well

as to the community . However, his case is

one that it is up to the will of the manage

ment and it is a case in which the manage

ment of this railway can express a most ap

preciable good will towards the employes if

they will reinstate him. The management will

conter a favor upon every member of this as

sociation. It is a good sounding line upon

which to determine the nature of the will of

the management. Here is a chance where the

management can return to the service a first

class railroad man, gain for the company his

continued service and for the community an

obliging servant, confer a special favor upon

the street railway men of Kalaniazuo. Let us

wait and see whether this magnaminity will

characterize our present management. We hope
SO.

Our advisory committee of the three locals,

Jackson, Albion and Kalamazoo represented

us in a very pleasant incident at Lansing re
cently. In our recent arbitration in whicn we

received an increase in wage dating from June

1, 1909, the presiding arbitrator declined to

present a bill for his service. In fact, he gave

as to understand that he would receive noth

ing. We did not like to let the matter pass

that way, so, in settling our affairs relative

to the arbitration, we voted to express our

good will to the third arbitrator and show that

we were not behind him in our generous im

pulses. Again, he is a man whom we highly

respect all along the line asa fair man in mat

ters of the kind and a fair man to organized

labor. The result was that we got a substan

tial token of our sentiment towards him and

dispatched our committee to Lansing to pre

sent it to him. Your correspondent is advised

that Judge Ostrander was agreeably surprised,

and expressed his sincere appreciation for our

act and also his appreciation for our friend

ship which we trust will last as long as the

token will endure and that will be going some.

We hope it will not be long before Lansing

and Battle Creek will again be permitted to

join with us.

When our present agreement was modified

in May and June, 1909, we had some 40 mem

bers in Battle Creek. The company refused

to embrace them in our agreement. Our agree

ment is a cuntinuous one and of course the

company had us under obligations by virtue

of it,but we had the right to have an arbitra

tion board pass on Section 7 of our agreement

as we had asked that this section be modified .

It is practically a strictly union section, but

subject to interpretation , and the management

at this time interpreted it as not being a

strictly union clause but subject to the option

of the employe, insofar as the new employes

were concerned and the company was really

violating the clause. We wished to have this

clause so worded that the company could not

violate it. It developed into a serious situ

ation. We have the assurance of the business

men of Kalamazoo that they will use their

good offices in endeavoring to prevail upon the

company to comply with our agreement. We

asked the business men to intercede to have

the company arbitrate Section 7 , but gave them

the privilege of ofiering the company an option,

by extending the protective clause of the agree
ment over the Battle Creek men. Then we

would withdraw our demand to arbitrate Sec

tion 7 . This, the business men of Kalamazoo

secured, by the company agreeing to extend
the right of organization to all unorganized
employes, not only in Battle Creek, but Lan

sing , and that any discrimination so - claimed

should be a matter for arbitration," if not
otherwise settled. However, this had not long

been in existence before discrimination began

in Battle Creek and it has continued on the

Port Chester, N. Y. - Having been re-elected

correspondent of Div . 481 almost one year ago
I feel duty - bound , before my successor is

elected, to say something in behalf of our lit

tle Division While we are not strong in

numbers, we are financially, and better still,

in unionism, having had, through the effi

ciency of our officers, a very successful year.

As November rolls around , we will again

assemble for the purpose of nominating offi

cers to be elected in December to serve the

ensuing year. We will ask each and every

member to attend our next regular meeting

and give his support to the best material we

have for officering Div. 481 through the year

1911. While the past and previous years have

been good, there are none so good but what

they can be better, and this is our aim , to

put this Division socially, morally and intel

lectually, second to none. This can only be

accomplished through the co -operation of each

and every member. Should your choice for

officers be defeated do not stay away from

meetings and criticise the other fellow , but

attend and give him your support, for the

most exalted position in the land or the hum

blest, encouragement is half the battle.

Oct. 17th , last, we held a smoker. Among

our invited guests were : Mr. J. B. Potter, gen

eral manager; Mr. Cain, master mechanic ; C.

Lyons, chief inspector ; Mr. Scheroutz, dis

patcher; Mr. Gordon, inspector; Mr. Hutchin

son, cashier, and a number of ex -conductors
and motormen who are following other VO

cation but glad of the opportunityto meet old
associates in a general good time. Refresh

ments were served, first course being the fa

mous Rhode Island clam chowder, with which

many of our eastern readers are familiar.

After a bountiful repast, cigars and pipes

were in order. President Jung then called on

General Manager J. B. Potter for a few re
marks. Mr. Potter responded in a very pleas

ing and appropriate manner, and the deafen

ing applause he received showed how deeply

this Division appreciated being told that

through the efforts of the men this company

had had one of the best seasons in the history
of the road .

Following Mr. Potter were remarks from

Messrs. Cain , Hutchinson , Scheroutz and oth

ers . Our ex-storekeeper, Mr. Secor , was there

with his moving picture machine and to de

scribe the many pictures would take too much

space. Bro. Hansen had his graphophone,

with an endless supply of old and newest rec
ords. Ex-Conductor Muir rendered a number

of selections on the piano. Bro. Kennedy, but

recently from the shores of old Ireland , after

much persuasion sang an Irish song tamiliar

to many . " Old Kentucky Home" sung

by our entire membership, being led by Dis
patcher Scheroutz . Committee of arrange

ments, Bros. Leow, Palmer and McCoy, spared

no pains or expense to please everybody and

to say they succeeded is expressing it but

mildly.

With our pleasure we have had our sorrows

and extend to Brothers Elmore and Thorn

thwaite our deepest sympathy for the loss of
their babies.

Bro. Costigan, after more than two years

being confined to his house, the cause of a

broken leg whiel on duty, has again resumed

his duties as conductor.

Trusting my successor will entertain the

readers of M. & C. more often, I remain , re

spectfully , NO. 481.

was
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SHOULD IGNORE IRRESPONSIBLE IN

DISCRETIONS.

old maxim. Men who have contributed to what

we have gained and who have assisted in es

tablishing Division No. 281 to bring so much to

her membership should bear that maxim in
mind. What they save to us now is of double

value.

Bro. M. Hunihan got married October 22.

We wish him and his an even and happy life

for the future. We have some more bashful

brothers who ought to take a tumble.

Sonny Stamford is first to rush on the polo
team. He will be in faster company next year.

Patsy Ryan, captain of our foot ball time,

has become a great kicker.

No bluffs when you are putting the nickle in

the box for Brother Pickett. Drop it in to stay

in. You know who it is for. P. C.

COLUMBUS FAILURE REGRETTED.

New Haven , Conn.—Just at this time when
Division No. 281 should be congratulating her

self upon the outcome or the arbitration, there

enters the door the spectre of internal dis
sension. At a time when the wage question

was in its conference stage considerable

enthusiasm was provoked. Many foolish and

imprudent remarks were made as is usually
the case, and in most instances passed

unnoticed.

There are those in every organization who

seem to think that organized labor does not

receive kicks enough from the outside, and

they are always willing to display their

opinion by themselves constantly kicking and

nagging at others. It is expected that the

officers of an organization must admit them

selves as targets for all kinds of comment

missiles. Some are flattering and some are

criticising and often both come from the same

man, particularly when in a state of mind that

permits indiscretion. Perhaps Division No. 281

has more than one of this kind, and they often

forget that sometimes patience reaches a point

where it ceases to be a virtue and that the

milk of human kindness and sympathy is

sometimes possible of being soured a little.

However that may be, a very unpleasant con

tention has been injected into the ranks of

Division No. 281 . It is all over imprudent

remarks very likely prompted without thought

or caution and without a comprehension of

the ultimate results. No matter whether we

think they should have passed without notice,

they did not, and the result is that it has left

a situation in Division No. 281 that will re

quire good sense to combat and eradicate , and

it is up to every member who can lift his

organization above personalities to get his

shoulder to the wheel.

Upon the matter to which I refer, a trial

board was appointed and charges were sifted.

The trial board reported and the report went

to a vote of the local. It seems to have been

viewed by more than two -thirds of our mem

bers as a matter hardly worthy of considera

tion, and they did not vote upon the acceptance

or rejection of the committee's report. How

ever, about one- third of the members did vote.

Can we not read in the action of the 400

of our members who refused to vote upon this

proposition that they believed the controversy

to be one hardly of sufficient importance to

recognize ? It must be they looked upon it in

that light, and I do not know that they should

be seriously criticised for so doing.

Bro. Chas. Minnix of this Division has been

one of the active factors in getting things for

our membership. I doubt if we have ever had

a better local officer in the harness, and we

certainly never had one whose sincerity could

overshadow his . In the past we have believed

him to be big enough for almost any situation

that might arise to threaten our association,

and we are confident that he will show himself

equal to the present situation . True, it takes

a pretty big man to meet and overcome the

present discord, but we believe Bro. Minnix is
big enough to be that man. At least we have
confidence in him to that extent, and we do

not believe he will betray that confidence.

Resting in that surety, I do not believe that

281 is at this time seriously threatened, for

Bro. Minnix will find many welling helpers.

As a result of our recent wage conference

and arbitration, we put ourselves in shape to

settle down to a period of peace and enjoy

ment. No one contributed more and con

tributed more earnestly than did Bro. Minnix

as chairman of our advisory board in bringing

to us what we got. Now let us not permit past

indiscretion on part of any one to hinder the

progress of our association .

Our president threatens to resign his posi

tion. We do not think he has just reasons to

resign . It is a time when men should think

twice before they take a step that will upset

all the good that they have done and perhaps

more.. This is a time when this local wants

men who have been good officers to show their
ettle. " A penny saved is two earned , ” is an

Youngstown, 0. - A period of three months

has elapsed since Local No. 114 was repre

sentedin the journal,but everything is on
the forward move .

We held a short, but interesting meeting

on October 12, and after the meeting we had

a banquet. Alarge variety of costly food was

consumed . We also had a great number of

union made cigars. Hon. John G. Cooper gave

us a speech in regard to what was expected of

a railroad man. He is a candidate for repre

sentative .

President Davis was our delegate to the

Ohio Federation of Labor. He brought a very

encouraging report with him.

All the brothers are sorry over the defeat of

the brothers in Columbus.

On Labor Day a sneak thief stole $ 17 from
Brother Yocum . The brothers all clubed to

gether and replaced it.

Brother Copeland seems to be a hard sleeper.

He has missed his run for three days in one

week .

Brother Peterson is spending his vacation

in Altoona , Pa .

Brother Whittenburger has sent his family

to Denver, Colorado for their health. He ex

pects to go later.

Local No. 114gained a great point through

the tireless work of President Davis. The con
ductors were furnished with $12 worth of

tickets , and our deposits were given back for
our tools. Brother Davis secured this con

cession.

Brother Doan, from Columbus , paid us a

visit . He sold a great number of post cards

for the benefit of their local.

BrotherRider is back to work, after spend.

ing a month's vacation with his parents in

York , Pa. No. 114.

276 STILL MOVING.

Stockton , Cal. - I haveat last found time to

drop a few lines about Div. 276. We are still

moving along, but we are having consider

able trouble in getting in the new men on

the traction line. Most of them are ex-steam

road men and are running under train orders.

We have some of them and I think the others

will eventually come in.
A new motorman arrived at Scott's resi

dence a short time ago and I guess Scotty

puts in extra time breaking him in at night.

The boys on the Sacramento runs seem to

have settled down to business now and are

making good time; but the old Lodi line has
them skinned for travel.

Bro. John Galyen still lays off pretty regu

larly .

Jerry Breslin came pretty nearly going on
the extra list when some runs were taken oft

the city division.

Hady works the freight car between Stock

ton and Lodi and seems to like it.

Jack Stansbury is now motorman on the

Lodi division and seems to use his whistle

considerable at one certain place.

Poor old Knoblock won't look at any one

since the Athletics trimmed the Cubs.

The winter will soon be with us and the

interurban men will get soaked unless the

register stations are put under cover . BOBS.
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Peoria , II . - Adams street is torn up from

Walnut to Main and as fine a new track as

can be found anywhere is fast being laid on a
cement foundation about 18 inches thick . Ow

ing to the Adams street tracks being relaid

with new iron the various other lines that use

that street have been routed on Washington.
The Terminal boys feel very proud of their

new cars, which , by the way, are certainly

fine, but they cast a wistful eye up Adams,

and we know they wish they still run up that

street.

Our brothers, Gorman, Brooks and Collier,

who were delegates to the State Federation

of Labor at Rock Island, Ill . , have returned

and report a very interesting time. Bro. Gor

man brought back laurels in the shape of
vice-president, having been elected to that

position while there.

Lewis E. Terry, son of V. H. Terry, who

has been in Oklahoma for the past year, has

returned and will spend the winter here with

his father.

Bro. Buckley looks well on the back end.

Happy days, Dan

Bros. Geo. Wilson and Oliver Terry and Buck

ley, who have been out on the Alfresco line,

are back on Adams street again. Bros. Chen

oworth and Willingham have the Alfresco line

this month .

Heat was turned on the 2nd of November

for the first time.

A change has been made in barn foreman.

Fred Haney has gone to Main street, Harry

Kelly of Main street has gone in the shops,

and Bob Rice of Monroe street took the South

Adams barn. Do not know the foreman who

took the Monroe street barn, but they got a

new one in the change.

D. J. Murphy, foreman of N. Adams barn,

and wife are in Chicago on a vacation . Bro.

Martin Nix has the foremanship at N. Adams

barn during the absence of D. J. Murphy .

Bros. John Conlon and Etringer are on day

watch at the cutovers . Brooking and John

son are on nights.
Jerry, how are the chickens ? Have not

heard anything lately about those famous

chicken suppers.

The dance given by the Division was a

grand success and a neat sum was cleared

up, which has been put into the ever growing
treasury.

Bro. Bert Barnes, who went west for his

health , has written that he is felling consid
erably better.

Bro. Chas. Carroll has quit us and gone to

work at his trade.

Bro. Bert Archer is conductor this month

on No. 9, Adams street. COR.

The smaller merchants, as usual, stuck to the

larger ones, thinking they were of a different

class from the workmen who supported their
business. They are, too , for while the work

are supported by their fellow workers

and provided with food, the "business man"

has had to " dig up " on asessments levied by

the M. & M. Association and been threatened

with $ 150 fine if found giving credit to the
strikers . The strike committee has started

a co -operative store in the Labor Temple and

the goods are sent from San Francisco. Latest

reports tell of a solid front and no surrender.
To show the feeling there, the Mayor of

Los Angeles failed to extend a welcome to the

Convention, the first time in its history. His
place was filled by the president

of Los Angeles Labor Council, and candi

date for lieutenant governor on the Socialist

ticket. He paid his respects to the city ad

ministration , which is a creature of the

Roosevelt or Reform ( ? ) wing of the Repub

lican party. The council passed an anti

picketing ordinance more drastic than any in

junction yet issued and jailed over 200 men.

One delegate reported that he felt like having

his fist ready all the time, for when the peo

ple would see Federation badges they would
sneer at them . However, there will be a

change, despit Otis and his mercenaries.

When any one speaks " Los Angeles ," tell

them to give it the cold shoulder, for a place

that denies working men the right to live is

not worthy of support.

By the time this letter is published the 0 .

T. Co. will have finished as fine a piece of
track work as was ever laid . The old tracks

Broadway were very close from Water

street to Fifteenth street, and rails very light.

They have been torn out, the space between

the tracks widened by 30 inches and a fine

125 - lb. rail put down. The difference in the

riding will be appreciated.

Life insurance will be poor picking here as

the councils of the different cities, Alameda,

Oakland and Berkeley, have ordered fenders

placed on cars and the company is complying.

An amusing incident ( also showing the high

regard in which organized labor is held by

the monied ( ? ) men ) happened with our dele

gates when they left the train at Los Angeles.

While in the station two men stepped up to

them and asked if they were down to the

Convention . The brothers replied , “ Yes,” and

were told there was an auto outside in wait

ing The brothers went out, but not seeing

any badges asked what convention the men

represented, to which they replied , “ The bank

ers' convention ." When the brothers told

them they were mistaken the committee turn

ed on their heels without so much as saying

"Good day, " showing the stuff out of which

they were made.

Bro. R. Bothwell was elected to finish out

the unexpired term for conductor, vice A.

Bobson, who has gone on night work.

PETER
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SHOULD BE ALIVE TO THE CAUSE.
Oakland , Cal. - Labor Day passed off very

nicely, there being a fine parade. Div. 192 had
198 men in line. Business Agent Smart was

marshall.

On Oct. 18th we received the reports from

the Delegates to the State Federation of La

bor held at Los Angeles. No doubt you have

all read of the explosion in the Times build

ing of that city , it happening just prior to the

opening of the Convention.

Thanks to the influence of such patriots ( ? )

as Otis and others of his ilk , there is an in

tense feeling against organized labor prevail

ing in that city . A large number of them

have never known what it is to throw back

their shoulders and look up, taking it as the

ordinary thing to not be allowed to work for

one boss without the consent of the former

employer. They believe it is all right for the

employers to form associations, citizens' al
liance and others of their kind , but if an or

ganizer comes among them for the purpose

of getting them together, he is a fiend, a di

rect importation from Hades, and should be
driven out. However, since the strike has

been on , there have been such lessons taught

and learned that will be of lasting benefit.

Roanoke, Va . — There are some of our mem
bers who never meet with us at the labor

hall. They seem to be satisfied that all they

have to do is to pay their dues. That they

know just enough about the labor movement

that there is nothing for them to learn about

the movement or no one to be instructed . And

they are perfectly satisfied with any steps the

attending brethren may take. We would re

mind you of the fact that this is not the na

ture of an energetic man . All members who

are alive to the cause of labor are willing to

stimulate the meetings by their presence.

Brethren, there is something there for you to

do. And I have no doubt there will be some

thing done for you if you attend regular.

Don't depend on some one else doing what

you should help do. Don't take chances on

being staisfied with what some of the brehren

might do in your absence.

We are pleased to note a visit to our city

by the President of the State Federation of

Labor, Brother Eperson, who delivered some

interesting addresses to labor bodies here.
DUOIT.
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DON'T LEAVE THE SWITCH WITHOUT

ORDERS.

Hartford, Conn . - Everything is moving

along nicely now with Div. 425 except a little
controversy about signing the new book of

rules.

We added eighteen new members to our roll

at the October meeting.
Div. 425 lost another good and faithful

member by death. Bro. Edward A. Faith sus

tained fatal injuries through a head - on col
lision . He was pinned between the cars for

about one hour before he could be taken out

and lived only four hours after arriving at the

hospital. Bro. Faith was 37 years old , of good

habits and well liked by all his fellow work

men. He leaves, besides other relatives , a

wife to mourn his loss, to whom he was most

devoted. He was in no way responsible for

the accident. Bro. Thos. McKeough , conduc

tor on one of the ill - fated cars, was seriously

injured but to what extent cannot be deter

mined at present, as he is laid up and fears

are entertained that his spine is injured. This

is the fourth bad accident that has happened

in this same locality on the New Britain Di

vision since the operation of this line, known
as the Plainville Line.

Six new runs have been put on one line on

account of increased traffic, thus taking six
men off the extra list.

Don't forget to come around and cast your

ballot for the brothers you want to be your

officers in the Association for the ensuing

year.

Brothers, don't leave a switch when you

should meet a car unless you receive orders
from the dispatcher, even if you have to

stay there until the blue birds return .

James W. Wall , vice -president Massachu

setts State Branch of the A. F. of L. , gave a

very interesting talk at our evening session

on unionism and the power of the union label

if properly used .

Bro. A. W. Mallory was called away to his

old home in North Carolina on account of the

serious illness of his child, who , with its

mother, is on a visit there.

Bro. Frank Smith , who was in the hospital,

has left that institution and gone home to re

cuperate for three or four weeks before re

suming his position on the car.
Bro . Fred Merriman , a motorman on the

Hartford lines for the past six years, has re

signed and left town to seek employment

elsewhere.

COR . 425.

The workman's compensation act makes the

company liable for compensation for any in

juries received by the employes in the course

of their employment. This legal liability on

the part of the company would entail an ap

proximate charge onthe revenue of that com

pany of two thousand dollars per annum ( and

as the company hascheerfully announced its

intention of giving four hundred dollars bonus

to the new benefit society, it therefore should

not be a very difficult task to ascertain the

true motives behind this offer.

The company in this action were assisted

by certain subservient employes who seemed
to take a special delight in attempting to

place themselves and fellow employes in a

position of absolute submission to every

whim or desire of the corporation.

The workmen's compensation act contains

a clause which debars any employer from

making obligatory as a conditon of obtaining

employmentthe joining of any benefit scheme

or society.

The company has not as yet shown its hand

in regard to the necessity of joining this bene

fit Society and its action in this respect is
awaited with interest. We cannot help but

feel that they are aiming at the very life of

our local, but we are determined whatever

the outcome may be to stand by our organi

zation, asking for nothing but what is based

on fair play and justice and resisting every

attempt to make us willing participants in
industrial suicide.

Our president, Bro. Malone, has returned

from his vacation and I hear that he has some

interesting information in regard to the work
ings of the locals around Massachusetts

where he spent a month .

At the last meeting of the Division a reso

lution of condolence was extended to Brother

White in the death of his brother. G. M.

BE SURE WHERE YOU'RE AT.

508 CONFRONTS BENEFIT COMPETI

TION.

Halifax, N. S. - As I mentioned in my last

letter to the Motorman and Conductor, the

Halifax Elec. « Tram Co. has been endeavoring

to form a Benefit Association among its em

ployes that would have no connection with

the benefit fund now operated by Div. 508 .

During the past two years Div. 508 has had

a fund in operation which was instrumental

in rendering practical assistance to its mem
bers in times of adversity . The success of

this benefit scheme has apparently aroused

the ire of the corporation , probably because
it elevated the Union in the estimation of the

employes, and they believed that some radi

cal measure was necessary in order to pre

vent the Union from becoming too strong a

factor on the road. During the past month

this opposition benefit association was formed
and the officers selected by the company. The
rules are closely modeled after the usual

company benefit society which are always

framed with a view of the company having

the dominant voice in the direction of its af

fairs. The reasons for the formation of this

company association are apparent to anyone

familiar with the provisions of the work

man's compensation act .

It rather could be termed an economical line

of charity as in the rules of this society they

cheerfully undertake to give back to the men

in benefits the money that the men contribute

in dues and assessments.

Harmony, Pa.-- Bro. C. E. Shantz is a papa ,

now. The stork made a visit and left a baby

girl.

Bro. Hood was off several days helping

Farmer Cox thresh his grain, but is back to

work none the worse for his experience.

The recent experience at Harmony Junction
should be a warning to demand a written or

der and know where you are at.

Billy Sunday, the great Evangilist preacher,
has been holding meetings in New Castle, one

of our terminal points, for the last six weeks.

He did excellent work, converting over 500

people, and brothers, it hurts me to tell you,

but not one of the whole 500 was an employe

of the Harmony route.

Friends of Č. L. Osborne will be glad to
hear of his promotion to chief dispatcher and

assistant superintendent of transportation. Mr.

Osborne is a man with wide experience in the

railroad world and is well liked by all the

members.

Everything is sailing lovely with us here.

Bro. Mount was off ten days on an extended

trip up in the moutnains. He brought home
some very large game.

Bro. Ifft had his head too far out of the car

on Scontz bridge not long ago and one of the
uprights hit him , cuttinghis head quite badly,
but he has returned to work again .

Bro. Williams is working a freight car next
month. I feel sorry for his helper.

Bro. Carmichael, our recording secretary , is

so wrapped up in real estate at Warrendale
that he has missed two lodge meetings.

Bro. Burlingame got dissatisfied as a mo

torman here and has accepted a position with

the Standard Steel Car Works in Butler, Pa.

Bro. Ely laid off to attend the Washington,

Pa . centennial, but on arriving at that place

he was taken sick and didn't enjoy himself

very well. He is back at work now ,

Last meeting we had a very good attend .

ance and obligated two new members.

Passengers here are having a good time at

the company's expense, as our superintendent

has refused to give the conductors change.

They have to get it where they 'can - some

thing new in the street car world.

NO . 529
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EVERY MAN WEARS AMALGAMATED

BUTTON.

Holyoke, Mass. - Our first annual concert

and ball was held Oct. 28th. It was one im

-mense success . New men comprising com

mittees did as older union men woudl have

been proud of doing. Not yet one year old as

a Division, we are working shoulder to shoul

der as though it were a life long tie that

binds us to our good A. A. of S. & E. R. E.

of A.

I am more than pleased to think that our
brothers next door are come to be one of

the " Amalagamate
d

.' Three cheers and one

tiger for Northampton !

Can we blame Con. Bridges for being alert,

especially in Holyoke ?

We must make it as easy as possible for
our Secretary in paying dues. Look him up

and have the change ready for him , as you

would expect from him if you were collect

ing for your Division.

Our Superintendent was our leader in the

grand march at our first annual.

I may be able to say something about our

seats in the next issue.

We ought to have cleared $ 500 with our

first annual.

Changes in schedules and runs keep the

boys looking up the board and getting what

belongs to them.

We are very fortunate that we have not

had much sickness yet. Two or three mem

bers at the most have been laid up.

I am proud to say that every man that op

erates a car or collects a fare for the Holyoke

St. Ry. Co. is a man that wears the Amalga

mated button.

LARRY.

on the part of the conductors. So this new

order was something of a surprise. It meant

a considerable outlay for overcoats. Business

Agent John Fraser took the matter up with

the company and as a result the order has been

suspended.
As we are writing this, the election is taking

place in the City of Detroit. We expect one of

our members, Charles W. Austin, will be elec

ted to the State Legislature. He is a candi

date on the Republican ticket. He served in

the last Legislature and introduced the " Center

Aisle Bill , " which he succeeded in getting

through the House of Representatives. It was

hung up in the Senate. We are hopeful that

this bill will become a law this coming Legis

lature. Indications are that Bro. Austin will

be elected .

At our last Board meeting, President Mackey

reported that in company with an Interna

tional officer, he had held a conference with

the general manager of the Michigan United

Railways Co. , relative to the protest now pend

ing with the City Council of Detroit against

the entrance of this city by the M. U. R. with

union men. President Mackey reported that he

could give out nothing definite, but his report

was accepted as one of progress .

As the election of officers of Division No. 26

approaches, candidates are developing for va

rious offices and the election gives promise of

being one of considerable interest.

Delegate H. A. Meeker, who represented

Division No. 26 in the State Federation of La

bor Convention, brought back a lengthy report
from that convention . It was held in Mus

kegon. Through his efforts, resolutions were
adopted of interest to street railway men. He

met several delegates from other locals of this

association there. He secured the pledge of the

officers of the State F. of L. in promoting legis
lation in the interest of street car men before

the coming Legislature.SHOULD GIVE NON-UNION MAN A HINT.

WANTS MORE OF THEM.Stamford , Conn.The months of September

and October were " vactaion time." Bro. Chas.

Renaud was the first to break away from the

pleasure of conducting a street car by taking

a trip to St. Johns, Nova Scotia, and Port

land , Maine.

Bro. Ernest Canfield took a ten days' trip

visiting Fall River, Mass.; Providence, R. I .;

Hartford, Conn . , and last , but by no means

least, New York City. Bro. Canfield is a de

voted patron of the drama and he says, “ The

best shows can be seen in New York. " If

you don't believe it ask him to take you with

him some time .

Bro. Howard Purdy paid a visit to Roches

ter, N. Y. , and vicinity.

Bro . Chas. Sweet made a short visit to his

home town, Guilford , Conn.

Our President, Edwin M. Scott , spent his va

cation visiting friends in Massachusetts and

New Hampshire.

They all go away with the avowed intention

of getting away from and forgetting all about

street cars, but we notice that they all come
back with stories of how the cars are run ,

and the style of cars, etc. , in the places they

have visited , and whether the men are wear

ing the " union button " or not. We hope they

gave the non - union man a strong hint that

he ought to get off the siding and on the main

line as soon as possible.

THE DEACON.

Vancouver, B. C. - Pioneer Local 101 is still

climbing the ladder of fame. You will see by

the following program what a glorious time we

are having here . Our social and concert was

a complete success ; the attendance was near

the 400 mark. Division No. 134 of New West

minster was well represented. The Snowball

Brigade was a complete minstrel troupe by the

boys and it was a great surprise. It was kept

quiet and no one but the Brigade knew any

thing about. There were speeches, and the

remaining part of the program was rendered

by splendid talent. The program was :

Part 1.

THE SNOWBALL BRIGADE

Caste :

Mr. Skinner

Corn Flakes Malta Vita

Quaker Oats Corn Cob

Ground Peanuts Force

ADDRESSES :

Mayor Taylor Mr. R. H. Sperling
Mr. F. R. Glover

Part 2.

Tenor Solo, " Star of Bethlehem " ,
Mr. S. J. Hollis

Entertainer Mr. Parrott

Baritone Solo, " True Till Death " (by re

quest ) ... Mr. J. Jenkinson

Song, " Flight of Ages " . Mrs. Creig

Cornet Solo, " Lost Chord " . Mr. E. Hawley

Elocutionist. . Mr. H. Schofield

Violin Solo, “ The Red Gauntlet"

. Mr. R. B. W. Pierie

Bass Solo, “ Asleep in the Deep " ..Mr. Williams

Tenor Solo , Selected ... Mr. H. Grant

Accompanist --Mr. W. Fowler.

The tables fairly groaned with good things

to eat and were decorated with plant. The

ladies' committee certainly deserves great

credit. They worked hard , but we know they

felt repaid , for when the guests partook of the

good things there was unstinted praise from

all . It goes to show that we cannot do with

out the ladies to make anything successful.

After refreshments the night's entertainment

ended with a dance, and everybody was satis
fied . Let's have some more. P. C.

DETROIT DIGEST.

Division No. 26 has recently been rather in

terested in an order posted by the company

requiring conductors to purchase overcoats.

Even though this is a cold, bleak city in the

winter time, overcoats are unusual for con

ductors to wear here. We have, in this state,

a vestibule law providing for the complete en

closure of the cars for the protection of the

operatives , both motormen and conductors.

Some years ago when this law came into ef

fect, an arrangement was entered into by

which conductors were permitted to stand in

side on cold days. It has obviated construct

ing enclosures on the rear platform . It also

obviated the necessity of wearing overcoats
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GROUP PICTURE OF DIVISION NO. 430, MAUCH CHUNK, PA .

Reading from left to right :

Standing : Bros. Wm. Edwards, Geo. Walck , Ed . M. Hildebrand , Chas. Hontz,

Hugh Friel and John Kupfer.

Sitting : Bros. Larry A: McGinley, Jas. Johnson , Nelson Seip, Howard Min

nich and Jerry Christman .

EARNED NICE PAYS. Bro. Charles Duck . After the banquet was

over , we repaired to the spacious parlor of the

club room where an excellent vaudeville pro
Mauch Chunk, Pa . - As our busy season is

gram had been arranged. Bro. Christman sang
over, I now have plenty of time to write.

an illustrated song ; Bro. Tom Campbell did à
We have just closed a very busy and pros

few actrobatic stunts; Bro. Bill McGinley did

perous season , both for the employees and for a few slight of hand tricks and last but not
the Cardon Transit Co.

least, Bros. Hildebrand and Edwards gave a

Thanks to the new agreement that we made four round sparring exhibition in which Bro.

last spring, we have been able to earn some Hildebrand had all the better of the argument.

very nice pays this summer and the boys ap The program was enjoyed and all join in wish
preciate the fact that if it were not for our ing Bro . Morrell and his bride all the luck

organization, we would have been unable to and good wishes possible. On the way home
secure the advanced wages.

the boys stopped at Bro. Daffner's house and
Bro. Bill McGinley has accepted a position tendered him a serenade.

as waiterin Durnins Restaurant for the winter We are glad to announce the arrival of Bro.
season. Bill is trying to learn the business William Frick , from Division No. 165, of Gir

from the ground up, as he hopes to break into ardville, Pa. His withdrawal card has been
the Durnin family some day and then, per accepted and he is now a member of Division

haps, be given charge of the place. No. 430.
Bro. Hugh Friel has moved out to the subur

ban part of the city where he has secured
COAL SUPPLY PROVISION .quite a large place to _keep_his stock of

thoroughbred chickens. Bro. Friel has nego

tiations underway for the purchase of Lentz's Toronto , Ont . — Twice in the month of Octo

Farm in the Beaver Run Valley , where he in ber, as in the month of September, has the

tends to go into the poultry business exclu messenger of death visited Div. 113, and tak

sively. en from our midst two respected brothers in

Bro . Christman has decided to take a vaca the persons of R. J. Thompson , a pioneermem

tion for a couple of months. Bro. Christman ber, and Arthur Midwood of Roncisvalles

has been unable to work steadily for the last barn. We extend to their families our heart.

three months and his health is so bad that felt sympathy in their sad bereavement.

he looks like a mere skeleton. We were very sorry to hear that our sister

Bro. Nelson Seip is trying to figure out a local in Winnipeg is having trouble. We can

plan by which he can get somebody to do his assure them they will find Div. 113 as loyal

work for him and still draw the pay himself. to them as of yore, should assistance be

Bro. Dom Wilkinson got sick again lastweek. necessary.

Always gets sick when the nurse from Phila The officers of the Division made provisions

delphia visits here. whereby members would receive their, winter

Rumor has it that Bro. Dugan is going to supply of coal at a reasonable price. Com

be married soon . plaint has been received from the firm that

Bro . Nate Reinart had the misfortune to members are abusing the privilege by order

loose one of his fingers while at work in the ing a supply for their friends. Now , it should

Hackelbarnie powerhouse the other day. be distinctly understood that the price agreed
Bro. Charles Morrell sneaked away to upon is for Members Only , and abuse of the

Wilkesbarre last week with the girl of his agreement may lead to the canceling of the
choice and got married there . He gave the same.

boys a very nice blowout on his return from By all accounts we are likely to have a

his wedding trip to Buffalo . The banquet large number of candidates in the field for of
was held in the Eagles Club Rooms and was fice at the coming election . It is to be hoped

served by the famous Italian caterer, Tony the members will take the same amount of
Trankle. The head of the table was graced interest as they have in former years.

by the presence of General Superintendent Better attendance at the regular meetings
Mountney , who enjoyed the occasion im would be appreciated by the officers.
mensly . The toastmaster of the evening was YOCOB.
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NO. 19 HAS CANDIDATE FOR SHERIFF.

Colorado Springs, Col. - New time card goes

in effect today, November 1 .

Every street car man should vote Tuesday.

Bro. Ernest Draper , who has been visiting

his parents at Grand Junction for several

weeks, is at work again .

Bro. Oldfield , conductor on the Interurban

for nine years and member of Division 19, has

gone into the grocery business in this city .

Bro. Frank L. Smith, of Division No. 176 ,

Sharon , Pa., was calling on members of Divi

sion No. 19 recently . He reported everything

in good condition in No. 176.

Grant Collins, a conductor of 19 years'

standing and members of this Division, is a

candidate for sheriff on the Democratic ticket

with good chance for his election. We hope to

be able to tell you in our next communication

that it's " Sheriff Collins.”

Geo. W. Brown, a former member of this

Division, came up from Yule, Col., last week

on account of the death of his wife. He left

Tuesday, taking his family back with him.

Conductor H. L. Nichols was called to Den

ver on account of the serious illness of his

son.

If we only had a few more of those electric

switches

General Gordon, 87 years of age and mem
ber of this Division, has been sick for several

weeks, but is getting along nicely at present.

Bro. Barr says he cannot shirk his duty. He

feels compelled to look after the ladies of

Roswell again this winter.
Many of the boys are taking their vacation

at present, some in Illinois , some in Missouri,

but they will all drift back again . IRIS.

the benedict, dressed in his regular conduc

tor's uniform, was brought to the street and

given the prominent place of honor on the

cart, holding above his head the sign, “ Just

Married . " On one side of the wagon hung a

sign : " Is married life a faiure ? If you think

so just ask Georgie." On the opposite side

was a banner which told that the man in the

wagon had gone into another state, captured

and carried away a young maiden and brought
her to Newburgh. He was taken to the gen

eral manager'soffice and that officer was of

ficially notified by President Samuel Vreden

bergh" of our Division that George Freer is

now a married man. The general manager,

Mr. F. S. Berry, gave a talk on matrimony and

married men and joined in the serenade and

parade which marched to the home of the

acting mayor, Mr. J. J. Mitchell, on Washing

ton Heights. His Honor told the brother what
the state and city officials expect of mar

ried men.

The column then re - formed and marched

back to the home of Brother Freer, 150 Broad

way, where a bountiful repast was served to

all.

Our Division's mascot dog, known as

" Traction ,” that rides with motormen about

one hundred miles each day, rode with the

bridegroom throughout the line of march and

seemed to enjoy the red fire .

The members of our local cannot under

stand why the brothers over in Bridgeport,
Conn. , are so slow. All we can say to our

Bridgeport brothers is that if they want to

keep their pretty girls they must get on the

job.

Conductor William Archer, the manger of

the fife and drum corps that furnished music

for our serenade and parade, is a life - saver

and has just been presented with a handsome

medal by the citizens of Newburgh for a deed

of bravery in saving a little child from a ter

rible death near the city hall about a month
ago. 388.

CLEVELAND PLACE FOR BARGAINS.

NOTES FROM 459.

Youngstown, Ohio.There was a large at

tendance at the early meeting of Div. 272 , on

Oct. 26, and much business was transacted

for the good and welfare of the local .

Bros. Cutter, Hartshorn and Geo. McKenzie

were given a few days' vacation because they

did not have the sign on the car turned cor

rectly.

Guy Phelps, a conductor on the Albert street

line, wears a smile because a " little chile "

has come and joined the family circle. Con

gratulations.

Fred Wells, who has served the company

for so many years, has resigned and is now

with the Smith Crawford Feed Co.

Bro. Geo. Mincher, a conductor on the Po

land avenue line, made a rapid trip to Chicago,

Ill . , and through the west recently .
Bro. John Weaver, who has been off sick

for a long time, is still unable to work , due

to weakness and a general breaking down of

his entire system .

Bro. David Richards and his alarm clock

are no longer friends. The timepiece did not

act according to directions and caused David

to lose four days' work.

Bro. Cyrus Sowell went to Cleveland last

month and brought home a wife . He says the

"Lake City " is the place to secure bargains.

We believe it , Cyrus, and the local wishes you

much joy and a happy life.

Bro. W. E. Troutwein has accepted a lucra

tive position with an advertising firm . 272 .

Bridgeport, Ct . - Bro . Y. H. Smith spent his

vacation in Scranton , Pa .

Bros. Lake, Puxley, and Karger spent their

vacation in the Berkshire Hills.

Bro. Jones will be on hand next picking

time and pick his own run.

Bro. Van Wart has resigned his position as

conductor.

Bro. Nolan, the first connie on the list to

pick a run, has resigned and gone into the
express business.

Bro. Sweeney does not understand why there

is not news from this local every month .

Bros. F. Southard and C. Hall spent a day in

New York city recently .

Glad to see Bro. McLean with a button on.

Brother Connies Slattery, Wolf and Kennedy

are back on their runs again .

Bros. Baker, Fryer and Blackburn are run

ning the work trains this summer.

We have moved into our new $600,000 car

barns, a decided improvement over the old

barn. We have 360 lockers for conductors and

motormen , and they have their own rooms.

Our financial secretary thinks he is some

pinochle player but our recording secretary

has taken the wind out of his sails.

Bro. Ayles spent his vacation in Philadel

phia , Pa.

Brothers that use tobacco should patronize
D. D. Smith's cigar store. Mr. Smith did not

charge u sanything for the use of his room

on election day, and he has union goods.

Bro. C. Hall and wife spent their vacation

in Buffalo , N. Y.

Brother Buggie, finding it is not good for

man to be alone, has taken unto himself a

wife. We hope his troubles will be littleones.

The stork visited the family of Bro. Koger,

recently , and they are being congratulated

upon the advent of a new boy. Cigars - Not!

Some of our brothers have suggested that

our recording secretary should move. Change

of air might help some.

BrotherH. Southard says he would like the

New Haven line better if the trolley would

stay on the wire. HEWITT ST.

MATRIMONY UNUSUAL EVENT WITH

388 .

Nowburgh, N. Y. - Div. 388 gave Bro . George

Freer and wife a jolly serenade Oct. 25th , on
their return to Newburgh from a two weeks'

wedding trip at Niagara Falls and Washing

ton, D. C. Our members assembled at the

conductors' and motormen's waiting rooms

about 8 o'clock and headed by Archer's fife

and drum corps and pulling a cart decorated

with the national colors, proceeded to the

home of Bro. Freer and gave him the largest

and best serenade that has been given in

Newburgh in many a day. A delegation went

into the house and presented the bride with
a token of friendship from our local . Then
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SATISFIED WITH NEW AGREEMENT.

Lawrence, Mass . - I am pleased to state that

all of our members are satisfied with our new

agreement. Our president and Bro. Gould were

active in attending all joint conference which

led up to the signing of the agreement and our

members were enthused with interest in antic

ipation of the result of the conferences .

Our new agreement not only brings to us an
increase in wage but other conditions of

inestimable value.

Our president was recently called away on

account of the death of his father .

We had our regular meeting on Thursday,

one at 9 a. m . and the other at 8 p. m ., and

they were well attended . Several applications

for membership were presented , mostly from

the old men , who now see that through organ

ization and being together we can get advan

tages that cannot otherwise be obtained .

Our local is taking steps to arrange for a

sick benefit to be held in the near future. At

our recent meeting a report was made by our

representatives from the State F. of L. Con

vention held at Worcester. They reported that

the state branch will again take up the nine

hour workday bill for street railway men and

endeavor to get its enactment into law before

the coming State Legislature. We also in

dorsed Senator Bunting for re-election . He

was one who worked hard last year to put the

bill through the house.

Some of our men seem to feel sore because

they lost the flat car work. There is a reason

for it .

I am sorry to report that Bro. Champion had

the misfortune to have his leg broken while
performing his duty as conductor. The car he

was working on split a switch and threw him
down with great force, breaking his leg . He

is getting along nicely .

Bro. Tom McSweeney, having been on the

sick list for some time , is now improving.

Let's get wise and see that we do our work

according to the rules. Rules are made to

follow , and if we comply with them there can

be no complaints against us. J. R.

about 3 o'clock p . m. to secure an adjustment

of the grievances.

On October 12 President Taylor of the River

side Traction Co. signed an 18 months ' agree

ment with us and the cars were immediately

put into operation. Through the strike, the

local gained an increase in wage, recognition

of the organization, a grievance committee,

better working hours, stools for motormen ,

and the reinstatement of all men discharged

through the establishment of the organiza
tion. There was also entered into the agree

ment an arbitration clause for proteclion

against future suspension of service.

I believe that we are the second established

recognized local in the State of New Jersey,

and we have both come into the light under
adverse circumstances. Opposition to the

Trenton local was such that she, too, had to

suspend work in order to secure recognition.

However, our strikes were short and they left

with us no unpleasant influences. The man

agement and employes are on good terms

and Division No. 550 bids fair to become

one of the strong factors of the association .

We will keep youadvised of our progress.
550.

SINCLAIR AT WINNIPEG.

NEW LOCAL ESTABLISHES HERSELF.

Winnipeg, Man . - Division No. 99 is now

undergoing rather of a crisis. We were pro

gressing harmoniously with our employing

company until October 12 . The company then

discharged four active members of our local

on flimsy excuses . The charges up to the time

of writing have not been proven . Neither

have the men had an opportunity to repudiate

the charges.

We have applied under the Lemeaux Act for

a board of investigation . Our company is

making itself conspicuous by the dilatory way

in which it is moving in its part of the forma
tion of the board.

We have secured asour arbitrator Mayor L

L. Peltier of Fort William. Mayor Peltier

since 1870, has taken an active part in the

organized labormovement in this country and

he is one in whom we have the utmost con

fidence . We are sure that when the trial

comes our men will be able to vindicate them

selves . G. E. B. Member Sinclair has been

with us for some time and is working our case

along.

Bro. Sam Ellis has succumbed to the darts

of Cupid.

Bro. Bert Harrison has left us.

Bros. Jim Groat and Edw. Dowling are lec
turing through the municipality on the

chances of emulating Isaac Walton at St.

Andrews.

Contemplating marriage are Bros. Harris

Crosby , Mitchell J. Brown, M. Keay, etc. We
have 480 married men in our Division.

Bro. Jas. Porter has our sincere sympathy

in the severe illness of his little one.

Remember, members of Division 99, that the

municipal elections are approaching. Register

and then use your vote and influence for labor.

Let this be an epoch-making election for the

labor movement. BOREALIS.

Bordentown , N. J.-Division No. 550 of the

Amalgamated Association of Street and Elec

tric Railway Employes of America takes her

place in the association by institution under

date of October 4 , 1910. We are employes of

the Riverside, N. J. , Traction Co. , Riverside,

N. J. Our main line extends from Trenton to

Riverside. We also have the Bordentown to

Mt. Holly and the New Brunswick Divisions.

Our most intermediate and convenient point is

Bordentown.

At our organization meeting of October 4 we

had with us G. E. B. Chairman C. 0. Pratt and

President Luke Travers of the Cigarmakers '

Union , who assisted us in effecting our organ

ization. We at first organized with 26 members.

On Saturday, October 8 , another meeting was
called . Brother Pratt was present. A sched

ule of working conditions was adopted to pre

sent to the management of the company , and

a committee was selected to present the same

to the surperintendent of the road. The pur

pose of this first meeting of the committee

was to secure the reinstatement of men who

had been discharged , evidently for the purpose

of heading off the organization, and also for

recognition of the organization together with

an increase in wage.

On Monday, October 10, the committee calied

upon the management of the road , but the

requests of the association were all refused .

A meeting was held that evening and the

executive committee was selected and given

full power to act relative to the conditions

sought. At this meeting all employes, with

the exception of four, were received into mem

bership and the organization was fully estab

lished to extend over all lines .

The company's persistence in refusing to
give consideration to the requests placed be

fore the management resulted in suspension of
Pork on October 11 . On this date no cars

po run and it required until the next day at

CONNECTICUT JOINT CONFERENCE

BOARD REPORT.

A regular meeting of the Joint Conference

Board was held in Hartford, Conn. , Oct. 3rd

1910 . This was the first regular meeting of

the board since Jan. 3rd , owing to the Con

necticut and Massachusetts committees being
busy with a wage controversy and arbitration

proceedings.
Two new Divisions were represented at this

meeting, No. 496 , Pittsfield , and No. 537, Holy
oke, Mass. Bro. Owen J. Blake was the dele.

gate for the Pittsfield division and Bro. John
J. Keane for Holyoke.

Vice - President John H. Rearden was un

able to attend as he was busily engaged in

preliminary work connected with the prepara

tions his division was making for a ball.
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IMPOSSIBLE TO SUPPLY CAPACITY. BRO. BARBEROT VICTIM OF FOUL AS

SASSIN.

Trenton , N. J. - On Friday evening, October

7, 1910, metting of Division No. 540 was called

to order at 7:30 , with President Gibbs in the

chair. The rain kept several of our members

away. Few issues were taken up, the most

important matter being the placing of crews

in their regular positions. Manager Hurley

conceeded the request of the committee for the

local to work up the runs and the committee

has proceeded to do so, with the assistance of
the superintendent. Every man seems satis

fied with the way the affair was conducted,

and pleased with the results.

In a recent meeting with the general man

ager, our committee secured the reinstate

of three previously dismissed brothers.

Nine applicants were taken into membership

at Friday's meeting.

Brother Wood, one of our foremost brothers

in bringing about results obtained in the es

tablishment of this local has retired from the

service. He was formerly our financial sec

retary, and it is with regret that we lose him.

With the assistance of a Webster's pocket

dictionary, Bros. T. B. Smith and Snyder are

in a fair way to become orators.

We welcome our new local , embracing the

boys on the Trenton & Riverside and Trenton
& New Brunswick trolley roads. The head

quarters of the new local will likely be estab
lished at Bordentown. There is one more

thank due Bro. Luke Travers, of the cigar

makers. He is not a bad friend to have in the

family.

I regret to state that we have a bad egg

here, who is doing his best to breed discontent.

However, that is not much. He was discharged

from the service for giving a passenger a

call -down and then queeringhimself with the

manager. He is sore because the committee

could do nothing for him after he had made

it impossible. Such men should take a tumble

to themselves and repair, but it is impossible
to supply capacity to such men. It is their

way of working out their own salvation . It

is unnecessary to hold this case up as a warn

ing, as it is doubtfull if there are any others

who would ever follow his course,

E. W. P.

New Orleans, La - Saturday, October 8 , a

grand ball was given by the Trolley Boys of

the Carrollton Division . The hall was taxed

to its capacity . There were numerous pretty

girls who indulged in dancing until an early
hour of the morning, and everybody left

pleased with highest praise for the Trolley

Boys. The committee in charge of the ball

was comprised of Brothers Ed . Lawrence,

chairman ; A. E. Campbell, ex -officio ; Fred

Morse, treasurer ; Dave Puig, F. Dell, C. Pohl

man, L. Bordes, J. Bordes, E. C. Brandon, W.

Bender, A. Rauch , F. Escude, T. Fitzgerald ,

A. Wucher , B. Leblanc, and R. Foote .

Brother J. Barberot, of the Dauphine Line,

met with a tragic death while on duty as a

conductor. While Brother Barberot was flag

ing the railroad crossing at Press street, and

returning to board his car, he was shot in the

back by a man named Pelligrinni, who had

taken the place of the railway clerks who were

on a strike. Brother Barberot leaves a widow

and three children . He was known as one

of the most quiet men at the barn at which

he worked , and had never been in trouble be

fore. There was no eye witness of the shoot

ing ; only the statements of both men.

The railway company is expecting the new

cars to arrive about the 15th of the month .

These cars will be placed on the Prytannia

Line.

Brother James Rodgers has been nursing a
large boil on the back of his neck. Bro. Peter

Hines is in the same boat with Bro. Rodger.

Brother Eugene Harris has been laid up

with a slight paralytic stroke in the right arm ,

but is all right now and working again.

P. D. No. 194.

NEW AGREEMENT ADVANCES WAGE

RATE.

IT MAY BE CONGRESSMAN THORPE.

Pittsburg , Pa . - Division No. 85 has had a

ripple of excitement relative to the suspen

sion of some of our members working in the

shops and barns. Our business agent and ex

ecutive board made an investigation and were

advised by the company that the dismissal

of the members was in line with reducing the
service in those departments. This would

seem to be rather a far fetched excuse, as it

appears that the act is peculiar in that the

alleged economy move is made at the expense,

almost wholly , of our members. The usual

rule of laying off men in thatdepartment seems

not to have been followed. What the associa

tion wanis in all such matters is fair play and

we believe that our officers will proceed along
that line.

In the heat of our controversy, President

W. D. Mahon paid us a short visit.

We are just at this writing on the eve of

election. Business Agent J. J. Thorpe is can

didate for Congress in the 31st District. We

have hope of his election . He is the straight

nominee of the Democratic Party, and is en

dorsed by the Keystone Party, a reform state
political party that seems to be taking the

lead . While the district is a strong one in

capitalism , the Republicans could have a much

stronger candidate on their ticket, and as ours
business agent is entitled to every wage earn

er's vote in the district and the votes of the

Democratic and Keystone Parties, it would

seem that he will pull through . We hope to

be able to so report in our next letter.

Brother A. R. Jerling, who is a member of

our Executive Board, is representingthe Iron

City Trades and Labor Council of Pittsburg

in the A. F. of L. Convention being held inSt.
Louis. SCRIBE

Hyde Park , Mass . - Associate locals on the

Boston & Northern and Old Colony Street

Railways have concluded an agreement with

the companies upon a schedule of wages and

working conditions for the next four years ,

with a proviso that at the end of two years

either party can, upon thirty days' notice to

the other, bring up the question of wages,

and if the same cannot be settled mutually it

will be left to a board of arbitration . The

increase granted is 112 cents per hour, a

minimum of 22 12 cents and a maximum of

26 42 cents per hour at the end of seven years .
That the wage scale and agreement was

drawn up and settled within ten days shows

the good feeling generally existing between

the company and its employes.

Prompted by the result of the agreement,

Div. 373 has determined to pull off a banquet

and smoke-talk on the evening of November
2nd. The officials of the company have been

invited and other prominent men. An orches

tra has been engaged and also a caterer, and

we are looking forward to a rattling good

time. For the benefit of those that do not

attend I will endeavor to tell them all about

it in the next issue of the Motorman and Con

ductor.

Bro. Morgan's wife has returned from the

country.

Brother Maxwell has retired from the ser

vice to enter farm life at Bingville .

Brother Hartnett wears that same old smile

again.

Bros. O'Neil and Benson have seen Coogins.

A. R. W.

" Yes, sir, " said old De Scadds , " I judge a

man by the company he keeps."

“ Thank you,” rejoined Wouldbee.

" Thank me!" exclaimed the old man. “ Why

should you thank me?"

" Excuse me," said the young man, " but I

thought you had in mind the fact that I have

been keeping company with your daughter

for nearly a year." — Boston Sunday Post.
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Representation of the New Pay-Enter Cars Manned by Members of Div. 107,

Hamilton , Ont .

ONLY ASSOCIATION BAND. EAST LIVERPOOL, O., AGREEMENT.

Salt Lake City, Utah - We are submitting to

our brothers in this issue a picture of our

local organization band. Our band has been

maintained since the inception of our local

organization in 1904. Being the only band of

its kind in the west ( if not in the United

States ) we take gerat pride in submitting the

picture to the readers of the Motorman and

Conductor for their approval. We wish to

remind the membership of the A. A. of S. & E.

R. E. of A. that Division No. 382 of Salt Lake

City is second to none when it comes to musi

cal or organization enthusiasm.

We have our campaign well mapped out to

land the 1913 International Convention and

as we have the hearty support of our entire

membership , we are going to have that con
vention Competition is useless, if other lo

cals could but realize the pent-up enthusiasm

we are about to release.

Boys, don't forget that meetings are now

held on the first and third Tuesdays of each

month, afternoon and evenings. Your pres

ence is that which makes our meetings more

interesting, both to yourself as well as to

others.

The sympathy of our entire membership

goes out to Bros. Stevens and Summers in

their late bereavement, in the loss of their
beloved wives.

Bro. Bassore has returned to work after

an accident some fifteen months ago in which

he had his foot badly smashed.

Bro. Youngberg is at work after three weeks
in quarantine.

Bro. Lyons is feeling more like his former

self again and we hope to see him continue

toimprove.

We are expecting twenty - five new cars in
the very near future with solid vestibules.

We hope before many months to have all our

cars storm proof.

Bros. Hogan, Kelsey and Murphy are all in

the fatherly class . S. L. 1913.

Articles of Agreement.

Entered into by and between The East Liv

erpool Traction & Light Company, their suc

cessors, heirs or assigns, party of the first

part, hereinafter called the Company, and the

Amalgamated Association of Street & Electric

Railway Employees of America, Division No.

52, ofEast Liverpool, Ohio, employes of said

Company, party of the second part, hereinafter
called the Association.

Witnesseth : That in the operation of the

lines of the party of the first part, both par

ties hereunto mutually agree to the covenants

and agreements hereinafter stated , as follows :

Section 1 . That, the Company through its

properly accredited officers will continue to

treat with its employes of the Association

through the properly accredited officers and

committees of the Association upon all mat

ters covered by this agreement.

Sec . 2. That properly accredited officers of

the Association shall have full power to ad

just all differences that may arise between

the party hereto with the properly accredited

officers of the Company . All differences shall

be submitted to the Superintendent of the

Company or other officer designated by the

Company, by the properly accredited officers

of the Association , and if an agreement can

not be reached , the entire matter shall be sub

mitted to the General Manager of the Com

pany. Should he be unabel to adjust the dif

ference at issue, the same shall be submitted

to arbitration as provided for in said Com

pany's franchise, which reads as follows : " It

is a condition of the granting of this fran

chise that in case said Company and its em

ployes are unable to amicably settle without

strike or other interference with public rights,

any controversy or difference which may arise

between them, or, if they refuse, at the re

quest of the Mayor or President of Council,

such controversy shall be submitted to a

Board of Arbitration consisting of five disin

terested persons, one of whommay be select

ed by said Company, one by the employes and

three of whom shall be appointed by the judge

of the Court of Common Pleas of Columbiana

County.

In case any of the arbitrators thus chosen

shall refuse to act, his place shall be filled

by the said Judge ofthe Court of Common

Pleas.

The finding of a majority of this Board

shall be final and binding upon all of the par

ties to the controversy.

Lenox - Would you call Tenby an absent

minded fellow ?

Bronx - Well, the other morning he thought

he had left his watch at home, and then pulled

it out of his pocket to see if he had time to

go back and get it.-Brooklyn Life.

Sophmore What's the matter, old pal ? You
look sick .

Senior - I am sick. Just gone through a

blamed serious operation. Had my allowance

cut !—Puck .
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The expense of the arbitration shall be

"borne equaly by the Company and its em

ployes, one- half by each .

This section shall apply to any other com

pany which may hereafter operate cars over

the liens constructed under this Ordinance ."

Sec . 3 . When a case is submitted to arbi

tration , each party shall name its arbitrator

within five days. Said arbitrators thus chosen

shall meet within five days thereafter and

continue to meet daily until such time as a de

cision is reached . Pending the adjustment of

any difference, there shall be no lock-out,

strike or cessation of work by either party .

Sec . 4 . That any member, or members, of

this Association by act or word interfering

with or disturbing the course of negotiations

between the properly accredited officers of the
Company and the Association respectively

upon any subject whatsoever, or interfering

with or disturbing the service in any way

contrary to the conditons and spirit of this

agreement, shall, upon satisfactory proof of

the same, be dismissed from the service.

Sec . 5 . When any member of the Associa

tion is discharged or suspended by the Com

pany, the nature of the charges shall upon re

quest, be furnished the Association, but, un

der no circumstances shall any member of

the Association be suspended or discharged

without first being notified of the charges or

cause.

In case of suspension the company shall in

vestigate within three days, and failing to do

So, the suspended employe shall return to

work pending a decision upon the matter or

offense complained of.

Sec. 6. Motormen and conductors shall be

promoted to runs in accordance with their

seniority in the service of the Company .
Sec. 7 . Motormen shall rank on the list as

motormen from the time they are turned in as

such , and conductors shall rank on the list as

conductors from the time they are turned in

as such , and, under no circumstances shall

any such motorman or conductor be placed on

the opposite list, except at the foot of the

same. This section is not intended to pro

hibit a motorman from conducting a run when

necessity demands, or vice versa.

Sec. 8 . That all trainmen , members of the

Association , in the service of the Company,

shall be entitled to free transportation on all

regular cars operated over the division upon

which they are employed when in uniform

or under such other regulations as the Com

pany may from time to time adopt.

Sec . 9 . Any member of the Association

placed temporarily in other employment by

the Company, shall be entitled to his run at

the expirtaion of said other employment.

Sec. 10 . Any motorman or conductor, mem

ber of the Association, who shall be elected to

office , or assigned to any duties by the Asso

ciation , which requires his temporary absence

from his run, shall be granted leave of ab

sence without pay , and upon his return he

shall be entitled to his respective place upon

the board.

Sec. 11 . When any regular motorman or

conductor is given a leave of absence from

one to thirty days, extra men shall be entitled

to the run until a new schedule is made or

regular man reports.

Sec . 12 . That all motormen or conductors

in the employ of the Company shall be or be

come members of the Association .

Sec. 13 . A day's work shall be made when

possible within twelve consecutive hours, in

cluding time for meals. No regular run shall

be less than eight hours except by mutual

consent.

Sec. 14 . No regular trainman , after finish

ing his run, shall be required to do extra

work if there are competent extra men avail
able , and the Company wil endeavor at all

times to provide sufficient extra men so that

regular men will not be required to do extra

work except when it is absolutely necessary.

Sec. 15 . When a regular or extra motor

man or conductor fails to report on time, he

shall serve two days at foot of extra list for

first offense, four days for second and seven

days for third , inside of thirty days, Four

misses within thirty days may be sufficient

cause for immediate discharge.
Sec. 16. During the continuance of this

agreement, the wages for motormen and con

ductors shall be, for the first year of this

agreement, twenty -one cents per hour for the

first year of service, twenty-four cents per

hour for the second year of service ; twenty :

five cents per hour for the third year of ser

vice ; and twenty -six cents per hour for the

fourth year of service and thereafter.

For the second year of this agreement and

to the expirtaion thereof, the wages for motor

men and conductors shall be twenty -one cents

per hour for the first year of service ; twenty

four cents per hour for the second year of

service ; twenty - five cents per hour for third

year of service; and twenty -seven cents per

hour for fourth year of service and there

after.

Sec . 17 . It is further understood and agreed

between the party of the first part and the

party of the second part, that in consideration

of the foregoing , said employes shall work at

all times to the best interest of the East Liv .

erpool Traction & Light Company, that they

will strictly observe all rules and regulations

of the said Company and cheerfully obey all

orders from the officers of the same. They

further agree at all times to protect the prop

erty of the Company from injury at their

hands, or the hands of others , when in their

power so to do ; and use every effort to pre.

vent injury to the property and persons of

the traveling public.
Sec . 18 . That this agreement shall be bind

ing and in force for the term of two years,

to -wit, from the first day of May, 1910 , to the

first day of May, 1912 , inclusive, and to re

main in full effect thereafter until thirty days '

notice shall have been given by either party

to the other for the discontinuance or modi.

fication of the terms herein specified .
Sec. 19 . Should it be desirous to change

the terms of srvice at the termination of the

period indicated , as the term for which this

understanding shall be regarded as continu

ous, notification of such change, or changes,

must be given by the party so desiring during

the month of March , 1912, that ample time

may be had to make such change, or changes,

as may be agreed upon to take effect at the

expiration of this agreement. Otherwise this

agreement shall continue in full force for an
other year.

TÅE EAST LIVERPOOL TRACTION &

LIGHT CO.

By J. C. Rotheray, Gen. Mgr.

Witness :

Mary Maloney.

By Hugh H. Thorn, Pres.
Witness :

Mary Maloney.

By Hunter Allison, Sec‘y.
(Approved ) J. J. Thorpe,

First Intenational Vice- Pres .

Signed , May 3rd, 1910.

A trained ostrich recently disconcerted its

exhibitor at a music hall by continually en
deavoring to break away from all restraint

and to climb over the footlights into the or

chestra . The widely advertised act came to

a sudden end, and the professor emerged from
behind the curtain and apologized 1or the

actions of his pet in about these words :

" Lydies and gentlemen , I am sorry to disap

point you this heavening. We are compelled

to cease our hengagement until the manage

ment hengages a new orchestra leader.
The

one at present hemployed 'ere 'as no 'air on

top of ' is 'ead and my bird takes it for a

hegg. " --Tit-Bits .

A paper in a good-sized town in Michigan

recently published this item : “ The business

man of this town who is in the habit of

hugging his typewriter had better quit, or

we will publish his name." The next day

thirty-seven business men called at the

office, paid up their subscriptions and left

behind them thirty-seven columns of ad

vertising, and told the editor not to pay

any attension to follish stories . - Exchange.
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EXPOSURE OF CIGAR TRUST METHODS. $5.00 per week. Very few of them are

nimble enough to earn more than $5.00 . He

pictures out the influences that surround

these girls and women and has secured evi

dence that would make the average smoker

of non-union cigars shudder in abhorrence

if he could understand the conditions under

which his cigar is made. Such conditions

are those against which the Cigar Makers '

Union is struggling and such are the con

ditions that are breeding disease and carry

ing disaster to the smoker of non-union

cigars as well as destroying the virtue and

beauty of future womanhood.

THE ART OF CRITICISING.

Bro. David Jones, of the Cigar Makers '

Union of Detroit, is bringing forth revela

tions relative to the labor methods of the

Tobacco Trust, especially in the manufac

ture of non-union cigars . The Tobacco

Trust embraces the United Cigar Stores

now doing business in various sections of

all large cities . Bro. Jones has long been

an indefatigable worker in endeavoring to

impress the public with the deplorable con

ditions of labor in the non-union cigar fac

tories. He has followed the subject to a

stage where he is astonishing the people

with the facts that he is disclosing. The

above picture is a fac-simile of the con

ditional pay check which bears with

indisputable advice upon the conditions of

employment installed by the Trust.

In a recent address , Bro. Jones said :

“ Large non-union factories have located

in what is known as Polish Town, Detroit,

to be close to the cheapest kind of labor,

and they are filling their factories with

girls and women. They have a school in

which they claim to teach young Polish

girls how to make cigars. The girl pays $5

for tuition and gets no wages for months.

Each week, however, she gets a certificate

entitling her to one dollar six months later

providing the pay roll of the concern shows

that she has worked six months faithfully

for the firm ."

He states that many married women are

working in these factories and the methods

are those of the grossest of sweatshops .

These same conditions of employment can

be found in all Trust factories throughout

the entire country. In many instances the

girls and women quit before their six months

is up. Then the company gets their labor

for nothing. If they remain during the six

months , they receive their dollar per week

and are placed upon the pay roll , when, by

diligent work . they can earn from $2.50 to

By the Rev. Charles Stelzle .

Criticism is fair and legitimate. Most of

us need to be hit , and hit hard , sometimes ,

principally because we often get the notion

that we have a monopoly of wisdom. This

is particularly true of those who are accus

tomed to have their own way because for

the time being they are placed in a position

of authority. But criticism should be con

structive rather than destructive. Most any

fool can see the badness and the weakness

in men and things. Faults are always glar

ing. But it takes a wise man to see the good

which may be covered over by the bad. Not

to judge merely by superficial appearances

requires knowledge. True criticism does not

necessarily mean a pointing out of weak

ness . It may be the discovery of virtue.

However, most criticism is of the other

kind . It is just plain , simple “knocking .”

Criticism of another generally acts

boomerang upon the unjust critic , because

the critic is most apt to point out in another

the failing which is peculiarly his own. As

a general proposition it is better to criticise

yourself than to wait until another fellow

gets a chance to criticise you ; and be merci.

less to yourself in your criticism, if you ex

pect mercy from another.

as a
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DETECTIVES ATTACK CHAIRMAN

PRATT.

On the evening of Thursday, November 3 ,

Chairman C. 0. Pratt was a victim of an

unprovoked assault and arrest in Philadel

phia . He had just left the headquarters of

Division No. 477 in the Lippincott building,

when he was held up by three plain clothes

men, who immediately began a furious as

sault upon him . Chairman Pratt, not know

ing the men were officers, proceeded to de

fend himself, when one of them broke away

and showed his star. They then took him to

the police station , where he was refused

communication with his friends . However,

the officers of Division No. 477 were apprised

of the arrest by parties who saw it, and they,

together with other friends of Chairman

Pratt, immediately proceeded to secure his

liberty. They went to the police station ,

where it was denied , at first, that Chairman

Pratt had been arrested at all . Later, and

after the police had an opportunity to read

any correspondence he had upon him , all of

which had been taken from him , his arrest

was admitted by the police, and upon appeal

to one of the local judges he was liberated

under bail. It seems the purpose was to get

hold of him and take away from him any

records he might have upon his person that

would give any information relative to the

status of the controversy existing between

the company and its employes , which is now

being arbitrated and which , at the time, was

threatening a strike. The incident has

aroused public indignation, and it is pro

nounced by bystanders , as quoted in the

paper, to be “ The rankest outrage ever com

mitted on the public streets by organization

henchmen of the police department." Chair

man Pratt's own version of his arrest, as

published in the North American of Novem

ber 4 , is as follows :

“ I had been in the street carmen's head

quarters , in the Lippincott building, for

about two hours," he said , “ and at 5 o'clock

telephoned to my attorney, D. Clarence Gib

boney, and made an appointment to meet

him in his office. It was about 5:15 when I

left the Lippincott building , Twelfth and Fil

bert streets . I intended stopping at the Con

tinental Hotel to see Arbitrator Robbins

about some matters of the adjustments of

old runs for the men .

" I was in a hurry, because I had intended

leaving here for Bristol on the 6 o'clock

train , to address a meeting there , and re

turn to Philadelphia on the 9 o'clock

train to attend the all-night meeting of the

carmen , in Labor Lyceum Hall , Sixth and

Brown streets .

“ I crossed Twelfth street from the Lippin

cott building and had just passed Filbert

street, going south , when a heavily built

blonde man ran across the street and threw

his whole weight against me with such force

that I was hurled against the Reading Ter

minal wall . He lunged against me a second

time, and I was just adjusting my hat and

clothing when my arms were pinioned from

behind . I was thrown backward with force,

and the two men, who afterward said they

were detectives, hustled me toward Filbert

street.

" The man who had thrown himself against

me laughed, said 'Excuse me, ' and started

down Twelfth street.

“ 'What are you fighting for ? one of the

two men holding me demanded.

" I was so surprised that all I could say for

the moment was, 'What do you mean ? '

“ For reply they dragged me off toward Fil

bert street. A policeman was standing at

the open patrol box at the corner of Twelfth

and Filbert streets. I appealed to him, say .

ing :

“ 'Officer, won't you protect me from this

brutal treatment ?'

He laughed like the first man did, slammed

the box shut and bawled out, ‘G’wan, you .'

" I asked the two men by what authority

they dragged me along the street that way.

One of them showed a badge, and then I

asked what charge they had against me and

whether they had a warrant. They refused

to tell me anything more.

“ It was raining hard and there were but

few persons along Filbert street, but to

those few I did meet I called out that I was

C. 0. Pratt and under arrest, and asked that

some one telephone to my attorney, D. Clar..

ence Gibboney.

“ The detectives tried to keep me from tell

ing who I was and struck me in the face

several times, one of them finally landing a

smashing blow on my nose that brought the

blood. But to every one we passed I shouted

to telephone to Gibboney.

“ As we entered the station house one man

followed .

'Who are you ? ' the sergeant demanded .

“ 'An American citizen ,' the man replied.

" He was ordered out and I was slated , all

my effects, including personal correspond

ence, were taken, and I was thrust into a

cell , after having been refused the privilege

of telephoning to any of my friends.

" In slating me the sergeant asked what

the charge was, and one of the men replied ,

' Disturbing the peace. ' The only reply of

the sergeant to my request to telephone

was , 'Get on back there ! ' meaning into the

cell."

Chairman Pratt was not kept from the

meeting of the street railway men. It is

reported that, fortunately, he did not sustain

serious injuries ; in fact, the report indicates

that he gave a good account of himself until

one of the plain clothes policemen exhibited

his star.

The incident was one of the most glaring

frame-ups on record, and is enough to stir

the indignation of the most complacent.

“ Biddy," says Pat, timidly, " did ye iver

think o ' marryin ' ?”

“ Shure, now ," says Biddie, looking de

murely at her shoe , " shure, now, the subject

has niver intered me moind at all , at all."

“ It's sorry Oi am ," said Pat, and he turned

away.

" Wan minute, Pat," said Biddy, softly.

“ Ye've set me thinkin '. " - Painter and Dec

orator.

.
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HISTORY OF ORGANIZATION AMONG

STREET AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY

EMPLOYES OF AMERICA.

( Year 1896)

CHAPTER XIX.

The previous chapter dealt exclusively

with the Milwaukee strike, a feature not

only of the history of the organization in

1896, but practically a mark from which his

tory has since been made. It was that which

up to the time attracted more attention to

the Amalgamated Association than any

other contention.

The year was one not wholly encouraging

for organization. It seems that every step

forward was disputed. Yet in the face of

this vigorous opposition, and following the

Milwaukee strike, there were organized six

local Divisions to mark the activity of organ

ization participated in during the remainder

of the year. The locals for which charters

of affiliation were granted during the year

1896 were Divisions in Philadelphia, Pa. ,

Roseville, Mich ., Meriden , Conn ., Buffalo,

New York and Syracuse , N. Y. , Toledo, O. ,

Galveston, Tex. , Chicago, Ill . , Baton Rouge,

La. , Muncie, Ind. , and Atlanta , Ga .

Among the active organizations of this

period and one that received much attention

from the International President was the

Toledo, O., local. At the time of the insti.

tution of the Toledo local , wages paid to

street car men of that city were $1.30 per

day for 12 to 1342 hours' work, or less than

1112 cents per hour for the first three

months. For the next six months , the wage

was $1.50 per day, or 1212 cents per hour.

Those of more than nine months in the ser

vice received $1.75 per day, or 1442 cents

per hour. Quoting from the records apply.

ing to the Toledo street railway men at the

time, is the following :

" The more newly employed men were

compelled to remain on duty from 15 to 16

hours for $1.30 per day, although the actual

service day was from 12 to 1342 hours. The

scale obtained by the effort of the organiza

tion in the interest of the Toledo men ad

vanced the wage for the first three months

to 16 cents per hour, and those of more than

three months in the service, 18 cents per

hour, and they secured a service day of

from 9 to 942 hours."

The organization in its activity in Toledo,

through the International President, pre

sented before the City Council , to be em

bodied in the proposed new franchise, a

clause providing for the arbitration of dif

ferences between the employes and the

employing company. The company was

seeking an extension of franchise . The

people were making a fight for 3 -cent fares.

The section submitted by the Toledo local

to the City Council to be embodied in the

proposed franchise was as follows :

“ Section Should any difference arise

at any time during the limit of this fran

chise between the street railway company

and their employes regarding wages , hours

or any other disputes that cannot be settled

by the voluntary agreement of the company

and its employes , the matter in dispute shall

be submitted , at the request of either party ,

to a board of arbitration composed of five

aldermen then serving in the City Coun

cil ; two of said aldermen to be chosen by

the employes , two to be chosen by the com.

pany, and the four thus chosen to choose

the fifth one. The five shall constitute a

board of arbitration to hear complaints and

render a decision which shall be binding on

both parties for at least six months."

This was the first attempt to secure an

arbitration clause in any proposed public

utility franchise. The construction of the

section shows that it was prepared with

the purpose of allowing public servants to

deal with questions of difference between

the employes and the company. It may

not be out of place to remark here that

such a proposition does now exist in fran

chises in some half dozen cities throughout

the country, but the provision by which

the board of arbitration is to be created

is less of a political nature than that

contained in this original proposition. The

provision was not adopted by the Toledo

City Council. The work in Toledo placed

the Toledo street railway men in line

rather in the front rank of those of the

association in active effort for the promo

tion of the interests of the craft. This

fact will be referred to in a later chapter

dealing further with organization in Toledo.

The year 1896 closed with the street rail.

way employes of Detroit in the lead in the

procession of local organizations of the

association. They held the maximum wage

rate enjoyed by electric railway men

throughout the country . They also held an

agreement which provided conditions of em

ployment superior to those enjoyed by street

railway men in any other city.

Upon the institution of Division No. 82

of Atlanta, Ga. , one of the locals organized

during the year, the association found the

motormen and conductors of that city to be

working for 12 cents per hour upon one

system and 10 cents per hour upon the

other, practically one-half of the wage rate

that prevailed to the Detroit employes,

who had been longer organized.

In the history of the association , the year

1896 is signalized by the introduction of

the payment of death and disability bene

fits. A death and disability benefit pro

vision had been previously adopted provid

ing that upon death of a member after one

year of membership in the association , a

benefit of $50 should be paid to the bene

ficiary. A total disability benefit of the

same amount was also provided for, It

was during the latter part of the year 1896

that this benefit provision of the association

became effective. Two benefits amounting

to $100 were paid during the year.

In the course of his organizing work the

International President discovered that one

of the impediments in the way of organiza

tion was the use of U. S. Mail signs upon

street cars. The law of the Postoffice De.

partment provided that vehicles carrying

mail should bear a sign indicating that

they were in that business. Managements

of companies among the employes of which
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THE COLUMBUS STRIKE AT AN END.any effort was made to organize used this

mail sign upon any and all cars as a

menace against movements to organize. The

signs were used irrespective of whether

ail was being carried or not. At the Cin

cinnati Convention of the American Feder

ation of Labor held in the year 1896 , Pres

ident Mahon introduced a resolution upon

the mail sign order as follows :

" Whereas, The street railway companies

of the country are using the U. S. Mail as

a club for the intimidation and coercion of

employes, therefore be it

" Resolved , That the incoming A. F. of L.

Executive Council be instructed to formu

late and present to Congress an appeal

making it unlawful for any interurban , sub

urban or street railway company to use

the mark ‘U. S. Mail ' on any cars that do

not carry U. S. mail , and that on all cars

carrying U. S. Mail Government mail clerks

shall be employed in connection with the

motorman and conductor. "

This resolution marked the introduction

of an effort on the part of the association

to secure the abolishment of this abuse of

U. S. Mail signs.

This chapter brings the association up to

the beginning of the year 1897 and com

pletes the first four years in the history of

the Amalgamated Association .

(To be Continued . )

PRISON PRODUCTS SPREAD TUBERCU

LOSIS.

In a booklet prepared to distribute among

the delegates to the National Committee on

Prison Labor at the International Prison

Congress , which assembled in Washington

October 2-8 last, Mr. J. Lebovitz , delegate

of the National Committee on Prison Labor,

shows how, as at present directed , prison

labor becomes an avenue by which disease

is extended to an alarming extent direct

from the prison pens to various households

throughout the country. This is dwelt upon

in passages dealing with tuberculosis .

Quoting from the passages are extracts as
follows :

“ The prisons and penitentiaries of the

country are notable breeding places for

tuberculosis . "

“ The number of persons chronically sub

ject to prison infection is very large. Every

year 150,000 men and women go behind prison

cells, some for long terms , others for short,

but penal populations are tidal populations

showing a marked ebb and flow . The aver

age sentence is less than five years , which

means that within this period almost all

of our prisoners find their way back into

the social budget, where they must, in the

nature of the case , become a potent factor

in the spread of the disease. Moreover,

the various prisons manufacture millions of

dollars worth of goods which enter intu

household and personal use everywhere-

matting, carpets , gloves , brooms , brushes ,

and even cigars. That many of those arti..

cles are also infected and through their

wide distribution spread the disease must

be obvious."

On October 18 , 1910, came to an end the

Columbus street railway strike. The action

of the local , declaring the strike off uncon.

ditionally , followed a conference held with

General Manager Stewart, at which it was

reported that he verbally agreed that the

men taken back into the service would be

permitted to return under the conditions of

the former agreement made last April and

confirmed May 4 as a basis of settlement

of the former strike.

The conditions under which the strike was

declared off are such that it places the

strike in the list of “ Strikes Lost, " it being

the only strike lost to the association among

the several that have taken place during

the year.

The resolutions declaring the strike off

were adopted at a meeting of the Division

held on the evening of October 18 , which

was attended by some 125 of the strikers,

and were adoptetd by a vote of 90 to 32.

The resolutions explaining the action of

the local and declaring the strike off are

as follows :

“ Whereas, Division No. 538 of the Amal

gamated Association of Street and Electric

Railway Employes of America has been un

able to arrive at a satisfactory settlement

or come to any agreement that was fair to

the men with the Columbus Railway and

Light Company in the controversy which

brought on the present street car strike ;

and ,

“ Whereas, The striking street car men

are of the opinion still , and remain un

changed in their belief, that their cause was

and is a most just one and that they ought

and ultimately would win , except that win

ter with its attendant hardships is fast com

ing on ; and,

“ Whereas, In view of the approach of in..

clement season , a further prolongation of

the strike of this union against the Colum

bus Railway and Light Company will entail

suffering , embarrassment and loss upon loy.

al friends ;

“ Therefore, be it Resolved :

" First, That the strike of Division No. 538

of the Amalgamated Association of Street

and Electric Railway Employes of America

against the Columbus Railway and Light

Company be and the same hereby is de

clared terminated and ended.

" Second, That the thanks of this union

are due and are hereby extended to our

many loyal supporters, friends and sympa

thizers among the general public , and most

especially are we grateful to organized labor

of the city, state and nation for her moral

and financial support in the recent struggle . "

It will be seen that the question of the

continuance of organization among the em

ployes of the Columbus Railway and Light

Co. depends absolutely upon the tempera

ment and persistance of the employes who

return to work. It is quite likely that they

will maintain their organization. Thus ends

the Columbus street railway strike.
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STRIKE 44
THE RIVERSIDE, N. J., STRIKE.

On October 4, 1910, the employes of the

Trenton & Riverside and Trenton & New

Brunswick lines were organized and affil

iated under charter No. 550. In the course

of the organizing of the local , certain of the

employes were dismissed from the service.

Following the institution of the local , a

schedule of working conditions embracing an

increase in wage and the reinstatement of

the dismissed members was prepared and

presented to the management of the com

pany. The requests were ignored , and on

October 11 a strike took place which was of

short duration, however, as a settlement was

effected on October 12 by which an agree

ment was secured embracing all of the re

quests of the employes, also an arbitration

clause was agreed upon to be embraced in

the agreement to provide against further

suspension of work.

The new local was assisted by Chairman

C. 0. Pratt.

Prior to organization, the wage rate pre

vailing was 18, 19 and 20 cents per hour.

The agreement wage rate is :

First year, 21 cents per hour.

Second year, 22 cents per hour.

Third year, 23 cents per hour.

Ten years and after, 24 cents per hour,

making an increase of practically 3 cents per

hour and 4 cents per hour to those of more

than ten years in the service. The provision

upon which the wage is based will add 1 cent

per hour to the above rate for the year 1911 ,

and the rate for 1912 is provided for, unless

otherwise modified, to be 22 , 23 , 24 and 25

cents per hour, the 25 cent rate accruing to

those of three or more years in the service.

The agreement is for 18 months.
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mutual courage, by association , that, bid to

do obeisance to this generally hated man.

Possibly he was hated for the very power he

exercised over them . But few ever worked for

farmer Fenton that did not resolve never again

to return to his employment. Yet therewas

not another farmer in Grant township who

could better command labor at any and all

times or procure it at a lower price.

So , all who saw the sign of the presenceof

J. M. Fenton or some member of his family,

gathered to pay their respects in one way or

another to that distinguished gentleman or

any member of his family. The Fenton girls

were attractive. Yet they were haughty and

repulsive. Even so, they received idolatrous

homage whenever they honored the village

with their presence.

It had been whispered that J. M. Fenton

had become a railroad magnate. Perhaps

that added awe to his presence. However

that may be , with time he grew more the cold ,

awe inspiring pride of the town. People be

gan to mention him as a sort of credit asset of

South Grant township.

Thus , the Jaquay grocery, upon this par

ticular afternoon, became the scene of an un

usual gathering After the three crony chairs

were occupied and the cracker barrel, soap

boxes and the convenient counter space were

all occupied for seating capacity, others lan

guidly shifted from one foot to another , all

determined, with equal ardor, to maintain a

siege until the gentleman behind the upright

tiers of post office boxes should emerge.

Cora Jaquay was not behind the counter.

That was unmistakable evidence that at least

oneof the Fenton girls had come to the village.

Two youngmen entered the store and found

their way upto the only vacant space near the

post office boxes in a sort of impatient cus

tomer's attitude.

“ Ho! Jake," exclaimed one of the more

familiar loungers. “ Customers !”

This brought Jaquay from behind the boxes,

but instead of waiting upon the young men ,

he stepped to the back door that, through a

storm-protected runway , communicated with

the family residence. From here he called to

Cora to assist in the store for a few minutes ,

He then stepped back and requested the young

men to wait a bit until his daughter would

come to wait upon them , and resumed his

position behind the post office boxes.

“ The owner of that property must be lo

cated,” came a voice from Jaquay's retreat .

“ Dr. Barr must know who he is .

perty is the very plot of ground we must have.

But it must be kept very quiet until we can

land it . Now, if you canlocate the owner and

get the property into our hands , one thousand

dollars in stock and the price you pay for the

land is yours. It was a stupid piece of busi

ness for youto force the sale of it without con

sulting me first."

" But I never thought , for a moment, that it

would everbe ofany value," explained Jaquay

“ Neither did I have the least idea that any one

would take enough interest in the Miltons to

buy it for them . But you know the old

doctor. If we make any inquiry of him he'll

suspect something and if he sees anything in

it for the Miltons, his interest in them will

make us pay dear for it ."
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HARDSCRABBLE TRANSFORMED BY

ADVENT OF TROLLEY.

Excitement of the early afternoon led to the

Jaquay grocery. Upon either side of the

double door were tall , firmly planted , sub

stantial posts for convenience for hitching

horses. Standing at the most accessible of

those posts were a span of well groomed ,

evenly matched , spirited dapple bays . Not a

villager or countryman about but knew they

were the property of Mr. J. M. Fenton . Their

appearance upon the outside was assurance

that Mr. J. M. Fenton or some member or

members of his family were inside. None

others drove the Fenton road horses . J. M.

Fenton had other horses with which the hired

help might come to town . But when this par

ticular team was ever blanketed at a hitching

post, it was known that Fenton himself or

some immediate member of the family was not

Now , there was that in the personality of

J. M. Fenton that any lone villager was made

to feel more comfortable to go across lots

rather than come in contact with him . He

was unsociable, domineering and repulsing.

In fact, the very atmosphere about him was

cold and cheerless . Yetwhen in groups , there

was a strangeness of persuasion that impelled

a vieing, one with another, in pursuit of his

favor. There seemed generated a sort of

ded

far away.
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“ The Miltons have no relatives able to help Fenton and Cora passed down the aisle be

them, unless it should be— " hind the counter where they could watch

The voice seemed to stop short as though to them from the window as they crossedthe

divert from completing the thought. It was road diagonally in the direction of the village

all the young man standing close to the tier of tavern . As they reached the opposite side of

post office boxes heard when his attention was the street , Miss Ethel Barr passed them . The

interrupted by the happy voices of Cora girls noticed that she gave a smile of recog

Jaquay and her companions, a young lady and notion to the young man who had made the

gentleman, who proved to be Agnes, the purchases and in whom they were most in

younger daughter of Mr. J. M. Fenton and terested .

Mr. Chester A. Fenton , her brother. " Ethel Barr knows that gentleman, " said

It was the young man who had overheard a Agnes, as she withdrew from the window ,

part ofthe conversation going on behind the " and I'll learn from her who he is ."

post office box tier ,who wished to make a few Cora was too cautious to reply to herfriend.

commonplace purchases. Cora Jaquay be Somehow , she didn't like Ethel, but she was

held himwith undisguised interest for a mom not anxious to mention it to Agnes.

ent and then turned to Chester. Her cheek " Interested in those fellows, Agnes ?" asked

crimsoned , but she hastily recovered and Chester.

adeptly and especially obligingly waited upon " In the younger one, yes," replied his sister.

thecustomer. " He looks justlike you . "

As the two young men left the store, Agnes " Fine compliment," he replied. "He's a

VICE PRES. JOHN MCCLEAN, DIVISION NO. 260, CHICAGO, ILL.

By courtesy of the correspondent of Division No.260, Chicago, Ill., the read

ers of the " M. & C.” are presented with a picture of Vice Pres. John McClean as

appearing above. The picture shows him as marshall about to enter the parade

which was one of the important features of the recent Labor Day demonstration

in S. Chicago. Vice President McClean is one of the longest service street railway

men in thecountry; in fact, he has grown old in the service. His early career as

a street car man began in New York City. He was one of the promoters of

Division No. 260 the second largest Chicago local and is at present vice president.

He is recognized as an unyielding and uncompromising trades unionist .
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street car conductor and works for 20 cents an

hour," was the suggestive reply . “ It would

takehim two weeks to earn enough to pay for

the hat you have on your head .

“ He looks just like you, just the same, and

he may be a gentleman, no matter what he

works at or what he earns," was the rather

petulant retort .

" Doesn't he look like Chester,Cora ? ” asked

Agnes

" What's the use of talking about him any

more ?" replied Cora, rather anxious to please

Chester. " He's nothing but a street car con

ductor. "

“ I saw you comparing him with Chester

when you first looked at him, and you

blushed,” continued Agnes , upon what had

become to the others an unpleasant subject.

“ What if he is a street car conductor ? I like

the looks of that man . If anything he looks

more like Pa than you do. Besides, he looks

frank and honest . '

“ Suggestive, that ! Thanks,” said Chester,

as the trio disappeared through the rear

door of the grocery:

It was a cold, driving, expressionless greet

ing that the few gathered fellow -townsmen of

Mr. J. M. Fenton received from him as he

emerged with Mr. Jaquay from behind the

barricade of post office pigeonholes that

separated Mr. Jaquay's inner office from the

outside world . Yet it was all they expected

from this greatest of South Grant Township .

The most of them followed him out and com

plimented highly, in their style, upon his fine

horses . Here is where they penetrated his

armor for a moment . Mr. J. M. Fenton really

appreciated praise for his horses and the horses

deserved it . Maybe Fenton did . He was

certainly a friend to his horses. So far as

anyone had ever observed , he loved his horses

better than anything else on earth , with the

bare exception of hisyounger daughter, Agnes.

It was after the Fentons returned to their

home that Chester chided Agnes for falling in

love with a street car conductor.

" Possibly I'm not the only one attracted by

him ," retorted Agnes , as she watched her

brother closely . She knew that the young

lady who held the highest admiration of her

brother was Miss Ethel Barı. " I saw Ethel

Barr very sweetly acknowledge his recognition

of her as he passed her on the street.

The disclosure had the desired result .

Chester was silent for a moment.

“ Who is this attractive conductor ? " asked

Mrs. J. M. Fenton . " I'm getting interested ."

" I never saw him before," explained Agnes ,

“ but he looks just like that picture of papa ,'

indicating a picture of Mr. J. M. Fenton that

hung conspicuously as a wall decoration . It

was a picture of her father taken at the time

of his marriage to her mother, when about

twenty-eight years of age . “ He looks more

like papa now than Chester does,” she con

tinued .

( To be continued )
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$3.50 Receipt Cures

Weak Kidneys, Free

Relieves Urinary and Kidney Troubles,

Backache, Straining, Swelling, Etc.

Stops Pain in the Bladder, Kid

neys and Back.

Detroit Motormen

and Conductors!

We want your trade-- not only for

Uniforms but for all you need in

Clothing, Hats and Furnishings.

We can not only supply you with

just what you want but we can save

you money on every purchase.

SEE OUR SPECIAL

Union Made Uniform (med . weight) $ 11.00

Union Made Uniform (hvy . weight) $ 14.00

Wouldn't it be nice within a week or so to

begin to say goodbye forever to the scalding,

dribbling, straining, or too frequent passage

of urine; the forehead and the back of the

head aches ; the stitches and pains in the

back ; the growing muscle weakness; spots

before the eyes; yellow skin ; sluggish bowels ;

swollen eyelids or ankles ; leg cramps ; un

natural short breath ; sleeplessness and the

despondency ?

I have a recipe for these troubles that you

can depend on, and if you want to make a

quick recovery , you ought to write and get

a copy ofit . Many a doctor would charge you

$ 3.50 just for writing this prescription, but I

have it and will be glad to send it to you

entirely free. Just drop me a line like this :

Dr. A. E. Robinson , K - 1893 Luck Building,

Detroit , Mich . , and I will send it by return

mail in a plain envelope . As you will see

when you get it , this recipe contains only

pure, harmless remedies, but it has great

healing and pain - conquering power .

It will quickly show its power once youuse

it , so I think you had better see what it is

without delay. I will send you a copy free

you can use it and cure yourself at home .

Made expressly for Detroit Car

Men – regulation style— depend

able quality - and to be had in all

regular, stout and slim sizes. The

guaranteed best ever offered at this

price.

The Home of Good Clothos for Man or Boy.| ILL

Cla
yto

n's

53-61 MICHIGAN AVE. Opp . Cadillac Hotel



The PEOPLES STATE BANK

DETROIT, ' MICH .

Officers Officers

George H. Russel

President

SEE SAVINGS BANK
W. M. O'Brien,

Vice -President

and Chairman

of Board

A. E. Wing,

Cashier

E. P. Bergman,

Cashier Sav.

Dept.

R. W. Smylie,

Mgr. Credit

Dept.

J. R. Bodde,

Asst. Cashier

Geo . E. Lawson,

Vice- President

W
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R. S. Mason,

Vice -President R. T. Cudmore

Asst. Cashier

F. A.Schulte,

Vice -President
Geo . T. Courtney.

Auditor

CAPITAL,

SURPLUS,

$1,500,000.00

1,500,000.00

INTEREST PAID ON SAVINOS DEPOSITS.
ACCOUNTS CAN BE OPENED BY MAIL

WRITE FOR BOOKLET WHICH TELLS " HOW ."

4
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UNION-MADE UNIFORMS

TRADE MARK.
PRICE LIST OF SUITS

BEST IN UNITED STATES IN VALUE
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Army quality , 15 oz ...........
$ 12.50

Old Colony quality, 16 oz.....
14.50

Asbury quality , 18 oz.
14.00

Albany quality, 18 oz .
16.50

Amherst quality, 20 oz.........
16.00

Bostonia quality, 20 oz....
18.50

Winter quality, 26 oz.
18.50

Blue Reefers, 34 in. long sheep skin

lined , 30 oz. cloth
16.00

This label sewed on every Reefers, $ 11.00, $ 12.00 , $ 13.50

suit made by us.

Ulsters, $ 14.00 , $ 16.00, $ 18.00

If your clothier does not handle our goods, write us at once the names of any re

liable dealers in your place and we will send sample suits for examination .

FRED M. BATCHELDER CO. , Manufacturers,

109 KINGSTON STREET,
BOSTON, MASS . , U. S. A.

54646 64 YAYAYAYAYAYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYSKUSALAMA
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